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DISEASE CABSIEBS"-

The past two decades have witnessed

many notable achievements in medicine,

chief among which, as regards the infec-

tious diseases, stand the discovery of the

curative sera, and the more recent discov-

ery of specific chemical agents for the

treatment and cure of disease. The real,

ultimate goal toward which the research

work bearing on human and animal infec-

tions points is, and must be, the cure of the

afflicted. No royal road leads to the de-

sired end, but instead numberless trails

must be blazed which too often lead seem-

ingly to nowhere. While the crowning

achievement, the direct conquest of disease,

is the aim, the investigator from the begin-

ning has endeavored to accomplish essen-

tially the same result by preventive means.

The search for the cause of disease, the

recognition of the portals of entry and exit,

the perfecting of methods of disinfection,

and the development of preventive inocula-

tion served to build up a fairly effective

basis for prophylaxis. These methods

would, indeed, have sufSeed had the earlier

views regarding the spread of disease been

correct. The general knowledge regarding

the highly contagious diseases made it seem

probable that all infections were spread,

more or less directly, from the sick to the

healthy, and as a result preventive meas-

ures were applied to the patient and to his

immediate surroundings. The outcome,

however, was not always satisfactory and
the reason is not difficult to see. Fully as

' Address of the vice-president and chairman of

Section K, American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, December 29, 1911.
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important as a knowledge of the germ it-

self is the fundamental fact that disease

may be conveyed through the agency of

apparently healthy insects, lower animals,

and even man himself. It is the recogni-

tion of this fact, the existence of disease

carriers, which has brought about such re-

markable results in the fight against mal-

aria, yellow fever, Malta fever and many

other diseases. Hence a brief outline of

our knowledge of this interesting subject

may not be out of place.

It may be well at the outset to state that

the term "disease carrier" is applied to

animals or persons who, though apparently

in perfect health, harbor and eliminate a

given disease germ. The fact that the

"carrier" is an apparently healthy animal

means that the disease may be spread

through a wholly unexpected source. The

old view of the transmission of disease by

contact with the sick remains true, but it

is enlarged and supplemented by newer

facts. Since more or less direct contact

with the apparently healthy carrier, or

with the actually sick serves to spread an

infection, it is clear that preventive meas-

ures must consider the former as well as

the latter.

Strange as it may seem, the existence of

certain carriers, though not their import,

was recognized in the early days of bac-

teriology. Thus, the presence of the mi-

crobe of sputum septicemia in the mouths

of healthy persons was noted indepen-

dently by Sternberg and by Pasteur, in

1880, but it was not until several years

later that this organism was shown to be

the cause of lobar pneumonia. The fre-

quent persistence of this organism in the

sputum after recovery was observed at an

early date.

An even more striking example was fur-

nished with the discovery of the diphtheria

bacillus in 1883, for Loeffler not only found

this organism in the sick, but also in some

perfectly healthy children. So contradic-

tory to the accepted order of things was

this fact that for several years it prevented

the full recognition of this germ as the

cause of the disease. The more thoroughly

this disease was studied, the more it became

evident that recovery did not mean an

immediate disappearance of the pathogenic

microbe. In other words, clinical recovery

did not assure freedom from danger to

others. The early recognition of this fact

led to the establishment of the bacteriologic

control of the recovered patient in the forra

as it now exists in practise. Two or more

consecutive examinations of the throat and

nose must yield negative findings before it

can be said that the danger of spreading

the infection has been overcome.

The presence of the pathogenic agent in

the active stage of the disease is a neces-

sary condition; the persistence of such

agent during convalescence is more or less

to be expected, but the continued existence,

at times, of the organism in the individual

after complete recovery, and its presence in

persons who apparently have never had the

disease is somewhat difficult of explanation.

The three types thus alluded to are con-

veniently designated as (1) convalescent,

(2) chronic and (3) healthy carriers. The

latter in the majority of cases perhaps in-

cludes individuals who, at some time, and

unknown to them, have had an attack of

the disease; they are therefore virtually

chronic carriers. Others, though healthy,

may be in the incubation stage and hence

develop the disease some days later.

Lastly, a third group would include strictly

healthy carriers, those who have never had

the disease and are only remotely liable to

it. Obviously, then, it is difficult to dis-

tinguish between these several groups of

healthy carriers.
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DIPHTHERIA

As regards diphtheria, investigations

have shown that the healthy carriers are

never found in regions free from the dis-

ease. They are met with only in places

where the disease prevails; the home, hos-

pital, asylum, school and, naturally, the

large city furnish examples, though in ex-

tremely variable number. Intimate asso-

ciation with the patient, either before or

during sickness, as is likely to occur in the

home, yields the largest percentage of such

carriers. This is especially true where

preventive measures, such as isolation and

disinfection, are not enforced at the outset.

Under such conditions it has been found

that fully one third of the exposed become

carriers for a greater or less length of time.

Where proper measures are instituted

early, the number is necessarily greatly

reduced. Systematic examinations made

in the large cities have, time and again,

demonstrated the presence of healthy car-

riers in from 2 to 4 per cent, or more of

the persons tested.

The persistence of the organism in the

healthy carrier is usually, and fortunately,

of short duration, though exceptionally it

may continue to be present for months.

Such carriers are unquestionably a source

of danger to others and serve to explain

outbreaks of the disease where contact with

a sick person is positively excluded. The

fact that the blood of a majority of the

healthy carriers possesses antitoxic proper-

ties indicates clearly that they have passed

through a previous, though unrecognized,

mild infection and consequently that they

really belong to the type of chronic car-

riers. A small number of the healthy car-

riers may eventually themselves develop

the disease, while others, for some unknown

reason, escape infection.

The convalescent and chronic carriers are

properly looked upon as being dangerous

to the community. It is a well-recognized

fact that the diphtheria bacillus persists in

the throat and nose, for a variable period

of time, after the disappearance of all

clinical sjonptoms of the disease. It may
remain present for a few days, weeks or

months. Fortunately, the vast majority

rid themselves of the invading organism in

a relatively short time, but as long as they

harbor the organism they are in a position

to infect others. Isolation, under such con-

ditions, is just as necessary as in the acute

stage of the infection. The really chronic

carrier, the one who harbors the germs for

months, if not years, presents the most dif-

ficult problem.

TYPHOID FEVER

The studies on typhoid fever during the

past few years have been especially fruitful

in enlarging our knowledge of human car-

riers and have served to concentrate at-

tention to the important part played by

these in the propagation of the disease.

The accepted cause, the typhoid bacillus, is

known to be present not only in the intes-

tines, but also in the internal organs and in

the blood. Because of the latter occur-

rence the majority of typhoid patients,

after about the twelfth day of the disease,

eliminate the typhoid bacillus in the urine,

at times in enormous numbers, and such

elimination may continue for weeks after

complete recovery has taken place. Excep-

tionally, the typhoid bacillus may persist

in the urine or discharges for months, and

years, if not through the remainder of life.

The problem of the healthy carrier is

one of special import. Here, as before, we
have those who have undoubtedly passed

through a previous mild and unrecognized

attack of the disease and hence are of the

type of true chronic carriers ; as such, they

are to be looked upon as particularly dan-
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gerous. Others there are who but tempo-

rarily carry the organism, which soon dis-

appears from the intestine if the source of

supply, such as contaminated milk or water,

is withdrawn. In these the natural resist-

ance, whatever that may be, is such as to

prevent the organism from gaining a foot-

hold and consequently it is soon got rid

of. The individual is and remains healthy,

and, because of the temporary presence of

the organism, is of relatively little danger

to others. On the other hand, the healthy

carrier may turn out to be in the incuba-

tional stage of the disease, the first symp-

tom of which may appear in several days,

<or two or three weeks after the detection

of the bacillus.

During convalescence from typhoid fe-

ver, presumably because of persisting le-

sions, the specific organism continiies to be

eliminated for some time. In general, how-

ever, after the tenth day following the dis-

appearance of the fever, the typhoid bacil-

lus disappears from the excretions of the

convalescents, except from about 10 per

cent. Most of the latter clear up in from

three to four weeks, while others become

true chronic carriers.

The chronic bacillus carrier is of especial

importance, since to such, more than any

other, must be ascribed the persistence of

the disease in sporadic form in communi-

ties where every precaution is taken to in-

sure a pure water-supply. This fact was

most clearly established by the investiga-

tions carried on in 1902 in Alsace and Lor-

raine, where typhoid fever was notoriously

in evidence in spite of the utmost effort to

control the disease by the ordinary sanitary

methods. The conclusions arrived at in

the course of those studies have been veri-

fied and extended by workers in all parts

of the world. The occurrence of typhoid

and para-typhoid bacilli in healthy and

chronic carriers can hardly be advanced as

an argument against the accepted patho-

genic role of these organisms. The lesson

taught by the history of yellow fever and

hog cholera might lead us to believe that

the above-mentioned organisms were acci-

dental and not causative, and that the real

cause might be of an ultra-microscopic

character. No experimental evidence, how-

ever, has yet been presented in support of

this idea. On the contrary, all the known
facts, especially the serum reactions, and

above all, the remarkable results obtained

in the prevention of typhoid fever by in-

oculation of the dead bacillus point to the

etiologic significance of the typhoid germ.

The number of chronic typhoid carriers

is not large, being placed by various work-

ers at from 2 to 3 to 5 per cent. ; figures

which can not be considered as exact in

view of the known imperfections of the

methods employed. This low percentage,

however, is an encouraging and redeeming

feature when one considers that the excre-

tion of the typhoid bacillus by such car-

riers is not always limited to weeks or

months, but may continue for years and

perhaps till death. This remarkable per-

sistence of the germ is commonly consid-

ered to be due to its localization in, and

adaptation to the biliary passages. Its

presence in the bile and in biliary calculi is

an established fact. Usually, with the bile

the organism passes into the intestine to be

eliminated with the discharges; less often

it enters the circulation and appears in the

urine. The fact that the bile is a common

avenue of elimination when organisms are

introduced into the blood may lead one to

suppose that the bacillus is primarily local-

ized elsewhere than in the bile bladder, and

such a supposition is not without analogy.

A vegetative focus within an organ not

only explains the presence of the bacillus

in the bile and, at times, in the urine, but

also accounts for the fact that in others the
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elimination is of an intermittent character.

The result of studies on the age and sex

distribution of carriers indicates that chil-

dren are the least, while women are most

prone to this condition. The latter fact is

noteworthy, since the spread of typhoid

fever by carriers engaged in the handling

of and preparation of food must be consid-

ered as beyond question. The figures

which we have showing the relative fre-

quency of infection through such carriers

vary considerably, owing to the necessarily

different conditions prevailing in different

regions. Generally speaking, from 4 to 30

per cent, of the cases of typhoid fever are

traceable to the chronic carrier. In local-

ized outbreaks, such as arise in the family,

the boarding house, and the like, practically

every case may have this origin.

Essentially the same facts which have

been developed in connection with diph-

theria and typhoid fever hold true for other

diseases, such as influenza, meningitis,

pneumonic plague, dysentery and cholera.

In the matter of cholera it may not be with-

out interest to note that one of the most

effective means employed during the past

summer to prevent the introduction of

cholera into this country was the systematic

examination of all third-class passengers

coming from infected ports for cholera

carriers.

By far the most interesting and instruc-

tive example of a disease carrier is that

revealed in connection with Malta fever.

The cause of this disease, the Micrococcus

melitensis, has been known for twenty-five

years, but the real mode of transmission of

the disease was not recognized until five

years ago. It was then shown for the first

time, and quite accidentally, that the goat

is really a chronic carrier of the disease

organism. The studies of the British Com-

mission showed that among the many thou-

sand of goats examined on the Island of

Malta, fully 50 per cent, gave the agglu-

tination test, while 10 per cent, were actu-

ally secreting the micrococcus in their milk.

The existence of the disease among goats

was wholly unexpected, but its existence

forcibly taught a lesson on the importance

of the chronic carrier.

The disease in the goat was so mild as to

pass unnoticed. On recovery, however, the

specific germ instead of disappearing be-

came localized in the mammary gland and

hence appeared in the milk. The use of

this milk by man led to his infection with

Malta fever. The recognition that this dis-

ease was a milk infection enabled the au-

thorities, once and for all, to put an end to

the tribute paid by the British army and

navy. The simplest precaution, the boiling

of the goat's milk or its avoidance, was

sufficient to put an end to the scourge.

In many ways Malta fever in man pre-

sents a striking analogy to typhoid fever.

In both diseases the specific organism per-

sists in the body during convalescence and
indeed after full recovery. Their con-

tinued elimination in the urine and dis-

charges indicates a localization in some

part of the body. In both infection occiirs

by way of the alimentary tract.

Carriers are by no means restricted to

the bacterial diseases, of which but a few

have been discussed. They play an even

more important part in the propagation of

certain protozoal infections. They consti-

tute the natural reservoirs of virus and, as

such, are chiefly responsible for the con-

tinued existence of these diseases. Thus,

cattle which have recovered from Texas

fever do not show, on microscopical exam-

ination of their blood, any evidence of the

presence of the parasite, and yet such blood

injected into a healthy animal gives rise to

the typical disease. The parasite is clearly

present, .either in extremely small num-

bers, or, what is more likely, in an unrecog-
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nizable form in the immune animal. The

condition is analogous to that observed in

the chronic carriers of typhoid fever and

other bacterial diseases; it implies that a

reciprocal immunity has been established,

an armed truce so to speak, between the

host and invader.

In trypanosomal disease chronic carriers

are equally in evidence. When recovery

occurs, as it does in some animals, the or-

ganism, though present in the blood, is

practically unrecognizable by means other

than inoculation of animals or by artificial

cultivation. The culture method had re-

vealed the presence of such trypanosomes

in a large percentage of birds, and more

recently the same procedure has demon-

strated the existence of similar parasites in

the cattle of various countries.

The disease caused by sub-microscopic or

invisible organisms may show this same per-

sistence of the infective agent long after

recovery has taken place. A striking ex-

ample of this fact has but recently been

determined in connection with infantile

paralysis where the virus has been found

to persist in the naso-pharynx for many
months. The existence of the chronic car-

rier being recognized, it is no longer sur-

prising to learn of sudden outbreaks of this

dangerous disease, apparently spontaneous

in character, in a locality where no previ-

ous case was known to exist.

INVERTEBRATE CAEEIERS

Important as the vertebrate carrier may
be, it is quite overshadowed by the enor-

mous importance of the invertebrate car-

rier. It may be asserted without fear of

contradiction that the most valuable re-

sults which have been accomplished in pre-

ventive medicine in recent years have come

from the recognition of the exclusive role

played by these carriers in the transmission

of many diseases. Texas fever, malaria,

yellow fever, sleeping sickness, not to men-

tion a score of other infections, find their

natural transmission in the agency of

insects, ticks and other sanguivorous or-

ganisms.

It has been customary for some years to

speak of insects as passive and as active

carriers, which terms convey certain well-

defined conceptions. The passive carrier is

an accidental conveyer rather than a nat-

ural host for the germ. A fly feeding upon

typhoid excreta may soil its feet or pro-

boscis and on alighting elsewhere may de-

posit such mechanically adhering particles.

The part played by the passive carrier is

merely one of indirect contamination—

a

purely mechanical transmission of the in-

fective agent from one place to another.

This transference of disease organisms to

articles of food, or even into wounds by

flying insects may lead to infection, and, in

fact, it is generally recognized that certain

bacterial and even protozoal diseases may
thus be spread. Cholera, dysentery, tu-

berculosis and typhoid fever are most often

mentioned in this connection.

The active carrier, on the other hand, is

essentially a diseased individual and corre-

sponds in a way to the chronic vertebrate

carrier already discussed. Some, however,

can be compared more correctly to the

healthy carriers. The insect, tick, leech,

and the like, which feed upon an infected

animal may become a suitable soil for the

disease organism, which either multiplies

directly, or else passes through a develop-

mental cycle in its new host. It has been

supposed by some that active carriers can

harbor only animal parasites, such as the

pathogenic protozoa and filaria, an assump-

tion which is quite erroneous. It is un-

doubtedly true that many of the known

active carriers do transmit animal para-

sites, but that fact is not sufficient to ex-

clude a like transmission of bacteria, nor
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does it justify the assumption, so freely

resorted to, that an unseen and unrecog-

nizable germ which is transmitted by an

active carrier is ipso facto a protozoon.

The best example of an insect bacillus

carrier is seen in bubonic plague, which is

spread almost wholly by the bites of fleas

which come from naturally infected rats or

other rodents. The plague bacillus is pres-

ent in the blood of the diseased animal,

usually some hours before death, and the

flea which sucks up such blood into its

stomach becomes infected with a variable

number of the organisms. These then un-

dergo multiplication in the digestive tube,

and persist therein for four to ten to

twenty-one days, depending upon the tem-

perature, method of feeding, and perhaps

on factors inherent in the flea itself. There

is no evidence that the flea is affected in

any way by the presence of the bacillus,

which leaves the body chiefly, if not en-

tirely, along with the feces. The contact

of this excretal matter with the wound is

perhaps the chief means by which infection

occurs. It is clear, therefore, that the flea

is not a mere passive carrier, but an actual

host (a healthy carrier), even though the

parasite is unable to maintain a very pro-

longed existence within its digestive tube.

The common rat flea is also one of the

agents which brings about the transmission

of a protozoal disease among rats, namely,

Trypanosoma Leivisi. Opinions have dif-

fered as to the part played by the flea in

the transmission of this infection; as to

whether it was a mere passive, or a real

active carrier. But recent studies have

shown clearly that passive transmission, in

this as in other trypanosomatic diseases,

though possible, is of no special conse-

quence ; and, that the flea is a true host, an

active carrier. The work of Minchin and

Thomson indicates the existence of an in-

tracellular multiplication of the parasite in

the epithelial cells of the mid-gut, as a

result of which the trypanosome breaks up
into a number, possibly eight, daughter

trypanosomes, which then become free and
undergo further development and multipli-

cation. The period of incubation is six

to seven days or more, but the insect once

infected remains so for an indefinite pe-

riod. Regurgitation of the ripe infective

form from the stomach of the flea into the

wound made by the proboscis of the flea is,

according to these investigators, the normal

method of transmission.

Incidentally it may be stated that evi-

dence has been presented, though it can not

be said to be conclusive, which goes to show

that the dog flea is responsible for the

spread of the disease known as infantile

kala-azar. Further investigation is needed

to determine the mode of transmission of

this deadly infection.

The tick family is an extremely impor-

tant group as regards the transmission of

disease of man and animals. The infective

agent may be a bacillus, a spirochete ; or a

typical protozoon such as a piroplasm or a

trypanosome. For example, we know from

the splendid studies of Eicketts on the so-

called Rocky Mountain fever, also known

as "spotted" or "tick" fever, that this dis-

ease is due in all probability to a bacillus,

and, furthermore, that this is invariably

transmitted by the bite of a tick, or of its

offspring.

The spirochetes which many workers,

following the lead of Schaudinn, believed

to be protozoa are now rarely classed as such

even by zoologists. Instead, they have either

been turned back among the spiral bacteria,

or have been given a separate position,

intermediate between them and the proto-

zoa. This fact is of interest because most

of the spirochetal diseases are transmitted

through the agency of active carriers, such

as the louse and especially ticks. The best
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example of the latter type of infection is

the African tick fever, which is closely

identified with the ordinary relapsing

fever. The active carrier in this case is

the tick, Ornithodorus mouhata, which not

only can transmit the disease directly, bnt

can also do so through its otiEspring. A
spirochetal disease of chicken is similarly

transmitted by another tick, Argas mini-

atus.

Our knowledge regarding the change

which the spirochete undergoes in the tick

and in the egg is by no means complete.

Thus, while some workers, such as Koch,

described the presence of the spiral organ-

ism in the internal organs and in the eggs,

other observers have failed to demonstrate

their presence. Leishman, a most careful

worker, was, as a rule, unable to detect

recognizable spirochetes later than the

tenth day after ingestion by the ticks.

Instead he observed clumps of chromatin

granules which were also invariably pres-

ent in the eggs, larvae and nymphs derived

from infected ticks. The spirochete origin

of these granules is uncertain, especially

since similar granules were found in

nymphs derived from ticks fed on normal

blood.

The infection of a healthy animal by a

tick may occur, either by the injection of

spirochetes with the salivary secretion, or

by regurgitation of infective material from

the gut, but neither of these modes of infec-

tion can be considered as common. In-

stead, it appears from the work of Leish-

man and of Hindle, that infection is the

result of excretion of infective material

from the Malpighian tubiales and gut,

which enters the open wound caused by the

tick's bite. This contaminative wound in-

fection is therefore similar to that already

noted in connection with the flea and bu-

bonic plague.

The Texas fever of cattle, as is well

known, was the first disease in which trans-

mission through the agency of an insect or

arthropod was demonstrated. The facts

presented by Smith and Kilborne twenty

years ago hold to-day. Thanks to that

work which served to open up the entire

field of invertebrate carriers, we know that

the disease is not transferred directly by

the tick which has fed upon an infected

animal, but indirectly through the young

ticks which hatch from its eggs. The

pathogenic agent in this case is a typical

intracellular protozoon, the Piroplasma.

Similar piroplasmatic diseases are met with

in a variety of domestic animals and, in all

such cases, transmission is effected by ticks

at one stage or another of their develop-

ment.

In addition to the foregoing types of

organisms which are transmitted by ticks,

passing mention may be made of the com-

mon trypanosome infection of cattle, al-

ready referred to, which in all probability

owes its presence to this group of ectopara-

sites.

The recognition of mosquito-borne dis-

eases marks one of the most important ad-

vances in modern times. Thanks to the

work of Eoss, Grassi and many others, we

learned that malaria was transmitted solely

through the bite of the mosquito. The life

history of the parasite in the Anopheles has

been traced, most completely, from the

moment when it enters the stomach with

the ingested blood, until it leaves the insect

by way of the salivary secretion.

Barely a decade has passed since yellow

fever was shown by Reed and his co-work-

ers to be similarly transmitted, though by

another genus of mosquito, the Stegomyia.

The cause of the disease escaped their

search, and for that matter is still un-

known, but the practical results which fol-

lowed from their work culminated in the
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complete conquest of a hitherto uncon-

trolled scourge.

Did time permit, some consideratioa

could be given to insect carriers, such as

the body louse, which has to do with the

transmission of relapsing fever and typhus

fever in man, and the trypanosome infec-

tion in the common rat ; the bed-bug, which

has often attracted attention in connection

with plague, relapsing fever and kala-azar

;

and to the sand-fly, which has recently been

shown to be responsible for the pappataci

fever, which is due, like dengue and yellow

fever, to a filterable, invisible virus. It

will be better to pass these by and consider

briefly a vastly more important carrier, the

tsetse fly.

Curiously enough, the tsetse-fly disease

of South Africa was the first disease clearly

recognized as insect-borne. The natives, as

well as the early travelers, realized that the

bite of the tsetse fly caused sickness and
death of the animals thus bitten. The work
of Bruce in 1894 proved this relation and
at the same time demonstrated that the

disease was due to a blood parasite, since

named, Tr. Brucei. At that time Bruce

was led to believe that the fly was infective

for but a few hours, or at most a day or

two after an infective feed. In other

words, the fly was thought to be a passive

carrier, simply carrying the parasite from

one animal to another. This view has been

definitely set aside as a result of the studies

of the past two years. Mechanical trans-

mission, especially where interrupted feed-

ing occurs, is possible, but that this is the

natural way is no longer believed. That

the tsetse fly obtained its infection from the

wild animals was a reasonable supposition,

which was soon confirmed by special exam-

inations. The important fact was estab-

lished that the wild animal, recovering

from the infection, became a chronic car-

rier and as such served as a natural reser-

voir of the virus. As long as such wild

animals existed, the fly could infect itself

and transmit the disease to the passing

domestic animal. The introduction of rin-

derpest into South Africa is said to have

brought about the destruction of wild ani-

mals to such an extent as to render this

disease a negligible quantity in that region.

Especial interest centers about the tsetse

fly because of its relation to sleeping sick-

ness, which is caused by the Trypanosoma

gambiense. While the fly, Glossina pal-

palis, is chiefly responsible for the spread

of this disease, there is reason to believe

that other species of tsetse flies can likewise

serve as carriers. Attempts to eradicate

the disease by removing all of the natives

from certain regions have failed to accom-

plish the desired result. The tsetses un-

doubtedly obtain their infection from some

other source than diseased man. This nat-

ural reservoir of the virus has not as yet

been discovered, although from experi-

ments made on antelopes it is not unlikely

that these or related animals constitute the

chronic carrier from which the infection is

transmitted to man by the fly.

The question as to whether the tsetse fly

could act as an active carrier was finally

settled by Kleine (1909) and confirmed by

Bruce and his co-workers. It is now
known that flies which feed upon infected

animals remain harmless for a period of

about three weeks. After that time, how-

ever, they become infective and apparently

remain so during the remainder of their

life. Only a small percentage of the flies

thus fed become infected. The changes

which the trypanosome undergoes in the fly

are but partly known. Whether this para-

site has an intracellular stage, such as has

been observed in fleas infected with Tr.

Lewisi, remains to be demonstrated. It is

certain, however, that Tr. gamhiense, when

it once adapts itself to the conditions in
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the digestive tube of the fly, then multiplies

in much the same way as it would in the

culture tube. It is an interesting fact that

when blood containing Tr. 'hrucei is planted

on a suitable culture medium an incubation

period of from two to three weeks is neces-

sary to bring about this adaptation. It is

not unreasonable to believe that the changes

which take place in the test-tube are not

unlike those which occur within the diges-

tive tube of the fly. The successful culti-

vation of Tr. ganihiense has not as yet been

realized and hence comparison of the two

can not be made.

Frederick G. Novy
University of Michigan

CONCESNING NOMINA CONSEBVANDA,
AND A BEFEBENDUM TO

ALL ZOOLOGISTS

The Zoologischer Anzeiger for January 3,

1912, publishes the result of an extensive mail

vote taken among the professional zoologists

of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden,

for and against the strict application of the

law of priority in all cases, the negative vote

expressing the desire that the most important

and generally used names should be protected

against any change on nomenclatural grounds.

The vote was taken among professional zool-

ogists, excluding anatomists, paleontologists

and amateurs. Dr. Th. Mortensen, in report-

ing the results, comments as follows:

The result of the vote is very striking. Of the

122 names there are two for the strict application

of the priority rule in all cases, which means less

than two per cent. It may perhaps not be un-

reasonable to conclude from this result that the

number of those zoologists who swear to the strict

application of the priority rule, is upon the whole

very small, the great majority wishing to have the

names preserved unaltered.

It is to be hoped that the zoologists of other

countries will follow the example given here.

When this has been done and it has been definitely

proved that the great majority object to the strict

application of the priority rule, it may perhaps be

expected that the tyranny of that notorious law,

which has already done so much to damage science,

will be thrown off.

The Entomological News for March, 1912,

in an editorial on this subject offers to receive

and print the names of any American zoolo-

gists who will send in their votes.' It is to

be hoped that all zoologists of this country

interested in the names of animals will reg-

ister their votes as suggested.

Any general concurrence in the protest

against the strict application of the law of

priority in all cases should not be accepted as

a licence for every zoologist to adopt any

names that he chooses. No individual should

take it upon himself to waive the rules, but in

specific cases where clearly greater conve-

nience will result from setting them aside, this

should be done by such a centrally organized

and authorized body as the Commission on

Zoological Nomenclature. Such a body should

work toward the compilation of a list of nom-
ina conservanda, and the names of such a list,

once adopted by the International Congress,

should never be open to future change on nom-

enclatural grounds.

The adoption of a list of nomina conser-

vanda is not without precedent. The botan-

ists have such a list, and it appears to work

well. Article 20 of the International Rules

of Botanical Nomenclature reads

:

However, to avoid disadvantageous changes in

the nomenclature of genera by the strict applica-

tion of the rules of nomenclature, and especially

of the principle of priority in starting from 1753,

the rules provide a list of names which must be

retained in all cases. These names are by prefer-

ence those which have come into general use in the

fifty years following their publication, or which

have been used in monographs and important

floristic works up to the year 1890. The list of

these names forms an appendix to the rules of

nomenclature.

The next meeting of the International

Zoological Congress will occur in July, 1913,

and any proposed change in the rules of nom-

enclature must be forwarded to the commis-

sion a year in advance of the meeting at which

To Dr. P. P. Calvert, editor, 4515 Regent St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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they are to be considered. Therefore, in order

to bring the question of nomina conservanda

before the next International Congress, we, the

undersigned, have drawn up and forwarded to

the secretary of the International Commission,

Dr. Ch. W. Stiles, Washington, D. C, the fol-

lowing proposal

:

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE INTERNATIONAL CODE

OP ZOOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE

To add to Article 26.

To avoid disadvantageous changes in the nom-

enclature of genera by the strict application of

the rules of nomenclature, and especially of the

principle of priority, the International Commis-

sion on Zoological Nomenclature is empowered to

prepare a list of names to be retained. These

names are to be by preference those which have

come into general use in the fifty years following

their publication, especially those generic names

upon which long used family names are based and

those which have been used in monographs and

important works up to the year 1890. With each

generic name thus conserved is to be cited a type

species, to be chosen with a view to retaining the

name in its most widely known sense, even if

thereby an exception must be made to the other

provisions of this code.

We beg leave to suggest to American zool-

ogists individually and to zoological societies

the need that the commission be fully in-

formed as to the state of opinion among us

concerning the substance of this proposal.

The commission has in times past published

an invitation to all zoologists to send in pro-

posed lists of nomina conservanda, and has

met with little response. This was doubtless

due to the form of the invitation, the data

called for being far more than any of us had

time to compile. It will require little eilort

to write a postcard to the secretary of the

commission, expressing approval or disap-

proval of plan proposed; it will be easier still

to vote " yes " or " no " to a question pre-

pared for circulation among the members of

any society having zoological interests. It is

urged that in all zoological societies, such an

inquiry be circulated for personal signature,

and that the result of the vote be forwarded

to the commission and also published in the

scientific press. We entertain a hope that the

real opinion of zoologists may thus find ex-

pression, and that such expression may so

influence future rule-making as to prevent

the unspeakable confusion of our literature

that already impends.

(Signed)

J. C. Bradley Gr. W. Herrick

J. H. CoMSTOCK C. E. Crosby

J. G. Needham a. H. Wright
H. D. Eebd E. Matheson
W. A. EiLET G. C. Embody
Anna H. Morgan

THE BAINET AFRICAN COLLECTION

The final shipment of the extensive natural

history collection made by the Paul J. Eainey
expedition in British East Africa, numbering
some fourteen barrels and thirteen cases, has

been received at the U. S. National Museum,
and is being unpacked in the taxidermy shops.

The collection is of large size, including some
4,000 specimens, more than 700 of which are

those of large game.

Mr. Edmund Heller has been the guest of

Mr. Paul J. Eainey on his African hunting

trip, and accompanied the expedition for the

purpose of preserving the animals secured.

Mr. Eainey has donated the entire collection

to the Smithsonian Institution and the Na-
tional Museum. While Mr. Heller had charge

of the preservation of mammals in general, he

paid special attention to collecting carnivores

and ungulates. In a Smithsonian publication,

now in press, Mr. Heller describes twenty-four

new species of African rodents found in the

collection. During the trip Mr. Eainey
granted Mr. Heller every opportunity to make
a complete survey of mammals. His assist-

ants, twenty or thirty trained negro skinners,

porters, etc., were employed by the safari.

Among the material obtained is the series

of lions captured by Mr. Eainey's American

bear-hounds, as described in his well-known

lectures. There are also many specimens of

different kinds of antelopes, including the

hartebeestes, wildebeestes and waterbucks, as

well as buffaloes, zebras, cheetahs, monkeys
and rodents. A few hippo skulls and rhino
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skins and one elephant were also collected.

A large number of birds was secured, including

some of the rarest species. Many are game

birds, among them guinea-fowls and francolins

(which resemble our partridges), and plantain-

eaters, crows, bustards, vultures, vulturine

guinea-fowl, owls, hawks, kites, secretary

birds, horn-bills, pigeons, parrots, sun-birds,

flycatchers, etc., are represented. There are

also four ostrich eggs.

The party remained in the field nearly a

year, having sailed from New York for Mom-
basa on February 18, 1911, not dispersing

until about February 15, 1912, at Nairobi.

The territory traversed was mostly to the

north and east of that covered by Colonel

Roosevelt on the earlier Smithsonian expedi-

tion, and included the country lying between

the northern part of British East Africa and

southern Abyssinia.

THE TWELFTH INTERNATIONAL
GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS

The International Geological Congress, on

the joint invitation of the government of

Canada, the provincial governments, the De-

partment of Mines and the Canadian Mining

Institute, will hold its twelfth meeting in

Canada during the summer of 1913. It is

proposed to hold the meeting in Toronto, be-

ginning on or about the twenty-first day of

August. The congress will continue in ses-

sion for eight days.

The following topics have been selected by

the executive committee as the principal sub-

jects for discussion:

1. The eoal resources of the world.

2. Diflferentiation in igneous magmas.

3. The influence of depth on the character of

metaliferous deposits.

4. The origin and extent of the pre-Cambrian

sedimentaries.

5. The subdivisions, correlation and terminology

of the pre-Cambrian.

6. To what extent was the Ice Age broken by

interglacial periods?

7. The physical and faunal characteristics of the

Paleozoic seas with reference to the value of the

recurrence of seas in establishing geologic systems.

The executive committee of the Eleventh

Congress, held in Sweden, compiled and pub-

lished a comprehensive report on the Iron Ore

Resources of the World. The present execu-

tive committee has undertaken the preparation

of a similar monograph on the Coal Resources

of the World. In order to make the work as

complete as possible the cooperation of all the

principal countries of the world has been in-

vited. This invitation has met with a cordial

response, and it is hoped the volumes will be

ready for distribution before the meeting so

that they may constitute a basis for discussion

at the congress.

Arrangements have been made for a series

of excursions before, during and after the

congress which will enable the members to

gain a knowledge of the geology and physiog-

raphy as well as the mineral resources of

Canada.

The honorary president of the congress is

the Duke of Connaught, governor general of

the Dominion of Canada. The president is

Dr. Frank D. Adams, dean of the faculty of

applied science and Logan professor of geol-

ogy, McGill University, Montreal, and the gen-

eral secretary is Mr. R. W. Brock, director of

the Geological Survey of Canada.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
At the celebration of the seventy-fifth an-

niversary of the foundation of the University

of Michigan on June 27, the degree of doctor

of laws was conferred on Dr. Henry S. Car-

hart, professor of physics there from 1886

until his retirement in 1909 as emeritus pro-

fessor. As already noted in Science, the de-

gree of doctor of science has been conferred

on Dr. Carhart by Northwestern University,

where he was professor of physics from 1872

to 1886.

Yale Ujs'iversity has conferred the degree

of doctor of science on Professor H. T. Eddy,

dean of the graduate school of the University

of Minnesota. Professor Eddy, who is presi-

dent of Sigma Xi, gave one of the addresses

of the joint meeting of the members of the

societies of Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi.
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The University of Pittsburgli has conferred

the degree of doctor of laws on President E.

F. Nichols, president of Dartmouth College,

and on Dr. Charles D. Walcott, secretary of

the Smithsonian Institution.

Dr. Lewis Boss, director of Dudley Observ-

atory, has received the doctorate of science

from Dartmouth College.

The University of Colorado conferred the

degree of doctor of laws on Dr. Elorian

Cajori, professor of mathematics in Colorado

College.

The Eoyal Society of Edinburgh has

awarded to Professor Alexander Smith, pro-

fessor of chemistry in Columbia University,

the Keith Prize for the biennial period 1909-

1911. The award is made for his researches

upon sulphur and upon vapor pressure, which

have been published in the Journal of the

American Chemical Society.

The Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, Pa.,

has awarded the Edward Longstreth medal of

merit and diploma to Dr. Charles Baskerville,

professor of chemistry and director of the

laboratory at the College of the City of New
York, for his investigations on the chemistry

of anesthetics (ethyl ether, chloroform, nitrous

oxide and oxygen).

According to Nature the list of honors on

the occasion of King George's birthday, which

was celebrated on June 14, includes the name
of only one fellow of the Eoyal Society, Lieut.-

Col. D. Prain, director of the Eoyal Gardens,

Kew, who has been knighted. Among others

upon whom a like honor has been conferred

are Mr. E. G. A. Moynihan, professor of

clinical surgery at the University of Leeds;

Mr. C. H. Eead, president of the Society of

Antiquaries; Mr. J. Bland Sutton, the distin-

guished surgeon; Dr. St. Clair Thomson, pro-

fessor of laryngology and diseases of the throat

at King's College Hospital. Another honored

member of the medical profession is Mr. E. J.

Godlee, president of the Eoyal College of Sur-

geons, who has been created a baronet. The

Companions of the Order of St. Michael and

St. George (C.M.G.) include Dr. A. Balfour,

director of the Government Eesearch Labora-

tory, Gordon Memorial College, Khartoum;
Mr. J. Currie, principal of the same college,

and Mr. J. M. Maeoun, assistant botanist and

naturalist, Canadian Geological Survey. Dr.

G. A. Grierson and Dr. M. A. Stein have been

appointed Knight Commanders of the Order

of the Indian Empire (K.C.I.E.), and among
the new Companions of the same Order

(CLE) are Mr. B. Coventry, director of the

Indian Agricultural Eesearch Institute; Mr.

A. Chatterton, superintendent of industrial

education, Madras, and Dr. P. C. Eay, pro-

fessor of chemistry. Presidency College, Cal-

cutta.

Dr. C. J. Martin, F.E.S., director of the

Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine, Lon-

don, has been elected an honorary member of

the Eoyal Society of New South Wales.

Dr. W. W. C.4MPBELL, director of the Lick

Observatorj', expects to visit the D. O. Mills

Observatory at Santiago, Chili, which is under

his charge. Mr. Ogden Mills will continue to

maintain the observatory for 1913 and 1914.

Dr. Charles D. Walcott, secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution, has left Washington

for British Columbia, where he will continue

his studies in Cambrian geology and paleon-

tology.

Dr. Simon Flexner, director of the labora-

tories of the Eockefeller Institute for Medical

Eesearch, who went abroad last February to

give lectures at the Edinburgh LTniversity and

the Eoyal Institute of Public Health, London,

has returned to New York.

Dr. G. Patterson, Jr., assistant professor of

chemistry in the University of Notre Dame,

has accepted a position with the government

of the Eepublic of Panama and will sail from.

New York to take charge of his duties some

time this summer.

Mr. Howland Bancroft has resigned from

the U. S. Geological Survey, with which he

has been connected since 1907, and will enter

practise as a consulting mining geologist.

Dr. F. E. Lloyd, professor elect of botany in

McGill University, will spend a portion of the

summer at the Carnegie Institution of WasK-
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ington Botanical Laboratories at Cannel, Cal.,

and Tucson, Ariz., continuing his investiga-

tions of transpiration in cotton and other,

chiefly halophytic, plants.

Mr. N. Banks, Bureau of Entomology, has

gone to Europe to spend a few months study-

ing in various museums.

At the Worcester Polytechnic Institute a

fund has been established to be called the

Leonard P. Kinnicutt Student Loan Fund,

with certain sums of money left after the dis-

continuance of Newton Hall, for eight years

the institute dormitory on State St. Dr. Kin-

nicutt, while professor of chemistry, was chair-

man of the faculty committee in charge of the

dormitory, and was always active in helping

students financially and in other ways.

A MEMORIAL service in honor of Robert Koch

was recently held -in a temple dedicated to him,

which has been erected at Tokyo. The temple

owes its origin to the interest of Professor

Kitasato.

We learn from Nature that Lady Hooker

will be grateful if any of her friends who

possess letters written by her late husband.

Sir Joseph Hooker, will lend them to her for

the purposes of a biography which Messrs.

Smith, Elder and Co. will publish. The let-

ters, which should be forwarded to Lady

Hooker at The Camp, Sunningdale, will be

carefully returned.

The death occurred on June 13 of Dr.

Shadworth H. Hodgson, the eminent British

philosopher, at the age of seventy-nine years.

M. F. Lecoq de Bois-Baudran, the French

chemist, has died at the age of seventy-four

years. The Davy medal of the Royal Society

was awarded to him in 1879, for the discovery

of gallium.

Dr. Karl von der Mijhll, professor of

mathematical physics at Basle, has died at the

age of seventy-one years.

M. C. Andre, director of the Lyons Observa-

tory, has died at seventy-two years of age.

The death is also announced of Professor

H. F. Weber, director of the Physical Electro-

technical Institute at Zurich, aged sixty-nine

years.

The twenty-third annual conference of the

Museums Association will be held in Dublin

on July 8-12, under the presidency of Count
G. N. Plunkett, director of the National Mu-
seum of Ireland.

The program for the meeting of the British

Association at Dundee on September 4 and

following days includes garden parties at

Glamis Castle, Kinfauns Castle, Rossie

Priory and Camperdown and excursions to

St. Andrews, Dunfermline, Arbroath and

Aviemore. The president. Dr. Schafer, of

Edinburgh University, will devote his address

to the developments that have taken place

during the last 50 years through the study of

the tissues of the body by means of the micro-

scope. Professor Bragg will discourse on
" Radiations, Old and New," and Professor

Keith on " The Antiquity of Man." The
lord provost, magistrates and citizens of

Dundee are cooperating with the of&cials of

the association for the entertainment of the

visitors. A hand-book on the city and its in-

dustries is in preparation.

The plan of Professor Willis L. Moore,

chief of the United States Weather Bureau,

for the establishment of an international

North Atlantic weather service has been

agreed to by the committee of the Radio

Telegraph Congress meeting at London. Ac-

cording to the plan as outlined by Professor

Moore, a median line will be established

through the North Atlantic. All ships on

either side of the line must take a daily

weather observation which will be sent by

wireless telegraphy to other vessels and thus

relayed to the American or European land

stations. From these reports weather charts

will be constructed and forwarded to the

shipping at sea.

Professor W. H. Pebkin has read a paper

before the Society of Chemical Industry, an-

nouncing that rubber has been synthesized,

and that this synthetic rubber can be placed

on the market at a price to compete with

plantation rubber. According to the account
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in Nature it was reported that Professor

Fernbach, of the Pasteur Institute, was, after

eighteen months of laborious work, able to

produce a fermentation process for the pro-

duction of fusel oil from any starchy mater-

ial. The process is now so satisfactory that

the higher alcohols can be obtained at a cost

of not more than £30 per ton. Having pro-

duced isoprene cheaply, the next considera-

tion was how to polymerize it and convert it

into rubber satisfactorily. The discovery of

the cheap method for preparing isoprene was

first suggested by Dr. Matthews. In 1909 Mr.

E. HaKord Strange, of Messrs. Strange and

Graham, technical research chemists, directed

his organization of chemists, headed by Dr.

Matthews, to the problem of the synthetic

production of rubber. Dr. F. E. Matthews

suggested one method for preparing isoprene

in which acetone was one of the raw mater-

ials, and later on one in which fusel oil was

the starting product. Professor Perkin was

then asked to cooperate, and later on Sir Wil-

liam Ramsay joined the group as consultant.

In July, 1910, Dr. Matthews left some metallic

sodium in contact with isoprene, and on re-

turning from his holidays in September found

that the isoprene had turned into a solid mass

of rubber. On further investigation it was

found that sodium is a general polymerizing

agent for this class of material. The first

announcement of this discovery was made by

Professor Carl Harries, of Germany, who

had made the same discovery independently,

about three months later.

President Taft has just made considerable

changes in the National Forests in Mon-

tana, Arizona, Nevada, Utah and California

through presidential proclamations modifying

the boundary lines. By these changes nearly

275,000 acres of land are eliminated from the

forests, about 65,000 acres are added, and

about 55,000 acres are transferred between two

forests, while a new forest is created by the

division of an old unit into two. The net

result is to bring down the total gross area of

the national forests to about 187,400,000 acres,

of which nearly 27,000,000 acres are in Alaska.

To a considerable extent, however, the reduc-

tions, so far as land actually owned by the

government is concerned, are apparent rather

than real, owing to heavy alienations in the

tracts eliminated. Some 22,000,000 acres of

the national forest gross area are not owned
by the government. The high-water mark of

the national forest gross area was reached in

1909, when the forest boundaries included over

194,000,000 acres. It was then realized, how-

ever, that in making the examinations on

which the presidential proclamations creating

the forests were based the work had been too

rapid to insure in all cases the best boundaries.

Sometimes land which should have been in-

cluded was left out, while at other times land

was taken in which was not best suited to

forest purposes. Consequently a complete

overhauling and rectification of the forest

boundaries was planned, and has been going

on ever since. By successive proclamations

President Taft has eliminated nearly 11,000,-

000 acres, while he has added about 4,000,000

acres. In Montana, the new proclamations

eliminate a total of 116,370 acres from six

forests—the Custer, Absaroka, Blackfeet, Koo-

tenai, Lewis and Clark and Flathead—while

14,640 acres are transferred from the Black-

feet to the Kootenai and 40,640 from the Koo-

tenai to the Blackfeet, to facilitate adminis-

tration. In Arizona, 106,540 acres are elim-

inated from the Coronado National Forest.

In Nevada, 49,840 acres are eliminated from

the Humboldt and 55,840 acres added, of which

12,800 acres are included in the new Ruby

National Forest, composed principally of that

part of the old Humboldt lying south of the

Southern Pacific Railroad. In Utah, 1,340

acres are eliminated from the Sevier, while in

California 8,680 acres are added to the Shasta

and 480 acres to the Klamath.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS

The income of the Henry O. and Mary A.

F. Hotchkiss bequest, which will eventually

revert to the Shefiield Scientific School of

Yale University, is to be apportioned for the

purpose of adding to the salaries of those who

J
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are employed as the principal professors, in-

structors or lecturers having severally the

charge of the following subjects: mathematics,

English, physiological chemistry, electrical en-

gineering, architecture, mining engineering,

metallurgy, mechanical engineering, history

and sociology and commercial geography. It

is understood that the estate will be between

$500,000 and $600,000.

The sum of $25,000 as the nucleus of an

endowment fund to increase the salaries of

professors has been willed to the University of

Pennsylvania by Mrs. Elizabeth Wharton

McKean.

Brown IJNn'ERSiTY has completed the collec-

tion of an additional endowment fund of

$1,000,000 from some twenty-five hundred

donors. This is the third fund of this amount

collected under the administration of Presi-

dent Faunce.

Announcemes^t of plans for new building

operations at the University of Chicago, to

involve approximately $1,000,000, was made by

President Judson at the eighty-third convo-

cation. The new buildings, which are to be

begun at once, and to be completed within two

years, are : a building for the departments of

geology and geography to cost about $300,000

;

a gymnasium for women, to cost approximately

the same sum, and a building to house the

classical departments and their departmental

libraries, to cost $225,000. In addition, the

widely known Marshall Field, on which take

place the football and athletic contests, and

which adjoins the great Bartlett Gymnasium,

is to have grandstands built of cement, and is

to be surrounded by a concrete wall.

The Sloane Laboratory of Physics of Yale

University was dedicated as part of the com-

mencement exercises. A brief address was

made by President Hadley. Messrs. Henry T.

Sloane and Wm. B. Sloane, of New York City,

who provided more than half a million dollars

for the erection of the laboratory, were present.

Professor Arthur Michael, formerly of

Tufts College, and Professor Elmer P. Kohler,

of Bryn Mawr College, have been appointed

professors of chemistry in Harvard Univer-

sity. Both will direct research in organic

chemistry, and Professor Kohler will also con-

duct the chief undergraduate course in this

subject and assume the charge of the intro-

ductory course in chemistry intended for those

who have not pursued the subject in school.

Professor Arthur B. Lamb, whose appoint-

ment as assistant professor has already been

announced, will give another elementary

course in inorganic chemistry (for those who
have passed the admission examination in a

satisfactory manner) and also conduct ad-

vanced instruction in electrochemistry. A
further addition to the department of chem-

istry at Harvard is that of Dr. Grinnell Jones,

of the University of Illinois, who has been

appointed instructor.

Dr. Clark A. Hamann, professor of applied

anatomy and clinical surgery, has been ap-

pointed dean of the medical department of

Western Reserve University in succession to

Dr. B. L. Millikan. Dr. Howard B. Haskins

has been promoted to be associate professor of

organic chemistry, and Dr. David Marine to

be assistant professor of experimental medi-

cine, and John S. Davidson to be associate

in anatomy. Mr. Ralph J. Giknore has been

appointed instructor in biology.

At Brown University, Dr. Alfred H. Jones,

of Cornell University, has been appointed

professor of philosophy to succeed Dr. Alex-

ander Meiklejohn, elected to the presidency of

Amherst College. Mr. Alfred C. Hawkins

has been appointed instructor in geology.

Promotions include : William H. Kenerson,

associate professor of mechanical engineer-

ing, to become professor; Roland G. D.

Richardson, assistant professor of pure

mathematics, to become associate professor;

James A. Hall, assistant in mechanical engi-

neering, to become instructor.

At the Worcester Polytechnic Institute Dr.

Levi L. Conant, professor of mathematics, has

been continued by the trustees as acting

president. To relieve Professor Conant, Dr.

Raymond K. Morley, now of the University

of Illinois, has been appointed assistant pro-

fessor of mathematics. John Harlan Nel-
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son, of the Case School of Applied Science,

has been appointed head of the depart-

ment of applied mechanics, to fill the place

vacant by the death of Professor E. L. Han-
cock; H. S. Ives has been promoted to be

professor of railroad engineering; Dr. A.

W. Hull, to be assistant professor of phys-

ics, and T. R. Briggs has been appointed in-

structor in chemistry.

Walter Fenno Dearborn, Ph.D. (Colum-

bia), recently professor in the school of edu-

cation of the University of Chicago, has been

appointed assistant professor of education at

Harvard University.

Dr. Harlan Updegrapf, specialist in school

administration. United States Bureau of Edu-

cation, has been appointed professor of educa-

tion and head of that department in North-

western University.

Mr. James Knox Taylor, supervising

architect of the treasury department, has been

elected professor of architecture in the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Dr. E. F. Bacnel, of the department of

chemistry of Syracuse University, has ac-

cepted an appointment as associate professor

of organic chemistry at Bryn Mawr.

The board of trustees of Jefferson Medical

College has elected to the chair of chemistry,

made vacant by the resignation of Dr. James

W. Holland, Professor Philip B. Hawk, of the

University of Illinois.

Mr. H. T. Plummer, assistant at the Ox-

ford University Observatory, has been ap-

pointed Andrews professor of astronomy at

Dublin University and astronomer royal of

Ireland, as successor to Professor E. T. Whit-

taker, who has been called to Edinburgh Uni-

versity to the chair of mathematics vacant by

the death of Professor Chrystal.

DISCUSSION AND COBEESPONDENCE
PRIORITY VS. NOMINA CONSERVANDA

We all agree that nomenclature is a means,

not an end, and should be of service alike to

general or special workers in other lines as

well as to the student of a restricted group.

We must also admit the human element, the

personal equation, which is an important fac-

tor in applying the law of priority as well as

in the selection of nomina conservanda—mis-

takes may be made in either case. It can

hardly better matters to defer the correction

of an error till some central representative

body (usually with no special knowledge of

the particular problem) gives assent to a

change several years after the mistake has

been discovered.

The men of science should stand for truth

and freedom to proclaim the truth. An in-

vestigator should not be expected to hold an

important contribution three to five years in

order to secure the assent of any body to an

obviously necessary change. Some scientific

men may even desire to exercise a little per-

sonal discretion as to what names they will

employ. Chaos does not necessarily follow

unless we attempt to keep in mind the latest

changes in all groups. Some appear to be

taking priority too seriously; others propose

new genera with inadequate descriptions or

figures and, too frequently, in obscure, more

or less irrelevant notes; while synonymy may
be indicated with even less regard for the con-

venience of the investigator. These practises

are certainly not commendable, since they may
be serious stumbling blocks for subsequent

workers. The writer believes in the strict

application of the law of priority because it

appears to be the only ultimately stable basis

for nomenclature, and yet he practises or en-

deavors to practise conservatism in accepting

changes in groups with which he is compara-

tively unfamiliar. A scientific man need not

apologize for not using the very latest generic

term. He may prefer to retain an open mind

toward the innovation and adopt it with the

appearance of a comprehensive memoir or a

standard catalogue.

Let us see how the strict application of the

law of priority works out in the gall midges

or Itonidffi, much better known as the Cecido-

myiidse. lionida, it may be recalled, was one

of Meigen's names published in 1800, Cecido-

myia being substituted therefor in 1803. In
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the past, Cecidomyia has been applied in a

restricted sense by different students to forms

referable to widely separated tribes (Dasyneu-

riarise and Itonidinariffi) , not to mention the

indiscriminate use of the name for any or

almost any gall-making midge. It was neces-

sary, under the old state of affairs, to either

know the species or the sense in which the

name Cecidomyia was used in a paper before

one could form a definite concept of the char-

acters for which the term stood in that par-

ticular instance. The loose application of

this name to a thousand or more species

referable to over 150 genera, did not ma-

terially enhance the value of the word as a

precise scientific designation. In this instance

the use of the prior Itonida, which has not

been misapplied, savors more of common sense

than an attempt to put among the nomina con-

servanda the variously defined and loosely

applied Cecidomyia, even though the latter has

become well established and is generally used

in economic literature. A survey of the group

would show that even if Cecidomyia was re-

tained, it could be applied to but one genus,

and that would mean that the accepted gen-

eric name for most of the economic species

must of necessity be changed. Cecidomyia is

a valuable designation and can and should be

employed as the name of a biological group.

The gall midges may present exceptional

conditions. We are by no means certain that

the strict application of the law of priority

means more incumbrances and difficulties than

the establishment of nomina conservanda.

Many of the changes necessitated by the law

of priority have been made. Shall we reverse

ourselves? If so, how many will accept this

change of attitude and to what extent shall we

go ? If " weU-established " or " long-used "

names are desirable, how shall we select these?

Is usage by the biologist, general zoologist,

taxonomist, the economic entomologist or the

agriculturist to determine which shall be em-

ployed? Further study will inevitably result

in closer generic definition. Shall we recog-

nize Cecidomyia as a valid genus with de-

structor Say as type because this is the more

important agricultural species—and it is the

practical entomologist who has done most to

make this name current, or accept pini DeGeer
as type and be compelled to use a less familiar

term in economic literature?

In other words, the establishment of nomina
conservanda may fix the generic term and

designate the type, only to find later that the

latter is not cogeneric with the species which

has made the generic name common property.

This is strikingly shown by referring to a few

of the well-known American forms which prob-

ably would have been changed even if nomina
conservanda had been in existence. The fol-

lowing are a few well-known species which

have been shifted from one genus to another

because of a more correct generic definition:

2Egeria exitiosa, now Sanninoidea,

Arctia Isabella, now Isia,

Orgyia leucostigma, now Memerocampa,
Anisopteryx pometaria, now Alsophila,

A. vernata, now Paleacrita,

Incwvaria acerifoliella, now Faraclemensia.

The above names have been widely current

as well as many others now relegated to syn-

onymy, and their retention is impossible unless

generic limitations are broadened, and then it

would be necessary to harmonize very wide

divergencies of opinion. Has any one an ade-

quate notion as to just how much relief would

be afforded by the establishment of nomina

conservanda? Is there not a possibility that

the benefits supposed to accrue therefrom have

been greatly overestimated?

Finally, has sufficient time elapsed to permit

a determination of the wisdom or unwisdom

of a strict adherence to the law of priority?

Can we assure ourselves that a comfortable

adjustment to existing conditions is impossible

for most individuals?

E. P. Felt
Albany, N. Y.,

May 10, 1912

HERMAPHRODITE SHAD IN THE DELAWARE

Instances of hermaphroditism occur occa-

sionally in the shad (Alosa sapidissima) taken

during the spring in our fisheries, though they

are usually so infrequent as to arouse the

curiosity of the fishermen. I know of two
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cases, both of whicli specimens were given to

me for examination. They were obtained

from fully adult fishes, which did not differ

externally from the other normal ones with

which they were associated. Before being

opened both the examples were classed as

males or " bucks." The first example was

taken near Camden, New Jersey, in March of

1908, by Mr. J. B. Fine. The organs of this

fish were of the average size in length, though

each lobe was sharply divisible into two sec-

tions of nearly equal dimensions, these sec-

tions being well constricted where they joined

in the middle. The anterior section was com-

posed of milt and the posterior of roe. My
other example was secured by Mr. Horace H.

Burton at Lovett's fishery near Tullytown,

Pa., in April of 1912. It was still more

masculine, with the milt very large or as a

single body, and the lobes nearly completely

atrophied. The roe was quite small, twisted,

posterior, and its lobes also more or less dis-

torted by atrophy. Further, the roe exhibited

curious milt-like globules or areas of variable

size, some comparatively large, in several

places.

Henry W. Fowler
Academy of Natural Sceences

OP Philadelphia,

May 2, 1912

VNIVEMSITY CONTEOL

LETTERS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

As to heading (1) as I comprehend it the

corporation would have no powers of control-

ling policies. In that case I approve of it. I

should not approve of having policies con-

trolled by so heterogeneous a body and one so

ignorant of academic questions as are most

alumni. I should approve of their having ad-

visory powers as to policy, and direct powers

in electing trustees, so that the latter may not

elect themselves. (2) I am in doubt about the

whole of this section. I think it would be

better that the professors should nominate,

say two men, to the trustees and let them
elect, so that the faculties would stiU essen-

tially make the choice, but the trustees have

a part in the decision. If trustees are to have
any usefulness their opinion should be of some
value. I think if there is a president at all

his powers, dignity and salary should be
greater than that of a professor, as high ad-

ministrative powers are rare and consequently

of unusual value, and his duties, if conscien-

tiously carried out, are more trying than those

of a professor. Few men would accept them if

they gained no added power or income and
the position would otherwise be a sort of head-

dean. I believe some such officer is necessary,

in the present age, at any rate, but I do not

think he should have power of appointments,

but that these should come from the faculty,

that is, from the unit-faculty to which the

position to be filled belongs, as nominations,

and be ratified by the trustees or other ad-

visory board. I am inclined to think that the

best way to hold the president in check would
be to give him an unlimited term of office, but

to give the faculty of the whole university

power of veto by a two thirds or three fourths

vote in any of his proposals that affected the

general university, and perhaps to give the

unit-faculties power of veto by a large ma-
jority vote—say four fifths, or power to de-

mand that any policy affecting the unit be

carried before the whole university faculty

and voted upon; and then consider a veto the

fall of the ministry. This would probably

lead to closer relations between all individ-

uals in the faculties and the presidential

policies and conflicts would be settled early by

discussion rather than by quarreling. It

would involve also that the faculty be officially

apprised at all times of what is being planned

long before it was done. This is rather half-

baked, as I express it. I do think, however,

that what we need is to encourage the de-

velopment of enlightened and able adminis-

trators rather than to clip their wings. (3) I

approve of this. (4) I highly approve having

outside experts called in to decide the choice

of professors and I believe this might be re-

quired in certain other matters. I do not be-

lieve it is possible to pay the same salaries for

the same office. This to my mind has the fatal

danger that prevails in the labor unions, with
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their limitations of productivity and would

interfere witii progress. If one man is a

greater and more important man than another

he is worth more to a university than a lesser

man, even though both do the same amount of

actual university work. I should approve of

having a certain percentage of trustees grad-

uates of other institutions and, except in the

case of state universities, have, say, half of

them reside elsewhere than in the town where

the university is situated. I would also require

that four fifths of the trustees should them-

selves be university graduates of some sort.

This would still leave some places to be filled

by uneducated rich men who know nothing of

a university's needs—^but not a majority.

I should say that the plan is an excellent

one in theory, but whether we shall ever see it

tried practically may be a question. Of

course universities, like ever3^hing else, are a

product of evolution. Such institutions in

this country appear to have reached the stage

where they call for an autocrat, precisely as it

appears necessary to have a boss in city and

state government. In process of time we may
expect the important universities of the coun-

try to outgrow this condition of things, but

precisely what will take its place no one can

say. It is not necessary or desirable that all

should be organized on one plan, and i)erhaps

the autocrat may remain a permanent feature

of some institutions.

I should very much like to see one or more

of the universities of the country put into

practise a plan of control along the lines that

you have suggested. There is fortunately a

rivalry so keen that the universities which

best serve the community are going to be

those that will most prosper, and service to

the community depends fundamentally upon

an organization which will attract and hold

the best men to its faculties. I have seen

thoroughly bad results under the head-pro-

fessorship system and equally unfortunate

conditions in departments largely autonomous,

where a group of older men of similar sympa-

thies are holding back progress with serious

results. The difficulty is to strike the means

by which a department may be left autono-

mous as long as its actions are progressive,

but may be brought up with a firm hand

when it appears that a group of its professors

are working for selfish ends or are exhibiting

evidences of servile incompetency. I am in-

clined to think that the best checks are

through criticism freely expressed by deans

and other administrative officers and by com-

mittees, and freely asked by the president.

The university in which is possible such crit-

icism and consultation among its adminis-

trative officers is most fortunate.

Excepting in some minor details, and in the

matter of the status of the president, I am
entirely in agreement with you. Eegarding

the president, it seems to me that as condi-

tions are changing much from time to time a

longer tenure of office than that of the rec-

tors of German universities would be desir-

able, and I think that for many reasons it is

desirable that greater power should be con-

centrated in one technically qualified person

than your scheme seems to allow. This need

not run counter to your idea of a democratic

institution, since the power is, after all, dele-

gated from the faculty to the person selected

by them for the position of president. An as-

surance of considerable tenure of office and a

somewhat distinctly higher position, both in

salary and in dignity of position, should, I

think, be given the person known as president.

I believe the reform in university adminis-

tration which you propose to be a very desir-

able step in advance. Perhaps I may be per-

mitted to suggest an amplification in one or

two points: (1) The meeting of the corpora-

tion for the election of trustees should not be

under the chairmanship or influence of any

of the trustees. Not uncommonly the meet-

ing of a larger body when presided over by a

member of the smaller directing body is

merely a nominal affair, approving the propo-

sition agreed upon beforehand by the members

of the smaller body. The larger body usually

does not take the initiative in any matter of
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importance whenever members of the smaller

directing body take an active part in the pro-

ceedings of the larger corporation. (2) The

selection of professors and instructors is a

most important matter. In the past the selec-

tion has been intrusted to administrative offi-

cers who usually relied upon the judgment of

one or two men prominent in the sjjecial field

in which a vacancy had to be filled. In very

many cases one and the same man had thus

the power to fill the most important positions.

Such a procedure must naturally lead to con-

ditions somewhat similar to those found in

" politics." A personal element will be of in-

fluence in the selection of men for professor-

ships. There is danger that the man who is

most frequently consulted will, perhaps

against his own inclination, be forced to as-

sume the role of a political " boss," and that

the building up of something like a political

machine will result. Men of a certain school

will be preferred for the filling of the most

important positions. The committee having

in charge the selection of a professor should,

therefore, as a matter of routine, consult a

large number of representatives of a certain

field of science, preferably representatives re-

siding in more than one country, in order to

eliminate any personal bias, and to effect a

selection on the basis of merit. Such a com-

mittee should submit the names proposed by

the various experts to the senate for final

election.

In the main I thoroughly agree with your

views. We are certainly sorely in need of a

revision of the prevalent methods of running

universities. It seems that in most institu-

tions the board of trustees do not look upon

the faculty as the living part of the univer-

sity, but as a lot of laborers who should be

placed upon the same basis as " hired help

"

generally. There is certainly vastly too much
politics in professorial life, and there is too

much done to please certain interests, right or

wrong. In fact there are so many evils and

weaknesses that are so manifest in the ad-

ministration of university affairs and so de-

sirable to be corrected that one could write an

elaborate thesis on the subject without seek-

ing for material. This must be a matter of

evolution and not of revolution. Tour article

is in the right direction.

I think your plan of university control on

the whole a very good one; but you have not

stated how a university senate should be con-

stituted and elected. Further, it seems to me
that any nomination for professorship passed

by the board of advisers should not be subject

to the veto of the trustees.

Your plan seems to safeguard very well the

interests both of the organization and of the

individual.

I am in thorough sympathy with the plan

of university control as outlined by you. Two
factors which make for faculty incompetence,

in the medical schools at least, are self-inter-

est and the dread of unpopularity among col-

leagues. This is particularly true of the

clinical men whose business interests are not

always in accord with a university's interests

and for whom popularity is a business asset.

These two factors frequently stand in the way
of advances of benefit to a university.

I find your plan excellent, and approve of it.

I beg to suggest that one indirect effect of the

present system has not been mentioned in

your indictment: namely, the policy of acad-

emic advancement of the man who draws the

largest classes, rather than the man who does

the best work. It has been my observation

that presidential favor is frequently curried

in this way, to the detriment of men whose

ideals will not permit them to lower the stand-

ards of their work for popularity.

I heartily agree with your sentiments as to

a strictly democratic organization, where no

one man, or group of men, can set themselves

up as a dictator. The corporation, to my way
of thinking, should consist of several groups of

men chosen from different sources of supply.

It should consist of, say, fifteen members, se-

lected as follows: the university professors

should name three, the alumni organization

five, the state legislature three, the educational
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board of the state two and the board thus con-

stituted elect two other members from the

community at large. These should, with the

academic council in joint session, elect

a president and a vice-president for five

years. The faculty should name the aca-

demic council to which the questions of pol-

icy should be referred, presided over by the

president. The professors, assistant pro-

fessors and instructors should be assembled

into groups, which groups would annually

elect a chairman, and preferably in rotation.

His sole duty would be to preside at group

committee meetings, transmit their communi-
cations to the academic council and sign bills

and other documents where such signature

is necessary. In other words, the chairman

of the group would be executive officer of the

group for one year. The salaries should be

uniform for professors and assistant pro-

fessors, and of a sum sufficient for their needs

and proportioned according to the length of

active and honorable service, beginning with

a minimum and ending with a maximum.
The recommendations for advancement should

start in the group committees, pass through

the academic council and end with the corpo-

ration.

It must be apparent to most sincere and ex-

perienced observers of academic life in Amer-
ica that the present deficiencies in our uni-

versities are not so much a consequence of

faults of organization as of certain funda-

mental defects in the dominant American

conceptions of what the purposes and char-

acteristics of university activities ought to be.

The form of organization prevalent in the

universities is an expression of the predomi-

nant characteristics of the men who are

chosen to fill the influential positions. Men
whose instincts are for practical life, rather

than for study and the advancement of in-

tellectual ideals and achievement, are chosen

far too frequently. This is the chief source

of weakness, since such men determine what
shall be taught, how it shall be taught, the de-

gree of freedom of research and of discussion,

the aims which the institution sets before

itself, in short the whole course of university

policy. Such men admire the business type of

man and try to imitate him ; the result is that

they have imposed on institutions of learning

an organization better fitted for definite prac-

tical undertakings than for the diversified and

largely disinterested activities of an assem-

blage of scholars. The system, in other words,

favors the selection of men who lend them-

selves most readily to cooperative and directly

practical undertakings—rather than of men
who, like most true scholars, combine strong

individuality with idealism. The evil is self-

perpetuating, since almost all men will work
effectively or ineffectively, according to the in-

centives offered; if devotion to study and re-

search is self-penalizing, the number of men
who vigorously and whole-heartedly so devote

themselves is inevitably diminished. Hence,

many university men deliberately prefer to

perfect their capabilities in quite other direc-

tions than scholarship—even when they are

not forced to do so—studying the arts of man-
agement, control, compromise, the technique

of executive activity, and the like. Is it to be

wondered at that the intellectual life of many
institutions flags, that our scientific produc-

tivity is so far behind that of Europe, and that

students of marked originality so frequently

fail to receive the stimulus and opportunities

they need for their proper development?

Under conditions more favorable to the selec-

tion of superior men—like those hitherto pre-

vailing in Germany, France or England—the

tale would be a very different one. It is not

that we lack the ability, but that it fails to

realize itseK because of a radically wrong

basis of selection. I am well aware that there

are many distinguished men in the American

universities, but far fewer than there ought to

be. The present organization of the universi-

ties, I repeat, is rather the expression of this

deficiency than the cause of it. The funda-

mental cause lies in the prevailing temper and

ideals of university men in this country.

There are certain tendencies of American life

—to a certain degree of all modern life

—

which a university should deliberately guard

against and oppose. These are, many of them,
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to be counted among the more doubtful prod-

ucts of the democratic movement: the preva-

lence of mediocre or popular standards

—

i. e.,

those which the common man can reasonably

hope to attain—an uncritical faith in majori-

ties, a pessimistic estimate of the possibilities

of individual achievement, over-emphasis of the

importance of cooperative activity ("team-

play")- A preference for mediocrity and a

disposition to neglect, disparage, or hinder

men of pronounced genius arise from all this.

The organization of the university should

therefore encourage a liberal and enlightened

individualism; the tendency to make men
conform to fixed standards, whether set by

academic authority or by what happen to be

the fashionable prejudices of the time, should

be frowned down, or, still better, laughed

dovsTi. Under these conditions men of dis-

tinguished ability will be far more likely than

at present to make their way into universi-

ties and to produce their best work. The ex-

isting organization of the universities over-

emphasizes the managerial side for the rea-

sons I have already briefly indicated. Hence

I should favor a change in the direction of a

general simplification and decentralization.

"With reference to the reforms you propose, my
opinions are very much as follows. I refer to

the numbered paragraphs of your article.

(1) The professors should undoubtedly form

part of the corporation; alumni and other

members of the community only in so far as

they show real knowledge of university con-

ditions. Such a body could be depended upon

to select suitable trustees. (2) The president

should be elected by the professors from among

their number for a fixed term (e. g.) four

years. There should be no obstacle or limit to

reelection ; a good man would thus hold his

place. (3) and (4) I favor all possible auton-

omy to schools, divisions, departments and in-

dividuals. Salaries of professors should be

adequate and uniform. I am inclined to urge

the adoption of a system like the Italian : i. e.,

election of the professor by men of reputation

in his own department of learning, in his own

and other universities. (5) I approve of all

these suggestions.

LETTERS FROM THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

With regard to the first proposition, the

suggestion of forming a corporation consisting

of the professors, officers and alumni, does not

meet my approval. The only feature that

makes membership in such a corporation desir-

able is the privilege of voting for trustees. In

the first place I do not feel that this privilege

alone would suffice to secure a paying mem-
bership, such as is contemplated in the propo-

sition. In the second place, I should not like

to see trustees chosen by this method. It

would seem to me to carry with it all the diffi-

culties inherent in political elections—namely,

parties, electioneering machinery—a contin-

ual agitation to arouse the interest of the bet-

ter element to meet the designs of those who

were acting from self-interest or ignorance.

The most important work of trustees, in my
opinion, is to safeguard the financial interests

of the university, and for this purpose they

should form a small body, the individuals of

which should be selected by the board itself,

or in the case of state universities by some re-

sponsible authority, e. g., the governor of the

state. It should be a permanent board made

up of citizens of standing, men of integrity

and ability, whose interest in public affairs

will induce them to accept such a trust in

spite of the fact that it brings work and re-

sponsibility without any personal profit. I

do not feel that a board of this character can

be obtained by a general election among

alumni. It would be difficult or impossible

for the alumni to acquire the information

requisite for intelligent voting. In regard to

the second proposition, I am heartily in favor

of the suggestion that the president shall be

appointed by the trustees upon nomination by

the faculty—he should be the choice of the

faculty—I believe that such a method of selec-

tion would strengthen greatly the bonds be-

tween president and faculty, especially if

there was added the further provision that all

appointments and appropriations be made

upon recommendation of the faculty or of

some board representing the faculty and

chosen from its membership by election. I

do not, however, agree to the latter part of
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proposition (2). I believe that the presi-

dency should be a dignified and desirable

office in order to attract the best men. It

should be permanent, it ought to carry a sal-

ary larger than that of the professor, and the

incumbent should be charged especially with

the important duty of developing the policy

of the university. Some one is needed in this

position who is broad-minded enough to

sympathize with good movements and to see

that they are pushed—to recognize when there

is weakness to be overcome or strength to be

encouraged. No temporary officer can be ex-

I)eeted to keep his mind constantly upon such

work. If the office is temporary and carries

no special dignity or importance, men will

avoid it and, if forced to take it in rotation,

will regard it as a necessary evil that they are

thankful to escape from. Propositions (3)

and (4) meet my general approval. When the

size of any department is considerable, it

would seem desirable to have its own faculty

and dean, to make its own nominations to the

staff and its own recommendations for ap-

propriations and other departmental expendi-

tures. As you say, such an organization prac-

tically exists for the professional schools, al-

though in many cases the autonomy is not

carried far enough, that is to say, it does not

extend to appropriations and appointments.

I count it unfortunate that there is a tend-

ency to make the deanship in such depart-

mental faculties a practically permanent

office. In the case of professional schools

that are not really incorporated into the uni-

versity, such a provision may be necessary,

but when the department is organically united

to the university the deanship, in my opin-

ion, should be an office filled in rotation,

yearly, by the professors of the department.

A department is small enough for the pro-

fessors themselves, as a body, to develop their

policy and supervise their own needs, present

and future, and the dean should be simply an

administrative officer for carrying their ac-

tions into effect. The office might properly

be regarded as a burdensome duty and not an

honor, and the labor might be shared equally

so as not to spoil the efficiency of any pro-

fessor in the proper work of his own subject.

In this general respect I should like to see a

marked difference made between the position

of the president and the dean. The latter now
generally fulfil, the duties of minor presidents

and there is no need, in my opinion, in one

and the same university in having a group of

men taken away from their proper work. It

may very well lead to sharp antagonisms be-

tween individuals. In regard to proposition

(5) I assume that some such representative

body is necessary in large institutions where

many departments exist. I would suggest

that its most important function should be

the recommendation of a proper division of

the annual income among the several depart-

ments, in addition to acting as a final court

in matters affecting the interests of all de-

partments. It should be a representative

body subject to change.

I thoroughly agree with (1) and the first

part of (2) ; I think the president should be

elected by the faculty and feel responsible to

it for appointments, so far as they are in his

hands, and general politics, but to the trustees

for the financial part. I am inclined to favor

a " rector " elected from the full professors

for a period of, say, four years; his adminis-

trative work should not take him away from

his department entirely. I believe that he

should have a larger salary and be able to

travel and entertain in the name of the uni-

versity. A four years' tenure would put a man
on his mettle, for I think he should be sub-

ject to reelection. I see evident weaknesses

in this which I shall not discuss. (3) and

(4) appeal to me and also (5) except for the

last sentence. I do not believe that there is

any group of men who abuse their freedom as

much as do some university professors and I be-

lieve that this abuse tends to lower the average

and dignity of all. You see, I am a complete

Philistine on this subject. I believe that each

head of a department should send the presi-

dent a written report of his work at least

every three months, these reports to be kept

on file. I even favor the establishment of

rules relating to hours. Of course I believe in
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absolute freedom in research, but I think it

only fair that we give evidence of being

worthy of our position and salary and see no

reason for assuming that students and teach-

ers are so different from the rest of mankind

as not to need some control.

Along general lines I agree with you, as for

instance, that the several faculties (law, med-

ical, etc.) should possess autonomy, should

nominate their own professors; that there

should be as much flexibility and as little of

the department-store system in a university

organization as is consistent with the progress

of research and with the advancement of

learning. On these and many other points I

should be at one with you, but when it comes

to the details of a scheme such as you have

analyzed I should wish time for study of the

question—time to study the methods of uni-

versity control in Germany, England and

other countries—before expressing an opinion.

I think we are beginning to see indications

for " university control " by the members of

the faculty. Our medical faculty here is

largely in control, not by right, but by assent.

Such responsibility makes us more interested

in educational problems, in economy of funds,

and breeds loyalty, which, after all, is of the

greatest of importance.

I can say that the plan of university or-

ganization that you outline strikes me as in

its main lines highly desirable, and in its

aims altogether excellent. With its leading

purpose, that of securing and developing the

independence and the individuality of the pro-

fessor, I am in the heartiest possible sym-

pathy.

On the whole your plan seems to me excel-

lent. It is in accord with the historical de-

velopment of university organization, and

while very different from the plan now fol-

lowed in America, it seems to me that a grad-

ual adoption of it would be beneficial.

I approve of your scheme of university con-

trol.

I read your proposal with much interest

and approval. I have no suggestions to offer

at the present time.

Such an organization would go a long way
towards solving our present difficulties of ad-

ministration, meaning by " our " those of

many institutions throughout the country.

My limited experience with university presi-

dents has led me to believe that some of them
at least are incompetent. When it comes to

new appointments, their lack of knowledge of

suitable men to fill vacant positions is often

surprising. I am fully convinced that the ap-

pointive or nominative power is best in the

hands of such a committee as you suggest.

The democratic features of your plan must
certainly appeal to all who are intimate with

the present unsatisfactory state. I think any

attempt at a modification of existing methods

of university government should include some

means of setting a standard for and effecting

a scrutiny of the work of a department head.

Existing abuse of the responsibilities of this

position should not be lost sight of in your

scheme.

I am very much in sympathy with your

proposed plan of control of universities. In

my estimation the president should have a

somewhat higher salary than professors, but

the differences that now exist in colleges as

well as universities are unreasonable. The

excessive (relatively excessive) salary com-

manded by certain presidents is, owing to

their reputation as financial agents. If a

man is able to raise money for an institution

he can command almost any salary. Just

what bearing your plan would have on the

financial management of institutions of

learning could hardly be predicted. How-
ever, it would tend to bring to the head of

such institutions men of scholarship rather

than men of marked business abilities and

such men would undoubtedly, with the co-

operation of the professors, as outlined in

your plan, be able to direct the real functions

of educational institutions infinitely better

than an autocratic business executive.
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Paragraphs (2) and (,4) seem to me to be

very well stated; certainly I subscribe to them

most heartily. I confess that paragraph (1)

is not so clear to me. I see possibilities there

of great confusion. The corporation might

easily become so large that certain tendencies

and attitudes might be forced upon the pro-

fessors which are not representative of the

best interests of the university. If the voting

power of the corporation could be so arranged

that the professorial vote would represent half

of the total and the outside members the

other half, I think the plan might work very

well. In regard to paragraph (3) it seems

worth saying that the plan you call for is

rather artificial unless you would hold to a

more strict departmental grouping than I

think your wording called for. Such large

groupings would be hard to make and would

eventually lead to friction. I think I am
more in favor of autonomy for the professors

than for the group, yet such a condition of

affairs might lead to anarchy. The grouping

psychology, philosophy, chemistry, physics,

etc., are natural growths. In certain depart-

ments there are only one or two professors;

such departments should be grouped by them-

selves and not forced to become a part of a

larger whole.

I am heartily in favor of such a plan. I

have been connected with German universi-

ties and have talked with a number of pro-

fessors in Germany, France and England, as

well as here in America. I feel very keenly

that our present system will have to be modi-

fied somewhat according to your proposed

plan, and it should be done as soon as possible.

We are very fortunate here in Johns Hopkins

University, of course, for we have, as you

know, a university council which advises the

president. Even here, however, there is a

tendency toward an autocratic " one man
power " in the departments, in that the so-

called " director " of the department has con-

siderably more authority than is sometimes

wise. Although there is sometimes talk

against our " one man system," you see that,

as a whole, the wisdom of our leading men

here in the university has kept things going

on a sane basis. Considering the matter en-

tirely independently of our own immediate

surroundings, however, I should like to see

a more democratic control established in our

American universities.

I agree with you that for the successful de-

velopment of the American university in the

future, a change in the form of administra-

tion which at present dominates our higher

institutions of learning is imperative. Cer-

tain recent developments have shown the

danger of concentrating too much power in

the hands of any one man. If a professor in

one of our leading universities is to be dis-

missed not only without a trial before a jury

of professors, but even without a hearing by

the president of the university in question;

the dignity and honor appertaining to an

American professorship would be so slight

that much of the very best intellect of this

country would be turned away from the uni-

versities into safer channels. The result from

this cause alone would be greatly to weaken

our higher institutions of learning, and to

foster the already overwhelming commercial-

ism of this country. I think the policy out-

lined in (1) is good, except that I would not

have a chancellor. The organization should

be kept as simple as possible, to avoid any

unnecessary sources of autocracy finding a

foothold. All financial matters should be

left to the trustees, and they should be ex-

pected to secure the necessary endowment.

The financial affairs of the institution should

be the chief, if not the sole, function of the

trustees. I agree with (2), except I would

not preserve the name president, since this

has now come to have a well-defined signifi-

cance. I would call the officer in question,

perhaps, " rector," as in the German universi-

ties. He should be elected for one year, with

the possibility of reelection—^but in no case

should be eligible for more than three years.

His salary should be exactly that of a pro-

fessor and his powers the same as those of

any professor. His office, however, should, I

think, be looked upon as even more dignified
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than that of a professorship. The point made

in section (4), that the same salary should be

paid for the same office, the same amount of

work and the same teniire of office, is, I think,

fundamentally important. This is, I believe,

the case at Harvard, and largely the case at

Tale. The opposite policy of obtaining, and

especially of retaining, a professor for the

smallest sum to which he, by any method, can

be induced to submit, is short-sighted, and

not conducive to the highest results. This

method fosters discontent, and often indiffer-

ence and inefficiency. It deals with the pro-

fessor by the same method that a corporation

deals with its hirelings, and thus detracts

from the dignity and desirableness of the posi-

tion. I would add that publicity in all such

matters is absolutely essential to the good-will

and harmonious working of an institution of

learning. It might be urged as an argument

in favor of the former, and against the latter

system, that one professor is inherently worth

more than another; and by the methods at

present in vogue in making promotions this

is true. But let no one be promoted to the

rank of a full professorship in any one of our

leading institutions of learning who does not

measure up at least to a certain high mini-

mum standard, and then let the salary re-

ceived by a professor be determined by the

years of service in his rank. If I may add a

word of a general character in reference to

university administration in this country, it

would be: model our system as closely as pos-

sible, with the conditions existing in this coun-

try, after the German universities. Their

present system of administration is the out-

growth of years, and in many cases of cen-

turies, of experience. And what is the result?

The finest system of higher education, beyond

comparison, that the world has ever seen.

Indeed, most of the productive men of science

in this country, even to-day, have learned

their lesson in the German universities, and

transplanted research from Teutonic soil to

this country. Such results as have been ob-

tained in the German universities could

scarcely have been reached under a system of

administration that was seriously defective.

It might be objected that the conditions in

this country are fundamentally different with

respect to higher education than those in Ger-

many, and such an objection unfortunately

contains a large element of truth. Neverthe-

less, we should profit by those greatest insti-

tiitions of learning; adopting their system of

administration as nearly as the existing condi-

tions here will permit ; and not learning the les-

son of university administration all over again

from the very beginning by experience. This

is, I think, the real solution to the greatest

problem in higher education in America to-

Your proposals concerning the organization

of universities are absolutely in line with my
own hopes. Unless the working staff of the

university gets a chance to help in the shaping

of broader ideals of university life their in-

terest will always be low. The superstition of

one-man power is one of the worst impedi-

ments to a wider training of a spirit of col-

laboration, the lack of which makes public life

as well as university life an opportunistic

medley. It is deplorable that to-day the man
who can enlist the cooperation of some finan-

cial magnates is a most forcible element in

setting the pace in university policies. With
regard to detail, I suppose the closer we keep

to the English and Scotch pattern the more
likely are we to reach the result, on account

of the anti-German feeling existing in many
quarters. This would mean the adoption of

having a chancellor of the university, whereas,

personally, I should prefer to have a rotation

of the rectorship among the faculties, similar

to what exists in the Swiss universities.

I am in hearty sympathy with the under-

lying principles of your proposals. Taking

them up separately: (1) The idea of a large

corporation and of elective trustees is un-

doubtedly right. I think a chancellor essen-

tial. (2) The duties of the president are not

given in your statement. It seems to me that

the chairman of the senate might assume the

responsibilities. (3) The idea of subdivision

of the faculty into schools is right. I assume

Jf
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that in most universities the " college " would

form a separate school. In which case, the

collegiate faculty should, of course, divide and

meet at times with the members of the various

other schools. (4) I believe in the financial

and educational autonomy of the schools.

But in regard to nominations of professors, I

see no advantage in the " board of advisers "

;

I think the senate should have the final au-

thority. I doubt the need of giving veto

power to the board of trustees. Each school

should have the duty of initiating plans for

new professorships. There may be certain

" standard " or minimum salaries ; but I do

not believe uniformity is possible or indeed

advisable. (5) I would emphasize the duties

of the senate, and would, I think, allow the

board of trustees to appoint from the faculty

a certain number of members. Certainly the

membership should be small, less than twenty.

The chairman, elected for one year, subject to

the approval of the board of trustees, might

well perform the so-called duties of the presi-

dent. You do not make any definite proposal

concerning means of contract with the alumni

and the public. There should be, I think, an

office charged with this duty. At its head

should be a most capable man, not a member
of the faculty, who might be also the secretary

of the senate.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
In Northern Mists: Arctic Exploration in

Early Times. By Fridtjof Nansen.

Translated by Arthur G. Chater. In two

volumes. Frederick A. Stokes Company.

$8.

These beautifully printed and lavishly illus-

trated volumes are most interesting, but the

reader who turns to them solely for " arctic

explorations in early times " will be surprised,

for less than one fifth of the matter pertains

to polar voyages. Dr. Nansen properly had

misgivings when he said, " Many think that

too much has been included here." Among
such matter falls amber, tin, ship-building

from 1,200 years B.C., and other similar and

slightly related matter.

Marred though it is by discursive and het-

erogeneous treatment, the work is of historic

value and literary interest. Most comprehen-

sive in its scope of investigation, and in its

wealth of assembled material, it will unques-

tionably prove of value to geographical stu-

dents as a source whence can be drawn infor-

mation of, and textual extracts from many
rare and little-known works and manuscripts.

Its extent and thoroughness may be surmised

from the three hundred consulted volumes,

and in a dozen languages, whose citations

could not be verified under months of labor,

let alone the judicial consideration of their

pertinency and value.

For the general reader the volumes have

value and interest along two lines especially,

Greenland and cartography. It is gratifying

to find brought together such extended details

relative to the early exploration of Greenland

by Europeans, and to the interrelated history

of the Scandinavian colonization.

In cartography there are more than seventy

maps reproduced, in whole or in part, those

from the geographical works of the middle

ages being the most interesting and valuable.

It is strange that the attractive and well-

known woodcuts of Olaus Magnus were not

reproduced from the original edition (Rome,

1555). One would have gained a much better

idea of the landscapes of Greenland and of

Iceland if there had been reproductions of the

excellent available photographs made by the

Danish officers, instead of the present draw-

ings, which—artistic though they may be

—

utterly fail to convey clear and accurate con-

ceptions of the polar world.

Neither in novel views nor in their relations

to arctic explorations do the accounts of the

voyages of Cabot and of the Portuguese merit

publication herein. The rehabilitation of

Pytheas, of 300 B.C., is ingenious, though much
over-elaborated' and qualified—necessarily.

The giving of about one sixth of the work

to the much-disputed subject of Wineland the

Good appears to little purpose. Dr. Nansen's

views will not prove acceptable to all the au-

thorities on this mooted subject, which is not

finally decided.
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Heterogeueous and negative as are Dr.

Hansen's opinions that Wineland is a myth

based on the Fortunate Isles, yet they are well-

considered and merit close attention. His con-

clusions are briefly as follows : (1) Adam of

Bremen is untrustworthy. (2) The oldest

Icelandic authorities mention Lief Ericson

unconnected with Wineland. (3-4) Lief's dis-

covery is not mentioned until the 13th century,

and definite statements as to Wineland only

appear at the end of that century. (5) The
Flateyjarbok narratives diifer widely from the

earlier. (6) The first saga contains only

mythical and borrowed matter. (7-8) The

Greek myths mention wild-growing vines and

wheat in the Fortunate Isles. (9) The asso-

ciation of wine and wheat with North America

is artificial. (10-15) Before the 11th century

Ireland had myths of happy lands to the west

in the ocean, thus affording a common basis

for the sid-people of Ireland, the elf-people of

Iceland, and the huldre-people of Norway.

(16-17) The Norse name " Vinland hit Gooa "

is a translation of " Insulae Fortunatae."

(18) The name of the inhabitants, Skraelings,

indicates that Wineland was a fairy country.

(19) Icelandic and Norse geography connect-

ing Wineland with Africa, is evidence of its

identity with the Fortunate Isles. (20) Though
the saga of Eric the Red and the " Groen-

lendinga-pattyr " contain no reliable data as

to the discovery of America by the Green-

landers, yet the mention of the arrival of voy-

agers from Markland in 1347, and other refer-

ences, show that they must have reached the

coast of America. (21) Hvitramanna-land is

a mythical country, modified by christian be-

liefs. (22) " Finally, from the ancient Greeks

to the Icelanders, Chinese and Japanese, we
meet with similar myths about countries out

in the ocean and voyages to them."

The intense patriotism of Dr. Nansen in

pushing to the broadest possible extent the

importance, if not almost universal claims of

superiority for Norway in arctic explorations

may be viewed as pardonable, though his views

will not always gain acceptance.

In his general line of argument it may be

said that similar methods by hostile critics

would work havoc with many of his finely

spun and vigorously advocated conclusions.

It is to be regretted that so scholarly a work
should not invariably display that fine spirit

of judicial calmness, and considerate accep-

tance of the opposing views, so general in

these days on subjects widely controverted.

Argument is not made convincing, nor ac-

ceptable even, through describing the conclu-

sions of other historical students and investi-

gators as " pure guess work," " absurdity " or

as " imaginativeness."

It is to be hoped that the distinguished

author will soon contribute a work wherein

arctic work shall be fully correlated and

brought down to the conquest of the two poles.

A. W. Greely

Cocoa and Chocolate. Their Chemistry and
Manufacture. By E. Whymper. Philadel-

phia, P. Blakiston's Son & Co. Octavo.

Pp. xii-|-319 and index. $5.00.

This work, which does credit to author,

printer and publisher, is a striking example

of the development that characterizes present-

day science. Not many years ago a few pages

in a work on food production or food analysis

would have been deemed sufScient for the

subject.

The author brings to the consideration of

the subject matter of the book not only ex-

perience and scientific judgment but an

earnest interest in the cacao products and we

can have but little doubt that he enjoys a cup

of " cocoa," in which enjoyment the reviewer

, shares.

Brief but comprehensive chapters are given

on the history of the introduction and use of

cacao products, on the botany and nomencla-

ture of the several preparations, after which

the growth, manufacture and marketing are

considered. A table shows comparison of the

calories of cacao preparations with those of

common food articles by which it appears that

chocolate has three times the heat energy of

an equal weight of hen's eggs and nearly

double that of peas and bread. Of course,

these comparisons, considered by themselves.
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will be quite misleading, as no account is

taken of the relative cost of the articles

—

surely an important matter in these days—^but

also the fact must be borne in mind that in

the free consumption of cacao-products a no-

table amount of an alkaloid is introduced

while in standard foods no such ingestion

occurs. Notwithstanding the high calories

and even high protein content of cacao-prod-

ucts we should err in regarding them as more

than beverages and confections.

We are informed that while Theohroma

cacao is the principal source of cacao-prod-

ucts, several other species contribute a not

important share. It is satisfactory to note

that while commercial conditions necessitate

the use of the term " cocoa " as a name for

the marketed products, the author emphasizes

the fact that the correct title is " cacao " and

uses this when speaking of the raw materials

and also the separated fat, which is (very

properly) termed " cacao-butter." Inciden-

tally another important point is noted, namely,

that the oil from the fruit of the Oocos nuci-

fera should be termed " coconut oil " and not,

as is often done, " cocoanut oil." For thus

aiding in correct orthography Mr. Whjrmper

deserves thanks.

The methods of cultivation, ingathering and

curing are given in great detail, illustrated

with many fine full-page photogravures. The

machinery employed in manufacturing the

several commercial preparations is also illus-

trated and described. Of course, the cacao

plant is subject to diseases, but it is specially

interesting to note that in many places its

successful cultivation requires the association

of other trees for shade, and that these latter

sometimes communicate their diseases to the

cacao nut. In this connection it is worth

pointing out that it has been long known that

sandalwood trees do not thrive when grown by

themselves, and it was supposed that this is

due to need of shade, but it has lately been

proved by the investigations in India that

sandalwood is a partial root-parasite. In

Trinidad a particular luguminous tree is so

commonly used as a shade for cacao that it is

known as " Mother of Cacao."

The food chemist will find in this work a

vast amount of important and interesting

technologic and analytic data. The commer-

cial forms of " cocoa " and " chocolate " are

fully explained both as to preparation, com-

position, analytic examination and adultera-

tion. Over one hundred pages are devoted to

these topics, and the bibliography, a summary
of which is given separately, covers a very

wide range.

No important typographic errors have been

noted. On p. 65, the date for the reference to

Chem. Zeit. should apparently be 1897, instead

of 1887.

The book is a timely and valuable contribu-

tion to the literature of an important topic.

Henry Leffmann

SPECIAL ARTICLES

ELM LEAF CURL AND VVOOLLY APHID OF THE

APPLE

It was with considerable astonishment while

working over some elm aphids several winters

ago that I found that I was unable to separate

on structural characters certain collections of

Schizoneura americana (causing and inhabit-

ing elm leaf curl) from certain collections of

Schizoneura lanigera (the troublesome woolly

aphid of the apple). It seemed absurd to

suppose that a species under such constant

observation as the woolly aphid of the apple

could be masquerading on our elms all these

years without biological evidence of the fact

having been chanced upon long ago.

However, the guess based on structural evi-

dence, wild as it seemed, was worth following

up and field observations were made during

the next seasons. Spring migrants were ob-

served to desert the elm leaves in the early

summer, and fall migrants to leave the apple

branches in the fall, but no conclusive data as

to the destination of either were obtained in

the field. Both migrations covered a rather

extended time and the situation was especially

complicated by the continuous presence of

apterous forms on the apple (either on branch

or root) all the year and of " rileyi " on the

trunks of young elms during the summer.
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This past winter preparations for a migra-

tion test under control conditions were made
by raising from seed young apple trees in a

greenhouse safe from any possible infestation

of the " woolly aphid."

This spring elm leaf curl was obtained from

the south and the emerging winged forms were

eaged over apple seedlings while depositing

their young. As a result, the progeny, a fine

lot of nymphs that are growing along creases

where the thin bark is scaling back, in the

axils of the leaves and on exposed roots of the

apple seedlings, covered by a typical flocculent

white secretion, would be pronounced " woolly

aphid of the apple " by any nursery inspector.

Though several kinks in the life cycle of

this important species remain to be deciph-

ered, the synonymy of ScMzoneura lanigera

Hausman (S. americana Riley) is the chief

step in their solution. If the American spe-

cies on elm is the same as the European spe-

cies, our orchard pest, the woolly aphid, will

revert to the name ScMzoneura ulmi Linn.

Extended tests for the range of food plants

of this species are under way, the reception

of southern specimens adding about two

months to the time possible for experimenta-

tion with the progeny of the spring migrants;

which as they will be treated in detail later,

need not be further indicated in this prelim-

inary note.

Edith M. Patch
Maine Agricultiibal

Experiment Station

a method for the removal of the toxic

properties from cottonseed meal

a preliminary report

In our studies upon cottonseed meal in-

toxication we have used a method of treat-

ment which has rendered the meal non-toxic

to rabbits. We desire to test the treatment

further with other meals and with other

classes of animals, and we desire also, if these

experiments result favorably to devise a

method by which the treatment may be used

upon a commercial scale. As it will take

some time to carry out these experiments we

wish to make this preliminary publication

and to request others who are engaged in

cottonseed meal studies to repeat our work so

that the method may be thoroughly tested

before being offered for use for commercial

purposes.

Our experiment was as follows: 630 grams
cottonseed meal previously extracted with

gasoline were boiled on a water bath for two
hours with 2 liters of alcohol to which had

been added 40 c.e. of an aqueous solution con-

taining 20 grams of NaOH, previous experi-

ments having shown that this amount of

NaOH was a little more than enough to com-

bine with all the meal. The mass was filtered

while hot, washed with hot alcohol and dried.

14.6 grams corresponding to 15 grams of meal

were fed daily since March 18, 1912, to each

of six rabbits averaging 1,992 grams in weight.

These rabbits are all in good condition to-day

(April 25, 1912) after 39 days' feeding, but

have lost upon an average 134 grams. The
feed eaten corresponds to 7.5 grams of cotton-

seed meal daily for each kilogram of initial

weight of rabbit or a total of 292 grams per

kilo for the 39 days.

Previous experiments with rabbits have

shown that 7.7 grams of cottonseed meal fed

daily per kilogram of initial weight of rabbit

is fatal on an average after 13 days' feeding

or a total of 100 grams per kilo of initial live

weight. Our feed No. 189 has run for three

times that period, the daily feed is practically

the same and the total amount consumed is

nearly three times as great. From this we
conclude that the alkaline treatment very

greatly diminishes if it does not entirely re-

move the toxic properties of the meal. This

feed contains 1.70 per cent, of sodium instead

of 0.04 per cent, as in the untreated meal.

The beneficial effect of the alkaline treatment

may be due to hydrolysis, or to the formation

of a sodium salt, or to some other change not

yet determined definitely.

We request that those who repeat our work
follow the method closely, except to use 40

grams of NaOH instead of 20 grams.

We wish to acknowledge our obligation to

Mr. E. S. Curtis, animal husbandman, and to
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Dr. G. A. Roberts, veterinarian, both of this

station, for their valuable assistance and co-

operation.

W. A. Withers

B. J. Ray
North Carolina Agricultural

Experiment Station,

Ealeigh, N. C,
April 25, 1912

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
the academy of science of ST. LOUIS

The Academy of Science of St. Louis met at the

Academy building Monday evening, April 15, 1912,

President Engler in the chair ; an attendance of 65.

Professor A. S. Langsdorf, of Washington Uni-

versity, addressed the academy on '
' Transient

Electrical Phenomena." The analogous conditions

in various forms of mechanical systems and elec-

trical circuits was shown and this was followed by

a discussion of oscillating currents that may be

produced in a transmission line. The necessity for

guarding against excessive and dangerous voltages

and currents arising from oscillation was pointed

out, particular attention being given to the condi-

tions obtaining in a transformer at the moment of

switching such a device on to the live current.

Finally the short circuit conditions in large alter-

nating current generators w^as described so that

dangerous rises of voltage accompanied by a rush

of current could occur and the measures employed

to prevent this condition were explained.

Dr. Charles H. Turner gave an illustrated ac-

count of '
' Results of Recent Experiments on the

Homing of Ants. '
' The results of the various

investigators on the behavior of ants was divided

into four groups and briefly discussed. About ten

years ago the author began a series of experiments

on ants and the main purpose of this paper was to

compare the results obtained with those of Cornetz

and Santsci. After a detailed comparison the final

conclusion from all these experiments was summed
up as follows :

'
' Ants are much more than reflex

machines ; they are self-acting creatures guided by

memories of past individual experience. These

associative memories are usually complexes of sen-

sations contributed by several different kinds of

sense organs and include an awareness of distances

and of direction. '

'

Dr. Arthur E. Bostwick, of the St. Louis Public

Library, read a paper on "Atomic Theories of

Energy. '

'

Professor Wm. H. Roever, of Washington Uni-

versity, exhibited and explained "A Mechanism
for Illustrating Lines of Force. '

'

The Academy of Science of St. Louis met at the

Academy building Monday evening, May 6, 1912,

President Engler ia the chair.

Professor J. F. Abbott talked on "The Water
Boatmen, an Unexplored Corner of the Insect

World." After giving an account of the system-

atic position of the water boatmen. Professor

Abbott discusses their development from the egg
to maturity, a particularly interesting feature

being the deposition of the eggs upon the bodies

of crayfish.

Dr. Charles M. Gill gave an illustrated talk on

"Recreation Studies in Estes Park, Colorado."

The ascent of Long's Peak was described and
some of the more interesting glaciers discussed.

The necessity of protecting the natural conditions

of Estes Park, for which a bill is now pending

before congress, was referred to.

Mr. Frederick Hecker, of Kansas City, discussed

the "Microscopical Study of Living Organisms

and their Growth Rate," following it with a dem-

onstration of the technique involved.

The Academy of Science of St. Louis met at the

Academy building Monday evening. May 20, Presi-

dent Engler in the chair.

Dr. A. S. Pearse, of St. Louis University, gave

an illustrated talk on '
' Fiddler Crabs '

' with par-

ticular reference to the color variation in the forms

found at Manila, P. I.

Mr. Phil Rau read a paper on the life history of

the '
' Devil Horse. '

' After giving a detailed ac-

count of the anatomy of the devil horse, or praying

mantis, the author described the character of the

egg case, the emergence of the mantis from this

case and the carnivorous habit of the insect. As
the result of his series of experiments made to

determine how and why the colors of the mantis

change, Mr. Rau found that the green nymphs are

capable of changing to a dark gray when the

environment is dark and when once the gray color

is acquired it is permanent despite any environ-

mental conditions. Green insects in all probability

remain green indefinitely if the environment is

favorable to that color. The paper concluded with

some observations regarding the mating habits of

the mantis and a detailed description of the

making of the egg case.

George T. Moore,

Corresponding Secretary
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ANNIVEBSABY ADDBESS, IOWA ACADEMY
OF SCIENCE^

There is an old and familiar phrase

which reads: "To all to whom these pres-

ents may come, greeting." I remember
how in youthful days this phrase struck

me as of peculiar mold and how, without

perhaps realizing its antiquity or history,

I puzzled as to its full significance and the

conditions which, in some distant era, must
have given it birth. We need not now at-

tempt to trace its lineage or discover how
ancient ambassadors or messengers may
have used it in their visits to friend or foe,

but I like to fancy for the moment that I

am commissioned to bring to you on this

anniversary occasion the greetings and con-

gratulations of the world of science. Cer-

tain I am that such greetings and congrat-

ulations must extend from organized sci-

ence in general and especially from all

societies of similar scope.

Science is essentially mutualistic and the

success of one organization is the gratifica-

tion of all—the triumphs and discoveries of

one are shared with the many and the feel-

ing of pride in the progress of the one may
be shared without loss by sister organiza-

tions. As the discovery made in one

branch of science may be the necessary

foundation for the solution of some prob-

lem in another, so the contribution from
one society may be the stepping stone to

advancement in another. It is all hail

then, greetings and felicitation and God-
speed in the accomplishments of your fu-

ture destiny.

The state academies of science, or socie-

' Delivered at the twenty-fifth anniversary meet-

ing in Des Moines, Iowa, April 26, 1912.
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ties of the scope of ours, are of compara-

tively recent origin, so that the achieve-

ments of the quarter century of activity

and growth are well worthy of recognition.

Such societies have their antecedents in the

local academies formed by groups of scien-

tific workers in various cities or limited

communities, which again may doubtless be

considered as an introduction from the old

world, where academies of science under

various names have been in active operation

for a much longer period of time. Among
the first and most notable which were or-

ganized in this country are the American

Philosophical Society and the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, the

Brooklyn Academy of Arts and Sciences,

the American Academy and the Boston

Society of Natural History of Boston, and

the St. Louis Academy of Science.

Such local societies were established for

the association of scientific workers in cen-

ters containing a sufficient number to serve

as a stimulus for such work and for a time

at which ready communication between

distant cities was not so convenient as at

the present time. The organization of the

state academies, however, seems to have oc-

curred particularly in the central-western

country and may be looked upon as result-

ing from the condition of scientific workers

within the boundaries of these common-

wealths. The scope of these academies has,

however, taken on a somewhat different

range, at least for many of them, since they

have in many cases served as scientific ad-

visers to the states in which they exist.

This particular function of course makes

the state boundary of special significance

and is perhaps in itself a sufficient basis

for the organization of such societies in

every state. That very much can be ac-

complished by such a connection may be

seen from the many different scientific

activities which have been encouraged or

stimulated by the societies or by the indi-

vidual members under the incentive of asso-

ciated work. For instance, the geological

surveys, biological surveys, topographical

surveys, and other enterprises dependent

upon state support have in many cases had
their origin and in many other cases re-

ceived their support and encouragement

from the state academies.

State academies exist in "Wisconsin, Kan-
sas, Iowa, Indiana, Minnesota, Nebraska,

California, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, Colo-

rado, Utah, Oklahoma, Maryland and Ten-

nessee. In some degree they measure the

scientific activity of the states, naturally

they should flourish in states of large area

and less population where the isolation of

scientific workers has been a special incen-

tive to their organization. One of the first

of these to be organized was the California

Academy of Science, followed by the Mary-

land Academy and the Wisconsin Acad-

emy of Arts and Sciences, which latter

seems to have been organized with distinct

state faculties and state support from the

start and with a remarkably full and val-

uable series of publications to its credit.

While its scope is somewhat broader than

some of the others so as to include historic

and literary productions, so large a part of

its work has centered on scientific problems

of the state that it is to be counted one of

the most fruitful of the state academies

devoted to science.

The Kansas Academy of Science, organ-

ized in 1867, has been a very active society

through all its career, and its reports pub-

lished by the state constitute a most cred-

itable contribution to the scientific papers

of the state.

The Indiana Academy, organized 1885,

and which celebrated its quarter-centennial

with a notable meeting two years ago, has

shown great activity, especially with refer-

ence to the problems of the state.
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The Ohio Academy, with which I have

been associated for a number of years, has

enthusiastic annual meetings, publishes its

own proceedings, has a research fund con-

tributed by a friend, and has been instru-

mental in founding several projects of

state-wide interest and importance. While

its work has been mainly in biology and

geology, its programs include papers on

widely varied lines of study, and it has

been of great service in promoting ac-

quaintance and cordial feeling among the

scientific workers of the state.

These few references to particular socie-

ties are given not because they are more

important than others that might be

named, but because they will serve to in-

dicate the scope and sphere of the state

organizations in science. They certainly

amply justify the effort of the devoted

members who have given so unstintedly of

time and thought in the upbuilding of the

societies and the enterprise they represent.

While the political boundaries of a state

do not always best limit the activities of

such a society, there is distinct reason for

such sphere in the relation the academy
may have to state problems of a scientific

character. Such a society composed of

representative students from various pro-

fessions and positions may well constitute

a useful advisory body for the legislative

todies in dealing with the problems re-

quiring scientific attention, but in addition

to this, the many problems that relate them-

selves naturally within state boundaries or

can best be associated with public state

enterprises, surveys, etc., give it a rational

sphere. Perhaps the most emphatic basis,

certainly one of the most forceful to the

membership, is the opportunity for ac-

quaintance, good fellowship and friendship

among the workers in a common field.

This alone would be ample reason for the

time and effort given to the periodical

meetings.

While these societies do not boast of mon-
umental edifices, great pageantry or dis-

play, their place in the world of science is

determined by the record of contribution

to the world's knowledge and this recogni-

tion in their several spheres will be based
on their service to the welfare of the com-

munities in which they labor. That this

service is a growing one and that its frui-

tion in years to come will bring credit to

all those who have labored in their promo-
tion is, I believe, beyond doubt.

They are centers of research and re-

search is the breath of life for science.

New investigation and discovery are the es-

sential to activity. This has been shown irt

every period of the world's history. Wit-
ness the stagnation of the middle ages,

properly called the dark ages, when au-

thority took the place of progressive re-

search and the conquest of the unknown.
As such centers of research the academies

are factors in the advancement of learning,

and so of the progress of the race. Every
one is a force for betterment and speed the

day when such forces are operative in

every state of the nation.

Sometimes we may think there is an over-

production of scientific societies—espe-

cially when dues become payable—but

while there may be some with no necessary

mission, we can learn to discriminate and
encourage those of merit. There is also, I

think, less danger of degeneration in a num-
ber of fairly independent societies than in

a too great centralization with the domina-

tion of small circles who happen to be in

control.

This Iowa Academy was preceded by an
earlier society, organized in 1875, and
which held meetings up to 1884, when
from the removal of some of its most active

members and unfortunate disagreement be-
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tween some of those remaining it ceased to

exist. I recall, however, with much pleas-

ure the meetings that I attended during the

years 1876 to 1884, and the opportunity

it afforded to become acquainted with the

active scientific workers of the state.

Professors Calvin, McBride and Hinrichs

from the university, Todd from Tabor,

Herrick from Grinnell, with Bessey, Pair-

child and Macomber of Ames, Putnam of

Davenport and Witter of Muscatine were

among the active members in attendance at

those meetings. It was at one of these

early meetings (1876) that my first effort

in the line of a scientific contribution was

presented and while it appears to have

been a very simple and crude affair it nat-

urally marked an important step in my
own interest in scientific work. I have

always felt that it was regrettable that this

earlier academy had to be abandoned, and

it was not until after several sincere efforts

to rejuvenate it that the conclusion was

finally reached that this was impossible,

and the only course left to organize on a

new basis.

I shall not attempt here a review of the

achievements of our academy. Time and

the command of the details both forbid

and this feature is to receive attention in

another part of our program. I wish, how-

ever, to revert briefly to the early hopes of

the society and to see in what degree its

achievements have measured up to those

early aspirations.

In the first annual address before the

society, which I may confess here was de-

livered before a mere handful of scientific

friends, I presented some ideas as to what

I conceived to be the opportunity for the

society and the lines of work desirable in

the state. Digging up this buried and

long-forgotten address, I have been inter-

ested to see in how many respects this fore-

cast has been met and the ideas there ad-

vocated provided for in one way or another

in the state's activities. Not that I would
claim any special foresight or prophetic

vision in the case nor that this address

had any special weight in securing the re-

sults, but that it shows in some degree per-

haps the sort of hopes and aspirations for

which the members of the Academy stood

in those early days.

For example, a geological survey was
strongly urged and the organization which

soon after followed and the splendid serv-

ice of this survey to the state have amply
justified the plea. A readjustment of the

weather service was suggested and the suc-

cessful combination of the state and gov-

ernment service which was accomplished a

few years later and which has proved one

of the most effective in the country, is our

proof that the hope was not a vain one nor

its accomplishment impracticable. The
plea for a state museum for the preserva-

tion of our native fauna and flora has been

met in part at least by the splendid start

made in the collections gathered in the his-

torical museum so ably organized by the

lamented Charles Aldrich, and many
phases of biological investigation have been

provided for in the Experiment Station.

The academy volumes which have been

published by the state for a number of

years have become a distinct feature of

the state's activities and are watched for

eagerly each year. The record of achieve-

ment which they show embraces so many
important facts concerning the natural

history, geology and other scientific prob-

lems that the scientific literature of the

state would seem meager without them.

One thing then urged and desired by

many of the members seems not yet pro-

vided for, at least in fact, and that is a

biological survey. This was included in

the plan for a geological survey, and though

it is specified in the act creating the survey
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the actual attention to this phase of the

work has been, as all must realize, a very-

minor matter. No more, I grant, than has

been the ease in most states where similar

conditions exist; no more, perhaps, than

seems necessary from the important prob-

lems pressing for solution along geological

lines. I submit, however, that it is hardly

the proper thing to get a survey established

with the support of two bodies of workers

and then devote aU the resources to one

line of work, and this condition prevails in

far too many states where the so-called

geological and natural history surveys are

doing little or no biological work, and
often that little as a purely gratuitous serv-

ice from devoted workers.

Speaking now as an outsider and view-

ing the matter from a distance it appears

to me that here is one enterprise that this

academy might make one of its pet proj-

ects. If a thorough and systematic biolog-

ical survey can not be pushed forward

under the present organization so as to

secure accurate knowledge as to the biolog-

ical resources of the state, then let the bio-

logical workers get together to secure pro-

vision for the work under some other form

of organization.

But I should remember that I have not

been invited here to give advice and I am
too well aware of the energy with which

the Iowa people can advance the projects

in which they believe to feel that advice is

needed.

On such an occasion as this it seems al-

most a necessity to attempt some review of

the progress made in the lines of work for

which we stand, but in addressing myself

to this task I am more than ever impressed

with the rapidity of this progress and my
inability to discuss it. This survey applies

more especially to the last quarter century,

as this is the period most familiar to me,

and of which I can speak most intelli-

gently.

So many principles of fundamental im-

portance in science have been discovered

or elucidated during the quarter century

that it makes a pretty full record if one

makes the attempt to compass it. Among
those of especial interest are the determi-

nations concerning the kinetic theory of

matter, the progress concerning certain

phases of the theory of evolution, the newer
aspects of the theories for cosmic evolution,

the application of Mendel's law in the prob-

lems of heredity, the atomic theory of elec-

tricity, and of course numerous others which

we can not stop to mention. In some of

these there has been such a complete change

of view that one who goes back to his school

science of a quarter century ago must feel

quite lost in the light of new discoveries

or imagine himself to have been uncon-

scious for a period and waked up in a new
era.

There is perhaps no field or phase of

science in which the change of attitude has

been more prominent than in the applica-

tion of science to the problems of every-day

life. Science and human welfare, as repre-

sented in industry, in public health and
sanitation, in the betterment of social con-

ditions, are being linked closer and closer

together and the progress in the past quar-

ter century has been more rapid than in

any other period of the world's history.

To review the different branches of ap-

plied science and to show the details of

progress in each would be an impossible

task for one person in a brief address and,

moreover, much of it is an oft-repeated

and familiar tale. We all know something

of the marvelous strides in medicine and

surgery, one of the most conspicuous fields

of science in relation to human welfare,

though I doubt if any of us outside the

body of active workers in this particular

field realize the revolutionary changes that

have taken place in surgical methods and

therapeutic agencies as a result of the ap-
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plication of scientific discoveries in the

realm of physiology and biology. Bac-

teriology alone, which has had practically

its entire development within the quarter

centiiry, has changed the whole basis of

treatment in hosts of diseases and given an

entirely new foundation for preventive

medicine and sanitation. Still more re-

cently protozoology has entered the field

with a present record of many most serious

diseases determined as of protozoan basis,

and a promise of solution for many more

that have baffled medical science for cen-

turies.

In the field of industry the changes of

the quarter century have been so enormous

as to defy description, at least by one who
has not followed the growth in detail. A
complete metamorphosis, as a biologist

might say, has occurred in many trades

and manufacturing industries and prac-

tically all based on scientific discoveries

and applications. Chemistry, physics, me-

chanics, biology, geology and other

branches of science have contributed their

share in this evolution.

In agriculture we see this process at

present in one of its most active periods

and we can only predict from rapidity of

change what the future may bring.

Enough, perhaps, to say that production is

to be still further accelerated, farm condi-

tions, both for greater production and bet-

ter living, immeasurably improved and the

basis of support for a denser population

enlarged. Here, as in medicine, botany,

zoology and bacteriology are playing a

most important part.

Linked to these phases of human activity

in most important manner is the problem

of transportation, an activity perhaps

more typical of the modern spirit than any

other. Locomotion by water, by land and

now by air, has been accelerated in a mar-

velous degree in the quarter century just

passed. Twenty years ago I stood in a

street in this city of Des Moines and

watched a street parade, the most interest-

ing feature of which, to me at least, was a

horseless carriage driven by electricity, one

of the very few up to that time that had
actually been made to work. And for a

number of years after that the automobile

was in a strictly experimental stage. Now,
well it is entirely unnecessary to mention

motor boats or motor vehicles or even fiy-

ing machines as of doubtful accomplish-

ment. I doubt, however, if we fully real-

ize the immense changes produced in our

social status by the progress in rapid

transit on water or on land for the last few

years. As for the place of aerial naviga-

tion, that is yet to appear, but I have no

doubt as to its practical application in hu-

man affairs. It can not displace present

modes of travel or transportation, but will,

I have no doubt, create a class of service

for itself and doubtless one which will

have a profound influence on human wel-

fare.

Closely linked again is the question of

rapid communication. Foreshadowed by

the telegraph, electrical science has in re-

cent years given us the telephone and the

wireless as accomplished facts in communi-

cation, regardless of time and space.

Thirty years ago, when the first commer-

cial lines of telephone were being con-

nected up, it was still looked upon largely

as a toy. Very few, even of its most ar-

dent promoters probably, had any concep-

tion of how it would alter the conditions of

human life, or revolutionize methods of

commerce and the relation of social cen-

ters, or of city to country. So swiftly and

quietly has this come that I doubt if we
fully realize the significance of it all.

While there still remains to those of us

who saw it come some remnant of wonder
at the phenomenon, the coming generation
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accept it as a matter of course and chatter

through the telephone apparently oblivious

of the marvelous scientific achievement

which put it at their service.

And so we might go on with other

achievements of the recent years, the cot-

ton picker, the trolley car, the gas engine,

long-distance transmission of power and

the moving picture, all of which would

have been impossible but for scientific dis-

coveries and their application. I desire,

however, to take a little time for the

achievements in my own more special field

of work—that of entomological science.

Not alone because of my greater familiar-

ity with it or because it has been the field

of my own labor, but in part because I am
constrained to think that the actual prog-

ress in this field has not been appreciated,

even among biological students, as fully as

the facts may warrant.

While to say that economic entomology

has been developed in the last quarter cen-

tury would be putting it too strong, it is

true that so large a part of the growth,

both for the determination of the funda-

mental principles and for the application

of these to special problems has occurred

within this period that it is not unfair to

claim it for this epoch.

Less than fifty years ago I was rapping

potato vines over a tin pan to catch the

potato beetles that were devastating the

potato fields in Iowa. In fact, as far as I

recall, this was my first entry into the

field of economic entomology and I believe

about my first financial income was derived

from this sort of service. But it was a

good many years afterward that methods

of control for that pest based on knowledge

of habits, life history and chemical poisons

were an accomplished fact in economic

entomology.

The warfare with the Colorado grass-

hopper, the cotton worm, the San Jose

scale, the gipsy moth, browntail moth,

cotton boll weevil and such old-time pests

as the codling moth, chinch bug and Hes-
sian fly have either been fought and more
or less completely won within the last

quarter century or so nearly within it as

to form a part of its history.

One of the very striking lines of progress

has been in the transportation of the para-

sitic enemies of injurious insects, a phase

of economic work which had only just be-

gun twenty-five years ago, and which has

been practically developed within the last

decade with special reference to the depre-

dations of the gipsy moth and the brown-
tail moth. While this mode of contest with

injurious insects, especially those which
are introduced is not as yet entirely past

the experimental stage, so much encourage-

ment has been derived from recent results

that we must certainly look upon it as a

very important phase of entomological in-

vestigation, and one from which we will

almost certainly secure important results

for certain pests. It may not be possible

to duplicate in any case the phenomenal

success attained in the control of the cot-

tony-cushion scale in California, but the

success with that species and the less per-

fect success in the case of others must at

least point the way to further efforts, and

we may expect that a certain number of

important species may finally be controlled

in this manner.

The methods for control for introduced

species the spread of which may be re-

tarded by quarantine or inspection have

been developed entirely within the quarter

century and the service rendered iu

this manner is beyond computation.

To a large extent, the content and method

of economic entomology have been ap-

propriated in other special fields. Espe-

cially is this true in horticulture, where the

methods and results of entomological re-
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seareh are appropriated to such a degree

that I doubt not many students fail to real-

ize the incorporation. In medicine, also,

while we still may speak of medical ento-

mology, the relations to medical research

have been so close that we may find diffi-

culty in separating the doctor studying

entomology from the entomologist investi-

gating insects with reference to their med-

ical aspects. The fact is that various

fields have been opened up to a far greater

extent than is possible for one man to fol-

low and we have reached a stage of differ-

entiation when to keep abreast of progress

one must confine his effort to a. limited part

of the entomological field.

But a feature of the subject which I

wish especially to emphasize is the attitude

of science, or, to be more personal, the

scientific worker toward the application

of science in human affairs and for human
welfare, that is, toward economic or ap-

plied science in all its phases.

The time was when probably the great-

est efforts in invention and in the applica-

tion of knowledge were devoted to engines

of human destruction, and while this effort

may have been a stimulus in the acquisi-

tion of knowledge, it could hardly be con-

sidered an influence for the promotion of

the race.

Now, however, our boast is rather

toward the progress in preservation and

promotion of life. It is considered cause

for glory that we can reduce the percent-

age of infant mortality, that we can check

the spread of pestilence, that we can mini-

mize the dangers of travel, cut down the

property loss and the death list from fire

or other disaster, and, in short, lengthen

the span of human life and improve its

opportunities for betterment and enjoy-

ment. And, more significant perhaps, is

the fact that such improvement is expected

and in large degree made to apply to hu-

manity as a unit, not to any individual or

special class.

This attitude is the more conspicuous if

we go back a few years to note the trend

of scientific ideal. Read, for instance, the

plea by Professor Rowland, the brilliant

physicist, for devotion to pure science,

given in 1885.

I remember how in my own experience

scarce thirty years ago the venerable Ur.

Hagen, doubtless the most profound stu-

dent of entomology of the time if not of

the century, made a most emphatic plea

with me, with all the force of his German
accent, not to go into economic entomology,

but to give my effort to the pure science,
'

' for the love of the science.
'

'

Now I believe that this attitude differed

more in appearance than in fact, that the

devotees of science, while some of them

really did not care to have their discover-

ies made of any value to mankind, were

really protesting against the commercial-

izing of their scientific talent rather than

the utilization of science for the good of

humanity and often a plea simply for con-

tinuous drafts on original sources of

knowledge instead of mere applications of

knowledge gained. Certainly it is incon-

sistent with any reasonable desire for the

acquisition of knowledge to deplore its use.

Nor does it look strictly consistent for a

person with this claim to sell his talent

even to a university or a research institute

for so much even as the moderate salaries

that they usually afford.

But the attitude which I believe is be-

coming most dominant with scientists is

that of the service of science to humanity

at large, and the wish that beyond reason-

able return for the work involved the profit

should not be allowed to pile up for the

benefit of a few.

What satisfaction is there in discover-

ing a method by which to gain a double
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crop from the soil, to avoid loss from de-

structive agencies, or to double the capac-

ity of human labor if the gain is all ab-

sorbed by an aggressive few and the scien-

tist and the real producer are left with no

betterment of condition.

Such absorption does too often occur

and it is not much to be wondered at that

the pessimistically inclined should ques-

tion what profit there is in our boasted

scientific progress if the advantages of it

all are to be seized upon and appropri-

ated by an inner circle who can. One of

the most important problems of the age is

to discover how the gains of scientific dis-

covery may be equitably shared by all de-

serving members of society.

But such an occasion impels us to look

forward as well as backward. What will

the next quarter century of science reveal

to us of the unknown, what problems of age-

long study will have yielded their solution,

what theories of to-day will have vanished

and what will be the nature of those to

take their place. For this we can simply

say wait and see ; we may be content to be-

lieve that progress must continue and I

believe we may also say that in most lines

this progress will be on the foundations

already laid. For one, I have sufScient

faith in the science of to-day to believe

that we have reached a secure footing and
that we may push forward with confi-

dence that the structure we build will not

be doomed to complete destruction, even if

in some of its details the lines must be re-

cast. At least one strong ground for ef-

fort is confidence in the truth and perma-

nence of the structure on which we work
and despite occasional voicings of dissent

I would hold for faith in our own work.

When the next quarter century shall

have passed and you celebrate another an-

niversary, as I have no doubt you will, for

the academy is now so fully established

that its lapse is unthinkable, you will plan

a wider home-coming to include the many
members who will have scattered farther

still to the ends of the earth and I shall

hope to meet many or all of you now here

with many yet to come in that semicenten-

ary of our birth. Mr. President, you need

not for that occasion send me any invita-

tion. I shall come without one if alive, as

I hope to be, and if it is within the range

of human possibility to do so. But whether

here in flesh or not, I assure you I shall be

in thought and spirit, for I shall carry

with me from this day on not only my
early love and devotion for the academy,

but an abiding appreciation for the honor

you have shown me in asking me to be pres-

ent with you and for the cordial greetings

from'iyou all. For all this and for your

kind indulgence in listening to these re-

marks, I most sincerely thank you.

Herbbet Osboen
Ohio State Univeesitt

ECONOMY IN UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTBATION

I PROPOSE to consider briefly what I be-

lieve to be the most important factor in

university economy, namely, the selection

of the work which the university shall

undertake.

Every important development depends

upon two conditions: first, an adequate

stock of energy; second, the selection of a

few out of many possible channels through

which that energy may produce its best re-

sults. A man will grow apples. His first

concern is to secure a maximum amount

of apple-producing energy in the form of

well-bred stock, good soil, appropriate fer-

tilizers, et cetera. His second concern is

to save that energy from being wasted

through weeds, through too many trees

per acre, too many limbs upon the trees, or

too many apples upon the limbs. His chief
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labor is to destroy alien growths, cut down
redundant trees, cut off redundant limbs,

and cull out redundant apples, so that the

total apple-producing energy at his com-

mand may through a few channels produce

the largest possible crop of the best pos-

sible apples. Wherever any first-rate re-

sult is to be secured, there must be these

two conditions—adequate wealth of re-

sources, but also severe selection. " To

know how to omit,
'

' says Stevenson,
'

' that

is the whole of art.
'

'

The universities of the United States,

taken as a whole, have had decided success

within the past quarter century in meeting

the first of these two conditions of develop-

ment. The resources of the universities

still fall far below the demands which our

society makes upon them for service; but

the absolute increase in university funds

from private and public sources within

that time has been very great. It is the

belief of the writer that the universities

have not been equally successful in meet-

ing the second condition of development,

and that the paramount need in our uni-

versity administration is a severe selection

of the channels through which our re-

sources shall be expended.

The pressure toward expansion, toward

the multiplication of colleges, schools, de-

partments, subdepartments and individual

courses, is constant. All those who help

determine what the university shall under-

take, trustees, president, heads of depart-

ments and individual members of the fac-

ulty, feel this pressure. Part of the pres-

sure is meretricious, proceeding from un-

worthy rivalry between universities, or

from unworthy rivalry between depart-

ments, or from other motives comparable

to those which appear in the lower forms

of commercial competition. Part of the

pressure toward expansion is fundamental,

proceeding from the deep social needs

which have given rise to the university

itself. There had to be an enormous ex-

pansion of the university's activities in

comparison with what they were in 1875.

The university exists to solve the problems

which our complicated civilization must
solve, and to train up men able to take the

varied and difficult kinds of work required

by that civilization. The so-called univer-

sity of 1875 fell far short of doing either

of these necessary things. The universi-

ties, taken together, must do both these

things, must represent the whole of civili-

zation as it is, and must attack every prob-

lem around the whole sphere of possible

discoveries.

In order to do this, it was necessary, for

one thing, that the universities should

supplement the liberal arts college as it was
in 1875 by the addition of new depart-

ments, schools and colleges, and for

another, that each of the fundamental de-

partments should undergo a corresponding

expansion. A university department of

chemistry, for example, does not exist in

order to teach a little primary chemistry

to sophomores. It exists to make the great

underlying science of chemistry render the

fullest possible service to mankind. A uni-

versity department of chemistry, if prop-

erly supported and manned, tends to be-

come a college in itself, with a budget and

faculty comparable to that of the entire in-

stitution of forty years ago; and, in the

best cases, everything done in the depart-

ment is worth more to society than it costs.

In many cases, the people have realized this

quickly, and have met daring expansions

made by the universities with means ade-

quate for their support. In some cases,

we have a university whose circle of activ-

ities approaches correspondence with the

whole circle of services which society re-

quires from learned men.

Unhappily, however, there is no univer-
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sity rich enough to carry out with success

so vast a program. In truth, all the uni-

versities in the world are not now rich

enough to do so. The richest university is,

therefore, in peril of so multiplying the

lines of its work that all the lines of its

work shall be lowered in quality. It is

very possible in this way for a university

with a million or more of income to so scat-

ter its resources that it can do nothing at

all of first-rate quality. "Whether a uni-

versity be relatively rich or poor, its great-

est mistake, financial and educational, is to

indulge in a policy of expansions which

fail to elicit their own support and which

must, therefore, live by sapping the

strength from established lines of work.

This mistake may be made by the regents

and the president in establishing new de-

partments, schools or colleges, or by heads

of departments in establishing new subde-

partments or new sporadic courses, or by
individual members of the faculty in

undertaking indiscriminately wide lines of

research. All these different forms of ex-

pansion come to the same thing if they in-

volve spending money upon more things

than can be done well.

The penalties which fall upon an insti-

tution which sins greatly in this respect

are severe. The library suffers. The lab-

oratories suffer. Salaries are kept down.

The best men escape. Those who remain

lose heart. The quality of everything done

about the institution is lowered. The final

calamity is that all this tends to bring to

and establish in the institution a faculty of

mediocre men. There is no known remedy

for this calamity. If the institution grows

suddenly rich, the way to progress is

blocked by a group of men who can not be

removed except by death, and whose medi-

ocrity will pervade the institution for a

generation. It is my belief that there is no

American university which has not suffered

more or less by expansions which have af-

fected the quality of its work. It is certain

that some of the universities with small in-

comes, in their effort to cover every field,

have brought themselves in every field to

a deplorable weakness. And it is certain

that some among the universities with large

incomes have, through the same error,

grown large without having grown great.

By way of remedy, I venture to make
four suggestions, two of which I have dis-

cussed at greater length in a former paper.

1. Heads of departments should, I be-

lieve, resist the constant temptation to

multiply courses of elementary collegiate

grade in order, as the phrase is, to cover

the ground represented by the department.

Instead of this policy, which tends toward
waste and lowered efficiency, there should

be severe selection of a narrow program of

freshman-sophomore courses which shall

represent typically the best things in that

field. I believe that this second policy, car-

ried out with intelligence by men who be-

lieve in it, means, for one thing, a radical

economy in university resources, and, for

another, greatly improved work. Even if

there were no question of finance involved,

the greatest pedagogical need in our col-

leges, as in all our schools, is the selection

of a few essentials, so that students may
master something intensively, and acquire

the habit of mastery.

2. Heads of departments should resist

the constant temptation to allow the multi-

plication of redundant junior-senior elec-

tives. Whenever a new elective of this

grade is proposed, it should be confronted

with two questions: (1) Is this course an

essential part of the department's under-

graduate program? (2) Is the course an

essential part of a program of research

which the department is prepared to under-

take? If it serves neither of these two in-

terests, it is the enemy of both. It should
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be seen by all concerned that the sporadic

elective is the greatest obstacle in the way
of raising the salary of the man who gives

it, as well as that of all his colleagues. For

the per capita cost of such a course is nearly

always very high, and can come from no-

where except the total available salary

fund. The university must maintain many
small classes in its advanced work. A class

of one may fully justify itself to the uni-

versity world and to the state which pays

for it. But it is the interest, as well as the

duty, of all concerned to see that every

small class shall so jiistify itself.

3. Members of the graduate faculty

should resist the temptation to provide

equipment for research over wide ranges

of their subjects. Instead of this, the pro-

fessor who conducts research should plan

a program of studies within which he and

his students for a period of years shall

work, and upon which his appropriations

for graduate work shall be concentrated.

No hard and fast line of definition can be

drawn between these two policies. The

broad difference between them is clear.

Only the richest of our universities can do

anything of quality in the way of research

if the first policy is followed, and even in

those cases there must be a great and un-

necessary waste. On the other hand, any

one of a score or more of our universities

can successfully carry out the second pol-

icy. Let me give two out of many possible

illustrative cases. Ten years ago a young

scholar found himself in a university whose

library was wholly inadequate for his stud-

ies. In presence of this situation he se-

lected with deliberate care a program which

he thought the university would be able to

support. The trustees met his plan with

warm approval. The total amount appro-

priated in the ten years was not great, but

it proved sufficient for the purpose, for it

enabled the man to write the best book

within his special field, and incidentally it

enabled him to accumulate the best work-

ing library for that field in the country,

with two exceptions. The other case pre-

sents still more striking proof of the effec-

tiveness of this policy, chiefly because it

has been carried on for a longer time. In

this case the man began twenty years ago.

Within that time he and his advanced stu-

dents have worked along the lines of two

programs. He has had many graduate

students, including a considerable number

who have taken the doctor's degree under

his direction. In both the special fields re-

ferred to he is recognized as the first au-

thority in the world. He has accumulated

for his work^ so he states to me, the best

library in the world. Yet the entire cost of

this special library and of his laboratory

equipment would be well within the means

of any standard university in the country.

If the same man had been led astray in the

outset into browsing about over his in-

teresting field, the whole of his splendid

achievements would have been impossible.

Before I leave the subject of research, I

wish to say that it is a great waste of re-

sources to force the entire faculty into this

form of work. Let each man do what he

cares most for and can do best. If a man
can write good prose or good poetry, or can

train any of his students to do so, let us

preserve that man and his work as pre-

cious, and not spoil all with the demand

for orthodox doctors' theses. If a man
finds out how to train freshmen in Eng-

lish composition, or how to develop a finer

practise of honor among college men, let

us count these achievements worth as much
as if he had written a thesis upon what

some one did with the same problems in

England a hundred years ago.

4. The regents or trustees should be on

guard against the constant temptation to

multiply departments, schools and colleges
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which are not justified. It is obvious, as I

have already said, that the regents cannot

follow any set rule of thumb in this their

most important sphere of decisions. They

may upon occasion err disastrously in

either direction. What we hope from the

regents is that they shall at all times stand

resolutely for the maintenance of quality,

and that they shall refuse to permit any

student-catching or appropriation-catch-

ing expansion which can not justify itself

in terms of fundamental social serv-

ice. If the regents go astray at this point,

whether through bad counsel or from their

own initiative, nothing can save the uni-

versity under their control from grave de-

terioration.

This paper should not conclude without

reference to that university which in its

early history went to the extreme in the

concentration of its resources. I refer, of

course, to Clark University. The trustees

of that institution believed that they were

not justified in founding one more New
England college. They had not enough

money to found a university where the

usual round of departments should be ade-

quately represented. Under the advice of

G. Stanley Hall, they resolved upon the un-

precedented plan of beginning a univer-

sity with five departments. The result of

this course was that in each one of those

departments they secured a group of schol-

ars unsurpassed in the country, if anywhere

in the world. They had Whitman, Loeb,

Michelson, Nef, Boas, Mall, Story, Bolza,

Donaldson, and many otlfer men who then

had, or since have, won international

standing. They had the only American

scholar who has won the Nobel prize. The

group of scholars at Clark and the work

done there were at once recognized by the

university world as of first-rate impor-

tance. A change of mind on the part of

the founder and other conditions have

modified the later history of Clark. Its ex-

ample is one which no other university, cer-

tainly no state university, can follow in the

extreme. But the history of Clark proves

one thing of the utmost importance—that

a university of relatively limited means
may go into the front rank by sagacious

concentration of its resources.

The members of this association realize

well the difficulty of securing money for

the university. But, in truth, it is not so

difficult to get money as it is to spend it so

as to have a minimum of waste and a maxi-

mum of efficiency. Our task is to discover

and create the university for our century.

The discovery demands statesmanlike dis-

crimination between what is essential and
what should be pruned away. The crea-

tion demands something still more difficult,

for it demands a thousand decisions which
cut across private interests. The institu-

tion which we actually create will depend

upon the self-denial, the integrity and the

courage with which members of the uni-

versity day by day make these decisions.

William Lowe Bkyan
Indiana University

LECTUBES ON THE SMOKE PROBLEM
In the fall of 1911 the Department of Lidus-

trial Research of the University of Pittsburgh

was provided by a Pittsburgh business man
with funds for a thorough investigation of the

smoke nuisance. At the present time the in-

vestigation is being conducted by a staff of

twenty-five specialists, of whom seven are giv-

ing their entire attention to this task. Some

of these men are studying the effect of smoke

and soot on the atmosphere, on the weather,

on plant life, on buildings, on the public

health; some are investigating the economic

damage done by smoke and soot; others are

making a detailed study of the mechanical de-

vices for preventing or abating smoke; and

still others are inquiring into the chemistry

and physics of smoke and soot, into the laws
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concerning the smoke nuisance, and into the

history of the subject as a whole.

Recognizing the interest in the smoke prob-

lem manifested by a large number of Ameri-

can cities, and in response to inquiries that

have been made, the department announces

that the members of its staff are prepared to

lecture on the following phases of this prob-

lem:

1. The Smoke Nuisance (a general presentation of

the main phases of the subject).

2. Smoke and the Public Health.

3. Smoke and the Cost of Living.

4. Smoke and Plant Life.

5. Methods and Means of Smoke Abatement.

6. The Effect of Smoke on Buildings and Building

Materials.

7. The Psychology of Smoke.

8. The Smoke Nuisance and the Housekeeper.

E. C. Benner
.Department of Industrial Eesearch,

University of Pittsburgh

A SCIENCE LIBBABY FOB CHILBBEN

In association with the educational work

which the Chicago Academy of Sciences has

been conducting during the past few years a

strong demand has arisen or a Children's Li-

brary and Eeading Room. In response to this

demand the trustees of the academy have fur-

nished one of the rooms in the museum as a

Children's Library and about seven hundred

books have now been selected as a nucleus.

Appropriate periodicals and a picture collec-

tion, in part for exhibition on the bulletin

board and in part for study at the tables, will

also be included. Stereoscopic views have been

selected for their importance in geographic

studies of foreign lands and for illustrating

the agricultural and industrial activities of

rarious parts of the world.

It is proposed to make this a carefully se-

lected library of books suitable for children to

read. A few of the books are of a somewhat

technical nature, although most of them are

in non-technical language. A few biogra-

phies of the great scientists, several historical

sketches of the progress in pure and applied

science, stories based, in part at least, on nat-

'ural history studies and accounts of explora-

tions which are instructive along scientific

lines have been selected. Miss Mary A. Hard-

man, a member of the academy staif who has

been offering courses of instruction to chil-

dren at the academy during the last two years,

has been appointed librarian. This Children's

Library will be open to the public on and after

August 5, 1912.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
Among the degrees conferred by the Uni-

versity of Michigan at its recent celebration

was the doctorate of laws on Dr. William H,

Howell, professor of physiology at the Johns

Hopkins University, and the doctorate of sci-

ence on Dr. John J. Abel, professor of phar-

macology.

At the annual commencement of Lehigh

University, the honorary degree of doctor of

laws was conferred upon Charles Leander

Doolittle, professor of astronomy and director

of the Flower Astronomical Observatory of the

University of Pennsylvania.

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley received the degree

of doctor of science from Lafayette College.

Dr. Henry Prentiss Armsby, director of the

Institute of Animal Nutrition of the Pennsyl-

vania State College, has been elected a foreign

member of the Royal Academy of Agriculture

of Sweden.

A banquet in honor of Dr. J. A. Wither-

spoon, president elect of the American Medical

Association, was given under the auspices of

the Nashville Academy of Medicine and the

Nashville Board of Trade, on July 3.

Three portraits were presented to the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania at its recent com-

mencement: one of Provost Edgar P. Smith,

the gift of the class of 1902 college, painted

by H. H. Breckenridge ; one of the late Pro-

fessor Henry W. Spangler, the gift of alumni

and students of the mechanical and electrical

engineering departments, painted by M. H.

Kevorkian; one of the late Professor Joseph

Leidy, the gift of his friends, painted by A. P.

S. Haeseler.

Dr. W. M. Davis has retired from the

Sturgis Hooper professorship of geology at
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Harvard University. He will continue to re-

side at Cambridge. Professor E. A. Daly, of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

ias been appointed to the chair vacant by the

retirement of Professor Davis.

Professor Morton Prince has retired from

the active duties of the chair of neurology in

Tufts College Medical School, and becomes

professor emeritus. He is succeeded by Pro-

fessor J. J. Thomas, nove assistant professor

of neurology.

After thirty years of distinguished service

in the University of California, Edward J.

Wickson, professor of agriculture and director

of the Agricultural Experiment Station, has

been granted a year's leave of absence, which

he will spend in Europe. At its expiration be

wiU be entitled to claim a retiring allowance

under the terms of the Carnegie Foundation.

Oswald Schreiner, Ph.D., and Elbert C.

Lathrop, A.B., have been awarded the Edward
Longstreth medal of merit of the Franklin

Institute, Philadelphia, for their paper on
" The Distribution of Organic Constituents

in Soils " appearing in the August, 1911, issue

of the Journal of the Franklin Institute, " a

comprehensive account of important recent re-

searches in agricultural chemistry."

The Livingstone gold medal of the Eoyal

Scottish Geographical Society has been

awarded to Captain Eoald Amundsen for his

geographical discoveries on his recent expedi-

tion to the south pole.

Mr. James Murray has been awarded the

Neill prize by the Royal Society of Edinburgh

for his papers on the Rotifera and Tardigrada.

Dr. H. H. Rusby, dean of the College of

Pharmacy of Columbia University, New York,

has resigned to establish a pharmacognostical

laboratory in the city.

Professor Francis Carter Wood has been

appointed director of cancer research under

the George Crocker Research Fund of Colum-

bia University.

Mr. Jerome D. Greene, general manager of

the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re-

search, has resigned that position to enter the

office of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, where he

will be a member of the staff in charge of Mr.
Rockefeller's business and philanthropic inter-

ests. Mr. Greene will continue as a trustee

his connection with the Rockefeller Institute

for Medical Research. Mr. Henry James, Jr.,

of Cambridge, Mass., has been appointed to

succeed Mr. Greene in the management of the

Rockefeller Institute. He is a graduate of

Harvard College, in the class of 1899, and of

the Harvard Law School in 1904, since when
he has been engaged in the practise of law in

Boston. He is a son of the late Professor

William James.

Mrs. Mary Schenck Woolman, professor of

domestic arts in Teachers College, Columbia

University, has been elected president of the

Women's Educational and Industrial Union.

Mr. Edgae a. Doll has been appointed asso-

ciate psychologist in the department of re-

search of the Vineland Training School, Vine-

land, N. J.

President Howe, of the Case School of

Applied Science, has been given a year's leave

of absence for the purpose of rest and recu-

peration. Dr. F. M. Comstock, professor of

drawing and descriptive geometry and senior

member of the faculty, will be the acting

president during the next college year.

President R. C. Maclaurin, of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, has gone to

Europe, intending to visit the technological

schools of Great Britain and the continent

with reference to the plans for the new build-

ings of the Massachusetts Institute.

Dr. L. O. Howard has been appointed as a

delegate from the Entomological Society of

Washington to the second International Con-

gress of Entomology to be held in Oxford this

coming August.

Professor O. D. Kellogg, of the University

of Missouri, is on leave of absence in Got-

tingen. He will attend the meeting of the

International Congress of Mathematicians at

Cambridge, England, and of the British Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science at

Dundee, Scotland.
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Professor Frederick H. Saffoed, of the

University of Pennsylvania, has sailed for

Europe and will attend the International Con-

gress of Mathematicians at Cambridge.

Professor George C. Whipple, Mr. M. C.

Whipple and Dr. J. W. M. Bunker, of Harvard

University, are making a sanitary survey of

Lake Ontario near the mouth of the Genesee

River, in order to ascertain the effect of the

sevsfage of the city of Eochester, N. T., on the

river and lake.

Frederick Haynes Newell, director of the

United States Reclamation Service, delivered

the commencement address at the Case School

of Applied Science on May 29, his subject

being " The Engineer in Public Service." At

the close of the address the honorary degree

of doctor of engineering was conferred upon

him.

Dr. Joseph Jastrow, professor of psychol-

ogy in the University of Wisconsin, has given

three lectures on " The Sensibilities," " The

Emotions " and " The Appraisal of Human
Qualities " at the summer session of the Uni-

versity of California.

Dr. E. F. Bashford, director of the Imperial

Cancer Research Fund of London, has ac-

cepted an invitation to deliver the Middleton-

Goldsmith lectures of the New York Patholog-

ical Society next October.

Me. E. W. C. Shelford, known for his wo^k

in entomology, formerly connected with the

Oxford Museum, died on June 22, aged thirty-

nine years.

Dr. Ferdinand Zirkel, emeritus professor of

mineralogy at Leipzig and eminent for his

contributions to this science, died on June 12,

aged seventy-four years.

Dr. Ernst Sohulze, professor of agricul-

tural chemistry at the Zurich Technological

Institute, has died at the age of seventy-two

years.

Professor Charles Andre, director of the

Lyons Observatory, well known for his astro-

nomical publications, died on June 6, aged

seventy years.

Under the will of the late Lord Wandsworth,

a sum of £10,000 was bequeathed to Sir William

Bennett, to be applied by him at his discretion

for the promotion of medical research. Sir

William has now decided to entrust the admin-

istration of the legacy to the London School

of Tropical Medicine, under conditions which

include the establishment of a research schol-

arship.

The organization of the Canadian National

Museum has recently taken a new impetus,

due to the completion of its home, the Vic-

toria Memorial Museum building at Ottawa.

Lawrence M. Lambe, representing paleontol-

ogy; Harlan I. Smith, representing anthro-

pology; Percy A. Tavernier, representing zool-

ogy; Robert A. A. Johnston, representing

mineralogy, and Reginald W. Brock, director,

have been elected as the executive committee

of the museum staff, Mr. Johnston serving as

secretary. Several expeditions are in the field.

Research work is also being carried on in the

museum and popular educational work is not

being neglected.

The agricultural demonstration train, which

the University of California sends out yearly,

through the cooperation of the Southern Pa-

cific Company, in the year just completed was

visited by more than 102,000 persons, a gain

of 24,000 over the previous year. It has proved

useful in bringing to the attention of farmers

improved agricultural methods and sources of

information and aid in farming problems.

The United States Weather Bureau has

changed the cooperative station at the North

Dakota State University to a special meteor-

ological station. As such, it is known as the

Grand Forks station. It is closely affiliated

in its work with the university's department of

geology with Assistant Professor Howard E.

Simpson in charge as special meteorological

observer, the work being carried on as a part

of the geographical work of that department.

A complete meteorological equipment is fur-

nished by the United States Weather Bureau.

Constant records are kept of temperature,

pressure, wind velocity and direction, sunshine

and rainfall. Regular observations are made
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twice daily, at seven o'clock, morning and

evening. The morning observations are tele-

graphed to St. Paul, where they enter a cir-

cuit reaching all important cities between

"Winnipeg, New York and "Washington. The

evening observations are reported monthly and

are used in the compilation of climatological

data.

The production of anthracite in Pennsyl-

vania in 1911, according to a statement just

issued by Statistician E. "W. Parker, of the

United States Geological Survey, broke all

previous records, exceeding the previous maxi-

mum output in 1907 by 4,700,000 long tons.

The complete returns to the Survey show a

production in 1911 of 80,732,015 long tons,

valued at $174,852,843. This was an increase

over the 1910 output of 5,298,767 long tons in

quantity and $14,577,541 in value. In this

increased activity and augmented production

in 1911 the anthracite industry was in marked

contrast to the bituminous industry, which

showed decreases throughout most of the

mining regions. Moreover, in most of the

bituminous districts prices were generally

lower, whereas the average price of anthracite

in 1911 was 5 cents a ton higher than in 1910.

Prices for the domestic sizes remained the

same, but greater returns were received from

pea coal and the smaller sizes. The greater

production of anthracite in 1911 was probably

due to increased activity in anticipation of a

possible coal strike in April. However, the

extremely severe weather of the winter prac-

tically exhausted any accumulated coal before

the termination of the three-year period of

wage agreements on March 31, 1912. It is an

interesting fact, showing the highly organized

condition of the anthracite industry—^the so-

called coal trust—that whereas in former years

there was enormous mine waste in this in-

dustry, nowadays practically everything mined

is utilized. Formerly enormous quantities of

small coal and coal dust were thrown on to the

waste heap, but now such " waste " is sold as

it is mined, and the culm piles are being re-

worked. In 1911 the recovery from the culm

piles and the smaller sizes obtained from the

freshly mined coal constituted over 40 per

cent, of the total quantity of anthracite

marketed.

In the early part of the year 1911, while

engaged in the Smithsonian Biological Survey

of the Canal Zone, and the adjacent parts of

Panama, Mr. E. A. Goldman made a collec-

tion of 368 mammals. This collection, repre-

senting between 40 and 50 genera, includes

12 new species and sub-species, of which de-

scriptions have just been published by Mr.

Goldman (Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collec-

tions, No. 2073) in advance of the general

report on mammals of this region. Nine of

the new forms are from the Canal Zone, and

the others were collected by the author when he

was on a trip to the mountains near the head-

waters of the Chagres River, Panama, in

March, 1911. The new animals include : two

opossums from near Gatun; two squirrels, of

which one is known as a pigmy squirrel; four

rice-rats; a yoke-tooth rat, which was found

to be one of the most abundant rats in the

grassy clearings of the Canal Zone; three

spiny rats, including one known as an octo-

dont, and named after Colonel George W.
Goethals, U.S.A., chairman and chief engineer

of the Isthmian Canal Commission. Among
the birds collected by Mr. Goldman, while

engaged on this survey, there are two new
species of nun birds. These are described by

Mr. E. "W. Nelson, of the Department of

Agriculture, Biological Survey, in a pamphlet

published by the Smithsonian Institution,

which forms the seventh paper on the results

of this survey.

The statistics of births and deaths in the

German empire during 1911 show for Prussia

an excess of births over deaths of 490,333, as

compared with 581,465 in 1910. In Bavaria,

where the returns have just been issued, the

excess of births over deaths was 73,656, as

compared with 84,682 in 1910. Thus the fall-

ing oS in the growth of the population in

Prussia and Bavaria together was more than

100,000. The Prussian ministry of the in-

terior has issued a rescript to the provincial

governors requiring them to obtain informa-
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tion from doctors, clergy, teachers, lawyers and

others regarding the cause of the fall in the

birth rate. The main questions are whether

the limitation of families is intentional and,

if so, what are the principal social and eco-

nomic causes, and whether the birth rate is

falling among the working as weU as among

the middle classes.

The production of salt in the United States

in 1911 was 31,183,968 barrels of 280 pounds

each, valued at $8,345,692, according to W. C.

Phalen, of the United States Geological Sur-

vey, in a report on salt and bromine, just

issued as an advance chapter from " Mineral

Resources for 1911." This is an increase com-

pared with 1910 of 878,312 barrels in quantity

.and $445,348 in value. In addition to the

domestic production 1,014,926 barrels of salt

was imported. This importation was partly

balanced by the exports, 349,092 barrels,

leaving an excess of imports over exports of

665,834 barrels. The United States is amply

able, according to Mr. Phalen, to supply all

the domestic demands, as the capacity of the

active mines and plants is largely in excess of

the present output. Moreover, there are many
plants now idle that could easily resume opera-

tions should conditions warrant.

UNIVEBSIXy AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology

has received from Mr. Theodore N. Vail, presi-

dent of the American Telephone and Tele-

graph Company, a gift of the valuable library

on electricity and engineering of the late

George Edward Bering, of England. The li-

brary is valued at about $100,000, and Mr.

Vail has made an additional gift for its main-

tenance.

The estate of the late Dr. Francis Bacon is

larger than had been anticipated, and the

value of his bequest to Yale University will,

it is said, reach $500,000, of which about $300,-

000 goes to the library, and $200,000 to the

college and the Sheffield Scientific School for

the assistance of students.

By the death of the widow of the late R. N.

Carson, of Philadelphia, the sum of six million

dollars bequeathed by him to establish the

Carson College for Orphan Girls, is released

for this purpose.

There are in course of construction at the

University of Missouri a building for the de-

partment of physics at a cost of $100,000 and
another for the department of chemistry,

mainly for agricultural chemistry, at a cost

of $60,000. The latter building has been

named Schweitzer Hall in memory of Pro-

fessor Paul Schweitzer who was for nearly

forty years connected with the department.

The Educational Fund Commission, to

whom has been intrusted the interest of a

quarter of a million dollars for the purpose of

sending selected teachers of the public schools

of Pittsburgh for summer studies, has this

year arranged to send

33 teachers to Coltiinbia University,

30 teachers to Carnegie Institute of Technology,

19 teachers to Chautauqua Summer School,

14 teachers to Harvard University,

6 teachers to Cornell University,

5 teachers to University of Pittsburgh,

4 teachers to University of Pennsylvania,

4 teachers to University of Colorado,

3 teachers to Vineland Training School, Vineland,

N. J.,

2 teachers to School for Atypical Childien, Plain-

field, N. J.

2 teacher? to Pennsylvania State College,

1 teacher to Dartmouth,

1 teacher to University of Chicago.

Three hundred and twenty-nine teachers have

now enjoyed the benefit of this fund, given by

an anonymous donor, and it has been produc-

tive of such excellent results toward greater

efficiency in our schools that the commission

has already arranged to send quite a large con-

tingent in the summer of 1913. An efficient

and helpful vocational bureau has also been

organized by the commission.

The Rev. Stephen Morrell Newman has been

elected president of Howard University to

succeed Dr. William P. Thirkield, who has

become the Methodist Episcopal bishop of the

diocese of New Orleans.

Dr. William Leslie Hooper, professor of

electrical engineering, has been appointed act-

ing president of Tufts College.
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Dr. John Zeleny, professor of physics, has

been appointed acting dean of the Graduate

School for the coming year, at the University

of Minnesota.

The board of trustees of Colgate University

has created a new office, that of vice-president

of the university, and has elected Dr. Mel-

bourne Stuart Eead to the office. Dr. Eead

is professor of psychology and has been secre-

tary of the university for several years.

Mr. F. E. Maeshall, now of the Ohio State

University, has accepted the chair of agricul-

tural industries in the University of Cali-

fornia. Among appointments to agricultural

instruetorships are those of James Koeber,

from Oregon Agricultural College, in farm

mechanics, and William H. Arnold, in chem-

istry and botany, both men at the university

farm; W. F. Gericke, from Iowa State College

of Agriculture, and Paul S. Burgess, from

Illinois, in soils, and Ealph H. Taylor, a Uni-

versity of California graduate, in horticulture,

Giovanni Barovetto and A. C. Way are ap-

pointed to aid in the university's investiga-

tions for improving methods in grape growing,

wine-making and the raisin industry; J. D.

Denny to aid in improving the varieties of

wheat, barley and other cereals grown in Cali-

fornia; E. C. d'Erlach to help with the in-

spection of commercial fertilizers, and Mere-

dith E. Miller, to aid in similar inspection of

insecticides. Walter W. Bonus has been ap-

pointed plant physiologist at the Eiverside

Citrus Experiment Station. Two promotions

are of William B. Herms to be assistant pro-

fessor of applied parasitology, and W. G.

Hummel to be assistant professor of agricul-

tural education.

The New York State College of Forestry at

Syracuse University announces the personnel

of its staii in the work of instruction, investi-

gation and demonstration as follows: Dean

Hugh P. Baker, M.F. (Tale, '04), D.CEc.

(Munich, '10), is director of the college and

professor of silviculture. Dean Baker as-

sumed his duties on April 1, coming from the

directorship of the department of forestry at

Pennsylvania State College. Frank F. Moon,

B.A. (Amherst, '01), M.F. (Yale, '09), resigns

an associate professorship of forestry at

Massachusetts Agricultural College to become

professor of forest engineering at Syracuse.

Earlier, Professor Moon was forester of High-

lands of Hudson Forest Eeservation for the

New York State Forest, Fish and Game Com-
mission. Philip T. Collidge, graduate of Har-

vard College and of Harvard Forest School,

becomes professor of forestry and director of

the ranger school, which will be a part of the

College of Forestry operating on recently ac-

quired lands at Wanakena on Cranberry Lake.

Professor Collidge resigns the directorship of

the Colorado College of Forestry at Colo-

rado Springs and of the Eanger School at

Woodland Park, Colo., to take up this work.

Nelson C. Brown, B.A. (Yale, '06), M.F.

('08), comes after an extended experience in

the forest service and as assistant professor of

forestry in Iowa State College to be assistant

professor of forest utilization. John W.
Stephen, B.A. (Michigan) and M.F. ('07),

becomes assistant professor of silviculture, re-

signing for this purpose his relation as state

forester with the New York State Conserva-

tion Commission. Edwin F. McCarthy, B.Sc.

and M.F. (Michigan, '11), has served during

the past year and continues as assistant pro-

fessor of forestry, having especially the work

in forest technology.

At the University of Illinois, Dr. Lotus D,

Kaufman, at present supervisor of the train-

ing school of the Eastern Illinois Normal

School at Charleston, has been appointed pro-

fessor of education, and Dr. W. E. Burge, now

of the Johns Hopkins University, assistant

professor of physiology.

Dr. Arthur I. Kendall, of the department

of preventive medicine and hygiene. Harvard

Medical School, has been appointed professor

of bacteriology at Northwestern University.

Dr. Harold L. Amoss, of the same department,

has been appointed assistant in bacteriology

and pathology at the Eockefeller Institute.

Dr. David Vance Guthrie has been pro-

moted to be professor of physics and astron-

omy at the Louisiana State University.
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Dr. Ernest Anderson, research instructor

in chemistry at the University of Chicago

since 1909, has heen appointed assistant pro-

fessor of general and physical chemistry at

the Massachusetts Agricultural College, Am-
herst, Mass.

James A. Gibson, instructor in analytical

chemistry at the University of Missouri, has

heen promoted to he assistant professor.

Dr. Geo. I. Adams has been appointed pro-

fessor of geology in the Pei Tang University

at Tientsin, China, and sailed from San Fran-

cisco on July 12.

Dr. E. E. Glynn has heen appointed to the

George Holt professorship of pathology at

Liverpool, vacant by the death of Sir Eubert

Boyce. Dr. Glynn has for some years held the

post of lecturer in clinical pathology in the

university.

DISCUSSION AND COESSSPONDENCE

THE MISUSE OF THE TERM " MELANIN "

Inasmuch as there has recently been a plea

for a more exact nomenclature in genetics, it

may not be amiss to ask for a more exact

terminology in some divisions of bio-chem-

istry. It is but natural that we should think

of a substance in the terms of its most promi-

nent trait, and that whenever we see that trait

we should associate it with the substance. It

has thus come to pass that all substances which

are dark in color and presumably " indestruct-

ible " have been termed " melanins." This

terminology has nothing to commend it and

it often leads to great confusion. To one who
has been endeavoring to arrange the literature

of the animal pigments the misuse of the term
" melanin " has caused an immense amount of

unnecessary reading.

All bio-chemical text-books define melanin

in more or less the same language "amorphous

black or brown pigments . . . which occur in

the skin, hair, epithelium cells of the retina,

in certain pathological formations, and in

blood and urine in disease."

'

' Hammarstein-Mandel, '
' Text-book of Physio-

logical Chemistry," Wiley & Sons, 1911, p. 792.

Among those who do not use the term
" melanin " in its true meaning are a large

number of chemists. In nearly every chem-

ical journal we may find in the tables of the

decomposition products of protein hydrolysis,

a certain amount of " melanin " or " mel-

anin nitrogen." It has long been known that

when proteins are heated with mineral acids a

black residue is produced which is insoluble in

mineral acids, and iecause it is hlach it has

been called " melanin." It may, or it may
not, be related to the true melanin ; there is at

present absolutely no proof on either side;

hut until it is shown to he related to the

melanins in more ways than color or soluhility,

it should not he confused with the true animal

pigments. Whenever it is shown that the

structure of the molecule of these products is

essentially the same as that of the melanins

then, and not until then, should they be classed

with the melanins. In order to prevent the

confusion which arises from this terminology

I propose that we substitute for the "melanin"

and " melanin nitrogen " of protein hydrolysis

the terms proposed by Osborne, " humin " or

" humin nitrogen."

There are some chemists and many biolo-

gists who contend that the production of this

black humin by the acid hydrolysis of proteins,

indicates that the true melanins have an origin

in the proteins. There is no evidence except-

ing the fact that humins are black and look

like melanins. Cane sugar, when boiled with

hydrochloric acid produces black humins,

which are indistinguishable, except for the

absence of nitrogen, from the humins of pro-

tein decomposition. Indeed, many of the pro-

tein humins may originate in the carbohydrate

groups which some proteins carry. In all

probability the formation of humins from pro-

teins is the same sort of a reaction as the

formation of the black products from sugar

(i. e., dehydration), and in the latter case

there can be no doubt that the product is not

a melanin.

Piettre' and myself have isolated pigments

= C. B. Acad. Sci., 153, p. 782.

" J. Biol. CTiem., 8, p. 341 ; Biochem. Bull., 1,

p. 207; Bull. Soc. Chim. (4), 11, p. 498.
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whicli contain a protein residue, and Dyson,*

has secured histological evidence which sup-

ports the belief that the mother-substance of

the melanins is a protein. From my " melano-

protein " (i. e., melanin containing the protein

residue) I split off the pigment portion by a

short boiling with acid, and obtained a nearly

clear solution of amino acids and polypeptides.

By a longer hoiling of these amino acids and

polypeptides with hydrochloric acid, I ohtained

a considerable amount of humin. In this

instance both a melanin and humin were ob-

tained from the same protein and are, there-

fore, very probably not identical. If humin
is substituted for melanin in referring to the

products of protein hydrolysis, there will be

less danger of confusing those who are not

chemists, and who are accustomed to scientific

terms which have a definite meaning.

A second instance of possible misuse" of the

term occurs in a recent article in Science

(N. S., 35, p. 765). In speaking of the coat-

colors of cow-peas Dr. Spillman states that

" breeding experiments lead me to think that

bufl^, brown and black were pigments related

to melanin." Just how they were related

chemically is not stated, but presumably it is

by color and solubility, but as seen in the case

of humin these are no criterion. Inasmuch

as melanins are everywhere defined as animal

pigments, or pigments of animal origin, it is

as impossible for a melanin to appear in the

vegetable kingdom as for the coat color of a

rabbit to be due to anthrocyan. It would be

far better to coin a new term for these plant

pigments, and reserve melanin for those dark

pigments, which occur normally or patholog-

ically, in the animal body, shin, hair or

feathers.

Eoss Aiken Gortner
Cold Spring Hakboe, N. Y.,

June 19, 1912

*J. Path, and Bad., 15, p. 298.

° Dr. Spillman does not say these pigments are

melanins, but that they are "related to the

melanins." Dr. Mann, in a later note (Science,

N. S., XXXV., p. 1004), does state that a yellow

or brassy-brown pigment and an intense black

pigment are melanins.

" PRONOUNCED GEN "

To THE Editor of Science: One of your

correspondents. Dr. G. H. Shull, discussing in

Science for May 24, 1912, the spelling and

pronunciation of the word gene, used by

writers on genetics, says that it is " pro-

nounced gen."

This is a good example of the dilemma in

which men of science are placed. They must
use language, they must translate and trans-

literate language, they must concern them-

selves endlessly with nomenclature, they must
strive to change nomenclature or strive to

prevent any change. And they must at times

mention pronunciations, if only to object to

them. Sometimes they seriously wish to con-

vey a pronunciation on paper to their intelli-

gent readers. And here is a case. Dr. Shull,

a trained man of science, writes to the intelli-

gent readers of Science, and says that a cer-

tain artificial word is " pronounced gen."

And what does that mean? It means one

of two, three or four or more possible pro-

nunciations. The reader has to guess what

pronunciation is intended. In other words, a

man of science, writing in a journal of sci-

ence, about an elementary matter, completely

fails to accomplish his purpose.

Why? Because some orthodox men of sci-

ence object to any accurate indication in

print of the sounds of the human voice; be-

cause they object to any representation of

sounds that is not contained in certain tra-

ditional spelling-books and dictionaries (that

is, in certain stereotype plates owned by cer-

tain dealers in printed ware) ; because they

will not give a hearing to the men of science

who understand the subject; because they

close their minds and their journals to science

itself, when it mentions language. The

Jaspers of science will not listen to the astron-

omers. " The sun do move," and we won't

hear another word! And so our real men of

science, when they wish to state facts of lan-

guage, must express their meaning imperfectly

or ambiguously, or else keep silence. But si-

lence also is ambiguous.

How long is this condition to continue?

How long will the controlling men of science
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oppose the introduction into science of a cor-

rect and intelligible way of indicating the

sounds of the human voice? How long will

the American men of science who control

scientific societies and scientific institutions

and scientific journals, ignore or suppress the

proposals of philological scholars to provide a

definite system of indicating the sounds of the

English language ? How long will they oppose

the movement to bring about a regulation of

English spelling, so that English words may he

spelt correctly and intelligibly, and so that a

given man of science, in a journal devoted to

science, and bearing the name of Science may
present a simple idea, in simple letters, in a

sure and certain way? How long? Ask our

respected friends President X and Professor T
and Dr. Z, Editor P and Director Q, who sit

at the gates of science, and scrutinize the

tickets, and exclude every man who does not

spell according to their Mohammedan way.

In the name of the Prophet, phigs!

In the meantime the leaders in science will

be writing in Science statements about lan-

guage that are in fact futile, because, as we
lawyers say, they are "void for uncertainty."

Of course I know, and you know, Mr. Editor,

what Dr. ShuU means when he says "pro-

nounced gen " ; but we know it by a process of

inference, and by a course of special study.

No one else can tell what he means, except

through the same process. The man of sci-

ence wishes to be clear, but his colleagues

won't let him. In the name of the Prophet,

phigs! Charles P. G. Scott
YONKERS, N. Y.,

June 24, 1912

formation op spurred flowers in hybrid

calceolarias

Webber' refers to hybridization as the ap-

parent causal agent in the development of a

marked spur or horn on the lip of a hybrid

Calceolaria. Characters apparently new are

said to appear rather commonly in hybrids and
the idea is advanced that the teratological

structure just mentioned may be a new unit

character of the genus Calceolaria. The state-

ment is made that "no such character, so far

' Science, N. S., 35, p. 606, April 19, 1912.

as can be learned, is known in the Calceolarias,

and it would seem to have been caused by the

hybridization."

M. T. Masters'" states that the formation of

spurs or spur-like tubes is very frequent in

some seasons in the corolla of certain Calceo-

larias (C florihunda) . An excellent figure

(Fig. 169) is also given.

Orland E. White
BussET Institution,

Harvard University,

June 18, 1912

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
High School Education. Edited by Charles

Hughes Johnston, Ph.D. Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons. 1912.

To designate this book a notable effort in

pioneer-work is to indicate at once its merits

and its inevitable limitations. In its arrange-

ment, in the assignment of general and of

specific topics to writers whose interests con-

centrate in their respective fields of inquiry, it.

proclaims the fundamental belief that na
single writer can hope to do justice to all

the issues involved in secondary education.

Where questions of general policy, of pro-

grams of study, of curricula and of method in

individual subjects must be weighed to pro-

mote the ideals of efficiency, it is desirable that

the inquiring teacher shall have the guidance

of a number of experts whose utterances will

help him to plot his own line of procedure. It

speaks well for the firmness of the editor that

his collaborators represent almost without ex-

ception a uniform tendency, though they are-

permitted full leeway in the advocacy of their

individuality. Professor Johnston has on the-

whole been fortunate in the choice of his

cooperating writers ; even for some of the sub-

jects that have not yet found general recogni-

tion in our high schools he has secured con-

tributors of distinctly originative ability-

Even though this book may be superseded be-

fore long by similar studies of greater value,.

it may claim the merit of having led the way
to a proper consideration of the manifold prob-

lems of the secondary school.

= " Vegetable Teratology," 1869, p. 316.
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The discussion of the educational signifi-

cance of the various subjects in the curriculum

of a secondary school, and of the methods that

will make their teaching most effective, is

preceded by five chapters in which a basis for

the whole question of secondary education is

offered. Of these chapters easily the most

notable is Professor Davis's on Principles and

Plans for Eeorganizing Secondary Education;

in its outspoken criticism of our educational

shortcomings and its helpful constructiveness,

the utterances of this chapter should sink deep

into the minds of teachers. With a wide per-

spective of the whole field, here and abroad, it

abounds in proposals of betterment that are

capable of realization, if our communities

realize the value of broadly trained teachers.

We should exceed the limits of this review if

we were to quote from the wealth of sound

doctrine, incorporated in this one striking

chapter. Next to it in importance among the

initial five chapters is that of Professor Elliott

on the Organization and Control of Instruc-

tion; exception, however, must be taken to

what seems an unfortunate separation of su-

pervisory from inspectorial control. The two

are inseparable; inspection should be a con-

stant accompaniment of supervision, a meas-

urement of the results growing out of expert

direction. To assign these two functions to

two sets of officers is to deprive supervision of

its ultimate test of efficiency ; it introduces the

danger of mechanical measurement of results,

of which the teachers in our large high-school

systems could reveal many a distressing tale.

Barring this one defect, the chapter is ad-

mirable; it protests against the peril of transi-

tory enthusiasms, against encroachment of

non-technical administrative boards on the

free exercise of expert insight; it advocates a

training of the teacher not according to aca-

demic standards, but according to standards

erected for secondary education, and puts the

responsibility for this mistake upon the col-

leges, where it properly belongs; it demands
that the selection of teachers inhere as a pre-

rogative in the supervising officer. It is sig-

nificant t«o that, distinguishing identity from
equality of instruction, Elliott urges as of

special importance the differentiation of the

content and method of instruction of boys

from those of girls. Turning now to the

twenty chapters that bear upon individual sub-

jects of the curriculum, it is in no invidious

spirit that single ones are selected for special

commendation; those that contain besides fer-

tile discussions of method in their own par-

ticular field, suggestions of procedure from

which teachers of other subjects may readily

profit. No teacher of true professional spirit

but wiU appreciate Karpinski's article on

Mathematics, Chase's on History, Kester's on

Physics, and, above all, Denney's on English.

In the latter chapter in particular there are

massed so many practical devices to render the

teaching of English more effective (pp. 234^

38) that one regrets the absence of similarly

helpful suggestions in some of the other chap-

ters ; culled from a varied and rich experience,

from a study of every promising method that

has borne fruit, these comments of a success-

ful teacher surpass in value all generalizations

of theory. Not merely what to undertake, but

how to do it, is what our inadequately trained

teachers (and they are, alas! in the majority)

need to know.

In the article on physics the question of the

value and relation of laboratory work as an

element, but not the sole element, in the sec-

ondary teaching of the subject is discussed

with much sanity, and there is emphasized an

urgent plea for the consideration of the his-

torical evolution of physical science, a phase

of the work to which the French attach much
significance, but which we have been apt to

slight. It was well worth while to include in

the series of chapters discussions of sex peda-

gogy in the high school and of psychology in

the high-school curriculum, though in the

former case the difficulty of rational handling

of the subject is made prominent, and in the

latter, doubt as to the advisability of its intro-

duction is obviously felt by the writer. As to

psychology, your reviewer has no hesitation in

advocating its exclusion from the high-school

curriculum; the immaturity of high-school

pupils calls for an emasculation of the subject

that renders it valueless.
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No greater praise can be accorded to the

publication as a whole than that it is an

epochal contribution to the library of the high-

sohool teacher. Julius Sachs

A Monograph of the Mycetozoa: A descriptive

catalogue of the species in the Herbarium

of the British Museum. By Arthur
Lister, F.E.S., F.L.S. Second edition, re-

vised by GuLiELMA Lister, F.L.S. With

two hundred and one plates and fifty-six

wood cuts. London, printed by order of the

Trustees of the British Museum. 1911.

Octavo, 302 pp.

It marked an epoch in the study of these

organisms when in 1894 Arthur Lister

brought out an exhaustive monograph of the

Mycetozoa based on the specimens in the Brit-

ish Museum. It was illustrated with seventy-

eight plates of much more than usual merit,

which proved invaluable aids to the student,

as did also the illustrated keys to the genera

which accompanied the " orders." Now,

seventeen years later, and nearly four years

after the author's death, a second edition is

brought out by his daughter, who had aided

him in the preparation of the first edition, as

well as in the work undertaken in anticipation

of the present edition. The result is a mod-

ernized and much augmented monograph,

following, however, in the main the treatment

given in the earlier volume. Some of the

genera have been changed in their positions

in the group, the most notable change of this

kind being that by which Lycogola is moved

from the Calonemineffl (with capillitium) to

the Anemineas (without true capillitium). In

the new book families are still called " orders,"

in which one may discern the influence of the

botanical nomenclature of the immediate

English past. This appearance of botanical

antiquity is shown also in the use of " Cohort "

and " Sub-Cohort."

Comparing the two editions, one finds forty-

nine genera in the new edition as against

forty-three in the old, and two hundred and

forty-six species in the new, to one hundred

and seventy-six in the old. These numerical

changes are mainly due to the very consider-

able increase of available material for study

resulting from the widespread interest aroused

by the publication of the first edition. Other

changes which will be noted by the student of

these organisms result in part from a better

knowledge of their structure, and somewhat

to the application of the laws of botanical

nomenclature formulated in Vienna and

Brussels, by which many names have been

changed. For aid in this work cordial credit

is given to Professor T. H. Macbride, the well-

known American authority on the Mycetozoa.

Looking over the book, one is struck by the

obvious mixing of botanical and zoological

ideas. Nowhere in the book are the Mycet-

ozoa spoken of as plants; nor on the contrary

are they called animals. They are invariably

called " organisms." Tet in the introductory

chapter in connection with the statement that

swarm-cells coalesce to form a Plasmodium

we are told that " in consequence of this dis-

covery, which indicated a relationship with

the lower forms of animal life, DeBary in

1858 introduced the name Mycetozoa." Tet

the specimens on which the monograph is

based are in the Herbarium of the British

Museum, while the preface is written by A. B.

Rendle, of the Department of Botany, and as

has been said above the nomenclature has been

revised in accordance with the laws of botan-

ical nomenclature. Verily, it is difficult to

break the traditions of even scientific men!

If we were to take up the study of the

Mycetozoa to-day for the first time it is cer-

tain that we should all agree that they are

animals, but because they were thought to be

plants for so long, it is difficult to transfer

them from the plant kingdom to the animal.

And it must be confessed that the beauty of

the spore-stage is so great that we can not

blame the botanists for their unwillingness to

let these pretty things escape from the botan-

ical domain. There is also much the same

feeling now among the myxomycologists that

there was among the lichenologists thirty

years ago when DeBarry and Schwendener

and other botanical insurgents were saying

that the lichens were fungi. And yet to-day

the fungus nature of the lichens is conceded
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by botanists tbe world over. So it will be with

the Slime Moulds, that are "passing," to he

replaced by the Slime Animals.

Charles E. Bessey
The University op Nebraska

SCIENTIFIC JOUENALS AND ARTICLES
The May number (Vol. 18, No. 8) of the

Bulletin of the American Mathematical So-

ciety contains the following papers :
" Definite

integrals containing a parameter," by D. C.

Gillespie ;
" On the Y' with five binodes of

the second species in 8J' by S. Lefschetz;
" What is mathematics " (review of White-

head and Eussell's "Principia Mathematica "),

by J. B. Shaw; Eeview of Bianchi-Lukat's
" Differentialgeometrie," by L. P. Eisenhart;
" Notes " ;

" New Publications."

The June number of the Bulletin contains

:

Report of the April meeting of the Chicago

Section, by H. E. Slaught; Eeport of the

twenty-first regular meeting of the San Fran-

cisco Section, by T'. M. Putnam; "Implicit

functions defined by equations with vanishing

Jacobian," by G. E. Clements; Eeview of

Darwin's Scientific Papers, by E. W. Brown;
Eeview of Pareto's " Manuel d'Economie po-

litique," by E. B. Wilson ; " Notes " ; " New
Publications."

SPECIAL ARTICLES

THE LAWS OF PHOTOELECTRIC ACTION AND THE
UNITARY THEORY OF LIGHT (LICHT-

QUANTEN THEORIE)

In a note which was published in a recent

number of Science (Vol. 35, p. 783, May 17,

1912) Dr. Karl T. Compton and the writer

announced, as the result of experiments, cer-

tain conclusions they had come to regarding

the relation between the number and kinetic

energy of the electrons emitted by different

metals under the influence of light, on the one
hand, and the frequency of the light and the

position of the metals in the voltaic series, on

the other. The following brief outline of a

method of deducing and extending these laws

from theoretical considerations, is not without

interest.

Let N^ be the number of electrons emitted

in unit time by unit area of a metal in the

presence of unit density of isotropic radiation

of frequency between v and v -\- dv, let r,„

represent the maximum kinetic energy of

these electrons and T^ their mean kinetic

energy. The writer"" has shown that N„ and

T„i have to satisfy equations which can be

reduced to

s: N,h -hvjBedv = AiO^e-^olse (1)

and

P N„T„hv^e->"'IRB dv= 2AiIWh-^olJi0. (2)

In these equations h is Planck's radiation

constant, A^ is a constant characteristic of the

material and independent of the temperature

^, w„ is the internal latent heat of evaporation

of one electron at the absolute zero and R is

the gas constant reckoned for a single mole-

cule. The following is a solution of equa-

tions (1) and (2) :

JV.= 0, for < Ad < «„, (3)

T„^hv— tOo, for W(, <i hv <C_ oo

.

(5)

Equations (1) and (2) have to be slightly

modified when reflection of the electrons is

taken into account. The result does not ap-

pear to make any important difference in (3)

and (4) but, instead of (5), we get

T^= s{hv— Wo), for Wo<ihv <l X), (6)

where s is the ratio between the proportion of

the incident energy which is absorbed, and the

proportion of the incident matter (or elec-

tricity) which is absorbed, from the stream of

electrons which returns to the body in a state

of thermal equilibrium. It can be shown that

s lies between zero and unity.

If we define v^ by the equation w„= hv^ it

can easily be shown that the experimental re-

sults announced by Dr. Compton and the

writer are confirmatory of equations (3), (5)

and (6). One of the most interesting conse-

quences of the theory is equation (4) which

has not yet been tested by experiment.

^Fhys. Rev., Vol. 34, February and May, 1912;

FUl. Mag., Vol. 23, p. 615, 1912.
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There do not at present appear to be any

considerations, either of theory or fact, which

would limit the applicability of these laws to

the comparatively narrow field to which the

term photoelectric effect is usually restricted.

For instance, there is no apparent reason why
they should not be applicable to the ionization

produced by such radiations as the Eontgen

and 7 rays. Moreover the deduction makes no

essential use of the fact that the particles have

been supposed to be electrically charged; so

that similar laws may be expected to charac-

terize the reversible formation of gaseous

chemical products under the influence of

setherial radiations.

There is one other point. Equations (1)-

(6) have been derived without making use of

the hypothesis that free radiant energy exists

in the form of " Licht-quanten," unless this

hypothesis implicitly underlies the assump-

tions: (A) that Planck's radiation formula is

true, (B) that, ceteris paribus, the number of

electrons emitted is proportional to the in-

tensity of monochromatic radiation. Planck^

has recently shovsTi that the unitary view of

the structure of light is not necessary to ac-

count for {A) and it has not yet been shown

to be necessary to account for (5). It ap-

pears therefore that the confirmation of equa-

tions (3), (5) and (6) by experiment does not

necessarily involve the acceptance of the uni-

tary theory of light.

O. W. ElCHARDSON

Palmer Physical Laboratory,

Princeton, N. J.

THE cape lobster

In noticing the peculiar history of the ani-

mal from the Cape of Good Hope, designated

under this head, I wish both to correct an

error, and at the same time to direct attention

to a little known individuality among the

higher Crustacea.

In a review of Dr. Caiman's volume, " The

Life of the Crustacea," ' this much abused

animal was thus referred to:

•See Science, N. S., Vol. XXXV., No. 892,

February 2, 1912.

^Ber. der. Deutseli. Physih. Ges., 1912.

We thought that this Somewhat shadowy species

had never recovered from the aspersions cast upon

it by Professor Huxley.

Dr. Caiman has kindly called my attention

to the fact that the species is really a very

substantial shadow, that its nebulous reputa-

tion disappeared some years ago, and that

Huxley's remarks were not whoUy justified in

1878, for the elder Milne Edwards had pub-

lished a good figure of the animal as early a3

1851. Indeed, as we shall see, his still earlier

description was based upon an actual specimen.

In my first extended report upon the Amer-

ican lobster^ the little Cape species was thus

referred to:

A third form, H. capensis, has been imperfectly

described from the Cape of Good Hope, but it is

doubtful if it belongs in this genus.

Such doubt as then existed has since been

cleared up, and the species should have been

included in my recent work on " The Natural

History of the American Lobster."

'

The facts regarding the literary history of

this neglected species are briefly as follows:

It was first figured and described by Herbst

under the name of " The Cape Crayfish,"

Cancer (Astacus) capensis, in 1796,* and in

a way to puzzle all future students who placed

any confidence in his statements. Under the

head of " The Cape Crayfish " was this brief

description :
" Museum Spengler. Astacus,

slender, with smooth thorax; claws (manus),

hairy, with crenate border; all the legs

chelate"; followed by this even more vague

and contradictory account:

This beautiful crab (Krebs) occurs at the Cape

in mountain streams. It is similar indeed to our

common crayfish, but is more slender, and of equal

'"The American Lobster: A Study of its Hab-

its and Development," Bulletin of U. S. Fish

Commission for 1895, p. 8.

' Bulletin of the Bureau of Fisheries, Vol.

XXIX., Document No. 747, issued July 13, 1911.

* Johann Friedrieh WUhelm Herbst, '
' Versuch

einer Naturgeschiehte der Krabben u. Krebse,

nebst einer systematischen Beschreibung Arten.

B. 2, Krebse," Tab. XXVI., Fig. 1, and p. 49.

Berlin u. Stralsund, 1796.
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breadth throughout. It is coral red in color and

has a beautiful sheen resembling the earnelian.

Whether this is its natural color, or whether it is

due to cooking, I can not decide. The appendages

are relatively small. The base of the hand (carpus

or fifth segment) nearly surpasses the arm (meros

or fourth segment), and is strongly tuberculated

;

the hands are large, and are bordered, moreover,

-with a very delicately raised and toothed margin

(Eande), studded everywhere with yellowish, trans-

parent hairs. The feet are all chelate, while in the

common crayfish the first pair only have this

character.

This faulty description seems to have been

•drawn from an imperfect specimen, or with

insufficient care, supplemented by incorrect

data in regard to habit, and not very happy

guesses in filling up the gaps of whatever sort.

Herbst's work was in a large measure a

compilation, being at the same time a curious

and interesting epitome of the life and lore of

the Crustacea from the most ancient times.

The numerous drawings which were in copper-

plate and colored by hand, are rather poor

even for the period (particularly in this vol-

ume), when not copied from a master, like

Eoesel von Eosenhof. Any statements re-

garding the problematical Cape species need

not have been taken too seriously, when of the

common European lobster which had been

known and eaten from antiquity, he stated in

the same paragraph, that it carried its eggs

under its tail, and laid them in the sand.'

As an illustration of another side of Herbst's

work I give the following in free translation

:

Crayfish, when kept in confinement are fed with

beer daily, or with sweet milk, which is better,

and of which they are very fond.

""The pairing season (of the European lobster)

begins in spring, and continues during most of the

summer. Their fertility is uncommonly great;

1S,444 eggs have been counted under the tail of

a single lobster, not to speak of those which still

remained in the body. They lay their eggs in the

sand, where they are hatched by the sun."

Italics mark this contradiction, which is the more

singular from the fact that Boesel's figure of the

crayfish's eggs attached to the swimmeret is repro-

duced. The last statement was probably copied

tfrom Pennant.

It is in this work also that we have a figure

of the Pope's head in the lobster's stomach

(Tab. 46, fig. 5), for as the writer says:

The middle and lateral teeth (of the gastric

mill) give a striking impression, and may be

likened to the Pope, seated in the choir with his

cardinals (p. 205).

If the legs of Herbst's "Krebs" were all

chelate, or if it lived in mountain streams, as

Professor Huxley remarked,' it could be

neither crayfish nor lobster, since in both there

are but three pairs of chelate or double claw-

bearing legs, and the lobsters were, so far as

known, exclusively marine. On the other

hand Milne Edwards at an early period rightly

showed that Herbst's Cancer was a true lob-

ster, and as such briefly described it in his

" Natural History,'" under the name Homarus

capensis. His description, now known to be

correct, so far as it goes, was as follows

:

Body slender; rostrum flattened, much shorter

than the peduncles of outer antennae, and finely

toothed along its borders. Carpus granular; hands

elongate, greatly compressed, garnished over their

upper surface 'with a finely denticulate crest, and

covered -with hairs above. Length about 5 inches.

That this description was made from an

actual specimen we have the testimony of

Milne Edwards himself, who, as Stebbing re-

marks, placed after it in his "Natural His-

tory," the letters " 0. M.," which mean " those

species which exist in the Museum of Natural

History, where they will be found arranged in

the same order as in this work." The draw-

ing of the species, which as we have seen was

published fifteen years later, excepting the

crude figure of Herbst, remains the only one

in existence to this day. Unfortunately Milne

Edwards's figure appeared in a highly tech-

nical paper of a general character,' where it

' Huxley, T. H., '
' On the Classification and Dis-

tribution of the Crayfishes," Proceedings of tJie

Zoological Society of London, pp. 752-788, Lon-

don, 1878.
' '

' Histoire naturelle des Crustaces, " T. 2, p.

335, Paris, 1837.
' '

' Observations sur le Squelette Tegumentaire

des Crustaces Decapodes et sur la Morphologie de

ces Animaux." Plate 11, fig. 1, Ann. Sci. Nat.

Zoologie, Ser. 3, Vol. XV., Paris, 1851.
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was inevitably overlooked, since this species

was used merely as the exponent of the genus,

and is referred to but once by name, and that

under the description of the plate." Huxley

was no doubt familiar with this paper, but had

he recognized the drawing, he would have cer-

tainly referred to it, and the " hopeless per-

plexity," to which he confessed " respecting

the Crayfish or Lobster which is said to occur

at the Cape of Good Hope, Cancer (Astacus)

capensis of Herbst," would have been miti-

gated if not removed.

It is evident from the preceding account

that the Cape of Good Hope lobster enjoyed

a vague and uncertain literary reputation up

to 1902 when it was redescribed by Stebbing"

who gave the first full and accurate descrip-

tion of this interesting form from specimens

furnished by Dr. Gilchrist.

The two specimens, a male and female, de-

scribed by Stebbings, agree closely with the

description of Milne Edwards. The serrated

rostrum has no teeth on the lower side, and its

apex extends beyond the base of the third seg-

ment of the first antenna.

A very interesting fact, but still commonly

overlooked, is the periodic arrangement, in

series of eight, of the spines of the toothed

forceps of the European and American lob-

sters. Though less striking, the arrangement

of the tubercles of the cracker claw is charac-

teristic. So far as can be judged from Steb-

bings's description, these peculiarities are less

marked or altogether wanting in the Cape

lobster. Of the larger forceps he says

:

The marginal teeth are few and not bulky, hairs

at the base of the thumb partly filling the cavity

between it and the finger.

In the smaller claw there are said to be

• Singularly enough in my copy of this paper the

last page bearing the name of the lobster is miss-

ing, though the description has been supplied in

manuscript.

" '
' Marine Investigations in South Africa, '

' Vol.

1, p. 34, Cape Town, 1902. See also Stebbing 's

"General Catalogue of South African Crustacea,"

Annals of the South African Museum, Vol. VI.,

p. 378, London, 1910; also Caiman's review of

the same, in Nature, Vol. 86, p. 174, April 6, 1911.

" many minute but unequal teeth, and a long

brush of hairs."

In the American lobster the rostrum is ser-

rate with fewer and larger teeth; there is

usually a spine on its under side near the

apex, which extends considerably beyond the

third segment of the first antenna. In speci-

mens from three to four inches long short

hairs partially fill the cavity between finger

and thumb of the larger claw, while the serial

teeth of the toothed forceps are quite con-

cealed by matted tufts of setae, like round

stub-brushes, set in rows. The outer margin

of the thumb (propodus) carries at its tip a

row of about 14 such brushes, made up often

of a hundred or more sensory hairs. More-

over, the " lock " or toothed forceps has a lock-

ing device, by means of which the jaws when

closed can not be moved laterally or strained

either up or down; this is effected by a dis-

placed " lock " spine, overlapping tips, and a

reversal in the alignment of the teeth whereby

they overlap, and do not interlock." A corre-

sponding reversal is seen in the alignment of

the setae, the denser row being uppermost in

the thumb (propodus), and lowermost in the

dactyl.

To conclude this account of the Cape lob-

ster I quote from Stebbings:

The color (so far as known), the small size, the

pubescence of the body and claws, and the flattened

hands of the front chelipeds, will sufficiently dis-

tinguish this neat little South African species, less

than four inches long and less than three quarters

of an inch broad, from the clumsier lobsters of

the north.

At last the Cape lobster thus emerges as a

true species, of small size and attractive ap-

pearance, and like its more famous relatives

in Europe and America, it lives only in salt

water. It is sincerely hoped that zoologists

will not have to wait another half century for

an adequate account of both its habits and

development.

As if this form were doomed to confusion,

Stebbings persists in using the term Asiacus

for the lobsters, but since the decision of the

"See "Natural History of the American Lob-

ster," p. 261.
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International Commission on Nomenclature

was rendered in August, 1910, in favor of

restricting Astacus for the crayfishes and

Momarus for the lobsters, it is hoped that

this needless source of misunderstanding will

be eventually removed.

Francis H. Hebrick
Western Eeserve Univeksitt

a panum incubator with important modifi-

CATIONS

One of the most pressing needs of a general

bacteriological laboratory is an incubator

which possesses compartments of different but

constant temperatures. Various types have

been constructed and are in use to-day. After

a rather extended investigation into the sub-

ject of incubators the writer chose the so-

called " Panum " model with certain modifi-

cations. An admirable description of this

incubator, together with certain improve-

ments which it has undergone in the Carls-

berg laboratory, is given in Klocker's " Fer-

mentation Organisms." ' A brief description

seems desirable here, in order to impress upon
those who are not familiar with the apparatus

its salient characteristics.

The incubator consists of three main parts

(Fig. 1, A, B-C, and D) which are constructed

separately, preferably of thick sheet metal.

These three parts are soldered together. The

first compartment. A, is double-walled. The

space between the two walls is filled with

water, which is kept at the required tempera-

ture by a safety gas lamp which is controlled

by a thermo-regulator (&). The gas lamp is

placed under a projecting wing (a) of the

" Published by Longmans, Green & Co., London

and New York.

outer metal wall. As this wing may burn

through in the course of time it is connected

with the water jacket by means of screws and

flanges which are provided with rubber pack-

ing. The projecting wing may be replaced

when necessary, without any difficulty. The

space between the two walls of A is filled with

water poured in through holes in the top.

The water may be run off through a stopcock

situated on the wing.

Compartment A is divided into halves by a

vertical partition. Division B-C is divided

into two compartments each of which is sub-

divided into three equal sections by vertical

metal partitions. All of the divisions are

provided with two shelves which may be

placed at any desired height. The last main

compartment, D, serves as a refrigerator. It

possesses an inner receptacle, the roof of which

slopes to the sides and back. This inner box

is cooled by water which trickles down over it

from ice which is held on a strong grating.

The water is run o£E through an opening in

the floor of the main compartment. The ice

container is covered with a metal lid over

which a thick wooden lid is made to fit closely.

The entire apparatus, with the exception of

the front, is covered by a layer of felt 8 centi-

meters thick and enclosed in a wooden box.

In the words of the book, " Each of the

spaces 1 to 8 is provided with a tightly fitting

glass door, and doors of sheet iron are fitted

on each of the four large compartments, A,

B, C and D, which are closed tightly by press-

ing against rubber strips fitted on the parti-

tions. Four corresponding doors, also fitting

tightly, are attached to the wooden case, their

inner sides being coated with woolen pads.

All these doors are hinged below, and when

opened and resting in a horizontal position on

adjustable brackets may be used as tables."

In the particular incubator under consid-

eration it seemed desirable to make a number

of changes or improvements over the model

just described. In the first place, heavy

copper sheeting was used throughout the

apparatus, with the view, of course, of

making all the parts more permanent. Be-

sides soldering the three separate divisions
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together, they were fastened together with

bolts or rivets. This makes it impossible for

the parts to draw apart and thus greatly re-

duce the efficiency of the entire incubator.

The greatest departure from the original

was made in the construction of the doors.

The large doors opening out on hinges at the

bottom seemed highly objectionable from the

standpoint of convenience for those who reg-

ularly make use of the apparatus. Instead of

providing each of the four main compart-

ments with two single doors, one set of double

doors was fitted to each division. These doors

are made of heavy copper sheeting, and are

two-walled. They are about three inches thick,

and are so constructed as to fit perfectly into

the fronts of the respective compartments,

and to come together in such a way as to

allow of no appreciable diffusion of heat.

They swing on hinges at the sides of the di-

visions. The hinges are firmly attached by a

special device. The doors are made to close

tightly by means of fasteners situated at the

tops and bottoms. Besides the single pair of

doors for each large division, each small com-

partment is provided with its own movable

glass door, as in the original model. The two-

walled thick outer door, which is filled with

air space, makes a third door unnecessary.

The approximate dimensions of the incu-

bator are as follows : Length (outside meas-

urement), 8 feet and 9 inches; height (not

including ice box), 2 feet and 9 inches; width,

2 feet and 6 inches. Inside measurements of

individual compartments: Divisions in section

A, each 11 inches wide and 23 inches high;

separate compartments in sections B and C,

8 inches wide and 23 inches high; and the

inner receptacle or box in the refrigerator di-

vision, 23 inches cube.

The incubator rests on a strong wooden

stand which is 30 inches high. At the re-

frigerator end there is a specially constructed

platform by means of which the ice carrier

has easy access to the ice box. To further

facilitate the replenishing of the ice supply,

the outer lid of the ice box has attached to it

a stout cord, to the further end of which a

heavy iron weight is fastened. The cord

passes over a pulley which is fixed to the ceil-

ing of the room.

The apparatus has been in operation for al-

most a year, and has proved highly satisfac-

tory. The temperatures in the different com-

partments have been practically constant,

even when there were marked fluctuations in

the temperature of the room. To obtain the

maximum efficiency, however, the thermo-

regulator must be in good working condition,

and the ice supply must be replenished at reg-

ular intervals. The incubator has been in

operation during the warmest summer season

as well as in the coldest winter months, with

but very slight variations in the inner tem-

peratures, except during a few days of last

summer when the temperature of the room
was far above blood heat.

Aside from tests made by myself frequently,

a rather exhaustive investigation of the con-

stancy of the temperature of the different

compartments was made by certain members
of the Tale biological department in connec-

tion with their determination of the tempera-

ture coefficient of the rate of reproduction of

Paramecium aurelia.' The temperature in

each compartment was recorded by a tube

thermometer, a maximum and minimum reg-

istering thermometer, and in one chamber
also by a thermograph. In their report of the

investigation we find the following state-

ments.

The temperatures of the various compartments

were not only kept practically constant, but, which

is more important from the standpoint of these

experiments, the very slight variations which oc-

curred, appeared practically the same in all the

compartments simultaneously.

Leo F. Eettger
Yale TJniveesity

a convenient 20° incubator

An incubator that will work satisfactorily

with gelatin culture media during the hot

summer and in our usually superheated labo-

ratories in winter is a great desideratum. A
number of expensive devices of this character

"WoodrufiE and Baitsell, American Journal of

Physiology, XXIX., 147-155, 1911.
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are on the market. The apparatus here de-

scribed may be set up by any plumber at a

very small expense—possession of refrigerator

and incubator assumed.

(1) Small tank for constant head, about 1 ft.

in each dimension, a, inflow; 6, overflow; c, lead

pipe. (2) Refrigerator, a', ice; V, flat coil under

ice; c', outflow to incubator. (3) Incubator, a",

cold water inflow; 6", overflow; thermometer and

burner omitted.

The diagram explains the construction.

The constant-head tank is placed 3-4 feet

above the refrigerator. I have used t in. lead

pipe vcith twelve turns under the ice (slightly

larger would be better). With rather soft

artificial ice the water flowing into the incu-

bator has a temperature of about 14° C. The

incubator temperature desired is, of course,

determined by the thermo-regulator. I have

been using a small Eeichert regulator and

natural gas. Under these rather unfavorable

conditions I find a range of about 1° C. around

20° C. The results obtained in growing cul-

tures have been entirely satisfactory during

the past four years.

Chas. B. Morbey
Ohio State IjNrvEESiTT

TEE AMEBICAN ASSOCIATION OF
MUSEUMS

The American Association of Museums held its

seventh annual meeting in New York City from
June 4 to 7. There was a large number of mem-
bers in attendance and the convention may be con-

sidered in every way a success. Sessions were held

at the American Museum of Natural History, the

Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Museum of

the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences.

Addresses of welcome were made by Dr. Henry
Fairfield Osboru, president of the American Mu-
seum of Natural History; Mr. Robert W. de Forest,

secretary of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and
Mr. Edward L. Morris, acting curator-in-ehief of

the Museum of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts

and Sciences, and the following papers were read:

"Notes on Russian Natural History Miiseums,""

by A. R. Crook.

"An Adaptation of the Goodyear Classification

of the Fine Arts to the Dewey System of Number-
ing, " by Laura M. Bragg.

"The Lasting Qualities of a Mounted Mammal
Skin," by Robert H. Rockwell.

'

' The Preparation of Ecological Invertebrate

Groups, '
' by Roy W. Miner.

"Wild Life of the Far East," illustrated by
motion pictures, by Cherry Kearton.

"The Value of Photographs and Transparencies

as Adjuncts to Museum Exhibits," by Caroline L.

Ransom.

"The Care and Classification of Photographs at

the Metropolitan Museum of Art," by Ethel Pen-

nell.

'
' The Function of a Museum, '

' by Paul M. Rea.

"The Training of Museum Trustees," by
Charles Louis Pollard.

"Boards of Trustees and the Executive Officers

of Museums," by Henry L. Ward.
'

'Why is a Museum, '
' by Chester L. Boone.

'
' Laboratory and Museum Shelving, '

' by Milton

J. Greenman.

"Conveniences in Installation," by C. F. Mills-

" Glossary of Art Terms," by Henry W. Kent,

"The Local Flora Problem of a Small Mu-
seum, '

' by Eva W. Magoon.
'

' The Possibilities of Botanical Exhibits, '
' by

E. L. Morris.

"The Duty of American Zoologists to Wild

Life," by William T. Hornaday.

"Method of Exhibiting Insect Collections," by
Frank C. Baker.
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"Non-evaporating Mounts for Alcoholic Speci-

mens, '
' by Eoy G. Miner.

'
' Some Experiments of a Small Museum, '

' by

Harold Madison.

"Lantern Slides in Geography Work," by Car-

los E. Cummings.

"Circulation Cases for Mounted Birds," by

Herbert E. Sargent.

The Round Table discussions included five topics,

'
' The Insurance of Museum Collections, " " The

Classification of Specimens," "The Possibilities

of Systematic Cooperation, between Large and

Small Museums," "An Exhibition to Show the

Destruction of Wild Life and the Extermination

of Species" and "The Handling of Classes in

Exhibition Booms."

A day was spent by the association at the

Bronx, visiting both the Zoological Park and the

Botanical Garden, and trips were made to the

Museum for the Arts of Decoration at Cooper

Union, the New York Aquarium, and the Chil-

dren's Museum of the Brooklyn Institute. Many

remained over Saturday in order to accept the

invitation of the Staten Island Association of

Arts and Sciences to inspect its museum and to

see the island.

In executive session the council voted that it

should be the policy of the association to deal with

the principles of organization and administration

of museums and with their problems of technique

rather than with matters of art, history or science

as such.

Balloting for officers for the year 1912-13 re-

sulted in the election of Henry L. Ward, Public

Museum of Milwaukee, for president; Benjamin

Ives Gilman, Museum of Pine Arts, Boston, for

first vice-president; Oliver C. Farrington, Field

Museum, Chicago, second vice-president, and Pro-

fessor G. S. Morse, Peabody Museum, Salem, and

Professor William C. Mills, Ohio State Archeolog-

ical and Historical Society, Columbus, Ohio, as

councillors for the next three years. The secretary,

Paul M. Rea, Charleston Museum; assistant secre-

tary, Laura L. Weeks, Charleston Museum; and

treasurer, Dr. W. P. Wilson, Philadelphia Museums,

were reelected. The four councillors continuing in

office are Frederic A. Lucas, Henry R. Howland,
Frederick J. V. Skiff and Henry W. Kent.

The association will meet next year in Phila-

delphia.

Paul M. Rea,

Secretary

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
TOEREY BOTANICAL CLUB

The meeting of March 12, 1912, was held at the

American Museum of Natural History at 8 : 15 p.m.

The meeting was called to order by Dr. Z. S.

Leonard in the absence of officers of the club.

Mr. Sereno Stetson was appointed secretary pro

tern. Twenty-five persons were present.

The paper of the evening consisted of an illus-

trated lecture by Dr. Marshall A. Howe on '
' Some

Floral and Scenic Features of Cuba." Lantern-

slide photographs were shown illustrating charac-

teristic Cuban plant associations, particularly in

the provinces of Oriente, Camagiiey, Matangas and

Pinar del Rio. Special attention was given to the

numerous native palms of the island and to the

cacti of the Guantanamo Bay region. The sugar,

tobacco and fruit-growing industries of Cuba were

also illustrated and commented upon.

Sekeno Stetson,

Secretary pro tern.

The meeting of March 27, 1912, was held in the

lecture room of the New York Botanical Garden at

3 P.M. Vice-president Barnhart presided. Forty

persons were present.

The scientific program consisted of a lecture on

"Organization of Pediastrum Colony," by Pro-

fessor E. A. Harper. The lecture was illustrated

with lantern slides.

The meeting of April 24, 1912, was held in the

Laboratory of the New York Botanical Garden at

3:15 P.M., Dr. W. A. Murrill presidiog. Fifteen

persons were present.

The scientific program consisted of a paper on

"Plant Hairs," by Dr. William Mansfield. The

speaker exhibited a number of figures representing

various types of plant hairs and showed how the

four main types, simple, compound, septate and

non-septate, could be made the basis of a key by
which many species of plants could be identified.

The meeting of May 14, 1912, was held in the

American Museum of Natural History at 8:15 P.M.

President Burgess presided. Nine persons were

present.

The scientific program consisted of an illustrated

lecture on "Dr. Charles H. Shaw's Botanical

Studies in the Selkirks," by Miss Caroline S.

Eomer.

B. O. Dodge,

Secretary
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Barnstead Automatic Water Stills
The most popular for laboratory purposes, and considered by many eminent

chemists to be by far the most efficient on the market.
The product of these apparatus represents the highest degree of purity ever

reached by any process of distillation.

The operation when once begun is thoroughly effective, automatic and con-
tinuous ; removes ammonia and all gaseous and organic impurities, and renders
water chemically pure.

QAS HEATED, sizes from \ to 10 gallons per hour

STEAM HEATED, sizes from 5 to 75 gallons per hour

The steam operated stills are considerably used for furnishing pure water, both
for laboratory and drinking purposes; for the latter the stills can be equipped with
a special arrangement for making the water thoroughly palatable.

WTite to-day for descriptive booklet " Water Distilling Apparatus"
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SESEAECH FOUNDATIONS IN THEIB
EELATION TO MEDICINE^

At this time and place, medicine is the

central interest, and therefore, so far as a

layman can, it is my purpose to discuss

"Research Foundations in their Relation

to Medicine," and if possible to do this in

such a manner as to reveal their signifi-

cance to those for whose encoviragement

these ceremonies have been devised.

To accomplish this I intend first to

ask you to consider the mental attitude

necessary for the appreciation of research

foundations and then to describe these

foiindations broadly—trying to indicate

their relations to the universities ; the prob-

lems which arise in connection with them;

the dangers to which they are exposed ; and

their significance for the progress of medi-

cine, for yourselves and for the develop-

ment of the spirit of research.

You who are about to pass from the dis-

cipline of the school to a more self-de-

pendent phase of your career feel both the

fresh pleasure of restraints outgrown and

a questing interest in the coming years.

You feel too that, broadly speaking, what

will happen to medicine during the next

fifty years will also happen to you, and

that at any moment some of you may be

called upon to g-uide these happenings.

In the face of such responsibilities it

becomes a duty as well as a wise precau-

tion, to obtain the broadest possible view

across your chosen field and to gain knowl-

edge of the larger changes and improve-

ments taking place within it.

You may have done this several times

'Address at the graduation exercises of the Yale

Medical School, June 17, 1912.
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before, but I venture to predict that if you

live and succeed, you will do it many times

The Greek philosopher Heraclitus laid

weight on the idea that all things are in a

state of flux. The notion has not always

been approved. We know that this idea in

some of its aspects was repugnant to the

early Victorian gentlemen, but to-day we
are less prone than those of earlier genera-

tions to dogmatize on the impossible, and in

this country and this phase of civilization,

we feel with its full force the forward flow

of things, so that for us nothing is more

certain than the progressive change and

onward movement in medical theory and

hence in medical practise.

During the years of your training you

have been carried more or less uncon-

sciously along and thus helped to keep in

touch with the development of medical

thought, but at this moment, when the

stream of knowledge is about to cast you

out upon its shores and you are asked to

walk on alone, it is worth while to inquire

what is your preparation for the experience.

From these halls and laboratories you

bear away a load of learning—haply you

bear it lightly. It is to this possession that

I wish to direct attention for a moment.

The knowledge we accumulate is a very

mixed article, but in this mixture there are

two sorts which it is well for us to consider

now. One sort consists of certain formulas

which control our incidental actions; for

instance, we all know on occasion when to

stand up or to sit down, and you know the

technique and procedure for various sur-

gical operations. A great fraction of our

information is in this form, a form not

necessarily subject to frequent or radical

change. This sort, however, is of minor

interest to us now, and has been mentioned

here only that it may serve as a foil to the

more important kind.

This more important kind of knowledge

is that on the basis of which we can foresee

and predict.

There are manifold varieties of this and

they range from that which permits us to

predict with a high degree of confidence

the rising of to-morrow's sun, to that with

which one ventures to predict the weather

or the fate of a patient with baffling sjonp-

toms.

In these latter instances the course of

events is by no means unpredictable, but

only so dependent on complex factors and

conditions that we rarely have at once at

hand enough information to make a re-

spectable guess. This fact bears very di-

rectly on the matter before us, for when we
scrutinize our intellectual possessions we

find them to consist in large measure of

information useful for prediction, yet

mainly information so incomplete that the

conclusions or theories—if you choose

—

based on it must be largely held as open to

revision and therefore can be used with

safety only by those who carry in mind

just how much or how little each conclu-

sion has to rest upon. Nevertheless, it is

just these tentative conclusions or theories

which the medical man must so largely

utilize. Probably you have thought of this

before ; if so, you know that to the revela-

tions of this analysis men react in very

different ways. Some throw up their hands

in the face of so much uncertainty; others

stretch certainty to the limit and seek to

make it cover all they have been taught

and then cultivate impenetrability because

change is disquieting and new knowledge

means new labor, while those born under

happier stars are neither crushed nor

blinded, but recognize that intellectual

health and vigor imply an unceasing re-

placement of both data and conclusions, to

be accomplished only when the period of
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mental growth is made conterminous with

life.

Capacity for such continued growth is

conspicuous in the masters and a hall mark
of the eminent. Indeed, as you proceed in

the investigation of your fellows, you will

be surprised to find how early growth may
cease and how significant the event can be.

In far-distant communities mental growth

has been known to stop on commencement

day. It is consoling, however, to be as-

sured—as I can assure you—^that we ob-

serve this woeful arrest more clearly and

sooner in our fellows than in ourselves—

a

suggestive fact which needs only to be men-

tioned in order to be appreciated.

As you see, the reason for this preface

touching the nature of our mental posses-

sions is my wish to emphasize the need for

the full recognition of the unsolved or

partly solved problems in medicine and the

necessity for holding in mind the facts on

which all such tentative solutions as we use

are based. When this need has been recog-

nized, it is possible to take the point of view

from which research foundations can be

discussed with greatest benefit, for pri-

marily it is their purpose to replace less

certain by more certain facts. Indeed, dis-

cussion of these foundations can be signifi-

cant only for those who, like yourselves,

know that the students' career is for life,

never to be commuted—not even for good

behavior—and in no wise limited by any

formal function, such as graduation or a

state board test.

Turning now to the research foundations

themselves, it may be well, by way of intro-

duction, to give a word of explanation

touching the coming treatment of them.

I desire to speak as an inquirer, not as an

advocate, but as these inquiries have led

me to some definite conclusions, I shall ven-

ture to express them briefly. Beyond this,

all things rest with you.

While we are specially interested in re-

search foundations in their relation to

medicine, yet those with such relations are

but a fraction of the number in existence

and for the most part have come late.

A research foundation may be defined as

one especially intended to produce new and
better knowledge. Thus the main purpose

and aim serves broadly to differentiate such

a foundation from the universities and
other educational establishments in which

a greater emphasis is put on the conserva-

tion, distribution or application of knowl-

edge, while at the same time both sorts of

institutions have been and are producers

also. The new foundations are then by no
means essentially novel, but in one sense

outgrowths or specialized extensions of the

older educational establishments. This im-

plies of course that what they are devised

to do has already been included in the

existing scheme of things.

Such being the case, our discussion must
be framed so as to comprise these facts.

In the civilization from which we are

descended there has always been some en-

deavor to add to the sum of human knowl-

edge.

The acute minds belonging to the end of

the medieval period often overstepped the

theological and philosophical bounds within

which they had their greatest activity, and
gave to the study of the physical world

more or less attention. Speculating, com-

piling, teaching and even experimenting,

these men grouped here and there formed
the centers from which the earliest univer-

sities of our era sprang.

Later appeared the learned academies,

also sometimes the patrons of investigation.

As objects of study, the physical problems

came first, aided by the fact that observa-

tional and experimental work could be

there begun without the preliminary labors

of collection and classification which have
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necessarily occupied so much time in the

biological sciences.

What is important to point out here is

this : That whether we date the founding of

the modem university laboratory from

Lomonossoff at St. Petersburg in 1748, or

from Liebig at Giessen in 1826, we must

admit that a good deal of investigation had

gone on in all the principal departments of

science previous to such foundations, and

thus in earlier times investigations were

made in scientific workshops unconnected

with teaching institutions. This fact sug-

gests that perhaps our research foundations

have even less novelty than we were at first

inclined to accord to them, and that we are

dealing now rather with a reappearance of

conditions—much improved, to be sure

—

but quite familiar before the rise of our

modern universities. It has a direct bear-

ing on this point to note that in England,

for example, during the earlier part of the

last century when the historic universities

of that country gave only meager support

to experimental science and especially to

the biological investigations, much of the

most important work was done outside of

the teaching institutions.

Joule, the student of the mechanical

equivalent of heat; Perkin, discoverer of

the aniline dyes; Bentham and the Hook-

ers, all three botanists ; Galton, the anthro-

pologist, and Darwin, are some instances.

Moreover, for more than a century the

Royal Institution of Great Britain, the

foundation of which in 1799 was largely

instigated by our fellow countryman. Count

Rumford, furnished opportunities for re-

search to Davy, Faraday, Tyndall and

Dewar, all men whose contributions to

knowledge have been of great importance.

According to its charter, the Royal Insti-

tution was "an establishment in London

for diffusing the knowledge of useful

mechanical improvements" and "to teach

the application of science to the useful

purposes of life."

This does not sound like the program of

a research institution to-day. I can not

say just what the steps were which led in

this case to a development seemingly so

different from that proposed, but it is not

rash to assume that the men like those who
have been named were always hunting rea-

sons and explanations, knowing quite well

that others could carry out the application,

while it was theirs to make the funda-

mental discoveries ; an excellent example of

the well-known fact that where an institu-

tion and a strong man are left to work out

the problem of adaptation, it is the institu-

tion that gets adapted.

Returning from this diversion to our his-

tory, and taking the period from the middle

of the preceding century to the present

day, one can not fail to recall in this coun-

try such an example as the Smithsonian

Institution at Washington, and I would

add our agricultural experiment stations

which started right, then faltered, but are

now coming into their own.

More extensive in scope and with far

greater resources than any of these is the

Carnegie Institution of Washington, whose

magnificent undertakings in the field of

science are well known, representing as

they do a long series of research stations.

The ideas behind these several founda-

tions are of the greatest interest. In his

program of organization, in 1847 Joseph

Henry, first secretary of the Smithsonian

Institution, states the following

:

To increase knowledge: it is proposed (1) to

stimulate men of talent to make original researches

by offering suitable rewards for memoirs contain-

ing new truths and (2) to appropriate annually a

portion of the income for particular researches

under the direction of suitable persons.

This is what one might expect from

Joseph Henry.
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Touching the agricultural experiment

stations, the history is complicated and per-

plexing, but we are justified, I believe, in

carrjang back the guiding idea in their

development to that expressed by Washing-

ton in his annual message to Congress in

1796, where he says, when pleading for the

establishment of a national board of agri-

culture, that one of the functions of such a

board should be "to encourage and assist a

spirit of discovery and improvement . . .

by stimulating to enterprise and experi-

ment." This is certainly sound doctrine.

The Carnegie Institution in the original

formulation of its general plans was much
influenced by the experience and early pro-

gram of the Smithsonian Institution, but

the original statement of aims strikes a new
note when it declares one of these aims

to be

To discover the exceptional man in every depart-

ment of study whenever and wherever found, inside

or outside of schools, and enable him by financial

aid to make the work for which he seems specially

designed, his life work.

It is said that this paragraph touching

the exceptional man has caused much
trouble to the Carnegie Institution and

often spread its path with thorns. It ap-

pears that in some instances it has been

misunderstood. Self-discovered exceptional

men have proved to be embarrassingly nu-

merous. That does not strike one as so

very strange, however, since the community

grows wise but slowly.

The word '

' exceptional
'

' you see has suf-

fered misinterpretation. The really excep-

tional man is not so often the aberrant

prodigy as the individual who presents in

his composition a large collection of first-

rate qualities, no one of which is neces-

sarily alarming, but all of which together

make for scientific effectiveness of the high-

est order. In the course of its develop-

ment, the Carnegie Institution has, I think,

lived up to this ideal with notable success

—putting the saner interpretation on the

word '

' exceptional.
'

' My commendation of

the paragraph is similarly based.

But none of these instances which I have

mentioned—together with a large group of

others—come very close to medicine. This

contact was first clearly established in 1888

by the Pasteur Institute in Paris, an insti-

tute intended to facilitate the work of the

great scientist whose name it bore, and to

continue the remembrance of him. It was
an instance of the generous giving of aid

and assistance to a master-man—^with no

prescriptions and no hampering limitations.

Pasteur was a genius who combined the art

of mediation between the laboratory facts

and practical problems, with the capacity

for speculative thought and scientific

achievement in the highest sense, and who,

nevertheless, did not allow his human inter-

est to impair his scientific thoroughness.

In this country among the foundations

closely related to medicine we have recently

seen established the Rockefeller Institute,

the Memorial Institute for Infectious Dis-

eases, the Ortho S. A. Sprague Memorial

Institute, both of these at Chicago, together

with a number of others representing much
the same purpose, but with less ample re-

sources, as well as several funds devoted to

the study of cancer, tuberculosis or other

special diseases. These instances, because

they touch medicine, might well be exam-

ined in detail, but we shall discuss them

only in their most general relations.

It seems a fair question to ask why these

institutes and funds have been established.

The immediate causes are plain enough,

and are frankly philanthropic in most

cases. Personal experience with a disease

has led more than one man to devote a

large sum to the search for its control or

cure or going a step further, and recog-

nizing that the application of laboratory
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results to medicine has brought progress,

some have desired to furnish opportunities

by which this application may be accom-

plished where it seemed most needed.

Though not always explicitly expressed, the

programs of these foundations imply the

hope that by such endowments new facts

and new points of view fundamentally im-

portant to medicine may be discovered.

I like to think that this last idea is at

least latent in all these endeavors, but no-

where, so far as I know, is quite the same

note struck as that which is sounded in the

initial program of the Carnegie Institution

in those words which call attention to the

exceptional man—the investigator.

Turning now to some of the relations in-

volved, it is to be observed that these new

foundations are independent and not con-

nected with existing universities, that they

tend to draw men from university positions

by the attraction of unusual opportunities

for work, and finally, that for the most part

they take these men away from formal

teaching.

The situation thus created in the world

of education has often been lamented and

no little moral pressure is exerted from

time to time to induce the institutes to see

the wrongness of their position.

The question thus raised amounts to this

:

Are these new foundations philanthropic

vagaries and mere torsos of educational

establishments, or do they represent the

result of mature consideration and a defi-

nite endeavor to advance?

Of the several reasons which have

brought about the independence of these

foundations the common desire to keep

alive the donor's name and fame has played

its part, but more than this I think has

been the feeling that since these founda-

tions were to be devoted to research, either

in the line of mediation to which I have

already referred, or in the endeavor to

obtain new truths of fundamental impor-

tance, therefore the workers in these insti-

tutes should be as far as possible released

from any duties likely to divert their ener-

gies. To make this arrangement within

the limits of a university is, to say the

least, to subject the favored appointee to

no little strain.

His colleagues, being human, at heart

often resent his seeming freedom from re-

sponsibility and he is allowed to feel that

somehow he does not justify himself by
attending to his work alone. It is unneces-

sary to enlarge on this situation, but I

can assure you that it is no mere product

of my fancy. Separateness of manage-

ment brings protection therefore to those

who choose this work.

Still more important for ultimate success

is the general conduct of such a founda-

tion. Our universities are guided by ex-

perienced administrators who feel keenly

the need for the diffusion of knowledge, for

making it accessible to large numbers and

for preserving withal a completeness and

balance in their institutions.

These views become ingrained, but they

do not represent the aims of a research

foundation and the same board could

hardly manage both with like success. For

the investigator, buildings are fine when

they suit his purpose; after that he loses

interest. His notion of efficiency is a large

emergency fund and whether the fixed

charges are great or small is not so impor-

tant as the means to act promptly, de-

cisively and even expensively when occa-

sions arise. This arrangement is possible

only when the institution is a good deal of

a unit and absolutely free.

To appreciate the needs thus briefly out-

lined requires the experience which breeds

sympathy, and it has thus come to pass that

so far as the arrangement of the scientific

program, the formation of the personnel
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and the expenditure of funds are con-

cerned, the control in many of our insti-

tutes is in the hands of the staff, aided by

a small group of scientific advisers, them-

selves active workers and keenly alive to

the needs of the investigator. This leaves

the actual care of the funds with the trus-

tees, but puts the scientific activities in the

hands of scientific men. The arrangement

solves several problems and seems essential

for the healthy development of research

foundations.

In view of all of these facts it does not

appear very strange that independence has

been desired for the newer establishments.

This brings us to the problem of getting

men—men who will attempt to realize the

highest aims and aspirations of these foun-

dations. These have been taken largely

from university laboratories and have been

attracted to the newer work by the prospect

of more time and resources to apply to

their chosen problems and by more fitting

salaries.

Of course it has happened at times that

in arranging the program of some founda-

tions, emphasis has been put on finding the

answer to some specific question which was

in the donor's mind. This is unfortunate

so far as it implies a limitation of the scien-

tific work, but on the other hand, in many
cases the investigator has been given ample

freedom to pursue his own course and de-

vote his time to matters often seemingly

remote ; in other words, to follow where his

research led. The situation demands above

all things faith in the sincerity of purpose

of the investigator, and fortunately this is

granted with increasing frequency.

In these institutions which serve to medi-

ate, on the one hand, between the findings

of science and practical problems, and on

the other to give opportunity for the attain-

ment of fundamental facts, there is a con-

stant danger threatening every searcher

after new knowledge. The mediation work,

because it involves as one element a prac-

tical problem, is moderately intelligible to

the laity and extremely handy when it

comes to giving an account of things done.

It may become thereby unduly attractive.

By contrast, the search for the new
knowledge is rarely intelligible to the com-

munity at large, and must often be de-

scribed in terms of things in mind rather

than of things accomplished, and thus this

kind of activity often lacks for encourage-

ment. Let me illustrate. Some years ago

the need of protection from diphtheria was

urgent. The infecting organism and its

biological characters, on the one hand, were

known ; on the other, the dread disease was

only too familiar. How could laboratory

knowledge be used to solve the clinical

problem? You are familiar with the an-

swer which was given in the form of the

diphtheria antitoxin. That is a splendid

example of work in mediation as done in

research institutes.

But a further question arises : How does

the antitoxin produce its effect? This is

quite another sort of problem; at first

glance it appears to have little practical

bearing and yet the answer to it in even

one instance may lead to a wider view of

the processes of immunity. The solution

of problems of this class is different from

the work of mediation, certainly of equal

rank with it, and yet in every way harder

to support and harder to carry on, since the

results can not in the first instance possibly

appeal to any save the well-trained few.

In this there lies an obstacle to progress

which you can largely help to remove.

Because the men who can do this latter

kind of work are relatively rare, even

among investigators, because such work can

have rational appreciation from a limited

group only, and because knowledge of this

sort is sure to become the basis for many
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mediations in the future, it behooves us all

to see to it that we foster such investigators

—the most valuable of our natural re-

sources. Perhaps it occurs to some of you

that you have seen one well-known type of

the man I here commend. Let me recall

him to you.

An elderly gentleman with an unprogres-

sive costume and unsteady gait, who gen-

erally fails to recognize his friends upon

the street and requires several seconds to

accomplish the recall when spoken to.

Such is the mildly humorous picture witu

which all are familiar. It is often correct

so far as it goes—only it is a bit incomplete.

One should add that this man is working

with his head, a fact which accounts for

almost everything and leaves us pondering

why this symptom complex so readily ex-

cites remark.

Connected with the conduct of research

in these foundations are several other prob-

lems of more than passing interest. The

fear is sometimes voiced that in the absence

of students, those at work will lack an im-

portant stimulus and suffer deterioration.

The danger varies with the man. In-

stances are known where men have failed

to feel the attraction of institute oppor-

tunities, because they feared the loss of

this companionship.

On the other hand, we have the attitude

represented by the German university pro-

fessor who is said to have remarked at the

opening of the fall semester, "Now comes

this disagreeable interruption of my work. '

'

Doubtless he was a wicked old dyspeptic,

but for a moment he rose beyond himself

and spoke for his burden-bearing caste.

Let me beg not to be misunderstood. I

would not for a moment be thought to

maintain more than the simple thesis that

while teaching is a genuine stimulant to

some, it is certainly a depressant to others

and especially a depressant to those who are

disturbed by interruption, so that some can

drop it without damage to themselves.

In compensation it may be urged that

the effect of the investigator's methods and
personality is felt by those with whom he

is usually surrounded, his colleagues and
assistants, and when so surrounded he is in

no more danger of isolation than a man in

the university. However, that is not say-

ing very much, for isolation among col-

leagues even in universities is a condition

which we not only lament, but should also

seek to change. It is an ancient tale.

The investigators of four centuries ago

were chary of talking of their results and

these were often published posthumously,

as the authors preferred to die without as-

sistance—or the new discoveries were some-

times couched in cryptic writings as though

the author felt that what had given him

such years of labor to find out should at

least be hard for others to attain. That

feeling is sometimes foimd to-day.

Once I remarked to a student, "Your
thesis is three times too long." "Yes," he

replied, "but if I did not make it long, how
would any one know it had taken me two

years to do the work." We can replace

this by a better thought. The opportunity

to satisfy one's longing for research is a

noble privilege, but it brings its obligations.

The advances thus made should be re-

turned as rapidly as possible to the fund

of common knowledge, and made accessible

to the community at large.

This is essential for the progress of

the plan, for most surely is the advanced

worker dependent on his colleagues as they

on him, and ultimately too he is in a larger

sense also dependent on the community

aboiit him; so for both these reasons coop-

eration of the most complete sort is needful

for the common good.

Expression has been given to the fear

that the great resources of our research
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foundations would breed despondency

among those who were compelled to work

with simpler devices and less ample means,

and thus they would do harm. Despond-

ency and research do not dwell together.

Research is a frame of mind. A man
may have little leisure and trifling re-

sources, may never have published, but if

he examines his world in a questioning

spirit, if he carries with him not only con-

clusions, but the observations on which

they rest, if he refuses to pound square

facts into the round holes that he happens

to have in hand, he has attained illumina-

tion. The spirit of research is nothing

mysterious or remote, it is every-day hard

sense. Unfortunately, that does not make

it common, but it does make it attainable.

It would be a sorry outcome of these new
foundations if they should act as hin-

drances to investigation in the university

laboratories.

The fear that they will do this is often

based on the false impression that the sup-

ply of scientific problems is limited and

thus in danger of exhaustion. Let us be

rid of that idea. Every advance creates

new problems, problems of increasing im-

portance—exhaustion is impossible.

By reason of the permanency of their

programs and freedom from certain forms

of responsibility, institutes may wisely un-

dertake investigations of a sort hardly pos-

sible under university conditions. The field

is thus divided, or rather enlarged. Both

the university laboratories and the insti-

tutes should gain by this arrangement, and
what is more, they do.

Before leaving this aspect of our prob-

lem, permit me to point out a peculiar

advantage enjoyed by investigators who
are working under university conditions.

When we contrast the institutes with the

universities, we find that it is within the

walls of the university laboratory that it is

most easy to carry on the search for new
knowledge undisturbed by the thought of

any applications which it may have.

In the face of some things already said,

this statement may appear paradoxical

—

yet it describes a condition. In the judg-

ment of the educated public, the teaching

investigator fulfills his public obligations

when he gives a stated amount of instruc-

tion. After that, there is a general feeling

that the man should be allowed to follow

his bent, and if this takes the form of re-

search, the community does not feel obliged

to inquire too closely concerning the prac-

tical value of the work. Thus in a way the

university man is protected in his research

by his teaching obligations, while the man
in the institute, engaged in the same sort

of investigation, is, if anything, more open

to criticism, and at the same time without

the defense which is possessed by his uni-

versity colleague, and in so far he stands at

a disadvantage.

As you see, I have been concerned in this

address with medicine as represented by

yourselves in relation to the research insti-

tutes, and that explains the manner of this

presentation.

It has been my purpose to show that in

these foundations we have something which

represents an advance in our educational

devices.

Their independence is an asset. They

may be counted on to mediate in a measure

between the initial facts of the laboratory

and the problems presented by disease, but

more important, though harder to main-

tain, is their function as laboratories where

new knowledge is obtained, which in turn

must have still wider applications.

All this concerns you who are just enter-

ing on your life work. You can receive

direct benefits and enjoy new privileges by

reason of these greater opportunities, but

they also bring to you fresh responsibilities.
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So far as any of you look upon these

foundations from without it is my hope

that some things have been said which wiE
rouse in you a sympathetic appreciation of

the kind of work which I have sought to

emphasize as the most precious type of

endeavor, for further progress will depend

largely on the appreciation and support

given to this by the best elements in the

medical profession.

The material side of our advancing civ-

ilization has developed during a thousand

years to an astonishing degree, but we
must not be misled, as sometimes happens,

into confusing material developments with

intellectual progress. These foundations

of to-day are but aids to active minds that

use them. The mind, the man, is the essen-

tial thing, and any device which does not

improve him and give him the very best

opportunity to increase his powers, has but

slight claim to our regard. I desire, there-

fore, to leave with you a strong impression

of the paramount importance of our mental

attitude in establishing the right relations

between research foundations and medicine.

Permit me then in closing to quote a

little fable from Luqman, as it seems to

emphasize this point. Luqman, the sage,

was reputed, I am told, to have been either

an Abyssinian slave of King David or the

son of Job 's maternal aunt. That question

is not settled—but his fable has a pleasant

oriental flavor. It runs as follows:

In the heat of the day the lion retired to

a cave. While resting there a rat ran over

him. The lion jumped up in fright,

whereat the jackal laughed. Perceiving

this the lion said, "I was not frightened at

the rat, but at my own alarm"; thus show-

ing that to the mighty their state of mind
is of more moment than death itself.

Henry H. Donaldson

FAMILY BECOBDS OF GBADUATES OF
WESLETAN UNIVEBSITY

FAMILY RECORDS OF GRADUATES OF WESLEYAN
UNIVERSITY

Wesleyan University was founded in 1831,

and the first class graduated in 1833. The
total number of graduates, including the class

of 1910, is 2,849—2,627 men and 222 women.
The following statistics relating to married
life are given separately for men and women.
The first women graduates took their degrees

in the decade 1871-80.

1. Marriages

In the first decade, 1833-40, 119 out of 142
graduates married (84 per cent.) ; 21 of them
married twice, 3 of ' them three times, 1 of them
four times and 1 five times. In the second
decade, 1841-50, 217 out of 264 married (82

per cent.); 47 married twice, 4 three times

and 1 four times. In the third decade, 1851-

60, 250 out of 276 married (90 per cent.);

50 married twice, 5 three times and 1 four

times. From 1861-70, 239 married out of 262

(again 90 per cent.); 37 married twice and
6 three times. In the fifth decade, 1871-80,

271 out of 311 male graduates married (87.1

per cent.) ; 41 married twice and 1 three times.

Five out of the 8 women graduates in this

decade married. In the sixth decade, 1881-90,

268 out of 340 of the men married (78.82

per cent.), 14 of them having married twice.

Fourteen out of the 29 women graduates of

this decade married, that is, 48 per cent. In

the seventh decade, 1891-1900, 344 out of the

461 male graduates married (74.63 per cent.)

;

10 of them married twice. Fifty-one women
out of the 95 who graduated in this decade

married (53.68 per cent.). In the last decade,

1901-10, 221 men out of 570 have so far mar-
ried (38.8 per cent.) ; 3 of them have married
twice. Twenty-six out of the 90 women who
graduated in this decade have married (28.8

per cent.).

Of the 2,627 male graduates, 1,930 have
married (73.46 per cent.). Of the 222 women
graduates, 96 have married (43.28 per cent.).

The percentage of married women compared
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witb that of men wiio graduated in their own
classes and have married, is 43.48 per cent,

as against 65.7 per cent.

TABLE I

Percentage of Graduates Married

Classes Men Women
1833-40 84 —
1841-50 82 —
1851-60 90 —
1861-70 90 —
1871-80 87.1 62.5

1881-90 78.82 48

1891-1900 74.62 53.68

1901-10 38.9 28.8

2. Children

In the first decade, 183^-40, from 119 mar-

riages of graduates there were 535 children,

276 boys and 260 girls, an average to the fam-

ily of 4.49; one family comprised 12 children,

four 11 children, four 10 children, and there

were only eight childless marriages. In the

second decade, 1841-50, from the marriage of

217 graduates there were 750 children, 398

boys and 352 girls, an average to the family

of 3.46; there were three families of 10 chil-

dren each, one of 11 and thirty-two childless

marriages. In the third decade, from the

marriage of 250 graduates there were 818

children, 396 boys and 422 girls, an average

of 3.27; one family consisted of 13 children,

one of 11 and one of 10; there were twenty-

six childless marriages. In the fourth decade,

from 239 marriages there were 688 children,

360 boys and 328 girls, an average of 2.9 to a

family; there was one family of 10 children,

and there were thirty-two childless marriages.

In the fifth decade, 271 male graduates who
married had 686 children, 374 boys and 313

girls, an average of 2.53 ; there was one family

of 10 children and two of 9, and there were

forty-five childless marriages. The 5 women
graduates of this decade who married had 13

children, 7 boys and 6 girls, 8 of the 13 being

already reported in the figures of this decade,

inasmuch as they were children of women
graduates who married graduates of Wesleyan.

The average number of children to a marriage

of the women graduates was 2.6. In the sixth

decade, 1881-90, the 268 male graduates who
married had 527 children, 289 boys and 238

girls, an average to a family of 1.96; there

was only one large family, made up of 11

children. The 14 women graduates of this

decade who married had 28 children, 13 boys

and 15 girls, 10 of the 28 being previously

reported in the decade owing to intermarriage

of Wesleyan graduates; the average to a fam-

ily in the case of the women graduates of this

decade was 2. In the seventh decade, 344

men who married had 488 children, 250 boys

and 238 girls, an average to the family of 1.42

;

there was one family of 8 children. The 51

women graduates of this decade who married

had 70 children, 35 boys and 35 girls, 42 of

them being previously reported, an average for

the women graduates who married in this

decade of 1.37. In the last decade, 1901-10,

the 222 men who have married have had 180

children, 94 boys and 86 girls, an average to

the family of .81; the largest family reported

so far is 3. The 26 women of this decade who
have married have had 18 children, 7 boys and

11 girls, 10 of them being reported in the 180

above mentioned; the average family to the

married women graduates of this decade is to

date .69.

TABLE II

Average Numier of Children to a Family

Classes Men Women
1833^0 4.49 —
1841-50 3.46 —
1851-60 3.27 —
1861-70 2.9 —
1871-80 2.53 2.6

1881-90 1.96 2

1891-1900 1.42 1.37

1901-10 81 .69

The total number of children of male gradu-

ates of Wesleyan to date is 4,672, 2,436 boys

and 2,236 girls, an average to the family of

2.42. The total number of children of women
graduates who have married is 129, 62 boys

and 67 girls, an average to each married

woman of 1.34. On account of the large fam-

ilies in the early days, when there were no

women graduates, the comparison should, how-
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ever, be made between men and women of the

same graduating classes. The average num-

ber of children of the married men in the same

classes as the women is 1.7 as compared with

1.34 for the women. The total number of

children of Wesleyan alumni, men and women,

excluding duplicates, is 4,731. Of these 1,076

have been reported dead.

Frank W. Nicolson

AN INDEX OF FISH ENVIRONMENTS

In studying the distribution and success of

fishes within a given area, one often notes the

absence of certain species from localities

which appear quite suitable fish habitats upon

inspection, or even upon determination of the

oxygen content of the water. Evidently, the

causes of this absence is not a life and death

matter such as is often supposed to be true

in animal distribution. But since fishes are

able to move readily from place to place, they

may leave or fail to enter a locality where the

conditions are entirely compatible with life

for a longer or shorter period. Tet the

change in conditions may be great enough to

cause the fishes either to turn back or to

leave the locality because of stimulation and

increased activity. Wishing to test this reac-

tion possibility, we devised a means of study-

ing the behavior of fishes when they encounter

difl'erences in gases or solids in solution.

The apparatus consisted of a device giving a

constant flow of water with desired amounts

of dissolved gases, and at any temperature

within ordinary experimental needs. Two
tanks, 120 cm. long by 20.5 cm. wide by 14 cm.

deep were arranged under identical and sym-

metrical surrounding conditions. Water was

introduced into both ends of the tanks at the

same rate and was allowed to flow out at the

center. The same kind of water was intro-

duced into the two ends of the control tank.

In the experimental tank the water intro-

duced at one end was like that of the control,

while the gas content of that introduced at

the other end had been experimentally modi-

fied. This established a gradient between the

two kinds of water. Fishes put into the

tanks tend to go back and forth and thus

encounter the experimental gradient. When
the change of conditions thus encountered

was such as to affect the fishes, they reacted

either by turning back or by passing through

the gradient into the treated water. But in

this case they quickly returned to the un-

treated water, thus spending a shorter time

in the treated water.

Eight species of fish, widely separated taxo-

nomically, were studied in detail. All the

fishes were slightly negative or indefinite in

their reaction to differences in oxygen con-

tent. We found no good evidence that they

react to nitrogen. Their reaction to water

which had lost six parts per million of its salts

(mainly magnesium and calcium), 15 c.c. of

nitrogen and 2 c.c. of carbondioxide per liter

by boiling was about the same as to difference

in oxygen content. All the fishes were de-

cidedly negative in their reaction to increased

carbon dioxide. The differences tried varied

from 5 to 60 c.c. per liter above that in which

the fish had been kept. When increased car-

bon dioxide accompanied low oxygen the neg-

ative reaction was very marked; the fishes

turned back when the gradient was encoun-

tered and only rarely entered the part con-

taining the highest carbon dioxide and lowest

oxygen.

Several workers have shovra that carbon di-

oxide is very toxic to fish. It appears to be

much more so than corresponding differences

(24 c.c. per liter) in oxygen content. Fishes

turn away when they encounter an increase

of as little as 5 c.c. per liter. Since a large

amount of dissolved carbon dioxide is com-

monly accompanied by a low oxygen content,

and other important factors, the carbon diox-

ide content of water (strongly alkaline waters

excepted) is probably the best single index of

the suitability of that water for fishes. The

methods . and these results, as well as others,

will be published in detail elsewhere as soon

as they can be prepared. These aspects of

the results are sufficiently different from

what workers appear to have been expecting

to justify their publication here on account of
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possible bearing on field studies during the

present season. V. E. Shelfobd,

W. 0. Allke

TEE SELATION OF TEE EOESEPOWEB TO
TEE KILOWATT'

There was, before 1911, no precise defini-

tion of the horsepower that was generally ac-

cepted and authoritative, and different equiv-

alents of this unit in watts are given by vari-

ous books. The most frequently used equiva-

lent in watts, both in the United States and

England, has been the round number, 746

watts; and in 1911 the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers adopted this as the exact

value of the horsepower. It is obviously de-

sirable that a unit of power should not vary

from place to place, and the horsepower thus

defined as a fixed number of watts does in-

deed represent the same rate of work at all

places. Inasmuch as the " pound " weight, as

a unit of force, varies in value as g the ac-

celeration of gravity varies, the number of

foot-pounds per second in a horsepower ac-

cordingly varies with the latitude and alti-

tude. It is equal to 550 foot-pounds per sec-

ond at 50° latitude and sea level, approxi-

mately the location of London, where the orig-

inal experiments were made by James Watt
to determine the magnitude of the horse-

power.

The " continental horsepower," which is

used on the continent of Europe, differs from

the English and American horsepower by

more than 1 per cent., its usual equivalent in

watts being 736. This difference is historic-

ally due to the confusion existing in weights

and measures about a hundred years ago.

After the metric system had come into use

in Europe, the various values of the horse-

power in terms of local feet and pounds were

reduced to metric units and were rounded off

to 75 kilogram-meters per second, although

the original English value was equivalent to

76.041 kilogram-meters per second. Since a

unit of power should represent the sanqie rate

^ Abstract of Circular of the Bureau of Stand-

ards, No. 34; June, 1912.

of work at all places, the " continental horse-

power " is best defined as 736 watts ; this is

equivalent to 75 kilogram-meters per second

at latitude 52° 30', or Berlin. The circular

gives tables showing the variation with lati-

tude and altitude of the number of foot-

pounds per second and of kilogram-meters

per second in the two different horsepowers.

These values, 746 and 736 watts, were

adopted as early as 1873 by a committee of the

British Association for the Advancement of

Science.' The value, 0.746 kilowatt, will be

used in future publications of the Bureau of

Standards as the exact equivalent of the Eng-
lish and American horsepower. It is recog-

nized, however, that modern engineering

practise is constantly tending away from the

horsepower and toward the kilowatt. The
Bureau of Standards and the Standards Com-
mittee of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers recommend the kilowatt for use

generally instead of the horsepower as the

unit of power.

TEE IMPERIAL UNIVEBSITIES CONGBESS

The Imperial Universities Congress was

opened by Lord Eosebery on July 2, at the

University of London, South Kensington.

As we learn from the reports in the London

Times the question of the division of work and

specialization among universities was dealt

with in a paper by Sir Alfred Hopkinson,

and Sir Arthur Eiicker and Sir Charles

Waldstein spoke on the same subject. Prin-

cipal Peterson, of McGill University, intro-

duced a discussion on inter-university ar-

rangements for post-graduate and research

students.

On July 3 there were two sessions of the

congress, Lord Curzon of Kedleston presiding

in the morning and Mr. Balfour in the after-

noon. Papers were read on the relation of the

universities to technical and professional edu-

cation, the interchange of university teachers,

and the problem of universities in the east.

The speakers and readers of papers included

Sir Frederick Lugard, Sir Isambard Owen,

Dr. A. E. Shipley, Sir Thomas Ealeigh and
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Professor Patrick Geddes. Lord Eayleigh

and Lord Haldane presided on July 4, and

among others Principal W. H. Hadow, Sir

Edward Busk and Sir George Gibb were on

the program. On Friday, when Lord Strath-

cona presided, Dr. G. E. Parkin and Sir Al-

fred Keogh dealt with the question of the es-

tablishment of a central bureau, Mrs. Sophie

Bryant, Mrs. Sidgwick, and others with the

position of women in universities, and Sir

James Donaldson and Mr. Michael Sadler

with the representation of teachers and grad-

uates on the governing body of a university.

The entertainments included a luncheon at

the invitation of the government, a reception

of delegates by Prince Arthur of Connaught

at the University of London, dinners at the

halls of several city companies and an " At
Home " at the Mansion House.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
Cambridge University has conferred the de-

gree of doctor of science upon Edwin Brant

Erost, director of the Yerkes Observatory.

Among newly created doctors of laws of the

University of Edinburgh are Dr. J. S.

Phelps, of the Geological Survey, and Pro-

fessor J. Theodore Cash, F.E.S., professor of

materia mediea. University of Aberdeen.

Durham University has conferred its doc-

torate of science on Professor PrafuUa

Chandra Eay, dean of the faculty of science

in the University of Calcutta; Professor L.

P. Anderson Stuart, professor of physiology

and dean of the faculty of medicine in the

University of Sydney.

Cambridge University will confer the de-

gree of doctor of science on Dr. Howard

Marsh, professor of human anatomy in the

university and master of Downing College.

Dr. E. T. Glazebrook, F.E.S., director of

the National Physical Laboratory, has been

elected president of the Faraday Society.

At the seventy-eighth annual general meet-

ing of the Eoyal Statistical Society, Pro-

fessor E. Y. Edgeworth was elected president.

The Journal of the American Medical As-

sociation states that the friends, the pupils

and ophthalmologists of many countries united

recently in celebrating the seventy-seventh

birthday of Professor Henri Dor, by present-

ing him with a portrait medal. The reverse of

the medal typifies Dor's life-work, as it repre-

sents science pushing back the clouds that the

light can fall on the child beside it. The
background shows Dor's home on the banks of

the Ehone at Lyons where he has been pro-

fessor of ophthalmology since 1876. He was

a pupil of both Graefe and Donders, and

founded thirty years ago the Revue Generale

d'Ophthalmohgie.

A new office, that of administrative geol-

ogist, has been created on the U. S. Geological

Survey, and Dr. George H. Ashley, Ph.D.

(Stanford, '94), chosen to fill it. This posi-

tion is virtually vice-director of the survey,

placing the incumbent in complete charge of

the organization during the absence of the

director, and in addition giving him charge

of certain functions of the organization the

whole time. Dr. Ashley has been a geologist

of the survey since 1901 except for the years

1910 and 1911, when he was state geologist of

Tennessee.

The following promotions to the rank of

geologist of the U. S. Geological Survey have

been made: Eobert Anderson, B. S. Butler,

Adolph Knopf, F. H. Moffit, G. B. Eichard-

son and A. E. Schultz.

Dr. Chester A. Eeeds, for the past four

years lecturer and associate in geology at

Bryn Mawr College, has been appointed as-

sistant curator of the department of geology

and invertebrate paleontology of the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History. He enters

upon his new duties August first, after spend-

ing some weeks in Europe visiting museums.

Mr. F. W. Jones, has been appointed chief

chemist of the purification works of the Fitch-

burg, Massachusetts, Sewer Department. Mr.

Jones was for some time instructor in chem-

istry at the Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

During the past year he has been assistant
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chemist at the Worcester sewage purification

works.

At a meeting of the Lawes Agricultural

Trust Committee, held on June 25, Dr. E. J.

Eussell, at present Goldsmiths' Company's as-

sistant for soil investigations, was appointed

director of the Eothamsted Experimental

Station in succession to Mr. A. D. Hall,

F.E.S.

The Maekinnon studentships of the Eoyal

Society for the ensuing year have been

awarded to H. M. Kyle, D.Sc. (St. Andrews),

for a research on the metamorphosis and

origin of the flat fishes, and to Mr. A. L.

Hughes, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, for

a research on the ionization in mercury vapor

produced by ultra-violet light.

The special board for biology and geology

of Cambridge University has nominated Mr.

G. E. Mines, M.A., Sidney Sussex College,

and Mr. H. M. Fuchs, B.A., Gonville and

Caius College, to use the university table at

Naples, and Mr. James Gray, B.A., King's

College, to occupy the university table at the

Laboratory of the Marine Biological Associa-

tion at Plymouth.

Professor S. A. Mitchell, of Columbia

University, will spend a year at Terkes Ob-

servatory.

Professor Theodore Lyman, of Harvard
University, has gone to the Altai Mountains,

on the borders of Siberia and Mongolia, on a

hunting expedition. He takes with him Mr.

N. Hollister, assistant curator at the National

Museum, Washington, who will make zoolog-

ical collections to be divided between that

museum and the Harvard Museum of Com-
parative Zoology.

AssocLiTE Professor Frederick Starr, of

the University of Chicago, sailed on June 20

for Africa on an expedition for anthropolog-

ical research. After a visit to Morocco and

the Canary Islands, Professor Starr and his

party will go directly to Liberia, and thence

into the back country, where they will spend

the rest of the year, returning about January

1, 1913.

Dr. Herbert Muller, of the Anthropolog-

ical Museum in Berlin, has gone to China for

ethnological researches in Manchuria and
eastern Mongolia.

Mr. E. H. Hooker, M.A., has been ap-

pointed Newmarch lecturer in statistics at

University College for the session 1912-13.

The subject of his lectures will be " The Food
Supply of the United Kingdom."

Leonardo da Vinci's contributions to the

principles of aviation were celebrated in Paris

on July 4, when addresses were made by the

French prime minister and the Italian am-

bassador.

The session of the Chemical Society, Lon-

don, for 1912-13 will open on October 17 with

a memorial lecture in honor of Antoine Henri

Becquerel, late honorary and foreign member
of the society, to be delivered by Sir Oliver

Lodge, F.E.S.

Mr. William E. Smith, for sixty years

superintendent of the National Botanical Gar-

den, died at Washington on July 7, aged

eighty-four years.

Professor Orville Briggs Stacy, for forty-

two years a member of the faculty of the

Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, holding the

chair of natural science and mathematics at

the time of his retirement in 1906, has died

at the age of eighty years.

Dr. Thomas H. Bache, great-great-grandson

of Benjamin Franklin, a distinguished physi-

cian of Philadelphia, has died at the age of

eighty-six years.

The board of trustees announces that the

next annual session of the American Medical

Association will be held in Minneapolis from

June 17 to 20, 1913.

A recent addition which has been made to

the equipment of the Colorado School of

Mines is a new 14-foot Littrow spectrograph,

purchased at a cost of $1,500, through the

Vinson Walsh research fund. This fund was

given by the late Thomas F. Walsh for the

determination and study of rare metals in ores.
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A VALUABLE collection of 117 Hawaiian birds

has been presented to the University of Cali-

fornia by Miss Annie M. Alexander, for in-

clusion in the California Museum of Verte-

brate Zoology. The clearing of forest lands

for cultivation in the Hawaiian Islands has

resulted in the entire extinction of some of the

species represented, so the collection is espe-

cially important.

UmVEBSITT AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
The late Mr. C. D. Borden, of New York

City, has bequeathed $250,000 to Tale Univer-

sity, from which he graduated in 1864. The

clause in his will reads :
" I make this bequest

without any restrictions, as I have long been

of the opinion that the said corporation did

not have sufficient funds to provide adequately

for its general expenses and especially for

proper payment of its instructors."

Mr. John Armstrong Challoner has con-

veyed his property in trust, making the Uni-

versity of Virginia and the University of

Carolina his residuary legatees, and giving

$10,000 to each of nine other educational

institutions.

Lord Haldane has opened the new Harri-

son-Hughes Engineering Laboratories at Liv-

erpool University, erected by a gift of about

£40,000 from Mr. T. F. Harrison, Mr. J. W.
Hughes and Mr. Heath Harrison, the Liver-

pool shipowners.

It has been decided to establish a chair of

agriculture in the University of Queensland,

toward which Mr. Eobert Philp has offered to

give £1,400 and Mr. E. M. Christison £1,000.

Mr. Walter Morrison, of Baliol College,

has given £10,000 to Oxford University for the

promotion of the study of agriculture.

The late Dr. A. "W. Verrall, King Edward

VII. professor of English literature at Cam-

bridge, left, subject to the life interest of his

wife, £1,000 to the university absolutely, and

£1,000 to Trinity College absolutely.

An addition is being made to the Agricul-

tural Building of the University of Illinois by

enclosing the court. The structure will be

only one story high and will have cement

floors. It will provide reading room, class

rooms, museum, etc.

The Medical School of Trinity College,

Dublin, celebrated the bicentennial of its

foundation on July 5. Seventy-eight ad-

dresses were presented by delegates from other

institutions.

Dr. Egbert Sharp, dean of the graduate

department of Tulane University, has been

elected acting president of the university, suc-

ceeding Dr. Edwin B. Craighead, who recently

resigned to become president of the University

of Montana.

Dr. William Pepper, professor of clinical

pathology at the University of Pennsylvania,

son of the former provost of the university,

has been appointed dean of the Medical De-

partment, to succeed Dr. Allen J. Smith, re-

signed. Dr. Smith will remain professor of

pathology, comparative pathology and tropical

medicine.

Dr. Thomas F. Hunt, director of the School

of Agriculture of the Pennsylvania State Col-

lege, has been appointed to succeed Dr. E. J.

Erickson, dean of the College of Agriculture

of the University of California.

Dr. Arthur I. Kendall, Boston, has been

placed in charge of the research work on tu-

berculosis in Northwestern University, the

chair for which was recently endowed with

$250,000 by James A. Patten, Evanston, 111.

E. N. Zern, recently professor of coal

mining at the University of Pittsburgh, has

been appointed professor of mining at West

Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.

Ansel E. Hemenway, of the University of

Chicago, has been appointed professor of biol-

ogy and geology at Transylvania University,

Lexington, Ky.

Dr. Otto Glaser has been promoted from

an assistant professorship in zoology to the

rank of junior professor at the University of

Michigan, and has been granted $275 for

equipment for his studies on the energetics of

embryogenesis.

The following appointments have recently

been made to the faculty of the College of

Agriculture, University of Porto Eico : Mr. C.
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L. Lang, professor of mathematics and phys-

ics; Mr. W. Ramirez, professor of Spanish;

Miss E. Prat, instructor in biology.

The Agricultural College of Utah an-

nounces the organization of a course in agri-

cultural engineering with departments of irri-

gation and drainage, road building, farm

machinery, farm buildings, hydraulics, rural

sanitation and public health. The following

appointments to the faculty have been made

:

R. B. West, C.E. (Cornell), professor of engi-

neering, and Frank Daines, A.M. (Harvard),

professor of history, to succeed Professor Har-

rison Dale, who has accepted a similar posi-

tion in the Washington University at St.

Louis.

The Syracuse University Medical School

has called the following men to its corps of

instruction: as assistant professor of bacteri-

ology, Leverett Dale Bristol, A.B., M.D.

(Johns Hopkins), of St. Paul, Minn.; as in-

structor in the department of histology. Earl

V. Sweet, A.B., M.D. (Cornell), of Phcenix,

N. Y. ; as instructor in surgery, Albert G.

Swift, M.D. (Syracuse), of New York City;

as instructor in pathology, John W. Cox, M.D.

(Syracuse). This position was secured by

scholarship. At the suggestion of the dean,

Colgate University has signified its intention

of permitting students to take the senior year

in a registered medical college in absentia,

such students to receive the bachelor's degree

upon the presentation of a certificate from the

college of medicine attended to the effect that

his work has been done satisfactorily.

Dr. H. K. Anderson, F.R.S., fellow of Gon-

ville and Caius College, Cambridge, known for

his research on the physiology of the nervous

system, has been elected master of the college,

in succession to the late Rev. E. S. Roberts.

Miss Janet Lane-Claypon, M.D., D.Sc.

(London), lecturer in hygiene and physiology

at Battersea polytechnic, has been appointed

lecturer in hygiene and physiology at King's

College for Women, London.

The following appointments have been

made at the University of Manchester: Rich-

ardson lecturer in mathematics, Mr. W. D.

Evans, M.A., now lecturer in mathematics at

Hartley College, Southampton; junior assist-

ant lecturer in physics, Mr. Harold Robinson,

B.Sc; demonstrators in anatomy, Mr. J. B.

Stopford, M.B., and Mr. Manfred Moritz.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE

PHILIPPINE SHARKS

To THE Editor op Science : I have just re-

ceived two memoirs on Philippine sharks by

Dr. H. M. Smith.' In the first of these Pen-

tanchus profundicolus is described as a new
genus and species, and the representative of

a new family of Notidanoids; in my opinion

this fish belongs to the family Soyliorhinidse,

and if, as I suspect may be the case, the ab-

sence of the first dorsal fin is abnormal or acci-

dental, it is a Scyliorhinus closely related to

the species numbered 11 to 14 in my synopsis.'

The second paper deals with the Squalidse,

and on comparing with my synopsis' I find

that the new genus Nasisqualus corresponds

to a section of Centrophorus which has already

received the names Acanihidium and Deaniaj

a second new genus, Squalidus, is valid, differ-

ing from Euprotomicrus in the structure and
position of the first dorsal fin.

C. Tate Regan
British Museum (Natural History)

aragonite coating gravel pebbles

To THE Editor of Science: On a trip to

Clinton, Massachusetts, with Professor George

H. Barton, I found in a gravel pit, directly

opposite the station, a number of large pebbles

with the white coating of calcium carbonate

that one often sees. A hemispherical radiate

growth up to 5 mm. long, at certain points,

attracted my attention, and I took a couple of

pebbles home. The coating, to my great sur-

prise, proved both by Meigen's test with cobalt

nitrate and by optical tests (-ex. o cleavage

parallel elongation) to be aragonite.

Though I have made no goniometer investi-

gation, the divergent prismatic crystals with

• Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., XII., 1912.

^Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8), I., 1908, p. 453.

^Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8), II., 1908, p. 39.
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striated ends appear to be bounded by h, m
and Ti, as well as other faces.

I am now wondering bow commonly sucb

coatings are aragonite rather than calcite.

Alfred C. Lane
Tufts College, Mass.,

June 18, 1912

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Theoretical and Physical Chemistry. By S.

Lawrence Bigelow, Ph.D., Professor of

General and Physical Chemistry in the Uni-

versity of Michigan. New York, The Cen-

tury Co. 1912. 14X22 cm. Pp. siii-f

544. Price $3.00.

In his preface, the author points out that,

after gaining some knowledge of the facts in

the first year or two's study of chemistry, stu-

dents are ready to find botk profit and pleasure

in a more philosophical study of generaliza-

tions and principles than was possible at an

earlier stage. Truly, the modem beginners'

course in general chemistry, although it is in

part descriptive and detailed, yet fully de-

serves the appelation " general " in Ostwald's

sense, and might well have served for a course

in physical chemistry some fifteen years ago

(p. 4). Selecting the generalizations from the

masses of details accumulated in all the spe-

cial branches of chemistry, however, " our

subject makes a specialty of these generaliza-

tions," and therefore stands to chemistry in

the same reiation as philosophy does to all

sciences. Instead of " Theoretical and Phys-

ical Chemistry," the book might, indeed, have

well been entitled " The Philosophy of Chem-
istry," if for no other reason because of the

catholic and philosophic viewpoint of its

author. After reading his prefatory acknowl-

edgments to his former teachers Ostwald and

Nernst, one looks rather for Germanic philos-

ophy; but what one finds is Anglo-Saxon.

For those who require to have this distinction

characterized for purposes of physical science

it may be stated, with Duhem, that the Anglo-

Saxon temperament wishes to construct a

tangible model of sticks and strings, while the

Germanic carries the logic to its necessary

conclusion, however unfathomable.

In regard to the subjects treated, any criti-

cisms as to omissions is disarmed by the state-

ment that " the most difficult part of the task

has been the selection of topics to omit." In

spite of well-chosen omissions, however, a very

wide field is nevertheless covered, lightly, often

with elegance and always with clearness. The
titles of some of the thirty chapters which

the book contains are as follows: The Scien-

tific Method; Fundamental Definitions; Unit

Quantities of Chemistry and Chemical Nota-

tion ; Chemical Energy, Affinity and Valence

;

Spectroscopic Evidences and the Theory of

Inorganic Evolution; Luminiferous Ether and

Vortex Eings ; Eadioactivity and the Electron

Theory; Solid Solutions; Colloidal Solutions;

Liquefaction of Gases; Some Elementary

Thermodynamic Deductions ; Actinochem-

istry. In an elementary text, beaten tracks

have, in the main, to be followed, for " classi-

fications and methods of presentation which

have proved satisfactory by their results should

not be tampered with unless for clearly good

cause. My colleagues will therefore recognize

many familiar statements and arrangements

in the following pages "—which remark again

disarms criticism of the author, at least, for

an occasional misstatement. Examples of the

side-heads to paragraphs may serve to show

that the topics selected for treatment are not

by any means identical with those common to

other similar text-books; such side-heads are:

Relativity Principle, Table of Energies and

their Factors, Landolt's Experiments, Signifi-

cance of Valence, Archimedes Spiral [of the

elements], Protyle, Emission of Light and

Temperature, Stefan's Law, Bolometer, Proto-

elements, Zeeman Effect, Canal Rays, The

Value of e/m, Stokes' Law, Siendentopf and

Zsigmondy's Results, Brownian Movement,

Kundt's Method, " Etch Figures," Agglutina-

tion, Three Ways to Damage a Storage Cell,

etc. The paragraph on page 141 on the de-

duction of Avogadro's theory might, by the

way, be omitted or modified in the light of

Rayleigh's note on page 326 of Maxwell's

" Heat."

After ^1, the manner, in an elementary text,

is perhaps even more important than the mat-
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ter. Preeminently throughout, the manner is

one of friendliness to the student; and, as one

reads, one senses constantly the author's men-

tal attitude of regret that our accepted ter-

minology has been confusing or that the sub-

ject can not be made even plainer than a pike-

staff. In the preface we read, "... most

earnest efforts have been directed to show the

inherent simplicity of some ideas . . ."; and

it may truly be said that these efforts have

been, in the main, remarkably successful.

The publishers have done their work well,

and the book is excellently produced and un-

usually free from errata. There can be no

doubt that this is the best text-book in its

range and field that has yet appeared.

Alan W. 0. Menzies

In Northern Labrador. By "William Brooks

Cabot. E. G. Badger. Illustrated. $2.50.

Among the Eskimos of Labrador. By S. K.

HuTTON. J. B. Lippincott Co. Illustrated

$3.50.

These are two notable books about a little-

known country, which give valuable and in-

teresting information as to the life conditions

and the racial characteristics of its aborig-

inal peoples. The interesting volume by the

American regarding the Indians of the central

inland district is well balanced and supple-

mented by the English doctor's detailed ac-

counts of the Eskimos of the northern coasts.

Most readers will find specially attractive

the well-written, beautifully illustrated volume

by Mr. Cabot, who prefaces his experiences by

a brief, admirable summary of previous ex-

plorations. While he has many times visited

Labrador the book confines itself to accounts

of five visits, wherein he acquired some facil-

ity in Indian speech, and became familiar

with the social, domestic, travel and hunting

methods of both the Eskimo and Indians.

He outlines Grenfell's great work in a sen-

tence :
" He represents the modern humanities

on a coast where before they were peculiarly

lacking." "With artistic appreciation he

writes :
" The bergs are gigantic crystalline

masses, pure elemental separations, the like of

which neither land nor sea has to show in any

other form. In some lingers the greater de-

sign, foundation, plinth and shaft. The gods

of the North had their temples and these are

their fragments." Vegetation and landscape,

birds and beasts, fish and mankind aU appeal

to his observing mind.

The illustrations from photographs are ex-

cellent, and well chosen, adequately represent-

ing the land and' the people.

The data obtained on Lake Mistinipi, an

aflGiuent of George Eiver, as to the Naskapi

Indians are valuable. Tersely they are de-

scribed as untamed aborigines, of the stone

age, of unmodified raciality, thin-legged, wiry,

with horse-tail hair. The typical photographs

and ethnographic details are of special interest.

.

The appendix on mice will be read by scien-

tists with pleasure. His remarks, on the inti-

mate interrelations between the humbler

forms of life and seasons of want and plenty

for the higher forms, will be noted with in-

terest. The volume is a welcome addition to

our knowledge of this inhospitable land.

Dr. Hutton's hospital service of five years

among the eskimos of extreme northern Lab-

rador has enabled him to produce quite a re-

markable book. "With these aborigines he has
" come in closest contact in their homes, in

their work, in their hunting and their jour-

neys, in health and in sickness." More than

thirty reproductions of photographs, with

notes, afford clear ideas of the features, dress,

and life conditions of these Children of the lee.

There are interesting descriptions of wed-

dings, seal-hunting, walrus-killing, fur-trap-

ping, reindeer-hunting, tent and igloo life,

child training, etc. An adventurous touch is

given in a sledge journey wherein the author

was lost on a mountain-crossing, in a violent

snow storm. In short the volume is filled with

information as to the present condition of the

eskimos of Labrador that will be most accept-

able not only to the general reader, but to

ethnologists. Specially noteworthy is the ac-

count of the semi-heathen natives of Killi-

nek, the most northerly point of Labrador,

with its decrepit old chief, Tuglavi.

The Killineks " are more weather-beaten

than those farther south, as they live mainly
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in snow-huts and tents, without fires, cheer-

fully enduring the most terrible climate imag-

inable." They are gradually coming under

missionary influences, to their marked benefit.

It is pleasant to know from such authority

that the eskimos of Labrador are living cleanly

and under moral conditions, that they have

elected elders who control quietly and effec-

tively the whole community. Crime is prac-

tically unknown, and the success in banish-

ing liquor-making is a notable instance of

their power of self-government. Most persons

will be surprised to learn that in literacy the

eskimos of Labrador surpass the people of the

United States, for, we are told, every eskimo

child above twelve years of age can read and

write. Every year an eskimo paper is pub-

lished, and from time to time pamphlets, etc.,

in the native dialect. They are " a kindly,

hospitable people, quick to anger and quick

to forgive." The Moravian missionaries have

wisely urged the continuance of native meth-

ods as to dress, customs and food.

Altogether these two volumes are among the

most valuable that have appeared relative to

American aborigines in several years.

A. W. Geeely

Reminiscences of the Yukon. By the Hon.

Stratford Tollemache. Longmans, Green

and Co. Illustrated. $3.50 net.

The Conquest of the Great Northwest. By
Agnes C. Laut. New ed. 2 vols, in one.

Moffat, Yard and Co.

The new and cheaper edition of the " Con-

quest of the Great Northwest " will be most

acceptable to the many desirous of possessing

this vividly told story of the Hudson Bay
Company, with the preliminary voyages of

Henry Hudson, and the rise of the opposition

Northwest Company.

The passing of the Hudson Bay Company,

and the supplanting of its fur-trade by the

gold-seekers of the Yukon Valley, naturally

transformed the economical and human his-

tory of northwest arctic America. Well told

as it is, few now take special interest in the

account of the Klondike rush in 1898, the up-

building of Dawson, and the extension of

gold discoveries in adjacent regions. These

events marked an epoch that has been told

and retold in many scores of volumes.

Mr. Tollemache has, however, made a most

acceptable addition to life in the Yukon in

his reminiscences of eleven years of frontier

existence. His experiences on the Pelly and

McMillan rivers as a trapper cover a phase of

frontier life of which little has been published.

His accounts of the methods followed in trap-

ping, and remarks on the game of the country

—fish, fowl and beast—are contributions to an

accurate knowledge of the natural history of

the Yukon watershed that will be eagerly

read.

Probably the most interesting chapter in

the volume, certainly so to scientists, is that

on color protection and big game, though a

disappointingly small part is devoted to the

color scheme. The account of the Indians is

discouraging to the well-wishers of the abo-

rigines, but doubtless correct in its general

features. The illustrations are of interest in

their presenting methods of trapping with

which most general readers are unfamiliar.

A. W. Greelt

Sewage Disposal. By George W. Fuller.

New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1912.

Pp. 767.

This book is, according to the author's pref-

ace, a resume of the progress that has been

made in this country during the last quarter

century by one who has been intimately as-

sociated with the work. No one could be bet-

ter qualified to write such a book than Mr.

Fuller and no better book on the subject has

been written. Its nearly eight hundred pages

make a very formidable document, but the

dismay of the reader will vanish when he dis-

covers that the material is excellently ar-

ranged, clearly printed and paragraphed, and

well indexed. Brevity has been sacrificed to

clearness, and repetition has been employed

for the sake of emphasis. The principal

reason for the size of the book, however, is

that the author has, as he says, drawn fully

from the writings of others and from the pro-

fessional papers and reports of the firm of
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which he was so long a member. Some might

have wished these quotations to have been ab-

stracted and condensed, but most engineers

will very much appreciate having so many
important works set forth in such a conveni-

ent form for reference. While the author has

quoted largely he has not failed to express his

own ideas on most questions at issue. On
matters of doubt he has set forth the argu-

ments and opinions of experts on both sides.

Perhaps the most commendable feature of

Mr. Fuller's book is his point of view. It is

not a mere description of methods used for

attempting to purify sewage, it is far broader

than that. This is shown by the fact that

fully half of the book is devoted to the com-

position of sewage, its decomposition, sewage

bacteria and the disposal of sewage without

treatment into inland streams, lakes and tidal

estuaries. It is again shown by the use of

the term " sewage treatment " in place of

the misused and very misleading term
" sewage purification." This change the re-

viewer heartily approves and believes that it

alone will do much to place the matter of sew-

age disposal in the right light for those who
are interested in the subject from a sanitary

standpoint only. The sooner that the medi-

cal fraternity and the health officers realize

the limitations in the sanitary efficiencies of

some of the processes of treatment employed,

the more rapid will be the rational develop-

ment of the art. The point of view of the au-

thor is expressed by the opening words of the

sixth chapter, where he says " the disposal of

sewage by treatment in works of artificial con-

struction becomes necessary in some cases

through the failure of the dilution method to

meet local requirements." And again in the

last chapter, where he says :
" One of the most

conspicuous facts to be borne in mind is that

there is no standard method of procedure for

the treatment of sewage, which can be uni-

formly applied to a large number of problems

with a view to securing satisfactory hygienic

results at least cost. Various partial methods,

arrangements or devices are suitable in some
combination or another for a large number of

problems. But there is no cure-all or appli-

ance which can be installed for all problems.

Each set of local conditions should be carefully

studied, in order to secure proper hygienic

efficiency with due regard for economy of con-

struction and operation, before new works

are adopted, or extensions made to existing

works."

Another good feature of the work is its

historical point of view. The reader can not

fail to be impressed with the fact that the art

of sewage treatment has been a gradual evo-

lution of methods to fit particular conditions

and that there are yet many problems to be

solved. Nor can he fail to observe how the ad-

vances in scientific thought in the realm of

bacteriology and physical chemistry are pro-

foundly affecting actual practise. An entire

chapter is devoted to the development of ex-

periment stations and a table is given showing

that during the last twenty-five years nearly

$900,000 has been spent in this country for

experimental studies relating to the purifica-

tion of water and sewage. Especial tribute is

paid to the pioneer researches of the Massa-

chusetts State Board of Health Experiment

Station at Lawrence. The historical aspect of

the book is well shown in the treatment of the

problem of sewage disposal in the harbors of

Boston and New York.

It is probable that the first half of the book,

in which the more general aspect of the dis-

posal of sewage by dilution is considered, will

be more appreciated by engineers than the sec-

ond half, devoted to methods of treatment, for

the reason that data regarding the former

subject have never before been so thoroughly

compiled. The layman, however, will derive

benefit from the systematic descriptions of

processes in the second half of the book.

To describe the book more specifically,

there are twenty-six chapters, devoted to the

following subjects: Composition of Sewage;

Aerobic and Anaerobic Decomposition of

Sewage; Sewage Bacteria as Related to Of-

fensive Odors; Sewage Bacteria as Related to

Public Water Supplies; Sewage as Related to

Shellfish; the Problem of Sewage Disposal;

Experimental Methods as Applied to Sewage

Disposal Problems; Dilution in Inland
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Streams; Dilution in Large Lakes; Dilution

in Oceans and Tidal Estuaries; Sewage
Treatment Works; Screening; Plain Sedi-

mentation; Septicization in Connection with

Sedimentation; Chemical Precipitation in

Conjunction with Sedimentation; Electro-

lytic Treatment; Strainers, Slate Beds and
Colloidors; Broad Irrigation; Intermittent

Sand Filtration; Contact Filters; Sprinkling

Filters; Aeration; Hypochlorite Treatment;

Ozonization; Institutional and Eesidential

Plants ; Comparative Summary.
It will be noticed that some of the newer

processes, such as ozonization, the use of

eleetrolytically prepared hsrpochlorite, etc., are

also gone into, but with reservations as to

their probable utility. In the description of

processes, emphasis has been placed on the

underlying principles and on the efficiencies

obtained by their application, while structures

have been described only to a limited extent

and the illustrations are relatively meager,

The subject of cost is also one that has not

been elaborated.

Geoege C. Whipple

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS AND ABTICLES

The contents of the American Journal of

Science for July are

:

'

' Storm King Crossing of the Hudson River, by
the New Catskill Aqueduct, of New York City,"

J. F. Kemp.
"Lake Parinacochas and the Composition of its

Water," G. S. Jamieson and H. Bingham.
'

' Shell Heaps of Maine, " F. B. Loomis and D.

B. Young.

"Mixtures of Amorphous Sulphur and Selenium

as Immersion Media for the Determination of

High Eefractive Indices with the Microscope,"

H. E. Merwin and E. S. Larsen.

"Asymmetry in the Distribution of Secondary

Cathode Bays produced by X-rays; and its De-

pendence on the Penetrating Power of the Exciting

Bays," C. D. Cooksey.

"Derivation of the Fundamental Relations of

Electrodynamics from those of Electrostatics,"

L. Page.
'

' Hydrolysis of Esters of Substituted Aliphatic

Acids," W. A. Drushell.

"Some Suggested New Physiographic Terms,"
DeL. D. Cairnes.

The following articles are printed in the

Journal of Genetics for June:

"Species Hybrids of Digitalis," W. Neilson

Jones.

"Notes on Inheritance of Color and other Char-

acters in Pigeons, '
' L. Doncaster.

'

' On Heterochromia Iridis in Man and Animals

from the Genetic Point of View," C. J. Bond.
'

' Second Report on the Inheritance of Color in

Pigeons, together with an Account of some Experi-

ments on the Crossing of certain Races of Doves,

with special reference to Sex-limited Inheritance, '

'

Richard Staples-Browne.

"Gigantism in Primula sinensis," Frederick

Keeble.

MECENI WOBK IN SYSTEMATIC
AGMOSTOLOGY

Beitrage zur Gramineenfiora von Misiones:

E. L. Ekman (Arkiv f. BotaniJc, 11: no. 4.

1912).

The author visited for three months in

1907-08, Misiones, that portion of Argen-

tina lying between Uruguay and Paraguay.

The above article is a critical account of the

grasses collected at this time. The author

enumerates 125 species and gives a table show-

ing the relation of these to the surrounding

regions. The larger genera are Panicum 27

species (23 species as the genus is limited by

Hitchcock and Chase), Paspalum 19 species

and Andropogon 14 species (including Sor-

ghum, Sorghastrum and Heteropogon). There

are four beautiful plates, taken from photo-

graphs, by the gelatin process, and illustrating

the inflorescence, the details of which are ex-

cellently shown. The work inspires confidence

from the incorporation of numerous critical

notes. It is interesting to note that the

anomalous Lepiochloa spicata is transferred

to the genus Tripogon, a disposition which is

well supported by evidence. The descriptions

of new species are in Latin, the notes in Ger-

man.

The Grama Grasses: David Griffiths (Gontr.

Nat. Herh., 14: 343-428, 1912).

This was reviewed recently by Dr. Bessey'

' Science, April 12, 1912, p. 590.
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and here may be added only a few agrostolog-

ical notes. The pen-and-ink drawings by

Agnes Chase, illustrating the details of the

spikelet, are accurate and particularly helpful

in a group having so complicated a floral

structure. The half-tones from photographs

by the author illustrating the habit are un-

usually good. The genus Gathesiecum, placed

in the tribe Zoysise by Bentham & Hooker

and in Festucese by Hackel (Engl. & Prantl,

Pflanzenfam.) is here considered to be a close

ally of Bouteloua, a conclusion well supported

by the structure of the spikelets, as shown by

the illustrations. The name Bouteloua is

used rather than the older spelling Botelua.

This suggests the desirability of adopting a

definite rule to govern such cases. Lagasca

deliberately adopted Botelua in 1805, using

this spelling throughout his article, but in

1816 changed this to Bouteloua, which spelling

has been used by all later authors. Lagasca

states that the genus was named for the

brothers Boutelou. I have used Lagasca's

corrected spelling myself, but there is a tend-

ency at present to subject even the spelling of

generic and specific names to the law of pri-

ority. There are several changes in the names

of familiar species. Bouteloua procurnbens

(Durand) Griffiths, for B. prostrata Lag.; B.

gracilis (H. B. K.) Lag., for B. oligostachya

Torr.; B. harbata Lag., for B. polystachya

(Benth.) Torr.; B. trinii (Fourn.) Griffiths,

for B. trifida Thurb. and B. hurhii Scribn.

On technical grounds, the name Bouteloua

Iromoides disappears altogether. In place of

this we have B. filiformis (Fourn.) Griffiths,

and two allied species, B. radicosa (Fourn.)

Griffiths and B. repens (H. B. K.) Scribn. &
Merr. Dr. Griffiths accepts 1881 as the date

of publication of Fournier's work on " Mex-
ican Grasses." The title-page date is 1886,

but at least two copies of press-proofs were

distributed in 1881 and used by Bentham
and by Hackel as if published. By admitting

the earlier date the author is obliged to take

up Chondrosium trinii Fourn. which ante-

dates both Bouteloua trifida Thurb. (1883)

and B. lurhii Scribn. (1883).

Plants of Southern New Jersey: Wither
Stone (Ann. Rep. N. J. State Mus., 1910).

The title page date of issue is 1911, but the

volume did not reach us until February, 1912.

Eeference will be made here only to the por-

tion relating to the Graminese (pp. 174r-246,

pis. 5-15). As to form, the work is a model

for its class. Though no descriptions are

given, there are excellent keys to genera and

to species. There are also important notes

upon habit and local distribution. The half-

tone plates illustrating the inflorescence are

unusually good. Li the recent revision of

Panicum by Hitchcock and Chase many inter-

esting northern extensions of the range of

species to New Jersey are based upon Mr.

Stone's collections, such as that of P. wrighti-

anum. This species has since been collected

on Cape Cod by E. W. Sinnott, and by Clar-

ence Knowlton. I wish to criticize a method

in technique adopted by the author. Li this

I do not wish to criticize Mr. Stone, because

he has ample precedent for the method used.

It is the citation of names in synonymy in

such a manner that the reference appears to

be the original publication when in reality it

is to a later work or to a work in which the

name has been misapplied. For example,
" Panicum sphagnicola Nash, Brit. Man. Ed.

I. 85." is given under Panicum lucidum Ashe.

The original publication of P. sphagnicola

was several years earlier {Bull. Torrey Club,

22: 422. 1895). The author means by his

reference that P. lucidum was described under

the name P. sphagnicola in Britton's Manual.

Apparently Mr. Stone has intended to distin-

guish the original place of publication by

giving the citation in full with date. But

under Tripsacum we see as the second name

in the list of synonyms, "Tripsacum dac-

tyloides Nuttall Gen. I. 85. 1818," although

the name was first published by Linnteus

("Syst. Nat.," ed. 10: 1261. 1759). This is

not an error on Mr. Stone's part, as is shown

by the accepted name at the heading where

"L." is given as the authority. Mr. Stone

probably inserted the Nuttall reference be-

cause of a note there on the local flora.
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Erianthus alopecuroides " Gray Man. Ed. I.

616. 1848," appears as a synonym under E.

saccharoides, though the original author of

the former was Elliot in 1816. This method

of citation lacks precision. On seeing the

above citation one might justly infer that

Gray's Manual is the original place of publica-

tion of Erianthus alopecuroides. This, how-

ever, is not the idea the author wished to

convey. What he does mean is that in Gray's

Manual the name E. alopecuroides Ell. was

erroneously applied to E. saccharoides. Au-
thors have recognized this lack of definiteness

and have attempted in various ways to avoid

it. Some would write the reference E. alope-

curoides "Ell.," QTajM.a.n. 616. 1848. Others,

E. alopecuroides Ell. err. det. Gray (cf. Piper,

" Flora of Washington," Contr. Nat. Herb.,

Vol. 11). I have used this, E. alopecuroides

[Ell. misapplied by] Gray, Man. Some would

place original references in one category and

misapplications and secondary references in

another, or make a statement in a note that

Gray (Man. 616) described this species under

E. alopecuroides Ell. I do not wish here to

recommend especially any of the above meth-

ods, but only to insist on the necessity of dis-

tinguishing between the two categories of cita-

tions, publication and misapplication.

Mr. Stone has used for the citation of au-

thors the method rather generally adopted by

zoologists, in which only one author is given

and that one the author of the specific name.

The great majority of botanists cite at least

the author of the accepted combination of

genus and species, and often also the author

of the specific name if published originally

under a dWerent genus. Under Uniola we
find Uniola laxa (L.), showing that Linnaeus

gave the specific name laxa under a different

genus. In the list of synonyms given by

Mr. Stone we see that Linnseus described the

species as Eolcus laxus. In the list of syn-

onyms also appears Uniola laxa Britton 294,

but this is only a reference to localities given

in Britton's " Catalogue of Plants of New
Jersey " (I had some difficulty in determining

the meaning of this reference), and not to the

original publication of the combination (B. S.

P. Prel. Cat. N. Y. 69. 1888). It happens

that Mr. Stone has made certain combinations

for the first time and hence will be cited by

most botanical writers as the author of these

combinations. But there is no means of de-

termining which of the combinations are new,

except by the laborious comparison of each

case, since the combination may not appear

in the list of synonyms, or if it does the refer-

ence may be misleading in this respect. Of
course this omission is of no consequence to

those who use the zoological method of cita-

tion. Mr. Stone probably did not realize the

additional difficulties he was placing in the

way of the indexer when he decided to omit all

indications by which the new combinations

could be distinguished. Among the grasses

the following new combinations are made:
Paspalum Iceve circulare (Nash) Stone, Pani-

cum commonsianum addisonii (Nash) Stone,

Chcetochloa imherhis versicolor (Bieknell)

Stone.

It is to be noted that Mr. Stone gives the

original place of publication of Panicum stipi-

taium Nash, as Britton's Manual 83. The
name was first used by Scribner (TJ. S. Dept.

Agr. Div. Agrost. Bull. lY (ed. 2) : 56. May,

1901) where it is credited to " Nash, in Britt.

Manual, 83, 1901." This must have been

taken from proof sheets, as Britton's Manual
did not appear till after August 24, 1901 (the

date of the preface). This is mentioned only

in reference to the question of the standing of

proof sheets as publication.

As previously stated, these remarks are not

intended as a criticism of Mr. Stone or of the

excellent flora which he has published. The
work suggested the remarks and this oppor-

tunity was taken to record certain protests.

Notes on Genera of Panicece: Agnes Chase

{Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, 19: 183-192,

21: 1-10, 21: 175-188, 24: 103-160).

It has long been recognized by agrostolo-

gists that the classification of the genera of

grasses is stiU very artificial and greatly

needs revision. Botanists who have turned

their attention to this family have been kept
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busy with the classification of the species and

very little has been done with the genera

since the exposition by Bentham and Hooker

(Gen. PI. 3'. 1883) and by Hackel (Engl. &

Prantl, Pflanzenfam. 2\ 1887). It is true

that authors have attempted revisions of gen-

era in local floras, recognizing the necessity of

rearranging groups to accord with additional

facts. But too often such rearrangement has

been based solely upon species growing within

the region covered by the flora. Nature knows

no such limitations. Groups that are perfectly

distinct in one area may in another area be

connected by transition forms. Mrs. Chase

has begun the revision of the genera of the

entire family throughout the world. The four

papers mentioned deal with the tribe Panicese,

which will be completed in one more paper.

The genera still to be discussed belong to the

subdivision of the tribe in which the spikelets

are surrounded by bristles. Under each genus

is given a full discussion of the synonymy, a

description of the genus as limited by the

author, and, in American genera, an excellent

text figure of the spikelet drawn from the type

species. The author has been consistent in

recognizing genera, basing validity upon char-

acters of the same kind and degree. Such

classification is necessarily the result of her

botanical judgment, but this judgment is

based upon a careful comparison of characters

of the group as represented throughout the

world, and unbiased by tradition or authority.

Those who have given only superficial atten-

tion to grasses, and to whom certain names

have become familiar, will " view with alarm "

the splitting up of such genera as the heter-

ogeneous Panicum. But a close study must
convince the most conservative that the great

genera Panicum (in the restricted sense) and

Paspalum, recognized as distinct since their

separation by Linnaeus, are more closely allied

than any of the segregates from Panicum
recognized by Mrs. Chase, such as Synther-

isma (Digitaria). In fact in the excellent

synoptical key to genera, appearing in Part

IV., Valota (Panicum leucophceum) , Syn-

therisma and Leptoloma (Panicum, cognatum)

are numbered 3, 4 and 5, while Panicum and

lum are numbered 16 and 17. The au-

thor quite properly revises the nomenclature

of the species in each genus in so far as this

can be done without a further study of type

specimens. Much just criticism has been di-

rected against what some have been pleased

to call " name-juggling," a sort of pop-gun

revision, in which the primary purpose has

been to change names or create new combina-

tions. The nomenclature of a group of plants

should be revised by the person who revises the

taxonomy. And nomenclature in its applica-

tions should not be considered apart from the

study of the plants involved. Mrs. Chase,

however, has given the taxonomy careful study

and is in position to adjust the nomenclature.

It is hoped that the other tribes of grasses may
be revised by her in the same manner.

North American Flora. Poacew : G. V. Nash
(N. A. Fl. 17: 77-98. 1909).

In this number only a beginning is made,

including a key to the thirteen tribes, and

descriptions of the first 18 genera, up to and

including Elionurus. The form of treatment

is fixed by the general style of the work, for

which reason certain criticisms must be shared

by the editors. But the style adopted by the

editors is the result of definite consideration

and any criticism of this must take the form

of a protest or regret. Probably the omission

that the student will most often regret is the

lack of cited specimens. To the student of

grasses the mention of a few selected speci-

mens might well take the place of the plates

listed. It is also to be regretted that room

could not be found for critical notes on syn-

onymy. It is a good idea to give the type

species of each genus, but there will be many
cases where selection must be' made and it

would be helpful if the reasons for a certain

choice were given. In Hemarthria the first

of two species was chosen. In Miscanthus the

second species is chosen. The reason for re-

jecting the first species is a good one, namely,

because Andersson, the author of the genus,

remarks that the first species, M. capensis,

shows a transition to other genera, but it

would be more satisfactory to the student if
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this reason were given. It will be interesting

to note the manner in which Mr. Nash in the

future parts of the work solves the various

difficulties which will beset him in fixing the

types of the genera.

The name Tripsacum acutiflorum Fourn.

(Bull. Sec. Bot. Belg. 15: 466. 1876) is ac-

cepted in place of T. lanceolatum Kupr.

(Fourn. Mex. PI. 2: 68. 1881). This is based

upon the statement made by Fournier, in a

discussion of grasses with separated sexes, that

in Tripsacum the peduncle of the male spike-

let, ordinarily free, " est sonde avec le raehis

de I'epi dans le T. acutiflorum n. sp." This

statement certainly does not distinguish T.

lanceolatum from the other species and can

scarcely, therefore, be considered as sufficient

to constitute publication. It is rather to be

taken as incidental mention within the mean-

ing of the American Code of Botanical Nom-
enclature (Canon 12. A name is not pub-

lished by its citation in synonymy, or by inci-

dental mention). The allies of Botthosllia

cylindrica have difficulty in keeping their

names. When Otto Kuntze showed that the

type species of Manisuris was a Eoithcellia,

the names of these species were changed from

Bottlcellia to Manisuris. Now Mr. Nash de-

cides that this group is not congeneric with

the type of Manisuris, but belongs to the

genus ' Stegosia and the species are all trans-

ferred to the new allegiance. At the same

time that Kuntze made the disconcerting dis-

covery mentioned above he found it necessary

to change the name of the grass generally

called Manisuris granularis, since it obviously

was not a true Manisuris. He called it HacJc-

elochloa granularis, and is followed in this by

Mr. Nash (and also by the present writer.

See " Grasses of Cuba ")• However, it ap-

pears necessary to take up for this genus the

name Eytilix Eaf . (Bull. Bot. Seringe, 1 : 219.

1830).

While Mr. Nash's contribution is not, and

could not be expected to be, monographic, it

will be, when completed, of great service to

agrostologists.

A. S. Hitchcock

SPECIAL ARTICLES

RHYTHMICAL ACTIVITY OF ISOLATED HEART

MUSCLE CELLS IN VITRO

In previous communications'^'^ I pointed

out that the heart muscle of chick embryos

will beat rhythmically for many days when

suspended in the media of a tissue culture

and from such transplanted tissue there is an

active growth of cells into the surrounding

media. Braus^ has repeated these experi-

ments, using the hearts of embryo frogs and

toads and he has found that these isolated

beating hearts react to electrical and chem-

ical stimuli similar to the intact heart.

Braus also noted that the cells which grew

from the hearts of cold-blooded animals were

living at the end of three months. Very

recently. Carrel* by the use of the method of

repeated transplantation of the tissue from a

culture to a fresh medium (Carrel and Bur-

rows) has attempted to prolong the life and

function of heart muscle in vitro. His ex-

periments show that the rhythm which I

noted in fragments of embryonic chick hearts

can be prolonged, although intermittently,

for a period of 85 days. The results of these

experiments substantiate, therefore, the former

well-known fact, namely, that strips of heart

muscle, both of cold and warm blooded ani-

mals (Erlanger), will beat for some time when

placed in the proper media. In none of these

cases could one rule out, however, the possi-

bility of the existence of nerve ganglia or

some possible precursor in the young embry-

onic hearts, which might initiate rhythmical

contractions.

During the present year experiments have

been made to determine the conditions which

would prolong the life and allow the develop-

ment of functional activity in the cells which

had grown and differentiated in the culture.

* Burrows, M. T., 1911, Jour. Exp. Zool, Vol.

10, 63.

= Burrows, M. T., 1912, Anat. Becord, Vol. 6,

141.

° Braus, H., 1912, Weiner Med. WocJischr., No.

44.

•Carrel, A., 1912, Jowr. Exp. Med., Vol. XV.,

516.
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These experiments Lave shown that the newly

grown, cellular syncytia and the isolated single

heart muscle cell can become functionally ac-

tive, beating with a rhythm similar to that of

the intact heart.

Pieces of the hearts of chick-embryos of all

ages and of young hatched chickens were

used. A growth of tissue, composed almost

entirely of muscle cells, occurred from all

pieces when suspended in the media of both

types of cultures, (1) the ordinary hanging

drop culture (the plasma modification'-) of

the method of Harrison^ and (2) a large modi-

fied type of culture. This apparatus is so ar-

ranged as to supply the tissues continuously

with fresh media and to wash away the waste

products without in any way disturbing the

growing cells. I described this method in de-

tail before the American Association of

Anatomists, December 2Y, 1911.2 Serum was
used as the fluid medium in the latter type of

culture.

Rhythmical activity of the newly grown
cells was noted in 3 out of 15 of the large

type of cultures (No. 2), and in 2 out of 150

of the ordinary hanging drop cultures. These
cells were located definitely within the clot

and had a clear cytoplasm which contained

very few fat droplets. The rhythmical activ-

ity did not occur during the active outwander-

ing of the cells but, later, after they became
permanently located in a definite portion of

the clot and were undergoing slow multipli-

cation and differentiation. In one culture

rhythm occurred as early as the fifth day,

while in others as late as the fourteenth day
of the life of the culture. The greater num-
ber of positive results in the large type of

culture (No. 2) can be associated with the ac-

tive and continuous growth of the tissue

over a sufficient period of time. Active

growth and a regular rhythm has been ob-

served in these cultures for 30 days, while in

the hanging drop culture the active growth
and the regular rhythm cease after the third

or fourth day. The growth then becomes

"Harrison, E. G., 1907, Froc. Soc. Exp. Biol,

and Med., 140; 1910, Jmr. Exp. Zool, Vol. 9,

787.

gradually less and the rhythm intermittent,

ceasing entirely after 10 or 18 days unless the

tissue is transferred to a new medium. The
method of repeated transplantation from the

culture to a new medium has not as yet been

sufficiently developed to allow any increase

in the life and the activity of the newly grown
cells. At each transfer of the tissue the ac-

tively growing and multiplying cells are de-

stroyed and a new growth takes place from
those more latently active cells in or about the

tissue mass.

The original pieces of heart muscle trans-

planted to a tissue culture vary as to their

rhythmical activity in relation to the portion

of the heart from which they are taken as well

as the age of the embryo. Pieces of the

auricle, especially of that part situated near

the entrance of the veins, taken from embryos

of all ages and from young hatched chickens,

beat when suspended in plasma. The pieces

of the ventricle do not beat when taken from

embryos older than 10 days, unless special

methods of preparation and treatment are

used.

Ehythmically beating cells have been grown

from the contracting pieces of the hearts of

young embryos and from one piece of the ven-

tricle of a fourteen-day chick embryo. The
absence of movement in the original mass of

tissue of this culture facilitated greatly the

study of the delicate contractions of the newly

grown cells. The syncytial network which

surrounded the original tissue and one isolated

cell were beating rhythmically. This cell was

situated far out in the clear medium away from

all other tissues and beat with a rhythm inde-

pendent in phase from that of the syncytium.

The rate of all beating cells in this culture was

the same, 50 to 120 per minute, or a rhythm

typical for rhythmical beating pieces of ven-

tricular muscle.

The experiments show: (1) that the cells

which have grown and differentiated in a tis-

sue culture can later assume their character-

istic function; (2) that rhythmical contrac-

tion similar to that observed in the embryonic

heart can occur in an isolated and single heart

muscle cell; (3) that the rhythmically con-
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tracting cells can be grown not only from the

pieces of hearts of young embryos, but from
the heart muscle of a fourteen-day chick

embryo.

These experiments, therefore, give direct

evidence for the myogenic theory of the heart

beat.

MojVtrose T. Burrows, M.D.
Anatomical Laboratory,

Cornell "University Medical College,

New Yoek City

ON molecular cohesion, a preliminary

statement

There is much uncertainty both about the

laws and nature of molecular cohesion. The
attraction has been supposed to vary inversely

with the square, the fourth, fifth, seventh, or

even the ninth power of the distance between

molecular centers; and whether cohesion is of

the nature of magnetic, electric, or gravita-

tional attraction, or ^whether it is of a kind

of its own, is uncertain. Its relation to

gravitation, on the one side, and to atomic

aiSnity, on the other, is unknown.
1. The Derivation of the Value a/V^ in Van

der Waals's Equation.—The value of a/V^ in

Van der Waals's equation represents molecu-

lar cohesion. If each molecule has a mass of

cohesion, M, and if the molecules attract each

other inversely as the fourth power of the dis-

tance, as Sutherland suggests, then the at-

traction between two molecules is M'^K/v*/^,

V being the volume of one molecule. If there

are 1/v^/^ molecules in a surface of one sq.

cm. of a gas or liquid, the pressure per sq. cm.

will be 2PK/V-. If each molecule attracts

only its neighbors, owing to the fact that the

cohesion does not penetrate matter, then the

internal pressure will be the same as the at-

traction of each double layer of molecules and

instead of M^E/v^ we may multiply numera-
tor and denominator by N-, where N is the

number of molecules in the volume V. This

makes N-M-E/V-, which is the value a/V-

of Van der Waals's equation. It has the ad-

vantage over the usual form, a/V-, in that the

various constituents of " o " appear at once.

2. The Latent Heat of Vaporization.—

Mills discovered the empirical relationship

that the internal latent heat of vaporization

divided by the difference of the cube roots of

the densities of the liquid and vapor was a

constant, except near the critical tempera-

ture. His equation was: L— Ee= E(d^/^—
P^/^). He assumed that the internal latent

heat of vaporization, or i— E„, where L is

the total latent heat and E^ that part of it

consumed in doing external work, represented

only the energy consumed in separating the

molecules. He was struck by the resemblance

of this equation, when transformed into

L— Ee= E'(l/v^/^— l/V^/^), to that of

Helmholtz representing the heat given out

from the sun on contraction from the radius

CR to the radius B, or 3M'-E(1/R —l/0R)/5.
The latter equation is derived by the gravita-

tional law. Mills, therefore, concluded that

the attraction of molecules must also follow

the gravitational law and vary inversely as

the square of the distance. The error in

Mills's reasoning is the assumption that

L— Eg represents only the work of overcom-

ing molecular cohesion. It represents not only

this but also the heat consumed by the ex-

pansion of the molecules from their volume
in the liquid to their volume in the vapor, for

the molecules certainly expand on passing

from the liquid to the vapor. If the heat thus

consumed by molecular expansion is E^y then

since the difference in molecular cohesive

energy in the vapor and liquid is N-M^K(l/v
— 1/7), L—Ee= N^M"-K(l/v— l/V)—E^.
Near the critical temperature E„t becomes

nearly zero, and at the critical temperature

this goes into the form L— Ec= N^M^E(l/v
— 1/V). Since the heat rendered latent by
the expansion of the molecules increases as

we go dovsmward from the critical tempera-

ture, the value L— E^ must become con-

stantly greater than N-M^K(l/v— 1/V), by
the amount E^- This is found to be the

case. For example in methyl propionate

(L— Ee)/(d— D) has the following values

in absolute units taking gram mol quantities

:

Temperature
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250° 2.598

256° 2.396

257°.4 (critical) 2.353 X 10"

The fact that Mills's equation gives a con-

stant is, then, rather evidence against the

hypothesis that the attraction is inversely as

the square of the distance, instead of in favor

of that hypothesis. The real representation

of the gain in molecular potential energy on

passing from the liquid to the vapor is more

probably, as Sutherland and others have

shown, the expression N-M-K/{l/v— l/V),

and not Z(l/«i/3_ yi/s). The former ex-

pression is in harmony with the conclusion

that the attraction is inversely as the fourth

power of the distance.

3. The Radius of Action of the Molecules.—
The most recent calculations of the radius of

action of molecules make it about 1.2 to

2 X 10"^ cm., or about two molecule diam-

eters in the liquid state. As means of meas-

urement have improved, the radius has

shrunk. The distance between the centers of

ether molecules in the liquid state at 20° is

about 6 X 10'* cm. Einstein and Suther-

land have computed that the radius of action

is proportional to, and very nearly equal to,

the distance apart of the molecular centers.

Kleeman has computed it as a little less than

a molecular diameter. The only interpreta-

tion of Einstein's result is that the molecules

attract only their immediate neighbors and

hence, as Mills suggested, molecular cohesion

does not penetrate matter. This makes it pos-

sible for the cohesion to vaiy inversely as the

fourth power of the distance; since, if the co-

hesion penetrated matter like gravitation and

the attraction was inversely as the fourth

power, the cohesional mass is so enormously

greater than the gravitational mass that the

cohesional attractions of two masses would,

when the masses were near, greatly surpass

their gravitational attractions.

•4. Computation of the Cohesive Mass, M.—
Since the value " h " of Van der Waals's

equation is not constant, but varies both with

the volume and temperature, it is impossible

to compute M'^K from the deviation from con-

stancy of the pressure-volume product of a

gas. M'^K may, however, be computed from
the surface tension, as follows: 8 is the ten-

sion along a line one cm. in length and the

depth of the surface film, or fv^/^. Then
^/t)i/3 is the surface tension per sq. cm.
across the surface film, if the latter is one
molecule deep, as it probably is at absolute

zero, for which temperature the final compu-
tation is made. If this act through the space

of a molecule, we have Sv-/^, the molecular

surface tension energy. According to Eotvos

this is equal to 3.015 X 10-"(r„— T— 6),

using absolute units and the volume of one

molecule, and assuming that the number of

molecules in a c.c. of gas under standard

conditions is 2.77X10^". This value,

8v-/^, must be a function of the difference in

molecular cohesive energy in the liquid and
vapor, or M^K/v— M'^K/V— f8v-/^. At
low temperatures M^K/V drops out and at

absolute zero M'^K/v^= f8v-/^= 3.015 X
10-i6(r^_6)/. To find "f" 1 had recourse

to Thomas Young's formula: 8^rK/3^
rM-K/3v-; r being the radius of action and
equal to v^/^ at absolute zero. Maxwell and
Lord Eayleigh have a different coefficient

from Young's, i. e., 3/20 instead of 1/3. I

could not decide which of these was right, but

Maxwell's gives a value for the internal pres-

sure requiring an impossible value for " h!'

if substituted in Van der Waals's equation,

so that Young's seems to be right, unless I

have made an error somewhere. We have
then 8= M''-K/?,v^/^; and 8v"'/^= M-K/2,v^.

Therefore ilf2Z= 9.045 X lO'^^C^e— 6). If

this value for M-K is substituted in Van der

Waals's equation using the critical data for

pentane, ether, isopentane and benzene, " 6 '\

is found to have very nearly the uniform

value in all of Y^/'iSfi. Van der Waals found,

by computing " a " from the coefficient of

compressibility, that hg was Fj/2.03; so the

two results agree very well. The value ob-

tained from the surface tension is, therefore,

tolerably correct. The value of M-K has been

computed for a large number of substances

from the critical temperature, pressure and

volume, and from the surface tension; and

the results are throughout in close agTcement.
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Having thus found M^K, the volume " h
"

of the molecules in the liquid and vapor of

pentane at 180° vcas computed. In the vapor

it was 140.3 e.c, and in the liquid 124.24 e.c.

for gram molecular quantities. The volume

of the molecules in the vapor is, therefore,

certainly larger than in the liquid.

4. r/ie Nature of Cohesive Mass. Belation

"between Cohesion and Gravitation and the

Number of Valences. A Method of Determin-

ing the Valence of Compounds.—The very

interesting relationship has been discovered

that the value M-K, the factor proportional to

the square of the cohesive mass of a molecule,

is equal to the constant 2.97 X 10"^^ multi-

plied into the two thirds power of the prod-

uct of the molecular weight and the number

of valences in the molecule. This relation-

ship holds in such a variety of substances that

it seems universally true. It gives a valuable

means of computing valences, vchen the critical

data are known. Van der Waals's constant
" a " can then be computed very exactly for

non-associating substances when the valence

is known by the formula : a= 2.97 X
10-" (Wt. Val.)V3iV2. The value is given in

absolute units. N is the number of molecules

in the volume taken.
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One of the most interesting results is that

all organic eUorine compounds, with one or

two possible exceptions, have trivalent chlo-

rine. The formulas of such compounds will

need revision to take account of this fact.

Methyl chloride, if free valences do not exist,

would need to be written: HjC=ClH, which

would show at once why it dissociates so easily

into hydrochloric acid and methylene. Fluo-

rine is monovalent in fluorine compounds;

the other halogens have not been computed.

Sulfur is generally hexavalent, but in sulfur

dioxide it is quadrivalent. It is hexavalent

in carbon bisulphide. The formula might be:

•%^
The fact that chlorine is trivalent in its

organic compounds confirms Drude's and Pas-

cal's deductions from a study of the refrac-

tivity, nonnal dispersion, and molecular mag-
netic susceptibility of these compounds. Pas-

cal found fluorine to be monovalent, chlorine

to be polyvalent.

The fact that the cohesion is thus deter-

mined in part by the number of the valences,

and that a relationship, long ago ft)retold by
Laplace, is thus shown to exist between molec-

ular cohesion and refraction and dispersion of

light is of great interest. The formula

IPK=c{Wt. Val)V3 shows, on the elec-

tronic theory, that the electrons of the atoms

and those of the valences differ, and that they

can not be summed. Hence the cohesion is

proportional to their product, not to their

sum. This conception was the starting point

of Drude's reasoning concerning the influence

of valence on refraction and dispersion. The
general result of the establishment of this re-

lationship between valence and cohesion, be-

tween gravitational mass and cohesional

mass, between cohesion and light refraction,

and between cohesion and diamagnetie prop-

erties is, on the whole, to lend support to

Sutherland's view that molecular cohesion is

of a magnetic nature. The fourth power law
may possibly bear this out, as he urged. The
relation of intramolecular cohesion, or chem-

ical affinity, and intermolecular cohesion is

also seen to be a very close one; and the latter

is apparently dependent upon the former.

Albert P. Mathews
IjNivEESirY OF Chicago,

May 18, 1912

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OP SCIENCES

SECTION OF biology

At the regular meeting of the Section of Biol-

ogy, held at the College of the City of New York,

March 11, 1912, Chairman Frederic A. Lucas

presiding, the following papers were read:

The Number and Kinds of Bacteria in City Dust:

C.-E. A. WiNSLOW and I. S. Kligler.

The authors presented the results of the exam-

ination of about 170 samples of dust from streets,

schools, houses and public buildings in New York.

The total numbers of bacteria found varied from
150,000 per gram to 145,000,000, averaging from

3,000,000 to 5,000,000 from the indoor dusts and

49,000,000 from the street dust. Spores made up

usually less than one tenth of the total. The
count obtained at body temperature was about half

that at room temperature, averaging from 2,000,000

to 3,000,000 per gram in the indoor dusts and

22,000,000 in the street dusts. B. coli was usually

present; in the street dust an average of 51,000

per gram was found and in two samples over

100,000, while none showed less than 100. The

indoor dust, on the other hand, showed an average

of between 1,000 and 2,000. Acid-forming strepto-

cocci, such as are characteristic of the mouth, were

present to the extent of over 1,000 per gram in

three fourths of the street samples and one half

of the indoor samples. The average for the street

samples was about 40,000 per gram; for the indoor

samples about 20,000 per gram. The large pro-

portion of these organisms, particularly in the

indoor dusts, appears to be significant of buccal

pollution.

The Aerial Transmission of Disease: C. V. Chapin.

The diffusion of contagion through the room or

out of doors only was considered, not droplet in-

fection, which does not take place beyond a meter.

Bacteriological evidence was not discussed, though

the quantititative work of Winslow on sewer air

and spray infection was referred to, a work which

he is now extending to dust. Epidemiological

study and experiment have been rapidly narrowing

the list of alleged air-borne diseases. We now
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know that yellow fever and malaria are never air-

borne. Experiments have shown that bubonic

plague and Mediterranean fever are not. There

is no evidence that cholera and typhoid fever are

ever air-borne and much that they are not. The

spread of influenza out-of-doors does not take

place and perhaps not in-doors. The alleged evi-

dence that smallpox virus is air-borne around hos-

pitals is very weak. Careful observation in hos-

pitals has shown that typhus fever, cerebro-spinal

meningitis and poliomyelitis do not pass from

patient to patient in the same ward. The same is

true for uncomplicated scarlet fever and for diph-

theria except by contact or close droplet infection.

Probably measles and whooping cough, rubella,

mumps, chickenpox and smallpox are not air-borne,

even in the same room, but further observation

may show that such infection may rarely take

place.

At the regular monthly meeting of the section

held at the American Museum of Natural History,

April 8, 1912, the following papers were read:

Sex-linked Inheritance in Poultry: T. H. Morgan.

A summary of experiments carried out with the

collaboration of H. D. Goodale: relating especially

to the inheritance of the factor for barring in

Plymouth Kocks and Dominiques crossed to Lang-

shans. The paper is being published in the Annals.

The Spawning Habits of the Sea Lamprey, Petro-

myson marinus: L. Hussakof.

An abstract of this communication was pub-

lished in Science, March 22, 1912, pp. 460^61.

The speaker exhibited a small model of the lamprey

group now under construction in the American

Museum.

Notes on Cuban Marine Fishes: John T. Nichols.

The speaker dealt with the resvilts of a brief col-

lecting trip to Cuba and exhibited various speci-

mens. He passed in review some of the Scombri-

form fishes. The king fish, Scomberomorus ca-

valla, is highly esteemed, but another species,

S. regalis, is said to be occasionally poisonous.

S. maculatus, the Spanish mackerel, was not seen.

While regalis and maculatus occupy more or less

distinct areas, cavalla is abundant both in Florida,

with maculatus, and in Cuba, with regalis; in

the speaker 's opinion these two last named species,

which are still closely related, have recently be-

come separated through the competition of cavalla.

Two very widely separated forms, Arbaciosa ru-

pestru and Gobius soporator, were found inhabit-

ing adjacent rock pools; both were eoncealingly

colored and could have been confused until their

distinctive color patterns were noticed.

At the regular monthly meeting of the section

held at the American Museum of Natural History,

May 13, 1912, the following papers were read:

Note on the Habits of the Climbing Cat-fish

{Arges murmoratus) from the United States of

Colombia: E. D. O. Johnson.

Although living in streams of high grade and
torrential force these fish were enabled not only

to hold their place against the current, but even

to advance up-stream and to climb out of a steep-

walled, deep pot-hole. They did this by means of

curious sucker-like adaptations of the mouth and
ventral fins. The paper vrill appear in the Annals.

On the Changes in Behavior of the Mel {Conger

malabaricus?) during its Transformation: Bash-
POEB Dean.

When at Misaki, Japan, the speaker had made
observations upon the structure and behavior of a

living leptocephalus larva which was kept alive in

an aquarium for over three weeks, during this time

undergoing its metamorphosis. Especially inter-

esting is the rapidity with which the behavior of

the young eel changes from day to day in its

methods of swimming and resting, response to

stimuli, etc. The speaker suggested that these

marked differences in behavior in successive stages

were correlated with kaleidoscopic changes in ele-

ments of the central nervous system; that when
more fully known this would probably afEord a

suggestive case of parallelism between psychic re-

actions and neurological conditions. The paper

will appear in the Annals.

Notes on Certain Principles of Quadrupedal Loco-

motion and on the Mechanism of the Limbs of

Hoofed Animals: William K. Gregory.

The speaker gave a brief resume of a paper that

is being published in the Annals.

On the Dictyonema Fauna of Navy Island, New
BrunsivicJc: F. P. Hahn.
Bead by title. To be published in the Annals.

The secretary gave an abstract of a communica-

tion from Dr. P. Baehmetjew, of Sofia, relating

to the physiology of Vesperugo pipistrellns and

Miniopterus schreibersii. In some cases these bats

had been thawed out and the heart action had

resumed even after the body had been cooled to

— 7° Cent, below the body temperature.

The section adjourned until October 14, 1912.

William K. Gregory,

Secretary
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SIS WILLIAM EEBSCHEL^

During the last twenty years there has

been a great revival of statistical investi-

gations as to the distribution and motions

of the so-called fixed stars. Kapteyn, of

Groningen, is the leader of those who are

renewing the attempt to obtain in this way
some idea as to the construction of the uni-

verse. Earlier astronomers had of course

done something in this direction, but the

work of William Herschel so far tran-

scends that of all others, that it would be

fair to describe him as the originator of

this class of investigation. It may be of

interest to mention that a complete edition

of his works is now in course of publica-

tion, under the direction of a joint com-

mittee of the Royal and Astronomical So-

cieties.

The interest of Herschel 's writings, and

the simple charm of his style—written it is

to be remembered in a language which was

not his from birth—have led me on to read

about the man as well as about his scientific

work. Throughout his life's work his

name is inseparable from that of his sister

Caroline, and I hope it may prove of in-

terest to you to hear of what they were

as well as of what they did. They were

born at Hanover, he in 1738, she in 1750,

the children of a bandsman of the Han-
overian Guards. At the age of fifteen

Herschel was already a member of the

Guards' band. In 1757 the regiment,

which had been in England for about a

year, served in Germany during the Seven

Years' War, and William seems to have

suffered from the hardships of the cam-

' An address before the Royal Institution of

Great Britain, given on April 26, 1912.
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paign. His parents, seeing that he had not

the strength for a soldier's life, determined

to remove him from the regiment. The re-

moval may be described more bluntly as

desertion, for we learn that when he had

passed the last sentinel at Herrenhausen,

he took off his uniform and his luggage

was secretly sent after him to Hamburg.

At any rate, fortunately for science, he

escaped, and in 1757 or 1758 made his way

to England.

It would perhaps be impossible to follow

him throughout his wanderings, but we

know that he was at one time instructor of

the band of the Durham Militia, and after-

wards that he gained his living as a music-

ian in Leeds, Halifax, Pontefract and

Doncaster. In 1764 he even ventured back

to Hanover for a short time, and thus saw

his favorite sister again.

During her early years Caroline seems

to have been practically the household

drudge or general servant, and whatever

she learned was by stealth or in the scanty

intervals snatched from her household du-

ties, for her mother thoroughly disapproved

of education for a girl.

"When we reflect on the difficulties under

which both brother and sister labored, and

then consider how much they were able to

accomplish, we might be tempted to under-

rate the value of educational advantages.

Concerning education. Bishop Creighton

once said in my hearing, "It is surprising

how little harm we do notwithstanding all

the pains we take." Paraphrasing the re-

mark, although spoiling the epigram, I

would say, "It is surprising how little

harm the lack of opportunity does to a

great genius."

In 1766 William took a position as

organist at Bath, then at the height of

fashion. The orchestra at the Pump
Kooms and at the theatre at Bath was then

one of the best in the kingdom, and Eliza-

beth Linley, daughter of the director of the

orchestra, was the prima donna of the con-

certs. When in 1771 she became engaged

to Charles Sheridan, Herschel thought that

the expected vacancy would make an open-

ing for his sister at Bath, and suggested

that she should join him. And, in fact,

after a time such a vacancy did occur, for

Elizabeth Linley, after flirting with

Charles Sheridan, jilted him and eloped

with and married the celebrated Richard

Brinsley Sh&ridan.

Caroline was very anxious to accede to

her brother's suggestion, but the rest of the

family would not for a time hear of it.

At length, however, in 1772, Herschel came

to Hanover and carried off his sister with

the mother's reluctant consent. Even
from boyhood his intense love of astron-

omy had been manifest, and it is interest-

ing to note that in passing through London

on their way from Harwich to Bath, when

they went out to see the town, the only

sights which attracted their attention were

the opticians' shops.

On Mr. Linley 's retirement from the

orchestra at Bath, Herschel became the

director and the leading music-master in

the town, and he thus obtained an estab-

lished position. Although Caroline sang

a little in public, her aspiration to become

the prima donna of Bath was not fulfilled.

But she was kept busy enough at first in

the cares of housekeeping, -with endless

wrangling with a succession of incompetent

slaveys, and then she gradually became

more and more her brother's astronomical

assistant.

In the midst of Herschel's busy musical

life he devoted every spare moment to as-

tronomy, and when his negotiations for the

purchase of a small reflecting telescope

failed—and they were all small in those

days—he set to work to make mirrors for

himself.
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One room in the house was kept tidy for

pupils, and the rest of the house, including

the bedrooms, was a litter of lathes and

polishing apparatus. He made reflecting

telescopes not only for his own use, but also

for sale, for the purpose of providing funds

to enable him to continue his researches.

His industry must have been superhuman,

for later in his life he records that he had

made over 400 mirrors for Newtonian tele-

scopes, besides others of the Gregorian type.

These mirrors ranged in diameter from a

few inches to 4 feet, in the case of the great

40-foot telescope. I should say that mir-

rors are not specified by the diameter of

the reflecting surface, but by the focal

length. Thus, whatever may be the diam-

eter of the reflecting surface, a 20-foot

telescope means that the mirror is approxi-

mately portion of a sphere of 40 feet in

radius, and this will give a focal length of

20 feet. You must, in fact, double the

focal length of a telescope to find the

radius of the sphere of which it forms a

small part.

In order to learn anything of the mak-
ing of reflectors it is necessary to go to

original memoirs^ on the subject, and even

of them there are not many. I feel, there-

fore, that I shall not be speaking on a topic

known to many of the audience if I make
a digression on a singularly fascinating

art. Mirrors are now made of glass with a

reflecting surface of chemically deposited

silver; formerly they were made of specu-

lum metal, an alloy of copper and tin. Of
whatever substance the mirror is made the

process of working it to the required form
is much the same. The most complete ac-

count of the process of which I know is

contained in a paper by Professor G. "W.

' Sir Howard Grnbb 's lecture at the Eoyal Insti-

tution in 1887 is one of these, Vol. XI., p. 413.

Lord Rosse's papers are amongst the most im-

portant.

Eitchey in Vol. 34 (1904) of the Smith-

sonian Contributions to Knowledge. He
there gives a full description of the great

reflector of the Terkes Observatory. The
process only differs from that employed by
Herschel in that he worked by hand,

whereas machinery is now required to

manipulate the heavy weight of the tools.

The Yerkes mirror is formed of a glass

disk 5 feet in diameter, and it weighs a

ton ; the grinding tools are also very heavy.

I must pass over the preliminary opera-

tions whereby the rough disk of St. Gobain

glass was reduced to a true cylindrical

form, smooth on both faces and round at

the edge. Nor will I describe the grinding

of a shallow depression on one of the faces

by means of a leaden tool and coarse emery
powder.

It will be well to begin by an account of

the manufacture of the tools wherewith

the finer grinding and polishing is effected,

and then I shall pass on to a short descrip-

tion of the way they are used.

Two blocks of iron are cast with the de-

sired radius of curvature, the one being

concave and the other convex. The cast-

ings are then turned so that the concavity,

and convexity fit together as nearly as may
be. For the large mirror these blocks are

a little over 2 feet 6 inches in diameter,

but for small ones they are made of the

same diameter as the mirror to be ground.

The two are then ground together for a

long time with emery powder and water

until every part of one surface fits truly to

every part of the other. They must then

both be portions of a sphere of the same

radius, because the sphere is the only sur-

face in which a universal fit is possible.

The concave iron is very precious because

it furnishes the standard for regrinding

the convex grinding tools when they have

become worn by use. In order to make a

plane mirror, three surfaces are ground
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two and two, for if A fits B and C, and B
fits C all over each surface they must all

be true planes. However, I shall only

speak of the figuring of concave mirrors.

The roughly hollowed glass disk is now
laid on several layers of Brussels carpet

centrally on a massive horizontal turn-

table. The convex iron tool just described

is suspended by a universal joint from a

lever, and it is counterpoised so that only

a portion of the weight of the tool will rest

on the glass when it is in use. A com-

plicated system of cranks and levers is so

arranged that the tool can be driven by

machinery to describe loops or curves of

any ai'bitrarily chosen size over the glass,

and as these loops are described by the tool

.

the turn-table turns round slowly. In this

way every part of the tool is brought into

contact with every part of the glass disk

in a systematic way. "When working near

the edge a large part of the tool projects

beyond the edge of the glass.

Emery powder and water are supplied

in a way I need not describe, and the tool

is lowered gently on to the glass. The

motive power is then applied, and the

grinding is continued for many hours until

the preliminary rough depression has been

hollowed to nearly the desired shape

—

namely, that of the standard concave iron.

For finer grinding a change of procedure

is now adopted, and very finely powdered

emery is used. Another convex tool is

formed, by grinding with the standard con-

cavity ; the working face of the tool is, how-

ever, now cut up into small squares by a

criss-cross of narrow and shallow channels.

Such channels are found to be necessary

in order to secure an even distribution of

the emery and water all over the surface.

The grooved tool is now used for many
hours, and the surface is tested at frequent

intervals with a spherometer. The work

ceases when it is no longer possible to

detect errors of curvature in this way.

The next stage is polishing. The thick-

ness of the layer of glass worn off in polish-

ing is to be estimated in ten-thousandths of

an inch, and can scarcely be detected

even with the finest spherometer. For
polishing the iron tool is discarded and the

work is carried on by hand. As lightness

is essential, the tool is built up by a stiff

lattice-work of wood with a continuous

wooden working face. It is obvious that

however carefully the face may be turned

it can not be made sufficiently true, and

the requisite accuracy is obtained by means

of the plastic properties of rosin or pitch.

A number of squares of rosin about a

quarter of an inch thick and an inch

square are made, and these are glued in

rows on the convex face of the wooden tool,

with a narrow space intervening between

each rosin square and its neighbors. The

tool is then warmed slightly so as to soften

the rosin a little, and it is then pressed

lightly on to the glass disk. By means of

this "warm-pressing" a nearly perfect fit

is attained.

Each of the rosin squares is then painted

with hot melted wax. This is done because

wax is harder than rosin and affords a

better working face. Finally, when the

tool is quite cold, the surface of the glass

is painted all over with very finely pow-

dered rouge and water, and the tool is

placed gently on the glass with some addi-

tional weight resting on it. It is left thus

for several hours, but is moved slightly

every ten minutes to ensure an even distri-

bution of the rouge and water. By means

of this "cold-pressing" a perfect fit is

secured of the wax-coated rosin squares

with the glass face. Cold-pressing has to

be repeated every day before the work

begins.

The polishing is now carried on in much
the same way as the grinding, but by hand

instead of by machine power. The turn-

table can be made to tilt so as to bring the
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glass to stand vertically, instead of hori-

zontally, and the disk is frequently tilted

up so as to submit the surface to optical

tests. These latter tests are far more

searching than those with a spherometer,

and enable the observer to detect an error

in the radius of curvature of portion of

the reflector of a hundredth of an inch. To

correct such an error it will be necessary

to remove a layer of glass of %oooooths of

an inch

!

The most refined optical test is by the

observation of the image of a brilliant light

issuing :^rom a pin-hole close to the intended

center of the spherical surface. The ob-

server examines the image of the pin-hole

with a microscopic eye-piece placed as

close as possible to the pin-hole. He then

causes a straight-edge close in front of the

eye-piece to move slowly across the reflected

beam of light, either from left to right or

from right to left, so as to eclipse the light.

Previously to the eclipse the whole of the

glass seems to be a uniform blaze of light,

and if the curvature is perfect the light

which enters the observer's eye comes from

all parts of the disk, and the surface is

seen to darken equably all over. But if the

surface is imperfect the light from some

part is eclipsed sooner than that from

others, and the disk seems to possess con-

siderable hills and valleys illiiminated, as

it were, by a setting sun.

The interpretation of these apparent

hills and valleys shows where further local

polishing with a small tool is requisite. Sir

Howard Grubb says that if he suspects a

hollow, he holds his hand near the surface

for a minute or two ; if a hill is suspected,

he washes the region with an evaporating

wash. The warmth in the one case and the

cooling in the other tend to rectify, and
indeed over-rectify, the errors.

"When success is finally attained, after

all we have only a spherical surface, and it

becomes necessary to obtain a parabolic

form. This last stage is done by further

tests of the kind described, with a dia-

phragm placed over the mirror which only

permits the observer to see the light re-

flected from chosen zones of the mirror.

The time at my disposal will not allow me
to describe this in further detail, or to tell

you how there is always found to be one

definite diameter of the glass along which
its weight must be supported. I must pass

by, too, the system of counterpoised levels

used for supporting the back of the glass,

and the method by which silver is chemi-

cally deposited on its surface. Meager al-

though this sketch has been, it will have

served to show you how beautiful are the

processes employed, and I would ask you
to realize that at first Herschel was a mere
amateur, and had to discover everything

for himself.

As I have said, Hershel had to do all his

polishing by hand, and he found when once

the final stage had begun, it was necessary

that it should never stop even for a mo-

ment. Caroline relates how she was kept

busy in attending on her brother when
polishing

:

Since by way of keeping him alive I was con-

stantly obliged to feed him by putting the victuals

by bits into his mouth. This was once the case,

when in order to finish a 7-ft. mirror, he had not

taken his hand from it for sixteen hours together.

The making of the mirror is, however,

but a small part of the difficulty of making

a telescope, for it involves high engineering

skill to provide a solid stand, an observing

platform, the graduated circles in right

ascension and declination for setting the

telescope and the clock, whereby it is made
to follow the stars in their daily motion.

The great size of Herschel's mirrors and

the weight of the long tube introduced

mechanical difficulties which were at that

time entirely new.
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A dozen years after his establishment at

Bath, Herschel began to be well known in

the world of science, and many of the most

illustrious astronomers came to see him. In

1781 he was elected to the Royal Society,

and in the same year he discovered the

planet Uranus, and called it by the now
almost forgotten name of Georgium Sidus,

in honor of George III. The magnitude of

the discovery may be estimated by the fact

that only the five principal planets, familiar

to all men for centuries, were then known

;

and the asteroids or minor planets had not

yet been discovered by Herschel himself.

His fame from this and his other dis-

coveries led to a command from the King

to take his 7-foot telescope to Windsor, and

there he was requested to act as celestial

showman to the King, the Queen, and the

Princess. The expedition put him to much
expense, and he was kept hanging about

Windsor for months, but at length the

King offered him the post of private royal

astronomer, with the modest salary of

£200 a year.

Herschel 's friend. Sir William Watson,

said that never had a monarch bought

honor so cheap, and Caroline pours scorn

on the king's meanness; but I think this

was hardly fair. It must have been well

known that Herschel had deserted from the

Hanoverian Guards, and while the King

might consent to forget this, it was a

strong measure to take the deserter into his

service. At a later date, moreover, when
the King was informed by Sir Joseph

Banks of Herschel 's financial difficulties,

he granted him £2,000, afterwards increased

to £4,000, for the construction of the great

40-ft. telescope, with the condition that he

should retain it for his own use. To this

was added a further £200 a year for main-

tenance, and a pension of £50 a year to

Caroline Herschel. And besides he was

allowed to make specula for sale, and half

the observatories of Europe were so fur-

nished by him at prices which were then

thought considerable.

At any rate Herschel jumped at the

offer, which, by relieving him from his mus-

ical slavery, allowed him to follow the wish

of his life. The Herschels then came to

the neighborhood of Windsor, and after

several removals they finally settled at

Slough. The change was delightful for

him, since he now had space for his tele-

scopes and workshops, but the difSculties

of housekeeping in a rambling and dilapi-

dated house rendered the change somewhat

less agreeable to his sister.

The closeness to Windsor was perhaps

a necessity of the ease, but it had its disad-

vantages, since he was frequently sum-

moned to take his telescope to Windsor, or

large parties from the castle would visit

him at his house in order to see the wonders

of the heavens. When his time had been

wasted in this way he would make up for

the loss by redoubled labor.

The fury, as I may call it, with which

they worked may be gathered from Caro-

line's journal, and the work was not free

from danger, because in his eagerness

Herschel would not always delay his obser-

vations until the telescope was properly

fixed. To stand in the dark on a platform

without a railing, when your attention is

distracted from your position, can not be

very safe, and they both met with a good

many accidents which might easily have

proved fatal.

The incessant work, together with the

interruptions by the visitors from the cas-

tle, began at length to tell on Herschel's

health. His sister notes that on the 14th

of October, 1806, after working all day, he

was out from sunset tiU past midnight sur-

rounded by fifty or sixty persons, without

food or proper clothing, and that he never
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seemed to recover completely from this

great strain on his strength.

But I have passed by an event of impor-

tance in the lives of both brother and sis-

ter, for in 1783 he married Mrs. Pitt, a

lady of singularly amiable and gentle char-

acter. To the sister, however, the mar-

riage was a great blow, for, although she

continued to be his secretary and assistant,

she moved into neighboring lodgings, and

was no longer so closely associated with

him as theretofore. Mrs. John Herschel

writes: "It is not to be supposed that a

nature so strong and a heart so affectionate

should accept the new state of things with-

out much and bitter suffering," and tradi-

tion confirms this belief. All her notes and

memoranda relating to a period of fifteen

years from the time of the marriage were

destroyed by her when, as we may pre-

sume, her calmer judgment showed her that

the record of her heart-burning would be

painful to the surviving members of the

family. At any rate, she was on affection-

ate terms with her sister-in-law throughout

all the later years of her life, and the bril-

liant career of her nephew, the celebrated

Sir John Herschel, and correspondence

with him, afforded the leading interest of

her old age.

Although Herschel lived until 1822, and

accomplished an enormous amount of work

up to the end of his life, yet his health

seems to have declined from about the

time I have noted. On his death Caroline

felt that her life, too, was practically ended

and she returned to Hanover. Ever after-

wards she used to cry, "Why did I leave

happy England?" and it is incomprehen-

sible that she should not have returned to

the place where all her real interests lay.

Although she felt the death of her

brother as practically the end of her life,

she was always full of jokes and fun. In

a letter to her nephew, she told him that

her father used to punish her, a grown
woman, by depriving her of her pudding

if she did not guess rightly the angle of the

piece she had helped herself to. Dr. Gros-

kopf writes of her when she was eighty-

nine years of age

:

Well! what do you say of such a person being

able to put her foot behind her back and scratch

her ear with it, in imitation of a dog, when she

was in one of her merry moods?

She only died in 1847, having very

nearly completed her ninety-eighth year.

Herschel himself must have been a man
of singular charm, as is testified to by Dr.

Burney and his daughter Mme. d'Arblay.

That he possessed an incredible amount of

patience is proved by the fact of his sub-

mitting to the reading aloud of the whole

of a portentous, and fortunately unpub-

lished, poem in many cantos by Dr. Bur-

ney, entitled "A Poetical History of As-

tronomy." It appears that Herschel had

had an interview with Napoleon in Paris

in 1802, and the poet Campbell asked him

whether he had been struck by Napoleon's

knowledge. Said Herschel

:

No, the First Consul surprised me by his versa-

tility, but in science he seemed to know little more

than any well-educated gentleman, and of astron-

omy much less, for example, than our king. His

general air was something like affecting to know

more than he did know.

He was struck, too, by Napoleon's hy-

pocrisy in observing "how all these glor-

ious views gave proofs of Almighty

Wisdom. '

'

And now having endeavored to show

what kind of people Caroline and her

brother were, I must turn to what they did.

Herschel 's discoveries were so numerous

that I am compelled to make a selection.

I shall therefore only attempt to sketch

his endeavor to understand the general con-

struction of the stellar universe, and to

speak of his work on double stars.
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The only general test of the relative

nearness or farness of the stars is their

brightness, because the faint stars must, on

the average, be more distant than the bright

ones. Herschel then proposed to penetrate

into space by means of a celestial census of

the distribution and of the brightness of the

stars. With this object he carried oiit

four complete reviews of the heavens, as

far as they may be seen from our latitude,

passing successively to the fainter and

fainter objects by means of the increased

size of his telescope.

He divided the heavens into sweeps 2°

15' of breadth in declination, and each zone

was examined throughout by the process

which he called star-gauging. His census

was made with the 20-ft. reflector, with

which instrument the field of view was

about one quarter of the size of the full

moon. It needs over 300,000 of such fields

of view to cover the whole of the hemi-

sphere of space, and Herschel surveyed the

whole northern hemisphere, and as much
of the southern one as he could.

Von Magellan in a letter to Bode de-

scribes the method of observation as fol-

lows:

He lias his 20-ft. Newtonian telescope in the

open air. ... It is moved by an assistant who

stands below it . . . near the instrument is a clock

... in the room near it sits Herschel 's sister, and

she has Flamsteed's Atlas open before her. As he

gives her the word, she writes down the declina-

tion and right ascension. ... In this way Herschel

examines the whole sky ... he is sure that after

four or five years (from 1788) he will have passed

in review every object above our horizon. . . . Each

sweep covers 2° 15' in declination, and he lets each

star pass at least three times through the field of

the telescope, so that it is impossible that anything

can escape him. . . . Herschel observes the whole

night through . . . for some years he has observed

. . . every hour when the weather is clear, and this

always in the open air.

Herschel points out that by this survey

he was not only looking into the most dis-

tant space, but also into the remotest past,

for the light of many of the stars must

have started on its journey towards us

thousands or even millions of years ago.

The celestial museum therefore exhibits to

us the remotest past alongside with the

present, and we have in this way the means

of reconstructing to some extent the proc-

esses of evolution in the heavens. In pho-

tography the modern astronomer possesses

an enormous advantage, but Herschel laid

the foundation of this branch of astronomy

without it.

The most conspicuous and the most won-

derful object in the heavens is the Milky

Way. It runs all round the skies in a great

band, with a conspicuous rent in it forming

a streamer which runs through many de-

grees. To the naked eye it shines with a

milky light, but Herschel was able to show

that it consists of countless stars in which

there lie embedded many fleecy nebulse.

There is good reason to believe that the

Milky Way on the whole consists of stars

which are younger than those in the other

parts of space, for the stars in it are

whiter and hotter, and the nebuljE are

mostly fleecy clouds. On the other hand,

the spiral and planetary nebulae are more

frequent away from the Milky Way, and

these are presumably older than the cloudy

and flocculent nebulas. The shape of the

Milky Way seems to resemble a huge mill-

stone or disk of stars, and since it forms

a complete circuit in the heavens the sun

must lie somewhere towards its middle. It

is probable that we look much further out

into space along this tract than elsewhere,

although it happens that by far the near-

est of all the stars—namely, a Centauri—
lies in the line of the Milky Way.

This great congregation of stars is far

from uniform in density, for there are

places in it where there are but few stars

or none at all. Caroline Herschel, writing
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to Sir John Hersehel at the Cape of

Good Hope, in 1833, mentions that her

brother, when examining the constellation

of the Scorpion (which lies at best low

down on our horizon), had exclaimed,

"after a long, awful silence, 'Hier ist

wahrhaftig ein Loch im Himmel. '
" And

her nephew, as he said, rummaged Scorpio

with the telescope and found many blank

spaces without the smallest star.

It will explain some of the deductions

which Hersehel drew from his star-gauges,

and will at the same time furnish a good

example of his style, if I read a passage

from a paper of his written in 1789.^ He
points out that the sun is merely a star,

and, referring to the stars, he continues

thus:

These suns, every one of which is probably of as

much consequence to a system of planets, satellites

and comets, as our own sun, are now to be con-

sidered in their turn, as the minute parts of a pro-

portionally greater whole. I need not repeat that

by my analysis it appears that the heavens consist

of regions where suns are gathered into separate

systems, and that the catalogues I have given com-

prehend a list of such systems; but may we not

hope that our knowledge will not stop short at the

bare enumeration of phenomena capable of giving

us so much instruction? Why shoiild we be less

inquisitive than the natural philosopher, who some-

times, even from an inconsiderable number of

specimens of a plant, or an animal, is enabled to

present us with the history of its rise, progress

and decay? Let us then compare together, and

class some of these numerous sidereal groups, that

we may trace the operations of natural causes so

far as we can perceive their agency. The most

simple form, in which we can view a sidereal sys-

tem, is that of being globular. This also, very

favorably to our design, is that which has pre-

sented itself most frequently, and of which I have

given the greatest collection.

But, first of all, it will be necessary to explain

what is our idea of a cluster of stars, and by what

means we have obtained it. For an instance I

shall take the phenomenon which presents itself in

many clusters. It is that of a number of lucid

» Phil. Trans., Vol. LXXIX., p. 212.

spots, of equal luster, scattered over a circular

space, in such a manner as to appear gradually

more compressed towards the middle, and which

compression, in the clusters to which I allude, is

generally carried so far, as, by imperceptible de-

grees, to end in a luminous center of an irre-

solvable blaze of light. To solve this appearance

it may be conjectured that stars of any given very

unequal magnitudes may easily be so arranged, in

scattered, much extended, irregular rows, as to

produce the above described picture; or, that stars,

scattered about almost promiscuously within the

frustum of a given cone, may be assigned of such

properly diversified magnitudes as also to form

the same picture. But who, that is acquainted with

the doctrine of chances, can seriously maintain

such improbable conjectures?

Later in the same paper he continues

:

Since then almost all the nebulae and clusters of

stars I have seen, the number of which is not less

than three and twenty hundred, are more con-

densed and brighter in the middle ; and since, from
every form, it is now equally apparent that the

central accumulation or brightness must be the

result of central powers, we may venture to afSrm

that this theory is no longer an unfounded hy-

pothesis, but is fully established on grounds which

can not be overturned.

Let us endeavor to make some use of this impor-

tant view of the constructing cause, which can thus

model sidereal systems. Perhaps, by placing be-

fore us the very extensive and varied collection of

clusters and nebulse furnished by my catalogues,

we may be able to trace the progress of its opera-

tion in the great laboratory of the universe.

If these clusters and nebulas were all of the same

shape, and had the same gradual condensation, we

should make but little progress in this enquiry;

but as we find so great a variety in their appear-

ances, we shall be much sooner at a loss how to

account for such various phenomena, than be in

want of materials upon which to exercise our

inquisitive endeavors.

Let us, then, continue to turn our view to the

power which is molding the different assortments

of stars into spherical clusters. Any force, that

acts uninterruptedly, must produce effects propor-

tional to the time of its action. Now, as it has

been shown that the spherical figure of a cluster

of stars is owing to central powers, it follows that

those clusters which, ceteris pariius, are the most
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complete in this figure, must have been the longest

exposed to the action of these causes. This will

admit of various points of view. Suppose, for

instance, that 5,000 stars had been once in a cer-

tain scattered situation, and that other 5,000 equal

stars had been in the same situation, then that of

the two clusters which had been longest exposed to

the action of the modelling power, we suppose

would be most condensed, and more advanced to

the maturity of its figure. An obvious consequence

that may be drawn from this consideration is that

we are enabled to judge of the relative age, ma-

turity or climax of a sidereal system, from the dis-

position of its component parts; and, making the

degrees of brightness in nebulae stand for the dif-

ferent accumulation of stars in clusters, the same

conclusions will extend equally to them all. But

we are not to conclude from what has been said

that every spherical cluster is of an equal standing

in regard to absolute duration, since one that is

composed of a thousand stars only must certainly

arrive to the perfection of its form sooner than

another which takes in a range of a million.

Youth and age are comparative expressions; and

an oak of a certain age may be called very yoimg,

while a contemporary shrub is already on the verge

of its decay. The method of judging with some

assurance of the condition of any sidereal system

may perhaps not improperly be drawn from the

standard laid down earlier; so that, for instance,

a cluster or nebula which is very gradually more

compressed and bright towards the middle may be

in the perfection of its growth, when another which

approaches to the condition pointed out by a more

equal compression, such as the nebulae I have called

Planetary seem to present us with, may be looked

upon as very aged, and drawing on towards a

period of change, or dissolution. This has been

before surmised, when in a former paper I con-

sidered the uncommon degree of compression that

must prevail in a nebula to give it a planetary

aspect; but the argument which is now drawn

from the powers that have collected the formerly

scattered stars to the form we find they have as-

sumed, must greatly corroborate that sentiment.

This method of viewing the heavens seems to

throw them into a new kind of light. They now

are seen to resemble a luxuriant garden, which con-

tains the greatest variety of productions, in dif-

ferent flourishing beds; and one advantage we may
at least reap from it is, that we can, as it were,

extend the range of our experience to an immense

duration. For, to continue the simile I have bor-

rowed from the vegetable kingdom, is it not almost

the same thing, whether we live successively to

witness the germination, blooming, foliage, fe-

cundity, fading, withering and corruption of a

plant, or whether a vast number of specimens,

selected from every stage through which the plant

passes in the course of its existence, be brought at

once to our view?

I now turn to another line of discoveiy

of which I can not show any pictures, but

which, to me at any rate, is more interest-

ing. Until 1838—that is to say, until six-

teen years after Herschel's death—no one

had succeeded in determining the distance

of a single fixed star, but in that year Hen-
derson and Bessel almost simultaneously

attained success in the cases of the two stars

a Centauri and 61 Cygni. The attempts

at this measurement had already been

numerous, and Herschel amongst others

had failed, but his failure was a glorious

one, for he made incidentally a discovery

of another kind and of at least equal in-

terest.

The earth moves around the sun at a

distance of 93 million miles, so that in six

months we shift our position by 186 mil-

lion miles. If, then, there are two stars of

which one is relatively near to and the

other far from the sun, but so situated as

to appear to us very close together, the near

one ought to shift its position relatively to

the distant one in the course of each six

months. The amount of this change of

position, called by astronomers annual par-

allax, should furnish the distance of the

nearer of the pair, provided that the other

is very far off. This idea is as old as the

time of Galileo, but no one had been able

to make successful use of it.

As I have already said, the only general

test of the distance of a star is its bright-

ness, and therefore Herschel chose pairs of

stars of very different brilliancy. He
thought, at least at first, that it was mere

chance which brought the stars so near to
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one another, and there are undoubtedly

such pairs now known as
'

' optically double

stars." But Herschel's mode of attack

was bound to fail if the seemingly neigh-

boring stars were really so, and were linked

together by their mutual gravitation. Al-

ready as early as 1707 Michel had sug-

gested the existence of such true double

stars, but it was Herschel who proved their

existence. His first catalogues of double

stars, published in 1782, contained 203

eases of such doublets, and he already sus-

pected a community in their motions ex-

plicable only by their real association; but

by 1802 he had become certain. In many
cases the two components of a binary pair

were found to be moving in nearly the same

direction and at the same speed, but super-

posed on this motion of the system as a

whole there was an orbital motion of one

star round the other. Herschel even lived

long enough to see some of his pairs of

stars perform half a revolution about one

another.

After his death Savary took the matter

one stage further, and showed that the

revolution was governed by the laws of

gravity, and thereby confirmed the truth

of Herschel's belief. Thus the failure to

measure the distance of stars led to the

proof that gravity reigns amongst the stars

as in the solar system.

Arago thought that of all Herschel's

discoveries this was the one that had the

greatest future, and his prophecy has

proved singularly correct. Every year

adds to the number of double stars, whose

orbits are now accurately determinable.

These systems are found to be very unlike

our own solar system, for the component

stars are, in many cases, far larger than

the sun and revolve about one another in

periods which, in various cases, may be

either many years or only a few hours.

The spectroscope has, moreover, added

enormously to our knowledge, for the speed

of approach or recession of a star from the

sun can now be determined as so many
kilometers per second. Thus that compo-

nent of the motion of a star which was
concealed from Herschel is now known
with the greater certainty. Moreover, being

ignorant of the distance of the stars, he

could only express the transverse compo-

nent of motion in seconds of arc.

A wonderful corollary also results from

the use of the spectroscope, namely, the

existence of many stars known as "spectro-

scopic binaries." As seen even with the

most powerful telescope such a star is a

single point of light, but if the spectral

lines are duplicated we know that the

source of light is double, and that one com-

ponent is approaching us and the other

receding from us. In this way the orbits

and relative masses of these visually insep-

arable stars are determinable. The number
of known double stars, including both

visual and spectroscopic ones, is already

large, and Campbell, of Lick Observatory,

has expressed his opinion that one star in \

six is double. Some of them revolve so

near to one another and in such a plane

that they partially eclipse one another as

they revolve, and thus produce a winking

light like that of a lighthouse. It would

seem that we can now even tell something

of the shapes of a pair of stars visually

inseparable from one another. But I must

not go further into this subject, and will

only repeat Arago 's saying, that this dis-

covery of Herschel's has "le plus d'ave-

nir.
'

'

It is a figure of speech to refer to the

stars as fixed, for a large number of them

possess a measurable amount of "proper

motion '

' relatively to their neighbors. The

existence of double stars was discovered by

the observation of their movements, and

thus the study of proper motions is linked
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to the subject of which I have just been

speaking. Some few proper motions had

been observed by earlier astronomers, but

when Herschel took up the subject proper

motion had not been accurately measured

in any ease.

If a man is walking through a wood the

trees in front of him seem to be opening

out before him, whilst those behind seem to

be closing together. In the same way if

our sun is moving relatively to the center

of gravity of all the stars, the stars must

on the average seem to move away from the

point towards which the sun is travelling,

whilst they must close in towards its anti-

podes. These two points are called the

apex and antapex of the sun's path.

Now Herschel concluded that there was

something systematic in the proper motions

of the stars, and that there was a point in

the constellation of Hercules from which

the stars were on an average receding, and

that similarly they were closing in towards

the antipodal point. The first of these is

the sun 's apex and the second the antapex.

These conclusions were drawn from the

motions of comparatively few stars, but the

result has been confirmed subsequently

from a large number. Moreover, we have

now learned by means of the spectroscope

that we are travelling towards Hercules at

the rate of about sixteen miles a second.

During these last few years this grand

discovery of Herschel's has gained a great

extension at the hands of Kapteyn and of

many others, and it has been proved that

other systematic motions of the stars are

discoverable. The time at my disposal

will not permit me to pursue this subject

further, but I may say that it now appears

that if we could view the universe from the

center of gravity of the stars of the Milky

"Way, we should see a current of stars com-

ing from a definite direction of space and

penetrating our system.

What a vista of discoveries do these

ideas open up to the astronomer! Some
centuries hence the sun's apex may have

shifted, and we may perhaps learn that the

solar system is describing the arc of some

colossal orbit. The drift or current of

stars may also have begun to change its

direction, and our descendants may have

begun to make guesses as to its future

course and as to its meaning. But what-

ever developments the futtire may have in

store, we should never forget that the

foundation of these grand conceptions of

the universe was laid by Herschel. Holden

ends his "Life of Herschel" with words

which may also serve as a fitting end to

my lecture:

As a practical astronomer he remains without an

equal. In profound philosophy he has iew su-

periors. By a kindly chance he can be claimed as

the citizen of no one country. In very truth his

is one of the few names which belong to all the

world. George H. Darwin

PAUL CASPAR FMEEB. AN APPRECIATION

It is only a little over a decade since

America broke out of her chrysalis and took

flight into the large world beyond the range

of her time-honored coast lights and began to

shake oiJ a little of her provincialism. At her

farthest outpost she was fortunate in having

sent out many able men. Among those was

Paul Caspar Freer, who for ten years has been

the director of the Bureau of Science of the

government of the Philippine Islands. He
went there at a time when the kings and cap-

tains had not yet departed and before the

shouting had entirely died away. His work

was not to run down ladrones nor to lend a

voice to the tumult incident to a period of

reconstruction. He set to work, with little

funds and no sympathy, save frorn a very few,

to organize what has become to-day the lead-

ing scientific organization in the orient. The
writer, who is proud of having served under

Dr. Freer for six years, knows what he went

through, in that time ; of the bitter opposition
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and criticism he had to stand, not only from

some of the natives (they must be forgiven),

but from many of his countrymen, who ought

to have knovm better (v?hich can be forgiven,

but not so easily).

Dr. Freer brought to his work a superb

training, M.D. at Eush Medical and Ph.D. at

Munich, a large view of scientific problems

and their practical bearing and an almost

painful regard for accuracy and detail, which

I sometimes think can be got only in the Ger-

man schools. I think I am safe in saying

that Dr. Freer read and read carefully (and

some of us know how ruthlessly) every article

on whatever subject which has appeared in the

Philippine Journal of Science, through the

six years of its existence. This is the thing

he lived for, and I have had the satisfaction

of knowing that this journal is highly re-

garded in Europe and that over there he was

one of the best known of all Americans in the

east. But not so in America, where, I regret

to say, the ignorance of our own possessions is

surprising.

When the man in the street, the " get-rich-

quick " schemer and some of the politicians

were striving to commercialize the work of the

bureau and pressure was being brought to

bear on the staff, in that time when ideals in

our work seemed about to suffer, when we
young and inexperienced ones were in danger

of losing sight of the lasting results, the work
that would tell, the tall gray-haired familiar

figure would loom up in the doorway and then

would ensue such a talk as only a big man, a

real scientist, can give, and we would take

heart again. Those were times of great in-

spiration to us, and now that his voice will no

longer be heard in those halls, we must live on

the memory of it. How soon everything be-

comes a memory

!

The work of the bureau will continue, an-

other hand will guide, may be in a larger way
still, or in a smaller way ; but we, the workers,

at least will miss the master.

Dr. Freer had not been well for the last two
years, and after returning from a trip with the

Secretary of the Interior, the Honorable Dean
C. Worcester, into northern Luzon, where he

hoped to recuperate, died in Baguio, on April

18, at a little over fifty years of age.

Warren D. Smith
May, 1912

THE MASTER'S DEGREE AT RUTGERS
COLLEGE

Upon unanimous recommendation of the

faculty the trustees of Rutgers College at

their recent meeting adopted the following

report of the faculty committee on graduate

degrees

:

Your committee on graduate degrees submits for

the consideration of the faculty and for its action

the following principles and consequent changes of

policy in the granting of the master's degree, and
recommends their adoption

:

Two principles stand foremost: first, the mas-

ter 's degree should be given a distinct and definite

place among academic honors; secondly, the degree

should be held in the esteem due a higher degree.

Those colleges and universities which grant it to

graduate students only after at least one year's

residence have thereby tried to restore it to honor,

but they have failed to give it a distinct place, for

it is usually merely a preliminary step towards the

doctor's degree, to be forgotten if that degree is

won, or to be a consolation to those who fail. In

short, the course of study, the method of study and
the aim of the student, all make it a doctor's

degree of an inferior type; and as such it is often

a reproach to the student in later years if it re-

mains his final higher degree. On the other hand,

those universities and colleges which grant it in-

absentia or after the completion of courses in

medicine, law or divinity are either making it still

less honorable or are making it a second degree

for precisely the same work and both superfluous

and meaningless. This is felt so generally to-day

among able and right-minded students that few

are willing to seek the degree under these latter

conditions.

To the small college belongs especially, we be-

lieve, the task of rehabilitating this degree. Few
small colleges are in a position to give adequate

courses and facilities of research to candidates for

the doctor's degree and it is often their duty to

urge such students to go elsewhere; whereas, in

the case of the master's degree, provided this

degree is rehabilitated properly, the small college

may be able to offer excellent opportunities to the

student, to do so without great cost to the treasury
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of the college, and to compete successfully with

the larger universities.

Finally, it is the belief of your committee that

there are an increasing number of men and women
graduating from our colleges who are not fitted

or who do not wish to devote themselves to the

longer and profounder study and original research

required for the doctor 's degree, but who do desire

to pursue further their college studies in some

chosen direction and who might do so with great

profit to themselves and to the community; espe-

cially is this true of those young men and women
who intend to teach in the elementary and sec-

ondary schools and of those students who are about

to enter our theological seminaries. Moreover, it

is our belief that a few men in each year's gradu-

ating class at Rutgers belong to this group and

should be encouraged to study at Eutgers for the

higher degree. We have already three fellowships

for whose administration we are responsible and

we should no doubt be glad to receive further

endowments of this sort.

Hence it seems to us both fitting and progressive

that Eutgers College should seek to solve, for itself

at least, this rather puzzling academic problem.

We recommend:

iFirst, that the master's degree be regarded by

tlie faculty of Eutgers College as a degree to be

given after extended liberal study and not, as in

the case of the doctor's degree, after intense appli-

cation to one subject and to original research;

Secondly, that the studies pursued by the can-

didate for this degree constitute a distinct course

by themselves as they would if he were studying

law or divinity;

Thirdly, that this course consist of three sub-

jects to be pursued by the student for two years,

ordinarily in residence at Eutgers; equivalent

graduate courses pursued at another institution

may, however, be substituted for the first year's

requirements

;

Fourthly, that the character of such studies

shall not differ essentially from that of the elective

courses now widely offered to seniors in our col-

leges; in other words, that their character should

be elementary and liberal;

Fifthly, that no student graduating from Eut-

gers College after 1912 be granted the master's

degree on the basis of the present requirements.

Submitted to the faculty April 19, 1911.

Austin Scott,

J. VoLNEY Lewis,

Walter T. Mabvin,

Committee

MUSEUM BUILDINGS IN THE- UNITED
STATES

The -writer has recently taken occasion to

tabulate some statistics on museum buildings

in the United States. The data were taken

from the Directory of American Museums
published two years ago by the Buffalo Society

of Natural History. Table I. shows the source

of the money with which museum buildings

were erected. Table II. shows the years, by

decades, the money was given or appropriated

for museum buildings. Table III. shows the

distribution of museum buildings in five

groups of states. A map which was also pre-

pared shows the location of the buildings.

While the data given in the Buffalo publica-

tion are quite complete, it is evident that no

tables like these can be perfectly accurate.

They are, nevertheless, very instructive.

TABLE I

Number of Amounts
Decades MuBeums Received

1840-1849 1 $ 20,000

1850-1859 2 34,000

1860-1869 6 1,277,000

1870-1879 7 6,030,000

1880-1889 5 560,000

1890-1899 20 9,866,000

1900-1909 21 14,224,000

Unknown 5,221,000

TABLE II

Number of Amounts
Sources of Funds Museums Received

Private donations 36 $18,958,000

Universities (indirectly some

states) 15 1,382,000

Cities 10 8,599,000

State and national governments 3 7,350,000

Other sources 1 943,000

TABLE III

Number of Cost of

Groups of States Museums Buildings

Middle Atlantic States (6) ... 16 $17,478,000

North Central States (15) 16 8,466,000

New England States (6) 19 4,910,000

District of Columbia 2 4,400,000

Eoeky Mountain and Pacific

States (11) 10 1,836,000

Southern States 2 142,000

It is evident that the growth of our mu-

seums is largely parallel with the growth of
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our national wealth and -with the progress of

higher education in our own country. It is

during the last fifty years that American uni-

versities have begun to provide adequate

facilities for higher education of the American

youth. Museum building suffered a notable

decline during the eighties. This was a pe-

riod of active industrial development and of

immigration into the Great Plains and to the

west. To the writer the rapidly rising series

of figures in the first table suggests the initial

rapid growth of a great and strong nation in

its infancy. Individual growth is most rapid

at first.

ing of living truths in the human intellect by

the collection and care of what the average

hard-headed business man would scorn as

" dry bones."

Table III. and the map indicate roughly the

geographic distribution and the course of

westward travel of the scientific mind of our

nation. It has blazed a trail from Boston via

New York and Philadelphia, to San Prancisco.

They show also the lingering effects of the

world's most cruel war. Museums are the

creations of intellect and wealth. Our great

civil war destroyed the wealth of the south.

Hence the insignificant sum spent for mu-

The irregularities in the series show that

it does not represent the activities of any

great number of individuals. The series is

clearly an expression of a few potent factors,

psychic, inscrutable forces, acting through the

medium of exceptional men. And it is well

known that the average man, the average man
of wealth included, is not a prophet. It re-

quires a prophet's instincts and faith to make
enormous investments looking to the awaken-

seums in the south. A large vacant area

appears in the southwest. The straight lines

on the map, radiating from a point in the

south part of this space, show the shortest

distances to the nearest museums, where a

naturalist in this region can take his collec-

tion for study. The indices at the proximal

ends of these lines point to a place where the

great museum of the southwest should be

reared, a modern temple of science on the
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Mediterranean of the Occident. Plere is an

exceptional opportunity for the exceptional

man. Will he see it?

J. A. Udden
Austin, Texas,

April 15, 1912

BEGENTS OF TEE SMITSSONIAN
INSTITUTION

Dr. Andrew D. White has heen reap-

pointed, by joint resolution of congress, as a

regent of the Smithsonian Institution for six

years. Dr. White received his first appoint-

ment to this office in the year 1888 and upon

the completion of the present term he will have

served the institution for thirty years. The

vacancy in the board caused by the resigna-

tion of Dr. James B. Angell, ex-president of

the University of Michigan, who was a re-

gent from January 19, 1887, to January 15,

1912, has been filled by congress by the ap-

pointment of the Honorable Charles W. Pair-

banks. With the appointments laentioned,

the roll of regents is now complete. It is as

follows : James S. Sherman, Vice-president of

the United States, chancellor; Edward D.

White, Chief Justice of the United States;

Shelby M. Cullom, member of the Senate;

Henry Cabot Lodge, member of the Senate;

Augnstus O. Bacon, member of the Senate;

John Dalzell, member of the House of Repre-

sentatives ; Scott Ferris, member of the House

of Representatives; Irvin S. Pepper, member

of the House of Representatives; Andrew D.

White, citizen of New York; Alexander

Graham BeU, citizen of Washington, D. C.

;

George Gray, citizen of Delaware; Charles P.

Choate, Jr., citizen of Massachusetts, John B.

Henderson, Jr., citizen of Washington, D. C.

;

and Charles W. Pairbanks, citizen of Indiana.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
Jules Henri Poinoare, the great mathe-

matician and man of science, died on July 17.

He was born at Nancy on April 29, 1854.

The University of Oxford has conferred the

degree of D.Sc. on the following foreign dele-

gates attending the celebration of the 250th

anniversary of the foundation of the Royal

Society: Dr. Backlund, director of the Im-

perial Observatory, Pulkowa; Dr. Brogger,

professor of mineralogy and geology at Chris-

tiania and rector of the university; Professor

Lippmann, president of the Academie des

Sciences, Paris; Professor Scott, Blair pro-

fessor of geology and paleontology at Prince-

ton University; Dr. Waldeyer, professor of

anatomy and director of the anatomical insti-

tute in the University of Berlin ; Dr. Zeeman,

professor of physics at Amsterdam.

The degree of LL.D. was conferred on Pro-

fessor A. H. Purdue, by the University of

Arkansas, upon his retirement from that insti-

tution in June. Por sixteen years he had

been professor of geology there, and ex-officio

state geologist of Arkansas since 1907. He is

now state geologist of Tennessee.

At the last annual commencement of Lehigh

University the honorary degree of doctor of

science was conferred on Dr. James E. Tal-

mage, formerly professor of geology in the

University of Utah, and on Mr. James Gayley,

of New York City.

Washington College, Chestertown, Md.,

conferred the degree of doctor of science on

Dr. J. S. Grasty, professor of geology at the

University of Virginia, at the annual com-

mencement, when Professor Grasty delivered

the address to the students.

On the occasion of its fiftieth anniversary,

the Belgian Chemical Society has elected as

honorary members all those who have received

the Nobel prize, namely, Messrs. Arrhenius,

von Baeyer, Buchner, Fischer, Ostwald, Ram-
say, Rutherford and Wallach and Mme. Curie.

, Dr. Francis H. Champneys has been elected

president of the Royal Society of Medicine,

London.

Phopessoe Jereml4H W. Jenks, of Cornell

University, has been appointed financial ad-

viser to the Chinese republic.

Dr. E. de Wildman has been appointed

director of the Brussels Botanical Garden.

Mr. Willum Odling, M.A., F.R.S., has been

elected an honorary fellow of Worcester Col-

lege, Oxford, on his resignation of the Wayn-
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flete professorship of chemistry after a tenure

of forty years, and his consequent vacation of

the professorial fellowship, which he has held

for the same period at the college.

Mr. William McDougall, F.E.S., Wilde

reader in mental philosophy at Oxford, has

been elected an extraordinary fellow of Corpus

Christi College.

It is stated in Nature that the John Har-

ling fellowship for the encouragement of the

study and research in physical science, in the

University of Manchester, has been awarded

to Mr. H. G. J. Moseley, who was until re-

cently an assistant lecturer and demonstrator

in the department of physics in the university,

and to Dr. T. S. Taylor, now instructor of

physics in the University of Illinois.

M. Ahmand Gauthiee, professor of chem-

istry in the medical faculty of the University

of Paris, has retired.

Professor Johannes Gad, who last year re-

tired from the professorship of physiology at

Prague, has celebrated his seventieth birthday.

We learn.from The Observatory that Mr. B.

D. Evans, computer at the Royal Observatory,

Greenwich, has been appointed first assistant

at the Hongkong Observatory. The director

at Hongkong is now Mr. T. F. Claxton, for-

merly superintendent of the Mauritius Ob-

servatory, and previously on the staff of the

magnetic and meteorological department at

Greenwich. Mr. Jeffries, now the chief as-

sistant, was also a member of the Greenwich

staff.

Dr. William J. Hickson, M.D., has been

appointed director of the division of medical

research in the department of research of the

Vineland Training School, Vineland, New
Jersey.

Dr. J. C. Arthur, of Purdue University,

gave a course of lectures on plant pathology,

the first week in July at the Macbride Lake-

side Laboratory, the summer school estab-

lished by the alumni of the Iowa State Uni-

versity on Lake Okoboji, Iowa.

The lecture to the Congress of the Eoyal
Sanitary Institute, which will be held at York

from July 29 to August 3, will be delivered

by Professor Karl Pearson, P.E.S., his subject

being " Eugenics and the Public Health."

Professor H. E. Kenwood will give the pop-

ular lecture on " The Healthy Home."

During the past six months the value of the

library of the Chemists' Club, New York City,

has been notably increased, first by the gen-

erous gift of Mr. Herman Frasch of $10,000,

an endowment fund the interest of which is to

be used exclusively for the purchase of new
books, and second by large gifts by Professor

Chandler of 3,200 volumes, by Professor Mallet

of 540 volumes and of approximately 700 vol-

umes from members, publishers and authors.

A COMMITTEE has been formed with Mr.

Austen Chamberlain as chairman to increase

the endowment of the London School of Trop-

ical Medicine. Subscriptions amounting to

£15,000 have been received.

The Paris Academy of Sciences has made
seventeen grants for scientific research from

the Rowland Bonaparte fund varying in

amount from 2,000 to 3,000 francs.

The Academy of Sciences, Letters and Arts

of Bordeaux will celebrate the bi-centenary of

its foundation on November 11 and 12 of the

present year.

The planks in the platforms of the Demo-
cratic and Republican parties in regard to

public health are as follows. Democratic

:

" We reafiirm our previous declarations advo-

cating the union and strengthening of the

various governmental agencies relating to pure

foods, quarantine, vital statistics and human
health. Thus united and administered with-

out partiality to or discrimination against any

school of medicine or system of healing, they

would constitute a single health service, not

subordinated to any commercial or financial

interests, but devoted exclusively to the con-

servation of human life and efficiency. More-

over, this health service should cooperate with

the health agencies of our various states and

cities without interference with their preroga-

tives, or with the freedom of individuals to

employ such medical or hygienic aid as they

may see fit." Republican :
" It will strive not
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only in the nation, but in the several states, to

enact the necessary legislation to safeguard

the public health; to limit effectively the labor

of women and children; to protect wage-

earners engaged in dangerous occupations; to

enact comprehensive and generous workmen's

compensation laws, in place of the present

wasteful and unjust system of employers'

liability, and in all possible ways to satisfy

the just demand of the people for the study

and solution of the complex and constantly

changing problems of social welfare."

The German state returns of births and

deaths in 1911 continue to confirm the char-

acteristics of the returns for Prussia. In

Wiirtemburg the excess of births over deaths

was only about 25,000, as compared with more

than 29,000 in 1910, and over 30,000 in pre-

vious years. In Wiirtemburg, at any rate, it

is recognized that the downward tendency will

continue, and the Statistical Office calculates

that after 1915 there will be a reduction in the

number of children for whom provision has to

be made in the elementary schools.

The Journal of the American Medical Asso-

ciation states that the institute founded by the

efforts of Professor His for biologic and thera-

peutic research on radium in the royal Charite

has been opened. The aim of the institu-

tion is the investigation of the therapeutic

effects of radio-active substances such as ra-

dium, mesothorium, radiothorium, etc., and

their decomposition products. It possesses

laboratories for chemical, zoological and bo-

tanical research and a complete equipment for

physical measurements. In all there are about

fifteen places for research workers. The insti-

tute is connected with a polyclinic in which

internists, surgeons and other interested spe-

cialists will have opportunity to treat patients

with radiation apparatus of various forms and

strength, emanators for inhalation in closed

rooms, apparatus for drinking the emanations,

and other forms of application. The institute

is founded through a fund appropriated by the

Kaiser Wilhelm Society for Scientific Ee-

search, as well as by grants from various in-

•dustrial companies. The management is in

the hands of Privy Councilor His, whose rep-

resentative is Dr. Gudzent. He is supported

by a commission to which Professors Kraus,

Orth, Lesser, Hildebrand, Bier, Zuntz, Hert-

wig, Hahn and Marckwald have assured their

cooperation. Also a permanent physicochem-

ical collaborator has been secured.

UNIVEBSITT AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
As has been stated in Science, the regents

of the University of Michigan legislated for

the reorganization of graduate studies, by pro-

viding for the establishment of an autonomous

graduate department, to be governed by its

own dean, and by an executive board of seven,

together with the president, ex officio. The
necessary appointments have now been made,

as follows: Dr. K. E. Guthe, professor of

physics, has been elected to the deanship,

while the board is to consist of the president;

Dr. M. E. Cooley, dean of the department of

engineering; Dr. V. C. Vaughan, dean of the

department of medicine; Dr. H. C. Adams,

head of the department of political economy;

Dr. R. M. Wenley, head of the department of

philosophy; Dr. F. 'N. Scott, head of the de-

partment of rhetoric; Professor H. M. Bates,

dean of the department of law, and Dr. M.

Gomberg, professor of organic chemistry.

The new executive will take office on October

1, and will probably devote next year to a

thorough consideration of future policy.

Whitman College, Walla Walla, Washing-

ton, has received from seven hundred donors

a fund amounting to more than $200,000.

St. Eranois Xaviee College is to be united

with Fordham University, New York City.

The St. Francis Xavier grammar and high

school will be maintained.

The new four-year course which has been

outlined' by the College of Agriculture, of the

University of Illinois, has the first year's work

prescribed and one half of the work of each

semester of the sophomore year. The re-

mainder of the time is given over to speciali-

zation in soils, crops, agricultural teaching,

horticulture, farm mechanics, dairying or ani-
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mal husbandry. A new college circular de-

scribing this course will be ready for distri-

bution about the middle of August.

Samuel L. Bootheoyd, assistant professor

of topographic and geodetic engineering in

the College of Civil Engineering of Cor-

nell University, has resigned to accept the

associate professorship of astronomy and

mathematics in the University of Washington,

succeeding Professor James E. Gould. The

trustees have promoted Paul Halladay Under-

wood, instructor in the college, to the rank of

assistant professor and appointed him to the

place vacated by Professor Boothroyd. The

following appointments have also been made:

Ransom E. Somers, instructor in economic

geology; E. H. Kennard and T. B. Brown,

assistants in physics, and E. A. Gulick, as-

sistant in chemistry.

H. N. Parker, of the Ulinois Experiment

Station, will head the division of sanitary

dairying of the university next year. Pro-

fessor B. E. Eickards will enter the employ

of an Indianapolis manufacturing firm.

Db. Arthur E. Hill, of New York Univer-

sity, has been appointed professor of chemis-

try and director of the laboratory to succeed

Professor Lamb.

George E. Wells, Ph.D. (Hopkins, '12),

has been appointed instructor in psychology at

Oberlin College.

L. E. Geissler, Ph.D. (Cornell), has re-

signed his position as research psychologist in

the Physical Laboratory of the National Elec-

tric Lamp Association, Cleveland, to become

professor of psychology at the University of

Georgia. He will organize and direct the new
psychological laboratory to be established in

connection with the School of Education. The
laboratory will occupy seven or eight rooms

in George Peabody Hall, the new home of the

School of Education now under construction,

and will be furnished with all modem equip-

ment.

William E. Barrows, Jr., has been ap-

pointed professor of electrical engineering at

the University of Maine. For the past six

years he has been assistant professor of elec-

trical engineering at the Armour Institute of

Technology.

Dr. W. H. Warren, connected during the

past year with the department of chemistry of

Clark College, has recently been appointed

professor of chemistry in Wheaton College,

Norton, Massachusetts.

Professor Charles E. Decker, M.S. (Chi-

cago), has been appointed assistant professor

of geology and biology at Allegheny College.

Db. Erank Elbert Wheelock, instructor in

physics in the University of Missouri, has been

appointed professor of physics in Mount Alli-

son College, Sackville, New Brunswick.

The following appointments have been made
in consequence of the new grant in the Uni-

versity of London made by the London County

Council for the increase of the university

professoriate: Dr. J. A. Fleming, D.Sc,

F.E.S., professor of electrical engineering (to

teach at University College) ; Dr. Arthur

Dendy, D.Sc, F.E.S., professor of zoology (to

teach at King's College).

Professor V. Bjerknes, of the University

of Christiania, has been offered the chair of

geophysics at Leipzig.

Dr. Jean Brunhes, professor at Lausanne

and Freiburg, has been called to the chair of

anthropogeography in the College de France.

DISCUSSION AND COBRESPONDENCE
" genes " NOT MADE IN GERMANY

To THE Editor of Science : The new version

of " genes " in the issue of May 24 carries a

reminder of Mark Twain's "jumping frog."

Darwin's word pangen is taken into German

to alter the vowel quantity and then comes

back into English accompanied by a super-

fluous letter and a new system of philology

elaborated to justify the " genes " and " pan-

genes " that adorn the pages of recent publi-

cations on genetics.

The custom has been to use Latin trans-

literations of Greek derivatives, but scientific

literature is now to have a more Teutonic

flavor. The new system need not be confined
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to genetics, of course, nor even to biology.

The same reasons can be urged for oxygene

as for pangene. Scores of terms have been

based on the same root, ytv, but hitherto with

a short vowel, as in the Greek. Some philolo-

gists add a letter in forming such a word as

clone, where the original Greek vowel is long,

but this has nothing to do with Dr. Shull's

"general law of English philology" that

would lengthen short vowels to enable Greek

derivatives to be pronounced with a German

accent. In this case Johannsen's correct word

"gen" was displaced by a linguistic mon-

strosity, " gene," because the latter was sup-

posed to sound more like German, and be-

cause " the German word ' Pangen ' better ex-

presses the meaning involved than does the

English word ' pangen.' " The new final " e
"

symbolizes the magically improved connota-

tion acquired by Darwin's word pangen in

passing from English into the hallowed pre-

cincts of the German language. It replaces

the italics, capitals and quotation marks

otherwise required to differentiate the more

expressive German "Pangen" from the ordi-

nary English "pangen." The mistake, as

now appears, was not a merely casual adop-

tion of the German plural " Gene " as an

English singular, but a deliberate substitution

of an erroneous new singular " gene," anoma-

lous alike in German, Greek or English. Dr.

ShuU does not state when, where or by whom

this change from " gen " into " gene " was de-

termined, but these details are of no impor-

tance now that the method has been explained.

It would have been easier to bestow " gene "

and "pangene" on the French, who use

" oxygene " and a whole class of similar terms,

but the German derivation is more ingenious.

Regarding the phenotypes, little need be

said. Dr. Shull reasserts the reality of

phenotjfpes, and even insists with italics that

" statistical investigation may discover, meas-

ure and describe phenotypes." But if it be

true that " phenotyi^es and genotypes exist

among Mendelian hybrids," or elsewhere in

nature, they must be the names of classes or

groups of animal or plant individuals distin-

guished by the possession of certain characters

or gens. Such group names are usually con-

sidered as collectives, but Dr. Shull main-

tains that phenotypes " must always be ab-

stractions." Evidently the new science of

genetics is to have an original system of

metaphysics as well as of philology.

O. F. Cook
Baed, California,

June 17, 1912

PROPOSITIONS FOR CHANGES IN THE INTERNA-

TIONAL CODE OF ZOOLOGICAL NOJIENCLATURE

Attention of zoologists is invited to the rule

that all propositions for changes to the Inter-

national Code must be in the hands of the

Commission at least one year before the meet-

ing of the International Congress.

Formal notice of the exact date of meeting

has not yet reached me, but I hope to have my
first report to the Commission prepared for

mailing not later than September 1. About

that date I shall also send to Science and

to the Zoologisclier Anzeiger a complete list

of the propositions that have been sent to me.

It is a great satisfaction to the Commission

to note the increased and more general inter-

est exhibited by zoologists in nomenclatorial

matters, and I take the liberty of repeating a

statement made on several former occasions,

namely, that the Commission welcomes most

heartily correspondence and suggestions from

all zoologists.

C. W. Stiles,

Secretary, International Commission

on Zoological Nomenclature

the PEI YANG UNIVERSITY

To THE Editor of Science : A note by Con-

sul General S. S. Knabenshue, of Tientsin,

China, regarding vacancies in the stafii of the

Pei Tang University, of that city, published

in Daily Consular and Trade Reports of July

8, seems likely to deluge me with inquiries

and applications, and I would be glad if you

would aid me in forestalling them by publish-

ing this statement. There are no vacancies

in the staff of the Pei Tang University at
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present, Dr. George I. Adams, of the United

States Geological Survey, having been re-

cently appointed to the chair of geology and

mining, and Dr. H. V. Fuller, of Ziirich Uni-

versity, to the chair of chemistry. Next year

the professorship of railway engineering will

be vacant, but only properly qualified persons

should apply, as the university, though small,

maintains a high standard and the salary of-

fered is sufficient to command the services of

able and experienced men. I have xeceived

many applications for positions which do not

exist, and beg to point out that, as stated in

Science, March 1, 1912, the professorships

now filled by foreigners are : law, two ; eco-

nomics and history, one; chemistry, one; geol-

ogy and mining, one; metallurgy, one; civil

engineering, two; mechanical engineering,

one; railroad engineering, one. As stated

above, none of these are now vacant. There

are no professorships in mathematics, physics,

biology, zoology, botany, agriculture, peda-

gogy and kindred subjects, nor are any likely

to be created.

Thomas T. Eead
San Francisco, Cal.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
Technology and Industrial Ejficiency. A

Series of Papers Presented at the Congress

of Technology, opened in Boston, Mass.,

April 10, 1911, in Celebration of the

Fiftieth Anniversary of the Granting of a

Charter to the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology. McGraw-Hill Book Company.
1911. Pp. 486.

This volume of papers, covering a large va-

riety of topics in applied science, derives its

interest possibly as much from the occasion

which has called it forth, as from its contents.

The charter of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology was signed by Governor Andrew
on April 10, 1861. The fiftieth anniversary

of this event was taken advantage of for the

inauguration of a congress of technology

which lasted through several days, and to

which the public was invited, to listen to the

reading of papers contributed by graduates

and professors of the institute.

The occasion was thus, in some degree, a

celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the

institute, and a demonstration, so far as it

was needed, of the prominent position in ap-

plied science which had been won by it and
by its graduates.

It is an interesting question, in how short

a time may an institution of learning, with-

out substantial state aid or endowment, de-

pendent almost wholly upon its own resources

and the merits of what it has to offer, attain

to a commanding position among institutions

of learning? The lesson which has been

taught by the institute is, in this respect, most

instructive. Here is an institution which, in

the short space of considerably less than fifty

years, has become one of the leading institu-

tions of its kind in this country or in the

world, and it has attained this position solely

by its own merits and exertions, with a small

endowment, with little aid from the state

—

until within a very few years—and obliged

to depend, therefore, for its maintenance and

progress upon the tuition fees from students

and such scattering gifts as it might receive

from time to time. This position of leader-

ship has already been held by the institute for

at least fifteen or twenty years, so that from

the date of the first small beginnings, when
the classes met in hired quarters in the busi-

ness section of the city of Boston, the school

has developed in a third of a century into a

position of unquestioned leadership.

Under these conditions it is not unnatural

that its graduates, faculty and corporation

should take advantage of the fiftieth anniver-

sary of its birth to celebrate the progress

which has been made. The papers presented

at the congress have been edited and collected

in the volume referred to above.

These papers, covering, as they do, the whole

field of applied science, differ widely in char-

acter and subject. There are but few on any

one topic, and the specialist will find but

little in the volume to enlarge his detailed

knowledge. Nevertheless, the papers have

been kept somewhat non-technical in form

and designed to be of general interest to the

applied scientist, and this object has been ad-
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mirably attained. The applied scientist, in

whatever branch of engineering he may be

engaged, will be able to read most of the

papers with interest and profit, and will find

that they will enlarge his view of the field of

engineering. Many of them deal with the

progress in certain branches of science within

the last few years, giving a summary of the

main events. There is little that is strictly

technical in the volume, and the writer re-

calls but one paper which is accompanied by

any mathematical formulae.

The volume opens by a paper by President

Maclauren, entitled " Some Factors in the

Institute's Success." In this paper Dr. Mac-

lauren outlines most admirably the main fea-

tures which have contributed to the rapid and

great success of this school. Among the im-

portant contributing elements he names the

fact that the school was born in Boston,

where the value of education was fully ap-

preciated, and where the new venture re-

ceived moral, if not immediate financial sup-

port; then the impetus which applied science

had taken on at the time of its birth, owing

to the great discoveries in engineering which

had just preceded it; and finally, as a cause

to which Dr. Maclauren attributes special im-

portance, the fact that there has never been

any uncertainty or , indefiniteness as to what

the institute is aiming at in its scheme of

education. The institute was founded to em-

phasize the importance of the useful, using

the term in its broadest sense and not limit-

ing it simply to that which aids a man to

earn his bread and butter, but understanding

it to mean whatever cooperates in enabling a

man to make his life of greater use to him-

self and to the community. As contrasted

with the scholastic education which devotes

itself to the abstract, and sometimes even de-

cries that which is useful, the institute main-

tained that utility was the first object in the

study of anything. In accordance with this

idea, the method of teaching adopted at the

institute has been termed " learning by do-

ing," and Dr. Maclauren gives it as his be-

lief "that the do-it-yourself method has been

the greatest factor in the success of the insti-

tute." Whether this is true or not, there

seems no question of the fact that the estab-

lishment of this school has had a great influ-

ence upon the traditional college education,

and it probably is not too much to say that the

trend in education to-day is in the direction

in which the institute has always moved.

The technical papers in the volume are

sixty-eight in number, averaging, therefore,

only about seven pages in length. They are

divided into six sections.

Section A deals with scientific investiga-

tion and the control of industrial processes^

and contains seventeen papers, treating of

such subjects as the conservation of metal re-

sources, some causes of failure in metals,

metallography, improvements in cotton bleach-

ing, the gas industry, fire prevention, the-

utilization of blast furnace wastes, reclama-

tion in the west and similar topics.

Section B treats of technological educa-

tion in its relations to industrial development,

and consists of thirteen short papers, several

of which emphasize the importance of the

method and aim at the institute, the value of

a thorough training in engineering, and the

influence of the institute upon education.

Section C treats of administration and

management, and contains nine papers, sev-

eral of them devoted to the modern subject of

scientiflc management. One of these, en-

titled " An Object Lesson in Efficiency," is

contributed by Mr. Lewis, president of the

Tabor Manufacturing Company, of Philadel-

phia, the company in which the principles of

Mr. F. W. Taylor have been most thoroughly

carried out. The applicability of scientiflc

management to various branches of industry

are discussed in this section, and one of the

most interesting papers in the volume is that

of Mr. H. G. Bradlee, of the firm of Stone &

Webster, entitled " A Consideration of Cer-

tain Limitations of Scientific Efiiciency," in

which he points out the fact that scientiflc

management has distinct limitations which,

at the present time, we may be apt to over-

look. We are an hysterical nation, and the

pendulum swings rapidly from extreme to ex-

treme. After reading the highly colored ac-
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counts of the results attained by scientific

management as depicted by some of its en-

thusiasts, and after being solemly assured that

the railroads of this country could save a mil-

lion dollars a day by introducing the prin-

ciples of scientific management, it is refresh-

ing to read a calm, dispassionate, but keenly

analytical paper like that of Mr. Bradlee,

and, after finishing it we shall find ourselves

less enthusiastic but more sane.

Another important paper in this section is

that contributed by Mr. S. M. Felton, presi-

dent of the Chicago Great Western Eailroad,

on the scientific management of American

railways. This is the longest paper in the

volume covering, with cuts, 46 pages. It

gives a very interesting account of the de-

velopment of American railways since 1850,

with cuts illustrating the differences between

rolling stock at the present time and forty or

fifty years ago, and many interesting facts,

figures and historical comparisons, both as to

the physical characteristics of railways and

the operating results.

Section D treats of recent industrial de-

velopment, and includes 15 papers treating of

improvements in electric lighting, illumi-

nating engineering, gasolene engines, electric

propulsion, the mechanical handling of ma-
terials and mail, electro-chemistry power

plants, ore-dressing, etc.

Section E treats of public health and sani-

tation, and contains nine papers. This sec-

tion is especially indicative of the work of the

institute, for this school, it is fair to say, has

been the leader in the training of sanitary

engineers. The graduates from its depart-

ment of sanitary engineering have taken a

foremost part in the modern improvements in

methods of water supply, filtration, and sewage

disposal, and are found occupying positions

of responsibility all over the country. The
part that the institute has played in this de-

velopment is traced in one of these papers by

Professor George C. Whipple, himself one of

the most eminent examples of the leadership

of the institute in this department. Another

paper, by Professor Phelps, gives an account

of the work of the sanitary research labora-

tory and sewage experiment station, a novel

and important adjunct of the institute.

Section F is devoted to architecture. In

comparison with the splendid architectural

department of the institute and the eminence

of the men who have graduated therefrom,

this section is the least satisfactory in the

volume. It contains but four papers, two of

them written by civil engineering graduates,

and one by a mechanical engineering gradu-

ate, only one being contributed by a graduate

in architecture. Possibly this is due to the

fact that in pure architecture there may have

been less development in recent years than in

the other branches of applied science, most of

the improvements in the construction of

buildings having been of an engineering rather

than of an architectural nature.

As a whole, the volume will well repay read-

ing. Almost everybody will find material of

interest in it, and will be struck with the excel-

lence of the papers as a whole, and especially

by the fact that one institution should, in so

short a time, have been able to turn out so

many men who have attained to leading posi-

tions as applied scientists. In this respect,

however, the volume is almost as noticeable

for the names that are absent as for those that

are represented among the authors. Some of

the most eminent of the institute graduates

have not contributed papers, and it is prob-

ably safe to say that the school is quite capable

of producing another similar volume of equal

size and equal interest. Geo. F. Swain

The Mechanics of Building Construction. By
Henry Adams, M.Inst.C.E., M.I.Mech.E.,

F.S.I., F.E.San.L, M.S.A., etc. Longmans,

Green, and Co. Cloth; 5i X 9 in. Pp.

xi-f 240; 589 figures. $2 net.

A rare combination of qualities is requisite

to the authorship of a really good engineering

text book. In addition to the literary polish

of the novelist one must have the broad point

of view of the practising engineer as well as

the didactic skill supposed to characterize the

college professor. The author of this book is

an engineer who has received many tokens of

confidence and esteem from his fellow engi-
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neers, he has written many papers and books

and for thirty-five years he was a college pro-

fessor. His product, however, can hardly be

called a really good book.

The author is chief examiner on engineer-

ing for the London Board of Education. At

the request of this board a few years ago he

gave to a group of teachers a series of lectures

upon the " Mechanics of Building Construc-

tion, with the object of perfecting their knowl-

edge of the subject and at the same time il-

lustrating the manner in which it should be

taught." These lectures have been expanded

and form the basis of the present text.

In giving the original lectures and in this

work of revision it may be conjectured that

the author's duties as examiner were ever

present in his mind and unconsciously influ-

enced his style of writing. The attempt is

made to explain methods of estimating the

strength of all structural parts met in English

building practise. The method chosen is gen-

erally that of working out particular problems

rather than developing the principles involved.

In those parts where some attempt has been

made to develop principles, the writing seems

very careless. In some cases the simplest

things are explained and some of the important

ones are omitted. While a considerable por-

tion of the book naturally has to do with flex-

ure, the simple principles of the theory of flex-

ure are not given. It is apparent that the

writer has not had the same class of readers

in mind while he was writing different parts

of the text.

The book will doubtless be of assistance to the

men who are preparing for the examinations

referred to. It can hardly be recommended

to the general student. It seems, however,

especially well fitted for the use of an archi-

tect or builder who has taken up his work

without a proper education; his familiarity

with the subjects treated will enable him to

read the parts in which he is interested with

some understanding; but it is a question

whether such a man should be encouraged to

malic his own calculations unless he is willing

to begin at the beginning in his study of the

subject; otherwise it is almost certain that

he will make mistakes due to the fragmentary

character of his information.

The book is arbitrarily divided into thirty

lectures for the supposed convenience of

teachers who, while giving lectures upon the

subject, may wish to follow the author in a

servile manner. Graphical solutions are used

throughout in preference to algebraic solu-

tions; the figures illustrating the text are very

numerous. The subjects treated cover fairly

well the simpler problems likely to be met in

building work in England; they do not in-

clude steel building construction as practised

in America.

O. H. Basquin
NOETHWESTEEN UNIVEESITY

The Evolution of the Verieirates and their

Kin. By William Patten, Ph.D. Phila-

delphia, P. Blakiston's Son and Co. 1912'.

Pp. xxi 4- 481.

Twenty-two years ago there appeared in the

same number of the Quarterly Journal of

Microscopical Science two papers, one by
Professor Gaskell and the other by Professor

Patten, both maintaining the inadequacy of

all the theories that up to that time had been

proposed to account for the origin of the

vertebrates and advocating a new one, namely,

the derivation of the vertebrate phylum from
crustacean-like ancestors. For more than two

decades both authors have devoted themselves

to working out the details of their theories

and we now have the results of their labors

collected into single volumes, that by Professor

Gaskell having appeared about a year ago,

while that of Professor Patten now lies be-

fore us.

It must be confessed that a certain amount
of scepticism will obtrude itself into the con-

sideration of both works, not from any pre-

dilection for older theories, but on account of

the fact that on a common foundation the two

authors have built up systems of homologies

utterly incompatible the one with the other,

the result being that the reader, despairing in

his search for the truth in either system, is

inclined to cry with Mercutio, " A plague o'

both your houses." Professor Patten's views,
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however, will on the whole prove the more ac-

ceptable to morphologists, since they do not

show the utter disregard of certain funda-

mental principles of embryology so character-

istic of Professor Gaskell's theory.

Professor Patten, as is well known, traces

the vertebrate phylum back to an arachnid

ancestry, represented by such forms as the

Eurypterids, and thence traces it upwards

through the Ostracoderms to the primitive

arthrodire, dipnoan and amphibian forms.

It will not he possible here to discuss the va-

rious homologies of arachnidan and vertebrate

structures proposed in the book, such as the

identification of the arachnidan limbs with

the vertebrate external gills, of the arachnidan

liver lobes with the vertebrate pharyngeal

pouches and thyreoid, of the lemmatochord

with the notochord. ISTor can more than men-

tion be made of the comparison of the lateral

and parietal eyes of the arachnids with the

corresponding structures in vertebrates, or of

the suggestive similarity of the endocranium

and branchial cartilages of Limulus to those

of the vertebrates. But attention may be

especially directed to two points that seem to

be crucial for the theory, namely, the homolo-

gies of the surfaces of the body and the mode
of evolution of the vertebrate brain.

The hn?mal and neural surfaces of the verte-

brate descendant are homologized with the

same surfaces of the invertebrate ancestor

whose appendages have migrated hsemally

until their basal portions form the branchial

arches and whose mouth has been supplanted

by a new one, so that the stomodseum no longer

perforates the central nervous system. A por-

tion of the original stomodseum has become the

ependymal lining of the third ventricle,

another portion of it is represented by the

infundibulum and hypophysis, and the new
mouth is formed from what Professor Patten

terms the cephalic navel, the region where in

Limulus the blastoderm completes its invest-

ment of the yolk and which is identified with
the dorsal organ of other arthropods. The
cause of the closure of the original mouth
Professor Patten finds in the constriction of

the stomodiBum by the consolidation and en-

largement of the cephalic neuromeres and the

evident difficulty in the way of imagining

such a " cataclysmic metamorphosis," as Pro-

fessor Patten rightly calls the closure of one

mouth and the opening of another, he en-

deavors to avoid by the suggestion that it took

place " during the embryonic, or larval period,

the increasing volume of the yolk sphere ma-
king . . . (it) possible." In other words, he

suggests that the closing of one mouth, the

development of another, the transfer of the

oral arches to the hasmal side and the appear-

ance of true gill clefts all took place in the

course of the life history of a single genera-

tion! Or should it be of a single individual?

With regard to the second point referred to

above, Professor Patten holds that the entire

arachnidan nervous system is equivalent to

the vertebrate brain, the spinal cord being a

later development which does not and prob-

ably never did show a division into neu-

romeres. But, it may be remarked in passing,

in the vertebrate brain thus formed are in-

cluded the hypoglossal segments, the hypo-

glossal nerve being the result of the segrega-

tion of special fibers from the vagus complex

supplying the gills. The hypoglossal seg-

ments are, accordingly, primary constituents

of the vertebrate brain, a view entirely at

variance with the results of vertebrate mor-

phology. The arachnidan fore brain consists

of that portion of the brain situated in front

of the stomodffium and is composed of three

neuromeres. The first of these is associated

with the olfactory organ and represents the

olfactory lobes ; the second is associated with

the lateral eyes and its mushroom bodies be-

come the cerebral hemispheres, while behind

the third neuromere lies the stomodseal com-

missure, which is the representative of the

vertebrate cerebellum! The medulla oblon-

gata corresponds, however, to the abdominal

or branchial portion of the nervous system of

Limulus and, therefore, there is no correspond-

ence whatever between the neural and haemal

surfaces of the vertebrate brain as far back as

the region of the cerebellum, the neural sur-

face of all this portion of the brain, including

the hemispheres, the roof of the tweenbrain,
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the optic lobes and the cerebellum, being de-

rived from the procephalic neuromeres and

having been carried caudally by the enlarge-

ment of the cerebral hemispheres and the optic

lobes. Surely one might expect to find some

indications of such a remarkable transloca-

tion in the ontogeny of the vertebrate brain,

and yet one will look for it in vain. If it has

occurred we must leave it to the neurologists

to frame an explanation of the connections of

the cerebellum.

This translocation is an essential part of

Professor Patten's theory and with its ac-

curacy and that of the supposed new-formation

of the mouth the theory must stand or fall.

While one may admire the ingenuity displayed

in discovering unexpected homologies, one

must acknowledge a feeling that in many
cases they but create difficulties greater even

than those they were intended to obviate. Nor
does one find in the theory any explanation of

the most essential feature of the vertebrate

nervous system, namely, its arrangement in

longitudinal zones corresponding to the nerve

components. Indeed, the theory makes such

an arrangement impossible, and yet an ex-

planation of this arrangement and associated

structural peculiarities must be an essential

part of any acceptable theory of vertebrate

phylogenesis.

But while the theory must be adjudged to

be at least " not proven," it must be pointed

out that Professor Patten in the study of the

problem has added extensively to our knowl-

edge of the morphology of the primitive arach-

nids and of the Arthrostraca, an account of

the latter, based very largely on the study of

material contained in Professor Patten's pri-

vate collection, forming one of the most in-

teresting chapters of the book. The conclud-

ing chapters are a discussion of the author's

views as to the phylogeny of the various verte-

brate and invertebrate groups, summed up in

a concluding phylogenetic tree. Even though

one may not agree with the author's conclu-

sions, this portion, as well as the rest of the

book, will be found well worth careful study

by all morphologists.

It is to be regretted that the author has not

taken more pains to render the reading of the

book less tedious. Not but that the presenta-

tion is satisfactory, barring many annoying

orthographical errors, and the numerous il-

lustrations are excellent both in execution and

reproduction. But rarely is a figure to be

found on the page where it is referred to and
the reader becomes wearied turning backwards

and forwards to find the figure to which his

attention is directed, only to discover, when
he has located it, that he must turn again to

the end of the book to find an explanation of

the lettering employed. And even then he

will not always find what he is looking for.

The index, too, is decidedly inadequate.

J. P. MoM.

SCIENTIFIC JOVBNALS AND ASTICLES

The contents of the June issue of Terres-

trial Magnetism and Atmospheric Electricity

include

:

"The Penetrating Radiation," W. W. Strong.
'

' Results of some Long Series of Magnetic Ob-

servatory Observations: Colaba (1846-1905), Pola

(1847-1909) and Potsdam (1892-1900)," re-

viewed by D. L. Hazard.
'

' The Physical Theory of the Earth 's Magnetic

and Electric Phenomena, No. V. : On the Forma-

tion of the Earth 's Magnetic Field, " L. A. Bauer.
'

' Magnetic Declinations and Chart Corrections

in the Atlantic Ocean according to the Observa-

tions on Board the Carnegie, June, 1910, to March,

1911," L. A. Bauer and W. J. Peters.

BOTANICAL NOTES

Laboratory botanists who are looking for a

constant temperature apparatus will do well

to read W. J. S. Land's paper on this subject

in The Botanical Gazette for November, 1911,

where the descriptions are illustrated by work-

ing drawings quite sufficient to enable a good

workman to reproduce the apparatus at much
less cost than otherwise.

Botanists will read " The Wilting Coeffi-

cient for Diiierent Plants and its Indirect

Determination," by L. J. Briggs and H. L.

Shantz (Bull. 230, Bureau of Plant Industry,

U. S. Dept. Agriculture), for two purposes:

(1) The very considerable amount of valuable
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physiological and ecological information con-

tained in the paper, and (2) for the descrip-

tions and illustrations of the very ingenious

apparatus devised and used by the two in-

vestigators. For the latter especially the

paper is to be very highly recommended to

teachers of plant physiology who are in search

of eifective apparatus.

Plant physiologists will find some sur-

prising things in "A Preliminary Study of

the Forced Curing of Lemons as Practised in

California," by A. F. Sievers and E. H. True

(Bull. 232, Bureau of Plant Industry, TJ. S.

Dept. Agriculture, Feb., 1912). Lemons that

ripen on the tree, known as " tree-ripes," con-

stitute as a whole, " an inferior class of fruit,

both as to appearance and keeping quality,

and are largely consumed in near-by markets."

They are therefore picked when full-grown

but still uniformly green in color, and then

cured in the packing house, and it is said

that when so cured the lemon " has a better

appearance, better keeping quality, and a con-

siderably thinner rind." The reading of

some portions at least of this bulletin is com-

mended to plant physiologists.

While the foregoing bulletin appeals to the

plant physiologist, one from the California

Experiment Station (No. 196) on the " Toler-

ance of Eucalyptus for Alkali," by E. H.

Loughridge, is of especial interest to the

ecologist. The increasing growth of Euca-

lyptus trees of various species raised the

question of the possibility of utilizing the

alkali lands for such plantings, and the ex-

periment station was asked to furnish the

necessary information as to the tolerance of

different species of Eucalyptus for the ordi-

nary alkali salts of the soil. It appears from

this bulletin that it is possible to grow good

trees of several species of Eucalyptus upon

soil which has much alkali in it, and that

there is a very considerable difference in the

tolerance of the different species for alkali.

Dr. B. M. Davis's paper on the " Eeduction

Divisions of Oenothera lamarcMana and 0.

'Sigas " (^Ann. Bot., October, 1911) adds to the

cytology of these related forms in which the

number of chromosomes in the second is twice

that of the first, the author affirming as one

of his conclusions that " 0. gigas is a progres-

sive mutant, its peculiarities being clearly

associated with the changes in its germ-plasm

incident upon the doubling of its chromosome

number." Seventy-nine figures on three

double plates illustrate the paper.

Dr. J. M. Coulter has been studying the

endosperm of Angiosperms (Bot. Gaz.j No-

vember, 1911) and decides definitely in favor

of its gametophytic nature in spite of the

various nuclear fusions from which some have

argued its sporophytic character. " The prod-

uct of such fusions as do occur is merely an

undifferentiated tissue, which practically con-

tinues the tissue of the gametophyte; that is,

it is simply growth and not organization."

L. W. Sharp described (Bot. Gaz., Sep-

tember, 1911) the embryo sac of Physostegia

in which a curious lateral lobe develops in the

antipodal region and in this eventually the

endosperm forms, and into it also the embryo

protrudes by the great elongation of the

micropylar cell of the proembryo.

The same author and W. H. Brown pub-

lish (Bot. Gaz., December, 1911) their study

of the embryo sac of Epipactis which differs

in certain details from the usual structural

sequence.

N. E. Stevens in the December (1911)

Torrey Bulletin publishes a paper on the

"Dioecism of the Trailing Arbutus (Epigea)"

in which he shows first that it is not properly

heterostylous, in spite of the fact that there

is much difference in the length of the styles.

On the other hand, he found that it is func-

tionally dioecious.

A VALUABLE SERVICE TO SCIENCE

The Historical Department of Iowa has

rendered a most valuable service to science

by procuring the preparation and publication

of a sketch of the life of the naturalist, Eafi-

nesque, accompanied by a voluminous bibliog-
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raphy of his many publications. In the vol-

ume entitled " Rafinesque, A Sketch of his

Life with Bibliography," by Professor T. J.

Fitzpatrick, we have placed before us a most

readable account of the life of this gifted and

eccentric maU;, who was so tireless a student

and observer of nature. To this part of the

book fifty pages are given, every page of which

is full of interest. Born of French and Ger-

man ancestry in a suburb of Constantinople

in 1T83, he lived mostly in France until 1802,

when he came to America, remaining several

years. Returning to southern Europe for a

period, he finally came again to America,

where he remained until his death in 1840.

The story of his life is told with absorbing

interest and no one can run over these pages

without feeling grateful to the writer who has

made the eccentric hero of the story live

again for us, and we may hope that many who

read it will be inclined to think less harshly

of his work, done, as it was, in a period when

science was little recognized in this country.

The Bibliography will be a revelation to

many scientific men who have known about

Rafinesque only in a general way. All told

the list includes 941 titles. The author says

in his introduction that " the writings of

Rafinesque are varied and widely scattered.''

and refers to the difficulty he experienced in

collecting the material upon which his list is

based. The list consists of titles, dates, places

of publication and notes, the latter often very

interesting as including historical facts not

to be found elsewhere. Here and there one

finds a photographic reproduction of a title

page, often very quaint and old-fashioned.

After the regular bibliography a few pages

are given to a list of 134 articles that refer to

Rafinesque, some rather fully, and others only

incidentally. The book closes with a short

chapter on the portraits of Rafinesque.

One can not turn from a reading of this

book of Professor Fitzpatrick's without feel-

ing that in Rafinesque American science had

a man of far more than ordinary ability, and

that while eccentric and erratic he has still

to be reckoned with as one who studied na-

ture and found out many of her secrets, in

the early days when naturalists were few and

far between. And science owes much to the

author and the Historical Department of

Iowa for bringing together all this informa-

tion and issuing it in this very attractive vol-

ume.

Charles E. Bessey
The University or Nebraska

SPECIAL ABTICLES

THE HISTORY OF THE GERM CELLS IN THE P^DO-

GENETIC LARVA OF MIASTOR

Six years ago, when I began to study the

origin of the germ cells in insects, an attempt

was made to obtain specimens of the pado-

genetic larvae of certain flies belonging to the

family Cecidomyiida?. At that time I was in-

formed by one of the best authorities on the

Diptera that there were none in this country.

Since then they have been discovered (Oc-

tober 5, 1910) by Dr. E. P. Felt and many
features of their life history have been deter-

mined by him.^ I am indebted to Dr. Felt for

an abundant supply of these interesting larvae,

upon which work is now progressing.

As early as 1865 the fact that the germ cells

(pole cells) of the psedogenetic Cecidomyiidse

are set aside very early in embryonic develop-

ment was pointed out by Leuckart" and

Metschnikoff." Their brief descriptions were

followed a year later by a more detailed ac-

count.* Eggs were found containing only two

nuclei which were supposed to result from the

division of the germinal vesicle. These nuclei

continued to give rise to others by division

'Felt, E. P., "Miastor and Embryology," Sci-

ence, Vol. 33, pp. 302-303, 1911; "Miastor Amer-

icana, Felt; an Account of Pedogenesis," Bui.

147, N. Y. State Museum, pp. 82-104, 1911;

"Miastor," Journ. Ec. Ent., Vol. 4, p. 414, 1911.

' Leuekart, K., '
' Die ungeschlechtliciie Fort-

pflanzung der Cecidomyienlarven, " Arcli. f.

Naturg., Bd. 1, 1865.

= Metschnikoff, B., "Ueber die Entwicklung der

Cecidomyienlarven aus dem Pseudovum, " Arch. f.

Naturg., Bd. 1, 1865.

' Metschnikoff, E., " Embryologische Studien an

Insekten," Zeit. f. Wiss. Zool., Bd. 16, 1886.
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until twelve to fifteen were produced, one of membraneless cell, the first pole-cell. This

which, lying at the pointed pole of the pseudo- then divided into two and later into four cells,

vum, became surrounded by a thick, dark These four then separated into two groups of

yolk mass and with it separated as a distinct two cells each and were recognized as the

cl.ii= clen.tfo.^e YVM.t\e«.'i
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primitive reproductive organs lying in their

definitive positions. From 1866 until 1908

nothing was added to our knowledge of the

embryonic development of these pffidogenetic

larvse. Kahle," however, has given a remark-

ably clear and detailed account of the subject

and I have already been able to confirm many
of his results.

The entire " Keimbahn," as described by

Kahle, is shown in the accompanying dia-

gram. The primary oocyte contains, at the

posterior pole, a mass of protoplasm which

stains more deeply in aniline and carmine

than does the rest of the material in the egg.

This substance is named " polares Plasma."

Erom twenty to twenty-four chromosomes are

present. One polar body is given o£P, and this

divides once. One of the eight nuclei result-

ing from the first three divisions of the egg

nucleus becomes embedded in the " polares

Plasma" and is cut off by cell walls forming

the primordial germ cell. During the division

from the 4-eell to the 8-cell stage, three of the

nuclei (I., II., III.) lose part of their chroma-

tin, which is cast o£E into the cytoplasm, and

is called by Kahle " Chromatinreste." The
nest, or 15-eell stage, includes a single pri-

mordial germ cell which contains the " polares

Plasma " and possesses a large nucleus with

the full amount of chromatin, and fourteen

somatic cells, each of which lacks " polares

Plasma," and has a small nucleus from which

part of the chromatin has been cast out, and

which possesses only half the number of

chromosomes (10-11).

The primordial germ cell undergoes six

successive divisions, thus producing sixty-four

oogonia of the 6th order. At the end of the

third division two germ glands are formed of

four cells each. The multiplication period is

followed by the growth period during which

each oogonium enlarges into a primary oocyte

with a nucleus containing from 21-24 chromo-

somes and with a mass of " polares Plasma "

at the posterior pole. The origin of the

" polares Plasma " was not discovered.

MiastoT americana Felt agrees so far as

• Kahle, W., '
' Die Paedogenesis der Cecido-

myiden," Zoologica, Heft 55, pp. ]-80, 1908.

I have been able to determine with the species

studied by Kahle (Miaster metraloas). The
"polares Plasma" is present; the primordial

germ cell is set aside at the 8-cell stage; and

two germ glands of four oogonia each are

formed. I have not, however, been able to

count the chromosomes accurately nor to find

division figures of early stages which show the

diminution of the chromatin. These stages I

hope to find later.

The determination of the germ cells of

Miastor seems to combine two of the methods

that have already been described for other ani-

mals. The presence of a deeply staining mass

of material at the posterior pole of the egg,

which becomes a part of the primordial germ

cell but is excluded from the somatic cells, is

similar to the condition in Chrysoioelid

beetles, in Cyclops, and in Sagittaf whereas

the diminution in the amount of chromatin

which takes place in the somatic cells but does

not occur in the primordial germ cell is like

the casting out of the chromatin from the

nuclei of the somatic cells of Ascaris.'

The " Keimbahn " of Miastor furnishes a

remarkably clear example of the continuity of

the germ plasm. It likewise enables us, at

least in one instance, to state the number of

cell divisions that occur during the period of

multiplication of the oogonia, and, indeed, the

number of cell divisions from one oocyte to

the sixty-four oocytes of the next generation,

namely, ten. The writer is now engaged in an

attempt to determine the origin of the pecul-

iar substances (germ cell determinants) such

as the " polares Plasma " of Miastor which

have been observed in the primordial germ

cells of many species of animals, and hopes to

discover the role they play in the primary dif-

ferentiation of germ cells and somatic cells.

Robert W. Hegner
Qniversitt of Michigan

' Boveri, Th., '
' Die Entstehung des Gegensatzea

zwischen den Geschlechtszellen und den somatischen

Zellen bei Ascaris megalooephala," Setz. Ges. f.

Morph. Physiol, Bd. 8, 1892.

' Hegner, K. W., '
' Germ Cell Determinants and

their Significance," Am. Nat., Vol. 45, pp. 385-

397, 1911.
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AN AUTOCOLLIMATING MOUNTING FOR A CONCAVE

GRATING*

The usual form of mounting for a concave

grating is cumbersome and has the objection

that either the receiving apparatus or the

source must be movable. This may be avoided

by employing the method of autocoUimation,

using that part of the light which after being

diffracted is returned toward the slit. If

therefore the slit is on Eowland's circle, the

spectrum will be formed on the same circle

and one point of it will coincide with the slit

(Fig. 1). The wave-length of the light which

Tig. 1

is returned to the slit is given by the formula

X^ (2e/m) sin <p,

where e is the distance between consecutive

rulings, <^ the angle made by the light with

the grating-normal, and m the order of the

spectrum. It follows that at a given angle

the order is twice that which is produced at

the center of curvature."

'Abstract of a paper read before the American

Philosophical Society, April 20, 1912.

' The application of autocollimation to the con-

cave grating was first described by A. Eagle,

Astrophys. Jour., 31, p. 120, 1910.

In this method, since the focal length

changes in passing through the spectra, not

only the inclination of the grating, but also

its distance from the slit, must be altered. In

addition the focal plane, which coincides with

the arc of Eowland's circle, is inclined to the

direction of the light by the same angle as the

grating, and therefore the inclination of the

camera must be changed to correspond with

that of the grating. See Fig. 1, where G is

the grating, S the slit, and the arc at repre-

sents the position of the photographic plate

in the camera.

Fig. 2

In the instrument here described these ad-

justments are automatically made in the fol-

lowing manner. The grating is carried on a

platform which slides along a horizontal track

OS (Fig. 2) and is also capable of rotation
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aboiit a vertical axis through its center. At

one end of the track is a fixed vertical axis,

carrying a platform S for the slit and another

CC for the camera, both capable of rotation.

The two axes are joined by a system of link

bars of the " lazy-tongs " type, the total length

of which, when fully extended, is equal to p,

the radius of the grating. It is obvious that

when the inclination of the bars to the track

is ^, the distance GS will be p cos cj). If then

the first and last bars of the linkage on one

side are connected to the camera and grating

so as to be parallel respectively to their nor-

mals, the inclination of both camera and

grating will be correct however the distance

GS is altered. Since either side may be used,

all the grating spectra become available.

The linkage is supported at its intersec-

tions by blocks which slide along the track.

The grating slider is moved by a rod or screw

running to the end of the track near the slit,

the only function of the linkage being to pro-

duce the necessary rotation. There is there-

fore no great stress on the axes tending to

bend them. The grating and slit are pro-

vided with the usual adjustments and also may
be shifted on their platforms until their cen-

ters fall exactly in the axes of rotation. The

camera is mounted on its platform on either

side of the slit at C or C" or preferably just

above it, and may be adjusted so as to bring

the plate into coincidence with the focal circle.

For visual observation the plateholder may
be replaced by an eyepiece. The slit is made

double so that light may be sent through one

part and returned through the other. The

apparatus is thus available for a threefold

use, as a spectrograph, as an observing spec-

troscope, and as a monochromator.

The diagonal of any parallelogram of the

linkage perpendicular to the track is propor-

tional to sin <^; and therefore to the wave-

length. A scale of equal parts placed across

any part of the linkage perpendicular to the

track, as Sc (Fig. 2), will, therefore, give an

approximate measure of the wave-length. A
more open scale may be placed on the track,

but this will not be one of equal parts.

As everything is supported upon one track.

the apparatus may be made quite rigid, and

at the same time, with the smaller gratings at

least, portable. It will take up much less

space than the other mountings. It is also

more convenient, as everything is in reach at

the same time from the end of the track

—

source, slit, camera and handle for controlling

the position of the grating. There is but one

track to make true, and the other adjustments

are no more difficult, and in some cases much
easier, than in the Rowland mounting. A
very desirable feature is that the slit, grating

and camera may be connected by a light-

proof bellows or other enclosure, so that the

instrument may be used in an undarkened

room. This bellows may be supported partly

upon the blocks which carry the linkage.

The great compactness of the mounting

makes it available for use in astronomical

spectroscopy. The instrument may be

mounted upon a telescope in the prolongation

of its axis so that the slit lies in the focal

plane of the objective. (In the case of a star

image the slit could be dispensed with, and the

astigmatism of the grating would produce a

spectrum of finite width.) A more rigid and

more convenient arrangement would be to

mount the guides for the grating upon the

tube of the telescope. The light could be

brought to a focus by the objective at the side

of the field nearest the slit and thrown upon

the slit by totally reflecting prisms.

The definition of the spectrum is somewhat

greater than with the usual mounting, when

spectra of the same order are compared.

Moreover twice as many orders on each side

may be observed. The principal disadvan-

tages are that the scale of the spectra is not

constant, so that the spectra are not normal.

The deviations, however, are quite small and

may be accurately allowed for. Another ob-

jection is the inclination of the plate, which

requires special care in its register. These

objections, which are shared by prism spectro-

graphs, are much less serious when compari-

son spectra are used on the same plate.

Horace Clark Eichards

Eandal Morgan Laboratory of Physics,

University of Pennsylvania
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Jordan's General Bacteriology
SECOND
EDITION

Here Is a work that has taken high rank from the first. Compare it with any other bacteri-
ology you know of—we can forecast yonr conclusion. It is always the same : everyone

—

practitioner, surgeon, veterinarian, biologist, agriculturist, botanist, sanitarian, and in-
dustrial bacteriologist—all agree Jordan's isthebest General Bacteriology ever published.

Octavo of 594 pages, illustrated. By Edwin O. Jordan, Ph.D., Frofesior of Bacteriology in the Univer-
iity of Cbicaeo and in Rush Medical College, Cloth, $3.00 net.

Lusk on Nutrition
SECOND EDITION

TRANSLATED INTO GERMAN

In the prevention and the treatment of disease dietetics to-day is an important factor. A.
thorough knowledge of the subject is therefore essential. This work treats of the founda-'-
tions and the scientific substratum of dietetics. No statement has been made without en-
deavoring to give proof of its truthfulness. The work will also prove valuable to students.
of animal dietetica.

Octavo of 402 pages. By Gbahah Lusk, Ph.D., Sc.D., F.E.S. (Edin.), Professor of Physiology, Cornell '"'Z^tJn ^
Medical School. Cloth. 83.00 net. ^<i!in

HowelFs Physiology FOURTH
EDITION

While in Dr. Howell's work main emphasis has naturally been given the practical side, the
attention devoted to controverted questions will stimulate to individual research and ex-
perimentation. The entire literature has been digested and the important conolusiona
summarized. This edition shows thorough revision.

Octavo of 1018 pages, illustrated. By William H. Howell, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Physiology in
Johns Hopkins University. Cloth, 84.00 not ; Half Morocco, $5.50 net.

Wells' Chemical Pathology EXTENSIVE
BIBLIOGRAPHY

General pathology is here considered from the standpoint of the chemical prooeisea involved.
Particularly interesting are the chapters on Diabetes and Uric-acid Metabolism and Gout.

Octa,vo of 594 pagei. By H. Gideon Wells, Ph.D., M.D., Associate Professor of Pathology in the Uni-
versity of Chicago. Cloth, $3.25 net.
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DOCTORATES CONFERRED BY AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES

In the first five of the fifteen years dur-

ing which records of the doctorates of phi-

losophy conferred by our universities have

been annually printed in Science, there

was no increase in the number, the average

being 233. In the course of the past ten

years the number has about doubled,

amounting this year to 492. The twenty-

one German universities gave two years

ago 1,703 doctorates of philosophy (of

which 32 were to Americans), so we still

fall far behind that country in the number
of men adequately prepared for advanced

teaching and research. As the population

of the United States is half again as large

as that of Germany, we must increase six-

fold the number of doctorates conferred

before we can reach the present level of

that country.

The seven universities given at the be-

ginning of the table conferred three fifths

of all the degrees, but the other universities

have gained somewhat, as for the first ten

years covered by these statistics they con-

ferred only one quarter of the degrees.

The universities which have hitherto done

less research work, and especially the state

universities, are gaining somewhat on the

older universities, with the exception of

Columbia. This university has made a re-

markable advance in the past two years,

conferring this year 81 and last year 75

doctorates, thus drawing ahead of Chicago

in the total number of degrees conferred

in the past fifteen years. Yale and the

Johns Hopkins remain about stationary in

the number of degrees they confer, while

Cornell, Pennsylvania and Harvard have
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TABLE I

Doctorates Conferred

TABLE II

Doctorates Conferred in the Sciences

Columbia
Chicago
Harvard
Yale
Johns Hopkins
Pennsylvania
Cornell

Wisconsin
Clark
New York
Michigan
Boston
California

Princeton
Illinois

Minnesota
Bjrrn Mawr
George Washington
Virginia

Brown
Catholic
Stanford
Nebraska
Iowa
Massachusetts Inst.

Cincinnati
Ohio
Indiana
Missouri
Vanderbilt
Washington
Georgetown
Pittsburgh
Kansas
Syracuse
Colorado
North Carolina

Northwestern
Tufts
Washington and

Lee
Lafayette
Dartmouth
Lehigh
Tulane

32.2

35.6

33.8

31.8

30.5

22.5

18.1

8.6

8.7

6.7

6.9

4.4

3.3

2.6

.5

2.4

2.1

2.8

2.8

2.3

2.0

1.4

2.0

1.1

.3

.3

.4

.0

.4

.6

.7

1.0

.1

.3

.2

.5

.5

.4

.5

.4

.3

Total 272.4 378 389 358 437 492 4,778

636
602
536
483
443
375
339
179
143

133
110

increased their numbers and in this order.

Wisconsin conferred this year 27 degrees,

Illinois 20, California 15, Minnesota 12 and

Iowa 7, this being in each case a large

advance over the numbers conferred in any-

previous year. Princeton with 12 degrees

and Bryn Mawr with 9 also demonstrate a

decided growth in graduate work.

Chicago
Johns Hopkins. .

Columbia
Cornell

Yale
Harvard
Pennsylvania. . .

Clark
Wisconsin
California

Michigan
Illinois

Princeton

George Washing-
ton

Brown
Stanford

Bryn Mawr
Massachusetts

Inst

Nebraska
Virginia

Minnesota
New York
Iowa
Ohio
Indiana
Washington
Catholic

Missouri
Cincinnati

Kansas
Vanderbilt
Tufts
North Carolina.

Northwestern. . .

Washington and
Lee

Boston
Pittsburgh
Syracuse
Colorado
Dartmouth
Lehigh
Georgetown
Lafayette

16.4

16.8

13.4

10.4

12.4

14.1

9.0

7.7

2.8

2.4

2.8

.3

1.1

1.7

1.2

Total 124.1 184 194 179 239 273 2,310

317
262
254
225
215
213
152

132
78
53
46
35
31

30
24
23
17

17

17

17

15

15

13

13

It is a fact of interest to readers of this

journal that the number of degrees con-

ferred in the natural and exact sciences in-

creases more rapidly than in other subjects.

During the ten years from 1898 to 1907

there were conferred an average of 124
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degrees in the sciences as compared with

148 in other departments. In the follow-

ing three years the numbers were almost

exactly the same, whereas in the past two

years the sciences have drawn ahead, being

responsible this year for 273 degrees, as

compared with 219 in other subjects. This

advance is too large and too long continued

to be attributable to a chance variation; it

appears that the sciences are gaining

ground in our universities. In Germany

more degrees are conferred in the humani-

ties than in the sciences, and the large

number of degrees conferred there in the

languages is striking. In this country

there were this year only 17 degrees in

Latin and 5 in Greek. Among the sciences,

as always, chemistry leads and by a larger

margin than ever before. This degree is

in many cases awarded to men who propose

to undertake industrial work ; while this is

doubtless quite as important as teaching,

the degree has a somewhat different signifi-

cance, so that it might indeed be advisable

to award a doctorate of engineering rather

than the doctorate of philosophy. Physics

follows chemistry in the total number of

degrees conferred, and is in turn followed

by zoology, though there were this year

more degrees awarded in botany, mathe-

matics, geology and psychology than in

zoology. Agriculture and bacteriology, as

well as botany, show decided gains; there

are also gains in physiology and anatomy.

The institutions which this year con-

ferred two or more degrees in a science

are: in chemistry, Columbia, 11; Johns

Hopkins and Yale, 9 each; Chicago and

Wisconsin, 8 each; Illinois, 6; Cornell, 5;

Harvard and Ohio, 4 each ; Massachusetts

Institute, 3 ; Michigan and Princeton, 2

each ; in physics, Cornell and Princeton, 4

each; Chicago, Illinois, Michigan, Pennsyl-

vania and Yale, 3 each; Columbia, Johns

Hopkins and Wisconsin, 2 each ; in zoology,

TABLE III

Doctorates Distributed According to Subjects

Chemistry . . .

Physics
Zoology
Psychology . .

Mathematics

.

Botany
Geology
Physiology. .

Astronomy . .

Agriculture . .

Bacteriology.

Anthropology
Paleontology

.

Anatomy. . . .

Pathology . . .

Engineering. .

Mineralogy. .

Metallurgy. .

Geography .

.

Meteorology

.

Total . . .

32.3

15.5

15.2

13.5

12.1

12.6

7.1

4.1

3.4

1.0

1.4

1.0

1.6

.9

.5

.8

.6

.3

124.1 184 194 179 239 273 2,310

614
290
264
251
228
213
136
7a
51
45
31
22:

20
19
14
13
10
5

4
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Sornia, Johns Hopkins and Yale, 2 each;

in botany, Chicago, 8; Cornell, 4; Colum-

bia, 3 ; California, Indiana, Iowa and

Michigan, 2 each; in geology, Johns Hop-

kins, 5; Yale, 4; Massachusetts Institute,

3 ; Bryn Mawr and Columbia, 2 each ; in

physiology, California, 4; Columbia, 3;

Chicago, 2; in agriculture, Cornell, 6;

Illinois, 3; in bacteriology, Brown, 2; in

pathology, Chicago, 2.

The names of those on whom the degree

was conferred in the natural and exact

sciences, with the subjects of their theses,

are as follows

:

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Warder Clyde AUee: "The Effect of Dissolved

Gases on the Behavior of Isopods.

"

Harriett May Allyn : "A Contribution to the

Analysis of Fertilization in Chcstoptenus."

Harold DeForest Arnold: "Limitations Im-

posed by Slip and Inertia Terms upon Stokes's

Law for the Motion of Spheres through Liquids. '

'

Melvin Amos Brannon: "The Action of Salton

Sea Water on Plant Tissues. '

'

Clyde Brooks :
'

' The Effect of Lesions of the

Dorsal Nerve on the Reflex Excitability of the

Spinal Cord. '

'

Edward Wilson Chittenden: "Infinite Develop-

ments and the Composition Property (KuB,)^

in General Analysis."

Grace Lucretia Clapp: "The Life History of

Aneura pinguis."

Harry John Corper :
'

' Correlation of Chemical

and Histological Changes in Necrosis and Au-

tolysis. '

'

Edmund Vincent Cowdry: "The Relations of

Mitochondria and other Cytoplasmic Constituents

in Spinal Ganglion Cells of the Pigeon. '

'

Lloyd Lyne Dynes :

'

' The Highest Common Fac-

tor of a System of Polynomials with an Applica-

tion to Implicit Functions."

Sophia Hennion Eckerson : "A Physiological

and Chemical Study of After-ripening."

Charles Albert Fischer: "Some Contributions

to the Theory of Functions of Lines. '

'

Laura Campbell Gano: "The Physiographic

Ecology of Northern Florida. '

'

Stella Mary Hague : "A Morphological Study

of Diospyros virginiana. '

'

Ansel Francis Hemenway: "The Phloem of

Dicotyledons. '

'

Ernest Edward Irons: "Studies on Immunity."
Fred Conrad Koch: "The Nature of the Iodine

Complex in Thyreo-globulin. '

'

Oliver Justin Lee :
'

' On the Conditions for Re-

versal of the Calcium Lines."

Harvey Brace Lemon: "The Influence of Tem-
perature upon the Intensities of the Lines of the

Hydrogen Spectrum."

Theodore Lindquist: "Mathematics for Fresh-

men Students of Engineering. '

'

Arno Benedict Luckhardt :
'

' The Relation of the

Spleen to the Fixation of Antigens and the Pro-

duction of Immune Bodies. '

'

Eugene Franklin McCampbell :

'
' The Toxic and

Antigenic Properties of Bacierkim welchii."

Howard Wilson Moody: "A Determination of

the Ratio of the Specific Heats and the Specific

Heat at Constant Pressure of Air and Carbon

Dioxide."

John Poote Norton :
'

' Simultaneous Reactions in

Amide Formation. '

'

Paul David Potter: "The Hydrates of Arsenic

Pentoxide. '

'

Carl Leo Stahr Rahn: "A Critical and Con-

structive Study of the Psychology of Thinking."

Ralph Eugene Root: "Iterated Limits in Gen-

eral Analysis. '

'

Lester Whyland Sharp :

'
' Spermatogenesis in

Equisetum. '

'

Anna Morse Starr :
'

' Comparative Anatomy of

Dune Plants. '

'

Charles Thompson Sullivan: "Properties of Sur-

faces whose Asymptotic Lines belong to Linear

Complexes. '

'

Arthur Carleton Trowbridge :

'
' The Geology of

the Owena Valley California Region with special

Reference to the Terrestrial Deposits. '

'

Harlan Leo TrmnbuU: "The Molecular Rear-

rangement of Acid Chloramides and the Ionization

of their Salts. '

'

Charles Herman Viol: "Studies in Radioac-

tivity. '

'

Leroy Samuel Weatherby: "The 'Salt Effects'

of the Nitrates and Sulphonates in the Catalysis of

Imido Esters.

"

Franklin Lorenzo West :

'
' The Physical and

Chemical Properties of Organic Amalgams."
Russell Morse Wilder :

'

' The Etiology of Typhus

Fever. '

'

Albert Harris Wilson :
'

' The Canonical Types of

Nets of Quadratic Forms in the Galvis Field of

Order p". '

'

I
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COLUMBIA UNIVBRSITT

David Alperin: "Contribution to the Knowl-

edge of Nueleoprotein Metabolism -with special

reference to Uricolysis and to the Properties of

Uricase. '

'

Tsuru Arai: "Mental Fatigue."

Charles Homer Bean: "The Curve of Forget-

ting. "

Louis Edward Bisch :

'
' Biochemical Studies of

Protagon and Mucoid. '

'

Jacob J. Bronfenbrenner : "A Biochemical

Study of the Phenomenon known as Complement-

splitting.
'

'

Arthur Jerome Culler: "Interference and

Adaptability.

"

Bernard Ogilvie Dodge :

'
' Methods of Culture

and the Morphology of the Archicarp in certain

Species of the Aseobolaoese.

"

Harry Linn Fisher: "The Preparation and

Properties of 5-Amino-6-Quinoline-Carboxylic Acid,

and some Compounds derived therefrom."

Alexander Oscar Gettler :
'

' The Balance of Acid-

forming and Base-forming Elements in Foods, and

its Relation to Ammonia Metabolism. '

'

Alfred Norton Goldsmith : "On the Spectro-

scopic Examination of Positive Bays isolated by

Transmission through thin Partitions. '

'

Marston Lovell Hamlin :
" I. The Preparation of

two Derivatives of Glucosamine. II. Spigeline, an

Alkaloid of Spigelia marilandica. III. Derivatives

of 4-Hydroxy-5-Nitro-Quinazoline. '

'

Raleigh Frederick Hare: "A Study of the

Chemistry of the Carbohydrates of the Prickly

Pear and its Fruits."

John Diederich Haseman :

'
' Some Factors of

Geographical Distribution in South America. '

'

Milo Burdette Hillegas: "A Scale for the Meas-

urement of Quality in English Composition by

Young People. '

'

Jesse Earl Hyde: "The Waverly Formations of

Central and Southern Ohio. '

'

Max Kahn: "Biochemical Studies of Sulfocy-

anates. '

'

John Leonard Kantor : "A Biochemical Test

for Free Acid."

Joseph Lipke :

'
' Natural Families of Curves in

a General Curved Space of n Dimensions. '

'

Henry Howard Marvin :

'
' The Selective Trans-

mission and the Dispersion of the Liquid Chlo-

rides. '

'

Chester Arthur Mathewson: "A Study of some
of the more Important Biochemical Tests. '

'

Julia Eleanor Moody: "Observations on the

Life-history of two Rare Ciliates

—

Spathidmm
spathula and Actinobolios radians."

Fayette T. Owen: "Part I. Molten Hydrated

Salts as Solvents for Freezing Point Method. Part

II. The Weight of the Falling Drop and the Laws

of Tate."

Albert Theodore Poffenberger, Jr. :
" Reaction

Time to Retmal Stimulation; with reference to

the Speed of Conduction through Nerve Centers."

David Edgar Rice: "Visual Acuity with Lights

of Different Colors and Intensities."

Winifred Josephine Robinson: "A Taxonomie

Study of the Pteridophyta of the Hawaiian

Islands. '

'

Emily Cromwell Seaman :

'
' Biochemical Studies

of the Effects of Beryllium Sulfate. '

'

Lewis Parker SicelofE :
'

' Simple Groups from

Order 2001 to order 3640. '

'

Benjamin Roy Simpson: "Correlation of Mental

Abilities. '

'

Bertram Garner Smith: "The Embryology of

Cryptoiranchus allegheniensis. '

'

William Mackey Smith :
'

' Simply Infinite Sys-

tems of Plane Curves. A Study of Isogonals,

Equitangentials and other Families of Trajec-

tories."

Charles Arthur Stewart :

'
' The Geology and Ore-

deposits of the Silverbell Mining District, Ari-

zona. '

'

Frederick Tilney: "Contribution to the Study

of the Hypophysis Cerebri, with special reference

to its Comparative Histology."

John Welhoff Todd: "Reaction to Multiple

Stimuli. '

'

Edward Everett Whitford: "The Pell Equa-

tion."

Harold Edward Woodward: "A Study of Sur-

face Tension of Blood Serum by the Drop Weight

Method. '

'

Frederick William Zons :
" A new Method, Volu-

metric, for the Determination of Thorium in the

Presence of other Rare Earths and its Application

to the Analysis of Monozite Sand. '

'

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Herman Camp Allen: "The Reduction of Nitro-

benzene by Means of Ferrous Hydroxide. '

'

Ross Peter Anderson: "Researches on Tel-

lurium. '

'

Mortier Franklin Barrus :
'

' The Bean Anthrac-

nose. '

'

Henry Louis Brakel: "The Effect of Vibration

on the Resistance of Metals. '

'
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Stanley Eugene Brasefield: "A Study of cer-

tain Force Fields."

Harry Oliver Buckman: "Optimum and Exces-

sive Soil Moisture in its Effect upon the Soil and

the Crop. '

'

Lewis Josephus Cross: "A Study of the Eela-

tion of the Chemical Composition of Hens' Eggs

to the Vitality of the Young Chick. '

'

Lucy May Day: "The Effect of Hlumination

on Peripheral Vision. '

'

Austin Southwiek Edwards: "An Experimental

Study of Suggestion. '

'

Eobert James Evans :

'
' Studies in the Variation

of Stellaria media as induced by Temperature

Exposures. '

'

Earl Frederick Farnau :
'

' Luminescence. '

'

Alexander Hardie Forman :
'

' The Effect of

Magnetization on the Opacity of Iron to Eontgen

Eays. '

'

Sidney Longman. Galpin :

'
' Studies of Flint

Clays and their Associates. '

'

Charles Cleveland Hedges :
'

' Some Chemical

Eelations of Lime-sulphur Solutions, Lead Arsen-

ate and Nicotine. '

'

Emmet Francis Hitch :

'
' Tetraohlorfluorescein

and some of its Derivatives. '

'

James Franklin lUingworth : "A Study of the

Biology of the Apple Maggot (Eliagoletis pomo-

nella) together with an Investigation of the Meth-

ods of Control. '

'

Christian Nephi Jensen :

'
' Fungous Flora of the

Soil.
'

'

Clyde Everett Leighty: "Studies of Variation

and Correlation of Oats {^^vena saliva).

"

Merris Mickey McCool :
'

' The Antitoxic Action

of certain Nutrient and Non-nutrient Mineral

Bases with respect to Plants."

Anna Haven Morgan :

'
' The Biology of May-

flies.
'

'

Frank Millett Morgan :

'
' Involutorial Transfor-

mations. "

Clyde Hadley Myers: "Variation, Correlation

and Inheritance of Characters of Wheat and Peas

grown on Soils of different Degrees of Fertility. '

'

Irving Perrine: "The Claiborne Pelecypod

Fauna of the Gulf Province. '

'

Harry Westfall Eedfield: "A Study of Hydro-

gen Sulphide Production by Bacteria and its Sig-

nificance in the Sanitary Examination of Water."

George Jaekman Sargent: "Electrolytic Chro-

mium."
Alma de Vries Schaub: "On the Intensity of

Images. '

'

John Edwin Turlington: "The Effect on Plant

Growth of Nutrients applied at different Periods. '

'

Ehett Youmans Winters :

'
' The Inheritance of

Size of Capsules in Pepper Hybrids. '

'

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Eaymond Binford: "The Germ-cells and the

Process of Fertilization in the Crab Menippe mer-

cenaria."

Thomas Eoss Brown: "A Consideration of the

Continued Fevers in the Tropics. '

'

Joseph Chandler: "On the Eeactions of Thio-

urazoles and Thiourazole Salts: I. A Study of the

Eeaction between Sodium l-Phenyl-3-Thiourazole

and Ethyl Iodide. II. A Study of 1, 4-Diphenyl-

5-Thiourazole. '

'

Burton William Clark :

'
' The Trenton Lime-

stone at Eathbone Brook, Herkimer County, New
York—Its Stratigraphy, Fauna and Age."

Charles Wythe Cooke :

'
' The Greenbrier Forma-

tion in Maryland. A Contribution to Mississippian

Paleontology. '

'

Paul Bell Davis: "Conductivity and Negative

Viscosity Coefficients of certain Eubidium and
Ammonium Salts in Glycerol, and in Mixtures of

Glycerol with Water from 25° to 75°."

Felton Samuel Dengler :
" I. The Detection and

Determination of Minute Quantities of Glycerol.

II. The Volumes of Weight-normal Cane Sugar

Solutions at Different Temperatures. '

'

Henry Otto Eyssell: "I. The Detection of Man-
nite in Alkaline Solutions of Copper Sulphate.

Combustion of Mannite by Alkaline Solutions of

Potassium Permanganate in the Presence of Cop-

per Sulphate. II. A Determination of the Volume

of Weight-normal Solutions of Cane Sugar at 15°,

20°, 25° and 30°."

Julia Peachy Harrison: "On the Eeversible

Addition of Alcohols to Nitriles catalyzed by So-

dium Ethylate. '

'

Clarence Wilson Hewlett: "Analysis of Com-

plex Sound Waves."

Oliver Baker Hopkins: "The Carboniferous

Sphenophyllales, Equisetales and Lycopodiales of

Maryland, including certain Forms from Pennsyl-

vania and Ohio. '

'

Samuel Francis Howard: "The Conductivity,

Temperature Coefficients of Conductivity and Dis-

sociation of certain Electrolytes in Aqueous Solu-

tion at 35°, 50° and 65°."

John Frederick Hunter: "A Study of the Pre-

Cambrian Eocks of the Gunnison Eiver. '

'

Harry Miles Johnson :
'

' Some Tests on the Eeac-

i
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tions of Dogs to Stimuli, under Conditions of Sen-

sory Control. '

'

Willis Edgar Maneval: "TJie Development of

Magnolia and Liriodenclron, including a Discussion

of the Primitiveness of tlie Magnoliaeese. '

'

Charles Ferdinand Meyer :

'
' On the Vibration

of Telephone Diaphragms."

John "William Nowell: "A Study of the Sterie

Hindrance Effect of various Substituent Groups in

the Ortho Position to the Carboxyl; on the Eeac-

tion which takes Place when Parasulphaminoben-

zoic Acids are heated to 220°. '

'

Alfred Springer, Jr.: "A Study of the Con-

ductivity and Dissociation of certain Organic Acids

in Aqueous Solution at different Temperatures."

Joshua Irving Tracey :

'
' Researches on the Ra-

tional Quintie.

"

Lloyd Van Doren: "A Comparative Study of

the Semi-permeable Membranes of Copper Ferro-

cyanide and Nickel Ferrocyanide. '

'

George Eoss Maurice Wells :

'
' The Influence of

Stimulus-duration on Reaction Time. '

'

Richard Claggett Williams: "The Shenandoah

Limestones of the Hagerstown Quadrangle."

Roy Martin Winger: "On Self-projective Ra-

tional Curves of the Fourth and Fifth Order. '

'

TALE UNIVEESITT

William Raymond Barss: "Ionization by Col-

lision in Gases and Vapors."

Philip Lee Blumenthal :
'

' The Separation and

Estimation of Chlorine and Bromine in Halogen

Salts by the Differential Action of Oxidizers."

Charles Andrew Brautlecht :
'

' Synthesis of Thio-

tyrosine. '

'

Gerald Burnham :

'
' Sulphur Combinations in

Proteins-thiopolypeptides. '

'

Amy Louise Daniels: "Fat-transport and Me-

tabolism, Studied with the Aid of Fat-soluble

Dyes. '

'

Archibald Lament Daniels, Jr.: "On the Libra-

tions of Bodies whose Periods are One Third that

of the Disturbing Body. '

'

Charles Raymond Downs: "Water-gas Tar: its

Composition and Commercial Possibilities."

Charles Wales Drysdale :
'

' The Geology of the

Franklin Mining District, British Columbia."

Marion Graham Elkins :
'
' The Maturation

Phases in Smilax heriacea. '

'

Herbert Hartley Guest: " Thiohydantoins and

their Biochemical Interest."

Frank Loyal Haigh: "On certain Physical

Properties of the Alkali Nitrates, Chlorides and

Charles Hoffman: "A New Method for Synthe-

sizing Alpha-amino Acids; Halogen Derivatives of

Tyrosine. '

'

Davenport Hooker: "The Development and
Function of Voluntary and Cardiac Muscles in

Embryos without Nerves. '

'

Robert Curtis Lewis :
'

' The Rate of Elimination

of Nitrogen as influenced by Diet Factors. '

'

Alexander Graham McGougan: "The Emission

of Electrons by Metals under the Influence of

Alpha Rays."

John Johnston O 'Neill :
'

' Geology and Petrog-

raphy of the Beloeil and Rougemont Mountains,

Quebec. '

'

Samuel James Plimpton: "On the Recombina-

tion of Ions produced by Rontgen Rays. '

'

William Henry Twenhofel: "Geology, Stratig-

raphy and Physiography of Anticosti Island."

Harley Richard Willard: "On a Family of Os-

cillating Orbits of Short Period (with a chart)."

Merton Yarwood Williams: "Geology of the

Arisaig-Antigonish District, Nova Scotia. '

'

Morley Evans Wilson: "Preliminary Memoir on

the Abitibi District, Pontiac County, Quebec. '

'

HARVARD UNIVERSITT

Roger Adams: "LA Study of the Solubilities

in Aqueous Alkalis of various Hydrazones of cer-

tain Aromatic Ortho-hydroxyaldehydes and Ke-

tones. II. Nonanes. III. A New Bottling Appa-

ratus. '

'

John Detlefsen: "A Genetic Study of Color and

Coat Characters, and Growth and Size in a Cavy

Species Cross. '

'

Arthur Johnson Eames: "The Morphology of

Agathis OMsiralis (Lamb.) Steud.

"

Gustavus John Esselen, Jr. :

'
' Studies on Benz-

hydrols. I. The Resolution of p-Aminobenzhydrol

into its Optical Isomers. II. The Splitting of

Benzhydrols by the Action of Bromine."

Augustus Henry Fiske : "I. On certain Nitro

Derivatives of Vicinal Tribrombenzol. II. Decom-

position of Tetrabromorthoquinone. III. Hy-

drates of Sodium Carbonate and their Tempera-

tures of Transition."

Fred Ford Flanders: "The Determination and

Metabolism of Benzoic Acid and Hippuric Acid."

Tomlinson Fort: "Problems connected with

Linear Difference Equations of the Second Order

with special Reference to Equations with Periodic

Coefiieients. '

'

Alfred Otto Gross: "The Reactions of Arthro-

pods to Monochromatic Lights of Equal Intensi-

ties."
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Franklin Paradise Johnson: "The Development

of the Mucosa of the Digestive Tube in the Human
Embryo, with notes on the Effects of Distention

of the Intestine upon the Shape of Villi and

Glands. '

'

Sidney Isaac Kornhauser: "A Comparative

Study of the Chromosomes in the Spermatogenesis

of Enchenopa iinotata (Say) and Enohenopa

(Campylenchia Stal) curvata (Pabr.)."

Edwin Carleton MacDowell :
'

' Size Inheritance

in Rabbits. '

'

Samuel Copeland Palmer: "The Numerical Ee-

lations of the Histological Elements in the Verte-

brate Retina. '

'

Eugene Lyman Porter :
'

' Conditions affecting

the Liminal Electrical Stimulus of a Spinal

Reflex. '

'

John Edward Rouse :

'
' The Mental Life of

Domestic Pigeons: An Experimental Study of cer-

tain Emotional and Associative Processes. '

'

George Defrees Shepardson :
'

' The Equivalent

Frequency of Telephone Circuits.

UNIVEESITT OP ILLINOIS

Samuel Herbert Anderson: "Ionization of

Photo-electric Properties of Vapors of Alkali

Metals. '

'

Stuart Jeffery Bates :
'

' The Iodine Goniometer

and the Value of the Faraday. '

'

Charley Francis Briscoe :
'

' Tubercle Bacilli in

Nature. '

'

David William Cornelius :
'

' The Study of the

Velocity of Electrons in the Photo-electric Effect

as a Function of the Wave-lengths of the Light."

William Wells Denton: "Projective Differential

Geometry of Developable Surfaces."

James Everett Egan :

'
' Observations on the

Rare Earths. Yttrium Chloride and the Atomic

Weight of Yttrium."

Hugh Byron Gordon : "A Differential Dynamic

Method for the Accurate Determination of Rela-

tive Vapor-pressure Lowering. '

'

Walter Edward Joseph: "A Study of Protein

as a Factor in the Nutrition of Swine with special

reference to the Distribution of the various Forms

of Nitrogen in the Animal Body."
Jacob Garrett Kemp: "Conditions of Sensibil-

ity of Photo-electric Cells with Alkali Metals and

Hydrogen. '

'

Leonidas Rosser Littleton :

'
' Molecular Rear-

rangements in the Camphor Series. Derivatives of

Isocamphoric Acid; Isoaminolauronic Acid and its

Decomposition Products."

Ellison Lloyd Ross :
'

' Phosphorus Metabolism

of Lambs. '

'

Earle Kenneth Strachan: "The Equilibrium be-

tween Arsenious Acid and Iodine in Aqueous Solu-

tion. '

'

Maurice Cole Tanquary: "Biological and Era-

bryologieal Studies on Formicidse. '

'

Albert Lemuel Whiting : "A Biochemical Study

of Nitrogen in certain Legumes. '

'

Richard Hermon Williams: "A Study of Pro-

tein as a Factor in the Nutrition of Swine, with

special reference to the Distribution of the Forms
of Ash and Phosphorus in the Animal Body."

UNIVERSITY OP WISCONSIN

Martin Fuller Angell :
'

' Thermal Conductivity

of Metals at High Temperatures. '

'

Freda Marie Bachman: "A Cytological Study

of Collema."

Oscar Leonard Barneby: "Reactions of the Rare

Earths in Non-aqueous Solvents. '

'

Frederick William Cunningham: "A Study of

Fume Settling. '

'

Horace Grove Deming: "Some Compounds of

Cellulose. '

'

Melvin Edison Diemer : "A Study of Aureus

Compounds."

Emil Oscar Ellingson :
'

' On Abietic Acid and

some of its Salts."

Robert Harvie :

'
' Ontario Gabbros and Asso-

ciated Ores. '

'

Winfield Scott Hubbard: "Studies of the

Tryptic Digestion of Silk. '

'

Alfred Edward Koenig: "A Study of some of

the Salts of Fatty Acids. '

'

James Nelson Lawrence :
'

' EflSciency of Gas

Calorimeters. '

'

George Vest McCauley :

'
' The Distribution of

Energy in the Spectra of Metals. '

'

Warner Jackson Morse: "Comparative Studies

of the Bacteria associated with the Blackleg Dis-

ease of Potatoes. '

'

Carl Ferdinand Nelson: "Studies on Osmosis."

UNIVERSITY OF CALIPOENIA

Charles Barrows Bennett: "The Purines of

Muscle. '

'

Victor Birckner: "The Oxidations and Cleav-

ages of Glucose: Yeast Gluease, a new Glucolytic

Ferment. '

'

Lyman Luther Daines :
'

' The Comparative De-

velopment of the Cystoearps of Antithamnion and

Prionitis.

"
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Jay Clinton Elder :

'
' The Relation of the Zona

Pellucida to the Formation of the Fertilization

Membrane in the Egg of the Sea Urehin (5trom-

gylocentrotus purpuratus) . '

'

Thomas Harper Goodspeed: "Quantitative

Studies of Inheritance in Nicotiana Hybrids."

Myrtle Elizabeth Johnson :

'
' The Control of

Pigment Formation in Amphibian Larvas. '

'

Walter Pearson Kelley: "The Functions and

Distribution of Manganese in Plants and Soils. '

'

Charles Gustave Paul Kuschke: "The Abelian

Equations of the 10th Degree, irreducible in a

given Eational Domain. '

'

Loye Holmes Miller :
'

' Contributions to Avian

Paleontology from the Pacific Coast Eegion of

North America."

Edward Haslam Walters :

'
' The Hydrolysis of

Casein by Trypsin."

Baldwin Munger Woods: "A Discussion by Syn-

thetic Methods of two Projective Pencils of

Conies. '

'

Eeynold Young :
'

' The Polarization of the Light

in the Solar Corona. '

'

UNIVEKSITY OP PENNSYLVANIA

Newcomb Kinney Chaney: "The Electrolytic

Preparation of Antimony. '

'

Ealph Winfred Dunc-an: "The Optical Con-

stants of Sodium and Potassium. '

'

Eobert Carithers Duncan: "The Optical Con-

stants of Sodium and Potassium."

Engelhardt August Eckhardt: "The Optical

Constants of Solid Solutions. '

'

Samuel Weiller Fernberger: "On the Methods

of Just Perceptible Differences and Constant

Stimuli. '

'

Joseph Madison McCallie :
'

' Standardization of

some of the Common Tests used in testing the

Acuteness of the Vision of School Children. '

'

Francis Norton Maxfield :

'
' An Experiment in

Linear Space Perception: A Psychophysical Study

of Sensitivity in the Discrimination of Small Dif-

ferences in Lines about Two Inches Long."
Eeuel Hull Sylvester :

'
' The Form Board Test. '

'

Edward Embree Wildman :

'
' The Spermato-

genesis of Ascaris megalocepTiala, with special ref-

erence to the Two Cytoplasmic Inclusions, the

Refractive Body and the 'Mitochondria'; Their

Origin, Nature and ROle in Fertilization. '

'

UNIVEESITT OP MICHIGAN

Harvey Clayton BrUl: "A Study of the For-

mation of Pyrimidines by use of Nitromalonic

Aldehyde. '

'

Henry Newell Goddard: "Can Soil Fungi As-

similate Atmospheric Nitrogen ? '

'

Clarence W. Greene: "Polarization in the Alu-

minium Rectifier, with special reference to the

Development of a Potentiometer Method of deter-

mining the Decay of the Counter Electromotive

Force of Polarization."

James Elmer Harris :
'

' The Elastic Properties

of Bismuth Wires. '

'

Irving Day Scott: "The Spacing of Fracture

Systems and its Influence on the Relief of the

Land."

Clarence Jay West: "The Salts of the Oxy
Xanthenols (A Contribution to the Chemistry of

Quino Carbonium Salts)."

Neil Hooker Williams :
'

' Stability of Remanent

Magnetism. '

'

Elizabeth Dorothy Wuist: "The Morpho-physi-

ological Life History of the Gametophyte of

Onoclea struthiopteris. '

'

PEINCETON UNIVEESITY

Garrett Davis Buckner :
'

' Studies on the Silver

Goniometer. '

'

Karl Taylor Compton :
'

' Studies in the Photo-

electric Effect. '

'

Claude William Heaps: '"The Effect of Mag-

netic Fields on the Resistance of Metals and Con-

ducting Crystals."

Otto Frederic Kampmeier :

'
' The Development

of the Thoracic Duct in the Pig. '

'

Joseph Stanley Laird: "A Study of the Inclu-

sions in Electrolytic Silver, and their Effect on the

Electrochemical Equivalent of Silver and the Elec-

trochemical Equivalent of Cadmium."

Charles Sheard: "The Ionization Produced by

Hot Salts and by Freshly Heated Metal Wires. '

'

Phillips Thomas: "A Study of the Action of

Dielectrics under Applied Alternating Electric

Stresses, with regard to the Loss of Energy which

occurs."

CLARK UNIVERSITY

Eugene William Bohannon :
'

' Exceptional Chil-

dren and the Only Child in the Family."

John Madison Fletcher :
'

' An Experimental

Study of some of the Incoordinations of Func-

tional Speech Disturbances."

Frank Eugene Howard :

'
' The Pedagogy of the

Emotions. '

'

Karl Johan Karlson :
'

' Psychoanalysis and

Mythology. '

'

John Milton Mclndoo :
'
' Instinct as related to

Education."
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Tadaichi Ueda: "The Psychology of Justice."

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

John Andrew Allan :
'

' Geology of the lee Biver

District, British Columbia. '

'

Norman Levi Bowen: "The Binary System:

Na,Al„SioOs (Nephelite, Carnegieite) CaALSi^Os
(Auorthite)."

Arthur Edgar: "The Equilibrium between Ni-

tric Acid, Nitric Oxide and Nitrous Acid. '

'

Merle Eandall: "Studies in Eree Energy."

Frank Finch Eupert :
'

' The Free Energy of Con-

centrated Solutions. '

'

Stuart James Schofield :

'
' Geology of East

Kootenay, British Columbia, with special reference

to the Origin of Granite in Sills.
'

'

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

Cecil Ernest Boord :
'

' The Action of Substituted

Hydrazones upon Orthoquinones—a Contribution

to a Study of the Constitution of Orthohydroxyazo

Compounds. '

'

Freda Detmers: "An Ecological Study of

Buckeye Lake—a Contribution to the Phytogeog-

raphy of Ohio. '

'

David Eaymond Kellogg: "The Hydrolysis of

Ethyl Acetate by Neutral Salt Solutions."

George Weatherworth Stratton :
'

' The Action of

Substituted Tolyl Hydrazines upon Quinones.

"

Edgar John Witzemann: "Oxidation of Pro-

pylene Glycol."

BROWN UNIVERSITY

William Ward Browne: "Acid Production by

the Bacillus coll Group."

John Wymond Miller Bunker: "Colon Bacilli in

Polluted Oysters. '

'

Robert Foster Chambers: "A Study of Sym-

metrical Tribrom Phenyl Propiolie Acid."

Walter Edward Sullivan: " Pseudopleuronectes

americanus. '

'

INDIANA UNIVERSITY

Caroline Anna Black: "The Morphology of

Siccia frostii Aust.

"

Mary Theresa Harman: "Method of Cell Divi-

sion in the Sex Cells of Tosnia teniwformis."

Cora Barbara Hennel: "Certain Transforma-

tions and Invariants connected with Difference

Equations and other Functional Equations."

William Logan Woodbum :
'

' Spermatogenesis in

certain Hepaticse. '

'

BRYN MAV?R COLLEGE

Eleanora Frances Bliss: "Crystalline Rocks of

the Doe Run Region, Pennsylvania."

Minnie Almira Graham: "A Study of the

Change from Violet to Green in solutions of Chro-

mium Sulphate. '

'

Anna Isabel Jonas :

'
' The Geology of the Avon-

dale District, a Key to the Relations of the Wissa-

hiekon Mica-gneiss and the Shenandoah Limestone

of the Piedmont of Pennsylvania. '

'

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

James Ellis Gow: "Embroyology of the

Aroids. '

'

Fred Jay Seaver :
'

' The Hypocreales of North

America. '

'

Franklin Orion Smith :

'
' The Effect of Training

in Tonal Hearing. '

'

STANFORD UNI\'ERSITY

Charles Victor Burke: "A Biological and Tax-

onomic Study of the Cyclogasteridse. '

'

John Edgar Coover: "Formal Discipline from

the Standpoint of Experimental Psychology."

Hally Delilia Mary Jolivette: "Studies on the

Reaction of Filobolus to Light Stimuli. '

'

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

A. L. Kibler :
'

' Mercury Fulminate. '

'

W. J. McCaughey: " Mineralogical Methods in

Soil Investigation."

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Francis Cowles Frary: "Equilibria in Systems

containing Alcohols, Salts and Water, including a

New Method of Alcohol Analysis. '

'

Charles Eugene Johnson :

'
' The Development of

the Prootic Head Somites and Eye Muscles of

Chelydra serpentina."

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

Ephraim M. Ewing :

'
' The Venous Pulse. '

'

Albert B. Pacini: " Metamorphism in Portland

Cement. '

'

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

George Frederic Paddock :

'
' Some Adaptations

and Criticisms of Spectroscopic Orbit Formulae

with an Application to V 4 Eridani, A. G. C.

4821X."

Stephen Taber: "Geology of the Gold Belt in

the James River Basin, Virginia. '

'

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Robert E. Bruce: "Latitude Determination."
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CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OP AMERICA

Ignatius Albert Wagner :

'
' The Condensation of

Acetone by Means of Calcium Carbide. '

'

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

Frances Kohnky: "The Subjective Element in

Mysticism. '

'

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

Harry Nelson Eaton: "Geology of South Moun-

tain and the Beading Hills, Pennsylvania."

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

Ernest Victor Jones: "A Spectrographie Study

of Tellurium."

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Charles Haskell Danforth :
'

' The Anatomy of

Polyodon. '

'

TEE CELEBSATION OF THE TWO EUN-
BEEDTE ANNIVERSARY OF TEE

ROYAL SOCIETY

The celebration of the two hundred and

fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the

Eoyal Society of London began on Monday,

July 15, when the president and the fellows

received their guests informally in the rooms

of the society at Burlington House. The first

formal recognition of the anniversary, apart

from the visit of the president and the treas-

urer to the king to present to him the memo-
rial volumes on Saturday, was at noon on

Tuesday at Westminster Abbey, when a special

service was held. The dean of Westminster

preached the sermon, taking his text from

Esdras, " Truth abounds and is strong for

ever." The formal reception of the delegates

took place in the afternoon at Burlington

House. After formally giving the delegates

welcome, Sir Archibald Geikie, the president,

made an address in which he traced the origin

and early days of the society.

The ceremony of presenting addresses of

congratulation followed. Besides the formal

addresses, there were speeches by a representa-

tive of each country or dominion. The se-

lected speakers were:

Austria-Hungary—Professor Izidor Prohlich,

rector of the Eoyal Hungarian University, Buda-

pest.

Belgium—Professor Louis Dallo, Aead^mie Eoy-

ale des Sciences, Brussels.

Denmark—Professor Hector F. E. Jurgensen,

University of Copenhagen.

France—M. Gabriel Lippmann, president of the

Aeademie des Sciences de I'Institut, Paris.

Germany—Professor Dr. Woldemar Voigt, rector

of the University of Gottingen.

Greece—Professor Andrew Andreades, Univer-

sity of Athens.

Italy—Professor Vito Volterra, University of

Eome.

Monaco—Mr. J. Y. Buchanan, F.E.S., Oceano-

graphical Institute.

Netherlands—Professor P. Zeeman, secretary of

the Academy of Sciences, Amsterdam.

Norway—Professor H. Mohn, president of the

Academy of Sciences of Christiania.

Eussia—Dr. O. Backlund, Acad. Impgriale des

Sciences, St. Petersburg.

Spain—Professor Eodriguez Carracido, Eeal

Acad, de Oiencias, Madrid.

Sweden—Count K. A. H. Morner, vice-president,

Kongliga Svenska Vetenskaps Akademie, Stock-

holm.

Switzerland—Professor E. Naville, University of

Geneva.

Egypt—Dr. James Currie, principal of the Gor-

don College, Khartum.

Japan—Professor E. Fujisawa, Imperial Uni-

versity, Tokyo.

United States—Professor W. B. Scott, vice-

president American Philosophical Society, Phila-

delphia.

Australia—Professor H. Laurie, University of

Melbourne.

Canada—Dr. W. Peterson, principal, McGill

University, Toronto.

India—Dr. F. G. Selby, late vice-chancellor,.

University of Bombay.

South Africa—Sir David Gill, F.E.S., Eoyal

Society of South Africa.

England and Wales—^Dr. C. B. Heberden, vice-

chancellor of Oxford (universities), and Sir C. H.

Eead, president, London Society of Antiquaries

(learned societies).

Scotland—The Very Eev. Dr. G. Adam Smith,

principal of the University of Aberdeen.

Ireland—Professor J. Joly, F.E.S., University of

Dublin (Trinity College).

On Tuesday evening a banquet took place

at the Guild-hall. Sir Archibald Geikie was

in the chair and the principal addresses were
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made by Mr. Asquith, the prime minister, and
Lord Morley. On Wednesday the Duke and
Duchess of Northumberland gave a garden
party to the delegates at Syon House, and in

the evening a conversazione v^as held at Bur-
lington House. On Thursday the king, the

patron of the society, and the queen, received

the president and council and the delegates at

Windsor, and on the same afternoon the fel-

lows attending the celebrations v^ere at a gar-

den party at Windsor, the royal reception con-

eluding the celebration.

Among some 200 delegates the following

were from the United States and Canada

:

University of California, Professor H. C. Plum-

mer; University of Cliicago, Professor E. B. Frost;

Clark University, Worcester, Professor A. G. Web-
ster; Columbia University, New York, Dr. N. M.
Butler (president) ; Cornell University, Ithaca,

N. Y., Professor J. H. Comstock; Harvard Uni-

versity, Professor B. O. Peirce; Johns Hopkins

University, Baltimore, Professor W. B. Clark;

Leland Stanford Junior University, California,

Professor V. L. Kellogg; University of Michigan,

Professor W. H. Hobbs; University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, Dr. A. Hamilton; University of Penn-

sylvania, Philadelphia, Dr. E. F. Smith (provost)
;

Princeton University, New Jersey, Professor J. G.

Hibben (president) ; University of Wisconsin, Pro-

fessor C. K. Leith; Yale University, Dr. A. T.

Hadley (president) ; American Academy of Sci-

ences, Boston, Professor E. H. Hall; Connecticut

Academy of Arts and Sciences, Professor E. W.
Brown, P.E.S. ; American Mathematical Society,

New York, Professor H. B. Fine (president)

;

American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, Pro-

fessor W. B. Scott (vice-president) ; Franklin In-

stitute, Philadelphia, Major G. O. Squier; Cali-

fornia Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, Mr. J.

D. Grant; Carnegie Institution, Washington, Dr. E.

S. Woodward (president) ; National Academy of

Sciences, Washington, Dr. A. Hague (secretary)
;

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, Dr. A.

Hague; Washington Academy of Sciences, Dr. L.

O. Howard; McGill University, Montreal, Dr. W.
Peterson (principal) ; University of Toronto, Mr.

R. A. Falconer (president); Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario, Professor J. Watson; Univer-

sity of New Brunswick, Frederieton, N. B., Dr. C.

G. Jones (chancellor) ; University of Manitoba,

Winnipeg, Professor S. Vincent; University of

Ottawa, Rev. Dr. Roy (rector) ; Eoyal Society of

Canada, Ottawa, Sir Gilbert Parker, M.P. ; Nova
Seotian Institute of Science, Halifax, N. S., Pro-

fessor J. G. MacGregor, F.R.S.

PAVL CASPAR FBEEB
The members of the Bureau of Science of

the Government of the Philippine Islands

have passed the following resolutions:

Whereas it has pleased Almighty God in His
wise and inscrutabje providence to remove from
our midst Paul Caspar Freer, M.D., Ph.D., di-

rector of the Bureau of Science of the government
of the Philippine Islands, since the time of its

organization as the Bureau of Government Labo-
ratories in the year 1901, dean of the College of
Medicine and Surgery, and professor of chemistry,

University of the Philippines, and founder and
editor-in-chief of the Philippine Journal of Sci-

ence, who, for many years, has been our leader,

counselor and friend, and
Whereas at best we can do little to indicate at

this time our real appreciation of him as a man
and as a worker for the general good, therefore

be it

Mesolved, that we, the members of the staff of

the Bureau of Science in Manila, Philippine

Islands, do hereby express our deepest sorrow and
keen feeling of personal loss in the death of

Dr. Freer, and be it further

Hesolved, that he holds a place of highest re-

spect, admiration and appreciation both officially

and personally in the hearts of all of us, and espe-

cially of those who were most intimately associated

with him in scientific work, and be it further

Besolved, that it is the sense of the members of

this institution that the Bureau of Science has

suffered a very great loss and that the cause of

science in these islands has been deprived of one

of its most zealous and conscientious advocates,

and be it further

Besolved, that we extend our sincere sympathy

and condolence to his widow in her overwhelming

grief, to his brother and other relatives, and be it

further

Besolved, that copies of these resolutions be

engrossed and sent to the bereaved widow and

brother of Dr. Freer, and that they be filed in the

archives of the Bureau of Science, transmitted to

the Bureau of Civil Service, published in the forth-

coming number of each section of the Philippine

Journal of Science, in the newspapers of Manila,

in a paper in the city of Chicago, Dr. Freer 's
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birth-place, and in Science, the official organ of

the American Association for the Advancement of

Science, of which Dr. Freer was a fellow.

For the staff of the Bureau of Science,

Richard P. Steong

Chaeles S. Banks
E. D. Merrill

Alvin J. Cox

Oscar Teagde

A. E. Southard

Committee

At Manila, Philippine Islands, this

Eighteenth Day of April, in the

Year of Our Lord One Thousand,

Nine Hundred and Twelve.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
A COMMITTEE representing the engineering

societies of the British Empire and the

United States of America has been formed to

carry into eifeet a proposal for the erection in

Westminster Abbey of a memorial window to

the late Lord Kelvin.

As already noted in Science Cambridge

University has conferred its doctorate of sci-

ence on Professor E. B. Frost, director of the

Yerkes Observatory. At the same time the

degree was conferred on the following foreign

men of science attending the two hundred

and fiftieth anniversary of the Eoyal Society:

the Marchese Emanuele Paterno di Sessa,

professor of chemistry in the University of

Rome; Professor Pavlov, St. Petersburg Uni-

versity; Professor Picard, University of Paris;

Professor Eubens, University of Berlin, and

Dr. Warming, formerly professor of botany

at Copenhagen.

On the occasion of the bicentenary celebra-

tion of the Trinity College Medical School,

Dublin, the degree of doctor of science was

conferred on a number of delegates, including

Dr. J. George Adami, professor of pathology

and bacteriology, McGill University; Dr.

Franklin P. Mall, professor of anatomy at the

Johns Hopkins University; Dr. Edgar F.

Smith, provost of the University of Pennsyl-

vania, and Dr. J. Whitridge Williams, pro-

fessor of obstetrics at the Johns Hopkins

University.

The University of Vermont has conferred

the degree of doctor of science on Professor

Edward H. Williams, Jr., for many years

professor of mining and geology at Lehigh

University.

Dr. Henryk Ajrctgwski, chief of the sci-

ence department of the New York Public

Library, was given the honorary degree of

doctor of philosophy of the University of

Lemberg on the occasion of its two hundred

and fiftieth anniversary on May 29.

The University of Giessen has conferred

the honorary degree of doctor of medicine on

Mr. E. Leitz, Jr., head of the firm of Ernst

Leitz, for his contributions to the advance-

ment of microscopy and the construction of

optical instruments.

Professor Charles Lincoln Edwards has

been appointed naturalist of the Park Depart-

ment of the City of Los Angeles, with the

commission to plan a Zoological Park and

Aquarium. In Griffith Park, with an area of

3,000 acres of mountain lands, the animals

will have the freedom and atmosphere of the

wild. The aquarium building, in the mission

style, will be located on the ocean front cliffs

of San Pedro in a marine park with tide-

pools for sea-lions, sea-elephants and pen-

guins.

Sir Patrick Manson, F.R.S., will retire

from the post of medical adviser to the Col-

onial Office in London on August 15. He has

been appointed a Knight Grand Cross of the

Order of St. Michael and St. George, in

recognition of his eminent services in con-

nection with the investigation of the cause

and cure of tropical disease. Sir J. Rose

Bradford, F.R.S., has been appointed senior

medical adviser, and Mr. C. W. Daniels,

junior medical adviser, to the Colonial Office

in London. Mr. W. T. Prout, late principal

medical officer. Sierra Leone, has been ap-

pointed medical adviser to the Colonial Office

in Liverpool.

We learn from the Journal of the American

Medical Association that on the completion

of his fortieth year as member of the faculty

of the University of Berne, Professor T.
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Kocher was given an ovation recently, by his
friends and pupils. The Swiss government,
the universities and institutes sent representa-
tives, as did many of the European surgical
societies. The Deutsche Zeitschrift fur
GUrurgie issued a special volume of 818 pages
as a Festschrift in his honor. He celebrated
the occasion by presenting the university
with $40,000 to endow scientific research. It
will be remembered that Kocher was awarded
the Nobel prize in medicine in 1909 for his
works on the thyroid. He was born August
S5, 1841, and is thus in his seventy-first year.

Dr. Herjiann Cohen, professor of philos-
ophy at Marburg, has celebrated his seventieth
birthday. On this occasion, Herr Siegfried
Brunn, of Berlin, has given 100,000 Marks to

the Jewish Institute of the university, for the
establishment of a Hermann Cohen professor-
ship.

Professor Malins, who has held the chair
of midwifery in the University of Birming-
ham and Mason College, has resigned, and
has made the university a gift of £1,000.

A GOLD medal has been awarded by the
Hoyal Horticultural Society to Professor E.
jSTewstead, F.E.S., of the University of Liver-
pool, for his exhibit of insects injurious to
cultivated plants on the occasion of the Eoyal
International Horticultural Exhibition held
in London in May last.

Professor Eubens, director of the Berlin
Physical Laboratory, has been elected presi-

dent of the German Physical Society.

Dr. J. Eeynolds Green has been appointed
Hartley lecturer in vegetable physiology in
the University of Liverpool.

Dr. Wilhelm Ostwald, formerly professor
of chemistry in the University of Leipzig, ex-
pects to visit the United States this autumn.
Dr. S. W. Williston, professor of paleontol-

ogy in the University of Chicago, will spend
the autumn quarter of 1912 in an expedition
to British South Africa. Professor Williston
will be accompanied by Preparator Paul
Miller, his assistant, who will spend the whole
academic year in completing the work of the
expedition.

Dean E. B. Greene and Professor G. A.
Goodenough, of the University of Illinois, will
attend the International Congress for the
Interchange of Students in London on
July 28.

Professor and Mrs. S. A. Forbes will at-
tend the second International Congress of
Entomologists to be held at Oxford, England,
August 5 to 10. Dr. Forbes will go as a dele-
gate from the Entomological Society of
America, of which he is president; he will
read a paper on the black fly pellagra prob-
lem in Ulinois.

Mr. F. W. Eane, state forester of Massa-
chusetts, has been delegated by Governor Foss
to represent the state at the second Interna-
tional Congress of Entomology, which is to
be held at Oxford, England, August 5 to 10,
1912. At the termination of the congress,
Mr. Eane will go on to the Black Forest of
Germany to study forestry conditions and the
gypsy moth question.

A MOVEMENT has been started in Baltimore
to erect a monument to the dentist, Dr.
Chapin A. Harris, who, with Dr. Horace A.
Hayden, founded the first dental college in
the world, the Baltimore College of Dental
Surgery.

The University of Chicago has received five

thousand dollars from Mrs. Myra T. Eicketts,

widow of the late Howard T. Eicketts, assist-

ant professor of pathology in the university,

to found a scholarship to be known as the

"Howard T. Eickett's Prize." This prize is

to be awarded annually for the best piece of

research presented by any student in the de-

partment of pathology and bacteriology. Dr.
Eicketts lost his life in 1910 in the city of

Mexico, from typhus fever, which he con-

tracted while engaged in the scientific investi-

gation of the disease.

On the occasion of the celebration of the
bicentenary of the Trinity College Medical
School, a bronze medallion was unveiled in
the anatomical laboratory to Daniel John
Cunningham, who was for twenty years pro-
fessor of anatomy.
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The death is announced of Dr. Moritz Sei-

dell, honorary professor of pharmacology at

Jena.

M. Florio Osmond, eminent for his contri-

butions to the metallurgy of steel, has died at

the age of sixty-three years.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission an-

nounces examinations to fill a vacancy in the

position of plant pathologist, $2,750 per an-

num, Bureau of Plant Industry, Department

of Agriculture; of entomological assistant

(male), at salaries ranging from $1,400 to

$1,800 per annum, in the Bureau of Entomol-

ogy, and of assistant in agricultural technol-

ogy for work in cotton grading. Bureau of

Plant Industry, at salaries ranging from

$1,200 to $2,250.

Since the summer of 1909 the joint com-

mission appointed by the United States and

Canadian governments to locate and mark
the boundary line separating British territory

from Alaska has been actively engaged in this

work, pushing the line northward from the

Yukon to Porcupine River by the end of the

1910 season. Last summer the field opera-

tions were advanced farther along that part

of the one hundred and forty-first meridian

which extends from Porcupine River to the

Arctic Ocean, and it is believed that the pres-

ent year will witness the completion of this

part of the survey. Realizing that its well-

equipped field organization afforded unusual

facilities in this remote and rather inaccess-

ible region for gathering much information

not directly connected with the particular work

of locating and marking the boundary line, the

joint commission extended an invitation, which

was readily accepted, to the Geological Survey

of Canada and the United States Geological

Survey to send geologists to accompany the

field parties during 1911 and 1912, and to ex-

amine the geology along the boundary from

the Yukon to the Arctic. The most satisfac-

tory arrangement for making such a geologic

examination in the two summers appeared to

be to assign one of the two sections of the line

to each government, as otherwise there would

have been much duplication of work and the

observers would be required to traverse the

whole length of both sections. Under the ar-

rangement adopted the Canadian geologists

undertook to examine the southern or Yukon-
Porcupine section and the United States geol-

ogists the northern or Porcupine-Arctic sec-

tion. The United States geologists last year

commenced field examinations in June and
carried their work northward approximately

100 miles, to the headwaters of Firth River,

which flows into the Arctic Ocean. A prelim-

inary outline of the geologic results obtained

by this party has been published by the United

States Geological Survey as Bulletin 520-K,

by A. G. Maddren.

UNIVEBSITT AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS

Ajst anonymous donor has given 10,000

guineas for the erection of a physiological

laboratory for the medical faculty of* Univer-

sity College of South Wales and Monmouth-
shire.

A MOTION has been placed on the records

of the Supreme Court of the state of 'Sew

York changing the ofilcial name of " The
Trustees of Columbia College of the City of

New York " to " The Trustees of Columbia

University in the City of New York."

At the summer session of Columbia Uni-

versity there are registered 3,615 students; at

the University of Chicago the registration is

3,053.

Dr. Edward Davidson Congdon, A.B., A.M.

(Syracuse), Ph.D. (Harvard), instructor in

anatomy at the Cornell Medical School, has

been appointed instructor in anatomy at Stan-

ford University and not at Pittsburgh as has

been announced.

Professor Thomas L. Patterson, head of

the department of biology in the Highland

Park College, has accepted an appointment as

associate professor of biology and physiology

in the University of Maryland School of

Medicine, Baltimore.

Dr. Ernst Gaupp, of Freiburg, has been ap-

pointed professor of anatomy at Konigsberg.
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DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE

SEX-LIMITED INHERITANCE IN CATS

To THE Editor of Science: In Science for

May 17, Mr. C. C. Little, under the title

" Preliminary Note on the Occurrence of a

Sex-limited Character in Cats," describes first

results from the mating black female by yel-

low male, and concludes that the black and

yellow factors are sex-limited in the male cat.

For some years I have been collecting evi-

dence on this question, and have recently be-

gun breeding experiments, the first litters

from which are expected very shortly. From
evidence which I have obtained from breeders,

and which I propose to publish when my own
experiments are sufficiently advanced to pro-

vide adequate comparison, I have no doubt

that Mr. Little is correct in supposing that

the male cat shows sex-limited transmission

of a color-factor. That this is so has been

clear to me for two years or more, and I wel-

come Mr. Little's further evidence in the

same direction. My data, including records

of from 30 to 80 kittens in each of the pos-

sible crosses between black, orange and tor-

toise, do not, however, entirely confirm the

hypothesis which he suggests. I have evidence,

from a breeder who is thoroughly reliable,

that occasional black (or blue) females are pro-

duced from the cross black female X yellow

male, and also from tortoise female X yellow

male. That such black females are unusual

is quite certain, and it is of the greatest im-

portance to determine under what circum-

stances they occur. Their existence would

seem to indicate that the sex-limitation is not

absolute, but partial, as in the case of gametic

coupling between members of distinct Men-
delian pairs.

Mr. Little, if I understand him, assumes

that both black and yellow factors are sex-

limited in the male cat. I think a more prob-

able assumption is that all gametes bear the

factor for black, which appears to be hypo-

static (recessive) to all other colors, and that

the yellow female is homozygous, the yellow

male and tortoise female both heterozygous

for the yellow factor. Using the terminology

X= male, XX= female, Y= yellow, y its

absence, B= black ; and supposing that Y is

closely, if not invariably coupled with X in

the male, we have

Yellow male =XTyBB, producing gametes

XYB, yB;
Yellow female ^=XX'£¥BB, producing gametes

XTB;
Tortoise tema.\e=^XYyBB, producing gametes

X¥B, XyB.

Yellow is normally completely dominant
(epistatic) over black in the male, only par-

tially so when heterozygous in the female,

giving tortoise. It is possible that the excep-

tional tortoise-shell males are the correlative

of the exceptional black females from yellow

sires. If the coupling between the sex-factor

X and the yellow factor Y is occasionally

broken, then Y, transmitted from a male
parent apart from X might perhaps behave

difiFerently from Y coupled with X, and pro-

duce a tortoise instead of a yellow male.

Until further data are available, however,

this kind of speculation is of little value.

My main object at present is to point out that

the complete solution of the problem requires

large numbers of observations, so that we may
know not only what exceptional conditions

are possible, but also the frequency and mode
of their occurrence. My own experiments

are unavoidably on a small scale, and with

regard to data derived from breeders, it is

notoriously difficult to avoid all chance of

mistake unless the cats are kept in cages, a

precaution not always taken by the amateur.

It is therefore very desirable that further ex-

periments should be done on a large scale,

under absolutely trustworthy conditions.

l. doncaster
Cambridge, England,

May 28, 1912

" TERMS USED TO DENOTE THE ABUNDANCE OR

RARITY OP BIRDS " '

The paper under this title in a recent issue

of Science seems to be another attempt to

replace spontaneous choice by labored precept,

• Kuser, J. D., Science, N. S., Vol. XXXV., No.

911, Juue 14, 1912, pp. 930-931, chiefly a reprint

from '
' The Birds of Somerset Hills, '

' Rahway,

N. J., 1912, pp. 128-132.
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to substitute mechanical uniformity for indi-

vidual freedom of expression. There is little

probability that we shall ever fix upon a code

of mathematically exact terms denoting abun-

dance or rarity nor is there any need of so

doing. What the term, a common bird, means

in one place it does not mean in another. To
understand its approximate meaning we must

get a conception of a writer's whole work, the

character of the region, the amount of time

spent in the field, and the extent of country

covered. This being the case, there is little

ground for objecting to the use of a set of

terms indicating relative abundance, because

they are not patterned after some very precise

model.

Few will conclude, as Mr. Kuser does, that

" usually common or usually rare are the same

as common or rare." Why deny us the use

of the perfectly good and expressive word
" usually " ? We are glad to have extra-dic-

-tionarial information concerning the exact

meaning of " quite " and " tolerably," but

hazard the prophecy that " quite common

"

and " tolerably common " will be in good

standing long after our author has passed

from earth away. Some of the other dicta in

Mr. Kuser's paper will not impress every one

as convincing, for instance :
" Not uncommon

is equal to common," " accidental is occasional

or rare." These words have by no means cus-

tomarily been used in the sense indicated,

nor have " scarce " and " irregular " usually

had the significance Mr. Kuser gives them,

that is, respectively, reduced in numbers after

having been common and sometimes common,
sometimes rare. In spite of our adviser's as-

sertion that " rare is very rare," the mere fact

that the two forms often occur in the same

bird list proves they have distinct meanings.

Gentlemen who seek to control the use of

language usually have the opportunity to

learn that they are sadly misguided. For an

excellent exposition of this principle see Pro-

fessor Thomas E. Lounsbury's article, entitled

" Schoolmastering the Speech." " We have

always had " schoolmasters," or in a Rabel-

aisian synonymy, pedagogues, pedants, moni-

' Harper's, December, 1905.

tors, dogmatists, grammaticasters, censors,

hypercritics, doctrinaires, editors, recension-

ists, revisers, highbrows, purists. Sir Oracles,

precisians, language-rectifiers, admonishers,

reformers, talk-tinkers, stylists, theorists,

word-catchers and speech-conservers, but usage

has been little affected by their efforts. The
language still pursues the sweet and even

tenor of its way. Word-histories prove the

authority and freedom of usage in molding

the language. The objections of pedants are

no obstacles to this progress ; they are no more
than clods in the path. The great principle

to be borne in mind is that language is made
for man and not man for language.

W. L. McAtee

In Science, June 14, 1912, pp. 930-931, I

see that Mr. Kuser has attempted to formulate

a standard of general terms to denote specific

density of populations. Though the use of

such terms as " common " or " rare " is, owing

to the great amount of personal equation in-

volved in their application, unsatisfactory,

there is, at present, no practical method of

substituting any better or more accurate sys-

tem in their place. Some writers have tried

to give an approximation to the number of

individuals occurring in a given unit of terri-

tory, but, owing to the difficulty of counting or

estimating a moving or secretive population,

the results are often little more than the ex-

pression of an opinion more or less biased by

personal view-point, and nearly as much a mat-

ter of judgment as the old methods. Besides

which, the results, as expressed in figures, are

unfamiliar to most of us and difficult to trans-

late into comparable conceptions.

That some system of standardization of the

common colloquial terms is desirable is self-

evident. How far it can be accomplished is

open to discussion. The decision of just how
many individuals make " common " or how
few make " rare " varies so greatly with the

personality and experience of the observer, the

species in question and the locality studied,

that absolute uniformity of use and compara-

bility of record seems difficult if not impos-

sible of attainment. However, if absolute
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standardization can not be arrived at, it does

seem possible that a comparative one canj

wbereby each observer's records may vary

slightly from those of others yet be strictly

comparable with themselves and approximately

with those of others. To arrive at such a con-

clusion, some uniformity in the use of terms

should be understood, and for such use a list

of terms as before mentioned is of value.

To fulfill its mission, such a standard set

of definitions should conform to the present-

day average use, and the question is therefore,

not what the strict dictionary or grammatical

meaning may be, but what has been and is

their meaning in present-day practise. Viewed

in this light, I think Mr. Kuser's list is sub-

ject to criticism, and some objection can be

made to his proposed use and interpretation

of terms.

Should these remarks of mine be found not

to tally with the conceptions of others, it will

be but a concrete example of the variation in

interpretation of these commonly used phrases

and but another proof of the advisability of

some such system of standardization.

Very Common.—Mr. Kuser says this is the

same as " abundant." Are there not various

degrees of commonness and does not a species

become more common before it arrives at

abundant ?
" Very common " is in such gen-

eral use and carries such a clear concept that

I should hesitate to discard it. At any rate,

in practise it has not the same meaning as

" abundant."

Usually Common.—Mr. Kuser says this is

equal to " common." I think this is a mis-

take. According to my, and what I think is

the general conception, " usually common

"

signifies that the species varies in numbers in

time and place, but is more often common
than not. It infers a rule with many excep-

tions.

Quite Common.—The academic and prac-

tical use of words is here confused. Though

in theory the eil'ect of the prefixing of the

" quite " to " common " is neutral or slightly

intensive, in practise it is diminutive and

weakens the statement to " almost " or " barely

common." " Quite common " is established in

our literature, is well understood, and I can

see no good reason why it should not be re-

tained, though I should prefer to use " rather

conmion " in its stead.

Not Uncommon.—This certainly does not

in practise equal the same thing as " common "

nor does " not common " equal " uncommon."

In either pair, one term is passive and the

other active. One means a little less than
" common " and the other a little more than
" uncommon."

Accidental is not " occasional or rare." The

word does not apply to numbers at all, but

involves an explanation of a lack of numbers.

A storm-blown petrel appears in the Missis-

sippi Valley accidentally, Kirtland's warbler

is noted there occasionally; both are rare

there, but both are not accidental. This is a

word to be used with great caution. Except

in a few cases, we do not know whether an

occurrence is occasional or accidental, and it is

much better, unless we know certainly to use

the former term, which merely expresses an

observed fact, than the latter, which adds a

theory to it.

Very Bare.—As a species can be " com-

mon " or " very common " so it can be " rare "

or " very rare." The degrees apply to rarity

as well as to commonness.

Scarce.—I can not see that " scarce " has

any meaning of diminishment. In general

use I think it merely refers to present condi-

tions and comes between " common " and
" rare." The word to be used in Mr. Kuser's

sense is " decreasing," and to be used in its

adverbial form in conjunction with other

terms of number as " decreasingly common "

or " decreasingly scarce."

Irregular.—This is another word that has

no quantitative meaning, but deals with the

constancy or inconstancy of the numerical

status. It can be used adverbially with other

terms as " irregularly common."

It is easy enough to criticize others' work

and with the certainty that they will find it

equally simple to criticize mine I here offer

an alternate scale of terms and definitions

that seems to me a little more satisfactory, as

it agrees with general practise and overcomes
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some of the difficulties about as well as can be

expected.

As a basis I have taken four terms in gen-

eral use that have (in my opinion) become

more or less established in use and concept:

Abundant.

Common.
Scarce.

Rare.

Of course none of these terms can be defined

hy absolute numbers or density of population

per unit of area. An equal number of song

sparrows and golden eagles in a given terri-

tory would make either the former decidedly

" rare " or the latter phenomenally " abun-

dant." Therefore, in defining the terms I

have tried to measure them by their effect

upon the observer and not by the numerical

occurrence of individuals. This, of course, has

the objection of accentuating personality

somewhat, but it follows the usual conception

of the terms, and, if followed consistently,

will make all observations of one recorder

comparable with each other while affording

some degree of uniformity between those of

different observers.

Common.—This is the fundamental or zero

of the system and all other terms must from
time to time be compared with it. It is ap-

plied when individuals are noted in such

numbers as to be readily found without spe-

cial search. The test of commonness is when
the observation of an individual, more or less,

arouses little or no interest. When the ob-

server passes by with the mental thought,

" another song sparrow," and then dismisses

the matter from the mind, the species is " com-

mon."

Abundant is applied when the species in-

trudes itself upon the senses so repeatedly that

one can not help noticing it. In other words,

when it is practically always present. The
test for abundance is when the observer notes

the numbers with a certain amount of inter-

ested surprise, and the mental ejaculation is

" What ! another song sparrow ?
"

Scarce.—Considerably less than " common."
The test of scarcity is when the sight or ob-

servation of an individual arouses more or

less passing interest and self congratulation.

The accompanying thought might be expressed

as, " Good ! another song sparrow."

Rare.—Decidedly less in number than
" scarce." The test is when the appearance

arouses decided enthusiasm and a thought

arises such as, " Hurrah ! here is a song

sparrow."

With each of these terms I should advise

using qualifying adverbs such as " very " and
" rather " ; thus we have " very rare," " rare "

and " rather rare " ;
" very common," " com-

mon " and " rather common," etc.

Irregular, or its adverbial form " irregu-

larly," denotes fluctuation of number at dif-

ferent times.

Local or Locally denotes variability in geo-

graphical distribution.

P. A. Taverner
Victoria Memorial Museum,
Ottawa, Ont.

" florida weather "

In reading Mr. A. H. Palmer's remarks on
" Winter Weather in Florida " in the issue of

Science for May 31, one wonders what un-

fortunate circumstances accompanied his ex-

periences with Florida weather or whether he

ever spent a winter in the state. One must
believe from his remarks that in his opinion

he has really discovered something about the

climate of Florida not hitherto known.

While we do not question the accuracy of

the official records he quotes, they are so ar-

ranged as to give an impression that is far

from accurate. For instance, one would be led

to infer that while California escaped the

frosts of the past severe winter practically un-

scathed, Florida suffered severely; whereas

the facts of the case are exactly the reverse of

this. This false impression arises largely

from his comparing northern Florida with

the coast region of central and southern Cali-

fornia, a comparison that is manifestly un-

just. He deliberately chooses the coldest part

of Florida (the record of — 2 was at Talla-

hasse, although he does not say so in his art-

icle) for comparison with the warmest parts of

California.
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One would further gather the impression

that while the citrus industry of California

is beyond danger, that of Florida is liable to

be wiped out completely. While it is true

that the freeze of February, 1895, killed a

large part of the orange trees to the ground,

the few groves then existing in the southern

part of the state, where citrus planting is now
most active, largely escaped, and most of the

groves further north have long been in bear-

ing again. In other words the grower of

citrus has learned what Mr. Palmer has not

learned, i. e., that there is a difference in

climate between northern and southern Flor-

ida, and has accordingly shifted the center of

the industry a hundred miles further south.

He has further learned to copy the methods of

the California grower in being prepared to

heat his grove in case of need.

As to the frost at Miami, the author knows

from personal observation that tomatoes were

not injured and every gardener knows that a

frost that will not kill tomatoes does not cut

much of a figure. Furthermore the tempera-

ture given for San Francisco and Los Angeles

(42) is perilously near the danger point for

frost, a fact that Mr. Palmer fails to mention.

While every night may not be a " June

"

night, in the writer's opinion our coldest

days, even in this part of the state, so far as

personal comfort is concerned, compare very

favorably with some " June " days he has ex-

perienced on the shores of Lakes Erie and

Michigan.

One should not attempt to draw conclusions

as broad as his on such limited data. Figures

of minimum temperatures, although valuable,

fall a long way short of telling the whole

story as to the desirability of a state as a

winter resort. The average temperature dur-

ing daylight, for instance, is a point much
more important.

I am impelled to write this protest because

of the amount of harm such an unjust article

can do to a community.

J. E. Watson
"University of Florida,

Gainesville

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
The Mechanics of the Aeroplane. A Study of

the Principles of Flight. By Captain

DucHENE. Translated by Ledeboer and

Hubbard. Longmans, Green & Co. 1912.

231 octavo pages, 81 diagrams, 4 tables in

the text and 5 in the appendix.

This is an elementary technical work on the

principles of the aeroplane. It is neither ac-

curate enough nor comprehensive enough to

be called a popular treatise. It presents in

rough and ready practical form the latest re-

sults of theory and experience, and therefore

should prove welcome to engineers who prac-

tise aviation professionally, rather than in-

vestigate profoundly or precisely.

It is divided into four parts aggregating six

chapters. The first part treats of flight in

still air; the second part treats of equilibrium

of the aeroplane in still air; the third dis-

cusses the effect of the wind on the aeroplane

;

the fourth presents one chapter on the theory

and design of the screw propeller. In all the

text care is taken to preserve the theoretical

nature of the work, and not to cumber it with

descriptions of machines, details of construc-

tion, or historical references.

The work would be improved by eliminating

certain misleading passages. Thus the au-

thor states that the wind force on a plane at

small angles of incidence is almost normal

to the surface, whereas it is well known that

the force may be very oblique at small angles,

being actually tangential to the surface at

zero incidence. Again he states that many

constructors design their propellers with a

curved leading edge because the streaky marks

on the propeller-blade made during rotation,

by dust particles and oil, assume this shape.

As the author presents without protest or

repudiation this absurd reason of the practical

designer, the reader naturally infers that the

author either endorses the absurdity or sus-

pends judgment. One skilled in aerodynamics

can not entertain such a reason for curving

the leading edge of a propeller blade.

On the whole the book is a good presenta-

tion of the most advanced information on the
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physical basis and the mechanical theory of

aviation, and contains many useful and con-

cisely solved problems that will appeal to

amateurs and professionals devoted to the

practical study of the aeroplane. A special

commendation of the work is that it was

awarded the Monthyon prize in 1911 by the

French Academy of Sciences.

A. F. Zahm

Smohe—A Study of Town Air. By J. B.

Cohen and A. G. Ruston. New York, Long-

mans, Green & Co. 1912.

Among the principal disadvantages at-

tendant upon our modern civilization is the

smoke produced wherever soft coal is burned.

As in so many other cases, the possibility of

doing away with the evil rests, to a great ex-

tent, upon the sufficient arousal of public

opinion; in this instance, that there may be

enacted the legislative measures necessary for

the enforcing of the smokeless combustion of

soft coal.

The means and methods of burning soft

coal without smoke, having been the subject

of numerous publications, are well known.

But attention to other phases of the subject,

which are so necessary for the enlisting of

public sympathy, are remarkably lacking.

In point of fact, this little book by Cohen
and Euston is the first attempt to gather

what little information we already possess

along these lines into such form as to be ac-

cessible to and easily comprehended by the

general public.

This book, therefore, takes one into a field,

new to the average reader, and gives him a

point of view different from that to which he

is accustomed. It is, thus, eminently worth

while.

The first chapter has to do with the chemi-

cal composition of soot and shows why it is

obnoxious and injurious. Reliable figures are

given for the amount of soot formed from a

definite amount of coal burned, for the solid

impurities in the air-r-and for the daily soot

fall in various towns in England.

The effect of smoke on vegetation is treated

with considerable detail and is shown in many
cases to be decidedly injurious.

The effect of sulphuric acid in the air upon
metal work and vegetation, here gone into at

length, while interesting to know, is somewhat
out of place, as the smokeless combustion of

soft coal will not do away with the acid

emitted from our chimneys.

The study of the diminution in the trans-

parency of the air and the increase in fogs

due to smoke forms an instructive discussion.

The chapter on the influence of coal-smoke

upon health, by Dr. Ascher, is a valuable ad-

dition to the book, showing that, " there can

be little doubt that coal dust smoke and soot

increase the death rate from acute lung dis-

eases."

Altogether it is a clear, concise and, above

all, trustworthy collection of data concerning

smoke and soot and the damage done by them.

R. C. Bennee
Department of Industrial Research,

Universitt of Pittsburgh

General Index to a Hand-list of the Genera

and Species of Birds: [Nomenclator avium
turn fossilium tum viventium.] Volumes I.-

V. Edited by W. R. Ogilvie-Grant. London

:

Printed by order of the Trustees. Sold by

Longmans & Co., 39 Paternoster Row, E. C.

;

B. Quaritch, 11 Grafton Street, New Bond
Street, W.; Dulau & Co., Ltd., 37 Soho

Square, W. ; and at the British Museum
(Natural History), Cromwell Road, S. W.
1912. All rights reserved. 8vo. Pp. vi -|-

199.

Dr. Richard Bowdler Sharpe's " Hand-list

of the Genera and Species of Birds " (5 vols.,

8vo) was completed in 1909.' Although each

of the five volumes (except the first, indexed

with volume II.) was supplied with an index,

a general index has been prepared, under the

editorship of Mr. W. R. Ogilvie-Grant, Dr.

Sharpe's successor in charge of the ornitho-

logical collections in the British Museum,
"to supply a much-felt want." The task of

amalgamating the indexes to the five volumes

was done mainly by Mr. Grant's chief assist-

ant, Mr. Thomas Wells. We are told in the

'Eeviewed in Science, N. S., Vol. XXXI., No.

790, pp. 265-267, February 18, 1910.
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editor's preface that a good many errors and

omissions were found in the original indexes,

and to correct these and to provide a general

index it was decided to issue the present work

as a " Supplement " to the " Hand-list." It

contains about 22,000 entries, and its useful-

ness will be greatly appreciated by those

using the " Hand-list," or, in other words, by

all systematic ornithologists.

The preface to the volume is by Dr. Sidney

F. Harmer, keeper of zoology in the British

Museum, and contains a tribute to Dr.

Sharpe's long period of distinguished service

as curator of birds at the museum.

J. A. A.

Heredity and Society. By W. C. A. Whetham
and C. D. Whetham. Longmans, Green

and Company. 1912. Pp. 190.

Of late years the attention of all who have

at heart the welfare of mankind in this coun-

try has been attracted by two main facts : first,

the reduction of the birth rate in the more

progressive and effective part of our popula-

tion to half or less than half of what it was

formerly, and the great increase in the num-
ber of inmates of institutions. Indeed, the

proportion of our population that receives

state care has nearly doubled in the ten years

from 1890 to 1900, and shows an increase

much larger than that of the population from
1900 to 1910. This increasing care of the de-

fectives is a heavy burden. One seventh of

the income of the state of New York goes to

maintain and enlarge the state institutions

for insane and other defectives—in some re-

cent years the proportion has risen to one

fifth, and it tends to increase. In view of

these facts the inquiry has naturally been

raised: What is the cause of this increase and

what is the way to stop it? And the answer

has come back from the students of heredity,

carrying with it overwhelming conviction

:

the defectives are hred, and the way to stop

the rising cost of their care is to stop breed-

ing them. We are brought to our present pass

by the care we have taken to protect, rear and

let breed, the worse elements, while discourag-

ing the reproduction of the better.

In England the same general phenomena
that strike us here are evident, and a eugenics

movement has gained great headway there.

Among the leaders in this " movement " have

been Mr. and Mrs. Whetham whose " Family

and the Nation " has had a great influence.

The present work is destined to play an

equally important part. It consists of a series

of thoughtful and interesting essays touching-

the biological aspect of the family. One can

not summarize the essays, and most of them
are beyond criticism. They must be read.

In the chapter on variation and heredity

some of the well-known cases of family genius

are cited and some new ones, based on studies

of a Biographical Dictionary, are given. The-

authors point out that the explanation of why
some men of distinction have sons of distinc-

tion and some do not depends on the kind of

marriages the men make. It might have

added that the reason why geniuses are rare

is because, depending on recessive conditions,

they will reappear in the next generation only

when two strains with the tendency to like

genius are brought together.

In the essay on natural selection the disas-

trous consequences to the race of extensive

sanitaria for consumptives and of eliminating

the death penalty are suggested; but there is

far more to be said on this subject than the

authors say in this chapter. In the essay on

the biological influence of religion, the au-

thors point out that the hardship that the-

Jews have undergone in the past has given

them racial strength and that in face of a more

humane treatment they may be killed off by

kindness. In how far may the keenness and

shrewdness of the Jew be due to the elimina-

tion of those who were not shrewd enough to

escape their persecutors?

The two essays on the position of women
contain much food for thought. The incur-

sion of women into the industrial field as wage-

earners coincides in time with the fall in

birth rate. And in so far as the best women
are lured into professional and political life,

or fail to become mothers, the best bearing

branches of the racial tree are being cut off

—
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flowers of the most precious strains in the

garden of life are heing plucked before they

produce seed.

The essay on heredity and politics is one of

the best in the book. A successful nation is a

powerful nation, and the authors conclude:

" A ' theory of power ' which takes account of

modern biological knowledge in a strenuous

effort to improve the physical, mental and

moral state of the race, by both environment

and heredity, and by their interaction one on

the other, seems to us a good basis for polit-

ical endeavor." Increasing the men of genius

will make possible improved environment, but

if racial efficiency fall civilization must de-

cline. And the civilized nations spend their

substance in caring for the unfit for whom
the fit are taxed to such an extent that they

can not carry the added expense of children.

So it has come about that only the weakling

can afford to have children in unlimited num-

bers, since the state will care for their chil-

dren. The handicap on the fit is too heavy;

it is they, and not the unfit, who are, in effect,

being sterilized. A governing class becomes

such and maintains itself by virtue of its in-

herent strong traits. Even in democratic

America the opportunities afforded by busi-

ness have lured the strongest men into it, and

so " big business " has come to constitute the

governing class. And as between nations,

that which breeds the most of the best blood,

while taking advantage of the advances of

science and sanitation, will eventually sur-

pass the others and inherit the earth.

C. B. Davenport

THE INHERITANCE OF SKIN COLOB

The mulatto is frequently instanced as a

"blend"; and an exception to the Mendelian

scheme of inheritance in that he is supposed

to breed true. This position, I believe, repre-

sents an off-hand judgment based on insuifi-

cient evidence or faulty observation. I have

seen a number of unquestionable cases of

" reversion " to grandparental skin color

among the fraternities of mulatto crosses.

In numerous instances one of the third gen-

eration is either darker or lighter than either

parent, i. e., he has the skin color of his negro

grandmother or his white grandfather, this

being the invariable nature of the cross.

A man is a combination of thousands of

characters; skin color is only one of these.

When one considers the offspring of mulattos

one must remember that such may have a

negro skin associated with a European nose,

or negro lips with white skin. One meets

with plenty of mulattos that from the stand-

point of skin color alone are white, brunette

or blond; but one is not deceived as to their

extraction since negroid features appear in

combination. The probable explanation of

the general opinion that mulattos breed true,

contrary to the Mendelian principle of segre-

gation, is due to this fact of failure to dis-

sociate skin color from other facial character-

istics. The Davenports' cite five cases of un-

doubted segregation of skin color in the third

generation. Such families are fairly com-

mon in the south. I have shown, moreover,

that histologically there is no difference be-

tween the skins of blonds, brunettes, mulattos

and negroes, except in the abundance of

identical pigment granules.^ Histologically,

many mulatto skins can not be told from

brunette skins.

The heredity of skin color in crosses be-

tween negroes and whites unquestionably fol-

lows Mendelian laws. The mulatto shows the

dominance (frequently imperfect) of the

deeper pigmented condition. In the next-

succeeding generation there is again a segre-

gation of negro and white skin colors.' The

fact, however, that the first generation of

' Am. Nat., Vol. 44, 1910.

= Am. Nat., Vol. 45, 1911.

' The same is true with respect to an extensive

Indian-negro cross which occurred in Amherst and

Nelson counties, Va., resulting in the loss of an

entire Indian tribe. I am told that in many

families one or several of the children are dis-

tinctly more Indian or more negro than the prev-

alent type of the cross. Here again the negro skin

color seems dominant to the Indian; on the con-

trary, the Indian type of hair apparently domi-

nates over the kinky negro hair.
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mulattos is frequently not as dark as the negro

parent, and among the second (F,) genera-

tion one or several may be darker than the

darkest mulatto parent and one or several

lighter, without being quite as dark or as

light as the negro or white grandparent re-

spectively, suggests strongly that a complex

of factors is involved.

The fact of the apparent histologic iden-

tity between brunette and mulatto skins; and

the further fact that under protracted ex-

posure to extremes of heat and sun the num-

ber of pigment granules is increased in white

skin, indicates that pigmentation (dark skin)

as evidenced in the negro is an instance of

the inheritance of an acquired character.

The least that makes a negro a negro is his

dark skin. Life-guards in September are fre-

quently almost as black. A negro is specifi-

cally such for mental perhaps more than for

physical characteristics. Moreover, the negro

originally hails from tropical regions; he has

been for unknown periods of time exposed to

the hot tropical sun. In foreign lands he

thrives best in hot climates. Pigmentation

in him has probably arisen as a response to a

protective demand against the rays of the sun,

just as whites now acquire a " tan " under

similar less extreme and less prolonged con-

ditions. This line of reasoning would appear

cogent enough, but unfortunately it can not

be experimentally tested. In the absence of

such test it must remain simply a speculation.

Moreover, if Kingsley's quotation in " At

Last " of a description of the inhabitants of

Saba by the Bishop of Antiqua is to be

trusted, the results of one of nature's experi-

ments along these lines militates against the

speculation. The Bishop spoke of them,

Kingsley says, as " virtuous, shrewd, simple,

healthy folk, retaining, in spite of the tropic

sun, the same clear white and red complexion

which their ancestors brought from Holland

two hundred years ago—a proof, among many,

that the white man need not degenerate in

these places."

'

The two most obvious explanations of negro

*P. 23 (ed. 1910, Macmillan & Co.).

deep pigmentation are the one outlined above,

i. e., acquired in response to a peculiar en-

vironment and transmitted; and as inherited

from anthropoid ancestors. The evidence

yielded by the inhabitants of Saba of the

West Indies renders inadmissible the first.

What facts support the latter interpretation ?

In the first place the negro is a primitive

type of man, as indicated by numerous ana-

tomic marks (e. g., relative length of arms

and legs, male external genitalia—prepuce

covers glans—shape of nose, use of hallux, etc.)

which are more or less infantile European

characters. He apparently stands much closer

in the evolutionary scale to the anthropoid

apes, with pigmented faces. The negro may
have inherited his dark skin frorii his pig-

mented pre-man ancestors. He may be ha-

bitually an inhabitant of the tropics because

he alone could survive in that climate, or be-

cause he was best suited and thus more com-

fortable there. The dark-skinned races, like

the Italians and Spanish, and finally the

brunettes of the Anglo-Saxon race, may owe

their pigmentation to negroid ancestry. The

connecting link may well have been the negro

slaves of Roman times, and the conquer-

ing Teutons.

Moreover, anthropoid ancestry may account

more directly, i. e., without negroid inter-

vention, for the pigment of " whites " ; or, as

in numerous other instances, so in the case

of pigmentation, we may simply be dealing

with an instance of parallelism. Similar re-

sults of varying degrees may have been at-

tained under the influence of similar condi-

tions, at various times and various places. It

seems impossible at present to arrive at a defi-

nite conclusion. Complete knowledge on this

point may perhaps never be forthcoming.

The above discussion indicates the possible

origin of a multiplicity of factors in skin-

color determination. However, regarding the

histologic similarity between light and deep

pigmented skins and a measure of segrega-

tion among the children of black-white crosses

there remains no question.
H. E. Jordan

University of Virginia
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SPECIAL ARTICLES

A REVERSAL OF THE ROWLAND EFFECT

The result of Eowland'a Berlin experiments

showed that a wire having a supercharge of

negative corpuscles, moved longitudinally in

a plus direction, and a wire having less than

a normal charge, moved in the opposite direc-

tion, would produce the same external field.

In a paper just being issued by the Acad-

emy of Science, of St. Louis, the writer shows

that when this external field is imposed upon

a wire, the corpuscular column within the

wire, and the wire itseK, are moved in opposite

directions.

A copper wire having a diameter of about

0.2 mm. and a length of 55 cm. is placed within

a horizontal glass tube of three or four mm.
diameter and 50 cm. in length. About 1.5

cm. of the wire at each end is bent at right

angles and hangs vertically. Spark knobs on

long rods connected with the terminals of an

eight plate influence machine, are placed di-

rectly over the ends of the tube. A condenser

of sheet glass having an area of tin-foil on

each side of 1,000 or more sq. cm. is connected

with the discharge rods. The spark length

was about 4 cm. at each terminal. Sparks

passed into the side of the wire at the ends

of the tube, at intervals of one to three sec-

onds, depending upon the length of the spark.

The machine was driven by a motor. The

end of the wire was observed by means of a

telescope magnifying about 27 diameters.

No motion of the wire due to a single

spark can be observed, but after four or five

sparks have passed, one can easily see that it

has moved.

The ends of the wire are slightly lifted as

the potential rises, and drop when the spark

passes. The entire wire is somewhat shaken

by the spark, and the effect is to somewhat

diminish friction. The interaction between

the ends of the wire and the surrounding air

is very slight, but it is directed at right angles

to the direction in which the wire creeps.

In one case the effect of 3,500 sparks caused

the wire to creep over a distance of 1.2 cm.

The paper contains other evidence that such

a solid conductor has the properties of the

positive column. In one case a i ampere fuse

wire in a tube filled with coal oil was fused by

a single spark, and became solid again at the

instant when it had buckled into a regular

series of longitudinal waves. In one case the

compression halves of the waves separated

into minute spheres, there being about a thou-

sand of them distributed quite uniformly

over a half meter of the tube.

No creeping of the wire could be observed,

when the ends were dipped into mercury cups

and a separately excited dynamo having a ter-

minal potential of 175 volts was momentarily

connected with it. Such effects have been ob-

served when high potential discharges wholly

outside of the wire have passed between the

terminals of the influence machine. These ef-

fects have not yet received careful attention.

The action of the coherer is of this character.

Feancis E. Nipher

THE preparation OF UNBROKEN POLLEN MOTHER-

CELLS AND OTHER CELLS FOR STUDIES

IN mitosis'

Some recent investigations in the study of

pollen mother-cells without the use of the

microtome have made it evident that there are

certain advantages in preparing and studying

unbroken cells for investigation in mitosis.

Those in the Bureau of Plant Industry who
have examined this method have suggested

that a short paper be presented to this society,

in order that other workers may try out this

method and cooperate in improving its technic.

The method seems to be capable of quite wide

application in karyokinetic study.

The stamens of a large percentage of our

flowers yield the unbroken pollen mother-cells

with very little difliculty. Such plants as the

grasses, including our grains, supply an abun-

dance of material by simply placing the an-

thers in a drop of water, cutting the tips with

a sharp scalpel and gently tapping them with

• Read before Section of Botany, American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science, 1911

meeting, Baltimore, Md.
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the point of a dissecting needle. The pollen

mother-cells float out uninjured. Most other

genera are easily treated in the same way. A
few genera present difficulties; e. g., the Mal-

vaceaa, where the anthers are so charged with

mucilage that the mother-cells can not be

handled successfully without considerable

trouble.

Before passing to the technic, which is ex-

ceedingly simple, I wish to say that the

method can readily be adapted to study of the

cells of more compact tissues by the simple

process of teasing out with needles a few cells

and separating them from the rest of the tis-

sue. Although the microtome method is of

extreme value to every worker, it has the tend-

ency of tyrannizing over all other methods,

some of which are unquestionably better for

special purposes.

The killing of the pollen mother-cells can be

done either while they are still in the anthers

or after their separation. I have found weak

Flemming's solution excellent, but Bouin's

solution, on the whole, the better for this pur-

pose. It has long been a favorite of the zoolo-

gists, but rather neglected by botanists. The

formula is

:

Picric acid, sat. aq. sol 75

Acetic acid, glacial 5

Formalin, commercial 20

Fix 4 to 8 hours; wash with 50 per cent, alcohol

until no color remains, in which the material may
then be kept indefinitely.

After killing and washing, the pollen

mother-cells are stained in toto by any satis-

factory method. I find that both Heiden-

hain's iron-hematoxylin and Hermann's modi-

fication of riemming-'s triple stain are espe-

cially good. The latter works vastly better

than the regular Plemming stain. The for-

mula is:

Safranin, water soluble 1

Alcohol 10

Anilin water 90

Stain 4 to 8 hours; wash in 50 per cent, alcohol

and, if necessary, in acidulated 50 per cent, alcohol.

Pass into

Gentian violet 1

Alcohol 10

Anilin water 90

Stain 2 to 6 minutes; wash in water. Pass into

Orange G., aq. sol.

I find the concentrated aqueous solution too

intense, therefore dilute it with 9 volumes of water.

Stain 1 to 3 minutes. Wash quickly in 50 per

cent, alcohol and finish with absolute alcohol.

The material is cleared in cedar oil or, where

dampness is a drawback to this method, in oil

of cloves. There need be no shrinkage what-

ever in the finished preparation and there can

be practically no disturbance in the arrange-

ment of the cell contents.

Pollen mother-cells thus prepared present to

the investigator the original packages with

unbroken walls, from which no histological

particle has escaped. The karyokinetic figures

are complete. The chromosomes are all in

situ, not sliced up into incomplete ribbons

that need to be matched in successive sections,

but each one complete and undisturbed. The

whole machinery of mitosis, as well as all the

adjacent cell contents, make an unbroken unit.

The picture under the eye is that of a lot of

spheres, transparent, translucent, revealing the

contents, with as little chance of artifacts as

is possible by human methods.

By mounting such cells in a somewhat

limpid medium, such as heavy glycerine or

thin Canada balsam and placing a triangular

blotting-paper at one side of the cover-glass,

the cells may be rolled over under the ob-

server's eye, presenting to view all sides of the

karyokinetic spindle and enabling one to count

the chromosomes, to notice their position, and

to study the entire mechanism with an ease

and an absolute certainty that no series of

sections can possibly equal.

Three points in this method deserve em-

phasis :

1. The comparative ease with which pollen

mother-cells can he secured in an unhroTcen

and perfect state, and prepared for observation

as to their internal structure.

2. The positiveness of interpretation that

can be secured by this method in contrast to
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the vexing uncertainties of microtome meth-

ods, with which we are all too familiar.

3. The great saving of time in arriving at

results, because of the elimination of the proc-

esses involved in imbedding and sectioning the

material.

It may here be stated that a preliminary

examination of the pollen mother-cells and of

cells secured by needle dissection is greatly

aided by the use of a concentrated solution of

chloralhydrate, 8 parts of chloralhydrate to

5 of distilled water. This is far better for

general use than phenol, eau-de-Javelle and

similar clarifying reagents. It will enable the

worker to tell at once if the cells under ob-

servation are in that particular stage of karyo-

kinesis that it is desired to secure, as the

spindles and chromosomes are rendered suffi-

ciently visible to determine the mitotic stage.

The regular treatment above described can

then be carried out.

The writer would be thankful to hear from

any members of the society who, upon investi-

gating the foregoing suggestions, have adverse

criticisms to offer or suggestions of improve-

ment to make.'

Albert Mann
Office op Ageicultural Technology,

U. S. Depaetment of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C,

December 15, 1911

of apples was begun at the Virginia Experi-

ment Station under the direction of Dr. H. S.

Reed. Four distinctly different types of Ph.

piriiia were isolated from leaves collected at

Blacksburg, Va., by the poured plate method.

The different types are possibly elementary

species in the De Vriesian sense of the term

or pure lines according to Johannsen's use of

the term, but will be called strains in this

preliminary report.

Microscopically there is much similarity in

these strains, except in Nos. 1 and 4 where

chlamydospores are produced. The conidia of

all four are identical in all characters and

the mycelium of only one can be told from

the others. The conidia are one-celled, ellip-

tical, hyaline, sometimes with two oil drops.

When grovm on the same medium no differ-

ence in size is noted. On apple leaf agar these

spores measure on the average 2.2 X ^.8 mi-

crons. The manner of pycnidia and conidia

production is the same with all strains.

The macroscopic characters are quite dif-

ferent and any strain may be easily recog-

nized in pure culture. For the sake of con-

venience these strains have been numbered 1,

2, 3 and 4. So far they have been grown on

only three media, viz., apple leaf agar, apple

fruit agar and synthetic agar made accord-

ing to the following formula:

results of pure culture studies on phyl-

losticta pirina sacc'

In the summer of 1911 a study of Phyllos-

iicta in connection with the frog-eye leaf spot

' Before presenting the above paper I tried to

find if a description of this method had been pre-

viously published, but could find no trace of it.

Since the meeting of the association I find that

Professor E. H. Campbell describes a similar proc-

ess in Bull. Torrey Bot. Club, Vol. 17, p. 117.

As, however, Professor Campbell 's article does not

agree in technic with my own, and as it is also

•evident that this desirable process is not widely

used, I think it desirable to publish the paper

together with this reference.

' Paper No. 17 from Laboratory of Plant Pathol-

•ogy, Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station.

NH^NOs 10.0

K.HPO, 5.0 g.

MgSOs 2.5 g.

Cane sugar 50.0 g.

Agar agar 20.0 g,

H,0 1,000

Descriptions of test-tube cultures of these

four strains of Ph. pirina on the three media

used and some microscopic features follow:

STRAIN NO. 1

Apple Leaf Agar.—Growth diffuse; myce-

lium brownish in mass; aerial hyphse short,

snow white, sparse except at top and sides of

slant or sometimes in patches on surface of

culture; pycnidia small, very dark brown to
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black, erumpent, produced at random mostly

near line of streak.

Apple Fruit Agar.—Growth very abundant;

aerial mycelium growing in very dense, green-

ish gray patches in center and whitish around

edges of culture; pycnidia black, small, abun-

dant, produced mostly along line of streak.

Synthetic Agar.—Growth very thick and

somewhat stromatic along middle; greenish-

black and white on surface, usually with the

white in the central part of the culture with a

greenish-black band around it. Surface be-

coming black all over with age.

Microscopic Features.—Conidia, mycelium,

pycnidia typical. Large numbers of one-

celled, black chlamydospores produced on

mycelium by simple swelling and thickening

of certain cells. These chlamydospores have

germinated after six months' drying in the

laboratory and produced typical colonies of

the fungus again. These spores are thick-

walled and resistant and no doubt aid in tid-

ing the fungus over unfavorable conditions.

STRAIN NO. 2

Apple Leaf Agar.—Growth diffuse; my-
celium very light brown in mass; aerial my-
celium practically none; pycnidia extremely

abundant, produced usually over the whole

surface of the culture with a distinct concen-

tric ring formation even in tube cultures.

Sometimes the pycnidia are produced so thick

and close along the line of streak that they

form a well-marked black line. Conidia ooze

out in distinctly pink masses. This character

alone serves to distinguish No. 2 from the

others. This strain is a very prolific spore

producer.

Apple Fruit Agar.—^Diffuse; numerous

pycnidia mostly in a wide strip along line of

streak with a few scattered ones at base of

slant. Aerial hyphse short, gray all over the

surface of culture. Spore masses pink.

Synthetic Agar.—Diffuse; pink; with long,

fluffy, pinkish-white aerial mycelium covering

surface of culture and growing up on sides of

tube. In some of the tubes this aerial my-

celium has a bright-green cast at apex and

base of culture. Pink pycnidia very abundant

all over the surface and some even produced

up on the sides of the tube above the agar. A
decided tendency to concentric rings is noted.

Microscopic Features.—Conidia, mycelium,

pycnidia typical. No chlamydospores.

STRAIN NO. 3

Apple Leaf Agar.—Diffuse; mycelium dark

brown in mass; aerial hyphse gray, matted to-

gether, rather abundant over most of the sur-

face. Pycnidia abundant, very small, black,

erumpent, quite evenly distributed over the

surface of the culture with some tendency to

concentricity of arrangement. Agar turning

quite black throughout.

Apple Fruit Agar.—Very diffuse but shal-

low. Surface covered all over with a dense

growth of long, greenish-gray aerial mycelium.

By holding to light the numerous black

pycnidia can be seen through the aerial my-
celium arranged in concentric rings.

Synthetic Agar.—Growth abundant; sur-

face covered with a pink mycelial mass ; aerial

hyphfe very short, pink. Pycnidia inconspicu-

ous.

Microscopic Features.—Same as ISTo. 2.

STRAIN NO. 4

Apple Leaf Agar.—Diffuse; mycelium in

mass very dark; aerial mycelium abundant,

gray, quite dense. Pycnidia minute, black,

abundant, evenly distributed, inconspicuous.

Distinct concentric rings have been noticed,

due to difference in color of different zones of

the mycelium.

Apple Fruit Agar.—A very dense growth of

short, greenish-gray aerial mycelium forming

a mat over surface. Pycnidia very abundant,

minute, inconspicuous, black, evenly distrib-

uted.

Synthetic Agar.—Dense stroma-like mass,

greenish-yellow on surface. In some tubes

the green is very pronounced around the

edges, while yellow predominates in the

center. Pycnidia inconspicuous.

Microscopic Features.—Mycelium rather

larger than in other strains and noticeably
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darker, with a few one- to several-celled, dark

brown to black chlamydospores.

The above descriptions will serve to dis-

tinguish these strains readily. Details of

morphology and results of more culture work

will be reported later. Since these four strains

were so easily obtained last summer it is very

likely that more strains may be isolated by

extending the work and the field. This dif-

ference in strains of Ph. pirina may account

for the fact that investigators disagree as to

the parasitism of Phyllosticta. They may
have worked with different strains, some of

which may be parasitic, while others are

purely saprophytic or, at most, facultative

parasites. Inoculation experiments to throw

further light on this phase of the subject are

now under way and results will be reported

in a later publication.

C. H. Ceabill
Blacesbueg, Va.,

May 1, 1912

TEE NOETH CAROLINA ACADEMY OF
SCIENCE

The eleventh annual meeting of the North Caro-

lina Academy of Science Tvas held at the Univer-

sity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, on Friday and

Saturday, April 26 and 27, 1912.

The meeting of the executive committee, held

early in the afternoon of the first day, was fol-

lowed by a general meeting for the reading of

papers. At the night session the academy was
welcomed to Chapel Hill by President Venable, of

the university, and then President H. V. Wilson,

of the academy, delivered his presidential address,
'

' Zoology in America before the Present Period. '

'

Nest Professor A. H. Patf;erson gave a demonstra-

tion of luininous electric waves. Then by invita-

tion Dr. Thos. W. Pritchard read a paper, '
' Wood

Distillation," descriptive of the fitting up and

working of a plant at Wilmington, N. C, for the

utilization of waste pine wood. At the same hour

Dr. W. S. Kankin, secretary of the state board of

health, delivered a lecture on hygiene and sanita-

tion before the student body of the university in

Gerrard Hall.

Adjournment was then had to the hospitable

home of Dr. Isaac H. Manning, where a smoker

was given the members of the academy by the

local members.

On Saturday morning at 9 A.M. the academy
convened in annual business meeting. Eeports

were made by the secretary-treasurer and by the

several stated committees. Five new members were
elected. These with the 85 members on the roll

on January 1 give a total membership of 90. The
report of the secretary-treasurer showed that in

membership, in interest shown in its work and in

its finances, the academy has never been in better

condition.

The following officers were elected for the ensu-

ing year:

President—C. S. Brimley, Ealeigh.

Vice-president—John F. Lanneau, Wake Forest

College, Wake Forest.

Secretary-treasurer—E. W. Gudger, State Nor-

mal College, Greensboro.

Additional Members of Executive Committee—

•

Julian Blanchard, Trinity College, Durham; S. C.

Clapp, State Department of Agriculture, Ealeigh;

John A. Ferrell, State Board of Health, Ealeigh.

At 9:30 the academy and the North Carolina

Section of the American Chemical Society held a

joint meeting, at which Dr. J. B. Mills, of Colum-

bia, S. C, presented a report on "Molecular At-

traction and Gravitation." Following this the

reading of papers on the program of the academy

was resumed.

The total attendance was 31 out of a member-

ship of 90. In addition to the special papers

already noted, there were 29 numbers on the pro-

gram. Of these four were read by title, the other

25 were given in order when called for. Two
things characterized the meeting. First the num-

ber of papers dealing with hygiene, sanitation and

public health; and second the discussion which

followed the presentation of nearly every paper.

In addition to the presidential address and other

papers previously noted, the following were pre-

sented :

Notes on the Distribution of the More Common
Bivalves of Beaufort, N. C: Henr-j D. Aller,

Director XJ. S. Fisheries Laboratory, Beaufort,

N. C.

Of the approximately 90 species of bivalves

found in the vicinity of the U. S. Fisheries Labo-

ratory at Beaufort, N. C, 39 are considered in

this paper. Since those found sparingly and those

dredged in deeper water offshore, or those repre-

sented by valves east up on the beach, are not

available for scientific purposes, only the more

common forms are dealt with. It is the purpose
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of this paper to indicate which species are avail-

able in a living condition, specific localities where

they may be found and so far as possible to give

some idea of their abundance.

While a paper of this kind is of necessity in-

complete, it is hoped that it may be of service to

prospective investigators by pointing out what

material they would have at their service under

ordinary conditions at Beaufort.

The full paper is published in the current num-

ber of the Bulletin of the North Carolina State

Board of Health.

The Value of Vital Statistics and their Melation

to Public Sealth: Wareen H. Booker, State

Board of Health, Ealeigh.

Vital statistics are valuable to the nation, since

they enable us to study at close range the general

movements of mankind, and to measure quickly

the effect of any line of action on these movements.

We should know as much concerning life and

health conditions throughout the state and country

as we now know about crop and weather conditions.

Vital statistics are valuable to the individual in

many legal questions involving facts concerning

births and deaths.

Students of medicine and sociology find the

study of vital statistics very profitable.

The greatest value of vital statistics is found in

connection with their relations to public health

work. They indicate the kind of work that is

most needed; also the efficiency of that work.

Cities, tovras and localities having abnormally high

preventable death rates can readily be found and

shown where and how to take the necessary steps

to reduce these death rates. Eeduoed death rates

will eventually form the measure of public health

work.

The full paper will appear in the current num-

ber of the Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific

Society,

Further Notes on the Yellow-fever Mosquito at

Maleigh, N. C: C. S. Brimley, Raleigh.

Describes their great abundance during the sum-

mer of 1911, and gives possible reasons for the

same.

This paper is published in the current number

of the Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific

Mace Preservation: Eev. George W. Lay, Eector

of St. Mary's School, Ealeigh, N. C.

All nature is one, and there is unity in the one

plan that includes natural science and religion.

Natural science has turned over part of its sub-

jects to other departments, e. g., light and sound

belong to psychology as well as to physics. In
eugenics natural science must go beyond the purely

moral forces of evolution, and include the mental

and moral forces of mankind. Environment must
likewise include the mind and will of man as well

as things purely natural.

The two great forces which govern natural evolu-

tion are the appetites, which secure the preserva-

tion of the individual in one case, and of the race

in the other. Nature works preeminently for the

race and is prodigal with individual life. When
the mind of man enters into the methods that are

applied to the breeding of the lower animals, a

new element is added. He has used both the above

laws in breeding and has sacrificed the individual

to the race, as nature does. The results have been

beneficial, and have been attained much more
quickly than could be the case under nature alone,

and have been in accordance with a preconceived

plan. The resulting breeds are better suited to

their environment only in case the mind of man
is added to the purely natural forces as a part of

that environment.

In eugenics, which is the effort to improve the

breeding of human beings, the moral and religious

principles of mankind are added as a new force

to those previously mentioned. Here man has

largely disregarded the natural forces that sacrifice

the individual to the race, and has therefore

worked only to preserve the individual. The result

has been a partial failure, since the natural forces

that preserve the race, largely at the expense of

the individual, have been ignored.

The scientist and moral teacher must learn from

each other and help each other. The scientist must

recognize mental and spiritual things as true forces

in the evolution of the human race, and the moral-

ist must recognize that both the purely natural

forces, working through the two kinds of appe-

tites whose misuse leads to the deadliest sins, and

on whose nature the two great sacraments are

founded, are no less a part of the divine plan than

those spiritual forces which constitute the special

function of religion. We can not interfere with

the great plan of the universe, or use any of its

forces, unless we consider it as a whole, whose

parts are in complete and necessary harmony.

To be published in full in the Bulletin of the

North Carolina State Board of Health.

Notes on the Larvce of the Marbled Salamander

:

E. W. GuDGER, State Normal College, Greens-

boro.
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Larvae one and a half to two and a half inches

long, with external gills, have been taken in brooks

in the college park for several years past. This

spring some thirty or forty were taken in a muddy
pool in the same park. When caught these were

nearly colorless, but when exposed to the light in

aquaria set before windows in the laboratory they

very quickly became pigmented. These were first

thought to be the young of the common salamander

which had retained their gills over winter, but

discussion of the paper elicited the interesting in-

formation from Mr. C. S. Brimley that the Mar-

bled Salamander lays its eggs in the fall; these are

hatched and the larvae retain their gills over win-

ter, losing them in the late spring. Some kept by

the writer for a month now show only stumps of

these structures.

The Gloomy Scale, an Important Enemy of Shade

Maples in North Carolina: Z. P. Metcalf, Agri-

cultural and Mechanical College, West Ealeigh.

This paper summarized very briefly the results

of three years ' experiments carried on by the State

Department of Agriculture for the control of this

insect. A brief history of the insect was also

given, together with some notes on its present

distribution and destructiveness and life history.

To be published in full in the current number
of the Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific

Society.

Two Parasitic Eymenomycetes : Gut West Wil-
son, Agricultural and Mechanical College, West
Ealeigh.

Attention is called to the attacks of apples in the

Piedmont section of the state by Septohasidium

pedicellatum (Schw.) Pat., which also occurs over

a considerable area of the southern states on vari-

ous hosts. Fames roseits (Albert & Schw.) Cooke

is also noted as causing a disease of the red cedar,

locally very destructive in eastern North Carolina.

Note on the Fundamental Bases of Dynamics:
Wm. Cain, University of North Carolina,

Chapel Hill.

Defining mechanics as that science which treats

of matter, at rest or in motion, imder the action

of force; weighing, by both the equal armed bal-

ance and the spring balance, is fully discussed

and formiilas presented. Mass and force are then

discussed for both the engineers ' and the absolute

systems.

This paper will a,ppear in the next number of
the Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific So-
ciety.

Discovery of Some New Petroglyphs Near Caicara,

on the Orinoco: T. A. Bendrat, University of

North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

In the winter of 1908 and 1909, while surveying

the region about Caicara, Venezuela, the writer

discovered some new petroglyphs, which belong

geographically and genetically to the same large

group of stone-carvings found scattered over a

wide area which is bounded by the Orinoco, the

Atabapo, the Bio Negro and the Cassiquiare.

While Alexander von Humboldt mentions only two
petroglyphs from the region of Caicara, "el sol"

and '
' la luna, '

' of which the writer saw only '
' el

sol," neither he nor any other traveler who ever

touched that point seems to have known any of the

stone-carvings found by the writer. These newly
discovered petroglyphs occur on the banks of the

Orinoco and in the adjacent forest. They may be

divided up into three distinct groups, one repre-

senting the simplest type and consisting of almost

geometrical circles, one in the other, the center of

the most inner one being hollowed out; another

one group of a more complicated type and of more
fantastic design, of which only one figure was
found; and a third group that evidently repre-

sents the highest type in the development of this

art of petroglyphy and that comprises "el sol,"

that was already known to Humboldt, and the new
petroglyph that was discovered by the writer,

namely, "el tigre. " All these petroglyphs are

supposed to have been produced in prehistoric

times. As to their meaning there exists quite a

number of theories. The writer holds the view-

on the base of extended studies in fetichism that

they represent records of earlier and later fetich-

ism, while they have served, at the same time, as

an indirect means to develop the art of sculpture

that grew out of the art of petroglyphy.

To be published in full in the next issue of the

Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society.

Solution of the Draftsman's Difficulty—To draw
from a given point a line which, if extended,

would pass through the meeting point of two
given lines whose point of meeting is beyond
reach: J. P. Lanneau, Wake Forest, N. C.
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Let F be the given point and AB and CI) the

given lines intersecting at a point beyond reach.

Construction.—Through P draw any line, cutting

AB and CD at points e and /; and at some dis-

tance from fe, draw hn parallel to fe. Draw fr,

at any convenient angle with fe. Take fn equal

to hn. Draw Pfci parallel to en^. Lay off nfc equal

to iijci. Then Ph is the line sought. If produced,

it would pass through the distant intersection of

AB and CD. (Proof omitted.)

Note.—When the given point P is not between

the given lines, the above construction still applies.

In this case, put / and h on the line furthest

from P.

George Marcgrave, the First Student of American
Natural Eistory : E. W. Gudger, State Normal
College, Greensboro.

George Marcgrave was a member of the

Dutch expedition to Brazil under Johann Moritz,

Count of Nassau-Siegen, during the first half

of the seventeenth century. He assiduously

studied the animals and plants of Brazil during

the years 1638-1644. In 1648 his drawings and

observations under the title
'

' Historic Eerum
Naturalium Brasilia?" were published jointly with

the "De Medicina Brasiliensi" of William Piso

under the general title
'

' Historia Naturalis Bra-

silise.
'
' Marcgrave 's part of this work covers 303

folio pages, in which he describes 301 plants with

200 figures and 367 animals, of which 222 were

figured. Of these 668 forms practically all were

new to science and probably none of the 422 fig-

ured had ever been drawn before.

Marcgrave knew nothing of the classification of

flowers based on stamens and pistils or of fishes by

the count of fin rays, but his descriptions are for

the times remarkably clear and his drawings suffi-

ciently exact for the plant or animal to be unmis-

takably recognized. No country in its early ex-

ploration has ever had such a great work published

on its natural history.

The full paper will shortly be published in The

Popular Science Monthly.

Capture of Saleigh, N. C, hy the Wharf Eat:

C. S. Brimlet, Ealeigh.

Up to March, 1909, the only species of house

rat seen by the author in a residence of over

twenty-five years was the roof rat (Mus alexan-

drinus) ; since then the brown rat or wharf rat

(^Mus nonwgicus) has overrun Raleigh, mainly or

entirely replacing the former species.

The full data appear in the current number of

the Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific So-

ciety.

No abstracts have been received for the follow-

ing papers:
'

' Some Records of Incipient Fern Growth in

Carboniferous Time," Collier Cobb, University of

North Carolina.

"The Seedling of the Water Oak," W. C.

Coker, University of North Carolina.

"Notes on Mutation," W. N. Hutt, State De-

partment of Agriculture.
'

' The Effect of Temperature on the Contact

Resistance of Carbon on Copper," P. H. Daggett,

University of North Carolina.
'

' The Dispensary as a Factor in the Prevention

and Cure of Hookworm Disease" (lantern), John
W. Ferrell, State Board of Health.

"The Toxicity of Cotton Seed Meal," W. A.

Withers and B. J. Ray, with the cooperation of R.

S. Curtis and G. A. Roberts, Agricultural and
Mechanical College.

"The Walden Inversion," Alvin S. Wheeler,

University of North Carolina.

"The Work of the State Laboratory of Hy-
giene," Director C. A. Shore, Raleigh.

'

' Some Reduction Phenomena in Hydroids, '
' H.

V. Wilson, University of North Carolina.
'

' Some New Questions Concerning Ventilation, '

'

C. W. Edwards, Trinity CoUege.
'

' The Electrical Resistance of a Flowing Con-

ductor, " A. H. Patterson and V. L. Chrisler, Uni-

versity of North Carolina.
'

' The Water Molds of Chapel Hill, N. C, '
' W.

C. Coker, University of North Carolina.
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TEE EELATION OF ELECTRICAL ENGI-
NEERING TO OTHER PROFESSIONS'-

On the wall of a great engineering li-

brary is the legend "Engineering is the

art of organizing and directing men, and of

controlling the forces and materials of na-

ture for the benefit of the human race."

This is broad and all-embracing, but other

professions will find it hard succes-sfully to

quarrel with it. While the immediate ob-

ject of engineering is a material one, engi-

neers draw from many different channels

of human energy, such as generalship, com-

merce, psychology, mechanics, economics,

to say nothing of chemistry and physics

and many others, all under an interpreta-

tion, insight and method that are best de-

scribed by the term scientific.

It may be asked. Why could not a simi-

lar statement of embrasure or scope apply

to medicine, the law, the army and other

professions? In part it could, but it is to

engineering that it applies preeminently.

The subject-matter of the older professions,

the things about which they busy them-
selves, and the objects they seek to accom-
plish have changad relatively little in many
centuries. The means have altered but the

ends persist. They are approximately the

same to-day as they have been throughout

history and tradition. With engineering

it is different. There was no such profes-

sion a hundred and fifty years ago, and if

I may a little anticipate my conclusion,

there will be no such profession a hundred
and fifty years hence in respect to a large

part of what we now call engineering.

'President's, address presented at the twenty-
ninth annual convention of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, Boston, Mass., June 25,

1912.
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Such as it is, engineering is embracing

an ever-growing horizon, and is including

more and more of the activities of civiliza-

tion. When I say activities I refer to ma-

terial ones and not to the whole of life

itself. The human spirit is the greatest fact

in the world, and art and literature that

interpret it, the acts of our daily life and

GUI' personal relations that depend upon it,

religion and the vast body of our social and

political experience, that go to constitute

life form vindoubtedly a mass of activities,

which are greater, in terms of conscious-

ness, than the material activities which

engineering can affect. In other words, the

humanities which have been the same for

ages can never be invaded by anything that

merely rearranges our relations to the ma-

terial world.

In the material world, however, which is

at once the workshop and the throne, the

glory and the limitation of the engineer,

marvel has followed marvel and shall be

followed by more marvels, for we are be-

ginning to catch the tools' true play; be-

ginning to see the vision of our dominion

over the earth. Whether it really is engi-

neering to organize men, to predict the

psychology of a fare-paying population, to

win the endorsement of a labor union, to

treble the yield of a farm by a microscope,

all of which successes to-day are called

engineering, depends upon the definition

that we finally adopt.

It is startling to study the variety and

importance of the posts filled by engineers

and to note the range of what they do.

From the efficiency engineer presenting

surprises in the output of a factory where

the human factor is large, or the industrial

engineer suddenly after thousands of years

showing the world how to increase greatly

the lay of bricks, or the agricultural engi-

neer working miracles with the soil that for

ages farmers have struggled with, to the

civil engineer establishing a kingdom and

building the Panama Canal, we have in-

stances in which the engineer is doing more

and more of the world's work.

The history of this class of men so rapidly

growing in numbers, so rapidly differentia-

ting in function is almost a romance. The

"Encyclopedia Britannica" names the mid-

dle of the eighteenth century—that is,

1750—as the time before which there were

only military engineers—who constructed

"engines" of war—and it adds that at

about that time there began to arise a new
class. Little did this new class realize the

army it was leading down the industrial

paths of time

!

The "new class" has surpassed all

bounds. From insignificance a hundred

and fifty years ago it has increased almost

incredibly in numbers and variety of

specialization. As a local indication, the

Engineering Societies' Building in New
York is the headquarters of fifty thousand

engineers. As another local indication, the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers

has in the last ten years increased six fold.

The growth in the variety of specialization

has been almost as rapid as the increase in

numbers. Where there were only military

engineers and the "new class" a hundred

and fifty years ago, there are twenty-seven

recognized varieties to-day. Without men-

tioning all, they range from civil through

mechanical, electrical, mining, illumina-

ting and chemical, to refrigerating, indus-

trial, agricultural and aeronautical. There

is even a magazine with the title Human
Engineering.

A large and increasing part of the ca-

pacity of our colleges and universities is

devoted to the education of engineers.

Parts of the engineering curricula are bor-

rowed for what used to be purely classical

courses. The metaphors of the speech of

the day often have an engineering basis
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and—we have a McAndrews hynm. The

man in the street knows something about

spark plugs, and many women understand

the general principles of the telephone.

The social status of the engineer has

emerged from that of a mechanic to one

nearly as high as that of the clergyman,

the physician or the lawyer.

Relatively recently there has been going

on simultaneously with all this, however,

hardly noticed, something else—a vast in-

crease in so-called engineering work by

men who are not engineers, and at the

same time a large drawing off into execu-

tive, administrative, industrial, commer-l

cial, civic, educational, financial and even

legal callings, of men of engineering train-

ing. A history of segregation and disinte-

gration seems to have begun to accompany

a history of integration and building up.

For one to say to-day he is an engineer

gives very little idea of what he actually

does. It does not locate him in one of the

twenty-seven recognized classes. It leaves

it possible for the hearer to think of him as

a "social engineer" or an "efficiency engi-

neer" should he not look like a "civil engi-

neer"; but even if he did define himself

and say he was an electrical engineer, the

hearer would still not know whether he

represented the last word on the loading of

telephone circuits or his responsibility was

to determine whether the great railroad

terminals of Chicago should use a third rail

or an overhead catenary. If he .should say

"I am a teacher," "a physician," "a
clergyman, " " a lawyer, '

' there would be a

much more definite conception attaching to

his answer. There must be, therefore, in

the title "engineer" something broader,

something not included, or included to a

lesser degree, in the titles of the other pro-

fessions or occupations.

A light is shed if we examine the popular

definition that engineering is "educated

common sense." Can it be that unlike

"physician," "lawyer," "teacher," the

term "engineer" does not describe what a

man does, but rather hotu he does it! A
method rather than an occupation! It is

even so; that is, essentially and with limi-

tations I shall refer to later.

What then is this "method" that has

given the engineer his ever broadening do-

main and brought all kinds of men and

callings to his school? He can tell you at

once. Here is where he is defined and

where his fellows recognize him and each

other though they come from the ends of

the industrial earth as to diversity of ac-

tual occupation. The method had its birth

in Greece, though it was stifled almost to

death by the tremendous philosophic, hu-

manistic and artistic energies of the Hel-

lenes. Later it was buried in Europe under

the irruption of the barbarians. The names

of Thales, dear to our profession, with his

"elektron," and of Aristotle and Archi-

medes, stand out as having done much for

it—especially Archimedes—in spite of the

humanistically polarized intellectual atmos-

phere in which they lived and which they

contributed so gloriously to create.

But the Greeks made only a start. To

quote an authority, their material think-

ing was largely based on what has proved

to be a wrong method of procedure, the

introspective and conjectural rather than

the inductive and experimental. They in-

vestigated nature by studying their own

minds, by considering the meanings of

words, rather than by studying things and

recording phenomena. But they saw much

of the light with all this. Though abso-

lutely dead for a thousand years in Europe,

"the method" was kept alive during the

middle ages in Arabia, although confused

with magic, alchemy and algebra. Then

came Roger Bacon, Leonardo da Vinci and
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Copernicus, and science as we know it be-

gan to take shape.

Aristotle had sat down in his chamber

and he wrote in a book, "A body twice as

heavy as another of course falls twice as

fast." Galileo released simultaneously

from the top of the Leaning Tower a one-

pound and a one-hundred-pound shot and

they reached the earth together, before the

eyes of the assembled University of Pisa.

But "the method" was repugnant to the

university, and almost to a man they be-

lieved their Aristotle, sophistieally ex-

plained away what they saw, and perse-

cuted Galileo. Descartes, Newton, La-

grange, Laplace, Francis Bacon connote to

engineers the transcendent story, unless for

electrical engineers there should be added

Ampere, Faraday, Henry, Helmholtz,

Kelvin.

The method of doing things that makes

an engineer is, therefore, the applying to

practical and utilitarian ends the prin-

ciples and reasoning of science. Engineer-

ing is not science, for in science there is no

place for the conception of utility. Truth

is her sole criterion. In the exalted lan-

guage of Professor Keyser, "Not in the

ground of need, not in bent and painful

toil but in the deep-centered play-instinct

of the world science has her origin and root

;

and her spirit, which is the spirit of genius

in moments of elevation, is but a sublimated

form of play, the austere and lofty ana-

logue of the kitten playing with the en-

tangled skein or of the eaglet sporting with

the mountain winds."

Engineering is science's handmaid fol-

lowing after her in honor and affection, but

doing the practical chores of life, concerned

with the useful and the material; with

costs and with expediency, and concerned

with the humanities only in so far as they

are an incident in some particular scheme

of reality, and then objectively, if that may

be said. Her methods merely apply

straight thinking to material problems for

useful purposes.

Does this constitute a profession? No.

Some day it will be the way almost every-

body thinks instead of a body of specialists

and then the difference between a doctor,

for instance, and an engineer, will be only

in the things they busy themselves about;

as is to-day the only difference between

kinds of engineers.

The center of education has been shift-

ing rapidly recently—almost as rapidly as

material well being has been increasing.

The application of science to living has

marked an age as distinct as the age of the

climax of art in Greece. The "new class"

has been but a pioneer in sowing the seeds

of scientific rationalization in a field the

value of which was only dreamed of by
Archimedes and not actually recognized

until, as the encyclopedia tells us, "about

the middle of the eighteenth century,"

when the "new class" began to arise. And
now, as to the limits within which engineer-

ing is a method rather than an occupation.

There will always be engineers, for the

methods of science will constantly advance,

and there will be needed continually, to

interpret and transmit them to mankind,

and to make the first applications of them

to useful purposes, a class of men who, by

instinct and taste, as well as by the posses-

sion of what I later shall call the dynamic

component, find easier than other men

—

and consequently perform better—the kind

of scientific thinking, observation and ac-

tion that characterize engineers to-day.

What these men will be busy about it is

hardly safe to say, although it is probable

the present great divisions of engineering

will be more or less preserved. It seems

certain that a large mass of knowledge

that now is called engineering and forms

the basis of many of the engineering spe-
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cializations, will become general knowledge,

and will be absorbed by the community,

partly as a result of the shifting of the

center of education and partly through

every-day familiarity, and the men possess-

ing this knowledge will no longer be called

engineers. They will be called farmers, let

us say, in the case of the "agricultural

engineer"—of course, a farmer of a very

advanced kind compared to the earlier one.

But the center of education will not al-

ways continue to shift. It is shifting now

only because it has so long been eccentric.

It would be a calamity for it to shift too

far, resulting in a world whose sole train-

ing was applied science and the utilities.

Under such a condition, engineering and

the utilities themselves would languish in-

stead of flourishing, for there would be

lacking in engineers the dynamic compo-

nent.

Ample knowledge, insight, information

does not make an engineer. He must first

be a man. Engineering is not thought like

philosophy ; it is thought times action, and

only when the qualities of action are de-

veloped approximately to the same extent

as the qualities of thought is an engineer

at his best. Only then is his area of effect

a maximum. The qualities of action in-

volve tastes and personality, the feelings,

the will. And it is these that constitute the

component or factor that makes an engi-

neer's intellectual or rationalizing equip-

ment dynamic—that puts it to use.

It was partly the intense appreciation of

the value of the dynamic component that

led the Greeks and successive centuries

astray in the direction of their education

and contributed to an underestimate of the

importance of science and the study of the

laws of nature. We must not go to the

equally wrong other extreme.

So far I have said but little of electrical

engineering. It must be brought in if for

no other purpose than to justify our titl&.

Although the article on "Engineering" in

the "Britannica" occupies only six inches

of one column, it concludes with the fol-

lowing: "The last great new branch is

electrical engineering, which touches the

older branches at so many pointe that it

has been said that all engineers must be

electricians." If engineering is a method

of doing things, and electrical engineering

tends to embrace all other branches, there

is an implication that electrical engineering

is the latest or most highly developed form

of the method—the method that is the

utilitarian application of the principles of

science to the material facts of life.

Such is unquestionably the ease. Born

scarcely more than twenty-five years ago,

the
'

' youngest branch,
'

' electrical engineer-

ing, had the opportunity of striking its

roots into the richest of scientific soils, free

from prejudices, customs or traditions. It

had no entangling alliances, no political

laws to retard or encumber it. The field it

preempted was the terra nova of engineer-

ing, the new world of applied science.

Under the influence of those geniuses of

science, Volta, Faraday, Ampere, Ohm,

Kelvin, Helmholtz, Maxwell, Oersted,

Henry, and with the metric system for its

cornerstone, there developed a comprehen-

sive structure of thought and a related

scheme of units. The latter are the ad-

miration of the world for their simplicity,

their convenience, their precision and their

reproducibility. The scientific method as

applying to all phenomena acquired its

most perfect embodiment in the electric

system and its relations.

But there is a philosophical debt that we

electrical engineers owe our units. They

school our minds. The ability to measure

with precision difficult and complicated

quantities enables clear thinking on them

and renders reasoning about them possible
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that otherwise could not be attempted. To

name a thing is to know it. The wonderful

electrical units are a fluent language that

gives the widest opportunity to thought.

By their character they educate our facul-

ties of definition and of relation. They

typify all quantitative thinking, not merely

electrical. They are the epitome, the last

word of the great minds of our age, as to

what the scientific method of thought is, in

relation to the whole realm of matter and

force.

Therefore although the subject matter of

electrical engineering is covering a wider

and wider range—so wide as to be almost in-

congruous—the electrical method of think-

ing is applicable throughout. It is spread-

ing far beyond. As an electrical engineer, I

even find myself thinking of the crowds

passing in the streets in terms of amperes

and volts, and of the fluctuations of the

stock market in terms of current, induct-

ance, capacity, resistance and resonance.

That which can impose form upon our

thought enables us successfully to think of

any kind of thing. The forms of thought

established for electrical engineering are

at once so comprehensive, so rigid, so rich

in detail, and so illuminating that engineer-

ing does not bound them. They may be

called the manifestation of science in civili-

zation, the best representation of the scien-

tific method at work for utilitarian ends.

They prove that the profession of electrical

engineering not only deals with single-

phase motors, storage batteries, high-ten-

sion transmissions, turbo generators, co-

ronas, carbon transmitters and commuta-

tion, as an occupation, but that it also is a

way of thinking, and as such is not an occu-

pation, but the latest and most highly de-

veloped scientific method of solving all

kinds of practical problems of matter and

force, for the benefit of the human race.

Gano Dunn

HONOBABY DEGBEES AT TEE UNIVEB-
SIT7 OF MICHIGAN

On the occasion of the celebration of the

seventy-fifth anniversary of the University of

Michigan honorary degrees were conferred b.y

vote of the senate council and board of regents

on graduates of the university and former

members of the university senate. The doc-

torates conferred on scientific men with the

accompanying remarks were as follows

:

THE DEGREE OP DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Edward Allen Fay, of the clasa of 1862, educa-

tor, editor, one of the foremost Dante scholars in

this country and historian of American schools for

the deaf.

Doctor John Elmer Weeks, of the class of 1881,

department of medicine and surgery, now pro-

fessor of ophthalmology in New York and Bellevue

University, joint discoverer of the Koch-Weeks

bacillus.

Doctor John Jacob Abel, of the class of 1883,

professor of materia medica and therapeutics in

the department of medicine and surgery of this

university from 1891 to 1893, now professor of

pharmacology in Johns Hopkins University, dis-

tinguished for his researches and original con-

tributions.

Doctor Henry Sewall, professor of physiology in

this university from 1882 to 1889, now professor

of physiology in the University of Colorado, whose

research on immunization to the venom of the

rattlesnake done while a professor in this univer-

sity laid the foundation for the discovery of

diphtheria antitoxin.

Bryant Walker, of the class of 1876, a man who,

though a busy lawyer, has found the time to make

himself well and favorably known for his pub-

lished work on molluscs, a world authority on the

group.

Charles Francis Brush, of the class of 1869, de-

partment of engineering, the earliest pioneer in the

field of electric lighting, inventor of modern arc

electric lighting, honored many times at home and

abroad for his scientific achievements.

THE DEGREE OP DOCTOR OP ENGINEERING

George Henry Benzenberg, of the class of 1867,

department of engineering, past president of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, a noted au-

thority on the construction of water works, dis-

tinguished civil engineer and citizen.

Cornelius Donovan, of the class of 1872, depart-
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ment of engineering, a profound student of river

hydraulics, a faithful servant of the United States

government for thirty-eight years, and distin-

guished as the builder of the great jetties at the

mouth of the Mississippi River.

THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF LAWS

Doctor William Henry Howell, of Johns Hopkins

University, professor of histology and physiology

in the University of Michigan from 1890 to 1892,

distinguished teacher and investigator, a physiolo-

gist of the first rank.

Professor Andrew Cunningham McLaughlin, of

the class of 1882, for many years a member of the

historical staff of his alma mater, now professor

and head of the department of history in the Uni-

versity of Chicago, a distinguished teacher whose

published contributions have placed him in the

front rank of American historical scholars.

Doctor James Playfair McMurrich, for thirteen

years professor of anatomy in the University of

Michigan, now professor of anatomy in the Uni-

versity of Toronto, distinguished as a teacher and

for learned contributions to the sciences of biology

and anatomy.

Henry Smith Carhart, for over twenty years

professor of physics in the University of Michigan,

now a worthy recipient of the honors of the Car-

negie Foundation, distinguished as scholar and

author and for his service in the cause of inter-

national electrical units and standards of meas-

urements.

Robert Simpson "Woodward, a graduate of the

University of Michigan in the class of 1872, since

1905 the president of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington, engineer, astronomer, geographer,

physicist, a renowned investigator of problems in

the solution of which the whole world is interested.

THE FVNESAL OF M. POINCABE

The funeral of M. Henri Poincare took

place on July 19. After religious ceremonies

at the church of Saint-Jacques-du-Haut-Pas

the procession passed to the cemetery of

Montparnasse, where eulogies were delivered

by the minister of public instruction, speak-

ing for the government and the university,

M. Claretie for the French Academy, M. Appell

for the Faculty of Science, by M. Bigourdan

for the Bureau of Longitudes, by M. Painleve

for the Academy of Sciences and General

Cornille for the Polytechnic School. From

Nature we learn that the pall-bearers were

MM. Guist'hau, minister of public instruc-

tion, Jules Claretie, Lippmann, Appell, Bi-

gourdan, General Cornille, Painleve and

Zeiller. The hearse was covered with wreaths

which had been sent by the staff and teachers

of the Ecole Polytechnique, the Faculty of

Science, the French Physical Society, the Ob-

servatory of Meudon, the Association of

Pupils and Past Pupils of the Faculty of

Science, the General Association of Students,

the French League of Moral Education, etc.

The chief mourners were MM. Leon Poin-

care, son of the deceased; Emile Boutroux, his

brother-in-law; Raymond Poincare, President

of the Ministerial Council, and Lucien Poin-

care, Director of Secondary Education and

Minister of Public Instruction, his cousins.

There were also present: Captain Grand-

clement, representing the president of the re-

public; MM. Antonin Dubost, president of

the senate; Klotz, minister of finance, and

Lebrun, minister for the colonies; the repre-

sentatives of the president of the chamber,

MM. Steeg, Fernand David, Briand, Jean

Dupay, Pams, Rene Besnard and Leon

Berard, members of the government; the

delegacy of the French Academy, consisting

of MM. Jules Claretie, director; Henri

Eoujon, treasurer; Thureau-Dangin, perma-

nent secretary; Denys Cochin, the Marquis de

Segur, Masson, and Marcel Prevost; the

delegacy of the Academy of Sciences, consist-

ing of MM. Lippmann, president, Darboux

and van Tieghem, permanent secretaries;

Emile Picard, Painleve, Humbert, members

of the section of geometry; the members of

the higher council of public instruction, the

members of the council of the university; the

delegacy of the professors of the faculty of

science, consisting of MM. Andoyer, Goursat,

Koenigs, Abraham, Cartan, Borel, Pinseux,

Houssaye and Perrin; a delegacy of members

of the corps des mines, of the bureau des

longitudes, of the association of pupils and

past pupils of the faculty of science; Sir J.

Larmor, senior secretary, and Mr. Dyson,

representing the Eoyal Society of London;

the mayor and the deputy-mayors of the fifth
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arrondissement; the Prince of Monaco, Prince

Roland Bonaparte; MM. Liard, vice-rector of

the University of Paris; Baillaud, director of

the Paris Observatory; Deslandres, director of

the Observatory of Meudon; Mgr. Duchesne,

director of the Ecole Fran^aise de Eome;
Paul Hervieu, Henri de Regnier, Louis Passy,

Joseph Reinach, Georges Perrot, Rene

Doumic, Mmes. Milne-Edwards, Emile Ollivier,

Professor Hutinel and others.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
The follovping lectures will be delivered at

the International Congress of Applied Chem-

istry to be held in New York in September:
" The Role of the Infinitely Small in Biolog-

ical Chemistry," by M. G. Bertrand, of Paris;

" Oxidation of Atmospheric Nitrogen in Nor-

way," by Dr. S. Eyde, of Christiania ;
" The

Most Recent Problems of Chemical Industry,"

by Dr. C. Duisberg, of Elberfeld ;
" Perma-

nent Fireproofing of Cotton Goods," by Pro-

fessor W. H. Perkin, F.R.S., of Manchester;
" Synthetic Ammonia," by Dr. H. A. Bernth-

sen, of Ludwigshafen ;
" The Photochemistry

of the Future/' by Mr. G. Ciamician, of

Bologna, and " Priestley in America," by
President Ira Remsen, of the Johns Hopkins

University.

Professor von Wassermann has been ap-

pointed head of an institute for experimental

research on cancer established by the Kaiser

Wilhelm Society for the Promotion of Sci-

ence.

The Vienna Academy of Sciences has con-

ferred its Lieben prize for 1912 on Dr. Os-

wald Richter for his work on the food of

algse.

The medal of the Royal Bavarian Academy
of Science has been awarded to Dr. C. C
Hosseus, of Berchtesgaden, for his journey in

Siam.

The Schaudinn medal has been awarded to

Dr. Chagas, of the Institut Oswaldo Cruz, at

Rio de Janeiro, for his discovery of the trypan-

osome responsible for epidemic thyroiditis.

Professor Carl Bixz, formerly director of

the Pharmacologic Institute at Bonn, cele-

brated his eightieth birthday July 1.

In the geological survey at Berlin, Drs.

Oskar Tietze Wilhelm Wunstorf and Leo

Siegert have been promoted to be geologists.

Col. "Willlvm C. Gorgas has declined tke

invitation to become chairman of the Boston

Board of Health.

Dr. Alexander N. Winchell has resigned

from the United States Geological Survey in

order to resume work as a consulting mining

geologist. He has recently returned to his

office in Madison, Wisconsin, after spending

several weeks in Nevada in connection with

litigation regarding the ownership of the ore

deposits of the national mine in that state.

Assistant Dean W. T. Bawden, of the Col-

lege of Engineering of the University of Illi-

nois, has resigned and will take up special

graduate work at Teachers College of Colum-

bia University in education.

Dr. Edwin D. Starbuck, professor of phi-

losophy in the State University of Iowa, has

been granted sabbatical leave for the coming

year, and will reside in Boston. He will act

for the year as psychologist adviser to the

Beacon Press in the publication of children's

and young people's literature, and especially

in the formation of the graded Sunday-school

curriculum.

Professor William S. Dietrich, head of the

division of swine husbandry at the Univer-

sity of Illinois, has resigned to become super-

intendent of a stock farm.

Dr. Mel. T. Cook, professor of plant pa-

thology at Rutgers College, gave a lecture be-

fore the students at the Biological Laboratory

of Cold Spring Harbor, L. I., on the " Immun-
ity of Plants to Disease," on July 29, 1912.

Dr. E. F. Bashford, director of the Imperial

Cancer Research Fund, will deliver the von

Leyden memorial lecture in Berlin on Oc-

tober 21. As already announced he will give

the Middleton Goldsmith lectures before the

Pathological Society of New York on October

2. 3 and 4.

Professor Theobald Smith, of Harvard

Univei-sity, gave his last lecture as visiting

professor to the University of Berlin on

June 23.
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The presidents of the Royal Society and the

Royal College of Surgeons some weeks ago

took the necessary steps for the formation of

a large and representative committee for the

purpose of establishing a memorial to the late

Lord Lister. A meeting of this committee,

which was largely attended, was held on July

22 at the rooms of the Royal Society, under

the chairmanship of Sir Archibald Geikie.

The following were appointed an executive

committee to recommend to a future meeting

of the general committee a scheme for the

memorial to Lord Lister and to organize an

appeal for subscriptions : The Archbishop of

Canterbury, the Lord Chancellor, Lords

Iveagh, Rayleigh, Rothschild and Alverstone,

the dean of Westminster, the Lord Mayor, the

Lord Provosts of Edinburgh and Glasgow, the

Master of the Rolls, Mr. Lewis Harcourt, M.P„
Sir T. Barlow, Sir W. W. Cheyne, Sir R. J.

Godlee, Sir H. Morris, Sir A. Geikie, Sir D.

MacAlister, the Hon. Sir C. Parsons, Sir W.
Turner, Sir J. Wolfe-Barry, Sir J. R. Brad-

ford, Sir A. P. Gould, Sir A. Kempe, the Hon.

W. P. D. Smith, Mr. P. M. Pry and Mr. Ed-

mund Owen. Lord Rothschild and Sir W. W.
Cheyne were appointed treasurers and Sir J.

R. Bradford was appointed secretary of the

Lister Memorial Committee.

A TABLET is to be erected at the University

of Liverpool in memory of the late Sir Rubert

Boyce.

A COMMITTEE has been organized to erect a

monument to J. Janssen, the astronomer and

astrophysicist, the founder of the observatory

on the summit of Mont Blanc.

At a meeting of the French Academy on

July lY M. Jules Claretie, who presided, de-

livered an address in memory of M. Henri

Poincare. The meeting then adjourned as a

tribute of respect.

Mr. James Dunn, a distinguished British

naval architect, died on July 17, aged seventy-

five years.

The death is also announced of Mr. Andrew
Lang, known for his contributions to anthro-

pology and eminent for his literary and crit-

ical work.

Dr. Johannes Chatin, professor of histol-

ogy at Paris, has died, aged sixty-five years.

He was the son of the celebrated botanist,

Gaspard-Adolphe Chatin, and was known for

his work on comparative anatomy and hel-

minthology.

Dr. Ludwig Ganglbauer, director of the

zoological department of the Royal Natural

History Museum at Vienna, died on June 5.

The United States Civil Service Commis-
sion announces an examination to fill a va-

cancy in the position of assistant physical

geologist. Geological Survey, Washington,

D. C, at an entrance salary of $1,500 per

annum; metallographist in the Bureau of

Standards at a salary of $1,800 per annum;
pomologist in the Bureau of Plant Industry,

at a salary of from $1,800 to $2,500 per annum,

and assistant dairyman qualified in creamery

operation and butter making, at $1,500 to

$1,740 per annum, in the dairy division,

Bureau of Animal Industry.

The ninth International Congress of Zool-

ogy is to be held at Monaco from March 25 to

30, 1913.

The Journal of the American Medical As-

sociation states that the preliminary program
of the Pellagra Conference which is to be held

in Columbia, S. C, October 3-4, includes an

address to be given by Surgeon-General Rupert

Blue; a preliminary report by the Thompson-
McPadden Commission on Epidemiology of

Pellagra, and other papers dealing with the

prevalence, geographic distribution, artificial

production and other subjects of general in-

terest in regard to this wide-spread disease.

The new Hamburg Observatory built on the

Gojenberg, near Bergedorf, of which Pro-

fessor Scharr is director, has been dedicated.

It is proposed to acquire the estate of Cor-

storphine Hill as the site of zoological gard-

ens for Edinburgh at a cost of $85,000.

On July first, the beginning of the fiscal

year for the University of California, the

property and general management of the Ma-
rine Biological Station of San Diego passed

formally into the hands of the regents of the

university, and hereafter the station under
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the new name, The Scripps Institution for

Biological Eesearch of the University of Cali-

fornia, will be a department of the univer-

sity. All details of management and determi-

nation of scientific policy will, however, be by

a local board at San Diego. Miss Ellen B.

Scripps, already a benefactor of the institu-

tion to a large amount, has signified her will-

ingness to add liberally to her gifts, and new

developments will be begun at once. Addi-

tions to the library, a wharf, the salt water

pumping plant and housings for those con-

nected with the laboratory, will be provided as

rapidly as the plans can be perfected. As a

step preparatory to the new work a survey of

the 100-acre tract of land owned by the insti-

tution, and on which the laboratory stands,

will be made for the purpose of laying out

roads and locating the sites of the projected

dwelling houses.

News reached Copenhagen early in May, as

we learn from the Geographical Journal, of

the arrival at Maskat of Mr. Barclay Eaun-

kiser; a Danish traveler, who set out for that

country in November, 1911, under the auspices

of the Eoyal Danish Geographical Society.

The explorer traveled from Aleppo via Bagh-

dad to Basra, which he reached on January 22.

From Koweit (where he was well received by

the regent) his intention was to go south to

Eiad in the Wahabi country, and thence to

make his way back to the Persian gulf by an

eastward route through the Hofuf oasis. Ac-

cording to the preliminary announcement he

appears to have successfully carried out this

program, and to have secured valuable anthro-

pological, zoological and botanical observa-

tions, besides mapping the country traversed.

Mr. Eaunkiasr is known as a writer on the

geography of plants, and for a previous jour-

ney made by him in Central Tunis.

The volcanoes of Alaska are not all dead,

and those that smoke are held in dreadful

awe by the natives. As late as 1883 Mount
Augustine, a volcanic cone which rises 4,000

feet out of the waters of Cook Inlet, was in

violent eruption, and Mount Iliamna and

Mount Eedoubt, about 10,000 feet high, tower-

ing above the coast range, were in eruption in

1854 and 1902, respectively. Lake Iliamna

is the largest freshwater body in Alaska. It

is 80 miles long by 8 to 20 miles wide—some-

what larger, perhaps, than Long Island Sound.

Its bottom is far below sea level. The alti-

tude of its surface is only 50 feet above the

ocean, but soundings at its upper end indicate

a depth of many hundred feet. North of and

tributary to Iliamna Lake is Clark Lake,

more than 50 miles long, but narrow. This

lake is 220 feet above the ocean tides, but in

places is more than 600 feet deep. The region

containing these volcanoes and lakes was the

scene of very early missionary endeavors and

trade exploitation by the Eussians. Neverthe-

less little exact knowledge of the region has

been acquired, and that has been largely inac-

cessible to the public, so that the recent in-

vestigation's by the United States Geological

Survey, a report of which has just been

published as Bulletin 485, entitled " A Geolog-

ical Eeconnaissance of the Eiamna Eegion,

Alaska," by G. C. Martin and F. J. Katz,

should be very welcome. This report describes

the geographic and geologic features and the

mineral resources of an area covering more

than 5,000 square miles lying west of Cook

Inlet. It discusses the mountain systems, the

lakes, rivers and glaciers. The climate and

vegetation, particularly the distribution of

forests and the cause of the limits of the

forests, are considered. Transportation routes

are indicated. The geology is treated at con-

siderable length, and so also the prospective

mineral resources, which are copper, gold, sil-

ver and petroleum. None of these minerals

have yet been shipped from this district, but

the region may neverthless some day become

important commercially. The report should

be of value to those who are interested in the

mineral prospects and to those who intend to

search for similar deposits in other parts of

the district, as it describes the known mineral

deposits and the geology of the region contain-

ing them. The report is accompanied by

topographic and geologic maps in colors on a

scale of 4 miles to the inch and by numerous

smaller maps, sections and views.
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VNIVEBSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS

The sum of £3,000 has been left to the Fni-

Tersity of Belfast by Mrs. F. Magrath for the

foundation of a " Magrath clinical scholar-

ship," to be given for proficiency in reports of

bedside cases open to fourth-year medical

students.

At an extraordinary meeting of the senate

of the University of London, held on July 17,

resolutions were adopted, as we learn from

Nature, approving of the Foundling Hospital

site in Bloomsbury for the proposed new head-

quarters for the university, in accordance with

the recommendations contained in a report of

the Special Sites Committee, over which Sir

Philip Magnus, M.P., presides. Eepresenta-

tions are to be made to the government with

the view of obtaining support for the scheme,

and the Drapers' Company are to be asked

whether they consider the site siiitable for the

proposed Senate House which they have

offered to provide at an estimated cost of

£60,000. Lord Haldane is also to be asked to

use his influence so that offers of financial

support already made to him may be available

for the Foundling Hospital site. A motion

to refer back the report for further considera-

tion was negatived by a small majority.

Mr. H. G. Hartmann, Ph.D., of Columbia

University, has been appointed instructor in

philosophy at the University of Cincinnati.

George Weatheeworth Stratton, B.A.

(Colorado), Ph.D. (Ohio State, '12), has been

appointed assistant professor in the depart-

ment of chemistry of the University of Kan-

sas.

Dr. Otto Porsch has been promoted to be

associate professor of botany and director of

the botanical garden of the University of

Czemowitz.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE

zoological nomenclature

Many zoologists have long been exasperated

by the changes of familiar names which re-

sult from a blind and inflexible following of

the law of priority. The conditions, in fact,

are so bad that it is a frequent remark that

the only fixed names are the common ones.

At the Graz Zoological Congress there was an

attempt to have the rules modified and to

introduce a little equity and common sense

into the nomenclatorial laws, but, although

the movement was backed by a majority of

those present, it was burked in the nomen-

clatorial commission.

Recently a number of Austrians (among

them the well-known names of Hatschek,

Steindacher, Grobben, Sturany, Graf At-

tems, Przibram, etc.) have formulated three

proposed modifications of the laws and rules

to which they wish all who favor them to.

subscribe. In the same line is the recent

action of the German Zoological Society,

which at the Halle meeting adopted three

articles which are to be presented at the next

(Monaco) meeting of the Zoological Congress

to be held in March, 1913. The circulars of

both organizations are summarized here.

The undersigned will supply copies of the

original circulars to all asking for them as

long as the supply lasts.

The first section of the Austrian circular

modifies article 25 of the International Code

and provides that no work which is not bi-

nomial in character shall be considered in the

nomenclature of genera and species. The

second provides that when a species has once

been removed from a genus it shall not be

considered as the type of the genus in any

later revision. This will avoid the most

flagrant cause of generic changes and its

adoption will allow the retention of the great

majority of the familiar names.

The third section is for the government of

the Commission on Nomenclature. It pro-

vides that all propositions for alterations of

or additions to the Rules of Nomenclature

which have received an absolute majority of

the full membership of the Commission on

Nomenclature (i. e., 8 votes) and of the votes

of those members who are present at the

voting on the proposition at the meeting of

the Congress, shall be submitted to the

plenum of the Congress for vote.
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This last is of great importance since the

existing rule (adopted hy the Commission

and not hy the Congress} demands the unani-

mous consent of the Commission before any

proposition can be submitted to the Congress;

thus allowing a single member of the Com-
mission to overrule the great majority of the

zoologists of the world, a contingency which,

in the light of some recent occurrences, is not

beyond the realms of imagination.

All who are in favor of these modifications

are earnestly requested to sign a statement

to the effect that they endorse the three propo-

sitions of the Committee signed by O. Abel

and others, and to send the same to Professor

F. Poche, Wien, I, Graben 17, Austria.

The German Zoological Society also

adopted three propositions, as follows:

I. Following the example of the botanists,

lists of generic names are to be prepared

which are to be removed from any action of

the law of priority, are never to be changed

nor transferred to other genera. These lists

are to be increased by special commissions.

Prominent among these are the names which

were in common use before 1900 and which

are employed in instruction. Among these

may be cited the following as examples;

MAMMALS

Anthropopithecus, chimpanzee (not Simia,

orang).

Cercolabes (not Coendu).

Caelogenys (not Agouti).

Cynocephalus (not Chaeropithecus)

.

Dieotyles (not Taya-ssus).

Echidna (not Tachyglossus).

Galeopithecus (not Cynocephalus).

Lemur (not Procebus).

Manatus, manatee (not Trichechus, walrus).

BIRDS

Cypsehis (not Apus).

REPTILES

Coluber (not Elaphe).

Trionyx (not Amyda).
Tropidonotus (not Natrix).

Vipera (not Coluber).

FISHES

Aniia (not Amiatus).

Bdellostoma (not Eeptatrema).

Conger (not Leptocephalus)

.

TUNICATA

Cyclosalpa (not Eolothuria).

Salpa (not Dagysa).

INSECTA

Anthophora (not Podalirus).

Periplaneta (not Stylopyga).

CRUSTACEA

Apus (not Triops).

Astacus (not Potamobia)

.

Daphnia (not Daphne).

Homarus (not Astacus).

HIRUDINEI

Clepsine (not Glossiphonia)

.

MOLLUSCA

Octopus (not Polypus).

TJnio (not Lyitmium).

BRACHIOPODA

Terebratula (not Liothyrina).

ECHINODERMA

Holothuria (not Bohadschia).

Moira (not Echinocardium).

Colochirus (not Actinia).

Schizaster (not Spatangus).

Spatangus (not Prospatangus.)

Strongylocentrotus (not Echinus).

PROCHOBDATA

Phoronis (not Actinotrocha)

.

CNIDARIA

Actinia (not Priapus).

Physalia (not Holothuria).

II. The transfer of generic or specific names

from one genus or species to another shall not

be allowed, when this will lead to lasting con-

fusion or error.

III. Certain works are not to be consid-

ered in the determination of questions of

priority. Among these are:

P. H. G. Moehring: " Geschlechten der Vogeln,

Avium genera. IJbersetzt von Nozemann. '

'

1758.

Gistel :
'

' Naturgesehichte des Tierreichs. '
' 1848.

Meigen: "Nouvelle classification des niouches a

deux ailes (Diptera)." 1800.

Frisch: "Das Natur-System der vierfiissigen

Tiers." 1775.
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Brisson: "Regnum animale in Classes IX dis-

trib." 1762.

Bnmnicli: "Zoologiae Fundamenta praeleetionibus

academicis accommodata. " 1772.

Gronovius: "Zoophylaeii Gronoviana Fasciculus

I." 1763.

Gronovius :
'

' Zoophyladum Gronovianum, '
' etc.

1781.

Geoffrroy: "Histoire abregee des Inseetes, etc."

1762.

"Museum Calonnianum. " 1797.

Okto :

'
' Lehrbuch der Naturgeschichte. '

' 1816.

This list will be enlarged by the commis-

sion.

rV. Also, in determining matters of prior-

ity, certain other publications shall be ig-

nored, among them articles in encyclopedias,

popular works of travel, journals of hunting

and fishing, catalogues, garden journals,

agricultural periodicals, political and local

newspapers and other non-scientific journals

which are without influence in systematic

science.

Those who are willing to suWscribe to these

additions and emendations of the nomencla-

torial laws are earnestly requested to sign and

send to Professor Dr. A. Brauer, Zoologisches

Museum, Invalidenstrasse, Berlin, Germany,

a postal card to the effect " I am in sympathy
with the propositions of the German Zoolog-

ical Society to restrict the law of priority and
authorize my name to he appended to them."

It is hardly necessary to add anything to

the matters referred to above. A single

glance at the list of generic names which it is

proposed to have removed from the rules will

convince any one that the changes otherwise

necessary would result in endless confusion

without a single gain to science. The other

proposals also will appeal to all who are not

firmly wedded to an inflexible law with all

the deplorable results that must follow. It is

only by having many names appended to the

proposals that the changes can be carried

through the next congress. It is to be re-

gretted that the time selected for the Monaco
meeting is such that most Americans will be

prevented from attending, but this has seemed

necessary from the matter of climate and the

times of the European vacations.

J. S. KlNGSLEY

DOME THEORIES AS APPLIED TO GULP COAST

GEOLOGY

To THE Editor of Science : In a recent

number of Science (June 21) is found a com-

munication by Captain A. F. Lucas in which

he states without any qualifications that the

undersigned " claims the entire credit for the

discovery and promulgation of ' the dome
theory ' of the accumulation of oil in the

Gulf Coastal Plain." The statements are

found so " misleading " that he feels it his

duty to correct them. This he endeavors to

do by quoting the article in full and follow-

ing the same by quotations from those fa-

miliar with oil development along this coast.

The misinterpretations the Captain has put

upon my article seem to have their origin in

our different conceptions of what is implied

by a " dome theory." That various theories

at various times, each with some excellent

and some weak points, have been suggested to

account for the dome structures of our coast

we know full well. But that there is an ac-

knowledged one styled "the dome theory" is

news to the undersigned. That this writer

does claim the credit for the discovery and

promulgation of " a dome theory " he will

have to admit. Others will have to make
similar admissions. Even the Captain men-
tions entering Texas with a " nascent dome
theory " in his mind. Possibly this one after

successful birth has grown into " the dome
theory." However, judging from the tenor

of the Captain's article, including quotations,

it seems that the phrase, " the dome theory,"

has often been used to imply simply short

anticlinal or quaquavasal structures with lo-

cal oil concentrations. If such be the gen-

eral acceptation of the phrase then the writer

must frankly admit that the " credit for the

discovery and promulgation of " the dome
theory of the accumulatien of oil in the Gulf

coastal plain is not his. The tendency of

hydrocarbons to accumulate in anticlines.
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long or short, was a well-known fact long be-
fore the development of the coastal oil fields.

That the coastal plain contained structural

irregularities—as at Sulphur—was early dis-

cussed by Hilgard, as all students of Louisiana
geology must admit. The idea was tempo-
rarily discounted by some subsequent writers
who saw no signs of structural complications
at the surface. The drill has settled all this.

What the nature or origin of such irregu-

larities really was as hinted at by Captain
Lucas in the expression "nascent dome
theory" we have little from his pen to indi-

cate. Some said afterwards that his ideas

were thus and so; even the Captain seems
now to prefer to quote from these sources
rather than from contemporary statements
of his own. However, to Captain Lucas be-

longs the credit of not only believing that
something worth while was under Spindle-
top (as Higgins did ten years before) but of

influencing capital to go in with him in ma-
king a thorough test (for sulphur?).

In studying the geology of the coastal plain
for some ten or a dozen years the writer has had
occasion not only to learn what others have
thought as to the origin of those remarkable
coastal structures, but to make observations and
collections in the field for himself. He too has
proposed a "nascent" or at least an embry-
onic dome theory (not claiming it as "the
dome theory") whereby the "movement
upwards of huge masses of rock salt," etc.,

must produce structures, not only of the well-

known inverted saucer-shape at top, but of

upturned, pinched out, slickensided beds
along their flanks. All these when there is an
alternation of pervious and impervious beds
may aid in oil concentration. Lateral or

flank oil, in contradistinction to crest oil as

at Beaumont, is well known at Anse-la-Butte,

Vinton and now at Pine Prairie and doubtless
occurs in paying quantities at Belle Isle,

Sulphur and many other domes. The insist-

ence by the writer on the proper locations for
oil in the "flank" condition is what the di-

rector of the Myles Mineral Co. had in mind
when he wrote

:

I consider this a most remarkable vindication
of a theory originated by you and we attribute a
large measure of success thus far to your advice.

With all the above facts in mind the under-
signed still sees no harm in referring to the
workings of his own dome theory, provided he
labels it as such—as he did. Nor can he see

how such references can in any way detract
from the credit due Captain Lucas for his
views on dome structure—whatever they were.
As a parting shot the Captain calls atten-

tion to my incompetency in " locating wells "

because the Producers well at Pine Prairie
" failed to produce." Allow me to state I had
no hand in its location. It is too far away
from the flanks of the dome for any economic
results. So far, the locations I have approved
have yielded oil or gas or both in fair quanti-
ties. Can others say more?

G. D. Harris
Pine Peaieie, La.,

June 29, 1912

VNIVEBSITY CONTROL
LETTERS FROM CORNELL UNIVERSITY

It is certainly curious, to say the least, that
in a democratic country we should have de-
veloped what is apparently a monarchical
system of university government, whereas in
monarchical countries they have democratic
systems of university control. However, I
doubt whether the government of American
universities is really as monarchical as it

sounds, or as the organization would suggest.

Of course, there are good systems of govern-
ment and bad systems of government as such,
but the success of any system depends in the
end largely on the personality of the members
of the board and of the president. It is pos-
sible to work out a thoroughly democratic
system even under the monarchical form that
we have established in this country. I am
afraid that a discussion of this question is

likely to be largely academic, for I do not see
any reason for thinking that we shall be able

to make any radical departures in the general
philosophy of the administration of our insti-

tutions. In the case of state institutions par-

ticularly, the representatives of the people
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must in some way have charge of the institu-

tion; and this of itself throws the organiza-

tion of the governing hoard into one of three

or four alternatives. I am afraid myself that

the plan that you have proposed would in the

end prove to be too complicated, although it

seems of itseK to be simple. The general

tendency in our busy American life is that

persons will delegate their authority and their

responsibilities to persons who are willing and

in position to take them. My own feeling is

that we must accept the general block outline

of the American system, and then make

changes here and there, but more particularly

try to develop a better spirit of cooperation and

correlation between all parts of the institu-

tion. For myseK, I think that the developing

of this new spirit is really the keynote to the

whole situation. I think this can be de-

veloped by free public discussions of all the

questions involved, just such as you yourself

are making. I should not myself be so much
interested in any scheme as I would to put be-

fore the college and university people of the

country a dignified series of discussions, run-

ning over a series of years, that would uncover

the weak spots and the inefficient and domi-

neering practises that are likely to result in

the American systems. I think that we should

soon find ourselves able to distinguish four or

five cardinal principles around which we could

group all the varying opinions and that we
could make very great progress toward the de-

velopment of a greater cooperative responsi-

bility on the part of all persons who are parts

of the institutions.

(1) I am afraid that this is not feasible. I

doubt whether the professors would pay dues.

As you yourself point out, there are special

difficulties in the case of state institutions.

(2) Not feasible. The president has to travel

and entertain in a way that the professor does

not. He can't do this unless he has a larger

salary directly or indirectly. (3) Sound.

(4) Sound, except that it makes no provision

for a department which has run down and

which really needs reorganizing. Of course

the members of the department are outvoted

two to one, but I am not certain how it would

work. While the principle of equal salaries is

good, I don't know whether the average uni-

versity would not be handicapped under it.

(5) Sound. To my mind the worst feature

about the university situation is that the

president is the only man who explains the

views of the faculties to the trustees and vice

versa. No man can do that fairly. There

ought to be at least two other members of the

faculty on the board of trustees. This would

be an easy reform to put through and would

eliminate many, though of course not all, of

the present difficulties.

While I agree with the main principles of

your proposition for university control, I

could not agree with all its details. I am
heartily in accord with your proposition to

limit the activities of the American univer-

sity president, particularly with reference to

the appointments of professors and to their

tenure of office. At the same time it seems to

me that there is need of a more centralized

organization than your plan proposes. There

surely seems to be need of a competent execu-

tive, and in private endowed institutions

there has apparently been justification for

the view that there is need of an executive

who can also secure funds for the university.

It is my feeling that the activities of the

American university president should be dis-

tinctly curtailed, and that he should receive

supervision on the faculty side as he has on

the trustee side, but I am not of the opinion

that the office should be abolished. I believe

the evils that have crept into the system can

be amply checked by very light modification

in existing conditions.

In university control the wisdom of having

both a chancellor and president is question-

able. Although separate duties and qualifica-

tions may be required of each, there would

doubtless arise occasion where there would be

an overlapping of function, giving rise to

divided authority and divided responsibility.

This usually means less harmony and less effi-

ciency. The university executive should pos-
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sess high educational and business standards.

Not all of the university's business is done

through the treasurer's office. In this modern

age why should not education and business go

hand in hand? Some universities have been

able to demonstrate that it can be done. If

there are peculiar and exacting qualifications

demanded of the executive, it is only fair that

there should be greater compensation. In

some universities a certain number of the

alumni are elected to the board of trustees by

their fellow alumni. Why should not the fac-

ulty elect a certain number of their members
to the board? Is there any other group in the

university which has a greater interest in its

success and weKare? A board of trustees

composed of certain members elected by the

trustees themselves, others elected by the fac-

ulty, and still others by the alumni, would be a

truly representative body. (If a state univer-

sity and the trustees are appointed by the

state, the election of trustees by the trustees

themselves would probably not occur.)

Alumni, faculty, trustees and president, all

would participate in the administration of the

university. In this way all of the constituent

parts would come into closer relation with

each other and if unity is strength in the re-

public it should be so in the university. Sec-

tions (3) and (4) of your circular seem to me
very desirable.

I agree that the system of control current

in American universities calls loudly for re-

adjustment. The powers vested in the presi-

dency should be more narrowly limited than

at present, especially as regards appointment,

salaries and the departmental distribution of

funds. The authority of the officers of in-

struction should be augmented in matters di-

rectly or indirectly touching the conduct of

the several departments. The trustees should

be responsible to the whole university. (1)

The type of " corporation " proposed might

work; I am uncertain. I suspect that its

most difficult occupation would be the equit-

able distribution of income from university

properties. (2) It is absurd to declare that

the president's " salary should not be larger, his

position more dignified or his powers greater

than those of the professor." The important

point is, surely, that the authority be properly

delegated, and the dignity and salary earned.

(3), (4) and (5). I find myself in substantial

agreement; though the prescriptions are, in

part, Utopian.

The present system could no doubt be much
improved. The great trouble seems to be that

investigators do not give time or interest

enough to such matters. They will always be

too deeply buried in the laboratories and this

renders the situation difficult to improve.

The plan you propose would certainly be

vastly superior to the present plan. As to its

details I am not competent to judge.

The form of organization outlined by you

seems to me to be an ideal one and I would

be prepared to endorse every paragraph as you

present it.

I have read your tentative plan of univer-

sity control to be reached as the result of grad-

ual evolution with much interest. It seems

to me perfectly feasible and I am certainly in

hearty accord with its main purpose, viz., to

do away with the despotism of the president

and of the heads of departments. The present

system of control in our universities is cer-

tainly not the best that could be devised and

is unworthy of a democratic country like ours.

Your plan has much in it that commends
itself to me from my experiences as a uni-

versity professor and I hope that you may
succeed in bringing about some reform of the

present system at least. Intelligent discus-

sion of the subject can certainly do no harm
and it may direct attention to the matter and

thus ultimately do some good.

While I may not have very definite views

on the points you raise, still a few of them

have of course been considered by all academic

men. (1) The body of trustees should be

large enough to prevent perpetuation of

whims and irregularities that may creep in in

times of special pressure. Footnote 2 is a
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good safeguard. (2) As most of my own

preparation was in a German university, I

heartily endorse tbis view. It is not a promo-

tion when an able and active professor is

asked to assume the executive duties of a

president. It frequently stifles the man and

does not magnify the office. (3) These groups

should not have enough autonomy to allow one

group to pool its interests against those of

another. It can be remedied easily by enlarg-

ing the relations you outline in (5). There

is danger of lessening the community of in-

terests with other departments when one or

two groups grow in numbers and importance.

Other groups may be forced to the wall. Foot-

notes 8 and 9 meet my hearty approval. An
instructor should not feel that it is simply a

matter of routine to await promotion, but

rather that it lies largely with himself whether

he advances.

In general, taking your plan for granted,

and without going behind it at any point, I

should say: It is too bureaucratic; it substi-

tut€s one mode of high organization for

another. But I do not believe in organization

at all; or rather, given the minimum with

which an institution can exist, I should prefer

to let the organizations within the institution

grow at haphazard. My ideal, still in terms

of your plan, would be: (1) A faculty with an

annually changing chairman; (2) a board of

trustees; (3) an annually changing faculty

committee of say ten men, to meet with a

similar trustee committee; and (4) paid

permanent extra-faculty officials ; registrar,

treasurer, secretaries of faculty, whatever

they may be called and as many as the size of

the university may demand. Everything else

in the way of predetermined or foreseen or-

ganization—directors, deans, school-units, ap-

pointing boards, etc.—I regard as cumber.

And, publicity being presupposed, I should

let every institution follow its own natural

line of development. If I turn now to your

proposal in detail, I should have the follow-

ing criticisms; I can only state them dog-

matically: (1) I think that the state univer-

sities are not comparable to the endowed uni-

versities ; I think it will be a long time before

they can possibly be universities ; and I think

that they are tending away from that ideal

towards the development of vocational and

professional schools. Your plan contem-

plates the perpetuation of the large universi-

ties, i. e., of the present college-university

mixture. I believe that college and univer-

sity should be personally and spatially sepa-

rate. I do not think that one can start with

the corporation; and it is not necessary to do

so, as we have boards already. I mistrust

alumni, in anything like equal numbers with

faculty; here, I suppose, everything depends

on the age of the university, the character of

its student body, etc.; I can only speak from

experience. I also mistrust the " community,"

if that means the immediate surroundings of

the university. (2) All right as an intermedi-

ate measure; but I believe in annual rotation,

and I think it would suffice. (3) These are

natural units, and need no organization. To
make them formal would have its positive dis-

advantages (inbreeding of ideas, cliquism)

and would also do injury to the smaller di-

visions, which would have to be affiliated to

some stronger unit. Psychology, e. g., would

have to go to philosophy or education or biol-

ogy. If a formal unit is required at all, I

prefer a unit in which men of very varied in-

terests are bound to meet together in behalf

of the university. It would, I think, be a

good thing for me to have to dine once a

month with an architect, engineer, historian,

agriculturalist, biologist, lawyer. These units,

if necessary or advisable, might be determined

by lot. (4) Far too bureaucratic. Let all

business be wholly public, but let representa-

tion, appointment, etc., be settled in detail

locally by the separate institutions. Do not

try to measure " amount of work " ; let the

candidate understand the present duties of the

chair, and then, if he is elected, give him a

free hand. (5) Still too bureaucratic. Let

every proposed measure that finds a specified

number of seconders be voted on always by

the whole faculty by postcard; if a meeting is

wanted, let it be demanded of the permanent

secretary by a specified proportion of the
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whole. If the mover is keen, he can print and

distribute his arguments. As the first step in

advance, I should accept your suggestion of

a regular joint-committee of faculty and trus-

tees. As the second step, I should abolish all

salaries of deans and directors. I should put

extra-faculty permanent clerks in training.

Meanwhile, if a faculty-member has to be dean

or director, I should excuse him in so far from
university work, but should allow him only

the professorial salary. I should aim through-

out at the realization, by every member of the

faculty in the widest sense, that he must be

both responsible and loyal to the university,

i. e., to his fellow faculty-members and to the

students. I should hope that in time the idea

of the " university " might include the trus-

tees; though it will, I fear, be long before the

professor ceases to regard the trustee as his

natural enemy, and the trustee to regard the

professor as a fool to be kept harmless. I

should hope, also, that in time the whole uni-

versity, faculty and trustees, might be capable

of combined action on definite educational

lines; even if this took a generation, I should

not mind. I dislike difference of title; and I

should hope that in time there would be no

difference, save of permanency of appoint-

ment. We should then have, perhaps, pro-

fessors elect and professors designate, and that

is all; perhaps we might even abolish titles

altogether. I do not believe in specially high

salaries within the university. A great deal

of this is, under present conditions, Utopian;

I do not think that I could myself live up to

my ideals; brutalities and jealousies warp one

even against one's will. But I think that with

some suffering and many relapses for a genera-

tion, the Utopia might be approximated.

Tour general summary of university evolu-

tion from comparatively small colleges to their

present dimensions and complex interrelations

I have seen with my own eyes. I think that

every one who has helped in the evolution of

the American university to the present stage

expected a simpler organism than actually

came from their efforts; and perhaps some-

times we feel hardly willing to accept our own

creation. As you say, there was comparative

order and simplicity in the smaller institu-

tion; but there is now complexity, and revers-

ing the order of the creation described in

Genesis, there is considerable chaos as a re-

sult of our creative efforts. But we are not

through yet, and in some such plan of repre-

sentative government as you have outlined, I

believe a glorious youth and maturity are be-

fore the American university. To answer the

questions in order: (1) This is practically the

system I have lived under. (2) This seems to

me an unnecessary complication. In No. 5

there would naturally be a chairman chosen

.

for the group or groups meeting together.

(3) This is entirely practicable and works

well. (4) This is the kernel of the whole

matter, and by contrast brings out the real

difficulty in American universities. We are

too much " boss ruled," and have too little of

the true principles of self government; and

seK government is at the root of all perma-

nency in a free commonwealth whether po-

litical or educational. The method you pro-

pose, in part, I have lived under and know
that it is practicable. I have also lived under

a system in which over-lords were appointed

by a higher over-lord to rule over each prov-

ince—in a word " boss rule " ; and it destroys

the fine spirit of a university as it does that

of the state and the nation in political mat-

ters. I think that in no situation in life is

leadership more desired and appreciated than

in a university; but leaders, to be followed,

must be chosen by, not imposed upon, a faculty

group. (5) This is a logical sequence to (4).

LETTERS PROM THE UNXVERSITY OF CHICAGO

I FEEL very little sympathy for the type of

organization which you recommend. I spent

seven years in an institution which had a

democratic organization on its faculty, and I

am persuaded that that organization is defec-

tive in more ways than the organization at

such an institution as Harvard or Chicago.

It is defective first, because of the difficulty

which always arises when one tries to convert

a body of men to new and progressive policies.

It is very much easier to get the ear of one
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intelligent administrator, and carry through

a policy of reform, than it is to get the sym-

pathy of a number of heads of departments.

In the second place, I do not believe that heads

of departments are as efficient when it comes

to deciding general policies for an institution

as some detached executive officer who can

look beyond the interests of each of the de-

partments. The experience of such institu-

tions as Yale and Cornell seems to me to be

conclusive against the democratic organiza-

tion. They found exactly the same difficulty

in Cornell and voluntarily voted away the au-

thority which they at one time held. I am
not optimistic, either, about the ability of

academic men to organize their own govern-

ment. I think that the specialist in science or

literature prefers to have somebody develop

the methods of scientific organization and re-

lieve him of the necessity of considering these

matters. In other words, an administrative

officer equipped with methods of investigating

his own problems seems to me to be a very

proper solution of the difficulty in which we
now find ourselves.

As regards your first proposition, I may say

that it seems to me at least harmless. If it

resulted in attaching to the university a larger

group of serious-minded and intelligent per-

sons than is at present the case, I should think

it in so far useful. I am not clear that the

chancellor, for whom you make provision,

would be a particularly useful official, unless

he were content to remain largely ornamental,

as is often the case in the English universities.

His usefulness in that case would be of a sort

not likely to come into conflict with the poli-

cies adopted by those more directly respon-

sible for the conduct of affairs. Tour propo-

sition under the second heading to elect a

president from the members of the faculty and

to give him no larger powers and no larger

salary than is received by other members of

the faculty strikes me as somewhat impracti-

cable. I can not imagine any man whose in-

tellectual capacities and attainments would

justify his presence on a faculty of a first rate

modern university, who would be willing to

make the sacrifice of time and strength neces-

sary to assume administrative control under

such conditions. Possibly members of the

department of education might find in such a

function a professionally advantageous occu-

pation, but for other members of the faculty

it could only be a time-consuming and thank-

less job from which the abler men would un-

questionably shrink, and presumably would

succeed in avoiding. The idea that the faculty

should have some voice in the selection of a

president I heartily approve, but our own
generation seems not to be in sight of such a

distribution of administrative detail as would

justify any able scholar in turning his atten-

tion to this phase of university work were he

not rewarded by some increase in his salary

or his powers. The application of your sug-

gestion in point three meets my hearty ap-

proval. Experience has abundantly shown

that we need a smaller unit of organization

with very definitely specified responsibilities

if we are to secure effective and intelligent

participation by members of the faculty in

university government. The fly in this par-

ticular ointment comes at the point where the

interests of any particular group may run

counter to those of some other similar group.

You provide in your fourth paragraph that

such a group shall have as complete autonomy

as is consistent with the welfare of the uni-

versity as a whole. This means that some one

has got to decide whether the welfare of the

university is or is not in any given case in-

vaded by the action of one or another depart-

ment. You will then have to fall back on a

larger body, or on some administrative official

who may prove to be an unjust judge. I do

not regard this difficulty as insuperable, but

I could relate instance after instance in which

it has proved practically very serious. I ap-

prove also very heartily the spirit of your

suggestion in paragraph four that nomina-

tions to professorships shall be subject to a

competent advisory board. You supply a

rather undue amount of machinery for this

purpose, but some check of the kind repre-

sented by a competent board is certainly

highly desirable. I also approve the sugges-
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tion whereby each unit should have control

over the expenditure of its own funds. I feel

that at the present time a large part of the

most irritating difiSculties which members of

the university faculty encounter concerns the

necessity they are under of making a purely

personal appeal to the president and trustees

instead of being able to distribute as they

may think wise a specified portion of the uni-

versity funds, and instead of being permitted

to augment those funds as~ they may be able.

Tour final sentence in paragraph five is a gem.

" There should be as much flexibility and as

complete anarchy throughout the university

as is consistent with unity and order." In

other words, there should be a chaste and

orderly disorder. This also I sympathize

with, though the actuaries give me no reason

to hope that I shall survive to see it in opera-

tion. In general I feel very strongly that the

present situation has many very undesirable

features attaching to it, of which not the least

is that the president tends too largely to be-

come a purely fiscal officer whose interests and

outlook are almost wholly financial in char-

acter. No doubt this aspect of the great mod-

ern university must be cared for, but I think

it is a great misfortune that the more purely

educational and scientific interests can not be

placed upon a more autonomous basis whereby

for any given year at least, or indeed for any

period of five years, the authorities in charge

of a division of the work of the university

may know to a nicety the minimum sum at

their disposal, and may be permitted to ex-

pend it as it seems to them best. The sub-

serviency to the president and trustees which

the present system breeds is both morally and

educationally wasteful in my judgment, and

that it produces a destruction of esprit de

corps and the higher forms of loyalty is too

obvious to be debated.

In a general way your scheme of univer-

sity organization seems to me to be an ad-

mirable one, although there are a number of

difiiculties which the plan has in my mind.

In the first place, I think the plan of opera-

tion would work out very much better in an

organization having a considerable degree of

homogeneity than in a university having a

very large number of academic and profes-

sional departments with little or nothing in

common, and frequently with sharply conflict-

ing interests. Might it not happen, for ex-

ample, in a school of the latter sort, that the

professional interests, which are usually rather

rabid in their demands on account of their

practical value, would completely outweigh

those of pure science and academic work? It

seems to me that we might expect exactly this

to happen when the law, engineering and med-

ical faculties are brought into contact with

the pure science groups, and it is especially

injurious to the interests of the academic and

pure science groups that the applied schools

have a larger number of faculty members than

the academic and strictly scientific bodies. If

all productive endowment were divided up so

that each general group in the university

would have its own funds, and was to all in-

tents and purposes an independent school

financially, the difficulty would not be so great,

but if all the funds were contained in one

general endowment I think there would be

serious difficulties which would prove most in-

jurious to the things most worth while in our

university. This is the most serious phase.

Secondly, with regard to the constitution of

the corporation. It seems to me that the ad-

mission of any very considerable body of

alumni and members of the community where

there is sufficient homogeneity of interests

might be all right. On- the other hand, would

there not be the danger of getting in those who

gain their popularity from their fellows

through athletic contests and social position,

rather than through real worth or capacity to

take part in the deliberations of the corpora-

tion? It might also lead to a situation in

which the faculty would be compelled to take

cognizance of temporary, erratic, social be-

liefs. Still, leaving out these difficulties which

are not insurmountable, the plan of organiza-

tion proposed under (1) is probably better than

that in vogue in our institution at the present

time. The various provisions provided for

under (2) seem to me to be rather desirable.
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and need, I think, no comments. I am not

sure, however, that your suggestion of an an-

nual election of a director is a wise one, because

the complexities which exist in an institution

of this kind, I imagine that it would take the

larger part of the year for a man to learn the

task before him. A period of five or ten years

might be highly desirable, and I would also

suggest that some sort of provision be made

for referendum and recall when the adminis-

trative officer is no longer satisfactory or

when his policies become unbearable to the

rest of the professorial body. I think opinion

would diifer very much with regard to num-

ber (3), especially with regard to the size of

the group which you suggest as a psycholog-

ical constant. In principle, however, these

aspects of university organization seem to me
to be admirably conceived of and very much

in advance of the present arrangement. In

(4) and (5) I think I have nothing to com-

ment upon. I am in harmony with the prin-

ciples expressed therein, with the single ex-

ception, under (4), that the division should

have financial as well as educational auton-

omy, which would depend upon the type of

financial organization adopted in the institu-

tion. I judge that your plan would be to have

a series of separate endowments for the de-

partments. I would like very much to see this

sort of thing put into operation and see how

it works out.

It must be clear to every one that in the

small college of earlier days the president's

ideas on college policy and the policy of his

college were almost or quite identical. Further-

more, the college seems to be about as con-

servative an institution as we have in this

democratic country. This early college presi-

dent was usually conversant with practically

all the siTbjects taught in his college. The

number of subjects was limited and confined

almost entirely to the classics in which the

president had received his own training.

Since that time the sciences and humanities

have been diilerentiated into so many sub-

jects that no college president pretends to

know much about many of the fields of work

covered in the college curriculum. It must

be equally clear that in order to represent the

interests of all these various departments the

opinions of all must be considered. The

field is certainly too broad and too specialized

to enable any one man to govern all of them

adequately and justly. If the faculties were

incompetent that of itself would be justifica-

tion for a continuation of the earlier policy,

but that claim can not be upheld. Demo-

cratic government of a university would cer-

tainly make a place for utilization of the in-

telligence and sympathetic cooperation of the

large number of men who are really interested

in university administrative affairs. To

speak of your propositions by number I wish

to say: First, that responsibility placed upon

a larger number of men is certainly desirable

and your plan for securing it appeals to me.

Secondly, the president certainly should be

selected because of his " expert knowledge of

education and university administration." I

do not quite see how it would be possible to

have a president and a chancellor both opera-

ting to the best advantage to the university

without having their fields overlap consider-

ably. For example, the public is quite as much

interested in the educational aspects of the

university as in its business aspects and in

its connection with public affairs. Thirdly,

the departmental unit seems best to me.

Fourth, in a great many of the universities

at the present time appointments to major

positions are made only upon nominations

which are the result of careful consideration

by all the faculty of the department in ques-

tion. It seems desirable that that plan

should be made general. Fifth, I like the

proposition of number five if we assume that

the senate or the general faculty of the uni-

versity has prepared a full and definitely

stated constitution outlining the policies—ad-

ministrative, financial and educational—of

the university as a whole. This policy should

be general but definite and should leave au-

tonomy to the departments on all questions

that are at all likely to concern departments

only. But general policies should certainly

be stated in a general constitution that would
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outline the functions of the university as a

whole.

Tour suggestion (1) seems to me a good

one, in that it would restrict the powers of the

board of trustees to those affairs of the uni-

versity which are non-educational and at the

same time dignify leadership in that very im-

portant department of university administra-

tion. I am not sure that I should like to see

a university faculty, as a whole, take part in

the election of the president, but it seems to

me that the faculty should have influential

representation by a committee composed of

its most influential men, possibly elected by

the faculty as a whole, on the appointing

body. The division of the interior adminis-

tration of a university into parts seems to me
essential to economy, and I think that the as-

sociation of a committee or member of the

board of trustees with each of the partial

faculties would tend to a better understanding

between those interested in the educational

and the other work of administration. The
question of appointments and promotions

seems to be a difficult one. Tour plan seems

to me well suited to insure good new appoint-

ments but I am not so sure about appoint-

ments which are also promotions. In either

case it seems to me that the department con-

cerned should be well represented by an

elected committee, and the final appointive

power should be vested in a number of men
rather than a single one. I do not believe

that any two men holding the same kind of

position do the same amount of work, and

think that the salary should be adjusted ac-

cordingly, possibly between limits specified

for the particular office in question. Many
good men are lost and others lose ambition

when a salary schedule is rigid. I like the

idea of a university senate working in co-

ordination with the trustees, and the ideas

expressed in your section (5) for bringing

the trustees and faculty into closer touch with

each other.

The plan you propose seems to me to be ex-

cellent for an institution that is given over

largely to teaching. In smaller colleges the

various members of the faculty see each other

frequently and each keeps in touch with the

work of the institution. Tour plan, as I

understand it, contemplates similar intimacy

among groups in the larger organization.

While I believe that your plan would work

well and be a great improvement in an insti-

tution given over to teaching and in which

the proper care of the students and of their

problems was of first importance, it seems to

me that a university that attempts to make
research its highest aim, would have diffi-

culty in carrying out your plan. At present,

with the autocratic form of government which

we have here, the research men complain bit-

terly of the amount of time required for com-

mittee work, faculty meetings, etc. Tour
plan would increase the demands on them in

this respect. Since my main interest is in the

teaching side and in research in education, I

would like to see your plan tried, but I feel

certain that the men interested in research in

science will object to it for the reason stated.

(1) This paragraph seems to me good,

though the plan referred to in the footnote o£

deriving income from fees from members of

the corporation is bad. Either the income so

derived would be small or else the financial

burden on the trustees would be such as to

encourage the selection of trustees on the

basis of their financial rating. (2) The presi-

dent should be elected by the faculty, but the

office of president, like that of professor,

should be a permanent one for the sake of

continuity and stability of administrative

policy and the precise localization of re-

sponsibility. The salary should be adequate

to get the best available administrator re-

gardless of salaries paid to other officers.

Much more important than the president's

salary is the control of the university budget,

which should be taken out of the president's

control and lodged with the faculties or sen-

ate. (3) Good. (4) This I approve, save that

I think it unnecessary that the professors' sal-

aries should be uniform. Footnote 8 seems to

me especially sound and important. (5) This

commends itself to me as good. In general, I
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think the plan proposed or slight modifica-

tion of it is both good and practicable.

In general, the proposed scheme for uni-

versity control appeals to me as excellent. I

particularly approve of the statement to the

effect that the fundamental difficulty in the

situation lies in the fact that the president is

responsible only to the trustees, while the pro-

fessor is responsible both to the trustees and

to the president. We are having a little ex-

perience in connection with note 6, having

two practically independent institutions for

research, closely affiliated with the university,

and so far it has been a very satisfactory ar-

rangement, at least from the side of the inde-

pendent institution. What the university

thinks of it, I can not say.

Your tentative proposal regarding the or-

ganization of our larger universities seems to

me to be a lead in the right direction in that

it aims to curtail the autocratic power of the

president and to place the whole organization

on a more democratic basis. I am not so sure,

however, that the proposed changes would

work out in practise, for even in some of our

most democratic institutions there exists a

tendency towards centralization of control.

As an example of a university controlled by

a corporation composed of professors, alumni

and interested members of the community,

one might cite the Marine Biological Labora-

tory at Woods Hole, where the actual admin-

istration is largely in the hands of the di-

rector. Ordinary members of the corporation

have little or no voice in directing the policies

or business of the institution. Although an

annual meeting of the corporation might seem

to furnish an opportunity for the ordinary

member to exercise his franchise, this is really

not the case, as all matters, including election

of ofScers, are settled before the meeting.

Thus may our most democratic bodies revert

to oligarchy. It must be admitted, however,

that we have in the Marine Biological Lab-

oratory a close approximation to the ideal

university conditions. In my opinion one of

the most serious objections to the present

autocratic type of university president lies in

the fact that he may be, and sometimes is, a

man of little force, readily influenced by cer-

tain of the more dominant members of the

faculty, who are able to mould his policies

often to their own personal ends. Thus arises

favoritism, financial and otherwise, toward

departments, which happen to have at their

head men often of low scholastic attainments

but highly endowed with the qualities of po-

litical leadership or merely with a pleasing

and persuasive personality. The department

headed by a man or men of scholarly tenden-

cies and little or no time or inclination to

curry favor, may, and often does, fail to re-

ceive a fair amount of encouragement or

support.

There is no question of the need of some

reorganization. The fact of the establishment

of research institutes independent of the uni-

versities shows, I think, that the universities

have lost the confidence of those desiring to aid

research; and investigation is the sine qua

non of university existence. Tor this our

organization appears to me to be at fault, the

main trouble being that the universities are

actually not in the control of their faculties.

The plan you suggest would return that con-

trol and is, therefore, good. Tour general

plan strikes me as very similar, with some

additions, to that of the Marine Biological

Laboratory at Woods Hole. This has worked

extremely well in that institution. While

the criticism is sometimes made that scientific

men and scholars can not be trusted to man-

age funds, the Marine Laboratory entirely

disproves such a notion. No institution in

the country has made so little accomplish so

much as the Woods Hole laboratory. I am a

little uncertain what the duties of the presi-

dent would be under your plan. I am inclined

to think that the only men who are really

competent educators are the scholars, and I

fear you will have difficulty in finding any

scholar willing to assume the duties of a

president unless he have some additional

recompense either of salary or power or honor.

Certainly the president should be elected by

the faculty, or the trustees should elect from
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two or three men nominated by the faculty.

The organization of departments into auton-

omous divisions is a good scheme. We have

lately adopted unofficially something of this

sort here in the form of an advisory com-

mittee of all the biological departments. It

works very well. This committee recom-

mends to the president on biological affairs of

general interest. As regards the organization

of a department, I believe it makes little dif-

ference whether there is a head chosen by the

president or a chairman elected by the de-

partment. I have lived under both systems.

Each is good with the right kind of men in

the department and each is bad with the

wrong kind. I should like to see the plan

tried.

I thoroughly agree with your general prin-

ciples, especially with your demand that each

department should have as complete auton-

omy as possible, and that there should be as

much flexibility and as complete anarchy

throughout the university as is consistent

with unity and order. But it seems to me
that your specified list of desiderata is some-

what too detailed, considering the great di-

versity of American universities. In partic-

ular I think that different rules ought to be

laid down for the college and the university

proper. I also doubt whether your method of

appointing professors is the best. I think it

dangerous to give any body of professors, ex-

cept those in the special department con-

cerned, a deciding influence upon the appoint-

ment.

The plan suggested seems to me to be admir-

able. I wish to emphasize my belief in the de-

sirability of those features of the plan suggested

in paragraphs (1) and (2), and in that part

of paragraph (4) which deals with the nomi-

nation for professorships. The present sys-

tem of control is, at least in most institutions,

highly unsatisfactory and moreover is not

really effective.

Of course, if I went through your paper

with a fine comb, I could probably find some-

thing to criticize, but reading it in a proper

spirit I find that it grows on me, and that the

oftener I read it the more anxious I become

to see it put in force. One criticism that first

suggests itself is that there is nothing hard

and fast about the plan, but that you offer

alternatives wherever possible. This elastic-

ity, however, is one of its good points, for the

new method of controlling the university, if

there is to be a new method, can not be put

in force all at once in a state of perfection,

but will have to be more or less experimental.

It has seemed to me with the growing power

of the president there has been a distinct

retregression in some directions, and that the

great American universities of to-day, with

their thousands of students, their hundreds

of professors, are in some respects behind the

small freshwater colleges of a generation ago.

The president in many cases seems to look

upon the university as his own property to be

exploited for his own aggrandizement. He
wants to be the " whole thing," and selects his

professors, not on account of their fitness or

researchability, but for personal reasons, and

because they will toady to him. The inde-

pendent man is made to feel that he is not

wanted, and although his tenure of office is

theoretically for life, things are made so un-

comfortable that he is glad to leave. It has

seemed to me that some of the presidents do

not want men on the faculty who are bigger

than they are, and although here and there a

tmiversity may become great through having

a truly great president the system is bad and

should be eliminated.

I have read your article "University Con-

trol." It is most timely. I doubt if I can add

anything of value to it. The trouble with the

university president is often that he has to

spread over too much ground and comes to

rely upon the busybody who has the presi-

dent's ear and a bag-full of rumors for his

'• information " upon which to base promo-

tions. Also, if he takes his job seriously he

will periodically " butt in " to the doings of

a department of which he has only the most

superficial knowledge. The university presi-

dent should adopt the principle of relying on
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the professor and according him full liberty

in his department. If suggestions are in

order, I might oiler the following plan of

making appointments and promotions. The

department committee to nominate first ap-

pointments to assistantships and other low-

grade positions. The division (department

group) committee to nominate for promotions

or first appointments to instructorships. The

body of full professors of any faculty to nom-

inate to professorships in that faculty. Pro-

fessors in all faculties to nominate the presi-

dent. All elections to be by the trustees or

corporation. The president to be elected for

a limited term, and subject to " recall " by

the faculty. The president to confer with

professors, represent them before the trustees,

and the university as a whole before the pub-

lic. The executive agent of the trustees

(comptroller), the president, and a prominent

alumnus (elected by vote of the alumni or

their r-epresentatives) to constitute a " board

of estimate." Such a committee would unite

the needs of scholarship, the good-will of the

community and the limitations of the treas-

ury and arrange the delicate adjustment be-

tween departmental needs and university in-

come.

I am heartily in favor of some such plan of

university administration as you propose.

At present in some institutions control rests

in the hands of a small group of trustees who
happen to have the leisure, or the money, or

the energy to take a leading part, but who
are not necessarily qualified to understand

the real problems of the American university.

The trustees appoint the president, the presi-

dent appoints the deans, the deans recom-

mend departmental appropriations and pro-

motions, and so a personal tinge is given to

all the official relations of the regular faculty

members. The present situation is purely

fortuitous. Until the natural university

groups are given complete autonomy, genuine

university development and continuity must
remain largely a matter of accident. In your

plan as stated the principles outlined in sec-

tions (3) and (4) seem to me essential. Pre-

cise details must naturally be left for experi-

ment.

Upon the whole your plan is quite in accord

with my own views, and I believe that there

is already a tendency among our universities

toward its inauguration in part. I doubt the

expediency of the chancellorship, nor do I

think such a corporation as you suggest is at

all practicable for the state universities,

though possibly some plan whereby the elected

or appointed state regents might be limited

to the control of funds and to an indirect or

direct veto of all matters not strictly acad-

emic might be feasible. Especially do I think

that the presidency should be an elective

office of the faculties. At present the highest

honors and emoluments are given, not for

scholarship and pedagogical excellence, but

for executive and administrative ability.

I am in hearty sympathy with the proposed

plan for university control. It is quite pre-

posterous that in a republican form of gov-

ernment our institutions of learning should

have what is practically an absolute despot-

ism—while the universities of Europe are the

most democratic in their form of administra-

tion. I doubt, however, if it be possible

—

without a disastrous revolution—to change

the present status.

I have been president and professor in a

state university, and in denominational col-

leges, and have added to this now my fifteen

years' experience here. This simply means
that I have looked at the problem of " con-

trol " from almost every angle. My convic-

tion is that every group connected with a

university should do what it is best fitted to

do. Theoretically, the trustees are fitted to

conserve and increase endowments, and no

more. They should have nothing to do with

determining educational policies or with se-

lecting instructors. Theoretically, the fac-

ulty are fitted to determine educational poli-

cies, to select instructors and to distribute the

available funds. As I understand it, these

are the views you have worked out in the de-

tails of your scheme, and so it has my general
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sympatliy. But my long experience witli

faculties has led to the belief that they are

made up, for the most part, of very imprac-

tical men. They seem to me to be childlike

in their selfishness and their idealism. I be-

lieve that this is largely due to the fact that

they have been kept in childish bondage, and

this simply means that they will have to be

entrusted vpith large administration gradu-

ally. I certainly disapprove of the autocracy

of the American university president, since I

have ceased to be one. No developed institu-

tion needs any such dictator. It is not right

for any man to hold such a relation to his in-

tellectual peers. The details of your various

propositions may be open to discussion, but

their general bearing seems to me to be sound.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Outlines of Applied Optics. By P. G. Nut-

ting, Associate Physicist, Bureau of Stand-

ards, Washington, D. C. P. Blakiston's

Son & Co. 1912. Pp. 234.

A generation ago text-books on physics, or

special sections of physics, came for the moat

part from those who were connected with the

higher educational institutions of the country.

They were usually written by men who were

teachers besides being physicists, and who in-

stinctively assumed that the reader demanded

a consistent presentation of mutual relations

rather than of results.

With the development of large and well-

equipped laboratories, some of which arewhoUy

independent of educational aims or limita-

tions, a new range of scientific literature is

becoming developed, in which specialization of

function is not limited to the author, but as-

sumed equally for the reader. The non-tech-

nical reader is attracted by a title, and is as-

sured by an introductory glance that the book

contains much of value. He is not disap-

pointed, but is perhaps temporarily dis-

turbed by the necessity to shift his customary

view-point.

The author of the present volume announces

as his keynote the question of securing the

best possible results in optical work. He calls

attention to the fact that applied optics is

practically untaught in any university. This

statement is perhaps a little sweeping, but it

is applicable to many of the institutions that

in America are called universities. He says

frankly in his preface, " the book has been

prepared for the worker in applied optics

rather than the student; for the men in the

field designing instruments, measuring color,

examining eyes, identifying illuminants, etc.,

who may find a suggestion of how to obtain

better results or ready information on nearly

related subjects."

No one would be apt to open a book on

optics who has not already some knowledge of

the subject, such knowledge as would cause

him to recognize the formulas most commonly

in use, besides recognizing the application of

principles that are thoroughly established. A
well chosen summary of some of these prin-

ciples occupies much of the introductory chap-

ter, including the formulation of laws con-

nected with names of such investigators as

Lambert, Bouguer, Fresnel, Kirchhofi, Stefan,

Planck and others. Discarding some obvious

typographical errors, and the use of a few

words which need explanatory introduction for

most readers, the chapter is welcome and in-

teresting.

The second chapter is on the theory of

image formation, a subject which bristles with

difficulties for the student who aspires to

master the various aberrations and the means

to be applied for their elimination. The satis-

factory presentation of such a subject requires

much pedagogical skill, apart from knowledge

of the mathematics involved. PedagogicaUy

the author has not always kept in mind some

of the principles which every successful teacher

must habitually and almost automatically

apply, if he wishes to assure himself that his

auditors or readers are acquiring power rather

than accepting underived formulas on trust.

Technical terms are used without adequate

definition, and various equations are set forth

without deduction. Assuming that the intel-

ligent reader has already studied the subject

in detail elsewhere, the chapter constitutes a

condensed summary; but to assure himself

that he understands everything while reading.
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he will need to be somewhat industrious and

patient. This may be said with full appre-

ciation of the excellent list of references that

is added at the close of every chapter. But

the non-technical reader, if he becomes impa-

tient because the demands of the student are

not fulfilled, becomes reassured when he looks

back into the preface; for he has forgotten

that "the book has been prepared for the

worker in applied optics rather than the

student."

The next chapter is on the design and test-

ing of optical systems. This subject likewise

is mathematical, and the treatment is open to

some pedagogical criticism ; but the amount of

information, non-mathematical in form, is in-

creasing; and the individuality of the author

as a careful and resourceful investigator is

becoming more clearly manifest. Prior to the

publication of this book he had become well

known through his published work in several

tranches of optics ; and for development in his

chosen field it would be hard to find a better

place than the Bureau of Standards.

From this point on, the successive chapters

contain less material requiring skiU in the art

of presentation, but much that reveals the

author's rich experience in the optical labora-

tory. He is at home in the discussion of

optical instruments and the conditions under

which they may be used to best advantage, in

the methods of measuring refraction, and in

the intricacies of physiological optics. In the

treatment of colorimetry, illumination, pho-

tometry and spectrophotometry, radiometry

and spectroradiometry, polarimetric analysis,

plate grain and sensitometry, and interferom-

etry, he has evidently worked with great skill

and ardor, enjoying the work thoroughly. He
has gleaned information from all possible

sources, and has recorded in small compass

what might well have been greatly expanded.

The present volume is indeed apparently ten-

tative. This is indicated in the preface, where

the enterprise is referred to as an entering

wedge, since the full treatment of applied

optics " could be adequately treated only in a

number of volumes by a dozen specialists."

It is to be hoped that these volumes will ap-

pear in due time, but that upon them better

editorial care may be applied than is mani-

fested in this initial volume.

W. LeC. Stevens

Lexington, Va., July 10, 1912

Distribution and Origin of Life in America.

By Egbert Francis Schaeff. New York,

The Macmillan Company. 1912. Pp. xvi +
497, 21 maps.

Students of zoogeography the world over

will welcome this book, for the author's mas-

terful treatment of the European fauna' leads

one to expect that he will bring to it the same

wealth of ideas, sound knowledge and good

judgment that characterize his previous work.

In the- opinion of the reviewer this expectation

is fulfilled. The data are presented about as

exhaustively as is possible in a work of this

size, the opinions of different students are

summarized in an unbiased way, the gener-

alizations and data are carefully weighed, and

the author's conclusions are clearly expressed.

Very little but good can be said of the gen-

eral method of attack. Dr. Scharff fully

realizes that problems of origin and dispersal

can not be approached from the standpoint of

zoogeographical regions, and no space is given

to this subject. He analyzes separately the

faunas of different parts of North, Central

and South America, and of the Antilles, Ber-

mudas, Galapagos and other American islands,

and endeavors to discover the sources and

migration routes of the different elements.

He goes to some length to show the very small

role which he believes accidental dispersal

plays in the populating of distant lands—

a

method that has been clearly overestimated

since the classic works of Darwin and Wallace

—and expresses the conviction that the facts

of North American zoogeography can best be

interpreted by postulating various land

bridges. When such land bridges are appar-

ently called for, the author endeavors to gather

evidence for them from botany, geology and

paleontology.

Dr. Scharff argues for the existence in pre-

Glacial or Glacial times of a North Atlantic

land bridge, connecting Scotland, Iceland,

Greenland, and Labrador, and a North Pacific

^ '
' The History of the European Fauna. '

'
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bridge across Behriug Strait. Unlike many
students, however, he does not think that these

are sufficient. He contends that there must

have been an early Tertiary trans-Atlantic

bridge from southern Europe to a hypothetical

" western land " lying just west of the present

American continents. This land bridge, ac-

cording to Dr. ScharfF, included the Antilles

and parts of Central America, and was, by

means of the " western land," first connected

with both North and South America, then sep-

arated from North America, and subsequently

reunited with North America and separated

from southern South America. By such an

hypothesis one can explain the European ele-

ments in southwestern North America and the

Chilean region.

The " western land " was. Dr. Seharff be-

lieves, part of a great are " which stretched

mainly northward, communicating from time

to time with Central America and the Antilles,

and also with Mexico and western California,

and then eventually bending across to eastern

Asia in a great loop and thus joining New
Guinea, Australia and New Zealand." This

bridge is made to account, among other things,

for the evidently continental fauna of the

Galapagos Islands, the relationships between

the living and extinct faunas of western North

America and southern South America, and for

the Asiatic elements in these faunas.

As has been intimated, Dr. Seharff believes

in a former union of the Antilles with each

other and with the trans-Atlantic land bridge

and the " western land." He also thinks that

the Bermudas and the end of the Florida pen-

insula (then an island) were also connected

with this land mass. He further postulates a

direct connection between Chile and New
Zealand, but not by way of an Antarctic con-

tinent, and is willing to grant slender bridges

between southern South America and South

Africa and Madagascar. Although he does

not dwell upon these southern bridges, he sug-

gests that incentives to migration may have

been found in changes in climate due to

changes in the direction of ocean currents, so

that Simroth's pendulation theory need not be

relied upon.

The author's treatment of the Ice Age in

North America will undoubtedly come in for

a large share of criticism, for his views are

quite different from those now almost univer-

sally accepted in this country. Very briefly,

it may be said that he denies the existence of

continental ice-sheets in the Pleistocene, al-

though admitting that this was an age of

extensive glaciation, and believes that the

climate at that time was temperate and even

warmer than at present. The large bodies of

water forming the Pleistocene great lakes he

attributes to a marine invasion. He does not

believe that there was a general southward

migration of northern forms in the Pleisto-

cene, or that the southeastern states served as

" biotic preserves " during the Ice Age, but

thinks that the fauna in the drift area was in

part destroyed and in part persisted in favor-

able localities. He emphatically denies that

the evidence is sufficient to warrant the theory

that zones of northern animals and plants

were spread out beyond the margin of the

drift area in a manner comparable to the

present distribution in the far north.

The author himself scarcely ventures the

hope that his views on the physical conditions

during the Ice Age will be readily accepted.

A growing number of zoogeographers in this

country will, however, be quite willing to

agree with him that current geological opin-

ions are permitted to dominate biological

thought to a far greater extent than the facts

of distribution warrant. We should have

more evidence of Pleistocene distribution and

not try to erect elaborate theories principally

upon geological evidence. It may be pointed

out that, granting the ice-sheets, there is still

no reason to believe that the margins of these

were not covered for miles back with soil and

vegetation, as Russel found to be true of the

Malaspina glacier, in which case no zonal

arrangement would prevail comparable to con-

ditions in the Arctic regions at the present

time.

A conviction expressed by Dr. ScharfF that

will have adherents is that southwestern North

America is and has been in the past a very

important center of dispersal, as some previous
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writers have contended. He believes that

many of the forms that now have their center

of dispersal in the southeast originally came

from the southwest, either directly or possibly

by way of the West Indies, and that changes

in climate since the early Tertiary have ex-

tinguished the primitive forms in the south-

west.

It has been possible in this review only to

touch upon a few of the main points in the

book, but enough has been said to show that

many of Dr. Scharff's conclusions will not

meet with general acceptance. However, even

if they should be entirely overthrown, the gen-

eral usefulness of the book will not, in the

opinion of the reviewer, be impaired, for the

summary of data and generalizations can only

be of the greatest use and a source of inspira-

tion to students of the American fauna.

Alexander G. Euthven

eecext antarctic work

National Antarctic Expedition, 1901-1904.

Natural History, Vol. VI., Zoology and

Botany. London, British Museum. 1912.

4to. Pp. xvi + 81, 8 plates.

With the publication of this volume, the

series of reports of this expedition relating to

the natural history is brought to a close. The
special reports included in it are " On a Col-

lection of Young Holothurioids," by Pro-

fessor E. W. Macbride; on the Polychsta,

by Professor Dr. E. Ehlers, and on the fresh-

water algffi, by Dr. F. E. Eritsch, these being

the only freshwater organisms obtained by

the expedition.

The series comprises altogether some fifty

memoirs descriptive of the fauna and flora of

the Antarctic region. This area, like other

cold seas, teems with species, of which 227

new forms have been described in these vol-

umes. Of some Amphipod Crustacea 10,000

to S0,000 were occasionally taken at a single

haul and in the collection one species of

Schizopod is represented by nearly 10,000

specimens. The great kelp (Lessonia) has a

frond as much as 24 feet long, but the mosses

show signs of degeneration. No evidence in

favor of the theory of " bipolarity " has been

gathered from the collection. Twenty-three

new genera of animals, and 201 new species

were obtained, and 26 new species of plants.

The collection of young echinoderms includes

free-swimming larvas of three out of four

groups of echinoderms, which is of interest

in view of the opinion, which had been ex-

pressed, that all species of the polar seas

would be found to have development of the

shortened type without free larvas.

The freshwater algae are exceptionally nu-

merous in species, 91 in all, belonging to 35

genera, of which 25 species are Diatoms.

Huge sheets of Phormidium and occasionally

of Lynghya flourish in the ice and during the

milder portion of the year in the waters of

the ponds and lakes. These sheets serve as a .

substratum for a rich grovrth of other forms

and are probably the breeding places for the

bulk of the algal flora. The scarcity of green

alg» is notable, while Diatoms are rather

scarce, but desmids are relatively abundant.

Microcystis sometimes colored the ice of a

dull brick red. The conclusion is reached that

reproduction in the bulk of the Antarctic

algse is a very slow process and possibly sev-

eral seasons elapse before a new generation

reaches maturity.

The plates of this volume attain the same

high degree of excellence noticeable in the

previous issues of the series, and a conveni-

ent index to the whole set is included both for

authors and subjects.

Expedition Antarctique Frangaise, 1903-1905,

Commandee par le docteur Jean Charcot.

Hydrographie-Physique du Globe, par A.

Matha et J. J. Eey. Paris, Bureau des

Longitudes. 1911. 4to. Pp. vi -f 615, 9

plates, with figures in the text.

The expedition of Dr. Charcot on the

schooner Francais was due to the enthusiasm

of its leader and the generosity of private in-

dividuals aided by the efforts of the Parisian

journal Le Matin; through which after a

hard struggle something less than $100,000

was obtained, a small three-masted schooner

built, and outfitted for two years. Instru-

ments and books were lent, the members of the

party served freely or for a nominal wage.
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and the official Bureau des Longitudes took

the expedition under its motherly wing and

has now published the volume of which the

title is above cited.

This expedition was scientific in its aims

and pole hunting formed no part of its pro-

gram. The staff comprised five members be-

side the leader, with a crew of fourteen; all

provinces of France were represented.

The plan of the leader was, in brief, to take

up the work inaugurated by the Belgica ex-

pedition and extend it by explorations of the

southwest part of Graham Land, investigating

in all branches of science as well as geog-

raphy, so far as their personnel and equipment

would permit.

This program was carried out in its main

features. The present volume includes an

introduction in which a brief resume of

previous researches in the same region is

given, after which the hydrography, tides,

chronometric record, pendulum observations

and the density and salinity of the seawater,

are discussed by Lieutenant Matha, atmos-

pheric electricity, meteorology and terrestrial

magnetism by Lieutenant Eey. The work is

carefully printed and the charts are of the

quality one expects from the bureau which

issues the volume.

Wm. H. Dall

SPECIAL AETICLBS

A CASE OF SEX-LINKED INHERITANCE IN THE

DOMESTIC PIGEON^

In breeding work with tumbler pigeons be-

gun at the Ehode Island Agricultural Experi-

ment Station some years ago a careful study

was made of the manner of inheritance of cer-

tain of the commoner colors of these birds,

especially black, dun, red, yellow, blue and

silver. This work was referred to in the

Twenty-first Annual Report of the Station,

1908, p. 301, and a full report of the results,

it is expected, will be published during the

present year. These experiments made clear

' Contributions from the Laboratory of Experi-

mental Breeding, Wisconsin Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, No. 1.

the fact that dun, yellow and silver are dilute

conditions of black, red and blue, respectively.

Indeed, this might have been surmised from

their appearance, but the fact was substan-

tiated by their behavior in the breeding tests.

As has been found in other animals, notably

in rabbits and mice, the dilute condition de-

pends upon a single factor, or more strictly

the absence of a factor, which produces the

effect upon whatever color it chances to be

associated with. In other words, " intense "

is dominant to " dilute," that is, if the factor

for the intense condition is present, the color

of the bird takes that appearance. This rela-

tionship, in the case of blue and silver, has

been pointed out by Bonhote and Smalley

(p. 603).=

Although the earlier experiments showed

the general relationships of these characters,

it was only by the results of certain experi-

ments of the past year that the interesting

relationship of the intense and dilute condi-

tion to sex has come to light. No secondary

sex characters (in the ordinary sense) exist in

pigeons, and as a consequence there is no way
of determining the sex of the birds untU they

are old enough to reveal it by their behavior.

In the case of certain crosses made last year,

in which the male parent was a dilute (yellow

or dun) and the female a black baldhead,'

both black and dun offspring were produced,

and it became evident this spring that all the

blacks were males, while all the duns were

females. The following examples will serve

to illustrate.

Case I.

Parents: t? 540 B, dun

'$~647A, black baldhead.

Offspring: 790 A, black, (?

790 B, black, c?

847 A, dun, ?
893 A, black, c?

893 B, dun, ?
954 A, dun, $

' Bonhote and Smalley, '
' On Color and Color-

pattern Inheritance in Pigeons, '
' Proc. Zool. Soc,

London, 1911, pp. 601-619, Pis. XXIII.-XXVL
° In this discussion pattern is disregarded, since

it is due to independent factors with which we are

not at present concerned.
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C(we II.

Parents: <? 473 A, yellow

$ 650 A, black baldhead

I

Offspring: 799 A, dun, ?

799 B, dun, $
841 A, black, c?

890 A, dun, ?
890 B, dun, 5
938 B, dun, ?
980 A, dun, $

A searcli of the records for other eases fur-

nishes abundant evidence to indicate that the

phenomenon is general, and under certain con-

ditions holds for the intense and dilute fac-

tors, -whatever the color concerned. The

requisite conditions appeared to be the mating

of a dilute male to a female showing the

intense condition. Further investigation

showed that this is a typical case of sex-linked

inheritance in that in stock bred pure for the

character in question one sex is always hetero-

zygous. In this case it is the female which is

heterozygous, the character involved being the

intense condition of pigmentation. In respect

to the sex concerned this character corresponds

to barring in the fowl and to color in Ahraxas,

and differs from color blindness in man and

the numerous sex-linked characters which

Morgan has found in Drosophila. These re-

sults have furnished a satisfactory explanation

of certain formerly disquieting records in

which birds bred "pure" and supposedly

homozygous for the intense condition have

produced some dilute offspring when bred with

heterozygous or with dilute mates. It is now

found that in aU such eases noted the birds in

question were females and, furthermore, that

all the dilute offspring, so far as at present

observed, were likewise females. A thorough

analysis of the subject is now being made and

the detailed results will be published in the

near future.

The results mentioned above may be satis-

factorily represented by either of the accepted

modes of symbolism which have been employed

in similar cases. Without committing our-

selves to any theory, we may here follow the

usage of Spillman and of Pearl in explaining

the inheritance of barring in poultry. In

these formulse F represents femaleness, and

the female is always heterozygous (Ff) with

respect to this factor. Males, on the other

hand, are assumed to lack this factor entirely,

and are accordingly homozygous jf. We may
then let B represent the factor for black, in

the absence of which (b) the bird is red.

These colors are modified, however, by the

presence or absence of I, the factor for the

intense condition. In the absence of / (repre-

sented by i) black becomes dun, and red be-

comes yellow. It is now necessary to make

only the further assumption that F and I

can not occur together in the same gamete.

The cases given may then be represented as

follows

:

Case I.

Parents: dun (? =fBi.fBi
black 2= rBLrFBi

Gametes: cJ, all fBi

?, fBI and FBi
Combinations: fBi-fBI ^hla-ek ^^

fBi.FBi ^= dun ??

Case II.

Parents: yellow ^= fM-fbi

black ? = fBI.FBi
Gametes: ^, all fbi

$, fBI and FBi
Combinations: /fci./BI=: black J^

fbi-FBi=d.viii 2i

It will be seen that these expectations accord

with the results obtained.

It has been mentioned that this explanation

accounted also for certain unexpected results

from birds which were at the time supposedly

homozygous. A single example will suffice.

Parents: c? 681 B, black

5 701 A, red

I

Offspring: 846 B, yellow, J
892 A, red, c?

892 B, dun, ?
944 A, black, c?

944 B, black ^

It was known from his ancestry that 681

B

was heterozygous, both with respect to B and

I. But had 701 A been homozygous for I, as

supposed, all the offspring should have shovm

the intense condition of pigmentation, namely.
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black and red. The unexpected appearance

of the dun and yellow birds is satisfactorily

accounted for on the assumption that she was

heterozygous, as follows

:

Parents: black ^= fBI.fM
red 2 =^fbI-Fbi

Gametes: (^, fBI, fBi, fbl and fbi

2, fbl and Fbi

Combinations: fBI-fbl == black <?

fBI. Fbi = h\a.Qk $

fBi -fbl = black <^

fBi -Fbi =:dun $

fbl.fbl =red d"

fbl.Fbi =red $
fbi.fbl =red (?

fbi. Fbi ^yellow J

That is, 2 black males: 1 black female: 2 red

males : 1 red female : 1 dun female : 1 yellow

female.

While the number of offspring is too small

on which to base any conclusion as to propor-

tions, it will be noted that all so far obtained

fall in liae with the expectations as to color

and sex.

The foregoing may provide an explanation

of the interesting observations of E. M.

Strong- on the sex of ring-doves,'' and those of

Bonhote and Smalley (loc. cit., p. 61Y, foot-

note), as well as possibly those of Whitman
reported by Riddle."

[P. S., July 22, 1912. Since the foregoing note

went to press there has appeared in the June, 1912,

number of the Journal of Genetics (Vol. 2, No. 2,

p. 131) a paper by Mr. E. Staples-Browne, in

which the relation of blue and silver to sex is

amply demonstrated.]

Leon J. Cole

THE INTERTUBERCULAK OR BICIPITAL FORAMEN OP

THE HUMERUS OF THE GUINEA-PIG

The upper extremity of the humerus of the

guinea-pig often has an unusual, probably an

unique, structure. A broad and thick bridge

connects the large and small tubercles and

converts the intertubercular sulcus into a

foramen through which passes the tendon of

origin of the m. liceps. At the last meeting

* Science, N. S., Vol. 33, p. 266, 1911.

» Science, N. S., Vol. 35, p. 462, 1912.

of the Association of Anatomists, I reported

that among twenty skeletons studied, four

humeri from three individuals, two males and

one female, were found which had this pecul-

iar structure. Recently, through the kind-

ness of Professor Castle and Dr. Detlefsen,

of the Bussey Institution, I have been allowed

to study their large collection of guinea-pig

skeletons and was surprised to find the re-

markable prevalence of the intertubercular

foramen. Out of a total of 125 humeri, 17,

13.6 per cent., have complete foramina. Be-

sides these 23 others, 18.4 per cent., have

nearly complete bridges over the intertuber-

cular sulci. In six instances, this bridge is

formed by a small supernumerary bone which

is wedged in between the great and small

tubercles; in the others, by small acute proc-

esses which project toward each other from

the adjacent sides of the tubercles. One or

two similar but smaller processes occur upon

50 humeri, 40 per cent, of the total number,

the remaining 35 bones, 28 per cent., having

no indication of the foramen.

All of the skeletons used are of adult or

subadult animals, but as the growth of the

guinea-pig continues long after sexual matur-

ity, possibly throughout life, it is probable

that had the animals been older, an even

larger proportion of complete foramina would

have been present.

In all cases, the foramen has the same char-

acter. The upper edge of the bridge is con-

vex, its lower edge concave. The canal-like

foramen is narrow above, but rapidly widens

below and terminates in an oblique, flaring

and funnel-shaped mouth which is surrounded

by a rough, slightly elevated, lip.

It seems impossible to correlate the occur-

rence of the intertubercular foramina with

sex, age or muscular development. Foramina

do not occur in immature animals, but, on the

other hand, they are absent in certain very old

animals (three or four years old) and further-

more they are occasionally present upon one

side only.

Leonard W. Williams

Haevabd Medical School
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GUIDING PEINCIPLB

At the outset the guiding principle may
be laid down that at Washington there is

no necessity for a university of a type

which exists elsewhere, no need of an addi-

tional university like the great endowed
and state institutions of the country. One
who advocates a national university at

Washington with the idea that it shall be

a larger Harvard, Tale, Columbia, Cornell

or Chicago, a larger Michigan, Illinois,

Wisconsin, Minnesota or California, will

fail in his advocacy, because he can not

give to congress a sufficient reason for the

expenditure of public funds for another

university of a kind of which there is a

sufficient number. Not only would such an
advocate be met by the above fact, but by
the fact that in Germany, where universi-

ties are most highly developed, they are

state, not national, institutions.

If then it is not desirable to establish a

bigger Harvard at Washington, what is

the aim of those who are advocating a na-

tional university? It is to make available

for the advancement of knowledge the un-

paralleled facilities of Washington to grad-

uate students.

At Washington are the Congressional

Library, the National Museum, the Smith-

sonian Institution, the Geological Survey,

the Bureau of Mines, the Naval Observa-

tory, the Public Health and Marine Hos-

pital Service, the Army and Medical Mu-

' Prepared for the meeting of the National Edu-
cation Association, held in Chicago, July 6-12,

1912.
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seum, the Office of Public Buildings and

Grounds, the Board of Ordnance and

Fortifications, the Bureau of Navigation,

the Bureau of Education, the "Weather

Bureau, the Bureau of Animal Hus-

bandry, the Bureau of Plant Industry,

the Bureau of Chemistry, the Bureau of

Soils, the Bureauof Entomology, the Bureau

of Biological Survey, the Bureau of Cor-

porations, the Bureau of Manufactures, the

Bureau of Labor, the Bureau of the Census,

the Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Bureau

of Standards, the Bureau of Statistics, the

Bureau of Fisheries, the Bureau of Immi-

gration and Naturalization. In these and

other bureaus and divisions are available a

vastly wider variety of material for scien-

tific research and greater collection of books

and manuscripts than elsewhere exist. To

enumerate in detail the facilities and ma-

terials available for work in each of the

domains of knowledge would require more

space than is allowed for this entire paper.

Also, such a statement is rendered unneces-

sary because of the admirable report^ re-

garding the matter by President Arthur T.

Hadley, but to serve as illustrations some

of the facilities for a few of the lines of

knowledge are mentioned.

For the modern humanities—political

science, political economy and sociology,

there is a wealth of material in nearly

every department. The Department of

Labor, the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion, the Census Bureau, the Bureau of

Statistics, the Bureau of Pensions, the

Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization

and the Bureau of Corporations, are all

applied divisions of political economy and

political science. Nowhere else in the

country is there such a mass of first-hand

' '
' Facilities for Study and Eesearch in the

Offices of the United States Government at Wash-

ington," by Arthur Twining Hadley, Bulletin 398,

TJ. S. Bureau of Education.

information regarding many of the most

pressing problems for these subjects. Also

the various government activities of Wash-
ington, comprising congress, the executive

offices, the judiciary, and their numerous

divisions and branches give illustration of

practical political science on the largest

scale. At Washington not only may the

student of political science have the ma-

terial of the subject, but also he may appre-

ciate with what labor and difficulty results

are achieved in practise.

For history, and especially the history of

America, at the Congressional Library is

a vast amount of material, indeed prac-

tically everything which is in printed form

;

not only so, but in the library is a vast col-

lection of documents. In the State Depart-

ment, the War and Navy Departments, etc.,

are the archives of the government since its

foundation, all but a small part of which

are available for the student of history.

For anthropology, the National Museum
and the Bureau of Ethnology have collec-

tions and materials of the first order of im-

portance ; indeed no other collection of the

country can approach them, with the excep-

tion of the American Museum of Natural

History in New York.

For physics, astronomy and mathematics,

there is a great mass of material in the

National Observatory, in the Bureaus of

the War and Navy Departments, in the

Coast Survey, the Bureau of Standards, the

Weather Bureau, the Patent Office and

other departments.

In chemistry, there are laboratories in

almost every department and bureau which

deals with materials, both organic and

inorganic.

For geology and its related subjects,

geography, physiography and paleontology,

at the Geological Survey and the National

Museum is found one of the world's largest

collections.
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For biology, there are available the

National Herbarium, the Biological Sur-

vey, the Commission of Fish and Fisheries,

the botanical division of the Department

of Agriculture, the National Museum and

other departments.

Passing now to applied science: Almost

every phase of advanced engineering work

is illustrated by some division of the gov-

ernment. The material which would be

especially available is that found in the

War and Navy Departments, the Bureau

of Mines, the Coast and Geodetic Survey,

the Division of Architecture, the Hydro-

graphic OiSce and the Land Office.

For agriculture, practically the whole

department, except administration, is de-

voted either to the advancement of the

science or to the dissemination of practical

information. This great department has

an appropriation for 1911 of more than

$20,000,000, the larger part of which went

for scientific and extension work. An
enumeration of the divisions of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture shows how wide is the

scope of this work—the bureaus of Animal

Husbandry, Plant Industry, Weather, For-

est Service, Chemistry, Soils, Entomology

and Biology.

While the Department of Agriculture

has by far the largest appropriation for

scientific work, the appropriations for sci-

entific purposes in other divisions vary for

each from more than $100,000 to more than

$1,000,000.

While it would not be easy to give an

accurate statement regarding the amount

of money which is available in the various

departments at Washington for investiga-

tion and for the tools of investigation

—

apparatus and books—it is safe to say that

the total amounts to many millions of dol-

lars per annum; or put in another way
more than ten times as much as any single

university or institution in the country for

this purpose.

The vast collections of books in the Con-

gressional Library and the large special

libraries in the various departments, espe-

cially those of the Geological Survey, the

Surgeon-General's Office, and the State

Department, cover a greater number of

fields of human knowledge with an ap-

proach to completeness than exists elsewhere

in this country. These libraries are ad-

mirably administered. Expert assistants

are available, so that the material on any

given subject is readily secured. Not only

so, but special privileges are granted in the

reading rooms and in the stacks to qualified

students. The facilities in these respects

are incomparably beyond those of any li-

brary in other countries. It is safe to say

that the collections of books in the govern-

ment libraries at Washington could have an

efficiency ten times as great as they now
have at a small additional cost.

Manning the scientific bureaus and divi-

sions are a scientific staff many times larger

than in the largest university in the coun-

try. It is this amazing wealth of men and

material at Washington that should be

available for the production of scholars and

investigators along many lines.

THE DEMAND FOR IMMEDIATE RESULTS

At the present time, unfortunately, the

demands for immediate results by the gov-

ernment compel the great staff to give by

far the larger part of their energy to special

problems with reference to practical ends.

The rich materials from the larger point of

view of the advancement of science are in

large measure neglected.

LARGE SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OBTAINABLE

If in each of the bureaus and depart-

ments mentioned there were advanced stu-

dents working on the materials there exist-
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ing, not with reference to the solving of

particular problems which engage almost ex-

clusively the attention of the existing staff,

but with reference to the advancement of sci-

ence, there can be no doubt that results of

untold value would be obtained. It is be-

lieved that the utilization of this material

in any bureau or department by a limited

number of students need not interfere with

the efficiency of the department in reaching

the immediate results demanded by the

government. Not only so, but it is believed

that a group of advanced students, which
in any department would not be very nu-

merous, but which in Washington as a

whole would aggregate a large number,

could be made the means of greatly im-

proving the work of the scientific staff of

the various bureaus.

In making the statement that the bureaus

at Washington yield relatively little in the

way of broad scientific results, it is realized

that there have been and still are some ex-

ceptions. When the United States Geolog-

ical Survey was originated there were

drawn to Washington the most brilliant

group of geologists in the country. This

survey for a number of years was the center

of the world for the advancement of the

science of geology; but in recent years,

while the organization is vastly larger,

having appropriations of millions where it

had in the early days appropriations of

hundreds of thousands, it is almost exclu-

sively a department of practical geology.

It is not contributing in any large way to

the advancement of science.

That contributions of the Naval Observa-

tory to science have not been large has been

known for many years. In 1898 a report

was made by a committee of astronomers

showing that the practical duties of the

Naval Observatory could be easily per-

formed by a very small establishment.

In this report it was pointed out that a

national observatory is justified because

astronomical observations and research

might there be made which can not be

accomplished at private and university

observatories. The great new observatory

building at Washington is splendidly

equipped to carry on researches of the

highest character; yet at the present time

the advancement of the science of astron-

omy in this country is through Harvard,

Yerkes, Lick, Mt. Wilson and other univer-

sity and private observatories. The as-

tronomers all agree regarding the first step

necessary to remedy this situation, as does

also the president of the United States and
the committee on naval affairs. There

should be appointed a civilian astronomer

of the highest rank as director of the ob-

servatory. If this were done and the large

facilities were made available to advanced

students, this institution might take first

place among the observatories of the world.

At the present time the advancement of

science in its broader aspects is contributed

to by only a few of the scientific bureaus at

Washington, illustrated by the Coast and
Geodetic Survey and the Bureau of Stand-

ards. On the other hand, in the universi-

ties of the country men are engaged in

teaching and each year necessarily consid-

ering their subjects in the large, and imme-

diate results are not demanded. These

universities and the few independent re-

research institutions, illustrated by the

Carnegie Institution of Washington and
the Eockefeller Institute of New York, are

the chief centers for the broader contribu-

tions to science and learning.

THE RELATIONS OF TEACHING AND
INVESTIGATION

It is my conviction, based upon many
years of observation and experience, both

in a university and in a department at

Washington, that upon the average a man
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produces the best scientific results who does

some teaching. To give a course to a group

of advanced students requires that a man
go over the subject broadly. Even if the

course be highly specialized, a man must

consider his material, not only in its inter-

relations, but its relations to the other

branches of his science. One who is a pro-

ductive scholar scarcely gives a lecture

upon a subject which he is investigating

without illumination reaching him upon

some point. There is nothing more pro-

ductive of ideas than the presence and in-

quiries of young and earnest minds. A
man who at Washington sits at his desk six

days in the week, delving in his subject,

often becomes buried in his material. Too

frequently he never sees it from the outside.

His material masters him instead of him

mastering his material. The successful

teacher must get outside of his subject, and

consider its broader aspects.

I believe that the productivity of the

scientific staff at Washington, even from

the point of view of immediate results,

would be improved during a given period,

if each year the men of reputation were

each obliged to give one set of lectures for

at least a half year, either upon the subject

under investigation, or some part of a sci-

ence related to the investigation. The
opening of the scientific bureaus at Wash-
ington to such students as are sufficiently

advanced to take advantage of the material,

and affording opportunity to members of

the scientific staff each to give a course of

lectures, would greatly improve the effici-

ency of the bureaus.

However, in order that the lectures may
be successful, it is necessary that they be a

part of the official duties of the scientific

staff, not extra work for additional com-

pensation. At the present time, because of

the meager salaries, a number of men be-

longing in the departments give lectures in

George Washington University or other in-

stitutions, thereby gaining additional com-

pensation. This is an extremely unsatis-

factory condition of affairs, in that it re-

quires teaching to be done in addition to

the day's work at the bureau. In order

that lectures shall be efficient and the man
who gives them gain the most inspiration

and the largest broadening effect from
them, they should be a part of his regular

work. By the proposed combination under
which a relatively small amount of instruc-

tional work would be given by any member
of the scientific staff, I confidently believe

that the work of the various scientific de-

partments and bureaus, considering only

the point of view of efficiency, would be

greatly improved.

Thus in creating the conditions essential

for the special national university which

should exist at Washington, we should

thereby increase the efficiency of the de-

partments.

An incidental important gain which

could come from the adoption of the plan

proposed would be the training of men to

fill the scientific staffs at Washington.

Under present conditions, we know the

staff contains many mediocre men. While

this is partly due to lack of properly

trained men of ability, it is realized that it

is also due to niggardly pay, combined

with the high cost of living at Washington.

Too frequently a man who develops un-

usual ability in a bureau either goes to a

university where he obtains better financial

terms and more favorable opportunities for

scientific work; or, because he can not de-

cently support a family upon his salary, he

goes into some profession or business in

which he can apply the knowledge he has

obtained in a department.

THE KEQUIEED MACHINERY

We now have the fundamental facts be-
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fore us. Not to arrange so as to utilize to

its highest efficiency the vast wealth of

material for scientific research at Washing-

ton is nothing short of improvident and

reckless waste of great opportunities. It is

a wrong to a member of the staff to demand

that he grind away at his practical problem

year in and year out without giving him a

chance for a larger view through instruc-

tional work.

If the above conclusions be accepted, the

next question to be considered is the ma-

chinery required in order to secure these

desirable ends. It may be said at the out-

set that for the national university here

advocated, while some money must be

available, no large appropriations are

necessary. The institution must have an

executive officer. Under him must be a

staff, the duty of which shall be to learn all

of the scientific possibilities of the various

departments and bureaus, to advise stu-

dents who come to Washington, and to ar-

range for their work. It should be the

further duty of the administrative force to

prepare announcements of the courses of

instniction which are to be given, with

descriptions of the material available for

such courses, precisely as is done by each

in the universities.

The administrative force of the national

university, if desired, might be associated

with the bureau of education ; indeed, this

would seem to be a very natural associa-

tion. If this suggestion be accepted, the

administrative staff and bureau of educa-

tion could both be housed in a single build-

ing and such cooperation established be-

tween the two as would be to their mutual

benefit.

For the above work an administration

building or a part of a building is neces-

sary. Temporary quarters should be

rented, and later, when experience shows

achieved results warranting the expendi-

ture, an appropriate permanent building

should be constructed. In the administra-

tion it would be necessary to provide some

lecture rooms, although the halls in the

National Museum and in various other

public buildings should be utilized for the

larger lectures. The men who give special-

ized courses to small groups of students

probably would prefer to give them in the

building in which they work; for there

would be the materials and the special

libraries. This would require merely that

each bureau or institution, illustrated by

the Naval Observatory, the Geological

Survey, the Bureau of Animal Husbandry,

set aside one room of moderate size for

lectures.

One of the obstacles in the way of the

highest success of the plan is the insuffi-

cient housing of many of the departments;

but the obstacle will gradually be removed.

This is evidenced by a number of excep-

tions. At the Congressional Library there

is ample space for all the students who may
desire to come. In the magnificent new

National Museum, where are associated the

wonderful collections in geology, mineral-

ogy, biology, anthropology, etc., are the

most ample set of workrooms and labora-

tories anywhere in the country. Scores of

students could there readily be accommo-

dated without interfering with the effect-

iveness of the staff. The Naval Observa-

tory has a splendid new building. The

Bureau of Standards has adequate quar-

ters. All these new structures have be-

come available within a few years, and

others will undoubtedly exist within a com-

paratively short time.

EXISTING LAW

Already the principles above advocated

have been recognized to a certain extent

by Congress through two enactments, the

first in 1892 and the second in 1901.
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Under these acts the scientific collections,

museums and libraries of Washington and

their other facilities were made accessible

to scientific investigators and to advanced

students, "under such rules and regula-

tions as the heads of the departments

and bureaus mentioned may prescribe."^

Apparently the act of 1892 also contem-

plated that the advanced students who do

work in the departments would have the

assistance of the members of the scientific

staff, for the preamble includes the phrase,

"promote the work of education by at-

tracting students to avail themselves of the

advantages aforesaid under the direction

of compete7d instructors."

These laws have been taken advantage

of to a small extent. As pointed out by

President Hadley, their main service has

been to men who are already trained for

their work and are competent to carry on

investigations independently of direction.

These men have simply come to Washing-

ton and there used for their ends the ma-

terial which the departments have afforded.

For advanced students who still need the

guidance of formal instruction the effect of

these laws has been so small as to be almost

negligible. Substantially the only excep-

tions are the one or two departments in

which the scientific staff have voluntarily

as a part of their duties given instruction

either to the younger members of the staff

in order better to fit them for their work,

or to outside men. The best illustrations

of this are furnished by the Bureau of

Standards, the Public Health and Marine

Hospital Service and the laboratories of

the Bureau of Fisheries at Woods Hole and

Beaufort.

EXPLANATION OF MEAGER RESXJLTS

That no large results have come from

^Anno. Fed. Stat., Vol. II., pp. 860-861 (Ed-

ward Thompson Company).

the acts mentioned, one of which has been

a law for more than ten years, might be

regarded as evidence that the position

above taken concerning the desirability of

making the opportunities at Washington

available for scientific work is unsound.

However, it is obvious that the failure of

these laws to produce marked effect is due

to three reasons.

1. There is no information published de-

scribing the facilities for research at Wash-

ington and the different lines of work

which may be there profitably pursued.

2. There has been available no single bu-

reau to which application can be made for

the use of the facilities, no one to guide the

work of the advanced students, no one to

correlate the different lines of work. It is

perfectly futile to suggest that a student

go to Washington, enter a bureau, tell some

official that he has come to take advantage

of the provisions of the laws mentioned.

This a man would not do ; and if he did so

the chances are that he would gain very

little satisfaction by so doing, for he would

be lost in the mazes of the bureaucracy.

As President Hadley puts it: "The stu-

dent who comes to Washington to-day to

get his scientific training in the govern-

ment departments comes under his own
impulse and at his own risk."

3. For effective advanced work it is nec-

essary that regular instruction be given.

The existing laws do now provide for such

instruction. If the proposal be accepted

that members of the scientific staff be per-

mitted as a part of their duties to give a

limited amount of instruction, this funda-

mental necessity for successful advanced

work is met. In this connection it is no-

table that in those instances where instruc-

tion has been given by the members of the

staff, illustrated by the Bureau of Stand-

ards and the Bureau of Fisheries, the

facilities for advanced instruction have
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been taken advantage of. It seems to me
that these cases in which important scien-

tific results have followed systematic in-

struction furnish conclusive evidence that

if the principles applied in these bureaus

were extended to other bureaus, the facili-

ties and opportunities would be taken

advantage of upon a considerable scale,

perhaps as great as their facilities permit.

Therefore, if the opportunities for scien-

tific work at Washington were as definitely

described as are the courses in the cata-

logue of a university, if there was a central

place to which a man could go to register

and be guided to his work, if he could have

an opportunity to have his work correlated,

if he could have the assistance of the man
with whom he wished to work, then I confi-

dently believe that there would be a very

large number of students who would take

advantage of the unexampled collections

and libraries of Washington.

To make these facilities still more avail-

able, it would be advantageous for the vari-

ous universities of the country to cooperate

with the Washington authorities. In the

catalogue of a university it might be well

to announce the particular lines of work

and the advanced courses which could be

advantageously taken at Washington best

to supplement the work done at the uni-

versity. Such cooperation would even

more clearly emphasize the fact that the

plan for a national university at Wash-

ington is not one to compete with existing

universities, but to supplement them. Of

course, no university could be compelled

to cooperate as suggested, but it can

scarcely be doubted that a large number

would enter into cooperation, since so

doing would be to the advantage of their

students. Thus it is believed that the pro-

posals made, if adopted, will result in a

great gain to science in the country and

also be of direct advantage to existing

universities.

It is to be noted that the plan outlined

does not include that of granting degrees.

The fundamental thing advocated is that

the country gain the advantage of the op-

portunities which exist at Washington,

which they may do with comparatively

little additional cost. To accomplish this

it is not necessary that the departments

undertake the task of examinations, the

approval of theses and the awarding of

degrees.

If there be prejudice against calling the

institution above described a national uni-

versity, it may be given some other name,

since as a matter of fact the institution

proposed would be different from any exist-

ing university in that it would not pro-

fess to give a complete system of courses

regarding any subject, but would give such

specialized courses as the facilities at

Washington made advantageous; and also

it differs from a university in the respect

that it would not grant degrees. For

my own part I do not particularly care

whether or not the institution of which I

speak be called a national university; but

I am most anxious that the great oppor-

tunities at Washington, both in the way of

materials and men, shall be available as

instrumentalities for advanced research,

and that this shall be a national asset.

PROPOSALS APPROVED BY STATE UNIVERSITIES

The proposals made are in perfect har-

mony with the plan for the establishment

of a national university, approved by the

National Association of State Universities.

In the bill introduced into Congress with

the sanction of the association, it is pro-

posed that the essential idea of the national

university be opportunity for study, not

the granting of degrees. It is further pro-

posed that no student shall be permitted to

work in the various departments until he
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shall have had the degree of master of

science or arts, or equivalent training.

This would require that a man shall have

his first degree and shall have pursued

graduate studies for one year and thus

have gone far enough in advanced work to

become qualified to begin a piece of special

investigation. After a student has con-

tinued his work at Washington to the point

where he should have a doctorate, he may-

take his examination and qualify himself

for his doctorate at the institution at which

he previously studied, and thus add to the

prestige of that institution. Naturally, a

part of such qualification would be a thesis

prepared by using the material in the bu-

reaus and departments. If the universi-

ties outside of Washington should coop-

erate with the Washington scientific staff,

a student at Washington might be to a

certain extent under the guidance of the

university from which he came, and by this

means his entire graduate work be made a

harmonious whole.

NOT A RIVAL TO EXISTING INSTITUTIONS

Thus the proposed national university

would not be a rival to existing institu-

tions, but supplementary to them ; not sup-

plementary to one of them, but supple-

mentary to all. In Germany it is the habit

of students when studying for a doctorate

to spend a part of the time at one univer-

sity and a part at another. In some cases

the work for the doctorate may be done at

more than two institutions. The plan to

have the departments at Washington avail-

able for advanced work would undoubtedly

result in giving to many students a broader

training than they now secure because of

the fact that they would do a portion of

their advanced work in a university and a

part in the research departments at Wash-
ington. This arrangement would be most

advantageous, for a part of the work would

be done in institutions where the spirit is

that of a university, and part in the bu-

reaus where the spirit is that of immediate

results; and it is the combination of the

ideal and the practical in a man's educa-

tion which gives the highest capacity for

future useful service to the nation.

SUMMARY

In summary, (1) It is proposed that the

unapproached wealth of books and ma-

terials at Washington for research be made
available to the advanced students of the

country having the baccalaureate degree

and one year of graduate work or its

equivalent.

(2) It is proposed that the scientific staff

at Washington be authorized as a part of

their official duties to give a limited amount

of instruction.

(3) It is proposed to establish an admin-

istrative division, the duties of which shall

be to make the facilities of Washington

known and to guide the students to them.

If desirable this division may be made a

part of the Bureau of Education.

(4) It is proposed that a student com-

pleting his work for a doctorate at Wash-

ington be granted his degree from the insti-

tution from which he came.

(5) It is proposed that existing univer-

sities cooperate in this work with the

departments at Washington.

If this plan be adopted, it can not be

gainsaid that science in America will re-

ceive a great impetus; that the scientific

bureaus at Washington will be inspired to

escape from their bureaucratic bonds at

least in some measure, and if so they will

make larger contributions than heretofore

to the advancement of learning. All the

above results may be accomplished by a

relatively small expense and to the mutual

advantage of the United States depart-

ments and existing universities.

Charles Richard Van Hise
TJniveesity of Wisconsin
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TEE NATIONAL UNIVEBSITX^

I HAVE been asked to make an address

upon the relation of the National Associa-

tion of State University Presidents to the

movement for the establishment of a na-

tional university.

I desire to say in the first place that,

apart from the facts which I shall give

concerning the action of the association, I

shall be presenting my own ideas. I be-

lieve they represent fairly well those of

my colleagues in the association, and yet

as they have not been presented to them

for their criticism or endorsement, I wish

it to be distinctly understood that I am
speaking for nobody but myself in the

argument which I shall present on this

subject.

After the fullest and most careful dis-

cussion of all phases of the subject the Na-

tional Association of State University

Presidents has repeatedly endorsed the

project for the establishment of a national

university.

This means a university established by

the federal government of the United

States, deriving its support primarily from

the federal treasury, subject to the ordi-

nary control which a free government ex-

ercises over its organizations and their

work.

I desire to lay down two or three propo-

sitions which seem to me fundamental in

securing a proper position from which to

judge this whole question. My first propo-

sition is, that in a free state education is

fundamentally a national function. I do

not mean by this that it is necessary for

the federal government of such a free state

to regulate, control or support education;

though it may be desirable that it should

do so. If the locality or the state, or the

^ Abstract of an address delivered before the

National Education Association at Chicago, July

8, 1912.

two together, in a country like ours, will

provide adequately for this national func-

tion, it may be properly enough left to

them; but if they either do not or will not

provide for it, then the federal govern-

ment itself should undertake to see that

provision is made. I mean, therefore, that

education is a national function in the

sense that it is of fundamental importance

to the nation as a whole ; that it should be

properly performed, and if there is no

other way to secure its proper perform-

ance except through the cooperation of the

federal government, then we should have

this cooperation.

I maintain that in a state like ours, edu-

cation is a national function; because to

the permanent endurance of a republic,

popular education is an absolute necessity,

and if it can not be obtained by one form

of governmental organization, then it must

be obtained by another, or the nation will

suffer the consequences. No free govern-

ment can long exist which is based upon

an illiterate people—nay, I believe we may
properly paraphrase Lincoln's great ex-

pression on another subject, that this gov-

ernment can not remain permanently free

if it is based upon a population half literate

and half illiterate. All the people must

become educated to the necessary extent to

secure the basis for democratic govern-

ment, or in a certain sense, all will become

uneducated, i. e., the value of the educated

half will be largely lost, i. e., will fail to se-

cure that degree of education necessary for

the preservation of a free state. Now that

is a national function, to my mind, in its

nature, the adeqiiate performance of which

is essential to the existence of a nation.

From this point of view, education, after

the national defense, is the most distinctly

national function of all the functions

which our society has to perform.

But education is national in its nature
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from another point of view and should be

recognized as such in the organization of

our government. The advantages given

by elementary and secondary and higher

schools are not limited to the communities

which support them. A little red school

house upon a lonely hillside of a New
England state may train the man who will

head a great movement for reform and

progress in a distant state beyond the

Eocky Mountains. The people of the latter

state profit by the education which that

man obtained at the expense of that New
England district, and they should, by all

standards of fairness, contribute their part

toward the support of the school which

produced him. In fact, I think it is not

too much to say that, taken broadly, the

history of this country during the last

two generations demonstrates that in many

eases the chief advantage of the school

system of a community has redounded to

the benefit of other communities in which

the particular boys and girls educated in

these community schools have subsequently

spent their lives and done their work as

members of society. Now if all sections of

the country profit by the existence of edu-

cational advantages in any one community,

so the country and the nation, as a whole,

should be expected to do its part in de-

veloping and supporting these local facili-

ties for education.

There is another reason why education

is in its nature a national and not a local

or state function, and that is that the dis-

advantages of the lack of facilities and the

lack of schools a,re not limited to the com-

munities which suffer such lack of school fa-

cilities to exist. You hear a man say some-

times that it is up to the community to

keep its school, and if it doesn't wish to

keep one, let it suffer the consequences.

But the same thing is true here as in the

case just mentioned, the evil results of

inadequate school facilities do not accrue

alone to the communities which neglect

such matters, but are liable to be of the

most serious consequence to other and dis-

tant communities; because under our

scheme of life, the ebb and flow of our

population is so continuous and so exten-

sive that the boys and girls who have

missed the opportunity for the highest de-

velopment, owing to the lack of these local

facilities, become members of other com-

munities and go into them and into their

work weighted down with all the ignorance

and apathy and indifference to higher

things which is characteristic of an igno-

rant population as a whole. So that alike

by the distrilration of its advantages and

the distribution of its disadvantages, pop-

ular education is in its nature a national

function and not merely a state and local

function, and consequently, unless the lo-

cality and the state can and will perform

this function satisfactorily, the nation

must come in as a unit and through its or-

ganized representative, the federal govern-

ment, contribute its share in this way to

the support of this common institution.

We must not lose sight of the fact that

it is, after all, the American people, as a

whole, that pays the bills. It is not the

nation distinct from the state or the state

distinct from the locality; but it is the lo-

cality and the state taken in their totality

which make up the nation; and it is there-

fore a mere question of expediency through

what organ and to what extent the people

will exercise their power for the purpose

of promoting tjie public welfare.

Now there is another important reason

why the people of the United States should

aid the cause of education through their

federal government as well as through

their state and local government, and that

is that the people, as a whole, can do cer-

tain things through the cooperation of
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their federal government which they can

not do through their state government or

through their local government alone. The

expense of an adequate educational sys-

tem is enormous, and grows continually

with the rising standard of the people as

to what satisfactory education is. An
adequate revenue system will draw upon

national sources of revenue through the

federal government, upon state sources of

revenue through the state, upon local

sources of revenue through local govern-

ment. Some sources of wealth may be

more easily and efficiently tapped through

the federal government than through the

state or local government, and vice versa.

In our scheme of federal government in

this country, we handed over to the central

authority a revenue power—I will not say

more than adequate for the federal pur-

poses which we incorporated in our con-

stitution, but I will say more adequate to

accomplish the national ends contemplated

in the law than were given either to the

state or the locality. The federal govern-

ment can raise funds in many respects

more easily than either the state or the lo-

cality. And a sound financial system de-

mands that that element in our system

shall raise the revenue which it can raise

most easily, and then that a reasonable dis-

tribution of the revenue so raised among

the various federal functions and among

the state and local functions shall be made.

I think our history has demonstrated

clearly enough already that education can

never be properly eared for in this coun-

try unless we draw upon ijational sources

of revenue as a means of assisting in its

support.

Owing to history which I need not re-

count, the southern states, for example,

find themselves in the position of having

two independent and complete systems of

education, for the white and colored races.

respectively. It is quite unreasonable to

hope that in our day and generation the

southern communities will be wealthy

enough, or, what amounts to the same

thing for our purpose, will think they are

wealthy enough, to care adequately for

these great interests, and if the people will

not utilize their other sources of revenue

and their other organs of government to

assist in providing a part of the means

for the solution of this problem, we shall

still continue to suffer as we have suffered

for generations by this situation.

My next proposition is that this country

can not solve its educational problems i%

the large until it recognizes that educa-

tion is the business of the nation and that

pecuniary assistance for its support in a

large way shall come through the organs

of the nation as a unit.

"We can not get the money in any other

way. We refer, of course, by preference

in our educational discussions to the un-

happy educational conditions of certain

portions of the South. But the conditions

are just as really and just as truly inade-

quate over whole sections of the northern

states as they are in the south. We need

not go out of the state of Illinois itself to

find schools which do not deserve that

name. We need not go outside of Illinois

to find local communities which, after tax-

ing themselves to the limit which the law

allows, still have not sufficient money to

maintain, during the months in which a

child ought to be in school, the kind of

school which it is worth the child's while

to attend.

There is another important matter

which we ought not to lose sight of. Great

national issues are pushed forward only

when it is possible to secure national at-

tention for them; only when they have

become national in a formal as well as an

informal way; only when the nation is
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discussing them as great national issues.

If we could get national attention concen-

trated upon our educational problems year

after year as one of the fundamental is-

sues going to the very life of the nation

itself, we should make vastly greater prog-

ress than we do. And this attention we

shall get when we recognize the essentially

national character of education by making

educational policy a part of national

policy. When the federal congress dis-

cusses educational questions as fully, as

completely, as they discuss questions of de-

fense and the tariff and internal improve-

ments, we shall be in a way of securing

for educational issues that attention which

is necessary to their continuous and rapid

solution.

Intimately connected with this fact,

namely, the necessity of securing national

attention for the consideration of national

problems, if we wish to hasten their solu-

tion, is the further one that we could ad-

vance with far greater certainty and with

far greater speed, our national standards,

i. e., the standards of the people taken as

a whole and in their local organizations,

if we can get before the nation, as a whole,

a proper standard of what education means

and what education ought to mean.

The nation then, and not merely the lo-

cal school district or commimity or state,

must become an educational unit in all

grades of education.

It has already become so to a certain ex-

tent. It is becoming so more and more

every passing day. Unequally, it is true

—

in spots only—here and there, but steadily

and persistently. The federal government

has granted lands for the support of ele-

mentary education in nearly all the states

of the union within whose territory were

to be found large stretches of government-

owned land. In fact the federal grants

were the foundations of the school funds

in the vast majority of the states of the

union. But the federal government has

not been content with this. It began some

fifty years ago the policy of developing

within each state in the union a higher

institution of learning supported in large

part, first by federal grants of land; sec-

ond, by the grants of money realized from

the sale of lands ; and finally, by grants of

money raised by the general revenue sys-

tem of the government. To-day we have

sixty-seven such institutions which owe a

part, or the whole, of their income to the

action of the federal government. The

aggregate value of the permanent funds

and equipment of these land grant colleges

themselves exceeds to-day $125,000,000.

The total income of these institutions in

1910 was nearly $23,000,000. It would

take an endowment fund of over $450,000,-

000 to produce this income.

We take pride here in Illinois in the fact

that it was an Illinois farmer and pro-

fessor who first formulated this plan, and

that the legislature of Illinois was the first

American legislature to stand strongly be-

hind this policy of federal grants to higher

education within the states. It has be-

come the greatest scheme of an educational

endowment which the world has ever seen.

The federal government itself contributes

only a small part of the total funds neces-

sary for the support of these institutions,

but it was the giving of that small part

which made the rest of it possible, which

stimulated local and state interest, which

by fixing national standards stimulated

the nation to rise to these standards. I

have very little doubt myself that if it had

not been for the action of the federal gov-

ernment in making these appropriations

for the development of agriculture and the

mechanic arts within the states, we should

be a whole generation behind what we are
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in the development of our educational

system.

Incidentally, I may say that the House

of Representatives of the Illinois legisla-

ture has again led the way in urging upon

the federal government the necessity of

large additional grants for educational

purposes by sending to congress a unani-

mous petition, as follows

:

Whereas, The legislature of Illinois by the

joint resolution of February 8, 1853, was the first

among the American legislatures to petition the

congress of the United States to make a grant of

public land for each state in the union for the

liberal endowment of a system of industrial uni-

versities, one in each state, to promote the more

liberal and practical education of our industrial

classes and their teachers; and,

Whereas, The congress not only made a liberal

grant of land in the year 1862 for this purpose,

but has also followed up this policy once begun by

still more liberal appropriations for the support of

higher education in agriculture and the mechanic

arts, resulting in the great chain of colleges for

agriculture and the mechanic arts to be found in

every state and territory in the union; and,

Whereas, The time has now come for the adop-

tion of a similar policy in the field of elementary

and secondary education; therefore, be it

Sesolved, By the house of representatives of the

state of Illinois, the senate concurring herein,

That the congress of the United States be respect-

fully petitioned to appropriate annually to each

state and territory in the union a sum equal to one

dollar per head of the population of said state or

territory as ascertained by the last census, for the

purpose of establishing, maintaining and extending

in the elementary and secondary schools of said

states and territories, while not excluding other

elementary and secondary subjects, such practical,

industrial and vocational training, including agri-

culture, the mechanic arts, domestic science, manual

training, commercial subjects and such instruction

in other similar subjects of practical nature as the

interests of the community may seem to demand;

and

Besolved Further, That our senators in congress

be instructed and our representatives be requested

to use their best exertions to procure the passage

of a law of congress donating said sum to each

state and territory in the union for said purpose;

Besolved Further, That the governor of this

state is hereby requested to forward a copy of the

foregoing resolutions to our senators and repre-

sentatives in congress and to the executives and

legislatures of each of the other states and terri-

tories, inviting them to cooperate with us in this

meritorious enterprise.

I wish to emphasize again very strongly

that national aid to education, whether

lower or higher, does not necessarily mean
excessive federal centralization and con-

trol. The extent to which the federal gov-

ernment shall have control of the funds

which it devotes to education is a matter

of expediency to be settled from time to

time and from generation to generation, as

national and local needs and possibilities

may dictate.

I should like to call attention to one

other fact, and that is that the federal gov-

ernment, when it wished to develop, by the

expenditure of a comparatively small sum
of money, a system of educational institu-

tions which should have a profound effect

upon the development of elementary and

secondary education, it chose to establish

colleges, not high schools ; colleges, not

grade schools; colleges, not kindergartens.

In other words, it recognized that in the

development of any educational system in

a country, progress goes often from the

so-called higher to the lower. You can not

develop a good high-school system unless

you have a good college system which can

supply the necessary teachers, the neces-

sary guidance, the necessary stimulation,

the necessary leadership. Tou can not

have good grade schools unless you have

good high schools which furnish, taken as

a whole, the training of the teachers em-

ployed in these elementary schools. The

converse is, of course, equally true, that

you can not develop your college beyond a

certain low level of efficiency unless the

high schools can be brought up to a high

level. Nor can you raise the level of your
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high schools to what it ought to be unless

the grade work is done properly.

I desire again to call attention to the

importance to educational advance of se-

curing a national formulation, a national

organization of the educational idea and

educational ideal.

There is a subtle moral and psycholog-

ical reaction upon the people, as a whole,

arising from the formulation and incorpo-

ration of a national ideal in a practical

national policy which spells progress and

success for movements which are able to

find such national expression.

As suggested above, when education is as

regularly the subject of national debate

and national conflict as the tariff, banking

and currency and internal improvements,

we shall take another long step forward

in our educational development.

What I have thus far said applies to all

grades of edueation alike, and it is upon

this foundation that in my advocacy of a

national university I take my stand. If

the views thus far advanced command

your assent, I believe I shall have your

consent to the further proposition I ad-

vance, namely, that one of the essential

elements of our American system of edu-

cation is the kind of r university which

the federal government can build and

which shall stand, so to speak, at the apex

of our educational pyramid, or if you choose

to reverse the simile, it is all one to me

—

which shall be the foundation stone upon

which the pyramid of national edueation

shall be erected; for all history shows that

from the universities, from the highest

schools, have gone forth steadily those in-

fluences which have molded and shaped

and fashioned the popular education in all

times and in all countries.

I mean by a national university, an in-

stitution sufficiently like the ordinary in-

stitutions with which you are all acquainted

to be thoroughly familiar to you. A teach-

ing and training, as well as an investiga-

tive institution, manned with the best men
in all departments in which the human in-

tellect has exercised itself, drawn from

the entire world, equipped with all that

money can provide, for the purpose of

stimulating and increasing our interest in

the world of tbe spirit and the world of

sense about us.

Now one of the fundamental purposes of

a university system is to beget, diffuse and

establish, in the mind—nay, I will say also

in the heart of the people, the scientific

spirit and the scientific method. If this can

be accomplished, the face of the world will

be changed. Now this can be done in cer-

tain respects more easily and more thor-

oughly and more rapidly by means of a

system of state and national universities

than by any other means.

In what I am about to say I am not ani-

mated by any spirit of opposition to the

historic, private institutions of this coun-

try. He would be an ungrateful American

indeed who would cast any slur upon Har-

vard and Yale and Princeton and the

scores of more recently founded private

universities, like Hopkins, Chicago and Le-

laad Stanford and Northwestern, which

are such an honor to our country and our

civilization. I should certainly consider

myself an ingrate if I should say anything

derogatory of Harvard or Pennsylvania

or Chicago or Northwestern, where as stu-

dent or professor or president I had an op-

portunity to prepare myself for public

service, and to have had some small part in

the glorious work of these institutions.

All honor to them, and increasing power

and glory and prosperity! But, friends,

however great they may become—and may
their shadow never grow less—they can

never accomplish the purposes we have

here in mind, namely, to incorporate in a
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visible form the national ideal of univer-

sity education.

I have long been a warm admirer of

President Eliot, in many respects the great-

est figure in American education. He was

kind to me personally when I was a fresh-

man at Harvard. He was for more than a

generation my guide, philosopher and

friend in the field of university education

find administration. I think it is not too

much to say that he revolutionized it to its

great betterment.

But I know no more striking illustra-

tion of the fundamental weakness that doth

beset us all, than President Eliot's notion

that he could make of Harvard a national

university in the sense that we have been

using the term here. That he could make

a private institution, dependent for its re-

sources upon the liberality and self sacri-

fice of alumni, however generous they may
be, or upon the whims of rich men, how-

ever numerous they may be, situated upon

the edge of the country, even though in

such a glorious city as Boston, that he

could make an institution so located, and

so fathered and mothered to be that em-

bodiment of our national ideal of science

and education and art which we are looking

for. Other men have or have had the same

notion for their institutions. Idle and

vain hope ! Neither Harvard nor Yale nor

Columbia nor Princeton, nor all of them

taken together, great as is their function,

great as is their service, can hope to do this

particular service for this country. Nor

Mr. Rockefeller nor Mr. Carnegie nor both

of them together, though multiplied by five

and animated even still more fully than

at present by patriotic unselfishness and

far-sighted motives, can do this thing for

^he nation which, after all, only the nation

can do for itself. The state universities of

^Vlichigan and "Wisconsin and Minnesota

and Illinois and the forty sthers—no one of

them alone nor all of them together, great

as they may become—and we are all headed

for great things—can hope to fill this place,

incorporating in themselves, in such a way
as to satisfy the national longing, that deep-

felt, that unexpressed ideal of university

education.

The reason is simple. No partial ex-

pression will satisfy this longing for whole-

ness. When that which is perfect shall have

come, that which is imperfect will unite

with it and help constitute its perfection

—

private and state institution, with the na-

tional university—making one complete

system, or it will dry up and disappear.

When that which is complete shall have

appeared, that which is incomplete must

become a part of it or be sloughed off or

east into the scrap heap. No national uni-

versity can exist except as the creation and

organ of the national will, shaped and di-

rected by it. Supported and sustained by

this national will, it will be the expression

of you and me and all of us, we a part of

it and it of us.

Such an institution would not injure,

but benefit every private and every state

university, by its superior support, by its

superior prestige, by its greater wealth.

It would strike the popular imagination of

this country in such a way as to give to the

university idea itself an enormous impetus,

the reflex effect of which would show itself

in the increasing prosperity and develop-

ment of every private and state institution.

The foundation of Leland Stanford did

not injure the University of California,

but helped it immensely. The foundation

of the University of Chicago did not injure

Illinois or Northwestern or Michigan or

Wisconsin, but by the bold and striking,

way in which it raised high aloft the stand-

ard of science it gave an impetus to the

university idea which made the work of
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every one of these institutions more ade-

quate and more easy.

The same thing would be true in a larger

degree of a national university, organized

along proper lines, and put under proper

influence.

Such a national university as I have

suggested, located at the site of the federal

government, supported by appropriations

from the federal treasury, controlled and

regulated by federal law, would easily be-

come, as it ought, the crowning institution

of our university system, private and

state alike. It could supplement the short-

comings of our other institutions as well

as emphasize their excellencies. It could

undertake many enterprises of national

scope, and which no existing single institu-

tion, public or private, can aiford to under-

take. It could ofEer to our best qualified

young men and young women, opportu-

nities which only a nation like ours can af-

ford to offer.

Such an institution, located in the na-

tional capital, would exercise a vigorous

and salutary influence on the course of

federal legislation itself. Its pointed

spires and gilded domes would of them-

selves be powerful, though mute, monitors

calling attention to the claims of science to

be the guide of legislations.

Such an institution located in the center

of political power of the greatest nation on

earth would attract in large numbers the

bright and promising youth of other coun-

tries, who, as students here, would imbibe

those fundamental American ideas which

we fondly believe are destined to work out

the salvation of the world when they shall

have done their perfect work, while these

youth would gain added respect for our

society and our ideals, which, carried back

home and incorporated in their own poli-

cies, would contribute powerfully to that

mutual understanding which is the surest

basis for international peace.

Such an institution located in Washing-
ton could utilize for purposes of instruc-

tion and investigation the wonderful re-

sources heaped up by the government of

the United States in its scientific depart-

ments. The National Library, the mu-
seums and collections of all sorts lie largely

fallow at present, waiting for the people of

the United States to make their utilization

possible in the various schools and colleges

of a national university.

Such an institution, located at such a

strategic point, will wield a subtle, ever

deepening and widening influence over

the whole American people in the direction

of increasing their interest in science and

their belief that science is an important ele-

ment in private and national life. It will

be their university, and they will come to

take an increasing pride in, and apprecia-

tion for, the work it is doing; and thus

will, by this reflex effect, be trained to

gradually entertain an ever deeper respect

for the standards and ideals of higher edu-

cation itself.

Friends, such an institution is coming,

as surely and irresistibly as the tides of

ocean. Will you help it, or will you op-

pose it, or, worse than either, will you do

nothing ?

This National Education Association

could secure the establishment of this in-

stitution in a short time if it would only

go after it in earnest.

Ignorance and apathy and prejudice

have thus far been most potent in prevent-

ing the realization of this dream of Wash-

ington.

Private institutions, religious and secu-

lar, have opposed, thus far successfully, the

movement. Private institutions, men of

wealth, men of no wealth, men of ideas,

men of no ideas, have set themselves against

this project. It is up to you and the like

of you to help bring this about in our day

and generation.
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This great power can be set to work im-

mediately in the interests of science and

art and education, supplementing, rein-

forcing our defective and weak system of

education. Every day its coming is de-

layed represents so much pure loss to the

causes in which you are interested; to the

welfare of this nation, and to civilization

in general by all that it might contribute

if it were now at work.

This institution, this national univer-

sity, would be one of the most important

elements in making this nation of ours in

reality what it is in our dreams and hopes

and fond anticipations, the leader of the

world in art, in science and education, and

in civilization.

Edmund J. James
TjNivERSirY OF Illinois

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS

Dr. Anton Fritsch, director of the zoolog-

ical and paleontological division of the Mu-

seum at Prague, has celebrated liis eightieth

birthday.

Sir William Eamsay has been elected a for-

eign associate of the Paris Academy of Medi-

cine.

Dr. a. Engler, professor of botany in the

University of Berlin, has been elected a cor-

responding member of the Paris Academy of

Sciences.

George Amos Dorset, associate professor

of anthropology in the University of Chicago,

who has recently returned from a three years'

tour of the world and investigations in his

special field of research, was given a banquet

in Chicago on July 30 by the directors of the

Chicago Geographical Society, of which Dr.

Dorsey was at one time president.

Dr. John K. Small, bead curator of the

museums and herbarium of the New York
Botanical Garden, was given the honorary de-

gree of doctor of science at the one hundred

and twenty-fifth anniversary of Franklin Col-

lege, Lancaster, Pa., on June 13.

Dr. D. H. Scott, president of the Linnean

Society of London, has been elected a foreign

member of the Academy of Sciences at Copen-

hagen.

Sir Patrick Manson has retired from the

position of medical adviser to the Colonial

Ofiice, and has been appointed a Knight

Grand Cross of the Order of St. Michael and

St. George in recognition of his eminent serv-

ices in connection with the investigation of

the cause and cure of tropical disease.

The Moson gold medal for research in

clinical medicine has been awarded by the

Royal College of Physicians, London, to Sir

David Ferrier, F.R.S., and the Murehison

memorial scholarship, founded in memory of

Dr. Charles Murehison, has been awarded to

Dr. W. Eees Thomas.

Dr. Joseph H. White, of the United States

Public Health and Marine Hospital Service,

has been asked to become a member of the

Boston board of health to act as an expert in

the health department.

At the recent annual meeting of the Im-

perial Cancer Research Fund in London Dr.

William H. Woglom, of Brooklyn, was ap-

pointed first assistant in New York, a position

maintained under the Crocker Fund for the

Investigation of Cancer. Dr. Woglom was

sent to London by the directorate of the

Crocker Fund to pursue a course of studies

under Dr. Bashford, director of the Cancer Re-

search Fund.

Dr. Edgar W. Olive, professor of botany

in the State College of South Dakota, has

been appointed curator in the Brooklyn Bo-

tanic Garden.

Mr. Herbert E. Ives has resigned his posi-

tion in the Physical Laboratory of the Na-

tional Electric Lamp Association in Cleve-

land to accept the position of physicist of the

United Gas Improvement Company of Phila-

delphia, where bis work will consist of consul-

tation and research in connection with the

measurement and utilization of heat and

light.

Mr. E. H. Tennyson d'Eyncourt has been'

appointed director of naval construction to
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the British Admiralty, Mr. W. J. Berry be-

comes assistant director and Sir Philip Watts

is to be retained as adviser on naval construc-

tion.

We learn from Nature that Professor L. E.

Bouvier, of the Jardin des Plantes, has been

appointed " Ray Lankester Investigator " for

1912-13, and will occupy the Eay Lankester

table in the laboratory of the Marine Biolog-

ical Association at Plymouth. At the request

of the trustees, the nomination for this first

appointment was made by Sir E. Hay Lank-

ester, K.C.B., F.R.S.

Dr. Irwin Shepard, of Winona, Minn., for

many years secretary of the National Educa-

tional Association, has resigned.

Edwin Brant Erost, professor of astrophys-

ics in the University of Chicago and director

of the Yerkes Observatory at William Bay,

Wisconsin, has been granted leave of absence

for a year by the trustees of the university.

Professor J. C. Arthur and Dr. E. D.

Kern, of Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.,

are spending July and August studying the

plant rusts of Colorado, especially along the

lines of the Denver and Rio Grande Railway

in the southern half of the state, where the

problems of association and distribution of

species are unusually well presented.

Dr. E. B. Copeland, dean of the College of

Agriculture, Los Baflos, P. I., who has been

visiting the United States, returned to the

Philippines at the end of August.

Commander Evans, R.N., of the British

Antarctic Expedition, has left England for

New Zealand, where he will resume command
of the Terra Nova, which will proceed to the

south polar regions to meet Captain Scott and

his party.

Professor C. Juday, of the University of

Wisconsin, gave two lectures on the physics

and chemistry of lake waters and their bio-

logical significance during the latter part of

July, at the Indiana University Biological

Station, Winona Lake, Indiana.

Dr. Guy Montrose Whipple, of the School

of Education, Cornell University, has given

three lectures on " The Training of Memory,"
" The Psychology of the Marking System

"

and " The Supernormal Child " at the sum-

mer session of the University of Illinois.

Professor Eugene Lamb Richards, emeri-

tus professor of mathematics of Yale Univer-

sity, died on August 5, aged seventy-four

years.

Dr. Maurice Howe Richardson, Moseley

professor of surgery at Harvard University,

died on July 31, aged sixty-one years.

The deaths are also announced of Professor

Edmund von Neusser, known for his work on

internal diseases, at Vienna, and of Dr.

Monoyer formerly professor of ophthalmology

in the faculty of medicine of the University

of Lyons.

The United States Civil Service Commis-

sion invites attention to the regular fall ex-

aminations for scientific assistants in the De-

partment of Agriculture, to be held October

16-17, 1912. Examinations will be given in

the following subjects: Agronomy, dairying,

entomology, farm management, forage crops,

horticulture, library science, nutrition of man
and calorimetry, plant breeding, plant path-

ology, pomology, seed testing, soil bacteriol-

ogy, soil chemistry, soil surveying. The com-

mission also announces examinations on Sep-

tember 4, to fill vacancies in the dairy di-

vision of the Bureau of Animal Industry, De-

partment of Agriculture, in the positions of

assistant dairymen, qualified respectively in

market milk investigations, dairy farming

and butter making, at salaries of from $1,500

to $1,740 a year.

The sixth Congress of the International

Association for testing Materials will meet

in New York City from September 2 to 7.

The headquarters of the congress are at 29

West 39th St., New York City.

The agricultural bill includes an appro-

priation of $80,000 on behalf of the Pennsyl-

vania Chestnut Tree Blight Commission for

the investigation and suppression of chest-

nut tree bark disease. The government is

authorized to cooperate with the states, in-
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eluding Pennsylvania, which has already ap-

propriated $275,000 for the purpose.

Dr. Wilhelm Paul Gerhardt, of Brooklyn,

N. T., has given a collection of books, num-

bering 275 volumes, to the sanitary and bio-

logical department of the College of the City

of New York, and a geographical collection of

about 150 text-books and atlases to Teachers

College, Columbia University. A third col-

lection of several hundred volumes has been

presented to the Illuminating Engineering

Society of New York City.

A DONOR who wishes for the present to re-

main anonymous, has given the Chancellor of

the Exchequer a sum of £10,000, of which

£3,000 is to be handed to the National Mu-

seum of Wales, Cardiff, £2,000 to the Univer-

sity College of Wales, Cardiff, and £5,000 to

the National Library of Wales, Aberystwith.

Under the will of Sir James Inglis, a former

president of the Institution of Civil Engi-

neers, the institution has received a legacy

of £5,000, to be applied to its new building

which is now in course of erection in Great

George Street, Westminster, and to which he

had during his lifetime contributed liberally.

Nature states that in response to a joint

appeal made by the Eoyal Society of South

Africa and the South African Association for

the Advancement of Science to the Union

government, a sum of £500 has been voted

during the current financial year as a grant-

in-aid for the purpose of assistance in scien-

tific work in or relating to South Africa. A
scheme for the administration of this and

future funds available for the same purpose

on lines similar to that of the Government

Grant Fund of the Eoyal Society has been

prepared by a joint committee representing

the two above-mentioned societies.

The report of the American members of the

commission appointed by the International

Mathematics Congress, held in Rome in 1908,

to study the subject of the teaching of mathe-

matics in the several countries has been pub-

lished for free distribution by the United

States Bureau of Education.

A PERMANENT memorial of the recent cele-

bration of the two hundred and fiftieth anni-

versary of the Royal Society in the form of a

volume of collotype facsimiles of the signa-

tures of the founders, patrons and fellows of

the society recorded in its first journal-book

and the charter-book from 1660 to the present

time is to be issued shortly by Mr. Henry
Frowde. The work will contain a preface by

Sir Archibald Geikie. The third edition, re-

vised and rearranged, of " The Record of the

Royal Society of London," is also announced.

We learn from the Journal of the American

Medical Association that on June 1 the su-

perior health magistracy of Saxony, the

Landesmedizinalkollegium, was substantially

extended and converted into a national health

department. Its field includes the making of

reports on matters of medical and veterinary

interest, the advice of the government in the

preparation and execution of sanitary laws,

and the supervision and management of the

scientific institutes subordinate to it.

Petroleum production in the United States

in 1911 surpassed its own record made in

1910 by an increase of nearly 11,000,000 bar-

rels. In 1910 the output was 209,557,248 bar-

rels. The total production of the world also

surpassed all previous records, amounting to

over 345,000,000 barrels, and of this the United

States produced more than 63 per cent. The
value of this enormous output of oil in the

United States for 1911 was $134,044,752, the

average price being 60.8 cents a barrel.

Final figures have been compiled by David T.

Day, the petroleum statistician of the United

States Geological Survey, and have just been

made public in a statement issued by the sur-

vey. The increase for the year was caused

principally by the gain in California, which

was by far the largest producer, its output

being over 81,000,000 barrels. Another fac-

tor in the increase was the discovery of oil at

Vinton, La., and the comparatively new Caddo

field in Louisiana also grew in importance.

A find of high-grade oil at Electra, in north-

ern Texas, was another notable event of the

year. With a gain in production of nearly
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11,000,000 barrels and with an increase in

price at the end of the year, it is evident that

an unusual condition in the oil market ex-

isted. The three commodities of general

market value to be considered in connection

with crude oils are gasoline, kerosene and re-

siduals, the last suitable for fuels in the west

and for lubricants and wax in the east. In

the trade " naphtha " is the name generally

applied to oils lighter than kerosene as distilled

from crude oil, but by the public the term
" gasoline " is applied to the light fraction of

the oil suitable for internal-combustion en-

gines. In fact, when crude naphtha is redis-

tilled it is for the most part separated so as to

yield gasoline and lighter or heavier kerosene.

The demand for gasoline has become so im-

perative that little or none is now allowed to

lower the safety of lamp oils; the latter have

therefore greatly improved in character. In

the production for 1911 California led with

81,134,391 barrels; Oklahoma took second

place, with 56,069,63Y barrels; Illinois was

third, with 31,317,038 barrels; and Louisiana

was fourth, with 10,720,420 barrels. The

prices of the different oils varied greatly,

ranging from 47 cents to $1.32 a barrel.

Thus while the production in Pennsylvania

was only 8,248,158 barrels, its value was $10,-

894,074, whereas Louisiana, which produced

10,720,420 barrels, received for it only $5,668,-

814. The greatest increases in production in

1911 were in California, 8,123,831 barrels; in

Oklahoma, 4,040,919 barrels and in Louisiana,

3,879,025 barrels. The principal decreases

were in Illinois, 1,826,324 barrels, and in

Ohio 1,099,258 barrels. The following table

of total production shows the general increase

in production for the United States since 1901.

1901 69,389,194

1903 100,461,337

1905 134,717,580

1907 166,095,335

1909 183,170,874

1911 220,449,391

: . AccoRDjNG to Terrestrial Magnetism, prepa-

j-ations .arp, being made, under the superin-

tendence of Professor Tanakadate, to send out

four parties for making a new magnetic sur-

vey of Japan, to be completed within two

years. The same general scheme of work will

be followed according to which the first survey

of about eighteen years ago was successfully

accomplished under Professor Tanakadate's

direction. The issuing of the British Ad-

miralty chart of lines of equal magnetic dec-

lination has been recently transferred from

the Hydrographic Department of the Ad-

miralty to the Magnetic and Meteorological

Department of the Royal Observatory, Green-

wich.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
It is reported that Mr. P. A. B. Widener,

of Philadelphia, has increased to one million

dollars his gift to Harvard University for a

library building in memory of his grandson,

Harry Elkins Widener.

The late Dr. John Dixon Mann, who oc-

cupied the chair of forensic medicine in the

University of Manchester from 1892 until his

death last April, bequeathed to the university

the sum~of £1,000. By resolution of the coun-

cil, the money has been added to the special

fund for the encouragement of medical re-

search.

At the University of California work has be-

gun on a laboratory for the Citrus Experiment

Station at Riverside, funds for this building

and for the site on which it stands having

been appropriated by the last legislature.

The new laboratory will be thoroughly

equipped, and will become headquarters for

some of the work for advancing the interests

of the orange and lemon industries hereto-

fore carried on by the university at Whit-

tier. The United States Department of

AgTiculture will cooperate with the univer-

sity at Riverside, stationing there agricul-

tural experts to study the problems of the

citrus industry. Professor J. Eliot Coit has

been appointed director of the laboratory.

Nature states that the establishment of the

new university in^ western: Australia is pro-

gressing satisfactorily, and the senate is

open to receive applications for the filling of

eight professorial chairs. Parliament has
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voted an annual minimum endowment of

£13,500 towards the administration and needs

of the university, and the chair of agriculture

has been fully endowed by the newly ap-

pointed Chancellor, Sir W. Hackett. Mr. H.

Gunn, who carried out similar work in South

Africa with success, has been appointed or-

ganizer of the university, and is now actively

engaged in making preparations for the in-

auguration of the institution early next year.

Dr. B. E. Eay, at present of the Experi-

ment Station and College of Agriculture,

North Carolina, has accepted a position as

professor of chemistry in the College of Agri-

culture and Mechanic Arts, Mayaguez, P. R.

Special attention will be given to the develop-

ment of courses in sugar chemistry.

Professor I. F. Lewis, Ph.D. (Hopkins), of

Randolph-Macon College, Ashland, Va., has

accepted a call to the assistant professorship

of botany at the University of Wisconsin.

Mr. J. W. Merritt, assistant in mineralogy

at Northwestern University, has been ap-

pointed instructor in geology at Dartmouth

College.

At University College, Reading, Dr. S. M.

T. Auld, lecturer in the chemical department

of the Southeastern Agricultural College at

Wye, has been appointed professor of agricul-

tural chemistry, and Mr. John Coding, of the

Midland Agricultural College, has been ap-

pointed research chemist in dairying.

H. Maxwell Lefoy has been appointed pro-

fessor of entomology at the Imperial College

of Science and Technology, South Kensing-

ton, London.

Professor Johannes Fitting, director of

the State Botanical Institute at Hamburg,
has been called to Bonn, as the successor of

Professor Strasburger.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE

THE CORROSION OP IRON AND STEEL

To THE Editor of Science: In the issue of

Science for April 26, 1912, appears a review of

a recent book, " The Corrosion of Iron and

Steel," by J. Newton Friend, Ph.D. The re-

view is signed " William H. Walker." The

writer did not see this review at the time it

was issued in Science, but his attention has

just been called to it in a curious way. It

appears that the review has been reprinted in

pamphlet form for distribution as a commer-

cial argument. The commercial argument is

based upon the following paragraph from Pro-

fessor Walker's review

:

It is a matter of regret that the author has been

misled, as have also the reviewer and others, by

giving credence to statements and data supplied

by the American Rolling Mill Co., of Middletown,

Ohio, which he publishes on pages 114, 250, 276

and 351, regarding the purity of this firm's prod-

ucts. For example, the material said to have the

analysis published on page 114, as containing

99.954 per cent, iron, and which on page 276 is

proposed as a standard for pure iron on which to

base a corrosion factor, was later found by the

author himself, Trmch to his surprise, to contain

.172 per cent, copper.

In the commercial reprint referred to, the

portion of the quotation from Professor Walk-

er's review which the writer has italicized, ap-

peared in large block letters. There is only

one inference that the reader of this pamphlet

could form, which is that The American Roll-

ing Mill Co., of Middletown, Ohio, is pur-

posely putting copper into their material for

some ulterior purpose.

The writer must express himself as being

surprised, to say the least, that Professor

Walker should have included in a review of a

scientific book such a paragraph as this, based

upon an analysis of a single open market

sample which was manufactured in the early

days of a new industry. Professor Walker

must be well aware of the situation with re-

spect to the elimination of copper from iron

in the open hearth furnace, for under date of

March 16, 1911, the writer wrote to Professor

Walker as follows:

In regard to the point you raise about copper in

ingot iron, I can only tell you that at the time

when the American Rolling Mill Co. first adopted

the slogan in a trade way, of '
' 99.94 per cent,

pure," they had not established their chemical

research laboratory and had paid no attention to

the possible appearance of small amounts of copper

in the iron, which came from the ore and selected
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scrap Tvhich they, in common with other open

hearth people, are obliged to use. They are now

well aware that ingot iron carries normally about

0.1 per cent, of copper, although efforts are being

made to reduce this, with some success. In the

meantime, they are explaining that their "99.94"

applies only to the usual impurities which have

been discussed in relation to the manufacture of

pure irons, such as carbon, manganese, sulphur,

phosphorus and silicon.

Since the date of this letter, with the

writer's advice, The American Rolling Mill

Co. has reduced their purity guarantee to

99.84 in order to be certain to be on the right

side with respect to the small unavoidable

copper content. As a matter of fact, the

copper content of the pure iron product now
manufactured hy The American Rolling Mill

Co. is running normally 0.030 per cent, of

copper, or better. The elimination of copper

to this small percentage has been a matter that

has required expert chemical engineering and

very careful buying of raw material. At no

time has The American Rolling Mill Co. ever

introduced copper into their material except in

the case of three experimental heats which

were made under the supervision of the vsrriter

with the intention of determining what ef-

fect, if any, the introduction of small amounts

of copper would have upon the qualities of the

material. Subsequent tests showed that the

introduction of copper into iron served no

good purpose, and therefore the effort by The

American Rolling Mill Co. to completely elim-

inate it has gone on with unremitting zeal.

From a commercial point of view, it is per-

haps not to be wondered at that the attempt to

manufacture an extremely pure iron on the

same large scale of operation usual in steel

manufacturing should have aroused the bitter

enmity and active hostility of competing in-

terests in this country. It is, however, cer-

tainly unfair to the efforts which have been

made to establish the pure open hearth iron

industry for the first time in the United

States or, in fact, in the world, to have scien-

tific literature distributed with the intent to

produce the impression that the object of the

manufacturer is not to produce a pure ma-

terial but to load it with another metal for an

ulterior purpose. If Professor Walker had

taken the trouble to inform himself in regard

to this question as late as April, 1912, he would

have discovered that the normal heats of the

pure iron made by The American Rolling Mill

Co. do not contain more than .03 per cent, of

copper, for any one interested in investiga-

tions along this line is welcome to obtain his

own samples directly from the mill in which

the material is being manufactured.

The total elimination of copper from a highly

refined iron is not an easy metallurgical prob-

lem. The charge for the open hearth furnace,

whether steel or pure iron is to be made in it,

is normally a mixture of pig iron and selected

scrap. If the object is to refine the mixture

so as to produce a commercially pure iron,

very special attention has to be paid to the

amount of copper which may be carried in

the raw material. Open market iron of the^

present day is likely to carry much more copper

than was formerly the case. This is largely

due to the fact that the introduction of lifting

magnets for loading and unloading, has made

available in the metallurgical arts, machine

shop turnings and other useful sources of iron.

From the conservation point of view, a move-

ment of great value has therefore been de-

veloped by the use of the lifting magnet.

Since, however, copper is not in the slightest

degree eliminated in the refining processes of

the open hearth furnace, unusual care has to

be taken in selecting raw material, to see that

it is not contaminated with copper. Owing to

the increased uses of copper and bronze in

bearings and other parts of machinery, even

so-called "heavy melting stock" is likely

to carry unknown quantities of copper.

Nevertheless, by careful selection of scrap and

pig iron used in the processes, and by paying

more for selected materials, it is possible by

the exercise of continuous vigilance to keep

the copper content down to a minimum point.

It is a curious fact that while The Ameri-

can Rolling Mill Co. has been making every

effort to fight copper and keep it at the lowest

possible point, a number of the steel manu-
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facturers have been deliberately adding copper

to their steel, because it has been found that

small amounts of this element caused the

metal to be more insoluble in dilute acids.

Most investigators agree that an acid test

should not be made the sole basis of specifica-

tion where resistance to atmospheric corrosion

is required in the product, but nevertheless the

fact that a metal can be shown resistant to the

attack of mineral acids has been in the past,

and is still, used as an attractive salesmen's

argument.

The writer can not help regretting that

Professor Walker should have included a

paragraph in a scientific review, written in

such a manner that it could be reprinted and

used in a commercial contest with the object

of producing a false impression.

Professor Walker in the same review takes

occasion to regret that Dr. Priend had rec-

ommended this pure open hearth iron as a

possible standard on which to base a corrosion

factor. The writer has used this material in

this way for some time, and the U. S. Bureau
of Standards has recently acquired a quan-

tity of the same metal in which the sum of

the total impurities present, including the

gases, is less than two tenths of a per cent.

It would appear to the writer that there is

such a thing as professional ethics in respect

to the scientific treatment of scientific books

reviewed in a scientific journal, and that

such reviews should not be used to introduce

false impressions to be afterwards touted

about the country as " salesmen's arguments."

It is an unfortunate fact that the development

of this new step in metallurgy, namely, the

manufacture for the first time of commer-

cially pure iron in the open hearth furnace, on

a large scale of operation, should have called

forth active enmity from so many unexpected

quarters in this country.

- Allerton S. Cushman

-••. ITONID.E vs.
' CECIDOMYnD^

" A NOTE by Dr. E. P. Felt in Science for

July 5 (p. 17) calls attention to a matter

somewhat aside from the question of priority

in nomenclature, but one which should not be

disregarded by zoologists who are striving to

attain stability and accuracy in the designa-.

tion of taxonomic groups. There is much dis-

sension among systematic zoologists regard-

ing the status of Meigen's 1800 names for his

genera of diptera which were rechristened by

him in 1804. As is well known, the latter

names were in common use for a full century

and many workers are not in sympathy with

those who advocate the adoption of the older,

long-forgotten names. Whether the generic

name Cecidomyia should become Itonida de-

pends upon our acceptance of Meigen's earlier

names, but no one should countenance the ap-

pearance in print of a family name " Iton-

idae " in place of the proper form Itonididse

formed from Itonida. The international code

is very specific on this point, stating that:

" The name of a family is formed by adding

the ending idee, the name of a subfamily by

adding inw, to the root of the name of its type

genus."

No one has seen fit to criticize this portion

of the code, so far as the writer is aware, and

students of these same Diptera have previ-

ously used in many instances the carefully

formed family name Cecidomyiidse even

though this approaches dangerously near

the tabooed " unpronounceable combination "

which we are warned diligently to avoid.

There has been much laxity in the use of care-

lessly formed family names by zoologists, par-

ticularly Americans, and the writer must plead

guilty with the rest.

A little care on the part of systematists will

serve to eliminate all such barbaric family

names, and would add to the dignity of zoolog-

ical nomenclature. Q^ x. Brues
Bdssey Institution, .

Harvard University

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
American Permian Vertebrates. By Samuel
W. WiLLiSTON. University of Chicago

Press, Chicago, HI. 1911. Pp. 145 with

frontispiece, plates I-XXXVIII, and 32

text figures.

This work from the pen of one of the most
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eminent paleontologists is bound to attract

attention from the clear anatomical descrip-

tions of the forms under review and the con-

servative stand in the matter of conjectural

speculations. The book, as the author says,

" comprises a series of monographic studies,

together with briefer notes and descriptions, of

new or little-known amphibians and reptiles

from the Permian deposits of Texas and New
Mexico."

The sources of material are mainly three:

the University of Chicago collection, made in

recent years by field parties under the charge

of Mr. Paul Miller or the author; earlier col-

lections of the University of Texas, made by

Professor E. C. Case; and finally the great

Marsh collection in the Peabody Museum at

Tale University, which proves an increasingly

fruitful field for research as its varied treas-

ures are brought to light. An interesting

comment upon our knowledge of reptilian

classification shows that the time is not yet

ripe to attempt phylogenies of the groups

other than the dinosaurs, crocodiles, phyto-

saurs, pterosaurs and rhynchosaurs, because

we are less sure of them than we were a dozen

years ago. " The more recent general classi-

fications of the reptiles by Cope, Osborn,

Boulenger, and others have offered suggestions

of value, but they are by no means the real

solutions of the reptilian and amphibian

phylogenies. The recent classifications of

Jaekel are not to be taken seriously," Cer-

tain morphological problems are discussed in

the following pages and the author has given

what seem to be the legitimate conclusions

regarding the immediate relationships of the

forms under discussion. The present work,

however, is offered more as a contribution to

our knowledge of ancient reptiles and am-

phibians, with such summaries and definitions,

based chiefly upon American forms, as our

knowledge at hand permits. The illustrations

of the work throughout were made by the

author.

A summary of the genera from the Texas

Permian follows: Amphibia: Lysorophus,

Diplocaulus, Trimerorhachis (apparently ab-

sent from the upper part), Eryops, Oacops,

Dissorophus, Aspidosaurus, Cardiacephalus.

Eeptilia: from the uppermost beds, Labido-

saurus, Naosaurus, Dimetrodon; from lower

horizons, Naosaurus, Dimetrodon, Clepsy-

drops, Varanosaurus, Trispondylus, Casea,

Armoscelis, Captorhinus, Diadectes, Sey-

mouria, etc., of which perhaps the most char-

acteristic are Labidosaurus of the upper and

Cricotus of the lower zones. Williston feels

confident, however,- that no definite line can be

made between the two divisions, and that at

present Clear Fork can be used in a general

way to designate the upper, and Wichita the,

lower part of the Texas deposits.

Most of the important specimens come from

two isolated deposits known as the Cacops and

Craddock bone beds, the former of which is

among the most remarkable deposits of fossil

vertebrates known, especially when one con-

siders the almost universal rarity of Permian

remains.

The Cacops deposit lies in the valley of the

Wichita in northern Texas about five miles

west of the Vernon road, not far from Indian

Creek, while the Craddock bone bed lies about

six miles northwest of Seymour, also in

northern Texas. The Tale material, on the

other hand, comes mainly from New Mexico,

all of the Marsh types coming from a deposit

which Williston has designated the Baldwin

bone bed.

The research of Professors Williston and

Case is one of great promise, not only in the

ultimate clarifying of our vision with regard

to the anatomy and relationships of these

ancient forms, but in revealing to us the ac-

tual stages of transition between two great

vertebrate classes, the Amphibia and Eeptilia.

For his present book Professor Williston de-

serves our gratitude, and we look forward con-

fidently to still more notable results when his

researches shall have been completed.

KicHARD SwANN Lull

Tale Univeesitt

Microhiology, for Agricultural and Domestic

Science Students. By Marshall and others.

Philadelphia, P. Blakiston's Son and Co.

In this work, of which Chas. E. Marshall
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is editor, there have been brought together and

collated as one, a large number of separate

articles upon various phases of bacteriology,

mycology and protozoology. The plan of the

editor has been to have the various phases of

these extensive subjects written up by such

persons among our American scientists as

have made them specialties, and then to have

them edited and collated so as to constitute a

logical vchole. The result has been to produce

a very remarkable book. Other books upon

bacteriology, because of the many phases of

the subject, have the fault of being one-sided,

since each author inevitably knovps his own
phase of the subject best, and not only writes

this part best, but is almost sure to exaggerate

its importance. If he has been especially in-

terested in the pathological side, pathological

bacteriology becomes too prominent, while if

he has worked himself upon soils, soil bacteri-

ology becomes over-emphasized. By the plan

of Marshall this becomes impossible, since each

author is expected to write upon his specialty

alone and to give it all the emphasis he can

in the space allotted to him. Any error in

perspective can thus come only from an error

in the space allotted to each subject. In the

balancing of the various topics presented in

the work excellent judgment is shown, though

perhaps, considering its immense importance,

comparatively too little space is devoted to

pathological microbiology. The result is a

book treating of a large variety of subjects

and all written by specialists who know their

subjects so thoroughly that they can speak

with authority. Under these conditions not

only are the subjects efficiently handled, but

there is a minimum of error, since no part of

the book is the product of one writing except

on familiar ground.

On the other hand the plan has the disad-

vantage of showing considerable inequality in

the skill of the treatment of its difFerent parts.

Twenty different axithors can not be equally

successful in the presentation of their sub-

ject, and no amount of editing can avoid dis-

crepancies in the manner and skill of treat-

ment. Another result has been to produce a

book of a size almost unmanageable for its

original purpose. Designed as a text-book

for agricultural and domestic science students,

it has become what might almost be called a

collection of monographs. It is a book of 700

pages, of large size, small print, narrow spac-

ing and with matter form condensed to the

smallest possible number of words, and to-

gether forms a bulk of material practically

hopeless to expect an ordinary college class to

master. As a book of reference it is invalu-

able, but the substance is too great to expect

it can be handled by any class. But recogniz-

ing these limitations, the book becomes a most

extremely valuable addition to the literature

of bacteriology, perhaps the most valuable

single publication that has yet appeared. The
various authors are particularly to be thanked

for the time and care taken in what must at

best be a work of love.

A better idea of the scope of the work may
be obtained from the following condensed out-

line:

Part I. Morphology and culture of microorgan-

isms, including molds (Thom), yeasts (Bioletti),

bacteria (Dorset) and protozoa (Todd).

Part II. Physiology of microorganisms (Rahn).

Nutrition and metabolism.

Physical influences.

Chemical influences.

Mutual influences.

Part III. Applied microbiology, including micro-

biology of the air (Buchanan), of water (Har-

rison), sewage (Phelps), the soil (Lipman), of

milk (Stocking), of butter and cheese (Has-

tings), of special dairy products (Stocking), of

desiccation of foods (Buchanan), of preserva-

tion by heat (Edwards), by cold (MacNeal), by

chemicals (MacNeal), food poisoning (Mac-

Neal), alcoholic products (Bioletti), vinegar

(Bioletti), other fermented products (Bioletti),

vaccines (King), antisera and other products

(King), diseases of plants (Saekett), methods

and channels of infection in man and animals

(McCampbell), immunity and susceptibility

(McCampbell), microbial diseases of man and

animals by various authors and control of in-

fectious diseases (Hill).

This outline gives an idea of the compre-

hensiveness with which the subjects are
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covered; only an. examination of the work

itself can show the method of treatment and

the completeness with which the many phases

of the many-sided microbiology are treated.

The book is well printed, though the type is

small and the pages look crowded. There are

128 figures in the hook, of widely varying

grades of merit. The editing is well done and

the errors are few. Whether or not the book

will prove useful in classes it will be indis-

pensable for a bacteriologist's book shelves.

H. W. Conn

SPECIAL AETICLES

STUDIES ON THE WILT DISEASE, OR " FLACHERIA "

OF THE GYPSY MOTH

For the past six months we have been en-

gaged in a study of the cause and nature of

the wilt disease of gypsy moth caterpillars.

The disease, so far as we are able to learn, is

similar to the one attacking the nun moth
(Lymantria monacha L.) in Germany. But

although the investigations carried on in that

country have led usually to negative results so

far as the causative agent of the disease is

concerned, still the work has been in the main

of a scientific character. We are speaking of

such work as has been done by Escherieh,

Prowazek and Tubeuf. This is more than can

be said of some of the attempts made in this

country and we thoroughly agree with

Escherieh,^ who says, in speaking of a recent

paper by Mr. William EeifE" " Es fehlt also so

ziemlich alles, was zu einem wissenschaft-

lichen Beweis fiir die behaupteten Zusam-

menhange gehort."

Our first attempts were confined to a search

for protozoa in the tissues of the caterpillars,

and while dissecting and examining these

many were seen to contain certain polygonal

bodies clustered around their trachese. These

bodies have a very high refractive index and

resist all stains, with the exception of iodine,

^ Natunviss. Zeitschr. fiir Forst und Landwirt-

schaft, Heft 2 u. 3, Feb.-Marz, 1912, p. 85.
' '

' The Wilt Disease, or Flacherie of the Gypsy
Moth," published by the Bussey Institution of

Harvard University, 1911.

in which they take on a uniform tint. No
definite internal structure can be detected,

however, and it finally dawned upon us that

we had a case here analogous to the one in

the nun moth. Bolle' first found these bodies

in sick silkworms, and Tubeuf later discov-

ered them in nun moth caterpillars afflicted

with the " Wipfelkrankheit," a sickness the

symptoms of which seem to be in many re-

spects similar to those of the gypsy moth

wilt. Wachtl and Kornauth' were the first to

realize that the so-called polyhedral bodies

have a diagnostic value, for caterpillars

afflicted with " Wipfelkrankheit " are never

free from them. Wolff° thinks that they are

reaction-bodies having nothing to do with the

cause of the disease. This he believes to be

due to the presence of certain bodies called

" Chlamydozoa " by Prowazek. Wolbach and

McKee," however, have since shown that the

" Chlamydozoa " are products of mucous se-

cretions under pathological conditions and

not organisms. Escherieh and Miyajima' re-

sumed the study of the polyhedral bodies and

besides presenting many original observations,

confirmed Wachtl and Kornauth's results as

to the high diagnostic value of these crystal-

like aggregates. The figures and descriptions

given by the former authors are very good,

and we have no reason to doubt that the bod-

ies which we find in the gJTpsy moth are pre-

cisely the same. At the beginning of the in-

fection these polyhedral bodies are few in

' '
' Der Seidenbau in Japan, nebst einem Au-

hang: Die Gelb-oder Fettsueht der Seidenraupe,

eine parasitare Krankheit, " Budapest, Wien und

Leipzig (Hartlebens Verlag), 1898.

* '
' Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Morphologie, Biol-

ogie und Pathologie der Nonne," Mitteil. forstl.

Versuchswesen Osterreichs, Heft XVI., Wien, 1893.

' '
' Uber eine neue Krankheit der Eaupe von

Bupalus piniarius L.," Kaiser Wilhelm-Institutes

fiir Landwirtschaft in Bromberg, Band III., Heft

2, 1910, s. 69-92.

" '
' The Nature of Trachoma Bodies, '

' Journ.

Med. Besearcli, n. s.. Vol. XIX., No. 2, pp. 259-

264, April, 1911.
' '

' Studien fiber die Wipfelkrankheit der

Nonne, '
' Ncdurwiss. Zeitschr. fiir Forst und Land-

wirtschaft, Heft 9, 1911, pp. 381-^02.
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numbers, but later they surround the tracheae

in curious cyst-like clusters. Still later the

other cells become filled up with them and

finally, when the caterpillar dies and disinte-

grates, they escape into the body fluids. The

polyhedral bodies, to be sure, behave as crys-

tals, but, not finding at the time anything of

interest in the tissues, we gave them consider-

able attention, confirming Escherich's various

chemical tests and staining reactions. That

the polyhedral bodies might be organisms, per-

haps distantly related to the microsporidians,

seemed inconceivable; still their curious cyst-

like arrangement around the tracheae helped

much towards concentrating our studies upon

them. They revealed nothing, however, which

could in any way be associated with parasitism

and were finally abandoned as mere reaction-

bodies, possibly urates. They react fairly well

to the murexid test, giving all the color reac-

tions except the last one. Why we have been

unable to obtain this last reaction we are at

present unable to say. We find that these

bodies can be readily centrifuged out from

sick and dead caterpillars and in quantities

sufficient for purposes of chemical analysis,

and we hope to be able to give a more intel-

ligible account of them later. Nevertheless,

as has always been supposed, the polyhedral

bodies seem to have some significance, for

after using good light and very high magnifi-

cation small wriggling organisms were ob-

served in the fat cells and other cells at such

times as the polyhedral bodies were clustered

around the trachea. These moving organisms

were stained and found to be bacteria. From
this time on we pursued the work along bac-

teriological lines and we believe have been

able to demonstrate the etiological connection

of these bacteria with the disease.

Living caterpillars are the only ones which

can be treated with fixing fluids for section-

ing. When a caterpillar dies of the wilt the

degeneration of the tissues is so rapid that it

is impossible to handle it. When touched, it

goes all to pieces and therefore can never be

used for histological work. Some of the , sec-

tioned material showed that hardly any of the

tissues failed to reveal the presence of, this

bacterium. It was found in great numbers in

all parts of the intestine and in many cater-

pillars appeared to be in the act of perfo-

rating its walls. The fat cells seem to be par-

ticularly liable to attack, which probably ac-

counts for the saponified nature of the fat of

sick caterpillars. The musculature, ganglia,

testes, ovaries, cenocytes and other cells are

also heavily parasitized. In fact, as previ-

ously stated, nothing seems to be exempt, since

the infection extends even to the hypodermal

cells. Some larvae show a heavier degree of

parasitism than others, while a certain num-
ber apparently not diseased may be free from

the bacteria.

The organism in question is very small,

having a diameter of only .51 /i-.85 /x. It re-

sembles Pneumococcus very closely except

that it is motile, progressing in a gyrating

manner. For this reason, and because it seems

to be an undeseribed form, we have named it

Oyrococcus. A brief technical description of

it is given at the end of this paper.

Smears of dead larvae were now studied and

after making the smears very thin and using

Griibler's Giemsa or Delafield's haematoxylin

with eosin, the Gyrococci were more clearly

revealed. Owing to their minuteness it is al-

most impossible to see them in thick smears.

They are also apt to be obscured by the poly-

hedral bodies, which are very abundant in dead

material, so that smears must be thinned out

with sterile water in order to separate these

bodies. Then only can the Gyrococcus be

recognized easily under the 2 mm. oil immer-

sion in combination with the compensating

12 or 18 ocular. In material which has been

dead a long time many different species of

septic bacteria accumulate, but caterpillars

which have just died are fairly pure except for

the Gyrococci which are present in large

numbers.

In order that the non-pathogenic forms

might give us as little trouble as possible, we
inoculated sterile veal tubes with the fat of

living infected material. These tubes were

kept in an inseetary where the temperature

fluctuated during May, June and July between

80° and 95° Fahrenheit. We thought, that
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such a temperature might be favorable for

growth, because we found that a certain num-
ber of our caterpillars died from " flacherie

"

throughout the winter whenever we allowed

the temperature to rise sufficiently in the in-

sectary. Furthermore, our field experience

later in the season clearly desionstrated to us

that more caterpillars die of " flacherie " on a

warm than on a cool day. In twenty-four

hours the veal tubes became turbid. They

were examined and Gyrococcus was found to

be present in great numbers, together with a

few other forms. These were then isolated on

agar and after about forty-eight hours, small,

round or oblong, smooth, cretaceous colonies

were found, which showed again after micro-

scopic examination that our bacterium grows

on agar. Other sterile tubes were inoculated

with these pure colonies and after twenty-

four hours more a pure growth was obtained.

These tubes remained odorless from the be-

ginning of the growth to the time when the

nutriment became exhausted. The first im-

pure set of tubes had an odor due to the pres-

ence of septic forms.

For inoculation purposes, the fact that

larvse looked healthy externally was not con-

sidered to be sufiicient evidence that they

were free from infection, for a larva may ap-

pear reasonably healthy and feed normally

with a greater or less number of germs in its

system. As a matter of fact, if the tempera-

ture and food conditions are favorable a larva

may pass through its sixth moult, pupate and

even transform into a moth, carrying a num-
ber of Gyrococci along during the process.

External conditions have a great influence on

the rapidity with which the Gyrococcus multi-

plies within its host and for that matter

within the veal tubes also. Hence, owing to

the apparent feeble virulence which the Gyro-

coccus has when few in numbers, the external

appearance of a larva means absolutely noth-

ing. The blood, however, affords a very ex-

cellent diagnostic medium. The caterpillars

were therefore tapped and only those were

used in the experiments which were found to

be free from the Gyrococcus. The blood was

usually tapped from one of the prolegs. This

operation can be repeated on the same larva

at intervals of a day or two without injuring

it. After tapping the blood each caterpillar

was isolated in a separate, clean box and fed

only with food which had been carefully se-

lected and washed.

All the caterpillars which were pronounced

free from infection after the blood had been

carefully examined for Gyrococcus were di-

vided into four lots. Each lot was used for

an experiment with a pure culture of the bac-

terium. Twelve caterpillars were inoculated

in the proleg and twelve in the dorsal vessel.

Four controls accompanied each one of these

lots. Twelve caterpillars were fed with the

pure culture from a sterile pipette and four-

teen were fed with leaves smeared with the

culture.

The table given below comprises the results

of one series of our experiments. The rate of

death at each day succeeding the inoculation

or the feeding is represented. Since at this

time all of the caterpillars were full grown

several of them pupated.

TABLE

The first and second days were very hot.

The third and fourth days were very cool.

Number of Days After
iDoculatioQ or Feeding

First day . . . ,

Second day. .

Third day . . .

Fourth day . .

Fifth day . . .

Sixth day . . .

Seventh day

.

Eighth day . .

Ninth day . . .

Tenth day . . .

Eleventh day

No- of Caterpillars which Died

It will be seen from the table that ten cater-

pillars out of the twelve inoculated in the

proleg succumbed to the disease. Two out of

the ten died in the pupal stage. Of the sur-

viving two, one is still a pupa at the time of

writing and one emerged. Ten out of the
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twelve inoculated in the dorsal vessel died, the

remaining two are still pupae. All of the

deaths were tj^jieal of " flacherie." Of the

two lots used for feeding experiments all died

without a single exception. All of the con-

trols survived and pupated, and some of these

have already become moths.

It will be noticed that some caterpillars

seemed to be more resistant than others or

perhaps they may not have received as large

a dose and consequently were longer in dying.

The feeding experiments were particularly

successful, all of the caterpillars succumbing

within nine days with the typical symptoms

of " flacherie." We performed several series

of experiments similar to the ones outlined

above and the results in general agreed very

well with those of the described series. That

the feeding experiments were more successful

than the others may be accounted for in one

of two ways. First, in feeding we evidently

gave them a larger dose, for our inoculating

needles are very fine indeed to avoid injury to

the caterpillars and consequently the number

of Gyrococci introduced by inoculation must

be considerably less than the number intro-

duced by feeding. Second, the infection nat-

urally enters by way of the mouth with the

food, for sectioned material shows that in

some cases while none of the cells are as yet

attacked, the proetenteron is nevertheless

heavily infected. As soon as a caterpillar

died it was carefully examined and those

which died as a result of the two methods of

feeding were found to be much more heavily

infected than those which died after the inoc-

ulating experiments, although in the latter

case the number of bacteria was great enough

to have caused death.

Whenever any of the control experiments

died, which did not often happen, we could

always trace it to carelessness on our part, for

careful reexamination of our original blood

slide sufficed to show that the Gyrococcus had

been present and had been overlooked. In

nearly all cases we were successful in obtain-

ing moths from our controls.

It was very interesting to see the influence

which the temperature exerted on these ex-

periments, for on hot days three times as many
caterpillars died of the disease as on cool days.

Two such cool days are represented in the

table by the third and fourth dates, when not

a single caterpillar died in any of the experi-

ments. We do not mean to say that tempera-

ture is the only factor which is of importance,

but its activating power is as striking in the

laboratory and insectary as it is in the field.

For this reason we believe caterpillars iu their

first, second and third instars usually escape

not because they are small, but because when
the caterpillars are still in these stages the

weather is comparatively cool and the food is

still plentiful even in heavily infested locali-

ties. Bad food or lack of food also bears an

intimate relation to the period of life at

which a caterpillar may die of the disease.

Poor or insufficient food must obviously lower

a caterpillar's vitality and weaken its powers

of resistance.

In each series of inoculating experiments a

few caterpillars survived and pupated. Some
died with the disease during this stage, while

a few transformed. When the latter were ex-

amined the body fluids and tissues of the

moths were found to be full of Gyrococci and

the ovaries were also infected, showing the

great possibility for the transmission of the

disease to the offspring through the eggs. In

fact, there are two things which suggest that

" flacherie " may be transmitted in this man-

ner. First, caterpillars which are reared from

eggs and kept isolated contract the disease

independently of one another. Second, we
have found the ovaries of material used for

experimentation as well as some of the

ovaries dissected from moths caught in the

field to be infected. In the males, however,

we have been unable thus far to find Gyro-

coccus either in the seminal fluids or in the

spermatozoa. Hence we conclude that the

transmission of the disease is probably ac-

complished through the eggs, although up to

this time we have not had time to section any

of these.

To exclude the possibility of having really

inoculated an ultra visible virus together with

the Gyrococcus, a. large number of caterpillars
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were prepared (blood tested) for inoculation

and feeding with material passed through the

Berkefeld filter. Those fed and inoculated

with the filtered culture all survived, while

those which were treated in the same manner

with the unfiltered culture all died.

It might be well to call attention to the

fact that caterpillars fed with the juices of

those which die of the disease succumb as

rapidly as do caterpillars fed with the pure

culture. The disease is probably spread in

nature by the juices of disintegrated cater-

pillars flowing over the leaves which are later

eaten by others. We have found Gyrococcus

in the fasces, and the fact that such excretions

are washed over the leaves by rain seems to

show that the disease may also be spread in

this manner.

What economic value the " flacherie " dis-

ease may have in combating the gypsy moth,

we are not prepared at present to say. We
have no experimental evidence whatsover that

the disease may be air-borne, as claimed by

Mr. Eeiff, although, of course, we do not wish

to exclude such a possibility. Our experi-

ments seem to show, first, that it takes a good

many Gyrococci to kill a caterpillar and, sec-

ond, that conditions must be favorable for the

disease or, putting it in another way, unfav-

orable to the caterpillars by lowering their

vitality; so it seems very improbable that any

such methods as are at present utilized for the

artificial spread of " flacherie " will be of any

The present race of gypsy moths in Massa-

chusetts seems to be permeated with the disease,

for we have been unable to find a single locality

where " flacherie " is not accomplishing some

good. Professor Wheeler has made many ob-

servations and he agrees with us as to the

above statement. He has been out with us on

many of our inspection trips and has likewise

noticed the great influence which temperature

and other external conditions seem to have on

the disease. Since we can not control ex-

ternal conditions and since the disease ac-

complishes so much good in nature and is

probably increasing year by year, and since

it is transmitted from mother to offspring, we

may have to content ourselves with its nat-

ural havoc.

In conclusion we append a description of

the peculiar bacterium which we believe to be

the specific cause of the wilt disease, with a

discussion of its generic characters.

Gyrococcus flaccidifex gen. et sp. nov.

Cells in free state spherical, becoming slightly

oblong just before division. Division in one

direction of space only. After division each

half may be spherical or may come to an

abrupt tip, assuming a more or less heart-

shaped appearance. Frequently the two

halves are unequal; one half may be spherical

while the other may be more or less heart-

shaped, or slightly oblong. If cells remain

connected after fission, chains of three or four

are formed. A chain exceeding four units

has never been observed. Size of single cells;

diameter .51 ju,-.85 /x. No evidences of endo-

spore formation. Capsule distinct. Organs of

locomotion present. Gram-negative. Colon-

ies on agar spherical or oblong, small (diam.

.5-1 mm.), smooth, cretaceous.

All of the above size and form characters

may vary somewhat, especially in Gyrococci

under cultivation. They are somewhat larger

after long culture on artificial media and the

formation of chains of three or four is much

more frequent. Indeed, the formation of

chains has never been observed in the fluids

or tissues of the host. We are certain that the

Gyrococci are motile, for when all air currents

are excluded from the slide with sterile vasa-

line and everything is quieted down as much

as possible, they gyrate across the field of

vision in all directions and with remarkable

rapidity. Furthermore, their behavior in the

living cells is such that no one would mistake

their activities for Brownian movement.

Flagellar stains were tried, but so far without

success.

It will be seen from the above description

that Gyrococcus resembles Pneumococcus

more closely than any other form. Its motil-

ity and its negative reaction to Gram's stain

are, however, sufficient, we believe, to exclude

it from that genus and hence, owing to its

peculiar gyrating mode of locomotion we have
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proposed for it the generic name of Gyro-

coccus, and owiBg to the striking flaccidity

of caterpillars dying as a result of its pres-

ence, we have selected the specific name flac-

cidifex.

A much more detailed account of our work

will be published later.

R. W. Glaser,

J. W. Chapman
BussET Institution,

Forest Hills, Mass.,

July 22, 1912

THE PROLIFICNESS OF GAMBUSIA

On June 3, 1912, there was received at the

aquarium of the Bureau of Fisheries in Wash-

ington a lot of top minnows ( Gamhusia affinis')

from the lower Potomac River, comprising

several males and about 90 females heavy

with young. On June 7, the expulsion of the

young began, and by June 27 all the females

had become spent.

The viviparity, the relative scarcity of

males, the great disparity in the size of the

sexes and various other facts regarding this

species are well known, although I have been

able to find no adequate account of some of

the most interesting phases of its life history.

The principal object of this note is to call at-

tention to the remarkable prolificacy of this

little fish, which probably has few parallels

among viviparous vertebrates.

The young are expelled in lots of 1 to 5 at

short intervals, and the entire brood is de-

livered in the course of one and a half to three

hours. The young swim readily and actively

immediately after expulsion. Their length at

birth is 8 to 9 mm. The progeny of one

mother fish forms a very sizable school; and

it was this that suggested the taking of an

accurate family ecnsus. On one moribund

fish 5 cm. long, that had apparently succumbed

from inability to expel her young, a Cesarian

operation was performed, and 33 living and

51 dead embryos were taken. Other fish 4.5

to 5 cm. long were killed, and counts of the

fully developed young were made, the numbers

ranging from 85 to 134, the average for all

fish examined being exactly 100.

The production of two broods in a season

has been suggested by the fact that young are

born in spring and also in late summer. This

may indicate only a protracted breeding sea-

son; but in the fish now under observation

there are conspicuous ova which might easily

reach full development in six to eight weeks,

and fish from the same locality which I ex-

amined 22 years ago contained large embryos

on August 11. If there are later broods, as

I am now inclined to believe, this might ac-

count for the marked difference in the aver-

age number of young ascertained to be pro-

duced by fish observed in June, 1912, and by

fish of same size and from same stream in

August, 1890, the average for the former

being 100 and for the latter 24 (the extremes

being 18 and 30). Inasmuch as a second lot

of ova would have to attain a certain degree

of development while the abdomen was

crowded with embryos, it might easily happen

that fewer eggs would come to maturity and

be fertilized than in the case of the first brood.

This may afford a clue to the statement of the

late Professor Ryder that " viviparous forms

like the cyprinodonts have comparatively few

ova, and the number may be as few as 15 or

20 in such a form as Gamhusia." '

An interesting observation is the canniba-

listic tendency of the parent fish. Notwith-

standing other food was present, the adults

showed a pronounced fondness for their off-

spring, and began to feed on them soon after

they were bom. In order to save the young,

it was necessary to retain the adults in a wire

cage through the meshes of which the young

could escape into the aquarium. One fish

4.8 cm. which was transferred to a special re-

ceptacle produced 85 living, healthy young,

and devoured about half of them during the

second night. Another fish that was under

observation chased assiduously her first bom
as soon as it was expelled.

H. M. Smith
Washington, D. C,

July 1, 1912

' Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., 1883, p. 196.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF A SCIENTIST '^

It may be asked what right has a scien-

tist to have a philosophy? He spends his

days in the study of gross, material things.

The geologist busies himself with the earth,

the composition and the structure of its

crust, the nature of its rocks and other

formations, the fossil remains of geologic

ages, the elevation of its mountains, and
the forces that tend to level the same.

These and correlated subjects furnish the

material with which his mentality employs

itself and upon which it exhausts itself.

The astronomer goes further afield and em-

ploys his time in the study of the moon,

sun and the stars, but all his activities are

materialistic. The biologist concerns him-

self with the development and modification

of the various forms of life. His field is a

wide and interesting one. The physicist is

engaged in the observation of mass, and

the effect of forces thereon. The chemist

goes into the atomic structure and arrange-

ment of matter. The physiologist is busy

with function and the pathologist with ab-

normal structure and function. So we
might go on enumerating the varied and

multiple duties of the scientist, but, after

all, his range of activity is confined to

material things and what does he know of

the higher life? What right has he to

interest himself or to offer to speak with

any authority on the great problems of

life? "What can the scientist know about

idealism? Between materialism and ideal-

ism there is supposed to be a great chasm,

which no man in his right senses would

^ A popular lecture given in the summer school

at the University of Michigan, July 2, 1912.
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attempt to bridge. The scientist may be a

silent follower of the idealist, but has no

right to make even a suggestion, and to

attempt to point out the way is the height

of assumption on his part. The idealist is

supposed to walk on a higher plane than

the poor, materialistic scientist. The for-

mer dwells in the clouds. His food is the

nectar of Olympus, and he spins his raiment

from the philosophical theories evolved

from his inner consciousness.

That I have not misstated the attitiide of

the modern idealistic philosopher toward

modern science is shown by the following

quotation from the work entitled "The
Problem of Life,

'

' by Professor Eucken, of

Jena. This book secured for its author the

Nobel prize in 1908. In speaking of the

theory of evolution Professor Eucken says

:

We are not concerned with the theory in its

scientific aspect, but merely as it affects the atti-

tude toward life. From this point of view it is of

paramount importance to keep the two stages of

the doctrine clearly distinct. It is mainly the

theory of natural selection that has ventured to

come forward with a new and original view of life.

By completely assimilating man to nature, it leaves

the shaping of man's life with the forces which

appear to control the formation of natural types.

Life is thereby robbed of all that had given it

inner worth, and dignity; the form which it takes

is determined solely by circumstance, and is main-

tained only in so far as it proves serviceable in the

struggle for existence. Advance is only made

when properties which chance has brought together

are maintained on account of their usefulness, in-

herited, and in the course of time wrought into the

species. But since there can be no inward appro-

priation of this gain, there can also be no joy in

the good and beautiful for their own sake. All we

win is simply an added means of self-preservation.

We have already seen in Adam Smith the effect of

a doctrine of mere utility in lowering the status of

the inward life, and here we see it in its extreme

form. The inward life loses all independent

value. The only right is the right of the stronger;

all humanness, in particular, all care for the weak

and suffering would simply take the heart out of

the struggle, and therefore be a piece of pernicious

folly. If in this blind medley of conflicting forces

there be anything at all left for us to do, it can

only be to make the struggle for existence as hard,

persistent and ruthless as we can, so that all the

unfit may be weeded out, and the process of selec-

tion be made as speedy as possible.

This is the estimate placed upon the doc-

trine of evolution by one of the foremost of

modern philosophers. Notice that he

speaks of the scientist venturing to suggest

something bearing on the problem of life.

Rash and foolish scientist, what right has

he to make a suggestion concerning the

higher life? He should have known that

the realm of philosophy is wholly beyond

the domain of science, which concerns itself

with only things material. The learned

author objects to completely assimilating

man with nature. This implies that he

thinks man, in part at least, supernatural.

If so, in what particular, may we inquire?

If man is not shaped by the conditions

under which he is born, his ancestry, and

those under which he lives, his environ-

ment, pray tell what does shape him?

"Why the various races and varieties? If

there be something supernatural in man,

something that is not determined by nat-

ural conditions, why are there physical dif-

ferences, intellectual inequalities and moral

deviations among different peoples and

among the same nations in successive gen-

erations? How many Pasteurs, Goethes or

Shakespeares has the Ethiopian produced ?

This supernatural part of man in which the

modern philosopher believes must be very

capriciously distributed, and how is the dis-

tribution determined ? Is blind chance the

agent, or is the distribution made by some

fickle God ? Professor Eucken says that the

assumption that types of men are deter-

mined by natural conditions robs life of all

that gives it inner worth and dignity.

Types of men exist. This can not be de-

nied. If they do not result from natural
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causes, what are the supernatural agencies

that bring them into existence ? There are

good and bad types of men, then there

must be good and bad genii. The truth is,

the philosophy of Professor Eucken is a

mental remnant of the primitive man who

believed in a geocentric universe, peopled

Olympus with gods, good and bad, and

filled the woods with satyrs, nymphs and

fairies. If the learned author knew some-

thing of science he would be more of a

philosopher. He speaks of the inner life

losing all independent value if man is

affected by external conditions. I infer

from this that he makes the inner life the

supernatural part of man. It is impossible

to tell what he means by the inner life. If

he means man's mentality, we know that

this is affected by natural conditions.

Strike a man on the head and depress his

skull and his mentality is disturbed.

Under the influence of such a poison as

alcohol he may become insane. If by inner

life he means man's morality, there again

are abundant evidences that man 's morality

is affected by external conditions. The in-

sane are not criminally responsible, and a

man with some foreign body driven into his

brain may become a liar, a thief or a

murderer.

The condemnation of science by Pro-

fessor Eucken for its cruelty can be ex-

plained only on the assumption that he

fails utterly to comprehend the doctrine of

evolution. Is the science of eugenics,

whose object is to secure healthier and bet-

ter parents for the unborn, cruel ? Are all

our efforts toward securing wholesome

water, unadulterated food, hygienic hous-

ing, and, in short, the betterment of life in

every possible way, cruel ? Do we improve

our breeds of horses, cows, dogs, etc., by

turning them out without shelter in the

most rigorous weather, and who proposes to

improve the types of man in that way?

No philosophy evolved from the inner

consciousness of man has ever done man
half the good that has been secured to him

by the discovery of the agents of infection.

In fact no important discovery in science

has failed to better the lot of man. The

printing press disseminated knowledge.

The discovery of illuminating gas drove

crime from the streets of large cities. The

telegraph and telephone have hastened the

detection of the criminal. Steam and elec-

tricity are driving the wheels of the manu-

facturing world and distributing the prod-

ucts of all climes. Improved machinery is

shortening the hours of labor and lifting

from man's shoulders his heaviest burdens.

In short, I know of no scientific discovery

which has not contributed to the physical,

intellectual and moral betterment of the

world, and certainly this can be said of

nothing else.

The foundation stone of my philosophy

is the doctrine of evolution, the truth of

which has been so abundantly and posi-

tively demonstrated by geological, embry-

ological and biological evidence. I shall

not attempt to establish the soundness of

the theory of evolution. I consider this

already done.

Through countless ages this development

has been going on. The time was in the

history of this planet when the conditions

of temperature, moisture, etc., were such

that life as we know it could not have

existed. But this does not mean that life

in some form did not exist. By life we
mean that combination of matter and en-

ergy by which the former is endowed with

the capability of growth and reproduction.

Such a combination of matter and energy

might have existed when the earth was a

molten mass, without water upon its sur-

face and without the present atmospheric

envelope, but the life of that time, if there

were any, was quite different from any
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form of life as we know it. All physiolo-

gists hold to the dictum: Omne vivum ex

vivo, and some say: Omne vivum ab eter-

nitate ex vivo. However this may be, the

primordial forms of life have developed into

the present forms. The simple in struc-

ture and function has become more com-

plex in both these directions. The unicel-

lular has evolved the multicellular. The

undifferentiated protoplasm, under the

stimulation and guidance of natural selec-

tion and environment, forces which we

with all our studies only vaguely compre-

hend, has been differentiated into the tis-

sues, systems and organs possessed by the

world of life as it exists to-day. Soft tis-

sues have protected themselves with carti-

laginous and bony structures. Prom the

invertebrate the vertebrate has developed.

Organs especially devoted to digestion and

assimilation have been evolved. Muscles

for locomotion have come into existence.

The vascular systems for the distribution

of blood and lymph have been slowly and

gradually elaborated, and every part of the

complex and highly developed animal has

been placed under the control and direction

of the nervous system. The highest prod-

uct of this wonderful and complicated de-

velopment is man. Science has not only

taught, but has demonstrated, all these

things. Man, though far still from perfec-

tion, has reached a stage when he has be-

come the most powerful and direct agent

in evolution. He takes the grasses of the

field, the flowers of the plains, the trees of

the forest, the lower animals in their native

states, and makes them almost anything he

wishes. By breeding and selection, by al-

tered and improved environment, and by

modification and control of the conditions

of life he is able to do these things. From
prehistoric times he has been cultivating,

developing and improving the grains which

serve him and his dependent animals as

foods. With the dog, horse and cow he has

developed special breeds to suit not only

his needs, but even his whims. He has

filled his gardens with a profusion and

variety of flowers such as unaided nature

has never produced. His orchards furnish

his table with luscious fruits, so attractive

in appearance, so great in size and so deli-

cious in flavor that one can hardly realize

that they have come from the wild varieties.

Natural selection has been largely replaced

by human selection, and who shall say that

this is not natural ? But best of all is the

fact that man is himself an animal, yes, all

animal, and therefore capable of being im-

proved by breeding, selection and improved

environment. Were man, even in part,

other than animal or supernatural, and not

influenced by natural and controlable con-

ditions, the hope of his improvement would

not be so great. A supernatural force, if

there be such, is one which man can not

know, can not study, can not modify, and

if such a force controls the destiny of the

race, man's attempts to improve his kind

must be futile. A philosophy founded

upon such a belief leads nowhere, stimu-

lates to no good deed, and is barren and

dead from the start. On the other hand,

the belief that man himself is the most po-

tent factor in evolution should call out the

best effort in every one interested in the

welfare of his kind. If my work can make

two blades of grass where only one has

grown, can so improve the native grain,

which barely returns the seed sown, that it

will produce a hundredfold; can convert

the diminutive, sour, wild apple into the

large, mellow, delicious pippin; can con-

vert the native, scraggy pony, barely sub-

sisting on the sparse growth of his native

range, into the high-bred, well-developed,

spirited, intelligent horse; can change the

thieving, slinking wolf that once followed

the nomadic man in order to feed upon the
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sparse remnants of his scanty meal, into

the noble, intelligent dog that has become

man's companion; above all, if my work

can aid ever so little in bettering the condi-

tion of my fellow man, either in the present

or in future generations ; if these things be

true there is every incentive to do what I

may in the accomplishment of these things.

"Who can say that the doctrine of the

descent of man from the lower animals

degrades him? On the contrary, it shows

what man has done even with the slight

enlightenment of the past, and it points to

the heights to which he may reasonably

hope to climb in the future.

I believe in heredity, that like breeds

like, and the good or bad in the parent will

pass on to the child. This belief in heredity

does not lead me to spend my time in

studying ancestral records. No, I let the

past take care of itself. It is gone and can

not be changed. I like to think that all my
good impulses come from my ancestors, and

that my bad ones are due to acquired sins.

But for the great lesson taught by our

knowledge of heredity we should look to

the future. Generations to come may make

inquiry as to their ancestors, and then they

may mean you or me. The young man of

to-day who gives himself to drink and

venery is preparing himself to be the father

of degenerates, imbeciles and insane. That

degeneracy is inherited there can be no

doubt. Statistics collected in widely sepa-

rated parts of the world show this to be

true. Fortunately, good qualities are

equally inheritable. Could there be a

higher incentive to any one to keep himself

clean physically and morally than this?

If so, I have failed to hear of it. Science

teaches us that our actions and even our

words are parts of the environment in

which those about us live and may influ-

ence them for good or ill, and may live

through their effects upon others, and

through them on generations yet unborn.
Tea, more, our thoughts, even though un-
spoken, have their part in shaping our-
selves. They constitute a part and an im-
portant part of our environment. "Was
there ever a higher incentive to righteous-

ness in deed and purity in mind than this ?

"Whether I shall do a certain thing or not
should not be determined by hope of future
reward or by fear of future punishment,
but by its effects. Some of the most atro-

cious deeds recorded in history have been
performed under the belief that religion

and God were being thereby served. Such
were the tortures of the Inquisition.

The doctrine of evolution teaches that

environment is a powerful factor in the

modification and improvement of species,

and experiments upon plants and animals

have confirmed these teachings so repeat-

edly and so positively that no sane man
can question it. My philosophy, therefore,

points out a way in which I can render a

real and lasting service. I will therefore

give my best endeavor to improve the con-

ditions under which men live. This should

be one of the strongest motives in the work
of the scientist. Indeed, it should actuate

the deeds of all intelligent men and women.

The old Latin proverb: "Salus populi

suprema lex est,
'

' which I should translate

:

"The welfare of the people should be our

highest concern," is a good motto under

which we should live and labor.

Ignorance is bad environment and there-

fore we should labor to dispel it. Igno-

rance should be replaced by knowledge,

and this shall make us free and strong.

That knowledge which we can use is the

best. As one of England's historians has

said:

The knowledge which we can use is the only

real knowledge; all else hangs like dust about the

brain or dries up like rain drops off the stones.
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The scientist, even though he be a rank

materialist without any belief in the super-

natural, with no thought of any personal

existence beyond the grave, has his dreams

of the fiiture. He dreams of the time when

the engines of destruction will be so power-

ful and certain in action that war will be

impossible, and the world shall become one

great community of enlightened, intelligent

human beings, dwelling in peace and unity.

He is striving not to send souls to heaven,

but to convert earth into heaven. He
dreams of a time when agriculture shall

have been so perfected that the harvests

shall supply of fruits and grains, such as

the world has not yet seen, an abundance

for all. He dreams of a time when there

shall be no suffering or want, when every

man shall labor and every man shall possess

in equal abundance. He dreams of a time

when there shall be no premature death,

when sickness and pain have been abolished

through the wisdom of man. He dreams

of these things, not with the hope that he

individually may participate in them, but

with the joy that he may aid in their

coming to those who shall live after him.

It is more blessed to sow than to reap.

Science teaches, more effectually than

any religion has ever done, the necessity of

lending a helping hand to those in distress.

The spread of infection has been a power-

ful agent in demonstrating to man that the

condition of his less fortunate fellow is a

matter of real concern to himself. Disease

in the slums may spread to the palatial

residences, and has shown the owner of the

latter that the dweller in the former is

indeed his neighbor. The typhoid bacillus

finds its way from the squalid hut up the

river into the great city, and visits the rich

as well as the poor. Infection is an in-

truder against which locks and bolts fur-

nish but slight protection. It comes in

water, in milk, in food, in dust. It is

brought by mosquito, fly or other insect.

We meet infection in the street, we brush

against it in the street car, and we sleep in

it in the Pullman. It comes to our places

of business, sits by us in the restaurant, or

hotel, and travels with us by both rail and

water. It demonstrates the close relation-

ship of all classes and conditions of men,

and proves that no man can live to himself

alone. It compels the intelligent to in-

struct the ignorant, and the rich to help

the poor. Our knowledge of the spread of

infection is the strongest factor in the so-

cialistic movement of the day.

There is another lesson which the well-

to-do should learn from science. The man
who employs labor should know that the

efficiency of the laborer depends upon the

conditions under which he lives. His

wages should be sufficient to provide for

himself and those dependent upon him

enough wholesome food to eat, proper

housing, proper clothing, means of educa-

tion for his children and some rational

recreation. Many of the captains of in-

dustry have amassed great fortunes by

giving to their employees a minimum wage,

compelling them to live in squalor and on a

starvation diet. Some of these capitalists

have distributed large sums thus secured in

charities, and have hoped by these gifts to

be known as great philanthropists. The

time is fast coming when wealth thus accu-

mulated will be regarded as unjustly se-

cured. It is better to pay a living wage to

every workman than to distribute money

obtained through the necessities of the poor

in charity. Were justice more evenly and

honestly practised by employers in the

business world there would be less need of

charity. I feel very strongly on this point.

No man would think of running a costly

machine or expect to get the highest effi-

ciency out of it except under the most

favorable conditions. He knows that low-
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grade fuel results in low-grade work, and

he recognizes the fact that proper lubrica-

tion is essential. He knows these things

and employs his knowledge in working his

engines, and he too often apparently for-

gets that the human body is a machine, the

most complicated, and under favorable con-

ditions the most efficient one in the world.

I believe in the ascent of man from lower

forms of animal life, and we need not look

back very far to see the low level from

which he has climbed. Indeed we need not

look back at all. The mass of mankind

even in the civilized world is diseased, ig-

norant and immoral. We say that this is

an enlightened age, and that we live in a

civilized land, all of which is true, but

enlightenment and civilization are relative

terms and cover widely different condi-

tions. Physical health has been improved

in the past century. Epidemics have been

held in abeyance by scientific agencies.

The average life has been prolonged, and

the material conditions of life have been

greatly advanced. Learning is gradually

extending its boundaries, and productive

scholarship is reaping rich harvests, to the

great benefit of the race. Scholasticism no

longer dominates our educational institu-

tions, and research is busy clearing away
the jungles and draining the swamps of

ignorance and superstition. Man is appre-

ciating his moral obligations more fully

than he has ever done in the past. All

these things are true, but disease still takes

a heavy toll; ignorance still opposes ad-

vance, and moral tyrannies are still prac-

tised. When we look down into the depths

from which man has climbed, even since

historical records began, and where many
of our kind still linger, we shudder, but

when we look up to the heights to which he

may still go we are filled with hope and

joy. Then when we realize that each one

may contribute to the progress of the race.

the problem of life impresses upon us a

hopeful seriousness, and a buoyant deter-

mination that though the task be great it is

one well worth the effort.

Men are mortal, but man is immortal.

The individual has only an ephemeral ex-

istence, but the germinal cell continues

through all generations. The somatic man
constitutes the temporary environment of

the germ cell, and it is fortunate that the

former has only a slight influence on the

latter, but it is this slight influence which,

multiplied though many generations, be-

comes the great and central moving force

of evolution. This individual influence on

the race is not coirfined to the direct line,

but a man through his words and deeds

may give direction to the growth of his

neighbor, and on those to come from that

neighbor. With this understanding, life is

ennobled and impregnated with a divinity

of which no religion has dreamed. It

shows the brotherhood and interdependence

of all men. It makes of the individual a

unit, and an important factor in the great

drama of creation. It makes the individ-

ual conscious of his duties and arms him

with the means to perform them. It gives

to the individual worth and dignity far

beyond that conferred upon him by those

philosophies the central doctrine of which

is the hope of future reward, or the fear of

future punishment. It is a practical,

working philosophy which, when thor-

oughly understood and practised, will

bring peace, good will, and brotherly love

to all peoples of the earth. It does not

lead to an imaginary heaven with streets

paved witV "-old and precious stones, but it

will bring to the earth and all that dwell

therein a life of joy and righteousness.

The philosophy of science concerns itself

with this world and with this life. It

reaches every condition of life. It should

pervade all our notions and influence all
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our actions. It should determine our rules

of conduct. It should stimulate the indi-

vidual in making the most possible out of

himself. It teaches the necessity of keep-

ing the body in the most perfect condition,

and that a sound mind is found only in a

sound body, because the former is only a

product of the latter. Much has been said

about the influence of mind on matter,

while science demonstrates the influence of

matter on mind, because the two are one

and indivisible. The individual who abuses

his body commits a sin not only against

himself, but against the race of which he is

an individual unit. The man who takes a

material advantage over a fellow debases

himself and sins against his kind. A gov-

ernment which fails to secure for its

humblest citizens proper and sufficient

food, sanitary shelter and means for intel-

lectual growth can not properly claim to be

for the benefit of the people, nor for the

advancement of the race. The failure of

our own government to do equal justice to

all has given rise to the present widespread

discontent. Law and justice are by no

means synonymous. The time will come

when the unlimited inheritance of prop-

erty, like that of the inheritance of power,

will be regarded as a relic of ignorance and

barbarism. The acquisition of valuable,

natural resources such as mineral deposits

and forests by individuals and corporations

should no longer be permitted, and those

thus held should be subject to government

control. No man accumulates great wealth

by his own unaided effort. One buys a

large tract of land which becomes highly

valuable by the extension of a city, another

is able to utilize a scientific discovery, in

some industry, while a third finds oppor-

tunity to employ new machinery and by

these and similar means great wealth is

accumulated. This is not only legitimate,

but when properly done is praiseworthy.

The man who adds to the world's wealth

makes life less burdensome, improves the

facilities of transportation, adds to com-

merce, opens up new and profitable indus-

tries, increases the wages of labor and does

these things without oppressing those who
serve him is a benefactor to his race. The

time will come when great captains of in-

dustry will be counted among the heroes of

the nation, but the unlimited inheritance

of wealth will not be permitted. Men will

build fortunes which will not be employed

to debauch their children, but will go to

improve the conditions of life among the

people as a whole. Intelligent men among
those who have amassed great fortunes are

already seeing this matter in its proper

light. Mr. Carnegie has announced his

desire to wisely distribute his property be-

fore his death, and the late Dr. Pearsons

succeeded in distributing his millions and

dying poor.

The conditions of life are compelling

men to be brothers and ultimately they

must largely stifle out of existence the gross

forms of selfishness which still are so

plainly evident. The urban resident must

depend upon the city for his water supply

and even the courts, so slow to progress, are

beginning to recognize that the citizen has

a just cause for action against the city if

he or a member of his family becomes in-

fected through the water supply. The de-

dependence of the individual upon the com-

munity and the duty of the community to

the individual are being realized now as

never in the past. The relation between

ignorance, poverty and squalor on the one

hand and knowledge, efficiency and proper

living on the other is so plainly seen that it

can no longer be disregarded by those who
control our governmental affairs, both gen-

eral and local. The morbidity and mor-

tality rates in the slums of some of our

great cities should shame us, and since dis-
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ease is always spreading from these breed-

ing places, a selfish motive, if there be no

better impulse to direct, will force munici-

palities to tax the rich in order to better the

condition of the poor.

Man's most distinguished virtues have

grown out of his worst vices. At first the

strong protected himself, his dependents

and his property by brute force. As his

intelligence developed he secured this pro-

tection by the enactment and enforcement

of law, but now this fails and he is being

driven by necessity to practise humanity

toward his less favored friend. The ma-

terial betterment of all classes and condi-

tions of men is demanded by the philosophy

of science, and it must and will come, if not

through the agency of a wise evolution, it

will be reached by more costly and less

humane methods.

It will be seen that my philosophy is

thoroughly materialistic. I believe that

man has been evolved from lower forms of

animal life, that he has advanced, slowly

and laboriously, with many atavistic lapses,

from the brute to a condition of compara-

tive civilization, that he will continue along

this road which he has traveled through

countless generations, and that this will

ultimately lead the race over the mountain

tops and into the promised land of human
perfection. I look for this not for the indi-

vidual, but for the race, of which each is a

small, but an important part. I conceive

the highest duty of the individual to con-

tribute his mite to the betterment of the

whole. Science teaches that what the man
thinks, says and does lives after him, and
influences for good or ill future genera-

tions. To me this is a higher, nobler and
greater incentive to righteousness than any
hope of personal reward or fear of punish-

ment in a future life. I believe that this-

is a glorious world, full of great opportuni-

ties to the individual, and of unlimited

promise of development in the race. Life

carries in itself the highest duties, the per-

formance of which should not be regarded

as tasks to be shirked if possible, or to be

done reluctantly, but to be carried on with

a spirit of thankfulness that it has fallen to

the lot of the individual to be a participant

in the great and glorious work of con-

tributing to the uplift of the race. To
widen the domain of knowledge, be it ever

so little, to abate disease, to lessen pain and

suffering, to decrease the burden of pov-

erty, to brighten and ennoble the lives of

others, to harness the forces of nature and

make them subservient to man's will and
contributory to his happiness, to increase

the productiveness of the soil, to make man
more considerate of his fellow, to appre-

ciate and perform his duties, these are some

of the things that science has done and is

doing. To be even an humble and un-

known worker in the great army of men
who are doing these things is a privilege

which should make glad the heart of any

man. Victor C. Vaughan

TEE TBANSCONTINENTAL EXCUBSION OF
THE AMERICAN GEOGEAPEICAL

SOCIETY OF NEW TOBK

To celebrate the sixtieth anniversary of its

founding, and the occupation of the new
building which has been presented to it, the

American Geographical Society of New York

has planned, as has already been mentioned in

Science, a transcontinental excursion, which

is to be conducted by Professor William

Morris Davis, of Harvard University. The

excursion started from New York on August

22, and will end at New York on October 17

and 18, 1912. Many of the geographical so-

cieties of Europe were invited to appoint dele-

gates to take part in the excursion. The fol-

lowing have accepted:

Austria

Dr. Eduard Bruckner, professor of geography at

the University of Vienna.
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Dr; Fritz Machatsehek, privatdozent of geography

at the University of Vienna; editor of the Mit-

teilungen of the I. and E. Geographical Society

of Vienna.

Dr. Eugen Oberhummer, professor of geography

at the University of Vienna; president of the

Geographical Society of Vienna.

BELGroM

Jules Leelerq, former president of the Boyal Bel-

gian Geographical Society.

Paul Elsen, member of the Eoyal Geographical

Society of Antwerp.

Denmakk

Professor Ole Olufsen, secretary of the Eoyal

Danish Geographical Society.

Fkance

Henri Baulig, instructor in geography, University

of Paris.

Albert Demangeon, professor of geography, Uni-

versity of LUIe.

Emmanuel de Margerie, late president, Geological

Society of France; associate editor;, Annales de

G4ographie.

Edouard-Alfred Martel, Geological Survey of

France; editor of La Nature.

Emmanuel de Martonne, professor of geography

in the Universities of Lyons and Paris; asso-

ciate editor of the Annales de Giographie.

Lucien Gallois, professor of geography, University

of Paris; associate editor, Annales de G4og-

raphie.

Antoine Vacher, professor of geography, Univer-

sity of Lille.

Germany

Dr. Erich von Drygalski, professor of geography,

University of Munich.

Dr. Fritz Jaeger, professor of colonial geography.

University of Berlin.

Dr. Gottfried Merzbacher, explorer, Miinchen.

Dr. Joseph Partsch, professor of geography. Uni-

versity of Leipzig.

Dr. Alfred Riihl, Oceanographical Institute, Berlin.

Dr. Carl Uhlig, professor of geography, University

of Tiibingen.

Dr. Wilhelm Volz, instructor in geography. Uni-

versity of Breslau.

Great Britain

Henry O. Beckit, School of Geography, University

of Oxford.

George G. Chisholm, lecturer on geography. Uni-

versity of Edinburgh; secretary to the Eoyal

- Scottish Geographical Society.

Alan Grant Ogilvie, School of Geography, Univer-

sity of Oxford.

Wm. H. Myles, Dunbar, Scotland.

Hungary

Dr. Eugene de Cholnoky, professor of geography.

University of Kolozsvfir.

Count Paul Teleki, secretary of the Hungarian

Geographical Society, Budapest.

Italy

Dr. Olinto Marinelli, professor of geography at

the Institute of Higher Studies, Florence; co-

editor of the Sivista Geograflca Italiana.

Professor G. Eicchieri, Milan.

The Netherlands

J. F. Niermeyer, professor of economic geography.

University of Utrecht; editor of the Journal of

the Eoyal Geographical Society of the Nether-

lands.

Dr. Karl Oestreich, professor of physical geog-

raphy. University of Utrecht.

Norway

Werner Werenskiold, lecturer on physical geog-

raphy, University of Christiania.

Portugal

Dr. Francisco Silva Telles, professor of geography

in the Faculty of Letters, University of Lisbon.

Russia

Wladimir Doubiansky, Imperial Botanical Gardens,

St. Petersburg.

Jules M. Schokalsky, professor of physical geog-

raphy at the Acad^mie Navale Nicolas and at

the Bcole Sup^rieure P^dagogique.

Spain

Dr. Eicardo Beltran y Eozpide, secretary of the

Eoyal Geographical Society, Madrid; professor

of geography at the School of Higher Studies

for the Professorate.

Sweden

Dr. Gunnar Andersson, professor of economic

geography at the College of Commerce, Univer-

sity of Stockholm; secretary of the Swedish

Anthropological and Geographical Society; edi-

tor of Ymer.
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Switzerland

Emile Chais, professor of economical and political

geography, University of Geneva.

Dr. Fritz Nussbaum, instructor in geography, Uni-

versity of Bern; secretary of the Geographical

Society of Bern.

INVESTIGATORS AT THE MABINE
BIOLOGICAL LABOSATOBT

The investigators working at the Marine

Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, during

the present season are:

Adkins, Walter S., graduate student, Columbia

University.

Allyn, Harriet M., instructor in zoology, Vassar

College.

Baitsell, George A., assistant in zoology. Tale Uni-

versity.

Bancroft, Frank N., associate, Rockefeller Insti-

tute.

Bartholemew, Elbert T., instructor in botany. Uni-

versity of Wisconsin.

Beekvrith, Cora J., instructor in zoology, Vassar

College.

Binford, Raymond, fellow in zoology, Johns Hop-

kins University.

Boring, Alice M., assistant professor of zoology.

University of Maine.

Bradley, Harold C, assistant professor of physi-

ological chemistry. University of Wisconsin.

Browne, Ethel N., graduate student, Columbia

University.

Budington, R. A., associate professor of zoology,

Oberlin College.

Calkins, Gary N., professor of protozoology, Co-

lumbia University.

Carver, Gail C, professor of biology, Mercer Uni-

versity, Macon, Ga.

Cary, Lewis R., instructor in zoology, Princeton

University.

Chambers, Robert, associate professor of embryol-

ogy and histology. University of Cincinnati.

Clapp, Cornelia M., professor of zoology. Mount

Holyoke College.

Clark, Eleanor Linton, special student, Johns Hop-

kins University.

Clark, Eliot R., associate in anatomy, Johns Hop-

kins University.

Conklin, E. G., professor of biology, Princeton

University.

Derick, Carrie M., professor of morphological bot-

any, McGill University.

Donaldson, H. H., professor of neurology, Wistar

Institute of Anatomy and Biology, Philadelphia.

Drew, Gilman A., assistant director. Marine Bio-

logical Laboratory.

Duggar, B. A., professor of plant physiology, Mis-

souri Botanical Gardens, St. Louis, Mo.

Dungar, Neil S., acting professor of biology,

Carleton College.

Edwards, Dayton J., tutor in physiology, College

of the City of New York.

Ewald, W. F., fellow. Rockefeller Institute.

Flanigen, Ruth, graduate student, Columbia Uni-

versity.

Fromme, Fred D., assistant in botany, Columbia

University.

Garrey, Walter E., associate professor of physiol-

ogy, Washington University Medical College.

Goodrich, H. B., assistant in zoology, Columbia

University.

Grave, Caswell, associate professor of zoology,

Johns Hopkins University.

Gregory, Louise H., instructor in zoology, Barnard

College.

Harper, R. A., professor of botany, Columbia Uni-

versity.

Hayden, Margaret A., teacher of biology. Western

High School, Baltimore, Md.
Heilbrun, Lewis V., graduate student, Columbia

University.

Hewitt, Joseph H., 2145 N. Halsted Street, Chi-

cago, 111.

Hiekernell, Louis M., fellow, Princeton University.

Hoge, Mildred A., graduate student, Columbia

University.

Hogue, Mary J., instructor in zoology. Mount
Holyoke College.

Howe, Caroline C, teacher of biology. East Side

High School, Newark, N. J.

Howland, Ruth B., associate professor of biology,

Sweet Briar College.

Just, Ernest E., associate professor of biology,

Howard University.

Kellersberger, Eugene R., graduate student, Wash-

ington University Medical School.

Kellicott, William E., professor of biology,

Goucher College.

Kite, George L., fellow in pathology, Sprague

Institute.

KJioTver, H. McE., professor of anatomy, Univer-

sity of Cincinnati.

Knowlton, Frank P., professor of physiology, Syra-

cuse University.

Lewis, Ivey F., professor of biology, Randolph-

Macon College.
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Lewis, Margaret Eeed, 1931 East 31st Street, Bal-

timore, Md.

Lewis, Warren H., associate professor of anatomj,

Jolins Hopkins University.

Lillie, Frank R., professor of embryology, Univer-

sity of Chicago, and director. Marine Biological

Laboratory.

Lillie, Ealph S., assistant professor of experi-

mental biology, University of Pennsylvania.

Loeb, Jacques, Kockefeller Institute.

Loeb, Leo, director, department of pathology, Bar-

nard Free Skin and Cancer Hospital, St. Louis,

Mo.

Lund, Elmer J., Bruce fellow, Johns Hopkins

University.

Lyman, George R., assistant professor of botany,

Dartmouth College.

Lyon, ' E. P., professor of physiology, St. Louis

University.

Malone, Edward F., assistant professor of anat-

omy. University of Cincinnati.

Marquette, William G., Columbia University.

McCann, William S., graduate student, Cornell

Medical College.

Meigs, Edward B., fellow in physiology, Wistar

Institute of Anatomy and Biology.

Moore, George T., director, Missouri Botanical

Gardens, St. Louis, Mo.

Morgan, T. H., professor of erperimental zoology,

Columbia University.

Morrill, Charles V., instructor in anatomy. Univer-

sity and Bellevue Hospital Medical College.

Morris, Margaret, 53 Edgehill Road, New Haven,

Conn.

Nowlin, Nadine, instructor in zoology. University

of Kansas.

Orcutt, Alfred W., fellow, University of Illinois.

Osterhout, W. J. V., assistant professor of botany.

Harvard University.

Packard, Charles, assistant in zoology, Columbia

University.

Pappenheimer, Alwin M., associate in pathology,

Columbia University.

Patten, Hazel, laboratory assistant. Western High

School, Baltimore, Md.

Patterson, J. T., adjunct professor of zoology.

University of Texas.

Pearse, A. S., assistant professor of zoology. Uni-

versity of Wisconsin.

Bobbins, William J., assistant in plant physiology,

Cornell University.

Eosenow, Edward C, assistant professor of medi-

cine. Rush Medical College.

Sink, Emory W., assistant in zoology. University

of Michigan.

Smith, Bertram G., assistant professor of zoology,

State Normal College, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Spaulding, E. G., assistant professor of philosophy,

Princeton University.

Spencer, Henry J., graduate student, Columbia

University.

Stockard, Charles E., professor of anatomy, Cornell

Medical College.

Strong, Oliver S., instructor in anatomy, Columbia

University.

Wallace, Edith M., research assistant, Columbia

University.

Wasteneys, Hardolph, associate. Rockefeller Insti-

tute.

Wheeler, Isabel, graduate student, Columbia Uni-

versity.

Wherry, William B., professor of bacteriology,

Cincinnati Hospital.

Wieman, H. L., assistant professor of zoology.

University of Cincinnati.

Williams, Leonard W., instructor, Harvard Med-

ical College.

Wilson, E. B., professor of zoology, Columbia

University.

Woodruff, L. L., assistant professor of biology,

Yale University.

THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTB
SERVICE

The agitation which has been going on for

the past few years for the enlargement of the

health activities of the United States govern-

ment has resulted in the passage of a law,

signed by the president on August 14, which

enlarges the functions of the Public Health

and Marine-Hospital Service and changes the

name to the " United States Public Health

Service." Under this law the new Public

Health Service is given very wide authority

to investigate the " diseases of man and con-

ditions influencing the propagation and spread

thereof including sanitation," etc. All of the

previous laws relating to quarantine, the

eradication of certain epidemic diseases and

the scientific investigations of the Hygienic

Laboratory in bacteriology, pharmacology,

chemistry, medical zoology, etc., remain in

force so that now the United States has a na-

tional public health service with greater scope

than that of any of the other leading nations.
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SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS

In connection with the visit to Dundee in

the beginning of September of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science,

the senate of the "University of St. Andrews

has resolved to confer the degree of LL.D. on

sixteen foreign men of science who are ex-

pected to attend the meetings of the associa-

tion. As a recognition of the president of the

association, Professor E. A. Schaefer, of

Edinburgh "University, they are largely physi-

ologists. The United States is represented by

Dr. S. J. Meltzer, of the Eockefeller Institute

of Medical Eesearch.

Dr. Karl Schwarzschild, director of the

astrophysical observatory near Potsdam, has

been elected a member of the Berlin Academy

of Sciences.

The Bavarian Academy of Sciences has

conferred the medal " Bene merenti " on Dr.

Karl Hoseus for his botanical collections

from Siam.

Dr. J. G. ScHURMAN, president of Cornell

University, has been appointed minister to

Greece, where he will spend a sabbatical year

of leave of absence.

Professor Greenfield, of the University of

Edinburgh, has been granted permission to

retire, on a retiring allowance, frora the chair

of pathology.

Mr. J. C. Umney has been elected to pre-

side over the jubilee meeting of the British

Pharmaceutical Congress which will be held

in London next year.

Dr. Langdon C. Stewardson has resigned

the presidency of Hobart College.

Major W. W. Crosby has resigned as chief

engineer of the state roads commission of

Maryland to engage in practise as consulting

engineer.

Dr. "W. J. Holland, the director of the Car-

negie Museum, accompanied by Mr. Arthur

S. Coggeshall, the chief preparator in the sec-

tion of paleontology of that museum, sailed

for Buenos Aires on August 20 by the S.S.

Vasari of the Lamport and Holt Line. Their

errand is to install in the National Museum at

La Plata a replica of Diplodocus carnegiei

presented by Mr. Carnegie to the president of

the Argentine Republic.

Dr. Eaymond Pearl has returned from a

brief visit to London, undertaken for the pur-

pose of attending the first International

Eugenics Congress and also a meeting of a

provisional committee for the organization of

an International Association of Poultry In-

structors and Investigators. This association

was formed, with representatives of twenty-

seven countries in attendance. Mr. Edward

Brown, E.L.S., of London, was chosen as the

first president and Dr. Pearl as secretary.

Dr. a. F. Blakeslee has a year's leave of

absence from the Connecticut Agricultural

College. He has a temporary appointment

on the staff of the Carnegie Station for Ex-

perimental Evolution at' Cold Spring Harbor,,

L. I., N. T., where he will spend the year iu

research work on the lower fungi.

Mr. Charles H. T. Townsend, who has been

in Piura, Peru, for the past two years, removed

with his family to Lima in June, 1912, to take

charge of the Estacion de Entomologia, which

will comprise all government entomological

work in Peru and whose headquarters will be

located at the capital. Mr. E. "W. Eust rer

mains in Piura in charge of the work there

against cotton plagues, which will constitute

a branch station. Mr. Eust was unharmed by

the severe earthquake which occurred at Piura

on the morning of July 24, 1912. All the col-

lections, notes, books and manuscripts, and

the more important part of the equipment of

Mr. Townsend's office were removed to Lima

with him, and thus escaped the effects of the

earthquake.

Mr. Paul Korchoof, agricultural expert,

department of the Eussian ministry of agri-

culture, and Mr. Vaseelie Turieff, assistant

director, Kharkow Central Agricultural Ex-

periment Station, have been visiting the

agricultural colleges and stations of this coun-

try.

Professor W. A. Bone, F.E.S., will lecture

before the German Chemical Society on No-

vember 30 on " Surface Combustion."
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The following appointments to lectureships

have been made by the Royal College of Physi-

cians of London : Goulstonian lectures, Dr.

A. J. Jex-Blake; Oliver Sharpey lectures. Dr.

A. D. Waller, F.R.S. ; Lumleian lectures. Dr.

F. de Havilland Hall; Croonian lectures,

Professor C. S. Sherrington, P.E.S., and

FitzPatrick lectures. Dr. C. A. Mercier.

Dr. T. B. McClintic, of the United States

Public Health Service, died in Washington

on August 13 of Rocky Mountain spotted

fever, contracted while investigating the dis-

ease in Montana. Dr. McClintic had done

important work in the investigation and sup-

pression of this fatal disease and in other di-

rections. He was thirty-nine years of age and

had been connected with the U. S. Public

Health and Marine Hospital Service for fif-

teen years. He was a native of Virginia and

a graduate of the University of Virginia.

Dr. Melville Amasa Scovell, director of

the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion and dean of the College of Agriculture

of the Kentucky State University, died at his

residence, near Lexington, on August 15,

after an illness of two weeks. By his distin-

guished services as an educator, chemist, agri-

culturist and authority on all matters per-

taining to dairying and live stock, and as a

broad-minded, public spirited citizen. Dr.

Scovell made a deep impress on the affairs of

the state and nation.

Professor John Craig, head of the depart-

ment of horticulture of the New York State

College of Agriculture, Cornell University,

known for his contributions to pomology and

agricultural education, died at Siasconset,

Mass., on August 12. He was born at Lake-

field, Canada, in 1864.

Professor John Alsop Paine, state botanist

of New York in the early sixties, professor of

natural sciences in Roberts College, Constanti-

nople, and later curator in the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York City, has died at

the age of seventy-two years.

Mr. Allan Octavian Hume, known as an au-

thor on Indian ornithology, the donor of some

seventy-five thousand skins and eggs of Indian

birds to the British Museum, died on July 31,

aged eighty-three years.

Mr. Harold Donaldson, of the British Na-

tional Physical Laboratory, the author of re-

searches on fused silica standards was drowned

while bathing on July 29, at the age of twenty-

five years.

Among the contributions recently made to

the fund for the acquisition of new premises

for the Royal Geographical Society, London,

are a donation of £1,000 from the Argentine

government, and the promise of £1,000,

which is to be placed upon the estimates by

the government of the Australian common-
wealth.

The ninth International Otological Con-

gress opened its sessions at the Harvard Med-

ical School on August 12. Professor Kernel

von Lichtenberg opened the congress and Dr.

E. H. Bradford, dean of the Harvard Medical

School, delivered the address of welcome.

Professor Adam Politzer, Vittorio Grazzi,

Urban Pritchard and E. J. Moure, honorary

presidents, made short responses.

The first Mexican Scientific Congress will

be held in the City of Mexico on December

9 to 14. The congress is organized by the

scientific society Antonio Alzate, and is under

the auspices of the minister of public instruc-

tion. The congress will meet in eight sec-

tions as follows : (1) philosophy, (2) sociology,

(3) linguistics and philology, (4) mathe-

matical sciences, (5) physical sciences, (6)

natural sciences, (7) applied sciences, (8)

geography, history and archeology.

Notice has been received at the Canadian

Geological Survey of the fifth shipment of

specimens from British Columbia for the

Natural Museum of Ottawa, made during the

past twelve months as a result of orders issued

by Sir William Mackenzie on behalf of the

Canadian Northern Railway. The specimens

were found a short distance from Kamloops,

B. C, and consist of bones ploughed up in a

burrough pit in the side of the river. There

are also some objects made of beaten copper

and of bone and deer skin.
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, UNIVEBSITT AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
Mr. Julius Eosenwald, of Chicago, cele-

brated his fiftieth birthday by gifts of $687,-

500 for charitable and educational purposes,

including $250,000 to the University of Chi-

cago.

The estate of the late Dr. J. E. Eobinson,

first governor of Kansas, which by his will

was left to the University of Kansas on the

death of his wife, has become available. The

value of the estate is in the neighborhood of

$100,000. It is to be used for the medical

school.

By the will of Mr. James Hall, the Univer-

sity of Manchester will ultimately receive at

least £40,000 for the endowment of chairs of

chemistry and philosophy and scholarships in

these subjects.

New science laboratories at Cranleigh

School, Surrey, the gift of Sir C. Chadwyck-

Healey, were recently opened by Sir William

The Saxon government has decided against

the project for a university at Dresden on the

ground that the learned professions are already

overcrowded and that the government does not

regard the maintenance of two universities of

the first grade as practicable.

Mr. Archibald A. Bowman, M.A., lecturer

in logic at Glasgow University, has been ap-

pointed professor of philosophy in Princeton

University to fill the vacancy caused by Pro-

fessor J. G. Hibben's election to the presi-

dency.

Professor W. J. Wright, formerly of the

department of horticulture of the Pennsyl-

vania State College, has resigned to accept the

directorship of the New York State School of

Agriculture at Alfred University, AKred,

New York.

The board of trustees of the University of

.Illinois, at a recent meeting, authorized three

new professorships in the College of Agricul-

ture. These are as follows : A professorship

in landscape art, a professorship in animal

pathology, and a professorship in dairy hus-

bandry. The appointinent of an associate

and an instructor in landscape art and an as-

sistant professor of genetics was also author-

ized. Last year a department of forestry was
created but the chair was not fiUed at that

time. Bethel Stewart Pickett, an Illinois

graduate student and lately head of the hor-

ticulture department at the New Hampshire
Agricultural College, has been appointed as-

sistant professor of pomology. He brings an

assistant with him from New Hampshire, Mr.

J. J. Gardner, who will be an instructor in

pomology. Dr. John Detlefson, lately of

Harvard and Bussey Institution, Boston, has

been appointed assistant professor of the new
division of genetics in the animal husbandry

department. Dr. Walter E. Joseph, of South

Dakota Agricultural College, will be an in-

structor in animal husbandry, and V. A.

Place, of Ohio State University, assistant in

animal husbandry. Among the appointments

made in departments allied to agriculture are

those of Henry C. P. Weber, of the U. S.

Bureau of Standards, as associate in chem-

istry, and of Otto Eahn, formerly of the

Agricultural Experiment Station of Halle,

Germany, and of the Massachusetts Agricul-

tural College as assistant professor of bacter-

iology.

At the Minnesota Experiment Station in

the division of agricultural engineering,

Messrs. J. L. Mowry, H. B. Eoe and A. M.

Bull were promoted in May from the rank of

instructor to that of assistant professor. A.

V. Storm, professor of agricultural education,

Iowa State College, has been elected professor

of agricultural education. J. O. Eankin, as-

sistant professor of economics in the Iowa

State College, has been elected editor, with

the rank of professor. Associate Professor W.
H. Tomhave has resigned to accept a pro-

fessorship in animal husbandry at the Penn-

sylvania State College. W. A. McKerrow

was elected specialist in animal husbandry in

the extension division with the rank of as-

sistant professor, to succeed Mr. Tomhave.

Professor Frederic H. Stoneburn, of the Con-
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necticut Agricultural College, has been

elected professor of poultry husbandry.

Mr. E. E. Garrett, of the University of

Oklahoma and the Oklahoma Geological Sur-

vey, has been appointed assistant in mineral-

ogy at Northwestern University.

Dr. John Sundvall, of Baltimore, has been

appointed professor of anatomy, and Mr.

Lindsey S. Milne, M.B., Eussell Sage Foun-

dation, has been appointed professor of med-

icine, in the University of Kansas.

The follovcing changes in the department

of anatomy of the University of Pittsburgh

Medical School are announced: Herbert Hays

Bullard, A.B., A.M. (Missouri), Ph.D. (Tu-

lane), for the past three years instructor in

anatomy in Tulane University Medical De-

partment, to be instructor in anatomy and

neurology, vice Dr. Edgar Davidson Cong-

don, resigned; Harry Eyerson Decker, A.B.

(Princeton), M.D. (Columbia), to be in-

structor in anatomy; promoted from a demon-

stratorship.

Mr. E. J. Kean, lecturer in civil engineer-

ing at Leeds University, has been appointed

lecturer in machine designing and experi-

mental engineering at McGill University.

Dr. Ashley Watson Mackintosh has been

appointed regius professor of medicine in the

University of Aberdeen, in the place of Pro-

fessor David White Pinlay, who has resigned.

DISCUSSION AND COSBESPONDENCE

A KEY to basin-range STRUCTURE IN THE

CRICKET RANGE, UTAH'

To THE Editor of Science: Basin-range

structure has been the subject of prolonged

discussion, but the areas affording clear and

unobliterated evidence of the movements to

which the ranges have been subjected are

comparatively rare. During a reconnaissance

of Utah made the summer of 1905 the vsrriter

traversed the Cricket Eange and mentally re-

served to future leisure the more careful study

of the structure he observed. Of this there

* Published by permiBsion of the director of the

U. S. Geological Survey.

seems to be no immediate prospect and the

following information is communicated in

order that it may be available to any geologist

who may be fortunate enough to get within

striking distance of the place.

The Cricket Eange, locally known as the

Beaver Eiver Eange or the Beaver Mountains,

lies near the center of Millard County, Utah,

and is northwest of the town of Blackrock on

the San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake

Eailroad, 185 miles southwest of Salt Lake

City. The southern part of the range (just

west of Blackrock) is composed of several

parallel and more or less uniform north-and-

south ridges a few hundred feet high sepa-

rated by comparatively smooth valleys a half

mile or more in width. In each of the ridges

is exposed practically the same succession of

Middle Cambrian strata, dipping a little north

of east at angles of from 20 to 30 degrees, and

the group of ridges and valleys appears to

duplicate in miniature the essential features

of the entire Great Basin province. In the

vicinity of Cricket Spring, which as near as

can be remembered is not much over ten miles

from Blackrock, the main part of the range

begins and it is here composed, in large part

at least, of Cambrian rocks like those of the

southern ridges, but raised to considerably

higher elevations and intersected by several

north and south faults whose actual contacts

may easily be observed. For example, the

quartzites which form the base of the section

on the west side of the range are repeated in

the second canyon east of the spring. In this

massive part of the range there is no doubt as

to the presence of normal faults with the

downthrow side to the west; it seems prob-

able that the immediately adjacent succession

of ridges to the south is to be attributed to

similar causes, and that an examination of

the zone between these two physiographic

units will demonstrate their structural con-

tinuity. This easily accessible, though ap-

parently overlooked, locality may thus prove

to be a key to the Basin-range type of struc-

ture.

Lancaster D. Burling
Smithsonian Institution
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SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Triumphs and Wonders of Modem Chemistry.

A Popular Treatise on Modern Chemis-

try and its Marvels, written in Non-Tecli-

nical Language for General Readers and

Students. By Geoffrey Martin, B.Sc.

(Lond.), M.Sc. (Bristol), Ph.D. (Rostock).

New York, D. Van Nostrand Company.

1911. $2.00 net.

Popular treatises on science are generally

regarded with disfavor by scientific men.

This is not unnatural; for the most part those

who are competent do not write and those who
write are not competent. The scientific au-

thority seems loath to demean himself by writ-

ing for the unscientific public, and the pop-

ularization of science is left to the newspaper

reporter and the penny-a-liner. The reporter

is catering to a popular demand and we ridi-

cule or despise or ignore his futile but often

honest efforts at interpretation in a field

where he is clearly not at home.

It is unquestionably the scientist himself

who is most largely to blame for this situation.

He will not write himself, he looks askance

at his fellow scientist if he ventures to write

for the public and possibly dubs him a quack.

We forget the marvelously fine work of Tyn-

dall and of Huxley in popularizing science.

After all, perhaps most men who are qualified

from a scientific standpoint are really unable

to put their knowledge into words which can

be imderstood and enjoyed by the mass of

mankind.

Of all the sciences possibly chemistry has

suffered most from lack of popular inter-

preters. In Germany, Lassar-Cohn and

Blochmann have in recent years presented

chemical ideas successfully to the non-scien-

tific mind, but there is little of value in Eng-

lish which can be called popular chemistry.

The book before us is a rather ambitious

attempt to present the field of atomic and

sub-atomic chemistry, as well as much of the

chemistry of the non-metals, " in non-technical

language for general readers and students."

That the attempt is ambitious is apparent

from the titles of the fifteen chapters, viz.:

The Mystery of Matter; The Underworld of

Atoms; Distribution and Evolution of the

Elements; The Wonders of Chemical Change;
Water; The Element Hydrogen; The Air;

Oxygen, the Life-supporting Element; Nitro-

gen; Carbon—a chapter which concludes with
The Wonders of Atomic Structure of Carbon
Compounds; Carbon Dioxide; Silicon and its

Compounds; Sulphur and its Compounds;
The Phosphorus Group of Elements; Fire,

Flame and Spectral Analysis.

The first five chapters are thus occupied

with the most difiicult problems of theoretical

chemistry. How far they will be compre-

hended by non-scientific readers is a question.

It would be interesting to try them as col-

lateral reading for a class of beginners in

chemistry. If an hour's interesting reading

could be substituted for weary weeks of lec-

tures, recitations and laboratory, it would be

a great saving to both instructor and student.

Truly, there is not a page that can be con-

sidered dull reading. It is well that " Won-
ders " is a part of the title, for there is hardly

a "wonder" in all the field treated, which is

not introduced in vivid, often perhaps lurid,

language. The style and scope of the book

are best shown by a few quotations, which

speak for themselves.

In the chapter on Air, we read of the fu-

ture of this earth:

Last of all, when the temperature falls below
— 210° C, the air will freeze to a solid layer of

an ice-like transparent mass about thirty-five feet

thick. No gaseous atmosphere wiU then exist upon

the earth. This will become an intensively cold

dark wilderness. Then, after untold ages of cease-

less movement and gigantic change, the surface of

our planet will at last rest in supreme repose,

motionless and utterly silent. For, in the absence

of a gaseous envelope, no moan of wind or roll of

thunder, no splash of rain, no roar of torrent, no

sound of voice of man or beast or bird, can pierce

the blackness of the night and breai its everlast-

ing calm. The surface of the world will be a

vacuum as perfect as that prevailing in Dewar's

vacuum-jacketed flasks. The stars wUl shine out

of a coal-black sky upon a lifeless world, set stiff

and hard in the rigid grip of death, circulating
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unseen and ghostlike in the darkness around a

burnt-out sun. Yet, only a few miles down in its

interior, in strange contrast to the dreadful death-

bringing cold of its surface, the gigantic furnaces

of the deep, immense reservoirs of power and

energy, will still gleam and glow. So the world

will continue for long eons of ages, until its

matter dissolves away and rushes into the oblirion

of the ether, or until it is shattered in some mighty

cosmical collision and resolved into a glowing

nebula again, only to begin anew another vast

cycle of life (p. 159).

Again, of the electrons:

This primary stufE is negative electricity, which

is therefore a true chemical element. A flash of

lightning consists of the swift rush of innumerable

myriads of these negative electrical atoms, flying

with the enormous speed of a hundred thousand

miles and more a second. An electric current

flowing along a wire consists likewise of a torrent

of these particles flashing along between the atoms

which make up the wire. Light is but the swift

shudder of the ether set up by the rapid whirl of

these negative electrons round their tiny orbits in

matter atoms. All the atoms of the elements con-

sist of aggregations of many thousands of these

bodies and originated in very different quantities,

as follows: In the very beginning of time, long

before Man, Earth, or Sun had come into exist-

ence, before even there was a suspicion of their

formation, space was filled with a vast sea of elec-

trical vapor. The vapor was composed not of

atoms, for matter atoms had not yet come into

existence, but of the tinier electrical particles

mentioned above, the measureless speed of whose

motions caused the whole to thrill with a faint

crepuscular light, and appear from a great dis-

tance as a faintly luminous cloud, like one of the

nebulae which gleam nightly at us down from the

sky.

The vapor, being composed of electrical atoms,

was electrified beyond all measure, and stretched

gleaming with its electrical fires, through the dark-

ness of space like a flaming sword.

... In the earliest nebulae—-the first stage of

matter of which we have any knowledge—there

exist only four elements, namely, two still unknown
upon the earth, together with hydrogen and helium.

These are the four elements from which all the

others have been formed, and these authors (A. C.

and A. E. Jessup) term them "protons" to dis-

tinguish them from the other elements. The elec-

trons are supposed to condense about the atoms of

these protons in concentric rings; so that in order

to imagine the appearance of an atom, we must

look upon it as composed of a series of rings of

various sizes, whose particles are in exceedingly

rapid motion, and indeed, as we shall see presently,

the stability of the rings is a consequence of the

rapidity of the motion of the particles of which

they are composed (pp. 37, 39).

Of the velocity of electronic motion:

Tremendous as the velocities reigning in the

molecular world may seem to us at first sight, yet

they are quite insignificant when compared to the

swiftness of the whirling motions going on within

the atoms themselves; the particles building up

the atoms flash through over a HUNDRED
THOUSAND MILES A SECOND! Incredible,

you will say; nevertheless it is a sober fact of

science. In every stone and stick about us, cease-

lessly, second by second, day by day, century by

century, age by age, these terrific motions are

going on. In the tiniest grain of dust in the

millionth part of a second the rush of atomic

events is so incredibly swift as to defy all con-

ception and calculation (p. 21).

If an intelligent inhabitant of our electronic

microcosm were suddenly transferred to our world,

and managed to retain his mental characteristics

unchanged, our life here, busy as it seems to us,

would represent to him a changeless eternity, since

in a single second of our time the electronic world

has time to revolve billions of times round its

central sun. His atomic years are almost infinitely

shorter than ours and his sense of time almost

infinitely finer. Time and space are, after all,

merely relative conceptions (p. 81).

Under Hydrogen is the story of some frag-

ments of zinc carelessly left inside the boiler

of a German warship

:

The hold was filled with busy stokers, and the

great engines throbbed, driving the mighty vessel

swiftly through the sea. All this time the water

was heated in the boiler to an exceedingly high

temperature and the zinc was dissolving rapidly in

it, giving off a large amount of hydrogen gas.

This mingled with the air in the boiler to form a

terribly explosive mixture, so, all unknown to the

men working around, the great boiler was gradu-

ally filled with the deadly gaseous mixture. Sud-

denly, without a moment's notice, with a blinding

flash of light and a roar like an enormous thunder

peal, the great boiler blew to pieces, killing or
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maiming all the mea in the room and filling the

vessel with a cloud of scalding steam (p. 111).

These quotations will suffice to show the

characteristics of the book. It can hardly be

considered as other than somewhat sensational

and often perhaps exaggerated, but to the

student of chemistry it will ailord much food

for thought and reflection, and this, we think,

is its chief value. The title of '' Modem
Chemistry" is well chosen, for the book is

brought thoroughly down to date.

The illustrations are unequal. Some of the

half-tones are excellent, while some of the

wood-cuts are execrable, wholly unworthy of

the book, and others have evidently been

handed down from early times. Quite unique

are the three cuts representing the reaction

between phosphorus pentachlorid and sulfuric

acid, which have a decidedly astronomical ap-

pearance, cometic, one might say.

The book is printed on thick, light paper

and the typography is good. The only error

we have noticed is the name of F. W. Clark

instead of Clarke, and this is several times

J. L. H.

Cienophores of the Atlantic Coast of North

America. By Albert Goldsborough Mayer.

Publications of the Carnegie Institution,

162. 1910. Pp. 58; pi. 17.

Dr. Mayer is well qualified to give an ac-

count of our ctenophore-fauna by many years

observation at numerous localities between

Newfoundland and the West Indies, all but

three of the 21 species here recorded having

come under his own observation. And his book

is made doubly welcome by the fact that

American ctenophores have received little at-

tention in recent years.

The first few pages are devoted to a brief

statement of geographic distribution, three

groups of species being recognized on our

coast :
" cold-water forms," " intermediate "

and " tropical." The first are described as

common north of Cape Cod, and occasional as

far south as Hatteras, the second extending

from Cape Cod to northern Florida, while the

records of the tropical species are chiefly from

the Tortugas, though some of them " drift

northward in summer to the region of Vine-

yard Sound." The recognition of these three

groups is justified; but exception must be

taken to the limits assigned the first, for two

of its members, Pleurohrachia pileus and

Beroe cucumis are by no means exclusively

cold-water species, as is shown by the presence

of the former at Bermuda, in the Mediter-

ranean and at the Seychelles, and of the latter

near Madagascar and in the Malay archi-

pelago. Mayer suggests that the Mediter-

ranean " Pleurobrachias " might be young

LobatsB, but specimens from Naples prove to

be typical P. pileus. If we remove these two

species from the Arctic group, the extreme

southern limit of the latter in winter appears

to be New Jersey. The tropical group in-

cludes the noteworthy species Hormiphora

plumosa, Eurhamphea vexilligera and Folia

parallelum, not previously recorded from this

side of the Atlantic. An interesting fact

pointed out by Dr. Mayer is that we are far

less rich in ctenophore species than the Medi-

terranean; though certain ones swarm on our

northern coasts.

The general organization of the ctenophores

has so often been discussed that Dr. Mayer

limits himself to a brief summary of the fea-

tures of the gastrovascular system of the six

orders, and then proceeds to the descriptions

of the species, which occupy the greater part

of the volume. These are generally satisfac-

tory, the lists of references full, and the figures

numerous and unusually beautiful, and there

are numerous notes on habitat and on physiol-

ogy. No families are recognized, the only

divisions being orders, genera and species.

The following generic names are abandoned,

because preoccupied, Bolina, Eucharis, Ocyrce

and Vexillum; as substitutes Dr. Mayer pro-

poses Bolinopsis, Leucothea (Mertens), Ocy-

ropsis and Folia. Four species are described

as new, Pleurohrachia trunnea, Tinerfe lactea,

T. heehleri and Leucothea ochracea. But the

first is so close to the Hormiphora spatulata

described by Chun from the Plankton expedi-

tion that I believe the two are identical.

Leucothea ochracea is interesting because, to
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judge from analogy, we might expect the Tor-

tugas representative of the genus to be iden-

tical with the eastern Atlantic and Mediter-

ranean species. But Dr. Mayer has studied

both in life, and the differences between them,

particularly the presence of lateral tentacular

filaments in ochracea, are too important to be

considered individual variations.

The section dealing with the Lobatse de-

serves special notice because of the excellent

accounts of Bolinopsis vitrea Mnemiopsis mc-

cradyi, M. gardeni and Ocyropsis crystal-

Una, the earlier descriptions of which were

unsatisfactory. These two species of Mnemi-
opsis are closely allied to the well-known M.
leidyi, but the differences are constant, though

slight. Unfortunately, the status of the other

West Indian Ocyropsis, 0. maculata Rang, is

still doubtful, as Dr. Mayer never saw a speci-

men, and the same is true of Lesueria hyhop-

tera A. Agassiz, which he suspects is " only a

Bolina infundibulum with its oral lobes torn

off, and the edges healed over."

Under the Beroidffi Dr. Mayer recognizes

only one genus, Beroe, believing that Pandora

is a young stage. On this he differs from

Moser, and from the writer. Probably the

last word on this point is yet to be spoken.

Two species of Beroe are listed from our

coast, cucumis and ovata, the latter including

clarMi and shaTcspeari, and, I believe, cor-

rectly. The figure of the adult ovata is wel-

come, because many of the records of this

species in the past have rested on insufficient

evidence. B. forshalii is not included, as it

has never been taken in American waters.

But judging from its wide distribution in

warm regions, it may be expected on our

southern coast. Finally there is a brief ac-

count of the remarkable Greenland Platyctenid

Tgalfiella tristoma, condensed from Morten-

sen's preliminary description. His final paper
has appeared in Vol. 5 of the Danish Ingolf

Expedition.

Students will find in this book a convenient
manual for a group, the previous literature

of which is scattered and largely inaccessible.

Henry B. Bioelow

Evolution in the Past. By Henry R. Knipe,

F.L.S., with Illustrations by Miss Alice B.

Woodward and Ernest Bucknall. Lon-

don, Herbert & Daniel. 1912. Pp. xvi

+

242, 4 text figures and 56 plates. 4to.

A few years ago the author published a pro-

fusely illustrated work entitled " From Neb-

ula to Man " in which in metrical form he

gave a sketch of the gradual development of

our earth from a nebular mass and of the evo-

lution of living forms upon the globe. The
difficulty of forcing the jaw-torturing nomen-
clature of the paleontologist and zoologist to

adapt itself to the requirements of smoothly

running blank verse revealed itself in the au-

thor's epic, and it is with a certain sense of

relief that we turn from the earlier work to

the present, in which in plain prose he

brings together and outlines the gradual un-

folding through successive geologic periods of

the story of evolution.

The author has evidently read widely and

familiarized himself with the latest results of

scientific research in the domain of paleontol-

ogy. His statements as to the different geo-

logic periods and the forms of life which

characterized them are in accord with the

most advanced teaching of the present. The
style of the book is popular, so far as it is

possible to malte any subject popular which

deals with words of Greek origin, which are

only in current use among specialists and

students. The paleontologist, who is forced

to frame names for newly discovered forms of

animal life which existed in a past more or

less remote, is at a disadvantage when writing

of these things when compared with the man
who has to deal with recent forms of life,

which are known all over the globe by vernac-

ular names. A man who writes about ele-

phants, tigers, bears, and wolves, who dis-

courses of thrushes and nightingales, who
speaks of crocodiles and sharks, or bugs and

snails, is comprehended even by children; but

the man who writes about trilobites, ichthyo-

saurs, diplodocuses, doedicurus and pliopithe-

cus is apt to be regarded with breathless

amazement by the uninitiated. An amusing il-

lustration of this occurred recently when the
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present reviewer, standing in the museum of

whieli he is the director, was engaged in a

lively conversation with Col. Roosevelt about

the evolution of mammalian life in North

America. A score of newspaper reporters sur-

rounded the speakers, and one of them subse-

quently published an account in which he

said that a most astonishing conversation in

language absolutely unintelligible to the

listeners took place between the ex-president

and the director of the museum.

The publication of such works as that

which has appeared from the pen of Mr. KJnipe

will tend in the future to make the subject

more intelligible to the ordinary reader and

the association of the names of things with

splendid illustrations of them must familiar-

ize the public with the whole subject.

Too much praise can not be bestowed upon
the fine plates which adorn the volume. They
are the product of the facile pencil of Miss

Alice B. Woodward, the talented daughter of

Dr. Henry Woodward, the late curator of

geology and paleontology in the British Mu-
seum, and Mr. Ernest Bucknall. A few of

these originally appeared in the author's first

volume, but the great majority are new.

W. J. Holland

NOTES ON METEOBOLOGY AND
CLIMATOLOGY

A RAINLESS APRIL IN ENGLAND

April last was the driest month on record

over a large part of England. In London but

0.04 inch of rain fell, making this month the

driest of that name in about a century and a

half, which is the length of the record. In

the last half-century only one month, Feb-

ruary, 1891, had less precipitation. At
another station, Bromley, where a record has

been kept since 1869, April, 1912, was the

first month in which no precipitation was re-

corded.

THE recording OF EARTHQUAKES

It is particularly unfortunate that congress

did not see fit to make an appropriation for

the inauguration of seismological work under

the auspices of the U. S. Weather Bureau.

Two seismographs have been in operation at

the central office in Washington for a num-
ber of years, but no work of this character

has been done at any of the other stations,

notwithstanding the general call from a num-
ber of sources that the weather bureau en-

gage in this important work. While not

strictly meteorological in character this work
is carried on by the weather services of most

countries, principally because in each country

it is the one government scientific bureau hav-

ing permanent stations at scattered points,

with a trained body of observers to conduct

the work. In the United States good work
has been done by various educational institu-

tions, particularly those of the Jesuit order.

However, it has been the experience of other

countries that seismological observations can

be obtained to greatest advantage by a gov-

ernment bureau through the use of standard

instruments, permanently established and

having similar environments. In the United

States the weather bureau seems best equipped

for such work.

THE ATMOSPHERE AT GREAT HEIGHTS

Luminous phenomena like meteor trains

and auroras at heights of 200 kilometers

(124 miles) or more have long proved the ex-

istence of some atmosphere, however tenuous,

even at these great heights. According to

Professor W. J. Humphreys, the atmosphere

at a height of 150 kilometers (93 miles) con-

sists of 99.73 per cent, (by volume) of hydro-

gen and 0.27 per cent, of helium, with a total

pressure of 0.0043 in millimeters of mercury.

As a result of recent investigations, Dr. A.

Wegener concludes' that there is an atmos-

phere of perceptible density even up to 500

kilometers (311 miles) and that in the high-

est strata there must be an unknown gas in

addition to and lighter than hydrogen. He
suggests that this gas be called " geocoro-

nium " because of its similarity to " coro-

nium " which is supposed to exist in the at-

mosphere of the sun.

' Himmel und Erde, July, 1912.
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FREE AIR DATA IN FORECASTING

When the exploration of the upper air by

means of kites and balloons was first at-

tempted about fifteen years ago, many meteor-

ologists with more enthusiasm than judgment

stated that forecasting would soon be simpli-

fied because of the upper air data thus de-

rived, and that the weather of a week or a

month ahead would be foretold with as great

certainty as that for the next 36 hours was

then predicted. However, the application of

the knowledge gained from soundings in the

free air has not been a simple matter. In fact

the problem has been a very complex one, and

thus far investigations in aerology have been

mainly along the lines of pure science. The

normal condition of the free air is just now
beginning to be understood, and as yet, ab-

normal conditions and their relation to sub-

sequent weather changes at the ground have

not been thoroughly investigated. Various

changes aloft, particularly those relating to

wind velocity and direction, frequently be-

come apparent at the ground six to eight

hours later. If this is generally true, weather

data from aloft will never be particularly

serviceable to the forecaster because of the

short time interval involved. At Mount
Weather Observatory, one of the best

equipped aerological stations in the world, at-

tempts have been made, with fair success, to

use the data from aloft in connection with the

Washington forecasts. Moreover, after the

weather maps have been drawn the free air

conditions preceding and accompanying the

weather at the ground have been studied with

a view of determining the forecasting value

of the data from aloft. That the hopes ex-

pressed fifteen years ago have not yet been

realized may be seen from the following state-

ment of Professor A. J. Henry,^ Executive

Officer of the Observatory:

While a large number of barometric depressions

passed over Mount Weather during the month

(March), a careful study of the upper air data on

the day previous to the advent of each depression

does not show, as yet, that decided changes are in

'Monthly Weather Review, March, 1912, p. 473.

progress whereby the course or the intensity of

the depression might be inferred.

PERIODICITY IN PRESSURE VARIATIONS

Well-marked periods of three and one half

years have been observed in the pressure varia-

tions at Port Darwin, in the northern part of

Australia. From a study of the mean monthly

values for 1878 to 1911, Dr. C. Braak° finds

that similar changes also occur in India and

throughout the Malay Archipelago, and as-

sociated with them are variations of tempera-

ture with maxima half-way between the

maxima of pressure. It has generally been

supposed that solar changes account for the

temperature variations, which in turn produce

variations in pressure. However, when the

temperatures and pressures are plotted it ap-

pears that a pressure wave resembles the tem-

perature wave which follows it rather than the

one which precedes it, indicating that the

changes in pressure cause the changes in tem-

perature, and not conversely. Dr. Braak

describes the process somewhat as follows

:

Through some cause pressure becomes high

over the region. The wind thereupon becomes

feebler and the air takes less part in the gen-

eral circulation than usual. Diminished air

circulation means diminished oceanic circula-

tion; consequently air and water become rela-

tively stagnant, and are hence subject to the

continued action of the tropical sun, which

gradually increases the temperature, and

finally produces a maximum in the tempera-

ture curve. The increase goes on until the

effect of the high temperature on the pres-

sure is to diminish it and eventually to re-

place it with a generally low pressure. Condi-

tions are now reversed, for low pressure means

increased wind velocity, and a considerable

interchange of air and water between equa-

torial and temperate regions, resulting in a

lowering of temperature in the equatorial re-

gion. Ultimately this temperature change

increases the pressure, until high pressure is

once more restored and the cycle begins again.

The pressure and temperature changes are

' Meteorologische Zeitschrift, Vol. 29, pp. 1-7.
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thus ascribed to terrestrial and not to solar

influence.

THE NEED OF A METEOROLOGICAL LABORATORY

Professor Cleveland Abbe, who in January

last was awarded the Symons Gold Medal by

the Eoyal Meteorological Society for his con-

tributions " to instrumental, statistical, dy-

namical and thermodynamical meteorology

and forecasting," has communicated an in-

teresting paper to the Franklin Institute,

Philadelphia, on " The Obstacles to the Prog-

ress of Meteorology." In it he says that even

if we had perfect observations and records for

ages past, with free air data up to heights of

ten or fifteen miles, together with daily

weather maps for the whole northern hemis-

phere, perfect weather predictions could not

now be made because of " our ignorance of

many details as to the laws that govern the

atmosphere and our inability to put even

what little knowledge we have into such a

form that it can be perfectly utilized by the

forecaster." He shows that in every branch

of science progress has been accomplished

mainly through laboratory observation and

experiment, guided by the spirit of mathe-

matics. He therefore says in concluding:

What I most long to see, and what I believe is

of fundamental importance in atmospherics—the

want of which is a real obstacle—is the existence

of a laboratory building specifically adapted to

atmospheric experiments, and the association there-

with of able students trained in mathematics,

physics and mechanics. When all this is realized

the intellectual work that wOl there be done will

gradually remove all obstacles to the eventual per-

fection of our knowledge of the atmosphere.

NEW BOOKS

Among the books which have recently ap-

peared are: (1) "Climate and Weather," by
H. N. Dickson. London, Williams and Nor-

gate, 8vo, 256 pp.. Is. net. (2) " Instructions

Meteorologiques," by Alfred Angot. 5th

edition. Paris, Gauthier-Villars, 8vo, 161 pp.

(3) " International Catalogue of Scientific

Literature "—" Meteorology, including Ter-

restrial Magnetism." London, Harrison and

Sons,' 8vo, 238 pp., 15s. (4) "Atlas Pho-

tographique des Nauges," by J. Loisel. 8 pp.

+ 10 pi., Paris, G. Thomas, 18 fr. (5) " The
Structure of the Atmosphere in Clear

Weather: a Study of Soundings with Pilot

Balloons," by C. J. P. Cave. 4vo, 144 pp.,

Cambridge University Press, 10s. 6d. net.

(6) " Meteorological Instruments and Weather

Forecasts," by H. T. Davidge. London, P.

Marshall and Co., 6d. net. (7) " Barometers

and the Measurement of Atmospheric Pres-

sure," by C. F. Marvin. 4th edition, 8vo,

110 pp., Washington, U. S. Weather Bureau,

Instrument Division, Circular F. (8) " Evap-

oration from Irrigated Soils," by S. Fortier

and S. H. Beckett, 8vo, 77 pp.. Washington,

U. S. Ofiice of Experiment Stations, Bulletin

248.

Andrew H. Palmer
Blue Hill Observatoei?

SPECIAL ABTICLES

the physiological significance of THE seg-

mented STRUCTURE OF THE STRLVTED

MUSCLE FIBER

The question of the physiological signifi-

cance of the segmented structure of striated

muscle fibers remains for most physiologists

one of the standing enigmas of their science.

What relation—if any—has this structure to

the power of rapid and instantly reversible

contraction which is the distinctive peculiarity

of this tissue? No entirely satisfactory an-

swer to this question has hitherto been found;

those which have been proposed are as diverse

as their authors' conceptions of the ultimate

of the difficulty lies here. The histological

literature is full of contradictions and hence

—since all can not be right—of misinterpreta-

tions. Before agreement can be reached on

the physiological question, it is evident that a

clear and satisfactory conception of the essen-

tial structure of the living muscle-cell is

necessary. Many of the structuial minutise

visible in histological preparations vary ac-

cording to the nature of the treatment ac-

corded the tissue. Their physiological signifi-

cance is thus doubtful. During recent years
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a certain change in the procedure of inves-

tigators has become apparent. Experience of

the readiness with which the structure or " ag-

gregation-state " of a colloidal system may he

altered has made it clear that such structures

are not always to be regarded as preexistent in

the living tissue. They are rather to be re-

garded as appearances from which, on the

basis of an adequate knowledge of the be-

havior of colloidal systems under similar treat-

ment, inferences may be drawn as to the

original disposition and state of the colloidal

material in the living system. Inferences so

drawn require to be controlled by an exact

knowledge of the structural appearances in

living muscle during both rest and contrac-

tion. Hence recent investigators—as Hiirthle

and Meigs—have relied mainly on direct and

photographic observation of living muscle

fibers. But even results so gained show con-

siderable disagreement in detail, and unfor-

tunately they have proved compatible with

diametrically opposed conceptions of the es-

sential nature of the contractile process.

Certain definite conclusions have, however,

been reached. It is agreed that the contractile

elements are solid fibrils—consisting sup-

posedly of water-swollen myosin—which are

embedded in a more fluid sarcoplasm; the

fibrils are not optically homogeneous, but ex-

hibit a regular alternation of longer segments

consisting of more refractive and largely

doubly refractive (anisotropic) material, with

shorter less refractive segments showing little

or no double refraction (isotropic). In the

voluntary muscle-cell of vertebrates the fibrils

are crowded together closely, and in such a

manner that the adjacent anisotropic and iso-

tropic segments of different fibrils lie at the

same level; this level is perpendicular to the

long axis of the muscle cell, hence the latter,

as a whole, shows the characteristic cross-

striation. It is this peculiarity of parallelism

in the disposition of the fibrillar segments

which Hiirthle characterizes as " schwer ver-

standlieh." It plainly suggests that the fibrils

are laterally conjoined in a definite manner
so as to form a system coherent throughout

the cell. Conceptions differ, however, as to the

ultimate structure of the individual fibrils,

and particularly as to the nature of the con-

ditions producing the segmented appearance.

I shall not attempt in this place to dis-

criminate minutely between conflicting views

regarding structure; my aim is merely to

show that a segmented structure is in itself

—

and largely irrespective of the precise nature

of the structural conditions that determine

the segmentation—a condition favorable to

rapid and quickly reversible changes of form.

The questions to be discussed are thus : What
mechanical advantage does a rapidly contrac-

tile colloidal system like muscle derive (1)

from having its fibrils regularly and minutely

segmented, and (2) from having the corre-

sponding segments of adjacent fibrils at the

same level?

Considered from a physico-chemical point

of view, the individual muscle-fibril forms a

colloidal system in which regions showing a

well-marked contrast in optical and apparently

also in chemical properties (evidence from
staining) alternate regularly with one

another. It is, however, doubtful if the alter-

nate segments differ in their essential chem-

ical constitution; the evidence seems rather to

indicate that the same colloidal material forms

the solid substratum of the fibril throughout

its entire length, but that this material dif-

fers in its state of aggregation in alternate

segments. The colloidal particles must be re-

garded as forming a coherent system through-

out the entire fibril, as in a gel; otherwise the

fibril would have no tensile strength. Be-

tween the coherent particles of any gel are

interstitial fluid-containing spaces.' If the

fibril is essentially a gel, as thus assumed,

with myosin as the chief colloid, its physical

' The recent observations of Baehmann, made in

Zsigmondy's laboratory, on the ultramiorosoopic

structure of gels, show that during gelation the

motion of the submicrons changes from one of a

free translatory character to one in which the sub-

microns undergo only Blight vibratory movements

about fixed positions of equilibrium. There is

thus in gelation an aggregation of submicrons and
amicrons to form a coherent system, with fluid-

containing interspaces. Cf. Zeitschrift fur anor-

ganisohe Chemie, 1911, p. 125.
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condition from segment to segment can vary-

only in the concentration and state of aggre-

gation of its colloid material. There are indi-

cations that the colloidal particles (probably

submicrons) are more densely aggregated in

the dim bands and less densely in the light;

in this case the interstitial spaces must be

smaller in the dim and larger in the light

bands; i. e., the proportion of displaceable

fluid material is greater in the light bands,

the latter, so to speak, having the looser tex-

ture of the two. Such a conception explains

many characteristic observations, such as the

beaded form shown by fibrils under certain

conditions; the greater compressibility of the

isotropic segments (indicating a greater

fluidity), as shown by the experiments of

Haycraft, who obtained impressions of the

segmented structure by pressing living fibers

against collodion; the facts that the double

refraction appears rather to diminish than en-

tirely to disappear in the light bands, and

that adsorbed coloring materials, such as

hematoxylin, though taken up by the whole

fibril, are extracted most readily from tbe

isotropic segments, just as though the

adsorbing surface were there relatively less.

Hiirthle also compares the material com-

posing the fibril to a gel; he regards this

as chemically homogeneous throughout, but

as differing in its physical condition in alter-

nate segments. He adduces the analogy of

the nodes in a stretched vibrating string, im-

plying that the differences between the alter-

nating segments are purely physical and in-

dependent of differences in chemical compo-

sition. Although it is doubtful that marked

differences in the colloidal aggregation-state

could exist between adjacent segments with-

out at least some quantitative differences of

chemical composition due to differences of

adsorption, etc., yet the essential conception

of the fibril as essentially homogeneous in its

chemical composition is not altered by recog-

nizing the existence of a segmented structure

of the above conceived kind.

On this view the fibril is to be regarded as

a column of colloidal material having the es-

sential properties of a gel

—

i. e., a system in

which the colloidal particles cohere; the par-

ticles, however, are not homogeneously distrib-

uted in this gel, but are relatively densely

aggregated in the anisotropic segments and

loosely in the isotropic ; in the latter the inter-

stitial fluid-containing spaces are therefore

relatively larger. It should be noted that in

all muscles the isotropic segments are shorter

than the anisotropic ; also that the best photo-

graphic evidence indicates that the actual

shortening is confined to the anisotropic re-

gions of the fibril, i. e., to the regions where

the colloidal particles are the most closely

aggregated. The significance of this will be

apparent later.

The considerations urged in the preceding

paragraph relate to the individual fibril and

do not explain the lateral coherence of the

fibrils. It seems clear, from the fact that the

striation is preserved during contraction, that

transverse connections must exist between ad-

jacent fibrils, otherwise the latter would cer-

tainly undergo relative displacement more
frequently than observation shows to be the

case. But the histological evidence of such

cross connections is imperfect, although the

view seems well founded that the appearances

known as Hensen's and Krause's lines (M
and Z lines) correspond to regions where ad-

jacent fibrils are laterally conjoined. This

view is supported by Heidenhain on the basis

of numerous observations on fixed muscle of

various kinds; and a continuity of the Z-lines

from fibril to fibril, even when the latter are

separated by some distance, is clearly ap-

parent in some of Meigs's photographs. Both

of these appearances, especially the Z or inter-

mediate line, have been interpreted as mem-
branes subdividing the fibrils at segmental

intervals; but they seem to lack the continu-

ity which such a conception demands. A
continuous membrane would show definite

optical appearances due to reflection of light

at its surface. The so-called /-lines, which

suggest such reflection and hence support this

conception, are variable and often unapparent.

On the other hand, the existence of narrow

cross-connections between adjacent fibrils

would undoubtedly account for the observed
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appearances. I am, therefore, inclined to favor

tins interpretation. According to this con-

ception these structures are of no essential

importance in contraction except in so far

as they prevent relative displacement of ad-

jacent fibrils. But such displacement, if per-

mitted, would interfere with the contractile

properties of the system, as I shall show

later, so that the physiological role thus as-

signed to these structures may after all be in-

dispensable. This view is however quite op-

posed to any hypothesis—like that of Piitter
—^which regards the intermediate lines as cor-

responding to membranes whose state of

permeability determines the degree of osmotic

distension of the muscle segments, and so the

state of contraction. The evidence of their

membrane character seems insufficient to

serve as support for such a speculative view

as this. On the other hand, the lateral coher-

ence of the fibrils is an undoubted fact which

must have a structural basis, and direct ob-

servations exist which indicate that at least

the Z lines—which appear to be the more
constant of the two—do in fact cross the

intervals between the fibrils. Structures thus

continuous from fibril to fibril are most nat-

urally interpreted as connectives.

We may now consider the physiological

problem as to the nature of the essential phys-

ical changes which form the direct condition

of the characteristic mechanical deformation

of active muscle. The precise nature of the

energy-yielding metabolic process need not

concern us here. As well known, various more

or less seriously conflicting hypotheses exist.

There is considerable evidence of a displace-

ment of fluid within the contractile elements

during activity, and this fact has led to the de-

velopment of theories which assign to this

transfer of fluid the essential role in the proc-

ess of contraction. Thus Engelmann and

many others have referred the process to a

water-absorption or swelling of certain struc-

tural elements—just as gelatine sheets swell

in water, and more rapidly when the water

is warm or acidulated than when it is cold or

neutral. The general structural conception

put forward some time ago by McDougall,

and recently favored by Meigs and others, has

been that of a tissue composed of elements

comparable to somewhat elongated or spindle-

shaped fluid-containing sacs with inexten-

sible walls; these elements on distension ap-

proach a spherical form, with consequent ap-

proximation of their opposite ends. A cer-

tain degree of shortening (about 37 per cent.)

may thus theoretically be accounted for.

That the actual shortening often greatly ex-

ceeds this proportion is unfavorable to such

hypotheses, though perhaps not necessarily

incompatible with them. The structural con-

ditions might conceivably be such that the

swelling elements at their maximal normal

distension adopt a form in which the ratio

of transverse to longitudinal diameters—as-

suming these to correspond with those of the

muscle-cell—is increased sufficiently to ac-

count for a much greater degree of shorten-

ing than the above. All that would be neces-

sary to render such a hypothesis adequate

in this respect would be to assign a certain

definite structure and form to the elements.

Take for instance the case of a tissue com-

posed of structural units resembling the ex-

tended elaters of the spores of Equisetum; as

is well known, these structures when slightly

moistened wind themselves closely around the

spore; the total diameter of the system, spore

plus elaters, may thus be reduced to a small

fraction of the original diameter as meas-

ured between the tips of the extended elaters.

One might conceive of muscle as composed of

elements similar in contractile properties to

elaters, united in a definite manner to form

a contractile system; and it would no doubt

be possible, by exercising some ingenuity, to

reconcile such a conception with the main

histological appearances. Hypotheses that

refer the contraction to swelling of the con-

tractile elements are thus not to be dismissed

by advocates of other views as inadmissible

on the ground of purely geometrical considera-

tions. The objections to this type of explana-

tion are of quite another nature; and since

they are in my opinion sufficiently weighty

to render it extremely doubtful that this kind

of physical charge could ever form the basis
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of a movement so rapid, responsive and

quickly reversible as muscular contraction, I

shall briefly recapitulate what I consider to

be the chief inadequacies of such hypotheses.

(1) The time required for a contraction

and relaxation due to swelling-changes in the

colloidal contractile elements—involving both

the incorporation of water into the colloid

and its release—seems to be too great. Pauli,

indeed, once estimated that if the elements

have the swelling properties of gelatine discs,

and the same surface-volume ratio as the

muscle-segments, the rate of swelling might

be sufficient to account for a contraction as

rapid as that of frogs' muscle. But the single

twitch may be many times shorter than this,

as in insects' wing-muscle, where moreover

the muscle-segments are larger than in verte-

brate muscle. It is of course possible to reply

to this objection that the actual elements con-

cerned may be much smaller than the visible

muscle-segments. Still, in any case, since the

single-twitch curve of striated muscle is

symmetrical, the rate of the water-absorption

would have to correspond in its time-rela-

tions with that of the water-loss. These

curves, however, have been shown to follow

different courses in those cases which have

been actually investigated (by van Bem-
melen). (2) A more serious difficulty is that

• the temperature-coefficient of the mechanical

energy of contraction, according to Bern-

stein's investigations, is negative; i. e., within

a normal range—^up to 30°—the lifting power

of the twitch is increased, with a given inten-

sity of stimulus, by lowering the temperature.

The temperature-coefficient of swelling proc-

esses is however positive and large, like that

of chemical reactions; that of surface ten-

sion, on the contrary, is negative. Bernstein's

experiments must be regarded as very signifi-

cant, since the temperature-coefficients of the

chemical changes concerned in contraction

are of course positive; the above result would

seem therefore quite unaccountable if a chem-

ical change, like the production of acid, pre-

ceded and formed the condition of the contrac-

tile change. These experiments thus appear

to indicate, first, that the process immediately

conditioning the contraction is only indi-

rectly dependent on a chemical change," and,

second, since this process has a negative tem-

perature-coefficient (a distinctive peculiarity

of surface-tension), that a change of surface-

tension in the ultimate contractile elements is

the direct source of the energy of contraction.

(3) A further disadvantage of the " swelling-

hypotheses "—as contrasted with the surface-

tension hypothesis—is that they offer no sug-

gestion as to the nature of the connection

between the electrical variation accompany-

ing contraction and the actual contractile

process. In electrical stimulation a change in

the electrical polarization of the plasma-mem-

brane is almost certainly the essential or

critical event. If the membrane enclosing a

colloidal system, such as a muscle-cell, changes

its polarization, a corresponding change of

polarization must occur at all of the electric-

ally polarized surfaces within the system thus

enclosed,' including presumably the surfaces

of the colloidal particles composing the con-

tractile elements. Changes of electrical polar-

ization at surfaces are definitely known to

alter the surface-tension. On the other

hand, the relation assumed to exist between

the polarization-change of stimulation and

the swelling of the colloidal elements, accord-

ing to the hypothesis under consideration,

must be exceedingly indirect. A chemical

change must first be assumed to occur, pro-

ducing substances, supposedly acid, which in-

crease the swelling properties of the colloid.

There is nothing unreasonable in this view,

but it fails to suggest any explanation of the

close parallelism which exists between the

electrical and the contractile processes in ac-

tive muscle. The interdependence between

the two is undoubtedly intimate, and is read-

ily intelligible on the hypothesis just outlined

^ Resembling in this respect the plant-movements

due to changes in the permeability of the plasma-

membranes of turgid cells (in Mimosa, Dionoea,

etc.).

^ Since the electrical potential of the whole cell-

interior changes, and with it one of the factors in

the conditions of equilibrium of the electrical

double layers at the polarized surfaces within the

cell.
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that alterations of the surface-tension of the

contractile elements, conditioned by varia-

tions in their electrical surface-polarization,

form the immediate condition of contraction.

Any hypothesis which fails to explain this

interconnection must be regarded as seriously

deficient.

I shall now discuss more fully what is

usually regarded as the alternative hypothesis,

namely, that the contractile energy is due to

changes in the surface-tension of certain

muscle-elements. In contraction the surface-

tension of these elements is supposedly in-

creased. If this increase of tension is suffi-

ciently great, and the area of the active

surface sufficiently large, the transformable

surface-energy, which is measured by the

product of these two factors, may be sufficient

to account for the work done by muscle in

contraction. The main question is whether

the evidence justifies us in assuming the ex-

istence of such conditions in the living mus-

cle-cell. Now the possible range of alteration

in the surface-tension of the colloidal con-

tractile elements under the influence of

changing electrical polarization is undoubt-

edly small—almost certainly less than ten

dynes per linear centimeter—so that in order

to develop the force observed in contraction a

very large active surface would be required.

Bernstein has shown that any possible altera-

tion of surface-tension at the surface of the

muscle-fibrils is quite insufficient to account

for the work done by contracting muscle; and

he has therefore assumed that in its ultimate

structure the fibril is built up out of smaller

ellipsoid contractile elements, by the altera-

tion of whose surface-tension the contraction

of the whole fibril is produced. By ascribing

sufficiently small dimensions to these elements

it is possible hypothetically to enlarge the

surface to the required degree. But is such

an assumption reconcilable with our present

knowledge of muscle structure? In Hiirthle's

photographs the fibril-segments show a sub-

division into narrower rodlet-like structures

("Stabchen") which he regards as the ultimate

contractile elements. The united surface-

area even of these elements is also far from

sufficient to meet the requirements. There are

thus no microscopically demonstrable structures

corresponding to Bernstein's hypothetical ellip-

soids. It is necessary, if the hypothesis is not

to be abandoned, to inquire if still smaller ele-

ments may not exist by the alteration of

whose surface-tension the requisite mechan-

ical energy may be produced. There is, as I

have pointed out elsewhere, good reason to re-

gard the ultimate colloidal particles of the

fibrils as corresponding to such elements.

By their union to form larger particles, as in

the general process of colloid-coagulation,

sufficient mechanical energy to account for

contraction might conceivably be freed, since

the reduction of surface-area in such a process

may be very great, implying a correspond-

ingly large transformation of surface-energy.

It is known that in the precipitation of col-

loids by electrolytes a fundamental condition

of the effect is a lessening of the contact-po-

tential of the particles against the medium;
the isoelectric point, where the contact-poten-

tial is zero, is typically the point of maximum
instability, i. e., the tendency to fusion of the

particles is then greatest; apparently their

surface-energy, then no longer compensated

by the electrical energy of the charged sur-

faces, draws the particles together until a

new condition of equilibrium with lessened

surface is reached. Increased surface-tension

resulting from decrease or disappearance of

the surface-charges is in fact now regarded

as one of the chief conditions determining the

union of the colloidal particles to form larger

complexes. This union, if it proceeds suffi-

ciently far, leads to the coagulation or pre-

cipitation of the colloid.

Now if in a contractile tissue the mechan-

ical energy appearing in contraction is the ex-

pression of a temporary coalescence of the col-

loidal particles of the fibrils, due to their in-

creased surface-tension, any condition further-

ing contraction ought, if not rapidly reversed,

to lead to further fusion of particles and

eventually to visible coagulation. Various

facts of comparative physiology show that

during conditions of extreme contraction the

colloids of contractile tissues do frequently
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undergo a more or less evident coagulation.

The most striking instance known to me is that

of the swimming plates of ctenophores; these

structures, when immersed in pure isotonic

solutions of sodium salts, exhibit for a short

time an abnormally accelerated contractile

rhythm accompanied by a progressive coagu-

lation of the normally transparent contractile

substance; this coagulation is the more rapid

and complete the more energetic the con-

tractile movements. Piitter in his recently

published " Vergleichende Physiologie " cites

(p. 456) a number of instances where con-

traction of muscle is accompanied by a visible

coagulation of the muscle-substance. In

vertebrate muscle the coalescence of colloidal

particles—assuming it to take place—does not

normally lead to visible coagulation during

contraction. But it is characteristic of this

tissue that the contraction is instantly and

automatically reversed unless a rapid and

rhythmical process of stimulation is con-

tinued. This peculiarity, which is perhaps

the most remarkable property of this tissue,

is favorable to, or at least quite consistent

with, the view that a temporary coalescence of

the colloidal particles occurs at each stimula-

tion—due to a depolarization of the sur-

face of the particles, simultaneously with

a depolarization of the plasma-membrane

of the entire cell—^and that this coal-

escence is instantly reversed by the automatic

return of the membrane to its normal polar-

ized condition. If, however, the plasma mem-
brane becomes permanently depolarized, as in

consequence of any marked and permanent

increase in ionic permeability (such as occurs

during cytolysis), the coalescence of colloidal

particles becomes permanent, and a visible

coagulation, typically accompaned by a

permanent shortening or " contracture," fol-

lows. Such an effect is produced if a frog's

muscle is immersed in physiological salt solu-

tion containing saponin or other cytolytic

substance. If the muscle is first sensitized by

esrposure for a few minutes to a pure isotonic

solution of a sodium salt, such as iodide, the

cytolytic action of the saponin is accelerated;

the contraction is thus rendered quicker and

more energetic and the degree of coagulation

is greater; i. e., the energy of the contraction

shows a distinct parallelism with the energy

of the coagulative process in the muscle-sub-

stance. It might be maintained that the

coagulative change is merely a secondary con-

sequence of the cytolysis, and has no direct

connection with the contraction, but when these

facts are taken in conjunction with the others

cited in this paragraph the indications seem

strong that the ultimate process causing con-

traction is essentially the same as that which

—if carried far enough—Pleads to coagulation

of the colloids. As already pointed out, the

latter process is due to fusion of colloidal par-

ticles to form larger aggregates; what causes

the union appears to be heightened surface-ten-

sion resulting from diminished electrical

surface-polarization; the increased tension

then draws the particles together and thus

performs a certain mechanical work. Simi-

larly in the contractile tissue; within each

fibril the colloidal particles or submicrons

—

which presumably are already in contact or

cohere since the whole fibril forms a solid gel-

like system—draw together more closely dur-

ing contraction in consequence of a sudden

increase in their surface-tension. This coales-

cence occurs only within each fibril, not be-

tween adjacent fibrils, hence the motion of

displacement of the particles is virtually lim-

ited to the direction of the long axis and in

consequence the whole fibril shortens. As the

coalescence of the particles proceeds the active

surface-area steadily decreases, and with it

the contractile force ; hence this force is great-

est at the beginning of contraction and di-

minishes as the muscle shortens.

We assume therefore that in contraction the

colloidal particles, especially those of the

anisotropic segments, draw together or coal-

esce. There is, in other words, a clumping or

flocking of the particles, which is most rapid

and energetic in those regions where the par-

ticles are most numerous and closest together.

In so doing they displace the more fluid inter-

stitial substance. This incidental displace-

ment of fluid is as necessary an accompani-

ment of the act of contraction as the coales-
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cence of the particles, and if the contraction

is to be rapid and quickly reversible the move-

ment of the fluid must be equally so. It is

this consideration, in my belief, vehich ex-

plains the advantage of the segmented struc-

ture. The fluid displaced from each aniso-

tropic segment during coalescence of its par-

ticles gathers in the adjacent isotropic seg-

ments. These appear therefore to increase in

volume during contraction (Hiirthle), but the

apparent transfer of fluid between these re-

gions is merely the visible expression of its

displacement from the anisotropic segments

by the coalescing particles within the latter.

Evidently the quickness and readiness with

which the transfer of fluid occurs will in-

crease with the area of the surface separating

the two regions. The disposition of the con-

tractile material of the fibril in numerous

small denser segments separated by narrower

segments of looser texture {i. e., with wider

interstitial spaces) allows for the rapid dis-

placement of the fluid by the colloidal par-

ticles as they coalesce; in other words, mini-

mizes the resistance to such coalescence, and is

hence a necessary condition for any rapid

movement. In the reverse process of relaxa-

tion the original relative distribution of the

solid and the fluid portions of the system is

regained with equal readiness.

Conditions in a colloidal system of this

segmented structure are thus highly favorable

to rapid and promptly reversible contractile

movements due to a massing or flocking of

colloidal particles. The striated muscle-cell

as a whole need lose no water in contrac-

tion; there is merely a temporary redistribu-

tion of the more fluid portion of the tissue

within the cells. The case of the vertebrate

smooth muscle fiber is different, and there is

good evidence that in this tissue fluid does

actually leave the cell during contraction.

The characteristic slowness of both contrac-

tion and relaxation in smooth muscle may con-

ceivably be explained on the supposition that

the fluid displaced by the contraction of the

intracellular fibrillar system can collect only

in the relatively large intercellular spaces, i. e.,

must pass across the plasma membrane, in-

stead of collecting in numerous minute intra-

cellular spaces as in striated muscle. The
transfer of fluid is thus necessarily gradual,

and the contraction and relaxation are cor-

respondingly slow.

The massing of the colloidal particles in the

anisotropic segments results in a shortening

and thickening of these segments and hence

of the whole tissue. The advantage of having

all the segments of the different fibrils within

the same cell equal in size and situated at

the same level becomes evident on further

consideration. In a system of closely crowded

contractile fibrils the mechanical processes in

contiguous fibrils would clearly interfere with

one another were this not the case. The over-

flow of the displaced fluid into the isotropic

segments in any fibril would be impeded, and

the coalescence of the colloidal particles thus

cheeked or prevented, if during contraction

the isotropic segments were in close contact

with the anisotropic segments of other fibrils;

as the latter thickened they would compress

the isotropic segments of the fibril under con-

sideration, and prevent the passage of fluid

into these latter. Prevention of the displace-

ment of fluid would however retard or prevent

the coalescence of the particles, and hence the

whole dependent contraction. Such interfer-

ence between adjacent fibrils would obviously

be minimal with a parallel disposition of fib-

rils, such as we actually find in the tissue.

This arrangement is thus mechanically the

most advantageous conceivable for a tissue

whose effective action depends on the simul-

taneous contraction of a large number of

closely crowded fibrils of the above conceived

structure.

We conclude therefore that the physiological

advantage of both the segmented structure

and the parallel arrangement of the fibrils

consists in the provision thus made for a rapid

to-and-fro displacement of the fluid part of

the fibrils during contractile activity. This

displacement of fluid is, however, to be re-

garded as merely incidental to the contrac-

tion, and not as its immediate cause; and in

this respect the theory supported above differs

fundamentally from those according to which
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the transfer of fluid is in itself the essential

or " inogenetic " part of the process. It is of

course obvious that any theory which (e. g.)

regards contraction as due to a swelling of the

isotropic segments by fluid absorbed from the

anisotropic—as discs of gelatin or fibrin swell

in acidulated water—must require that the

interchange of fluid should be rapid and

promptly reversible; hence that part of the

present interpretation which regards the struc-

ture of striated muscle as essentially a means

for facilitating transfer of fluid within the

cell is equally consistent with this latter

theory. Nevertheless the point of view that

regards absorption of water by an acidulated

sheet of gelatin as the analogue of what occurs

in muscular contraction is radically different

from that set forth in this paper, according

to which the energy of contraction is the

transformed surface-energy of the ultimate

structural elements or colloidal particles (sub-

microns) composing the fibrils. There is un-

doubtedly a movement of fluid between the

muscle-segments during contraction; but this

fact in itseK is consistent with either of the

two theories just contrasted. The decision

between the two must be made on the basis

of other evidence.

Ealph S. Lillie

Marine Biological Laboratory,

Woods Hole,
^

June 7, 1912

FERTILIZATION OF THE EGGS OF VARIOUS INVERTE-

BRATES BY OX-SERUM

I

The chemical method of artificial partheno-

genesis has thus far been worked out with any

degree of completeness, only for the Cali-

fornian sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus pur-

puratus. In this form it was shown by Loeb

that the process of fertilization is composed of

two entirely different phases. The one is an

alteration or destruction of the surface layer

of the egg. This alteration of the cortical

layer may or may not result in the formation

of a fertilization membrane. The alteration

of the surface can be brought about by a

great many different means, all of which have

a cytolytic effect. The superficial cytolysis

starts the development of the egg but leaves

the latter with a tendency to perish during the

further development. The sickly condition is

remedied by a second treatment of the egg,

which may consist in putting the eggs for

about from 30 to 50 minutes into hypertonic

sea water of a certain concentration. If taken

out of this solution, the egg develops prac-

tically normally.

Experiments on heterogeneous hybridization

which Loeb carried out, furnished the evidence

that the spermatozoon also causes the develop-

ment of the egg by carrying two agencies into

it, one of which is a cytolytic substance, a

lysin, which causes the membrane formation.

Lysins are contained not only in the

spermatozoon but in all the cells and in the

blood of any animal. Loeb found five years

ago that the blood of a worm, Dendrostoma,

calls forth membrane formation in the unfer-

tilizing egg of the sea-urchin. This blood re-

tained its fertilizing power when diluted as

much as several hundred times with sea water.

The same author found subsequently that

the blood and tissue extract of many animals

had the same effect, e. g., the blood of cattle.

The fact that the blood of each female does

not cause the parthenogenetic development of

its ovra. eggs, Loeb explained by the theory,

that while the lysins contained in the blood of

foreign species can diffuse with comparative

ease into the egg and the cells of an animal,

the lysins contained in its own blood are pre-

vented from such a diffusion.

It was found impossible to cause the de-

velopment of the eggs of all female sea-

urchins by means of foreign blood. This difS-

culty was overcome by treating the eggs with

strontium chloride before they were exposed

to the foreign serum. If the sea-urchin eggs

were put for a short time into a I or A Jf so-

lution of strontium chloride, a subsequent

treatment with ox blood caused them all to

form fertilization membranes. When subse-

quently treated for a short time with hyper-

tonic sea water, most of the eggs developed

into normal plutei.
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While in this way the mechanism of fertili-

zation was cleared up to a large extent for the

sea-urchin egg, very little had heen accom-

plished with the eggs of other invertebrates.

The eggs of a great many forms had been

caused to develop by artificial means but the

development was often very abnormal.

Artificial parthenogenesis was caused in the

eggs of molluscs by Kostanecki as well as by
Loeb, but the development was abnormal in as

much as it resulted in the production of

larvae without previous segmentation. In
the egg of Cumingia, another mollusc, efforts

to produce artificial parthenogenesis had
failed entirely. In annelids the results were
not very satisfactory either. In Ghcetopterus,

e. g., Loeb produced parthenogenetic larvae,

but they developed without segmentation as

he first observed and as was later ascertained

beyond doubt by F. Lillie.

If the lysin theory of fertilization was cor-

rect, it was necessary to find out whether arti-

ficial parthenogenesis with an approximately

normal type of development can be caused in

the eggs of all animals by foreign blood. Ex-
periments which we have carried on this year

seem to indicate that this can be done to a

large extent.

m
We first ascertained that the eggs of Arhacia

behave essentially like those of Strongylocen-

trotus purpuraius. The eggs of Arhacia are

sensitized by putting them for a short time
into a, i M solution of strontium chloride.

They were then exposed for about 10 minutes
to ox-serum which had been rendered isotonic

with sea water through the addition of sodium
chloride. The eggs were then transferred for

20 minutes into hypertonic sea water. Such
eggs developed normally into plutei. The only

difference between the behavior of the eggs of

Arlacia and Strongylocentrotus is that the

eggs of Arhacia do not form a very distinct

membrane. It is needless to say that the
necessary controls were made and that we
made sure that the treatment of the eggs with
strontium choride or with strontium chloride

and subsequently with the hypertonic solution,

did not lead to the formation of embryos, al-

though occasionally a few segmentations

could be brought about in this way.

We next worked with the eggs of Cumingia
which had been found to be refractory to the
other methods of artificial parthenogenesis.

We obtained an apparently perfectly normal
segmentation of the eggs and the formation of

larvse, by treating them in the following way:
The eggs were sensitized to the effects of

serum by placing them for from 2 to 4 minutes
into a i ilf solution of strontium chloride.

They were then placed for five minutes into

ox-serum rendered isotonic with sea water and
diluted with an equal part of a M/2 solution

of NaCl + CaCl+ KCl. After having been
freed from all traces of serum by repeated

washing in a Einger solution they were trans-

ferred for 60 minutes into hypertonic sea water
(50 c.c. sea water+ 8 c.c. 2i M NaCl). Con-
trol experiments showed that the treatment
with serum is the essential factor in this

process.

We induced segmentation in the eggs
of Chcetopterus by putting them for from
li to 2J minutes into a mixture of 25 c.c. f M
strontium chloride -f 25 c.c. M/2 ISTaCl +'

CaClj -\- KCl, then for ten minutes into ox-

serum diluted with its own volume of the

above mentioned solution and then by putting

them for thirty minutes into hypertonic sea

water. From fixed and stained preparations

which Dr. Bancroft made for us, we made
sure that the nuclear and cell division was
real and not merely apparent.

While the method needs to be perfected in

some details, the experiments show that it is

possible to induce, with the aid of foreign

blood serum, parthenogenetic segmentation

and development into larvae, in eggs which had
been found refractory to the other methods of

artificial parthenogenesis. The lysin theory of

fertilization is therefore more generally appli-

cable. Jacques Loeb,

Hardolph Wastenets
The RocBaiPELLEB Institute,
New Yoek,
August 12, 1912
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THE BESINS AND THEIB CHEMICAL
BELATIONS TO THE TEBPENES^

The closing years of the eighteenth and
the beginning of the nineteenth centuries

found chemists engaged in the study of

chemical problems related to both plant

and animal life. Organic chemistry during

this early chemical epoch was exactly what
its name implied, a study of those sub-

stances which are produced through life

processes, either plant or animal. During
this early epoch, the problems in plant

chemistry were more inviting to the chem-

ist than those in animal life, first, because

the compounds appeared to be simpler sub-

stances and, second, because they crystal-

lized more readily and were therefore more
readily obtained in pure form. As a result

of these characteristics, early organic chem-

istry was largely confined to plant life,

consisting, however, of little more than the

simple preparation of the substances them-

selves.

Seheele was the first to point out that the

plant and animal world is made up of defi-

nite compounds, just as is the inorganic

world. He proved the assertion by iso-

lating a number of organic substances,

among them tartaric, citric, malic and uric

acids. He even went so far in his study of

the organic compounds as to suggest what
the modern physiological chemist calls

metabolism, as a means of explaining cer-

tain physiological processes. Owing, how-

ever, to the extreme difficiilty in obtaining

physiological compounds in crystalline

' A part of the address of the vice-president and
chairman of Section C, American Association for

the Advancement of Science, Washington, Decem-
ber, 1912.
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form, Scheele devoted much time to phyto-

chemistry, discovering more than a score

of important plant compounds besides

those mentioned above. Other men fol-

lowed in his footsteps and by the beginning

of the last century many of the important

plant compounds had been isolated.

At the very beginning of what may be

justly called the renaissance in organic

chemistry, Marggraf (1745-79) completed

his historical work on the common beet-

root. With his discovery and preparation

of sucrose from the sugar-beet began the

first and perhaps the greatest and most

highly technical industry of modern times.

It was likewise during the close of this first

epoch that Pelletier began his classical

work on the alkaloids, resulting in the dis-

covery of no less than twelve of the im-

portant ones, including quinine, strychnine

and brucine. In fact, it was during this

same epoch that nearly all of the great

families of plants were studied from the

chemical point of view, resulting, in almost

every case, in important discoveries. Even
the resins, which chemists have until re-

cently regarded as too complex to deserve

serious attention, were studied in an indus-

trial way and more than thirty different

varieties prepared and used in the arts.

But the resins were only one of the many
groups of organic compounds regarded as

too complex to admit of other than a study

in the most general way, for organic chem-

istry had not advanced far enough to

permit of a thorough chemical study of

even the simplest of the organic substances.

The adoption of the radical and the ring

theories about the middle of the last cen-

tury, however, completely changed the

sphere of organic chemistry and synthetic

methods and the chemical constitution of

organic compounds became the goal toward

which a large majority of chemists worked.

The adoption of the benzene ring theory,

together with the working out of the chem-

ical constitution of naphthalene, pyridine,

quinoline and the terpenes, opened new
fields in phytochemistry, and the first ten

years of labor after the adoption of these

new theories showed amazing results.

Structural and synthetic work in plant

chemistry really began in the sixties. In

1869, Lieberman startled the whole chem-

ical world by synthesizing alizarine, an

important vegetable dye-stuff, and shortly

after the alizarine synthesis, Baeyer suc-

ceeded in building up the indigo molecule.

Following these historical discoveries

came numerous phytochemical syntheses,

one of the most important being the arti-

ficial preparation of vanillin. Until Tie-

mann had shown that vanillin can be made
cheaper in the laboratory than it can pos-

sibly be obtained from the vanilla plant,

chemists, on the whole, were somewhat

skeptical about the practicability of syn-

thetic methods and especially as to the pos-

sibility of these synthetic compounds sup-

planting those produced by nature. The

vanillin and the indigo syntheses, however,

completely changed the whole chemical

world in this respect. Men began to imi-

tate nature in the building up of not only

the vegetable, but also the simple animal

compounds—a few enthusiasts casting long-

ing glances at the constitutional formulae

of sugar, starch and cellulose, while the

ultrachemical investigators dared even to

speak in undertones of the structure of the

albumins and the resins. Then came

Baeyer 's marvelous work on mellitic acid.

His exhaustive study of this acid, which

began as early as 1867, was so far reaching

in its application to the ring compounds

that it had much to do with final working

out of the structural constitution of the

terpene group.

There is a universal feeling, I think,

among those who have watched the devel-
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opment of organic chemistry during the

last twenty years, and especially along phy-

tochemical lines, that in the not distant

future all of the more important plant

compounds will have been products of the

laboratory. That there is ground for such

a statement is borne out by what has al-

ready been done. The investigations of

Loew, Butleroff, Kiliani, Emil Fischer and
Wohl on the carbohydrates are so familiar

to every one that it is only necessary to

briefly refer to them at this time. The
aldehyde condensation reaction by Loew
and Butleroff, the building up of the sugars

by Kiliani and the down-building by "Wohl

make the synthesis of the hexoses an estab-

lished fact and the synthesis of the bioses

at least a possibility in the near future.

The briefest phyto-synthetie review

would be incomplete without referring to

the most recent work of Emil Fischer and
his pupils on the so-called polypeptides.

Here is a group of complex substances be-

longing to the albumins of both the plant

and the animal world, a group of com-

pounds whose synthesis has, until recently,

been regarded by many as beyond human
possibility. Nevertheless, Fischer has built

up the complex polypeptides until the arti-

ficial molecules are equal in size to the

albumins themselves, leaving the synthesis

of these complex chemical substances no

longer in the list of vain possibilities.

Of scarcely less importance in the phyto-

chemical world than the carbohydrates, the

alkaloids and the albumins, are the resins

and terpenes. Wallach has presented a

satisfactory constitutional formula for

pinene, but the resins are still classed with

substances of unknown constitution. Not-

withstanding the fact that less is known
concerning the chemical nature of the resins

than perhaps any other group of organic

compounds, they are doubtless the oldest

organic compounds known to man. They

played an Important part in the chemical

industries in the early history of mankind.

They were used in almost every phase of

early human life, as lacs, varnishes, balsams,

perfumes, pomades and in the art of em-

balming. They were described by the early

alchemists as substances insoluble in water,

generally soluble in alcohol, and for the most

part non-crystallizable. They are the re-

sult of secretive plant fluids, exuding from

plants and hardening in the air. They
could not be separated into their constitu-

ents by any means known to the early

chemists, and were therefore regarded as

single substances. As a rule, however, they

are mixtures of two or more complex sub-

stances, a gum and some volatile oil ©r

terpene. They were known as gum resins

or natural balsams and with the terpenes

as oleoresins. As a result of their non-

crystalline nature they were generally ex-

cluded from the list of substances worthy
of investigation.

That there is a close chemical relation-

ship between the resins and the terpenes,

there can be no doubt, notwithstanding the

fact that there is comparatively little ex-

perimental evidence to prove the assertion.

One of the reasons usually given for the

assumption is based on the fact that the

resins and terpenes generally occur to-

gether in plants. This is by no means
important evidence, for it frequently hap-

pens that entirely different groups of or-

ganic compoimds are intimately associated

with each other in both plant and animal

life.

Notwithstanding the fact that consider-

able general industrial work has been done

on the resins, especially those of the pine

family, yet no one has been able to deter-

mine with certainty the molecular constitu-

tion of any of them, not even of abietie

acid, the most common and the most impor-

tant of all of the resin acids. Not only are
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the structural formulEe unknown, but in

most eases the empirical formulae are still

in doubt. For instance, the formula for

abietic acid has been generally accepted as

C20H30O2, but Mach in his dissertation on

the acid gave to it the formula CigHogO..

Absolutely nothing is known of its chem-

ical constitution.

Various theories have been advanced con-

cerning the relationship between the resins

and terpenes. What evidence there is may

be briefly stated. The fact that the alde-

hydes in the presence of alkalies change to

resinous matter was presented by Wiesner

in what may be called the reduction theory.

Wiesner^ assumed that the resins are

formed from the carbohydrates, or, speak-

ing more specifically, from the starches by

a process of poljonerization and reduction.

It is perfectly evident that Wiesner 's the-

ory is not applicable in all cases. The pine

family, for instance, contains a minimum

amount of starch, yet it is the richest of the

resinous species. Wiesner was aware of

this fact and assumed that in the case of

the pine family the resins were formed

through the action of gallic and gallo-tan-

nic acids.

While the starch theory has certain facts

in its favor, there are, on the contrary,

serious objections to it. It would seem not

only strange, but also diametrically opposed

to general chemical laws, that plants should

proceed to build up the complex starch

molecule and then break it down again into

the resin and finally into the terpene mole-

cule. Of course, it must not be forgotten

that the sugars belong to the aldehydes and

tend to form resinous substances when

treated with alkalies. They are, however,

by no means as readily converted into

the resins as the simpler aldehydes. One

would naturally expect that if the resins

are formed by the aldehyde reaction they

-Centr., 1865, p. 756.

would proceed from the simple rather than

from the complex aldehydes or sugars.

One of the first comprehensive works on

the formation of the resins from the alde-

hydes was presented by Baeyer. He ob-

tained several synthetic resins by the alde-

hyde condensation reaction, but an exam-

ination showed that they were unlike any

of the resins found in nature. In each

case the molecule seemed to be extremely

complex and no attempts were made to

determine the structure or the size of the

molecule. Kronstein, following out the

work which Baeyer had begun, presented

constitutional formulse for these aldehyde

resins in a very unique but entirely em-

pirical way. He assumed the resin mole-

cule to be a complex benzene ring or per-

haps several superimposed rings joined

with either hydrocarbon, methoxyl, ethoxyl

or carboxyl radicles, and gave the graphic

formulae for them. Of course such struc-

tural formulse are interesting, but needless

to say they are not based on experimental

data.

In the starch explanations of the forma-

tion of the resins in plants, it must be as-

sumed that the resins are formed by first

building up the complex starch molecules

from the simpler aldehydes, and then

breaking them down again into the resins

and terpenes. So far as can be ascertained

there are no experimental data in favor of

this theory. If, on the contrary, we assume

that the resins are built up from the simple

aldehydes, the process is more logical, as it

only requires two steps, namely, polym-

erization and reduction, instead of three

distinct steps as indicated in the following

simple diagram:

Aldehydes >Resin ^Terpenes

(Formaldehyde)

While the above theories have many

points in their favor, there is another
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which, while it may have some objections,

has at the same time decided advantages

over the starch or reduction theory.

It is common knowledge that the ter-

penes, when exposed to air, slowly change

to complex polymers and resins of un-

known composition. The principle in-

volved is doubtless condensation followed

by oxidation. Wohler was the first to sug-

gest that the resins may be built from the

terpenes by the above-mentioned condensa-

tion and oxidation process. He based his

assumption on the well-known fact that

turpentine absorbs oxygen, forming a resin.

This oxidation process may be represented

by the following equation

:

2Ci„H„ -t- 30= C.„H3„0^ -1- H.O.

"Wohler, unfortunately, presented no ex-

perimental data. Later, Cailliots obtained

a resin by the oxidation of turpentine with

nitric acid. It was not well defined, how-

ever, and not identical with any of the

common resins, although it bore some sem-

blance of common pine resin.

Barth^ obtained, by oxidizing oil of lav-

ender, a terpene, an amorphous resin which

he carefully studied and gave the formula

C20H30O3, apparently an oxyabietic acid.

Heldt,* in an exhaustive study of the

resins, produced common sylvic acid by

oxidizing a polymerized form of turpentine

according to the following equation

:

2(CioH„) or a„Hj2 4- Oj= Ca,H320;, sylvic acid,

and

CmHs^Oj + O= a„H3„0a -f H2O, or abietie acid.

This work has been repeated, but without

obtaining either sylvic or abietie acids.

One of the most interesting communica-

tions along this line was presented by

Bruylaut. He obtained, by a method not

given, a polymer of pinene which he repre-

'Ann., 143-313.

•Ann., 63-48.

sented as a condensation of two molecules

of pinene or dipinene. By oxidizing this

substance he obtained an acid which had

the empirical formula for abietie acid:

CeHe<
C3H,

C„He<
C3HJO2

No details of the work, however, were

given.

Work on the condensation of the ter-

penes has been in progress at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota for several years. Before

describing some of these experiments, how-

ever, it may be of interest to briefly trace

the work on the synthesis of the terpenes

themselves. It was observed early in this

work that when pinacone is treated with

bromine, an extremely complex reaction

takes place and among the products formed

are isopropyl alcohol and substances be-

longing to the terpenes. It was found,

however, on carefully studying the reac-

tion, that Baeyer had already observed this

fact, but had not followed out the reaction,

doubtless on account of the extreme com-

plexity of the reaction. If, however, we

take into consideration these two sub-

stances, the reaction may be represented as

follows

:

6C„H„02= 2C3HsO -t- 3CioH,<, -|- lOH^O.

Some time previous to this work, Konda-

kow^ in his work on angelic and tiglie acids

obtained from them a hydrocarbon which

proved to be a methyl derivative of cro-

tonylene. It had the general formula for

the hemiterpenes. From the description it

seems quite likely that this hydrocarbon is

related to the terpenes, for it has the for-

mula CH3=C(CH3)—CH=CH2, which is

' Jour, of the Euss. Phys. Chem. Soc, 1891, I.,

178.
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identical with the hemiterpene, isoprene."

Now, angelic and tiglic acids are compara-

tively common in the plant world and if,

as Kondakow states, these hydrocarbons are

readily obtained from the acids, then it is

possible that the hemiterpenes are formed

in this way and by the condensation of two

molecules of the hemiterpenes, a terpene in

this particular case, eamphene, is formed

according to the following simple equation

:

2C„H8= Ci„Hie.

In pursuing the work of the terpene

polymerization, practically all of the meth-

ods in the terpene literature were tried.

All of them, however, were unsatisfactory.

It was noticed in previous work on the

chlorhydrochlorides' of terpenes, that in the

preparation of the hydrochloride on a large

scale there was always left a considerable

portion of material of thick oil consistency

after the chloride had been removed.

Examination showed that this oil contained

a small quantity of resinous matter. After

unsatisfactory attempts to isolate the resin,

other agents were tried. Bromine and

iodine were tried and each was found to

produce resins more readily than chlorine.

As iodine gave best results, it was used in

the experimental work which follows. It

was found, first of all, that iodides some-

what similar to the chlorhydrochlorides

could be formed, especially if the reaction

took place in sunlight. These iodides were

first isolated and studied. The diiodide

proved to be of special interest. When
pure it is a heavy colorless oil with a slight

camphoraceous odor. When exposed to

sunlight it readily decomposes, liberating

iodine and resins, notwithstanding the fact

that sunlight seems to play an important

part in its formation. If exposed to sun-

° It may be interesting to the reader to note that

isoprene has very recently been polymerized to

India rubber.

' Jour. Am. Chem. Soc, 28, p. 1461.

light for some time the iodine is all liber-

ated and there is left a resinous mass com-

posed chiefly of two substances. This res-

inous mass was subjected to distillation in

vacuo. The distillate obtained was a thick,

colorless, stable oil. Its molecular weight

indicated a dipinene. It contained no

iodine, and from its remarkable stability it

is probable that the pinene radicles are

doubly joined to each other. By oxidation

it forms an acid isomeric with abietic acid.

The residue left in the flask after the di-

pinene had been removed was also of un-

usual interest. It proved to be a solid of a

light amber color. It had exactly the same

melting point of ordinary rosin. Most of

its properties were also identical with those

of common rosin. It proved to be a tetra

pinene, and, owing to its close resemblance

to ordinary colophonium, it has been called

colophonene.

These two condensed forms, the di- and the

tetra-pinene compounds, have been isolated

and carefully studied. Both are stable,

but may be oxidized to acids with many of

the characteristics of the resin acids. A
comparison of these synthetic compounds

with the natural resins is both interesting

and important. Those which have been

prepared and examined at the present time

do not agree in every respect with the nat-

ural resin acids. This fact is not sur-

prising, however, as any one of the differ-

ent groups, occurring in the molecule when
oxidized, would give a different acid. It

would, therefore, be mere chance if the

synthetic compounds should be identical

with the common resin acid.

In summing up the experimental evi-

dence in connection with the theories of the

formation of the resins and terpenes and

their chemical relationship, the following

syntheses may, under different conditions,

represent what takes place in certain phases

of plant life:
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1. The formation of the resins from the

simple aldehydes.

2. The formation of the resins from the

complex aldehydes or carbohydrates.

3. The formation of the resins from the

terpenes.

It is not impossible that the resins are

formed by any one of the above syntheses.

There are abundant reasons for believing,

however, that the synthesis of many of the

resins is intimately related to the terpenes,

that is, the terpenes may be first formed

from simple compounds as the hemiter-

penes, then converted into the resins by

condensation and oxidation. This reaction

seems entirely in accord with the chemical

changes which naturally take place as phy-

tochemical changes usually proceed from

the simple to the more complex, as for ex-

ample, from formaldehyde to the carbo-

hydrates, but never from the carbohydrates

to formaldehyde.

From the study of these terpene deriva-

tives, it seems more than probable that the

resins, at least those on the pine family,

bear the same general relationship to the

terpenes that naphthalene does to benzene

and that the terpene molecule, CioHig, is

the common substance from which the res-

ins are derived.

G. B. Frankfobter
University of Minnesota

TEE METAPHOR IN SCIENCE

There are several examples in the history

of science where an idea at first represented

by some metaphorical expression became in

course of time a concrete existence. Most of

the sciences have instances of it; one meets

first with a notion, often of the vaguest, a

principle, a property, a potentiality for some-

thing or other, and one ends with a substance,

a species of matter, tangible and ponderable

:

the notion has become incarnated.

Inorganic chemistry offers us an excellent

case of this sort of thing. When Lavoisier

was working out the character of the sub-

stance we now know as oxygen, he had not

isolated oxygen by a stroke of genius and then

proceeded to study the properties of the new
chemical product; the history of its discovery

was far otherwise. Acting on some hints

given him in October, 1774, by Joseph Priest-

ley, Lavoisier came upon what he soon named

as the " principle of acids " or " the acidifying

principle"; his words are (1777) :

I shall therefore designate dephlogisticated air,

air eminently respirable, when in a state of com-

bination or fixedness by the name of acidify-ing

principle or if one prefers the same meaning in a

Greek dress by that of oxygine principle.

Here it is a principle, something which com-

bines with metals when they are calcined or

burned in air; it is that something which to

Lavoisier seemed essential in acids, that which

produced acidity, the oxygine principle. In

its later and more familiar form of oxygen,

it is better etymologically. That which was

a principle in 1777 was about 120 years after-

wards a visible, tangible entity—the liquefied,

steel-blue oxygen gas. The principle of 1777

by 1897 had become a substance; the meta-

phor had become an actuality.

Not all chemical concepts have been equally

fortunate in leading to true and individual

chemical substances : phlogiston, for instance,

denoting, as it did, no reality, is the concep-

tion phlogiston still. The principle of heat,

phlogiston, was supposed to leave a body when

it was burned: the theory of Stahl asserted

that heat was a thing, a thing which could

depart from a body and leave it lighter than

before when it was cold. Now this, as a con-

ception, is sufiiciently definite, but as it is not

true in fact, phlogiston never materialized; it

was never isolated from matter because it

never existed in matter. Phlogiston was as

barren a conception as " oxygine " was preg-

nant. To-day Priestley and Lavoisier could

be presented with an ounce or so of the
' oxygine " principle, but not a milligram of

phlogiston could be extracted for Stahl, for

oxygen is a substance, but heat is a mode of

motion. Probably the most pregnant meta-

phor ever used in science was Harvey's as
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regards the movement of the blood'
—

" motion

as it were in a circle." This phrase was of

course written in Latin as " an motionem

quandam quasi in circulo haberet " ; it forms

part of the sentence thus translated:

I began to think whether there might not be

motion (or a movement), as it were, in a circle.

Now this I afterwards found to be true.

Later in the same chapter (VIII. of the

" De Motu ") he writes

:

This motion we may be allowed to call circular

(Quern motum eircularem eo pacto nominare licet.)

•The establishing of the fact of the circula-

tion of the blood was absolutely essential to

the creation of physiology; modern physiology

has, indeed, arisen from this one fact, and the

fact received its name—circulation—^from the

well-chosen phrase " circular motion." The

phrases " circle " and " circular " of 1628 be-

came in due time part of the language of

physiology; and the circulation of the blood

which was a phrase and an inference in 1628

became a visible demonstration in 1660. For

it is a fact, one of the most pathetic facts in

the history of biology, that Harvey died with-

out ever having seen the blood moving as he

knew so well it did, for he died in 1657, three

years before Marcellus Malpighius—the man
born in the year the " De Motu " was, 1628

—

saw the blood of the living capillaries of the

transparent lung of the frog. Thirty-two years

separated the metaphor from the demonstra-

tion, the prophecy from the fulfilment. Had
Harvey lived three years longer, he could have

seen with his ovm eyes that what he had

prophesied was correct, he could have been

shown as an actuality what his reason had

discovered as a magnificent inference, the

most magnificent inference ever made in the

realm of the living.

The next example we may take from physi-

ological chemistry and from that new depart-

ment of it called " internal secretion." Until

comparatively recently, the function of the

two small yellow bodies situated near or on

the kidneys—adrenals or suprarenals—was

entirely unknown and barely even speculated

upon. In 1855 Dr. Addison, of Guy's Hos-

pital, London, described a disease, since named

after him, in which the patient suffered from
extreme weakness both of muscles and of

heart, and after death was found to have had
his suprarenal bodies degenerated usually

through a tubercular lesion. Physiologists

very properly assumed that the explanation of

this was that in health the suprarenal bodies

produced something which, gaining access to

the blood, was carried to all parts of the body
and maintained the efficiency or tone of the

body-muscles and those of the heart and blood-

vessels as well. This something was appar-
ently absent from the blood in Addison's dis-

ease. This something remained undiscovered
until 1895, when watery extracts of the supra-

renals were made and injected into the veins

of a living animal. The result of this was a
surprising increase in the tone of the animal's

heart and small arteries so that its blood-pres-

sure rose greatly. Something was clearly con-

tained in the suprarenal extract which had
powerful physiological effects: let it be called
" adrenalin." But it is one thing to name a
hypothetical substance and another thing to

isolate a real one. In this case, however, the

hypothetical substance was a real one, so that

after some years of work between 1897 and
1904, the physiological chemists succeeded in

separating from the glands a substance in a

state of purity which had aU the properties

possessed by an extract of the suprarenals.

Adi-enalin was for the first time isolated about

forty-five years after its existence had been

surmised. So perfectly had the chemical some-

thing that maintains the tone of heart and
blood-vessels been isolated, that its constitu-

tion became so well known that the final tri-

umph of making adrenalin synthetically was
net long delayed. In 1904 it was made syn-

thetically in Germany, and in the following

year in England, so that within fifty years of

its suspected existence, adrenalin, with all the

properties of the natural material, was seen

and handled as a pure, crystalline chemical

substance of composition so well known that

its structural formula could be written and a

name denoting it laid before those capable of

understanding it (di-oxyphenol-methyl-amino-
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ethanol) . Here we have literally the material-

ization of a chemical idea, the crystallization

of a notion ; the thing of the mind has become

a thing of the laboratory, the thought has been

captured and bottled.

The next " as it were " we shall take from

the history of the physiology of the central

nervous system in the writings of a pupil of

Harvey, Dr. Thomas Willis. At the present

day the name and the process " reflex action "

is as well established as is anything in animal

behavior. One of the most certain things in

the physiology of the nervous system is that if

we stimulate a nerve going into it, we shall

produce outgoing effects, muscular contrac-

tions, vascular or glandular changes. If we
decapitate a frog and hang up the body and

apply a piece of acid paper to one flank, the

leg of that side will be brought up to flick it

off, and if the acid be very strong the whole

frog will be thrown into convulsions—^these

movements are reflex actions. Now this very

definite physiological conception of a reflex

neural action arose in a metaphor, in an " as

it were " of Willis penned about 1650. He
said

:

We may admit that the impression of an object

driving the animal spirits inwards and modifying

them in a certain peculiar manner, gives rise to

sensation and that the same animal spirits, in that

they rebound from within outwards in a reflected

wave as it were, call forth local movements.

Willis's notion was that of a wave reflected

back towards its source, but the metaphor

about nerve impulses being reflected evidently

represented the truth, for it has lived on and

become an integral part of the terminology of

neural activity. K there had been no germ of

accurate description in it, the idea contained

in the metaphorical phrase " as it were re-

flected," would not have survived to our own
day; but it has lived to become the definite

description of a fundamental neural truth.

Dr. Marshall Hall, who did so much for the

physiology of this sort of action, adopted the

phrase and incorporated it in one of his own

—

the " reflex nerve-arc " which denotes the

anatomical path over which reflected nerve-

impulses travel. If Willis could visit our

laboratories to-day, we could show him reflex

actions performed with automatic precision,

and below the microscope we could let him see

the various links in a reflex nerve-arc. He
would find his " as it were reflected " no longer

taken in a metaphorical sense, but used as the

most appropriate mode of denoting one of the

commonest and most important of neural

activities.

The study of nerve-impulses gives us an-

other example of the inevitable tendency to-

wards concreteness and definiteness in notions

regarding the behavior of the central nervous

system. If we go sufficiently far back, we find

the Greeks, for instance, imagining that the

nerve fibers conveyed spirits through their

pores (poroi). No doubt these spirits of

antiquity are the synonym of our " nerve-

impulses," something propagated with con-

siderable rapidity from one end of a nerve to

the other. Still for ages that something was

quite unapproachable on the part of the senses.

Some physiologists imagined that the muscles

became active because the spirits of the nerves

rushed into them, but Borelli (1670) on cut-

ting open living muscles under water could see

no bubbling of gas or anything else suggesting

them to be inflated with any kind of substance

—spirit, flatus, succus nerveus or gas. But it

is to his credit that Borelli looked for some-

thing of the kind; he desired to render the

succus nerveus concrete, to see the action of

the spirits in the nerves, if possible. It was

not to be; for nerve-impulses are a mode of

motion and only to be discovered through their

effects. In our ovm day, one evidence of their

passage along nerves, namely, the electrical,

has been made sufficiently obvious by that

exquisite instrument the galvanometer. By
the aid of this very delicate apparatus, the

electric currents produced by the nerve im-

pulses can be made to swing a mirror reflect-

ing a beam of light on to a screen, it may be,

several feet away. Although nerve-impulses

are no more visible to-day than were the nerve

spirits of the Greeks or was the succus nerveus

of Borelli, we are in a position to show these

thinkers of the past a spot of light jerked two

or three feet to the right or left of its resting
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position through the instrumentality of an

electric current generated by a single nerve-

impulse whose electromotive force is not

greater than 0.015 of a volt. "We have not

rendered nerve impulses evident to sight, but

we have measured the electromotive force of

their electrical manifestations as accurately as

we measure the rise of temperature caused by

minute quantities of heat.

We need not be surprised to be told that it

was universally believed that nerve-impulses

traveled with incalculable speed, that a flash

of thought and a flash of lightning were both

prodigiously rapid. In 1850 Professor Helm-
holtz measured the velocity of the nerve-im-

pulse, and ascertained it to be about 40 meters

a second in the nerves of man. Thus the

movements of the spirits, once thought so

erratic, have been measured; the intangible is

still intangible, but the immaterial has been

found to be in material and as such to be as

real as the material, neither more nor less so.

Of late years there has been a very distinct

tendency towards concreteness in regard to

ideas of nerve-force and its diminution in

fatigue and in disease. At one time nerve-

force seemed to be the special property of the

quack and the charlatan, but the microscope

which has solved so many problems for us has

shed its light also on this most elusive subject.

A substance has been discovered in the interior

of nerve-cells which is found to accumulate as

the cell rests and to be worn away the longer

the cell has been active. The substance takes

the form of minute granules or prisms called

after their German discoverer the gTanules of

Nissl. The nerve-cells innervating the wing

muscles of a sparrow have been examined in

the early morning before the bird has begun

to fly about, and similar cells have been scru-

tinized in a wholly similar bird after a long

day of activity; on comparing these two sets

of cells under the microscope, the thing

wherein they were found to differ was the

quantity and appearance of the granules of

Nissl. Since these granules tend to disappear

when nerve cells are active, and to reconstitute

themselves when nerve cells rest, they are

evidently to be regarded as the physical basis

of nerve energy, the local seat of the processes

concerned in the output and in the restoration

of nerve energy.

It is clear, then, that the granules of Nissl

with the evolution of nerve energy and may be

called the dynamogenic material which is

widely distributed throughout the nervous sys-

tem. But it follows from this that fatigue, in

so far as it has a microscopical basis, will be

denoted by the more or less complete disin-

tegration of the granules. Fatigue, which as

understood by most people is merely a par-

ticular kind of feeling or sensation, has been

shown to produce a cognizable change in some
physical structure ; in other words, it has been

made concrete. General fatigue on its ob-

jective side has now been proved to be a con-

dition of bodily poisoning. The prolonged

activity of muscles and other tissues results in

the output of certain chemical materials

(fatigue-toxins) which, circulating in the

blood, produce a mild poisoning, one of the

effects of which is to depress the activity of

the cells of the central nervous system, the

objective sign of which is well knovni to be

the partial solution of the granules of Nissl.

Thus such comparatively indefinite and illu-

sive things as nerve force and fatigue have by

the microscopists and chemists of our time

been identified and shown to have a local

habitation and a general distribution respect-

ively in the minute recesses of the living ma-

terial of the body. The whole tendency here

has been towards the objectifying of the sub-

jective and the visibility of the unseen.

But of course it is very largely in the sphere

of the healing art that this modern tendency

towards concreteness is Jo be seen in its high-

est perfection. Let us take the case of ma-
laria or ague, a disease the cause of which not

so very long ago was absolutely unknovra.

Not that it was not attributed to causes

such as " paludism," " telluric influences," ex-

halations, vapors, and so on, but these did not

explain anything. The word malaria is of

course derived from two Italian words mean-

ing " bad air " clearly showing that the at-

mosphere was held to be responsible for some

peculiar kind of corruption or infection as we
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should now call it. Paludism, the influence of

marshes, could not be seen; what could be

seen were fogs or vapors rising from the

marshy ground and these were blamed for

spreading malaria, and people were told to be-

ware of the damp and of night air. But why
vapor, whether in the daytime or at night,

should breed any kind of disease, most of all

so definite a disease as ague, was not at all

obvious. At last all these vaguenesses were

dispelled, and malaria was discovered (1880)

to belong to that already large group of dis-

eases known as parasitic, only the parasite in

this ease was an animal and not a vegetable.

Ague was found to be due to the destruction

of the red blood-corpuscles by their having

been made the residence of a minute animal

parasite, the Plasmodium malariw, which had

been inoculated into the patient through his

having been bitten by a particular kind of

gnat or mosquito {Anopheles) which had

sucked blood from some one suffering from

malaria. It was not contagion, nor ordinary

infection, far less bad air or vapors or exhala-

tions, it was natural, accidental inoculation

with foreign blood containing excessively mi-

nute living creatures classed by zoologists as

a species of Protozoa.

Thus the connection of malaria with

marshes and vapors and night-time was at

once explained by the facts that the mos-

quito lays its eggs in damp places and fre-

quents damp places towards evening and

after dark. The meaning of the usefulness of

quinine is explained by its being able to kill

the parasite in the blood; it is only a local,

circulating germicide. Thus the microscopist

has tracked down one of mankind's subtlest

foes, found it neither mist nor marsh, vapor

nor corruption, but a moving, living creature,

a member of the lowest group of such known.

The vagueness has gone; the cause of ma-

laria can be viewed sealed up in Canada bal-

sam under a cover-glass.

Another excellent example of the rendering

definite what was before of the vaguest is the

recent discovery of the cause of plague, the

pestilence, or Black Death. In the fourteenth

century the great surgeon of Avignon, Guy de

Chauliac, attributed the plague to a conjunc-

tion of the planets Saturn, Jupiter and Mars
in the sign of Aquarius on the twenty-fourth

of March, 1345. About the same time the

Jews in Germany and Switzerland were sus-

pected of poisoning the wells, and were in

consequence persecuted and massacred. In
the fourteenth century the medical faculty of

the University of Paris was asked to deliver

an opinion on the nature and origin of plague,

but a very great deal that it promulgated was
absolutely fatuous as regards protection or

cure. One thing only was recommended that

is interesting in the light of to-day, namely,

the fumigation of houses by the burning of

aromatic herbs and woods. Only as recently

as 1894 was the vera causa of the Black Death,

one of mankind's most terrible traditions, dis-

covered by two Japanese doctors, Tersin and

Kitasato, and named the Bacillus pestis. It

was soon isolated in pure cultures and grown
in artificial media, and its toxins and anti-

toxins became chemical entities.

The history of the discovery of what plague
is really due to is a strange, eventful history.

The Black Death, that most dreadful scourge

of mysterious origin, was for centuries at-

tributed to such sources as the conjunction of

planets, the iniquities of the Jews or to some
special outpouring of divine wrath on account

of human sin. Mankind, utterly at a loss to

discover its true relationships, had for mil-

lennia imagined vain things, and essayed the

most grotesque methods of averting it. But in

the fullness of time the microscope was de-

vised and with it the dawn of the day of exact

knowledge had arrived.

The source of plague was shown to be a ba-

cillus, a most minute, vegetable parasite which,

growing in bodies of certain animals, rats and
other rodents, could give rise to a most viru-

lent poison (pestiferin) which was carried to

all parts by the circulating blood. It was
further shown that man became inoculated

by fleas which had been feeding on the ba-

cilli-containing blood of rats; and thus were

revealed the several links in that long chain

which had the Bacillus pestis at one end and
man at the other. It took mankind 3,000
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years to come to a knowledge of the truth re-

garding the cause and manner of spreading

of plague, to a knowledge of that chain of

cause and effect which connects microbe and

man in the dire relationship of the plague-

stricken.

Science, then, has come face to face with

the specter of the Black Death and recognized

its features. She has laid hold of "the pesti-

lence that walketh in darkness " and made it

reveal its horrid origin.

Similarly for influenza, a disease in its epi-

demic form, if not quite so deadly as plague,

then quite as mysterious ; in some forms quite

as deadly. Very probably some of the great

epidemics of the middle ages were in reality

what we now call influenza, its very name
being only the Italian for influence—a some-

thing inscrutable but omnipresent, mysterious

in the last degree. The usual expressions

were in vogue, it was a corruption in the air,

a miasm, an exhalation and so on; until in

1892 the bacteriologist Pfeiffer isolated the

organism of influenza and named it the Ba-

cillus Influenzm. Not the air, then, but the

microscopic fungi it may hold for evil influ-

ence, is the true cause of influenza. The in-

fluence is now materialized, nay indeed is iso-

lated and sealed down under glass for the in-

spection of trained eyes. Thus by the micro-

scope are these deadly powers of the air one

by one distinguished from each other and

identified each in its particular malignancy.

No better example than that of the ferments

could be given of a notion becoming in course

of time a substance isolated and tangible.

Fermentation, the totality of changes pro-

duced in digestible, coagulable or putrescible

material, was for ages believed to be inscrut-

ably mysterious. It was made the subject of

debate between the iatro-mathematicians and

the iatro-chemists of the seventeenth century,

but neither school really understood it.

Digestion, the great fermentative process in

animals, was confused not only with putre-

faction, but with boiling and with the effer-

vesence of gas in chemical operations.

Stahl saw in digestion the direct activity of

the soul or anima which, he held, permeated

every tissue and endowed it with its special

powers. The chemistry of it all, however, was
unknown : the very conception of a ferment

—

a substance produced by living matter but not

itself living—had not as yet emerged from the

mental confusion.

Van Helmont (15Y7-1644), Sylvius (1614r-

1672), De Graaf (1641-1672), Haller (1708-

1777), all groped for it, but it was not until

through the work of Eene Antoine Ferehault

de Eeamur (1750) that any true idea was held

as to the nature of fermentation in digestion.

Eeamur was the first to obtain gastric juice

in an approximately pure state and to attempt

digestion with it outside the body. Spallan-

zani, the distinguished Italian naturalist at

Pavia, began where Eeamur left off, and soon

discovered that digestion was by no means
putrefactive but was apparently due to some
" solvent power " or " active principle of solu-

tion " in the gastric juice (1777). Then by

degrees as physiological chemistry improved

its methods, it got finer results, and at last

" the solvent power " or " principle of solu-

tion " in the gastric juice was isolated in 1862

as the white powder, pepsin, a name which had

been given to the active principle by Schwann
as far back as 1836. Soon other ferments

were either isolated or obtained in solution,

and to-day in our laboratories we store in

glass bottles half a dozen or more of the ac-

tual substances which are the modern repre-

sentatives of the " principles of solution " of

the early researchers. The vague has become

definite, the conceptual power or property has

become the material substance or entity.

The story of the discovery of the telescope,

how it was bound up with that wonderful

emancipation of the human spirit from the

thraldom of mediaeval ignorance and the hatred

of scientific light, has been told us by many
learned men; but I venture to think that the

discovery of the microscope, which has never

yet had its historian or poet, was one fraught

with many more beneficent results for human-

ity. By its scrutiny the invisible but actual

sources of most of the scourges of mankind

have been discovered; and it would seem that

it is in its power and not in that of fleets or
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armies that we must look for the physical sal-

vation of the sons of men. Man may redeem

himself from death, not by sweeping the heaT-

ens with the space-annihilating telescope, but

by peering into the dust of the earth with the

space-creating microscope.

We see then that the principle of the incar-

nation of ideas, of the realization in the world

of substance of what had been vaguely fore-

shadowed in the world of mind, is a process

which has gone on in science as surely but per-

haps not so conspicuously as it has in art.

The artist succeeds more or less perfectly to

incarnate his ideas of beauty in stone, in

wood, in metal or in pigment, but no painter

ever yet expressed all the loveliness in his

mind, pellucid though his pigments were; the

poet strives to give utterance to the majesty of

his imagination, but no poet was ever yet satis-

fied that his words, choice though they were,

portrayed all the delicacy of his fancy or the

glory of his dreams. The musician is con-

scious that after he has swept the lyre with

melodies of transcendent sweetness, there are

unheard melodies that are sweeter still; the

preacher whose eloquence stirs the vast cathe-

dral returns home depressed in that his burn-

ing words did not rise to the fever-height of

his fervor. The saint, aiming at the highest

ideals of holiness, has still to confess failure

whether as anchorite, prophet, missioner or

philanthropist.

But it is sometimes given to the man of

science to touch, to taste, to handle what was

once only a notion, a suggestion, a forecast

either in his own day or in that of a less for-

tunate predecessor in the earlier times of the

history of a thought.

D. Fraser Harris
DALHOUSIE tjNrVERSITT

A NEW FRENCS CAVERN WITS PALEO-
LITHIC MURAL ENGRAVINGS

To Count Begouen, of Toulouse, and his

two sons, belongs the credit for the discovery

of a new cavern with paleolithic mural en-

gravings. The eldest son, Max, is at present

a pupil of Professor Emile Cartailhac, as was

his father before him. Count Begonen, with

his family, is spending the summer at his

country place, " Les Espas," at Montesquieu-

Avantes, near St. Girons (Ariege). On prop-

erty adjoining his is the cavern of Enlene

knovm for many years and where the count

himself recently discovered a finely carved

spear-thrower of reindeer horn. Near Enlene

the Volp, a small stream, disappears under a

ridge of limestone and reappears about one

kilometer farther down. The escarpment

where the Volp reappears has long been

known as the Tuc d'Audoubert. After im-

provising a small canoe made of a box and

given stability by a float on either side—a keg

and an oil can, on Saturday, July 20, Count

Begouen and his sons ascended the channel

for about 50 meters, as far as the present level

of the water would permit of rowing. By
bridging with ladders at intervals they as-

cended on foot much farther and then climbed

to the entrance to a cavern on the left. This

led to a series of large chambers remarkable

for the quantity as well as beauty of the

stalagmite and stalactite formations. Luckily

these had not been despoiled by the hand of

the tourist. Only two or three times did the

party of four find evidence that they were not

the first to behold these wonderful art products

of nature. At one point a name with the

date 1689 ; at another a name and the date

1701. After traversing a number of galleries

they at last came to a small corridor near the

end of which they saw a small pit which ap-

peared to have been recently dug in a search

for artifacts. The disappointment on finding

the pit indicating that another archeologist

had been there before was not of long dura-

tion, for on looking up they beheld simul-

taneously a number of animal forms deli-

cately incised on the sloping walls, some of

them surrounded by thick layers of stalag-

mite, others partially hid by the same. The

figures include about half a dozen horses,

nearly as many bison, one reindeer, one bovine

animal and some ten curious signs, probably

a weapon. One of the horses is represented

as being caught in a trap, others as being

struck by arrows. The figure of the reindeer
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is of special importance because of its rarity

as a mural ornament in the Pyrenean caverns.

On the day of the discovery of the parietal

engravings in the cavern of Tuc d'Audoubert,

I was leaving the cavern region of northern

Spain for Toulouse to join Professor Henry
Fairfield Osborn, of the American Museum of

Natural History, in a tour of the French

Pyrenean caverns under the guidance of Pro-

fessor Cartailhac, to vrhom Count Begouen

telegraphed neves of the find. Professor Car-

tailhac was able to add this new cavern to our

itinerary. We reached " Les Espas " on July

26 in time for luncheon, after which Count

Begouen and his sons conducted us to the

cavern of Tuc d'Audoubert. Although they

had been to the cavern every day since the

discovery in a search for more parietal art,

certain examples remained to be either dis-

covered or interpreted on the day of our visit.

Near the entrance to the corridor previously

mentioned Count Begouen found an addi-

tional engraving of the horse. Some incisions

discovered on one of the previous days, the

trained eye of Professor Cartailhac made out

to be a figure of Elephas primigenius. On a

projecting rock two spots of red paint had

been seen on a previous day but to my satis-

faction it remained for me to be the first to

recognize them as two eyes, the projecting

rock being an animal head in the round. The

paleolithic artist was quick to take advantage

of fortuitous resemblances in arriving at re-

sults that would otherwise require much time

and labor as exemplified not only in this latest

find but also in previous ones, for instance, at

Niaux, Altamira and Castillo.

Tuc d'Audoubert is the most beautiful cav-

ern in southern France. Fortunately it is in

appreciative hands, for Count Begouen is

mayor of the commune (Montesquieu-

Avantes) in which it is situated. He will

take immediate steps to protect its treasures

of ancient art and of nature from vandalism.

He and his son Max will also prepare a report

fully illustrated, which is to appear in the

monumental series published under the aus-

pices of the Institut de Paleontologie Hu-
maine, Paris. The importance of the find

and the fact that two Americans took at least

a small part in the first few days of explora-

tion justify me in sending at the earliest pos-

sible moment this short notice to Science.

George Grant MaoCurdy
Toulouse,

July 27, 1912

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF
ENTOMOLOGY

The second International Congress of Ento-

mology met at Oxford at the beginning of Au-
gust under the presidency of Professor E. B.

Poulton, F.R.S., Hope professor of zoology.

According to the report in the London Times
Professor Poulton in his address paid special

attention to t^ processes by which a species by

natural selection seeks to maintain its place

in the insect cosmos. Other papers upon evo-

lution, bionomics and mimicry were contrib-

uted by the president, who gave an account of

Mr. C. A. Wiggin's and Dr. G. H. Carpenter's

researches in mimicry in the forest butterflies

of Uganda; by the Eev. K. St. A. Sogers and

by Mr. E. C. L. Perkins, who described and

compared the color-groups of Hawaiian
Odynerus (wasps) found on the two neighbor-

ing islands, Oahu and Kauai. In the section

of philosophic entomology Professor J. F. Van
Bemmelen (Netherlands) explained the phylo-

genetic significance of the development of the

butterfly wing.

In the section of economic entomology the

paper read by Sir Daniel Morris on behalf of

Mr. W. A. Ballon, " Some Entomological

Problems in the "West Indies," demonstrated

how an intimate knowledge of the life histor-

ies of insects may be put to practical uses,

and how by the introduction of the natural

parasite of an immigrant pest the attacks of

the pest may be controlled and even defeated

altogether. The question of international ac-

tion to check generally the importation of

pests was raised in the discussion of Mr. A.

G. L. Rogers's paper on " The necessary in-

vestigation with relation to Insect and

Fungus Enemies of Plants, Preliminary to

Legislation."

In the pathological department Professor
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S. A. Forbes, of the University of Illinois,

contributed a series of observations on " Sim-

ulium and Pellagra in Illinois, U. S. A." He
has failed to associate directly the many

cases of pelagra investigated with insects of

this genus.

The congress decided to institute an inter-

national committee to deal with the subject

of entomological nomenclature, and advised

the formation of national committees in each

country, to be elected by the various entomo-

logical societies, to collect opinions and con-

sider changes required in the international

code; and further commissioned the interna-

tional committee to communicate their reso-

lutions to the international committee on

zoological nomenclature.

The third international congress will be

held at Vienna in 1915, under the presidency

of Dr. A. Handlirsch.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS

Dr. Wilhelm Wundt, professor of philos-

ophy in the University of Leipzig, one of the

founders of modern psychology,, celebrated his

eightieth birthday on August 16, on which

occasion a " Wilhelm Wundt Stiftung,"

amounting to 7,000 Marks, was presented to

the university by his students and friends.

The students, colleagues and friends of the

late Professor Thomas H. Montgomery are

desirous of purchasing his zoological library

and presenting it to the University of Penn-

sylvania in grateful recognition of his services

and achievements. It is proposed to mark

each volume with a book-plate indicating that

it forms part of The Montgomery Memorial

Library. Contributions towards the purchase

of the library may be sent to Dr. H. G. Kribs,

treasurer. Zoological Laboratory, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dr. Charles L. Parsons, secretary of the

American Chemical Society, will move to

Washington on September 1, and the main
office of the American Chemical Society will

be in that city after the date mentioned, with

address as Box 505, Washington, D. C.

The International Lenval prize of the Oto-

logical Congress has been awarded to Dr.

George E. Shambaugh, Chicago, for his work
on the anatomy and physiology of the laby-

rinth.

Dr. Hans Winkler, associate professor of

botany at Tiibingen, has been appointed di-

rector of the Botanical Institute at Hamburg.

De. Hermann Kredner, professor of geology

and paleontology at Leipzig, has retired from

active service.

Dr. Alexander Naumann, professor of

chemistry at Giessen and since 1882 director

of the chemical laboratories, celebrated his

seventy-fifth birthday on July 31.

Professor George Grant MacCurdt, of

Tale University, has been appointed the repre-

sentative of the American Museum of Natural

History at the eighth session of the Congres

Prehistorique de Prance, at Angouleme, Au-

gust 18-24. He will also represent the mu-
seum at the fourteenth session of the Congres

International d'Anthropologie et d'Archeol-

ogie prehistoriques, to be held at Geneva the

first week in September.

Professor Herbert E. Gregory, head of the

department of geology in Tale University, has

sailed for Peru to join the Tale Peruvian

expedition under Professor Hiram Bingham.
They expect to return at Christmas time.

The resignation of Professor Sarah F.

Whiting, who founded the department of

physics at Wellesley College and has been its

head ever since, has been accepted by tne

trustees, and Miss Louise Sherwood McDowell,

Ph.D. (Cornell), has been appointed her suc-

cessor. Professor Whiting was the first

woman student in physics at the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, where Professor

E. C. Pickering had lately started a students'

laboratory. She opened the laboratories at

Wellesley in 1878, thus antedating most stu-

dent laboratories in American colleges.

Courses in the new astronomy were offered as

applied physics until Professor Whiting se-

cured the funds to build an observatory with

an exceptional equipment. For ten years she

has had charge of both departments. She
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continues in charge of the department of

astronomy.

There has been published in Science a list

of the foreign geographers taking part in the

transcontinental excursion arranged by the

American Geographical Society of New York.

A considerable number of American geog-

raphers accompany the excursion, either for

portions of the distance or for the entire trip.

Those who make the entire trip, in addition

to the director of the excursion, Professor

William M. Davis, of Harvard University,

are: Albert Perry Brigham, professor of geol-

ogy, Colgate University; Richard E. Dodge,

professor of geography. Teachers College, Co-

lumbia University; Nevin M. Penneman, pro-

fessor of geology, University of Cincinnati;

William J. Humphreys, professor of meteoro-

logical physics, Weather Bureau, Washington;

Mark Jefferson, professor of geography. State

Normal College, Ypsilanti; Lawrence Martin,

assistant professor of physiography. Univer-

sity of Wisconsin ; Robert DeC. Ward, pro-

fessor of climatology, Harvard University, and

Frank E. Williams, instructor in geology.

University of Wisconsin.

Professor Hugo de Vries will visit this

country again in September and October next.

His itinerary, so far as can be arranged in

advance, is to reach New York about Sep-

tember 12, where he is to give a lecture at the

Botanical Garden on September 14. Prom
there he goes to the University of Pennsyl-

vania to see the work which Professor Davis

is doing with (Enotheras, and will then spend

a short time in Washington. His next ob-

jective point will be Dixie Landing, Ala.,

where he goes with Professor Tracy to visit

the type locality of (Enothera grandiflora to

study its possible mutants in its original hab-

itat. He will then go to Biloxi, Miss., where

he will make his headquarters while he visits

the " mud lumps " near the mouth of the

Mississippi River, and a number of the islands

near Biloxi. After that he and Professor

Tracy will go to San Antonio, Brownsville

and other points in southern Texas, where

Professor de Vries goes to study the relations

of the flora to the geological and geographical

conditions. On October 14, Professor de Vries

is to deliver the dedicatory address of the Rice

Institute, at Houston, Texas.

Professor Rollin D. Salisbury, head of

the department of geography and dean of the

Ogden Graduate School of Science in the

University of Chicago, has been granted leave

of absence during the autumn quarter for the

purpose of scientific investigations in South

America. Professor Salisbury, in company
with Mr. Bailey Willis, of the U. S. Geolog-

ical Survey, sailed from New York on Au-

gust 10 for Panama, whence they cross the

isthmus and go down the west coast of South

America as far as Valparaiso, Chile. A few

days will be spent on the west side of the

Andes, with a possible trip southward as far

as the railroad will carry them in Chile, and

the party will then cross the range by the

Trans-Andean Railway, going into northern

Argentina and then down to Buenos Aires.

About October 1 Professor Salisbury intends

to camp in Patagonia at Lake Nahuel

Haupi in the eastern Andes in latitude 41°.

On his return he expects to stop at Rio de

Janeiro and go back into the interior from

that point to the great iron deposits of

Brazil.

The American Museum of Natural His-

tory has received a telegram from V. Stefan-

son, who has been conducting an ethnological

and zoological expedition in the Coppermine

River region and adjacent islands in the

Arctic Ocean. This telegram is dated Aug-

ust 18, and was sent by way of the revenue

cutter Bear to Nome and thence to Seattle.

It says that Mr. Stefansson arrived at Point

Barrow, Alaska, on June 13. He reports that

he devoted the winter to studies of the lin-

guistics of the Eskimo and the summer to the

excavation of ancient village sites. He has

some 50,000 areheological specimens. On
this expedition he was accompanied by Dr. R.

M. Anderson. Mr. Stefanson reports that

Anderson and the eastern collections, that is

collections from the Coppermine River re-
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gion, will be due in San Francisco next No-

vember.

J. J. Taubenhaus, assistant plant pathol-

ogist of the Delaware College Agricultural

Experiment Station, delivered an address on

July 14, 1912, on " Our Present Knowledge of

the Sweet Pea Diseases and Their Control,"

before the American Sweet Pea Society which

held its annual exhibit in the Horticultural

Hall of Boston, Mass.

At the eighty-fourth convocation of the

University of Chicago, which will be held on

August 30, the convocation orator, Dr. Henry
Churchill King, president of Oberlin College,

will have for his subject " The Contribution

of Modern Science to Ideal Interests."

"William S. Weedon, Ph.D. (Hopkins),

since 1904 research chemist for the E. I. du

Pont de Nemours Powder Co., died in Wil-

mington, Del., on July 10, aged thirty-five

years.

Mr. Robert Holfoed Macdowall Bosan-

QUET, F.E.S., fellow of St. John's College,

Oxford, knovsTi for his researches in acoustics

and magnetism, died on August 7, aged sev-

enty-one years.

Dr. Humphrey Owen Jones, F.R.S., of

Clare College, Cambridge, his wife and a

Swiss guide, lost their lives on August 15

owing to an accident which occurred while

they were ascending the Aiguille Eouge de

Penteret, in the Alps. Mr. Jones was
in his thirty-sixth year and only married on

the first of this month. For some years he

had been demonstrator to the Jacksonian pro-

fessor of natural experimental philosophy at

Cambridge, and was amongst the most bril-

liant of the younger British chemists. He was

elected into the Royal Society this year. Mrs.

Jones was a member of Newnham College,

and had been doing research work in the

chemical laboratory in Cambridge for the

past year. An even more eminent Cambridge
man of science. Professor Francis Maitland
Balfour, lost his life on the same mountain
in July, 1882.

A valuable collection of British lepidop-

tera, made by the late Mr. John A. Finzi, has

been presented by Mrs. and Miss Finzi to the

Zoological Museum at University College,.

London.

At the meeting of the German Geological

Society in Reiswald on August 8, a paleonto-

logieal society was established. The organ of

the society. Die Paleontohgische Zeitschrift,.

will be published in Berlin by Borntraeger.

The third Clinical Congress of Surgeons of

North America will be held in New York,.

November 11-16. The place of registration is,

as we learn from the Journal of the American
Medical Association, the ball room of the

Waldorf-Astoria, where the daily program
will be bulletined one day in advance and
where printed programs of each day's clinics

will be distributed. The work of the congress

will be divided into six branches, namely:

general surgery, gynecology, genito-urinary

surgery, orthopedics, obstetrics and eye, ear,

nose and throat surgery. In the evenings

literary and scientific programs will be given

as follows

:

Monday, November 11—Presidential Meeting

—

Albert J. Oehsner, Chicago : Address of the re-

tiring president. Edward Martin, Philadelphia

(president's address) i "Treatment of Hepatic

Cirrhosis." WiUiam J. Mayo, Rochester, Minn.:
'

' Surgery of the Large Bowel. '
' Discussion by

Charles H. Peck, New York City.

Tuesday, November 12—George W. Crile, Cleve-

land: "Kinetic Theory of certain Diseases, with

special reference to Internal Secretions. '
' Howard

A. Kelly, Baltimore: Paper on Kidney Surgery.

Discussion by George E. Brewer, New York City.

Otfried Foerster, Breslau,, Germany: "Indications

and Besults of Excision of the Posterior Spinal

Nerve-roots."' Charles H. Frazier, Philadelphia:

Paper on Surgery of the Spinal Cord. Discussion

by Charles A. Elsberg, New York City.

Authors and editors concerned with the

preparation of illustrations for scientific pur-

poses will find a booklet by L. P. Mosler on
" Die moderne graphische Reproduction " of

great service. It is issued by the firm of

Gustav Fischer (Jena), famous for the su-

perb illustrations in the scientific works bear-

ing ita imprint. Simple explanations are

giveaai of tLe- principles underlying the
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making of line cuts; of half-tones, including

duplex half tones, and the three and four-

color processes; of heliotype, photogravure,

and intaglio prints. Especial advice is given

on the technical points involved in the prep-

aration of good originals designed for these

different processes.

The National Bureau of Standards is about

to issue a circular entitled " State and Muni-

cipal Eegulations for the Quality, Distribu-

tion and Testing of Illuminating Gas." This

circular (133 pages, uniform in style with

other bureau circulars) has been prepared

after conference and correspondence with a

large number of gas engineers and inspectors;

and it represents, as nearly as possible, the

average opinion of many men active in the

field of gas manufacture and gas testing.

Part I. of the circular gives a summary of the

municipal gas ordinances now operative, pre-

sents a general discussion of municipal gas

requirements, and proposes an ordinance

largely compiled from the best ordinance re-

quirements now in force. Part III. quotes a

few ordinances typical of those recently en-

acted and gives the main portions of state gas

laws now in force affecting gas quality, pres-

sure and meter accuracy. The circular does

not concern itself with financial regulation of

gas companies nor does it include any discus-

sion of the comparative value of various meth-

ods of works management. It deals mainly

with the candlepower, heating value, purity

and pressure of the gas and gas meter testing.

The present publication has grown out of the

investigation of the methods and standards

employed in gas photometry and gas calorim-

etry, undertaken by the bureau three years

ago. A second circular on the methods of

testing employed for official inspection work

is now being prepared. Although it can not

be expected that the regulations for or meth-

ods of gas testing will ever be entirely uni-

form throughout the country, it is believed

that if the results of a comprehensive investi-

gation of the subject are published, a greater

uniformity of method, and in some cases more

accurate measurements will result. The atti-

tude of the Bureau of Standards is entirely

advisory and its intention is to place in the

hands of the technical and general public an

impartial and, as nearly as may be, an accu-

rate summary of the facts which must be con-

sidered in connection with the fixing of stand-

ards of quality and the testing of illuminating

gas. Revision of the circular from time to

time is contemplated in order to amend the

recommendations as to the requirements to

adapt it to new developments in the gas in-

dustry. The circular is now in press and will

be ready for distribution soon after April first.

Copies may be obtained free of charge by

addressing The Director, Bureau of Stand-

ards, Washington, D. C.

Nature states that the celebration of the

jubilee year in the history of the two French

reviews—the Revue Bleue and the Revue Sci-

entifique, the subtitle of which is the Revue
Rose—was held in Paris on June 12, at the

Hotel Continental. The editors were sup-

ported at a banquet by representatives of the

Government, Parliament, the University and

the Institute of Prance ; in fact, not only were

men of science, artists and men of letters

present, but Parisian society generally united

to do honor to the occasion. M. Ch. Moureu,

the editor of the Revue Scientifique, in speak-

ing in the name of science, dwelt on the ad-

vances made in science during the last fifty

years, and was followed by M. Lippmann,

president of the Paris Academy of Sciences,

who referred appreciatively to the work done

by our contemporary to assist the spread of

scientific knowledge.

The museum committee of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons has issued its annual report

which is summarized in the London Times.

Altogether the museum has been enriched by

upwards of 1,000 specimens. The first place

must be given to a collection which has been

presented by the executors of the late Lord

Lister through the president of the college.

Sir Rickman J. Godlee. This comprises Lord

Lister's surgical instruments, appliances used

in early researches, records and tracings of ex-

periments, drawings and pathological speci-
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mens. Another collection of surgical instru-

ments, formerly the property of the Obstetri-

cal Society, was presented by the Koyal So-

ciety of Medicine, while Mr. Penrose Wil-

liams, of Bridgwater, has presented the whole

of his collection, containing many desirable

specimens. Of the primitive races now liv-

ing, the native Australians are likely to prove

the most instructive of the human body. The

college has acquired by purchase several

crania and skeletons of that race, while several

presentations have been made which are of

real value. Many rare and valuable speci-

mens have been added to the series illustrating

the osteology and diseases of the ancient

Egyptians. Remains of ancient man have

also been presented which were found in a

cave, with wall decorations of a primitive

type, in the south of Spain, and some casts of

certain remains of ancient man which have

given rise to much discussion in Europe.

These are the only casts so far received in

England. The Archeological Society of

Broadstairs presented a series of skulls and

skeletons belonging to the Bronze and Anglo-

Saxon periods. These have been investigated

and, for the first time, an approximately com-

plete articulated skeleton of one of the Bronze

Age men has been obtained. A medico-legal

collection has been formed and a human
femur, with photographs of human remains,

found in the ruins after certain anarchists

were besieged in Whitechapel, in January,

1911, has been presented. The new additions

to the museum were specially exhibited on the

occasion of the council election on July 4, and

also on the two following days. There have

been 12,231 visitors to the museum during the

year.

UNIVEBSITT AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
The following new buildings and additions

are now in the course of construction at the

University of Illinois : transportation build-

ing, mining building, ceramics building, loco-

motive testing laboratory, addition to woman's

building, addition to agricultural building,

commerce building, stock judging pavilion.

agronomy greenhouses, sheep and horse barns.

In addition to these the law building is being

remodeled and plans and appropriations have

been made for a new armory and new horti-

cultural greenhouses.

Stephen Taber, A.B. (Stanford, '06), Ph.D.

(Virginia, '12), for the past three years as-

sistant geologist on the Virginia Geological

Survey and instructor in geology in the uni-

versity, has been elected to the chair of geol-

ogy in the University of South Carolina.

Me. Herbert Otto Lussky, assistant in

physiology at the University of Chicago, has

been put in charge of the department of physi-

ology in the college of arts and science and

the college of medicine of the Uni'^'ersity of

South Dakota.

Professor John 'N. Swan has leave of ab-

sence from Monmouth College for one year

and will have charge of the department of

chemistry in the University of Mississippi.

Dr. A. M. Muckenfuss, who is at the head of

the department, has leave of absence for a year.

He will first complete some research work and
then spend the remainder of the year in Ger-

many. Mr. J. P. Trickey, of the University

of Pittsburgh, will take charge of the chem-

istry at Monmouth College.

At the recent meeting of the board of trus-

tees of the University of Illinois the following

promotions were authorized : Ernest L. Bogart,

professor of economics; J. Howard Beard, in-

structor of physiology; Erancis C. Lincoln,

assistant professor of mining engineering, and

Horatio IST. Parker, instructor in municipal

and sanitary dairying.

DISCUSSION AND COMBESFONDENCE
A NEW FOSSILIPEROUS HORIZON ON BLUEBERRY

MOUNTAIN, IN LITTLETON, NEW
HAMPSHIRE

Littleton, New Hampshire, has been par-

ticularly interesting to geologists because it

is one of the few localities in the state where

fossils have been found. These fossils are of

Niagaran age.' They are contained in the

^ Hiteheook, C. H., '
' New Studies in the Ammo-

noosuc District of New Hampshire," Bull. Geol.
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lower members of a series of beds which, in

the form, of an irregular syncline, constitute

the ridge known as Blueberry Mountain. The

best specimens have been taken from the

northern slope of Fitch Hill, the most north-

ern eminence of the mountain. Here the suc-

cession of strata^ is as follows: (1) A coral-

line limestone (30 to 50 feet thick)^ resting

unconformably upon an igneous foundation;*

(2) a calcareous slate (5 to 8 feet thick)' in

which are the impressions of braehiopods and

trilobites; (3) limestone, partly dolomitic;

(4) coarse feldspathic sandstone (arkose)

;

(5) a thick mass of regularly banded argil-

lites, passing upward into (6) a dark, pyriti-

ferous sandstone. Previous to last summer
no fossils had been found above the calcareous

slate.°

In August, 1911, while engaged in geolog-

ical investigations which were undertaken

through the advice and generosity of Mr. E.

W. Sayles, of the Harvard Geological Depart-

ment, the writer discovered the distorted im-

pressions of braehiopods, probably Spirifer or

a related genus, in talus at the foot of the

" crags," a precipice of the dark sandstone

;

but the specimens were not well preserved.

In continuation of the same work, during the

present summer, we chanced upon a fossilifer-

ous sandy layer in the banded argillites, where

a north-south road crosses the ridge between

Blueberry Mountain and Bald Hill. This

spot is two and a half miles from the Fitch

Hill exposures of the same series, southwest-

ward along the strike.

Soc. Am., Vol. 15, 1904, pp. 462, 479, 480. Also,

by the same author, "The Geology of Littleton,

New Hampshire, '
' with an '

' Article on a Trilobite

from Littleton and Notes on Other Fossils from

the Same Locality," by A. E. Lambert. Eeprint

from the "History of Littleton." Published by

the University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1905, p. 38.

' Op. cit., 1904, p. 464, and op. cit., 1905, pp. 15,

34.

= Op. cit., 1905, p. 34.

* We shall publish a more detailed report on the

geology of Fitch Hill at a future date.

' Op. cit., 1904, pp. 479, 481, and op. cit., 1905,

p. 31.

Since the lower part of the banded argil-

lites is about 400 feet above the coralline

limestone (omitting two thick basic sills

which have been injected into the formation),

and since this new locality is at least 300 feet

above the base of the banded series, these fos-

sils occur stratigraphically 700 feet or more
above the Fitch Hill fossiliferous horizon.

The impressions are chiefly of braehiopods.

They will be submitted for identification at

the close of the field season. Meanwhile we
shall make a more extended examination of

the argillites.

Frederick H. Lahee
Littleton, N. H.,

August, 1912

A PUZZLING PHOTOGRAPH

To THE Editor op Science: In the issue of

Collier's Weelcly for August 3, under the cap-

tion of " A Prehistoric Peruvian Graveyard,"

Grace Whitworth gives a halftone picture of

a remarkable ossuary which is stated to have

been taken from a structure discovered, by

some person unnamed, in a tropical jungle on

the TJeayali River in Peru. The structure is

stated to be a square of 200 feet enclosed by a

wall 25 feet high, built " apparently of red

clay," with no entrances, and along the top of

the wall at regular intervals it is ornamented

with vases made of the same material. In-

side was an immense mass of human bones

free from any superincumbent deposit and

mostly in an excellent state of preservation

(judged by the picture) and in some parts of

the enclosure heaped to a depth of 18 feet.

" Some entire skeletons were lying out

straight, while thousands of other skulls and

bones appeared to have been dragged about,

probably by buzzards."

Allowing nine feet for the average depth of

the mass and one cubic foot for the space oc-

cupied by one skeleton, there should be a total

possibly amounting to 72,000 human beings

represented by the deposit.

In an ordinary newspaper such a com-

munication might be allowed to pass un-

noticed with snake and fish stories, but in the
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present instance it seems -wortli while to give

some reasons why it seems practically certain

that Collier's correspondent has been the vic-

tim of a hoax, especially as " an archeologist

of repute " in America is stated to have said

:

" This looks very much as if we should have

to begin our research all over again," pre-

sumably meaning in South American archeol-

ogy.

To my mind, there is a probability, almost

amounting to a certainty, that the photo-

graph, which is certainly taken from a real

scene, represents a structure which is not pre-

historic, which is not South American, which

is not the work of a savage people, and which

is situated not in a tropical jungle subject to

a rainy season like the Peruvian TJcayali, but

in an arid country probably devoid of vegeta-

tion. Where or why it exists is a problem to

be solved by some one better posted in Eura-

sian archeology than the present writer.

The halftone does not lend itself to mag-

nification like an original photograph but it

can be seen that the top of the wall is abso-

lutely rectilinear and level, and provided on

a bevelled edge with long smooth sloping slabs

of some substance, probably stone, roofing it

from the weather. These slabs are of uniform

length, apparently about fifteen feet, and at

their junctions are placed the vases on a pre-

sumably flat surface. The latter are of a

" classical " design like no product of the

American aborigines. No structure with

such unvarying lines is known among Amer-

ican prehistoric ruins nor as the product of a

people in a state of savagery.

It is notable that there is no trace of trop-

ical or other vegetation in the picture. If

some skeletons still remain in a natural posi-

tion, and no deposit of vegetation or drift of

dead leaves and mold has formed on this im-

mense heap of bones, and those in the lower

part of the heap seem (from the picture) to be

perfectly preserved, it is evident that the de-

posit can not be prehistoric but is very recent;

that it can not have been subject to tropical

rains and blown debris for centuries, but must

be in an arid climate where bones do not read-

ily decay, and where there is no vegetation of

a kind to form a covering of humus.

The picture is interesting enough in itself

to be worth an authentic explanation.

Wm. H. Dall
Smithsonian Institution

" terms used to denote the abundance or

RARITY OF birds"

To THE Editor of Science : I sympathize

with Mr. John Dryden Kuser's desire to

standardize the terms used to denote the

abundance or rarity of birds,^ but it seems to

me that the chief difficulty is the inherent

one that lies in the personal equation. No two

persons can have just the same notion as to

the precise meanings of the various terms

used. What one calls rare another calls un-

common, and still another, having in mind

the relativity of all such terms, may call the

species " fairly common,"

—

for a hawk, for

instance, hawks being judged by a different

standard from warblers. Undoubtedly the

best system is a numerical one when that is

possible, the exact or estimated nujnber of

individuals observed being noted. That en-

tails, however, in some cases an amount of

labor that the observer may prefer to expend

in other directions, while for generalizations

it is unsatisfactory.

As to the list of terms with synonyms of-

fered by Mr. Kuser, it seems to me that it is

open to objection in some particulars. It is

not quite clear, for one thing, just what he

means when he states that " not uncommon is

equal to common." Is he making an arbi-

trary ruling for his own guidance, or is he

stating what he believes to be a fact? Pre-

sumably the latter, since he says he limits

himself to eight terms, and " not uncommon "

is not one of the eight listed. And yet I ven-

ture to express the belief that to most ornith-

ologists the term " not uncommon " expresses

a status distinctly less common than " com-

mon." It comes nearer to " fairly common,"

but to my mind means less common than that.

In short, it seems to me that we can not treat

» Science, June 14, 1912, p. 930.
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the English language exactly as we treat a

mathematical equation. There are fine dis-

tinctions in words that we can not abolish by

arbitrary rules.

I quite agree with Mr. Kuser that " quite

common " is an incorrect expression as it is

ordinarily used, but I am very sure that

simple " common " does not fill its place, and

I am not altogether certain that " fairly com-

mon " quite expresses it either, though per-

haps that is the best substitute.

" Tolerably common," though it has the

sanction of government usage, is also objec-

tionable on etym.ological grounds, as Mr.

Kuser points out.

" Frequent " strikes me as objectionable be-

cause it is an adjective of time rather than

number or distribution in space. " Fairly

common " or " rather common " are prefer-

able, perhaps.

The statement that " accidental is occa-

sional or rare " seems to me absolutely wrong.

All birds that occur only accidentally or

" casually " are rare, but not all rare birds can

be called accidental. The distinction is gen-

erally recognized, I think. The accidental oc-

currence of a bird is supposed to be due to

some stress of weather or similar outside force

or possibly some abnormal tendency in the

individual. No bird that is found regularly

in a given locality, no matter how rare it may
be, can be called accidental—^unless, indeed, it

is a single individual that is found thus reg-

ularly. Mockingbirds are still rare in Massa-

chusetts, but they can no longer be called acci-

dental, and the same is true of the Iceland,

Kumlien's and glaucous gulls.

Mr. Kuser says that " very rare is using an

unnecessary adverb, for rare is very rare,"

but are there not degrees of rarity, and, if so,

why should we not be permitted to indicate

them ? Mr. William Brewster in " Birds of

the Cambridge Region," calls the mourning

warbler " rare in spring, exceedingly rare in

autumn." Is there not a decided advantage

in being able to make this distinction?

Is not Mr. Kuser's definition of " scarce

"

as indicating "that the bird mentioned was

at some previous time common" a purely

arbitrary one? If so, how can he expect its

use in that sense to be generally adopted?

Finally I suggest that Mr. Kuser's definition

of " irregular " be extended to cover the com-

plete absence of a species during some seasons.

It was certainly worth while to call attention

to the common use of vague and inaccurate

terms in bird-lists, but as one who has made
many lists (mostly unpublished), I have ven-

tured to offer a few considerations which will

serve to indicate that the standardization of

the terminology is not so easy as it looks.

Francis H. Allen
West Eoxbuky, Mass.

POPULAR "science" AGAIN

It is perhaps worth while calling the atten-

tion of the readers of Science to a fresh con-

tribution to the pseudo-scientific literature of

this country. In a recent number of Mother's

Magazine, Dr. Cornelia B. DeBey vtrites con-

cerning weeds as follows:

Weeds may not seem (to you) to have much con-

nection with your home hygiene, but they do have.

Growing under the bedroom window, thriving in a

corner of the yard, lining a back walk, they are

constantly, through their nature, absorbing float-

ing air poisons. As the period of their annual

decay approaches, they throw oS these poisons and

the winds gather them up and sweep them through

the house. They are blown into your lungs and

into the lungs of your children. If perchance the

system of any one of you happens to be weak at

the time, a sickness may almost certainly he ex-

pected to follow.

Weeds of the yard, like the foul dust of the

streets of a city, carry millions upon millions of

germs eager to thrive on any frail human or

animal body. Eoot out the weeds. Treat them

with scalding hot lye and wood ashes that have

been soaked in hot water. Attack them with hoe

and spade. Certain noxious weed growths, very

c'ommon to American yards, may breed diphtheria,

typhoid fever, scarlet fever and serious catarrhal

affections.

The spirit of the foregoing is doubtless

higlily commendable, but the ideas of the

causes of diseases inculcated in such a state-

ment, are, at the very least, undesirable.

Ernst A. Bessey
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QUOTATIONS

THE MEDICAL MAN AND RESEARCH

In a recent address on "Research Founda-

tions in their Eelation to Medicine"' the

well-known neurologist of the Wistar Institute,

Professor H. H. Donaldson, has expressed cer-

tain views which deserve to be heralded in

medical circles beyond the immediate audience

of graduates in medicine to which they were

originally addressed. He has emphasized the

fact that the programs of the large research

foundations imply the hope that by such en-

dowments new facts and new points of view

fundamentally important to medicine may be

discovered. Many of these establishments

serve in a way to mediate between the prob-

lems of practise and the findings of science.

The popular mind is constantly alert for some

new application of science to the work of the

world or the needs of the arts. Accordingly

there is an ever-present tendency to place

undue importance on the purely practical as-

pects of all research.

The worker who is engaged in the actual

pursuit of scientific investigation realizes weU

enough that there is. no essential distinction

between so-called practical and theoretical

knowledge. He would, indeed, be rash who

would foretell where one type of contribution

merges into the other. But with the laity the

search for the unknown finds little encourage-

ment except when it is attended by some pal-

pable result of immediate application. Hence

the pressure which many of our institutions

feel to present something that will satisfy this

unfortunate and mistaken public demand.

Precisely here the medical man of to-day

has an opportunity and a duty. Trained in

the school of modern science, he should have

acquired an appreciation of the unhampered

search for new knowledge which is so rarely

intelligible to the community at large. He
is more or less familiar with the aims of the

research worker and has some understanding

' Donaldson, H. H., '
' Research Foundations in

their Relation to Medicine," address at the gradu-

ation exercises of the Yale Medical School, Sci-

ence, July 19, 1912.

of what these endeavors have contributed to

the world. He should defend the effort and

help to spread the propaganda. We believe

that the attitude of the practitioner toward

certain features of medical research is, in

general, wholesome and helpful in so far as

these features involve relations to the problems

of clinical medicine. There is, however, an-

other class of problems which demand solu-

tion no less than some of the more obvious

questions. These more subtle problems in-

volve the " why " and " how." They are

harder to answer ; they appeal to fewer investi-

gators, and not many men are adequately

equipped to attack them. As Donaldson has

said, because the men who can do this latter

kind of work are relatively rare, even among

investigators, because such work can have

rational appreciation from a limited group

only, and because knowledge of this sort is

sure to become the basis for many applications

in the future, it behooves us all to see to it

that we foster such investigators—the most

valuable of our natural resources. When a

mistaken popular notion arises as an obstacle

to progress we must help to remove it.

It has often been said that research is an

attitude of mind. This is something different

from the mysterious features which are some-

times attributed to it. The spirit of research

is attainable, even if at times it seems remote.

Quoting Donaldson :
" A man may have little

leisure and trifling resources, and may never

have published; but if he examines the world

in a questioning spirit, if he carries with him

not only conclusions, but the observations on

which they rest, if he refuses to pound square

facts into the round holes that he happens to

have in hand, he has attained illumination."

—

Journal of the American Medical Association.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

The Principles of Human Nutrition. By
Whitman H. Jordan, director of the New
York Agricultural Experiment Station.

The Macmillan Company. 1912. Pp. 450.

.$1.75 net.

The object in view, as stated in the preface.
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was " such a presentation of the subject-mat-

ter related to human nutrition as would be

more or less adapted to popular use, but par-

ticularly to instruction of students with mod-
erate scientific acquirements, whether in col-

leges, secondary schools, short courses, schools

of domestic science or correspondence schools."

The volume is essentially one for the producer

and consumer. It is written in non-technical

language, and no chemical symbols are em-
ployed.

Part I. contains eight chapters (1Y6 pages)

dealing with the subjects: The Plant as a

Source of Human Sustenance, The Chemical

Elements Involved in the Nutrition of the

Human Body, The Compounds of Human
Nutrition (Chapters III. and IV.), The Di-

•gestion of Food, The Distribution and Trans-

formations of the Digested Food, The Func-
tions of Food Compounds, Laws of Nutrition.

Part II. is devoted to practical dietetics and
the chapters are headed: General Considera-

tions, The Selection of Food or the Regula-

tion of Diet, The Eelation of Diet to the

Tarying Conditions of Life, Food Economics,

Special Dietetic Methods, The Nutrition of

the Child, The Character and Food Value of

Certain Commercial Articles, The Prepara-

tion of Food, Food Sanitation, The Preserva-

tion of Foods. Pages 351-443 consist of tables

showing the composition of American food

materials.

A book on nutrition vsrritten for non-scien-

tific readers can not justly be criticized for

lack of strict scientific accuracy. In a few

instances however the author seems to have

incorporated material conveniently at hand
instead of seeking the best available. For ex-

ample, in Table II., page 16, is recorded the

content of the principal mineral elements in a

number of grains and vegetables. The figures

are derived from Wolff's " Aschen Analysen "

published in 18Y1. It is now well known that

Wolff's values for suKur, and in many cases

for chlorine, are entirely unreliable. Again in

Table XV., page 60, com is listed as a protein

and the values for its cleavage products are

those given by Osborne and Clapp for zein.

Osborne and Jones have expressed greater con-

fidence in a later analysis of this protein.'

On page 25 occurs the statement that or-

ganic matter is of two classes : (1) protein and
non-protein, and (2) carbohydrates, fats and

acids. Misprints are occasionally met with

but in general are not misleading. On page

34, however, a column of bases is headed

acids, and again on pages 297-300 in four in-

stances the cost of certain dietaries for chil-

dren is given in fractions of a cent where it

is evident that dollars are intended.

On page 128 hsematin is used where haemo-

chromogen is meant, and on pages 129, 135 and

149 the same term is employed where hemo-
globin is the correct term.

Reformed spelling is employed in some
cases but not in others. Thus on pages 68

and 74 xylose is spelled zylose, while saccha-

rose is regularly spelled in the old fashioned

way. On page 68 zylin is given as the equiva-

lent of wood gum and as the mother sub-

stance of zylose. Similarly arabin is said to

yield arabinose. Obviously xylan and araban

are referred to. One might well question the

wisdom of changing, without explanation,

word endings having so definite a significance

in carbohydrate nomenclature.

The data presented are on the whole reliable,

and the errors noted should detract but little

from the book when used by the class of stu-

dents for which it is intended. It is written

in a conversational style and is highly enter-

taining reading. The treatment of the eco-

nomic and social aspects of human nutrition

is somewhat better than the scientific, but it

is decidedly the best non-technical treatment

of the subject in general. The discussion of

special dietetic practises (vegetarianism, un-

cooked food, etc.) is especially good, and the

book should do much good in replacing the

popular works on nutrition written by adher-

ents to the various dietetic fads.

E. V. McCoLLUM
University of Wisconsin

' Osborne and Clapp, American Journal of Phys-

iology, Vol. 20, 1908, p. 477. Osborne and Jones,

ibid., Vol. 26, 1910, p. 212.
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Fergusson's Percentage Unit of Angular Meas-

urement, with Logarithms; also a Descrip-

tion of his Percentage Theodolite and Per-

centage Compass. By John Coleman Fer-

GUSSON. London, Longmans, Green & Co.

1912. 8vo. Pp. h:vii4-467.

This is one of those costly volumes printed

occasionally to advocate some novel idea; not

actually incorrect, but yet quite without real

value. Such books are full of pathos. One
can see in their pages lost yet endless indus-

try; painful longing for sympathetic apprecia-

tion; indomitable energy; the sacrifice almost

of a life-time; and finally the refusal to ac-

cept even the kindliest adverse criticism.

Were not the theories of Galileo received veith

incredulity? Are not my theories met by

similar unbelief? Galileo was right. So then

must I be also. Such is the fallacious reason-

ing consciously or unconsciously in the minds

of men like Fergusson.

The division of the circle has always been

made hitherto in equal parts, ordinary de-

grees of arc or centesimal degrees. Fergusson

proposes to divide the circle into unequal parts,

one hundred spaces to each octant, or are of

45° as ordinarily measured. To the new di-

visions will be attached numbers thus: 1%,
2%, . . . 10%, etc., in such a way that the

number 10%, for instance, will belong to the

angle whose tangent is 0.10, etc.

The author gives elaborate logarithmic

tables computed for this new division of the

circle; but it appears from his examples of

their use that no saving of time or other ad-

vantage has been obtained. He has also had

made an engineer's angle instrument provided

with the new circle divisions; and has of

course been unable to use a vernier. In its

place is substituted a most complicated "mi-

crometer drum screw."

The book is not free from humor: we recom-

mend the following passage to the engineering

and financial experts of Wall Street.

" A gives X £500 sterling for a half share in

the sixth interest that X holds in a mining

claim located at Eureka, Nevada, U. S. A. It

is plain to everybody that X has received

£500 sterling for the half share of his mining

interest. A, on the other hand, has got for

his money an acknowledgment, which, in

itself, is a concrete function implying value;

and this implied value is dependent on the

geological formation of a piece of ground

staked out in Nevada, the true value of which

A may determine by the aid of a Philadelphia

lawyer and a western mining expert. A has

received implicit value; X got explicit value."

The author asserts that this " simple ex-

ample " makes clear " the whole difference be-

tween the arithmetical and algebraic systems."

H. J.

SPECIAL ABTICLES

THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE BACTERIOLOGY OF

HUMAN LEPROSY

Since the discovery by Hansen in 1872 of

an acid-fast bacillus in the leprous lesion to

which he ascribed an etiological role, numer-

ous investigators have reported success with

its artificial cultivation. It may be stated,

however, that prior to 1901 the cultures iso-

lated and described by various investigators

differed tinctorially and morphologically from

the Hansen bacillus of the tissues, and al-

though many of these cultures were said tO'

have induced experimental lesions similar to

human leprosy and to have fulfilled other

postulates, no one of them has been univer-

sally accepted as the specific organism of

leprosy.

Kedrowski in 1901 described an organism'

which he cultivated from the leprous lesion

and believed to be the specific bacillus of lep-

rosy. This author reported his culture as a

non-acid fast diphtheroid bacillus, which when

injected into laboratory animals became acid-

fast after a sojourn of weeks in the tissues.

He advanced the theory that the acid-fast rods

seen in human leprous lesions represent but a

stage in the developmental cycle of a single

pleomorphic species.

Deycke and Eost and Williams have since

reported (1905) upon the successful cultiva-

tion from the leprous nodule of an organism

similar to that of Kedrowski's together with

which they also found streptothrical forms

and acid-fast rods.
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More recently Bayon (1912) describes a

non-acid-fast diphtheroid obtained from a

leper which behaves in a like manner to

ICedrowski's culture, i. e., the initial growth

from the tissues is non-acid-fast and a diph-

theroid until passed through rats, after which
it permanently changes into a typical acid-

fast bacillus. Like Eost and Williams he also

mentions streptothrical forms in his culture.

He concludes that not only is his culture

identical with Kedrowski's, but also that it is

the cause of human leprosy, basing his argu-

ment upon specific reactions obtained with

human leper serum and also upon the pro-

duction of characteristic lesions in laboratory

animals.

Clegg in 1909 announced his success in the

cultivation of an acid-fast bacillus which he

isolated from lesions in a large series of lepers

in the Philippines. He found that multi-

plication in each instance occurred in the

transferred leprous tissue bits when planted

with amoeba and their symbionts. He subse-

quently obtained pure cultures of acid-fast

organisms on the ordinary laboratory media

as a moist, profuse, pigmented growth after

heating at 60° C. for 30 minutes to kill out

the symbionts.

The author (1910) described a method by
which the bacilli in the leprous lesion could

be cultivated in vitro without the use of

symbionts. The culture differed from Clegg's

in that it did not produce pigment and it re-

fused to grow except upon special nutrients;

however, cultures were subsequently isolated

from a number of cases which in time became
rapid growers and chromogenic. Other cul-

tures similar to Clegg's have been reported by
Brinkerhoff and Currie in Honolulu, Eivas in

Philadelphia, Thompson in Australia, Well-

man in California and workers in Hawaii.

The work of Eost, Williams, Kedrowski,

Bayon and others, who have cultivated organ-

isms other than acid-fast rods from leprous

lesions, tends to show that the organism of

leprosy is " an extremely pleomorphic strepto-

thrix " which under certain circumstances

may be: (1) A non-acid-fast streptothrix with

interlacing filaments, (2) a non-acid-fast

diphtheroid bacillus, which is in reality a

streptothrix, and capable of becoming acid-

fast under certain conditions, (3) a definite

acid-fast filamentous streptothrix, or (4) an

acid-fast bacillus which is the broken-down

stage of a streptothrix.

A review of the literature would seem to

show that three or possibly four apparently

different germs have been cultivated and de-

scribed as the causal agent of human leprosy;

namely, (1) a non-acid-fast diphtheroid

(Kedrowski), (2) an acid-fast chromogenic

bacillus (Clegg), (3) non acid-fast and acid-

fast interlacing and filamentous streptothrix

(Eost & Williams), and (4) a bacillus whichm
vitro maintains the morphology and staining

reaction of the Hansen bacillus of the tissues

and grows under artificial conditions only in

the presence of special nutrients (Duval).

Acid-fast and non-acid-fast filamentous

forms I have also encountered in certain of

the cultures which become chromogenic and

rapid growers, but branching non-acid-fast

streptothriees I have never noted in the acid-

fast culture which is non-chromogenic and

refuses to multiply except upon special media.

The marked variation in morphology and

staining properties of the chromogenic cul-

ture I have regarded as involution or degene-

ration forms of the species. However, it is

noteworthy that by plating out the chromo-

genic culture, separate colonies of non-acid-

fast streptothriees and non-aeid-fast diphthe-

roids are recovered, and these are converted

into acid-fast rods by alterations in the reac-

tion of the medium, etc.

Since we may encounter in the leprous

lesion a pleomorphic organism which is ca-

pable of changing in vitro under defined con-

ditions, it is easy to explain the bewildering

number of " stages " for the supposedly culti-

vated Hansen bacillus of some writers.

Whether the various cultures reported as the

Hansen bacillus represent the same or dis-

tinct species, some one of which is the real

exciter of leprosy and the others simply ex-

traneous or accidental commensals, is a prob-

lem yet unsolved; however, by a comparative
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study of the lesions induced experimentally,

the behavior of the cultures with respect to

immune sera and by other well-known meth-

ods it is hoped that the proper status of the

various cultures will be established.

In Louisiana I have attempted the cultiva-

tion of the Hansen bacillus from 29 cases of

leprosy and have succeeded in isolating an

acid-fast bacillus from 22 of these cases. The

chromogenic variety was recovered from 14

cases while 8 yielded a non-chromogenic acid-

fast bacillus which thus far has refused to

produce pigment or multiply on the ordinary

laboratory media, and in one case a non-acid-

fast diphtheroid was recovered.

For many generations the sub-plants both

of the chromogenic and of the non-pigment

producing types have each remained well

within the variations of a species and have in

general maintained very closely the morphol-

ogy of the Hansen bacillus as we know it in

the tissues.

In the 14 cases above mentioned the acid-

fast culture recovered has eventually under-

gone a marked change in morphological and

cultural features after which it could be prop-

agated upon the ordinary laboratory media.

These cultures which become chromogenic

correspond in all essentials to Clegg's original

isolation.

In the 8 cases referred to, the non-chromo-

genic culture, although behaving much as did

the Clegg chromogenic bacillus for the first

two or three months under artificial growth

conditions, has refused to produce pigment or

grow on ordinary media.

Since the chromogenic culture behaved

much in the same manner as the non-chromo-

gen during the first three or four months of

artificial cultivation, I have looked for a sim-

ilar change to occur in this particular " slow-

growing " strain. It would seem that it will

not become saprophytic as the period of para-

sitism experienced with the cultures which

subsequently became chromogenic and dis-

tinctly vegetative has long passed.

It is hard to explain the occurrence in the

leprous lesion of the chromogenic acid-fast,

which in my experience with cases here is en-

countered more frequently than the non-

chromogenic variety. Curiously enough the

chromogenic type, if we are to regard it as an

extraneous organism, is always the same va-

riety, that is, a moist rapidly growing diplo-

coccoid bacillus when once it becomes accus-

tomed to an artificial environment. I have

compared the seven original cultures of Clegg,

and those isolated independently by workers

in Hawaii, Honolulu and London with the

chromogenic cultures isolated here and find

them identical except for minor inconstant

differences. That the chromogen exists in the

lesion of certain types of leprosy there can be

no doubt, even where the overlying skin is ap-

parently intact, and also in the internal or-

gans at autopsy, more particularly the spleen.

If these cultures are extraneous saprophytes

it is hard to explain that they should occur in

so large a percentage of cases. Of course it

is well known how ubiquitous are the sapro-

phytic acid-fast species, it being possible to

isolate them from almost any source outside

the animal body. Their occasional occur-

rence, therefore, in the open skin lesion of

leprosy is to be expected, but to find them so

frequently is difficult to explain if we are to

accept that they are in no way concerned in

leprosy.

The initial multiplication in vitro of both

the acid-fast strains referred to is accom-

plished with comparative ease, provided that

the bits of leprous tissue transferred are

treated in such a way that the protein moiety

is split into its dissociate products.

This action upon the protein of the removed

leprous lesion may be accomplished in the fol-

lowing ways: (1) By seeding the tissue trans-

plants with some one of the putrefactive bac-

teria or with any species capable of hydro-

lyzing the tissues; (2) by saturating the re-

moved tissue bits with a one-per-cent. trypsin-

ized albumen solution ; or (3) by transferring

the leprous material directly to a medium

containing the products of protein digestion.

With any of these methods the acid-fast

bacilli in bits of the removed lesion will multi-

ply and continue to do so as long as these

products are present.
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To establish, if possible, an etiological role

for any one of the cultures obtained from the

human leprous lesion to the exclusion of

others, careful comparative studies of the ex-

perimentally induced lesion and the serolog-

ical tests have been carried out upon a large

series of animals.

In general it may be stated that macroseop-

ically the lesions produced in the lower ani-

mals do not differ greatly for any of the cul-

tures employed, unless it be that the chromo-

genic type produces lesions which appear

earlier and are more localized. Microscop-

ically the cell picture or relation of the ba-

cilli to the cells is not sufficiently distinctive

of any culture to warrant more than a tenta-

tive differentiation.

In other words the experimental lesions in

animals afford no absolute differentiation for

any strain of acid-fast organism except of

course the tubercle family. Leprous-like

lesions are as readily induced experimentally

with some of the well-known saprophytic

species as they are induced with either the in-

fested leprous tissues or with the lepra cul-

ture.

The serological tests with the blood of lepers

has not established an etiological role for any

type of acid-fast organism recovered from the

leprous lesion. The agglutination reaction

with the lepers' blood rarely gives a positive

reaction in dilution of 1/50 with the sepa-

rated Hansen bacilli obtained from the hu-

man nodule, while in the majority of cases a

reaction is not obtained above a dilution

1/10. On the other hand, many of the tubercle

family and the acid-fast saprophytes react

equally as well and not infrequently in higher

dilutions. The complement deviation tests

with culture antigen utterly fail to show any-

thing specific for the various cultures in so

far as the human serum is concerned. How-

ever, the serum reaction of animals immun-

ized against the various acid-fast species has

served to separate into three distinct groups

the ehromogenic culture of leprosy (Group I.),

the author's non-chromogenic culture of lep-

rosy (Group II.) and the ehromogenic sapro-

phytic acid-fast species (Group III.). The re-

action with specific immune sera establishes

the fact that there is a difference between the

non-chromogenic and the ehromogenic leprosy

cultures. Furthermore the serum reaction

indicates no relation between these two strains

and no relation of either to any known sapro-

phytic species.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

There may be cultivated from the leprous

lesion two types of acid-fast bacilli which have

distinct characteristics : one an organism

which after it has become accustomed to a

saprophytic existence produces pigment and

becomes extremely pleomorphic; the other a

bacillus growing slowly and only upon special

media, and retaining always the tinctorial

properties of the Hansen bacillus of the tis-

sues. Non-acid-fast diphtheroids are occasion-

ally encountered in the external lesions, but

are perhaps accidental contaminators.

The acid-fast strain, which subsequently

becomes a rapid grower and develops pigment,

shows a wide variation in morphology and

ability to retain the stain when subjected to

decolorizing agents. At times and under cer-

tain conditions the individual bacilli are diph-

theroid, streptothrical and non-aeid-fast. The

slow growing non-chromogenic culture is al-

ways acid-fast and can be sharply differen-

tiated from the ehromogenic culture by its

growth features.

The animal experiments undertaken for the

purpose of differentiating the acid-fast organ-

isms recovered from the human leprous lesion

and to fix their etiological status are not re-

garded as conclusive.

The serological tests, especially those per-

formed with highly immune sera, have proven

of some value and suggest that the bacillus of

Clegg is not related to any known saprophytic

acid-fast ehromogen, and that the non-chromo-

genic slow-growing culture from leprosy is

different both from Clegg's isolation and

from all known species of acid-fast bacilli.

The role played by the ehromogenic bacillus

of Clegg in the production of leprosy is as

yet an unsettled question.

The non-chromogenic strain, while beliav-
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ing according to most of our notions regard-

ing a pathogenic organism, has likewise not

up to the present been proven to be the cause

of leprosy, although I am impressed with the

probability of such a role being eventually

attributed to it, and consider that it deserves

more serious attention than any strain so far

cultivated from the human leprous lesion.

The wide variation in morphology and

staining reaction for the culture recovered

from the human leprous lesion which subse-

quently becomes a rapid grower and chromo-

genic, might account for the interpretations

of Kedrowski, Eost, Williams, Bayon and

others that B. lepras is a bacterium of such

pleomorphism that it can be recognized as a

non-acid-fast diphtheroid, or streptothrix, and

as an acid-fast bacillus.

Charles W. Duval

the lagomoephs an independent order

The order Eodentia, as at present under-

stood, includes two great groups, or suborders,

commonly called the Duplicidentata and the

Simplicidentata. Marked distinctions be-

tween these groups have long been recognized,

yet they have been retained in a single order

because of (1) a similar development of large

scalpriform incisors and (2) certain similari-

ties in the morphology of the brain and repro-

ductive system which have been regarded as

determining relationship. It has been argued^

that these similarities the more surely denote

relationship because of their deep-seated na-

ture. When it is remembered, however, that

in development of both brain and reproductive

system the groups under discussion are very

primitive, differing in these respects but

slightly from the Inseetivora, Chiroptera,

Edentata and Marsupialia, these similarities

lose much of their significance, and seem to

be far outweighed by the many differences of

other early acquired anatomical specializa-

tions, especially of the skull and feet. These

differences gain in importance when it is con-

sidered that, whereas the Simplicidentata are

an exceedingly diversified group, both in life

^ Gregory, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. 27,

p. 325, 1910.

and food habits and consequent morphological

modifications, while both groups have an
almost world-wide distribution, yet there are

no known connecting links or intermediate

forms, either living or extinct, even though

such forms as the jerboas among the true

rodents have outstripped the Lagomorphs in

specialization for the leaping mode of progres-

sion. Paleontological evidence is admissibly

very incomplete, yet so far as it goes it indi-

cates clearly two important facts : first that

both groups under discussion are of very an-

cient origin, the known forms showing but

slight modification from the early Oligocene

up to the present day, and second that in both

groups the scalpriform incisor teeth were very

early acquired. The latter fact through early

limiting their food habits to a certain degree

may account in a large measure for the reten-

tion in each group of similar primitive char-

acters. In other and widely differing orders

scalpriform incisors have been independently

acquired, as in the toxodonts, the pyrotheres,

the lemurs {Daubentonia, aye-aye), the al-

lotheres (Polymastodon), the tillodonts and

the hyracoids. Even among the artiodac-

tyls a close approximation to this form of

incisor has been reached, in the lower jaws,

by such forms as the Uama and the aberrant

goat, Myoiragus. This character, therefore,

is not peculiar to the lagomorphs and rodents,

and may very well have been quite indepen-

dently acquired by these groups. Moreover,

certain peculiarities in the structure and de-

velopment of the incisors in the lagomorphs

suggest the truth of this assumption.

Since, therefore in our present state of

knowledge there is apparently no good reason

for continuing the association of these two

great groups of mammals and since, owing to

the great number of important differences

between them, it is far more convenient for

purposes of classification and comparison with

other forms to consider them separately, there

seems ample reason for placing the Duplici-

dentata in an independent order. This new
order may be called the Lagomorpha, adopting

the old subordinal name given to this group

by Brandt.
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The order may be defined and distinguished

from the Rodentia as follows:

LAGOMOBPHA

Incisors, four above (functional), six in youiig

individuals.

Functional premolars, three above and two be-

low.

Dental formula If, Pm|, Mf or f rarely 5.

Palate broad, distance between upper tooth rows

much greater than the lower.

Upper cheek-teeth much wider than the lower.

Surface of glenoid fossa divided into two parts, an

anterior ridge and a posterior pocket, thus limit-

ing the jaws to a lateral motion only in chewing.

Cheek-tooth row in plane with ascending ramus of

lower jaw.

Cfficum with spiral fold.

Elbow joint modified, not permitting of rotary

motion of the forearm.

Fibula fused with tibia, distally, and articulating

with calcaneum.

EODENTIA

Incisors, two above, never more than two in young

individuals.

Functional premolars never more than one above

and one below.

Dental formula I ^ , Pm—z— (
A^3

Palate progressively narrow, distance between

upper tooth rows less than the lower.

Upper and lower cheek-teeth about equal in width.

Surface of glenoid fossa broad and continuous,

permitting both anteroposterior and lateral mo-

tion of the jaws in chewing.

Cheek-tooth row lying inside plane of ascending

ramus of lower jaw.

Cascum without spiral fold.

Elbow joint primitive, permitting free rotary mo-

tion of the forearm.

Fibula fused or free, distally, but never articu-

lating with the calcaneum.

Other difFerenees than those given above

might be added to the list, but these, if prop-

erly weighed, seem to suffice. True, some of

the characters here given seem trivial, as, for

instance, the difference in numbers of the

upper incisor teeth. In some groups of mam-
mals this character is not regarded as of more
than specific value, but in the groups under

discussion, in the light of other important

modifications, it denotes a fundamental differ-

ence in the mechanical construction of the

dentary system, and thus assumes a far greater

importance.

As understood by the writer, both the Lago-

morphs and the Rodents represent very an-

cient orders, whose origin dates so far back in

time, and about which so little is known owing

to the lack of fossil remains, that their real re-

lationships to other placentals and to each other

are at present very uncertain. However, from
present evidence the former seem not to

stand any closer to the Rodentia than to some

other of the great groups of the mammalia.

In this connection it is interesting to note

some apparently early acquired characters in

which the Lagomorphs have paralleled the

higher ungulates.^ The more important of

these are: (1) modifications of the dental sys-

tem, such as (a) broad palate with distance

between the upper tooth rows much greater

than the lower (ruminant), (b) upper molari-

form teeth wider than the lower, (c) manner
of chewing on one side at a time with a lateral

motion of the jaws; (2) modifications of the

limbs and feet, (a) radius lying anteriorly

to the ulna proximally, with articular face

extending the full width of the humerus, (b)

humerus with well-developed intertrochlear

ridge, (c) fibula articulating strongly with the

anterior face of the calcaneum (artiodactyl) ;

(3) dorso-lumbar vertebrae 19 (artiodactyl,

rodent).

These characters, while perhaps in no way

denoting relationship to the higher ungulates,

nevertheless indicate an advance in general

development beyond the Rodentia which mark
the later as the more primitive order. The
existing differences in the brain and reproduc-

tive organs seem also to favor this conclusion.

The present article is intended simply to

present the principal grounds for establishing

a new order for the Lagomorphs, without at-

tempting a full discussion of the subject.

James W. Gidley

' Some of these characters were pointed out by

Cope in 1883, Report U. S. Geological Survey,

on Terr., F. V. Haden, Vol. III., p. 813.
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NOTE ON THE DINOSAUR-TURTLE ANALOGY

In my paper, " Notes on the Armored Dino-

sauria," * I first gave general form to the idea

that there is a distinct structural parallel be-

tween the armor of turtles and Dinosaurs, but

that while in the former fixity and regularity

of pattern were early developed, in the latter

bizarre patterns were assumed. The main

thought was also mentioned in a brief earlier

paper of March, 1909, in the same Journal.

But this view can be made much clearer

now. Both Hay and later Von Huene^ agree

in pointing out that the so-called parietal ex-

tensions of Triceratops are in reality projec-

tions formed by the fusion of elements which

should be called dermo-parietals. I go further

and state that this is not only correct, but

that in all probability there are two additional

lateral dermal elements fused with the squa-

mosals, hypothetically the dermo-squamosals;

and the hypothesist is clearly at liberty to go

on and say that the horns as well may include

equivalent dermo-cornutal elements. Now
any such dermo-comutal region may, and

both the dermo-parietal and dermo-squamosal

region must belong to the same deep dermo-

gene layer in the Ceratopsidse that in Pola-

canthus and all the Nodosauridse gives rise to

what I descriptively call the lumbar-hip-cara-

pace which clearly results from the fusion of

dermo-iliac plates. For in all these instances,

whether in the skull region of the Ceratopsids,

or the post-dorsal region of Polacanthus, we
see the bones of this primary deep dermal

layer undergoing direct fusion with the endo-

skeleton, just as in the dorsum of the turtles.

Moreover, just as I proved in the case of the

early turtles like Archelon and Toxochelys

Bauri, the bones of this deep layer bear or are

ridden by those of an outer superficial layer.

The demonstration of this superficial layer

and its run in heels of course explained the

origin of the osteodermal carapace of Dermo-
cJielys.

Homologously the outer osteodermal layer is

represented in the Ceratopsids by the epoc-

cipitals, as Marsh called them, which ride the

'American Journal of Science, February, 1911.

'Neues JaJirbueh, Jahrg. 1911, p. 146, 1912.

dermo-parietal and dermo-squamosal region

and by the similar usually keeled series -of

various Dinosaurs. Only in Stegosaurus is it

difficult to state whether the two huge rows of

dorsal spines belong to the outer, or to the

nether dermogene armor-producing layer;

while it is not absurd to suggest that the dor-

sal plates could possibly result from the fusion

of elements of both layers.' Though we
should not lose sight of the alternative expla-

nation that the skull plates of Anhylosaurus,

the horns and frill of Triceratops, the dor-

sal plates of Stegosaurus and the dermo-
iliac elements of Polacanthus, Nodosaurus
and Siegopelta may all be homologous ele-

ments of a dominant midline armor arising

from the deep dermogene layer and thus in

part analogous to the pleuralia of turtles.

Similarly, going much further afield, it is

entirely possible that in the origin of the ex-

traordinary supra-occipital crest of Pierano-

don brought to light in the course of the ad-

mirable studies of Eaton, some strictly dermal
element has played a part. And, indeed, re-

sponsive or counter growth of the endoskele-

ton finally resulting in fusion with dermo-
gene elements and the complete obliteration

of sutural lines, is of common observation in

the Vertebrata, being essentially a senile

course of development, which has to do with
the aging of races quite as much as the pro-

duction of purely protective features. The
studies, of Beecher on the origin of spines have

interest in this connection.

Going back to the first premise: As noted,

in strong contrast to crocodile-like reptilian

types with an outer dermogene bone-producing

layer only, the turtles originally had promi-

nently developed, both the outer and nether

dermogene layers. But they early tended to

strengthen and use the under layer only along

very conservative lines, and in their history

never developed cranial armature, save in the

comparatively recent and altogether aberrant

Meiolania. On the contrary, as fusion of the

dermogene with the chondrogene elements of

the carapace and plastron went on, the armor-

less head became more or less retractile;

while the carapace and plastron, though of
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virtually senile origin, have plainly been the

primary factor in giving to the Testudinata

an exceedingly long lease of life.

Appositely, in the Dinosauria, a far more

active and aggressive race, strong develop-

ment of both body and cranial armature, in

both the upper and the nether dermogene lay-

ers, largely confines itself to the bizarre pat-

terns of Cretaceous times. Thus, it is plainly

the under layer which gives rise to the huge

plate roofing the entire skull in the remark-

able genus Anhylosaurus of Brovsm. In the

Ceratopsids, as stated, the outer dermogene

layer forms the epoccipital fringe of the under

stratum, vchich is not, as at first supposed, an

excrescent skull growth, but deep dermal bone

in reality strictly homologous to the hip arma-

ture of Polacanthus. Considered separately,

we can reach but indefinite surmises as to the

mode of origin or the meaning of these armor

features. But clearly, when taken in their

complementary relation, unity is restored to

the armored series, and the simple structure

generalization which clears up its true nature

is at once discerned.

In a word, then, the Dinosaurs, instead of

eventually confining extensive dermal develop-

ment to a single nether layer covering the

body region only, as in the turtles, tended to

develop both the nether and outer layers in the

body or skull or both. And this is only

another but definite way of saying that the

dermal armature was variously developed in

the Dinosauria, or that it tended to assume

bizarre patterns, whether we consider the final

results as devices for offense or defense, or a

primary or secondary use of dermal ossifica-

tions of essentially senile nature or origin.

In either case, in strong contrast to the con-

servative armor development seen in the

turtles, this growth of the most formidable

armature known in land animals must have

resulted in a most delicately balanced envir-

onmental adjustment in the entire race of

armored Dinosaurs.

Obviously, too, this conception of the Dino-

saurian armor as arising from the two dermo-

gene bone-forming layers is still further

simplified on observing the constant tendency

of the separate plates or elements to develop

nodes of growth which could arise anywhere

on their surfaces or borders, in series form-

ing the most ornate patterns. The plate, or

flat dermal element, thus lifts itself up by the

simplest process into the great frill of Tri-

ceratops, the tremendous erect flat plates of

Stegosaurus, or the huge caudal spines of the

latter animal or of Nodosaurus or those of

Hierosaurus. Furthermore, the development

of the supracranial horn-cores in Triceratops

can, whatever their origin, offer no difficulty

to the parallel between Dinosaurian and Tes-

tudinate armature here drawn, since these

features are at least morphologically repeated

in Meiolania. In both these cases, too, the

horns may be viewed as exceptional struc-

tures quite apart from the dermal growth and

modifications characteristic of turtles, and

now known to have been present in an im-

mensely varied and cosmopolitan series of

Dinosaurians. The summation we therefore

fairly reach is that the growth impulse in the

dermogene layers which forms the pre- or

dermo-dentary diagnostic of the Predentata,

culminates in the rostral, dermocornutal and

frill investiture of the Ceratopsids; while the

dorsal armor of the Stegosaurs, and the

cranio-dorsal armature of the Nodosaurida

are all structurally homologous—it being in

most cases plain to which of the two dermo-

gene bone-producing layers any given element

belongs, just as in the Testudinata.

In closing, I may be allowed to assert that

this exceedingly simple explanation of the

Dinosaurian armor at once gives us a clearer

conception of the relationships of the various

Dinosaur groups, and invites renewed study

for the purpose of determining what endo-

skeletal variations resulted secondarily to the

development of the dermal armor. It encour-

ages us to believe, moreover, that the day can

not be far distant when some of the proximate

causes of armor development may be dis-

cerned, now that we see that armored Dino-

saurs are by no means so strangely or funda-

mentally different from other Dinosaurs or

even from other reptiles, as was once sup-

posed. G. E. WiELAND
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THE NAIUBE, OBIGIN AND MAINTENANCE
OF LIFE 1

Everybody knows, or thinks lie knows,

what life is ; at least, we are all acquainted

with its ordinary, obvious manifestations.

It would, therefore seem that it should not

be difficult to find an exact definition. The
quest has neverthel^s baffled the most
acute thinkers. Herbert Spencer devoted

two chapters of his "Principles of Biol-

ogy" to the discussion of the attempts at

definition which had up to that date been

proposed, and himself suggested another.

But at the end of it all he is constrained

to admit that no expression had been found
which would embrace all the known mani-

festations of animate, and at the same time

exclude those of admittedly inanimate, ob-

jects.

The ordinary dictionary definition of

life is "the state of living." Dastre, fol-

lowing Claude Bernard, defines it as "the
sum total of the phenomena common to all

living beings." Both of these definitions

are, however, of the same character as

Sydney Smith's definition of an arch-

deacon as "a person who performs archi-

diaconal functions." I am not myself

proposing to take up your time by attempt-

ing to grapple with a task which has proved

too great for the intellectual giants of

philosophy, and I have the less disposition

to do so because recent advances in knowl-

edge have suggested the probability that

the dividing line between animate and in-

animate matter is less sharp than it has

^Address of the president of the British Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science given at

the Dundee meeting, 1912. The introductory re-

marks and the footnotes have been omitted.
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hitherto been regarded, so that the diffi-

culty of finding an inclusive definition is

correspondingly increased^

As a mere word "life" is interesting in

the fact that it is one of those abstract

terms which has no direct antithesis; al-

though probably most persons would re-

gard "death" in that light. A little con-

sideration will show that this is not the

ease. "Death" implies the pre-existenee

of "life"; there are physiological grounds

for regarding death as a phenomenon of

life—it is the completion, the last act of

life. We can not speak of a non-living ob-

ject as possessing death in the sense that

we speak of a living object as possessing

life. The adjective "dead" is, it is true,

applied in a popular sense antithetically

to objects which have never possessed life;

as in the proverbial expression "as dead

as a door-nail." But in the strict sense

such application is not justifiable, since the

use of the terms dead and living implies

either in the past or in the present the

possession of the recognized properties of

living matter. On the other hand, the ex-

pressions living and lifeless, animate and

inanimate, furnish terms which are un-

doubtedly antithetical. Strictly and liter-

ally, the words animate and inanimate ex-

press the presence or absence of "soul";

and not infrequently we find the terms

"life" and "soul" erroneously employed

as if identical. But it is hardly necessary

for me to state that the remarks I have to

make regarding "life" must not be taken

to apply to the conception to which the

word "soul" is attached. The fact that

the formation of such a conception is only

possible in connection with life, and that

the growth and elaboration of the concep-

tion has only been possible as the result of

the most complex processes of life in the

most complex of living organisms, has

doubtless led to a belief in the identity of

life with soul. But unless the use of the

expression "soul" is extended to a degree

which would deprive it of all special sig-

nificance, the distinction between these

terms must be strictly maintained. For

the problems of life are essentially prob-

lems of matter ; we can not conceive of life

in the scientific sense as existing apart

from matter. The phenomena of life are

investigated, and can only be investigated,

by the same methods as all other phenom-

ena of matter, and the general results of

such investigations tend to show that liv-

ing beings are governed by laws identical

with those which govern inanimate matter.

The more we study the manifestations of

life the more we become convinced of the

truth of this statement and the less we
are disposed to call in the aid of a special

and unknown form of energy to explain

those manifestations.

The most obvious manifestation of life

is "spontaneous" movement. We see a

man, a dog, a bird move, and we know
that they are alive. We place a drop

of pond water under the microscope,

and see numberless particles rapidly mov-

ing within it; we affirm that it swarms
with "life." We notice a small mass of

clear slime changing its shape, throwing

out projections of its structureless sub-

stance, creeping from one part of the field

of the microscope to another. We recog-

nize that the slime is living; we give it a

name

—

Amceha Umax—the slug amoeba.

We observe similar movements in indi-

vidual cells of our own body ; in the white

corpuscles , of our blood, in connective

tissue cells, in growing nerve cells, in

young cells everywhere. We denote the

similarity between these movements and

those of the amoeba by employing the

descriptive term "amoeboid" for both.

We regard such movements as indica-

tive of the possession of "life": nothing
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seems more justifiable than such an infer-

ence.

But physicists show us movements of a

precisely similar character in substances

which no one by any stretch of imagina-

tion can regard as living; movements of

oil drops, of organic and inorganic mix-

tures, even of mercury globules, which are

indistinguishable in their character from

those of the living organisms we have been

studying: movements which can only be

described by the same term amoeboid, yet

obviously produced as the result of purely

physical and chemical reactions causing

changes in surface tension of the fluids

under examination. It is therefore cer-

tain that such movements are not specific-

ally "vital," that their presence does not

necessarily denote "life." And when we
investigate closely even such active move-

ments as those of a vibratile cilium or a

phenomenon so closely identified with life

as the contraction of a muscle, we find that

these present so many analogies with

amoeboid movements as to render it cer-

tain that they are fundamentally of the

same character and produced in much the

same manner. Nor can we for a moment
doubt that the complex actions which are

characteristic of the more highly differen-

tiated organisms have been developed in

the course of evolution from the simple

movements characterizing the activity of

undifferentiated protoplasm ; movements

which can themselves, as we have seen, be

perfectly imitated by non-living material.

The chain of evidence regarding this par-

ticular manifestation of life—movement

—

is complete. Whether exhibited as the

amosboid movement of the proteus animal-

cule or of the white corpuscle of our blood

;

as the ciliary motion of the infusorian or

of the ciliated cell; as the contraction of a

muscle under the governance of the will,

or as the throbbing of the human heart

responsive to every emotion of the mind,

we can not but conclude that it is alike

subject to and produced in conformity

with the general laws of matter, by agen-

cies resembling those which cause move-

ments in lifeless material.

It will perhaps be contended that the

resemblances between the movements of

living and non-living matter may be only

superficial, and that the conclusion regard-

ing their identity to which we are led will

be dissipated when we endeavor to pene-

trate more deeply into the working of living

substance. For can we not recognize along

with the possession of movement the pres-

ence of other phenomena which are equally

characteristic of life and with which non-

living material is not endowed? Promi-
nent among the characteristic phenomena
of life are the processes of assimilation

and disassimilation, the taking in of food

and its elaboration. These, surely, it may
be thought, are not shared by matter which
is not endowed with life. Unfortunately

for this argument, similar processes occur

characteristically in situations which no
one would think of associating with the

presence of life. A striking example of

this is afforded by the osmotic phenomena
presented by solutions separated from one

another by semipermeable membranes or

films, a condition which is precisely that

which is constantly found in living matter.

It is not so long ago that the chemistry

of organic matter was thought to be en-

tirely different from that of inorganic sub-

stances. But the line between inorganic

and organic chemistry, which up to the

middle of the last century appeared sharp,

subseqitently became misty and has now
disappeared. Similarly the chemistry of

living organisms, which is now a recog-

nized branch of organic chemistry, but

used to be considered as so much outside

the domain of the chemist that it could
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only be dealt with by those whose special

business it was to study "vital" processes,

is passing every day more out of the hands

of the biologist and into those of the pure

chemist.

Somewhat more than half a century ago

Thomas Graham published his epoch-ma-

king observations relating to the proper-

ties of matter in the colloidal state: obser-

vations which are proving all-important

in assisting our comprehension of the prop-

erties of living substance. For it is be-

coming every day more apparent that the

chemistry and physics of the living organ-

ism are essentially the chemistry and

physics of nitrogenous colloids. Living

substance or protoplasm always, in fact,

takes the form of a colloidal solution.

In this solution the colloids are as-

sociated with crystalloids (electrolytes),

which are either free in the solution or at-

tached to the molecules of the colloids.

Surrounding and enclosing the living sub-

stance thus constituted of both colloid and

crystalloid material is a film, probably also

formed of colloid, but which may have a

lipoid substratum associated with it (Over-

ton). This film serves the purpose of an

osmotic membrane, permitting of ex-

changes by diffusion between the colloidal

solution constituting the protoplasm and

the circumambient medium in which it lives.

Other similar films or membranes occur in

the interior of protoplasm. These films have

in many cases specific characters, both phys-

ical and chemical, thus favoring the dif-

fusion of special kinds of material into and

out of the protoplasm and from one part

of the protoplasm to another. It is the

changes produced under these physical con-

ditions associated with those caused by ac-

tive chemical agents formed within proto-

plasm and known as enzymes, that ef-

fect assimilation and disassimilation. Quite

similar changes can be produced outside

the body (in vitro) by the employment of

methods of a purely physical and chem-

ical nature. It is true that we are not yet

familiar with all the intermediate stages of

transformation of the materials which are

taken in by a living body into the mater-

ials which are given out from it. But
since the initial processes and the final re-

sults are the same as they would be on the

assumption that the changes are brought

about in conformity with the known laws

of chemistry and physics, we may fairly

conclude that all changes in living sub-

stance are brought about by ordinary

chemical and physical forces.

Should it be contended that growth and

reproduction are properties possessed only

by living bodies and constitute a test by

which we may differentiate between life

and non-life, between the animate and in-

animate creation, it must be replied that

no contention can be more fallacious. In-

organic crystals grow and multiply and

reproduce their like, given a supply of the

requisite pabulum. In most cases for each

kind of crystal there is, as with living or-

ganisms, a limit of growth which is not

exceeded, and further increase of the crys-

talline matter results not in further in-

crease in size but in multiplication of sim-

ilar crystals. Leduc has shown that the

growth and division of artificial colloids of

an inorganic nature, when placed in an

appropriate medium, present singular re-

semblances to the phenomena of the growth

and division of living organisms. Even so

complex a process as the division of a cell-

nucleus by karyokinesis as a preliminary

to the multiplication of the cell by division

—a phenomenon which would prima facie

have seemed and has been commonly re-

garded as a distinctive manifestation of

the life of the cell—can be imitated with

solutions of a simple inorganic salt, such

as chloride of sodium, containing a suspen-
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sion of carbon particles; which arrange

and rearrange themselves under the influ-

ence of the movements of the electrolytes

in a manner indistinguishable from that

adopted by the particles of chromatin in a

dividing nucleus. And in the process of

sexual reproduction, the researches of J.

Loeb and others upon the ova of the sea-

urchin have proved that we can no longer

consider such an apparently vital phenom-

enon as the fertilization of the egg as being

the result of living material brought to it

by the spermatozoon, since it is possible to

start the process of division of the ovum
and the resulting formation of cells, and

ultimately of all the tissues and organs

—

in short, to bring about the development of

the whole body—if a simple chemical re-

agent is substituted for the male element

in the process of fertilization. Indeed,

even a mechanical or electrical stimulus

may suffice to start development. Kurz

und gut, as the Germans say, vitalism as a

working hypothesis has not only had its

foundations undermined, but most of the

superstructure has toppled over, and if any

difficulties of explanation still persist, we
are justified in assuming that the cause is to

be found in our imperfect knowledge of

the constitution and working of living ma-

terial. At the best vitalism explains noth-

ing, and the term "vital force" is an ex-

pression of ignorance which can bring us

no further along the path of knowledge.

Nor is the problem in any way advanced

by substituting for the term "vitalism"

"neo-vitalism," and for "vital force"

"biotic energy." "New presbyter is but

old priest writ large.
'

'

Further, in its chemical composition we
are no longer compelled to consider living

substance as possessing infinite complexity,

as was thought to be the case when chem-

ists first began to break up the proteins of

the body into their simpler constituents.

The researches of Miescher, which have

been continued and elaborated by Kossel

and his pupils, have acquainted us with the

fact that a body so important for the nu-

tritive and reproductive functions of the

cell as the nucleus—^which may be said

indeed to represent the quintessence of cell-

life—possesses a chemical constitution of

no very great complexity; so that we may
even hope some day to see the material

which composes it prepared synthetically.

And when we consider that the nucleus is

not only itself formed of living substance,

but is capable of causing other living sub-

stance to be built up; is, in fact, the di-

recting agent in all the principal chemical

changes which take place within the living

cell, it must be admitted that we are a long

step forward in our knowledge of the chem-

ical basis of life. That it is the form, of

nuclear matter rather than its chemical

and molecular structure which is the im-

portant factor in nuclear activity can not

be supposed. The form of nuclei, as every

microscopist knows, varies infinitely, and

there are numerous living organisms in

which the nuclear matter is without form,

appearing simply as granules distributed

in the protoplasm. Not that the form as-

sumed and the transformations undergone

by the nucleus are without importance;

but it is none the less true that even in an

amorphous condition the material which in

the ordinary cell takes the form of a

"nucleus" may, in simpler organisms

which have not in the process of evolution

become complete cells, fulfil functions in

many respects similar to those fulfilled by

the nucleus of the more differentiated or-

ganism.

A similar anticipation regarding the

probability of eventual synthetic produc-

tion may be made for the proteins of the

cell-substance. Considerable progress in

this direction has indeed already been
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made by Emil Fischer, who has for many

years been engaged in the task of building

up the nitrogenous combinations which

enter into the formation of the complex

molecule of protein. It is satisfactory to

know that the significance of the work both

of Fischer and of Kossel in this field of

biological chemistry has been recognized by

the award to each of these distinguished

chemists of a Nobel prize.

The elements composing living substance

are few in number. Those which are con-

stantly present are carbon, hydrogen, oxy-

gen and nitrogen. "With these, both in

nuclear matter and also, but to a less de-

gree, in the more diffuse living material

which we know as protoplasm, phosphorus

is always associated. "Ohne Phosphor

kein Gedank" is an accepted aphorism;

"Ohne Phosphor kein Leben" is equally

true. Moreover, a large proportion, rarely

less than 70 per cent., of water appears

essential for any manifestation of life, al-

though not in all cases necessary for its

continuance, since organisms are known
which will bear the loss of the greater part

if not the whole of the water they contain

without permanent impairment of their

vitality. The presence of certain inorganic

salts is no less essential, chief amongst

them being chloride of sodium and salts of

calcium, magnesium, potassium and iron.

The combination of these elements into a

colloidal compound represents the chemical

basis of life; and when the chemist suc-

ceeds in building up this compound it will

without doubt be found to exhibit the phe-

nomena which we are in the habit of asso-

ciating with the term "life."

The above considerations seem to point

to the conclusion that the possibility of the

production of life

—

i. e., of living material

—is not so remote as has been generally

assumed. Since the experiments of Pas-

teur, few have ventured to affirm a belief

in the spontaneous generation of bacteria

and monads and other microorganisms, al-

though before his time this was by many
believed to be of universal occurrence. My
esteemed friend Dr. Charlton Bastian is,

so far as I am aware, the only scientific

man of eminence who still adheres to the

old creed, and Dr. Bastian, in spite of nu-

merous experiments and the publication of

many books and papers, has not hitherto

succeeded in winning over any converts to

his opinion. I am myself so entirely con-

vinced of the accuracy of the results which

Pasteur obtained—are they not within the

daily and hourly experience of every one

who deals with the sterilization of organic

solutions?—that I do not hesitate to be-

lieve, if living torulse or mycelia are ex-

hibited to me in fiasks which had been sub-

jected to prolonged boiling after being her-

metically sealed, that there has been some

fallacy either in the premisses or in the

carrying out of the operation. The ap-

pearance of organisms in such flasks would

not furnish to my mind proof that they

were the result of spontaneous generation.

Assuming no fault in manipulation or fal-

lacy in observation, I should find it simpler

to believe that the germs of such organisms

have resisted the effects of prolonged heat

than that they became generated spontane-

ously. If spontaneous generation is pos-

sible, we can not expect it to take the form

of living beings which show so marked a

degree of differentiation, both structural

and functional, as the organisms which are

described as making their appearance in

these experimental flasks. Nor should we

expect the spontaneous generation of living

substance of any kind to occur in a fluid

the organic constituents of which have

been so altered by heat that they can retain

no sort of chemical resemblance to the or-

ganic constitutents of living matter. If

the formation of life—of living substance
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—is possible at the present day—and for

my own part I see no reason to doubt it

—

a boiled infusion of organic matter—and

still less of inorganic matter—is the last

place in which to look for it. Our mistrust

of such evidence as has yet been brought

forward need not, however, preclude us

from admitting the possibility of the for-

mation of living from non-living substance.

Setting aside, as devoid of scientific

foundation, the idea of immediate super-

natural intervention in the first production

of life, we are not only justified in be-

lieving, but compelled to believe, that

living matter must have owed its origin to

causes similar in character to those which

have been instrumental in producing all

other forms of matter in the universe; in

other words, to a process of gradual evolu-

tion. But it has been customary of late

amongst biologists to shelve the investiga-

tion of the mode of origin of life by evolu-

tion from non-living matter by relegating

its solution to some former condition of

the earth's history, when, it is assumed,

opportunities were accidentally favorable

for the passage of inanimate matter into

animate; such opportunities, it is also as-

sumed, having never since recurred and
being never likely to recur.

Various eminent scientific men have even

supposed that life has not actually orig-

inated upon our globe, but has been

brought to it from another planet or from

another stellar system. Some of my audi-

ence may still remember the controversy

that was excited when the theory of the

origin of terrestrial life by the intermedia-

tion of a meteorite was propounded by Sir

William Thomson in his presidential ad-

dress at the meeting of this association in

Edinburgh in 1871. To this "meteorite"

theory the apparently fatal objection was

raised that it would take some sixty million

years for a meteorite to travel from the

nearest stellar system to our earth, and it

is inconceivable that any kind of life could

be maintained during such a period. Even
from the nearest planet one hundred and
fifty years would be necessary, and the

heating of the meteorite in passing through

our atmosphere and at its impact with the

earth would, in all probability, destroy any

life which might have existed within it. A
cognate theory, that of cosmic panspermia,

assumes that life may exist and may have

existed indefinitely in cosmic dust in the

interstellar spaces (Richter, 1865; Cohn,

1872), and may with this dust fall slowly

to the earth without undergoing the heat-

ing which is experienced by a meteorite.

Arrhenius, who adopts this theory, states

that if living germs were carried through

the ether by luminous and other radiations

the time necessary for their transportation

from our globe to the nearest stellar system

would be only nine thousand years, and to

Mars only twenty days

!

But the acceptance of such theories of

the arrival of life on the earth does not

bring us any nearer to a conception of its

actual mode of origin; on the contrary it

merely serves to banish the investigation

of the question to some conveniently inac-

cessible corner of the universe and leaves

us in the unsatisfactory position of affirm-

ing not only that we have no knowledge

as to the mode of origin of life—which is

unfortunately true—^but that we never can

acquire such knowledge—^whieh it is to be

hoped is not true. Knowing what we

know, and believing what we believe, as to

the part played by evolution in the devel-

opment of terrestrial matter, we are, I

think (without denying the possibility of

the existence of life in other parts of the

universe), justified in regarding these cos-

mic theories as inherently improbable—at

least in comparison with the solution of the
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problem which the evolutionary hypothesis

offers.

I assume that the majority of my audi-

ence have at least a general idea of the

scope of this hypothesis, the general accept-

ance of which has within the last sixty

years altered the whole aspect not only of

biology, but of every other branch of nat-

ural science, including astronomy, geology,

physics and chemistry. To those who have

not this familiarity I would recommend
the perusal of a little book by Professor

Judd entitled "The Coming of Evolu-

tion," which has recently appeared as one

of the Cambridge manuals. I know of no

similar book in which the subject is as

clearly and succinctly treated. Although

the author nowhere expresses the opinion

that the actual origin of life on the earth

has arisen by evolution from non-living

matter, it is impossible to read either this

or any similar exposition in which the es-

sential unity of the evolutionary process is

insisted upon without concluding that the

origin of life must have been due to the

same process, this process being, without

exception, continuous, and admitting of no

gap at any part of its course. Looking

therefore at the evolution of living matter

by the light which is shed upon it from the

study of the evolution of matter in general,

we are led to regard it as having been pro-

duced, not by a sudden alteration, whether

exerted by natural or supernatural agency,

but by a gradual process of change from

material which was lifeless, through ma-

terial on the borderland between inanimate

and animate, to material which has all the

characteristics to which we attach the term

"life." So far from expecting a sudden

leap from an inorganic, or at least an un-

organized, into an organic and organized

condition, from an entirely inanimate sub-

stance to a completely animate state of

being, should we not rather expect a grad-

ual procession of changes from inorganic

to organic matter, through stages of grad-

ually increasing complexity until material

which can be termed living is attained?

And in place of looking for the production

of fully formed living organisms in her-

metically sealed flasks, should we not rather

search nature herself, under natural con-

ditions, for evidence of the existence, either

in the past or in the present, of transi-

tional forms between living and non-living

matter ?

The difficulty, nay the impossibility, of

obtaining evidence of such evolution from

the past history of the globe is obvious.

Both the hypothetical transitional material

and the living material which was origi-

nally evolved from it may, as Macallum has

suggested, have taken the form of diffused

ultra-microscopic particles of living sub-

stance; and even if they were not

diffused but aggregated into masses,

these masses could have been physically

nothing more than colloidal watery slime

which would leave no impress upon any
geological formation. Myriads of years

may have elapsed before some sort of skele-

ton in the shape of calcareous or siliceous

spicules began to evolve itself, and thus

enabled "life," which must already have

possessed a prolonged existence, to make
any sort of geological record. It follows

that in attempting to pursue the evolution

of living matter to its beginning in terres-

trial history we can only expect to be con-

fronted with a blank wall of nescience.

The problem would appear to be hopeless

of ultimate solution, if we are rigidly con-

fined to the supposition that the evolution

of life has only occurred once in the past

history of the globe. But are we justified

in assuming that at one period only, and

as it were by a fortunate and fortuitous

concomitation of substance and circum-

stance, living matter became evolved out
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of non-living matter—life became estab-

lished? Is there any valid reason to eon-

elude that at some previous period of its

history our earth was more favorably cir-

cumstanced for the production of life than

it is now? I have vainly sought for such

reason, and if none be forthcoming the con-

clusion forces itself upon us that the evolu-

tion of non-living into living substance has

happened more than once—and we can be

by no means sure that it may not be hap-

pening still.

It is true that up to the present there is

no evidence of such happening: no process

of transition has hitherto been observed.

But on the other hand, is it not equally true

that the kind of evidence which would be

of any real value in determining this ques-

tion has not hitherto been looked for ? We
may be certain that if life is being pro-

duced from non-living substance it will be

life of a far simpler character than any

that has yet been observed—in material

which we shall be uncertain whether to call

animate or inanimate, even if we are able

to detect it at all, and which we may not be

able to visualize physically even after we
have become convinced of its existence.

But we can look with the mind's eye and

follow in imagination the transformation

which non-living matter may have under-

gone and may still be undergoing to pro-

duce living substance. No principle of evo-

lution is better founded than that insisted

upon by Sir Charles Lyell, justly termed

by Huxley "the greatest geologist of his

time,
'

' that we must interpret the past his-

tory of our globe by the present; that we
must seek for an explanation of what has

happened by the study of what is happen-

ing; that, given similar circumstances,

what has occurred at one time will probably

occur at another. The process of evolution

is universal. The inorganic materials of the

globe are continually undergoing transition.

New chemical combinations are constantly

being formed and old ones broken up ; new
elements are making their appearance and
old elements disappearing. Well may we ask

ourselves why the production of living

matter alone should be subject to other

laws than those which have produced, and

are producing, the various forms of non-

living matter ; why what has happened may
not happen? If living matter has been

evolved from lifeless in the past, we are

justified in accepting the conclusion that

its evolution is possible in the present and

in the future. Indeed, we are not only

justified in accepting this conclusion, we
are forced to accept it. When or where

such change from non-living to living

matter may first have occurred, when or

where it may have continued, when or

where it may still be occurring, are prob-

lems as difficult as they are interesting, but

we have no right to assume that they are

insoluble.

Since living matter always contains

water as its most abundant constituent,

and since the first living organisms recog-

nizable as such in the geological series were

aquatic, it has generally been assumed that

life must first have made its appearance in

the depths of the ocean. Is it, however,

certain that the assumption that life origi-

nated in the sea is correct? Is not the

land-surface of our globe quite as likely to

have been the nidus for the evolutionary

transformation of non-living into living

material as the waters which surround it?

Within this soil almost any chemical trans-

formation may occur; it is subjected much

more than matters dissolved in sea-water

to those fluctuations of moisture, tempera-

ture, electricity, and luminosity which are

potent in producing chemical changes.

But whether life, in the form of a simple

slimy colloid, originated in the depths of

the sea or on the surface of the land, it
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would be equally impossible for the geolo-

gist to trace its beginnings, and were it

still becoming evolved in the same situa-

tions, it would be almost as impossible for

the microscopist to follow its evolution.

We are therefore not likely to obtain direct

evidence regarding such a transformation

ef non-living into living matter in nature,

even if it is occurring under our eyes.

An obvious objection to the idea that the

production of living matter from non-

living has happened more than once is that,

had this been the case, the geological record

should reveal more than one paleontologieal

series. This objection assumes that evolu-

tion would in every ease take an exactly

similar course and proceed to the same goal

—an assumption which is, to say the least,

improbable. If, as might well be the case,

in any other paleontologieal series than the

one with which we are acquainted the proc-

ess of evolution of living beings did not

proceed beyond protista, there would be no

obvious geological evidence regarding it;

such evidence would only be discoverable

by a carefully directed search made with

that particular object in view. I would

not by any means minimize the difficulties

which attend the suggestion that the evolu-

tion of life may have occurred more than

once or may still be happening, but on the

other hand, it must not be ignored that

those which attend the assumption that the

production of life has occurred once only

are equallj^ serious. Indeed, had the idea

of the possibility of a multiple evolution of

living substance been first in the field, I

doubt if the prevalent belief regarding a

single fortuitous production of life upon

the globe would have become established

among biologists—so much are we liable to

be influenced by the impressions we receive

in scientific childhood!

Assuming the evolution of living matter

to have occurred—whether once only or

more frequently matters not for the mo-

ment—and in the form suggested, viz., as a

mass of colloidal slime possessing the prop-

erty of assimilation and therefore of

growth, reproduction would follow as a

matter of course. For all material of this

physical nature—fluid or semi-fluid in

character—has a tendency to undergo sub-

division when its bulk exceeds a certain

size. The subdivision may be into equal or

nearly equal parts, or it may take the form

of buds. In either case every separated

part would resemble the parent in chemical

and physical properties, and Avould equally

possess the property of taking in and
assimilating suitable material from its

liquid environment, growing in bulk and
reproducing its like by subdivision. Omne
vivum e vivo. In this way from any begin-

ning of living material a primitive form of

life would spread, and would gradually

people the globe. The establishment of life

being once effected, all forms of organiza-

tion follow under the inevitable laws of

evolution. Ce n'est que le premier pas qui

coute.

We can trace in imagination the segre-

gation of a more highly phosphorized por-

tion of the primitive living matter, which

we may now consider to have become more

akin to the protoplasm of organisms with

which Ave are familiar. This more phos-

phorized portion might not for myriads of

generations take the form of a definite

niicleus, but it would be composed of mate-

rial having a composition and qualities

similar to those of the nucleus of a cell.

Prominent among these qualities is that of

catalysis—the function of effecting pro-

found chemical changes in other material

in contact with it without itself undergoing

permanent change. This catalytic function

may have been exercised directly by the

living substance or may have been carried

on through the agency of the enzymes
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already mentioned, Avhich are also of a

colloid nature but of simpler constitu-

tion than itself, and which differ from

the catalytic agents employed by the

chemist in the fact that they produce their

effects at a relatively low temperature. In

the course of evolution special enzymes

would become developed for adaptation to

special conditions of life, and with the ap-

pearance of these and other modifications,

a process of differentiation of primitive

living matter into individuals with definite

specific characters gradually became estab-

lished. We can conceive of the production

in this way from originally undifferentiated

living substance of simple differentiated

organisms comparable to the lowest forms

of protista. But how long it may have

taken to arrive at this stage we have no

means of ascertaining. To judge from the

evidence afforded by the evolution of higher

organisms it would seem that a vast period

of time would be necessary for even this

amount of organization to establish itself.

The next important phase in the process

of evolution would be the segregation and

moulding of the diffused or irregularly

aggregated nuclear matter into a definite

nucleus around which all the chemical

activity of the organism will in future be

centered. Whether this change were due

to a slow and gradual process of segrega-

tion or of the nature of a jump, such as

nature does occasionally make, the result

would be the advancement of the living

organism to the condition of a complete

nucleated cell : a material advance not only

in organization but—still more important

—in potentiality for future development.

Life is now embodied in the cell, and every

living being evolved from this will itself be

either a cell or a cell-aggregate. Omnis

cellula e cellula.

After the appearance of a nucleus—but

how long after it is impossible to conjecture

—another phenomenon appeared upon the

scene in the occasional exchange of nuclear

substance between cells. In this manner
became established the process of sexual

reproduction. Such exchange in the uni-

cellular protista might and may occur be-

tween any two cells forming the species,

but in the multicellular metazoa it became
—like other functions—specialized in par-

ticular cells. The result of the exchange is

rejuvenescence; associated with an in-

creased tendency to subdivide and to pro-

duce new individuals. This is due to the

introduction of a stimulating or catalytic

chemical agent into the cell which is to be

rejuvenated, as is proved by the experi-

ments of Loeb already alluded to. It is

true that the chemical material introduced

into the germ-cell in the ordinary process

of its fertilization by the sperm-cell is

usually accompanied by the introduction of

definite morphological elements which

blend with others already contained within

the germ-cell, and it is believed that the

transmission of such morphological ele-

ments of the parental nuclei is related to

the transmission of parental qualities. But
we must not be blind to the possibility that

these transmitted qualities may be con-

nected with specific chemical characters of

the transmitted elements ; in other words,

that heredity also is one of the questions

the eventual solution of which we must

look to the chemist to provide.

So far we have been chiefly considering

life as it is found in the simplest forms of

living substance, organisms for the most

part entirely microscopic and neither dis-

tinctively animal nor vegetable, which were

grouped together by Haeckel as a separate

kingdom of animated nature—that of pro-

tista. But persons unfamilar with the

microscope are not in the habit of asso-

ciating the term "life" with microscopic

organisms, whether these take the form of
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cells or of minute portions of living sub-

stance which have not yet attained to that

dignity. We most of us speak and think of

life as it occurs in ourselves and other ani-

mals with which we are familiar ; and as we

find it in the plants around us. We recog-

nize it in these by the possession of certain

properties—movement, nutrition, growth,

and reproduction. We are not aware by

intuition, nor can we ascertain without the

employment of the miscroscope, that we

and all the higher living beings, whether

animal or vegetable, are entirely formed of

aggregates of nucleated cells, each micro-

scopic and each possessing its own life.

Nor could we suspect by intuition that

what we term our life is not a single indi-

visible property, capable of being blown

out with a puff like the flame of a candle;

but is the aggregate of the lives of many
millions of living cells of which the body is

composed. It is but a short while ago that

this cell-constitution was discovered: it

occurred within the lifetime, even within

the memory, of some who are still with us.

What a marvellous distance we have

travelled since then in the path of knowl-

edge of living organisms! The strides

which were made in the advance of the

mechanical sciences during the nineteenth

century, which is generally considered to

mark that century as an age of unexampled

progress, are as nothing in comparison with

those made in the domain of biology, and

their interest is entirely dwarfed by that

which is aroused by the facts relating to

the phenomena of life which have accumu-

lated within the same period. And not the

least remarkable of these facts is the dis-

covery of the cell-structure of plants and

animals

!

Let us consider how cell-aggregates came

to be evolved from organisms consisting of

single cells. Two methods are possible

—

viz. : (1) the adhesion of a number of orig-

inally separate individuals; (2) the sub-

division of a single individual without the

products of its subdivision breaking loose

from one another. No doubt this last is

the manner whereby the cell-aggregate

was originally formed, since it is that by
which it is still produced, and we know
that the life-history of the individual is an

epitome of that of the species. Such aggre-

gates were in the beginning solid ; the cells

in contact with one another and even in

continuity: subsequently a space or cavity

became formed in the interior of the mass,

which was thus converted into a hollow

sphere. All the cells of the aggregate were

at first perfectly similar in structure and

in function; there was no subdivision of

labor. All would take part in effecting

locomotion; all would receive stimuli from

outside; all would take in and digest nu-

trient matter, which would then be passed

into the cavity of the sphere to serve as a

common store of nourishment. Such or-

ganisms are still found, and constitute the

lowest types of metazoa. Later one part

of the hollow sphere became dimpled to

form a cup; the cavity of the sphere be-

came correspondingly altered in shape.

With this change in structure differentia-

tion of function between the cells cover-

ing the outside and those lining the inside

of the cup made its appearance. Those on

the outside subserved locomotor functions

and received and transmitted from cell to

cell stimuli, physical or chemical, received

by the organism ; while those on the inside,

being freed from such functions, tended to

specialize in the direction of the inception

and digestion of nutrient material; which,

passing from them into the cavity of the

invaginated sphere, served for the nourish-

ment of all the cells composing the organ-

ism. The further course of evolution pro-

duced many changes of form and ever-in-

creasing complexity of the cavity thus pro-
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dueed by simple invagination. Some of

the cell-aggregates settled down to a se-

dentary life, becoming plant-like in ap-

pearance and to some extent in habit.

Such organisms, complex in form but

simple in structure, are the sponges.

Their several parts are not, as in the higher

metazoa, closely interdependent: the de-

struction of any one part, however exten-

sive, does not either immediately or ulti-

mately involve death of the rest: all parts

function separately, although doubtless

mutually benefiting by their conjunction,

if only by slow diffusion of nutrient fluid

throughout the mass. There is already

some differentiation in these organisms,

but the absence of a nervous system pre-

vents any general coordination, and the

individual cells are largely independent of

one another.

Our own life, like that of all the higher

animals, is an aggregate life; the life of

the whole is the life of the individual cells.

The life of some of these cells can be put

an end to, the rest may continue to live.

This is, in fact, happening every moment
of our lives. The cells which cover the

surface of our body, which form the scarf-

skin and the hairs and nails, are constantly

dying and the dead cells are rubbed off or

cut away, their place being taken by others

supplied from living layers beneath. But
the death of these cells does not affect the

vitality of the body as a whole. They serve

merely as a protection, or an ornamental

covering, but are otherwise not material to

our existence. On the other hand, if a few

cells, such as those nerve-cells under the

influence of which respiration is carried on,

are destroyed or injured, within a minute

or two the whole living machine comes to a

standstill, so that to the bystander the pa-

tient is dead; even the doctor will pro-

nounce life to be extinct. But this pro-

nouncement is correct only in a special

sense. "What has happened is that, owing

to the cessation of respiration, the supply of

oxygen to the tissues is cut off. And since

the manifestations of life cease without this

supply, the animal or patient appears to be

dead. If, however, within a short period

we supply the needed oxygen to the tissues

requiring it, all the manifestations of life

reappear.

It is only some cells which lose their vital-

ity at the moment of so-called "general

death." Many cells of the body retain

their individual life under suitable circum-

stances long after the rest of the body is

dead. Notable among these are muscle-

cells. McWilliam showed that the muscle-

cells of the blood-vessels give indications of

life several days after an animal has been

killed. The muscle-cells of the heart in

mammals have been revived and caused to

beat regularly and strongly many hours

after apparent death. In man this result

has been obtained by Kuliabko as many
as eighteen hours after life had been pro-

nounced extinct : in animals after days had

elapsed. Waller has shown that indications

of life can be elicited from various tissues

many hours and even days after general

death. Sherrington observed the white

corpuscles of the blood to be active when

kept in a suitable nutrient fluid weeks after

removal from the blood-vessels. A French

histologist, Jolly, has found that the white

corpuscles of the frog, if kept in a cool

place and under suitable conditions, show

at the end of a year all the ordinary mani-

festations of life. Carrel and Burrows have

observed activity and growth to continue

for long periods in the isolated cells of a

number of tissues and organs kept under

observation in a suitable medium. Carrel

has succeeded in substituting entire organs

obtained after death from one animal for

those of another of the same species, and

has thereby opened up a field of surgical
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treatment the limit of which can not yet be

descried. It is a well-established fact that

any part or organ of the body can be main-

tained alive for hours isolated from the

rest if the blood-vessels are perfused with

an oxygenated solution of salts in certain

proportions (Ringer). Such revival and

prolongation of the life of separated or-

gans is an ordinary procedure in labora-

tories of physiology. Like all the other in-

stances enumerated, it is based on the fact

that the individual cells of an organ have

a life of their own which is largely inde-

pendent, so that they will continue in suit-

able circumstances to live, although the rest

of the body to which they belonged may be

•dead.

But some cells, and the organs which are

formed of them, are more necessary to

maintain the life of the aggregate than

others, on account of the nature of the

functions which have become specialized in

them. This is the case with the nerve-cells

of the respiratory center, since they preside

over the movements which are necessary to

effect oxygenation of the blood. It is also

true for the cells which compose the heart,

since this serves to pump oxygenated blood

to all other cells of the body : without such

blood most cells soon cease to live. Hence

we examine respiration and heart to de-

termine if life is present : when one or both

of these are at a standstill we know that

life can not be maintained. These are not

the only organs necessary for the mainten-

ance of life, but the loss of others can be

borne longer, since the functions which they

subserve, although useful or even essential

to the organism, can be dispensed with for

a time. The life of some cells is therefore

more, of others less, necessary for maintain-

ing the life of the rest. On the other hand,

the cells composing certain organs have in

the course of evolution ceased to be neces-

sary, and their continued existence may

even be harmful. Wiedersheim has enu-

merated more than a hundred of these or-

gans in the human body. Doubtless nature

is doing her best to get rid of them for us,

and our descendants will some day have

ceased to possess a vermiform appendix or

a pharyngeal tonsil: until that epoch ar-

rives we must rely for their removal on the

more rapid methods of surgery!

We have seen that in the simplest multi-

cellular organisms, where one cell of the

aggregate differs but little from another,

the conditions for the maintenance of the

life of the whole are nearly as simple as

those for individual cells. But the life of a

cell-aggregate such as composes the bodies

of the higher animals is maintained not

only by the conditions for the maintenance

of the life of the individual cell being kept

favorable, but also by the coordination of

the varied activities of the cells which form

the aggregate. Whereas in the lowest met-

azoa all cells of the aggregate are alike in

structure and function and perform and

share everything in common, in higher ani-

mals (and for that matter in the higher

plants also) the cells have become special-

ized, and each is only adapted for the per-

formance of a particular function. Thus

the cells of the gastric glands are only

adapted for the secretion of gastric juice,

the cells of the villi for the absorption of di-

gested matters from the intestine, the cells

of the kidney for the removal of waste prod-

ucts and superfluous water from the blood,

those of the heart for pumping blood

through the vessels. Each of these cells has

its individual life and performs its individ-

ual functions. But unless there were some

sort of cooperation and subordination to

the needs of the body generally, there

would be sometimes too little, sometimes too

much gastric juice secreted; sometimes too

tardy, sometimes too rapid an absorption

from the intestine; sometimes too little.
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sometimes too much blood pumped into the

arteries, and so on. As the result of such

lack of cooperation the life of the whole

would cease to be normal and would even-

tually cease to be maintained.

We have already seen what are the condi-

tions which are favorable for the mainte-

nance of life of the individual cell, no mat-

ter where situated. The principal condi-

tion is that it must be bathed by a

nutrient fluid of suitable and constant

composition. In higher animals this fluid

is the lymph, which bathes the tissue ele-

ments and is itself constantly supplied

with fresh nutriment and oxygen by the

blood. Some tissue-cells are directly

bathed by blood; and in invertebrates, in

which there is no special system of lymph-

vessels, all the tissues are thus nourished.

All cells both take from and give to the

blood, but not the same materials or to an

equal extent. Some, such as the absorbing

cells of the villi, almost exclusively give;

others, such as the cells of the renal tu-

bules, almost exclusively take. Neverthe-

less, the resultant of all the give and take

throughout the body serves to maintain the

composition of the blood constant under

all circumstances. In this way the first

condition of the maintenance of the life of

the aggregate is fulfilled by insuring that

the life of the individual cells composing it

is kept normal.

The second essential condition for the

maintenance of life of the cell-aggregate is

the coordination of its parts and the due

regulation of their activity, so that they

may work together for the benefit of the

whole. In the animal body this is effected

in two ways: first, through the nervous

system; and second, by the action of spe-

cific chemical substances which are formed

in certain organs and carried by the blood

to other parts of the body, the cells of

which they excite to activity. These sub-

stances have received the general designa-
tion of "hormones" {bpixiw, to stir up) a
term introduced by Professor Starling.

Their action, and indeed their very exist-

ence, has only been recognized of late

years, although the part which they play
in the physiology of animals appears to be
only second in importance to that of the

nervous system itself; indeed, maintenance
of life may become impossible in the ab-

sence of certain of these hormones.

Before we consider the manner in which
the nervous system serves to coordinate the
life of the cell-aggregate, let us see how it

has become evolved.

The first step in the process was taken
when certain of the cells of the external

layer became specially sensitive to stimuli

from outside, whether caused by mechan-
ical impressions (tactile and auditory
stimuli) or impressions of light and dark-

ness (visual stimuli) or chemical impres-
sions. The effects of such impressions were
probably at first simply communicated to

adjacent cells and spread from cell to cell

throughout the mass. An advance was
made when the more impressionable cells

threw out branching feelers amongst the

other cells of the organism. Such feelers

would convey the effects of stimuli with

greater rapidity and directness to distant

parts. They may at first have been re-

tractile, in this respect resembling the long

pseudopodia of certain rhizopoda. When
they became fixed they would be potential

nerve-fibers and would represent the be-

ginning of a nervous system. Even yet (as

Eoss Harrison has shown), in the course

of development of nerve-fibers, each fiber

makes its appearance as an amoeboid cell-

process which is at first retractile, but grad-

ually grows into the position it is eventu-

ally to occupy and in which it will become

fixed.

In the further course of evolution a cer-
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tain number of these specialized cells of the

external layer sank below the general sur-

face, partly perhaps for protection, partly

for better nutrition: they became nerve-

cells. They remained connected with the

surface by a prolongation which became an

afferent or sensory nerve-fiber, and through

its termination between the cells of the

general surface continued to receive the

effects of external impressions; on the

other hand, they continued to transmit

these impressions to other, more distant

cells by their efferent prolongations. In

the further course of evolution the nervous

system thus laid down became differenti-

ated into distinct afferent, efferent and

intermediary portions. Once established,

such a nervous system, however simple,

must dominate the organism, since it

would furnish a mechanism whereby the

individual cells would work together more

effectually for the mutual benefit of the

whole.

It is the development of the nervous

system, although not proceeding in all

classes along exactly the same lines, which

is the most prominent feature of the evo-

lution of the metazoa. By and through it

all impressions reaching the organism

from the outside are translated into con-

traction or some other form of cell-activity.

Its formation has been the means of caus-

ing the complete divergence of the world

of animals from the world of plants, none

of which possess any trace of a nervous

system. Plants react, it is true, to external

impressions, and these impressions pro-

duce profound changes and even compara-

tively rapid and energetic movements in

parts distant from the point of application

of the stimulus—as in the well-known in-

stance of the sensitive plant. But the im-

pressions are in all cases propagated di-

rectly from cell to cell—not through the

agency of nerve-fibers ; and in the absence

of anything corresponding to a nervous

system it is not possible to suppose that

any plant can ever acquire the least glim-

mer of intelligence. In animals, on the

other hand, from a slight original modifi-

cation of certain cells has directly pro-

ceeded in the course of evolution the elab-

orate structure of the nervous system with

all its varied and complex functions, which

reach their culmination in the workings of

the human intellect. "What a piece of

work is a man! How noble in reason!

How infinite in faculty! In form and

moving how express and admirable! In

action how like an angel! In apprehen-

sion how like a god!" But lest he be

elated with his psychical achievements, let

him remember that they are but the result

of the acquisition by a few cells in a remote

ancestor of a slightly greater tendency to

react to an external stimulus, so that these

cells were brought into closer touch with

the outer world; while on the other hand,

by extending beyond the circumscribed

area to which their neighbors remained re-

stricted, they gradually acquired a domi-

nating influence over the rest. These domi-

nating cells became nerve-cells; and now
not only furnish the means for transmis-

sion of impressions from one part of the

organism to another, but in the progress

of time have become the seat of perception

and conscious sensation, of the formation

and association of ideas, of memory, voli-

tion and all the manifestations of the mind!

The most conspicuous part played by

the nervous system in the phenomena of

life is that which produces and regulates

the general movements of the body—move-

ments brought about by the so-called vol-

untary muscles. These movements are

actually the result of impressions imparted

to sensory or afferent nerves at the pe-

riphery—e. g., in the skin or in the several

organs of special sense; the effect of these
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impressions may not be immediate, but can

be stored for an indefinite time in certain

cells of the nervous system. The regula-

tion of movements—whether they occur

instantly, after reception of the peripheral

impression or result after a certain lapse

of time; whether they are accompanied by

conscious sensation or are of a purely re-

flex and unconscious character—is an in-

tricate process, and the conditions of their

coordination are of a complex nature in-

volving not merely the causation of con-

traction of certain muscles, but also the

prevention of contraction of others. For

our present knowledge of these conditions

we are largely indebted to the researches

of Professor Sherrington.

A less conspicuous but no less important

part played by the nervous system is that

by which the contractions of involuntary

muscles are regulated. Under normal cir-

cumstances these are always independent

of consciousness, but their regulation is

brought about in much the same way as is

that of the contractions of voluntary

muscles—viz., as the result of impressions

received at the periphery. These are

transmitted by afferent fibers to the cen-

tral nervous system, and from the latter

other impulses are sent down, mostly along

the nerves of the sympathetic or autonomic

system of nerves, which either stimulate or

prevent contraction of the involuntary

muscles. Many involuntary muscles have

a natural tendency to continuous or

rhythmic contraction which is quite inde-

pendent of the central nervous system; in

this case the effect of impulses received

from the latter is merely to increase or

diminish the amount of such contraction.

An example of this double effect is ob-

served in connection with the heart, which

—although it can contract regularly and

rhythmically when cut off from the nervous

system and even if removed from the body

—is normally stimulated to increased ac-

tivity by impulses coming from the central

nervous system through the sympathetic,

or to diminished activity by others coming-

through the vagus. It is due to the readi-

ness by which the action of the heart is

influenced in these opposite ways by the

spread of impulses generated during the

nerve-storms which we term "emotions"'

that in the language of poetry, and even

of every day, the word "heart" has be-

come synonymous with the emotions them-

selves.

The involuntary muscle of the arteries

has its action similarly balanced. When its

contraction is increased, the size of the

vessels is lessened and they deliver less

blood; the parts they supply accordingly

become pale in color. On the other hand,

when the contraction is diminished the

vessels enlarge and deliver more blood ; the

parts which they supply become corre-

spondingly ruddy. These changes in the-

arteries, like the effects upon the heart,

may also be produced under the influence

of emotions. Thus "blushing" is a purely

physiological phenomenon due to dimin-

ished action of the muscular tissue of the-

arteries, whilst the pallor produced by

fright is caused by an increased contraction

of that tissue. Apart, however, from

these conspicuous effects, there is con-

stantly proceeding a less apparent but not

less important balancing action between the

two sets of nerve-fibers distributed to heart

and blood-vessels; which are influenced in

one direction or another by every sensation

which we experience and even by impres-

sions of which we may be wholly uncon-

scious, such as those which occur during

sleep or anesthesia, or which affect our

otherwise insensitive internal organs.

A further instance of nerve-regulation is-

seen in secreting glands. Not all glanda

are thus regulated, at least not directly;.
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but in those which are, the effects are strik-

ing. Their regulation is of the same gen-

eral nature as that exercised upon involun-

tary muscle, but it influences the chemical

activities of the gland-cells and the out-

pouring of secretion from them. By means

of this regulation a secretion can be pro-

duced or arrested, increased or diminished.

As with muscle, a suitable balance is in this

way maintained, and the activity of the

glands is adapted to the requirements of

the organism. Most of the digestive glands

are thus influenced, as are the skin-glands

which secrete sweat. And by the action of

the nervous system upon the skin-glands,

together with its effect in increasing or

diminishing the blood-supply to the cutane-

ous blood-vessels, the temperature of our

blood is regulated and is kept at the point

best suited for maintenance of the life and

activity of the tissues.

The action of the nervous system upon

the secretion of glands is strikingly exem-

plified, as in the ease of its action upon the

heart and blood-vessels by the effects of the

emotions. Thus an emotion of one kind

—

such as the anticipation of food—will cause

saliva to flow
— '

' the mouth to water
'

'

;

whereas an emotion of another kind—such

as fear or anxiety—will stop the secretion,

causing the
'

' tongue to cleave unto the roof

of the mouth," and rendering speech diffi-

cult or impossible. Such arrest of the sali-

vary secretion also makes the swallowing

of dry food difficult: advantage of this

fact is taken in the
'

' ordeal by rice
'

' which

used to be employed in the east for the

detection of criminals.

The activities of the cells constituting

our bodies are controlled, as already men-

tioned, in another way than through the

nervous system, viz., by chemical agents

(hormones) circulating in the blood.

Many of these are produced by special

glandular organs, known as internally

secreting glands. The ordinary secreting

glands pour their secretions on the exterior

of the body or on a surface communicating

with the exterior; the internally secreting

glands pass the materials which they pro-

duce directly into the blood. In this fluid

the hormones are carried to distant organs.

Their influence upon an organ may be

essential to the proper performance of its

funations or may be merely ancillary to it.

In the former case removal of the inter-

nally secreting gland which produces the

hoi'mone, or its destruction by disease, may
prove fatal to the organism. This is the

case with the suprarenal capsules: small

glands which are adjacent to the kidneys,

although having no physiological connec-

tion with these organs. A Guy's physi-

cian. Dr. Addison, in the middle of the last

century showed that a certain affection, al-

most always fatal, since known by his name,

is associated with disease of the suprarenal

capsules. A short time after this observa-

tion a French physiologist, Brown-Sequard,

found that animals from which the supra-

renal capsules are removed rarely survive

the operation for more than a few days.

In the concluding decade of the last cen-

tury interest in these bodies was revived by

the discovery that they are constantly

yielding to the blood a chemical agent (or

hormone) which stimulates the contrac-

tions of the heart and arteries and assists

in the promotion of every action which is

brought about through the sympathetic

nervous system (Langley) . In this manner

the importance of their integrity has been

explained, although we have still much to

learn regarding their functions.

Another instance of an internally secret-

ing gland which is essential to life, or at

least to its maintenance in a normal condi-

tion, is the thyroid. The association of im-

perfect development or disease of the thy-

roid with disorders of nutrition and inac-
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tivity of the nervous system is well ascer-

tained. The form of idiocy known as

cretinism and the affection termed myx-

(Dedema are both associated with deficiency

of its secretion: somewhat similar condi-

tions to these are produced by the surgical

removal of the gland. The symptoms are

alleviated or cured by the administration

of its juice. On the other hand, enlarge-

ment of tha thyroid, accompanied by in-

crease of its secretion, produces symptoms

of nervous excitation, and similar symp-

toms are caused by excessive administra-

tion of the glandular substance by the

mouth. From these observations it is in-

ferred that the juice contains hormones

which help to regulate the nutrition of the

body and serve to stimulate the nervous

system, for the higher functions of which

they appear to be essential. To quote M.

Gley, to whose researches we owe much of

our knowledge regarding the functions of

this organ : "La genese et I'exercice des plus

hautes facultes de I'homme sont condi-

tionnes par Paction purement chimique

d'un produit de secretion. Que les psycho-

logues meditent ces faits
! '

'

The case of the parathyroid glandules is

still more remarkable. These organs were

discovered by Sandstrom in 1880. They

are four minute bodies, each no larger than

a pin's head, imbedded in the thyroid.

Small as they are, their internal secretion

possesses hormones which exert a powerful

influence upon the nervous system. If they

are completely removed, a complex of

symptoms, technically known as "tetany,"

is liable to occur, which is always serious

and may be fatal. Like the hormones of

the thyroid itself, therefore, those of the

parathyroids produce effects upon the

nervous system, to which they are carried

by the blood; although the effects are of

a different kind.

Another internally secreting gland which

has evoked considerable interest during the

last few years is the pituitary body. This

is a small structure no larger than a cob-

nut attached to the base of the brain. It

is mainly composed of glandular cells. Its

removal has been found (by most ob-

servers) to be fatal—often within two or

three days. Its hypertrophy, when occur-

ring during the general growth of the body,

is attended by an undue development of

the skeleton, so that the stature tends to

assume gigantic proportions. When the

hypertrophy occurs after growth is com-

pleted, the extremities—viz., the hands and
feet, and the bones of the face—are mainly

affected; hence the condition has been

termed "acromegaly" (enlargement of ex-

tremities). The association of this condi-

tion with affections of the pituitary was

pointed out in 1885 by a distinguished

French physician. Dr. Pierre Marie. Both
"giants" and "acromegalists" are almost

invariably found to have an enlarged

pituitary. The enlargement is generally

confined to one part—the anterior lobe

—and we conclude that this produces

hormones which stimulate the gro'«i;h

of the body generally and of the skeleton in

particular. The remainder of the pitui-

tary is different in structure from the ante-

rior lobe and has a different function.

From it hormones can be extracted which,

like those of the suprarenal capsule, al-

though not exactly in the same manner,

influence the contraction of the heart and
arteries. Its extracts are also instrumental

in promoting the secretion of certain

glands. When injected into the blood they

cause a free secretion of water from the

kidneys and of milk from the mammary
glands, neither of which organs are directly

influenced (as most other glands are)

through the nervous system. Doubtless

under natural conditions these organs are

stimulated to activity by hormones which
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are produced in the pituitary and which

pass from this into the blood.

The internally secreting glands which

have been mentioned (thyroid, parathy-

roid, suprarenal, pituitary) have, so far as

is known, no other function than that of

producing chemical substances of this char-

acter for the influencing of other organs, to

which they are conveyed by the blood. It

is interesting to observe that these glands

are all of very small size, none being larger

than a walnut, and some—the parathyroids

—almost microscopic. In spite of this,

they are essential to the proper mainte-

nance of the life of the body, and the total

removal of any of them by disease or opera-

tions is in most cases speedily fatal.

There are, however, organs in the body

yielding internal secretions to the blood in

the shape of hormones, but exercising at

the same time other functions. A striking

instance is furnished by the pancreas, the

secretion of which is the most important of

the digestive juices. This—the pancreatic

juice—forms the external secretion of the

gland, and is poured into the intestine,

where its action upon the food as it passes

out from the stomach has long been recog-

nized. It was, however, discovered in 1889

by von Mering and Minkowski that the

pancreas also furnishes an internal secre-

tion, containing a hormone which is passed

from the pancreas into the blood, by which

it is carried first to the liver and afterwards

to the body generally. This hormone is

essential to the proper utilization of carbo-

hydrates in the organism. It is well known

that the carbohydrates of the food are con-

verted into grape sugar and circulate in

this form in the blood, which always con-

tains a certain amount; the blood conveys

it to all the cells of the body, and they

utilize it as fuel. If, owing to disease of

the pancreas or as the result of its removal

by surgical procedure, its internal secre-

tion is not available, sugar is no longer

properly utilized by the cells of the body

and tends to accumulate in the blood ; from

the blood the excess passes off by the Tiid-

neys, producing diabetes.

Another instance of an internal secre-

tion furnished by an organ which is

devoted largely to other functions is the

"pro-secretin" found in the cells lining

the duodenum. When the • acid gastric

juice comes into contact with these cells it

converts their pro-secretin into
'

' secretin.
'

'

This is a hormone which is passed into the

blood and circulates with that fluid. It

has a specific effect on the externally secret-

ing cells of the pancreas, and causes the

rapid outpouring of pancreatic juice into

the intestine. This effect is similar to that

of the hormones of the pituitary body upon

the cells of the kidney and mammary gland.

It was discovered by Bayliss and Starling.

The reproductive glands furnish in many

respects the most interesting example of

organs which—besides their ordinary prod-

ucts, the germ- and sperm-cells (ova and

spermatozoa)—form hormones which cir-

culate in the blood and effect changes in

cells of distant parts of the body. It is

through these hormones that the secondary

sexual characters, such as the comb and tail

of the cock, the mane of the lion, the horns

of the stag, the beard and enlarged larynx

of a man, are produced, as well as the many

differences in form and structure of the

body which are characteristic of the sexes.

The dependence of these so-called second-

ary sexual characters upon the state of

development of the reproductive organs

has been recognized from time immemorial,

but has usually been ascribed to influences

produced through the nervous system, and

it is only in recent years that the changes

have been shown to be brought about by

the agency of internal secretions and hor-
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mones, passed from the reproductive glands

into the circulating blood.

It has been possible in only one or two

instances to prepare and isolate the hor-

mones of the internal secretions in a suffi-

cient condition of purity to subject them to

analysis, but enough is known about them

to indicate that they are organic bodies of a

not very complex nature, far simpler than

proteins and even than enzymes. Those

which have been studied are all dialysable

are readily soluble in water but insoluble in

alcohol, and are not destroyed by boiling.

One at least—that of the medulla of the

suprarenal capsule—has been prepared

synthetically, and when their exact chem-

ical nature has been somewhat better eluci-

dated it will probably not be difficult to

obtain others in the same way.

From the above it is clear that not only

is a coordination through the nervous sys-

tem necessary in order that life shall be

maintained in a normal condition, but a

chemical coordination is no less essential.

These may be independent of one another;

but on the other hand they may react upon

one another. For it can be shown that the

production of some at least of the hormones

is under the influence of the nervous system

(Biedl, Asher, Elliott) ; whilst, as we have

seen, some of the functions of the nervous

system are dependent upon hormones.

Time will not permit me to refer in any

but the briefest manner to the protective

mechanisms which the cell aggregate has

evolved for its defence against disease,

especially disease produced by parasitic

microorganisms. These, which belong

with few exceptions to the protista, are

without doubt the most formidable enemies

which the multicellular metazoa, to which

all the higher animal organisms belong,

have to contend against. To such micro-

organisms are due mter alia all diseases

which are liable to become epidemic, such

as anthrax and rinderpest in cattle, dis-

temper in dogs and cats, small-pox, scarlet

fever, measles, and sleeping sickness in

man. The advances of modern medicine

have shown that the symptoms of these dis-

eases—the disturbances of nutrition, the

temperature, the lassitude or excitement,

and other nervous disturbances—are the

effects of chemical poisons {toxins) pro-

duced by the microorganisms and acting

deleteriously upon the tissues of the body.

The tissues, on the other hand, endeavor to

counteract these effects by producing other

chemical substances destructive to the

microorganisms or antagonistic to their

action: these are known as anti-bodies.

Sometimes the protection takes the form

of a subtle alteration in the living sub-

stance of the cells which renders them for a

long time, or even permanently, insuscep-

tible (immune) to the action of the poison.

Sometimes certain cells of the body, such as

the white corpuscles of the blood, eat the

invading microorganisms and destroy them

bodily by the action of chemical agents

within their protoplasm. The result of an

illness thus depends upon the result of the

struggle between these opposing forces

—

the microorganisms on the one hand and

the cells of the body on the other—both of

which fight with chemical weapons. If the

cells of the body do not succeed in destroy-

ing the invading organisms it is certain

that the invaders will in the long run

destroy them, for in this combat no quarter

is given. Fortunately we have been able,

by the aid of animal experimentation, to

acquire some knowledge of the manner in

which we are attacked by microorganisms

and of the methods which the cells of our

body adopt to repel the attack, and the

knowledge is now extensively utilized to

assist our defence. For this purpose pro-

tective serums or antitoxins, which have

been formed in the blood of other animals,
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are employed to supplement the action of

those which our own cells produce. It is

not too much to assert that the knowledge

of the parasitic origin of so many diseases

and of the chemical agents which on the

one hand cause, and on the other combat,

their symptoms, has transformed medicine

from a mere art practised empirically, into

a real science based upon experiment. The

transformation has opened out an illimit-

able vista sf possibilities in the direction

not only of cure, but, more important still,

of prevention. It has taken place within

the memory of most of us who are here

present. And only last February the world

was mourning the death of one of the

greatest of its benefactors—a former presi-

dent of this association—who, by applying

this knowledge to the practise of surgery,

was instrumental, even in his own lifetime,

in saving more lives than were destroyed

in all the bloody wars of the nineteenth

century

!

The question has been debated whether,

if all accidental modes of destruction of

the life of the cell could be eliminated,

there would remain a possibility of indi-

vidual cell-life, and even of aggregate cell-

life, continuing indefinitely; in other

words, Are the phenomena of senescence

and death a natural and necessary se-

quence to the existence of life? To most

of my audience it will appear that the sub-

ject is not open to debate. But some

physiologists (e. g., MetchnikofE) hold that

the condition of senescence is itself ab-

normal; that old age is a form of disease

or is due to disease, and, theoretically at

least, is capable of being eliminated. We
have already seen that individual cell-life,

such as that of the white blood-corpuscles

and of the cells of many tissues, can under

suitable conditions be prolonged for days

or weeks or months after general death.

Unicellular organisms kept under suitable

conditions of nutrition have been observed

to cai'ry on their functions normally for

prolonged periods and to show no degen-

eration such as would accompany senes-

cence. They give rise by division to others

of the same kind, which also, under favor-

able conditions, continue to live, to all ap-

pearance indefinitely. But these in-

stances, although they indicate that in the

simplest forms of organization existence

may be greatly extended without signs of

decay, do not furnish conclusive evidence

of indefinite prolongation of life. Most of

the cells which constitute the body, after a

period of growth and activity, sometimes

more, sometimes less prolonged, eventually

undergo atrophy and cease to perform

satisfactorily the functions which are

allotted to them. And when we consider

the body, as a whole, we find that in every

case the life of the aggregate consists of a

definite cycle of changes which, after pass-

ing through the stages of growth and ma-

turity, always leads to senescence, and fin-

ally terminates in death. The only excep-

tion is in the reproductive cells, in which

the processes of maturation and fertiliza-

tion result in rejuvenescence, so that in-

stead of the usual downward change

towards senescence, the fertilized ovum ob-

tains a new lease of life, which is carried

on into the new-formed organism. The

latter again itself ultimately forms repro-

ductive cells, and thus the life of the

species is continued. It is only in the

sense of its propagation in this way from

one generation to another that we can

speak of the indefinite continuance of life:

we can only be immortal through our de-

scendants !

The individuals of every species of ani-

mal appear to have an average duration of

existence. Some species are known the

individuals of which live only for a few

hours, whilst others survive for a hundred
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years. In man himself the average length

of life would probably be greater than the

three-score and ten years allotted to him

by the Psalmist if we could eliminate the

results of disease and accident ; when these

results are included it falls far short of

that period. If the terms of life given in

the purely mythological part of the old

testament were credible, man would in the

eai'ly stages of his history have possessed a

remarkable power of resisting age and dis-

ease. But, although many here present

were brought up to believe in their literal

veracity, such records are no longer ac-

cepted even by the most orthodox of theo-

logians, and the nine hundred odd years

with which Adam and his immediate de-

scendants are credited, culminating in the

nine hundred and sixty-nine of Methuse-

lah, have been relegated, with the account

of creation and the deluge, to their proper

position in literature. When we come to

the Hebrew patriarchs, we notice a con-

siderable diminiition to have taken place

in what the insurance offices term the "ex-

pectation of life." Abraham is described

as having lived only to 175 years, Joseph

and Joshua to 110, Moses to 120; even at

that age "his eye was not dim nor his nat-

ural force abated." We can not say that

under ideal conditions all these terms are

impossible; indeed, Metchnikoff is disposed

to regard them as probable; for great ages

are still occasionally recorded, although it

is doubtful if any as considerable as these

are ever substantiated. That the expecta-

tion of life was better then than now
would be inferred from the apologetic tone

adopted by Jacob when questioned by
Pharaoh as to his age: "The days of the

years of my pilgrimage are a hundred and
thirty years; few and evil have the days

of the years of my life been, and have not

attained unto the days of the years of the

life of my fathers in the days of their pil-

grimage. " David, to whom, before the

advent of the modern statistician, we owe
the idea that seventy years is to be re-

garded as the normal period of life, is him-

self merely stated to have "died in a good

old age." The periods recorded for the

kings show a considerable falling-off as com-

pared with the patriarchs; but not a few

were cut off by violent deaths, and many
lived lives which were not ideal. Amongst
eminent Greeks and Romans few very long

lives are recorded, and the same is true of

historical persons in mediffival and modem
history. It is a long life that lasts much
beyond eighty; three such linked together

carry us far back into history. Mankind
is in this respect more favored than most

mammals, although a few of these surpass

the period of man's existence. Strange

that the brevity of human life should be a

favorite theme of preacher and poet when
the actual term of his "erring pilgrimage"

is greater than that of most of his fellow

creatures

!

The modem applications of the prin-

ciples of preventive medicine and hygiene

are no doubt operating to lengthen the

average life. But even if the ravages of

disease could be altogether eliminated, it is

certain that at any rate the fixed cells of

our body must eventually grow old and

ultimately cease to function; when this

happens to cells which are essential to the

life of the organism, general death must

result. This will always remain the uni-

versal law, from which there is no escape.

"All that lives must die, passing through

nature to eternity."

Such natural death unaccelerated by

disease—is not death by disease as unnat-

ural as death by accident?—should be a

quiet, painless phenomenon, unattended

by violent change. As Dastre expresses it,

"The need of death should appear at the

end of life, just as the need of sleep ap-
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pears at the end of the day." The change

lias been led gradually up to by an orderly

succession of phases, and is itself the last

Tnanifestation of life. Were we all certain

of a quiet passing—were we sure that there

would be "no moaning of the bar when we
go out to sea"—we could anticipate the

coming of death after a ripe old age with-

out apprehension. And if ever the time

shall arrive when man will have learned

to regard this change as a simple physio-

logical process, as natural as the oncoming

of sleep, the approach of the fatal shears

will be as generally welcomed as it is now
abhorred. Such a day is still distant; we
can hardly say that its dawning is visible.

IJet us at least hope that, in the manner

depicted by Diirer in his well-known etch-

ing, the sunshine which science irradiates

Tnay eventually put to flight the melancholy

which hovers, bat-like, over the termina-

tion of our lives, and which even the an-

ticipation of a future happier existence has

not hitherto succeeded in dispersing.

E. A. SCHAPEB

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF
MATHEMATICIANS

The fifth International Congress of Mathe-

maticians met at the University of Cambridge

from August 21 to 28. The first congress was

organized in 189Y at Ziirieh, the second in

Paris in 1900, the year of the exhibition, and

meetings have been held at Heidelberg in 1904

and Rome in 1908.

The preparations for the Cambridge con-

gress have been in the hands of a committee

with Sir George Darwin as chairman. Sir

Joseph Larmor as treasurer and Professors E.

W. Hobson, of Cambridge, and A. E. H. Love,

of Oxford, as secretaries; and arrangements

have been made, with the assistance of the

university and colleges of Cambridge, for the

•entertainment of foreign mathematicians, who

were expected to exceed 300. According to

advance announcements there were to be four

sections concerned with analysis, geometry,

applied mathematics, and philosophical, his-

torical and educational questions. Each sec-

tion meets on the mornings of four days for

the consideration and discussion of special

topics. In the afternoons provision is made
for lectures, of which there are eight. Four
of them will be on subjects of pure mathe-

matics, to be given by Professor Bocher, of

Harvard; Professor Borel, of Paris; Professor

Enriques, of Bologna, and Professor Landau,

of Gottingen. The remaining four lectures

are to be delivered by Professor E. W. Brown,

of Tale University, on researches on perio-

dicity in the solar system; by Prince Boris

Galitzin, of St. Petersburg, on apparatus for

recording and investigating earthquakes; by

Sir Joseph Larmor, of Cambridge, on the

dynamics of radiation, and by Sir William

White, on the relations of mathematics to

engineering practise.

Among Americans who expected to be pres-

ent are Professors Bocher, E. W. Brown, Eine,

Huntington, Kasner, Moore, Peirce, Webster.

THE EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY

The eighth International Congress of Ap-

plied Chemistry held its inaugural meeting at

Washington on September 4, presided over by

the president of the United States, and begins

its scientific and business meetings in New
York on September 6, continuing till Septem-

ber 13. Dr. Edward W. Morley is the hon-

orary president of the congress and Dr. Will-

iam H. Nichols is the president. An elab-

orate program has been arranged for the

scientific and business meetings, and for the

entertainment of visitors. It began on Au-
gust 31, with receptions to the Society of

Chemical Industry and the Verein deutsche

Chemiker, and these societies held their meet-

ings in New York prior to the departure for

Washington by special train on the afternoon,

of September 3. Members of the congress

returned from Washington on Thursday after-

noon, and the sectional .meetings open at

Columbia University on Friday morning and

thereafter sectional meetings are held in the

morning and the afternoon. In the after-
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noons there are public lectures at the College

of the City of New York by distirfished

chemists whose names have already been given

in Science. An extensive series of banquets,

receptions, teas and excursions has been ar-

ranged, and at the close of the congress excur-

sions have been planned to Chicago and to

California.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
The following Americans have expressed

their intention to be present at the meeting

of the British Association, which opens this

week at Dundee: Professor E. E. Allardice,

Stanford; Professor Frank Allen, Manitoba;

Professor Burton-Opitz, Columbia; Professor

Irvine Cameron, Toronto; Professor D. H.

Campbell, Stanford; Professor Archibald

Clark, Manitoba; Dr. G. W. Field, Boston,

Mass.; Professor J. C. Fields, Toronto; Miss

Alice Fletcher, Cambridge, Mass.; Dr. W.
H. Hale, New York; Professor Paul Hanus,

Harvard; Professor Ida Hyde, Kansas; Pro-

fessor A. E. Kennelly, Harvard; Professor

A. B. Macallum, Toronto; Professor J. J. E.

Macleod, Western Reserve; Professor J. C.

McLennan, Toronto; Professor F. P. Mall,

Johns Hopkins; Professor Gustav Mann,
Tulane; Dr. S. J. Meltzer, Eockefeller Insti-

tute; Professor E. A. Millikan, Chicago;

Professor E. C. Moore, Yale; Professor B.

O. Peirce, Harvard; Professor F. H. Pike,

Columbia; Dr. J. W. Spencer, Washington;

Professor Swale Vincent, Manitoba, and Pro-

fessor A. G. Webster, Clark.

Professor Bernstein, formerly director of

the Laboratory of Physiology at Halle, cele-

brated on August 3 the fiftieth anniversary of

his doctorate.

Dr. Gustav Fritsch, honorary professor at

Berlin, known for his work on localization in

the brain and for his other contributions to

physiology, histology and anthropology, has

also celebrated the same anniversary.

The city of Paris has named the pavilion

at the St. Anne Asylum in honor of Dr. Val-

entin Magnan, who has retired from the di-

rectorship, which he has held since 1857.

The King and Queen of Norway on August

20 gave a dinner in honor of Captain Amund-
sen. He presented the king with the silk flag

which he had with him at the South Pole.

Mr. a. Crompton, a research assistant at

the Pasteur Institute, Paris, has been ap-

pointed a member of the staff of the Imperial

Cancer Eesearch Fund, London.

Dr. Geo. E. Lyman, assistant professor of

botany in Dartmouth College, will take the

work of Professor Eoland Thaxter during the

coming year, at Harvard University, while

Professor Thaxter is absent on his sabbatical

leave.

We learn from the Journal of the American
Medical Association that the Southern Med-
ical Association has appointed a special com-

mission consisting of Captain Charles F.

Craig, M. C, U. S. Army, chairman; Dr.

Graham E. Henson, Crescent City, Fla., secre-

tary, and Drs. E. H. von Ezdorf, TJ. S. P. H.
Service, Mobile; William Kraus, Memphis^
Tenn. ; Creighton Wellman, New Orleans;

William H. Deaderick, Maxianna, Ark. ; W. S.

Thayer, Baltimore, Scale Harris, Mobile, and

C. C. Bass, New Orleans. The commission

will tabulate information from the entire

south on malaria and diseases simulating-

malaria and will decide on what means will

be used for the elimination of this condition.

Mr. G. L. Carver, professor of biology at

Mercer University, Macon, Georgia, will spend

the coming year in research work at Columbia

University. Mr. E. A. Ganz, B.A. (Mich-

igan), will be acting professor of biology at

Mercer University.

Professor Herschel Parker and Mr. Bel-

more Brown have returned to Tacoma after

reaching a point within three hundred feet

from the summit of Mt. McKinley.

Professor H. von Buttel-Eeefen has re-

turned from an expedition to the East Indies,,

undertaken under the auspices of the Prussian

Academy of Sciences.

Dr. C. E. Kenneth Mees on August 20

delivered a lecture before the Illuminating-

Engineering Society of England on producing-
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in artificial light the exact qualities of day-

light.

T^E Inter-polar Commission will meet at

Eome during the meeting of the tenth Inter-

national Geographical Congress, on April 2,

1913.

The sixth Congress of the International

Association for Testing Materials is meeting

this week in the Engineering Societies Build-

ing, New York City.

UNIVEBSITT AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
A BEQUEST of $100,000 to the University of

Manchester, made by Mr. J. E. Taylor, has

become payable by the death of his widow.

Dr. Alan W. C. Menzies, assistant professor

of chemistry in the University of Chicago, has

been appointed head of the department of

chemistry at Oberlin College.

On the recommendation of Dr. David Kin-

ley, dean of the Graduate School, the trustees

of the University of Illinois authorized a post-

doctorate fellowship for study abroad and Miss

Margaret L. Bailey has been awarded the

fellowship.

Mr. F. J. Lewis, demonstrator in botany in

the University of Liverpool, has been ap-

pointed professor of biology in the University

of Alberta.

Professor W. M. Bayliss, F.E.S., has been

appointed professor of general physiology in

University College, London.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE

THE CORROSION OF IRON AND STEEL

To THE Editor of Science: In a communi-

cation from Dr. Allerton S. Cushman, pub-

lished in Science for August 16, 1912, a cer-

tain paragraph in a review of Friend's " Cor-

rosion of Iron and Steel," written by myself

last spring, is severely criticized. Dr. Cush-

man states that this paragraph is,

based upon an analysis of a single market sample

which was manufactured in the early days of a

new industry.

And also that I should not

have included a paragraph in a scientific review,

written in such a manner that it could be reprinted

and used in a commercial contest with the object

of producing a false impression.

Dr. Cushman concludes his two-page com-

munication with a paragraph commencing,
It would appear to the writer [Dr. Cushman]

that there is such a thing as professional ethics

in respect to the scientific treatment of scientific

books reviewed in a scientific journal, and that

such reviews should not be used to introduce false

impressions to be afterwards touted about the

country as "salesmen's arguments."

Dr. Cuslmian is surely correct in his as-

sumption that there is such a thing as pro-

fessional ethics in respect to the scientific

treatment of scientific books, but why should

he limit such ethics to a review in a scientific

journal? Why not extend such ethics to the

treatment of scientific books in advertising

literature where such scientific books are so

quoted as " to introduce false impressions to

be afterwards touted about the country as

' salesmen's arguments.'

"

The paragraph in the review so strenuously

objected to was written not to spread a false

impression, but to correct one; not in disre-

gard of professional ethics, but as a conse-

quence of following professional ethics. The

review was written for the readers of Science,

at the request of its editor, and if it has been

reprinted in whole or in part for any purpose

whatever I have been and am in entire igno-

rance of such fact.

The paragraph which is objected to is as fol-

lows:

It is a matter of regret that the author has

been misled, as have also the reviewer and others,

by giving credence to statements and data sup-

plied by the American Rolling Mill Co., of Middle-

town, Ohio, which he publishes on pages 114, 250,

276 and 351, regarding the purity of this firm's

product. For example, the material said to have

the analysis published on page 114, as containing

99.954 per cent, iron, and which on page 276 is

proposed as a standard for pure iron on which to

base a corrosion factor, was later found by the

author himself, much to his surprise, to contain

,172 per cent, copper.

The " author " here referred to is of course

Dr. Friend, and the analysis is one supplied
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him by the American Eolliug Mill Co. Now
Dr. Cushman contends that this ajialysis, and

hence the opinions based upon it, is untrust-

worthy because it represents but a single

•sample; because the sample was of early man-

ufacture; because it does not represent the

present product of the American Eolling Mill

Co. He does not object to the analysis be-

cause it is wrong. And yet the firm in whose

defence Dr. Cushman so valiantly struggles

quotes on pages 8 and 9 of its booklet " Public

Opinion on American Ingot Iron," copyrighted

in 1912, and distributed to the public as late

as last July, these very pages, 114 and 115, of

Dr. Friend's book, on which are given in full

this analysis and opinions based upon it. If

it is ethical for Dr. Cushman or the American

Eolling Mill Co. to take advantage of an error

(for which it is responsible) in a scientific

book, and to print this as advertising matter

and to place before the public what is not

true, it surely is not a breach of ethics for me
to print in a scientific journal a correction of

this error and to state what is true.

Why limit professional ethics to scientific

book reviews?

William H. Walker

the inheritance of acquired pigmentation

The brief article on " The Inheritance of

Skin Color" in Science for August 2, by

Dr. H. E. Jordan, of the University of Vir-

ginia, contains among other matters the fol-

lowing speculation:

The fact of the apparent histologic identity

between brunette and mulatto skins; and the

further fact that under protracted exposure to

extremes of heat and sun the number of pigment

granules is increased in white skin, indicates that

pigmentation (dark skin) as evidenced in the

negro is an instance of the inheritance of an

acquired character. The least that makes a negro

a negro is his dark skin. Life-guards in Sep-

tember are frequently almost as black. A negro

is specifically such for mental perhaps more than

for physical characteristics. . . .

Dr. Jordan certainly fares far afield in

offering two opinions—(1) the transmission

of an acquired character, (2) that a negro is

a negro more for his mental than his physical

characters, against all of the verifiable facts

and experiments now available.

Although the peculiar fact of negro pig-

mentation and its origin can not be experi-

mentally tested, the experiment of increasing

and decreasing pigmentation by segregation

is open to all of us. The work so volumin-

ously before us on rats, mice, g-uinea-pigs,

cattle, poultry and other animals are one hun-

dred per cent, against Dr. Jordan's unfounded

speculation of pigmentation (in the negro or

in a blue mouse) as an instance of the ac-

quired character afterwards inherited. Segre-

gation in the dark African jungles has all

the experimental proof in its favor.

That the negro is specifically a negro " for

mental perhaps more than for physical char-

acteristics " is another opinion not supported

by the verifiable facts. The kinky hair, thick

lips, pigmentation, extensive genitalia and

prepuce, nasal formation, weight of skull,

length and thickness of bones, and the other

physical peculiarities of the African are, to

put it mildly, as much the biometrician's, the

anthropologist's as the layman's method of

diagnosing the negro from another race. I

should like to learn of the mental differences.

It seems to me unnecessary to discuss Dr.

Jordan's opinion that the Italians, Spanish

and Anglo-Saxon brunettes "may owe their

pigmentation to negroid ancestry."

Leonard Keene Hirshberg

Johns Hopkins TJniveesity

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Theoretische Astronomie. Von W. Klinker-

FUES. Dritte verbesserte und vermehrte

Ausgabe, bearbeitet von Professor Dr. H.

BuCHHOLZ. XXXVIII., 1067 u. 12 S. 4°.

Mit 67 Abbild. In stark. Leinenband 50 M.

Verlag von Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn in

Braunschweig.

The first edition of Klinkerfues'a "Theo-

retische Astronomie " appeared in the year

1870, shortly after the publication of the

classical treatises of Watson and Oppolzer,

and in the intervening years has been an in-

dispensable source of information to those in-
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terested in the computational field of astron-

omy.

A second edition, rewritten and enlarged

under the editorship of Professor Buchholz,

appeared in 1899 ; and the third edition, edited

again hy Professor Buchholz, has grown by

the addition of one hundred and fifty pages to

such large proportions that the volume is both

bulky and heavy. An eleven-hundred-page

book can not be handled conveniently, and a

continued use of the book will put its binding

to a severe test. The press-work is all that

could be desired and the diagrams are excel-

lent.

The computational field of astronomy—per-

haps we might say the book-keeping, or

auditing department—has for some peculiar

reason appropriated the title of " theoretical

astronomy." It is not peculiarly theoretical;

rather it is the link which binds together the

worker in celestial mechanics and the observ-

ing astronomer. To the observing astronomer

it brings the results of theory; and as the ob-

serving astronomers are the " practical " as-

tronomers, and are the more numerous, per-

haps this misnomer can be charged to them.

At any rate, a science so old and so exact as

astronomy should be a little more careful with

its titles. The " practical " astronomers are

no more practical than other astronomers, and

the computing astronomer has no monopoly

of the theoretical aspect of the subject. And
so we warn the uninitiated not to anticipate

in this book an account of that delightful

body of theory which constitutes the science

of astronomy. It is, on the contrary, an ex-

haustive treatise by an auditor explaining in

detail the best methods of making up the as-

tronomical accounts.

The subject matter of the volume is divided

into nine parts and subdivided into one hun-

dred and thirty-three " Vorlesungen." The
topics treated are : I., Calculation of the Posi-

tion of a Celestial Object from its Orbital

Elements; II., Calculation of an Orbit from

Given Observations; III., Determination of

the Parabolic Orbits of Comets ; IV., Determi-

nation of Elliptic Orbits; V., Determination

of Elliptic Orbits from Four Observations,

Only Three of Which are Complete; VI., On
Mechanical Quadrature and the Methods of

Special Perturbations; VII., Calculation of

an Orbit from Many Observations According

to the Methods of Least Squares; VIII., Cal-

culation of Double Star Orbits; IX., On the

Determination of the Orbits of Meteors;

Supplement I., Tables; Supplement II.,

Leuchner's Method of Computing Orbits.

The principal additions which have been

made since the second edition are contained

in Part IV., in the tables, and in Supplement

II., all of which relate to Leuschner's method

of computing orbits. Of the three essentially

distinct methods of computing orbits, viz.,

the methods of Gauss, Laplace and Gibbs, the

one of Gauss, with various modifications, has

been the one generally employed. The method
of Laplace contained computational difficul-

ties which have precluded its use.

Recognizing the theoretical advantages of

Laplace's method, and also its computational

disadvantages, Professor A. O. Leusehner, of

the University of California, has given a

great deal of study to its improvement. As a

result of his work he has evolved a method

which he has designated " The Short Method "

(an unfortunate title for various reasons).

Leuschner's method, with the aid of the tables

he has constructed for it, is decidedly prac-

tical, and we are glad to see an adequate ac-

count of it given in this new edition of

Ivlinkerfues's " Theoretische Astronomic."

We look in vain, however, for a valuable

improvement to Gauss's method given in 1901

by Professor F. E. Moulton, of the University

of Chicago.' After the heliocentric distances

have been determined there are difficulties,

both theoretical and practical, according to

Gauss, in the determination of the elements

a, e, 10. Not only is the method of Professor

Moulton theoretically more direct than that

of Gauss but it is computationally much more

simple; moreover, it makes no assumption as

to the species of the conic.

In the way of a minor error we notice that

the formula for parabolic orbits,

' Astronomical Journal, No. 510.
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is ascribed to Lambert. Long ago, Tisserand

called attention in his " Mecanique Celeste

"

to the fact that this formula was first given

by Elder. To Lambert is due the correspond-

ing formula for elliptic orbits.

In so large a volume, containing so much

standard material, it is impossible to enter

much into details. Nearly all the methods

described are abundantly illustrated with nu-

merical examples. As the test itself is clear

and the author's style nearly always good,

there would seem to be no reason why any one

with the proper mathematical equipment

should experience any difficulty in under-

standing it, which can not be said of either

Watson or Oppolzer. Without doubt, it is

the most valuable work on " Computational

Astronomy " which we have.

W. D. MaoMillan

Modern Microscopy. A Handbook for Begin-

ners and Students. By M. I. Cross and

Martin J. Cole, Lecturer in Histology in

Cook's School of Anatomy. Fourth edition,

revised and enlarged, with chapters" on

special subjects by varioiis writers. Chi-

cago, Chicago Medical Book Co. 1912.

Time was when " microscopy " had a dis-

tinct place in the range of the sciences. This

was, however, before the day when the micro-

scope had become an instrument so subordi-

nated to the scientific branches in which it is

largely used. That time was marked by a

lively curiosity in the world of the very small

which expressed itself in the establishment of

microscopical clubs, societies. Journals, etc.

Popular interest in the " microscope and its

revelations " seems to have been largely lost

at the present day, perhaps as the detailed

results of its use have become more public

property. This change of attitude which

seems to the reviewer a real one is for many
reasons to be deplored, so that such a book as

the one whose title is given above should have

a distinct place as a guide book for amateur

microscopists—^but only as such. Attempting

to cov£r, as it does, practically the entire field

in which the microscope is applied, it neces-

sarily falls short as a book for professional

workers or serious students in the various

fields.

The book is clearly written, fairly illus-

trated with a selection of figures, in general

well chosen. The formulas of preserving

fluids, stains and similar prescriptions are

standard, although the selection often does

not reveal a thorough familiarity with the

more recent advances in the field.

Five chapters constitute Part I. on the

Microscope and its Accessories. Part LL, fif-

teen chapters, is devoted to the technique of

animal and vegetable examination by means

of the microscope, together with chapters on

mounting entomological specimens, crystals,

diatomes, etc. Part HI. comprises special

chapters by special writers on The Petrolog-

ical Microscope, Eotifers. Mites, Foraminifera,

Mosses and Liverworts, The Microscope and

Nature Study and the Microscopy of Foods.

The book is therefore believed to have its

place as a means of arousing and encouraging

the interest of the layman in the world around

him.

As a book for use in America, by Ameri-

cans, however, it is believed that it would

meet the demands that will be made of it

better if it were to take some recognition of

the excellent microscopes put out by such

firms as The Bausch & Lomb Optical Com-
pany and the Spencer Lens Company among
others. The special chapters, furthermore,

deal with a peculiarly English fauna.

B. F. Kingsbury

NVMBES. OF SPECIES OF LIVING
FEBTEBBATES

Eecently I have had occasion to make an

estimate of the number of known species of

living vertebrates. After consultation with

a number of specialists, the figures below have

been fixed on as a reasonably close approxima-

tion to the truth. Thinking these estimates

may be of interest to others, I send them to

Science to publish for what they are worth.

Such figures can not, of course, be accurate if

for no other reasons than that in compiling

them no attempt has been made to discrimi-

nate between forms described as species or as
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subspecies or varieties, or to determine how

many of the named and recorded species will

ultimately have to be relegated to the scrap

heap and be listed only as synonyms. Still

less is the role of prophet assumed and an at-

tempt made to go beyond present returns and

indicate how many vertebrate species yet re-

main to be described, although it is believed

that in the case of some orders (as, for in-

stance, birds and mammals) reasonably good

guesses might be made. The estimate is as

follows

:

1. Mammals 7,000

2. Birda 20,000

3. Crocodiles and turtles 300

4. Lizards 3,300

5. Snakes 2,400

6. Frogs and toads 2,000

7. Salamanders 200

8. Fishes 12,000

Total : Jjjm

H. W. Henshaw
Washington, D. C,

August 5, 1912

SPECIAL ARTICLES

ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF VARIETY TESTS

In the United States, considerable money

and effort have been devoted to' " variety

tests." This has been done upon the assump-

tion that the relative yield of a given variety

in one year is a reasonably good criterion of

its relative value in a subsequent year. But

to some of us, the value of variety tests as

they have been carried out by many of our

state agricultural experiment stations seems

very doubtful.'

' There are several difficulties which have been

but poorly met in the problem of variety testing.

The identity of the variety must be beyond ques-

tion, but in many cases there may be grave doubts

as to the authenticity of the identifications, and

in the absence of herbarium records, it is impos-

sible to correct errors. The organization of scien-

tifically managed seed growers' associations may
be expected to overcome this difficulty in large

part. Again, varieties differ in their edaphic and

climatic requirements. Tests made in one place

may give results not at all applicable to other

localities with different conditions. Where the

The utility of a test of n varieties is meas-

ured by the correlation between the yields of

the individual varieties for different years.

If the correlation be 0, the yield of a variety

in 1912 furnishes no criterion of its probable

productiveness as compared with others in

1913. If the correlation be high, then the

prediction of yield from one year's test may
be made with great certainty.

Let us apply this test to a series of data

given by Half for eleven years' test of a num-
ber of varieties of wheat at Eothamsted. I

presume we can look upon these tests as not

only more extensive but more trustworthy

than many or most of those in experiment

station records.

We may assume that, aside from the errors

of sampling, two kinds of influences deter-

mine observed yield: the innate capacity of

the variety and the conditions of grow^th to

which it is exposed—that is, the influences at-

taching to soil and season. We may correct,

in part at least, for the influence of season by

determining the mean yield of all the varieties

for each year to the nearest tenth bushel and

expressing the yield of each variety for that

year as a deviation from the general yearly

mean. These deviations with their signs

show in concrete terms the relative superior-

ity or inferiority of a variety for a given

year. Its value agriculturally, of course, de-

pends upon the consistency with which it

maintains its superiority from year to year.

Table I. has been prepared from Professor

Hall's (which is arranged according to the

superiority of varieties as judged at Eotham-

tests are made by wide cooperative experiments,

this difficulty may be overcome, but when work is

confined to a central station its value for a diversi-

fied state is o priori doubtful. Third, any test is

subject to the probable errors of random sampling,

and for the most part we have been given no

means of estimating the magnitude of this measure

of possible untrustworthiness. If the empirical

measure of the desirability of a given variety is

misleading in a particular year, it is of little

value for predicting the probable yield of the

variety in a subsequent year!

= Hall, A. D., "The Book of the Eothamsted

Experiments," p. 66, 1905.
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TABLE I

Deviation of Yields of Varieties from the Yearly Means

Rivet (Red)
White Chaff (Red) . . .

Club Wheat (Red) . . .

Golden Drop (Red)

Hallett's

Bole's Prolific (Red) . .

Hardeastle (White) . .

.

Red Rostock
Red Langham
Bristol Red
Red Wonder
Red Chaff (White) . . .

Browick (Red)
Casey's White
Red Nursery
Wooly Ear (White) . .

BurweU (Old Red
Lammas)

Golden Rough Chaff
(Red)

Chubb Wheat (Red) .

Original Red (Hallett's)

Victoria White
(HaUett's)

White Chiddam
Hunter's White

(Hallett's)

Number of Lots ....

Averages

+ 3.!

+ 7.3

+ 1.4

+ 4.8
- 1.4

- 2.8
- 1.0

+ .6

+ 3.1

- 2.3

+ 1.9

- 1.0

- 1.1

+ .8

- 3.8

- 2.2

+ 1.6
- 5.3

- 5.3

19

+ 3.5

+ 7.5

+ .5

+ 4.2

+ 1.5

+ 2.1

+ 1.5

- 5.3
- 1.8
_ .2

+ 3.0

+ .5

- 3.0

- 2.3
- 7.0

+ 3.0
- 3.5

+ 9.3

+ 1.8

+ 8.7

+ 5.4

+ 6.4

+ 3.2

+ 7.5

- 4.7

+ .7

- 1.7

- 3.5
- .3

- 1.3

-11.7
- 1.8

- 3.7

- .3

- 3.0

- 2.4

- .5

- 7.0

- 2.5 -
19 2

+16.3
+ 4.4

+ 8.9

+ 1.1

- 2.6
- 1.1

+ 3.1

+ 2.4

+ 2.7

+ 4.4

- 1.9

+ .4

+ 1.4

- 9.6

+ .6

- 3.4

+ 1.4

- .2

- 7.1

- 6.4
- 8.7

- 5.3

22

+11.6
+ 3.4

+ 9.8

+ 1.3

+ 7.5

- 2.9

+ .6

- 1.9
- 5.2
- 3.6
- 2.5

+ 1.7

+ 2.2

+ 2.2
- .7

+ 1.7

+ 2.0

+ 1.5

-10.8

- 3.0
- 4.4

-10.4
22

+ 7.0

+ 5.1

+ 5.9
- 1.1

+ 1.5

2.5

+ 6.7

+ 5.5

+ 6.6

+ 6.6

+ 1.9
- .8

+ 3.5

- .1

+ 1.7

+ 1.3

- 3.4

+ 3.0
- 5.0

+ 4.1

- 4.1

- 4.1
- 2.2

- 2.4

- 1.4

- 5.0

+ 1.0

22

+ 1.2

1.3

1.9

2.0

.1

2.3

5.3

- 6.5
- 1.4

+ 1.5

- .3

- 5.3

+14.3
+ 7.2

+ 9.2

+ 1.0

+ 1.0

+ 2.2

+ 5.2
- 1.0

+ .3

+ .3

4.5

+ 2.3

3.0

+ .5

+10.5
+ 1.0

-12.0
+ 5.3

+ 1.1

+ 1.5

1.7

+ 4.0

7.7

+ 5.7

+ 8.0

3.1

+ 4.3

- 2.3
- 4.0
- 4.0
- 3.5

- 5.5

- 5.0

+ 3.3

+ 3.5
- 5.1

+10.4
- .5

+ 6.5

- 6.1

+ .3

+ 2.9

+ 7.2
- 9.2

+ .8

- 3.6
- .5

- 2.4

- 1.7

- 4.9

- 2.9 - 9.5

22 20
- 3.1

20

- 8.3

+ 3.3

- 1.3

20

- 2.5

+ .6

11

10
7

11

11

10
226

50.7 36.8 42.5 42.9 1 51.8 1 20.5 24.1 46.5

sted) in this manner. We note that the devia-

tions in the upper portion of the table are

generally positive, while those in the lower

half are generally negative. There are, how-

ever exceptions even in sign and the magni-

tude of the deviations varies greatly.

How low the prediction value of a single

yield is may be seen at once by correlating be-

tween the relative yield of the same variety

in different years. Symmetrical intra-elass

tables^ or condensed tables may be formed or

the coefficient may be calculated from the

moments of the deviations of the individual

varieties by a convenient formula to be pub-

lished shortly. We find

r= .266.

It is most instructive to compare the corre-

lations between the relative yield of the dif-

ferent varieties in the same year. This fur-

nishes a measure of the influence of season.

'Amer. Nat., Vol. 45, pp. 566-571, 1911; also a

second paper, Amer. Nat., ip press.

Table II. shows the deviations of the yields

for each year from the mean yield of the va-

riety for all the years it has been grown. That

season has an immensely greater influence

than variety in determining yield is obvious

at once from a comparison of Table II. with

Table I. The coefiicient of correlation be-

tween the deviations of the different varieties

from their means in the same year is

r=.837.

It is evident that with such a relatively low

value of the correlation between the yield of

varieties in different seasons, little importance

can be attached to such " variety tests " as

have been generally carried out in Agricul-

tural Experiment Stations. Yet' in the fu-

ture development of breeding, variety testing

must hold a most important place in station

work, for obviously it is idle to breed new
varieties unless they can be certainly demon-

strated to be superior to those already exist-
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TABLE n
Deviations of the Tield of the Varieties from their own Means in Different Years

Rivet (Red)
White Chaff (Red)
Club Wheat (Red) ....

Golden Drop (Red)
Hallett's

Bole's ProUfic (Red) . .

.

Hardcastle (White) ....

Red Rostock
Red Langham
Bristol Red
Red Wonder
Red Chaff (White)
Browiok (Red)
Casey's White
Red Nursery
Wooly Ear (White) . . .

Burwell (Old Red
Lammas)

Golden Rough Chaff
(Red)

Chubb Wheat (Red) .

.

Original Red (Hallett's)

Victoria AVhite

(Hallett's)

White Chiddam
Hunter's White

(Hallett's)

Number of Lots

-10.2
- 8.3
- 6.2
- 3.3
- 8.2
- 3.8

+ 2.4

+ 7.5

+ 1.5

+ 6.1

+ 4.2

+ 4.8

+ 4.3
- 2.0

+ 1.9

+ 4.0

+ 7.4

+ 5.0

+ 3.5

+ 2.0

+ 3.4
- 1.2

+ 9.1

+ 4.0

+ 5.5

+ 2.3
- 3.6

+ 4.0

+ 1.9

+ 3.9

+ 1.6

+ 6.2
- 5.5
- .1

- 2.4
- 3.7

- 2.7

+ 1.2

+ 2.1

- 3.0

+ 3.7

+21.2
+12.8
+ 4.2

+ 9.5

+ 6.8

+ 9.2

+13.7
+13.5
+13.8
+15.6
+ 9.8

+12.5
+14.0
+ 3.2

+13.5

+ 9.5

+14.8
+13.9
+ 7.1

+ 8.1

+ 7.2

+11.1

+ 2.6
- 4.0

+16.2

- 4.2

+ 2.5
- 6.5
- 2.7
- 4.7
- 8.0
- 6.3
- 4.7
- .1

+ .9

+ 1.1

- 1.7

+ .7

+ 1.5

+ 1.7

-10.5

- 2.4
- 2.4

- 3.3

+ 5.3

+ 3.2

+ 6.1

+ .1

+ 3.6
- .1

+ 2.9

+ 2.8

+ 4.7

+ 4.8

+ .5

+ 7.4
- .4

+ 8.8

+ .6

+ 1.1

+ 3.7

+ 3.6

+ 4.9

+ 2.7

+ 9.2

+ 3.8

+ 4.2

+ 6.1

+ 7.2

+ 3.5

+ 1.7

+ 6.3

+ 3.3

+ 4.5

+ 2.1

+ 2.0

+ 2.3

+ 4.9

+ 2.7
- .3

+ .6

+ 4.9

+ 7.9

+ 6.4

+ 2.8

+ 5.7

+20.3
+14.8
+17.6

+10.5
+11.5
+13.6
+16.9
+11.2
+12.5
+12.6

+10.9
+ 9.7

+ 9.9

+10.5

+ 8.5

+ 9.5

+18.5

+ 7.7

+15.0

+ 8.0

-29.8
-21.4

-19.9

-21.3

-10.3

-18.9

-31.6

-13.8

-18.0

-17.5

-14.6

-22.7

- 7.0

-17.8

-22.9

-15.8

-21.3
-22.9

-23.4
-16.1
-27.0

-23.4
-16.8
-16.0
-11.7
-11.0
- 9.0

-11.3

-19.0
-14.0
-10.4
-16.8

- 6.0

-21.7

+ 6.4

+10.3

+ 8.5

+ 5.2

+ 5.2

+ 5.7

+ 8.9

+ 6.6

+ 6.4

+ 8.7

+ 4.8

+ 8.1

+ 6.3

+ 7.0

+ 4.3

-20.4
- 7.4

+ 7.8

+12.3

45.8
44.2

43.4

42.3

41.3

40.4

40.1

39.6

39.6

39.5

39.0

38.6

38.1

37.9

37.8

37.8

37.3

36.6

36.5

36.2

34.8

19 19 22 20 20

Is it not time for a concerted and syste-

matic effort on the part of those interested

in agricultural science to put this important

problem on a sound basis, biologically and

statistically ?

J. Arthur Harris
Cold Spring Haeboe, L. I.,

July 17, 1912

THE VISCOSITY OP GASES AND THE BUNSEN FLAME

In the long experience with the Bunsen
flame, which I had some years ago, when these

flames were still the only available approach

to high temperatures on a large scale, it al-

ways struck me as curious that a flame which

was quite colorless when the burner was cold

should turn whitish when coming from a hot

burner. The effect is marked when the com-

bustion gases issue from a long narrow slit,

cut from end to end of a horizontal tube 4

inches long. When the cap is removed from
the remote end of such a tube, the flame will

sputter, showing large excess of air; on clos-

ing the tube, it is long narrow pure blue line,

burning quietly. When the tube gets hot the

flame shows an internal white margin, which

again vanishes when the tube is cooled, by

water, for instance.

It is clear that for the hot tube there is a

deficiency of air, in spite of the excessive room

for ingress of air below. Since the gas sup-

plied to the jet remains constant, the intake of

air depends upon the rapidity of the escape of

gases at the flame. The more rapid the escape,

the greater the admixture for the same quan-

tity of gas, and the nearer the flame ap-

proached to that of a blast lamp. Hence when
the tube at the slot is heated, the escape of

gas is retarded owing to the increased viscos-

ity of air at high temperatures. Relatively

little air is taken in because the escape of

combustion gases is relatively small. This

simple experiment, therefore, has a direct and

interesting bearing on the viscosity of gases.

C. Barus
Bbown Univeesitt
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TSE NATUEE OF HEAT^

I PROPOSE to consider on the present oc-

casion some of our fundamental ideas with

regard to the nature of heat, and in par-

ticular to suggest that we might with ad-

vantage import into our modem theory-

some of the ideas of the old calorie or ma-
terial theory which has for so long a time

been forgotten and discredited. In so

doing I may appear to many of you to be

taking a retrograde step, because the

caloric theory is generally represented as

being fundamentally opposed to the kinetic

theory and to the law of the conservation

of energy. I would, therefore, remark at

the outset that this is not necessarily the

case, provided that the theory is rightly

interpreted and applied in accordance

with experiment. Mistakes have been
made on both theories, but the method
commonly adopted of selecting all the mis-

takes made in the application of the caloric

theory and contrasting them with the cor-

rect deductions from the kinetic theory

has created an erroneous impression that

there is something fundamentally wrong
about the caloric theory, and that it is in

the nature of things incapable of correctly

representing the facts. I shall endeavor to

show that this fictitious antagonism between

the two theories is without real foundation.

They should rather be regarded as different

ways of describing the same phenomena.

Neither is complete without the other.

The kinetic theory is generally preferable

for elementary exposition, and has come to

' Address of the president to the Mathematical

and Physical Science Section of the British Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science. Dundee,
1912. The introductory remarks have been omitted.
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be almost exclusively adopted for this pur-

pose; but in many cases the caloric theory

would have the advantage of emphasizing

at the outset the importance of fundamen-

tal facts which are too often obscured in

the prevailing method of treatment.

The explanation of the development of

heat by friction was one of the earliest

difficulties encountered by the caloric

theory. One explanation, maintained by

Cavendish and others, was simply that ca-

loric was generated de novo by friction in

much the same way as electricity. Another

explanation, more commonly adopted, was

that the fragments of solid, abraded in

such operations as boring cannon, had a

smaller capacity for heat than the original

material. Caloric already existing in the

substance was regarded as being squeezed

or ground out of it without any fresh ca-

lorie being actually generated. The prob-

ability of the second explanation was neg-

atived by the celebrated experiments of

Rumford and Davy; who concluded that

friction did not diminish the capacities of

bodies for heat, and that it could not be a

material substance because the supply ob-

tainable by friction appeared to be inex-

haustible. Rumford also showed that no

increase of weight in a body when heated

could be detected by the most delicate

apparatus available in his time. Calorie

evidently did not possess to any marked

extent the properties of an ordinary pon-

derable fluid ; but, if it had any real exist-

ence and was not merely a convenient

mathematical fiction, it must be something

of the same nature as the electric fluids,

which had already played so useful a part

in the description of phenomena, although

their actual existence as physical entities

had not then been demonstrated. Heat, as

Rumford and Davy maintained, might be

merely a mode of motion or a vibration of

the ultimate particles of matter, but the

idea in this form was too vague to serve as

a basis of measurement or calculation. The

simple conception of caloric, as a meas-

urable quantity of something, sufficed for

many purposes, and led in the hands of

Laplace and others to correct results for

the ratio of the specific heats, the adiabatic

equation of gases, and other fundamental

points of theory, though many problems in

the relations of heat and work remained

obscure.

The greatest contribution of the caloric

theory to thermodynamics was the produc-

tion of Carnot's immortal "Reflections on

the Motive Power of Heat." It is one of

the most remarkable illustrations of the

undeserved discredit into which the caloric

theory has fallen, that this work, the very

foundation of modern thermodynamics,

shovild still be misrepresented, and its logic

assailed, on the ground that much of the

reasoning is expressed in the language of

the caloric theory. In justice to Carnot,

even at the risk of wearying you with an

oft-told tale, I can not refrain from taking

this opportunity of reviewing the essential

points of his reasoning, because it affords

incidentally the best introduction to the

conception of caloric, and explains how a

quantity of caloric is to be measured.

At the time when Carnot wrote, the in-

dustrial importance of the steam engine

was already established, and the economy

gained by expansive working was gener-

ally appreciated. The air-engine, and a

primitive form of the internal-combustion

engine, had recently been invented. On
account of the high value of the latent heat

of steam, it was confidently expected that

more work might be obtained from a given

quantity of heat or fuel by employing

some other working substance, such as

alcohol or ether, in place of steam. Carnot

set himself to investigate the conditions

under which motive-power was obtainable
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from heat, how the efSciency was limited,

and whether other agents were preferable

to steam. These were questions of immedi-

ate practical importance to the engineer,

but the answer which Carnot found em-

braces the whole range of science in its

ever widening scope.

In discussing the production of work

from heat it is necessary, as Carnot points

out, to consider a complete series or cycle

of operations in which the working sub-

stance, and all parts of the engine are re-

stored on completion of the cycle to their

initial state. Nothing but heat, or its

equivalent fuel, may be supplied to the

engine. Otherwise part of the motive

power obtained might be due, not to heat

alone, but to some change in the working

substance, or in the disposition of the me-

chanism. Carnot here assumes the funda-

mental axiom of the cycle, which he states

as follows: "When a body has %i,ndergone

any changes, and, after a certain number

of transformations, is brought back identic-

ally to its original state, considered rela-

tively to density, temperature, and mode

of aggregation, it must contain the same

quantity of heat as it contained originally."

This does not limit the practical applica-

tion of the theory, because all machines re-

peat a regular series of operations, which
may be reduced in theory to an equivalent

cycle in which everything is restored to its

initial state.

The most essential feature of the work-

ing of all heat-engines, considered apart

from details of mechanism, is the produc-
tion of motive power by alternate expan-

sion or contraction, or heating and cooling

of the working substance. This necessi-

tates the existence of a difference of tem-

perature, produced by combustion or

otherwise, between two bodies, such as the

boiler and condenser of a steam engine,

which may be regarded as the source and

sink of heat respectively. Wherever a dif-

ference of temperature exists, it may be

made a source of motive power, and con-

versely without difference of temperature,

no motive power can be obtained from heat

by a cyclical or continuous process. From
this consideration Carnot deduces the

simple and sufficient rule for obtaining the

maximum effect: "In order to realize the

maximum effect, it is necessary that, in the

process employed, there should not be any
direct interchange of heat between bodies

at sensibly different temperatures." Di-

rect transference of heat between bodies at

sensibly different temperatures would be

equivalent to wasting a difference of tem-

perature which might have been utilized

for the production of motive power.

Equality of temperature is here assumed as

the limiting condition of thermal equilib-

rium, such that an infinitesimal difference

of temperature will suffice to determine the

flow of heat in either direction. An engine

satisfying Carnot 's rule will be reversible

so far as the thermal operations are con-

cerned. Carnot makes use of this property

of reversibility in deducing his formal

proof that an engine of this type possesses

the maximum efficiency. If in the usual or

direct method of working such an engine

takes a quantity of heat Q from the source,

rejects heat to the condenser, and gives a

balance of useful work W per cycle, when
the engine is reversed and supplied with

motive power W per cycle it will in the

limit take the same quantity of heat from
the condenser as it previously rejected,

and return ti the source the same quantity

of heat Q as it took from it when working

direct. All such engines must have the

same efficiency (measured by the ratio

W/Q of the work done to the heat taken

from the source) whatever the working

substance, provided that they work between

the same temperature limits. For, if this
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were not the case, it would be theoretically

possible, by employing the most efficient to

drive the least efficient reversible engine

backwards, to restore to the source all the

heat taken from it, and to obtain a balance

of useful work without the consumption of

fuel; a result sufficiently improbable to

serve as the basis of a formal proof. Car-

not thus deduces his famous principle,

which he states as follows: "The motive

power obtainable from heat is independent

of the agents set at work to realize it. Its

quantity is fixed solely by the tempera-

tures between ivhich in the limit the trans-

fer of heat takes place."

Objection is commonly taken to Carnot's

proof, on the ground that the combination

which he imagines might produce a bal-

ance of useful work without infringing the

principle of conservation of energy, or

constituting what we now understand as

perpetual motion of the ordinary kind in

mechanics. It has become the fashion to

introduce the conservation of energy in

the course of the proof, and to make a

final appeal to some additional axiom.

Any proof of this kind must always be to

some extent a matter of taste; but since

Carnot's principle can not be deduced from

the conservation of energy alone, it seems

a pity to complicate the proof by appeal-

ing to it. For the particular object in

view, the absurdity of a heat engine work-

ing without fuel appears to afford the most

appropriate improbability which could be

invoked. The final appeal must be to ex-

periment in any case. At the present time

the experimental verification of Carnot's

principle in its widest application so far

outweighs the validity of any deductive

proof, that we might well rest content with

the logic that satisfied Carnot instead of

confusing the issue by disputing his rea-

soning.

Carnot himself proceeded to test his prin-

ciple in every possible way by comparison

with experiment as far as the scanty data

available in his time would permit. He
also made several important deductions

from it, which were contrary to received

opinion at the time, but have since been

accurately verified. He appears to have

worked out these results analytically in the

first instance, as indicated by his footnotes,

and to have translated his equations into

words in the text for the benefit of his non-

mathematical readers. In consequence of

this, some of the most important conclu-

sions appear to have been overlooked or

attributed to others. Owing to want of ex-

act knowledge of the properties of sub-

stances over extended ranges of tempera-

ture, he was unable to apply his principle

directly in the general form for any tem-

perature limits. "We still labor to a less

extent under the same disability at the

present day. He showed, however, that a

great simplification was effected in its

application by considering a cycle of in-

finitesimal range at any temperature t. In

this simple case the principle is equivalent

to the assertion that the work obtainable

from a unit of heat per degree fall (or per

degree range of the cycle) at a temperature

t, is some function F't of the temperature

(generally known as Carnot's function),

which must be the same for all substances

at the same temperature. From the rough

data then available for the properties of

steam, alcohol and air, he was able to cal-

culate the numerical values of this func-

tion in kilogrammeters of work per kiloca-

lorie of heat at various temperatures be-

tween 0° and 100° C, and to show that it

was probablj' the same for different sub-

stances at the same temperature within the

limits of experimental error. For the vapor

of alcohol at its boiling point, 78°.7 C, he

found the value F't= 1.230 kilogram-

meter per kilocalorie per degree fall. For
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steam at the same temperature he found

nearly the same value, namely, 2*"^= 1.212.

Thus no advantage in point of efficiency

could be gained by employing the vapor

of alcohol in place of steam. He was also

able to show that the work obtainable from

a kilocalorie per degree fall probably di-

minished with rise of temperature, but his

data were not sufficiently exact to indicate

the law of the variation.

The equation which Carnot employed in

deducing the numerical values of his func-

tion from the experimental data for steam

and alcohol is simply the direct expression

of his principle as applied to a saturated

vapor. It is now generally known as

Clapeyron's equation, because Carnot did

not happen to give the equation itself in

algebraic form, although the principle and

details of the calculation were most mi-

nutely and accurately described. In cal-

culating the value of his function for air,

Carnot made use of the known value of the

difference of the specific heats at constant

pressure and volume. He showed that this

difference must be the same for equal vol-

umes of all gases measured under the same

temperature and pressure, whereas it had

always previously been assumed that the

ratio (not the difference) of the specific

heats was the same for different gases. He
also gave a general expression for the heat

absorbed by a gas in expanding at constant

temperature, and showed that it must bear

a constant ratio to the work of expansion.

These results were verified experimentally

some years later, in part by Dulong, and

more completely by Joule, but Carnot 's

theoretical prediction has generally been

overlooked, although it was of the greatest

interest and importance. The reason of

this neglect is probably to be found in the

fact that Carnot 's expressions contained

the unknown function F't of the tempera-

ture, the form of which could not be de-

duced without making some assumptions

with regard to the nature of heat and the

scale on which temperature should be

measured.

It was my privilege to discover a few

years ago that Carnot himself had actually

given the correct solution of this funda-

mental problem in one of his most im-

portant footnotes, where it had lain buried

and unnoticed for more than eighty years.

He showed by a most direct application of

the caloric theory, that if temperature was
measured on the scale of a perfect gas

(which is now universally adopted) the

value of his function F't on the caloric

theory would be the same at all tempera-

tures, and might be represented simply by
a numerical constant A (our "mechanical

equivalent") depending on the units

adopted for work and heat. In other

words, the work W done by a quantity of

calorie Q in a Carnot cycle of range T to

Ta on the gas scale would be represented

by the simple equation:

It is at once obvious that this solution,

obtained by Carnot from the caloric

theory, so far from being inconsistent with

the mechanical theory of heat, is a direct

statement of the law of conservation of

energy as applied to the Carnot cycle. If

the lower limit T^ of the cycle is taken at

the absolute zero of the gas thermometer,

we observe that the maximum quantity of

work obtainable from a quantity of caloric

^ at a temperature T is simply AQT,
which represents the absolute value of the

energy carried by the caloric taken from

the source at the temperature T. The

energy of the caloric rejected at the tem-

perature To is AQTf,. The external work

done is equal to the difference between the

quantities of heat energy supplied and re-

jected in the cycle.

The analogy which Carnot himself em-
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ployed in the interpretation of this equa-

tion was the oft-quoted analogy of the

waterfall. Calorie might be regarded as

possessing motive power or energy in virtue

of elevation of temperature just as water

may be said to possess motive power in

virtue of its head or pressure. The limit

of motive power obtainable by a reversible

motor in either case would be directly pro-

portional to the head or fall measured on a

suitable scale. Caloric itself was not mo-

tive power, but must be regarded simply

as the vehicle or carrier of energy, the pro-

duction of motive power from caloric de-

pending essentially (as Carnot puts it) not

on the actual consumption of caloric, but

on the fall of temperature available. The

measure of a quantity of calorie is the

work done' per degree fall, which corre-

sponds with the measure of a quantity of

water by weight, i. e., in kilogrammeters

per meter fall.

That Carnot did not pursue the analogy

further, and deduce the whole mechanical

theory of heat from the caloric theory, is

hardly to be wondered at if we remember

that no applications of the energy prin-

ciple had then been made in any depart-

ment of physics. He appears, indeed, at a

later date to have caught a glimpse of the

general principle when he states that
'

' mo-

tive power [his equivalent for work or

energy] changes its form but is never an-

nihilated." It is clear from the post-

humous notes of his projected experimental

work that he realized how much remained

to be done on the experimental side, espe-

cially in relation to the generation of

caloric by friction, and the waste of motive

power by conduction of heat, which ap-

peared to him (in 1824) "almost inex-

plicable in the present state of the theory

of heat."

One of the points which troubled him

most in the application of the theoretical

result that the work obtainable from a

quantity of caloric was simply propor-

tional to the fall of temperature available,

was that it required that the specific heat

of a perfect gas should be independent of

the pressure. This was inconsistent with

the general opinion prevalent at the time,

and with one solitary experiment by Dela-

roche and Berard, which appeared to show

that the specific heat of a gas diminished

with increase of pressure, and which had
been explained by Laplace as a natural

consequence of the caloric theory. Carnot

showed that this result did not necessarily

follow from the caloric theory, but the

point was not finally decided in his favor

until the experiments of Regnault, first

published in 1852, established the correct

values of the specific heat of gases, and

proved that they were practically inde-

pendent of the pressure.

Another point which troiibled Carnot

was that, according to his calculations, the

motive power obtainable from a kilocalorie

of heat per degree fall appeared to dimin-

ish with rise of temperature, instead of re-

maining constant. This might have been

due to experimental errors, since the data

were most uncertain. But, if he had lived

to carry out his projected experiments on

the quantity of motive power required to

produce one unit of heat, and had obtained

the result, 424 kilogrammeters per kilo-

calorie, subsequently found by Joule, he

could hardly have failed to notice that this

was the same (within the limits of experi-

mental error) as the maximum work AQT
obtainable from the kilocalorie according

to his equation. (This is seen to be the

case when the values calculated by Carnot

per degree fall at different temperatures

were multiplied by the absolute tempera-

ture in each case. E. g., 1.212 kilogram-

meter per degree fall with steam at 79° C.

or 352° Abs. 1.212X352= 426 kilogram-
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meters.) The origin of the apparent dis-

crepancy between theory and experiment

lay in the tacit assumption that the quan-

tity of caloric in a Irilocalorie was the same

at different temperatures. There were no

experiments at that time available to dem-

onstrate that the caloric measure of heat as

work per degree fall, implied in Carnot's

principle, or more explicitly stated in his

equation, was not the same as the ealori-

metric measure obtained by mixing sub-

stances at different temperatures. Even
when the energy principle was established

its exponents failed to perceive exactly

where the discrepancy between the two

theories lay. In reality both were correct,

if fairly interpreted in accordance with

experiment, but they depended on different

methods of measuring a quantity of heat,

which, so far from being inconsistent, were

mutually complementary.

The same misconception, in a more subtle

and insidious form, is still prevalent in

such common phrases as the following:

"We now know that heat is a form of

energy and not a material fluid." The

expeiiniental fact underlying this state-

ment is that our ordinary methods of

measuring quantities of heat in reality

measure quantities of thermal energy.

"When two substances at different tempera-

tures are mixed, the quantity remaining

constant, provided that due allowance is

made for external work done and for ex-

ternal loss of heat, is the total quantity of

energy. Heat is a form of energy merely

because the thing we measure and call heat

is really a quantity of energy. Apart from
considerations of practical convenience, we
might equally well have agreed to measure

a quantity of heat in accordance with Car-

not's principle, by the external work done

in a cycle per degree fall. Heat would

then not be a form of energy, but would

possess all the properties postulated for

caloric. The caloric measure of heat fol-

lows directly from Carnot's principle, just

as the energy measure follows from the law

of conservation of energy. But the term

heat has become so closely associated with

the energy measure that it is necessary to

employ a different term, caloric, to denote

the simple measure of a quantity of heat as

opposed to a quantity of heat energy. The
measurement of heat as caloric is precisely

analogous to the measure of electricity as

a quantity of electric fluid. In the case of

electricity, the quantity measure is more
familiar than the energy measure, because

it is generally simpler to measure electricity

by its chemical and magnetic effects as a

quantity of fluid than as a quantity of

energy. The units for which we pay by
electric meter, however, are units of energy,

because the energy supplied is the chief

factor in determining the cost of produc-

tion, although the actual quantity of fluid

supplied has a good deal to do with the

cost of distribution. Both methods of

measurement are just as important in the

theory of heat, and it seems a great pity

that the natural measure of heat quantity

is obscured in the elementary stages of ex-

position by regarding heat simply as so

much energy. The inadequacy of such

treatment makes itself severely felt in the

later stages.

Since Carnot's principle was adopted

without material modification into the me-

chanical theory of heat, it was inevitable

that Carnot's caloric, and his solution for

the work done in a finite cycle, should

sooner or later be rediscovered. Caloric

reappeared first as the "thermo-dynamic

function" of Rankine, and as the "equiva-

lence value of a transformation" in the

equations of Clausius ; but it was regarded

rather as the quotient of heat energy by
temperature than as possessing any special

physical significance. At a later date,
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when its importance was more fully recog-

nized, Clausius gave it the name of entropy,

and established the important property

that its total quantity remained constant

in reversible heat exchanges, but always

increased in an irreversible process. Any
process involving a decrease in the total

quantity of entropy was impossible. Equiv-

alent propositions with regard to the possi-

bility or impossibility of transformations

had previously been stated by Lord Kelvin

in terms of the dissipation of available

energy. But, since Carnot's solution had

been overlooked, no one at the time seems

to have realized that entropy was simply

Carnot's caloric under another name, that

heat could be measured otherwise than as

energy, and that the increase of entropy in

any irreversible process was the most ap-

propriate measure of the quantity of heat

generated. Energy so far as we know must
always be associated with something of a

material nature acting as carrier, and
there is no reason to believe that heat

energy is an exception to this rule. The
tendency of the kinetic theory has always

been to regard entropy as a purely abstract

mathematical function, relating to the dis-

tribution of the energy, but having no phys-

ical existence. Thus it is not a quantity of

anything in the kinetic theory of gases, but

merely the logarithm of the probability of

an arrangement. In a similar way, some

twenty years ago the view was commonly
held that electric phenomena were due

merely to strains in the ether, and that

the electric fluids had no existence except

as a convenient means of mathematical ex-

pression. Recent discoveries have enabled

us to form a more concrete conception of

a charge of electricity, which has proved

invaluable as a guide to research. Per-

haps it is not too much to hope that it may
be possible to attach a similar conception

with advantage to caloric as the measure

of a quantity of heat.

It has generally been admitted in recent

years that some independent measure of

heat quantity as opposed to heat energy is

required, but opinions have differed widely

with regard to the adoption of entropy as

the quantity factor of heat. Many of these

objections have been felt rather than ex-

plicitly stated, and are therefore the more

difficult to answer satisfactorily. Others

arise from the difficulty of attaching any

concrete conception of a quantity of some-

thing to such a vague and shadowy mathe-

matical function as entropy. The answer

to the question "What is caloric?" must

necessarily be of a somewhat speculative

nature. But it is so necessary for the ex-

perimentalist to reason by analogy from the

seen to the unseen, that almost any answer,

however crude, is better than none at aU.

The difficulties experienced in regarding

entropy as a measure of heat quantity are

more of an academic nature, but may be

usefully considered as a preliminary in at-

tempting to answer the more fundamental

question.

The first difficulty felt by the student in

regarding caloric as the measure of heat

quantity is that when two portions of the

same substance, such as water, at difEerent

temperatures are mixed, the quantity of

caloric in the mixture is greater than the

sum of the quantities in the separate por-

tions. The same difficulty was encountered

by Carnot from the opposite point of view.

The two portions at different temperatures

represented a possible source of motive

power. The question which he asked him-

self may be put as follows: "If the total

quantity of caloric remained the same when
the two portions at different temperatures

were simply mixed, what had become of the

motive power wasted?" The answer is

that caloric is generated, and that the
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quantity generated is such that its energy

is the precise equivalent of the motive

power which might have been obtained if

the transfer of heat had been effected by-

means of a perfect engine working withovit

generation of caloric. The caloric gene-

rated in wasting a difference of tempera-

ture is the necessary and appropriate

measure of the quantity of heat obtained

by the degradation of available motive

power into the less available or transform-

able variety of heat energy.

The processes by which caloric is gen-

erated in mixing substances at different

temperatures, or in other cases where avail-

able motive power is allowed to run to

waste, are generally of so turbulent a char-

acter that the steps of the process can not

be followed, although the final result can

be predicted under given conditions from

the energy principle. Such processes could

not be expected a priori to throw much

light on the nature of caloric. The fa-

miliar process of conduction of heat

through a body, the parts of which are at

different temperatures, while equally lead-

ing to the generation of a quantity of cal-

orie equivalent to the motive power wasted,

affords better promise of elucidating the

nature of caloric, owing to the comparative

simplicity and regularity of the phenom-

ena, which permit closer experimental

study. The earliest measurements of the

relative conducting powers of the metals

for heat and electricity showed that the

ratio of the thermal to the electric conduc-

tivity was nearly the same for all the pure

metals, and suggested that, in this case, the

carriers of heat and electricity were the

same. Later and more accurate experi-

ments showed that the ratio of the conduc-

tivities was not constant, but varied nearly

as the absolute temperature. At first sight

this might appear to suggest a radical dif-

ference between the two conductivities, but

it results merely from the fact that heat is

measured as energy in the definition of

thermal conductivity, whereas electricity is

measured as a quantity of fluid. If ther-

mal conductivity were defined in terms of

caloric or thermal fluid, the ratio of the two

conductivities would be constant with re-

spect to temperature almost, if not quite,

within the limits of error of experiment.

On the hypothesis that the carriers are the

same for electricity and heat, and that the

kinetic energy of each carrier is the same

as that of a gas molecule at the same tem-

perature,' it becomes possible, on the anal-

ogy of the kinetic theory of gases, to cal-

culate the actual value of the ratio of the

conductivities. The value thus found

agrees closely in magnitude with that given

by experiment, and may be regarded as

conflrming the view that the carriers are

the same, although the hypotheses and

analogies invoked are somewhat specula-

tive.

When the electrons or corpuscles of nega-

tive electricity were discovered it was a

natural step to identify them with the car-

riers of energy, and to imagine that a metal

contained a large number of such cor-

puscles, moving in all directions, and col-

liding with each other, and with the metal-

lic atoms, like the molecules of a gas on the

kinetic theory. If the mass of each carrier

were M.700 of that of an atom of hydrogen,

the velocity at 0° C. would be about sixty

miles a second, and would be of the right

order of magnitude to account for the ob-

served values of the conductivities of good

conductors, on the assumption that the

number of negative corpuscles was the

same as the number of positive metallic

atoms, and that the mean free path of each

corpuscle was of the same order as the dis-

tance between the atoms. The same hy-

pothesis served to give a qualitative ac-

count of thermo-electric phenomena, such
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as the Peltier and Thomson effects, and of

radiation and absorption of heat, though

in a less satisfactory manner. When ex-

tended to give a consistent account of all

the related phenomena, it would appear

that the number of free corpuscles re-

quired is too large to be reconciled, for

instance, with the observed values of the

specific heat, on the assumption that each

corpuscle possesses energy of translation

equal to that of a gas molecule at the same

temperature.

Sir J. J. Thomson has accordingly pro-

posed and discussed another possible the-

ory of metallic conduction, in which the

neutral electric doublets present in the

metal are supposed to be continually inter-

changing corpuscles at a very high rate.

Under ordinary condition these inter-

changes take place indifferently in all di-

rections, but under the action of an electric

field the axes of the doublets are supposed

to become more or less oriented, as in the

Grotthus-chain hypothesis of electrolytic

conduction, producing a general drift or

current proportional to the field. This

hypothesis, though fundamentally different

from the preceding or more generally ac-

cepted view, appears to lead to practically

the same relations, and is in some ways

preferable, as suggesting possible explana-

tions of difficulties encountered by the first

theory in postulating so large a number of

free negative corpuscles. On the other

hand, the second theory requires that each

neutral doublet should be continually eject-

ing corpuscles at the rate of about 10 ^° per

second. There are probably elements of

truth in both theories, but, without insist-

ing too much on the exact details of the

process, we may at least assert with some

confidence that the corpuscles of caloric

which constitute a current of heat in a

metal are very closely related to the cor-

puscles of electricity, and have an equal

right to be regarded as constituting a ma-

terial fiuid possessing an objective physical

existence.

If I may be allowed to speculate a little

on my own account (as we are all here

together in holiday mood, and you will not

take anything I may say too seriously), I

should prefer to regard the molecules of

calorie, not as being identical with the cor-

puscles of negative electricity, but as being

neutral doublets formed by the union of a

positive and negative corpuscle, in much
the same way as a molecule of hydrogen is

formed by the union of two atoms. Noth-

ing smaller than a hydrogen atom has yet,

so far as I know, been discovered with a

positive charge. This may be merely a

consequence of the limitations of our ex-

perimental methods, which compel us to

employ metals to so large an extent as

electrodes. In the symmetry of nature it

is almost inconceivable that the positive

corpuscles should not exist, if only as the

other end of the Faraday-tube or vortex-

filament representing a chemical bond.

Professor Bragg has identified the X or

y rays with neutral corpuscles traveling at

a high velocity, and has maintained this

hypothesis with brilliant success against

the older view that these rays are not sepa-

rate entities, but merely thin, spreading

pulses in the ether produced by the col-

lisions of corpuscles with matter. I must
leave him to summarize the evidence, but if

neutral corpuscles exist, or can be gener-

ated in any way, it should certainly be

much easier to detach a neutral corpuscle

from a material atom or molecule than to

detach a corpuscle with a negative charge

from the positive atom with which it is

associated. "We should therefore expect

neutral corpuscles to be of such exceed-

ingly common and universal occurrence
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that their very existence might be over-

looked, unless they happened to be travel-

ing at such exceptionally high velocities as

are associated with the y rays. According

to the pulse theory, it is assumed that all y

rays travel with the velocity of light, and

that the enormous variations observed in

their penetrative power depend simply on

the thickness of the pulse transmitted. On
the corpuscular theory, the penetrative

power, like that of the a and p rays, is a

question of size, velocity, and electric

charge. Particles carrying electric charges,

like the a and /? rays, lose energy in pro-

ducing ions by their electric field, perhaps

without actual collision. Neutral or y rays

do not produce ions directly, but dislodge

either y rays or ^ rays from atoms by di-

rect collisions, which are comparatively

rare. The /8 rays alone, as C. T. R. "Wilson's

photographs show, are responsible for the

ionization. Personally, I have long been a

convert to Professor Bragg 's views on the

nature of X rays, but even if we regard

the existence of neutral corpuscles as not

yet definitely proved, it is, I think, per-

missible to assume their existence for pur-

poses of argTiment, in order to see whether

the conception may not be useful in the

interpretation of physical phenomena.

If, for instance, we assume that these

neutral corpuscles or molecules of caloric

exist in conductors and metallic bodies in a

comparatively free state of solution, and

are readily dissociated into positive and

negative electrons owing to the high specific

inductive capacity of the medium, the whole

theory of metallic conduction follows di-

rectly on the analogy of conduction in

electrolytic solutions. But, whereas in elec-

trolytes the ions are material atoms moving

through a viscous medium with compara-

tively low velocities, the ions in metallic

conductors are electric corpuscles moving

with high velocities more after the manner

postulated in the kinetic theory of gases.

It is easy to see that this theory will give

similar numerical results to the electronic

theory when similar assumptions are made

in the course of the work. But it has the

advantage of greater latitude in explaining

the vagaries of sign of the Hall effect, and

many other peculiarities in the variation of

resistance and thermo-electric power with

temperature. For good conductors, like

the pure metals, we may suppose, on the

electrolytic analogy, that the dissociation is

practically complete, so that the ratio of

the conductivities will approach the value

calculated on the assumption that all the

carriers of heat are also carriers of elec-

tricity. But in bad conductors the disso-

ciation wiU be far from complete, and it is

possible to see why, for instance, the elec-

tric resistance of cast iron should be nearly

ten times that of pure iron, although there

is comparatively little difference in their

thermal conductivities. The numerical

magnitude of the thermo-electric effect,

which is commonly quoted in explanation

of the deviation of alloys from the elec-

tronic theory, is far too small to produce

the required result ; and there is little or no

correspondence between the thermo-electric

properties of the constituents of alloys and

the variations of their electric conductivi-

ties.

One of the oldest difficulties of the ma-

terial theory of heat is to explain the proc-

ess of the production of heat by friction.

The application of the general principle of

the conservation of energy leads to the

undoubted conclusion that the thermal en-

ergy generated is the equivalent of the

mechanical work spent in friction, but

throws little or no light on the steps of the

process, and gives no information with re-

gard to the actual nature of the energy
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produced in the form of heat. It follows

from the energy principle that the quantity

of caloric generated in the process is such

that its total energy at the final tempera-

ture is equal to the work spent. If a quan-

tity of caloric represents so many neutral

molecules of electricity, one can not help

asking where they came from, and how they

were produced. It is certain that in most

cases of friction, wherever slip occurs, some

molecules are torn apart, and the work
spent is represented in the first instance by

the separation of electric ions. Some of

these ions are permanently separated as

frictional electricity, and can be made to

perform useful work; but the majority re-

combine before they can be effectively sepa-

rated, leaving only their equivalent in ther-

mal energy. The recombination of two ions

is generally regarded simply as reconsti-

tuting the original molecule at a high tem-

perature, but in the light of recent discov-

eries we may perhaps go a step further.

It is generallj'^ admitted that X or y rays

are produced by the sudden stoppage of a

charged corpuscle, and Lorentz, in his elec-

tron theory of radiation, has assumed that

such is the case however low the velocity of

the electron. A similar effect must occur

in the sudden stoppage of a pair of ions

rushing together under the influence of

their mutual attraction. Rays produced in

this way would be of an exceedingly soft or

absorbable character, but they would not

differ in kind from those produced by elec-

trons except that their energy, not exceed-

ing that of a pair of ions, would be too

small to produce ionization, so that they

could not be detected in the usual way. If

the X rays are corpuscular in their nature,

we can not logically deny the corpuscular

character even to the slowest moving rays.

We know that X rays continually produce

other X rays of lower velocity. The final

stage is probably reached when the average

energy of an X corpuscle or molecule of

caloric is the same as that of a gas molecule

at the same temperature, and the number
of molecules of caloric generated is such

that their total energy is equal to the work
originally spent in friction.

In this connection it is interesting to note

that Sir J. J. Thomson, in a recent paper

on "Ionization by Moving Particles," has

arrived, on other grounds, at the conclu-

sion that the character of the radiation

emitted during the recombination of the

ions will be a series of pulses, each pulse

containing the same amount of energy and
being of the same type as very soft X rays.

If the X rays are really corpuscular, these

definite units or quanta of energy generated

by the recombination of the ions bear a

close resemblance to the hypothetical mole-

cules of calorie.

It may be objected that in many cases of

friction, such as internal or viscous friction

in a fluid, no electrification or ionization is

observable, and that the generation of cal-

oric can not in this case be attributed to the

recombination of ions. It must, however,

be remarked that the generation of a mole-

cule of caloric requires less energy than the

separation of two ions; that, just as the

separation of two ions corresponds with the

breaking of a chemical bond, so the genera-

tion of one or more molecules of caloric

may correspond with the rupture of a phys-

ical bond, such as the separation of a mole-

cule of vapor from a liquid or solid. The
assumption of a molecular constitution for

caloric follows almost of necessity from the

molecular theories of matter and electricity,

and is not inconsistent with any well-estab-

lished experimental facts. On the con-

trarj', the many relations which are known
to exist between the specific heats of similar

substances, and also between the latent
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heats, would appear to lead naturally to a

molecular theory of calorie. For instance,

it has often been noticed that the molecular

latent heats of vaporization of similar com-

pounds at their boiling points are propor-

tional to the absolute temperature. It fol-

lows that the molecular latent caloric of

vaporization is the same for all such com-

pounds, or that they require the same num-
ber of molecules of caloric to effect the same

change of state, irrespective of the absolute

temperatures of their boiling points. From
this point of view one may naturally regard

the liquid and gaseous states as conjugate

solutions of calorie in matter and matter in

caloric respectively. The proportion of

caloric to matter varies regularly with pres-

sure and temperature, and there is a defi-

nite saturation limit of solubility at each

temperature.

One of the most difSeult cases of the gen-

eration of caloric to follow in detail is that

which occurs whenever there is exchange of

heat by radiation between bodies at differ-

ent temperatures. If radiation is an elec-

tro-magnetic wave-motion, we must suppose

that there is some kind of electric oscillator

or resonator in the constitution of a ma-

terial molecule which is capable of re-

sponding to the electric oscillations. If the

natural periods of the resonators correspond

sufficiently closely with those of the inci-

dent radiation the amplitude of the vibra-

tion excited may be sufficient to cause the

ejection of a corpuscle of caloric. It is gen-

erally admitted that the ejection of an elec-

tron may be brought about in this manner,
but it would evidently require far less en-

ergy to produce the emission of a neutral

corpuscle, which ought therefore to be a

much more common effect. On this view,

the conversion of energy of radiation into

energy of caloric is a discontinuous process

taking place by definite molecular incre-

ments, but the absorption or emission of

radiation itself is a continuous process.

Professor Planck, by a most ingenious ar-

gument based on the probability of the

distribution of energy among a large num-
ber of similar electric oscillators (in which

the entropy is taken as the logarithm of the

probability, and the temperature as the

rate of increase of energy per unit of en-

tropy)
, has succeeded in deducing his well-

known formula for the distribution of en-

ergy in full radiation at any temperature

;

and has recently, by a further extension of

the same line of argument, arrived at the

remarkable conclusion that, while the ab-

sorption of radiation is continuous, th&

emission of radiation is discontinuous, oc-

curring in discrete elements or quanta.

Where an argument depends on so many
intricate hypotheses and analogies the pos-

sible interpretations of the mathematical

formula are to some extent uncertain ; but

it would appear that Professor Planck's

equations are not necessarily inconsistent

with the view above expressed that both

emission and absorption of radiation are

continuous, and that his elementa quanta,

the energy of which varies with their fre-

quency, should rather be identified with the

molecules of caloric, representing the con-

version of the electro-magnetic energy of

radiation into the form of heat, and pos-

sessing energy in proportion to their tem-

perature.

Among the difficulties felt rather than
explicitly stated, in regarding entropy or

caloric as the measure of heat quantity, is

its awkward habit of becoming infinite, ac-

cording to the usual approximate formulae,

at extremes of pressure or temperature. If

caloric is to be regarded as the measure of

heat quantity, the quantity existing in a

finite body must be finite, and must vanish

at the absolute zero of temperature. In
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reality there is no experimental foundation

for any other conclusion. According to the

usual gas formulae it would be possible to

extract an infinite quantity of caloric from

a finite quantity of gas by compressing it

at constant temperature. It is true that

(even if we assumed the law of gases to

hold up to infinite pressures, which is far

from being the case) the quantity of caloric

extracted would be of an infinitely low

order of infinity as compared with the pres-

sure required. But, as a matter of fact,

experiment indicates that the quantity ob-

tainable would be finite, although its exact

value can not be calculated owing to our

ignorance of the properties of gases at in-

finite pressures. In a similar way, if we

•assume that the specific heat as ordinarily

measured remains constant, or approaches a

finite limit at the absolute zero of tempera-

ture, we should arrive at the conclusion

that an infinite quantity of caloric would

be required to raise the temperature of a

finite body from 0° to 1° absolute. The

tendency of recent experimental work on

specific heats at low temperatures, by Til-

den, Nemst, Lindemann and others, is to

show, on the contrary, that the specific

heats of all substances tend to vanish as the

absolute zero is approached and that it is

the specific capacity for caloric which ap-

proaches a finite limit. The theory of the

variation of the specific heats of solids at

low temperatures is one of the most vital

problems in the theory of heat at the pres-

ent time, and is engaging the attention of

many active workers. Professor Linde-

mann, one of the leading exponents of this

work, has kindly consented to open a dis-

cussion on the siibject in our section. "We

are very fortunate to have succeeded in

securing so able an exponent, and shall

await his exposition with the greatest in-

terest. For the present I need only add

that the obvious conclusion of the caloric

theory bids fair to be completely justified.

A most interesting question, which early

presented itself to Rumford and other in-

quirers into the caloric theory of heat, was

whether caloric possessed weight. While

a positive answer to this question would be

greatly in favor of a material theory, a

negative answer, such as that found by

Rumford, or quite recently by Professor

Poynting and Phillips, and by Mr. L.

Southerns working independently, would

not be conclusively against it. The latter

observers found that the change in weight,

if any, certainly did not exceed 1 in 10^

per 1° C. If the mass of a molecule of

caloric were the same as that generally

attributed to an electron, the change of

weight, in the cases tested, should have

been of the order of 1 in 10' per 1° C,

and should not have escaped detection. It

is generally agreed, however, that the mass

of the electron is entirely electro-magnetic.

Any such statement virtually assumes a

particular distribution of the electricity in

a spherical electron of given size. But if

electricity itself really consists of electrons,

an argument of this type would appear to

be so perfectly circular that it is question-

able how much weight should be attached

to it. If the equivalent mass of an electron

in motion arises solely from the electro-

magnetic field produced by its motion, a

neutral corpuscle of caloric should not pos-

sess mass or energy of translation as a

whole, though it might still possess energy

of vibration or rotation of its separate

charges. For the purpose of mental im-

agery we might picture the electron as the

free or broken end of a vortex filament, and

the neutral corpuscle as a vortex ring pro-

duced when the positive and negative ends

are united; but a mental picture of this

kind does not carry us any further than the
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sphere coated with electricity, except in so

far as either image may suggest points for

experimental investigation. In our igno-

rance of the exact mechanism of gravity it

is even conceivable that a particle of caloric

might possess mass without possessing

weight, though, with the possible exception

of the electron, nothing of the kind has yet

been demonstrated. In any case it would

appear that the mass, if any, associated

with a quantity of caloric must be so small

that we could not hope to learn much about

it by the direct use of the balance.

The fundamental property of caloric,

that its total quantity can not be dimin-

ished by any known process and that it is

not energy but merely the vehicle or carrier

of energy, is most simply represented in

though* by imagining it to consist of some

indestructible form of matter. The further

property, that it is always generated in any

turbulent or irreversible process, appears

at first sight to conflict with this idea, be-

cause it is difficult to see how anything in-

destructible can be so easily generated.

When, however, we speak of caloric as be-

ing generated, what we really mean is that

it becomes associated with a material body

in such a way that we can observe and

measure its quantity by the change of state

produced. The calorie may have existed

previously in a form in which its presence

could not be detected. In the light of re-

cent discoveries we might suppose the cal-

orie generated to arise from the disinte-

gration of the atoms of matter. No doubt

some caloric is produced in this way, but

those corpuscles that are so strongly held

as to be incapable of detection by ordinary

physical methods require intense shocks to

diilodge them. A more probable source of

caloric is the ether, which, so far as we
know, may consist entirely of neutral cor-

puscles of caloric. The hypothesis of a

continuous ether has led to great difficulties

in the electro-magnetic theory of light and
in the kinetic theory of gases. A molecular,

or cellular-vortex, structure appears to be

required. According to the researches of

Kelvin, Fitzgerald and Hicks, such an ether

can be devised to satisfy the requirements

of the electro-magnetic theory without

requiring it to possess a density many times

greater than that of platinum. So far as

the properties of caloric are concerned, a

neutral pair of electrons would appear to

constitute the simplest type of molecule,

though without more exact knowledge of

the ultimate nature of an electric charge it

would be impossible to predict all its prop-

erties. Whether an ether composed of such

molecules would be competent to discharge

satisfactorily all the onerous functions ex-

pected from it, may be difficult to decide,

but the inquiry, in its turn, would probably

throw light on the ultimate structure of the

molecule.

Without venturing too far into the re-

gions of metaphysical speculation, or rea-

soning in vicious circles about the nature of

an electric charge, we may at least assert

with some degree of plausibility that ma-

terial bodies under ordinary conditions

probably contain a number of discrete

physical entities, similar in kind to X rays

or neutral corpuscles, which are capable of

acting as carriers of energy, and of pre-

serving the statistical equilibrium between

matter and radiation at any temperature in

virtue of their interchanges with electrons.

If we go a step further and identify these

corpuscles with the molecules of caloric, we
shall certainly come in conflict with some

of the fundamental dogmas of the kinetic

theory, which tries to express everything

in terms of energy, but the change involved

is mainly one of standpoint or expression.

The experimental facts remain the same.
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but we describe 'them differently. Calorie

has a physical existence, instead of being

merely the logarithm of the probability of

a complexion. In common with many ex-

perimentalists, I can not help feeling that

we have everything to gain by attaching a

material conception to a quantity of caloric

as the natural measure of a quantity of

heat as opposed to a quantity of heat en-

ergy. In the time at my disposal I could

not pretend to offer you more than a sug-

gestion of a sketch, an apology for the pos-

sibility of an explanation, but I hope I may
have succeeded in conveying the impression

that a caloric theory of heat is not so en-

tirely unreasonable in the light of recent

experiment as we are sometimes led to

imagine. H. L. Callendar

THE PMOBLMM OF MECHANICAL FLIGHT

HISTORICAL resume;

The scientific period in aviation began in

1809 when Sir George Cayley published in

Nicholson's Journal the first complete me-

chanical theory of the aeroplane, in which he

put clearly in evidence the fundamental prin-

ciple of sustention obtained by velocity. This

memoir passed unnoticed until unearthed

some sixty years later by Penaud. Following

Cayley there was a long unfruitful interval

in which fell the projected aeroplane of Hen-

son in 1842-43, the attempts at gliding by

Le Bris in 1856, and the biplane gliders of

Wenham in 1866. At the end of the Franco-

Prussian war interest in heavier-than-air fly-

ing machines was revived, and the Soeiete

frangaise de Navigation aerienne was from

1872 on composed of a number of investiga-

tors engaged in the conquest of the air. The
history of their endeavors is found in " L'Aero-

nauts." Among them was Alphonse Penaud,

a young mechanic whose early death prevented

him from pushing his researches to their log-

ical end. Penaud was less isolated than

Cayley and one of his memoirs was crowned

by the Academic des Sciences. He constructed

the first toy aeroplane, with the propeller in

the rear and driven by a rubber band. This

apparatus flew for an appreciable time, utiliz-

ing motive energy which it carried with it,

and this property differentiates very sharply

the experiment of Penaud from those of his

predecessors, in which was realized only a fall

more or less retarded by the air.

The German Lilienthal followed Penaud,

and from 1891 studied the equilibrium, ma-
neuvering and landing of gliders, falling to

his death on his two thousandth flight, Au-
gust 9, 1896. In this country the French

engineer Chanute and the American Lang-
ley had meanwhile been experimenting and
developing the laws of aerodynamics, Lang-

ley's work going as far back as 1887 and con-

tinuing until his unsuccessful attempts at

flight in 1903. In 1891 he published' the

results of his researches, and definitely stated

that it was possible to construct machines

which would give such velocity to inclined

surfaces that bodies indefinitely heavier than

air could be sustained upon it and moved
through it with great speed.

By the end of the nineteenth century ef-

forts to build aeroplanes had become numer-

ous. Sir Hiram Maxim in England and

Ader in France both constructed machines

and made attempts to fly them. Maxim built

in 1890-95 a flying machine with 557 square

meters of surface and 3,640 kilograms weight,

which was damaged before leaving the ground

and abandoned. The " Avion " of Ader was

tested on the field of Satory in 1897 before the

rspresentatives of the French War Depart-

ment, but its performance led the department

to withdraw its support and experiments

were discontinued. Langley as early as 1896

had designed and built a small steam-driven

model aerodrome weighing about 13 kilo-

grams, and on May 6 of that year he flew it

some 1,200 meters over the waters of the Po-

tomac. The quarter-size model of his large

man-carrying aerodrome flew successfully

about 1,000 feet near Widewater, Va., on Au-

gust 8, 1903, but the large machine itself,

carrying Mr. Manly, was injured in launching

^ '
' Experiments in Aerodynamics, '

' Smithsonian

Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. 27, 1891.
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from the top of a houseboat on October lY,

1903, and -wrecked in a second attempt on De-

cember 8 of that same year.

With this ended sixteen years of effort on

the part of Langley to attain mechanical

flight, and his long period of fruitful scientific

achievement closed with failure due primarily

to lack of funds. The report" of Major Ma-

comb to the War Department concerning the

tests made on the Potomac is interesting and

illuminating.

After describing the attempted launching on

October 7 and the subsequent wrecking of the

great aerodrome on December 8, Major Ma-

comb closes with the following paragraphs:

Having reached the present stage of advance-

ment in its development, it would seem highly

desirable, before laying down the investigation, to

obtain conclusive proof of the possibility of free

flight, not only because there are excellent reasons

to hope for success, but because it marks the end

of a definite step toward the attainment of the

final goal.

In the meantime, to avoid any possible mis-

understanding, it should be stated that even after

a successful test of the present great aerodrome,

designed to carry a man, we are still far from the

ultimate goal, and it would seem as if years of

constant work and study by experts, together with

the expenditure of thousands of dollars, would still

be necessary before we can hope to produce an

apparatus of practical utility on these lines.

The War Department had made two allot-

ments of $25,000 each to Langley to further

his experiments, one in 1898 and the second

in 1899. The large aerodrome was completed

in July of 1903, the long delay being due to

Langley's inability to secure a suitable motor,

which he finally had to design. The tests re-

ferred to above were made in the fall of 1903

and on March 3, 1904, the Board of Ordnance

and Fortifications stated^ that it was " not

prepared to make an additional allotment at

this time for continuing the work." All ma-

terial was left in Langley's possession for

such future experiments as he might wish to

' Langley, '
' Memoir on Mechanical Might, '

' p.

276, Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vol.

27, 1911.

Langley, "Memoir," p. 278.

On November 14, 1908, the board again re-

ported:*

Doctor Langley considered it desirable to con-

tinue the experiments, but the Board deemed it

advisable, largely in view of the adverse opinions

expressed in Congress and elsewhere, to suspend

operations in that direction.

The persistent misrepresentations of the

public press caused Langley to publish the

following statement.

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, B. C,

August 19, 1903.

To THE Press : The present experiments being

made in mechanical flight have been carried on

partly with funds provided by the Board of Ord-

nance and Fortification and partly from private

sources, and from a special endowment of the

Smithsonian Institution. The experiments are car-

ried on with the approval of the Board of Eegents

of the Smithsonian Institution.

The public's interest in them may lead to an

unfounded expectation as to their immediate re-

sults, without the explanation which is here briefly

given.

These trials, with some already conducted with

steam-driven flying machines, are believed to be

the flrst in the history of invention where bodies,

far heavier than air itself, have been sustained in

the air for more than a few seconds by purely

mechanical means.

On my previous trials, success has only been

reached after initial failures, which alone have

taught the way to it, and I know no reason why

the prospective trials should be an exception.

It is possible, rather than probable, that it may

be otherwise now, but judging them from the light

of past experience, it is to be regretted that the

enforced publicity which has been given to these

initial experiments, which are essentially experi-

ments and nothing else, may lead to quite un-

founded expectations.

It is the practice of all scientific men, indeed of

all prudent men, not to make public the results of

their work till these are certain. This considera-

tion, and not any desire to withhold from the

public matters in which the public is interested,

has dictated the policy thus far pursued here. The

fullest publicity, consistent with the national in-

terest (since these recent experiments have for

their object the development of a machine for war

* Langley, '
' Memoir, '

' p. 279.
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purposes), will be given to this work when it

reaches a stage which warrants publication.

(Signed) S. P. Lanqlet

Like many men of his kind Langley seems

to have had that passionate sense of privacy

which resents alike the curiosity of the pub-

lic and the sensationalism of the newspapers.

The antagonistic attitude of the press gave a

character of finality to experiments which to

Langley himself were but members of a long

series bringing him each year nearer the goal.

Had his health and strength remained to com-

bat the hostility of press and public, he would

in all probability have gone on to success, un-

deterred by criticism and misunderstanding.

To such patient and unremitting labor as his

is owed the accomplished fact of mechanical

fl-ight. He began his investigations at a time

when even progressive men of science thought

flying a wild dream, and a large part of that

exact investigation which transformed vague

ideas into scientific knowledge is due directly

to him. His work is measured not solely by

his contributions, but much more by the

unswerving advance in a field of scientific in-

quiry in which no road was marked.

The spirit of the man is made evident by

his steadfast refusal to entertain propositions

made him to assist in the development of the

aerodrome provided arrangements were made

for later commercialization. He had given

his time and energy without hope of remu-

neration, and even when no assistance could

be obtained from any other source and suc-

cess seemed but a step away, he could not

bring himseK to capitalize his scientific work,

although his age was such that any delay in

achieving success increased the probability of

his not living to see it. He died February 27,

1906, about two years before the Wright

brothers astonished the world by their feats

in sustained flying in 1908.

FUTURE OF THE AEROPLANE

The Prohlem of Velocity.—The mechanical

theory of the behavior of the aeroplane is

built on the principle that in steady horizontal

flight the normal thrust on the sustaining

surface is proportional to the area, to the

square of the relative velocity, and to the sine

of the angle of attack, or:

(1) F= TcSV^ sin i,

where, for small values of i, Tc is a. constant

for a given surface under constant atmos-

pheric conditions, 8 is the area of the sustain-

ing surface, V its velocity relative to the air

stream, and i the angle of attack. For uni-

form horizontal flight i equals the fixed in-

clination of the sustaining surface to the

horizontal axis of the aeroplane, and is a con-

stant of the machine.

The vertical component of this normal

thrust

—

the lift—^must equal the weight of

the whole machine, and denoting the lift

by L and the weight by W, there follows

:

(2) L=:W=lcSV^ sin t cos i=JcSVH (nearly).

The sustaining resistance B is given by the

horizontal component of the normal thrust,

whence

:

(3) B= fcSF» sinM= A;SFH^ (nearly).

The power P required to overcome the sus-

taining resistance B is

:

(4) P= Er= TcSVH'.

From (2) and (4) we have:

V'=W/lcSi,

These two relations lead to the very im-

portant result that the velocity of sustention

V increases as the angle of attack decreases,

and the power required to drive the sustaining

plane against its own resistance decreases as

the velocity increases. The advantage of

flying at high velocity and " close to the wind "

is at once evident.

Li these relations, however, the resistance

offered by the motor and its accessory parts

including the framework—i/ie passive resist-

ance—has been neglected. The power required

to overcome this is proportional to the cube

of the velocity and the " equivalent surface "

presented to the air stream, and is enormously

increased at high velocities. It is at once evi-

dent that for a given machine there is a maxi-

mum velocity beyond which the motor can
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not drive it. The problem of velocity may
then be stated as follows : Required a motor

which shall be capable of driving itself and

accessory parts, including framework and

sustaining surface, against its own resistance

at high velocity. Undoubtedly the problem so

stated is too simplified, but the motor must

be capable of developing at least that power.

The solution of the problem does not lie

in the construction of larger motors homo-

thetic to those now in use, for the " equiva-

lent resisting surface " is increased at the

same time that the power is augmented, and if

the calculated attainable speed be based on the

assumptions of power proportional to weight,

weight proportional to cube of linear dimen-

sions, and " equivalent resisting surface

"

proportional to square of linear dimensions,

then the power must be increased 512 fold in

order to double the speed. In particular, if a

motor developing 100 horse power could drive

an aeroplane at a speed of 100 kilometers an

hour, a homothetic motor developing 800 horse

power would, under the conditions stated

above, drive its aeroplane at 126 kilometers

per hour.

These assumptions are at the present time

well within the range of consideration, and

give a general idea of what to expect along

the line of motor development.

The solution of the problem may, however,

be in quite another direction : in the construc-

tion of steam line body forms for the aero-

planes of the future. Stream line forms offer

a minimum resistance at high velocities, and

their attainment is the immediate problem of

the future so far as the development of high

speeds is concerned. The architecture of the

aeroplane is thus seen to be of paramount im-

portance, and it is in that direction that fu-

ture advance may be looked for.

The Problem, of Stability.—More important

than the attainment of high velocity is the

realization of stability in flight. At the pres-

ent time it is to a very large extent dependent

on the personal skill of the aviator, and how-

ever great this may become, it is highly de-

sirable that the aeroplane should be rendered

automatically stable in straightaway flight at

least, if for no other reason than to leave the

aviator free to attend to such other matters .

as may legitimately engage his attention.

The distribution of the mass of the aero-

plane about its center of gravity is at once

felt in the sensitiveness of the response which

the machine accords to disturbing forces. If

the aeroplane be disturbed by some external

force so that the angle of attack becomes a in-

stead of i, it will oscillate about its position of

equilibrium under the equation;

(6) 7f = .F^(a-.0-2AFj,

where I is the moment of inertia about a hori-

zontal gravity axis perpendicular to the di-

rection of motion, and a- and h are constants.

This equation shows at once that if the sus-

taining plane pitches slightly, the initial

oscillation will be the more violent the smaller

the value of I and hence the closer the heavy

masses to the center of gravity G. A more

complete discussion of equation (6), how-

ever, shows that the motion defined by it,

under the initial conditions

dies down the more rapidly the smaller the

value of 7, and hence the initial disadvan-

tage of violent oscillation is more than com-

pensated by the rapidity with which these os-

cillations disappear under damping. From
the standpoint of stability the best type of

machine would seem to be that in which the

heavy masses are concentrated in the neigh-

borhood of the center of gravity. Such a dis-

tribution, however, produces a machine very

sensitive to external disturbances and too

small a value of I will produce too great an

initial value of a, and equation (6) will no

longer define the motion. Theoretically, at

least, under equation (6) the moment of in-

ertia of a given machine might be made so

small that the damping would produce

a periodic motion, but practically the initial

displacement would then be so large for a

small force that the orientation would no

longer be in the neighborhood of the equilib-

rium orientation. It is necessary that some
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method of keeping the initial displacement

small under a disturbing force be devised, but

it is equally undesirable that the moment of

inertia be materially increased by the intro-

duction of the stabilizing device. This con-

sideration alone would serve to discard all

methods of stabilization making use of heavy

masses, such as heavy gyroscopes or pendu-

lums, and an effective stabilizing device would

have to call into play the stabilizing surface

by means of a mechanism of transmission

operated by a light mass sensitive to light dis-

turbing forces, such as a small but rapidly

rotating gyroscope. Direct stabilization by a

heavy pendular mass, for instance, is a purely

chimerical procedure. G. O. James
Washington University

EABLY MAN IN SOUTH AMERICA

Five years ago the Bureau of American

Ethnology published a bulletin on Skeletal

Remains Suggesting, or Attributed to, Early

Man in North America, based on the re-

searches of Dr. Ales Hrdlicka, Curator of

Physical Anthropology in the U. S. National

Museum. There is to appear shortly in sim-

ilar form, under the title of Early Man in

South America, a resume of the investiga-

tions of Dr. Hrdlicka, in collaboration with

Mr. W. H. Holmes, head curator of the De-

partment of Anthropology in the TJ. S. Na-

tional Museum, Mr. Bailey Willis, of the

TJ. S. Geological Survey, and Messrs. Fred.

Eugene Wright and Clarence E. Fenner, of

the Geophysical Laboratory of the Carnegie

Institution of Washington.

Even before the completion of his report on

ancient man in North America, Dr. Hrdlicka

became interested in the evidence bearing on

the corresponding problem in South America,

and subsequently, at the suggestion of Mr.

W. H. Holmes, he was sent by the secretary

of the Smithsonian Institution to visit Argen-

tina for the purpose of making a study at

first hand of the available material and an

investigation of the most promising regions.

In view of the important position occupied

by geology in studies of this nature, Mr.

Bailey Willis of the U. S. Geological Survey

was chosen to accompany Dr. Hrdlicka.

The chief objects of the expedition were:

the examination of the skeletal remains re-

lating to early man, in Brazil and Argentina;

the study of the principal localities and de-

posits from which these finds came; and, if

possible, the collection of osseous, archeologic

and other specimens bearing on the subject of

man's antiquity. It was hoped that thorough

investigation on the ground would enable the

explorers to form more definite conclusions

concerning the finds than the literature re-

lating to them warranted, and that possibly

by means of new discoveries additional light

would be thrown on the whole subject of early

man in South America, especially in Argen-

tina.

The party reached Argentina early in May,
1910. Dr. Hrdlicka spent two months in that

country, while Mr. Willis remained some-

what longer, nearly all of this time being

given to the researches recorded in the re-

port. The work was greatly facilitated by
several of the local men of science, and the

authors express warm appreciation for the

valuable assistance thus rendered. During
the first part of the stay in Argentina, Dr.

Hrdlicka devoted his time to the study of the

available skeletal material attributed to an-

cient man, found in the various local mu-
seums, while Mr. Willis examined the various

samples of baked earth, and other objects be-

lieved to have been associated with the activ-

ities of prehistoric man. Several localities in

Buenos Aires where local exposures could be

studied, including the drydock where the

" Diprothomo " skull had been found some
time before, were carefully examined. On
May 24 the party set out for the coast where

important specimens had been discovered, and

a few days later were joined at Mar del

Plata, by the late Professor Florentine

Ameghino and his brother Carlos, who as-

sisted the expedition materially, accompany-

ing Dr. Hrdlicka and Mr. Willis for more

than three weeks from place to place on the

coast, and to several inland points of interest.

After the completion of this general sur-

vey, Dr. Hrdlicka visited the valley of the

Rio Negro whence came several fossil crania

many years ago, while Mr. Willis proceeded to
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• Arroyo Siasgo and Alvear, to study the geol-

ogy of these territories and several specimens

of baked earth supposed to be the product of

ancient human industry. Early in July, both

explorers met again in Buenos Aires, and

.after finishing their work in that region

started for Ovejero, a locality in northwest-

ern Argentina that has come into prominence

in the last few years through its yield of hu-

man bones; they also visited Tacuman, San

Juan and Mendoza. Dr. Hrdlicka then pro-

ceeded to Peru while Mr. Willis returned to

Buenos Aires.

The researches occupied nearly three

months. Every specimen relating to ancient

man that could be found was examined and

every important locality was investigated.

Unfortunately the general results of the in-

quiry are not in harmony with claims previ-

ously made by the various authors who re-

ported the several finds. On the contrary, the

conclusion was reached that to the present

time the evidence is unfavorable to the hy-

pothesis of man's great antiquity, especially

as to the existence of very early predecessors

of the Indian in South America; nor does it

sustain the theories of the evolution of man
in general, or even that of an American race

alone, in the southern continent. The facts

gathered attest everywhere merely the pres-

ence of the already differentiated and rela-

tively modern American Indian. This should

not be taken as a categorical denial of the ex-

istence of early man in South America, how-

ever improbable such a conclusion may now
appear; but the position is maintained that

the final acceptance of the evidence on this

subject can not be justified until there is ac-

cumulated a mass of strictly scientific ob-

servations, requisite in kind and volume, to

establish a proposition of so great importance.

The expedition secured numerous geolog-

ical, paleontological and anthropological

specimens, some of which throw light on the

question under investigation. All these

specimens have been deposited in the United

States ISTational Museum for further study

and exhibition.

THE NEW ALLEGHENY OBSESVATORT

The new Allegheny Observatory, situated

in Riverview Park, Pittsburgh, was dedicated

on the afternoon of Wednesday, August 28,

in the presence of the members of the Astro-

nomical and Astrophysical Society of Amer-

ica, and of many of the Pittsburgh friends of

the institution. The principal instruments

of the new observatory are a 13-inch visual

refractor, a 30-inch reflector (a memorial to

James Edward Keeler), and a 30-inch photo-

graphic refractor (a memorial to William

Thaw and his son, William Thaw, Junior).

The last of these telescopes is not quite com-

pleted, as the objective remains to be sup-

plied. Addresses were made by Dr. John A.

Brashear, chairman of the observatory com-

mittee; by Dr. Samuel Black McOormick,

chancellor of the University of Pittsburgh,

of which the observatory forms the astronom-

ical department; by Dr. Frank Sehlesinger,

director of the Allegheny Observatory, and

by Professor E. C. Pickering, director of the

Harvard College Observatory. Mrs. William

Eeed Thompson, the daughter of William

Thaw and the sister of William Thaw
Junior, closed the exercises with the unveil-

ing of the memorial tablet on the Thaw teles-

scope.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS

Dr. W J McGee, known for his contribu-

tions to geology, anthropology and the con-

servation of natural resources, died at Wash-

ington on September 5, aged fifty-nine years.

Dr. M. Plance, professor of theoretical

physics in the University of Berlin, has been

elected permanent secretary of the mathemat-

ical and physical section of the Berlin Acad-

emy of Sciences.

Dr. Jean Mascart, of the Paris Observa-

tory, has been appointed director of the Lyons

Observatory in succession to M. Andre.

It was stated in last week's issue of Science

that the friends and former students of Pro-

fessor Wilhelm Wundt had presented to him

on his eightieth birthday a foundation for the

University of Leipzig. The disposition of the

foundation was left to Professor Wundt, who
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has decided to use it to equip in the psycho-

logical laboratory at Leipzig a department for

psychological acoustics and phonetics.

Professor Emile Borel, of the University

of Paris, and director of the Bevue du Mois

and of the Nouvelle Collection Scientifique,

who is to be present at the opening of the Rice

Institute of Houston, Texas, will be the guest

of the University of Illinois part of the week

beginning October 14.

Dr. E. Tait McKenzie, professor of physical

education at the University of Pennsylvania,

has executed a large bronze medallion known
as " The Joy of Effort " which has been pre-

sented to the Swedish nation by the American

committee on the Olympic games and is now
being mounted in granite in the wall of the

stadium at Stockholm.

Dr. Henry Eox, professor of biology at

Ursinus College, has resigned to accept the

position of assistant in entomology in the

Bureau of Entomology. For the present he

will be engaged at the permanent station of

Lafayette, Indiana.

Dr. R. Kent Beattie, recently professor of

botany in the State College of Washington,

Pullman, Wash., has accepted a position as

expert in the office of forest pathology of the

Bureau of Plant Industry.

Mr. Harold Bryant, M.S. (Calif.), has been

reappointed fellow in applied zoology in the

University of California on the State Eish and

Game Foundation for the continuance of an

investigation into the economic status of the

meadow lark, begun last year under the same

appointment. Mr. Frank C. Clarke, M.S.

(Calif.), has been appointed to a similar fel-

lowship for the investigation of the problem

of deer conservation in the state of California.

The state commission and the department of

zoology at the university cooperate in the in-

vestigation with a view to determining a sci-

entific basis for legislation.

T. A. Bendrat, who has been engaged in

teaching economic geology at the University

of North Carolina, sailed from New York on

the Saramacca on June 12 for Venezuela,

where he will enter an engagement as recon-

naisance geologist for at least two years.

While Professor E. J. McCaustland, Mem.
Am. Soc. C. E., was prosecuting some water-

power investigations on the Deschutes River

in Oregon the boat in which he and two men
were traveling was swamped in the rapids and

his two companions were drowned. Professor

McCaustland clung to the boat and was car-

ried nearly a mile down the river and finally

flung upon a rock in mid-stream. Three hours

later he was rescued from this position by

some men, who succeeded in getting a line out

to him and who pulled him to the shore. The
drowned men had both been selected to handle

the boat on account of their long experience

in river work. Both were excellent swimmers,

but were unable to make shore on account of

eddies and cross-currents.

Professor Wilhelm Ostwald, formerly of

the University of Leipzig, will deliver a course

of lectures at the University of Illinois during

the week beginning October 13. The' titles of

the lectures will be announced later.

The following provisional program of lec-

tures before the Harvey Society, New York,

for the season of 1912-13 has been arranged:

October 5—Professor Max Rubner, University of

Berlin :
'

' Modern steam sterilization. '

'

November 9—Professor Joseph Erlanger, George

"Washington University: "The localization of im-

pulse initiation and conduction in the heart."

November 23—Professor G. N. Stewart, Western

Reserve University :

'
' The rate of the blood flow

and the vasomotor reflexes in disease."

December 14: Professor P. B. Mallory, Harvard

University: "The infectious lesions of blood ves-

sels.
'

'

January 18—Major J. J. Russell, U.S.A.: "The
prevention of typhoid fever."

February 15—Professor Theodore C. Janeway,

Columbia University: "Nephritic hypertension:

clinical and experimental studies. '

'

March 1—Professor Edward G. Conklin, Prince-

ton University :

'
' The size of organisms and their

constituent parts in relation to longevity, senes-

cence and rejuvenescence."

March 22—Professor John Howland, Johns Hop-
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kins University :
'

' The scientific basis for the arti-

ficial feeding of infants. '

'

The Society of the Liebig Museum held its

second meeting in the Liebig Laboratory at

Giessen. It will be remembered that this

society purchased last year the laboratory for

fifteen thousand dollars. Many gifts con-

nected with the life of the great chemist have

been received.

Eev. Gr. W. Taylor, curator of the Canadian

Marine Biological Station at Departure Bay,

near Nanaimo, B. C, died at his residence

near the station on August 22. Mr. Taylor

has been most widely known in the fields of

entomology and conchology, but his interests,

particularly as a collector, extended over the

whole range of systematic zoology.

M. LuciEN Levy, the distinguished French

mathematician, has died at the age of fifty-

nine years.

Dr. Francois Alphonse Forel, known for

his researches on the Lake of Geneva and on

glaciers, died at Berne on August 8, aged

seventy-one years.

Mr. Alexander Dean, a British authority

on horticulture, has died at the age of eighty

years.

Mr. a. Brothers, of Manchester, the author

of several works and inventions concerned

with photography, has died at the age of

eighty-six years.

Dr. Ajndrew Wilson, lecturer on physiology

and health under the George Combe trust and

the author of numerous books and articles for

the popularization of science, died on August

25.

We are informed that a number of thefts of

platinum from laboratories have occurred re-

cently, and as a warning to those responsible

we are requested to publish the following de-

scription of the thief :
" A German Jew, with

a German accent ; age, about 40 years ; height,

5 feet 8 inches; weight, about 200 pounds;

peculiar shaped head; bald; clean shaven;

large, short neck; heavy jaws; dark com-

plected; dark hair and eyes; intelligent; when

last seen wore blue serge suit and panama hat,

and representing himself to be a book and

magazine agent."

We learn from Nature that the collection of

foreign Lepidoptera bequeathed by the late

Mr. H. T. Adams, of Enfield, has been re-

ceived at the Natural History Branch of the

British Museum. It is contained in 68 cab-

inets, and is stated to comprise about 150,000

specimens. The estimated value of the col-

lection is between £40,000 and £45,000.

The congress before adjournment passed an

amendment to the food and drug act which

the president has signed, making it illegal

" If its package or label shall bear or contain

any statement, design, or device regarding the

curative or therapeutic effect of such article,

or any of the ingredients or substances con-

tained therein, which is false and fraudulent."

It will be remembered that the act of 1906

declared that a drug is misbranded " the pack-

age or label of which shall bear any statement

. . . which shall be false or misleading in any

particular . .
. " ; but the supreme court by a

majority of five to three decided that this did

not refer to false statements regarding the

curative effect of a drug.

The congress also passed the bill carrying

out the fur seals treaty, including a closed

season for five years in the Pribilof Islands.

The fifteenth International Congress on

Hygiene and Demography will, as has already

been announced, be held at Washington, D. C,

September 23-28, 1912, with Mr. Taft as hon-

orary president. The president of the con-

gress is Dr. Henry P. Walcott, of Massachu-

setts; the secretary. Dr. John S. Fulton, Sen-

ate Annex, Washington, D. C. Thirty-two

foreign countries have accepted the invitation

of this government to take part. The German

Medical Society of New York will hold a re-

ception on the evening of September 18 in

honor of the German and Austrian physicians

who will come to this country to attend the

congress.

At the International Otological Congress

held in Boston, under the presidency of Dr.

Clarence J. Blake, it was decided to hold the
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tenth congress at Halle, Germany, in 1915.

The officers elected were : President, Dr. Alfred

Denker, of Halle; Vice-president, Dr. Alex-

ander B. Eandall, of Philadelphia; Secretary

and Treasurer, Dr. Henry 0. Reik, of Balti-

more.

Me. James B. Brady, of New Tork, has, it

is reported, given the sum of $220,000 to the

Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, for the

establishment of a ward for the treatment of

diseases of the kidney.

The annual meeting of the Association of

Military Surgeons of the United States will be

held in Baltimore, from October 1 to 5, under

the presidency of Surgeon Charles P. Werten-

baker, U. S. Public Health Service.

UNIVEBSITT AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS

The new physics building at the University

of Iowa, costing $225,000 exclusive of equip-

ment, is now completed and will be used from

the opening of the college year.

Dr. Shadworth Hollway Hodgson, the dis-

tinguished philosophical author, who died on

June 3, aged eighty years, has bequeathed his

philosophical laboratory to Corpus Christi Col-

lege, Oxford, and his general library to Rugby

School. He bequeathed £500 to each institu-

tion to defray the cost of incidental expenses.

M. E. SoLVAY will give $2,000 a year for

three years to the Laboratory of Physical

Chemistry of the Berlin University to assist

the researches on which Professor Nernst is

engaged.

Ira D. Cardiff, Ph.D., professor of botany

in Washburn College, has resigned to accept

the position of professor of plant physiology

in the Washington State College at Pullman.

Dr. Sabrazes, associate professor at the

laboratory of the Faculte de medecine de Bor-

deaux, has been appointed professor of pathol-

ogy and anatomy at the same school, in place

of Dr. Coyne, who has retired.

Professor Lucien Cayeux, formerly pro-

fessor of general geology at the National

School of Mines at Paris, has been elected to

the chair of " The Natural History of Inor-

ganic Bodies " at the College de Prance, left

vacant by the death of Michel-Levy.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE

A REMEDY WORSE THAN THE DISEASE

To THE Editor of Science : In your issue of

August 9, an article by Professor J. S. Kings-

ley announces various changes in the rules of

zoological nomenclature proposed by certain

Austrian and German zoologists, and to be

submitted to the next zoological congress for

approval. He inferentially asks the signa-

tures of those interested in zoology as a back-

ing for the proposed changes. In view of the

total demoralization of zoological nomen-

clature which would follow the adoption of

these changes (and I do not see the name of a

single expert in such matters among those

cited in their favor by Professor Kingsley) I

feel bound to offer some comments.

I may incidentally remark that it is the

past modification in a similar manner of the

original British Association rules by over

hasty and ill-informed action, that is respon-

sible for ninety-nine out out of every hundred

of the present difficulties. Moreover, my own

experience in my own field of study leads me
to believe it probable that Professor Kingsley's

communication greatly exaggerates the diffi-

culties for professional naturalists of the

present state of affairs. The people who find

themselves in trouble are not the men who

really do modern work in systematic zoology,

but are men of a past generation who are an-

noyed by unfamiliar names, teachers relying

on out-of-date text-books, some amateurs

without access to recent literature and the

body of anatomists, morphologists and others,

not systematists, who do not like to be bothered

by nomenclature at all, but wish to get names

for their material without working for them

or asking some one who is by way of know-

ing.

I would be the last to deny that there are

some real difficulties, and that it would be wise

to remedy them, but the authors of this out-

cry have not indicated the right way to bring

it about. On the contrary, in some respects

it is calculated to increase the difficulties ten-

fold, to undo good work that is already ac-

cepted by the generality of students (for I

take it for granted that the new laws are in-

tended to be ex post facto), and to introduce
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such a mass of uncertainty, doubt and con-

fusion as could never be remedied. The prob-

able result would be that most experts would

refuse to accept the new system and without

their acquiescence nothing good could be

hoped for.

The nature of nomenclature in science is

such that to be stable it must be arbitrary.

Past experience as well as common sense

prove that such matters of controversy left to

individual opinion are never finally settled.

Individuals must fall back on a general rule

of action. Let us examine the proposals.

We shall find them containing both good and

evil. The first section of the Austrian cir-

cular is stated to restrict nomenclature to

binomial works, in which I heartily concur,

and which, with certain arbitrary exceptions

(like Brisson), has always been the rule. The

second " provides that when a species has once

been removed from a genus it shall not be

considered as the type of the genus in any fu-

ture revision." Here we have uncertainty

piled upon doubt. When is a species " removed

from a genus " ? What constitutes " removal " ?

K a species is the type of a genus and some

one " removes " it, does it for that reason lose

its character? If an error has been com-

mitted by some blundering tyro, is it to re-

main forever uncorrected? Here is arbitrari-

ness with a vengeance!

The third section proposes that the decision

of questions in nomenclature be taken away

from experts and settled by popular vote.

Anybody willing to subscribe five dollars may
vote. It needs no comment.

The German Zoological Society begins with

an eminently rational proposition, i. e., that

special eases be arbitrarily settled according

to their merits by a committee of experts. In

the list of examples there are few wliieh call

for dissent, though it may be remarked that

Terebratula and Liothyrina are different

groups, and that the species now referred to

Liothyrina are not members of the traditional

Terebratula; also that the entire group of

students of the Brachiopoda, without a dis-

senting- voice so far as I know, are in accord

on this point. If the change be made it would

in this ease be solely for the benefit of those

unwilling to give up a familiar blunder.

Their second proposition opens the way to

chaos. Who is to decide when a given situa-

tion " will lead to lasting confusion or error " ?

Hardly the authors of this circular.

The third proposition returns to sanity.

" Certain works are not to be considered in

the determination of questions of priority."

If these are settled, case by case, by expert

committees, the rule is one I have long advo-

cated; but it should not be decided by a vote

of heterogeneous subscribers of five dollars.

Looking over the list submitted as examples

we find many of which the exclusion would

probably meet with general approval; some

which would probably be by expert Tote re-

tained. It should not be in any case decided

without grave consideration of the effect on

existing systematics.

The fourth proposition relapses into an ap-

peal for chaos again. " Articles in encyclo-

pedias, popular works of travel, journals of

hunting and fishing, catalogues, garden jour-

nals, agricultural periodicals, political and lo-

cal newspapers and other non-scientific jour-

nals which are without influence in systematic

science " are to be ignored.

No one even moderately acquainted with

the history of systematic zoology could make
such a proposition as this, except in the haste

which obscures clear thinking. All the above

denounced journals which have influenced

systematic science are, of course, not to be

ignored (by the terms of the last clause of

the proposal), but who cares what is done to

those which have not? Systematists are only

concerned with those which have; and which

by the language of this self-contradictory an-

nouncement are endorsed, though not inten-

tionally. Accepting the real intent of this

proposal it seems impossible that those who

propose it can have any conception of the new

confusion and uncertainty it would create.

To sum up, the only practicable method

of settling disputed questions of this sort is

that adopted by the International Commis-

sion as now established. Each case to be de-

cided on its merits, and decided by experts.
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after proper consideration of the effect of the

decision. To run with the unthinking crowd

is no part of scientific business. If the pres-

ent method has its drawbacks, it has also ac-

complished a preponderating amount of good

service. Wm. H. Dall
August 16, 1912

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Founders of Modern Psychology. By G.

Stanley Hall. New York and London, D.

Appleton & Company. 1912. Pp. ix+ 471.

Of the twelve years from 1870 to 1882, the

author spent nearly six as a student in Germany.

The first triennium, ending with the year 1873,

was devoted to philosophy, and it was at this

period that I came under the influence of those

men [Zeller, Lotze, Fechner and von Hartmann]

characterized in the first four chapters. After

coming home and teaching what I had learned

from these masters and others for six years, during

which my interest in more scientific methods and

modes of approach grew, especially after the first

edition of Wnndt's " Psyehologie " in 1874 and

as a pupil of James and Bowditeh, I passed a

second triennium in Germany, to which period

Wundt and Helmholtz [the subjects of the two

concluding chapters] belong.

Six years in Germany, without the haunt-

ing oppression of the doctor's thesis!—such

was our author's opportunity, and he made the

most of what was offered. He heard Hegel

from the lips of Michelet ; he sat with Paulsen

in Trendelenburg's seminary; he undertook

work of research in Ludwig's laboratory, with

von Kries as partner; he experimented with

Helmholtz; he was the first American student

in Wundt's newly founded laboratory of psy-

chology; he discussed psychophysics with

Pechner, the creator of psychophysics; he was

present at Heidenhain's early essays in hypno-

tism; he attended those lavishly experimental

lectures of Czermak, where hecatombs of dogs

were sacrificed on the altar of science and " in

one case even a horse was introduced to show

heart action " ; he was informed by Zollner of

the marvels wrought by Slade, and later he

saw those same marvels performed " at eve-

ning parties in Berlin by a young decent in

physics " ; he followed courses in theology,

metaphysics, logic, ethics, psychology, the

philosophy of religion—in physics, chemistry,

biology, physiology, anatomy, neurology, an-

throiwlogy, psychiatry; he frequented clinic

and seminary, laboratory and lecture; and he

roamed afield as far as Paris on the west and

Vienna on the east. Non cuivis homini con-

iingii adire Corinthum! But Dr. Hall made
the journey twice over, and took his fill of the

intellectual feast.

The six men to whom the present volume

is devoted have already been named. First

in order stands Eduard Zeller (1814-1908),

who began his public life as a protestant the-

ologian—he married the daughter of P. C.

Baur, the founder of the Tiibingen school

—

but is better known to the present generation

of scholars as the historian of Greek philos-

ophy and the dreaded examiner at the univer-

sity of Berlin, where be became professor of

philosophy in 1872. Zeller is followed by

Eudolf Hermann Lotze (1817-1881), the

greatest name in German philosophy between

Herbart and Wundt, who spent his working

life in Gottingen (1844^1881) and died within

a few months of his call to Berlin. Next

comes Gustav Theodor Fechner (1801-1887),

physicist and mystic, whose philosophy was

held during his lifetime in ill repute, though

its by-product brought him enduring fame as

the founder of psychophysics. Fourth upon

the list stands Karl Robert Eduard von Hart-

mann (1842-1906), the apostle of pessimism

and of the unconscious, an invalid and recluse,

who lived his days with philosophy and music

in a cottage just outside Berlin, and who
enjoyed the popularity that has fallen in later

times to Haeckel and to Nietzsche. Next

comes Helmholtz, unquestionably the greatest

figure in the book. Last of all stands Wundt,

the AUmeister of experimental psychology,

still happily with us, though now on the eve

of his eightieth birthday.

To understand the choice of these six men
—for who beside the author would count Zeller

and von Hartmann among the founders of

modern psychology?—we must understand

something of Dr. Hall's own training and

temperament. Passing to Germany from a

denominational American college, he took
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with him an enthusiastic interest in the

philosophy and psychology of religion—an

interest that prompted his publication in

1872-3 of I. A. Dorner's "System of Theol-

ogy " and that, persisting to the present time,

has led him to establish a Journal of Religious

Psychology, and to interpret the great philo-

sophical systems as Freudian sublimations of

religious conviction. It is significant that the

names of Graf and Kuenen, to whom was due

the renascence of the higher criticism in the

sixties, do not appear in his pages: yet he is

catholic enough to appreciate Dorner and

Zeller and Delitzsch, Pfleiderer and Lazarus.

So far, we may suppose, Germany continued

and enriched a mode of thought which was

already familiar. But there was surprise in

store : the " narrow, formal, rather dry cur-

riculum " of the college was to give way to

" a great and sudden revelation of the mag-

nitude of the field of science." And what a

revelation ! Those were the great days of

Darwinism; the days of Haeckel, of the

" Generelle Morphologic " and the " Natiir-

liehe Schopfungsgeschichte " and the biogen-

etic law, of the " Descent of Man " itself

!

Biology was thinking in great sweeps of

thought; evolution was the key to world-

riddles; there was no cloud upon the horizon

to warn men of the minute specialization and

laborious experimentation that were to come.

It is small wonder that Dr. Hall became the

enthusiastic champion of a genetic psychol-

ogy; and it is small wonder that his geneti-

cism bears the indelible impress of its date of

origin. This contemporary Darwinian en-

thusiasm is, indeed, the fount and source of

most of the critical judgments passed in the

book.

Along with the interest in religion and the

possession by the genetic idea go two other

marked characteristics: the zeal of the re-

former, the exhorter, the practical educator,

and a sort of perpetual youth, with an un-

satiated appetite for intellectual novelties.

The former is apparent throughout the work;

the latter is seen in the writers almost boy-

ish absorption in new movements—in Freud-

ianism, in Bergson, in the introspective de-

partures of the Wiirzburg school—and crops

out in the oddest personal fashion, as when

one great man is censured for a stay-at-home

life, and another is credited with a habit of

vacation-trips. Every chapter begins in this

way with a biographical sketch, which in fact

makes us acquainted with the author no less

than with his subject. Then follows an

analysis of the subject's principal works, with

more or less of running commentary and

criticism; the exposition seems to be taken, in

the main, from lecture-notes of the seventies

and eighties, while the comment represents the

writer's more mature position. Finally, the

sketch ends with a general appreciation and

a selected bibliography. The first five por-

traits in Dr. Hall's gallery occupy some sixty

pages apiece; Wundt, who evidently and

quite naturally has given him the greatest

trouble, fills no less than a hundred and fifty.

Dr. Hall delegated to an assistant " the

burden of revising and correcting the entire

manuscript of the book, and seeing it through

the press." It is no blame to the assistant

that the slips and inconsistencies of state-

ment, inevitable in composition of this kind,

have not been removed. But in regard to

what are somewhat unfairly termed printer's

errors, I am afraid that blame is deserved:

the avoidable mistakes of word and phrase are

both numerous and grotesque.

E. B. TiTCHENER

Enzymes. Six lectures under the Herter Lec-

tureship Foundation, at the University and

Bellevue Hospital Medical College. By
Otto Cohnheim. New York, John Wiley

and Sons. 1912.

This publication brings before an enlarged

audience the forceful lectures upon the sub-

ject of the enzymes, which delighted those

who were privileged to hear them two years

ago. The book is simply written and the

views therein expressed, even as regards the

author's own discoveries and beliefs, are con-

servatively stated. It is a trustworthy guide

to modern knowledge, and will be of especial

value to those who have no desire to master

the larger monographs on the subject. The
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author gives the historical development which

finally leads to the establishment of the identity

of the enzymes pepsin and rennin, and sug-

gests that curdling of milk is best explained

by supposing that the curd is formed by the

precipitation of a proteose of casein which is

insoluble in acids and in water containing

calcium salts. Cohnheim sadly but humanly

remarks, " We meet here with one of the un-

fortunate cases in which science in stepping

forward obliterates and renders useless the

hard and skilful work of a whole generation

of prominent men."

Of interest are the oxidative enzymes lac-

case and tyrosinase, which convert the aro-

matic cleavage products of protein into color-

ing matters which gradually become black.

Laccase, of the lac tree, gives rise to oxyu-

rushic acid which gives the brilliant black

luster to the lacquer manufactured in Japan

and China. Tyrosinase causes the production

of coloring matter in the hemolymph of cer-

tain butterflies, it also attacks the proteins of

the dead or dying leaves in the autumn and

causes the brilliant coloring of the Indian

summer; it is found in the ink-bag of the

sepia; and to it may be ascribed the trans-

formation of tyrosin into homogentisic acid

in the human disease of alcaptonuria.

Written primarily for medical students, the

above selections are merely an indication of

the breadth of view from which the subject is

surveyed.

The country should be grateful to Professor

Cohnheim that, through the means of the

Herter Lectureship Foundation, he has been

able to add to its literature a treatise such as

is " The Enzymes."

Graham Lusk

SPECIAL ABTICLES

SYMPTOilATIC DEVELOPMENT OP CANCER

So little is apparently known of the external

symptoms of internal cancer in its early stages

that any contribution of attentive observation

would seem useful. The following personal

case is fairly paralleled by another which need

not be described; and the parallelism would

seem to give some weight to the inferences.

During my second expedition to Seriland

in the autumn of 1895 my party had occasion

to climb Sierra Seri, the culminating range of

the region. After leaving the wagon camp
the party moved on foot (with two pack ani-

mals) over some 10 miles of gently upsloping

plain to the foothills, where the real climb

began; the pace taken was rather rapid and I

was somewhat but not excessively tired on

reaching the foothills, where the pack horses

were to be sent back. Within a few minutes

after starting the climb I observed a condition

novel in my experience

—

i. e., inability to lift

the feet (especially the left) more than a few

inches above the level at which I stood. There

was no pain, scarcely any discomfort—merely

the inability to raise the feet without help

from the hands. Assuming it a manifestation

of exhaustion, I halted the party for a time

and ate lunch; but, on resuming, the condi-

tion almost immediately returned. Greatly

puzzled, I abandoned the climb and started

back with the Indian in charge of the pack

horses, finding no difiiculty in going down-

slope. Within fifteen minutes I was startled

by a call from one of the remainder of the

party making the climb, " El Gringo es muerto

[The American is dead]." Even without ex-

planation I knew this referred to W. D. John-

son, topographer of the expedition; and stimu-

lated by the apparent tragedy I immediately

turned to resume the climb to the point of the

disaster—^but despite the intense excitement,

I had not climbed fifty steps before the former

inability to lift the feet returned. So I re-

mained in virtually helpless condition (send-

ing my Indian up to the climbing party with

specific inquiries) for perhaps half an hour;

when the Indian returned with the gratifying

intelligence that " El Gringo " had come to

life and had gone on up the mountain—for it

appeared that he had merely swooned under

the stress of the long walk and the early stages

of a stiff climb, and, recovering, had gone on

with his accustomed persistence. This epi-

sode marked the first observed abnormality in

locomotory powers which had been above the

average.
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The next noteworthy manifestation ap-

peared during an expedition of 1900, when I

frequently found myself unable to raise the

left foot to the stirrup on mounting—indeed

it became necessary generally to modify the

attitude in mounting so as to permit giving a

hitch upward to the left foot with the hand.

Sometimes, too, on dismounting the left leg

partially gave way ; so that I acquired the habit

of swinging out of the saddle in such a man-

ner as to land on both feet. During subse-

quent months in office work I noticed an ab-

normal condition, though I failed at the time

to associate it with that experienced in the

field

—

i. e., on rising after occupying my chair

for a considerable time, either a sharp pain or

a sensation of weakness was experienced in

the left groin. This condition continued until

the habit was acquired of rising with care and

putting the weight at first wholly on the right

foot.

In 1902 I noticed that the footfall sounds

of my two feet as I walked the pavement were

unlike; and I made considerable vain efPort,

sometimes with the help of friends, to find the

reason for the asymmetry in movement indi-

cated by the diversity in sound. This abnor-

mality was not then associated with the abnor-

mal conditions observed in field and office;

but when within a year I noticed that the

sole of the left shoe wore out twice as rapidly

as that of the right I began to associate the

several conditions, though without forming

any idea as to cause.

In 1906 I suffered an epididymitis on the

left; and in casting about for the cause of

this attack my physician seemed so confident

that it must be gonorrheal or syphilitic in

origin (which I knew to be erroneous) that I

gladly welcomed the occasion to have an ex-

pert blood examination made by a practi-

tioner recently from a noted expert and school

in London. The examination showed no trace

of the infection suspected by the physician,

but gained my confidence by detecting evi-

dences of a typhoid fever through which I had

passed some years previously; but it left the

epididymitis totally unexplained.

About this time I made a trip through the

Sierra Nevada region, largely in company with
Gifford Pinchot, then Chief Forester, and J.

A. Holmes, now Director of Mines ; and in the

course of the trip was much embarrassed by
inability to climb or to ascend slopes of more
than moderate degree—the trouble lying in

the same inability to lift the feet first ob-

served in Seriland.

In the autumn of 1909 while in field work
in Washington state I noticed uncertainty in

coordination of the control and movement of

the left foot, especially in passing over slip-

pery rocks or logs; and on one occasion suf-

fered an accident of some severity due to a

needless slip of the left foot. About this time

also I noticed a slight bladder difficulty which

continued increasingly for over a year—when
treatment began for enlarged prostate. After

preliminary examination and treatment of the

conventional sort, prostatectomy was pre-

scribed, and in April, 1911, I underwent the

operation—which revealed a cancerous condi-

tion in which the carcinomatous tissue was of

an exceptionally hard type, and too extended

for complete extirpation. Recovery was tedi-

ous and complicated, and within a few weeks

after leaving the hospital an epididymitis on

the right developed—this time with little

doubt in my mind as to the cause. The symp-

tom of weakness and pain in the left groin

also recurred with increased intensity, and a

hitching gait was developed. The bladder

never became completely normal; and in Jan-

uary, 1912, the lower intestine evidently be-

came afPected, producing assimilative difficul-

ties of growing gravity.

In April, 1912—a year after the operation

—

a condition gradually developed on the ten-

dons of the left knee similar to that first ob-

served in the groin—the twinge of pain on

sudden movement, inability to exercise full

control, etc. The general burden on the sys-

tem attending the abnormal development was

noticed (without realization of the cause)

about 1904, and increasingly thereafter.

Any significance this record may have lies
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merely in bringing out the association be-

tween a series of obscure and puzzling symp-

toms developed in the course of several years,

which finally seem to have found explanation

in the cancerous growth revealed well toward

the end of the series.

"W J McGee'

REVERSIBLE CHANGES IN PERMEABILITY PRODUCED

BY ELECTROLYTES

According to one opinion permeability is a

relatively fixed property of the cell and is

altered only as the result of injury : the altera-

tion is then irreversible.

Another view assumes that there are re-

versible changes in permeability which involve

no injury and which may form a normal part

of the activities of the cell. If such changes

occur it is clear that they may control the

course of metabolism. That permeability may
be altered in this manner is suggested by a

number of facts/ but their interpretation is

too doubtful to place this view on a firm basis.

It is highly important that its truth or falsity

be established by rigorous proof. Such proof

seems to be afforded by a series of experi-

ments, some of which are described below.

The method pursued in these experiments

has been described in a previous paper.^ It

consists in cutting disks of living tissue from
fronds of the common kelp (Laminaria) and
measuring their electrical conductivity in

various solutions. Under the conditions of

these experiments an increase or decrease of

conductivity denotes a corresponding increase

or decrease of permeability.

Upon transferring the living tissue from
sea water to pure sodium chloride of the same
conductivity (and at the same temperature)

an immediate increase of conductivity was
observed. The conductivity continued to in-

crease at a regular rate for about two hours.

At the end of this time the conductivity of

the tissue was equal to that of the same

' Dr. McGee died on September 5, 1912.

—

Editor.

' For a recent summary see Hober, '
' Physikal-

ische Chemie der Zelle und Gewebe, " Kap. 7 und
10, Dritte Auflage, 1911.

' Science, N. S., XXXV., p. 112, 1912.

amount of sea water. At this point it re-

mained stationary even when the tissue was

replaced in sea water. This signifies that the

tissue was dead.

In this case we are dealing with an irre-

versible change in permeability. It is natural

to ask whether this change is not, up to a cer-

tain point, reversible. In order to test this,

fresh living tissue was transferred from sea

water to sodium chloride of the same con-

ductivity (and at the same temperature)

;

readings were then taken at intervals of two

minutes. In the course of five minutes the

resistance had fallen from 1,000 oluus to 850

ohms.^ The tissue was then replaced in sea

water and readings were taken at intervals of

five minutes. In the course of five minutes

the resistance rose to normal and remained

unaltered until the following day, when the

experiment was discontinued. This experi-

ment was repeated many times under different

conditions and with a variety of salts. The
results were similar throughout.

In order to make certain that no injury

resulted from the treatment with sodium chlo-

ride an experiment was performed to ascertain

the effect of repeated treatments on the same

lot of tissue. In one experiment the tissue

was treated with sodium cliloride until the

resistance dropped from 1,020 ohms to 890

ohms and was then replaced in sea water,

after which the resistance rose to 1,020 ohms;

this was repeated daily on the same lot of

tissue for fifteen days. On the tenth day the

tissue began to show a falling off' in resistance,

which continued to the fifteenth day, when the

experiment was discontinued. As this fall-

ing off was also shown by the control, which

was kept in sea water throughout the experi-

ment, it was not due to the sodium chloride,

but to other causes.

The objection may be made that in this

experiment the increase in conductivity was

due to an increase in the number of sodium

ions and that these may normally penetrate

the cell more easily than the other ions of the

sea water: it might therefore be unnecessary

^ All the figures in this paper refer to readings

taken at 18° C.
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to assume any alteration in the normal per-

meability of the protoplasm. This supposi-

tion can not be correct, for experiments showed

that the other ions of the sea water penetrate

with about the same rapidity as those of so-

dium chloride, but in order to be absolutely

sure of this point it was tested by employing

in place of sea water a solution composed of

1,000 c.c. NaCl .52M plus 20 c.c. CaCl, .278M.

In this solution the proportion of sodium ions

to calcium ions is about 100 to 1, as is evident

from the fact that both the .52M NaCl solu-

tion and the .2T8M CaCh solution have the

same conductivity (which is the same as that

of the sea water). In this solution the con-

ductivity of the tissue is about the same as in

sea water. If we now transfer to NaCl .52M

there will be an increase of about 2 per cent,

in the number of sodium ions. Consequently

(on the supposition that sodium ions penetrate

more easily than the other ions of sea water)

we may not expect an increase of more than

2 per cent, in the conductivity as long as the

permeability remains unaltered. But if the

increase is more than 2 per cent, it signifies a

corresponding increase in permeability.

In the mixture of 1,000 c.c. NaCl .52M plus

20 c.c. CaCh .278M the tissue was found to

have a resistance of 1,020 ohms: after two

hours the resistance was unaltered. The ma-
terial was then transferred to N'aCl .52M and

left until the resistance fell to 860 ohms. It

was then replaced in the mixture of JSTaCl and

CaCL : the resistance soon rose to 1,020 ohms
and remained unaltered for several hours; it

was left in the mixture over night and on the

following morning the resistance was still the

same. It subsequently remained the same as

that of the control which was kept in sea

water throughout the experiment.

In order to find out how much of the resist-

ance is due to living protoplasm the tissue

was killed by exposing it for ten minutes to

2 per cent, formalin in sea water ;"* the resist-

ance fell to 320 ohms. On subtracting this

* Cheek experiments showed that MUing in this

way has the same effect on the resistance of the

tissue as killing it by means of heat or by iodine

vapor or by allowing it to die a natural death.

from the resistance observed whea the tissue

is alive we obtain approximately the resistance

due to the living protoplasm; this may be

called for convenience the net resistance, while

the resistance before the subtraction is made
may be called the gross resistance. The net

resistance in this experiment was accordingly

1,020— 320= 700 ohms before treatment with

NaCl and 860— 320= 540 ohms after treat-

ment with NaCl; the net conductance before

treatment with NaCl was therefore 1 -^ 700=
.001428 mho. and after treatment with NaCl 1-f-

540= .001852, a gain of 29.7 per cent, (the

gain in gross conductance was 18.6 per cent.)."

It is therefore evident that there has been a

very marked increase in permeability which is

completely reversible.

Electrolytes may also cause a reversible de-

crease in permeability. The simplest way of

demonstrating this is by means of the follow-

ing very striking experiment. The resistance

of a cylinder of living tissue in sea water was

found to be 750 ohms. It was tested an hour

later and found to be the same. Sufficient

lanthanum nitrate was then added in solid

form to make its concentration' in the sea

water about .OlM. After five minutes the

resistance rose to 900 ohms. As the con-

ductance of the dead tissue was found (at the

end of the experiment) to be 315 ohms, the

net resistance before the addition of lantha-

num was 750— 315=435 ohms and the net

conductance 1 -^- 435= .0023 mho. After treat-

ment with lanthanum nitrate the net resist-

ance was 900— 315= 585 ohms and net con-

ductance 1 -^ 585= .001709, a loss of 25.6 per

cent.

° Owing to the fact that the cylinder of tissue

was of the same size in each set of experiments a

calculation of the specific resistivity and of the

specific conductivity was unnecessary.

° The concentration was reduced by the precipi-

tation of a small amoimt of lanthanum sulphate:

this had practically no influence on the subsequent

result, since the outcome is the same if we use

in place of sea water a mixture of 1,000 c.c.

NaCl . 52M + 20 c.c. CaCl^ . 278M, in which case

no precipitate is formed. It should be noted that

the addition of lanthanum chloride has the same

effect as the addition of lanthanum nitrate.
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111 order to ascertain whether this change in

permeability is reversible the tissue was re-

placed in sea water. In the course of an hour

its resistance returned again to the original

condition.' The experiment was then re-

peated three times on the same lot of material

with the same result; it was then allowed to

stand over night in sea water. On the follow-

ing day there was no appearance of injury and

its resistance was the same as that of the con-

trol which had remained in sea water through-

out the experiment. The tissue was then

placed in the sea water plus lanthanum and

left until its resistance had increased about

150 ohms; it was then put back into sea water

and left until the resistance fell to normal.

This was repeated three times and the tissue

was then allowed to stand over night in sea

water. On the third, fourth and fifth days

the same experiment was repeated four times.

On the fifth day the tissue appeared to be in as

good condition as the control and had a re-

sistance which was slightly higher. There was

therefore no reason to suspect that the changes

in permeability had been attended by any in-

jurious effect.

Similar experiments were performed in

which calcium chloride was used in place of

lanthanum nitrate. In this case 3.3 gm. an-

hydrous CaCl^ were added to each 1,000 c.c.

of sea water. Owing to the fact that the rise

in resistance took place more slowly than when
lanthanum was iised, the experiment was per-

formed twice on each of the five successive

days. On the sixth day the material was in

as good condition as the control and had the

same resistance.

It is therefore evident that the permeability

may be greatly decreased and then restored to

the normal several times on five successive

days without any trace of injury. Further

experiments showed that the permeability may
be alternately increased and decreased twice

daily for five days without injury. The

amount of increase and decrease was about the

same as in the experiments just described.

' If the material is left in sea water plus lan-

thanum nitrate the increased resistance is main-

tained for a long time unaltered.

Experiments on dead tissue (killed by heat

or by formalin or allowed to die a natural

death) showed that the results described above

are due entirely to the living cells.

A very marked decrease of permeability may
be produced by a considerable variety of other

salts.

The addition of these salts in solid form
simultaneously increases the conductivity of

the solution and decreases the conductivity of

the tissue. This affords the most convincing

proof that the change in the conductivity of

the tissue in these experiments can not be due

to any cause other than a change in per-

meability ; for the concentration of the ions of

the sea water remains unchanged, and if they

were able to penetrate as freely as they did

before the addition of the salt the resistance

would not increase. It would, in fact, dimin-

ish on account of the increased conductivity

of the solution held in the cell walls, as is

clearly shown by experiments on dead tissue.

It may be remarked incidentally that these

experiments effectually dispose of the possible

objection that the current passes between the

cells but not throug'h them. "Were this objec-

tion well founded the decrease in conductivity

could be explained only as the result of a

decrease in the size of the spaces between the

cells. This decrease could not be brought

about except by greatly reducing the thickness

of the cell walls. Both macroscopic and

microscopic measurements show most conclu-

sively that this does not occur. The contrary

effect would be produced by the addition of

salts in solid form, for they would tend to

produce plasmolysis and thereby to increase

the space between the cells.

Results.—1. It is possible to cause rapid

and very large changes in permeability by

means of electrolytes.

2. These changes may consist in either an

increase or a decrease in permeability.

3. Within wide limits these changes may be

completely reversible and entirely devoid of

injurious effects.

w. j. v. osterhout

Labokatory of Plant Physiology,

Harvard University
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ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS AND TEE
PBESEBVATION OF FAUNA'-

In thinking over possible subjects for

this presidential address, I was strongly

tempted to enter on a discussion of the log-

ical methods and concepts that we employ

in zoology. The temptation was specially

strong to a Scot speaking in Scotland, that

he should devote the hour when the prestige

of the presidential chair secured him at-

tention, to putting his audience right on

logic and metaphysics. But I reflected that

zoology is doing very well, however its logic

be wavering, and that as all lines subtend

an equal angle at infinity, it would be of

small moment if I were to postpone my re-

marks on metaphysics. And so I am to

essay a more modest but a more urgent

theme, and ask you to consider the danger

that threatens the surviving land-fauna of

this globe. A well-known example may
serve to remind you how swift is the course

of destruction. In 1867, when the British

Association last met at Dundee, there were

still millions of bison roaming over the

prairies and forests of North America. In

that year the building of the Union Pacific,

the first great transcontinental railway, cut

the herd in two. The southern division, con-

sisting itself of several million individuals,

was wiped out between 1871 and 1874, and

the practical destruction of the northern

herd was completed between 1880 and

1884. At present there are only two herds

of wild bison in existence. In the Yellow-

stone Park only about twenty individuals

remained in 1911, the greater part of the

' Address of the president of the Zoological

Section of the British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science. Dundee, 1912.
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herd having been killed by poachers. A
larger number, over three hundred, still

survive near the Great Slave Lake, and

there are probably nearly two thousand in

captivity, in various zoological gardens,

private domains and state parks. It is only

by the deliberate and conscious interfer-

ence of man that the evil wrought by man
has been arrested.

A second example that I may select is

also taken from the continent of North

America, but it is specially notable be-

cause it is sometimes urged, as in India,

that migratory birds require no protection.

Audubon relates that just a century ago

passenger pigeons existed in countless mil-

lions, and that for four days at a time the

sky was black with the stream of migra-

tion. The final extinction of this species

has taken place since the last meeting of

the association in Dundee. In 1906 there

were actually five single birds living, all

of which had been bred in captivity, and

I understand that these last survivors of a

prolific species are now dead, although the

birds ranged in countless numbers over a

great continent.

It would be futile to discuss in detail

the precise agencies by which the destruc-

tion of animal life is wrought, or the pre-

texts or excuses for them. The most po-

tent factors are the perfection of the mod-

ern firearm and the enormous increase in

its use by civilized and barbarous man.

Sometimes the pretext is sport, sometimes

wanton destructiveness rules. The exterm-

ination of beasts-of-prey, the clearing of

soil for stock or crops, the securing of meat,

the commercial pursuit of hides and horns

and of furs and feathers, all play their

part. Farmers and settlers on the outskirts

of civilization accuse the natives, and

allege that the problem would be solved

were no firearms allowed to any but them-

selves. Sportsmen accuse other sportsmen,

whom they declare to be no real sportsmen,

and every person whose object is not sport.

The great museums, in the name of science,

and the rich amateur collectors press for-

ward to secure the last specimens of mori-

bund species.

But even apart from such deliberate and

conscious agencies, the near presence of

man is inhospitable to wild life. As he

spreads over the earth, animals wither be-

fore him, driven from their haunts, de-

prived of their food, perishing from new
diseases. It is part of a general biological

process. From time to time, in the past

history of the world, a species favored by

some happy kink of structure or fortunate

accident of adaptability, has become domi-

nant. It has increased greatly in numbers,

outrunning its natal bounds, and has radi-

ated in every possible direction, conquer-

ing woodland and prairies, the hills and

the plains, transcending barriers that had

seemed impassable, and perhaps itself

breaking up into new local races and vari-

eties. It must be long since such a

triumphant progress was unattended by

death and destruction. "When the first ter-

restrial animals crept out of their marshes

into the clean air of the dry land, they had

only plants and the avenging pressure of

physical forces to overcome. But when the

amphibians were beaten by the reptiles,

and when from amongst the reptiles some

insignificant species acquired the prodigious

possibility of transformation to mammals,

and still more when amongst the mammals

eutherian succeeded marsupial, carnivore

the creodont and man the ape, it could have

been only after a fatal contest that the new-

comers triumphed. The struggle, we must

suppose, was at first most acute between

animals and their nearest inferior allies, as

similarity of needs brings about the keen-

est competition, but it must afterwards.
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have been extended against lower and lower

occupants of the coveted territory.

The human race has for long been the

dominant terrestrial species, and man has

a wider capacity for adaptation to different

environments, and an infinitely greater

power of transcending geographical barriers

than have been enjoyed by any other set of

animals. For a considerable time many of

the more primitive tribes, especially before

the advent of firearms, had settled down
into a kind of natural equilibrium with the

local mammalian fauna, but these tribes

have been first driven to a keener compe-

tition with the lower animals, and then, in

most parts of the world, have themselves

been forced almost or completely out of

existence. The resourceful and aggressive

higher races have now reached into the re-

motest parts of the earth and have become

the exterminators. It must now be the

work of the most intelligent and provident

amongst us to arrest this course of destruc-

tion and to preserve what remains.

In Eiirope, unfortunately, there is little

left sufficiently large and important to ex-

cite the imagination. There is the Euro-

pean bison which has been extinct in west-

ern Europe for many centuries, whilst the

last was killed in east Prussia in 1755.

There remains a herd of about seven hun-

dred in the forests of Lithuania, strictly

protected by the Tsar, whilst there are

truly wild animals, in considerable num-
bers, in the Caucasus, small captive herds

on the private estates of the Tsar, the Duke
of Pless and Count Potocki, and a few in-

dividuals in various zoological gardens.

There is the beaver, formerly widespread

in Europe, now one of the rarest of living

mammals, and lingering in minute numbers

in the Rhone, the Danube, in a few Rus-

sian rivers and in protected areas in

Scandinavia. The wolf and the bear have

shrunk to the recesses of thick forests and

the remotest mountains, gluttons to the

most barren regions of the north. The
chamois survives by favor of game laws

and the vast inaccessible areas to which it

can retreat, but the mouflon of Corsica and
Sardinia and the ibex in Spain are on the

verge of extinction. Every little creature,

from the otter, wild cat and marten to the

curious desman is disappearing.

India contains the richest, the most

varied, and, from many points of view, the

most interesting part of the Asiatic fauna.

Notwithstanding the teeming human pop-

ulation it has supported from time imme-

morial, the extent of its area, its dense for-

ests and jungles, its magnificent series of

river valleys, mountains and hills have pre-

served until recent times a fauna rich in

individuals and species. The most casual

glance at the volumes by sportsmen and

naturalists written forty or fifty years ago

reveals the delight and wonder of travel in:'

India so comparatively recently as the time

when the association last met in Dundee.

Sir H. H. Johnston has borne witness that

even in 1895 a journey "through almost

any part of India was of absorbing inter-

est to the naturalist.
'

' All is changed now,

and there seems little doubt but that the

devastation in the wonderful mammalian

fauna has been wrought chiefly by British

military officers and civilians, partly di-

rectly, and partly by their encouragement

of the sporting instincts of the Mohamme-

dan population and the native regiments,

although the clearing of forests and the

draining of marshlands have played an im-

portant contributory part. The tiger has

no chance against the modern rifle. The

one-homed rhinoceros has been nearly ex-

terminated in northern India and Assam.

The magnificent gaur, one of the most

splendid of living creatures, has been al-

most killed off throughout the limits of its

range—southern India and the Malay
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Peninsula. Bears and wolves, wild dogs

and leopards are persecuted remorselessly.

Deer and antelope have been reduced to

numbers that alarm even the most thought-

less sportsmen, and wild sheep and goats

are being driven to the utmost limits of

their range.

When I speak of the fauna of Africa, I

am always being reminded of the huge and

pathless areas of the Dark Continent, and

assured that lions and leopards, elephants

and giraffe still exist in countless numbers,

nor do I forget the dim recesses of the trop-

ical forests where creatures still lurk of

which we have only the vaguest rumor.

But we know that south Africa, less than

fifty years ago, was a dream that surpassed

the imagination of the most ardent hunter.

And we know what it is now. It is tra-

veled by railways, it has been rolled over

by the devastations of war. The game that

once covered the land in unnmnbered mil-

lions is now either extinct, like the quagga

and the black wildebeeste, or its scanty

remnant lingers in a few reserves and on a

few farms. The sportsman and the hunter

have been driven to other parts of the con-

tinent, and I have no confidence in the

future of the African fauna. The moun-

tains of the moon are within range of a

long vacation holiday. Civilization is eat-

ing into the land from every side. All the

great European countries are developing

their African possessions. There are ex-

ploring expeditions, punitive expeditions,

shooting and collecting expeditions. Rail-

ways are being pushed inland, water-routes

opened up. The land is being patrolled

and policed and taxed, and the wild ani-

mals are suffering. Let us go back for a

moment to the Transvaal and consider

what has happened since the Rand was

opened, neglecting the reserves. Lions are

nearly extinct. The hyena has been

trapped and shot and poisoned out of exist-

ence. The eland is extinct. The giraffe is

extinct. The elephant is extinct. The
rhinoceros is extinct. The buffalo is ex-

tinct. The bontebok, the red hartebeeste,

the mountain zebra, the oribi and the grys-

bok are so rare as to be practically extinct.

And the same fate may at any time over-

take the rest of Africa. The white man
has learned to live in the tropics ; he is

mastering tropical diseases; he has need of

the vegetable and mineral wealth that lie

awaiting him, and although there is yet

time to save the African fauna, it is in

imminent peril.

When we turn to Australia with its fauna

of unique zoological interest, we come to a

more advanced case of the same disease.

In 1909 Mr. G. C. Shortridge, a very skilled

collector, working for the British Museum,

published in the Proceedings of the Zoolog-

ical Society of London the results of an

investigation he had carried out on the

fauna of western Australia south of the

tropics, during the years 1904-1907. He
gave a map showing the present and com-

paratively recent distribution for each of

the species of marsupials and monotremes

indigenous to that locality. West Aus-

tralia as yet has been very much less af-

fected by civilization than Queensland,

New South Wales or Victoria, and yet in

practically every case there was found evi-

dence of an enormous recent restriction of

the range of the species. Marsupials and

monotremes are, as you know, rather stupid

animals, with small powers of adaptation

to new conditions, and they are in the very

gravest danger of complete extinction. In

the island of Tasmania, the thylacine or

marsupial wolf, and the Tasmanian devil

have unfortunately incurred the just hos-

tility of the stock raiser and poultry

farmer, and the date of their final extermi-

nation is approaching at a pace that must
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be reckoned by months rather than by

years.

The development of the continent of

North America has been one of the won-

ders of the history of the world, and we on

this side of the Atlantic almost hold our

breath as we try to realize the material

wealth and splendor and the ardent intel-

lectual and social progress that have

turned the United States into an imperial

nation. But we know what has happened

to the American bison. We know the

danger that threatens the pronghorn, one

of the most isolated and interesting of liv-

ing creatures, the Virginian deer, the mule-

deer and the bighorn sheep. Even in the

wide recesses of Canada, the bighorn, the

caribou, the elk, the wapiti, the white

mountain goat and the bears are being

rapidly driven back by advancing civiliza-

tion. In South America less immediate

danger seems to threaten the jaguar and

maned wolf, the tapirs and ant-eaters and

sloths, but the energy of the rejuvenated

Latin races points to a huge encroachment

of civilization on wild nature at no distant

date.

You will understand that I am giving

examples and not a catalogue even of

threatened terrestrial mammals. I have

said nothing of the aquatic carnivores,

nothing of birds or of reptiles or of batra-

chians and fishes. And to us who are zool-

ogists, the vast destruction of invertebrate

life, the sweeping out, as forests are

cleared and the soil tilled, of innumerable

species that are not even named or de-

scribed, is a real calamity. I do not wish to

appeal to sentiment. Man is worth many
sparrows; he is worth all the animal popu-

lation of the globe, and if there were not

room for both, the animals must go. I will

pass no judgment on those who find the

keenest pleasure of life in gratifying the

primeval instinct of sport. I will admit

that there is no better destiny for the lovely

plumes of a rare bird than to enhance the

beauty of a beautiful woman. I will ac-

cept the plea of those who prefer a well-es-

tablished trinomial to a moribund species.

But I do not admit the right of the present

generation to careless indifference or to

wanton destruction. Each generation is

the guardian of the existing resources of

the world; it has come into a great inherit-

ance, but only as a trustee. We are learn-

ing to preserve the relics of early civiliza-

tions, and the rude remains of man 's primi-

tive arts and crafts. Every civilized na-

tion spends great sums on painting and

sculpture, on libraries and museums. Liv-

ing animals are of older lineage, more per-

fect craftsmanship and greater beauty than

any of the creations of man. And al-

though we value the work of our fore-

fathers, we do not doubt but that the gen-

erations yet unborn will produce their own
artists and writers, who may equal or sur-

pass the artists and writers of the past.

But there is no resurrection or recovery of

an extinct species, and it is not merely that

here and there one species out of many is

threatened, but that whole genera, fam-

ilies and orders are in danger.

Now let me turn to what is being done

and what has been done for the preserva-

tion of fauna. I must begin by saying, and

this was one of the principal reasons for

selecting the subject of my address, that

we who are professional zoologists, syste-

matists, anatomists, embryologists and stu-

dents of general biological problems, in this

country at least, have not taken a suffi-

ciently active part in the preservation of

the realm of nature that provides the rea-

son for our existence. The first and most

practical step of world-wide importance

was taken by a former president of the

British Association, the late Lord Salis-

bury, one of the few in the long roll of
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English statesmen whose mind was attuned

to science. In 1899 he arranged for a con-

vention of the great powers interested in

Africa to consider the preservation of what

were curiously described as the "Wild

Animals, Birds and Fish" of that conti-

nent. The convention, which did most im-

portant pioneer work, included amongst

its members another president of this as-

sociation, Sir Ray Lankester, whom we hold

in high honor in this section as the living

zoologist who has taken the widest interest

in every branch of zoology. But it was con-

fined in its scope to creatures of economic

or of sporting value. And from that time

on the central authorities of the great pow-

ers and the local administrators, particu-

larly in the case of tropical possessions,

seem to have been influenced in the framing

of their rules and regulations chiefly by

the idea of preserving valuable game ani-

mals. Defining the number of each kind

of game that can be killed, charging com-

paratively high sums for shooting permits,

and the establishment of temporary or

permanent reserved tracts in which the

game may recuperate, have been the prin-

cipal methods selected. On these lines,

narrow although they are, much valuable

work has been done, and the parts of the

world where unrestricted shooting is still

possible are rapidly being limited. I may

take the proposed new Game Act of our

Indian Empire, which has recently been

explained, and to a certain extent criti-

cized, in the Proceedings of the Zoological

Society of London, by Mr. E. P. Stebbing,

an enlightened sportsman-naturalist, as an

example of the efforts that are being made

in this direction, and of their limitations.

The act is to apply to all India, but

much initiative is left to local governments

as to the definition of the important words

"game" and "large animal." The act,

however, declares what the words are to

mean in the absence of such local defini-

tions, and it is a fair assumption that lo-

cal interpretations will not depart widely

from the lead given by the central author-

ity. Game is to include the following in

their wild state : Pigeons, sandgrouse, pea-

fowl, jungle-fowl, pheasants, partridges,

quail, spurfowl, florican and their congen-

ers; geese, ducks and their congeners;

woodcock and snipe. So much for birds.

Mammals include hares and "large ani-

mals" defined as "all kinds of rhinoceros,

buffalo, bison, oxen; all kinds of sheep,

goats, antelopes and their congeners; all

kinds of gazelle and deer."

The act does not affect the pursuit, cap-

ture or killing of game by non-commis-

sioned officers or soldiers on whose behalf

regulations have been made, or of any ani-

mal for which a reward may be claimed

from government, of any large animal in

self-defence, or of any large animal by a

cultivator or his servants, whose crops it is

injuring. Nor does it affect anything done

under license for possessing arms and am-

munition to protect crops, or for destroy-

ing dangerous animals, under the Indian

Arms Act. Then follow prohibitory pro-

visions all of which refer to the killing or

to the sale or possession of game or fish,

and provisions as to licenses for sportsmen,

the sums to be paid for which are merely

nominal, but which carry restrictions as to

the number of head that may be killed. I

need not enter upon detailed criticism as

to the vagueness of this act from the zo-

ological point of view, or as to the very

large loopholes which its provisions leave

to civil and military sportsmen ; these have

been excellently set forth by Mr. Stebbing,

who has full knowledge of the special con-

ditions which exist in India. What I de-

sire to point out is that it conceives of ani-

mals as game rather than as animals, and

that it does not even contemplate the possi-
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bility of the protection of birds-of-prey

and beasts-of-prey, and still less of the

enormous numbers of species of animals

that have no sporting or economic value.

Mr. Stebbing's article also gives a list

of the very large number of reserved areas

in India, which are described as "Game
Sanctuaries." His explanation of them is

as follows

:

With a view to affording a certain proteetion

to animals of this kind (the elephant, rhinoceros,

ruminants, etc.) and of giving a rest to species

which have been heavily thinned in a district by

indiscriminate shooting in the past, or by an-

thrax, drought, etc., the idea of the Game Sanc-

tuary was introduced into India (and into other

parts of the world) and has been accepted in

many parts of the country. The sanctuary con-

sists of a block of country, either of forest or of

grassland, etc., depending on the nature of the

animal to which sanctuary is required to be given;

the area has rough boundaries such as roads, fire

lines, nullahs, etc., assigned to it, and no shooting

of any kind is allowed in it, if it is a sanctuary

pure and simple; or the shooting of carnivora

may be permitted, or of these latter and of every-

thing else save certain specified animals.

Mr. Stebbing goes on to say that sanctu-

aries may be formed in two ways. The

area may be automatically closed and re-

opened for certain definite periods of years,

or be closed until the head of game has be-

come satisfactory, the shooting on the area

being then regulated, and no further clos-

ing taking place, save for exceptional cir-

cumstances. The number of such sanctu-

ary blocks, both in British India and in the

native states, will cause surprise and pleas-

ure to most readers, and it can not be

doubted but that they will have a large

effect on the preservation of wild life. The

point, however, that I wish to make is that

in the minds of those who have framed the

game act, and of those who have caused

the making of the sanctuaries—as indeed

in the minds of their most competent crit-

ics—the dominant idea has been the hus-

banding of game animals, the securing for

the future of sport for sportsmen. I do

not forget that there is individual protee-

tion for certain animals; no elephant, ex-

cept a rogue elephant, may be shot in

India, and there are excellent regulations

regarding birds with plumage of economic

value. The fact remains that India, a

country which still contains a considerable

remnant of one of the richest faunas of the

world, and which also is probably more

efficiently under the autocratic control of

a highly educated body of permanent offi-

cials, central and local, than any other

country in the world, has no provision for

the protection of its fauna simply as ani-

mals.

The conditions in Africa are very differ-

ent from those in India. The land is por-

tioned out amongst many powers. The

settled population is much less dense and

the hold of the white settler and the white

ruler is much less complete. The possibil-

ity of effective control of native hunters

and of European travelers and sportsmen

is much smaller, and as there are fewer

sources of revenue, the temptation to ex-

ploit the game for the immediate develop-

ment of the struggling colonies is much
greater. Still, the lesson of the extinction

of the South African fauna is being taken

to heart. I have had the opportunity of

going through the regulations made for

the shooting of wild animals in Africa by

this country, by our autonomic colonies,

by France, Germany, Italy, Portugal and

Belgium, and, with the limitation that

they are directed almost solely towards the

protection of animals that can be regarded

as game, they afford great promise for the

future. But this limitation is still stamped

upon them, and even so enthusiastic a nat-

uralist as Major Stevenson-Hamilton, the

warden of the Transvaal Government Game
Reserves, who has advocated the substitu-
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tion of the camera for the rifle, appears to

be of the opinion that the platform of the

convention of 1900 is sufficient. It in-

eluded the sparing of females and imma-

ture animals, the establishment of close

seasons and game sanctuaries, the absolute

protection of rare species, restrictions on

the export for trading purposes of skins,

horns and tusks, and the prohibition of

pits, snares and game traps. Certainly the

rulers of Africa are seeing to the estab-

lishment of game reserves. As for British

Africa, there are two in Somaliland, two

in the Sudan, two in Uganda and two in

British East Africa (with separate re-

serves for eland, rhinoceros and hippopot-

amus), two in Nyasaland, three in the

Transvaal, seven in Rhodesia, several in

Natal and in Cape Colony, and at least

four in Nigeria. These are now admin-

istered by competent officials, who in addi-

tion are usually the executive ofScers of

the game laws outside the reserved terri-

tory. Here again, however, the preserva-

tion of game animals and of other ani-

mals of economic value, and of a few named

species is the fundamental idea. In 1909

I had the honor of being a member of a

deputation to the Secretary of State for

the Colonies, arranged by the Society for

the Preservation of the Wild Fauna of the

Empire, one of the most active and suc-

cessful bodies engaged in arousing public

opinion on the subject. Among the ques-

tions on which we were approaching Lord

Crewe was that of changes in the locality

of reserves. Sometimes it had happened

that for the convenience of settlers or be-

cause of railway extension, or for some

other reason, proposals were made to open

or clear the whole or part of a reserve.

When I suggested that the substitution of

one piece of ground for another, even of

equivalent area, might be satisfactory

from the point of view of the preservation

of large animals, but was not satisfactory

from the zoological point of view, that in

fact pieces of primeval land and primeval

forest contained many small animals of

different kinds which would be extermi-

nated once and for all when the land was

brought under cultivation, the point was

obviously new not only to the Colonial

Secretary, who very coiu-teously noted it,

but to my colleagues.

This brings me to the general conclusion

to which I wish to direct your attention

and for which I hope to engage your sym-

pathy. We may safely leave the preserva-

tion of game animals, or rare species if

these are well known and interesting, and

of animals of economic value, to llie awak-

ened responsibility and the practical sense

of the governing powers, stimulated as

these are by the enthusiasm cf special so-

cieties. Game laws, reserves v/here game
may recuperate, close seasons, occasional

prohibition and the real supervision of li-

cense holders are all doing their work

effectively. But there remains something

else to do, something which I think should

interest zoologists particularly, and on

which we should lead opinion. There exist

in all the great continents large tracts al-

most empty of resident population, which

still contain vegetation almost undisturbed

by the ravages of man, and which still

harbor a multitude of small animals, and

could afford space for the larger and bet-

ter-known animals. These tracts have not

yet been brought under cultivation, and are

rarely traversed except b.y the sportsman,

the explorer and the prospector. On these

there should be established, in all the char-

acteristic faunistic areas, reservations

which should not be merely temporary

recuperating grounds for harassed game,

but absolute sanctuaries. Under no con-

dition should they be open to the sports-

man. No gun should be fired, no animal
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slaughtered or captured save by the direct

authority of the wardens of the sanctu-

aries, and for the direct advantage of the

denizens of the sanctuaries, for the re-

moval of noxious individuals, the control-

ling of species that were increasing beyond

reason, the extirpation of diseased or un-

healthy animals. The obvious examples

are not the game reserves of the old world,

but the national parks of the new world

and of Australasia. In the United States,

for instance, there are now the Yellowstone

National Park with over two million acres,

the Tosemite in California with nearly a

million acres, the Grand Caiion Game Pre-

serve with two million acres, the Mount

Olympus National Monument in Washing-

ton with over half a million acres and the

Superior Game and Forest Preserve with

nearly a million acres, as well as a number
of smaller reserves for special purposes,

and a chain of coastal areas all round the

shores for the preservation of birds. In

Canada, in Alberta, there are the Rocky

Mountains Park, the Yoho Park, Glacier

Park and Jasper Park, together extending

to over nine million acres, whilst in British

Coliunbia there are smaller sanctuaries.

These, so far as laws can make them, are

inalienable and inviolable sanctuaries for

wild animals. We ought to have similar

sanctuaries in every country of the world,

national parks secured for all time against

all the changes and chances of the nations

by international agreement. In the older

and more settled countries the areas se-

lected unfortunately must be determined

by various considerations, of which faun-

istic value can not be the most important.

But certainly in Africa, and in large parts

of Asia, it would still be possible that they

should be selected in the first place for

their faunistic value. The scheme for

them should be drawn up by an interna-

tional commission of experts in the geo-

graphical distribution of animals, and the

winter and summer haunts of migratory

birds should be taken into consideration.

It is for zoologists to lead the way, by lay-

ing down what is required to preserve for

all time the most representative and most

complete series of surviving species with-

out any reference to the extrinsic valiie of

the animals. And it then will be the duty

of the nations, jointly and severally, to

arrange that the requirements laid down
by the experts shall be complied with.

And now I come to the last side of my
subject, that of zoological gardens, with

which I have been specially connected in

the last ten years. My friend M. Gustave

Loisel, in his recently issued monumental
"Histoire des Menageries" has shown that

in the oldest civilizations of which we
have record, thousands of years before the

Christian era, wild animals were kept in

captivity. He is inclined to trace the

origin of the custom to a kind of totemism.

Amongst the ancient Egyptians, for in-

stance, besides the bull and the serpent,

baboons, hippopotami, cats, lions, wolves,

ichneumons, shrews, wild goats and wild

sheep, and of lower animals, crocodiles,

various fishes and beetles were held sacred

in different towns. These animals were

protected, and even the involuntary killing

of any of them was punished by the death

of the slayer, but besides this general pro-

tection, the priests selected individuals

which they recognized by infallible signs

as being the divine animals, and tamed,

guarded and fed in the sacred buildings,

whilst the revenues derived from certain

tracts of land were set apart for their sup-

port. The Egyptians were also famous

hunters and kept and tamed various wild

animals, including cheetahs, striped hy-

enas, leopards, and even lions which they

used in stalking their prey. The tame
lions were sometimes clipped, as in ancient
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Assyria, and used both in the chase and in

war. The rich Egyptians of Memphis

had large parks in which they kept not

only the domestic animals we now know,

but troops of gazelles, antelopes and

cranes which were certainly tame and

were herded by keepers with wands. So

also in China at least fifteen centuries

before our era, wild animals were captured

in the far north by the orders of the

emperor and were kept in the royal parks.

A few centuries later the Emperor Wen-
Wang established a zoological collection be-

tween Pekin and Nankin, his design being

partly educational, as it was called the

Park of Intelligence. In the valley of the

Euphrates, centuries before the time of

Moses, there were lists of sacred animals,

and records of the keeping in captivity of

apes, elephants, rhinoceroses, camels and

dromedaries, gazelles and antelopes, and it

may well be that the legend of the Garden

of Eden is a memory of the royal menag-

erie of some ancient king. The Greeks,

whose richest men had none of the wealth

of the Egyptians or of the princes of the

East, do not appear to have kept many
wild animals, but the magnates of imperial

Rome captured large numbers of leopards,

lions, bears, elephants, antelopes, giraffes,

camels, rhinoceroses and hippopotami, and

ostriches and crocodiles, and kept them in

captivity, partly for use in the arena, and

partly as a display of the pomp and power

of wealth. In later times royal persons

and territorial nobles frequently kept men-

ageries of wild animals, aviaries and

aquaria, but all of these have long since

vanished.

Thus, although the taste for keeping

wild animals in captivity dates from the

remotest antiquity, all the modern collec-

tions are of comparatively recent origin,

the oldest being the Imperial Menagerie of

the palace of Schonbrunn, Vienna, which

was founded about 1752, whilst some of

the most important are only a few years

old. These existing collections are of two

kinds. A few are the private property of

wealthy landowners, and their public im-

portance is due partly to the opportunity

they have afforded for experiments in ac-

climatization on an extensive scale, and

still more to the refuge they have given to

the relics of decaying species. The Euro-

pean bison is one of the best-known cases

of such preservation, but a still more ex-

traordinary instance is that of Pere

David's deer, a curious and isolated type

which was known only in captivity in the

imperial parks of China. The last ex-

amples in China were killed in the Boxer

war, and the species would be absolutely

extinct but for the small herd maintained

by the Duke of Bedford at Woburn Abbey.

In 1909 this herd consisted of only twenty-

eight individuals; it now numbers sixty-

seven. The second and best-known types

of collections of living animals are in the

public zoological gardens and parks main-

tained by societies, private companies,

states and municipalities. There are now
more than a hundred of these in existence,

of which twenty-eight are in the United

States, twenty in the German Empire, five

in England, one in Ireland, and none in

Scotland. But perhaps I may be allowed

to say how much I hope that the efforts of

the Zoological Society of Scotland will be

successful, and that before many months

are over there will be a zoological park in

the capital of Scotland. There is no rea-

son of situation or of climate which can be

urged against it. The smoke and fog of

London are much more baleful to animals

than the east winds of Edinburgh. The
gardens of north Germany and the excel-

lent institution at Copenhagen have to en-

dure winters much more severe than those

of lowland Scotland, whilst the arctic
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winter and tropical summer of New York

form a peculiarly unfortunate combina-

tion, and none the less the Bronx Park at

New York is one of the most delightful

menageries in existence. The Zoological

Society of Scotland will have the great ad-

vantage of beginning where other institu-

tions have left off; it will be able to profit

by the experience and avoid the mistakes

of others. The Zoological Society of Lon-

don would welcome the establishment of a

menagerie in Scotland, for scientific and

practical reasons. As I am speaking in

Scotland, I may mention two of the prac-

tical reasons. The first is that in Great

Britain we labor under a serious disad-

vantage as compared with Germany with

regard to the importation of rare animals.-

When a dealer in the tropics has rare ani-

mals to dispose of, he must send them to

the best market, for dealing in wild ani-

mals is a risky branch of commerce. If

he send them to this country, there are

very few possible buyers, and it often hap-

pens that he is unable to find a purchaser.

If he send them to Germany, one or other

of the twenty gardens is almost certain to

absorb them, and failing Germany, Bel-

gium and Holland are near at hand. Were
there twenty prosperous zoological gardens

in Great Britain, they could be better

stocked, at cheaper rates, than those we
have now. The second practical reason is

that it is a great advantage to menageries

to have easy opportunities of lending and

exchanging animals; for it often happens

that as a result of successful breeding or

of gifts on the one hand, or of deaths on

the other, a particular institution is over-

stocked with one species or deficient in

another.

One of the ideas strongly in the minds

of those who founded the earlier of mod-

em zoological gardens was the introduc-

tion and acclimatization of exotic animals

that might have an economic value. It is

curious how completely this idea has been

abandoned and how infertile it has proved.

The living world would seem to offer an

almost unlimited range of creatures which

might be turned to the profit of man and

as domesticated animals supply some of his

wants. And yet I do not know of any

important addition to domesticated animals

since the remotest antiquity. A few birds

for the coverts, fancy water-fowl for ponds

and lakes, and brightly plumaged birds for

cages or for aviaries have been introduced,

chiefly through zoological societies, but we
must seek other reasons for their existence

than these exiguous gains.

Menageries are useful in the first place

as educational institutions, in the widest

sense of the word. Every new generation

should have an opportunity of seeing the

wonder and variety of animated nature,

and of learning something that they can

not acquire from books or pictures or lec-

tures about the chief types of wild animals.

For that reason zoological gardens should

be associated in some form with elementary

and secondary education. We in London

admit the children from elementary schools

on five mornings in the week at the nom-

inal charge of a penny for each child, and

in cooperation with the educational com-

mittee of the London County Council, we
conduct courses of lectures and demonstra-

tions for the teachers who will afterwards

bring their children to visit the gardens.

Menageries provide one of the best

schools for students of art, for nowhere

else than amongst living animals are to be

found such strange fantasies of color, such

play of light on contour and surface, such

intricate and beautiful harmonies of func-

tion and structure. To encourage art the

London Society allows students of recog-

nized schools of drawing and painting,
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modelling- and designing, to use the gar-

dens at nominal rates.

Menageries provide a rich material for

the anatomist, histologist, physiologist,

parasitologist and pathologist. It is sur-

prising to note how many of the animals

used by Lamarck and Cuvier, Johannes

Miiller and Wiedersheim, Owen and Hux-
ley were obtained from zoological gardens.

At all the more important gardens in-

creasing use is being made of the material

for the older purposes of anatomical re-

search and for the newer purposes of pa-

thology and physiology.

There remains the fundamental reason

for the existence of menageries, that they

are collections of living animals and there-

fore an essential material for the study of

zoology. Systematic zoology, comparative

anatomy, and even morphology, the latter

the most fascinating of all the attempts of

the human intellect to recreate nature

within the categories of the human mind,

have their reason and their justification in

the existence of living animals under con-

ditions in which we can observe them.

And this leads me to a remark which

ought to be a truism but which, unfortu-

nately, is still far from being a truism.

The essential difference between a zoolog-

ical museum and a menagerie is that in the

latter the animals are alive. The former

takes its value from its completeness, from

the number of rare species of which it has

examples, and from the extent to which its

collections are properly classified and ar-

ranged. The value of a menagerie is not

its zoological completeness, not the number
of rare animals that at any moment it may
contain, not even the extent to which it is

duly labeled and systematically arranged,

but the success with which it displays its

inhabitants as living creatures under con-

ditions in which they can exercise at least

some of their vital activities.

The old ideal of a long series of dens or

cages in which representatives of kindred

species could mope opposite their labels is

surely but slowly disappearing. It is a

museum arrangement, and not an arrange-

ment for living animals. The old ideal by
which the energy and the funds of a men-

agerie were devoted in the first place to

obtaining species "new to the collection"

or "new to science" is surely but slowly

disappearing. It is the instinct of a col-

lector, the craving of a systematist, but is

misplaced in those who have the charge of

living animals. Certainly we like to have

many species, to have rare species, and

even to have new species represented in

our menageries. But what we are learn-

ing to like most of all is to have the ex-

amples of the species we possess, whether

these be new or old, housed in such a way
that they can live long, and live happily,

and live under conditions in which their

natural habits, instincts, movements and

routine of life can be studied by the nat-

uralist and enjoyed by the lover of animals.

Slowly the new conditions are creeping

in, most slowly in the older institutions

hampered by lack of space, cumbered with

old and costly buildings, oppressed by the

habits of long years and the traditions es-

tablished by men who none the less are

justly famous in the history of zoological

science. Space, open air, scrupulous at-

tention to hygiene and diet, the provision

of some attempt at natural environment

are receiving attention that they have

never received before. Ton will see the

signs of the change in Washington and

New York, in London and Berlin, in Ant-

werp and Rotterdam, and in all the gar-

dens of Germany. It was begun simul-

taneously, or at least independently, in

many places and under the inspiration of

many men. It is, I think, part of a gen-

eral process in which civilized man is re-
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placing the old hard curiosity about nature

by an attempt at sympathetic comprehen-

sion. "We no longer think of ourselves as

alien from the rest of nature, using our

lordship over it for our own advantage ; we
recognize ourselves as part of nature, and

by acknowledging our kinship we are on

the surest road to an intelligent mastery.

But I must mention one name, that of Carl

Hagenbeck, of Hamburg, to be held in

high honor by all zoologists and natural-

ists, although he was not the pioneer, for

the open-air treatment and rational dis-

play of wild animals in captivity were

being begun in many parts of the world

while the Thier-Park at Stellingen was

still a suburban waste. He has brought a

reckless enthusiasm, a vast practical knowl-

edge and a sympathetic imagination to

bear on the treatment of living animals,

and it would be equally ungenerous and

foolish to fail to recognize the widespread

and beneficent influence of his example.

However we improve the older menag-

eries and however numerous and well-ar-

ranged the new menageries may be, they

must always fall short of the conditions of

nature, and here I find another reason

for the making of zoological sanctuaries

throughout the world. If these be devised

for the preservation of animals, not merely

for the recuperation of game, if they be

kept sacred from gun or rifle, they will

become the real zoological gardens of the

future, in which our children and our

children's children will have the oppor-

tunity of studying wild animals under

natural conditions. I myself have so great

a belief in the capacity of wild animals for

learning to have confidence in man, or

rather for losing the fear of him that they

have been forced to acquire, that I think

that man, innocent of the intent to kill,

will be able to penetrate fearlessly into the

sanctuaries, with camera and notebook and

field-glass. In any event all that the

guardians of the future will have to do

will be to reverse the conditions of our

existing menageries and to provide secure

enclosures for the visitors instead of for

the animals.

I must end as I began this address by

pleading the urgency of the questions I

have been submitting to you as an excuse

for diverting your attention to a branch of

zoology which is alien from the ordinary

avocations of most zoologists, but which

none the less is entitled to their fullest sup-

port. Again let me say to you that I do

not wish to appeal to sentiment; I am of

the old school, and believing that animals

are subject and inferior to man, I set no

limits to human usufruct of the animal

kingdom. But we are zoologists here, and

zoology is the science of the living thing.

We must use all avenues to knowledge of

life, studying the range of form in sys-

tematic museums, form itself in labora-

tories, and the living animal in sanctuaries

and menageries. And we must keep all

avenues to knowledge open for our succes-

sors, as we can not guess what questions

they may have to put to nature.

P. Chalmees Mitchell

THE EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY

A PRELIMINARY report by Dr. Bernhard

Hesse, the secretary of the congress, shows

that in the seven days' sessions in New York
City, September 6—12, the twenty-four sections

of the congress read over five hundred papers,

of which about half were discussed. Over

five hundred of the papers presented were in

print before the congress assembled in New
York, thus greatly facilitating their discus-

sion. Every one who has had experience in

getting papers into print in advance of

a scientific meeting will join in hearty con-

gratulations to the officers of the congress and

to its publication committee for this extra-
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ordinary feat. Six highly interesting public

lectures, by well-known specialists, upon topics

of present interest, added to the general at-

tractiveness of the congress. Of the 4,500

members in various parts of the world, 2,173,

coining from thirty different countries, were

in attendance. The American Chemical So-

ciety, the American Institute of Chemical

Engineers, the New York branch of the So-

ciety of Chemical Industry, the American

branch of the Verein Deutscher Chemiker,

the American Institute of Mining Engineers

and the American Electrochemical Society

joined forces with the congress and held joint

meetings with the various sections in which

they were particularly interested. Such is, in

barest outline, a glance at the statistics of the

congress.

Of social functions and opportunities for

personal intercourse, the congress presented

an " embarrassment of riches." Received in

a most cordial and genial manner by Presi-

dent Taft on the lawn of the White House, by

the secretary and board of regents of the

Smithsonian Institution in the new National

Museum, by the rarious scientific bureaus

and laboratories of Washington; feted to the

limit of time and capacity in New York City,

given a memorable steamer trip up the

glorious Hudson, in perfect weather, and

finally winding up with two extensive trips of

ten and forty days respectively, through the

most interesting parts of the United States

—

each chemist in attendance had the fullest op-

portunity for feeling welcome, for meeting

distinguished colleagues and for seeing the

best and most wonderful sights of America.

Of the notable features of the congress, the

lecture of Mr. Eyde, the Nestor of the Nor-

wegian saltpeter industry, deserves first place.

To probably two thousand people, in the great

hall of the Natural History Museum, New
York, he told the fascinating story of fixing

the nitrogen of the air to nitric acid, in the

great Norwegian factories where 250,000 horse-

power is harnessed and toiling for this great

enterprise. A close second was the lecture on

sjmthetic or manufactured rubber, by Dr.

Perkin, of England, the importance of which

product is recognized by every one. Dr.

Duisberg, of Germany, who claims the honor

of the invention for Germany, showed auto-

mobile tires of the new product which had
given entire satisfaction, but while Germany
has done much in developing the invention,

the honor of originating it is recognized as

belonging to England. But there are honors

enough in recent chemical achievements to go

all the way around, and no country represented

at the congress was without its contributions

to chemical successes to which it could point

with pride.

Of the resolutions passed by the congress,

one of international significance was the ap-

proval of the work of, and the continuance of,

the commission to publish annual volumes of

newly determined chemical and physical con-

stants. The 1910 volume, just issued, is such

a splendid and useful volume, that the com-

mission was authorized to continue its prepa-

ration of the 1911 and 1912 volumes. Another

resolution authorized the use until 1915 of the

published atomic weights of 1912 as the

standard official table for commercial pur-

poses, thus putting an end to the confusion

caused in chemical industries by the use of

atomic weights revised every year. Another

resolution aimed at standardizing the strength

and purity of pharmaceutical products all over

the world; another the establishing of better

and standard methods of sampling ores,

metals and fuels. Other resolutions of a more

technical nature, useful to the chemical in-

dustry but hardly interesting to the general

scientific public, need not be mentioned.

Speaking for ourselves, as hosts, the ad-

vantages and returns to us have been colossal.

Always in danger of becoming insular, in

spite of our continental proportions, we have

now felt the liberalizing contact with notable

men of other lands speaking other languages.

We have had forced upon us the various

points of view, from which other people see,

not only chemical questions, but from which

they regard the general problems of economics,

legislation, labor, industry, commerce and

the general well-being of nations and the ad-

vance of civilization. And we are enriched
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thereby, educated, inspired. Have we not

also had the inestimable privilege of seeing,

hearing, perchance of conversing with, some

of the great lights of science whose names

are veritable household words and whose pres-

ence among us is of itseK an uplift? We
now feel that we have a grasp on the best that

the world can give us, that we henceforth

work together with the master minds of the

world towards a common goal, that we are an

integral part of the great throbbing universal

science-world of which we may have felt,

heretofore, that we were only an outlying

province or a disconnected branch.

Having spoken for ourselves, may we add,

speaking for our guests, and doing them the

courtesy of taking their words at par value,

that they have been equally benefited.

America is a name to conjure with in other

parts of the world; it is the land of liberty

(perhaps of too much liberty), the abode of

the most energetic people on earth (perhaps

of the too strenuous), the scene of the most

colossal activity ever heard of in history (ac-

tivity perhaps bordering on hysteria), the

locus of engineering feats (sometimes with

too low a factor of safety) which challenge the

admiration of the rest of the world. Of this

wonderful country the foreigner has heard,

read and seen pictures until, if he has a spark

of imagination, his enthusiastic desire to

visit it is almost beyond belief. To many such

it is the fond dream of a life time. But the

wide Atlantic, or the broader Pacific, lies be-

tween and many think of the long sea voyage

(so restful and agreeable to most of us) with

rising fears. However, having made the de-

cision to come, accepted the sacrifices involved

and landed among us, having seen as much as

could be crowded into the time available, and

then returned to their homes, what is the re-

sultant for these members of the congress?

From a most general point of view, with-

out any pride of land or accomplishment, let

us admit that our ever-welcome foreign visitor

carries back to Europe and other foreign

lands the germ of Americanism. American

travelers, writers, scientists, are doing a great

deal towards " Americanizing " the rest of the

world, but our foreign visitors, who see us as

we are (not as we pretend ourselves to be),

with our human failings as well as our almost

superhuman achievements, carry back a juster

appreciation of the true American spirit

—

and its frailties make it even more attractive.

The intense love of accomplishment, the gen-

erous sharing of credit with others, the

brushing aside of formalities and cutting of

red tape when things are to be done which

should be done, the good will and fellowship

towards colleagues and co-workers—these are

but a few of the attributes of the American
spirit which our foreign guests are quick to

perceive and appreciate, and not slow to as-

similate and to imitate. Shall we not believe

them when they speak of these things with ad-

miration, and tell us that these are the most

valuable souvenirs they take back with them

to their distant homes? And having arrived

there does not the leaven still work? I hesi-

tate to think that any of our fallings from

grace (in the way, for instance, of oppressive

monopolies and unfair competition) are thus

disseminated through the world—I doubt that

they are—^but I have no manner of doubt that

our observing, appreciative and discrimina-

ting visitors from abroad will become active

propagandists of the distinctively American

virtues which they so disingenuously admit us

to possess. Careful observers of conditions in

Europe, particularly of those parts of Europe

most open to the impress of Americanism, see

there plainly this growth of the American

spirit, in politics, government, science and

particularly in the general attitude of people

towards each other and towards their daily

life. Our visitors will return to their homes

partly " Americanized," in the better, or let

us say in the best, sense of that word, and let

us not be so falsely modest as to deny these

facts.

The next International Congress of Ap-

plied Chemistry will be held in Saint Peters-

burg, in 1915, at a time early enough in the

year not to interfere with attendance later at

our Panama Exposition in San Francisco.

In fact, let us here suggest to American chem-

ists that their program for the jubilee year
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1915 should be to attend the congress, travel

through Russia and Siberia and cross the

Pacific to our great World Exposition, thus

combining two unrivaled opportunities, the

like of vs^hich will never occur again. We are

the richest people on earth and the most am-

bitious; let us also become the best informed

and the most cosmopolitan : real " citizens of

the world." J. w. EiCHARDS

Lehigh University

continued in that office several years. Pro-

fessor Weber served four years on a com-

mittee appointed by Dr. Harvey W. Wiley for

the standardization of pure foods, and was the

author of a course in qualitative analysis that

passed through four editions.

HENEY ADAM WEBEB
Henry Adam Weber, professor in agricul-

tural chemistry, Ohio State University, and

widely known as an expert chemist, died at his

home in Columbus, June 14, after a brief ill-

ness from apoplexy. He had not been well for

some months and had not been actively en-

gaged in teaching. He was 67 years old.

Professor Weber was born in Clinton Town-
ship, July 12, 1845. He studied at Otterbein

University. In 1863 he went to Germany to

complete his education and studied at the

University of Munich. He was one of the

early pupils of the eminent German chemist,

Justus von Liebig.

Returning to America, he was given the de-

gree of doctor of philosophy by Ohio State

University in 1879. For several years Mr.

Weber served as assistant chemist for the

Ohio geological survey and then became pro-

fessor of chemistry in the University of Hli-

nois. He attracted wide attention by experi-

ments in the manufacture of sugar from

sorghum and held several patents.

In 1884 he returned to Ohio and became

professor of agricultural chemistry at Ohio

State University, which position he held until

the time of his death, and in which he

achieved much work of note in the field of

agricultural and food chemistry. He held the

position of chief chemist of the state dairy and

food commission from 1884 to 1897.

He was a fellow in the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, a mem-
ber of the Chemical Society and the Ohio

Academy of Science. He was the first presi-

dent of the Columbus Chemical Society and

THE DEDICATION OF THE BICE
INSTITUTE

The president and trustees of the Rice

Institute have arranged an academic festival

from October 10 to 13 to dedicate the institu-

tion with appropriate ceremonies and to in-

augurate the educational program with a

series of lectures. These inaugural lectures

are as follows:

* Professor Rafael Altamira y Crevea, of Mad-

rid, Spain; late Professor of the History of

Spanish Law in the University of Oviedo; Di-

rector of Elementary Education in the Spanish

Ministry of Public Instruction.

* Professor Emile Borel, of Paris, Prance;

Director of Scientific Studies at the Ecole Nor-

male Supgrieure; Editor-in-Chief of La Eevue du

Mois; Professor of the Theory of Functions at

the University of Paris.

Senator Benedetto Croce, of Naples, Italy; Life

Senator of the Italian Kingdom; Member of

various Eoyal Commissions; Editor of La Critica,

* Professor Hugo de Vries, of Amsterdam, Hol-

land; Director of the Hortus Botanicus and Pro-

fessor of the Anatomy and Physiology of Plants

in the University of Amsterdam.
* Professor Sir Henry Jones, of Glasgow, Scot-

land; Fellow of the British Academy; Professor

of Moral Philosophy in the University of Glas-

gow; Hibbert Lecturer on Metaphysics at Man-

chester College, Oxford.

Privy Councillor Baron Dairoku Kikuehi, of

Tokyo, Japan; late Japanese Minister of Educa-

tion; formerly President of the University of

Tokyo, and later of the University of Kyoto;

recently Lecturer on Japanese Education at the

University of London.

Professor John William Mackail, of London,

England; former Fellow of Balliol College, and

late Professor of Poetry in Oxford University.

Privy Councillor Professor Wilhelm Ostwald, of

Gross-Bothen, Germany; lat« Professor of Chem-

istry in the University of Leipsic; Nobel Laureate

in Chemistry, 1909.
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The late Professor Henri Poincai'6, of Paris,

France; Member of the French Academy; Com-

mander of the Legion of Honor; Professor of

Mathematics and Astronomy at the University of

Paris.

* Professor Sir William Eamsay, K.C.B., of

London, England; late Professor of Chemistry at

University College, London; Nobel Laureate in

Chemistry, 1904; President of the Seventh Inter-

national Congress of Applied Chemistry.

Professor Carl Stormer, of Christiania, Norway;

Member of the Norwegian Academy of Sciences;

Associate Editor of the Acta Mathematica; Pro-

fessor of Pure Mathematics in the University of

Christiania.

* Professor Senator Vito Volterra, of Eome,

Italy; Life Senator of the Italian Kingdom;

Dean of the Faculty of Science and Professor of

Mathematical Physics and Celestial Mechanics in

the University of Rome; recently Lecturer in the

Universities of Paris and Stockholm.

Each of these gentlemen has consented to

prepare three lectures for the proceedings of

the opening festival and to permit the institute

to publish his dissertations in a series of vol-

umes which it is proposed to issue in com-

memoration of the occasion. Those lectures

whose names are designated above by an

asterisk will be present and read the intro-

ductory lectures of their respective courses:

the lectures of those whose names are not so

designated will be contributed in manuscript

and placed upon the program by title.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
The eighty-second annual meeting of the

British Association, which opened on Septem-

ber 4, had a preliminary registration of 2,379

members, which is considerably larger than

the average. At the opening meeting, at

which the address of Professor Sehafer, al-

ready published in Science, was delivered, it

was announced that Mr. J. K. Caird, of

Dundee, had given £10,000 to the funds of

the association.

Dr. Simon Flexner, director of the labora-

tories of the Rockefeller Institute, has been

appointed Huxley lecturer for the current

year. This lecture will be given before the

Charing Cross Hospital Medical School, Lon-

don, on October 31, 1912.

Professor Hugo de Vries lectured at the-

New York Botanical Garden on September

14.

Professor Wilhelm Ostwald, who had in-

tended to be present at the opening of the-

Eice Institute and to lecture at several uni-

versities, has been obliged to cancel his Amer-

ican trip, owing to ill-health.

Sir Willum Turner, professor of anatomy

at Edinburgh, and Dr. Julius von Hann, pro-

fessor of meteorology at the University of

Vienna, have been appointed foreign knights-

of the Prussian order " Pouj le merite."

Alfred H. Brooks, geologist in charge of

the Alaskan division of the U. S. Geological

Survey, has been appointed a member of the-

Alaskan Railroad Commission, and is now en.

route to Alaska.

Mr. V. H. Hughes, E.M., has been ap-

pointed assistant state geologist of Missouri..

De. Frederick J. Biechard, formerly as-

sistant in chemistry at the Rockefeller Insti-

tute, has been appointed a research chemist,

in the Dairy Division of the Bureau of Ani-

mal Industry, Washington, D. C.

The Board of Scientific Directors of the-

RoekefeUer Institute for Medical Research

announce the following appointments : Michael

Heidelberger, fellow in chemistry; Linda Bar-

tels Lange, fellow in pathology; Elorentin

Medigreceanu, assistant resident physician.

A course of two weeks devoted to an exten-

sion course in nervous and mental diseases

has been given at Eordham University School

of Medicine. Among those taking part were-

Drs. Henry Head and Gordon Holmes, of

London; Dr. Carl Jung, of Zurich; Dr. Alwyn,

Knauer, of Munich; Dr. N. Achucarro, of

Madrid, and Dr. Colon K.. Russel, of Mon-

treal.

Professor H. Steatjs, Berlin, will deliver-

a course of lectures, October 12, 14, 15, on

diseases of the stomach and kidneys, at the

New York Post-Graduate Medical School, and.

Professor Dr. Carl von Noorden, physician in
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chief of the City Hospital, Frankfort, Ger-

many, a course on pathology and treatment of

diabetes, radium therapy and arteriosclerosis,

October 28-31 inclusive..

The Eev. Egbert Ashington Bullen, the

well-known English naturalist, died on August

15, aged sixty-two years.

Me. Clinton Thomas Bent, a distinguished

British surgeon, known also for explorations

in the Caucasus and elsewhere, died on Au-

gust 26, aged sixty-one years.

Dr. Fritz Kotter, professor of applied

mathematics at the Berlin Technological In-

stitute, died on August 17, aged sixty-one

years.

Dr. Eudolf Hornes, professor of geology

at Gratz, died on August 20, aged sixty-two

years.

The fourth National Conservation Con-

gress will be held at Indianapolis on October

1, 2, 3 and 4, under the presidency of Mr. J.

B. White, of Kansas City, Mo.

The late Mr. Allan Octavian Hume, known

as an ornithologist and botanist, bequeathed

about £14,000 to the South London Botanical

Institute, to which in 1907 he gave £10,000.

The late Professor Lombroso offered every

second year in connection with the Archiv

d'Anthropologia Crimincle a prize of Fr. 500

for the best work in connection with criminal

anthropology. His family have now offered

to the organization committee of the Eighth

International Congress of Criminal Anthro-

pology a prize of Fr. 1,000 for the best work

reported to the congress which is to be held

in Budapest in the summer of 1914.

A DESPATCH received from the American

ambassador to Brazil relative to the approach-

ing eclipse of the sun (October 10 next),

which will be visible in that country states

that :
" The Brazilian minister of agriculture,

desirous of assisting the foreign astronomical

expeditions which propose to observe the

eclipse, has petitioned the federal congress

to appropriate $23,000 for their reception and

entertainment. He has also requested that

their professional instruments and private

effects may be granted the privilege of free

customs entry, that repairs to their instru-

ments may be made in government workshops

and that railroad passes and telegraphic

franks may be given them. It is probable

that the federal congress will act favorably

upon the minister's petition, which has al-

ready received the endorsement of the

executive."

The sundry civil bill, as passed by the last

session of congress, contained an appropria-

tion of $1,440,520 for the U. S. Geological

Survey. Most of the appropriations for the

survey are included in this great government

supply bill, but in addition to the above

amount $37,400 was appropriated in the

" legislative bill," for rents, so that the total

amount appropriated is $1,477,920. The prin-

cipal items in the appropriations for the

Geological Survey for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1913, are as follows:

Topographic surveys $350,000

Geologic surveys 300,000

Mineral resources of Alaska 90,000

Mineral resources of the United States 75,000

Chemical and physical researches 40,000

Geological maps of the United States . 110,000

Gauging streams, etc 150,000

Surveying national forests 75,000

The bill also appropriates $145,000 for print-

ing and binding survey reports, to be expended

by the public printer.

A REMARKABLE deposit of remains of extinct

animals is now to be explored by the Univer-

sity of California. This is the fossil beds in

the Eancho La Brea, in the outskirts of Los

Angeles. There oil has oozed to the surface,

and in the tar pools so formed animals have

become mired and have lost their lives, and

their skeletons, even to the most fragile por-

tions, have been preserved- Madam Ida Han-

cock Eoss, the owner of the Eancho La Brea,

has given to the university the privilege of

excavating these fossil beds, and work has

just begun, under the direction of Dr. John

Campbell Merriam, professor of paleontology

and historical geology.
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The American Fisheries Society at its re-

cent annual meeting passed the following

resolutions

:

Whereas, the Congress of the United States

has passed an act to give effect to the convention

between the United States, Great Britain, Russia

and Japan, having for its primary object the sup-

pression of pelagic sealing, and

Whereas, this measure was amended so as to

establish a five-year closed season on male seals

on the Pribilof Islands, contrary to the advice of

the United States Bureau of Fisheries and its

Advisory Board, including the best informed sci-

entists of the country, all personally familiar vrith

the islands and the fur seal problem, and contrary

to the expressed opinion of others personally

familiar vpith the conditions of seal life on the

islands.

Therefore, be it Eesolved, that the American

Fisheries Society places on record its deep regret

that congress should have acted contrary to the

advice of the recognized authority in this country

on such matters, and further,

Resolved, that this society recommend the early

repeal of this provision which is contrary to all

biological experiences and which can lead only to

dissatisfaction and to the ultimate exploiting of

seal fisheries by private interests and with detri-

ment to the herd, consequent financial loss to the

government, and loss of prestige to the nation.

The following is the text of the act of con-

gress concerning the Public Health Service:

Be it enacted ty the Senate and. Souse of Bep-

resentatives of the United States of America in

Congress assembled, That the Public Health and

Marine-Hospital Service of the United States shall

hereafter be known and designated as the Public

Health Service, and all laws pertaining to the

Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service of the

United States shall hereafter apply to the Public

Health Service, and all regulations now in force,

made in accordance with law for the Public Health

and Marine-Hospital Service of the United States

shall apply to and remain in force as regulations

of and for the Public Health Service until changed

or rescinded. The Public Health Service may
study and investigate the diseases of men and

conditions influencing the propagation and spread

thereof, including sanitation and sewage and the

pollution either directly or indirectly of the navi-

gable streams and lakes of the United States, and

it may from time to time issue information in the

form of publications for the use of the public.

Sec. 2. That beginning with the first day of

October next after the passage of this act the

salaries of the commissioned medical officers of

the Public Health Service shall be at the following

rates per annum: surgeon general, six thousand

dollars; assistant surgeon general, four thousand

dollars; senior surgeon, of which there shall be

ten in number, on active duty, three thousand five

hundred dollars; surgeon, three thousand dollars;

passed assistant surgeon, two thousand four hun-

dred dollars; assistant surgeon, two thousand dol-

lars; and the said oiScers, excepting the surgeon

general, shall receive an additional compensation

of ten per centum of the annual salary as above

set forth for each five years' service, but not to

exceed in all forty per centum: Provided, That

the total salary, including the longevity increase,

shall not exceed the following rates: assistant

surgeon general, five thousand dollars; senior sur-

geon, four thousand five hundred dollars; surgeon,

four thousand dollars: Provided further, That

there may be employed in the Public Health

Service such help as may be provided for from

time to time by congress.

Dr. Eollin T. Chamberlin, of the depart-

ment of geology in the University of Chicago,

recently returned from a year of special in-

vestigations in South America, where he went

as a geologist of the Brazilian Iron and Steel

Company to examine the recently recognized

iron ore deposits in the state of Minas Geraes,

famous in the past for its output of gold and

diamonds but likely in the future to be best

known for its unrivaled mountains of iron

ore. Dr. Chamberlin's special work was to lo-

cate the most promising ore masses in the

district, make geologic and topographic sur-

veys, and estimate the quantity and value of

the ore. The surveys were much hindered by

the necessity of cutting trails through the

tropical jungle, natives armed with the

Brazilian foica or wood hook being employed

for the purpose. Travel was largely by mule-

back. In order to get a general view of the

geology of the South American continent Mr.

Chamberlin, after finishing his work in Minas

Geraes, traveled southward through Brazil

and Uruguay to Buenos Aires and returned to

the United States by way of the Straits of

Magellan, Chile, Bolivia, Peru and Panama.
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Professor Warren K. Moorehead, curator

of the department of archeology, Phillips

Academy, Andover, Mass., reports that the

survey of which he had charge finished its

first year in Maine September 8. There were

on the expedition at various times from eight

to twelve men and nearly all of the Penob-

scot valley was examined and mapped. A
great deal of work was carried on at Passa-

dumkeag, 40 miles above Bangor, and at Lake

Alamoosook, 5 miles south of Bucksport. At

Passadumkeag one undisturbed cemetery was

entirely dug out and at Alamoosook two ceme-

teries, and at Orland a fourth was found. In

these four cemeteries were 170 graves and

from these about 800 stone objects were re-

covered. These graves contained large quan-

tities of red ochre—not the small particles

often encountered in exploration in the west

and south—biit quarts, or in several instances

more than a peck of bright pigment. The ob-

jects found in the graves vary from one or two

to nineteen in number, and comprise the true

gouge, various modified forms of gouges,

stone celts and hatchets (usually squared) and

long tapering and fluted gouges. There were

also some unknown forms, particularly at

Passadumkeag, where long oval stones were

found. These are perforated, and several ex-

ceed a foot in length. The absence of grooved

axes, of pottery and bone and shell objects, of

pipes, etc., indicates the presence of a culture

different from that of the Algonkin. Save in

one instance, there were no human bones dis-

covered, and the graves are so old that the

stone objects themselves have frequently be-

gun to disintegrate. Mr. Charles 0. Wil-

loughby, twenty years ago, opened three

burial places in southern Maine and met with

similar conditions. Professor Putnam and

Mr. Willoughby considered the graves ex-

tremely old. The name " the red paint peo-

ple " has been applied to this culture, tempo-

rarily.

The National Bureau of Standards in its

general investigation of structural materials

is engaged, among other things, in the deter-

mination of the physical properties of con-

crete. At the suggestion of engineers and

others, the Bureau of Standards is investi-

gating the cause of cracking in concrete struc-

tures, where the necessity for expansion and

contraction joints is questioned. For this

purpose, reference marks were placed last week

on some of the typical old and new concrete

work in Wayne County, Michigan, also at

Greenwich, Connecticut. Measurements will

be taken from time to time during the sum-

mer and winter to determine the expansion or

contraction in the concrete caused by tempera-

ture variations and the changes of volume

which take place during the hardening of the

concrete. Similar reference marks are being

placed on the lock walls of the Panama Canal

and various other structures.

The United States has held first place

among the coal-producing countries of the

world since 1899, when this country sup-

planted Great Britain. In 1911 the total

world's production of coal amounted to ap-

proximately 1,302,500,000 short tons, of

which the United States contributed 496,-

221,168 tons, or 38.1 per cent, according to the

United States Geological Survey. In the 12

years from 1899 to 1911 the production of the

United States has increased over 250 per cent.

;

from 1899 to 1911 Great Britain has increased

its output about 50 per cent., from 198,146,-

731 to 304,521,195 tons. The United States

in 1911 produced almost 500,000,000 tons, or

63 per cent, more than Great Britain in 1911;

Germany's production of coal and lignite in

1899 was 93,640,500 short tons ; in 1911 it was

258,223,763 tons, an increase of over 175 per

cent. The combined production of Great

Britain and Germany in 1911 was 562,744,958

short tons, which exceeded the output of the

United States by only 66,500,000 tons, or 13.2

per cent. These three countries, United

States, Great Britain and Germany, produce

more than 80 per cent, of the world's total

supply of coal.

Secretary Wilson, of the U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, has decided to establish

an experiment station on the Manti National

Forest near Ephraim, Utah, for the study of

grazing and water protection problems. In

fact bids for the construction of the necessary
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buildings have beea received and it is ex-

pected to have the station in working order

before winter. Already the gathering of ob-

servations on the relations of erosion and

run-off to the forest cover have begun. The

Mauti National Forest was chosen as the site

for this experiment station becaiise it offers

exceptionally good opportunities for investi-

gating problems of practical value in connec-

tion with regulated grazing. Ephraim and

other towns in its neighborhood have suffered

severely from floods following violent rain-

storms in the mountains, and it has already

been proved conclusively that the overgrazed

condition of areas on which the natural vege-

tative cover has been seriously altered is re-

sponsible for the formation of torrents and

the rapid discharge of debris-laden flood-

waters. In a recent destructive storm the

water ran clear from a part of the watershed

which was within the National Forest, and in

good condition as a result of well-regulated

grazing, while from other areas it swept down
sand and boulders. One of the objects of

the study will be to learn how the maximum
of grazing use of natural forest land can be

obtained without injury to forest reproduc-

tion and stream flow. The national forests

provide range during a part or all of the year

for a considerable part of the stock produced

in the western states. Approximately one and

one half million head of cattle and horses and

seven and one half million head of sheep and

goats occupy the forest lands each year.

These figures do not include nearly three

hundred thousand calves and over four mil-

lion lambs and kids for which permits are not

required. The experts of the department be-

lieve that when the ranges which were de-

nuded by many years of improper use are

restored to a normal condition of productivity

it will be possible to provide feed for a much
larger number of stock without injury to

forest growths or watersheds, and both the

stockgrower and the consumer of meat prod-

ucts will thus be benefited. Consequently

every effort is being made to determine prac-

ticable means of regenerating depleted ranges.

All of the studies which are about to be ini-

tiated have this point in view.

UNIVEBSIT7 AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
Harvard University and Middlebury Col-

lege will each receive ultimately half of

$125,000, left by Daniel A. Kimball, of Stock-

bridge.

The heirs of Michael Cudahy have given

$10,000 toward the endowment fund of New-
man Hall, at the University of California,

and $1,000 each has been given by four other

donors. The Newman Club is an organiza-

tion of the Roman Catholic students of the

university. Through the generosity of Arch-

bishop Patrick W. Eiordan, of San Francisco,

who contributed $40,000 (from his " jubilee

fund"), and through the aid of other friends,

the club occupies Newman Hall, an admirably

appointed building, which contains meeting

rooms, a chapel, a library, bowling alleys, so-

cial rooms, a kitchen, etc., and which serves

as a center for the social and religious life of

the Catholic students. Its privileges and hos-

pitalities are open also to the other students

of the university.

Dr. Don E. Joseph, formerly associate in

physiology and pharmacology at the Rocke-

feller Institute, has been appointed associate

professor of physiology at Bryn Mawr College.

The following new appointments have been

made at Toledo University: Oscar William

Irvin, B.S. (Kentucky), professor of mechan-

ics and physics; Rudolf Pintner, M.A. (Edin-

burgh), Ph.D. (Leipzig), professor of psychol-

ogy and education.

The following appointments have been

made to the staff of Macdonald College, Ste.

Anne de Bellevue, Quebec: Wilfrid Sadler,

M.D.D., of the Midland Institute, Kingston,

Derbyshire, England, assistant in bacteriol-

ogy; D. W. Hamilton, Ph.D., of the New
Brunswick Normal School, assistant in phys-

ics; W. M. Aikenhead, B.S.A., assistant in

horticulture; Alex. R. Ness, B.S.A., assistant

in animal husbandry. Professor W. Saxby

Blair has resigned the chair of horticulture

and accepted the position of superintendent

of the Kentville, Nova Scotia, Experimental

Fruit Farm and dominion maritime horticul-

turist. The following graduates have been
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appointed district demonstrators, local repre-

sentatives of the college, whose function is to

promote interest in scientific agriculture and

to advise farmers on scientific questions: G,

W. Wood, L. 0. Eaymond, A. A. Campbell, L.

v. Parent, E. Newton.

mSCUSSION AND COESESPONDENCE

A NEW M.\THEMATICAL PRIZE

Alfred Ackermann-Teubner has founded

a new mathematical prize by establishing a

capital of 20,000 Marks at the University of

Leipzig. For the present a prize of 1,000

Marks shall be given every other year, and

the surplus interest shall be added to the cap-

ital until this amounts to 60,000 Marks.

After the capital has reached 60,000 Marks

all the interest, less espenses, shall be used

for an annual prize, which shall be given for

published work in the domain of the great

Germam mathematical Encyclopedia.

The donor of the capital for the prize re-

serves the right to bestow it in 1914, without

any restrictions; but after this date the prize

is to be awarded, in order, for work in the

following subjects: (1) History, philosophy,

teaching and education; (2) mathematics,

especially along the lines of arithmetic and

algebra; (3) mechanics; (4) mathematical

physics; (5) mathematics, especially along

the line of analysis; (6) astronomy, theory of

probability and theory of errors; (7) mathe-

matics, especially along the line of geometry;

(8) applied mathematics not provided for in

what precedes, especially geodesy and geo-

physics.

Those who have received the Nobel prize

shall not be considered in connection with the

awarding of this prize and preference is to be

given to German mathematicians, but the

prize shall not be restricted to the scholars of

this nationality. As long as the prize is

awarded every second year, papers or mono-

graphs which have appeared during the pre-

ceding sixteen years may be considered, but

only those which have been published no

longer than eight years can be considered

when it is awarded annually.

The prize is to be awarded for work which

exhibits a prominent advance along scientific

or pedagogic lines, and the limits of the sub-

ject matters to be considered shall, in gen-

eral, be those of the German encyclopedia.

If new penetrating mathematical theories

should arise, work along these lines may also

be considered. Alfred Ackermann-Teubner

is at present the senior member of the great

publishing firm of B. G. Teubner, of Leipzig,

Germany, and has for many years taken an

active part in various mathematical activities.

The capital for the prize mentioned above is a

consequence of the friendly relations between

the donor and various prominent mathema-

ticians.

It is probably fortunate that these prizes

are to be given for work already published

and not for competing memoirs relating to

subjects proposed by some committee. Many
of the leading mathematicians do not enter

into the race of preparing competing memoirs,

and it seems likely that more good will be done

if mathematicians feel free to pursue those

lines in which they can work most successfully.

The subject of mathematics has become so

broad that real progress calls for forward

movements in many fields. All the various

helpful interrelations can not be foreseen by a

few men.

G. A. Miller

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Monographs on Biochemistry. The Chem-

ical Constitution of the Proteins. Part I.

Analysis. By E. A. H. Plimmer, D.Sc.

Second edition. London and New York,

Longmans, Green and Co. Pp. x + 188.

1912. 5 s. 6 d. net.

Although the knowledge concerning the

chemical constitution of the proteins gained

since the appearance of the first edition of this

monograph is relatively small, the amount of

information contained in this second edition

is much greater than that furnished in the

first. The author now gives us a more de-

tailed account of the methods of hydrolysis

of the proteins and the estimation of the

amino-acids which result thereby. The
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chemical constitution of their constituent

amino acids is extensively discussed and the

methods by which each of these amino acids

has been synthesized is described. The dif-

ferentiation of the proteins by means of the

proportion of the various types of nitrogen

which they yield on hydrolysis is given in

detail, as weU as the recent methods for esti-

mating amino nitrogen and also the nitrogen

belonging to the different groups of amino

acids.

The book contains the iirst practically com-

plete compilation yet published of analyses

thus far made of the products of hydrolysis

of all the various individual proteins, a fea-

ture which will be appreciated by those work-

ing in this field of protein chemistry. In

commenting on these analyses the author very

properly emphasizes the fact that the per-

centages reported are in almost all eases min-

imal, and that none of the analyses repre-

sents the true amino acid make-up of the

protein; a fact too often overlooked by those

who have previously attempted to compile

such analyses, which simply reveal gross dif-

ferences between proteins of different origin.

Plimmer's monograph, like the others of

this series, contains a very full bibliography;

but, unfortunately, references in the text are

not made in such a way as to readily show

the papers which are authority for the state-

ments made. This defect is especially appar-

ent in connection with the tables of analyses

of the proteins. Those who wish to quickly

and pleasantly inform themselves of what is

known of the chemical constitution of the

proteins, and of the methods by which this

has been learned, will find this monograph

exceedingly satisfactory. As an experienced

teacher of physiological chemistry recently

wrote the reviewer, " It strikes me as a re-

markably useful book; and it has more hu-

man touches than most reviews of this type."

Thomas B. Osborne

Physiologisches Prdktihum fiir Mediziner.

By Mas Verworn. Second edition. Jena,

Gustav Fischer. 1912. Pp. xii + 262; 141

illustrations.

It is a curious fact that Germany, the coun-

try in which the science of physiology has

undergone its greatest development, has been

backward in providing laboratory instruction

in that science. And now that it is being

provided it is to be regretted that it is on a

lower pedagogic and scientific plane than in

the English and especially the American uni-

versities. The book before us is a second edi-

tion from Bonn of a work, the first edition of

which was issued from Gottingen five years

ago. It is a combination of the chemical and

the physical, about one fourth of the text

being devoted to the former. There is an

average of one illustration for less than two

pages of text. Each main topic is introduced

by a brief, concise and usually excellent sum-

mary of its physiology, and this is followed by

an elaborate account of the procedures to be

pursued in performing a series of selected

experiments. Most of the experiments are

well known to university teachers of the sub-

ject; but some are new, and a perusal of the

book will prove suggestive. Many experi-

ments which are frequently performed by stu-

dents in American universities are wanting,

and the only mammals employed, besides man,

are the rabbit, the guinea-pig and the white

rat. But the most striking feature of the

book is the elaborateness of the directions for

laboratory work, something with which we in

America are not familiar. The student is

never left to determine a procedure for him-

self, but is told exactly how to do the thing

desired. He must, for example, hold his

scalpel thus and so, the verbal directions being

supplemented by a nearly life-sized picture of

a hand holding the instrument; and he must

make " not little, shallow, short, hurried cuts

with the point of the knife, but long, firm,

quiet, deep incisions with its blade." In order

to tell how to make a frog's muscle-nerve

preparation two pages of text are required and

two additional pages of life-sized illustrations.

Eight pages, including illustrations, are em-

ployed in describing the customary method of

measuring the blood pressure in a mammal
with the simple action of the vagus nerve on
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the blood pressure, the simple action of atro-

pin on the heart, and final asphyxia. One

•can not examine the book without recalling

Mr. Abraham Flexner's discussion of physio-

logical instruction in Germany in his valuable

report to the Carnegie Foundation on medical

education in Europe. He says:

The practical course in Germany is a thing by

itself, and is still unsatisfactorily carried on. . . .

Consisting as it does of certain exercises specified

and minutely described in a syllabus, the practical

course tends to be an isolated series of experiments

mechanically executed rather than a stimulating

and successful application of scientific method to

physiological problems. ... If, then, physiology is

to be taught as an experimental science, as a sci-

'enee of function, the student must be allowed to

run risks, to calculate, to observe, to verify, to

conclude. Eliminate risk and the experiment be-

comes a mechanical toy: it may amuse, it does not

'discipline.

Frederic S. Lee
Columbia Univeksity

•Short Course in Electrical Testing. By More-

croft and Hehre. New York, D. Van Nos-

trand Company. 1911. Pp. 154. Price,

$1.50 net.

This book is designed primarily for the use

of students of other branches of engineering

•than electrical engineering. As such students

are usually none too well versed in the theory

of electrical engineering, due to the short time

available for the study of this subject, the

authors have included with the description

of the experiments a brief statement of the

more important principles involved. This

feature should appeal to any teacher giving

laboratory instruction in electrical engineer-

ing to students of another department.

The direct current experiments described

deal with the measurements of the resistance

of wires, of lamps and of the dynamos; the

characteristics of the shunt and of the com-

pound generator; the characteristics of the

shunt and of the series motor, and the

parallel operation of shunt generators and

of compound generators. The alternating

current experiments deal with determina-

tion of wave shape; phase displacement and

power; the effect of inductance, capacity

and frequency; the regulation of an alter-

nator; transformer losses; characteristics of

the induction and synchronous motors, and

of the rotary converter; the parallel operation

of alternators, and currents, voltages and

power in three-phase circuits.

At the end of each experiment is given a

number of questions concerning the prin-

ciples involved and the reasons for the be-

havior of the various types of machines. It

is to be regretted that the authors have not

included in these queries more questions de-

signed to bring out the bearing of the various

characteristics upon the commercial applica-

tion of the machines. Particularly for non-

electrical students is it desirable, both for its

inherent value and to keep the interest of the

students, to bring out repeatedly the uses of

the various types of machines and the fea-

tures limiting their application. In some of

the questions the premises are only partially

stated. For example, on page 65, is the fol-

lowing :
" Explain . . . why a series motor of

the same horsepower rating as a shunt motor

exerts a greater full load torque." In this

connection, it may also be noted that nothing

is said as to the difference in the methods of

rating shunt and series motors. In fact, the

question of rating and temperatures seems to

be omitted entirely from the book.

In the alternating current section there are

certain features which are not altogether de-

sirable. In the first place the clockwise sys-

tem of vector notation is employed. Again,

the terms " impedance " and " reactance

"

seem to be avoided, although frequent men-

tion is made of " conservative " and " dissipa-

tive " reactions, inductance and capacity reac-

tions, etc. It is also to be regretted that the

authors have given no index to the book.

The experiments selected and the directions

given are in the main entirely satisfactory.

On the whole the book should prove very use-

ful for the purpose for which it is primarily

intended, i. e., a laboratory manual for non-

electrical students.

Harold Pender
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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SCIENTIFIC JOVRNALS AND ABTICLE8

The July number (volume 13, number 3)

of the Transactions of the American Mathe-

matical Society contains the following papers

:

J. B. Shaw :
'

' Quaternion developments Tvith

applications. '

'

H. S. Vandiver: "Theory of finite algebras."

Dunham Jackson :
'

' On the degree of converg-

ence of the development of a continuous function

according to Legendre 's polynomials. '

'

Louis Ingold: "Functional differential geom-

etry."

E. B. Van Vleck: "On the extension of a the-

orem of Poincar^ for difference equations. '

'

E. B. Van Yleck: "One-parameter projective

groups and the classification of collineations.

"

J. E. Eowe: " Bicombinants of the rational

plane quartic and eombinants of the rational plane

quintie.
'

'

The closing (July) number of volume 18

of the Bulletin of the American Mathematical

Society contains: Keport of the April meet-

ing of the Society, by F. N. Cole ;
" Proof of a

theorem due to Picard," by W. R. Longley;

Review of Ohwolson's Traite de Physique, by
E. B. Wilson ;

" Arithmetique Generale," by
E. Dumont and 'N. J. Lennes; Shorter

Notices: Muir's Determinants, by G. A.

Miller; Cohen's Lie Theory of One-Parameter

Groups, by E. J. Wilezynski; Miiller's Abriss

der Algebra der Logik, by L. I. ISTeikirk;

Andoyer's Cours d'Astronomie, by Kurt
Laves ;

" Notes " ;
" New Publications " ; List

of papers read before the society and subse-

quently published; Index of Volume 18.

NOTES ON ENTOMOLOGY
Some years ago Dr. T. Sjostedt made a col-

lecting trip to the high mountains of East

Africa. The results of nearly a year's collect-

ing in that region were gradually published,

and now have all been brought together in

three volumes.^ Dr. Sjostedt collected over

50,000 specimens of insects, belonging to about

3,500 species, of which over 1,200 were new
' '

' Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der Sehwedi-

schen Zoologisehen Expedition nach dem Kili-

mandjaro, dem Meru, und dem umgebeudeu Mas-
saisteppen Deutseh-Ostafrikas, 1905-1906, unter

Leitung von Professor Dr. Tngve Sjostedt,"

Stockholm, 1911, 4to.

species. Many new genera and several new
families have been erected upon this material,

one of the richest insect collections ever

brought from Africa.

A NEW entomological journal is the Ento-

mologische Mitteilungen issued by the Deut-

sche Entomologische Museum, under the direc-

tion of Drs. S. Schenkling and C. Schaufuss.

It is to be a monthly, and will contain papers

on all orders of insects, but doubtless a ma-
jority will be on beetles. The first number
contains a short history of the Deutsche Ento-

mologische Museum, the only purely entomo-

logical museum in the world. With this new
publication the museum abandons its previous

quarto journal.

One of the results of the Belgian exploita-

tion of the Congo was a Congo Museum, lo-

cated near Brussels. This institution has now
begun the issuance of a journal. Revue Zool-

ogique Africaine, edited by the curator of the

museum, Dr. H. Schouteden. ,Jt is to be is-

sued irregularly; two fascicles have appeared,

and are largely occupied with entomological

articles treating all orders of insects.

Dr. E. M. Walker, who for some years has

been studying the dragonflies of the genus

^shna, has now published his results.' It is

a most painstaking and excellent work. There

is a considerable amount of biologic informa-

tion about these insects in the early part of

the article, as well as figures of the character-

istic parts of the nymphs. The author recog-

nizes and gives complete descriptions of 16

species, most of which are confined to the

northern parts of the United States and Can-

ada. Several of the plates represent the

markings of the body in color.

The position of the flies of the family

Phoridse in the system of the Diptera has been

a subject for discussion for many years. It

has generally been considered as on the border-

land between the two main divisions of the

order, put sometimes on the one side, some-

times on the other. Now Dr. D. Keilin has

= '
' The North American Dragonflies of the Genus

JEshna," Univ. of Toronto Studies, No. 11, pp..

213, 28 plates, 1912.
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made a careful study of the larvse of three

species and unhesitatingly places the family

in the Cyclorhapha." These three species of

Phora he found breeding in decaying snails,

and each can he recognized in the larval and

pupal condition. The author also investigates

the internal anatomy of the larvae and pupae,

and the methods of emergence of the flies.

The full paper* in which Frederic Muir

solves the Ascodipteron question has recently

been issued; a brief preliminary note ap-

peared a year ago. Mr. Muir kept the bats

containing parasites, and obtained puparia,

which after about a month disclosed the

winged flies. After mating, the female at-

taches to the bat, breaks off her wings and

legs, and by the aid of the powerful mouth-

parts burrows until only the tip of her ab-

domen remains extruded. Her body enlarges

until the head is hidden within a deep an-

terior pit. Both new species are from the

Malay region.

A RECEXT entomological portion of "Das
Tierreich " is by Dr. H. Friese on the mega-
chilid bees of the world.' The author tab-

ulates the species according to the main geo-

graphical regions. Most of the species are

from Europe or North America; the tables of

the European species are doubtless fairly com-
plete, but the tables for the American forms
will be greatly enlarged, as many of our spe-

cies are yet undescribed. In Osmia Dr.

Friese lists 345 species, in Anthidium 247

and in Megachile 540. The work should be

of great help to any one who would under-

take the careful study of our megachilid bees.

One of the largest parts of the new " Coleop-

terorum Catalogus " is No. 39 on the sub-

family Cerambycinas, 574 pages. It will be

of the greatest use to the numerous students

of this, one of the most popular families of

' '

' Keeherebes sur la morphologie larvaire des

Dipteres du genre Phora," Bull. Sci. France Belg.,

XLV., pp. 27-88, 1911, 4 pis.

* '
' Two New Species of Ascodipteron, '

' Bull.

Mus. Comp. Zool, LIV. (No. 11), pp. 331-366,

3 pis., 1912.

°"Das Tierreich," 28 Lieferung, Apidas I Me-
gaehilinse, 1911, 440 pp.

beetles, as its author, Dr. Aurivillius, is well

known as a most careful and thorough worker.

In many of the larger genera the species are

arranged according to the main zoological

regions. Nathan Banks

SPECIAL ABTICLES

SPIEEP-BREEDING EXPERIMENTS ON BEINN

BHREAGH '

Introductory Remarhs.—It is astonishing

how ignorant we all are about common things.

Just test the matter on yourself. Sheep are

quite common; and we are all more or less

familiar with their appearance, and should

therefore be able to answer some questions

about them. Well then

—

How many front

teeth has a slieep got in its upper jaw?

You never counted them? You have not

observed ? Next time you come across a sheep

just look and see, and you will find that she

has none at all!—the upper gum is bare.

We are all familiar with the fact that a

sheep suckles her young; and know therefore

that she possesses nipples that yield milk.

How many nipples has she, and where are they

located ?

Human beings, of course, have only two,

located on the breast. Dogs and cats and

other mammals that have a litter at birth have

many nipples, located in pairs all along the

belly. Cows have at least four, located on the

belly between the hind legs. Where are the

sheep's nipples placed, and how many are

there ?

I must confess that I was myself unable to

answer these questions, until, in the year 1890,

I made a personal examination of the sheep

on Beinn Bhreagh.

' Prom the Beinn Bhreagh Hecorder, Vol. X.,

pp. 368-386: A typewritten periodical, limited to

five copies, containing records of experiments of

various kinds, conducted at Dr. Bell's summer
place at Beinn Bhreagh, near Baddeck, Cape

Breton Island, Nova Scotia.

One copy is deposited in the Smithsonian Insti-

tution, at Washington, D. C, and the others are

in the possession of private individuals, viz., Dr. A.

Graham Bell and Mr. J. G. Davidson at Beinn

Bhreagh, N. S., and Mr. Gilbert H. Grosvenor and

Mr. David C. Fairchild, at Washington, D. C.
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It then became obvious that sheep, like

human beings, have only two nipples; and

that they are located, as in the case of the cow,

on the belly between the hind legs.

, It was also found at this examination in

1890 that some sheep have four nipples instead

of two. Two of these were in the usual place

and of the usual size; the extra pair lay in

front, upon the belly; and the nipples were

extremely small and undeveloped, more nearly

resembling pimples upon the skin than nip-

ples. They were embryonic in character and

yielded no milk.

At once interesting questions began to

arise: Could we, by mating four-nippled ewes

with four-nippled rams, and by selecting from

their progeny for breeding purposes the lambs

in which the extra nipples were most fully

developed, gradually create a variety of sheep

that would have four nipples of equal size, all

yielding milk?

If we could, by selection, create a four-

nippled variety of sheep, why not a six-nippled,

an eight-nippled, or a multi-nippled variety?

It was also found in 1890 that the propor-

tion of sheep having four nipples was larger

among the twin-bearing than the single-bear-

ing ewes; and this at once raised the question

as to whether there was any correlation be-

tween the number of nipples and the number

of lambs at a birth.

If the four-nippled variety should turn out

to be twin-bearing, as a rule, would the six-

nippled and eight-nippled varieties give us

triplets and quadruplets ; and would the multi-

nippled ewes have a litter at birth?

Twins, etc., are usually smaller at birth than

single lambs, even after they have become

mature, probably because their mothers are

unable to supply sufficient milk for two or

more lambs when the ewes have only two func-

tional niammse.

Would a sheep supply more milk from four

functional nipples than two; and if so, would

she be able to care for two lambs as easily as

one?

A twin-bearing stock, able to rear twins suc-

cessfully, would undoubtedly be of great value

in a country like Nova Scotia, where the win-

ters are long and the cost of sheep-breeding

correspondingly great. If the farmers could

raise two lambs instead of one for every ewe

wintered, sheep-breeding in Nova Scotia might

become a profitable industry of great impor-

tance.

These considerations led to the sheep-breed-

ing experiments upon Beinn Bhreagh. I must

here express my indebtedness to Mr. J. G.

Davidson, Superintendent of Beinn Bhreagh

Nursery, who has, for the last ten years, had

charge of the experiments under my direction.

A Four-nippled Variety of Sheep.—^By pur-

suing the plan of selection outlined above, we

succeeded in producing upon Beinn Bhreagh,

in a very few years, a four-nippled variety of

sheep in which the ewes had, as a normal con-

dition, four nipples of nearly equal size, all

yielding milk.

So few cases of reversion to the ordinary

two-nippled type appeared among the lambs

that I felt justified in bringing the matter to

the attention of the National Academy of

Sciences, at their meeting in Washington,

D. C, April 21, 1904.' At the same time I

presented to the National Academy of Sci-

ences, in pamphlet form, the " Sheep Cata-

logue of Beinn Bhreagh, Victoria County,

Nova Scotia, showing the origin of the Multi-

nippled Sheep of Beinn Bhreagh, and giving

all the descendants down to 1903." '

This four-nippled breed was not slowly

evolved by the persistent mating together of

sheep having extra nipples of embryonic char-

acter. It sprang suddenly into existence;

for it was soon discovered that it was possible

to pick up here and there, from the farmers

of Cape Breton Island, ewes with four func-

tional mammae already fully developed. These

were added to our flock and hastened the ac-

complishment of the result.

In a few years after the experiments were

begun in 1890, we had so many four-nippled

sheep that we were able to cut down the flock

' See Science, Vol. XIX., p. 767.

' This pamphlet may be found in many public

libraries; the Library of Congress, Washington,

D. C, Boston Public Library, the Library of the

British Museum.
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severely. We killed or sold all sheep with

extra nipples in an embryonic or undeveloped

form, and limited ourselves to ewes with four

functional nipples alone.

After this point had been reached there were

very few cases of reversion to the two-nippled

type.

The flock speedily increased in numbers, and

when, in process of time, it became largely

composed of four-nippled sheep whose parents

had also been four-nippled, the cases of rever-

sion practically ceased and the breed was es-

tablished.

At first it appeared that the four-nippled

ewes were less fertile than ordinary sheep, for

they had a smaller proportion of twins; but

this turned out to be due to the fact that the

process of selection had necessarily resulted at

first in a flock composed mainly of young ewes,

and young sheep rarely have twins. After the

four-nippled ewes had grown to full maturity

they were found to be as fertile in this respect

as ordinary sheep, if not more so.

Most of the twins that were born on Beinn

Breagh were small at birth. In the autumn,

however, they were found, upon the average, to

be fully equal in size and weight to the single

lambs of the flock, thus demonstrating the

important point that a breed of sheep had been

produced which could successfully rear twins.

During the process of the establishment of

the four-nippled breed the number of two-

nippled and three-nippled lambs born in the

flock gradually decreased; and five-nippled

lambs took their place in increasing numbers.

Then six-nippled lambs were produced, fol-

lowed by the occasional appearance of seven-

nippled and even eight-nippled lambs, indi-

cating the possibility of producing breeds of

sheep with a greater number of nipples than

four, if desired.

Since the year 1890, the nipples of several

thousand sheep on the island of Cape Breton

have been examined, with the discovery that

three-nippled, four-nippled and even five-nip-

pled sheep are by no means uncommon. Six-

nippled sheep, on the other hand, are extremely

rare, only two having been discovered in

twenty-two years which were not connected

with our flock. We have never come across a

seven-nippled sheep that was not descended

from Beinn Bhreagh stock; and eight-nippled

sheep seem to be quite unknown at present

outside of Beinn Bhreagh.

The fact that four-nippled sheep, like black

sheep, are to be found in every flock of con-

siderable size, led me to push the selection in

the Beinn Bhreagh flock towards the forma-

tion of a six-nippled variety, so as to secure a

breed that could not be easily duplicated else-

where.

Origin of the Six-nippled Variety of Sheep.

(Ewe No. 76.)—As early as 1891 we discov-

ered in the flock of a farmer a six-nippled ewe,

with the four extra nipples very poorly de-

veloped. We purchased her and added her to

our flock as " No. 76," as she was a yearling

at the time.

She remained on Beinn Bhreagh for sev-

eral years and gave us nine lambs in all be-

fore she died. She was mated with our best

four-nippled rams, but never gave us a six-

nippled lamb. The first six-nippled lamb

born on Beinn Bhreagh, however (No. 610),

was her direct descendant (granddaughter)

without any admixture of other six-nippled

blood; and the ewe. No. 610, gave lis a six-

nippled lamb when she was only a year old

herself.

No. 76 was a white ewe, and in 1893 she was
mated with a white ram, but the lamb she

produced in 1894 was black. He turned out to

be a ram with four nipples (No. 417), and he

is largely responsible for the black blood that

afterwards appeared in the Beinn Bhreagh

flock.

(Eive No. 256.)—In the course of that same

year (1894) we heard of another six-nippled

ewe which had been discovered in the flock of

a farmer near North River, St. Ann's ; but

she was so wild that the people on the farm

were unable to catch her for us.

As we desired to secure her before the

breeding season arrived, we sent a man to the

farm two or three times to assist in her cap-

ture, but all without success. She was as wild

as a deer and leapt the fences and escaped to

the woods.
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Finally a large expedition was sent about

October, 1894. The hunt occupied the greater

part of a day, and at last the men succeeded

in driving the ewe into a place from which

there was no escape, and she was brought to

Beiun Bhreagh and added to our flock as !N"o.

256.

She turned out to be a black ewe, two years

old, with six well-developed and functional

nipples, well arranged in pairs. She was

mated with the black ram No. 41Y (the off-

spring of the other six-nippled ewe No. 76),

so that any lamb she might have would com-

bine the blood of the two six-nippled ewes,

No. Y6 and No. 256.

Of course the results of the union were

eagerly looked for, but in the spring of 1895

the ewe. No. 256, escaped and lambed in the

woods.

Then there was a hunt to save the possibly

six-nippled lamb from the foxes that had oc-

casionally taken toll of our flock. It took

quite a large number of men, in skirmishing

order, to re-capture the run-away, but the

lamb turned out, after all, to be a black ewe

with only four nipples!

Although the black six-nippled ewe (No.

256) lived for many years on Beinn Bhreagh,

and gave us twelve lambs in all (including,

by-the-bye, five sets of twins) we never got a

six-nippled lamb from her—unless indeed her

lamb No. 940 might be so considered.

This lamb (No. 940) was at first noted as

a five-nippled ewe; but one of her nipples, in-

stead of being round like the others, was

greatly elongated in cross section, and had

two distinct orifices. It was evidently formed

by the union of two distinct nipples into one.

After lambing, both of the Siamese-twin

nipples were found to yield milk ; and we have

the ewe now recorded on our books as a six-

nippled sheep.

In the autumn of 1895 the black six-nippled

ewe No. 256 was again mated with the black

four-nippled ram, No. 41Y; and in the spring

of 1896 gave us black twins; one, a female

with four nipples, and the other a male, No.

626, with five nipples.

This five nippled ram. No. 626, not only

represented an advance in nipples over rams

formerly employed; but, in addition, he com-

bined in his own person the blood of the two

six-nijjpled ewes. No. 76 and No. 256. He
was, therefore, although black, used very ex-

tensively with the flock until white six-nippled

rams appeared among his offspring, when they

were substituted as the sires of the flock.

No. 810 and No. 827 (born 1898) were the

first six-nippled rams employed in the flock;

and six-nippled rams have been used ever

since. In 1899, 25.6 per cent, of the lambs

born were six-nippled, but in 1900 the per-

centage, for some unaccountable reason, fell

to 4.4 per cent.; and the percentages in suc-

ceeding years, 1901, 1902 and 1903, were only

9.4 per cent., 9.6 per cent, and 11.1 per cent.,

showing a very slow rate of increase in spite

of the fact that six-nippled rams had been

used exclusively in the flock since the autumn

of 1898.

There had been no difiieulty in producing

the four-nippled variety of sheep, because we
had been able to obtain from surrounding

farmers sheep with four nipples already fully

developed to add to the flock, but in the case

of the six-nippled variety we were unable to

obtain this aid from the farmers.

No six-nippled sheep were to be had for love

or money. We advertised for them and offered

large prices. We notified butchers to examine

the nipples of the sheep that came to them for

slaughter, etc., but all in vain. During a

period of thirteen years from the purchase of

ewe No. 256, the only six-nippled sheep we

were able to buy was a black ewe. No. 735,

with very poorly developed extra nipples,

which had been found by a butcher in Bad-

deck among the sheep purchased from farms

in close proximity to Beinn Bhreagh, and

which probably represented a leakage from

our flock.

It will thus be seen that, as we were unable

to obtain six-nippled blood from outside, the

only way we could advance the formation of

a six-nippled variety of sheep seemed to be:

(1) To use six-nippled rams on the whole

flock; (2) to select from the six-nippled ewes
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born on the place those that had the most

fully developed extra nipples, discarding the

others.

The second plan seemed to be impracticable

on account of the small number of six-nippled

ewes that made their appearance. We had

perforce to keep all the six-nippled ewe lambs

that appeared in order to preserve the six-

nippled strain from the danger of extinction.

No selection by six-nippled ewes was possible;

and the bulk of the flock remained four-

nippled for years in spite of the continual use

of six-nippled rams.

Females More Important than Males.—We
recognized the fact that we were breeding for

a female peculiarity; and that in this case

selection by females was probably more im-

portant than selection by males.

In the hope of increasing the number of

lambs from which selection could be made we
determined to enlarge our flock; and, in the

autumn of 1903, we purchased several four-

nippled sheep and a large number of ordinary

two-nippled ewes, and used our six-nippled

rams with the whole flock. This plan in-

creased the number of lambs born in 1904

and reduced the percentage of six-nippled

sheep to 4.8 per cent.

After one winter's experience it became ob-

vious that it was . inadvisable to have a large

flock on account of the increased expense and

the difficulty of preserving accurate records

with large numbers.

In the autumn of 1904, therefore, we cut

down the flock to one half; retaining only

ewes having four or more functional nipples,

and in the spring of 1905 the percentage of

six-nippled lambs rose to 25.8 per cent. ; fol-

lowed by 23.6 per cent, in 1906, and 27.Y per

cent, in 1907.

It was speedily realized that with a small

flock continuous inbreeding was inevitable;

and that it would be very advisable to intro-

duce new blood, as the flock was undoubtedly

deteriorating physically. The difficulty, how-

ever, was that no six-nippled sheep could be

found outside our own flock. We searched the

country far and wide, and offered fancy prices

without any success.

Avoiding the Evils of Inbreeding.—In the

autumn of 1906 we tried the experiment of

loaning a six-nippled ram to a neighboring

farmer; and we offered him $10.00 apiece for

any six-nippled lambs produced, $15.00 for

seven-nippled and $20.00 for eight-nippled

lambs. As the result of this experiment we
were able, in 1907, to purchase two six-nippled

lambs.

The experiment of loaning a ram was tried

again in the autumn of 1907, with the result

that in 1908 we were able to purchase four

six-nippled lambs, for which we paid the

farmer $40.00. This excited the interest of

other farmers, who now began to apply for

the loan of our rams under similar conditions

of payment for lambs.

This plan of loaning rams turned out to be

a success; and by the autumn of 1909 it be-

came obvious that, by pursuing this plan, we

could rely upon surrounding farmers for a

continual supply of new six-nippled blood

without keeping a large flock oiirselves.

Giving up the Four-nippled Breed.—In the

autumn of 1909, therefore, we cut down our

flock io six-nippled ewes alone, and distributed

our four-nippled and five-nippled ewes, as a

bonus, among the farmers who would use our

rams.

In the spring of 1910, 50 per cent, of the

lambs bom on Beinn Bhreagh were six-

nippled; and we were also able to purchase a

number of six-nippled lambs from the farm-

ers. Very similar results were obtained in

1911.

This spring (1912) 53.6 per cent, of our

lambs were six-nippled; and the records

handed in by the farmers who have used our

rams indicate that we shall probably be able

to purchase from fifteen to twenty six-nippled

lambs this year.

The New Departure.—As it has now been

demonstrated that we can rely upon a con-

stant influx of new six-nippled blood from

outside, the time has come when we may be-

gin the selection of six-nippled sheep by fe-

males. We propose to cut down our small

flock still more this year, and keep only six-
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nippled ewes that have all six nipples in a

functional condition. "We fully expect an in-

crease in the percentage of six-nippled lambs

born on Beinn Bhreagh next year, in spite of

the fact of the large amount of alien blood in

the flock. The new blood introduced has not

diminished the proportion of six-nippled

lambs born on the place, while it has resulted

in increased vigor and strength in the flock

as a whole. The physique has been improved

to such an extent that there are now no better

nor finer sheep than those to be found on

Beinn Bhreagh.

A Discovery Relating to Color.—During

the course of our breeding experiments a very

curious fact made its appearance. It is well

known that when white ewes are mated with

white rams, black lambs occasionally appear

among the offspring; but it has not hitherto

been known that when black ewes are mated

with black rams, the offspring are always

ilach.

This fact was discovered by Dr. Davenport,

Director of the Carnegie Institution's Station

for Experimental Evolution at Long Island,

N. Y., from a study of the records of the

Beinn Bhreagh flock; and his conclusions

have since been amply verified at Beinn

Bhreagh and elsewhere.

Production of Twins.—The experience of

the past has shown that twin lambs are

usually the produce of old ewes; and the fact

that 36 per cent, of the lambs born on Beinn

Bhreagh are twins is very encouraging when

we consider that they are the produce of

young ewes.

We are getting twins from mothers that

were only one year old, and two years old, at

the time of the birth of their lambs; and 60

per cent, of the lambs born this spring from

three-year-old ewes were twins.

We have only one old sheep on the place,

No. 1505. She was seven years old this spring

and has given us eleven lambs to date. She

started out with twins when she was only a

lamb herself (one year old) and has given us

three sets of twins since then, besides three

single lambs.

The indications are that our six-nippled

stock will ultimately turn out to be twin bear-

ers, as a rule, when they become fully mature.

In the meantime the question is : What can

we do to favor the production of twins in our

flock?

1. One point of importance will be to see

that twin ewes are mated with twin rams.

2. Twin-bearing ewes are, on the average,

much heavier than single-bearing ewes. We
would therefore favor the production of twins

by weeding out from the flock, while still

young, ewes that are markedly under the

average weight of the ewes of their age.

3. When our flock of adult ewes is large

enough to permit of selection it might be well

to discard ewes at the age of three years, at all

events at four, if they have never given us

twins ; so that the bulk of our fully mature fe-

males should ultimately be composed of ewes

that have produced twins when young.

These points relate to efforts to increase the

hereditary tendency to the production of

twins; but there are other points relating to

environment which are also of importance.

Condition of Nutrition Important.—The
records of weight that have been preserved at

Beinn Bhreagh seem to indicate that the con-

dition of nutrition of the mother at the time

of mating has an important influence upon

the conception of twins. Our records show

that the twin-bearing ewes increase in weight

as the mating period approaches; and that

mating occurs when the ewes are in prime

physical condition.

This probably explains the curious fact that

the ewes, which are mated in October, have a

much larger proportion of twin lambs than

those which are mated later on in the breed-

ing season; thus verifying the old saying of

the farmers here that " March Iambs bring

twins." The pasture is at its best in October.

It begins to fail in November, and by Decem-

ber there is very little left. Our records show

that when ewes are mated in October the

proportion of twins born is larger than when

mating occurs in November, and that very few

of the ewes mated in December have twins.

In order to favor the production of twins it

is therefore necessary, or at least advisable.
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that the ewes should be iu prime physical con-

dition at the time of mating.

To secure this point we breed in October;

and it has also been our custom for some years

past to provide the ewes with extra nourish-

ment in the form of oats, oil-cake, etc., for

two or three weeks before mating.

In order to be perfectly sure that each ewe

receives her proper share, individual feeding

pens have been provided.

When a common trough is used the larger

and stronger sheep, who need it least, get

most of the food; and the smaller and weaker,

who need it most, get least.

Nutrition After Mating.—Our records of

weight indicate that there is a characteristic

difference in the weights of twin-bearing and

single-bearing ewes after mating.

The twin-bearing ewes, on the average,

show a marked and even sudden dropping ofE

in weight within two or three weeks after

mating, which is not found in the ease of the

average single-bearing ewe.

This may be translated to mean lowered

nutrition after mating as a characteristic of

the twin-tearing ewe; and a consequent lessen-

ing of the growth of the unborn lambs, so that

when the twin lambs are ultimately born they

are of smaller size and weight than the aver-

age single lamb.

We sometimes find that twin lambs are

very unequal in size at birth. If one is large

the other is likely to be small and even de-

formed, indicating a struggle for existence

between the unborn lambs.

This led me to suspect that many of our

largest single lambs might be the survivors

of twins; and a few years ago I had a young

physician from Washington (Dr. Phelps)

visit Beinn Bhreagh at the lambing season

to see what he could discover bearing upon

the point.

He was able to examine quite a number of

the after-births of the sheep; and in several

cases where single lambs had been produced

he found indications in the after-birth of an

aborted twin.

In this connection it is suggestive that our

best twin-bearing ewe, No. 1505, which has

given us already four sets of twins, produced

this year a single lamb weighing ten pounds
at hirth! It is notorious also, that fat stock

are remarkably infertile, and rarely bear

twins.

All these considerations led to the belief

that lessened nutrition during the period of

gestation is a condition that is favorable to

the preservation of unborn twins. Good nu-

trition at the time of mating favors the con-

ception of twins; and diminished nutrition

after mating favors their retention.

It is obvious, upon reflection, that ewes can

not successfully bear twins, or a litter at birth,

unless the lambs born are small; and lessened

nutrition during the period of gestation is

eminently favorable to the production of

lambs that are small at birth.

These considerations led to the policy of

giving the ewes extra nourishment in the

form of oats, oil-cake, etc., for some time be-

fore mating; and then cutting off the extra

feed soon after mating so as to throw the

ewes back on the pasture alone for support.

A better, and certainly more economical

plan, affecting the condition of nutrition in

the same way, would be simply to mate in

October when the pasture is at its best, and
then give hay alone for winter feeding. The
giving of oats, oil-cake, roots and other milk-

promoting food might weU be postponed until

about the time of lambing, so as to avoid

stimulating the growth of the lambs until

after they are born.

In order to raise twins and triplets success-

fully the lambs should be small at birth, and

grow large afterwards.

If we had a large number of twins from
which to choose, it would be a good plan in

the spring to retain only those lambs which

are under the average weight at birth; and

then, in the autumn, select from these those

that are over the average weight. This proc-

ess carried on through a series of generations

would probably result in a breed of sheep pro-

ducing, as a normal condition, lambs that are

small at birth and which grow large after-

ward.

Alexander Graham Bell
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THE PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF THE FUTURE''

Modern civilization is the daughter of

coal, for this offers to mankind the solar

energy in its most concentrated form ; that

is, in a form in which it has been accumu-

lated in a long series of centuries. Mod-
ern man uses it with increasing eagerness

and thoughtless prodigality for the con-

quest of the world and, like the mythical

gold of the Rhine, coal is to-day the great-

est source of energy and wealth.

The earth still holds enormous quantities

of it, but coal is not inexhaustible. The
problem of the future begins to interest us,

and a proof of this may be seen in the fact

that the subject was treated last year almost

at the same time by Sir William Ramsay
before the British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science at Portsmouth and
by Professor Carl Bngler before the Ver-

sammlung deutseher Naturforscher und
Aerzte at Karlsruhe. According to the

calculations of Professor Engler Europe
possesses to-day about 700 billion tons of

coal and America about as much; to this

must be added the coal of the unknown
parts of Asia. The supply is enormous but,

with increasing consumption, the mining

of coal becomes more expensive on account

of the greater depth to which it is necessary

to go. It must therefore be remembered

that in some regions the deposits o'f coal

may become practically useless long before

their exhaustion.

Is fossil solar energy the only one that

may be used in modem life and civiliza-

tion? That is the question.

' General lecture before the International Con-

gress of Applied Chemistry, New York, September

11, 1912.
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Sir William Ramsay has made a very

careful study of the problem from the Eng-

lish point of view. He has considered the

various sources of energy, such as the tides,

the internal heat of the earth, the heat of

the sun, water power, the forests and even

atomic disintegration, and has come to the

conclusion that none can be practically

used in England on account of her special

contour and climate.

Though the internal energy of the earth

may produce terrible disasters through vol-

canic eruptions and earthquakes, it can

hardly be used by man. The energy de-

rived from the rotation of the earth (tides)

can hardly be counted upon on account of

the enormous quantities of water that

would have to be handled. Atomic disin-

tegration has recently been treated in a

brilliant lecture by Frederick Soddy, with

special reference to the enormous energy

changes which are involved. If man ever

succeeds in availing himself of the internal

energy of the atoms, his power will surpass

by far the limits assigned to it to-day. At

present he is limited to the iise of solar

energy. Let us see, however, whether the

actual energy may not supplant that stored

up in fossil fuel. Assuming that the solar

constant is three small calories a minute

per square centimeter, that is, thirty large

calories a minute per square meter or about

1,800 large calories an hour, we may
compare this quantity of heat with that

produced by the complete combustion of a

kilogram of coal, which is 8,000 calories.

Assuming for the tropics a day of only six

hours sunshine we should have, for the

day, an amount of heat equivalent to that

furnished by 1.35 kg. of coal, or one kilo-

gram in round numbers. For a square

kilometer we should have a quantity of

heat equivalent to that produced by the

complete combustion of 1,000 tons of coal.

A surface of only 10,000 square kilometers

receives in a year, calculating a day of only

six hours, a quantity of heat that corre-

sponds to that prod^iced by the burning of

3,650 million tons of coal, in round num-
bers three billion tons. The quantity of

coal produced annually (1909) in the

mines of Europe and America is calculated

at about 925 million tons and, adding to

this 175 million tons of lignite, we reach

1,100 million tons, or a little over one billion.

Even making allowances for the absorption

of heat on the part of the atmosphere and

for other circumstances, we see that the

solar energy that reaches a small tropical

country—say of the size of Latium—is

equal annually to the energy produced by

the entire amount of coal mined in the

world! The desert of Sahara with its six

million square kilometers receives daily

solar energy equivalent to six billion tons

of coal!

This enormous quantity of energy that

the earth receives from the sun, in com-

parison with which the part which has been

stored up by the plants in the geological

periods is almost negligible, is largely

wasted. It is utilized in waterfalls (white

coal) and by plants. Several times its

utilization in a direct form through mirrors

has been tried, and now some very prom-

ising experiments are being made in

Egypt and in Peru; but this side of the

problem is beyond my power to discuss and

I do not propose to treat it here.

The energy produced by water power

during the period of one year is equal to

that produced by 70 billion tons of coal, ac-

cording to the data given in Professor

Engler's lecture. It is, however, very

small, as might be expected, in compari-

son with the total energy that the sun

sends to the earth every year. Let us now
see what quantity of solar energy is stored

by the plants: on the total surface of the

various continents, which is 128 million
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square kilometers, there is a yearly produc-

tion of 32 billion tons of vegetable matter,

which, if burnt, would give the quantity of

heat that corresponds to the total combus-

tion of 18 billion tons of coal. It is not

much, but even this is 17 times as much as

the total present production of coal and of

lignite.

I

Now let us consider the first part of our

subject. Is it possible or, rather, is it con-

ceivable that this production of organic

matter may be increased in general and in-

tensified in special places, and that the

cultivation of plants may be so regulated

as to make them produce abundantly such

substances as can become sources of energy

or be otherwise useful to civilization? I

believe that this is possible. It is not pro-

posed to replace coal by organic substances

produced by plants; but it is conceivable

that this organic matter may be utilized

more satisfactorily than is now the ease.

It has frequently been said even by per-

sons of authority that some day the trans-

formation of coal into bread may become

not only possible but economically desir-

able. According to these people the ideal

of the future should be to produce through

synthesis from coal all substances necessary

for the alimentation of man: such sub-

stances as starch, sugar and fat, also pro-

teins and perhaps cellulose ; in other words

to abolish agriculture altogether and to

transform the world into a garden of use-

less flowers. Never was a greater fallacy

thought or expressed: the real problem is

just the reverse of this. My friend Pro-

fessor Angeli wisely called to my attention

that, while the externals of life have been

changed greatly by the progress of indus-

try so as to use all our technical knowledge

to increase our comfort, the quality and

quantity of human alimentation have

hardly changed at all; nay, a new science

has come into existence (bromatology) to

see that no artificial product of industry

enters harmfullj'- into our alimentation. At
the time of Napoleon III. an attempt was

made to substitute gelatine for meat; but

it was seen very soon—and now the reason

for it is known by all—that this substitute

could not be sufficient to maintain life.

With the relatively small reserves of coal

that the past geological epoch have stored

for us, it will never be desirable to produce

from coal what nature generously offers us

through solar energy. It is on the other

hand a work worthy of praise to attempt

to make plants produce the fundamental

siibstances in larger quantity. Modern

agriculture tries to do this by intensive

cultivation ; but it is also desirable to make
the plants store up solar energy and trans-

form it into mechanical energy.

A well-known instance of this occurred

when the development of the daily press

in all civilized countries made it imperative

to provide wood pulp in a sufficient quan-

tity and at low prices. Trees better

adapted to the purpose were soon found

and they were those which, on account of

their rapid growth, could furnish the neces-

sary cellulose sooner. For the problem we
are now considering the quality of the

plants is of secondary importance; they

may be herbs or trees; they may grow in

swamps or dry places, on the sea coast or

even in the sea ; the essential point is that

they grow fast or that their growth may be

intensified. It would be like realizing the

desire of Faust:

Und Bilume die sich tUglich neu begriinen

!

Mephistopheles did not consider a similar

ta.sk impossible:

Ein solcher Auftrag schreckt mieh nicht,

Mit solchen Schiitzen kann ich dienen.

Should we consider the task impossible,

naturally in a more limited sphere, after

so many centuries of culture ? I do not be-
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lieve so. The above estimate of the total

production of organic matter over all the

solid surface of the earth, that is, of 32 bil-

lion tons a year, has for its basis the old

calculation of Liebig of 2.5 tons per hec-

tare. This may be considered even to-day

the average production for all the earth.

According to A. Mayer, through intensified

culture the production may be increased to

10 tons per hectare, and in tropical climates

it may reach 15 tons. On a square kilo-

meter it would be 1,500 tons, correspond-

ing to 840 tons of coal, while the solar

energy received in a year by a square kilo-

meter would be equivalent to about 300,000

tons of coal, the part of the total energy

stored up by the plants being about %oo-
A great deal remains to be done, but if we
consider that since Liebig, largely by

adopting the methods proposed by him,

the production has been at least quad-

rupled, we may hope to do much more in

the future especially if we are spurred on

by necessity or even by convenience.

By increasing the concentration of car-

bon dioxide up to an optimum value (1 to

10 per cent, according to Kreusler) and
by using catalyzers, it seems quite possible

that the production of organic matter may
be largely increased, making use, of course,

of suitable mineral fertilizers and select-

ing localities adapted to the purpose owing

to the climate or the condition of the soil.

The harvest, dried by the sun, ought to be

converted, in the most economical way, en-

tirely into gaseous fuel, taking care during

this operation to fix the ammonia (by the

Mond process for instance) which should

be returned to the soil as nitrogenous fer-

tilizer together with all the mineral sub-

stances contained in the ashes. "We should

thus get a complete cycle for the inorganic

fertilizing substances, the only waste being

that common to all industrial processes.

The gas so obtained should be burnt en-

tirely on the spot in gas engines and the

mechanical energy thus generated should

be transmitted elsewhere or utilized in any

way that seems advisable. We need not

go into details. The carbon dioxide, re-

sulting from the combustion, should not be

wasted but should be returned to the fields.

Thus the solar energy, obtained by rational

methods of cultivation, might furnish low-

priced mechanical energy, perhaps better

than through the systems based on mirrors,

because the plants would be the accumu-

lators of the energy received by the earth.

But the problem of the utilization of

plants in competition with coal has another

and more interesting side. First of all we
must remember the industries which have

their basis in agriculture: the cotton and

other textile industries, the starch indus-

try, the production of alcohol and of all

fats, the distillation of wood, the extrac-

tion of sugar, the production of tanning

substances and other minor industries. All

these industries are susceptible of improve-

ment not only by the introduction of more

advantageous technical devices in the treat-

ment of the raw materials but also by a

largely increased production of the raw
materials. Let us think for an example of

the progress made in the production of

beet sugar.

The plants are unsurpassed masters of

—or marvellous workshops for—photo-

chemical synthesis of the fundamental sub-

stances, building up from carbon dioxide

with the help of solar energy. They also

produce the so-called secondary substances

with the greatest ease. These latter are

usually found in the plants in small quan-

tity and are of value for special reasons.

The alkaloids, glucosides, essences, cam-

phor, rubber, coloring substances and

others are of even greater interest to the

public than the fundamental substances on

account of their high commercial value.
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In this field a battle is raging between

chemical industry and nature, a battle

which does honor to human genius. Up to

now the products prepared from coal tar

have almost always been triumphant. I

do not need to remind you of the various

victories; but it is possible that these may
prove to have been Pyrrhic victories. A
great authority on organic industries con-

sidered recently what would happen in

case, for any reason, there were a rapid

increase in the price of coal tar and con-

sequently of the substances contained in it.

He pointed out the inevitable effect of this

on the coal tar industries. "We all remem-

ber with admiration the story of the great

difficulties that had to be met in the choice

of the raw material for the production of

indigo. It was necessary finally to use

naphthalene because toluene could not be

obtained in sufficient quantity. But it is

not merely through a rise in the price of

the raw materials that an industry may
suffer; it may be brought to a standstill

by a diminished interest and activity in a

certain field of scientific study. It has

been thoroughly established that modern

industry is affiliated very intimately with

pure science; the progress of one deter-

mines necessarily that of the other. Now
the chemistry of benzene and its deriva-

tives does not constitute the favorite field

of research as it did during the second half

of the last century. The center of interest

is now to be found in the matters and prob-

lems connected with biology. Modern in-

terest is concentrated on the study of the

organic chemistry of organisms. This new
direction in the field of pure science is

bound to have its effect on the technical

world and to mark out new paths for the

industries to follow in the future.

It is a fact that lately several organic

industries have been successfully devel-

oped, outside of the field of benzene and

coal tar. There are flourishing industries

in essences and perfumes and in some alka-

loids, like coca. In these industries prod-

ucts, which plants produce in relatively

large amounts, are converted into products

of higher commercial value. For instance

everybody knows that essence of violet is

now made from citral contained in lemon

oil. This is a line along which we ought

to follow because we are certain of making

progress. It is to be hoped that in the

future we may obtain rubber commercially

in some such way.

The question has still another side,

which I believe deserves your attention;

it concerns certain experiments recently

made by myself together with Professor

Ravenna at Bologna. It is not because we
have arrived at any practical results that

I refer to these experiments; but because

they show definitely that we can modify

to a certain extent the chemical processes

that take place during the life of the

plants. In a series of experiments made
in an effort to determine the physiological

function of the glucosides, we have suc-

ceeded in obtaining them from plants that

usually do not produce them. We have

been able, through suitable inoculations, to

force maize to synthesize salicine. More

recently, while studying the function of

the alkaloids in the plants, we have suc-

ceeded in modifying the production of

nicotine in the tobacco plant, so as to ob-

tain a large increase or a decrease in the

quantity of this alkaloid. This is only a

beginning, but does it not seem to you that,

with well-adapted systems of cultivation

and timely intervention, we may succeed in

causing plants to produce, in quantities

much larger than the normal ones, the

substances which are useful to our modern

life and which we now obtain with great

difiieulty and low yield from coal tar?

There is no danger at all of using for in-
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clustrial purposes land which should be

devoted to raising foodstuffs. An approxi-

mate calculation shows that on the earth

there is plenty of land for both purposes,

especially when the various cultivations

are properly intensified and rationally

adapted to the conditions of the soil and

the climate. This development is the real

problem of the future.

II

Technical organic industry may yet ex-

pect great help from photochemistry un-

derstood in the sense above expressed and

the competition between this anc^-the chem-

istry of coal tar will be a great incentive

for new progress. It is also true that

human genius will always tend to proceed

along lines selected by itself, and there is

no question but that the great development

in the coal tar industry has been due in

part to this splendid spirit of indepen-

dence. It may be asked whether there are

not other methods of production which may
rival the photochemical processes of the

plants. The answer will be given by the

future development of photochemistry as

applied to the industries and on this I

have a few ideas to express. The photo-

chemical processes have not had so far any

extensive practical application outside of

the field of photography. From its very

beginning photography has aroused a great

deal of interest; it was taken up technic-

ally and, as usually happens in similar

cases, it had a rapid and brilliant success.

But notwithstanding the many applica-

tions photography represents only a small

part of photochemistry. So far, photo-

chemistry has only been developed to a

very slight extent, perhaps because chem-

ists have been attracted by problems which

seemed more urgent. So it happens that

while thermochemistry and electrochem-

istry have already i-eached a high degree

of development, photochemistry is still in

its infancy. Now, however, we notice a

certain awakening due to a series of studies

concerning general problems and special

processes, especially in the organic field, in

which my friend Dr. Paul Silber and my-
self have taken an active part. Two recent

puiblications, one by Plotnikow and the

other by Benrath, bear witness to this.

But much remains to be done both in the-

oretical and general photochemistry as well

as in the special branches.

The photochemical reactions follow the

fundamental laws of affinity, but have a

special character. They are especially

notable for the small temperature coeffi-

cient and are, however, comparable—a fact

which is not without technical importance

—to the reactions which take place at very

high temperatures. According to a bril-

liant idea of Plotnikow, luminous radia-

tions produce a different ionization from

that due to electrolytic dissociation; the

separation of an ion requires a quantity

of light which is determined by the theory

of Planck and Einstein. The question is

therefore related to the most recent and
profound speculations of mathematical

physics.

For our purposes the fundamental prob-

lem from the technical point of view is

how to fix the solar energy through suit-

able photochemical reactions. To do this

it would be sufficient to be able to imitate

the assimilating processes of plants. As is

well known, plants transform the carbon

dioxide of the atmosphere into starch, set-

ting free oxygen. They reverse the ordi-

nary process of combustion. It has always

seemed probable that formaldehyde was

the fii'st product of the assimilation; and

Curtius has at last demonstrated its pres-

ence in the leaves of the beech trees. The
artificial reproduction of a similar process

by means of ultraviolet rays has already
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been obtained by D. Berthelot. With con-

venient modifications could not this now
actually be done on the tropical high-

lands? Yet the true solution consists in

utilizing the radiations that pass through

the entire atmosphere and reach the sur-

face of the earth in large amounts. That

a way of accomplishing this exists is proved

by the plants themselves. By using suit-

able catalyzers, it should be possible to

transform the mixture of water and carbon

dioxide into oxygen and methane, or to

cause other endo-energetic processes. The

desert regions of the tropics, where the con-

ditions of the soil and of the climate make
it impossible to grow any ordinary crops,

would be made to utilize the solar energy

which they receive in so large a measure

all the year, that the energy derived from

them would be equal to that of billions of

tons of coal.

Besides this process, which would give

new value to the waste products of com-

bustion, several others are known, which

are caused by ultraviolet radiations and
which might eventually take place under

the influence of ordinary radiations, pro-

vided suitable sensitizers were discovered.

The synthesis of ozone, of sulphur trioxide,

of ammonia, of the oxides of nitrogen, as

well as many other syntheses, might be-

come the object of industrial photochem-

ical processes.

It is conceivable that we might make

photoelectrical batteries or batteries based

on photochemical processes, as, for in-

stance, in the experiments of C. Winther.

Passing to the field of organic chemistry,

the reactions caused by light are so many
that it should not be difficult to find some

which are of practical value. The action

of light is especially favorable to processes

of reciprocal oxidation and reduction

which give rise to or are associated with

phenomena of condensation. Since the

common condensation is that of the aldolic

type there is much hope for the future, the

aldolic condensation being the funda-

mental reaction of organic synthesis.

Some experiments recently made by my
friend Silber and by myself may serve

here as an illustration. The simplest case

is that of the action of light on a mixture

of acetone and methyl alcohol in which

CH. CH,

CO + OH30H=COH—CHjOH
I I

CH, CHa

isobutylene glycol is produced. But this

condensation which may be considered as

a simultaneous process of oxidation and

reduction, is accompanied by the reduction

of the ketone to isopropyl alcohol and by

the oxidation of the methyl alcohol to for-

maldehyde, which latter, however, does not

remain as a product which can be isolated,

because it reacts with the remaining

methyl alcohol and is transformed into

ethylene glycol:

CO -I- 2CH3OH -^ CHOH -I-

CH, CH,

Applying the same photochemical reac-

tion to the mixture of acetone and ethyl

alcohol we have analogous products: tri-

methylethylene glycol ; and along with this

isopropyl alcohol and dimethylethylene

glycol

:

CHOH
I I

COH—CH.OH and CHOH.
I I I

With acetone and isopropyl alcohol, as

could be expected, there is formed only

pinacone

:
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CH, CHa CHb CH,
I I I I

CO + CHOH=C.OH—COH.
I I I I

CH3 CH3 CH3 CHa

In the aromatic series benzophenone and

benzyl alcohol give triphenylethylene gly-

col, together with other products:

C„H, C„H,

CO + CH20H=C0H—CHOH.II II
C0H5 CoHj C,H, C„H5

This was the first case in which this con-

densation has been observed; others were

afterwards studied by Paterno, who re-

placed the benzyl alcohol by several other

aromatic substances. The observations of

Klinger showed that the aldehydes also

underwent condensations, and this has

since been confirmed by Benrath.

To get an idea of the variety of photo-

chemical reactions we may confine our-

selves to a systematic study of the ketones

and alcohols. In ordinary organic chem-

istry the reactions often take place in some

definite way ; but the photochemical reac-

tions often furnish surprises and proceed

along quite different lines. From the very

first experiments we knew that benzophe-

none did not form addition products with

ethyl alcohol, but was converted into pina-

cone at the expense of the alcohol, which

was oxidized to aldehyde. Proceeding with

the study of aliphatic ketones, similar to

acetone, Tve have this year discovered a

remarkable fact. Methylethylketone con-

denses with itself and forms the paradike-

tone, reducing itself at the same time to

secondary butyl alcohol:

CHa CH3 CHa CHaII II
3CHj CH, CH—CH
1=1 +1 I

CO CHOH CO COII II
CHa CHa CHa CH3.

Of course the synthesis of diketones by
light could not be an isolated reaction; we
had previously noticed the formation of

diacetyl: acetonylacetone is found, as we
now know, among the products of acetone

in solution in ethyl alcohol and it is also

possible that the metadiketones, such as

acetylacetone for instance, may be pre-

pared photochemically. These reactions

have a special importance on account of

the special character of the diketones and
their tendency to change in all sorts of

ways. From them derivatives of benzene

can be obtained as well as of pyrrazol and
isoxazol, of quinoline, of furfurol, of thio-

phene and of pyrrol. In regard to this

last change I wish to remind you that

tetramethylpyrrol corresponds to the para-

diketone previously referred to. If I dare

to be reckless, as you may see I am at this

moment, contrary to my custom, but per-

haps urged thereto unconsciously by the

American genius which heeds no obstacles,

I may refer to the relations between the

polysubstituted pyrrols with alcohol rad-

icals and chlorophyll, and I may see in

these reactions the possibility of the syn-

thesis of this fundamental substance by
means of an artificial photochemical proc-

ess. Its formation in plants, like its func-

tion, is due to a photochemical process;

we do not know, however, whether and in

what measure light enters into all the syn-

thetic plant reactions, from which orig-

inate the various substances which we find

in plants. The research should proceed

together in the two fields; phytoehemistry

and photochemistry will be of great help

one to another. Industrially this coopera-

tion might have a great future: the raw
materials obtained from the plants might

be refined through artificial photochemical

processes.

Lately we have been interested intensely

by the changes that some substances of the
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group of the terpenes and of the camphors

undergo when exposed to light, especially

through hydrolytie processes. So far, in-

deed, our experiments have taught us that

light can spoil rather than improve es-

sences. The cyeloketones, for instance, are

hydrolyzed and give the corresponding

fatty acids; the cycloesanone gives ca-

pronic acid and menthone gives decylic

acid.

CO
/\
CH, CH,

I I
-I- H,0=CH3 . CH, . CBL . CH, . CH, .COOH.

CH, CH,

\V
CH,

In photochemistry, however, one reac-

tion does not exclude the other; the reac-

tions may be reversed as some recent ex-

periments with ultraviolet rays demon-

strate; for the ultraviolet rays sometimes

reverse reactions caused by less refrangible

radiations. It is important to find suitable

sensitizers and catalyzers. We can see

what the future has in store for us from

such reactions as the photolysis of the

ketones, which often accompanies the

hydrolysis, and by means of which we pre-

pare isocitronellal, for instance from men-

thone.

CH3

I

CH3

CH3—C—CO . CH3 -> CHs—C -I- CHO . CH3

,

I I

CH3 CHs

is remarkable because it demonstrates what

violent decompositions light may cause.

It may be an enemy, but just on account of

that it is necessary to be familiar with the

weapons of the adversaries in order to be

able to conquer them and to avail ourselves

of their strength.

I do not believe, however, that the indus-

tries should wait any longer before taking

advantage of the chemical effects produced

by light. The polymerizations, the isomeric

changes, the reductions and oxidations with

organic and inorganic substances, and the

autoxidations which light causes so easily

should already find profitable applications

in some industries if researches were carried

out carefully with this in mind. The ac-

tion of light on nitric and nitrosilieic com-

pounds, as we know it from experience, is

one that ought to be utilized profitably.

Our own transformation of orthonitroben-

zoic aldehyde into nitrosobenzoic acid has

recently been studied by various chemists,

and has been made use of by Pfeiffer,

who prepared a nitrophenylisatogen from

chlorodinitrostilbene. This reminds us of

CH3 CH3

\/
CH

CH
/\

CH, CO
I I

CH, CH,

\/
CH
I

CH3

CH:

CH;

3\
>CH—CH=CH—CH,—CH—CH,—CHO,

or the transformation of camphor into an

unsaturated cycloketone, etc. The analog-

ous breaking down of pinacoline into

butylene and acetic aldehyde,

the not less known transformation of benzy-

lidene orthonitroacetophenone into indigo

by Engler and Dorant and makes us fore-

see a new field in the photochemical pro-
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duction of artificial colors and dyestuffs.

The scope of studies on this subject ought

not to be limited to preserving colors from

fading, bleaching and all changes produced

by light. The photochemistry of colors and

dye-stuffs ought to furnish new methods of

preparation and of dyeing. Very encour-

aging experiments have already been made

with diazoic compounds and mention should

be made of the recent observation of Baud-

isch that a-nitrosonaphthylhydroxylamine

is changed on the fiber to azoxynaphthalene

when exposed to light. The autoxidation

of leuco compounds by light is an old prac-

tise of which the ancients availed them-

selves for preparing pvirple ; now the proc-

ess is explained, thanks to the familiar re-

searches of Friedlander, but it is clear that

a great deal remains to be learned in this

field.

Phototropie substances, which often as-

sume very intense colors in the light, and

afterwards return in the darkness to their

primitive color, might be used very effec-

tively. Such substances might well attract

the attention of fashion rather than

fluorescent materials which give the im-

pression of changing colors. The dress of

a lady, so prepared, would change its color

according to the intensity of light. Pass-

ing from darkness to light the colors would

brighten up, thus conforming automatically

to the environment: the last word of fash-

ion for the future.

Solar energy is not evenly distributed

over the surface of the earth; there are

privileged regions, and others that are less

favored by the climate. The former ones

would be the prosperous ones if we should

become able to utilize the energy of the

sun in the way which I have described.

The tropical countries would thus be con-

quered by civilization, which would in this

manner return to its birthplace. Even

now the strongest nations rival each other

in the conquest of the lands of the sun, as

though unconsciously foreseeing the future.

Where vegetation is rich, photochemistry

may be left to the plants and by rational

cultivation, as I have already explained,

solar radiation may be used for industrial

purposes. In the desert regions, unadapted

to any kind of cultivation, photochemistry

will artificially put their solar energy to

practical uses.

On the arid lands there will spi'ing up

industrial colonies without smoke and with-

out smokestacks; forests of glass tubes will

extend over the plains and glass buildings

will rise everywhere; inside of these will

take place the photochemical processes that

hitherto have been the guarded secret of

the plants, but that will have been mastered

by human industry which will know how

to make them bear even more abundant

fruit than nature, for nature is not in a

hurry and mankind is. And if in a distant

future the supply of coal becomes com-

pletely exhausted, civilization will not be

checked by that, for life and civilization

will continue as long as the sun shines ! If

our black and nervous civilization, based

on coal, shall be followed by a quieter civili-

zation based on the utilization of solar

energy, that will not be harmful to progress

and to human happiness.

The photochemistry of the future

should not however be postponed to such

distant times; I believe that industry will

do well in using from this very day all the

energies that nature puts at its disposal.

So far, human civilization has made use

almost exclusively of fossil solar energy.

Would it not be advantageous to make

better use of radiant energy?

GlACOMO ClAMICIAN
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THE FISST INTERNATIONAL EUGENICS
CONGRESS

The First International Eugenics Congress

was held at the Imperial Institute (University

of London), South Kensington, July 24, to

30. 1912. It was an outgrowth of the work of

the Eugenics Education Society of England.

So far as the writer is informed, the latter was

the first distinct organization to be formed for

the definite purpose of advancing the eugenics

propaganda. It was, therefore, fitting that the

first call for an international conference to

discuss the problems of eugenics should eman-

ate from this body.

The congress was a great success from every

point of view. Locally it evidently helped the

cause a great deal, because of the demonstra-

tion which it gave of the world-wide interest

which exists in regard to eugenics. With such

men in personal attendance as Professor Tves

Delage, M. Lucien March, Directeur de la

Statistique Generale de France, M. Paul Dou-

mer, sometime President of the Chamber of

Deputies, His Excellency General von Barde-

leben, President of the Verein Herold of Ber-

lin, Professor A. C. Haddon and Professor R.

C. Punnett of Cambridge, and Professor F. C.

S. Schiller of Oxford, it was evident to the

most casual consideration that the eugenics

movement possessed that quality of " respect-

ability " which is dearest to the British official

heart. From an international point of view

the congress gave the opportunity, for which

the time was ripe, for a full discussion of

eugenic problems as they appear in different

civilizations and communities.

The administrative details connected with

the preparation for the congress and the car-

rying of it through were worked out in a

thoroughly excellent manner. The way in

which the congress was managed, and the

smoothness with which the machine ran, were

matters of universally favorable comment
among those present. The credit for this be-

longs in the first instance to the honorary

secretary, Mrs. Sybil Gotto.

The attendance was large—much larger in-

deed than any one had anticipated beforehand.

Up to the day before the close of the congress

836 persons had registered. Besides these

there were many who attended as daily visit-

ors. The papers presented were, taken as a

whole, of excellent quality. There was an al-

most entire absence of the sensationalism, and

hasty generalization as to the solution of

fundamental social problems, which bad been

in greater or less degree expected by the gen-

eral public. The majority of the papers fell in

the field of what might be called " practical

"

eugenics. No attempt was made towards a

technically scientific congress. Such a policy

would have been obviously unwise. Eugenics

is distinctly an applied science. Hitherto

everybody except the scientist has had a chance

at directing the course of human evolution.

In the eugenics movement an earnest attempt

is being made to show that science is the only

safe guide in respect to the most fundamental

of social problems. In order to make this at-

tempt amount to anything practically it is ob-

vious that the man of affairs, the legislator,

and the administrator must not be alienated

by technicalities beyond his comprehension.

If science wishes to lead, she must speak the

same language as those she expects to follow

her.

Despite the generally popular and practical

character of the papers, there were a number
presented which were of particular scientific

interest and made distinct contributions to

knowledge. Dr. Soren Hansen, of Denmark,

showed that during the period since 1852

there has been an increase in the average

height of adult Danes of 3.69 cm. He is of

the opinion that the same thing has been true

of other North European peoples. Professor

Antonio Morro presented some interesting

new statistical data regarding the influence of

the age of parents on the psycho-physical char-

acters of the children, tending to show that

relatively young and relatively old parents

produced a larger proportion of degenerate off-

spring than parents of medium age. M. Lu-

cien March contributed a detailed analysis of

French statistics on the relation of social

status, social surroundings and income to the

fertility of marriage. His results confirm and

extend those of earlier studies in this field.
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Dr. Frederick Adams Woods summarized tlie

results of unpublished studies whicli lie has

made in historiometry, showing the preponder-

ant influence of heredity in influencing the

course of history. Professor Corrado Gini

contributed a long paper dealing with the evi-

dence obtained from demographic statistics on

certain eugenic problems. The paper was a

decidedly interesting one but impossible of

brief review. Professor F. C. S. Schiller's

paper on "Practicable Eugenics in Educa-

tion " was an exceedingly keen analysis of the

significance, from the standpoint of eugenics,

of the existing educational system of England.

The social side of the congress was one of

its most pleasant features. The hospitality

committee, under the chairmanship of Mrs.

Alec. Tweedie, arranged a series of banquets,

receptions, teas, garden parties and excursions

which made it possible for the members of the

congress to meet not only one another, but

also many of the most distinguished persons

in English scientific, social, literary and pub-

lic life.

Eaymond Pearl

INDUSTBIAL EDUCATION IN THE
PHILIPPINES

Under the leadership of American educa-

tors, Philippine education is making a re-

markable advance. Indeed, according to re-

cent reports received at the United States

Bureau of Education, there are features of

present-day education in the Philippines that

are well worth the careful attention of school

leaders in the United States.

It is in the field of industrial training and

useful arts that the Filipinos, under American

teachers, are making the most notable prog-

ress; such progress, in fact, that in certain

lines—particularly lace-making and embroid-

ery—the products of the Philippine schools

not only compare favorably with the work of

the famous French and Swiss experts, but

promise to compete with them successfully in

the world's markets.

The whole system of education in the

Philippines is based on the principle that the

children should receive training that will pre-

pare them directly for the life they are to live.

The boys receive manual training from the

very beginning. In the lowest grades they

make articles that they can use and sell, both

in their own localities and elsewhere. The

most important industry taught the boys is

hat-weaving. It is a prescribed exercise in

the primary schools. " The Bureau of Edu-

cation at Manila considers it one of its legiti-

mate functions to give such training in the

making of good hats as will afPord a large

number of children a permanent means of

earning a livelihood," wrote Mr. Frank E.

White, Director of Philippine education, in

1910, after the courses had been introduced,

and the development of the work has more

than justified his claim. Chief among the

products are the famous " buntal " hats, made
from the leaf stem of the opened buri leaf.

The schools do not attempt to replace hand

machinery with modern apparatus, for it is

recognized that there is a real demand for the

products of careful handworkmanship. Be-

sides the prescribed courses in the primary

schools, there are regular grade schools, where

the boys spend the greater part of the school-

day in actual manual labor in the shops. A
set of dining-room furniture in red narra,

made at the Philippine School of Arts and

Trades in Manila, sold for $200 at last year's

carnival.

In the girls' schools plain sewing and

housekeeping have generally formed the pre-

scribed courses, but recently lace-making and

embroidery have been introduced because they

are arts which, besides possessing educational

value, furnish the girls with a remunerative

occupation. There were already in the

Philippines young women who had learned

embroidery and lace-making in the convents

under the Spanish regime. Furthermore, be-

cause of their great natural aptitude for such

work, and because of their patience and deli-

cacy of execution, the Filipino women are

considered among the most skiKul workers in

the world in these arts, their products being

classed by experts as even superior to that of

the French and the Swiss. The schools are,

therefore, working on sure ground in teaching
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lace-making and embroidery, and they have

ascertained that the demand for the kind of

work their children can turn out is practic-

ally unlimited. In an effort to increase the

available supply of teachers for the work,

courses in lace-making and embroidery have

been offered in the Philippine Normal School

since 1910, and also in the various vacation

assemblies of teachers.

The first thing a Filipino girl does in the

sewing class in school is to make for herself

a complete outfit of clothing. This work she

usually begins in the second grade, but some-

times in the first or third. Armed with an

embroidery frame and other apparatus (in

most cases made by the boys in the same

school), she advances in proficiency through

the various grades; hemming and embroid-

ering cotton squares, fine linen, handker-

chiefs, waists, and so on. The more expert

girls turn out masterpieces in French net and

embroidery. In lace they make all varieties

of "pillow lace," including "torchon" (Span-

ish lace), Maltese, Ceylon or Indian, Irish

crochet, etc. Battenburg is also made for

local use, but it is not encouraged for export,

because the Japanese can make it more

cheaply.

An idea of the extent of industrial educa-

tion in the Philippines may be gained from

the fact that nearly 400,000 school pupils are

engaged in some kind of industrial work.

For the past four years industrial instruction

has been prescribed in the primary course for

both boys and girls, and the work is systemat-

ically carried on in an advanced stage in the

intermediate schools. Twenty-six well-

equipped trade schools have been established

in Manila and the various provinces; there is

a college of agriculture at Los Banos, and a

college of engineering has been added to the

University of the Philippines. The Filipinos

take to the educational program, industrial

and otherwise, quickly and profitably; and

the civil government finds its duties much
less onerous now that the military invasion

of the islands has been superseded by the

educational.

GBADUATES FROM AMESICAN COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES

The Boston Transcript has printed an art-

icle by Mr. Henry T. Claus, who gives the

number of degrees conferred by 4Y colleges

and universities as follows:

College

Allegheny 63 35 64
Amherst 95 97 96
Bates 91 57 92
Bowdoin 98 55 85
Brown 210 187 193
Bryn Mawr 77 68 70
Carnegie Tech 242 . . 189-

Clark 58 . . 35-

Colby 69 38 38-

Colgate 72 37 48-

Columbia 1,504 788 1,334-

Grinnell 76 51 83
Hamilton . . , . , 47 30
Harvard 1,000 1,033 1,003
Indiana University 372 124 347
Lehigh 85 45 95
M. A. C 83 22 43
Middlebury 55 19 55
M. I. T 286 200 253
Mount Holyoke 167 101 134
New York University 583 339 545
Northwestern 591 506 574
Ohio State 501 141 422
Penn State 266 28 247
Princeton 327 291 268
Radcliffe 117 100 84
Rensselaer 118 21 71
Rutgers 75 72 73
Simmons 95 . . 73
Smith 372 229 360
Swarthmore 63 52 68
Syracuse University 480 207 417
Trinity 36 29 36
Tufts 238 137 214
Union 60 38 49
University of Cincinnati 191 121 158
University of Illinois 858 511 798
University of Maine 109 67 133
University of Michigan 1,143 858 1,093
University of Missouri 432 153 383
University of Pennsylvania .... 828 521 850
University of Pittsburgh 284 170 260
University of Vermont 96 80 109
Wellesley 299 155 289
Williams 93 67 97
Worcester Polytechnic 77 44 77
Yale 855 583 904

TBE HARPSWELL LABORATORY
The following persons have carried on in-

vestigations during the summer of 1912 at

the Harpswell Laboratory:
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Franklin D. Barker, associate professor of zool-

ogy in the University of Nebraska.

George A. Bates, professor of histology. Tufts

College Medical School.

Henry B. Bigelow, assistant in the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, Harvard University.

Margaret H. Cook, instructor in zoology, Welles-

ley College.

Ulrio Dahlgren, professor of biology, Princeton

University.

Charles H. Danforth, instructor in anatomy,

Washington University.

Vincent Gregg, preparator in histology, Prince-

ton University.

Eobert W. Hall, professor of biology, Lehigh

University.

Duncan S. Johnson, professor of botany, Johns

Hopkins University.

W. O. Redman King, demonstrator in zoology,

University of Leeds, England.

J. S. Kingsley, professor of zoology, Tufts Col-

lege.

F. D. Lambert, associate professor of biology,

Tufts College.

H. V. Neal, professor of biology, Knox College.

H. D. Senior, professor of anatomy. University

and Bellevue Medical College.

L. E. Thaeher, student. Tufts College.

Caroline B. Thompson, associate professor of

zoology, Wellesley College.

Hardolph Wasteneys, assistant, Eockefeller In-

stitute for Medical Research.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
SiE W. H. White has been elected presi-

dent of the British Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science for the meeting to be

held next year in Birmingham.

FoRDHAM Unwersity has conferred the

honorary degree of LL.D. on Drs. Henry

Head, of London, Carl Jung, of Zurich, Nico-

las Achucarro, of Madrid, and H. E. Storer,

of Newport, E. I.

On Thursday afternoon, September 12,

1912, at the Brooklyn Botanic Garden, a

sweet gum tree {Liquidamhar Styracifiua)

was planted in the local flora section of the

garden, by Professor Hugo de Vries, of

Amsterdam. About one hundred invited

guests were present at the exercises. A dinner

was given in Professor de Vries's honor at

6 o'clock, and in the evening he delivered a

lecture, under the joint auspices of the garden

and the department of botany of the Brook-

lyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, on
" Plant Breeding in the Botanic Garden of

Amsterdam."

Dr. George Santayana, professor of phi-

losophy at Harvard University, has resigned.

Mr. a. Wendell Jackson, who has ar-

ranged a loan of $50,000,000 to China, in op-

position to the offers of the financiers of the

sis great powers, is a mining engineer who

was formerly professor of mineralogy and

economic geology at the University of Cali-

fornia. He is a fellow of the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science and

a fellow of the Geological Society of Amer-

ica.

Dr. Jean Mascart, of the Observatory at

Paris, has been appointed director of the Ob-

servatory at Lyons, as successor to M. Andre.

Dean Milo S. Ketchum, of the College of

Engineering of the University of Colorado,

was recently elected president of the Colorado

Association of Members of the American So-

cJiety of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the Missouri Section of

the American Chemical Society, held Friday

evening, July 26, in the chemistry lecture

room. University of Missouri, Mr. N. W. Ar-

thur, research chemist of the General Electric

Co., Schenectady, N. Y., spoke on a new elec-

tric furnace and new electric furnace prod-

ucts as SiO-monax and nionas.

Dr. W. J. G. Land, of the botanical staff of

the University of Chicago, sailed from San

Francisco on August 27, for a trip of four

months in the Hawaiian, Samoan, Fiji and

Tongo Islands, with probably an extension

through the New Hebrides to Australia. The

chief purpose of the trip is to investigate the

bryophytic flora and to secure critical mater-

ial of it for morphological study. Inciden-

tally, research material in other groups also

will be secured.

Mr. and Mrs. C. William Beebe have re-

turned from a three months' trip to Europe

in the course of which the pheasants in the
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museums of London, Tring, Paris and Berlin

were studied. The large series thus passed in

review provided data for many generaliza-

tions hitherto impossible. A summary of the

results will soon be published, the details of

the work being reserved for the monograph

on which Mr. Beebe is engaged, to be pub-

lished under the auspices of the New York

Zoological Society.

Dr. F. E. Watson, of the department of

physics of the University of Illinois, has re-

turned after a year's leave of absence. The

year was spent almost entirely in Germany,

where the universities of Berlin and Munich

were attended, and special work was done in

the subject of acoustics.

Professor Williston S. Hough, dean of

the Teachers College and professor of philos-

ophy at the George Washington University,

Washington, D. C, died suddenly on Sep-

tember 18 at the age of fifty-two years.

Dr. John Wade, reader in chemistry in the

University of London, known for his work in

organic chemistry, was killed by a bicycling

accident on August 15, aged forty-eight years.

M. Louis Ceie, professor of botany at Caen,

has died, aged sixty-two years.

The death is announced of Dr. Rudolf

Homes, professor of g'eology at Graz, and dis-

tinguished for his work on earthquakes.

Professor Herman F. Wiebe, of the State

Institute of Physics and Technology at Ham-
burg, died at the age of sixty years in New
York City, where he had come to attend the

International Congress for Testing Materials.

The International Congress of Mathema-

ticians recently meeting at Cambridge ad-

journed to meet in Stockholm in 1916.

The fourteenth meeting of the Australasian

Association for the Advancement of Science

will be held in Melbourne in January, 1913.

The International Congress on Hygiene

and Demography opened on September 21.

President Taft, honorary president of the con-

gress, opened its session at 11 o'clock on that

morning. The delegates number some 2,800,

representing thirty-three foreign governments.

every American state and territory, over 300

American cities, leading colleges and univer-

sities here and in Europe, and many scientific,

medical and social institutions throughout the

world. In addition, many eminent visitors

are in attendance. The congress is divided

into eleven sections and four general sessions

have been arranged. Dr. Henry P. Walcott,

chairman of the State Board of Health of

Massachusetts, is president of the congress.

The presidents of the sections are as follows:

Professor Theobald Smith, Harvard Medical

School, Boston, Hygienic Microbiology.

Dr. Russell H. Chittenden, professor of physi-

ology and chemistry and director of the Sheffield

Scientific School of Yale, Dietetic Hygiene.

Dr. A. Jacobi, New York City, president of the

American Medical Association, The Hygiene of

Infancy.

Dr. Lewellys F. Barker, professor of internal

medicine of Johns Hopkins University, Mental

Hygiene.

Dr. George M. Kober, professor of hygiene at

Georgetown University, The Hygiene of Occupa-

tions.

Dr. Hermann M. Biggs, medical director of the

department of health, New York City, The Con-

trol of Infectious Diseases.

Dr. Prank P. Wesbrook, professor of pathology

and bacteriology of the University of Minnesota,

State and Municipal Hygiene.

Dr. Prince A. Morrow, New York City, Sex

Hygiene.

Dr. Eupert Blue, Surgeon General of the United

States PubUc Health Service, The Hygiene of

Traffic and Transportation.

Dr. Henry G. Beyer, U. 8. N., Military, Naval,

Tropical and Colonial Hygiene.

Professor Walter P. Willcox, president of the

American Statistical Association, Cornell Univer-

sity, Demography.

Dr. W. S. Bruce, the Scottish explorer, has

arrived at his home near Edinburgh, from his

surveying expedition with Dr. R. N. R.

Brown in Spitzbergen. According to the

London Times the explorers have made a

detailed topographical survey of the region

traversed by them and a general geological

investigation. They traveled from Bjona

Haven to Advent Bay by a new route over

land in which, so far as is known, reindeer,
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ptarmigan and other game used to abound.

In the whole journey of nearly 60 miles, how-

ever, not a ptarmigan, fox or reindeer, except

skeletons and rotting carcasses, was seen.

Dr. Bruce strongly condemns the wholesale

extermination of animal life carried out in

Spitzbergen, not only by gun and trap but by

poison. Norwegian hunters, he says, habitu-

ally put down poisoned bait for bears, foxes

and other animals, and he holds that strict

measures should be taken to protect the fauna

of Spitzbergen, which at present is being

rapidly and ruthlessly destroyed. A great

development of the coal mines, chiefly under

the auspices of American capital and enter-

prise, and of other mining activities financed

by British capital, was observed. There is

activity also on the part of the Norwegians,

who are developing means of communication

by post and wireless telegraphy.

The Colorado Geological Survey has had

three parties in the field during the summer

of 1912. One party, under the direction of

Assistant Professor Kalph D. Crawford and

Mr. Philip G. Worcester, has continued the

work begun last season in the Goldbrick dis-

trict. A second party, under the direction of

Professor H. B. Patton, of the Colorado School

of Mines, has spent the summer in the Bon-

anza Mining district near Villa Grove. A
third party, directed by Dr. George I. Finlay,

of Colorado College, has been at work on an

investigation of the water resources of the

Arkansas Valley region.

Charles Eichmond Henderson, head of the

department of practical sociology in the Uni-

versity of Chicago, has been given leave of

absence by the university trustees during the

autumn quarter of 1912 and the winter

quarter of 1913, to act as the Barrows

lecturer in India. The Barrows lectures are

given every three years in the principal cities

of India, on the foundation established by

Mrs. Caroline E. Haskell. The general pur-

pose of the lectureship is to consider the rela-

tion of Christianity to other religions. Pro-

fessor Henderson will lecture in some of the

cities of Japan and China on his return to

this country. His predecessor on the Barrows

Foundation was Charles Cuthbert Hall, for-

mer president of Union Theological Semi-

nary, New York. Professor Henderson's lec-

tures in India will be issued in book form by

the University of Chicago Press.

UNIVEBSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
At the September meeting of the Tale Cor-

poration it was announced that since the last

meeting three wills have been filed for probate

from which the university should receive dur-

ing the year about $750,000. These include

$250,000, unrestricted, by bequest of Matthew
C. D. Borden, Yale, 1864; $25,000 from Cy-

prian Brainerd, of the class of 1850, for the

use of the medical department, with ulti-

mately an additional $40,000 after the death

of certain beneficiaries, and the McPherson
fund of between $400,000 and $500,000, " to he

employed in assisting worthy indigent stu-

dents." This bequest is due to the death of

Aaron S. Baldwin, executor of the will of the

widow of Senator McPherson, of New Jersey.

Mrs. McPherson's will provided for this be-

quest. Announcement was also made that

$10,000 had been received from the Misses

Kingsbury as a history publication fund in

memory of the late Frederick John Kings-

bury, of Waterbury, for many years a member
of the Yale Corporation; also $5,000 from
Mrs. Arthur Eyerson, widow of the late

Arthur Eyerson, Yale, 1871, to establish the

Arthur Larned Eyerson scholarship in Yale

College in memory of her son; also $3,000

from Francis D. Hurtt, 1907, Law School, to

establish the Sarah Ives Hurtt scholarship in

the Law School.

Professor William D. Harkins has re-

moved from the University of Montana to

the University of Chicago, where he will have

charge of the research work in general chem-

istry, and will give courses in inorganic and

general chemistry. His position as professor

of chemistry in the University of Montana

has been given to Dr. E. H. Jesse, instructor

in chemistry in the University of Illinois.

Mr. W. G. Bateman, former professor of

chemistry in the Imperial Chinese University,
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has been appointed instructor in chemistry in

the University of Montana, in place of Mr. J.

W. Hill, who has resigned.

Dr. Madison Bentley, assistant professor

of psychology in Cornell University, has been

called to the chair of psychology in the Uni-

versity of niinois. Dr. H. P. Weld, of Clark

University, becomes assistant professor of

psychology at Cornell.

Dr. W. F. Book, of the University of Mon-

tana, has accepted an appointment as pro-

fessor of education in the University of

Indiana.

The department of physics of the Univer-

sity of Illinois has added two new assistants

to its teaching staff for the present year,

Mr. W. H. Bair, for some time a teacher of

science in the high schools of Illinois, and

Mr. Earle H. Warner, assistant for several

years in the department of physics of the

University of Denver. Both men are to serve

as half time assistants.

Dr. Alvin E. Peebles, formerly professor

of the theory and practise of medicine in the

University of Colorado, has been appointed

head of the department of preventive and ex-

perimental medicine, which has been estab-

lished by the regents.

Dr. Thomas Clachar Brown, a graduate of

Amherst, who received his doctorate from

Columbia in 1909 and who has since filled the

positions of assistant professor of geology at

Middlebury College and assistant professor of

geology at the School of Mines, Pennsylvania

State College, has been appointed associate in

geology at Bryn Mawr College.

Miss Mary D. MacKenzie, professor of biol-

ogy at Western College, Oxford, Ohio, has

been appointed head of the biology depart-

ment of the Margaret Morrison School for

Women of the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh.

Professor J. Lorrain Smith, F.E.S., pro-

fessor of pathology and pathological anatomy

in the University of Manchester, has been

appointed to the chair of pathology in the

University of Edinburgh, in succession to

Professor W. S. Greenfield.

Dr. J. Stille, of the Technical Institute at

Hanover, has been appointed professor of geol-

ogy and paleontology at the University of

Leipzig.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE

THE POLICY OP THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

To THE Editor of Science: In his paper on
" A National University," printed in the issue

of Science of August 16, President Van Hise

takes occasion to comment on the neglect of

science by the scientific bureaus. He states

that the United States Geological Survey
" is almost exclusively a department of prac-

tical geology " and " is not contributing in

any large way to the advancement of science."

President Van Hise seems to be comparing

the Geological Survey in the first decade or so

following its organization with the larger serv-

ice of to-day. As I am in part responsible

for the Survey's present policy, I may perhaps

be permitted to pres&nt this matter in its other

phases. The question whether his statement

is justified is not easily debatable, for the

premises on which any argument should rest

are not of a kind readily agreed upon. In

fact. President Van Hise and other geologists

might disagree as to what constitutes " ad-

vancement of science," and as to what is

" practical geology." This unavoidable con-

fusion of definition prevents any adequate

comparison of past and present contributions

or even of an earlier and the present person-

nel.

With this inherent difiiculty in discussing

generalities, it becomes especially a matter of

regret that President Van Hise contented

himself with reiteration of the charge, with-

out definition of his terms or mention of any

supporting facts. The question therefore re-

solves itself into a consideration of the de-

gree of truth or justice in President Van
Hise's two dicta : the Survey is " almost ex-

clusively a department of practical geology,"

and " it is not contributing in any large way
to the advancement of science." These de-

serve to be considered separately, because I

can not admit that the one is a corollary of

the other.
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Geologic research as conducted under gov-

ernment auspices should, in my opinion, be

largely practical. The purposes for which the

United States Geological Survey V7as organ-

ized, both as specified by Congress and as

recommended by a committee of the National

Academy of Sciences, are practical, and the

administrator who would venture to disregard

the plain intent of that legislation would not

contribute to the ultimate advancement of

science. The Survey began on very practical

lines. Director King arranging the initial work

in districts offering " examples of instructive

geological structure and great bullion yield,"

and even that classic work of science planned

as the first monograph of the new survey,

" Lake Bonneville," had its practical side, the

hope having been expressed by Mr. Gilbert

himself in a report of progress " that a crit-

ical investigation of the secular oscillations of

climate in the past will help to solve the prob-

lem of secular change which is of such vital

importance to the agriculture of an arid

domain."

The most recent index of the trend of the

Survey's work is afforded by the schedule of

manuscripts being edited August 15, which

affords some basis for judging of the character

of the publications now in hand. The publi-

cations issued each year are known to the

public, although I might mention as note-

worthy in this connection two contributions

that are just coming from the press : Mono-

graph LI., " Cambrian Brachiopoda," by Wal-

cott, and Professional Paper 71, " Index to

JSTorth American Stratigraphy," by Willis. Of

the 41 reports now being edited 5 are engineer-

ing bulletins, embodying data incidentally col-

lected in the course of topographic surveys,

and therefore not chargeable to scientific ap-

propriations; 8 relate to Alaska and represent

work done under an appropriation made spe-

cifically " for the investigation of mineral

resources " and therefore not to any large

extent available for theoretical investigations,

though the results of the work in Alaska are a

splendid contribution to our knowledge of the

geology of the globe ; 8 are water-supply papers

contributed from the work under another spe-

cific appropriation; 6 relate to economic geol-

ogy; and the remainder, 14, may fairly be

described as outside the " department of prac-

tical geology." This group of 14 includes 6

paleontologic reports, 3 descriptions of areas

having no special economic importance, and

one report under each of the following subjects

—glaciers. Pleistocene geology, petrography,

stratigraphy and mineralogy.

That the United States Geological Survey

concerns itself with the practical side is true

now as it has always been in the past ; whether

its work is more or less devoted to practical

geology than formerly can be decided accord-

ing to one's taste or prejudices; but that it is

almost exclusively a department of practical

geology must be denied.

Besides making general investigations in

geology and highly specialized researches in

paleontology, petrography, mineralogy, geo-

physics and geochemistry, which it will be

generally agreed contribute to the advance-

ment of science, the Survey is making other

investigations whose theoretic results are so

closely combined with the results of practical

geology that their scientific value may be over-

looked by some readers. In some cases the
" purely scientific " conclusions reached are

incidental to the practical investigation, but

in many instances are essential to it. To-day,

as in the past, the study of ore deposits by the

Geological Survey continues to yield a large

measure of scientific results of the highest

grade, and the five manuscripts on economic

geology mentioned above are no exception to

this rule. Most of these are not detailed de-

scriptions of mining camps, but deal to a

great extent with the areal geology and physi-

ography of the hitherto blank spaces on the

geologic map of the United States. The
broader studies are not neglected—a fact illus-

trated by a manuscript just received from

Professor W. H. Emmons on " Secondary Sul-

phide Enrichment," which represents results

gained in the course of economic work in sev-

eral mining districts during the past twelve

years. That the answers to the problems of

chemistry and physics here discussed possess a

practical present value to the mining engineer
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in nowise detracts from their permanent value

to the broad science of geology.

An example of work on a broad problem that

concerns a number of states is afforded by the

general and detailed study of the Atlantic and

Gulf Coastal Plain which for five years has

been prosecuted under the direction of T. W.
Vaughan with the cooperation of several state

and federal geologists. Similarly, the map-

ping of the San Juan region by Whitman
Cross serves as a notable example of a general

investigation of broad scientific interest, cov-

ering two decades. A third illustration is to

be found in the geologic work of Messrs.

Campbell and Alden in the new Glacier Na-

tional Park. It is conceivable that the publi-

cations resulting from such geologic investiga-

tions will stand as large contributions to sci-

ence, and when this literature has been il-

lumined by the added glamor of the years, the

Geological Survey of to-day may be cited as

again " the center of the world for the ad-

vancement of the science of geology."

More than this, the application of geology

to economic problems has a reflex eflieet upon

the science. The association of the scientist

with the engineer is beneficial to both. The

geology that is applied to big problems,

whether of engineering or of governmental

policy, must be not only qualitatively true, but

also quantitatively exact. So the entrance of

the Geological Survey into the administration

of the public lands has modified field methods

and established standards of accuracy not be-

fore demanded. The result is that the geolo-

gist who works in terms of forty-acre tracts

observes details that were overlooked by his

predecessor who looked the country over by

the square mile.

The recognition of the applicability of geol-

ogic data collected by government scientists to

the administration of the public lands is in

itself, I believe, a large contribution to the

advancement of science. The field of science is

broadened and the standing of science is dig-

nified. The remark of the geologist whose

experience had been gained largely in the east

but who is now working in a western mining

camp illustrates this: "It is a satisfaction to

be looked upon as a worker and not have to

make apologetic explanations as to what geol-

ogy means."

Another illustration is afforded in the work

of the Geological Survey in connection with

the proposed forest reservations in the east.

For years the geologists and hydrographers of

the Survey had taken interest in the question

of the relation of forest cover to stream flow

and as opportunity afforded had made observa-

tions bearing on the question. The results,

however, were at best only qualitative and to

some extent confusing. The Weeks Act, how-

ever, specifically laid upon the Survey the bur-

den of making an affirmative showing of the

regulative effect of the forest upon stream

fiow, before land could be purchased, and then

an investigation was planned with the purpose

of obtaining conclusive results. That the

Survey withstood popular clamor until its in-

vestigation was concluded and reported only

on observed facts may of itself have been a

possible aid in advancing science. As an in-

tensive study, the hydrometric survey of se-

lected areas in the White Mountains is be-

lieved to be without parallel in the world, and

it has yielded quantitative results which, when
thoroughly digested and compiled, will be pub-

lished as an important contribution to science.

This opportunity to apply science to an ad-

ministrative problem came to the Geological

Survey because its work was believed to be

both practical and scientific; and I may add

my opinion that whenever this bureau becomes

exclusively " practical " or exclusively " scien-

tific " it will cease to deserve either recogni-

tion or support. This idea has been best ex-

pressed by Brooks :
" Applied geology can

maintain its present high position of useful-

ness only by continuing the researches which

advance the knowledge of basic principles."

Geo. Otis Smith

school grades to what type of distribu-

tion shall they conform?

Those administrators who have given the

subject of scholarship marks or school grades

considerable attention, will appreciate Presi-

dent Wm. T. Foster's article, " The Scientific
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Distribution of Grades at Eeed College,"

which appeared in the June Y, 1912, issue of

Science.

Without wishing to criticize the Eeed Col-

lege system which the writer considers amply

adequate to bring about uniformity in grading

at Reed College itself, there yet remains the

question, is the Eeed College system the one

most likely to be adopted by other educational

institutions? The extent to which the ques-

tion of grading is at present agitated justifies

the conclusion that there is a tendency toward

the standardization of grades—not only within

the walls of a given school, but among the

schools themselves. As long as no absolute

units for mental measurement exist, the one

essential factor for standardized grades is

that the form of the distribution of these

grades be identical for the various institu-

tions. If this is true, the questioa arises

what form of distribution shall be adopted?

The form adopted by Reed College is a

modification of the normal curve, skewed to

take account of the " selected nature of col-

lege students." It is this question—the ad-

visability of skewing the normal curve—which

is to be considered in this paper.

From present indications, if the various

educational institutions throughout the coun-

try were suddenly obliged to adopt a uniform

type of distribution for their grades, it is prob-

able that the normal type of distribution is

the one which would be most readily accepted.

As soon as deviations, either in one direction

or the other, are suggested, each faculty would

insist on skewing the curve in the direction

which would best express, in the opinion of the

faculty, the local conditions. If the different

school faculties are encouraged to express in

their grades the degree of selection which

they believe to exist in their student body, the

personal element will again become so strong

as to eliminate the uniformity which a scien-

tific system is supposed to introduce. In a

faculty composed mainly of " home talent

"

there is a tendency to suppose that its par-

ticular students are a specially selected group

with respect to intelligence, and under such

conditions it may happen that a faculty will

adopt a form of distribution in which all of

the students are supposed to be above the gen-

eral average instead of only three fourths, as

is done in the Reed College curve.

Until a system of absolute mental units

has been invented, it is futile to try to make
grades represent absolute accomplishment.

The best that can be done under the condi-

tions is to let the grades express relative ac-

complishment. It should be clear that skew-

ing the normal curve is aa attempt to make
grades represent absolute accomplishment in

that the degree of deviation from the normal

type of distribution is supposed to measure

the degree of superiority or inferiority, above

or below some hypothetical absolute accom-

plishment of the population at large. Since

we do not know enough about the intellectual

capacity of the population at large to gain

general acceptance for such numerical values

as we might choose to assign, perhaps it would

be better, for the present, to be satisfied with

measuring relative accomplishment. To jus-

tify the deviation from the normal curve

shovm by the Eeed College system, it seems

that the following two factors should permit

of quantitative statement.

1. The numerical degree of the selection

with respect to scholarship.

2. The difl'erence in the form of the distri-

bution of the selected group, from that of the

unselected group.

With respect to (1) it is doubtful whether

the data at our disposal are of such convinc-

ing validity as to justify our giving it nu-

merical values, especially when we consider

not only those students who fail to attend the

university after finishing their high-school

work, but also those who drop out during the

first, second and third high-school years.

Many students leave high school because their

parents have not the means to enable them to

continue; some students get dissatisfied with

the school work and prevail upon their pa-

rents to let them go out and do " real work."

It is not necessary here to indicate the many
reasons for which children leave the high
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school—reasons which have nothing to do with

the intellectual ability of the student. The

percentage of successful men and women who
have never completed a high school course is

still too large to warrant the conclusion that

the elimination which takes place can be ac-

curately expressed in terms of scholarship.

That some selection with respect to scholar-

ship takes place may very well be admitted

but at present we are not in a position to iso-

late this from the numerous other factors

which make college enrollment less than that

of the high schools.

Further, to assume that 75 per cent, of its

students are above the general average, as is

done in the Reed College system, is a verdict

which should come from some other source

than Eeed College. If it is found, for in-

stance, that Eeed College graduates invariably

do better work than the graduate students

from other schools, it would be possible to

calculate the superiority of Eeed College stu-

dents. This is the only sense in which the

term selection would have any significance.

It is the product, not the raw material, which

should characterize a school.

Eeed College could also calculate the rela-

tive standing of the high schools from which

it draws its students. This would be a com-

paratively simple task if all the high schools

graded their students in strict compliance

with the normal curve, but if the several

schools adopted curves which deviated from
the normal, each school deviating to the ex-

tent which most appealed to it, an attempt at

fixing a definite value for a particular grade

would be almost as hopeless a task as it is

now.

If, however, all educational institutions

awarded grades strictly in compliance with

the normal curve, these grades would at least

express the same relative scholarship. If then

the graduate schools found that the students

from one institution did better work than

students having the same grade from other

institutions, the graduate schools could easily

calculate a selection coefficient which would
express the degree of selection for the differ-

ent schools. Of course, this can not be done

at the present time, but the writer merely

wishes to point out that the factor of selec-

tion can not be scientifically evaluated with

the data now at our disposal. To encourage

a faculty to express this ambiguity in its

grades is only transferring the grading idio-

syncrasies from the individual instructor to

the faculty.

With respect to (2), it is questionable

whether the selection of scholarship which ex-

ists is of such a nature as to change the form

of the distribution in a measurable degree. It

is of course to be understood that the average

accomplishment of a poor class may be less

than the average accomplishment of a better

class, but it does not follow that the grades

are distributed differently on either side of

the respective class averages.

An elementary class in experimental psy-

chology of about 150 students at the Univer-

sity of Missouri were graded for a whole

semester according to the average accom-

plishment of the whole class. The Ebbing-

haus conjectural method of examination was

used so that the personal equation of the in-

structor might be eliminated as much as pos-

sible, and also to approach more closely to the

absolute accomplishment of the students.^

The correlation between the actual grades and

those expected from a normal type of distri-

bution was then calculated according to the

following scheme.

Number o£ Extent of Correlation

Examinations witli Normal

1 730

2 970

9 996

We have here a gradual approach toward

the normal type of distribution. If only a

single examination is given the distribution

may be decidedly skewed. This does not, how-

ever, show conclusively that the scholarship

is not normally distributed. If the examina-

tion does not fairly test the scholarship of the

'A more detailed report of this investigation is

to be found in The Jcmrnal of Experimental Peda-

gogy and Training College Record (Sheffield),

Vol. 1, No. i, June, 1912.
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class, if it is too easy or too difBeult, a

skewed distribution may result even if tlie

scholarship of the class is actually normally

distributed. In the above investigation, as

the number of examinations increased there

was a closer approach toward the normal

type of distribution and when nine tests had

been given the actual distribution was prac-

tically identical with that of the normal type.

This was also true for the elementary classes

in chemistry. In general it is the writer's

experience that as the methods of examina-

tion are refined and as the number of stu-

dents and the number of tests is increased

there is a closer and closer approach toward

the normal curve. Mathematically speaking,

the normal curve seems to be the limit which,

with refinement of method and the elimina-

tion of accidental variations, tests of general

intelligence approach. It is to be remem-
bered that these students were university

freshmen and sophomores upon whom the ef-

fects of high school selection have been opera-

tive. It is possible that if all the high-school

classmates of these students had continued

and taken the same course in the university

the average accomplishment of the whole

class might have been somewhat less, yet it is

not likely that the distribution would have

been different.

That some mental tests are not normally

distributed need be no cause for criticism

when we recall that the essential factor in

grading is uniformity. What a particular

grade will eventually signify will depend

upon how successfully or unsuccessfully the

students who are characterized by this grade

meet the demands of higher institutions or

the demands of the world at large. It wiU
not depend upon whether the grade is found

below or above some hypothetical accomplish-

ment of the population at large.

There is another question which might be

asked, namely: How many of the ten grades

awarded by Reed College represent distin-

guishable degrees of scholarship? At the

University of Missouri only five different

grades are awarded, and from working with

the records of these students the writer is in-

inclined to believe that students who are only

a little above or below the average in some
courses tend to approach closer to the average

when the grades in their other courses are

taken into account. If this is a fact then it

is possible that the Reed College grades 5, 6,

7, do not represent different degrees of scholar-

ship. There is no way of determining this at

the University of Missouri, but Reed College

has the data for making this investigation.

If three series were to be formed as follows

:

Series I.—Students whose grades are be-

tween and including the limits 4^6. (Those

students who have no grade higher than 4 nor

a grade lower than 6.)

Series II.—The same for the grade limits

5-7.

Series III.—The same for the grade limits

6-8.

If after credit units are considered the aver-

ages of these three series are not respectively

5, G, 7, but approach more closely to each

other, say 5^, 6.0, 6J, this would show that the

grades 5, 6, 7, do not represent distinguish-

able degrees of scholarship. It would, no

doubt, be of considerable interest to school ad-

ministrators to have a report from Reed Col-

lege on this point.

In conclusion we may summarize the argu-

ments in this paper as follows

:

Such mental tests as are significant for de-

termining school grades approach the form

of the distribution of the normal curve. The
deviations from the normal curve may be con-

siderable, but some of the deviation is due to

factors other than those of scholarship. Wiere
the deviation is due to a number of interre-

lated causes it is difiicult to assign a value to

the effect of a single one of them. In the in-

terest of uniformity in grading it is essential

that the form according to which the grades

are distributed be the same for the differ-

ent schools. Since the normal curve is a

purely theoretical invention closely approx-

imating the actual conditions and is at the

same time not hampered by empirical con-

siderations, its mathematical simplicity and
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the relatively extensive knovcledge whicli

we have of its properties, seem to com-

mend it as tlie most useful curve to repre-

sent the type of distribution to which scholar-

ship marks should conform. If it is desirable

to have the grades express significant local

factors, this can always be done by adding

some constant value to these grades, and the

constants so found will also give an index as

to the scholarship of a particular institution.

A. P. Weiss
TJniveesity op Missouri

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
Nature's Harmonic Unity. By Samuel

CoLMAN, N.A. Edited by C. Arthur Coan,

LL.B. New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons.

1912. Cloth, 8X9i in. Pp. viii + 32Y;

302 illustrations. $3.50 net.

The purpose of this book appeals to the

scientist and ought to be a matter of serious

study for every beginner in the vocation of

arts.

It contends to prove that pleasing forms of

nature, as well as of human creation, are

ruled by mathematical laws.

That this is true to a certain extent has

been shown by the reviewer in an article on
" Mathematical Principles of Esthetic Forms,"

which in October, 1900, appeared in the

Monist, and in various other publications,

where also a number of important references

may be foimd. The fact that the author does

not seem to be familiar with these accounts

for some serious defects in the presentation

of the subject. A writer who attempts to ex-

plain the principles of esthetic forms in na-

ture should not neglect to study, for example,

Schwender's " Vorlesungen iiber Mechanische

Probleme der Botanik." ' Furthermore, what
' '

' Mathematik in Natur und Kunst, '
' Mitteil-

ungen der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Solo-

thurn, Vol. XV., 1906. "Sur quelques exemples

math^matiques dans les sciences naturelles,

"

L'Enseignement MatMmatique, Vol. XII., Paris,

1910. "Wiskunde en Natuurlijke Historie,"

Wiskundig Tijdschrift, Vol. 10, Haarlem, 1910.
'

' Mathematics and Engineering in Nature, '
' Pop-

ular Science Monthly, November, 1911.

'Engelmann, Leipzig, 1909.

a rich source of beautiful natural forms might

he find in Haeckel's " Kunstformen der Na-
tur."

'

In neglecting the physiological and psycho-

logical factors of the problem, the treatment

must necessarily become antiquated and,

from the standpoint of the exact scientist, in

many parts shrouded by a semi-mathematical

mythology and naively stated principles.

The book contains, nevertheless, a number
of very readable chapters which will be of

value to any one interested in the problem.

The examples chosen from biology are by far

the most interesting, while some of those in

architecture are of questionable value. See,

for instance, on page 79, the combined figure

of a snow crystal and the Parthenon. It is

evident that a hexagonal figure may always be

drawn to fit the tinted square and resembling

a snow crystal. But what about the exact

dimensions? Again, the paraphrase of a vase,

p. 273, designed according to, what in this

and similar cases I call mathematical mythol-

ogy, is certainly no object of universal ad-

miration. Notice the paiirfully weak points

in the foot.

The Greeks did not know the logarithmic

spiral as would appear from a statement in

connection with the discussion of the Ionic

volute in the chapter on conehology. This

particular spiral, expressed by the polar equa-

tion p != 6°^, was discovered by Descartes in

1638. When writing about the Ionic order,

why not mention the Lituus (p"= a/6) dis-

covered by Cotes in 1722. It seems strange

too, that the catenary should be given the prize

as the most beautiful curve. Those algebraic

lines which pass through the circular points

are generally considered as the beauties

among the curves.

The technical aspect of the book is gener-

ally pleasing. It is, however, to be regretted

that in a treatise with esthetic purposes most

of the geometric figures should be so crudely

drawn. They are clumsy-looking and lack

neatness and precision of execution.

= Leipzig, 1899-1903.
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We fully agree with the author when he

states

:

Proportion is a principle in nature which is a

purely mathematical one and to be rightly inter-

preted by man through the means of geometry;

therefore geometry (?) (mathematics) is not only

the gateway to science but is also a noble portal

opening wide into the realms of art. Still to a

great majority of artists, and to the world at

large, the effort to relate science with art is now
looked upon with the greatest disfavor and even

repugnance, and this accounts in a measure for

the overwhelming percentage of immature work

which characterizes all branches of art in our

times.

It would be another extreme, however, to

try to explain all natural forms and every-

thing in art by stereotype mathematical laws.

This would soon lead to barren formalism and

sterility. True art in many of its phases

must conform with mathematical, or, more
generally, scientific principles. But it can

not live without the inspiration derived from
physiological and psychological factors.

Colman's book on " Nature's Harmonic
Unity " serves a very noble purpose : a ra-

tional appreciation of beautiful natural forms

and, based upon it, the cultivation of a truly

artistic spirit.

It is for this reason that, in spite of its de-

fects, we wish a large circle of readers for it.

Arnold Emch
University of Illinois

A Revision of the Amphibia and Pisces of the

Permian of North America. By E. C. Case.

Washington, Carnegie Institution, Publi-

cation No. 146. 1911. Pp. 179, text figs.

56, plates 32.

This monograph is the third of a series by

Dr. Case on the Permian vertebrates of North

America. The work is divided into five parts

:

an historical review, a systematic revision,

and a morphological revision of the Amphibia,

a description of some Permian insects by Dr.

E. H. Sellards, and a review of the Permian

fishes of North America by Dr. Louis Hus-

sakof. The historical review shows the de-

velopment of the taxonomy and nomenclature

of the Permian vertebrates from the earliest

descriptions by Cope in 18Y5 to the time of

publication.

In the systematic review the author has been

very conservative and has rejected the more

recently proposed classifications of the Am-
phibia. The one adopted is, in general, that

most commonly in use for the Stegocephalia.

Under this order two suborders are recognized,

the Microsauria and the Temnospondyli. The

author has used the term Microsauria (with

question) in the sense commonly employed

and has made no attempt to define this sadly

mixed group. To it are referred the family

Diplocaulidffi and genus Diplocaulus. The

suborder Temnospondyli is divided into two

groups, the rhachitomous and the embolomer-

ous. Under the first division are placed 12

genera arranged in five families: family,

Eryopidse, genera, Hryops, Parioxys, Aniso-

dexis (?), and Achelomaj family, Trimero-

rhachidas; genera, Trimerorhachis, Tersomius

and Zatrachys; family, Dissorhophidse, genera,

Dissorhophus, Cacops and Alegeinosaurus;

family, Aspidosauridae, genus, Aspidosaurus

;

family, Trematopsidse (not Trematosauridse),

genus, Trematops (not Trematosaurus) . The

embolomerous division is represented by the

family Cricotidse and genera Cricotillus and

Cricotus. Under the heading, " Incerte

sedis," are placed, family, Crossotilidse, genus,

Crossotelos; family, Gymnarthridse, genera,

Cardiocephalus and Gymnarthrus; all referred

to the suborder, Gymnarthria. Under the sec-

ond order represented, the Urodela, is placed

the family Lysorophidse and genus Lysorophus.

In this Dr. Case agrees with the majority in

considering Lysorophus an amphibian in

opposition to the few that still believe it a rep-

tilian form. At the end of this section is a

set of tables showing the characteristics of the

various families, genera and species. These

are so arranged that the related forms can

readily be compared.

In the morphological revision the following

genera are treated in detail: Diplocaulus,

Eryops, Acheloma, Trimerorhachis, Zatrachys,

Dissorophus, Cacops, Gymnarthrus and Lysor-

ophus, genera which, till recently at least,

were but little known. In an attempt to

bring the publication up to date the author
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has drawn freely from Williston, Broili and

others in this part of the work.

The description of two new cockroaches by

Dr. Sellards is of special interest, as these are

the first insects to be described from the Per-

mian of Texas.

In the discussion of the Permian fishes of

North America, Dr. Hussakof points out that

Cope, in a series of papers between 1875 and

1894, created several species without justifica-

tion because of too fragmentary material or

the failure to allow for individual variation.

Through a restudy of Cope's types in the

American Museum, the Gurley Collection at

the University of Chicago, and with the addi-

tion of new material. Dr. Hussakof has added

four new genera, which makes 14 in all.

Curiously enough, however, because of sub-

tractions and additions, the number of species

is 22, the same as was given by Cope. In an

appended table of comparisons some interest-

ing things are brought out; it is pointed out

that the Illinois fish fauna, with the exception

of one group, the Petalodontidte, is duplicated

in the Texas fauna, a condition that indicates

a close relation between the faunas of these

two remote regions. A comparison of the

Texas fauna with that of Bohemia shows a

marked difference in the genera of the two

localities, although, with one exception, the

groups represented in each are the same.

From this the author draws the conclusion

that although the faunas must have arisen

from a common stock, the two regions had

long been separated before Permian times.

Through oversight, most likely, a few mis-

takes, of minor importance, perhaps, have

been made to which attention should be called.

The statement is made that Ophiacodon mirus

Marsh and 0. grandis Marsh, which Marsh
considered reptiles, " are clearly amphibians

of uncertain relationships." Williston has re-

cently shown that 0. mirus is a reptile and

that 0. grandis belongs with Eryops.

Pleuristion, which is evidently considered

an amphibian and is placed under the

Gymnarthria without comment, was treated by

Dr. Case in his "Revision of the Pelycosauria "

(p. 27). Here he is in doubt as to whether

the genus is more closely'allied to the Pelyco-

saurs or the Cotylosaurs. Prom evidence -

furnished by the humerus, as described and
figured by Williston, as well as the vertebrae,

Pleuristion is, in all probability, a cotylosaur

and probably a member of the Captorhinidae.

In the description of the humerus of Diplo-

caulus (p. 90) Dr. Case expresses the opinion

that it may be reptilian. To quote:
" This [Diplocaulusl is the single case

among the Amphibia of the Texas Eed Beds,

or their equivalent elsewhere, in which the

entepicondylar foramen has been found in

the humerus. The opening in the humerus of

Acheloma cumminsi is purely accidental in

the opinion of Williston, Broom and the au-

thor. For this reason it is possible that the

humerus may be reptilian and in accidental

association."

This hardly seems possible as these humeri
are found associated with many specimens of

Diplocaulus in the University of Chicago col-

lection. And, furthermore, according to

Broili, Cochleosaurus, an Upper Carboniferous

Temnospondyl, has the entepicondylar fora-

men present in the humerus.

The present work will be of great interest

to all paleontologists and of inestimable value

to the student of Permian vertebrates. The
compilation is so complete that it will no
longer be necessary to turn to the original

papers on these groups for the information

desired. The text is illustrated with a great

many new figures as well as copies after

Broili, Williston and others. The plates, too,

are worthy of special mention.

Maurice G. Mehl

NOTES ON INFECTIOUS ABORTION IN
CATTLE

In recent numbers of Science Dr. Eusseff

and Dr. MaclSTeil have called attention to the

fact that infectious abortion of cattle iji this

country is undoubtedly caused by the same

organism as that found in Europe. It may

1 Russell, H. L., Science, N. S., Vol. XXXIV.,
October 13, 1911, p. 494. MacNeU, W. J., Sci-

ence, N. S., Vol., XXXIV., December 22, 1911,

p. 874.
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be of interest to very briefly review certain

recent publications dealing witb this disease.

This is particularly true just at present, as it

seems possible that this disease may have more

than a passing interest for human medicine.

From the standpoint of the veterinarian the

most important recent work is that from the

laboratory of Dr. C. O. Jensen in Copenhagen,

Denmark. This laboratory has devoted par-

ticular attention to the study of reliable meth-

ods of diagnosis. In September, 1909, Dr.

Holth° published a preliminary report, on the

use of agglutination and complement fixation

for determining the presence of this disease.^

During the past year Sven Wall, working

under the direction of Drs. Jensen and Holth,

has published* the account of extensive tests

with these methods. Wall gives the details of

the examination of eleven hundred (1,097)

cows by the use of both methods. In many
cases the cows were tested every month for

from six to eight months. On the basis of

this work Wall concludes that it is entirely

possible by the combined use of these two

methods to determine which cows are infected,

or at least which ones have been infected

within the last six or eight months. It should

be noted here, however, that these serum tests

offer no opportunity to distinguish between

cows which have an active infection and those

which have acquired a measure of immunity.

Wall's work, however, indicates that the agglu-

tinins and immune bodies gradually disap-

pear. In from six months to a year after the

° Holth, Halfdan, '
' Die Agglutination und die

Komplementbindimgsmetliode in der Diagnosis des

Seucbenliaften Verwerfens der Kilhe, '

' Berl.

Tierdrst. Woch., Bd. 25, pp. 686-688, 1909.

' In tlie same year and independently, Mac-

Faydean and Stockman, of the English Abortion

Committee, also pointed out the possibility of using

these methods.
* Wall, Sven, '

' Om Diagnostieering af infeetoes

Kastning hos Kvaeget ved Agglutination og Koni-

plementbindung, " Maanedsslcrift f. Vyrlaeger

XXI., 1910. Also "Ueber die Festellung des

seuehenhaften Abortus beim Einde durch Agglu-

tination und Komplementbindung, " Zeit. f. In-

felctio7isJcr. usio. der Ha/ustiere, Bd. 10, 1911.

infection, it is usually not possible to demon-

strate the presence of these bodies.

The work of Holth and Wall has been cor-

roborated by a number of recent investigations

dealing with this disease. Professor Zwick, of

the Veterinary Division of the Eoyal Health

Bureau in Berlin, has contributed several re-

cent papers." He concludes that the methods

of agglutination and complement fixation offer

the proper means of diagnosis in this disease.

Zwick also concludes that infectious abortion

is much more widely spread among cattle than

is usually believed. He further believes that

infectious vaginitis is not a cause of abortion,

but that the abortion in such cases is due to a

separate infection with the Bang bacillus.

Another paper dealing with the diagnosis of

abortion is by Briill" from the veterinary

school in Wien. Briill, using the agglutina-

tion method alone, found that the serum of

cows which had aborted agglutinated the

abortion bacilli in dilutions from 1 to 64 up
to 1 to 16,000. The cows which had not

aborted and came from farms where there had

been no abortion never showed agglutination

in dilutions higher than 1 to 64 and usually

much lower. He concludes that this method
may be used with success. All cows showing

agglutination higher than 1 to 64 are believed

to have been infected.

Still more recently MacFadyean and Stock-

man,' of the English Abortion Committee,

have thoroughly tested the agglutination

method. Of 535 steers, bulls and calves,

which a priori were assumed to be non-in-

fected, only nine showed agglutination in the

dilution of 1 to 50, four in the dilution of

1 to 100 and only one in the dilution of 1

' Zwick, Central, f. Bahteriol. usw., Bd. 47, I.

Abt. Eef. (Beilage), 1910; Berl. Tierarzt. Woch.,

Bd. 27, No. 6, pp. 111-112, February, 1911 ; Berl.

Tierarzt. Woch., Bd. 27, No. 52, pp. 965-969,

December, 1911.

° Briill, Ziga, '

' Beitrag zur Diagnostik des infek-

tiosen Abortus des Rindes, " Berl. Tierarzt. Woch.,

Bd. 27, pp. 721-727, 1911.

' MacFadj'ean, Sir John, and Stockman, Stewart,
'

' The Agglutination Test in the Diagnosis of

Bovine Contagious Abortion, '

' Jcnir. Comp. Path,

and Therap., Vol. XXV., pp. 22-38, March, 1912.
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to 200. On the other hand, of 127 cows

which had either aborted or came from in-

fected herds, 62 (nearly 50 per cent.) gave

some agglutination, although only 38 agglu-

tinated in the dilution of 1 to 100 or more.

Wall pointed out from his results that the use

of the agglutination method alone is likely to

lead to some errors and to many cases of

uncertainty. In the main, however, as the

above two papers indicate, its results are satis-

factory.

Three papers dealing with the diagnosis of

the disease in this country have recently ap-

peared. The first of these is by Larson,' in

which he concludes that the complement fixa-

tion test offers a reliable and satisfactory

method of diagnosis. Another paper which is

a continuation of the work started by Larson

is by Hadley and Beach," in which again the

complement fixation reaction is used alone.

A third paper is by the writer" in which both

the agglutination and complement fixation

reactions were tested.

The results of these papers are in agreement

with European investigations and indicate

that a reliable method of diagnosis in this dis-

ease is now available.

The perfection of these methods of diagnosis

undoubtedly marks the greatest step towards

the eradication of this disease which has yet

been made. By their use it is possible to

separate the infected from the uninfected ani-

mals. By proper methods of isolation and

disinfection much can then be done towards

ridding a herd of the disease. This is espe-

cially true in herds where the infection has

just started.

'Larson, W. P., "The Complement Fixation

Reaction in the Diagnosis of Contagious Abortion

of Cattle," Jmr. Infect. Dis., Vol. 10, pp. 178-

185, March, 1912.

» Hadley, P. B., and Beach, B. A., '
' The Diag-

nosis of Contagious Abortion in Cattle by Means

of the Complement Fixation Test, '
' Wisconsin

Agric. Exper. Station, Eesearch Bulletin No. 24,

June, 1912.

" Surface, Frank M., '
' The Diagnosis of Infec-

tious Abortion in Cattle, '
' Ann. Rpt. Kentucky

Agric. Exper. Station, 1912 (Bulletin 166), pp.

303-366, June, 1912.

In spite of the fact that the cause of this

disease was discovered by Bang as early as

1896, very little progress has been made to-

wards the perfection of a cure or a preventa-

tive. The most important contribution to

this side of the subject also comes from Jen-

sen's Laboratory and is by Dr. Halfdan

Holth." In an excellent contribution Holth

gives many valuable observations on the

growth and biology of the abortion bacilli.

Many experiments dealing with the theory of

immunity are also reported. The matter of

most immediate interest, however, is that deal-

ing with the artificial production of immunity.

Holth clearly demonstrates that it is entirely

possible to produce agglutinins and anti-

bodies in animals treated with either living

or dead cultures and with serum. Injection

of living culture produces the largest amount

of immune bodies and these remain in the

blood for a longer period of time than with

other treatments. Injection of a killed cul-

ture is the next most efficient way while the

effects of an immune serum appear to be

slight and transitory.

Experiments with rats and mice show that

injection of either a serum or a properly pre-

pared vaccine will protect them against an

otherwise deadly dose of the abortion bacilli.

Whether these results will be borne out by

experiments on cows or not is still unsettled.

Experiments are under way in Denmark and

other places which will settle this matter be-

fore long.

In this connection should be mentioned the

excellent review by Oluf Bang" of the work

" Holth, Halfdan, '
' Kastningsbacillens Biologi

og Immunitetsforholdene ved Sygdommen, '

'

Maanedsshrift for Byrlaeger, XXII., 1911. Also

" Untersuehungen fiber die Biologie des Abortus-

bacillus und die Immunitiitsverhaltnisse des infek-

tiosen Abortus der Einder, " Zeit. f. InfeMions-

hrankheiten usw. der Haustiere, Bd. X., 1911,

94 pp.
^- Bang, Oluf, '

' Schutzimpfung gegen den infek-

tiiisen Abortus," Klimmer u. Wolff-Eisner's
'

' Handbuch der Serumtherapie und Serumdiag-

nostik in der Veterinarmedzin, " Leipzig, 1911,

pp. 202-223.
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that has been done in the attempt to protect

animals against infectious abortion. Many
experiments are reviewed in this article which

are not to be found in the general literature

of abortion. Many of these are scattered

through Danish veterinary journals and many
others are here published for the first time.

The results of the experiments given indicate

that there is some hope of producing im-

munity by means of vaccines or serums.

There is, however, need of many long contin-

ued and carefully planned experiments to

prove this. The insidious nature of the

disease makes it very difficult to obtain crucial

evidence. The above cited paper is an excel-

lent summary of the work so far done in this

direction.

Not the least interesting phase of the study

of infectious abortion is that which has re-

cently appeared from the laboratory of Dr.

Theobald Smith." In these papers Smith and
Fabyan have clearly demonstrated a fact which

has been overlooked by previous students of

this subject, viz., that the abortion bacillus is

able to cause marked pathological lesions in

guinea-pigs and other laboratory animals.

Further, these lesions are by no means con-

fined to the reproductive organs, but affect in

particular, the spleen, liver, bones, lungs,

lymph-nodes and kidneys. The lesions are not

unlike those produced by tuberculosis. In a

few cases death ensued after some weeks, in

others the animals appeared to recover and

maintain a general good health. No external

symptoms, other than a slight loss in weight,

were present in the majority of cases. In

some instances paralysis of the hind quarters

was noted. Occasional cases of blindness

and the enlargement of the lymph nodes were

other symptoms.

The interest in the disease is increased by

the fact pointed out by Smith and later by the

" Smith, Theobald, and Fabyan, Marshall
'

' Ueber die Pathogens Wirkung des Bacillus abor

tus Bang," Central, f. BaM. usw., I., Orig. Bd. 61

pp. 549-556, January, 1912. Fabyan, Marshall

"A Contribution to the Pathogenesis of B. abor-

tus Bang," Jour. Med. Eesearch, Vol. XXVI.,

pp. 441-489, July, 1912.

U. S. Department of Agriculture" that the

abortion bacillus occurs in the milk of in-

fected cows and that the injection of such

milk into healthy guinea-pigs will produce

lesions similar to those noted above. Further,

it is possible to recover the abortion bacilli

from animals inoculated with such milk.

The fact that a large portion of dairy milk

contains the abortion bacilli and the further

fact that in cattle the most common means
of infection is through the alimentary canal

make it at least suggestive that this organism

may be an etiological factor in certain human
infections.

Frank M. Surface
Kentucky Expekiment Station,

Lexington, Kt.

SPECIAL ASTICLES

THE EFFECTS OF ALKALOIDS ON THE DEVELOP-

MENT OF FISH (FUNDULUS) EMBRYOS

In previous experiments it was found that

a large number of neutral salts and many
anesthetics, including alcohols, when applied

to Fundulus embryos, in concentrations

slightly below the fatal dose, produce abnor-

malities in the eyes. The most striking of

these abnormalities is the presence of one

median eye instead of the usual eyes, a con-

dition known as cyclopia. In some embryos

but one eye is present and is lateral, as in the

normal fish, a defect designated as monoph-
thalmia asymmetrica.

Considering the variety of the " poisons "

used, one might suspect that the Fundulus

embryo reacts to all poisons by developing de-

fects in the eyes, provided the right concen-

tration of the harmful substances is found.

To determine this, it is not necessary to try

an infinite number of concentrations of the

reagent, since I found that the concentrations

producing cyclopia were the highest concen-

trations in which the embryos could live. It

is only necessary to determine the lethal dose,

and then make a finely graduated series just

below this limit. In this way I have tried out

"Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S. Department

of Agriculture, Circular No. 198, March, 1912.
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members of an entirely different class of sub-

stances, namely, alkaloids.

Of the alkaloids so far tried theobromine is

not suiEciently soluble in sea water to affect

the embryos noticeably. The effects of caf-

feine and theine' are identical. Nicotine is

four times more toxic, but when used in

proper concentration produces similar results

{M/400 nicotine= il//100 caffeine).

The effects of these alltaloids is cumulative,

{. e., the greater the length of time the em-

bryos remain in a solution, the less the con-

centration of the latter needed to produce a

certain effect.

In the majority of the experiments, the

embryos at about the four-cell stage, were

placed in sea-water solutions of the alkaloids

and allowed to remain thirty-six hours, then

transferred to sea water.

The very constant effects of these alkaloids^

are the enlargement of pericardium, ear and

brain vesicles and ccelom, together with the

suppression of the circulation. The heart may
or may not beat, and may or may not contain

erythrocytes. Erythrocytes are seen in the

embryo, but not on the yolk sac. They are

often clumped in masses of various sizes

along the non-functional blood vessels. Black

pigment cells migrate over the lower side of

the pericardiiim and red pigment cells over

the heart in an abnormal manner.

Primary cyclopia is extremely rare. In

fact, the only cases found were two in the

nicotine solutions. However, there are cases

of secondary " one-eyedness " due to degen-

eration of one of the eyes or fusion of the eyes.

Many of the alkaloid embryos sooner or

later begin to degenerate. Since degeneration

occurs in other classes of experiments with

Fundulus embryos in which the circulation is

suppressed, the lack of a circulation might be

considered the cause of degeneration. How-

ever, I consider this improbable, since many
embryos lacking a circulation show no signs

of degeneration, unless the oedema of serous

^ Considered identical chemically.

^ And of a number of others used since this went

to press.

cavities be considered such. The degenerative

effects of alkaloids may not appear until after

the period when the circulation is normally

established, even though the embryos were

removed from the solutions before this period.

But this does not prove that degeneration is

due to lack of a circulation.

One eye may degenerate before the other,

but usually the degeneration is symmetrical.

The degenerating eye becomes irregular in

outline and finally its boundary can not be

distinguished. The retinal pigment is the

only part of the eye substance that remains

identifiable in living specimens. In one speci-

men the two pigment masses moved from their

position in the head and formed an attach-

ment to the venous end of the heart.

In the stronger solutions, the cells over the

whole surface of the embryo become loosened

at an early stage. A process of de-differentia-

tion occurs, and there finally remains but an

irregular patch of cells, among which only the

pigment cells are distinctive. In this con-

dition the embryo may live for many days.

Similar degeneration may occur as the ef-

fect of other poisons, but seems to be more
common as an effect of alkaloids. On the

other hand, cyclopia is rarer in alkaloid em-

bryos than in those treated with certain other

substances. Whereas in solutions of ethyl

alcohol 100 per cent, of the embryos may show

primary defects in the eyes; such occurred in

only about one in a thousand of the nicotine

embryos. Although thousands of eggs were

placed in caffeine and theine, this number is

too small to exclude the possibility that

cyclopia might occur as frequently as in nico-

tine.

Much has been said for and against the

idea of the specificity of the action of various

substances on embryos. The data found in

the literature indicate that more qualitative

and quantitative observations are needed on

this subject. Organisms are not simply chem-

ical compounds. In studying the mechanism

of the effects of chemicals, the structure of the

organisms should be especially considered;

and not only the morphological structure, but
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the chemical and physical nature of the com-

ponent parts.. J. F. McClendon
U. S. Bureau op Fisheries,

Woods Hole, Mass.,

July 20, 1912

ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE BILATERAL

ASYMMETRY OP THE UNILOCULAR FRUIT

AND THE WEIGHT OF THE SEED

WHICH JT PRODUCES

The problem of symmetry, radial and bilat-

eral, is of such great interest that it can not

be approached from too many angles. The

purpose of the present note is to discuss on

the basis of a rather extensive series of quan-

titative data the question :
" Do bean pods

with an ' odd ' number of ovules produce

lighter seeds than those with an even (2, 4,

6, etc.) number?" Here the "odd" or

" even " character of the pod is to some extent

an index of bilateral asymmetry. Pods with

an odd number of ovules must have them un-

equally divided between the two carpellary

margins which form the ventral suture, while

those with an even number generally have

them equally divided. Thus with respect to

the distribution of ovules, pods with an odd

number must be bilaterally asymmetrical;

those with an even number are generally bi-

laterally symmetrical.

The results which led up to the present

study were the discovery of an intra-indi-

vidual selective elimination of ovaries with a

larger number of " odd " locules in Staphylea^

and the demonstration of a usually lower fer-

tility and fecundity in " odd " pods of Phase-

olus.'

^For literature, see: "The Selective Elimina-

tion of Organs," Science, N. S., XXXII., 519-

528, 1910; "On the Selective Elimination occur-

ring during the Development of the Fruit of

Staphylea," Biometrika, VII., 452-504, 1910;

"Further Observations on the Selective Elimina-

tion of Organs in Staphylea," Zeitschrift f. Ind.

Ahst- u. Vererbungsl, V., 273-288, 1911; "The
Measurement of Natural Selection," Pop. Sci.

Mo., LXXVIIL, 521-538, 1911.

^ " On the Eelationship between Bilateral Asym-

metry and Fertility and Fecundity." In press in

Eoux's Archiv f. Entwickelungsmechanik.

Among the series of individually weighed

bean seeds gathered for a study of the pure

line problem are five in which the number of

ovules in the pod from which the seed was

taken is recorded. These series (designated

by key letters) are

:

L. Golden Wax. Grown at Lawrence, Kan-

sas, 1906. 2,861 seeds.

LL. Golden Wax. Plants the offspring of

the L series, grown at Lawrence, Kansas, 1907.

3,947 seeds.

GG. Burpee's Stringless. Grown at the

Missouri Botanical Garden, 1907. 8,364 seeds.

H. Navy. Grown near Sharpsburg, Ohio,

1907. 5,778 seeds.

D. Navy. Another series, grown under very

different conditions near Sharpsburg, Ohio,

1907. 2,362 seeds.

The material is, therefore, rather extensive

and diversified. Two methods of analysis are

possible, (a) The pods may be merely classi-

fied as " odd " and " even " and the mean
weight of the seeds produced by each kind

determined. (b) A regression equation can

be fitted to the whole data and the weighted

mean deviation 'of the empirical means from

the theoretical means determined for either

" odd " or " even " pods.

Let = number of ovules per pod, w ==

weight of seed in units of .025 grams. Then

correlations and regression straight line equa-

tions are :^

Repression Equation

10= 16.4645— .1597 o

w= 13.0281 -I- .2060 o

«;= 17.3881 -1-.0354 o

w= 11.0961 — .2806 o

w= 8.5554— .2583 o

The correlations are in all cases low. Test-

ing the influence of the " odd " (asymmet-

rical) character of the pod upon the weight of

the seed by the weighted mean deviation (re-

garding signs) of the average weights of seeds

produced by odd pods from the theoretical

means calculated from these equations as well

" Data from which all the constants given here

may be checlied will be eventually published for

another purpose.

Series
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as by tlie method of comparison of averages

for all " odd " and " even " we find

:

Series
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to ultraviolet light, about two thirds of these compounds reflect ultraviolet light about as

vrhite substances, when immerged in such they reflect ordinary light,

light, would appear to us as black or dark The writer was unable to find any constant

gray. As a rule inorganic compounds do not relation between the chemical constitution or

1 l__U
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Tiieahrontini CdFeina Stryhwna Bructna,. Bcrhcnna jAsparasma

rbutma fyiamiiia ElattPina.' Hclltborf.iia...' Aco«i{j(tt. -'Vetatriiu.

seem to behave in such an extraordinary

manner. Excepting zinc oxyde which, as

Professor Wood has shown, powerfully absorbs

ultraviolet light, and bismuth sub-nitrate

which, as the writer and Professor Tristan

have found, reflects but little more ultra-

violet light than zinc oxide, most inorganic

physical properties of the 24 substances and

their selective reflection for ultraviolet light.

The tremendous difi^erences shown on the

two photographs will probably one day find

some application to analytical chemistry.

GUSTAVE MiOHAUD
Costa Eica State College
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THE ALLEGHENY OBSEBVATOBT IN ITS
RELATION TO ASTRONOMY^

"When I last visited the Allegheny Ob-

servatory, in 1869, I found very different

conditions from those that prevail to-day.

As a boy, I had learned that Pittsburgh

was at the junction of the Allegheny and

Monongahela Rivers, and I was glad to

verify it by actual inspection from the

door of the observatory. To-day these

rivers are not in sight. The little thirteen-

inch telescope appears to have attained di-

mensions and to have acquired appliances

beyond our dreams in those days. In one

respect is the observatory unchanged. I

find a young and enthusiastic director, full

of new ideas and, I hope, aiming to make
this observatory the greatest in the world.

My good friend Langley was then thirty-

four years old. His work on the sun, con-

tinued through his life, was in its infancy.

He tried to persuade us that the smoke

hanging over Pittsburgh was especially ad-

vantageous for his line of work, since it

cut off the irregularities due to the heat

of the sun when the sky is clear. Within

limits, this is true.

The early history of the Allegheny Ob-

servatory is unique, and in some respects

stormy. The first director became obsessed

with the idea that the telescope must be

preserved, but not used. This view he

maintained with the aid of a shotgun. He
became insane, and wrote a poem. Far be

it from me to suggest any connection be-

tween these two facts. In this poem, he

predicted that the object glass of the tele-

scope would be stolen. Strangely enough,

' An address delivered at the dedication of the

new Allegheny Observatory, August 28, 1932.
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this prediction came true, and more

strangely still, in spite of this prediction,

it was proved conclusively that he had

nothing to do with the theft. The object

glass was carried off and held for ransom

by persons who greatly overestimated its

value. Langley gave a most interesting

account of his experiences with the thieves.

He was supported by the trustees of the

observatory in maintaining that not a cent

should be paid unless the thief could be

punished, otherwise no large lens in the

country would be safe. Finally he met the

thief by appointment, one evening, and as

they walked up and down a wooded path,

the thief remarked, "You are a gentle-

man, and I am a gentleman ; we must trust

one another." Finally, the lens was re-

turned uninjured, without ransom.

Langley 's invention of the bolometer

opened a line of research which has con-

tinued to the present time. He displayed

consummate skill and ingenuity in its de-

velopment, and extraordinary patience in

overcoming the numerous difBculties which

presented themselves. Even in those early

days he was deeply interested in the prob-

lems of artificial flight. We were often

together in the woods or mountains and

whenever he saw a hawk, or other

large bird soaring, he would stop and

watch it, saying, "Some day we shall do

that.
'

' His discovery of the internal work

of the wind was one whose importance does

not seem yet to be appreciated. It still

seems possible that practical results may be

obtained from it. The credit for the in-

vention of the aeroplane is due, in a large

measure, to him, and he was bitterly hurt

at his treatment by the public press after

the destruction of his first aeroplane.

Later experience shows that another trial

might have proved an entire success.

My acquaintance with his successor,

Keeler, was much less intimate, but close

enough to recognize his charming disposi-

tion and rare talents. Astronomy suffered

a heavy loss in his early death. In his

work here, and on Mount Hamilton, he has

left among others two researches with the

spectroscope which have become classical.

First, the brilliant proof that the rings of

Saturn are composed of minute portions

revolving independently around the planet.

Secondly, a determination of the motion in

the line of sight of gaseous nebute. This

appears to be the best solution yet found

of this problem. It is remarkable that no

one has repeated and continued it. Keeler

measured only ten of the two hundred

nebula now known to be gaseous.

The work of Wadsworth was more in

preparation than in obtaining results,

while that of Acting-Director Brashear has

been overshadowed by an enthusiasm which

has not only rendered this new observatory

possible, but will be of the greatest value

to it in the future, and inspires us all to

renewed efforts by his unflagging zeal.

The present director. Professor Schles-

inger, can give you a better description of

his work than I can. But as I fear that

he may not do justice to its quality, a brief

account of it may not be out of place here.

Half a century ago, the character of the

work done by astronomers was very different

from that undertaken at the present time.

It then consisted almost entirely in a study

of the positions and motions of the

heavenly bodies. In fact, if an astron-

omer had a large equatorial telescope, he

generally devoted himself to measuring

the relative positions of the components of

double stars, and if he had a meridian

circle, he measured the positions of large

numbers of stars, and determined day by

day the exact time. At the larger observa-

tories the position of the moon and other

objects in the solar system were deter-

mined. A few far-seeing men of genius
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like Argelander, the Herschels and the

Bonds iindertook other lines of work, but

the last half of the nineteenth century saw

the birth of a new science, astrophysics,

which relates to other properties of the

stars, such as their brightness, size, color

and spectrum. Astronomy may, therefore,

be divided into two classes, the astronomy

of position and astrophysics, which Lang-

ley called the old and the new astronomy.

Two years ago, forty of the leading astron-

omers of Europe visited this country to

attend the meeting of the Solar Union, at

the Mount Wilson Observatory, in Cali-

fornia. On the way, many of them at-

tended the meeting in Cambridge of the

Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of

America, now in session here. One of the

most eminent of these astronomers, while

complimenting us highly on American work

in astrophysics, pointed out that of the

forty-eight papers read at the meeting, but

one related to astronomy of position. You
are fortunate in having as director of the

Allegheny Observatory an astronomer who

has distinguished himself in both depart-

ments of the science. A very interesting

problem in astronomy of position is a curi-

ous motion of the earth by which the lati-

tude of any given point is continually

changing by a small amount. If we found

the average position of the North Pole and

built a circular fence around it seventy

feet in diameter, the pole would wander

about the enclosed space, describing an

irregular spiral, but never going outside

of it. Last year the pole appears to have

been nearer the fence than at any time

during the last quarter of a century, or

since the discovery of this motion. A
number of stations are now maintained by

the International Geodetic Association, at

which continuous measures are made of

the position of the pole. The accuracy of

these measures is such that its position is

known within one or two feet. For four

years Professor Schlesinger took part in

these measures at the station in Ukiah,

California. He thus familiarized himself

with some of the most accurate methods of

measurement of position known.

One of the most important problems

before astronomers at the present time is

to determine the distances of the stars.

The only direct method of finding the dis-

tance of an inaccessible object is to meas-

ure the change in its apparent position as

seen from different points. Fortunately,

we can apply this method to the stars, since

the earth is more than ninety million miles

from the sun, and by its revolution around

the latter its position is changed by nearly

two hundred million miles. It is quite

impossible for the mind of man to conceive

of such a distance, but vast as it is, it is

abnost inappreciable compared with the

distance of the stars. Few of them are

less than a million times as distant as the

sun, and the greater portion of them are

probably thousands of times as distant as

the nearest. The apparent change in posi-

tion of the nearest star, as the earth moves

two hundred million miles, would equal the

height of a man at a distance of two hun-

dred miles. In other words, the problem is

like measuring the height of a man two hun-

dred miles away. Various methods have

been tried, but the most accurate of aU

appears to be that employed by Professor

Schlesinger. He finds the height of the

man with an uncertainty of only one inch

!

The method he used, when he was at the

Yerkes Observatory, consisted in taking

photographs with the forty-inch refractor

of that institution, the largest telescope of

its kind in the world. By using plates

sensitive to the yellow rays, he obtained

very minute images of the stars, which

could be measured with the greatest accu-

racy. The results for a large number of
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stars measured in this way indicated a

probable error of only a hundredth of a

second of arc.

The criticism that, in America, we were

not doing our share of the study of the

position of the stars, seemed to be a just

one. Accordingly, as president of the As-

tronomical and Astrophysical Society of

America, I appointed a committee to rem-

edy this defect as far as possible, and

selected Professor Schlesinger as its chair-

man. Some of the results so far obtained

will be announced at the present meeting

of the society. Besides the work already

described, admirable results in astrophys-

ics have recently been obtained at the

Allegheny Observatory by the director, in

measuring the motion of the stars in the

line of sight, a problem now receiving more

attention than any other in many of the

principal observatories of the world. Of
this problem, it is sufficient to say that to

obtain results of the accuracy attained else-

where, it is necessary to have a telescope

of the largest size, a spectroscope of the

most approved form, and measures and

reductions of the photographs of the great-

est possible accuracy.

You will thus see that, as already stated,

you have secured an astronomer and placed

him in charge of your observatory, who
has shown great skill and efficiency in both

the old and the new departments of astro-

nomical research. You have before you a

beautiful and suitable building and an

equipment of instruments of the highest

grade. All of those conditions are most

favorable, but the future success will now
depend largely on you. Allegheny is

doubtless a very different place intellectu-

ally from what it was when Langley was

here, but one of his principal sources of

discouragement was the lack of interest in

his work, and a failure to appreciate his

success by his friends, with a few notable

exceptions. I hope that you will follow

the work of the Allegheny Observatory

closely, and I am sure that you will find

the results of interest and value. A large

force of observers and computers is needed

to derive the best results from an equip-

ment such as is collected here. The num-
ber of officers at several of the largest

observatories is thirty or forty, and such a

force is required to complete in a reason-

able time some of the great problems which

now form the most important contribution

which can be made to astronomy. For
example, suppose that an astronomer has

developed by long and careful study the

best method of attaining a certain result

with an instrument costing many thou-

sands of dollars. He can almost always

instruct a younger and less able man than

himself to repeat his work on other stars.

A research can thus be extended, at small

additional expense, to hundreds or perhaps

thousands of stars, until the entire avail-

able time of the instrument is occupied.

In visual observations of the stars, this

time is greatly restricted by clouds, twi-

light, moonlight and other causes, while a

photograph exposed for a few minutes may
furnish material for weeks of study. After

a photograph is measured, there is often a

long and laborious computation to be un-

dertaken, which can be carried on by un-

skilled computers after they have been

taught the exact method. The results are

of no value unless they are made known to

the world by publication. This involves

laborious copying, arranging material in

suitable form, reading of proof and other

work involved in publication, in addition

to the actual cost of printing. It is evi-

dently very poor economy to establish an

extensive plant, and then fail to work it to

its full capacity. A steamer which should

be idle for ten or eleven months every year

would prove a very poor investment. In
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astronomy, increasing returns constitute

the rule and not the exception, while the

methods of securing the maximum effi-

ciency by the principles of "scientific

management" may be as successful in an

observatory as in an industrial establish-

ment.

An illustration of my meaning is pre-

sented by the photometric work at Har-

vard. In 1879 an instrument was con-

structed for measuring the light of the

bright stars, with telescopes two inches in

diameter. With this, during the next

three years, a hundred thousand measures

were made of four thousand stars, mainly

visible to the naked eye. When people

asked me if we had the largest telescope in

the world, I would answer, "No, but we

have the smallest that is doing useful

work." Encouraged by the success at-

tained, a second similar instrument was

constructed with telescopes of four inches

aperture. Since 1882 over a million meas-

ures have been made of nearly fifty thou-

sand stars. Three times it has been sent

to South America to measure the southern

stars, and it is now on its way to South

Africa, loaned to an English astronomer.

To study still fainter stars a twelve-inch

telescope has been mounted, and with this

since 1892 I have made seven hundred

thousand measures of about forty thousand

stars. The results fill ten of the quarto

volumes of the Annals of the observatory,

and furnish a standard scale of magnitude

from the first to the twelfth magnitude for

stars from the north to the south pole.

An excellent example of organization is

furnished by the work of the International

Astronomical Society. The great astron-

omer Argelander proposed to determine

the exact places of a hundred thousand

northern stars. Seventeen observatories

took part, including two in America, Har-

vard" and Albany. In extending the work

to the southern stars. Harvard again took

a zone. Each zone occupied an observer

and a corps of assistants for nearly a quar-

ter of a century. The results of both fill

half a dozen volumes of the Amials and

the cost in salaries alone was about two

hundred thousand dollars.

May we see some of the great problems

in astronomy solved at the Allegheny Ob-

servatory better than ever before, and the

work repeated on star after star until the

entire field has been successfully covered.

Edward Charles Pickering
Habvakd' College Obseevatort

TSE ^RESPONSIBILITIES OF AN
OBSEBVATOBY STAFF

^

It falls to me in these dedicatory exer-

cises to say a few words on behalf of the-

observatory staff, into whose keeping these-

fine instruments are for the time being-

placed. You may be sure that we have-

given much thought to deciding how we
might best fulfill this trust, and it is nat-

ural that the same question should be a

prominent one in the minds of all those

who are interested in the welfare of this

institution. We are doubtless all agreed

that our observatory has not been erected

for the purpose of enhancing the reputa-

tion of any individual or individuals, nor

to enhance the reputation of the observa-

tory itself, nor of the university of which

the observatory is the astronomical depart-

ment. These things are much to be de-

sired in themselves, and we hope that they

may come to pass; but if they do come to

pass it must be only incidentally, and noth-

ing of this kind must be allowed to obscure

the goal toward which we are striving;

namely, to add as much as we can to the

progress of our science; or, to use the

words that were often in the mouth of the

^ An address delivered at the dedication of the

new Allegheny Observatory, August 28, 1912.
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first chairman of our observatory commit-

tee, "to push forward the frontier of

human knowledge."

In the minds of many whose interest in

astronomy is general rather than special,

we often find the belief that it is the prin-

cipal business of the astronomer to make

discoveries. It is true that there is hardly

anything more striking that the astronomer

can do than to bring to the attention of

the world a new comet, a temporary star,

or the like. But valuable as such discov-

eries are, they do not constitute the kind

of work that will most rapidly push for-

ward the frontier of human knowledge. I

would, if I might, place an inscription

above the door of this observatory and

would call to it the attention of each new

member of our staff, "Abandon hope of

making discoveries, all ye who enter here.
'

'

This view may seem a radical one to part

of my audience, but I am sure that it will

meet with ready sympathy among those

astronomers here present who have had

occasion to give thought to this subject.

Some years ago. Professor Cattell, the

editor of Science, asked ten of our lead-

ing astronomers to set down in the order

of their preference the names of those

living Americans who had contributed

most to the progress of astronomy. One

result of this ballot was very remarkable;

it was found that the voters had without

exception put the same name at the head

of their lists—that of Simon Newcomb.

This high place in the esteem of his col-

leagues was reached by setting on foot and

directing the exceedingly laborious com-

putations that would enable us to predict

the situations of the siin, moon, planets and

some of the fixed stars, with greater accu-

racy than had hitherto been the case; or,

in other words, by following out with

greater thoroughness, the consequences of

the law of gravitation within the solar

system. To this, the principal work of his

life, Newcomb continued to add other im-

portant investigations up to the day of his

death; but throughout his long and fruit-

ful career we find no record of a discovery.

Be it well understood that I am using this

word with its narrower meaning, and not

in the sense that would permit us to speak

of Kirchhoff as having discovered the prin-

ciple of spectrum analysis, or of Langiey

as having discovered a method of mapping

the entire spectriim of the sun.

Let me give one other illustration of

what work it is that astronomers them-

selves deem to be the best. Near the little

village of Nyaek there lives in modest re-

tirement upon the farm of his fathers and

of his own boyhood, George William HiU.

Although he is perhaps the greatest genius

that this country has as yet borne, it is

safe to say that not one person in a thou-

sand, even among people of education, is

familiar with his name, much less with

his work. But among astronomers, both

abroad and at home (possibly more abroad

than at home), he is recognized as being

one of a very few to whom astronomy of

the present day owes most. Here again

discoveries form no part of this notable

career; and in fact so far as records go,

Hill may never have used a telescope. His

greatest work is in connection with periodic

orbits, the best method yet devised for

handling the problem of three bodies under

certain restrictions.

You are not getting the impression, I

trust, that I wish to belittle the work of

discovery. I am merely trying to get the

bearing of such work so far as it affects

the responsibilties of an observatory staff,

at whose disposal have been placed instru-

ments of the first rank. You must first

catch your comet before you can make

comet investigations, and so with asteroids,

double stars and spectroscopic binaries.
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Statistical investigations concerning all

four of these classes of bodies have recently

been made; they constitute additions of

the most desirable kind to our stock of

knowledge, and have done much to indi-

cate in what directions further additions

are to be sought. Apart from all this, if

the discovery of a comet (for example)

were not otherwise useful, it would fre-

quently justify itself by calling attention

to men of promise. It was in this way
that the astronomical world has come to

have the benefit of the extraordinary tal-

ents of Edward Emerson Barnard. With

a little telescope purchased out of the

meager earnings of his youth, he discov-

ered in rapid succession a surprising num-

ber of faint comets. The attention thus

attracted to him soon resulted in an ap-

pointment at the Lick Observatory, and

later one at the Yerkes Observatory, so

that he has had access to some of the most

pow;erful instruments in the world. He
has used these instruments to excellent

purpose and with a diligence that has

rarely been equalled; but it is significant

that in the past twenty years he has made
no further discoveries. In a case like this

it would be more to the point to speak of

the comet as having discovered the man,

than of the man as having discovered the

comet.

We are often told that an astronomer

pointing his telescope more or less at ran-

dom to the sky and faithfully recording

what he sees or photographs, is bound to

add something to our fund of knowledge.

While this is true, promiscuous observing

is to be encouraged only if nothing else is

possible, and is surely never to be encour-

aged within an observatory. The fact is

that astronomy of to-day demands answers

to definite questions; the astronomer who
goes to his telescope without having one of

these questions in mind is at least partially

wasting his time. In other words an ob-

servatory staff should regard their profes-

sion as a branch of engineering, in which

the problems to be solved are quite as defi-

nite as those, for example, that confront

the civil engineer. If this seems to you to

be a somewhat dry view to take of so

beautiful a subject as astronomy, I would
remind you that none save engineers are

especially interested in the plans and speci-

fications for a bridge, but that all of us can

take delight in the finished structure, either

for its utility or its beauty. In the same

way the methods employed by the astron-

omer are almost always of very special in-

terest, while the results of his work appeal

to us all as educated men and women.

How long will the sun continue to be sen-

sibly as bright and as hot as it is now?
How does our sun compare in size and

glory with other stars ? How comes it that

some stars are double, while others (our

sun among them) are single? How are

the stars distributed in space? What
causes some stars to vary in brightness?

These are some of the questions to which

astronomers are seeking the answers, and

the results of these inquiries will surely

interest you as deeply as they do the as-

tronomer himself.

Let me now state briefly what specific

use we intend to make of our various in-

struments. Under the north dome is the

Keeler memorial reflector, having an aper-

ture of thirty inches. This telescope and

the Mellon spectroscope attached to it have

been in constant use during the past six

years in the prosecution of a single re-

search, the determination of the orbits of

spectroscopic binaries. This work we shall

continue as long as it remains profitable to

do so. Under the same dome is a vertical

or tower telescope of nine inches aperture

and twenty-nine feet focal length. This is

'

' fed " by a coelostat mirror on the mount-
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ing for the Keeler reflector, and attached

to the telescope is a powerful solar spec-

trograph, the gift of Mr. H. K. Porter.

With these we are taking part in the spec-

troscopic determination of the solar rota-

tion, a project that was set on foot at the

last meeting of the International Solar

Union, and in which six observatories, in

this country and abroad, are cooperating.

Under the southeast dome is the thirteen-

inch visual refractor that formed the nu-

cleus around which the old observatory

was built. Once the third largest telescope

in the world, it has now become the third

largest in our observatory. This telescope

we now use chiefly for the instruction of

the public; with the lecture hall below it

(used on cloudy evenings) it forms a pub-

lic observatory, the privileges of which are

freely offered to the people of Pittsburgh.

So eagerly has this offer been accepted,

that two years ago we found it expedient

and possible to extend this work, and to

pledge ourselves to continue it in per-

petuity.

Attached to the thirteen-inch refractor is

a four-inch camera, used to determine the

brightness of stars by the extra-focal

method. The observing program is made

up chiefly of stars that we are observing

at the same time with the spectrograph.

In one of the basement rooms on the

north side of the building a ten-inch pho-

tographic telescope is mounted in a fixed

position on an inclined pier and directed

toward the north pole of the heavens. The

work with this instrument is of an experi-

mental character. If its outcome should

be favorable we hope to undertake, prob-

ably in cooperation with the Harvard Col-

lege Observatory, the compilation of a

catalogue of faint stars by entirely new

methods.

At the west end of our building is a

four-inch transit instrument with which

we are still maintaining the extensive time-

service installed by Langley in 1869. As
auxiliaries to this instrument we have

three second-pendulum clocks. One of

these is a Eiefler clock maintained under

constant pressure and temperature, and
this proves to be a time-piece of unusually

accurate performance.

Lastly we come to the Thaw memorial

telescope, under whose dome we are as-

sembled this afternoon. Last summer
when we fixed the date for this dedication,

we thought that this telescope would be

quite complete by to-day; but it appears

that at least another year must elapse be-

fore the objective can be ready. This is

due to the difficulty of securing a suitable

disk of flint glass, the crown disk having

been delivered some months ago. The

aperture of the telescope is to be not less

than thirty inches, and unlike most other

refractors of the largest size, it is to be

primarily a photographic instrument. A
twelve-inch correcting lens is to be pro-

vided; it will be a matter of only a few

seconds to put it into the optical axis, thus

changing the color curve into one that will

be suitable for visual observations. The

mounting has all those appurtenances (and

no other) that modern practise has shown

to be desirable. Throughout its design and

construction, efficiency for astrometric work

was the chief object in view.

With the Thaw telescope we contemplate

an attack upon three problems; first, the

accurate determination of the distances of

many stars. How extensively we shall go

into this work will depend upon the activi-

ties of certain other observatories that

have declared similar intentions. But the

need of such determinations is one of the

most pressing in astronomy and it is likely

that the telescope before us can be profit-

ably occupied in this work for many years

to come. Secondly, we owe it to our sue-
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cessors of perhaps a hundred years hence

to determine with great aeeuraey the rela-

tive places of stars that form globular

clusters. It is only in this way that we
shall ever be able to say what the motions

within these clusters are; and this in turn

will go far toward telling us what these

objects themselves are, and what place

they occupy in the universe of stars. A
third research that we contemplate is the

determination of the brightness of faint

stars by means of extra-focal images, or

otherwise expanded star disks. This

method for determining stellar magnitudes

is surpassed in accuracy only by the

selenium photometer, which is however not

applicable to faint stars.

These are the things that we have in

mind, but we reserve the right to alter

these intentions as soon and as often as

circumstances may demand. I should not

wish to commit myself, much less any other

man, to an unalterable routine of work.

But I do wish that it were in my power to

commit the present staff and its successors

to the policy of doing that thing which is

most in need of attention, within the limits

set by our resources and equipment, both

personal and instrumental. If we do not

succeed in contributing our fair share to

the progress of our science, I think it will

not be because we have not tried; and I

believe I can make this promise for those

who are to come after us, as well as for

ourselves. For it would be a strange thing

if the devotion that has been lavished upon

the Allegheny Observatory by "William

Thaw and his sons, by Langley, Keeler,

Wadsworth and Brashear—it would be a

strange thing, I say, if the example of such

devotion should ever cease to be a com-

pelling incentive to any who may have the

privilege of working within these walls,

and if the tree that these men have planted

and nourished should cease to bear fruit

for many a season to come.

Frank Schlesinger
Allegheny Observatory

M. SENSI POINCABE

The city of Paris is commonly regarded as

the greatest mathematical center of the world,

and Henri Poincare stood for a number of

years at the head of the Paris mathematicians.

He was a mathematician in the broadest as

well as in the deepest sense of this term. He
started as an engineer in 1879, but soon there-

after he entered upon his life work as univer-

sity instructor, first at Caen in December,

18V9, and afterwards at Paris from October,

1881, until his death on July 17, 1912. His

positions in the University of Paris were as fol-

lows: Maitre de conferences d'analyse, charge

du eours de mecanique physique et experi-

mentale ; professeur de physique mathematique

et de calcul des probabilites, and professeur

d'astronomie mathematique et de mecanique

celeste.

He was born at Nancy, April 29, 1854, and
was educated successively at the Lyeee de

Nancy, I'Ecole Polytechnique and at I'Ecole

nationale superieure des mines, receiving his

doctor's degree from the University of Paris in

1879. He was a very bright student and re-

ceived first rank at the entrance examination

of I'Ecole Polytechnique. At the early age of

32 he was elected as a member of I'Academie

des Sciences, and for this occasion he prepared,

in 1884, a statement entitled " Notice sur les

travaus scientifiques de M. Henri Poincare."

Although this " Notice " was written less

than five years after Poincare had begun the

publication of his researches, it reviews a large

number of his published articles along the fol-

lowing tliree lines : (1) Differential equations,

(2) General theory of functions, (3) Arith-

metic or the theory of numbers. He empha-

sizes the fact that he did not pursue his re-

searches in these three directions indepen-

dently of each other, but that the results ob-

tained along these Tarious lines threw light

on each other, and that his work along each
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one of them was greatly aided by the work
along the other lines.

The breadth of scholarship exhibited by

Poincare in his early writings and his great

ability to observe relations between appar-

ently widely different subjects became still

more pronounced as he grew older, but we ob-

serve even at this early date a mind of very

broad sympathies and of extraordinary abil-

ity to generalize. His principal writings

may be classed under the following four

headings: pure mathematics, analytic and

celestial mechanics, mathematical physics,

and the philosophy of science.

In 1909 Emile Borel published, in the

journal called La Revue du Mots, an article

on the method of Poincare. Parts of this

were translated for the first article in the

Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical So-

ciety. In view of the great importance of the

method of work, we quote parts of this trans-

lation.

The method of Poincarfi is essentially active

and constructive. He approaches a question, ac-

quaints himself with its present condition without

being much concerned about its history, finds out

immediately the new analytical formulas by which

the question can be advanced, deduces hastily the

essential results, and then passes to another ques-

tion. After having finished the writing of a

memoir, he is sure to pause for a while, and to

think out how the exposition could be improved;

but he would not, for a single instance, indulge

in the idea of devoting several days to didactic

work. Those days could be better utilized in ex-

ploring new regions.

AH this is not specially applicable to mathe-

matics. Let us examine more closely the mech-

anism made use of for discovery. The essential

feature of that mechanism is, as we have already

pointed out, the construction of new formulas.

It is not useless that some stress is laid on this

point, for this constructive power is the essential

trait of the genius of Poincarg. The non-mathe-

matical readers can be made to understand all

this by means of a comparison. They know what
arithmetical calculation is, and are often led to

believe that mathematicians are in the habit of

making interminable additions, multiplications,

etc., and also extractions of cube roots.

In reality, arithmetical operations are iinique

combinations of integral numbers formed of units

which are all equal to one another. These opera-

tions can be compared to the construction of

regular walls by means of bricks of uniform sizes.

The work requires only some patience and a little

care. On the contrary, analytical operations make
use of extremely numerous materials and their

variety is comparable to those of structures, where

stone, marble, wood, iron, etc., are used. These

operations are as different from each other as

cuirassS is from a Gothic church. They have also

with the architectural constructions this in com-

mon, that an impression of beauty is produced by
the simplicity and elegance of the essential lines,

without exhibitrag any of the effort by means of
which the result has been obtained.

Poincare was a great pioneer, boldly enter-

ing into unexplored regions and noting some
of the most important objective points and
then leaving to others the details of organi-

zation. In the words of Borel he was more
of a conqueror than a colonizer, and he at-

tached little importance to conceptions which

can not be realized in a concrete form. In
this respect he may be compared with men of

action; his method of work was too active to

leave much room for such reflections as do
not lead to concrete results.

On January 28, 1909, Poincare was re-

ceived as member of I'Aeademie Frangaise,

and on this occasion M. Masson, Directeur de

I'Aeademie, delivered an address in which he

entered into many details in Poincare's career.

A translation of a part of this address ap-

peared in the Popular Science Monthly, Sep-

tember, 1909, page 267. A sketch of Poin-

care's career may also be found in the Inde-

pendent, October 5, 1911, under the general

title of " Twelve Major Prophets of To-day."

An elementary article by Poincare on the

foundations of geometry appeared in the

Monist, October, 1898, and a number of his

other articles have been translated into Eng-
lish from foreign journals.

In 1909 Ernest Lebon published, in his

series entitled " Savants du Jour," a little

volume on Henri Poincare. This volume

contains a list of his 436 different publica-

tions. The largest number of articles classed

under one heading is 98, under the general
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heading of Pure Analysis. The number of

his other articles in pure mathematics at this

time was 46, 23 being classed under each of

the two headings, analysis applied to arith-

metic and analysis applied to geometry.

From this it appears that only about one

third of Poincare's writings were devoted to

pure mathematics.

Poincare won great fame in connection

with his prize memoir relating to the prob-

lem of three bodies. In 1885 King Oscar 11.

of Sweden offered a prize for the solution of a

question in reference to this general problem,

and one half of this prize was awarded to

Poincare for his article entitled, " Sur le

probleme des trois corps et les equations de la

dynamique," published in the Acta Mathe-

matica in 1890. In the Bibliotheca Mathe-

matica for 1904, page 198, Enestrom calls at-

tention to the interesting fact that the copy

of this memoir for which the prize had been

actually awarded contained a serious error,

and that the given published article was reaUy

prepared for the press after the prize had

been awarded.

Among the other prizes received by Poin-

care we mention the gold medal of the Eoyal

Astronomical Society of London, the Syl-

vester medal of the Eoyal Society of London,

the Bolyai prize of the Hungarian Academy

of Sciences, and the Lobatchefsky gold

medal of the Kasan Mathematical Physics

Society. In addition to these foreign prizes

Poincare received two prizes from the Paris

Academy and a gold medal from the French

Association for the Advancement of Science.

He received anTionorary doctor's degree from

each of the following universities: Cam-

bridge, Christiania, Oxford, Glasgow, Brus-

sels and Stockholm.

To those who would like to establish a con-

nection between the university athlete and in-

tellectual greatness, between physical powers

and the intellectual giant, Poincare was a de-

cided disappointment. He was only about 5

feet 5 inches in height, was somewhat stooped,

at least in the latter part of his life, and his

weight was about 154 pounds. Even as a

child he was rather weak and did not gener-

ally engage in the rougher sports of the boys

of his age. He cared little for politics and

achieved his greatness solely through his

scholarly services. When he entered the

French Academy he was told that he was

born a mathematician and would die a mathe-

matician. He had, however, the good fortune

to live in a country where mathematical at-

tainments are held in high esteem even by the

general public.

As evidence of the high popular regard for

Poincare we may mention the fact that the

French Ambassador occupied the chair last

May when Poincare gave the first lecture of a

series of four at the University of London.

The account of Poincare's funeral which ap-

peared in Science, August 9, 1912, furnishes

further evidence along this line. On this oc-

casion M. Jules Claretie spoke as follows, ac-

cording to Nature of July 25:

In the name of the French Academy, I have the

honor of saluting Henri PoinoarS on behalf of a

company of which he was justly one of the most

illustrious members. When his colleagues called

him, not yet thirty-two years of age, to take hia

place amongst us, it was a poet that this mathe-

matician, this geometer, this philosopher, this poet

of the universe, succeeded. And, from the first

day, we were conquered by the simple and limpid

eloquence of this master writer, who, knowing

everything, verifying everything, illuminated with

his definitions, animated with his observations and

guided with his counsels our researches, the study

of our language.

It is not to-day, nor is it here, that one must

study the work of this great man, who, scarcely

full-grown, had already at one bound mounted to

the summits. One might say, in many and elo-

quent tones, how much the country owes to this

son of the borders of Lorraine, to this child of

Nancy, who has shed luster upon the whole of

France. Before his grave the French Academy

can only express its sorrow, and deplore the loss

of a great seeker after truth, that stopped all too

soon in the midst of his work. He would be a

bold man who would assess the worth of a scholar.

In celebrating his fame, we can only do homage

to a philosopher whose thoughts will have so fer-

tile, so profound an action on the new generations.

Passion for scientific truth did not suffice for

him, he loved literary beauty, and this incom-
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parable mathematician was a strong supporter of

good writing, of those humanities which for so

long have guided the French genius along a right

and safe road. One might hear him, when the dic-

tionary was under discussion, ask about the origin,

and, as it were, the titles of nobility of words.

This modern, who stimulated contemporary life by

his discoveries and his calculations, defended with

boldness the heritage of our ancestors. He knew

that the French language is itself a country, and,

against every perilous invasion, this soldier of

sound speech stood firmly at the frontier.

While it would be futile to try to give an

account of the mathematical work of Poin-

care in such a hasty sketch, yet it seema

hardly appropriate to omit entirely the things

which were dearest to him. One of the

earliest problems which he attacked was the

study of linear differential equations with ra-

tional or algebraic coefficients. This study

led him to the discovery of new functions

which may be regarded as generalizations of

elliptic and of modular functions. These

functions were characterized by the property

that they are invariant under certain linear

transformations. He was thus led to the

study of various groups of transformations,

and in his " Notice," to which we referred

above, he remarks that there is a theory which

has been equally useful to him in all his re-

searches, namely, that of the groups formed

by linear substitutions. In fact, these substi-

tutions play a preponderant role in the study

of linear equations and in that of arithmetic

forms. It is to this circumstance that one

ought to attribute the interrelations, often

unexpected, between the theory of numbers

and the theory of Fuchsian functions, theories

which, moreover, do not at first appear to

have any point of contact.

He pointed out relations between the theory

of complex numbers and the theory of con-

tinuous groups, and thus he threw new light

on these far-reaching subjects. The theory of

the solution of systems of an infinite number

of linear equations with an infinite number

of unknowns is largely due to Poincare. He
was the first to establish definite criteria of

convergence in reference to the infinite de-

terminants employed by the American astron-

omer, G. W. Hill, with so much success. It

should, however, be observed that infinite de-

terminants had been studied earlier by E.

Fiirstenau and T. Kotteritzsch, and that these

determinants should not be accredited to G.

W. Hill, as is sometimes done.

Poincare wrote a number of books espe-

cially on mathematical physics, but the three

books which are perhaps the most commonly
known deal with philosophical questions and

bear the following titles, respectively :
" La

Science et I'Hypothese," " La Valeur de la

Science," and " Science et Method." In re-

gard to the first of these, the Director of the

French Academy said at the time when Poin-

care entered this academy :
" By the sale of

16,000 copies of ' La Science et I'Hypothese

'

you have increased your personality (person-

nel) ten-fold."

He was fond of traveling and many Amer-
icans recall his visit to the St. Louis Exposi-

tion, in 1904, where he delivered aii address

entitled, " The Present and the Future of

Mathematical Physics." This address was

translated for the Bulletin of the American

Mathematical Society by J. W. Young, and

published in the February, 1906, number of

this journal. Poincare visited all the coun-

tries of Europe and also some of the coun-

tries of Africa. He was married and had

four children—three daughters and a son.

The great mainspring of Poincare's activ-

ity was seeking the truth. This made his life

both simple and beautiful. Seeking the truth

implies an open acknowledgment of igno-

rance. In fact, one of the strongest mathe-

matical methods consists of putting an x for

the unknown; but how could we put an x for

the unknown unless we were willing to admit

that we are ignorant in regard to this fact.

Every one who has worked in elementary

algebra knows that much is frequently gained

by admitting our ignorance and by calling

some particular ignorance x and another par-

ticular ignorance y, etc. Even in his mature

years Poincare could honestly ask the question.

" La terre tourne-t-elle ? " Things that are

commonly accepted as true but have not been

fully established, frequently offer the most
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important fields of research, and the great in-

vestigator does not always accept the views

of the masses as evidence of truth.

At the funeral of Poincare the French Min-

ister of Public Instruction remarked that all

his work, all his life, was animated by a pre-

possession, which he expressed in this thought

:

" The search for truth must be the goal of

our activity; it is the only end that would he

worthy of it."

An open confession of some of the hidden

ignorance of the mathematical scholars has

furnished the starting point of many of the

most important advances in recent years.

In this way Weierstrass started some of the

fundamental work relating to continuous

functions, and in this way Poincare clarified

a number of questions relating to foundations,

especially to the foundation of geometry.

The mathematical refinements resulting from

such new viewpoints have already taken root

in the minds of leaders in other sciences.

For instance, Boltzmann said :
" The fact that

the actual behavior of gases is represented by

a curve which can not be differentiated and

hence can not be represented graphically

leads to great difficulties.'"

In closing this brief appreciation we may
perhaps fittingly quote the words of Sir G. H.

Darwin, President of the Fifth International

Congress, which met recently at Cambridge,

England. At the opening meeting of this

congress, held August 22, 1912, Sir Darwin

said :
" Up to a few weeks ago there was one

man who alone of all mathematicians might

have occupied the place which I hold, with-

out misgivings as to his fitness. I mean
Henri Poincare."

G. A. Miller
UNivERsir? or Illinois

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
The New York State Education building

. will be dedicated with elaborate exercises on

October 15, 16 and 17. The dedicatory ad-

dress will be made by Dr. Andrew S. Draper,

^ Klein und Hoefler, " Grenzfragen der Mathe-

matik," 1906, p. 8.

Bureau of Education, and in the course of

the exercises a number of addresses will be

made, including one on museums by Dr.

Henry Fairfield Osborn, president of the

American Museum of Natural History, and
one on Educational Extension by Dr. C. E.

Van Hise, president of the University of Wis-

consin.

Professor Stimpson J. Brown, head of the

department of mathematics and mechanics at

the Naval Academy at Annapolis, and Pro-

fessor H. M. Paul, the second ranking officer

of the department, have been relieved from
duty at the academy and Professor Harry E,

Smith has been named as head of the depart-

ment.

Professor Theodore Fuchs, director of the

geological department of the Eoyal Natural

History Museum at Vienna, has celebrated

his seventieth birthday.

E. O. E. Davis, Ph.D., lately physicist in

the Bureau of Soils, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, has been appointed head of the

Division of Soils Water Investigation, in the

same bureau, to fill the vacancy in that office

occasioned by the death of Dr. W J McGee.

Dr. F. D. Heald, professor of botany in the

University of Texas, has resigned to become

pathologist to the Pennsylvania Chestnut

Tree Blight Commission, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dr. S. E. Klein, formerly professor of his-

tology and embryology at the Fordham Uni-

versity School of Medicine, New York, haa

been placed in charge of the new research

laboratories of the Hahnemann Medical Col-.

lege, Chicago.

Mr. Owen M. Jones, who has been carrying

on investigations during the last year for the

Michigan-Lake Superior Power Co. at Sault

Ste. Marie, Michigan, has resigned his position

at the Tulane University of Louisiana, where

he was in charge of the department of civil

engineering, to accept a permanent position,

with the Power Co.

Professor Hugo de Vries, on his present

trip to Alabama to visit the original locality

for QHnothera grandiflora (see Science for
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August 30), stopped first for a day at Tusca-

loosa, where he was the guest of Dr. Eugene

A. Smith, state geologist, one of the pioneer

students of the relations between the geology

and vegetation in the southeastern states.

On the evening of September 21 he was given

an informal reception by the faculty of the

University of Alabama, in Smith Hall, and

described briefly some of his recent observa-

tions on mutation in (Enothera. While in

Alabama he was accompanied by Mr. H. H.

Bartlett, of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture, who is also a student of (Enothera

mutants. After visiting Mississippi, Louisi-

ana and Texas, he will go late in October to

Florida to study the phytogeography of that

unique peninsula under the guidance of Dr.

John K. Small, Professor P. H. Eolfs, and

perhaps other botanists.

Professor E. B. Dixon, of the department

of anthropology, of Harvard University, will

spend his sabbatical year in the Orient. Dur-

ing the autumn he will be in western Thibet,

but during the winter he expects to pursue his

ethnological researches in the Malay states.

Professor A. S. Hitchcock, systematic

agrostologist of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, has gone to the West

Indies for the purpose of studying and col-

lecting grasses. He is accompanied by his

son, Mr. Albert E. Hitchcock, as assistant.

They will go first to Jamaica and later to

various points in the Windward Islands, prob-

ably visiting last the island of Trinidad.

Dr. a. Hrdlicka, of the U. S. National Mu-
seum, has returned from an expedition to

Liberia and Mongolia.

Professor C. W. Moulton, of Vassar Col-

lege, has been granted a leave of absence from

the college for the year 1912—13. He will pur-

sue special investigations at the University of

Berlin.

Leave of absence for the coming year has

been granted by Oberlin College to Professor

F. E. Leonard, professor of physiology and

director of the men's gymnasium. Dr. Leon-

ard will divide his time between work under

Professor Kelly at the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity and study and travel in Europe.

Mr. J. B. Speer, registrar in the Univer-

sity of Montana, has resigned and has gone to

Stanford University as private secretary to

President Jordan.

Professor E. C. Schmidt, in charge of the

department of railway engineering of the

University of Illinois, has been commissioned

by the Japanese government to design a rail-

way dynamometer car for the imperial gov-

ernment railways. The car will be constructed

in this country under the supervision of Pro-

fessor Schmidt, and is expected to be delivered

next spring to the representative of the

Japanese government.

Professor G. H. T. Nuttall, of Cambridge

University, will give a Harvej' Lecture in

New York City on October 12 on " The Ee-

lapsing Fevers."

" Social Hygiene " was the subject of a

recent lecture at the University of California

by Dr. Eichard C. Cabot, of the Harvard

Medical School. He urged the establishment

of an efficient national public health depart-

ment at Washington, physical examination

and adequate medical care by school physi-

cians and nurses for every child in the pub-

lic schools, more attention to industrial hy-

giene and occupational diseases, and develop-

ment by which the public hospitals shall more

and more care for the general public health.

The Earl Lectures, supported by an en-

dowment of $50,000 given to the Pacific Theo-

logical Seminary by Mr. Edwin T. Earl, of

Los Angeles, are being given in Berkeley by

Dr. Arthur 0. McGiffert, professor of church

history in Union Theological Seminary, of

New York. His subject is " The Eise of

Modern Eeligious Ideas." As a state univer-

sity, the University of California has no

theological department. Several denomina-

tions, however, the congregationalists, bap-

tists, christians and unitarians, have estab-

lished independent theological seminaries in

Berkeley which devote their strength and re-

sources wholly to doctrinal and strictly theo-

logical training, while their students attend
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the university for instruction in Greek, Latin,

Hebrew, modern languages, history, philos-

ophy, economics, sociological subjects, etc.

Professor G. Frederick "Wright, president

of the Ohio State Archeological and Histor-

ical Society, delivered the main address at

the laying of the cornerstone of the museum
in Columbus, for the erection of which $100,-

000 was appropriated by the Ohio legislature.

The building, which stands at the entrance of

the state university campus, will be two hun-

dred feet long, fifty feet wide and three

stories high, and is planned to allow large ad-

ditions in the future. The chosen purpose of

the museum is the housing of the society's

unusual collection of relics of the Mound
Builders, which is recognized as the finest

gathering of such material in existence. Pro-

fessor Wright has also secured an appropria-

tion of $50,000 from the legislature for the

erection in Fremont, Ohio, of a memorial to

President Hayes, which will contain the

Hayes Library of Americana, which is the

famous Clark Library of Cincinnati with the

additions made by Mr. Hayes.

A PDBLic meeting will be held at the Man-
sion House, London, on October 23, in sup-

port of the memorial to Lord Lister.

Dr. Leonard W. Williams, instructor in

comparative anatomy at the Harvard Medical

School, was crushed to death by an elevator

in one of the school buildings on September

26. Dr. Williams was born at Muskogee,

Okla., in 1875, and received his bachelor's de-

gree from Hanover College, his master's de-

gree from Princeton University and his doc-

tor's degree from Brown University, where he

was assistant professor of biology; he was the

author of important researches on embryology

and comparative anatomy.

The deaths are announced of Dr. Stanley

Dunkerley, formerly professor of engineering

in the University of Manchester and a mem-
ber of the Eoyal Institution of Civil Engi-

neers; of Dr. Ernst Becker, emeritus pro-

fessor of astronomy at Strasburg, and of Dr.

Aurel Torok, professor of anthropology at

Budapesth.

Civil service examinations are announced

for two positions in the department of the

interior, one for specialist in rural education

at an annual salary of $3,000, and one as col-

lector and compiler of statistics at a salary

of $2,400.

The Transcontinental Excursion of Inter-

national Geographers (Professor W. M.
Davis, of Harvard University, director), cele-

brating the sixtieth anniversary of the Amer-
ican Geographical Society, of New York, will

be the guests of the University of Virginia

on October 12. A symposium will be held at

the university in the afternoon on the status

of geographical teaching in European uni-

versities, in order to show the serious atten-

tion that is there given to the fundamental

subject of geography as a study of mature

grade, presented by expert professors. Ad-

dresses will be made by the following speak-

ers: Dr. Joseph Partsch, professor of geog-

raphy, University of Leipzig, late president

of the Geographical Society of Leipzig; Dr.

Eugen Oberhummer, professor of geography

at the University of Vienna, president of the

Geographical Society of Vienna; Lucien Gal-

lois, professor of geography. University of

Paris, associate editor of the Annales de

GeograpMe; George G. Chisholm, lecturer

on geography. University of Edinburgh, sec-

retary to the Eoyal Scottish Geographical

Society; Emile Chaix, professor of geography.

University of Geneva and School of Com-
merce. Addresses by American geographers

will be made by Professors W. M. Davis, of

Harvard University, A. P. Brigham, of Col-

gate University, and Mark Jefferson, of the

State Normal College, Tpsilanti, Michigan.

The Eiberi prize of the University of

Turin, amounting to $4,000, will be awarded

after the close of the year 1916 for the work
which is adjudged to have most advanced the

science of medicine.

It is announced that the following sums
have been bequeathed by Madame Jonglart

for the furtherance of science in France:

50,000 francs to the College de France; 95,-
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000 francs to the faculty of science of the

Sorbonne, of which amount 55,000 francs is

to be devoted to the zoological laboratory;

S5,000 francs to the museum; 50,000 francs

to the faculty of medicine; 70,000 francs to

the School of Advanced Studies; 150,000

francs to be divided between the Geographical

and Anthropological Societies and the As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science, and

139,000 francs to various scientific and char-

itable institutions.

The Natural History Museum at South

Kensington has, as we learn from the London
Times, received the most valuable gift of the

kind which has ever been bestowed upon it.

It is the gift of a very extensive collection of

'exotic and palearctic butterflies and moths

-which belonged to Mr. H. J. Adams, of En-

field, who died in March last. It is under-

stood that Mr. Adams spent more than £40,-

'000 in acquiring this collection. By his will

'he had left his collection of butterflies and

tootts upon trust, with the consent of the

residuary legatees, to offer them to the South

Kensington Museum for the use of the na-

tion, and his British collection of lepidoptera

to the Enfield' Entomological Society. The
collection of butterflies and moths, which has

recently been removed to South Kensington,

comprises about 150,000 specimens, contained

in 68 cabinets. All the specimens are in ex-

cellent condition, and are labelled with the de-

tails of the respective localities in which they

were obtained. There are at least 200 type

specimens of new species described by Mr.

Adams.

A PRESS cutting quoted in Nature states

that Mr. Eisher, prime minister, Australia,

referred to the forthcoming visit of the

British Association in 1914 in his budget

speech on August 1 as follows :
" We have

been advised that about half as many more

members of that association are likely to visit

the commonwealth than was anticipated when
our invitation was accepted. This will entail

an increase in the amount of money which I

propose to give towards their expenses; and,

speaking for this parliament and country, I

say that no greater compliment could be paid

to Australia than the fact that our visitors

are to be increased in number. It is usual a

year or eighteen months before the visit is

made to send a representative man of the

same class as themselves to get into communi-
cation with them. We propose to incur that

expenditure pending the expenditure of a

larger amount to cover their expenses."

Preventive medicine, hygiene and public

health will be the subject of a series of lec-

tures, open to the general public, to be given

at 2 o'clock every Friday at the University of

California Hospital, the medical department

of the university, on Parnassus Avenue, San
Erancisco. Federal, state and municipal con-

trol of disease, vital statistics, pure food, pure

milk and pure water, sewage disposal, sanitary

engineering, disinfection, social economics

and social service in relation to public health

will be some of the subjects dealt with.

The council of the Institute of Chemistry,

London, are making an endeavor, as we learn

from the London Times, to raise a fund for

new buildings for the institute. Owing to

alterations which the London County Council

propose to carry out by the widening of South-

ampton-row, at the rear of the present prem-

ises of the institute, 30 Bloomsbury-square

—

it will not be possible to effect a renewal of the

present lease. The council of the institute

wish, therefore, to take this opportunity to

secure more suitable and permanent head-

quarters. It is reckoned that with economy

adequate provision for the work of the insti-

tute can be obtained for about £15,000. The

appeal has now been issued nearly three years,

and the amount promised to date is about

£10,000. As the council will proceed to select

a site and prepare plans at the close of this

year, they are very desirous of being assured

that the full sum of £15,000 will be at their

disposal, and it is hoped, therefore, to raise

the £5,000 which is still required before the

end of October.

The U. S. National Museum of the Smith-

sonian Institution has recently issued a paper

as a contribution to our knowledge of bees
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and Ichneumon flies, by H. L. Vierick, of

the Bureau of Entomology, U. S. Department

of Agriculture. In this paper Mr. Vierick

describes twenty-one new genera and fifty-

seven new species of Ichneumon flies, one

new genus of which is named after Dr. Marcus
Benjamin, editor of the publications of the

TJ. S. National Museum.

UNIVEBSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
Mr. T. Jefferson Coolidge has given $50,000

for the construction of one of the buildings

for the Chemical Laboratory of Harvard Uni-

versity.

It is announced that the Graduate School

buildings of Princeton University, now in the

course of erection, will in all probability be

formally opened in June, 1913, instead of the

following September, as originally planned.

The original purpose of American colleges

was mainly to train men for the ministry, but

at present Harvard gives to this profession

barely 2 per cent, of its graduates; Yale now
contributes 3 per cent. This and other

changes in the professions favored by college

graduates are described in a bulletin by
Bailey B. Burritt on " Professional Distribu-

tion of University and College Graduates,"

just issued by the United States Bureau of

Education. The decline in the numbers going

into the ministry has been accompanied by a

rise in the professions of teaching, law and
business. All three have been more or less

consistent gainers at the expense of the min-
istry. At Harvard the ministry yielded the

leadership to law after the revolutionary war,

and law remained the dominant profession of

Harvard graduates until 1880, when business

took the lead. At Tale the ministry competed

successfully with law until after the middle of

the nineteenth century, when law took the as-

cendency and kept it until 1895, being then

displaced by business. At the University of

Pennsylvania one fourth of the graduates used

to go into the ministry; now about one fiftieth

do so. Oberlin College, founded with strong

denominational tendencies, shows the same
story of the decline in numbers of men going

into the ministry. At the University of Mich-
igan, out of over 15,000 graduates, only 188
have become ministers. Aside from their con-

tributions to the clergy, most of the univer-
sities and colleges have had favorite profes-

sions. At Columbia, Dartmouth and Michi-
gan, for instance, it is law; at Pennsylvania it

is medicine; at Oberlin, Wisconsin, and many
others, particularly the co-educational institu-

tions, it is teaching. A final summary of 37
representative colleges shows that teaching is

now the dominant profession of college gradu-
ates, with 25 per cent.; business takes 20 per
cent.; law, which took one third of all the

graduates at the beginning of the nineteenth

century, now claims but 15 per cent. ; medicine
takes between 6 and 7 per cent, and seems
to be slightly on the decline; engineering is

slowly going up, but still takes only 3 or 4 per

cent.; while the ministry takes 5 or 6 per

cent.

With the appointment of Prank B. Moody,
assistant state forester of the Wisconsin for-

est service, the University of Wisconsin has
taken the first steps toward the formation of

a course in forestry. Mr. Moody is a gradu-
ate of Bates College, Maine, and of the for-

estry school of the University of Michigan.
Mr. Moody's main work will be to organize a
school for forest rangers and to give the

courses on woodlot management in the uni-

versity. The forest rangers' course will con-

sist of two sessions of six months each ex-

tending over a period of two years. One half

of each session will be spent at the univer-

sity during the fall and winter, the other half

in the field during the spring and summer,
where instruction will be given by direct

practical work on the state forest lands. It is

expected the new course will be ready for stu-

dents by January first, 1913.

Among promotions in the faculty of Ober-

lin College is that of Dr. George David Hub-
bard, to be professor of geology on permanent
appointment and head of the department.

Among the new appointments the most im-

portant is that of Dr. Alan W. C. Menzies as

permanent head of the department of chem-
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istry, to succeed Professor Frank Fanning
Jewett, who retires on the Carnegie Founda-

tion after thirty-two years of service. Dr.

Menzies is an alumnus of the University of

Edinburgh and has been a graduate student

in Leipzig, Aberdeen and in the University of

Chicago. Among European appointments

Dr. Menzies was assistant professor of chem-
istry in Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh, in

1898-1901, and professor of chemistry in St.

Mungo College, Glasgow, from 1902 to 1908.

He was research fellow in the Davy-Faraday

Laboratory, London, in 1901. He is a member
of the American Chemical Society, the Lon-

don Chemical Society and fellow of the

Eoyal Society of Edinburgh. Although re-

tired. Professor Jewett will have a laboratory

room in the chemistry building, and plans to

give the college service in some much needed

work on its mineralogical collections.

Edith M. Twiss, Ph.D. (Chicago), has

been appointed head of the department of

botany, Washburn College, to succeed Dr. Ira

D. Cardiff. James P. Poole, E.G. (University

of Maine), has been appointed instructor in

the department.

Dr. Harry Beal Toreey, formerly associ-

ate professor of zoology in the University of

California, has assumed the duties of profes-

sor of biology in Eeed College, Portland,

Oregon.

A. B. McDaniel, of the University of South

Dakota, has been appointed assistant professor

of civil engineering at the University of Illi-

nois.

DISCUSSION AND COSSESPONDENCE

driesch's vitalism and experimental indeter-

MINISM

In Science of June 16, 1911, I tried to point

out the relation of perhaps the most widely

known and most influential brand of vitalism

—that of Driesch—to experimentation. I set

forth that Driesch's vitalism results in " ex-

perimental indeterminism," such that " you

can not make a statement which will hold, that

a given arrangement of physical components

will act in a certain definite way (even after

you have observed how it acts)," because with

the same physical configuration different en-

telechies, or the same entelechy in different

manifestations, may be at work, determining

diverse results in different cases. Thus I held

that it nullifies the fundamental postulate of

experimental work, that " when two cases dif-

fer in any respect there will always be found
a preceding difference to which the present

difference is (experimentally) due." I tried

to show what a radical difference this would
make between biology and other parts of sci-

ence, in respect to the theory and practise of

scientific work, holding it equivalent to an
" admission that the principle on which experi-

mental investigation is based breaks down
when applied to biology."

In a following number of Science (July 21,

1911) Lovejoy takes sharp issue with my ex-

position of Driesch's vitalism, saying:

A closer scrutiny of the doctrine's implications

will, I think, disclose in it no such anarchical

propensities (p. 78). I think Jennings miscon-

ceives Driesch's position in ascribing to him a
wholesale "experimental indeterminism" (p. 78).

And after an exposition of Driesch's argu-

ment as he conceives it:

There need in this be nothing arbitrary, noth-

ing to baflSe the purposes of the experimenter

(p. 78). In all this argument for the non-

mechanical nature of organic phenomena there is

nothing whatever that necessarily "exempts from
experimental determinism . . . that immense field

of developmental processes which lies between the

egg and the adult," or that necessarily nullifies

the experimentalist's postulate that "when two
cases differ in any respect there will always be

found a preceding difference to which the present

difference is (experimentally) due" (p. 80).^

And in the classifications of the kinds of

vitalism given by Lovejoy in earlier papers

(Science, November 26, 1909; and April 21,

1911), he does not so much as mention as one

of the possible kinds a vitalism which dis-

tinguishes the organic from the inorganic in

' What Lovejoy gives here is in reality an ex-

position of the conclusions which he himself might

draw from Driesch's data—assuming these to be
the conclusions which Driesch draws.
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this profound way. Thus if his point of view

is accepted my paper quite lacks a raison

d'etre; I was combating windmills.

In my former paper I made no attempt to

show that Driesch's views were of the char-

acter that I set forth, because it seemed to me
(and still seems to me) that he had stated, in

his published works as fully and unequivocally

as it is possible in words, that they are of that

character; and that, moreover, his whole argu-

ment loses its coherence and becomes incom-

prehensible if they are not.^ I therefore did

not expect any one who had made a careful

examination of Driesch's " Science and Phi-

losophy of the Organism" to question this.

Since, however, it has been questioned by

one so competent as Lovejoy, with the intima-

tion, as quoted above, that my own scrutiny

had not been sufficiently close, it is of interest

to learn Driesch's ovTn opinion on this point,

when the matter at issue is put explicitly be-

fore him. I quote, by permission, from letters

received from Dr. Driesch:

You are quite right in saying '
' the biologist

can not from a knowledge of the total physical

configuration predict what will happen even after

he has observed it.
'
' This is indeed a consequence

of my vitalism and I am very glad to see that

you fully appreciate it.

I reject absolute indeterminism but accept ex-

perimental indeterminism.

In other words: A complete knowledge of all

physico-chemical things and relations (including

possible relations) of a given system at the time

t gives not a complete characteristic of that

system in the case that it is a living system.

' Driesch 's argument is one by exclusion, run-

ning essentially as follows: Since there are no

diversities in the physical conditions that explain

satisfactorily the diverse results in certain dif-

ferent eases, and since we must hold to deter-

minism, it follows that there must be something

non-physical (i. e., entelechy) to account for the

diversities in results. It appears to me that the

failure to correctly apprehend Driesch's argu-

ment is what causes Lovejoy to intimate fre-

quently that the entelechy concept is superfluous

in Driesch's vitalism; merely "dragged into the

situation," as he expresses it. Without entelechy

a yawning hiatus is left in Driesch's system; it

is all that saves him from absolute indeterminism.

Or: Two systems, absolutely identical in every

physico-chemical respect, may behave differently

under absolutely identical conditions, in case that

the systems are living systems.

For: the specificity of a certain entelechy is.,

among the complete characteristics of a living

organism, and about this entelechy knowledge of-

physico-chemical things and relations teaches.

nothing.

My short formula about the matter in question

is: No absolute, but "experimental" indeter-

minism.

Dr. Driesch's statements of the matter are

then fuUy as strong as my own. If he under-

stands his own philosophy, it therefore appears

to me that the further reasoning in my former-

paper was quite justified, and is entitled to

the careful consideration of any others who
have leaned toward Driesch's. vitalism without

,

realizing that it means experimental indeter-

minism.

H. S. Jennings

ZOOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE

To THE Editor of Science: In Science for-

August 9, my esteemed friend Dr. Kingsley,

makes a plea for various exceptions to the

rule of priority in names of animals and to

other rules which have been adopted by the-

Commission on N^omenclature of the Inter-

national Zoological Congress.

It is no doubt exasperating to many zool-

ogists who have to use only a few systematic

names in their work and then at long intervals,

to find that in these intervals older names,

.

carelessly or ignorantly neglected in the past,

have risen to take their, places. It is also ex-

asperating to professional taxonomists and

.

students of geographic and other relations of

species, to be told that, their efforts to bring

past confusion into order shall be set aside

whenever these efforts, discommode workers in

other fields of zoology, who for the most part

,

neither know nor- care for tbe part accurate

bookkeeping must play in the study of system-

atic zoology and botany.

Taxonomy with geographical and geological;

distribution, constit^it^s, a^. science by itself,.
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with methods of its own wholly separate from

those of anatomy, embryology and histology.

We have found, by weary experience, that

either the use of names must be governed by

rule, or else each man may call anything what-

ever he pleases. The latter has been done too

long. We have been for eighty years making

progress toward order, and the Zoological

Commission has done fairly well in bringing

the variant points of view of actual workers in

taxonomy into practical harmony. Compro-

mises have been necessary, but we must re-

member that no compromise not founded in

the nature of things will be respected by fu-

ture workers. The shield of high authority of

men like Cuvier has not sufficed to cover his

lapses of failure to recognize the work of

earlier but less favored authors. Investiga-

tors who deal with a few common species may
use as vernacular names words like Amphi-

oxus, Bdellostoma and the like, not sanctioned

by priority, but there is no line which taxon-

omists can draw which should retain these

names invalidated under the law of priority,

while retaining order in the other parts of the

taxonomic system.

The chief real confusion centers about the

need to restrict to a definite type the wide-rang-

ing, ill-defined, incoherent groups of some of

the earlier systematists. The genera of Lin-

nseus correspond in general to the families of

to-day, while in very many eases, the same

species, under other names, appears in two or

more different genera.

To limit these genera we have in general two

methods. One is to settle the matter on the

basis of the words of the original author. If

he designates no type, let the first species he

names under a genus stand as type. This

method has the tremendous advantage of abso-

lute fixity. It would involve a few dozen

changes from current nomenclature, but it

would stand once for all. Some writers still

adhere to it, through thick and thin.

The other method allows the author who
deals next with the genus to fix its type. The
first one who does so completes the genus and

fastens it once for all on some definite species.

This method makes necessary much biblio-

graphic research, otherwise unprofitable, and

as many writers have no clear conception of

generic type, it is often not certain whether

such have fixed the type or not.

A third method, that of elimination, by

which the type is fixed of a genus for the

species which remains after the others have

been removed has never been defined and is

not practicable. The second method, as a

compromise between the first and third, was
adopted at the Boston meeting of the Zo-

ological Congress in 1909. If it fails, taxon-

omists will have no recourse but to fall

back into two mutually criticizing camps:

those who fix a genus absolutely to the first

species named, and those who fix it where they

please, according to their treatment of the

exigencies of elimination.

The present writer believes that the first

species rule would have been best, but as it

can not secure a majority vote of taxonomists,

he favors the second rule adopted unanimously

at Boston. Non-taxonomists have no rights

in this matter. We might as well ask them to

make their cells visible to the naked eye, lay-

ing aside their technique, as for them to ask

for the abolition of the technique of taxonom-

ists. To submit to rules of nomenclature " to

the plenum of the congress to vote," is to de-

stroy all possibility of taxonomic technique.

The botanists have already furnished the

awful example. Eules which no investigator

can or will follow or which may be set aside

in the interest of choice or convenience do

not contribute to the fixity of nomenclature.

As to the specific propositions quoted by

Dr. Kingsley:

1. To exempt a list of names " in common
use before 1900 " or " employed in instruc-

tion."

It is hard to see by what authority this can

be done and the list made permanent. Tak-

ing individual cases : Echidna is the name of

a large and widely distributed genus of eels

as well of the Australian spiny monotreme, the

eel-name having been in use 140 years. Why
should the ichthyologist give it up? As to

Amia, it is a pity that Linnaeus chose that

name for the ganoid bowfin when Gronow had

used it five years before for a perch-like fish.

Personally I preferred to reject all Gronow's
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non-binomial generic names, leaving Amia in-

stead of Amiatus for the bowfin, but I follow

the decisions of my colleagues. We can not

use the same name for two genera. The list of

genera, the retention of which is desired as

printed in Science, contains 38 names, the

changing of most of which has been unpleasant

to taxonomists as well as to others. But these

38 we would like to keep are very few among

the thousands of generic names which only

a recognition of the law of priority and of

some law for fixing the type of incongruous

genera can hope to regulate.

The second proposed rule is this

:

The transfer of generic or specific names from

one genus or species to another shall not be allowed

when this will lead to lasting confusion or error.

This reads fairly, but it is not possible to

give it definite application. Some names oc-

cur so frequently in literature that they may
be said to be definitely fixed. Most names the

world over have only a tentative status. The
fauna of the world is very large, and we are

only at the beginning of our knowledge of it.

The fauna of western Europe, to which many
of the 38 names belong, is only a minute frag-

ment of it. The main source of confusion

and error is, however, in leaving a name where

it does not belong, after its right place or

right usage has been made clear. But if this

rule could be lucidly framed so as to permit

regularity of application, it has its merits.

The third proposition, the rejection of cer-

tain authors on their merits as non-binomial,

has its advantages. The non-binomial writ-

ings of Brisson and Gronow have been ac-

cepted by the commission. A non-binomial

condensed reprint of Klein has been rejected.

Either view of the case, if generally followed,

leads to stability. Before the ruling of the

commission Brisson's names were accepted by

a majority, those of Gronow, on the same foot-

ing, by a minority. The commission has voted

to accept both. The matter is likely to come

up again at the Monaco meeting.

The fourth proposition, the rejection of non-

scientific catalogues, newspapers and the like,

might be reasonable if it could be properly de-

fined.

The vital thing is the recognition of law as

superior to personal preference or temporary

convenience. The " deplorable results " of

adherence to the rigid rule of priority are as a

drop in the bucket compared to the " deplor-

able results " that have followed the go-as-you-

please acceptance, rejection or change of

generic and specific names. And this latter

form of " deplorable results " does not trouble

the non-systematist who uses scientific names

casually as labels for his preparations or who
may deal with a small part of a long-known

fauna. They vex the systematist who must

map out and record some broad part of the

vast system of the life of the globe. In his

bookkeeping he must follow the same methods

throughout regardless of local usage or of per-

sonal preferences. David Starr Jordan

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SEG-

MENTED STRUCTURE OF STRIATED MUSCLE

To THE Editor of Science: In my article,

" The Physiological Significance of the Seg-

mented Structure of Striated Muscle," pub-

lished in your issue of August 23, I make, on

page 251, the following criticism of certain

current hypotheses of muscular contraction:

A further disadvantage of the "swelling-hy-

potheses"—^as contrasted with the surface-tension

hypothesis—is that they offer no suggestion as to

the nature of the connection between the electrical

variation accompanying contraction and the con-

tractile process itself.

Some qualification of this statement is now
necessary. In Pauli's recent article, " Kol-

loidchemie der Muskelkontraktion " (Th.

Steinkopff, 1912), which has reached me since

my article was printed, an attempt is made to

refer the negative variation to the formation

of acid-protein compounds within the muscle-

cell. Such compounds would yield on dissocia-

tion mobile anions, e. g., lactate ions, and im-

mobile or colloidal cations. On the assump-

tion of a free permeability of the plasma-mem-

brane to these anions, the formation of such

compounds would theoretically give rise to a

negative variation. But this conception ap-

pears to me insufiicient to account for the en-

tire phenomena of action and demarcation
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currents. In particular, it fails to take into

account the relations known to exist between

the general permeability of the plasma mem-
brane and the demarcation-current potential.

Evidence from many sides shows that this po-

tential varies with the permeability of the

plasma membrane to simple crystalloid sub-

stances, decreasing as this permeability in-

creases. All cytolytic (i. e., permeability-in-

creasing or membranolytic) substances and

processes, so far as known, diminish this po-

tential. Such facts indicate very clearly that

semi-permeable membranes form a funda-

mental if not the chief factor in the produc-

tion of the demarcation-current potential, and

hence also in the production of the action-cur-

rent which is evidently due to a variation in

this potential. Any sufficient reversible in-

crease in permeability would produce under

these conditions a negative variation. Ob-

viously, numerical data are required for a de-

cision of those questions. It is not unlikely

that several distinct factors are involved in the

production of the action-current, and that the

observed eilect is an additive one. The poten-

tial of the action-current is said often to ex-

ceed that of the demarcation-current, a fact

inexplicable on the simple membrane theory.

But if an electrical variation due to a chemi-

cal change of the kind imagined by Pauli were

superposed on one due to altered membrane-
permeability, such an effect might conceivably

result. Ralph S. Lillie

Marine Biological Laboratory,

September 1, 1912

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
PhysiJc in grapMschen Darstellungen. Von
Felix Auerbach. Leipzig, B. G. Teubner.

1912. Large 8vo.

In recent years Professor Auerbach has been

devoting himself, with success, to encyclo-

pedic treatises on physics. It is not so long

since he published his excellent " Kanon der

Physik." But the present book is decidedly

more novel in design. It will, in particular,

be invaluable to teachers. It lends itself at

once to the construction of lantern slides for

the graphic illustration of involved points in

theory. It is furthermore an aid to the set-

ting of graphic problems in all parts of the

subject. In a lecture course on light, for

instance, almost all the answers to questions

can be given by graphs. Such an exercise is

easily corrected on the one hand, while on the

other it is exceedingly difficult for the student

to answer the question by mere copying. It

has therefore always seemed to the writer that

a similar body of questions, carried through-

out the whole of physics, all of them to be an-

swered graphically, would meet many of the

difficulties now encountered in case of a lec-

ture course. It is probable that Auerbach's

book is a definite contribution in this direc-

tion and that a systematic course of questions,

to be answered by drawing, may be put to-

gether by means of it.

Among the great variety of diagrams and

constructions given, all of about the same

importance, it will only be possible to refer to

a few at random. Thus the curious repre-

sentation of dimensional formulse obtained by

laying off the powers of c, g, s, in terms of

length, breadth and thickness, is new to the

writer. Graphic classification of different

orders of standard magnitude in physics, as,

for instance, the prominent distances, times,

velocities, densities, etc., occurring in me-

chanics and the vast number of data in other

parts of physics, are bound to be convenient

for reference. Constructions relating to equi-

potential surfaces and lines of force are given

in familiar diagrams, but the plates contain

suggestive cases of graphic statics, including

standard trusses. Similarly the velocity and

acceleration hodographs adduced are cleverly

chosen. The representation of the cylindroid,

however, seems to the writer inadequate.

The subject of elastics both on its experi-

mental and theoretical side lends itself ad-

mirably to graphic treatment, and a great

variety of constructions is given, including

impact, viscosity, hardness, etc. In hydro-

dynamics the plates abound in practical appli-

cations of the subject, in addition to the many
exhibits of flow for cases of both rotational

and irrotational motion. Waves are particu-

larly well illustrated and the final develop-
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ment of the subject embraces the molecular

properties of liquids. The kinematics of har-

monic motion is reproduced by an extensive

collection of typical eases, after which follows

a very full treatment of the graphics of

acoustics. The information which is here

brought together is extraordinarily rich.

Thermal phenomena are now so extensively

known that the graphic method seems almost

necessary for their classification. Particu-

larly in the broad subject of solution such a

method seems to be the only one adequately

available and Auerbach has made full use

of it.

The diagrams in electricity are as a rule

more familiar, though Auerbach has not failed

to introduce much of the recent progress, as

in radiology, for instance. Finally, in the

section of optics he has had the advantage of

long residence in Jena. Throughout the book,

in fact, the charts relating to the properties

of the Jena glasses are very satisfactory. At

the same time the progress there made in

optical theory is fully recorded.

The book contains 213 pages and on the

average three or four graphs to the page. It

•concludes with a brief description of the

charts together with the necessary biblio-

graphical notes and an index. The charts are

throughout up to date, both in their theoret-

ical and experimental references. In looking

them over one obtains, perhaps, a more vivid

impression of the noble accomplishments of

modern physics than can be given by any

other method.

Carl Barus
Beown University,

Providence, E. I.

Sow io Use the Microscope, a Guide for the

Novice. By the Eev. Charles A. Hall.

25 text-figures and 20 full-page plates.

London, Adam & Charles Black; New York,

The Macmillan Company. T5 cents net.

The purpose of this book is well expressed

by the author when he says :
" It is a guide

for the novice, and I have not presumed to

offer advice to the expert microscopist." The

seven chapters of the book lirnit themselves

to what the novice can really do to start with

in microscopic work. Once fairly started, the

world is all before him.

In Chapter I. the simple microscope, its

advantages and use, are described, and what

is said is wholly commendable. In the second

chapter there is a discussion of the compound
microscope, and the author tells from his own
experience how any one can construct a com-

pound microscope. In the third chapter is a

general discussion of the use of the compound
microscope and the excellent advice given to

learn the advantages of low powers. The

fourth chapter tells of some important acces-

sories like the substage condenser and the

polariscope and the stage micrometer. Com-
ing to the fifth chapter, the real work begins

with some common objects for microscopic

study. The student is shown where to find

them in ponds and ditches, in rook pools of

the sea, in the flower pots of the home, in the

garden and fields and in the great insect

world. He is directed how to prepare and

study the things collected, and good books are

mentioned which will give fuller information.

In the sixth chapter directions are given

for preparing objects and mounting them

permanently. This includes mounting objects

dry, mounting insects whole in balsam, ma-
king sections of plant tissues, staining and

mounting them; and finally the making and

mounting of rock sections. The seventh and

last chapter deals with the method of making
photographs of microscopic objects, and the

examples of photomicrographs by the author

which illustrate his book furnish excellent

models.

A critical reading of the book shows that it

is unusually free from errors. Its advice is

good and one feels sure that it comes from one

who has been over the ground many times

and has learned the good ways. It seems ad-

mirably adapted for the beginner in England.

For the beginner in any other country it is not

so well adapted, as it tells only of the optical

goods, etc., to be had of the London opticians,

and the beginner would naturally suppose

that he must have the identical things men-

tioned, at any rate he would know of no
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others, and the book gives information of no

other place for getting them. The American

novice, for example, vcould have no informa-

tion concerning the excellent optical houses in

his own country which supply exactly what is

needed; and all worry about the British

" methylated spirits " might easily be avoided

by explaining that ordinary alcohol or " de-

natured " alcohol would answer equally well.

It would be so easy to adapt a fundamentally

good book of this kind to the country where it

is to be introduced that it seems incompre-

hensible why publishers are not more awake

to the advantages of such adaptation.

These suggestions are made in the most

friendly spirit, and with the hope that future

editions will be made the most useful possible

in the new environment; for certainly no one

at all familiar with the subject could read

these 86 delightful pages, so full of helpful

suggestions to the beginner, and so full of en-

thusiasm for the beautiful world which the

microscope reveals, without a feeling of

gratitude to the author for making so plain

the way into this new realm, for uncovering a

road which has no end and which has new
beauties for each advancing step.

S. H. G.

The Polynesian Wanderings. Trades of the

Migration Deduced from an Examination

of .the Proto-Samoan Content of Efate and
other Languages of Melanesia. By Will-

iam Churchill. The Carnegie Institution

of Washington. 1911. Pp. 516, 2 maps.

The wanderings of the Polynesians have

long been a fascinating crux in ethnology.

The peopling of an inconceivably vast area

sprinkled with islands appeals to our wonder

more than the settling of continents, and

from the time of the earliest explorers in the

Pacific attempts have been made to hit upon
some clew to the dissemination of oceanic

peoples. It early appeared that language af-

forded the best means of tracing these move-

ments and in the gross this index has been

used since the time of Hale by students of the

Pacific insular races.

Philology has made great strides both ma-

terially and scientifically in recent years, how-

ever, and Mr. Churchill is foremost among
those who have applied the analysis of the

content of a language to the solution of the

historical problems connected with the migra-

tory movements of peoples, his method in this

case being to ascertain the percentage of

Proto-Samoan loan words in the Melanesian

languages over the area in question and to

chart the lines of migrations of the Poly-

nesians along the lines of greatest percentage.

The method thus establishes a definite quan-

titative basis of language research, the results

of which are very gratifying.

Mr. Churchill has shown by his percentage

measure that the Proto-Samoans emerged

from the East Indies, passed out into the

Pacific, and with various Melanesian land-

falls, reached Samoa, regarded as the primary

distributing focus of Polynesians, thence by

diverse routes, populating other islands, and

in turn streaming from several foci, com-

pleting the population of the islands where

we now find Polynesians. The earliest move-

ment, according to Mr. Churchill, appears to

have taken place about 1,500 years ago.

Among its other valuable qualifications the

work is a remarkable analysis of an archaic

language which Mr Churchill hopes will sup-

ply the data for the genesis of speech. This,

Mr. Churchill modestly puts forward as the

feature of his monumental book which will

give it a continued and wide infiuence.

The Carnegie Institution is to be congratu-

lated on the publication.

Two maps accompany the work, the one

showing the tracks of Polynesian migration

and the other the migration tracks through

Melanesia.

There are three appendices, one containing

data and notes, two, the southern gateway,

and three, a bibliography. An adequate in-

dex is supplied. Walter Hough

CHANGES IN THE GEBMAN UNIVEBSITIES

The former student returning to Germany
finds many changes. In the development of

the new Germany from the old, much that was

familiar has disappeared or has been replaced .
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by institutions of a different 'type. And al-

though the universities have altered less than

the nation at large, and the national culture,

they too have felt the influence of the years.

In particular, the distinction between the city

and the country universities has become more

marked with the surprising growth of the

cities themselves. This holds especially of

Berlin. The old university building there

remains outwardly the same—one of the few

reminders in the present capital of the city

we used to know. Only the statues of Helm-

holtz, of Mommsen, and of Treitschke, by the

entrance, suggest that earlier days, and the

former giants, have departed. But in other

respects there are many changes. The student

body has enormously increased, numbering in

the last winter semester, if the Sorer be in-

cluded, more than ten thousand souls. And
such numbers create new problems of them-

selves. Class-rooms and laboratories grow

crowded : in the summer semester of this year

the Philosophical Seminary at Berlin had

thirty-five members and sixty-five Zuhorer—
a Publicum almost in itself. And professors

are borne down by the burden of their varied

engagements, rather than by the pressure of

their normal work. But even this army is

swallowed up in the metropolis into which

Berlin has grown. Did we a generation ago

fiU so small a place in the life of the city ?

Perhaps, in the pride of youth, we exaggerated

our importance, but it seems hardly possible

that we were so little in evidence as the stu-

dents of to-day. In any case, it is certain

that we found conditions then more easily

adaptable to the needs of our academic life.

The old Berlin student could live reasonably

near the university; now, like his professors,

he must seek residence remote from the costly

center of the town. Not only the price of his

lodgings, but his other expenses have increased.

About him, also, he finds a more commercial

environment, one less in harmony with the

spirit of his work. The rush, the roar, the

distractions, the temptations of the city force

themselves upon his notice in new, it may be

unpleasant, ways. In spite of " Amerika

Houses " and the several lines of communica-

tion between the university and our own insti-

tutions, the student far from home encounters

problems less familiar, and more grave, than

those which his predecessors had to face.

Within the universities, on the other hand,

the student of to-day enjoys comforts which

our generation lacked. Throughout Germany
progress has been made in adapting the con-

ditions of study to the standards of the

times. New Gollegien Hauser have been

erected, for example the fine academic center

at Jena. Libraries have been built on mod-
ern lines, as at Freiburg i. Br. and Berlin.

New seminaries, laboratories and clinics have

been completed or projected—so just now in

Heidelberg one sees the extensive plans for

the enlargement of this phase of the univer-

sity's equipment. And the older quarters

have been improved somewhat into modem
forms. The change is welcome, even if to our

judgment incomplete. For nothing restores

one's feeling of acquaintance so quickly as an

hour's attendance at a university lecture. In

the fine new buildings the rooms seem de-

signed on the familiar lines, the benches and

the desks remain, in shape at least, un-

changed. As of yore, they cramp the listener's

body as much as his mind is expanded by the

wisdom which he hears.

The students who throng the precincts of

the universities seem familiar, and yet altered.

Their comparative youthfulness may be

ascribed to a subjective, rather than an ob-

jective change. But in certain ways the

students of the present generation give real

occasion for surprise. They come late to lec-

tures—at least we noticed it in Heidelberg

and Berlin—as public sentiment would never

have permitted them to do in earlier days.

They discriminate in their note-taking, even

to the point of shorthand abstracts, whereas

it was part of the old dogmatic faith so far

as possible to record every word which fell

from the lecturer's lips. Strangest of all to

the returning veteran is the presence of wo-

men. Co-education, at least in the east of the

United States, is dying out, we told our Ger-

man friends. "But why? Our experience is

different," came the answer—a reply which
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corresponded to the evident facts of tlie case.

Not only is the new arrangement established,

it appears, as again the Germans themselves

witness, to he Working with success. Sta-

tistics show the attendance, winter semester,

1911-12, of about one woman for every twenty

male students in the universities, taking

Germany as a whole. Except that, between

hours, you see not a few pairs wandering

friedlich mit einander, the women, further,

seem to be accepted on the same footing as

the men, and to feel themselves so situated.

If some lecturers have enlarged the tradi-

tional formula of address into meine Herren

und Damen, others are more polite and greet

the ladies first. The only doubt we heard ex-

pressed was whether a woman is fitted by her

physique to meet the demands of the highest

university education. The majority of the

women students, we were told, are planning to

become teachers or physicians. Will they be

able through the years to support the strain?

One negative experience on a visit to sev-

eral of the leading universities was unex-

pected, the failure to meet students of Eng-

lish speech, in particular students from our

own country. In Berlin we did meet one or

two young Englishmen as they came from

lecture; and one American professor was

hospitanting like ourselves. In Munich we
renewed delightful acquaintance with a

former pupil working for an advanced de-

gree. Of course, there must have been many
others whose paths did not cross our own, and

in the summer semester the number of Ameri-

cans is normally smaller than in winter. But
they seem relatively fewer than of old, and

the records appear to bear out the observation.

For the winter semester, 1911-12, out of

57,398 matriculates in all Germany, 338 is

the total number assigned to Ameriha, under

which no doubt our countrymen formed the

most considerable part. And if this be com-

pared with the statistics of former years, it

will be seen that the number of American

students has increased but slowly.' The
' Beginning with the winter semester, 1904^05

(when first the statistics were given in the

Deutscher Universitdts-Kalender) the record is as

follows

:

From
Semester Matriculates America

Winter '04^ '05 39,719 295

Summer '05 41,533 259

Winter '05- '06 42,051 298

Slimmer '06 44,964 274

Winter '06-'07 45,136 302

Summer '07 46,655 261

Winter '07-'08 46,471 304
Summer '08 47,799 252

Winter '08-'09 48,717 333

Summer '09 51,500 298

Winter '09- '10 52,407 332

Summer '10 54,393 298

Winter '10- '11 54,823 398

Summer '11 57,200 292

Winter '11- '12 57,398 338

change gives ground at once for satisfaction

and regret. That opportunities for advanced
training at home have so developed that there

is less relative need for foreign travel, is

surely ground for satisfaction. If we are

really losing, as appears to be the case, the

enlargement which a generation or two ago
came to many of our most promising younger
scholars through their residence abroad, it is

a loss which will make itself felt. In spite of

the unquestioned value of German scholar-

ship, it was not always that we learned as

much as we had expected in the lecture rooms,

or in the seminaries themselves. But many
of us gained vastly more than we had hoped

from our life in a foreign land and acquain-

tance with continental culture. Especially

was this true of the students of the " human-
ities." The exact sciences derive less from

environment and the " intellectual climate."

But the historian, the economist, the sociol-

ogist, the philosopher, the theologian, even the

student of literature, if he be more than a

" philologer " of the drier type, is confronted

by a dilemma. He remains provincial, or he

must live himself into the thought of the

world. This he will rarely do with full suc-

cess unless he shall have shared in foreign

culture by personal contact. And the founda-

tions of his sympathy are best laid in his

" post-graduate " years.

Of things American, on the contrary, and

of American scholarship, much more is heard

to-day than formerly. The system of "ex-
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change-professors," "Amerika Houses," and

the like is familiar. Even more noteworthy

this spring was the attention given to the

work of American scholars. At least, this

was noticeable in the writer's department of

philosophy. At Erlangen, Falckenberg had

recently granted a doctorate based on the

study of Dewey's pragmatism. In Heidel-

berg, Troeltsch, beginning his course on the

philosophy of religion "for members of all

faculties," was discussing pragmatism (as

weU as the work of the English anthropol-

ogists). In Jena, Eucken's "TJebungen"

were based on Wobbermin's translation of

James's " Varieties of Eeligious Experience."

It would be too much to say that this interest

in recent phases of our thinking always indi-

cates agreement. One rather gathers the im-

pression from German scholars that the prag-

matic philosophy is not gaining, but losing

ground. But it was an agreeable reminder

that the scholars and the scholarship of the

two nations have come into closer touch.

Our indebtedness to the German universities

is large. And for some time yet we will con-

tinue, if we are wise, to increase our obliga-

tions, accepting more than we attempt to

give in return. But it was not unwelcome to

discover that some beginning of repayment

had been made. A. 0. Armstrong
Wesleyan Univeesitt

SPECIAL ASTICLE8

ANOTHER VIEW OF SEX-LIMITED INHERITANCE

Among results which were obtained by the

writer during several years of work in cross-

ing blond ring-doves (Turtur risorius) with

white ring-doves (T. alba), was sex-limited

inheritance. When the male bird is white,

i. e., recessive, the offspring in Ej are about

equally white or blond like one parent or the

other, and the white birds are all females.

By the reciprocal cross, all of the F^ offspring

are blonds like the male parent.

The blond and the white ring-doves may be

distinguished by a group of characters which

behave apparently as a unit, so that a simple

formula may be used to represent the situa-

tion. The white ring-dove differs from the

blond bird as foUows: (1) melanin pigment is

almost entirely absent in the feathers; (2)

there is little of this pigment in the skin ; and

(3) the eyes contain extremely little melanin

pigment except in the iris region. In other

words, the dominant characters of the blond

bird are represented in the white dove in an

extremely dilute or very slightly developed

form, but they are not entirely absent. Their

appearance suggests strongly the idea that

development has been arrested.

The late Professor Whitman obtained white

females in F^, when white male ring-doves

were crossed with females of the very different

species, Turtur humilis. This result is men-

tioned by Bateson.^ A similar result has been

described by Staples-Browne'' for a cross be-

tween a male white ring-dove and females of

another very different species, Turtur turtur.

A number of other cases as well as these

have the common characteristic that recessive

Fj offspring appear when the male parent is

recessive, and these individuals are always

females. Dominant characters are borne by

the Fj males and sometimes by F^ females.

Thus, two dominant females were obtained

by Durham and Marryat' with canaries and

two by the writer with ring-doves, in crossing

recessive males with dominant females.

Cases of sex-limited inheritance which

have occurred in animals, and especially with

birds, have been interpreted by Spillman,*

Bateson^ and others with the following as-

'Bateson, "Meadel's Principles of Heredity,"

University Press, Cambridge, England, 1909, p.

194.

' Staples-Brovme, '
' Second Eeport on the In-

heritance of Color in Pigeons, together with an

Account of some Experiments on the Crossing of

certain Eaees of Doves, with special reference to

Sex-limited Inheritance," Jr. Genetics, 1912, Vol.

2, No. 2, pp. 131-162, plates VI.--IX.

° Durham and Marryat, "Note on the Inherit-

ance of Sex in Canaries," Eeport to the Evolution

Committee, Boy. Soc, 1909, IV., pp. 57-60.

* Spillman, '
' Spurious Allelomorphism : Eesults

of Eeeent Investigations," Am. Nat., Vol. 42,

1909, pp. 610-615.

'Bateson, "Mendel's Principles of Heredity,"

University Press, Cambridge, England, 1909, 396
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sumptions: (1) that the male is homozygous

for sex and the female heterozygous; and

(2) that a " spurious allelomorphism " may
exist with the consequence that certain sex

and somatic factors may not be present in

the same gamete.

These two assumptions are unnecessary if

the eytologieal evidence that male and female

determining sperms are produced by the male

is regarded. The eggs may then be considered

to be all alike. The appearance of recessive

females in F^ may then be explained with the

assumption that the female-determining

sperms of the recessive male parent may sup-

press the development of dominant characters

in the resulting zygote, or it may be assumed

that these sperms lack something which is

necessary to the proper development of the

dominant characters even when the female

parent bears them. Whether this suppressing

power or the lack of something necessary for

the development of dominant characters is

connected with an accessory chromosome or

not, is not essential to the assumption.

In the formulas which follow, the characters

of the blond ring-dove are designated by B
and those of the white bird by W. Female-

determining sperms are distinguished by a

subscript ( with an additional ,v
in the case

of those which are produced by the white

(recessive) male. It seems more appropriate,

and less confusing, also, to call all sperms male

and all eggs female, whether two kinds of

either exist or not, instead of using the signs

of both sexes, as is done commonly, for the

gametes of the sex which is considered to be

heterozygous. Characters which are recessive

to others, in the same individual, are included

in parentheses.

X
Blond ring-dove

females

1. Blond ring-dove White ring-dove

males females.

composit ion

. Bd-BC?) W?W(c?)
producing ( Bj?

gametes ) B(c?

result: Blonds, Blond females, a few.

mostly males

Be? (W?) B? (Wd")

all W$

BJBCc?)

2. White ring-dove

males

compositio7i

Wd-wc?)
producing

gametes 1 Wnvc?

result: Blond males Whit'e females

Be? (W?) W,v$B(<?) becoming

W?W(c?)
through presence of

condition indicated by

subscript w.

Blond females, occa-

sionally, through ab-

sence of w effect.

As the white F, hybrids were all females, it

was not possible to breed white hybrids inter

se. When these white hybrids were crossed

back on stock white males, only white ofi-

spring were obtained, and they were found to

be so-called extracted recessives.

3. Blond Fi hybrid White ring-dove

ring-dove males ^ females.

composition

Bc?(W$) W?W((?)

r Be?

producing
J

Brj?

gametes 1 W^?

[ W,.c?

resutt: Blond males Blond females

Be? (W?) B2 (Wc?)

White males White females

Wc?W(S) W$W(c?)

4. Blond Fi ring-dove Blond ring-dove

all W$

X females.

all B2

hybrid males

compositio7i

Be?(W?) B$B(e?)

r B^
producing I Btj?

gametes 1 W^J

[ Wrwe?

resiilt: Blond males Blond females

Bd'B(?) B$B(t?)

and also White females

Be?(W?) B5W,„(e?) becoming

W?W(c?)

through presence of

condition indicated by

subscript IT.
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Only two successful matings of blond

hybrid Fj ring-doves inter se were made, as

blond hybrid females were seldom obtained.

The expectation for such a cross is given in

the following formula. Males and females of

both colors were obtained, but their composi-

tion was not tested.

.5. Blond Fi hybrid Blond Fi hybrid

^ females.

Bd' (W?) B? (W^)

fBd-
producing j Bc^J BJ

gametes
]
W(? WJ

result: Blond males Blond females

Bd-BCS) B?B(c?)
and also and also

B<? (W5) B5 (W^)
White males White females

W<?W(?) WSW(<:?) and also

B9W„(c?) or

WJWCc?)

A more detailed description of the results

"which were obtained by the writer in crossing

xing-doves has been prepared for publication,

.and a preliminary statement" has appeared in

this journal.

The interesting results, recently described

"by Cole,' are easily explained by this scheme

Tvhen we recognize that yellow, dun, red, etc.,

in pigeons are due essentially to less intense

melanin pigmentations than that which is

represented in black. The dun females in

Ijoth of Cole's " Cases I. and II.," would then

be due to conditions in the female-determining

sperms of the recessive male (designated by

subscript j^ in the formula used in this art-

icle). The occurrence of red, yellow and dun

in the offspring from the reciprocal cross is

not surprising when the uncertain purity of

domestic-pigeon stock is considered. Durham
and Marryat compared their canaries on the

hasis of eye-color, as the numerous color

variations of the plumage were less satisfac-

tory characters.

E. M. Strong

' Science, N. S., Vol. 33, p. 266, 1911.

' Science, N. S., Vol. 37, pp. 190-192.

FURTHER NOTE ON THE RESULTS OP OVARIOTOMT

ON DUCKS

On July 26 of the present year, one of the

ducks (No. 24, now three years old) on which

ovariotomy had been performed as recounted

in the Biological Bulletin, Vol. XX., No. 1,

1910, was killed and dissected. In my orig-

inal report I stated simply that the bird was

castrated, but made no statement concerning

the completeness of the ovaries' removal. It

is the purpose of this note to supply this lack.

But before proceeding to describe the results

of the autopsy, certain points should be

briefly reviewed.

August 13, 1909, the left ovary was re-

moved, no attempt being made to remove the

right gonad, which it was assumed had com-

pletely degenerated. The duck was then 12

weeks old and already had the secondary sex-

ual characters of the female which are dis-

tinct from those of the young male. For

nearly a year afterwards this bird passed as

an ordinary female. Then it was observed

that a part of her feathers were like those of

a male. At a moult soon after, she assumed

still more of the male's characters, being in the

condition shown in Fig. 11 of my earlier re-

port. Subsequently, still more of the male's

characters were acquired until her plumage

was predominately, yet incompletely, male.

For the last 18 months or so the plumage has

remained in this intermediate condition,

though several moults have occurred in the

meantime.

At the autopsy no trace of an ovary on

either side could be found. The only duct

present was a well-developed but juvenile ovi-

duct on the left side.

The other duck (No. 4), described in the

paper referred to above, was examined through

an opening in the left side on August 22. The

site of the ovary was empty except for a thin

strand of connective tissue. As far as could

be seen from the left, the right side also was

completely empty. This duck, operated on

when nearly a year old, had laid several eggs

in the period immediately preceding the

operation. One was removed from the ovi-

duct at the operation. She has developed only
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a comparatively few feathers exactly like

those of the male in full breeding plumage,

the majority resembling, rather, those of the

male in summer plumage.

In each of these cases, then, removal of the

ovary has been followed by a greater or less

assumption of male characters.

Further light on the subject may be ex-

pected in due course from the birds on which

ovariotomy has been performed this season,

several already having feathers like those of

a normal male.

H. D. GoodALE
Station foe Experimental Evolution,

Cold Spring Haebob,

Long Island

note on a method of mimicking amceboid

motion and protoplasmic steeaming

in the same model'

The following method of mimicking amoe-

boid motion and protoplasmic streaming has

been employed by me for class-demonstrations

during the past five years. As it is extremely

simple and yields results which are very strik-

ing and instructive, it appears advisable to

communicate it to a wider public.

It is well known that if particles of camphor

be dropped upon the surface of clean water

they display energetic movements which are

attributed to large and unequally distributed

alterations in the superficial tension of the air-

water surface at points of contact with the

camphor.' It occurred to me, therefore, that

if camphor could be incorporated into a fluid

immiscible with water, drops of the mixture

placed upon water might be expected to dis-

play surface deformations resembling those

occurring in the formation of pseudopodia.

This anticipation proved correct.

I prepare a ten-per-cent. solution of cam-

phor-gum in benzol and then, since drops of

this water-white liquid are difiScult to observe

upon the surface of water, I color it deeply by

the addition of Sudan III or Scharlach K.

' From the Eudolph Spreckels Physiological

Laboratory of the University of California.

'Van der Mensbrugghe, cited after Eayleigh,

Proc. Soy. Soc. London, 47, 1890, p. 64.

If a drop of this mixture be placed upon the

surface of water, violent and extremely rapid

deformations of surface are observed. Lengthy

and irregular "pseudopodia" are rapidly

thrown out and withdrawn. The whole drop

exhibits a veritable ecstasy of motion which

shortly ceases when a fine incrustation of pre-

cipitated camphor has spread over the water.

By successive additions of some viscous

liquid such as olive oil to the mixture the

motions of the drops can be rendered slower

and slower and more readily followed in de-

tail by the eye. When at length a mixture is

formed of equal volumes of olive oil and the

camphor-benzol solution the formation of

" pseudopodia " is no longer observed ; in-

stead, we observe a prolonged and energetic

streaming movement within the drop which

mimics in the closest manner imaginable the

phenomenon of protoplasmic streaming.

In this way the modifying influence of vis-

cosity upon the reaction of fluid masses to lo-

cal changes in superficial tension can be

shown in any desired gradation; it appears

probable that a superficial semi-solid pellicle

must restrain the movement of the fluid in

much the same way as internal friction.

Hence, the phenomena of protoplasmic

streaming and amoeboid motion are readily

traced to the same origin.

T. Brailsford Eobertson
Univeesity of Calipoenia

TSE DUNDEE MEETING OF THE BBITISE
ASSOCIATION FOB THE ADVANCE-

MENT OF SCIENCE "

The meeting of the British Association at

Dundee which has just come to an end will be

remembered as one of the pleasantest and most

successful in the annals of the association. It

was thought to be impossible to surpass the num-

ber of members and associates who attended the

last Dundee meeting, just 45 years ago; indeed,

it was not expected that so high a figure would be

reached. But the number this year—2,504—is

considerably in excess of the total in 1867, and

the support accorded to the association by every

one in Dundee, from Lord Provost Urquhart to

the humblest citizen, has been most gratifying.

" From the London Times.
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Public and private hospitality have been lavished

on the visitors, and nothing that could contribute

to their comfort and pleasure has been left un-

done. The organization has been admirable, and

the very heavy work entailed on the honorable

local secretaries. Professor D'Arcy Thompson,

C.B., Dr. A. H. Millar, and the Town Clerk,

Mr. W. H. Blyth Martin, has been carried out

without a hitch. The history of these meetings

proves that their success depends in a very large

measure on the local secretaries, and a generous

meed of praise is due to those in Dundee for their

untiring efforts on this occasion.

The people of Dundee, moreover, realized the

fact, not always present to the minds of the

citizens of places visited by the association, that

they are most heartily welcome at its meetings,

and the way in which they flocked to the reception

rooms to take out their tickets rejoiced the hearts

of the president and his supporters. If further

evidence is needed of the warmth of Dundee's

welcome it is to be found in the munificent dona-

tion of £10,000 made by Dr. Caird, a distinguished

citizen, to the funds of the association. This noble

gift, unfettered by conditions, was handed in

the form of a check to the president. Professor

Schafer, at the conclusion of his opening address.

Of this address, which dealt with the problem of

the origin of life, it is unnecessary to speak in

detail, since it has been reported fully in The

Times, and has attracted widespread attention.

The origin of life also formed the subject of a

discussion between the Zoology and Botany Sec-

tions. This was one of the principal features of

the meeting, and attracted an audience so large

as to necessitate the hiring of a special hall for

its accommodation. The social program, arranged

and carried out with complete success, comprised

a civic reception, a splendid ball, and garden

parties, flower shows, and excursions far too nu-

merous for individual mention. The admirable

evening discourses by Professor W. H. Bragg,

F.E.S., on "Eadiations Old and New," and by

Professor A. Keith, on "The Antiquity of Man,"

were attended by crowded audiences; and there

were besides three lectures for working men, one

by Professor Fowler on the Sun, another by Pro-

fessor Gonner on Prices and Wages, and the

third by Professor B. Moore on Science and Na-

tional Health, all of which were practical, inform-

ing and well attended. A brief summary of the

work in the various sections is given below, though

it must be understood that it is not possible to

cover so wide a field exhaustively.

SECTION A MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCB

Interest in this section centered chiefly in the

discussion on wireless telegraphy, when Sections

A and G (Engineering) joined forces. From
many points of view this discussion was one of the

most important features of the Dundee meeting.

Contrary to the usual custom, practical achieve-

ments were almost disregarded and there was a

total absence of those sensational announcements

which have tended to become characteristic of

public discussions on wireless telegraphy. So far

as a section of the public is concerned this may
have been unfortunate, but it was welcomed by

many of the engineers and physicists present.

The points discussed were: the "bending" of

the waves to follow the contour of the earth, and

the so-called "day-light effect," which makes it

possible to transmit signals for a very much

greater distance by night than by day, using the

same power. Several distinguished physicists and

electricians took part in the discussion, among

them being Lord Eayleigh, Professor Fleming,

Professor S. P. Thompson, Dr. W. H. Eccles and

Professor Howe.

Much time was devoted to papers on general

physics and mathematics. An interesting discus-

sion took place on the atomic heat of solids, in

which Section B also joined. The opening remarks

were made by Dr. F. A. Lindemann. On more

than one occasion when the section divided into

two parts, that part which dealt with general

physics fell completely into the hands of the radio-

activity enthusiasts, and some excellent papers and

discussions resulted. For example. Professor J. C.

M'Lennan succeeded in convincing the majority of

his audience that the earth's radiation is prac-

tically constant and does not suffer any diurnal or

other variation. It was interesting to observe also

that some attention is being paid to such matters

as the velocity and direction of the wind above

ground level, and the temperature of the upper

atmosphere, for these things must of necessity

have considerable bearing on aviation problems.

SECTION B CHEMISTBT

The proceedings of this section have been

spoken of as highly technical in character, but

the problems which chemists are now engaged in

studying are of a far more fundamental character

and far more closely related to the affairs of life

than those of most other sections. Theirs is the

task of unravelling some of the mysteries on

which the president of the association dwelt at

length in the opening address, and by some it is

held that it will rest with the chemists eventually
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to say what living matter is and what may have

been the origin of life. Two of the sittings were

largely devoted to work of this kind. On Friday,

when the chemists and botanists combined forces,

the papers read mostly had reference to important

problems in plant chemistry. On Monday Pro-

fessor Irvine, of St. Andrews, gave an account of

researches on which he has long been engaged,

which are throwing much light on the nature of

the sugars—a class of substances which play an

all-important part in plant life and as animal

foods. Again the final sitting was devoted to

papers dealing with the mechanism of chemical

change, a problem which is fundamental for the

understanding of the processes both of organic

and of inorganic nature. Other communications

dealt with topics of physical interest.

SECTION C—GEOLOGY

The address of the president. Dr. B. W. Peach,

was a welcome rfisumg of the paleontological evi-

dence with regard to the fauna of the Cambrian

rocks of the British Isles as compared with that

of North America. The interesting problems of

the Highlands gave rise to several valuable papers

and addresses. Dr. Eobert Campbell described

the discovery of fossils in the jasper and green

schists of the Highland Border near Stonehaven.

This is of great interest, as it proves that the

beds are not pre-Cambrian, but of Upper Cambrian

or Ordovieian age. Dr. Jehu supplemented this

by an account of fossils recently found in the

Boimdary Fault series, near Aberfoyle, by which

these beds are identified as of Upper Cambrian

age.

Dr. Campbell also described an important dis-

covery of the Downtonian (Silurian) Age of cer-

tain beds between Craigeven Bay and Stonehaven

Harbor, which was formerly classed as Old Red.

Dictyooaris is abundant, and Ceratiocaris is also

found. These fossils have never been found else-

where in rocks younger than the Silurian. Inter-

esting results of the examination of pebbles from

the Millstone Grit of Yorkshire were given by

Mr. Albert Gilligan, of Leeds University. Large

numbers of these pebbles have been collected and

sliced, and give evidence of derivation from Scot-

tish or Norwegian sources. Mr. Gilligan has been

impressed by the many points of similarity exist-

ing between the Millstone Grit and the Torridon

Sandstone, and is disposed to think that areas of

similar rock types were laid under contribution

for each. Dr. J. D. Falconer described the de-

tached hills of South Africa, which possess caps

of weathered rock which he attributes to the effect

of periods of elevation and erosion following upon

periods of decomposition at base-level.

SECTION D ZOOLOGT

The meeting of this section was undoubtedly one-

of the most successful ever held. This was due to

various contributory causes—to the number and

interest of the communications, to the large at-

tendance of British and foreign zoologists present,,

and in no small degree to the fact that one of the

two indefatigable local secretaries is a zoologist

of distinction. Two inter-sectional debates were

held, one with the Section of Physiology and the

other with the botanists. The subject of the

former was upon the nutrition of marine organ-

isms. Professor Putter, of Bonn, was present and

opened the discussion with an account of his own

work, which he claims furnishes proof of the

ability of marine organisms to obtain nourishment

from organic solutions present in sea-water. The

discussion was animated and well sustained, though

it must be admitted Professor Putter's views

found but few adherents. The discussion on the

Origin of Life was opened by Professor MLnchin.

The largeness of the audience was no doubt in

great part due to the fact that Professor Sehafer

in his opening address had dealt with the same-

subject. The debate was interesting, and the dis-

cussion of such a subject is valuable in the way

of "stocktaking," but a final solution is still far

remote.

A new departure at this year 's meeting was an

exhibition of zoological specimens and methods.

This was extremely int Testing and attracted much-

attention, especially the demonstration by Pro-

fessor Leduc of his well-known diffusion figures.

It is to be hoped that such an exhibition will

become an annual feature and that in future time

will be allowed for people to examine it more

carefully; an afternoon session should be entirely

given up for demonstrations. As a result of the

advocacy by the president of the section, Dr.

Chalmers Mitchell, of the preservation of wild-

animals other than those of sporting or economic

value, the sectional committee forwarded a resolu-

tion to the council of the association drawing at-

tention to the urgency of the matter.

Of the morphological papers perhaps that of

Professor Julin on the luminous cells of certain

tunicates was the most appreciated. Accounts

were given of the work being done at Aberdeen

University upon the migration of birds and an

inquiry into the food of birds, the latter subject
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being one of great economic importance. These

experiments need to be extended over a period of

years before any certain conclusions can be drawn.

SECTION E—GEOGRAPHY

Sir Charles Watson's presidential address dealt

with two themes—the history of Sudanese geog-

raphy since Sir S. Baker was the president of the

section at the last meeting in Dundee 45 years ago,

and the new international map of the world on the

uniform scale of 1/1,000,000. His criticisms on

the coloring of the map were supported by the sec-

tion later when Captain E. O. Henrici, E.E., ex-

hibited the sheets as far as they had been published.

It was agreed that an uncolored edition ought to

be published as well as the "layer" edition now
appearing.

The African branch of the president's address

was carried further by the papers of Dr. Felix

Oswald (from the Victoria Nyanza to the Kisii

highlands), Mr. G. W. Grabham (the country

north of Lake Albert), and Mr. P. Amaury Talbot

(South Nigeria). A valuable paper was contrib-

uted by Mr. E. A. Eeeves on recent improvements

in surveying instruments, and Sir H. G. Fordham
illustrated his paper on the Road Books of the

United Kingdom by a varied collection of maps
and itineraries. Great interest was taken In the

Antarctic discussion initiated by Sir Clements

Markham, who sketched the history of Antarctic

discovery and the outstanding problems. Other

speakers felt that in the praise of Captain Scott

something less than justice was done to other ex-

plorers, and especially to the expeditions which

started from Dundee.

Dr. W. S. Bruce in his paper on the Antarctic

continent, after reviewing the earlier discoveries,

noted that Amundsen had confirmed Shackleton's

discovery of the Antarctic plateau, and traced the

Victoria land range to the southeast, as well as

finally obliterating the suggestion that the Eoss

Barrier extends across Antarctica, dividing it into

two land masses. The biological evidence confirms

the evidence of soundings in favor of a former

land connection between Africa and Antarctica.

Professor Charles Chilton, of New Zealand, took

up the biological point, and showed that the

inference extended to South America and Australia.

Dr. E. N. Eudmose Brown spoke of the structure

of the continent, pointing out that the theory of

a great strait completely lacked confirmation. Dr.

Marshall described the work of Shackleton's expe-

dition, and Dr. Hodgson, of the Discovery, defended

the use of dogs against the criticisms of Sir

Clements Markham. At the very end of the meet-

ing Sir W. Willcocks gave a trenchant and delight-

fully entertaining lecture on Canadian agriculture

and irrigation.

SECTION F—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS

This was one of the most popular of the sections.

All the papers discussed dealt with practical eco-

nomic issues of the day, and at each meeting the

hall was crowded. Sir Henry Cunynghame, of the

Home Office, who presided, said at one of the

meetings that he was more interested in the estab-

lishing of prosperous and contented communities

throughout the land than in the discovery of the

remains of creatures which existed millions of

years ago, and that saying well expresses the spirit

of the section.

In his presidential address Sir Henry Cunyng-
hame also pleaded for a thoughtful and rationalist

treatment of economic studies. He did not con-

demn sympathy, for they were all men and could

not but be touched by the sufferings of humanity,
but they must be practical in their endeavors to

find solutions for social evils. An outstanding

paper in the section on the first day of the meeting

was that of Mr. Herbert Samuel, M.P., the Post-

master-General, who discussed the tendency to find

in a federal system of government the varying and
sometimes conflicting interests of the difEerent and
widely separated communities of the British Em-
pire. There was also a notable discussion on the

results of war by Mr. Norman Angell and Arch-

deacon Cunningham.

Friday was devoted to a discussion of labor

problems. The readers of the four papers

treated difEerent aspects of the subject. Professor

S. J. Chapman presented the general case for and
against arbitration and conciliation in the settle-

ment of labor disputes. Sir Francis Webster gave

the manufacturers' point of view, noting the causes

afEecting prices and wages in the last 40 years.

Mr. Eamsay MacDonald, M.P., made a reasonable

plea for a minimum wage, varying according to

locality and industry, giving labor its due share in

the profits, but not unfair to the employers. Mr.

C. E. Fay considered the limits within which indus-

trial co-partnership might reasonably claim to be

a remedy for industrial strife, and described in

detail the schemes in operation at Lever Brothers

(limited). Port Sunlight, and those in the English

gas companies, where the late Sir George Livesey

was the pioneer. A letter relating to conciliation
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was also read from Sir Charles Macara. Monday 's

program was more varied. Mr. Allan McNeill dis-

cussed the possibility of utilizing national savings

for the purchase of agricultural holdings through

the machinery of land banks. Miss Annie Ashley

instituted a comparison between British and Ger-

man insurance legislation. Dr. David Heron, in a

short address illustrated by lantern slides, gave

startling evidence of the failure of inebriates'

homes to reform habitual drunkards. Professor

Geddes pleaded for the cooperation of the sciences

in the town-planning movement and for the prep-

aration of regional and civic surveys for that

purpose.

Trom one point of view the work of the section

on its last day was the most interesting of all. The

first half of the morning was given to Scottish

problems. Mr. James Cunningham, President of

the Dundee Chamber of Commerce, gave facts and

statistics which are probably not elsewhere pro-

curable, relating to the origin and growth of the

jute trade in Dundee and Germany. Mr. Alex.

Newlands opened up a fascinating problem—the

possibility of developing the water power of the

Highlands for industrial purposes. In an im-

partial paper Mr. J. H. Jones analyzed the effects

of dumping on the steel and tin-plate industries,

and Mr. A. A. Mitchell closed a most successful

meeting with an examination of the question

—

"Do Trade Unions Raise Wages?"

SECTION G ENGINEERING

Perhaps the first place among the topics set

down for discussion in this section, which was pre-

sided over by Mr. Archibald Barr, may be assigned

to wireless telegraphy, which has already been

referred to under the heading of the section of

Mathematics and Physics. A second subject dis-

cussed referred to the attempts now being made by
workers in different countries to produce a com-

mercial gas turbine. The application of the recip-

rocating internal combustion engine to the purposes

of marine propulsion is regarded as a retrograde

step in view of the demonstrated advantages of

rotary machinery for such service, and, in spite of

the serious difficulties which have to be overcome,

it is felt that the efforts being made to construct a

commercial gas turbine is a movement along the

right lines. A certain measure of success has,

indeed, already been achieved, and with so many
minds attacking the subject in different ways it is

probable that success will be attained at no very

distant date. The discussion which was opened

by Mr. Dugald Clerk showed what has been done

and what has still to be accomplished.

The research on the gas engine itself which ia

being carried out by the Gaseous Explosions Com-

mittee of the British Association is to be continued.

The report presented to the present meeting made
it clear that useful work is being done by this com-

mittee in the settlement of disputed points and in

throwing light upon certain questions which have

hitherto baffled designers of gas engines. A set of

interesting papers on marine problems and develop-

ments in marine propulsion opened up a discussion

on several matters of current interest. Questions

relating to the provision of lifeboats on liners and

the special means whereby quick launching may be

ensured were the subjects of a paper by Mr. Axel

Welin. Another paper showed the real dangers

in navigation arising from the suction effect be-

tween passing vessels, concerning which there has

been a serious conflict of opinion. The case for

electrical methods of ship propulsion, which is

being closely watched by the British Admiralty,

was discussed from the expert standpoint for the

benefit of the lay mind.

SECTION H ANTHROPOLOGY

In the proceedings of Section H (Anthropology)

much interest attached to Professor Anthony's
exhibit of the east of the La Quina brain—one of

the first examples of a brain of paleolithic man
of Neanderthal type to be described and one of

the finest yet discovered—as well as to Professor

Keith's communication on the Gibraltar brain,

which afforded strong corroborative evidence in

support of the theories of the evolution of mam-
malian and especially the human brain elaborated

in the president's address. Dr. Duckworth's de-

scription of the jaw of paleolithic antiquity foimd
in Kent's Cavern, Torquay, in 1867, but not pre-

viously described, which was presented to the sec-

tion by Professor Boyd Dawkins, was another

interesting and important contribution to the

study of the antiquity of man—a subject much in

evidence at this meeting. Professor Elliot Smith's

views on the origin of megalithic monuments,
which he associates closely with the beginnings of

the use of copper in Egypt, whence he holds the

adoption of this form of burial monument spread

over the remainder of the world, gave rise to a

discussion in which these views were strongly criti-

cized and a number of profoundly interesting

questions were raised. The discussion on the

ethnological aspects of Scottish folklore, if it did

not succeed in elucidating any particular problems
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of Scottish ethnology, at any rate brought out the

fact that many primitive customs still survive in

different parts of the country and will undoubt-

edly serve to stimulate interest in a subject in

which the serious workers are regrettably few.

Papers dealing with Egyptian archeology and the

ethnology of the Sudan were unusually numerous.

Professor Elliot Smith in his two papers, one

dealing with the earliest attempts at mummifica-

tion in Egypt, and a second dealing with the

physical character of the Egyptians of the second

and third dynasties, has traced to a higher an-

tiquity than had previously been done the use of

this method for preserving the body of the dead,

and in the second case has demonstrated the exist-

ence of an alien population in Egypt at an earlier

date than his previous researches had revealed.

Dr. Wood-Jones's paper on the Ancient and Mod-

ern Nubas showed that there is evidence of this

same process of infiltration of an alien element in

Nubia in early Christian times. Mr. Eobert

Mond's colored illustrations of the Theban tombs

excavated by Mr. Gardner were greatly appre-

ciated, both on the ground of their beauty and

of their scientific value as accurate records. The

papers of Professor Petrie on early dynastic dis-

coveries, and by Mr. Quibell on tombs of the

second and third dynasties, both contained impor-

tant contributions to the study of Egyptian an-

tiquities. To archeologists a melancholy interest

attached to Mr. Ogilvie's paper on the Temple of

PhilsB. The colored slides shown to illustrate the

paper were reproductions of recent sketches, and

probably will be the last records to be made of

the temple, which will be finally submerged in

November.

SECTION I—PHYSIOLOGY

Mr. Leonard Hill presided over this section and

devoted his address to the important question of

ventilation in its relation to health. Some inter-

esting information was given by Professor J. S.

Maedonald, who, as a result of calorimetric ob-

servations on man, concluded that 25 per cent, of

the energy transformed during work is converted

into mechanical movement. His experiments were

conducted in the large calorimeter at Sheffield

University. Dr. A. D. Waller gave an account of

the original physiological work done by Patrick

Blair about 200 years ago in correctly describing

the nerves of the trunk of an elephant which died

near Dundee. He dissected the carcass of the

animal until, owing to its decomposition, he was

compelled to desist. Its bones were subsequently

ground to powder and used to fertilize the fields.

This section devoted a morning to a discussion on

the relation between mind and body—a subject

which proved extremely attractive. Another dis-

cussion was held in conjunction with the Zoology

Section. This had relation to the physiology of

marine organisms. Dr. Edridge Green criticized

the report of the departmental committee on sight

tests. He condemned the wool test as not being

efficient in detecting color blindness; and also

criticized the form of lantern recommended by the

committee, and the method of flicker photometry.

Professor Gotch and Professor Sherrington agreed

that the wool test was quite inefficient and should

not be retained; but they defended the lantern

and the form of photometer recommended by the

committee.

SECTION K—BOTANY

Two of the most interesting papers in the

Botanical Section were read by Dr. C. H. Osten-

feld, of Copenhagen, and by Professor F. E.

Weiss, of Manchester. These dealt with the ques-

tion of hybridism in plants. Dr. Ostenfeld con-

fined his remarks to the genus of hawkweeds
(Hieracmm) , one of the most difficult genera with

which systematic botanists have to deal, on ac-

count of its remarkable polymorphy. As Dr.

Ostenfeld showed, some species of Hieradum re-

produce themselves without fertilization, whilst

other species require this; and in a third set of

species both modes of reproduction obtain. Cross-

ing species of one of these sets with another,

hybrids were obtained; and these first crosses dif-

fered remarkably among themselves, thus differing

from the first crosses of other genera, which are

remarkably uniform. The offspring of the first

crosses, however, were quite uniform, thus differ-

ing from later crosses of other genera, which are

remarkably polymorphous. Dr. Ostenfeld con-

cluded that in this genus of plants new forms have

arisen and are arising at the present time (1) by

hereditary variation of already existing species,

(2) by hybridization and (3) by a combination

of these methods. From those forms which repro-

duce themselves without fertilization very few new
forms arise at all; but there are indications even

here that new forms arise occasionally by muta-

tion. Dr. Ostenfeld 's paper may be regarded as

the first step towards a real synthesis of the ex-

tremely numerous '

' species '
' of the genus Hier-

acium.

Professor Weiss 's paper dealt with artificially

produced hybrids of two common British species

of avens, Geum rivale and G. urianum. The first

cross agrees with plants named Geum intermedmm.
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Some of the later crosses agree with other hybrid

forms described by systematic botanists. It is

remarkable that two such well-marked species as

the water avens (G. rivale) and the wood avens

{G. urbanum) should produce so many fertile

hybrid forms that a very complete series of forms

can be obtained connecting the one species with

the other. In the discussion which followed it

was suggested that the same phenomenon which is

happening in Geum is happening in the allied

blackberries (Euhus), a genus as polymorphic as

Hieracvum, except that in Bubus there are several

(perhaps sLx or sixty) true species, most of which

are hybridizing with one another, and that many
of the so-called "species" of Huius are merely

hybrid forms corresponding to those artificially

produced hybrid forms of Geum made by Pro-

fessor Weiss.

Several papers on ecological botany were read,

of which one of the most important was that by

Miss Eayner on the Ecology of the Common
Heather {Calluna vulgaris). The semi-popular

address, which was well attended, was delivered

by Mr. I. H. Burkill (the newly appointed di-

rector of the Botanical Gardens of Singapore) on
'

' The Botanical Results of the Abor Expedition. '

'

The section was well attended, especially by the

younger members, and several interesting excur-

sions were made. The visit to Dundee will long be

remembered by the members of the section as

among the most generally useful and interesting

of any meetings of recent years.

SECTION L EDUCATION

The Education Section marked in various ways

an advance upon the time when it was a mere

battleground for those who favored this or that

method of teaching particular subjects of the

school curriculum. The origin of the section was

due, in fact, to men who were in the main con-

cerned with the teaching of science. They were

not interested in the deeper problems of educa-

tion; probably, in fact, they would deny that it

had any problems other than those which were

concerned with how much of the science master

the schools ought to tolerate. Obviously, however,

if the section was to justify its independent

existence, it must take its own line and call to its

councils those who make education in the scientific

sense of the term their chief concern.

The appointment of Professor Adams as presi-

dent was in fact a recognition on the part of the

council of this claim to independence, and Pro-

fessor Adams's address on the possibility of an

objective standard in education will take rank as a

very sane and moderate statement of the present

position of the subject as a science. Less directly

addressed to the popular mind than is usual, it will

be read with marked attention and pleasure by the

new school of educational research which is slowly

making its way, stimulated perhaps by the influ-

ence of the new school of psychology. If it con-

tained no new or startling discovery, the presi-

dential address pegged out the claims, so to speak,

upon which education may hope ultimately to take

full rank among the sciences.

Closely allied to the presidential pronouncement

was the discussion on the psychological prtfcesses

involved in reading and writing. A report from a

research committee presented the latest statement

of the results of psychological inquiry, and some

admirable papers were read, leading to the general

view that much ingenuity is at present misspent in

setting up positive hindrances to the rapid acquisi-

tion of the art of getting at the meaning of the

printed page.

Less technical in its appeal was the discussion

on vocational training. Miss Faithfnil's was in

effect the only dissentient voice in the general call

for a curriculum more closely directed to the actual

situation of school pupils. There was some little

uncertainty about the meaning of the word voca-

tional. Obviously, if a lad is to spend his life in

one of the 95 independent operations which enter

into the making of a pair of boots, school time

would be wasted if its activities were thus con-

fined. The problem of how to give point and mean-

ing to school '
' lessons '

' has yet to be solved. It is

at least a step forward when the desired end ia

clearly laid down.

There were interesting discussions on school

leaving certificates and the present position of

mathematical teaching. Two distinguished phys-

icists. Professor Sylvanus Thompson and Principal'

E. H. Griffiths, lamented the loss of Euclidean

geometry, though there was a general agreement

about the value of the work which men like Dr. T.

P. Nunn are doing for the humanizing of mathe-

matical studies.

Not the least important of the actual accom-

plishments of the section was the report on school-

books and eyesight. The committee has laid down

standards of type, etc., which must profoundly

affect the production of school-books and the

hygiene of school life. It is much to be hoped that

the council of the association will give wide pub-

licity to that report.
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ANTON DOHBN^

To speak of Anton Dohrn before zoolo-

gists is both easy and difficult. Many, per-

haps the greater number, of you have

known him personally, some longer and

better than I ; and all know his work. Of

his aims and their attainment he has left

us his own graphic recital full of personal

charm ; and others have paid tribute to his

achievements in a manner so incomparable

that I can not hope to bring to you any-

thing new. But I have been encouraged in

this undertaking by the thought that I do

not first need to arouse in you sympathy

for his personality. What I have to say

will awaken in most of you an answering

chord, recalling so many varied reminis-

cences that my aim will be accomplished,

even though my words fail in their expres-

sion. So bring back to your mind the

image of the beautiful white building with

its red loggias, against the dark back-

ground of green ilex; picture this building

as it stands on the shore of the Bay of

Naples. Upon the facade zoologists read

with pride the words "Stazione Zoologiea,"

telling each one that here stands a temple

of science symbolizing their aims and ambi-

tions. More than two thousand square

meters are covered by this building con-

taining more than 150 rooms, in which fifty

persons, officials, technicians, artists, fisher-

men and laboratory servants are continu-

ously engaged in work. At Easter time the

visitor to the station will find there as many

^ Memorial address delivered at the International

Zoological Congress, Graz, August 18, 1910, by

Dr. Tlieodor Boveri, professor of zoology and com-

parative anatomy, Wurzburg. (Translated for

Science.)
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as eighty investigators busily occupied, and

a tour of inspection from room to room in

reality carries him through the whole range

of biology. In the course of thirty-six

years many embryonic biologists have been

attracted here to study for the first time the

wonders of marine life. Here investigators

have come from every civilized land, be-

cause the scientific problems they had in

mind could nowhere else be studied to such

advantage. How many hours of happy

work, how much of the joy attending dis-

covery, has this building seen ! The tables

of the station have been occupied more than

2,000 times, while the number of scientific

experiments either originating or deriving

their inspiration here can not be estimated.

Add to this total all that the station itself

has contributed to scientific work ; the help

given to zoological investigators by the

Jahresbericht; the material supplied for

museums throughout the world, as well as

for teaching purposes, and last but not

least recall the fact that this institution

since its foundation has served as model

and inspiration for the establishment of

zoological stations in many different coun-

tries. Remembering all this, we can but

echo the words of the address delivered at

the station's International Jubilee Celebra-

tion in 1897

:

We can not imagine what the position of the

biological sciences would be at this time had the

far-reaching influence of the station been elim-

inated.

Should we wish to express as briefly as

possible what this influence has been we
would say that Dohrn's Station first made

the study of marine life practical. For a

long time occasional soundings had been

made by a few persons, and they had re-

vealed the hidden treasure. Similar insti-

tutions were established about the same time

as Dohrn's by contemporary leaders in the

field of zoology, Henri de Lacaze-Duthiers

and, in America, Louis Agassiz, not to

mention other smaller undertakings. But
in making the great treasure available

Dohrn was the first, and this marks the

importance of his work in comparison with

all others. In this we have an objective

measure of his work. Bach one of us,

profiting by the studies made at the Naples

Station and conscious of having added an-

other stone to the growing structure of our

knowledge, must imagine his own part in-

creased a thousandfold, if he is to measure

the entire scientific contribution made pos-

sible by Dohrn's creative genius. With
this in mind we must realize how immeas-

urable was the influence he exerted on biol-

ogy. Not only does time fail me, but I am
not in the possession of the facts necessary

to follow in detail the course of the newer

streams of knowledge arising in the zoolog-

ical station, and spreading out over the

most widely separated fields of biology. I

shall direct your attention to only one

branch in the wide field of enquiry carried

on in the station, namely, that which may
be described under the head of causal

morphology. Judged by what has been

gained in the study of marine organisms

and realizing that without the opportuni-

ties offered by these stations the results

would have been unattainable, the part

taken by the oldest and largest of these

institutions at one of the most critical

moments in the history of our science en-

titles it to the highest reward.

Anton Dohrn, the man to whom we owe

all this, was born December 29, 1840, in

Stettin, now almost seventy years ago.

When one hears his father's personality

described there is no doubt that the son

resembled him in outward appearance and

inherited from him what was best in his

parent's character. The possession of

ample means permitted the elder Dohrn to

order his life according to his inclinations.
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To live life to the full, as Goethe expressed

it; to develop all his inherent powers; to

take as comprehensive a view as possible of

all fields of learning, these were his guiding

principles. In the house of this unusually

talented musician were heard artistic ren-

derings of the chamber-music of Beethoven

and Schubert, while as an accomplished

linguist he made finished translations of

Spanish dramas. Far and wide he was

known as an entomologist, as well as the

founder and director of an influential ento-

mological journal published in Stettin.

These and other undertakings enlivened an

immense correspondence which he carried

on with a circle of prominent men, and

such relationships were further developed

by frequent journeys to Italy, which coun-

try of all others gave the greatest pleasure

to this man, fascinated by the beauties of

nature, antiquities and the charm of

Italian life.

In such surroundings, with three equally

gifted brothers and a sister, Anton Dohrn

grew to manhood, and those who knew him

well recognized in him many of the quali-

ties possessed by the father. At seventeen

years of age, this precocious youth (who

had already passed without difficulty

through the gymnasium) published ar-

ticles in entomological periodicals. We
can imagine him on the threshold of the

university, full of strength and love of life,

abounding in enthusiasm for a multiplicity

of interests, developed under the father's

influence, and by unusual teachers. The

world as Goethe saw it was his confession

of faith. Dohrn himself regarded it as an

accident that with his traits he should in

those times have become a zoologist. The
entomological leanings of the father, who
had interested his three sons while yet boys

in the art of collecting insects, gave the first

impulse in this direction, but his real in-

terest was not yet aroused. What could

zoology as it was taught in his student

years, in the early sixties in Konigsberg,

Bonn and Berlin, offer to his hungry mind ?

Disappointed at the time already lost, he

had the notion of giving up his studies and

becoming a publisher, when the appearance

of Darwin's work brought an illuminating

ray suddenly into his life. When we con-

sider how many of us have been drawn into

biology, from widely separated fields of

interest, by the doctrine of descent looming

up before our minds, we can easily imagine

what an anchor of safety was offered by
this vision to a young zoologist of Dohrn 's

temperament and education, already de-

spairing of his ground. Here was the

turning point in the life of one who scien-

tifically was in despair. At one bound zool-

ogy took for him its place as the central

point of all knowledge. What had ap-

peared to his mind as without continuity,

suddenly became most perfectly connected.

Like many others of his time and later, he

had the feeling that here if anywhere the

riddle of our being must find a solution.

Without doubt the manner in which the

new teachings were presented by Haeckel

and Gegenbauer must have had great influ-

ence on this revolution of his thought proc-

esses. Following the advice of these two

men, he matriculated in 1868 at Jena, and

it appeared at first as if his life too would

find its aim and end in the chair of a pro-

fessor of zoology, but Dohrn 's personality

forced itself out from this career and cre-

ated a new sphere of existence. Later he

gave two reasons for breaking away from

the academic career. Often when working

by the sea he had felt the great need of

laboratory facilities. A profitable field of

activity in Jena hardly seemed longer pos-

sible, as a result of an increasing diverg-

ence of his scientific views from those of

Gegenbauer and Haeckel. Little as we can

doubt the strong influence of these motives.
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it seems to me that they were only the ex-

pression of an impulse, unconscious per-

haps to Dohrn, to bring those powers into

play, which as privatdozent, he would be

forced to suppress. He longed to create

something great all his own, to wander on

new and untrodden paths. This desire

showed itself in his earlier project to be-

come a publisher, as it was his wish to

choose a field of practical activity affording

full play for his intellectual talents. When
the earlier indifference towards the adopted

science had been changed into enthusiasm,

this impulse, as a matter of course, chose

for its objective, zoology. Beginning with

taxonomy, imbued with Darwinian theories

and accepting transmutation as a physi-

ological problem, he had already gained a

comprehensive view of the needs of his

science. He had ever before his eyes the

lesson the sea had taught some of his for-

tunate predecessors, especially as recorded

in the brilliant results of Johannes Miil-

ler's work. His own experience had often

shown him how much more advantageously

these marine organisms could be iitilized if

the experimenter, hurrying from inland to

the coast for a short season, found there

even a primitive laboratory. The found-

ing of a marine zoological station offered

the needed medium for the expression of

this strongly felt impulse to develop his

great personal powers.

In the winter of 1870, Dohrn went to

Naples, hoping to realize his plan, but the

negotiations entered into were soon inter-

rupted by war which recalled the young

officer to Cassell (on account of an earlier

illness he had been transferred to the re-

serves). In the fall of 1871 Dohrn re-

moved permanently to Naples, and forth-

with began the great constructive period of

his life. To-day the biologist comes to

Naples and sees the Zoological Station

standing in the public gardens, of which it

is almost an integral part. On going to

work he finds not only the material for his

experiments, but apparently everything

needful for their elaboration, even compli-

cated and specialized equipment being

brought to him with business-like prompt-

ness. In addition he has easy access to a

library of such completeness as nowhere

else could be at his disposal—in brief, when
the oceupany of a Naples table, a veritable

"Tischlein deckt dich" allows him to con-

centrate his thought entirely on his work,

he accepts all in its completeness with-

out realizing the indescribable toil and self-

sacrifice with which this now perfect insti-

tution has been brought into existence.

And I too must confess that even though I

had known the station in its beginnings and

had read and heard much as to its origin,

it was first through the manuscripts left by

Dohrn in which he speaks of the formative

years that it became clear to me what cour-

age, what self-denial, what inexhaustible

patience, what an intimate acquaintance

with the most varied realms of knowledge,

what an art for grasping situations and

handling men, had been brought into play

in this creation. Dohrn himself, speaking

twenty years later of this time, said:

It now often seems to me as though like a sleep-

walker I had safely passed all the pitfalls that lay

on either side of my way. Without a model as

precedent, with entirely insufficient pecuniary re-

sources, absolutely without business knowledge, in

a foreign land, of whose language I knew little or

nothing, I signed an agreement with the authori-

ties of the city which of all others in Italy is the

most difficult to administer. From the time of the

first negotiations in the city hall in Naples, in

November, 1870, to the opening of the station in

February, 1874, I passed through an Odyssey of

wanderings.

Do we hear in these words the approach

of that period in life when in retrospection

one doubts the power of youth (even one's

own) to have accomplished what has been
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done and which perhaps one is no longer

capable of doing ? His own words make us

realize the size of the undertaking to which

Dohrn had committed himself. No man of

experience, upon hearing of the plans, be-

lieved them to be practical, and the more

intimate the knowledge of the critics, the

more were they convinced that this fan-

tastic undertaking would meet with noth-

ing less than failure. But these prophecies

left out of the reckoning one thing, which

alone action could bring to life, namely,

Dohrn 's iron will and his unusual abilities.

Within the limits I must set myself in

this address, it is impossible to give a pic-

ture of the difficulties with which Dohrn

had to contend during these years. When,

as we dare hope, that which he has written

of the drama of these early years at last

reaches print, no zoologist will fail to read

it. As one example only, we will cite an

episode out of many similar ones which

might be chosen. In the autumn of 1872,

when the building was almost ready for the

roof and Dohrn at the time was lingering

in Berlin, in order to seek support for his

undertaking in the Academy of Science,

from the Prussian authorities and from the

crown, he suddenly received from Naples a

telegram to the effect that the municipal

authorities had stopped the building be-

cause the height agreed to by contract had

been exceeded. This was in truth the case.

In consequence of an incorrect level, it be-

came necessary to exceed the prescribed

height by a couple of meters, unless the

whole structure were to be reduced in size.

This infraction of the agreement aroused

anew the smouldering fires of suspicion.

All the enemies and envious critics, all

those whose profits had been interfered with,

again rose, and soon the rumor was rife

that the building must be razed to the

ground. Dohrn hastened immediately to

Naples. It was autumn and the season of

the heaviest rainfall was imminent. Un-

less great damage were to be done, the

house must at once be put under cover.

But notwithstanding every effort, he was

unable to obtain more from the municipal

authorities than the permission to carry on

the work at his own risk. A settlement of

the question as to the height could not be

reached. Not an instant did Dohrn pause

to consider ; the precious time must be used

to advantage, and the work of building con-

tinued. He was also confronted with the

problem how to procure funds to pay the

indemnity occasioned by the slight excess

of height. The straining of every nerve

had to be begun again in order that those

upon whose favor the success of his enter-

prise rested might be reconvinced and re-

won. This work he had believed to be

behind him. But all ears appeared closed.

Week after week passed and nothing was

attained. Still undisturbed and unaffected

by the damage that a deluge of unusual

and unprecedented severity had occasioned,

he pushed his building operations towards

completion. Suddenly a command came

from the city authorities that the work
must be definitely discontinued and, as if

this were not enough, at the same time bad

news arrived from Berlin. Du-Bois Ray-

mond, in whom Dohrn had found a friend

and sympathizer, wrote him that the circle

of intellectuals in Berlin with whom rested

the final decisions, were so unfavorably dis-

posed that no aid from the academy and

thus no subsidy from the German govern-

ment could be counted upon. Du-Bois

RajTBond deeply regretted being obliged to

communicate to him anything so adverse to

his interests, and hoped that Dohrn would

not allow himself to be cast down, but

would make every effort to get the neces-

sary help elsewhere. The evening of that

same day Dohrn was on his way back to

Berlin, and before Du-Bois Raymond could
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expect even an answer to his letter Dohrn

was before him in person. He begged his

well-wisher to tell him what were the dan-

gerous weapons which according to the let-

ter would be directed against him. As
Dohrn had suspected, it was, on the one

hand, doubt as to his scientific abilities, by

which means Professor Peters had preju-

diced his Berlin colleagues against the un-

dertaking, and, on the other hand, it was

rumored that the Zoological Station was a

commercial venture, and as such should not

be subsidized by the government. As soon

as Dohrn received this information he re-

plied that he had determined nevertheless

to get the money he needed in Berlin ; and

so, as in Naples, a similar personal cam-

paign was carried on, but with better suc-

cess. From one opposing academician he

went to another and soon succeeded in dis-

arming the most hostilely disposed; the

others he convinced of the importance of

the beginnings he had made, and of the

correctness of the chosen ways and means.

One of the amusing pronouncements let

fall at this time by the veteran Ehrenberg

may be cited here. Ehrenberg affirmed

that if Dohrn attacked the fauna of Naples

with such an armory of equipment and

helpers, in five or ten years there would be

nothing left there to investigate. This Ber-

lin campaign lasted fourteen days, in which

time he was also able to win to the cause a

few more valuable patrons to aid in the

further development of the station, and

through them was enabled to reach the ear

of the crown prince.

He next returned rapidly to Naples,

where the opposition to his undertaking

had reached the highest point. The Ger-

man consul general received him with the

information that he believed the day to be

lost. Public opinion demanded the tearing

down of the building. This rumor was

verified at the office of the municipality.

Every means to turn the tide seemed to

have been exhausted. Dohrn 's article en-

titled "The Present Position of Zoology

and the Establishment of Zoological Sta-

tions" had just appeared (translated into

Italian) in an important monthly, and this

saved the day. This publication Dohrn

sent to the most influential of the city au-

thorities without indeed hoping much from

it; but in one case at least the seed fell on

good ground, namely, with Baron Savarese,

at that time the powerful leader of the

selectmen. He expressed a wish to make
Dohrn 's acquaintance and in a conversa-

tion that lasted for three hours Dohrn

succeeded in winning over for his project

this man who was as intelligent as capable,

so that Savarese promised to carry the

cause to victory in the municipal council

despite its enemies. Ten days later he had

made his promise good. Almost at the

same time the news came from Berlin that

the governmental subsidy for the next year

was assured. And thus was taken the first

step so immensely important for the con-

tinued success of the station, in its assur-

ance of the repetition of the grants from

the German and Italian governments. In

this way were these two, perhaps the great-

est crises in the history of the station, safely

passed. Trying as were such times, they

show us Dohrn in his element. He ap-

peared as a general on the field of battle.

Nothing discouraged, intimidated or turned

him aside. In every situation he appeared

the same ; what others believed to be impos-

sible his penetrating insight resolved into

a number of difficulties, but all possible to

overcome. No trouble was too great for

him to take, no step too hard, no smallest

possible opportunity was too insignificant

for the forwarding of his plans. His let-

ters went in all directions. He quailed be-

fore no journey, no matter how difficult.

He attended congresses in order to inform
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his professional associates of his hopes, and

by means of fascinatingly written articles

he instructed and interested the educated

classes. He visited numberless people and

imbued them with the same inspiration by

means of his selfless enthusiasm, through

his knowledge of the world, his eloquence

of speech and power of repartee. Each

new patron gained served as the point of

approach to other connections, until he at

last reached the place where decisive steps

must be taken. With astonishing rapidity

he familiarized himself with conditions

previously foreign to his life. He was in-

exhaustible in thinking out new methods,

but restless as was the working of his

imagination and impulsive as was his char-

acter from childhood, he soon learned that

unremitting self-control which permitted

of no undue haste. He knew that situa-

tions change, he knew the mutability of

public opinion, what human decisions mean,

and that they none of them are unchange-

able. Patiently he was able to wait, but

like the eagle in the air, his eye was upon

the object of his desire, and he swooped

upon it as soon as it was attainable. And
all these traits were held together and

crowned by an unusual strength of mind,

which, to quote Jacob Burchhart, "alone is

able and therefore loves alone to sail

through storm."

As you all know, the origin of the Zool-

ogical Station rests on two entirely original

ideas of Dohm 's ; one of which was to con-

nect with the laboratories a public aqua-

rium such as already existed in London,

Hamburg and Berlin. His idea was that

the income that these other aquaria were

paying to the stockholders in this institu-

tion should be used for the benefit of sci-

ence. Dohrn has said, and it has often

been repeated, that this idea came to him

on the fourth of January, 1870, as he rode

in the mail coach from Apolda to Jena.

"It came to me," so he writes, "like a

revelation, and a limitless horizon of attain-

able results appeared to my feverishly

working fancy." This fundamental idea

demanded for its field of operation a large,

much-visited city on a seacoast rich in

fauna, and this determined the choice of

Naples. As it was later shown that the

admission to the aquarium would not suf-

fice for the cost of current expenses, Dohrn

fixed upon his second chief idea—to secure

for the station an enlarged and stable in-

come by renting out to governments and

corporations tables for work. And it was

chiefly this so-called "table" system which

gave an international character to the sta-

tion. The station is self-supporting,

and both ideas have proved to be successful.

The subsidies of the German and Italian

governments pay for "tables." Dohrn

realized, however, that in the beginning this

would not be practicable. First of all a

large capital had to be secured for the fur-

nishing of the building ; and this sum came

mainly from Dohrn 's father. In the ad-

dress made by Dohrn in the spring of 1897,

as the station was celebrating the twenty-

fifth anniversary of the laying of the cor-

nerstone, Dohrn spoke with loving expres-

sion of filial reverence, of all that he men-

tally and materially owed to his father;

but one must not think that his father's

help came to him without trouble or bat-

tling. No one was more firmly convinced

than this very father that his son was fol-

lowing a Utopian scheme, was chasing a

will-o'-the-wisp, sure to result in a pitiful

fiasco. He not only firmly refused every

appeal for aid, but a complete break which

lasted a long time between these equally

hard heads was the consequence. The quiet

soothing influence of Dohm's mother aided

much in the solution of these differences of

opinion. When the son had succeeded with-

out his father 's help, and the latter, against
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his will, was forced to acknowledge that he

had thoroughly misjudged the character

and capabilities of his son; and when let-

ters from Darwin, K. E. von Baer and other

notices of the importance of the newly-

founded Zoological Station left no further

room for doubt, only then did he grant the

sum which Dohrn would later have inher-

ited. Fortunately, for many years he was

able to enjoy the ever-increasing success of

this son.

In the year 1873, as the station was Hear-

ing completion, a picture was placed beside

the other frescoes which adorned the walls

in the hall later to become the library, but

then planned as part of Dohrn 's residence

—a picture which as a document of the

time will become more and more valuable

as the years go on. The painting shows us

five young men who had gathered together

about Dohrn in Naples. The highly gifted

and unusual Nikolas Kleinberg, chosen by

his friend as director of the laboratory;

next him the English poet and writer,

Charles Grant, who, enthusiastically emers-

ing himself in Neapolitan life, became the

beloved interpreter for his friends of their

new environment; Adolf Hildebrand, the

sculptor, to whom the exterior elevation of

the building suggested by Dohrn owes its

artistic harmony, and in the background

of the picture is Hans von Marees, the

painter himself. To-day these frescoes at-

tract to the Zoological Station the art con-

noisseur, almost as much as the biologist.

Here we see these friends, joined a little

later by the gifted Francis Balfour as in

the ruins of Posilippo they sit together

over a glass of wine at the end of a full

day's work. On one such evening the ex-

uberance of their joy in living found ex-

pression by their decision to swim to the

Castell DeU'Ovo, a test of strength to which

Dohrn alone proved equal. At last in Feb-

ruary, 1874, the Zoological Station was

ready for a formal opening, although al-

ready a number of investigators had com-

menced their work. Shortly after this

Dohrn married Fraulein Marie von Bra-

nowska, the daughter of a friend who lived

in Italy. She took a very prominent part

in the fulfillment of his ideals. Four sons

came from this union, the third of whom,
Eeinhart, is the successor of his father.

With the finishing of the building and

aquaria, there commenced for Dohrn the

only less difficult task of equipping the

station and providing for its maintenance,

so as to meet every possible demand of the

investigators working there. At this pe-

riod his broad view and talent for organiza-

tion, the tact with which he held in check

numberless small difficulties, his restless

ambitions, are perhaps more worthy than

ever of admiration. It was now necessary

to attract young scientists as assistants to

the new institution, to educate a personnel

to carry on the routine and to establish a

regular industry of fisheries. The num-
berless demands of the often inexperienced

investigator had to be learned and satisfied.

The habitat of the animals, the times of

their appearance and of their maturity, had

to be determined, not to mention many
other details. This early period of the

station presents a happy picture, over

which now lies the enchantment lent by

distance, blotting out some of the un-

pleasantnesses.

All was ceaseless activity, as at the ad-

vent of spring, and the work grew under

the hand of its creator. Early experiences

had shown that the station could not prop-

erly carry out its functions without a small

steamer, and the Johannes Miiller soon be-

gan its successful voyages. But now an

imperfect knowledge of the fauna and fiora

of the bay made itself painfully felt, and

in order to gradually remedy this defect

Dohrn began the publication of "Fauna
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and Flora '

'
; to-day an imposing contribu-

tion of thirty-three volumes. The desire to

have a medium for publishing the briefer

records of observation conducted in the

station, as well as to give this work pub-

licity, led to the appearance of the Mitteil-

ungen. The necessity of procuring for the

library all the newest biological literature

was the reason for the publication of the

Zoologischen Jahreshericht; a model of its

kind. Soon came countless demands for

material for experiment and observation.

This led to the development of a new tech-

nique for conserving specimens which were

supplied to museums in many different

countries. The specimens of the wonder-

ful creatures of the sea were most life-like,

and the microscopical technique of the

Zoological Station was also greatly ad-

vanced. The rapidly appearing communi-

cations of investigators working there testi-

fied to the brilliant way in which the new

institute fulfilled the object of its founda-

tion. The head of the station saw without

envy how the fruits of his creation even in

his own special field of investigation were

harvested by others, so numerous were the

claims made upon his time from every side,

and the greatness of his character is dem-

onstrated by the unselfish way in which

Dohm regarded men of equal strength de-

veloping beside him. What he once had

confided to well-tried hands, that he now
allowed to grow in these same hands and

become independent. One name rises to

the lips of all here—Lo Bianco. In the

porter's lodge of the house in which Dohm
then lived, he had often noticed a boy al-

ways usefully busy. Dohrn made use of

the fourteen-year-old boy for every kind

of small service at the station. In this

environment the unusual and very gifted

young man grew up to become one of the

most important factors in the station,

founding and brilliantly directing his own

department. Suddenly this powerful fig-

ure whose presence can not be dissociated

from the Zoological Station, the friend and

helper of all working there, has vanished;

struck down as by a thunderbolt.

Five years were given over by Dohrn
almost entirely to the building and equip-

ping of the Zoological Station. He looked

with impatience for the moment when he

could return to his own extensive investiga-

tions. It is not the wish of this assembly

that the importance of Dohrn 's scientific

achievements should be touched upon in a

valedictory; but if it were I, knowing so

little of the particulars of Dohrn 's special

investigations, would refuse the task. As,

however, the purpose is to present a char-

acter-sketch I can not refrain from at-

tempting to give a picture of the man.

When one asks what Dohrn could have

meant when he said it was by accident he

became a zoologist, I believe we must see in

this an expression of the conscious feeling

that he was not born a naturalist. The

study of his scientific work leads to the con-

clusion that he did not lack any of the

highest attributes of an investigator. He
did not, however, possess the elementary

desire, the wish, to make observations, to

discover new facts known only to the in-

vestigator himself. He did not underesti-

mate the value of discoveries, but he was

almost indifferent about making them him-

self. Is it not remarkable that, having

opened the shaft leading to the mine of the

undiscovered, he did not decide to follow

this path? External influences did not

determine for him the direction of experi-

ment, but to his own mind problems of a

certain kind were presented in theories,

which he then tried to prove by known

facts. We see that the conceptions he had

grasped while in Jena governed the direc-

tion of his thought to the end. In his sci-

entific activity he showed himself to be
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always the same, possessing a restless im-

agination wliich presented in anticipation

that which he wished to see accomplished.

This was bound up with a passionate en-

ergy in carrying out what he believed to be

right. But these qualities had one effect,

when it was a question of reaching a cer-

tain goal, and another, when a scientific

problem was to be solved. The conception

of creating a Zoological Station of the

greatest value to science, and the idea that

the esophagus of the ancestors of the verte-

brates had first passed through the central

nervous system, as mental concepts are per-

haps not so very different; but in order

that these thoughts should actually become

productive of results they require elabora-

tion and different attitudes of mind. In

the first case a course of action must be fol-

lowed. The actual achievement leads to

the proposed goal. The question of which

one is right or wrong has no significance in

this connection, other than the idea as to

whether the goal is or is not attainable. In

the second ease there is the question of

proving that the course followed corre-

sponds with the one pictured in the imag-

ination. No road is to be made, but one

and only one road is to be found. Nothing

can stand in sharper contrast than the two

ways of working as expressed in the often

unrecognized differences between artistic,

in its widest sense, and scientific ability.

True, both can be found in equally able

men, but even in the greatest it seems im-

possible for one quality to be combined

with the other without loss. Dohrn was

undoubtedly more a man of the first type.

He was impelled to express something per-

sonal, as it were, an image of himself. In

most expressive words he once described

the Zoological Station as an organized work

of art which he wished to create. Can such

a man in the usual sense of the word be an

investigator? Can he who so often found

himself a controller of men and situations

become a servant such as nature demands

of those before whom she is to lay bare her

secrets? Did it lie within the power of

man to change annelids into vertebrates,

possibly Dohrn had been the one to accom-

plish even this; but that is quite another

question.

I wish to call attention to another quality

which influenced his scientific productions,

and to characterize this in his own words.

He writes:

Without doubt it was, and is a peculiarity of

mine to take up a new idea with an apparent

partisan blindness. This . conception might appear

to others absolutely questionable. My lively

powers of imagination and the accompanying need

of expressing and giving them play might all too

easily produce the impression that I looked neither

to the right nor to the left, but as it were, hyp-

notically controlled, saw only in one direction

—

before me. But in fact this is not the case,

thoughtless as I appear, and carelessly as I may
express myself, just so easy is it for me, once this

craving for expression is satisfied, and the one-

sided conception is followed to its utmost limits,

to turn about and to follow in an almost diamet-

rically opposite direction, and, if possible, going

even further in overthrowing the first conception

than my critics.

These words refer to questions of prac-

tical usefulness, and I cite them in order

to give an example of the self-analysis used

by Dohrn. Does not he who knows Dohrn 's

work read in it the same characteristics ?

Is not the irrepressible need for expression

which must relieve his intellectual tension

revealed by writing, before the carefully

weighed deliberation upon the other side

can come to expression? But notwith-

standing the obvious faults connected with

his scientific work, the undeniably great

personality of the man must be recognized.

Dohrn had none of that pride which wishes

to write its name in as many as possible of

nature's books; his mind was concentrated

on one ideal.
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Seldom is the scientific life work of a

scholar revealed to us so clearly and

divided into periods so dominated by mo-

tives as that of Dohm's The beginning

is composed of systematic entomological

work, inspired by the father's occupations.

Arthropods were, therefore, especially well

understood by him. Naturally, as a result

of Darwin's influence, a change took place

in his scientific thought, and he at once

applied to the arthropods his phylogenetic

theories. In the monograph on pantopoda,

published in 1881, the second period ter-

minates. This work proves the fact that

through his colossal undertaking, "Fauna
and Flora," Dohrn wished to set a good

example in a field that was hardly sympa-

thetic to him at the time. Meanwhile he

had reached out to grapple with the most

important genealogical problem, viz., that

of the origin of vertebrates. As early as

1875 in the much-noticed publication,
'

' The

Origin of Vertebrates and the Principle of

Functional Change," he had outlined the

proposed work. And now followed, with the

same end in view, "The Studies upon the

Origin of the Vertebrate Body, '

' with which

Dohrn 's twenty-fifth publication came to a

close in 1907 ; before even the greatest part

of the mass of introductory work had been

completed.

In all these works he is heart and soul

historian. Good-humoredly conversing with

Momsen, who at first was not favorably dis-

posed to him, Dohrn affirmed that as a

matter of fact fundamentally they were

working at the same problems. For the

zoologist, he maintained, carries on arche-

ological historical studies, but in epochs

much more remote than those of so-called

ancient history. Again and again in his

writings he makes such comparisons as

these. The study of man was in reality

covered in his studies of vertebrates. His

aim was not to erect family trees, but to

get an understanding of their growth. No
biological law could, in his opinion, have

taken the place of genetic observations.

He humorously compared the phylogenetic

stages with the ancestral picture gallery of

a royal castle. To him the epochs were also

comparable with the technical models in a

museum showing all steps in the develop-

ment of a steam engine or dynamo. He
was convinced, in fine, that both develop-

ments—the phylogeny of man and the his-

tory of man—must go back to one basic

principle. This he believed, even though

at the time he had not advanced beyond

certain indefinite premonitions. Charax;-

teristic of this is his well-known preference

for ontogeny in arriving at phylogenetic

conclusions as contrasted with comparative

anatomy. He was even convinced that he

could correctly explain the significance of

specific cases and many a heated battle was

waged over these opinions. To-day we may
allow these debatable questions to lie quiet,

for whether or not we grant Dohm's the-

oretical standpoint, a saying of Liebig's is

justly applicable to him.
'

' One who works

is sure to make discoveries, no matter where

he starts." What may have appeared to

"the author, in his effort to reach the ideal,

as possibly only his working materials—the

great quantity of facts that he brought to

light by his untiring application, and the

greater improvement of his methods—gave

him an honored position among the stu-

dents of animal morphology; especially in

the most difficult of all fields, namely, that

dealing with the genesis of the vertebrate

head.

Most of Dohrn 's publications possess,

aside from their subject matter, great lit-

erary charm. If we divide, as does Wil-

helm Ostwald, investigators into classicists

and romanticists, it will be seen from what

has already been said that Dohrn was

markedly representative of the romanticist
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type. His works are hardly less expres-

sions of his feelings than of his under-

standing. He does not present in the least

objectively his results, but he lets the

reader follow step by step his mental proc-

esses to the extent that we see reflected in

his works with absolute accuracy the intel-

lectual highly cultivated man keen for

battle.

There is no doubt that there were times

in which Dohrn estimated his scientific

activities as far outweighing in value what

he had done for biology throiigh the found-

ing of the station. In such moments he

treated the criticism of his scientific opin-

ions with rough injustice, but in this he

had the precedent of such great predeces-

sors that it is suificient to mention the fact

only in order to avoid an exaggerated at-

tempt to enhance his character; an effort

Dohrn himself would have deprecated.

To-day when the sound of battle has passed,

those who have run counter to him most

sharply acknowledge not alone his great

love of truth, but accept the fact that those

great outbreaks of a passionate tempera-

ment were only the shadow-side of a nature

which must have been as it was in order to

produce along other lines iinequaled and

imperishable work.

"When one sees how directly and without

deviation Dohrn followed his own scientific

course, the comprehension he showed of all

other branches of biology is doubly remark-

able. That he should welcome to the sta-

tion those engaged in all lines of biological

work was a part of the nature of the

undertaking. Dohrn had an unusually

clear insight into the various fields of our

science and of the manner in which they

were interdependent and yet complemen-

tary to one another. Perhaps the most

surprising thing about this apparently one-

sided morphologist was the large space

dedicated by him to the department of

physiology. The addition to the first struc-

ture opened in 1888 was planned in order

to secure more space for this department

and the last great extension, a second time

doubling the size of the original building,

was put by Dohrn almost exclusively at

the disposal of physiologists. This new
edifice makes the modest older sister labo-

ratory appear almost in the nature of a

step-child. He did not have in mind that

physiology for which so much is promised

in all modern text-books. Physiology is

the knowledge of the vital processes and is

divided into physio-physics and physio-

chemistry. Before his eyes was a physiol-

ogy as comprehensive as that conceived of

by Johannes Miiller, and of which Naegeli

once said :
" In its Holiest of Holies belongs

the origin of the organic world." The

time that has elapsed since the founding of

the great physiological department is still

too short to pass judgment upon the results

of this attempt to make physiology breathe

sea air. Still even now it can be seen that

the close contact which Dohrn established

between the study of animal life and devel-

opment and the exact methods of physiol-

ogy has stimulated all. His capacity to

see, beyond his own field of work and his

temporary favorite opinions, the real prob-

lem of what life represents and to approach

this question from different sides filled the

station with a spirit free from all pettiness.

Dohrn was an incomparable host to all

his guests. How pleasant it was to meet

with him in the library, to pass an evening

at his house, or better yet, to sail out with

him upon the bay to Cape Misenum or

Capri or to his well-beloved Ischia. It was.

a pleasure to see this man in happy com-

munion with nature, to chat with him seri-

ously, or jokingly, to listen to him as he

talked. Of him it can truly be said that

nothing human was foreign to his interests,

thanks to an almost fabulous wealth of ex-
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periences stored up in his ever-impression-

able soul. He inherited from his father the

love and fine appreciation of music ; which

was dearest to him of all the arts. Once

when an intimate colleague said to him that

had he means he would found a picture

gallery, Dohrn replied,
'

' And I would own

an orchestra led by the best of conductors.
'

'

While a young man the chance whistling

of an air from a violin concerto of Mendels-

sohn, who, by the way, was his god-father,

won for him the sympathy, and later the

almost irreplaceable help, of Lloyd, the Eng-

lish aquarium expert; and in later years

the road to his heart was most easily found

by those with whom he could commune

through a common musical taste.

It were vain even to wish to describe the

powers of attraction exerted by Dohrn over

individuals of widely differing personali-

ties. To the test,
'

' Tell me with whom you

associate, and I will tell you who you are,
'

'

Dohrn could confidently have submitted

himself. When, in 1902, an intimate friend

among foreign zoologists traveling through

Germany, asked a German colleague if he

often saw Dohrn, the reply was: "We
never see Dohrn any more, he associates

entirely now with princes, excellencies and

millionaires." In this joking exaggeration

is hidden a real and at the same time an

important side of Dohrn 's relations with

people, important alike for the station and

zoologists. When he began the building of

his zoological station and knocked now here,

now there at the doors of the well-to-do,

asking if they were not inclined to make

some offering in the interests of science, he

found, with few exceptions, wise councils,

but no money. One notable exception was

a gift from English scientists led by Dar-

win, Lyell, Huxley and Lubbock. Nothing

better illustrates the position he finally won

for himself than the fact that thirty years

later not only did the city of Naples again

cede to him a most valuable piece of the

public garden, for the station's new build-

ing, but above all he erected this building

with funds placed at his disposal without

conditions by rich friends. And so great

was the consideration and confidence he

enjoyed that without the least difficulty he

could have obtained even greater sums,

without specifying
'

' the why or wherefore.
'

'

But at first, as we have already said, his

requests for aid brought only disappoint-

ment, and it would have gone hard with the

station had not the personal impression he

so well knew how to make on ministers and

ambassadors and leading members of the

Berlin Academy and the Reichstag led to a

spirit of readiness to grant support; an

accomplishment which compels us to marvel

when we consider the caution and the typ-

ical reaction of inertia such appeals usually

evoke. But quite as necessary as material

means for the success of this undertaking

planned by a German on Italian soil, was

the awakening of an Italian sentiment and

the moral support of the fatherland.

Highly as we may estimate the spontaneous

interest in zoology of the German and

Italian rulers, it is beyond question that

this sympathetic interest was stimulated by

Dohrn 's personal qualities and by the turn

that his creative faculty could give to the

methods for carrying on zoological investi-

gations. The gain to the station coming

from this powerful protection needs no

comraent.

When I spoke of Dohrn 's social affilia-

tions I had something special in mind:

Prom his earliest years until his death he

maintained the closest ties of friendship

with men of the highest intellectual stand-

ing entirely regardless of material condi-

tions. I mention only those who are dead,

and whose names are widely known: one

of the most notable zoologists, Thomas H.

Huxley ; the eminent physicist and founder
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of the Zeiss works, Ernst Abbe ; the gifted

inventor, Werner von Siemens ; Robert von

Keudell, ambassador, distinguished in mind

as in character ; the great musician, Joseph

Joachim; and the painter, Hans von

Marees, who at last, after long neglect, is

receiving recognition, are enough to prove

to us what a noble and rich nature Dohrn

must have had. Without these mental

qualities would it have been conceivable

that he could have won and kept for the

station such remarkable professional asso-

ciates at a time when the future of his

creation and of these young men was still

unknown ? And this attachment of his fel-

low workers is so much the more remark-

able as there were times when the attempt

to work with Dohrn was no easy task; but

even then the essential element of Dohrn 's

nature shone out through the mist, so that

even the simple fisher-folk were able to

appreciate it. Underneath the overbearing

character of a nature born to command

they were able to recognize a kindly per-

sonality in whose hands they knew them-

selves to be secure. With faithful devo-

tion they hung upon their
'

' Signor Dohrn, '

'

and whatever he might have demanded of

them each and all would have obeyed.

Fragmentary as is the picture, it were

incomplete in a most important point

should a subject I have just touched upon

remain unexpressed; namely, that the

shadow-side as well was not lacking in this

wonderfully successful life. Already in

the beginning of the early seventies the

periods of his greatest development of

strength were broken by times of such deep

nervous depression that all the remarkable

qualities which distinguished Dohrn on

other days then seemed almost to disap-

pear. He himself attributed the origin of

this afHiction to his mother's family, but

the indescribable fatigues and condition of

mental tension under which he lived were

sufficient to explain the occurrence even in

a very strong constitution, of these periods

of complete exhaustion. Much as he en-

joyed his life in a foreign land, this exile

brought a great deal that was painful.

Dohrn 's was one of those natures which,

while fully conscious of their achievement,

look upon that which is finished almost as

the work of another, and hence again and

again feel impelled to prove their right to

live by new deeds accomplished. Thus

the latter years of his life were almost a

continual torment to this man of action,

for his bodily strength could not keep pace

with the still active spirit. Yearly, physi-

cians sent the rebellious man northward,

over the Alps, for months at a time. And
like Albrecht Diirer, who after only a short

journey in Italy sighed at parting, "wie

wird mich nach der Sonnen frieren; hier

bin ieh ein Herr, daheim Schmarotzer,

"

so exclaimed Dohrn as he left his life-work

behind him.

To linger awhile in the world of his own
creation, and to sail once again in his well-

beloved boat out upon the blue waters, was

his last wish; but before it could be real-

ized, he died suddenly in Munich on the

twenty-sixth of September, 1911.

When I undertook the task of speaking

to you of Dohrn, I asked myself which one

of his qualities was it above all others that

gave birth to the wish to honor his memory
before an International Zoological Con-

gress. Scientific achievement alone, as far

as I know, has never prompted such an

honor. If one should say in Dohrn 's case

it was the influence exerted on collective

achievements, the instance might be par-

alleled by Abbe's improvements on the

microscope. Those, although in a different

way, were not less far-reaching in their

• effect on the development of biology, but as

a result of this accomplishment it does not

follow that a congress of zoologists should
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feel prompted to recognize publicly such

great services. The answer, I believe, is

not hard to find. We honor in Anton

Dohrn not only his prodigious achieve-

ments, but his marvelous insight that af-

fects us so directly as zoologists. The

zoological station was planned and carried

on with the comprehensive realization of

the importance of that place in the develop-

ment of our science which it would be

called upon to fill. And the more inti-

mately we are acquainted with the early

years of its history, the clearer does it

become that for such a work a man was

necessary in whom special and unusual

qualities were combined; sometimes even

partially contradictory ones. "We feel the

unprecedented and peculiar fitness of this

personality for the work. As the man who

accomplished this achievement undertook it

in the service of a great cause, perfectly

conscious that he must risk time, strength

and health, yes all he had and all he held

most dear—his figure takes on for us some-

thing of the great and heroic. But even in

these immaterial things we find a law of

compensation. "Whatever a great man by

untiring and unselfish devotion puts into

his work as the result of the love of his

profession, that is refiected in the labor

itself. That which Anton Dohrn, impelled

by the noblest of creative impulses, has

done for all of us now compels us to honor

him by an expression of admiration and

gratitude that will hallow his memory

through many years to come.

No more suitable occasion to express this

could offer than the International Con-

gress. In recent years it would hardly be

possible to find a man more entitled to be

considered as an international personality,

and it is not necessary to explain more

fully than has been done the peculiar ap-

plicability of this term to Dohrn. Those

who knew him realize that he neither could

nor would deny the race from which he

sprung. He had a deep love of his coun-

try and he cherished a feeling of loyalty,

thankfulness and duty to the land in which

his being, physical and spiritual, had its

roots. An excessive national pride or con-

ceit was entirely foreign to him. The

dispassionate impartiality with which in

quieter moments he was able to analyze

himself enabled him to compare the defects

and advantages of his own with other

nations. He was able, as many were not,

to sympathize with the feelings of others

for their own country. He not only un-

derstood, but enjoyed the traits of Italians,

as well as of the English and Americans.

He understood how to learn something

from all, and to many he was bound by

ties of intimate friendship ; and when it

was a question of science only, then all

barriers disappeared. Was it not from be-

ginning to end his dominant desire to real-

ize in the Zoological Station not only one

of the most favorably conditioned places

for work, for all biologists, but above all to

create a common center in which the one-

sidedness of isolated scientific work could

be equalized? How often has he said that

the station represented, as it were, a con-

tinuous zoological congress. Every one

who has worked long or often in Naples

must have felt this. Not only have num-

berless acquaintances and friendships

arisen between the investigators of differ-

ent countries, not only has there been an

interchange of views, a discussion of work

and of methods, but almost all who have

worked in the station have consciously or

unconsciously left behind them parting

gifts from their scientific possessions which,

gradually growing to a store of incalculable

value, are put at the disposal of all those

who follow and thus insensibly aid in the
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ever widening and increasing usefulness of

the station.

Of all the many inspirations of Dohrn,

undoubtedly one of the happiest was the

subsidizing of the station by the introduc-

tion of his table-system, thus making the

institution international. Only in this way
was it possible to keep the organism free

from the dry husks of state tutelage, and to

give it sufficient flexibility to meet new con-

ditions, at the same time protecting it from

the inertia springing from self-satisfaction

or the possibility of retrogression by the

ever-recurring necessity for meeting these

needs.

But we must also take into consideration

the reverse side of such fully adjusted

reactionary capacities: its vulnerability.

And here is the point at which our passive

feeling of gratitude can be changed into

active assistance. Every biologist, con-

vinced that the Naples station, on account

of its position and size, its catholicity of

spirit and richness in opportunities for

work, and, not least of all, because of its

international character, is of inestimable

value for our science, may, by openly

giving expression to this belief, help to

perpetuate the work as planned by its

founder. Let us look upon this institution

as a legacy from Dohrn which he has con-

fided to the care of each one of us.

Even though we must grant that such a

valedictory as this fails in its chief aim, as

he in whose honor it is pronounced can not

hear it, we must console ourselves with the

thought that the men among whom Dohrn

lived had not left him in doubt as to the

esteem in which they held his work. Pew
men in our profession have been recipients

of such honors as were shown him by

princes and governments, by academies

and faculties, from the city in which he

worked, and from biologists all over the

world, as were shown him during the sta-

tion's jubilee celebration. Even more
precious may have been to him the many
spontaneous expressions of sincere admira-

tion and grateful devotion. At the last

International Congress such marks of ap-

preciation were shown as to move him
deeply, and even without all this he had
only to reflect to become conscious of the

fact that he had given an impulse to biol-

ogy which could be equaled only by very

few, and that his deeds and his name would
continue to shine in the history of our sci-

ence far above, where only the highest sum-

mits are visible. We zoologists will take

pleasure in the thought that Anton Dohrn
belonged to us.

Theodoe Boveei
University of Wubzbueg

THE SCIENTIFIC WORK OF MISS N. M.

STEVENS

Miss Stevens began her career as an in-

vestigator in 1901 at the age of forty years.

It is rare for one who starts so late in life

to attain in a few years so high a rank

amongst the leaders in one's chosen field. In

Miss Stevens's case this was made possible by

her natural ability and devotion to her work,

as well as by the liberality of Bryn Mawr Col-

lege, which created for her a research pro-

fessorship. Her investigations lay almost en-

tirely in the field of cytology, and covered not

only extensive studies of the germ cells, but a

memoir on the life cycle of one of the pro-

tozoa, and several papers on the histology of

regenerative processes in planarians and

liydroids.

Modern cytological work involves an in-

tricacy of detail, the significance of which can

be appreciated by the specialist alone; but

Miss Stevens had a share in a discovery of

importance, and her name will be remembered

for this, when the minutiae of detailed inves-

tigations that she carried out have become in-

corporated in the general body of the subject.

In 1906 she found that the male of a beetle

(Tenehrio molitor) produced two kinds of
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sperm, differing in that one half the sperms

have a large chromosome and the other half

a smaller chromosome. Two such classes of

sperm were already known in certain other

insects, and McClung had earlier suggested

their connection with sex production. Miss

Stevens was among the first to establish the

correctness of this hypothesis by the discovery

that the small chromosome is confined to the

male line while in the female its place is

taken by the larger one. She drew the cor-

rect inference that since all unfertilized eggs

are alike in their chromosomal content, there-

fore a female results from the fertilization of

an egg by the sperm containing the larger

chromosome, and the male by the sperm con-

taining the smaller chromosome. A similar

relation was discovered at the same time by

Professor E. B. Wilson. Their joint dis-

covery marks the turning point in the history

of the theory of sex-determination.

During the following six years Miss Ste-

vens extended her studies in this subject over

a wide field. In 50 species of beetle she

found an unpaired chromosome in twelve

cases, and an XY pair in thirty-eight cases,

and in nine species of flies she found an XY
pair of chromosomes. Such an extensive

study will not seem superfluous when the

reception of this important discovery in re-

gard to sex is remembered, for the profound

significance of the results were by no means

generally appreciated, and it is not going too

far to say that many cytologists assumed a

sceptical or even antagonistic attitude for

several years towards the new discovery. No
doubt this will be attributed to scientific cau-

tion, but conservatism may better account for

the slowness with which a recognition of this

discovery was received. It was said, for ex-

ample, that the unequal distribution of the

sex chromosomes is only an index of sofne

more profound changes taking place, and is

not in itself the real differential. In apparent

support of this objection was advanced the

fact—^which Miss Stevens's work had also

helped to establish—that in a number of in-

sects the sex-chromosomes are equal in size.

The first objection is purely formal, for even

if true the discovery would still remain of

prime importance as indicating when and how
an internal difference arises that leads to the

formation of the two sexes. In regard to the

fact appealed to in apparent support of this

objection, it has, more recently, become ap-

parent that the sex chromosomes are also re-

sponsible for a number of other differences,

in addition to that of sex determination. In

other words, sex determination is only one of

many " factors " carried by these chromo-

somes. If this is granted, the inequality in

size differences—one on which perhaps too

much emphasis was placed at first—is in itself

of no significance, although when such a dif-

ference is present it gives a clue to a funda-

mental relation which might otherwise escape

detection. The appeal, therefore, to the cases

where no difference in size can be detected,

has no significance, except in so far as an un-

fortunate emphasis laid on a size difference

gave the conservative-minded an opportunity

to insist on an unimportant criticism.

Miss Stevens's first paper in 1901 gave a

complete account of the life cycle of the pro-

tozoan, Boveria, parasitic in Holothurians.

Later she discovered the occurrence of true

chromosomes in this form, and made out

many of the processes that take place during

conjugation.

Four papers dealing with the chromosomes

in the life cycle of Aphids appeared in 1905,

1908, 1909 and 1910. The double number of

paired chromosomes was found in the par-

thenogenetic cycle, and the reduced number

in the sexual forms. The parthenogenetic

eggs were shown to give off a single polar

body; the sexual egg two polar bodies. Miss

Stevens denied at first the presence of an un-

paired sex chromosome in the spermatogenesis,

but later corrected this error. She failed to

note, at first, that the male had fewer chromo-

somes than the female, but later recognized

this difference. In her work on other insects

she described both an end-to-end union of

chromosomes, as well as a side-to-side pairing,

but her work on the synaptic stages was far

less complete and convincing than that on

other parts of the germ-cycle. At the time of
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her death she was engaged in studies directed

more especially to this difficult phase of

gametogenesis.

She discovered in the Muscidffl that the

homologous chromosomes lie side by side in

each spermatogonia! and oogonial division, as

vcell as before synapsis. Even in somatic

division a similar pairing was found. In

Ceuthophilus one to three supernumerary

chromosomes were discovered, whose behavior

in rest and in growth stages indicated, she

thought, their probable relationship to the sex

chromosomes (1912). Previously, she has

found that the presence of supernumerary

chromosomes in Diabrotica led to a variable

number (with fixed limits however) of chro-

mosomes in different individuals of the same

species.

In the regenerative processes in the hydroid,

Tuhularia, Miss Stevens found that the old

tissues become remodeled into the new with-

out undergoing any retrogressive changes, and

a similar condition was found in Planarians.

In Sagitta the true oviduct, previously over-

looked, was described and its development,

and that of the ovary also, were thoroughly

studied.

Some interesting facts in regard to the color

of the parthenogenetic and sexual forms of

Aphids were recorded, but the study of the

inheritance of these colors was not brought

to completion, although certain possibilities

were indicated. Miss Stevens's experimental

work was much less extensive. It included

studies on the regeneration of hydroids and

planarians. She performed the delicate op-

eration of separating the centrosome from the

rest of the karyokinetic figure with the eggs

of the sea-urchin. The non-nucleated piece,

with a centrosome but without a nucleus, was

found not to divide further, confirming

Boveri's conclusion that the centrosome alone

is unable to bring about cell division.

Miss Stevens's work is characterized by its

precision, and by a caution that seldom ven-

tures far from the immediate observation.

Her contributions are models of brevity—

a

brevity amounting at times almost to meager-

ness. Empirically productive, philosophically

she was careful to a degree that makes her

work appear at times wanting in that sort of

inspiration that utilizes the plain fact of dis-

covery for wider vision. She was a trained

expert in the modern sense—in the sense in

which biology has ceased to be a playground

for the amateur and a plaything for the

mystic. Her single-mindedness and devotion,

combined with keen powers of observation;

her thoughfulness and patience, united to a

well-balanced judgment, accounts, in part, for

her remarkable accomplishment.

T. H. Morgan

THE SCHOOL OF JOUENALISM OF
COLUMBIA UNIVEBSITT

Talcott Williams, director of the School of

Journalism in Columbia University on the

Pulitzer Foundation at the formal opening of

the school at Earl Hall, September 30, spoke

in substance as follows

:

The School of Journalism opens, within a

year of the death of Joseph Pulitzer whose

endowment rendered this training for the

newspaper man possible, with about a hundred

students. They represent 21 countries and

states, including China and New Zealand.

Less than half are from New York state. In

the first year one half are men who have had

newspaper experience and all these left wage-

earning positions to enter the school. One
fifth of those in the school hold college de-

grees, a proportion far larger than when law

and medical schools first opened. Of the 100

pupils entering, nine are women, a proportion

of women less than that which exists in jour-

nalism, taking all newspapers and periodicals.

Of the teaching force, 24 in number, 8 or one

third have had practical experience in jour-

nalism and four have given nearly all their

active lives to this calling.

In America great changes are worked by

wide discussion. The first fruits of the

school are that before it opened, the news-

paper discussion for six months past, jointly

due to its great endowment and the action of

Columbia University in accepting it, had

proved public conviction of the need of train-

ing for newspaper men and the demand and
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support of the newspaper press, as a whole,

for this professional preparation. This pub-

lic verdict has quickened the interest, both of

the public and the universities in this field.

The question is no longer, as it was half a

year ago, whether journalists shall be trained,

but how they shall be trained so as to become

efficient journalists better able to serve the

public.

Under the foundation men of experience,

ability and maturity are admitted to the

school without an examination and after two

years of adequate work are eligible to the de-

gree offered by the university on the com-
pletion of the course. This opportunity to

gain a college degree without the usual re-

quirements for matriculation has attracted a

large number of applicants, but they have

been rigorously sifted, none accepted unless

they showed a special capacity for journalism,

and lY have been admitted.

The training of the School of Journalism

in Columbia University through its four years'

course divides itself between studies on his-

tory, law, government, party organization,

economics, unions, trusts and literature, train-

ing in reporting and training in writing. The
first two years are devoted to the fundamental

studies whose knowledge is necessary to the

journalist in his work. Men intending to be

journalists who have not had a college edu-

cation are strongly advised to take these two

years, if they are unable to take the full

course. They are crowded with the studies

which will aid' a man's future work in jour-

nalism. These studies are immediate and deal

with the issues and events of to-day. The en-

tire course is made up after consultation with

and the approval of a group of the ablest

journalists in the country.

Nearly one third of the time in the course

is given to training in writing. The students

will do nearly as much writing each week as

the average man in a newspaper office. This

work will be rigorously corrected and required

to be punctual as on a newspaper and will be

done under a time limit, as, in service condi-

tion. Training in writing in the school looks

to accuracy, presentation and a vivid style.

In this training, the customary place in col-

lege "English" of "themes" and subjects,

created for the occasion, is laid aside and the

subjects on which men write spring either

from their studies or from their work as re-

porters. Political science at the opening of the

present year, in the first-year class, is devoted

to the presidential election. In the second

year, economics will be studied in the usual

beginning course; but weekly, the pupils will

write under direction a " business article " re-

viewing the business and financial week, siich

as many newspapers publish Saturday, Sun-

day or Monday. History will furnish subjects

cast in newspaper form in the shape of de-

spatches from historic battlefields, reports of

historic events and estimates of public men
and measures, treated in the editorial spirit.

Throughout all the studies this plan will be

adopted and both science and literature will

be used to supply subjects training men in

treatment and presentation.

The news of New York will be employed in

the last two years to train men in reporting,

to school them in writing and to acquaint

them with the life of a great city. Trials, the

visit of the battleships, the election, where the

returns will be handled, large events and

small will be used as assignments. The mani-

fold copy (" tissue ") furnished newspapers

win be employed in editing copy and in

building head lines. The presidential cam-

paign will furnish a text for editorial writing,

new plays will be the subject of notices, the

exhibition of the Academy of Design of art

criticism and new books of book reviewing.

When the women who have now entered for

the first year reach the third and fourth year

in this course, those who desire to prepare for

the woman's page wiU be given the opportun-

ity in connection with the School of House-

hold Arts in Columbia University. Already

students in the fourth year in the school are

selecting studies in sociology intended to lead

to special fields of writing, but of all students

reporting is required, as the basis of the news-

paper man's training.

This combination of exact study in the

structure of the state and its action in his-
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tory, administration, party organization and
economics, combined with accurate reporting

and graphic writing has not yet been attempted

on the same scale and under such favorable

conditions. It is planned by newspaper men,
it is taught by newspaper men, and it repro-

duces newspaper conditions in order to train

the newspaper man.

BBITISH ASSOCIATION GRANTS FOB
EESEABCE

At the Dundee meeting of the British As-

sociation grants for research amounting to

over $5,000 were made as follows :

Professor H. H. Turner, seismological observa-

tions, £60; Dr. W. N. Shaw, upper atmosphere,

£50; Sir W. Ramsay, grant to the International

Commission on Physical and Chemical Constants,

£40; Professor M. J. M. Hill, tabulation of

Bessel functions, £30; Dr. W. H. Perkin, study of

hydro-aromatic substances, £20; Professor H. E.

Armstrong, dynamic isomerism, £30; Professor F.

S. Kipping, transformation of aromatic nitro-

amines, £20; A. D. Hall, plant enzymes, £30;
E. H. Tiddeman, erratic blocks, £5; Professor W.
W. Watts, igneous and associated sedimentary rocks

of Glensaul, £10; Professor P. F. Kendall, list of

characteristic fossils, £5; Dr. J. Home, Old Red
Sandstone of Dura Den, £75; Dr. A. Strachan,

Ramsay Island, Pembroke, £10; Professor Gren-

ville Cole, Old Red Sandstone of Kiltorean, £15;

Professor S. J. Hickson, table at the Zoological

Station at Naples, £30; Dr. A. E. Shipley, Belmul-

let Whaling Station, £15; Dr. Chalmers Mitchell,

nomenelator animalium genera et subgenera, £100;

Sir W. H. Preeee, gaseous explosions, £80; Dr. R.

Munro, Glastonbury Lake Village, £5; C. H. Read,

age of stone circles, £2; Dr. R. Munro, artificial

islands in Highland lochs, £5; Professor G. Elliot

Smith, physical character of ancient Egyptians,

£34; Professor A. Thomson, anthropometric investi-

gations in British Isles, £5; Professor W. Ridge-

way, Roman sites in Britain, £15 ; Professor W.
Ridgeway, excavations in Macedonia, £30; E. S.

Hartland, Ilausa manuscripts, £20 ; Professor E.

A. Schiifer, the ductless glands, £40; Professor S.

J. Hickson, table at the Zoological Station at

Naples, £20; Professor J. S. Maedonald, calori-

metric observations, £45 ; Professor Starling, oxy-

hemoglobin, £15; Professor F. Goteh, mammalian
heart, £20; Dr. D. H. Scott, structure of fossil

plants, £35; Professor A. C. Seward, Jurassic

flora of Yorkshire, £15; Professor F. Keeble, flora

of peat of Kennet Valley, £15; A. G. Tansley,

vegetation of Ditcham Park, £45; Professor J. J.

Findlay, mental and physical factors, £20; Dr. G.

A. Auden, influence of school books on eyesight,

£15; Sir H. Miers, scholarships, etc., held by
university students, £5.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
Dr. Lewis Boss, director of the Dudley Ob-

servatory, Albany, since 1875, and director of

the department of meridian astronomy of the

Carnegie Institution, died on October 5, aged

sixty-six years.

Professor Morris Loeb, the distinguished

chemist of New York City, died on October 8,

aged forty-nine years.

The Huxley Lecture will be delivered at

Charing Cross Hospital Medical College on

October 31 by Dr. Simon Flexner, of the

New York Rockefeller Institute. The sub-

ject he has chosen is " Recent Advances in

Science in Relation to Practical Medicine."

Previous lecturers have been Professor Vir-

chow, Lord Lister, Professor Welch, Professor

Pavlov, Sir Patrick Manson, Sir William
Maeewen and Dr. F. W. Mott.

Professor Mary W. Whitney, director of

the Vassar College Observatory since 1888, re-

tires on a pension of the Carnegie Foundation

as professor emeritus of astronomy.

Professor H. J. Wheeler, former acting

president of the Rhode Island State College,

at Kingston, R. I., and for eleven years direc-

tor of the government agricultural experiment

station at that institution, has tendered his

resignation.

Dr. M. W. Haskell, professor of mathe-

matics in the TJniversity of California, has

received a half-year's leave of absence, which

he is spending abroad.

Dr. David H. Tennent, professor of biology

at Bryn Mawr College, has returned after a

year's leave of absence spent partly in the

Bahama Islands and partly at Naples.

Dr. Frederick H. Getman, associate in

physical chemistry at Bryn Mawr College, has
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been granted a leave of absence for tbe acad-

emic year.

Professor Santayana, having resigned from

his chair at Harvard IJniversity, and Pro-

fessor Royce being on leave of absence for the

whole year and Professor Palmer for the sec-

ond half, there will be no full professor in

service on the side of pure philosophy. Pro-

fessor Bakewell, of Yale University, wiU

come up from New Haven to give instruction

during part of each week.

Dr. Neil E. Stevens, recently assistant

pathologist in the Kansas Experiment Station,

has accepted a position as forest pathologist

in the Bureau of Plant Industry.

Professor Eudolph Eucken, of the Univer-

sity of Jena, visiting professor at Harvard

University, has been selected to deliver the

Deems lectures at New York University this

year. They will be six in number, and will

be given in the English language, probably in

February or March of next year. The subject

of the course will be " The Fundamental Prin-

ciples of Ethics with special Consideration of

the Eeligious Problems."

Professor Morris Jastrow, of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, has been appointed

Haskell lecturer on oriental literature in Ober-

lin College.

Among public lectures being given at the

University College, London, are the following

:

Proftssor Flinders Petrie, on "Amulets";

Profe,3sor 6. Dawes Hicks, on " The Philos-

ophy of Shadworth Hodgson " ; Mr. D. Jones,

on " General Phonetics " ; Mr. Carveth Eead,

on " An Introduction to Comparative Psychol-

ogy " ; Professor H. E. Butler, on " Eoman
Education " ; Professor F. W. Oliver, on

" Joseph Dalton Hooker," and Professor J. A.

Fleming, on " The Sources of Energy Avail-

able to Man."

A memorial to Lord Lister is to be estab-

lished at University College Hospital. It was

in 1843 that Joseph Lister entered the college

as an arts student and graduated bachelor of

arts in 1847. He then became a student of

medicine and entered the hospital to complete

his studies. A special committee has been

formed under the presidency of the Duke of

Bedford, president of the hospital. The exact

nature of the tribute will be largely decided

by the amount of the subscriptions received,

but it has been suggested that either a bust or

a tablet should be placed in both the hospital

and the college. It is understood that the me-

morial will be entirely local in character, and

only those who have been in some way con-

nected with University College or the hospital

are being asked to subscribe.

A tablet in memory of Dr. Walter Eeed,

eminent for his work in yellow fever, will be

erected at the University of Virginia by the

Virginia Medical Association.

Naval constructor John Forsyth Hanscom,

U. S. N., retired, an authority on naval con-

struction, died on September 30, aged seventy

years.

A Eeuter telegram from London (Ontario)

states that Mr. Stewart Dickey, of Belfast,

Ireland, who recently arrived there to take up

the position of professor of anatomy at the

Western Medical College, has died in circum-

stances pointing to suicide.

Mr. G. H. Grosvenor, an entomologist con-

nected with Jesus College, Oxford, who was

assistant secretary of the recent International

Entomological Congress, has been drowned off

the Cornish coast in trying to save the life of

a poor swimmer.

The fifth annual meeting of the American

Institute of Chemical Engineers will be held

in Detroit, Mich., from December 4 to 6,

1912. A number of the technical plants in

and about Detroit will be visited and a pro-

gram of papers and addresses will be presented.

At the eighty-fourth meeting of the Ger-

man Association of Scientific men and Physi-

cians held recently at Miinster, it was decided

that next year the meeting will be held at

Vienna, under the presidency of Professor H.

H. Meyer.

The first Italian Congress on the history of

medicine and natural science will be held in

Eome from October 11 to 14.
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Two of the commissions appointed by the

official standing committee of the Interna-

tional Meteorological Association have been

in joint conference this week at the Meteor-

ological Office, London, under the chairman-

ship of the president of the committee. Dr. W.
N. Shaw. They have discussed the questions

of securing uniformity of practise in storm

signalling, and of revision of the telegraphic

code for the interchange of information.

Dr. Alfred Ackermann, of the publishing

house of B. G. Teubner, has presented the sum
of 20,000 Marks to the University of Leipzig,

to establish the " Alfred Ackermann-Teubner

memorial prize for the promotion of the

mathematical sciences."

The Nantucket Maria Mitchell Associa-

tion offers an astronomical fellowship of one

thousand dollars, to a woman, for the year be-

ginning June 15, 1913, under the following

conditions: The year shall be divided into two

periods, approximately as follows: June
fifteenth to December fifteenth on Nantucket.

This period shall be occupied in observation,

research or study, and in lectures or instruc-

tion to classes or individuals. February first

to June fifteenth at one of the larger observa-

tories. This semester shall be occupied in

original research and study. During this

period a distinct plan for the following Nan-

tucket period shall be formulated. Every

fourth year the fellowship shall be available

during the entire year for study at a larger

observatory. The fellowship will be awarded

annually, but in order that the work at Nan-

tucket may be combined advantageously with

the work at the selected observatory, the pref-

erence will be given to the same candidate for

three successive years. This candidate shall

have first consideration among applicants for

the special quadrennial appointment. A
competitive examination will not be held.

The candidate must present evidence of quali-

fications. The Nantucket Observatory is

equipped with a five-inch Alvan Clark tele-

scope and a micrometer for measuring stellar

spectra. The Astronomical Fellowship Com-

mittee proposes to add such equipment as

will enable the fellow to make a special study

of asteroids. The proposed plan has been

approved by Dr. Edward C. Pickering and

Miss Annie J. Cannon, of Harvard Observa-

tory, and will be carried out as soon as prac-

ticable. Application for the year beginning

June 15, 1913, should be made under the above

heads, and must be in the hands of the secre-

tary of the committee, Mrs. Charles S. Hinch-

man, 3635 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

on or before March 1, 1913.

A LETTER received at the Harvard College

Observatory from Professor E. E. Barnard, of

the Terkes Observatory, states that the spec-

trum of Gale's comet obtained by Mr. J. A.

Parkhurst with the objective prism on the UV
Zeiss camera, September 30, 1912, Y p.m.,

shows only two bands : the fourth carbon band

at A 4711 and the third cyanogen band at

A 3883. The continuous spectrum was weak.

There was a slight indication of strengthening

at a greater wave-length than 4711, but the

exposure was necessarily short, and nothing

definite in this region could be seen. Ex-

posures with the Bruce photographic telescope

on September 29 and 30 show a faint, slender

tail, 4° long. Though bright in a 5-inch tele-

scope, the comet was not visible to the naked

eye. The comet was also seen by Mr. E. L.

Forsyth at Needles, Cal., on September 25,

and by Professor Anne S. Young, at South

Hadley, Mass., and Mr. Frederick C. Leonard,

at Chicago, 111., on September 30.

A SPECIAL number of the Atti delta R. Ac-

cademia dei Lincei contains the report of the

proceedings at the anniversary meeting last

June. According to Nature it announces a

gift of £4,000 from Dr. Gino Modigliani

towards the publication of the works of Leon-

ardo da Vinci, and a legacy to the academy of

£2,000, as well as of many of her personal ef-

fects, from the estate of the late Signora Celli

Dutuit. Prizes given by the King of Italy

have been awarded to Professor Ernesto

Manasse for mineralogy and geology, and to

Professor Giuseppe Chiovenda for jurispru-

dence and political science. The minister of

public instruction also gives four prizes, each

of which has this year been divided, the re-

cipients being Professors G. Ercolini and A.
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Amerio for physics, Professors A. Quartaroli

and E. Salvador! for chemistry, and Professors

Enrico Carrara, Donadoni Eugenic, Levi Ezio

and Eibezzo Francesco for the two philology

prizes. A prize founded by Santoro is

awarded to Professor Costantino Gorini for

his discoveries in the bacteriology of cheese,

while another most useful prize, founded by

the late AHonso Sella for assistant lecturers

in the department of physics, is awarded to

Dr. Paolo Rossi, of the University of Naples.

The Geographical Journal states that an

elaborate expedition is being organized in

Germany by Lieut. Schroder-Stranz, whose

original intention of carrying out a voyage of

research to ISTovaya Zemlya and the Taimur
peninsula has now given place to a proposed

complete circumnavigation of northern Europe

and Asia, repeating the classic achievement of

ISTordenskjold in the Vega. Lieut. Schroder-

Stranz is not, however, desirous of merely once

more achieving the passage after an interval

of thirty-four years, but hopes to carry out

extensive scientific researches during the voy-

age, which is expected to last from three to

four years. On the Russian side, it appears

that Mr. Eussanof, who has many times visited

the Novaya Zemlya region, is once more plan-

ning an expedition to that country, with a

view to further testing the possibilities of

navigation to Siberia round its northern end.

He will be accompanied by Mr. Kuchin as

hydrographer. On the other hand, it is said

that the opening of a sea-way to Siberia from

the west does not find favor with the Russian

authorities, who, however, are continuing their

efforts to open regular navigation from Bering

Sea to the Kolyma and Lena Rivers. The

mouth of the former river is to be surveyed by

Captain Griinfeld, who has already started

from Yakutsk for the purpose, while the

stretch of coast-water between the Kolyma and

Lena is to be investigated by the well-known

geologist, J. P. Tolmachef. A good deal has

been heard of a proposed Russian expedition

to the North Pole, under Lieut. Sedof, who
has already undertaken minor expeditions to

northern Siberia and Novaya Zemlya. Sedof's

plan appears to be to proceed to Eranz Josef

Land, and thence make a sledge journey across
the pole to northern Greenland. It is re-

ported, however, that the hoped-for support of
the Russian government is not likely to be
afforded, and the venture must rely on private
assistance only. On the Greenland side the
explorer Rasmussen has prosecuted his plan,

abandoned last year from force of adverse cir-

cumstances, and found traces of the missing
Danish explorer, Einar Mikkelsen.

The Italian Commission for the survey of
the frontier of Italian Somaliland with Abys-
sinia returned to Italy in January, and some
account of its operations is given in the Geo-
graphical Journal from Revista Geografica
Italiana. The leader was Captain Carlo
Citerni, one of the survivors of Bottego's last

expedition, who was supported by Dr. B. Col-
onna as medical officer, and by Signers Gru-
pelli and Venturi as topographers. The ex-

pedition set out towards the end of 1910,
traveling from Jibuti to Adis Ababa, whence
it was to strike southeast through an imper-
fectly known country to Dole on the upper
Jub, a little above Lugh. Here the survey of
the frontier was to begin. During the stay at
Adis Ababa a topographical survey of about
twelve square miles was carried out on the
scale of 1:25,000, embracing the city and its

environs. The march to Dolo led by the
Lagio pass from the basin of the Hawash into

that of the Web, across a mountain range with
summits reaching 13,000 feet and more. At
Dolo observations for latitude, longitude and
azimuth were taken and a base measured,
after which a triangulation was carried out
along the frontier zone to the northeast and a

survey plotted on the scale of 1 : 100,000. This

region had hitherto been almost a blank on the

map. The work does not seem to have been

continued beyond the Webi Shebeli, but on
reaching this the commission returned to the

coast at Brava. Besides the precise survey of

the frontier, a careful traverse of the whole

route from Dire Dawa (near Harrar) to Brava

was carried out, and numerous astronomical

determinations of latitude and longitude were

made.
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UNIVEESITT AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
Mrs. Eadcliffe Crocker has made a gift

of £1,500 to University College Hospital to

endow a traveling scholarship in dermatology

in memory of her husband, Dr. H. Radcliffe

Crocker, for 30 years physician to the hospital.

The scholarship carries with it a gold medal,

and will be awarded every five years.

In a note reprinted in Science on the num-

ber of degrees conferred by a number of

American colleges and universities, Cornell

University was omitted. This university con-

ferred in 1912, 918 degrees, in 1911, 814 de-

grees, and in 1902, 496 degrees.

A COMPLIMENTARY dinner was given by

President Charles F. Thwing, of Western Re-

serve University, at the University Club,

Cleveland, on Thursday evening, October 3,

in honor of students winning honors and

prizes by high scholarship in Adelbert College.

President Thwing's guests included twenty-

nine students.

Dean Woods, of the department of agri-

culture of the University of Minnesota, re-

cently declined an offer of $9,000 to become

head of the agricultural department of the

University of California. The regents of

the University of Minnesota voted to increase

his salary to $7,500.

Dr. John Fraser, assistant professor of

chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania,

has been elected dean of the Towne Scientific

School. His father and his grandfather were

both distinguished professors of chemistry in

the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. William

Pepper, whose appointment as dean of the

medical school, has already been announced,

is the son of Dr. William Pepper and the

grandson of Dr. William Pepper, both of

whom were distinguished professors of medi-

cine in the university.

Professor George Herbert Palmer, AHord
professor of natural religion, moral philosophy

and civil polity, will be the Harvard exchange

professor with the four western colleges. His

term of service will fall in the second half

year. The officers who will come from the

western colleges in the exchange are Professor

D. E. Watkins, from Knox College, Galesburg,

Ulinois, who will teach in the department of

public speaking through the year; Professor

P. F. Peck, of Grinnell College, Iowa, who
will give instruction in American history in

the second half year, and Professor G. H. Al-

bright, of Colorado College, who will give in-

struction in mathematics. Beloit College,

Wisconsin, has not yet chosen its exchange

professor.

At the University of Pennsylvania Clarence

Erwin McClung, Ph.D., now professor of zool-

ogy in the University of Kansas, takes the

chair made vacant by the death of Dr. Thomas
H. Montgomery, Jr. Robert Heywood Fer-

nald, of the Case School of Applied Science,

succeeds the late Professor Henry W. Spangler

as professor of dynamic engineering.

Professor John Alden Ferguson, head of

the Forest School of the University of Mis-

souri, has returned to the Pennsylvania State

College, as head of the Forest School.

Professor Olxn Ferguson, of Union Col-

lege, has become head of the electrical engi-

neering department at the University of Ne-

braska. His place at Union College has been

taken by Professor Walter L. Upson, of the

University of Vermont.

Dr. Edna Carter, holder of the Sarah Ber-

liner fellowship at the University of Wiirz-

burg in 1910-11, returns to Vassar College as

associate professor in physics.

Professor O. A. Johannsen, formerly ento-

mologist of Maine Station at Orono, has re-

turned to Cornell University to teach in the

department of biology.

To fill the vacany caused by the appointment

as full professor of organic chemistry at Har-

vard University of Professor Elmer P. Kohler,

who has been connected with Bryn Mawr Col-

lege for twenty-one years. Dr. Roger F.

Brunei, A.B. (Colby), Ph.D. (Hopkins), has

been called from Syracuse University.

Dr. Lewis William Fetzer, of the United

States Office of Experiment Stations, has

been elected associate professor of chemical
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physiology in the State University of Oregon

Medical College at Portland. The Oregon

physiological laboratories are now officered by

John T>. MacLaren, M.S., M.D., director; L.

W. Tetzer, Ph.D., M.D., physiologic chemist;

Horace Fenton, A.B., M.D., clinician; Mary

V. Madigan, M.D., anesthetist; O. W. Curran,

Ph.B., assistant, and J. C. Einehart, B.S.,

technician.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE

ONE PHASE OP WASHINGTON SCIENCE

In a presidential address' before the Geo-

logical Society of Washington, Mr. Alfred H.

Brooks has reviewed the evolution of applied

geology and sought to point out the relation of

the material condition of mankind, the ad-

dress throws an interesting but perhaps wholly

unintended side-light upon one phase of

" Washington Science."

The address may be said to constitute both

an apology for and a glorification of the al-

most complete exclusion of pure science from

the later work of the United States Geological

Survey, and the attempt is further made to

show that a like metamorphism has charac-

terized the work of our American universities

during the last two decades. The concluding

sentences of the address, if taken alone, might

indeed seem to contradict the earlier state-

ments of the report. They are worth quoting

:

<01
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to applied geology. His results are graphic-

ally set fortli in the upper diagram of the

figure. While his method is not above criti-

cism, it probably gives a crude idea of both

volume and scope of American geological pub-

lications in recent years. It is based upon a

count of publications listed in the annual

survey bibliography of North American Geol-

ogy, the papers in pure and applied geology

being separated on the basis of their titles.

Ey the same method, a separate count was

made of the publications of the TJ. S. Geolog-

ical Survey V7ith results reproduced in the

lovs^er diagram of the figure. Upon this dia-

gram the reviewer has indicated the periods

of the Powell, Walcott and Smith adminis-

trations of the survey, since these appear to

be not *ithout significance. This diagram

shows that although in 1890 less than 1 per

cent, of the publications issued by the federal

survey treated either wholly or in part of ap-

plied geology, no less than 98 per cent, of those

issued in 1910 were in this field. Probably

the real change is somewhat less striking than

the figures indicate, since pure science is often

included in reports primarily economic, but

no one familiar with the recent transforma-

tion of the United States Geological Survey

will doubt that the figures are essentially cor-

rect. A comparison of the upper and lower

diagrams furnishes a suflSoient refutation of

the notion that the universities of the country

have degenerated by the same proportion dur-

ing the period covered by the investigation.

The apology for this state of affairs, which

we think every true friend of science must

deplore, is made by Mr. Brooks in the follow-

ing terms

:

If geologic surveys are properly a function of

the state, in the last analysis the people must be

the final arbiters as to what phase of science is to

be emphasized. In our democracy the citizen has

the right to inquire what he, as a member of the

body politic, is gaining by expenditures from the

public purse.

These statements, of course, ignore com-

pletely the well-recognized fact that in the

long run the greatest material gains have

come through basic studies in pure science

and not from " hand-to-mouth " investigations

which have always a definite economic end in

view; as they do also the further fact that the

people are not expert geologists and expect to

be advised by those who are and who are

employed by them. Most geologists will admit

that studies in applied geology were near the

close of the Powell administration somewhat

too largely subordinated to larger and more

fundamental investigations, and that this had

much to do with the temporary setback which

the survey then received; but in this there is

no justification for the almost complete neg-

lect of work in pure science which has been

characteristic of later administrations. No
one doubts that an entire surrender to the

politician clamoring for quick returns makes

the securing of survey appropriations com-

paratively easy, but it should not be concluded

from this that the present tendency in the

survey is approved by the people of the United

States.

Mr. Brooks ventures the opinion that " one

reason why the investigators of this continent

have accomplished so much for the advance-

ment of geology is that their research has

never been entirely divorced from the field of

applied science." The reviewer would venture

the opinion, and the facts seem to support it,

that the great era of American geology was

already passing as the craze for investigations

in applied geology was gathering headway.

Mr. Brooks's further statement that " ad-

vances in pure science were always in more or

less direct proportion to advances made in the

applied sciences," would be much improved by

transposing " pure science " and " applied sci-

ence." We doubt the truth of the statement

that " science has made most rapid strides at

those times when its study was inspired by

desire to achieve some practical end." The

declaration that geologic research " has for its

aims the application of scientific principles to

the needs of man " should be prefaced by the

statement, " As interpreted by the United

States Geological Survey." In many quarters,

we believe, its aim is still quite as much the

discovery of scientific principles as their adap-
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tation to the needs of man. " We are now,"

says Mr. Brooks, " applying science to the

affairs of the nation as never before. The old-

fashioned publicist with his classical educa-

tion, or, at least, traditions, is being shoul-

dered out of the way by the man who analyzes

the problems of public welfare on scientific

principles. . . . Yet there are not a few geolo-

gists, though I believe a constantly decreasing

number, who seem to view with suspicion any

attempt to make the science of geology more
useful." We believe comment upon these

statements would be altogether superfluous.

Wm. H. Hobbs
University of Michigan,

June 4, 1912

PREPARATION OF WHOLE POLLEN MOTHER CELLS

To THE Editor op Science : The brief article

by Albert Mann on the preparation of whole

pollen mother cells for the examination of

mitotic figures, in Science for August 2, sug-

gested that others might be interested in some
experiments made along the same line by the

writer during the winter of 1911-12. The
technical difficulties presented by the method
worked out at that time are somewhat greater

than in that suggested by Mann, but the re-

sults were, on the whole, quite satisfactory.

Whole anthers, which from previous ex-

amination were known to represent the stages

wanted, were fixed for 30 hours in strong

chrome-acetic acid. They were then carefully

washed in running water for 24 to 30 hours

and gradually run up to 80 per cent, alcohol,

in which they were allowed to harden for

several weeks. They were then stained for 3

to 5 days in a strong cochineal tincture, or

in Kleinenberg's hematoxylin. The stains

were rinsed off with 80 per cent, alcohol. The
specimens were further dehydrated, and after

resting in absolute alcohol for 6 to 8 hours

were put into a mixture of equal parts of ab-

solute alcohol and cedar oil in an open vial or

small cylinder. They were allowed to remain
in the open vessel on the paraiEn oven until

the alcohol had completely evaporated, requir-

ing 2 to 3 days. Finally specimens were care-

fully dissected or teased apart in a drop of

oil on a slide, and mounted by the addition of

a drop of cedar-oil-balsam and a cover.

The important points are the hardening of

cell walls before staining, the use of 70 per

cent, alcoholic stains which do not overstain,

and the gradual transfer from dehydrating to

clearing and mounting medium, thus avoid-

ing shrinkage of delicate cells. To any one

acquainted with the two classes of stains the

advantage of one which does not overstain to

one which must be washed out for differentia-

tion is well known, when dealing with mass
staining. In trying out Mann's suggestions

the writer found difficulty in preventing col-

lapse of cells and in getting uniform results

from the stains. The triple stain is espe-

cially difficult to manage in mass staining,

and although a solution of Orange G. in clove

oil, which gives the very best results with sec-

tions, was used, only a small portion of the

material gave really satisfactory results.

Some of the stains used by the writer are

new and the formulse are given here for those

who may care to try them.

Cochineal Tincture, Ammonia-acetate.—
Digest 5 g. powdered cochineal with 150 c.e.

70 per cent, alcohol and 3 c.c. of glacial acetic

acid at a temperature of 60-70° 0. for 5 to

8 hours. Add ammonia until solution is neu-

tral or but slightly acid and digest for 4 or 5

hours as before. Cool and filter until clear.

Transfer to stain from 70 per cent, or 80 per

cent, alcohol and rinse off excess with the

same.

This solution does not overstain, and with

material fixed in chrome-acetic acid stains

chromatin lavender to violet and protoplasm

a very light pink. In preparing fern prothal-

lia for whole mounts the writer has found this

to stain sperms and egg cells a violet tint with

cell walls rose color.

For preliminary examination of pollen

mother cells the old acetic-methyl green

(5 per cent, to 10 per cent, glacial acetic acid

added to a half saturated solution of methyl

green in water) is the most generally useful,

but it is of little value where gelatinous or

slimy sap is present. For such cases the

writer has found the following solution of
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chloral hydrate and methyl violet of great

value.

Methyl Violet—Acetic-chloral Hydrate.—
To an almost saturated solution of chloral

hydrate in distilled water add 10 per cent,

volume of glacial acetic acid and enough dry

methyl violet to make the liquid a bright

violet color. This stains nuclei very quickly,

and does not stain slimes so as to hinder ob-

servation.

The balsam used in mounting is oven-dried

and then dissolved in pure cedar oil.

F. L. Pickett
Botanical Laboratory,

Indiana University,

August 10, 1912

PERSONAL registration OF FAMILY MEMORANDA:
A PLEA FOR THE MAKING AND PRESERVING

OF HOMELY ANNALS

Human efficiency is recognized to be the

most desirable asset. Every one admits the

expediency of attaining and perfecting indi-

vidual capabilities.

Latent capabilities, inherent energies, are of

use only when rendered available. To render

them available and serviceable, are demanded
full opportunities plus expert help in de-

velopment and elaboration.

Conservation of inherent potentialities in

all lines of natural resources has become an

avowed principle in American industrial

energizing. The first step in systematic

procedures is to collect significant facts. Till

data become numerous enough, sufficiently

uniform and precise, no safe inferences and

reliable conclusions can be formed. To
achieve ultimate truth is only possible through

intelligent, persistent and world-wide coopera-

tion. Such methods for laying the founda-

tions of practical certitude are being applied

to most lines of endeavor and economic prog-

ress.

The one conspicuous exception is the study

of human efficiency. Here methods are so

lacking in system, so disproportionate, as to

disappoint reasonable expectations.

Bureaus of animal industry are proceeding

with excellent system and thoroughness.

Their methods already serve as models; their

findings form the basis for important econ-

omies.

Especially defective are the means em-
ployed for preserving significant facts bearing

on the life history, physical, psychologic, do-

mestic and other factors of personal advance-

ment in human beings.

This conclusion was reached while initiating

a research the data for which were found un-

attainable. Conference with leading workers

in economics, psychology, anthropology, clin-

ical medicine and other promising sources of

information confirmed a growing disappoint-

ment.

Here, then, we are halted at the threshold

in a quest for fundamental facts essential to

enlightenment. Deplorable neglect is discov-

ered in the one department of research from

which results of the gravest importance

should evolve.

Wholly inadequate are the registrations of

birth, marriage, death, and especially of the

accompanying circumstances. Even such bare

outlines of human history as are attempted

by municipalities are admittedly partial, in-

exact, far from complete. The churches make
some effort to preserve a few facts with little

difference in result.

Carelessness in this particular is nearly as

pronounced among the well-to-do and presum-

ably intelligent as among the very poor and

shiftless. Upon inquiry among the more lib-

erally endowed, it will be found that few per-

sons take the trouble to make and preserve

any sort of systematic registration of incidents

and circumstances of personal history. Ex-

perts in genealogy are put to all sorts of shifts

to secure information.

Archaic as it seems, the family bible is still

compelled to serve more or less inexpediently

for the purpose; also legal instruments, such

as wills, deeds, property transfers, personal

and other epistles, and the like disconnected

and accidental avenues of evidence.

The whole forms a pitiable, heterogeneous,

but the only available source of information

in what may prove to be a vitally important

direction.
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Data are especially meager on three groups

of subjects

:

1. Antecedent personal history making for

knowledge of ancestry, and inheritance, in-

cluding salient characteristics of individuals

and the family.

2. Earliest phenomena of growth and de-

velopment, including traits, tendencies, tastes,

etc., constituting " infant records," which

should be carefully registered at the time of

observation.

3. Personal history of each member of the

family from birth to present age and from all

reputable sources; not only of the phenomena

of infantile and later development and

changes, but also accurate data on physical

and other disorders, illnesses, accidents, re-

pairs, corrections, etc.

Only by the aid of light thus shed is it pos-

sible to form present or future determinations.

In a complete registration many other points

should be covered, such as: full and accurate

accounts of illnesses, injuries, peculiar phys-

ical and mental occurrences, when they occur;

and, equally important, the nature and char-

acter of repairs or corrections, when made.

All these are of vast utility to the individual.

The foregoing category of findings, if made

of a large number of individuals and on a

uniform system, would, it is obvious, consti-

tute invaluable data for use by the scientific

research worker, especially the physiologist,

the psychologist, eugenist, human-economist

and sundry others.

There is yet another grouping of facts de-

serving of encouragement: no less than what

may be included in the term, " special hap-

penings." This may embrace the whole realm

of momentous incidents, memorabilia, liberally

interpreted. Among these may be mentioned

lines of education pursued, special types and

kinds of training, evidences of predilections,

aptitudes as they appear, develop or change;

decisions made, purposes carried out well or

ill, volitions, vocations, scholastic records, etc.

Finally it may be said, there are few or

none but would welcome and make use, less

or more, of such records, did they exist ready

made.

Whatever is thus worthy is worth the effort

to construct. It would contribute much to

pleasure, satisfaction, sustained and increas-

ing interest and self-respect.

The practical utility of such annals to each

one is clear. As a contribution to scientific

data a few thousands such would prove price-

less.

I would suggest that the head of each and

every family, however small, keep an accurate,

succinct record of essential facts and opinions.

In order that these should be uniform the book

should contain carefully prepared blanks,

questionnaires, memoranda of salient points,

etc., which should in each instance be covered

to make the records complete.

Such a family history register I have care-

fully outlined, with kind help from eminent

specialists in biology, psychology, eugenics,

economics, euthenics, clinical medicine and

genealogy. No family record book has as yet

been published which altogether meets popular

requirements. The " life history album " of

Sir Francis Galton is unsurpassed for purely

scientific findings, but not adapted to popular

use. There are many excellent " baby books "

of limited scope, chiefly sentimental.

To serve domestic and economic as well as

scientific purposes, blanks and questionnaires

should cover (concisely) pretty much all points

in human interests, otherwise it will be difiicult

to induce heads of families to realize the

practical advantages accruing, which are of the

utmost value, and to take interest in making

the notes.

Wide cooperation is essential ; scattered data

are valueless ; many thousands of facts are re-

quired.

In an ideal register several features must be

included appealing to sentiment, obvious util-

ity and commendable self-complacency. For

popular acceptance certain points are desirable,

comprising, among others

:

Blanks for index (including marriages,

births, deaths, dates, places, etc., with page

references to additional inscriptions in the

book).

Chart for genealogy (e. g., to aboiit the

eighth generation—direct ascendants' names
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to correspond to a number and kept on special

blanks; collaterals to be registered on separate

blanks)

.

Blanks for haby records (growth, develop-

ment, etc., complete in physical and psycho-

logic features, but not too exacting—extra data

to be inscribed on special pages provided).

Blanks for personal history (of each individ-

ual of over one year of age, from birth to time

of writing—later occurrences to be placed

under "special happenings")-

Blanks for phenomena of attach of illness,

injury or operation (when they occur—to be

filled in by physicians).

Charts for weight and height (also tables of

standard weights and heights). Blanks for

ohservations and findings of specialists; charts

for special clinical data (eye, ear, nose, throat,

etc.) ; blanks for laboratory findings (urine,

feces, blood, sputum, etc.) ;
pictorial charts

for anatomical m,emoranda; blanks and

charts for dental memoranda; special blank

for photographs (interesting to preserve

photographs at different ages, of children

and adults) ; and, among the most important,

pages for special happenings, notable occur-

rences of personal history, including memora-

bilia of tendencies, trends of thought, genesis

and course of purpose, cherished or revealed

potentialities, ideals, conduct, self-discipline,

lines of development, of capacities, education,

achievements, distinctions, renunciations,

conservations, etc., constituting a picture of

the evolution of personality.

The whole to afford accurate data, whereon

alone can be based many present and fu-

ture determinations, mental and voluntary

processes, decisions and economies in health,

mental and physical, legal and insurance pre-

cisions, inheritance, etc.

The author will be grateful for any com-

ments, criticism and especially for encourage-

ment. J. Madison Taylor
Philadelphia, Pa.

hermaphrodite females in lychnis dioica

Some years ago Strasburger" reported that

female specimens of Melandrium rubrum
^ Biologisclies Centralhlatt, XX., 657 et seq.,

1900.

Garcke (a form of Lychnis dioica L.) growing

in his experimental garden at Bonn, were

changed to apparent hermaphrodites as a

result of infection with the anther-smut,

Ustilago violacea. The infected plants had

fully developed stamens, but the sporogenous

tissue of the anthers was completely replaced

by the spores of the smut. Strasburger sug-

gested that all the cases of hermaphroditism

which had been occasionally reported in this

species were probably due to infection by

Ustilago.

When I discovered functional hermaphro-

dite mutants in Lychnis dioica and demon-

strated by numerous genetic experiments^ that

these functional hermaphrodites are modified

males, I believed that Strasburger had misin-

terpreted his material and that his hermaph-

rodites which resulted from infection by

Ustilago were produced by the development of

female organs in the male, and not as he sup-

posed by the development of male organs in the

female. Strasburger was correct, however, as

to the nature of his apparent hermaphrodites,

as demonstrated by two facts which he has re-

cently pointed out," namely, (a) that the fe-

males are not always completely infected, in

which case the uninfected branches bear nor-

mal female flowers, and (h) that infected

males show no development of the female or-

gans.

Professor Doneaster, of the University of

Cambridge, England, has tested the influence

of Ustilago violacea upon Lychnis dioica by

artificial infections, and his results completely

corroborate the conclusions of Strasburger.

He sends for publication in Science the fol-

lowing brief account of his experiments

:

It is well known that Lychnis vespertina is

dicecious, but that all plants infected with the

fungus Ustilago have well-developed stamens.

Some of these plants have the typical male form,

without trace of ovary; others have a vestigial

ovary and styles in addition to the stamens and

anthers filled with Ustilago spores. This suggests

that when a female plant is affected by the para-

' Botanical Gazette, XLIX., 110, 1910.

^ Jahriuch fUr tvissenschaftlichen Botanik,

XLVIII., 427, 1910.
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site, the stamens are caused to develop and the

ovary is reduced, while the form of the flower of a

male which is infected is not altered. In order to

test this suggestion, I planted some ustilaginized

plants in my garden in the late summer of 1910,

and put with them some uninfected plants which

I attempted to infect by sprinkling them with

spores and liy rubbing spores into parts of the

stem from which I had scraped away the epi-

dermis. The results were as follows: Of seven

females which I attempted to inoculate in August,

1910, one became infected, and had the typical

"hermaphrodite" form of flower in October, but

in June, 1911, was again quite free from Ustilago,

and had typical female flowers. A second female

plant showed infection in June, 1911, but only on

part of the plant; one branch was quite clean and

had typical female flowers, the rest of the plant

was infected and had '
' hermaphrodite '

' flowers.

Of eight male plants which were inoculated in

August, three showed some infected flowers before

the end of September; the anthers contained

Vstilago spores, but there was no change from

the male type of flower. Three of these eight

plants were dead in June, 1911 ; one of the re-

maining five was infected.

Of five ustilaginized plants transferred to the

garden, four had the hermaphrodite type of flower

and one the male. One of the hermaphrodites so

iar recovered in September, 1910, as to set some

seed; in 1911 all were still infected. One of

them had some branches with hermaphrodite

flowers containing large ovary, short styles and

stamens with little or no pollen, but without

Vstilago spores, while the rest of the plant had

flowers with anthers full of spores, and the ovary

and styles more reduced.

These observations seem to prove that infection

with Vstilago can turn the female flower into the

apparent hermaphrodite, but that no production

of female organs takes place in a male flower

when it becomes infected.

l. doncastek

Cambridge, England

The occurrence of uninfected hermaphrodite

flowers on one of Doncaster's original infected

plants may possibly indicate that this plant

was not a female previous to its infection, but

a hermaphrodite. If it were possible to secure

pollen from a ustilaginized female, certain

genetic problems of very great interest might-

be solved. It is of great theoretic importance

to know whether infection by Ustilago affects

the genotypic nature of the host. If the effect

is purely somatic, as seems to me the more

probable, the offspring of a self-fertilized her-

maphroditic female, or of a normal female fer-

tilized by sperms from a hermaphroditic

female, should consist only of females (if un-

infected), and not of females and hermaphro-

dites, as I have shown to be the case when a

female is fertilized by a hermaphroditic male.

If infection by Ustilago produces a genotypic

modification, it would be interesting to know

whether such induced hermaphrodites are

homozygous like the females by whose modifi-

cation they are produced; they should in that

case yield only hermaphrodite offspring. Her-

maphroditic males produce both female and

hermaphroditic male offspring, because the

males are sex-heterozygotes.

As I have been fortunate enough thus far

not to have a single infection from Ustilago

among the many thousands of individuals of

Lychnis dioica which have been involved in

my cultures during the past seven years, I do

not care to take up at present the here sug-

gested line of investigation upon ustilaginized

females. I do not wish to jeopardize by im-

porting infected material, the solution of many
other genetic problems now under investiga-

tion, but I hope that Professor Doncaster or

some one else who is in a position to do so,

will give attention to breeding from hermaph-

roditic females if this proves to be technically

possible. Geo. H. Shull

SCIENTIFIC JOVMNALS AND ABTICLES

Contents of the September number of Ter-

restrial Magnetism and Atmospheric Electric-

ity are as follows :
" A New Type of Compass

Declinometer," E. L. Faris; "The Physical

Theory of the Earth's Magnetic and Electric

Phenomena, No. VI.: On the Origin of the

Earth's Magnetic Field," L. A. Bauer; "Mag-

netic Declinations and Chart Corrections Ob-

tained by the Carnegie from Batavia to Ma-

nila, and Thence to Suva, Fiji, November,

1911, to June 5, 1912," L. A. Bauer and W. J.

Peters ; " Eesultate der Inklinationsbeobacht-
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ungen der Deutsclien Siidpolar Expedition

1901 bis 1903," Fr. Bidlingmaier ;
" Eegard-

ing Magnetic Records Obtained in Cooperation

with Captain Scott's Antarctic Expedition,"

C. Chree; " Magnetic Character of Days as

Observed at the Cheltenham Magnetic Observ-

atory, April 1 to June 30, 1912," G. M. T., O.

H. Tittmann ;
" The Magnetic Character of

the Year 1911," G. van Dijk ;
" Leve Mag-

netique der Bassin du Eio S. Francisco," H.

Morize ;
" Observation of the Magnetic Decli-

nation at Warsav7 during the Solar Eclipse of

April 17, 1912," S. Kalinowski; "On the

Movement of Inertia of Long Magnet H 26 at

the Cheltenham Magnetic Observatory," E. L.

Faris; Abstracts and Eeviews.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

The Influence of a Magnetic Field upon the

Sparh Spectra of Iron and Titanium. By
Arthur S. King. Publication No. 153.

Carnegie Institution of Washington.

It is assumed that the readers are familiar

with line spectra produced by luminous rays

from dissociated particles of the metals.

Most readers vrill also be familiar v^ith the

following fact, viz., when these lines are pro-

duced in a magnetic field they break up into

three or more components. This is called the

Zeeman effect.

By reason of Hale's epoch-making discov-

ery of a Zeeman effect in solar lines, this phe-

nomenon has come to have a large interest to

astrophysicists as well as to physicists. This

iron and titanium study should particularly

appeal to the former.

The Zeeman effect is much more compli-

cated than the simple theory first indicated.

The separations differ in magnitude, number
of components, relative spacing of the com-

ponents, relative intensity and relative sharp-

ness. Farther, the intensity of some of the

components is relatively increased (enhanced)

with respect to the original line, others are

relatively decreased. All of these items are

important in the determination of spectral

series and in arriving at the physical condi-

tion of the luminous particles. Each spectral

series generally shows but one type of sepa-

ration. Furthermore, some of these types re-

peat from substance to substance, showing an

intimate electronic relationship in the mole-

cule of different substances. The phenomenon
grows very complex in the detailed study of

the different elements. The " Zeeman effect

"

and spectral series stand almost alone in

showing us what a wonderful complex struc-

ture exists within every atom. Not all the

complexities of the phenomena have been ex-

plained. Still, theory has kept well apace with

the observations and has often pointed out

the way. So important in the latter respect

has been some of the contributions by Eitz,

that I should like to add at least one of his

contributions' to the very complete bibliog-

raphy given by Mr. King.

While all the above characteristics are im-

portant no observer has recorded them all, not

caring to encumber his data with detail which

is not immediately fruitful. Likewise there

is much curtailing of the computations. In

a paper published by the Carnegie Institution,

it seems to me that items of possible future

as well as present value might be recorded

and save a great amount of labor.

The components of many lines lie so very

close together that it is necessary to separate

the two kinds of vibrations by some polarizing

device, and photograph each separately. The

very important relation of the intensity of

these kinds of vibration can not then be

found accurately since it is impossible to

maintain light at the same intensity for the

two exposures. But it occurs to me that, with

the non-astigmatic Littrow spectroscope

which Mr. King has used, one could focus the

double image of an interposed calcite upon

the slit and photograph both kinds of vibra-

tions coincidently in juxtaposition.

Particularly among the several component

lines, there seems to be a certain degree of

order. They are often stepped off in uniform

spaces. These steps differ in magnitude from

line to line, but all seem to be simple frac-

tional parts of a standard value, called the

normal, a. Furthermore, this " normal " has

the value we should expect from the ratio of

^Ann. d. Physik, 25, 660, 1908.
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electrical charge to the mass of the simple

electron. This has been interpreted to mean

that the rotating (vibrating) electron does

not produce an appreciable magnetic field but

that the complexity arises from " linkage " of

the electrons in different ways. I will illus-

trate this simplicity of step arrangement by

citing from Mr. King's work three iron lines,

viz., 3722.7 a, 3872.6 a and 5447.1 A. The

spacings are all " normal " and the steps are

(1, 2, 3, 4) for one kind of vibration and 1, 2,

for the other kind of vibration so that King

writes the line ± (1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4) a. From his

tabulated measurements I have computed the

value a, and find it for the three lines to be

respectively .730 ± .008, .752 ± .006 and

.758 ± .006, whereas his field strength would

give .753. One notices but a slight deviation

in the first, which arose from a probable error

in one measurement. These little details in

computation may add much to the conclusive-

ness of a statement. Neither such simplicity

nor so conclusive a relationship is present in

the twelve component thorium line 4086.7 A.°

Por most substances the majority of lines

are triplets, which corresponds to the simplest

form of the theory developed by and pre-

dicted by Lorentz. However, these triplets

show great variety in magnitude and appear-

ance." Mr. King thinks there is some tendency

for these lines to group about magnitudes re-

lated to the "normal." For example, he finds

that thirty-five sharp lines (Table IV.) can be

grouped under the magnitude 3a(=2.26). I

find twenty of these lines to lie between 2.21

and 2.32 with an average of 2.275. This is a

diilerence of five per cent, in the extremes.

For a considerable distance upon either side

of this space (2.21 to 2.32) there are but few

lines of corresponding sharpness. This fact

seems favorable to a single group in this list.

But the real necessity here is the same as I

pointed out in case of thorium, viz., a little

greater accuracy (or greater resolving power

of the spectroscope). For example, reduce

this extreme error in variation from five to

^ Astrophysical Journal, XXX., p. 151, 1909.

^ See King 'a references to Purvis, Moore, Jack,

Cotton and Babeoek.

one per cent., possibly even two per cent., then

we shall know whether there are steps in the

magnitude of the triplet separations or

whether there are a great variety of separa-

tions differing by small increments of, value.

The latter result implies that the electrons

are vibrating in a self induced, as well as the

superimposed magnetic field.

I fail to see the validity of Mr. King's law

(p. 54) :
" Since -DA/A^ {i. e., change in fre-

quency of vibration per sec.) is shown to he

nearly a constant, . . . the mean separation

of the n-Components (i. e., components which

vibrate perpendicular to the lines of force)

varies as the square of the wave length." The
notes in parentheses are added by way of ex-

planation. One thing made certain by ex-

periment and theory is that different types of

separation correspond to different physical

aggregates, unions, or " linkages " of elec-

trons ; and Preston's law shows that any single

type may repeat itself in lines throughout the

spectrum, according to this very law that King
enunciates. That the mean of all types should

give a uniform value throughout the spec-

trum, implies only that all types are fairly

well distributed throughout the spectrum.

Such a statement has no particular value.

For in a chance distribution, by the law of

probabilities, such uniformity must increase

as the number of lines increase. Mr. King's

Table VII. shows this.

The most important place in Mr. King's

paper is given to a discussion of the relation

of the magnetic separation to a displacement

in the position of the spectral lines which

arises when the radiating particles are sub-

jected to an external pressure. The latter is

a well-known phenomenon. However, no ex-

planation of it has found extended acceptance.

Humphrey's theory involves a strong mag-

netic field induced by the rotating electrons.

As observed above, such a field is by no means

certain. But this theory and the prominence

of both phenomena in solar lines form the

principal reasons for an examination of their

possible relationship. Tables XL and XII.

show the ratio of the two quantities for dif-

ferent lines to vary twenty-five fold. Then at
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once one would infer there is no relationship

between the phenomena. However, Mr. King

analyzes the lines by subdividing them into

groups, and concludes " that a close corre-

spondence does not exist, but there is a gen-

eral agreement as to magnitude of the two

eilects when the means of a large number of

lines are considered." I should like to add,

that the " means of a large number of lines,"

leaves much to be desired in the proof of a

relationship. Mr. King's method of subdi-

vision carries with it another suggestion.

Wben he divides the separations into small,

medium and large, he reduces the number of

types of separation in each class. For clearly

a line whose separation is small does not be-

long to the same type as one whose separation

is large. Again he selects the ratio of each of

three subdivisions to low, medium and high

displacement respectively. This gives arbi-

trarily nine divisions. By this method he

shows there is an approach toward uniform-

ity in relative magnitude. The suggestion is,

what may we expect when these groups are

broken up into real series types? Comparing

the three iron lines mentioned above gives

nothing of promise, although close measure-

ment may show two of them to agree. But

in the absence of an established series one can

not affirm that these lines belong together.

If this point has any merit, it would be worth

while to compare substances among whose

lines definite series have been established.

The tabulated data for the author's two

substances lack just one thing, viz., the ultra-

violet spectrum, to make them the most com-

plete study which has appeared.

B. E. Moore
University op Nebraska,

August, 1912

Introduction to General Thermodynamics.

By Professor Henry A. Perkins, Trinity

College, Hartford. Wiley and Sons.

Recognizing the lack of suitable text-books

in English on thermodynamics for students

of physical chemistry, the author in writing

this book has attempted to make good the

deficiency.

The volume comprises some 225 pages of

octavo size subdivided into eight chapters, the

titles of which in order are : General Heat

Relations; The First and Second Laws of

Thermodynamics; Entropy; Thermodynamic

Equations; Perfect Gases; Real Gases;

Change of State; The Solution of Problems.

At the end of the book there are eight tables

giving gas constants, thermoelectric and ca-

lorimetric constants of certain substances,

density and thermo-elastic coefiicients of cer-

tain liquids and solids, critical and Van der

Waals constants, coefficients of expansion of

gases and relation of pressure units in vari-

ous systems.

The methods of presentation and demonstra-

tion employed by the author are for the most

part classical and it is therefore unnecessary

to refer to them specifically. The emphasis

laid upon the doctrine of available energy as

a means of interpretation of the second law is

notable. The various thermodynamic poten-

tials and the phase rule of Gibbs receive ap-

propriate attention. The last chapter is note-

worthy on account of the large number of

problems which are proposed for solution by

the student. Solutions of typical problems are

given.

The scope of the book appears to be quite

adequate for the purposes which the author

has in view. A remarkable amount of mater-

ial is condensed into a small volume through

the aid of mathematical expressions; and al-

though the demands made upon the mathe-

matical knowledge of the reader are not very

great it would appear that the author prob-

ably intends the book to be used by students

having the advantage of a competent instruc-

tor. Professor Perkins has, in writing this

book, furnished a valuable addition to the

English text-book literature of thermodynam-

ics.

A. P. Wills

Astronomy in a Nutshell. By Garrett P.

Serviss. Illustrated. G. P. Putnam's Sons.

1912. Pp. xi + 261.

There are so many excellent popular books

on astronomy and its different branches, that
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a new work is unnecessary unless the author

has new material to present or can place be-

fore the reader the old facts in a novel and

interesting form. Judged on these lines, this

book of Mr. Serviss is wholly unnecessary: it

presents old material in a stereotyped, unin-

teresting and unattractive form. The expla-

nations of many of the motions of the solar

system are obscure, and fail to give the

reader an adequate understanding of the

underlying principles involved.

The book contains many illustrations, but

the pictures in most cases bear no relation to

the accompanying text. Photographs of the

surface of the moon are scattered through the

chapter devoted to definitions and explana-

tions of such astronomical terms as horizon,

zenith, altitude and azimuth; while amid the

pages devoted to a description of the moon ap-

pear photographs of various nebulse.

Charles Lane Poor

A Beginner's Star-hoolc. By Kelvin Mc-
Kjready. G. p. Putnam's Sons. 1912.

Illustrated. Pp. vii -f 148.

This little book is a beautifully printed and

illustrated guide to the stars and star groups.

The star charts and key maps, intended as

guides for the amateur observer, are arranged

on a somewhat novel plan. For each season

of the year two charts are printed, one show-

ing the sky as the observer faces the south,

the other the sky as the observer faces the

north. This undoubtedly facilitates the find-

ing of those stars situated either directly north

or south and not too high above the horizon.

But the charts are rather confusing when the

star one seeks to locate is nearly overhead, or

far to the east or west.

The illustrations, showing the principal

nebulse and star groups of the heavens, are

from photographs taken at the Yerkes Ob-

servatory, and are wonderful reproductions

and triumphs of the printer's art. As a

whole, the book is admirably adapted for its

purpose, and should interest many in the

study of the heavens.

Charles Lane Poor

SPECIAL ABTICLES

ueophlyctis alfalf.e, a fungus disease of

alfalfa occurring in OREGON

Early in the year 1910 the writer noted the

occurrence of a crown gall disease of aKalfa

ia the Rogue River Valley near Medford, Ore-

gon, but, on account of other pressing work, •

the character of the disease was not investi-

gated until later. However, during 1911,

owing to the fact that the disease began to

show rather seriously in many of the large

alfalfa fields, an investigation was begun and

considerable field and laboratory work was

done. An examination of a large number of

fields with plants from two to seven years of

age showed large areas where the plants had

died, or where the growth had become very

weak. On examining the plants within these

areas, it was found that the crown and part

of the stems just above the crowns were

badly infected with numerous galls, varying

from an eighth of an inch or less to some-

times four inches in diameter. These galls

are much warted externally, and more often

a large-appearing gall is made up of a num-
ber of smaller galls which have become united.

Very rarely were there any galls found on the

root system, and none at more than six inches

below the surface of the ground as the plants

stood in the field. The disease seems to affect

the shoots or stems as well as the crowns and

roots, and many specimens were found where

the galls covered the stems fully five or six

inches above the crowns. In the field, diseased

plants usually show a very roughened crown

from which only weak, chlorotic stems arise,

the leaflets also being very small and lacking

the normal green color. In the few references

which the writer has had the opportunity to

see, and which are cited below, it has been

stated that the fungus was observed to be most

destructive to plants on damp ground. My
investigations have shovpn that this is not

true. It has been found that even ia the best

drained sandy loam and gravel soils of this

district (Rogue River Valley) the disease is

quite as serious as in the heavy, poorly

drained, "sticky" soils. It has been deter-
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mined that most of the serious injury attrib-

uted to disease in the heavy soils is, after all,

due to lack of drainage. An examination of

the root system of plants not diseased shows
that the root system penetrates only a short

distance, and the root terminals, instead of

being tapered, have a rounded or blunt appear-
ance.

CAUSE OF THE DISEASE

A microscopic examination of the galls shows
the disease to be due to Urophlyctis alfalfw
(v. Lagerh.) P. Magnus. The galls are merely
hypertrophied tissue of the host plant, and
contain minute cavities which are filled with
masses of the brown resting spores which
measure approximately 40 micromillimeters
in diameter. The fungus belongs to the Class

Chlorophyceffi, Order Protococcales, Family
Chytridiaceae, Subfamily Olpidise. The sexual
resting spores are formed by the union of two
sporangia and the passing of the contents of
one into the other. The mycelium which pro-
duces several fruiting bodies en masse is more
or less developed. The fruiting bodies are al-

most spherical and brownish in color.

This disease was first recorded in 1892 by
Lagerheim, who found it in Ecuador. He,
however, placed the parasitic fungus in the
genus Gladochytrium. Magnus, in 1902,
found it in Alsace, Germany, and referred the
fungus to the genus Urophlyctis. Until 1909,
the disease had not been reported in the
United States, although it had been found in

South America, Germany, England and other
foreign countries. In 1909, it was reported
from both California and Arizona. A year
later the writer found it in southern Oregon,
but nothing was published until 1911, when a
preliminary statement was made which ap-

peared in the local press.

During the past season the writer has been
doing considerable work on the histological

effect of the fungus, as well as the determina-
tion of the manner of natural infection, etc.

A detailed paper will be published later.

The literature on this disease is not very
extensive; the references which the writer has
at hand are as follows

:

von Lagerheim, G., " Mykologische Studien. I.,

Beitrage zur Kenntniss der parasitischen Pilze,"
1-3. Bihang till K. SvensTca Tet.-Ahad. Eand-
lingar., Bd. 24, 1898, Afd. III., No. 4. Abstract
in CentU. Bakt. (etc.), II., 5, 558-560.

Magnus, P., "Ueber die in den knolligen Wurzel-
auswuohsen der Luzerne lebende Urophlyctis."
Ber. dent. hot. Gesell., 20, 291-296. 1902.

Salmon, E. S., "Urophlyctis alfalfw, a Fungous
Disease of Lucerne in England. '

' Gard. Chron.,
in., 39, 122. February 24, 1906.

Smith, Elizabeth H., "A Note on Urophlyctis
alfalfoB (v. Lagerh.) P.Magnus, in California."
Science, N. S., Vol. XXX., No. 768. August 13
1909.

Smith, Elizabeth H., "A Note on Urophlyctis
alfalfw in California." Experiment Station
Eeoord, Vol. 21, No. 6, November, 1909.

McCallum, W. B. (Plant Physiology and Pathol-
ogy). Arizona Station Report, June 30, 1909.

McCallum, W. B. (Work in Plant Pathology).
Experiment Station Eeeord, Vol. 23, No. 7.

December, 1910.

O 'Gara, P. J.,
'

' Urophlyctis alfalfa, a Crown Gall
Disease of Alfalfa New to Oregon." Medford
Mail-Tribune, August 29, 1911.

P. J. O'Gaea
Office op the Pathologist,

Me&ford, Oregon

a comparison of the " MAMMOTH " AND SPANISH
PEANUTS AS GROWN IN CENTRAL IOWA

In the spring of 1911, the writer procured
seeds of two varieties of peanuts, a strain of
the Virginia peanut known as the "Mam-
moth" and advertised as combining earliness
and large size and as being very prolific, and
the small Spanish peanut. The " Mammoth "

peanut seed was obtained from the Mills Seed
Co., Washington, Iowa, and the Spanish pea-
nut from Burpee, of Philadelphia. Both kinds
were planted the same day. May 8, and in
neighboring rows in a rich soil, which was
not, however, a good peanut soil, as it was
rather heavy and liable to cement and run to-

gether. Both kinds received the same treat-
ment and were gathered the same date, Oc-
tober 23, the date of the first killing frost,

unusually late for this section.

The Mammoth peanut hills were only a
few in number. They made much higher,
larger stalks and were inclined to spread over
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the ground more. They bore the peanuts

rather loosely scattered, so that although they

were not exactly the running type of plant

one had to go over considerable ground to get

the crop. They continued blooming profusely

until frost and although the majority of pea-

nuts were ripe they were found in all stages

from the blossom to the fully ripened nuts.

Of the few plants raised and examined the

most prolific bore 26 nuts, the least fruitful

19, with an average of 21 per vine.

The Spanish peanuts bore their nuts in

dense clusters all set close to the main stem,

so they were much more easily gathered.

Though they still continued to blossom at

frost, the great majority of the nuts had

ripened very solid and firm and a few had

actually germinated so that young plants were

breaking the soil when gathered. The most

prolific plant bore 82 nuts, the least fruitful is

somewhat doubtful as the plants had broken

up somewhat. A stalk, very likely a broken

branch, bore only 10 nuts, but the least pro-

lific entire plant bore 23 nuts, the average

number of nuts per plant being 53 per vine,

or considerably over twice the yield of the

Mammoth.
The nuts of the Mammoth peanuts were

not so immense as some of the Burpee New
Mammoth Bush Peanut seen several years

ago, and the hulls were not so thick; however,

they were somewhat larger than the common
Virginia peanut of the markets. The follow-

WEIGHTS, MEASUEEMENTS, ETC., OF
' ' MAMMOTH ' ' PEANUTS

Measurement of Nuts
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deed be planted somewhat closer and the

yield correspondingly increased.

A comparison of the nuts yielded by the

two varieties shows points of favor for each

one. The Mammoth nuts are much larger

and handsomer and would be more attractive

on the market. This is offset by the fact that

the shells are much thicker and the kernels

do not wholly fill the cavities but rattle around

loosely, while the Spanish peanut has a paper-

thin shell, closely surrounding the kernel, so

that there is no waste space. The kernel of

the Spanish peanut is short, almost like a

pea, and remarkably solid.

An unexpected difference, much to the ad-

vantage of the larger peanut, lies in the labor

involved in shelling the nuts. The thin, close-

fitting shell of the Spanish peanut makes it

exceedingly hard to shell the kernels rapidly,

while this process is easy in the larger nuts.

The extra work required when the Spanish

nuts are to be shelled by hand more than off-

sets the ease in harvesting them.

Which variety would be most desirable to

grow depends upon conditions. Where the

season was rather short the Spanish would be

better, and where the peanuts were raised for

pig-pasture it would be much superior, as the

only disadvantage of the Spanish nut, that of

the labor of shelling the kernels, would here

not be considered.

The purpose of taking the diameter of the

nuts and kernels was to show the difference

in waste as regards cross-section. The shells

differed markedly in thickness, and this could

not be satisfactorily compared, as the irregu-

larities made such measurements of little

value in themselves; moreover, there was an

empty space between the kernel and shell of

the Mammoth variety to be taken into con-

sideration. The measurements of whole nuts

and kernels show that the diameter of the

kernel of the Mammoth peanut was about 58

per cent, that of the entire nut, while in the

Spanish peanut it was a little over 75 per

cent.

H. Walton Clark

Bureau of Fisheries Biological Station,

Faiepoet, Iowa

contact action of gabbro on granite in

warren county, new tork.*

While engaged in detailed field-work on

the North Creek (Warren county) New York
quadrangle, the writer found a fine example

of contact action of gabbro on granite, which
it is the purpose of this paper to describe.

The rocks of the region are all pre-Cam-

brian and these, named in relative order of

ages, comprise the Grenville sedimentary

series of various gneisses, limestone, and

quartzite; the great syenite-granite intrusive

masses; gabbro stocks or dikes; pegmatite

dikes; and diabase dikes. The Grenville and

syenite-granite series are highly metamor-

phosed and clearly gneissoid; the gabbro is

only moderately metamorphosed; while the

pegmatite and diabase are wholly unaltered.

The gabbro, which is of special interest

here, almost invariably occurs in the form of

small stocks or bosses (rarely as dikes) which

break through the country rock (Grenville,

syenite, or granite) in vertical, plug-like or

pipe-like forms which on the geologic map
show elliptical or nearly circular ground-

plans. The gabbros are generally medium to

coarse-grained, always holocrystalline, and

they show every evidence of having been in-

truded under true plutonic conditions.

The contact metamorphism here described

may be seen at the southern end of the gabbro

stock (length | of a mile) which lies just

south of Mountain Spring lake or at a point

2 miles southwest of Pottersville. In a

recently opened stone quarry, about 75 feet

higher than the road on its east side, the rocks

are laid bare in such a manner as to afford an

excellent opportunity for the study of the con-

tact zones.

The following nine zones, passing from the

typical gabbro to the tj^jical granite (country

rock), have been studied in detail in the field

and by means of thin-sections and hand-

specimens :

• Published by permission of Dr. J. M. Clarke,

New York State Geologist.
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Zone 1.—Typical gabbro well -within the

gabbro stock. Nearly black, medium grained,

and with diabasie texture. (Gradation from

1 to 2.)

Zone 2.—Syenitic phase of the gabbro stock

and within a few feet of the granite. Dark

gray, medium grained, and with granitoid

texture. (Gradation from 2 to 3.)

Zone 3.—1 to 3 feet wide. Biotite-schist

allel to the main contact. (Not very sharp

contact between Y and 8.)

Zone 8.—7 feet wide. Monzonitic phase of

the country rock. Light gray, fairly coarse

grained, and not banded. (Gradation from

8 to 9.)

Zone 9.—Typical (country rock) granite.

Pink, medium grained, and very gneissoid,

but with gneissic bands striking at almost

right angles to the main contact.
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notably affected the granite. As judged by

the mode of occurrence of the gabbro stock,

the stoping hypothesis recently advocated by
Daly or the hypothesis of marginal assimila-

tion might be applied to account for the more
acidic border phase of the gabbro, but the

sharp contact of the gabbro against the granite

would seem to preclude the possibility of ac-

counting for the more basic contact zones of

the country (granite) rock on the basis of

actual assimilation of some of the granite by

the gabbro. William J. Miller

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES

THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

The nineteenth summer meeting of the Amer-
ican Mathematical Society was held at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania on Tuesday and Wednesday,
September 10-11, extending through two sessions

on Tuesday and a morning session on Wednesday.
Twenty-nine members were in attendance. Ex-

President H. S. White occupied the chair, being

relieved by Professors E. S. Crawley and E. W.
Davis. The council announced the election of the

following new members : Professor W. A. Bratton,

Whitman College; Professor Florence P. Lewis,

Goueher College; Mr. Leslie MacDill, Indiana

University; Professor H. W. March, University

of Wisconsin; Mr. M. R. Eichardson, University

of Chicago; Dr. J. I. Tracey, Johns Hopkins
University; Mr. H. 8. Vandiver, Philadelphia, Pa.

Five applications for membership were received.

On both days of the meeting luncheon was pro-

vided by the university. On Tuesday evening

twenty-six of the members gathered at the usual

dinner. The interval between the sessions was

devoted to an inspection of the university grounds

and buildings. On Wednesday afternoon several

of the members made an automobile excursion

about the city. At the close of the meeting a

resolution was adopted expressing the thanks of

the society for the generous hospitality of the

university.

The following papers were read at this meeting:

E. D. Carmichael :
" On the theory of relativity

:

analysis of the postulates. '

'

F. H. Safford: "An irrational transformation

of the Weierstrass 7-function curves. '

'

E. L. Dodd :

'
' The least square method grounded

with the aid of an orthogonal transformation."

E. L. Dodd: "The probability of the arith-

metic mean compared with that of certain other

functions of the measurements. '

'

H. Blumberg: "Algebraic properties of linear

homogeneous differential expressions. '

'

J. E. Eowe: "The relation between tangents

and osculant (»— l)-ics of rational plane curves."

H. H. Mitchell: "Determination of all primi-

tive collineation groups in »(> 4) variables which

contain homologies. '

'

Arthur Eanum :

'
' Lobachefskian polygons trig-

onometrically equivalent to the triangle. '

'

C A. Miller: "A few theorems relating to

Sylow subgroups."

Anna J. Pell :
'

' Linear equations in infinitely

many unknowns."
L. B. Eobinson: "Invariants of two tetra-

hedra. '

'

F. E. Sharpe: "The Klein-Ciani quartie.

"

F. E. Sharpe: "The (2— 1) ternary corre-

spondence with a sextic curve of branch points."

F. E. Sharpe and F. M. Morgan: "A type of

quartie surface invariant under a non-linear trans-

formation of period 3."

S. Lefschetz :
'

' Double curves of surfaces pro-

jected from Si."

H. Blumberg: "Sets of postulates for the ra-

tional, the real and the complex numbers."

Oswald Veblen: "Decomposition of an m-space

by a polyhedron."

F. N. Cole: "The triad systems of thirteen

letters. '

'

H. S. White: "Triple systems as transforma-

tions, and their paths among triads."

L. C. Karpinski: "Augrim stones."

Dunham Jackson: "On the approximate repre-

sentation of an indefinite integral. '

'

T. H. Gronwall: "Some special boundary prob-

lems in the theory of harmonic functions."

T. H. Gronwall: "On analytic functions of

constant modulus on a given contour. '

'

T. H. Gronwall: "On series of spherical har-

monics. '

'

O. E. Glenn :
"A general theorem on upper and

lower limits for the order of a factor of a p-ary

form with polynomial coefficients."

E. J. Wilczynski: "On a certain class of self-

projective surfaces."

The next meeting of the society will be held

at Columbia University on Saturday, October 26.

The San Francisco Section will meet at the Uni-

versity of California on the same day.

F. N. Cole,

Secretary
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THE STATE MUSEUM AND STATE
PBOGBESS 1

It has been the good fortune of the people of

this Commonwealth to have elected those men to

preside over its interests who were positively in-

strumental in promoting science and learning, and

who were especially active in promoting Agricul-

ture, and the branches allied thereto. Tour own
recommendations and influence, touching these

great interests, are highly appreciated by the

people, as is evident from their united movements

in establishing institutions which are designed to

bear directly upon those objects, and which are

specially designed to place them upon a scientific

basis. (Ebenezer Emmons to His Excellency

Hamilton Fish, Governor, Albany, December 25,

1851.)^

The citizens of New York and their

representatives in the legislature are those

especially addressed on this historic occa-

sion rather than the distinguished com-

pany of scientific men gathered here for

this celebration. While the present is a

critical period in the moral and economic

welfare of our people we predict that the

twentieth century, which is still in its

youth, is destined to reach its maturity

with a far more general distribution of

human happiness than the nineteenth.

The unequal distribution of the good

things of life is the underlying cause of

all present social agitation, and by the

good things of life we do not mean riches,

but family health, food, sunshine, pure air,

labor, the beauty of nature, the creative

works of man. A redistribution will come

about, not through politics which seems to

'Address delivered on October 15, 1912, to the

citizens and legislature of New York State on the

occasion of the opening of the new State Museum
at Albany.

^ '
' Natural History of New York, Part V. Agri-

culture," 4to. New York, Boston, Albany, 1851.
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produce little except rivalry and bad feel-

ing, nor through socialism which is essen-

tially unnatural, but through the applica-

tion to human welfare of all of nature's

resources, known and still to be discovered.

Thfise resources are those of the Creator

and therefore administer to our spiritual,

intellectual and moral as well as to our

bodily welfare. The great pathway to

state progress is knowledge, obedience and

unselfish utilization of the happiness which

nature puts in our hands.

Our theme to-day is the part which the

museum has exerted and is destined to

exert toward this millennium of the twen-

tieth century.

The rise of the museum as a new force

in town, city, state and nation is the

latest phase of educational evolution. The

school, the coUege, and the university have

gone in advance; the museum follows and

is winning its own place and influence

because it supplies a demand which none

of its sister institutions fills. The very

fact of this independent development is a

proof that the museum is not one of the

luxuries of civilization but an essential and

vital force in the enlightenment of the

people. Every community, small or large,

needs its museum as it needs its schools

and its churches. This rise, which is espe-

cially remarkable in certain cities of Ger-

many and Austria, throughout England,

and above all in the United States during

the past quarter century, is largely due to

what may be called the new museum idea,

namely, that the museum is not a con-

servative but a progressive educational

force, that it has a teaching quality or

value peculiar to itself, that the museum

succeeds if it teaches, fails partially if it

merely amuses or interests people and fails

entirely if it simply mystifies. The old

museum idea was that of a sanctuary or

refuge, a safe deposit vault for curious.

rare, or beautiful objects which might be

lost or destroyed ; the ignorant visitor was
tolerated rather than attracted, the curator

was a keeper, not a teacher. The new
spirit within the natural history museum
is the educational spirit, and this is ani-

mated by what may be called its ethical

sense, its sense of public duty, its realiza-

tion that the general welfare of the people

is the prime reason for its existence, that

exploration, research, exhibition and pub-

lication should all contribute to this, that

to serve a community the museum must
reach out to all parts of nature and must
master what nature has to show and to

teach. The museum will flourish if the

high educational service of the state is

inscribed over its portals and instilled in

the minds of every member of the staff

from the highest to the lowest.

What renders this celebration a great

one is that the ideal just sketched is largely

exemplified in the New York State Mu-
seum, in the historic fact that the noble

men of science and the wise rulers of our

state have long been leaders in one of the

great principles of museum development,

namely, that the foundation of a state

museum is mastery of the natural history

of the state itself. In this regard since

1836 New York has been holding the torch

for all the other states of the union. There

has already evolved here that intimate

union between a natural history survey,

pure scientific research, a museum and the

public welfare which the most enlightened

communities in the civilized world have

either attained or are striving to attain.

There remains to be developed by the

Education Department through the mu-

seum the great work of spreading the

beneficent products of this union through-

out the public educational institutions of

the state. This celebration is auspicious

because it prepares the way for this new
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educational function of connecting the

museum with the schools ; this commodious

building renders it possible for the first

time in the history of the institution to

expand along all the other lines of the

new museum spirit, and directly and by

extension touch the entire educational sys-

tem of the state.

Thus we celebrate not the birth but the

opportunity for renewed growth of an in-

stitution of which all the citizens of the

state should be proud. Like the nautilus

the museiim moves into a new and beauti-

ful chamber with its fine heritage, its ideals

and its purposes unchanged: the shell is

not the vital part, but it is highly favorable

to the prolonged and expanding existence

of the organism within.

In looking for the causes of the origin of

this institution we find they are three-fold

:

first, the natural grandeur and interest of

the territory of the state itself as a source

of scientific inquiry and inspiration; sec-

ond, the assemblage of an unusual number

of scientific observers of the first order

whom New York found among her own

sons or attracted to her borders; third, a

wise and liberal exercise of the powers of

government on the part of the rulers of the

state. It follows that our chief concern to-

day should also be three-fold, namely: the

preservation of this natural beauty as a

continual source of inspiration and happi-

ness to posterity, the birth and training of

men and women capable and worthy of ob-

serving the laws of nature and spreading

knowledge of them, the maintenance of

standards of government equal to those of

Secretary Dix who first outlined the sur-

vey, and of Governors Marcy, Seward,

Bouck and Fish who promoted it.

As illustrative of the close union between

science and good government two ancient

episodes in the state's history may be re-

called. One is that Samuel Latham

Mitchell, the pioneer of natural science in

this state, delivered an evening address be-

fore the state legislature, was elected to a

seat in the legislature of 1790 and in 1807

took the first steam-propelled voyage up the

Hudson with Fulton. Another is that in

1818, on invitation of Governor Clinton,

Amos Eaton, the pioneer geologist of the

state, delivered a course of lectures before

the legislature and interested many of the

leading men of the state in geology and its

application to agriculture by means of sur-

veys, thus planting the idea which eventu-

ated in the great work, " Natural History

of New York."

Is New York state to-day seeking among

her votaries of science some of her repre-

sentatives at Albany to counsel her in mat-

ters of state welfare ? We may not answer

the question but may put another: is the

vast free educational system of the state,

on which fifty-four millions of dollars are

being expended annually, with a total at-

tendance of one and one half million

pupils, turning out its due proportion of

men of science for the future service of the

state? Whatever the answers to these

questions, it is certainly well even on a

jubilee occasion such as this for the mem-
bers of a great democratic commonwealth

like ours, full of confidence and pride in

its institutions, dazzled perhaps by stupen-

dous expenditures and vast numbers of

students, to pause and consider which di-

rection our social evolution is taking

through education and democracy—pro-

gressive or retrogressive.

As regards the birth and education of

men of science, the honor roll of geology in

this state, the product of old educational

methods, is a long one. We are impressed

with what the state, the nation and more

than this, the world owes to the generation

bom between 1764 and 1860 within our

own state borders. Among the pioneers of
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science in this country were the following:

Mitchell (1764-1831), born in Hempstead,

L. I., whose political services have been

alluded to above and who published in 1796

"A Report of the Geology and Mineralogy

of the Hudson," the first work of its kind

in the United States; Stephen van Rensse-

laer (1765-1839), born in New York City,

founder of the Polytechnic of Troy, patron

of the first serious geological work in the

state; David Hosack (1769-1835), born in

New York City, closely associated with De
Witt Clinton in the leadership of civic life,

promoter of botany and mineralogy, master

of John Torrey; Amos Eaton (1776-1842),

born at Chatham, tiirned toward science by

Mitchell and Hosack, whose survey of Al-

bany and Rensselaer counties marked an

era in the progress of geology in this coun-

try, the master of James Hall; Henry
Rowe Schoolcraft (1793-1864), born in

Albany county, pioneer explorer of the

geology and the mineral wealth beyond the

Alleghanies and discoverer of the source

of the Mississippi; John Torrey (1796-

1873), born in New York City, pupil of

Hosack, founder of American botany,

master of Asa Gray; Joseph Henry (1799-

1878), born in Albany, discoverer of the

magneto-electric telegraph, which has put

the whole world into communication; Wil-

liam Williams Mather (1804-1859), born

in Brooklyn, one of the four geologists of

the Survey, pioneer geologist of Ohio and
Kentucky; James Dwight Dana (1813-

1895), born in Utica, geologist of the

Wilkes Exploring Expedition, the fore-

most geologist of his time in America;

Alexander Winchell (1824^1891), born in

the Northeast, geologist ofMichigan ; Otlmiel

Charles Marsh (1831-1899), born in Lock-

port, famous vertebrate paleontologist, one

of the leaders in the exploration of the

western states; Robert Parr Whitfield

(1828-1910), born in New Hartford, in-

vertebrate paleontologist of distinction;

Edward Orton (1829-1899), born in Dela-

ware county, state geologist of Ohio; John

Wesley Powell (1824-1902), born in

Mount Morris, explorer of the Grand
Canon, famous ethnologist, director of the

United States Geological Survey; Israel

Cook Russell (1852-1906), born at Gar-

rettsville, geologist, explorer and eminent

writer.

We trust space may be found within the

new museum, in bust or tablet, to memor-
ialize the services of these great men as well

as of those who, like Hall, came from other

states. In this matter the state may well

follow France, which leads the world in

appreciation of its men of science and
erects more statues to its savants and lit-

terateurs than to its military leaders.

Among the living natives of the state

who have rendered or are rendering dis-

tinguished service are Raphael Pumpelly

(1837), geologist and explorer; John James
Stevenson (1841), geologist of the Wheeler

and Pennsylvania Surveys; Grove Karl

Gilbert (1843), geologist of two state and
two of the national surveys; Charles Doo-

little Walcott (1853), leading invertebrate

paleontologist and administrator of the

United States Geological Survey and of

the Smithsonian Institution; last but not

least, John Mason Clarke (1857), pupil of

James Hall, invertebrate paleontologist,

distinguished in geology and paleontology.

From this number the nation has chosen

two of the directors of the United States

Geological Survey, Powell and Walcott,

and two of the secretaries of the Smith-

sonian Institution, Henry and Walcott.

Our early political governors and men
of science found their inspiration in the

state itself, in its splendid area equal to

that of all New England, in its scenery

—

including the Palisades, the Hudson, the

Catskills, the Adirondaeks, the Mohawk,
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Niagara, the lake and great western plains

district—and in its diversity second only

to that of California. Beautiful as the

surface is with its flora and fauna, its in-

terest, significance and utility have been

vastly enhanced for man by the thorough

understanding of its natural history and

its prehistory, from the birth of the Adi-

rondacks and Highlands to the final sculp-

turing of the state by the glaciers, with all

the grand procession of life from the time

of the interior paleozoic seas to the plants

and animals of our day. For all this deeper

knowledge we are indebted to the natural

history survey of the state, begun in 1836

and practically continuing to the present

time.

The Survey'' was by far the most impor-

tant scientific event in the history of our

state and one of the most important in the

history of the nation.^ It attracted five of

the most able geologists and naturalists of

the country to its service, Lardner Va-

nuxem (1792-1848) from Pennsylvania,

Ebenezer Emmons (1799-1843) from

Massachusetts, from our state Mather, the

geologist, and Torrey, the botanist, James

Hall (1811-1898) from Massachusetts.

The survey set a high standard not only

for the state but for the country; it exem-

plified the ideal development, side by side,

of pure and applied science. Emmons ob-

served :

The Survey of New York was indebted for its

projection and' execution to a movement in science

—a movement which pervaded the entire thinking

community. It was one of those natural results

which mark the progress of truth; and itself was

an evidence of the progressive intelligence of the

human mind.

' It was the essay of John A. Dix as Secretary

of State (1835) on the Natural Eesources of the

State that was the efficient final act before legis-

lation was effected, a report prepared at the re-

quest of the legislature with reference to the

organization of the Natural History Survey.

* See Merrill 's
'

' Contributions to the History

of American Geology," p. 344.

Hall observed:

The enlightened spirit in which this Survey was
directed, and the munificence with which it has

been sustained, have afforded every means re-

quired for its completion. The state of New
York, which has hitherto established her claim to

the dignity of the Empire State, has now added

another wreath to her laurels, in becoming the

first in the patronage of science, and in the bene-

fits thereby bestowed on her citizens, as she is

first in resources, in commerce and public im-

provements.^

Mather observed

:

The State of New York is the first that fully

carried out the principle of division of labor in

the execution of a survey on the Natural History

of the State, under the name of a geological

survey. By this arrangement each head of a

department of the survey has been enabled to

devote his whole time and attention to his own
specific duties, without having the entire range of

natural science to distract his attention. . . . The

survey of New York, unlike that of some of the

other states, has been uninfluenced by party and

political considerations, and the chief magistrates,

during its execution, have been actuated by high

and ennobling motives."

Merrill observes:

This led to an organization which has left a

more lasting impression upon American geology

than any that has followed or had preceded it.

As fate ordained, the locality was one of the most

favorable that could have been selected for work-

ing out the fundamental principles of stratigraphic

geology; moreover, those appointed to do the work

proved equal to the occasion. The New York

survey gave to American geology a nomenclature

largely its own; it demonstrated above everything

else the value of fossils for purposes of correla-

tion, and incidentally it brought into prominence

one man, James Hall, who was destined to become

America's greatest paleontologist.'

° Hall, James, '
' Natural History of New York, '

'

Part IV., 4to, New York, Boston, Albany, 1843,

p. ix.

"Mather, Wm. M., "Natural History of New
York," Pt. IV., 4to, New York, Boston, Albany,

1843, p. X.

' Merrill, George P., '
' Contributions to the His-

tory of American Geology. '
' Eept. U. S. National

Mus. for 1904, pp. 189-734 (p. 344).
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What was discovered by the original

Survey fills thirty great volumes, stately

and beautiful in form, epoch-making in

content. The data in these works and the

new series of thirteen "Memoirs of the

State Museum," published between 1889

and 1910, are the units out of which, to-

gether Avith our present knowledge, the

wonderful geologic history of the state

with all its natural mineral wealth and

other resources, its botany and zoology, can

be written.

An outline of this history may serve the

practical man as a brilliant instance of the

union between pure and applied science,

between theory and practice, but more

than this it may show the lover of nature

the new fascination and glamor which a

knowledge of the past lends to the present.

Geology has shown that there are in

New York state two great mountain up-

lifts or granitic sentinels surviving from

the very beginning which are still centers

of greatest beauty : to the north, as an out-

post of the Canadian nucleus of the North

American continent, lies the rugged mass

of the Adirondacks, to be imagined as an

island of ancient crystalline rocks, which

has been above the ocean since the geologic

dawn, its ancient mountains now worn

down to their roots by erosion in succeed-

ing ages and still flanked around the base

by the old shore formations of the Cambrian

and later periods. To the south lie the

equally ancient Hudson Highlands and the

rugged ridges of Westchester eoiinty,

stretching southwestward from New Eng-

land, the vestige of an eastern land mass of

early geologic times which is now in large

part sunk beneath the waters of the ocean

or covered by more recent formations, the

debris of struggles with the encroaching

Atlantic. In this old pre-Cambrian conti-

nent, whose crystalline schists have been the

special study of Kemp, are found our

building granites, our magnetic iron, our

rich deposits of talc and soapstone, sources

of industry and welfare.

There were also two historic seas : the in-

terior sea, or American Mediterranean,

which bounded these granitic sentinels on

the west, and the ancient Atlantic, which

bounded them on the east. Our Atlantic

coast line during the Paleozoic Period

stretched far to the east, perhaps as far as

the continental shelf, one hundred miles

east of Long Island, where the depth then,

as now, rapidly increased to the abyssal

ocean.

There were also two great inclines or

drainage systems, the first emptying into

the interior sea which stretched from the

south and west over a large part of the

continent. During these early epochs cen-

tral and western New York formed a battle

ground between this inland sea and the

granitic lands to the north and east; the

shore lines advanced and receded, spread-

ing the gravel beds and sands or the silt

and calcareous ooze of the deeper waters in

alternating succession over the broad plains

of central and western New York. To the

receptive basins of these shore lines of

Silurian and Devonian age our builders

largely owe their sandstones and lime-

stones, their limes and cements. To the

plant life imbedded in Silurian and De-

vonian times we owe our natural gas and

our petroleum. Of Silurian age are our

hematite iron ores. Great coastal evapo-

rating basins of Silurian times have be-

queathed to us our gypsum and our salt.

In the prolonged struggle the forces of

uplift were finally victorious; the inland

sea retreated step by step to the south and

west until in the era of the great coal

forest of Carboniferous times, the border

line of permanent land has passed beyond

the limits of what is now the state of New
York. This is the reason the state has no
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coal. Throiighoiit the central and western

portion the rock formations still lie rela-

tively flat and undisturbed; from the line

of the Mohawk valley and the southern

shore of Lake Ontario the successive strata

rise tier above tier until they culminate in

the Catskills to the east and the Pennsyl-

vania border.

In 1836 James Hall was assigned this

level and supposedly uninteresting portion

of the state, the fourth district, which he

was told "was good enough for a young

man of twenty-five." The region was re-

garded as of little promise and was will-

ingly relinquished to him, and this proved

to be one of the happy accidents of geology,

for Hall's genius revealed the fact that

nowhere in the world does there exist so

complete a series of the older fossiliferous

rocks, such continuous records of the life

of the ancient inland sea; in wonderful

perfection the animals that lived in the

shallow waters and along our inland coast

have yielded the data for the paleontologic

researches of the master and his pupils

Merrill, Wliitfield, Clarke, and others.

The second great drainage system, now
represented by the vestigial Hudson river,

is that which flowed from northwest and

southeast between the northern and south-

ern granitic masses of the Adirondacks and

the Hudson. This broad trough, or valley,

was developed east of the Appalachian up-

lift and included the Shawangunk' moun-

tains. In it were accumulated the sedi-

' The Shawangunk Mountains belong to the

Appalachian uplift which succeeded the Carbon-

iferous, hence very much more ancient than the

later disturbances of the Highlands. The Cat-

skill uplift belongs to the same age of general

elevation as the close of the Carboniferous. It

escaped the general reduction of the rest of the

Alleghany Plateau for reasons not at present evi-

dent except in the hard nature of its rocks. The

Hudson Highlands region has gone through its

oscillations quite completely since the origin of

the mountains referred to. The Highlands have

gone far down after having been raised high, and

ments washed down from the adjoining

mountains during Triassic and early Juras-

sic times, to form the red sandstones and
shales of the

'

' Newark System, '

' extending

across the New Jersey border into Rock-

land county, and recently yielding at Fort

Lee one saurian of Triassic age. The great

red sandstone delta was in turn tilted and

heavily faulted, and along the fault lines

and between the strata of shale and sand-

stone welled up the great outpourings of

basaltic lava which formed the trap rocks

of the Palisades and parallel ridges to the

westward.

Toward the close of the Age of Reptiles

the littoral strip began subsiding beneath

the Atlantic ocean, converting the shore

line into a coastal swamp over Long Island

;

but the greatest factor in Long Island's

history was the Glacial Epoch at the close

of the Age of Mammals, when the ice cap

extended downward from eastern Canada
over almost the whole of New York state

and left as its terminal moraine the long,

irregular line of hiUs of boulder, clay and
sand stretching along the northern shore

of Long Island across Staten Island, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and westward. To
this we owe our building clays. This great

ice sheet, as studied by Fairchild, Wood-
worth, and others, gave the final touch to

our landscape and to our agricultural

lands, gouging out valleys, blocking rivers,

piling heaps of detritus across valleys

during its slow retreat to the north, pro-

foundly modifying the topography of the

state, shaping the basins of many of our

lakes, the courses of our rivers, and the

character of our soil. At the beginning of

the ice retreat the cap so blocked the St.

Lawrence river valley that Lake Ontario

found its outlet along the Mohawk river

into the Hudson. All the life records of the

are now apparently on their way up again. This

statement relates to the relation of the Highlands

to the cutting down of the Hudson Eiver. (J.

M. C.)
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later geologic periods in New York state

were swept away by erosion or buried be-

neath the debris of the Ice Age. Only
from the swamps and peat bogs formed
since the retreat of the ice have been dis-

interred the skeletons of mastodons" and

other extinct forms.

Science, like charity, begins at home.

Our Education Department could not do a

wiser thing than to popularize the tech-

nical geology of the state in a school book

and put such a volume into the hands of

every scholar; it would exert a vast influ-

ence.

The animal and plant life of the state

formed the second great branch of the Sur-

vey. As a result New York state has taken

a leading part in the encouragement and

development of the study of birds in this

•country, from 1844, when the state issued

a quarto volume of 380 pages and 141

colored plates by James E. De Kay, "On
the Birds of New York," to 1910, when it

published the first of two superb quartos

by Baton with colored plates by Puertes;

and here again the Survey has been more

or less directly the means of bringing out

the latent ability of sons of the state.

Among the ornithologists, all natives of

New York, who have been developed during

this period, are Giraud, Mearns, whose

researches have extended all over the union

and to Africa, Merriam, head of the U. S.

Biological Survey, and our leading field

naturalists, Bieknell, Ralph, Bagg and

many others.^"

The Survey also produced in 1842 De

Kay's four volumes devoted to the mam-
° Mastodons and mammoth remains are found

in swamps and beaches of the same age, though

the occurrence of the latter is comparatively rare;

they are contemporaneous, but it is probable that

the mastodons survived the mammoths within our

area. (J. M. C.)

'»C. Hart Merriam, New York City, 1855;

Edgar A. Mearns, Highlands Falls, 1856; B. H.

Eaton, Springville, 1866; E. P. BickneU, Wood-

mere, L. I.

mals, reptiles, and amphibians, also the

extinct mammals of the state as they were

known in 1842. Later contributions to the

mammalian life independent of the survey

were Merriam 's "Mammals of the Adiron-

dacks," 1882 and 1884, Miller's "Prelimi-

nary List of the Mammals of New York"
in 1889, and Mearns 's "Mammals of the

Hudson Highlands '

' and '

' Mammals of the

Catskill Mountains."

The practical results growing out of the

State Survey are no less significant than

the theoretical, affording the strongest

proofs that discovering and spreading

knowledge of nature is the best investment

a state can make, because all wealth and all

health flow from such knowledge. When
state funds are used for the forces which

make for production the payment of

interest is retarded, perhaps beyond the

lifetime of the individual who makes the

discovery and when returns do come the

discoverer is often forgotten; only in rare

instances does he benefit from them. The

chief applications of the results of research

have been to agriculture and mining; in

fact, the science of agriculture was one of

the original motives in the organization of

the Survey, and the four volumes which

Ebenezer Emmons devoted to the agricul-

ture of New York and to its fruit culture

between 1846 and 1854 led to the organiza-

tion of the State Agricultural Society and

finally to the State Agricultural Depart-

ment.

The increase in the value of the mineral

product^^ of the state since the organization

" Mineral productions of the state

—

1837 1911

Iron ores from within

the state 1,000,000 3,184,054

Clay materials 150,000 9,734,744

Building stones 500,000 5,520,800

Salt 625,000 2,191,485

Gypsum 15,000 1,092,598

Cement 150,000 3,065,334

Materials not produced

in 1837 6,784,093
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of the Survey has been approximately

3,000 per cent. The fact speaks for itself

without claiming for the geological organi-

zation all the credit for this tremendous

development. The approximate output of

minerals of all kinds for the year 1837, the

first year in which the Survey did actual

work, was two and one half millions; the

total mineral production for the year 1911

for materials within the state was thirty-

one and a half millions ; but including the

ores brought in from outside the production

is seventy-four and one half millions,

ranking New York state as the sixth state

of the union in the value of its total output.

The preeminence of Pennsylvania, Illinois,

Alabama, and "West Virginia is due to

their coal, that of California to its oil. As
a result of the careful surveys made within

the last few years the volumetric totals of

the iron ores still available for commerce

are shown to reach nearly one billion tons,

interesting as indices of the potential

natural wealth of a state which has no coal

and comparatively little oil. The scientific

foundation of this development is the

volume "Mineralogy of New York," by
Lewis C. Beck, published in 1842.

The most recent instance of the inter-

relations between pure science and progress

is that developed by the need of the City

of New York for an increased water supply,

involving the second greatest engineering

task of modern times. When work on the

new aqueduct was actively undertaken ten

years ago, the chief engineer, J. Waldo

Smith, one of the broadest minded men of

his profession, realized that the geological

structure and the present and past history

of the region to be traversed entered in a

fundamental way into the problem. The

region embraces the Triassie and Archean

formations of the state from the Upper

Devonian downward, formations to which

the survey has devoted pure research since

1836, formations folded, faulted, and meta-

morphosed in a most complicated manner.

The surface features are concealed every-

where with drift of the Glacial Epoch,

which at places like a thick mantle covers

buried channels or pre-glacial systems of

drainage which cut the bed rock to depths

much below the present level. At the

Storm King crossing of the Hudson the

rock bottom is 800 feet or more below the

surface of the river. With their thorough

understanding of these facts, the consult-

ing geologists Kemp, Crosby and Berkey

aided the engineers in selecting the best

locations and in forecasting the under-

ground geology for the preparation of

specifications for the contractors. Con-

versely the great tunnels and sections of

the engineer have laid bare new matters of

great value to the geologist; matters of

inference have become the recorded facts

of observation ; estimates have given way to

precise measurement in feet and inches.

All this experience, embracing so much of

human, scientific, and technical value, is

to be brought together in a volume by

Berkey and published with abundant pro-

files and illustrations in a bulletin of the

State Museum.

The scientific growth of New York state

is the past, the present, and a forecast of

the future of our State Museum. The off-

spring has become the parent ; the museum
now conducts the geological and other sur-

veys of the state. From its slow birth

under the Natural History Survey between

1836 and 1843, under vicissitudes of name,

of scope, of direction, and of dwelling

place, the State Museum is now the titular

head of the survey and of the entire science

division under the New York State Educa-

tion Department. The paleontologic, geo-

logic, mineralogic, and botanic depart-

ments, independent oifshoots of the survey,

were brought under the regents of the uni-
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versity in 1883, and in 1889 the museum
was made an integral part of the Univer-

sity of the State of New York. A further

concentration took place in 1894 when the

university was fused with the New York

State Education Department, under which

a division of science was created. This

division was charged with the broad powers

of administration of the museum and with

the geology, paleontology, botany, ento-

mology, zoology, and archeology; in brief,

it is the scientific scope of the old Natural

History Survey of 1836 with the added cus-

todianship of all the materials brought in.

As compared with our central government,

it is the United States Geological Survey,

a part of the Agricultural Department and

the National Museum swept into one under

a bureau of education. Such unification is,

so far as we know, unique; it is certainly

logical in the sense that all state-supported

scientific work should be educational in the

very broadest sense as well as in the inter-

ests of pure research; as an administrative

system it is an experiment which is well

worth trying by our state, for it may be of

value in Washington, where concentration

of all the scientific bureaus of the govern-

ment has long been under consideration.

Under the directors Hall, Smock, and

Merrill in the years that have passed since

1904, the date of the appointment of John

Mason Clarke as head of the museum and

of the survey, the historic lines of geology

and paleontology have been ably sustained,

lines which are among the most honored

traditions of the institution, together with

greater activity along lines which had not

been especially developed in its previous

history. Thus while the study of plant and

insect life has followed the earlier lines of

economic service to the state, there has been

continued advance in the study of mammal
and bird life, of the past and present life

of the Indian. Every effort is being made

to represent in full in the museum the

fauna of this state and to exhibit it as

effectively as practicable. In archeology

the unique field is the study and portrayal

of the culture of the Iroquois, which brings

the museum in touch with the 6,000 Indians

of the state, their history, ambitions, and

ideals, and it is fortunate that the preserva-

tion of the traditions and the folklore of

this declining race is entrusted to the State

Museum. Following up the work of Lewis

H. Morgan, who probably contributed more

to initiating and advancing anthropological

work among the Indians of the state than

any other person, there were the writings

of Beauchamp and the studies of Converse,

while among the younger contributors may
be mentioned Parker, the present state

archeologist, and Skinner.^^

The law also provides that the State Mu-
seum shall cover the field of history, and

the initiation of this problem is large be-

cause it has hitherto been entirely neglected

by the state and important because of its

educational bearings.

The original function of the museum as

a depository of all the scientific materials

brought in by the survey should be ex-

tended along lines similar to those followed

hy the National Museum of Washington, so

that the new Conservation Commission with

its interests in the forests, the fisheries, and

the game of the state shall find the rooms

of the State Museum equipped for the

scientific materials which come to the com-

mission. Similarly the department of the

state engineer, the departments of agricul-

ture, of health, and highways, should re-

gard the halls of the museum as the place

where the people are to find the visible

educational materials developed with the

growth of these several departments. This

cooperation is in keeping with the unifica-

" Harriet Maxwell Converse, Arthur C. Parker,

Alanson Skinner.
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tion of the advance of pure and applied

science in the progress of the state.

We may well ask what are the distinctive

features of an ideal state museum as con-

trasted with great civic museums like the

American Museum of Natural History of

New York, the Field Museum of Natural

History of Chicago, the Carnegie Museum
of Pittsburgh, or a great national museum
like that in Washington? Why should a

state have its own museum, apart ftom the

historical and political reasons which have

located this institution at Albany? The

answer is largely given in the preceding

portions of this address. The museum is

the natural scientific center of the state

government; it is the natural depository

of all the material brought together by the

state surveys, it is the natural custodian of

all purely scientific state records; it is the

natural center of the study of the re-

sources of the state as a political unit; it

must maintain its capacity for productive-

ness in pure scientific research—pure sci-

ence has been the justification of the state i

museum from the beginning of its history.

For example, it is justified in issuing a

monograph on the birds of New York state,

as it is now doing, because this kind of pub-

lication belongs to the museum historic-

ally, because the education of the people of

the state in the important matter of the

economic value of bird life must be accom-

panied by the preservation and exhibition

of the materials on which the volume is

based. In brief, the distinctive sphere and

scope of the state museum corresponds

with the scientific interests and welfare of

the people within the geographic boun-

daries of the state.

Yet in no relation is the function of the

statemuseum more full of promise than in its

relation to state education, a relation which

it already maintains biit which should be

greatly extended in the future. The pe-

culiar teaching quality of a museum is that

it teaches in the way nature teaches, by

speaking to the mind direct and not

through the medium of another mind.

This principle of natural instruction is be-

ing carried out in the development of the

exhibits of the museum, and through pho-

tography these exhibitions may well be ex-

tended to the schools of the state. The

museum should be the center from which

the visual and practical instruction of the

children of the state in science should ema-

nate. The pulse of the new museum should

be felt in every country school in the state

and in the schools of every one of its cities

which has not developed its own museum
center. The museum should supply the

schools with collections of scientific mater-

ials; it should distribute traveling demon-

strative collections in natural history. In

brief, it should supply the State Educa-

tion Department with all materials for the

visual instruction in the scientific features

of the state for distribution among the

schools. Our school children should receive

their first inspiration in science not from

abroad but from the things about them.

There is every reason why the state mu-

seum should do for the resources of the

state what the Commercial Museum of

Philadelphia is doing for the people of

Pennsylvania.

The execution of these ideals requires a

combination of scientific and administra-

tive ability with a strong sense of public

duty, which I dwelt upon in the opening

paragraphs of this address. Our great

commonwealth is to be congratulated on

having at the head of its educational sys-

tem a man of the breadth of view of Dr.

Andrew S. Draper, and at the head of this

institution a man of such thorough prepa-

ration, wide sympathies and executive

ability as its present director. In assuming

the centralized control both of the Geolog-
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ieal Survey and the State Museum in 1904

Dr. John Mason Clarke inherited positions

rich in traditions and undertook no light

task. Long years of experience as an as-

sistant to James Hall had given him a wide

and thorough knowledge of the state's geol-

ogy and paleontology, and, quite as im-

portant, of its legislators. Although a

paleontologist and stratigrapher himself,

all the other lines centering in his office

have received his support. While the great

monographs on the faunas of the Devonian,

the graptolites, the ancient sponges and

the eurypterids have seen the light, the

areal geology has had its full recognition,

the ancient crystallines have received no

less attention than the fossiliferous beds

and the mineral resources. Botany, zool-

ogy and archeology have had their due and

are well represented in the publications of

the state museum. The geologic map of the

state has progressed on the topographic

scale of one mile to the inch, so far that al-

most one half of the area of the state has

been plotted in minute detail. The mu-

seum has kept in touch with and published

the geological results obtained in connec-

tion with the development of the aqueduct.

It has availed itself of the cooperation of

many of the most able specialists in the

state.

It is now the great opportunity of our

state not only to maintain liberally a mu-
seum the purpose of which is to present in

fulness the character of its natural re-

sources, but to furnish the State Depart-

ment of Education with the means of

spreading the work of the museum in pop-

ularized form throughout the schools of the

state. The appropriations have doubled

in recent years, now amounting approxi-

mately to $40,000, but they are insufficient

to develop a museum worthy of the dignity

of the state of New York either along the

lines of exhibition or those of public educa-

tion.

The truest measure of civilization and of

intelligence in the government of a state is

the support of its institutions of science,

for the science of our time in its truest

sense is not the opinions or prejudices, the

strength or weakness of its votaries, it is

the sum of our knowledge of nature with

its infinite applications to state welfare, to

state progress and to the distribution of

human happiness.

Henby Faiefield Osborn
American Museum op Natural History

ADDBESS OF PRESIDENT TAFT AT TEE
FIFTEENTH INTERNATIONAL CON-

GRESS ON HYGIENE AND
DEMOGRAPHY^

It is my pleasant and honorable duty, on

behalf of the people and the government of

the United States, to welcome this great con-

gress to Washington.
" Prevention is better than cure." The

science of medicine and surgery has made
wonderful growths in the last forty years, but

in that time it would seem as if the science

of sanitation, of hygiene and of preventive

medicine had come into being from nothing.

And now the two, prevention and cure,

through the intense energy, industry, applica-

tion, keen discrimination and high and en-

thusiastic aims of the benefactors of human
kind, who are now devoting their lives to re-

search, and the investigation of the cause of

disease, its transmission and its antidotes, are

proceeding, pari passu, with such rapidity

and success that in the next century we may
almost expect to find the equivalent of that

fountain of youth and perpetual life which

was sought for in this country by some of the

early discoverers.

It is easy to make an error with reference

to the beginning of a great forward move-

ment by dating it from the time when the

^ OflScial report of the address given at Conti-

nental Memorial Hall, Washington, D. C, Sep-

tember 23, 1912.
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would-be historian has become alive to its

progress and convinced of its importance.

Now, I do not mean to say that our sanitary-

science in this country began with the Span-

ish war; I do not mean to say that it had its

origin in the tropics; for I have no doubt that

nearly every one who hears me could confute

such statements, by reference, for example, to

the robbing of dread diphtheria of its terrors

by antitoxin and other similar revolutionary

discoveries. And yet it is true that out of a

war, very short of duration, and of compara-

tively little importance in the number of men
engaged, and the cost, and the lives lost, there

came to this country a series of problems, the

most important of which included questions

of sanitation, the methods of transmission and

the cure of tropical diseases, the adoption and

enforcement of a system of hygienic law, and

the establishment in the tropics of govern-

mental institutions of medical research by

army, navy and civilian physicians, which

have brought to the attention of the whole

country the necessity for widespread reform

in our provisions for the maintenance of

health and the prevention of disease at home.

Our responsibilities in Cuba, Porto Eico

and the Philippines, and now on the Isthmus

of Panama, have so enlarged our knowledge

of the possibilities of successful sanitation

under the most burdensome conditions, and

have so impressed both professional men and

the laymen at all familiar with conditions,

with the necessity for more rigid and com-

prehensive health laws, and a stricter enforce-

ment of them for the general public good,

that if the Spanish war resulted in nothing

else, it was worth greatly more than it cost,

in this useful development of one of the most

important functions that modern government

has to discharge, as well as in making clear

the need of an additional branch of general

education in the matter of the hygiene of the

home and of the individual.

It would seem as if the tropics were the

proper place for the beginning of a crusade on

this subject. In the tropics nature has a

more rapid growth, not only in vegetation

and in animal life, but the diseases are shown

on a larger scale and permit the study of their

development with more certainty of conclu-

sion than in the temperate zone. The effect

of preventive regulation upon great bodies of

persons is more clearly marked, and the re-

ward for hygienic strictness seems greater and

more obvious. Wlien we first went into the

tropics, our purpose was to make that region

habitable for white people. We have demon-

strated that as a possibility. ISTow we have

gone beyond the provision for those who come

from the temperate zone, and we are en-

gaged in the work of developing the tropical

races into a strength of body and freedom

from disease that they have never had before.

The prevalence in a whole race of the hook-

worm, or of malaria, or of beri-beri, the per-

sistence in the intestines of an entire popula-

tion of many varieties of disease germs which

do not destroy, but weaken and stunt and

shorten life, shows the possibility by proper

health methods and proper treatment of re-

vitalizing tropical races and securing from

them that vigor of physical action which will

enable them to develop and enjoy the marvel-

ous richness of the countries in which they

live. Of course the problem of enforcing

health regulations against the will of an ig-

norant people, whose natural laziness and re-

sentment at discipline makes the enforce-

ment most difficult, requires a strong govern-

ment and the raising of a sufficient fund by

taxation to maintain an adequate health po-

lice. These are the problems in the tropics

that every government that has dependencies

must meet. There is no difficulty about run-

ning a government cheaply if you limit its

functions to the mere matter of the preserva-

tion of peace and the administration of jus-

tice; but if you propose to add to these ade-

quate systems of education, government

hygiene, good roads, and other internal im-

'

provements, then you must look about for

sources of revenue which are not always forth-

coming, and an absence of which retards the

progress that every good administrator longs

for in the interest of the people entrusted to

his charge. And then if the government to be

established is to be more or less popular, the
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people themselves must be educated to under-

stand the importance of the hygienic restric-

tions, to accept them, and themselves to im-

pose upon themselves the burden of taxation

which it is essential for them to carry in

order that any progress shall be made at all.

I consider it a proud record of the Ameri-

can army that through its medical corps en-

gaged in hygienic work, so many important

discoveries as to the transmission of disease

and the method of stopping its spread, have

been given or proven to the world, and all of

this is dated chiefly from the time of the

Spanish war. The elimination of black

smallpox by thorough vaccination, the study

of bubonic plague, its mode of transmission,

suppression of its causes and its methods of

treatment, the study of cholera and its method
of treatment, together with the preventive in-

oculation, the study of beri-beri, and the meth-

ods of its prevention and cure which have not,

even as yet, been altogether satisfactory, the

learning of the causes of yellow fever by

transmission through the mosquito and its

method of treatment so as by isolation of

both the patient and the mosquito to prevent

its spread in a community, and its ultimate

suppression, the minimizing of the bad effects

of malaria by the destruction of the mosquito

which carries its poison, the ridding a race of

the hookworm and its demoralizing physical

degeneration, the prevention of typhoid by

inoculation, all constitute great steps forward

in the treatment of diseases that though most

of them are especially formidable in the trop-

ics, are general also in the temperate zone,

and in these discoveries which have been

made, it is most satisfactory to be able to say

that our American physicians have taken and

are taking a most important and honorable

part. It is very certain that but for these

discoveries the construction of the Panama
canal, which now since 1904 has been going

on with giant strides, and which will be com-

pleted within a year, would have been impos-

sible. The effort of the French to build a

much smaller canal at the same place would

doubtless have been successful but for the

problems of hygiene which the science of that

day did not enable them to solve. And now
it is proper that the chief health officer in

charge of that strip forty miles long by ten

miles wide, who has enabled 50,000 people

to live there in health and build the canal,

should share with the chief engineer the

honors when the end shall crown the work.

It was most fortunate in working out the

problems that these agents of health on the

Isthmus had no limitation put upon them
with respect to expense, and that everything

was at their hand to accomplish the purpose

of the nation. Other problems which shall

arise in the future may not be so fortunately

circumstanced, and economy and the limita-

tions of expense may call attention to the

necessity for finding changes in method which

shall reduce the cost of the work and bring it

within reasonable figures, but it is well that

the first effort was not hampered by such con-

siderations. Of course, while the great prob-

lem was the problem of the maintenance of

the healthfulness of the Isthmus during the

construction of the canal, there still remains

the important one of keeping the atrip health-

ful while the canal is operated.

The possibilities of improvement through

governmental hygiene of tropical countries

are so great that it makes one who has any

conception of what they are grow enthusiastic

in the contemplation of what centuries may
bring forth in this regard. Of course, one of

the things that will have to be brought about

is effective and efficient government in the

tropics, and how this is to be reconciled with

the growing tendency toward more and more

popular government is a question of the edu-

cation of the people in governmental respon-

sibility. Still the amount which can be done

in the enforcement of principles of hygiene

with the tropical races and with those who live

in the tropics, has already had sufficient

demonstration to make one with any imagina-

tion at all anxious to look forward to the

development of the world around its middle

after the temperate zone shall have been occu-

pied to such an extent as to make the enter-

prising of their inhabitants look elsewhere for

migration and settlement. The mere matter of
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the improvement of people in the Philippines

by the establishment in each village of artesian

wells, so as to give them pure water, gives

such a marked decrease in the mortality and

such a marked increase in the health of the

inhabitants as to show a present condition

that is capable of wonderful amendment.

I have dwelt at length upon the tropical

hygiene because my responsibilities have

brought me more into contact with that than

with the hygienic problems of the temperate

zone, where improvement in conditions is

necessarily less marked, because the conditions

are not so deplorable when attacked. The
range covered by the considerations of this

congress is so wide as to be almost bewilder-

ing, and the problems which are presented in

working out the improvements toward the

ideals that are presented are of course most

various and most complicated. The question

of the interference with personal liberty

through the insistence upon the enforcement

of health regulations does not present itself

in the temperate zone so often as in the trop-

ics, because the prevalence of infectious and

contagious diseases in the form of an epidemic

is not so great ; and yet, as we go on to regulate

how people shall live, we may expect to find,

as indeed we have already found, considerable

resistance and inertia that requires care and

caution in the drafting of drastic regulatory

provisions. Then the expense of the main-

tenance of a force sufficient to carry out useful

regulations is a most serious question in carry-

ing on a proper government. The number of

things that the government has to do has in-

creased so rapidly under the modern view that

the necessity for economy in administration

was never greater, while the burden of taxation

continues and must continue to increase.

I do not doubt that we are beginning a

new epoch in humanity's history in this

country in reforms looking to the bodily

health of those less fortunately circumstanced

in their life's condition and work. The

study of vital statistics showing the pre-

valence of diseases and tracing their causes

must prompt the organized effort of govern-

mental forces to minimize the causes, and to

furnish remedies for the evil. We have al-

ready begun the reform, in our pure food law,

in our mining bureau and our children's

bureau.

We must initiate investigations into dis-

eases of particular occupations with a view to

regulation or prohibition. An example of this

we have in the heavy tax upon the making of

white sulphur matches. Still greater oppor-

tuntiea for improvement are before us. We
need to develop under governmental auspices

a bureau or a department, in which the funds

of the government shall be expended for re-

search of every kind useful in the practise

and enforcement of hygiene and preventive

medicine. That something of this sort may
grow out of the present United States Public

Health Service there is reason to believe, but

it will need far greater appropriations and a

widening of its scope of duties before it shall

have filled the place that the medical profession

of this country has a right to expect the

general government to create in the progress

of hygiene and demography.

I have said little or nothing about the

vital statistics, not because I would minimize
its importance, but because my information

in respect to it is so faulty. I am very certain

that we are far behind other countries in the

completeness of our vital records, because we
are a new country, and we have not stopped

to make the needed registers of lives and

deaths and diseases and in the hurry of our

existence we have failed to appreciate the

enormous value that attaches to such statistics

in the study of improving methods and the

ascertainment of facts essential in the develop-

ment of hygienic science.

I can not conceive any congress of a more
useful character than the one which it is now
my honor to welcome. It is useful, first, be-

cause a comparison of the ideas and the dis-

coveries and the theories of men engaged in

the same hunt for truth, and in the same
delving into the mysteries of nature, with a

view to wresting her secrets in the matter of

the cause and cure of disease, must result in a

general benefit to all who take part in such a

congress. The science of hygiene and sanita-
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tion and demography must be given an im-

petus the world over by the temporary con-

centration in close quarters of men from all

the world who have been giving their life work

to the same problems. It is delightful to con-

template this phase of the congress, because it

is one of those shining instances of worldwide

organization for the promotion of the peaceful

arts, of which I am glad to say the number
is growing every year, and in which the com-

mon interest of humanity is made conspicuous

by contrast with the selfishness and isolation

of each nation in the conflict of interests that

are typified by our burdensome and ever-

increasing preparations for war. Such con-

gresses can not but make for the permanence
of peace. They must create a deeper love of

man for man. They do stir up in the member-
ship of such a congress, having representation

from all the world, a greater human sympathy,

and offer to the scientific student who is

willing to devote his life to the development

of a truth that shall add to the health and
comfort and happiness of his fellows, a reward

that can not be measured in money but is to be

found only in the consciousness of the highest

duty well done. But while these things are

true with respect to the world effect of such a

congress, its local influence upon a country

like the United States is much more marked
and important in the impetus that it gives to

all who are responsible for the health of the

community either in their profession or by
reason of their official and governmental re-

sponsibility. They must have in such a meet-

ing as this, their ideas and their knowledge

enlarged, and they must derive an inspiration

for better and more enthusiastic work from the

commingling of the greatest scientists of the

world here, and their exchange of views, and

from the very energizing atmosphere of the

congregation. I should think that such a

congress as this would increase the number of

novitiates for the profession of medicine and

surgery. Within the last fifty years, no pro-

fession has shown such progress, no profession

has come near it in the development of its

importance for the promotion of the health

and comfort of mankind; no profession

has offered to its devotees, in such measure, the

priceless reward that comes to any one who
has wrested from nature one of her secrets

and by disclosing it to his fellowmen has

furnished a means for their happier lives.

I congratulate the medical profession of

the United States upon this great congress,

whose coming here is due largely to their

initiative, and the membership of which in

large part represents the medical science of

the world.

Ladies and gentlemen of the Fifteenth In-

ternational Congress on Hygiene and Demog-
raphy, I welcome you to America. I welcome

you to Washington. I sincerely hope that

your stay here may be as pleasant and agree-

able as I am sure it will be useful to this

country and to the world.

TWELFTH ANNUAL INTESCOLLEGIATE
EXCUSSION OF NEW ENGLAND

The twelfth Intercollegiate Excursion wiU

be held in the vicinity of Meriden, Connecti-

cut, under thte direction of Professor W. N.

Rice, of Wesleyan University.

Members of the party are invited to visit

the geological and mineralogical collections

of Wesleyan University, in Middletown, on

the afternoon of Friday, October 18. At
6 :30 P.M. a collation will be served in Fisk

Hall, Wesleyan University. At 7:30 p.m. a

meeting will be held in the lecture room of

thte Scott Physical Laboratory. A lecture

illustrated with lantern slides will be given by

Professor Joseph Barrell, of Yale University,

on " Central Connecticut in the Geologic

Past." After the meeting, the party will go

by trolley to Meriden, and spend the night

at the Winthrop Hotel. The price of lodging

at the Winthrop Plotel for members of the

party will be one dollar. Breakfast a la carte.

At 9:00 Saturday morning, October 19, the

party will take a special car for Westfield.

The trolley line follows in general the line of

the great fault between Higby Mountain and

Lamentation Mountain. The return from

Westfield to Meriden will be made partly on

foot, and partly by the special car which will

be waiting at various points along the route.
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Attention will be called to the drag dips and

other evidences by which the line of the fault

can be traced. The topographic effect of the

fault can be seen very satisfactorily from the

south peak of Lamentation, which will be

ascended. The party will visit the site of the

once picturesque Westfield Fall, and its little

post-Glacial gorge. In a railroad cut near

Westfield three small faults marked by drag

dips can be observed. In the same vicinity

can be seen evidence that the posterior trap

sheet, at least in that vicinity, is a double

sheet. Lunch will be taken at the club house

at Highland. Price, seventy-five cents. Party

will arrive at Meriden at 5 :13 p.m.

The route is on the Middletown and Meri-

den sheets of the Topographic Map of Con-

necticut. Reference may be made to Davis's

paper on the " Triassic Formation of Con-

necticut," in the 18th Annual Report of the

U. S. Geological Survey, and to Rice and

Gregory's " Manual of the Geology of Con-

necticut," Bulletin 6 of the Connecticut Geo-

logical and Natural History Survey.

Meriden is on thfe N. T., IST. H. and H. R. R.,

between Hartford and New Haven. Middle-

town can be reached from Hartford or New
Haven via Berlin, from Hartford by the

Valley Branch or by trolley, from New Haven
by the Air Line, from Meriden by trolley.

Every one is earnestly requested to inform

Professor Rice as early as practicable, whether

he will be present at the lunch in Fisk Hall

Friday evening, and whether he wishes to

engage lodging at the Winthrop Hotel, as well

as whether he will be in the party on Satur-

day. Herdman F. Cleland,

Secretary

WiLLIAMSTOWN, MASS.,

October 5, 1912

THE STUDY OF MALABIA

The first expedition from the Tulane Uni-

versity School of Tropical Medicine to the

tropics for the study of malaria was made

possible through the kindness of an unknown
friend of the school who, through Dr. Isadore

Dyer, dean of thfe medical department of

Tulane University, contributed a fund to

finance the project.

The United Fruit Company, who have al-

ready contributed $25,000 towards the ex-

penses of the School of Tropical Medicine,

placed their steamships and other equipment

at the service of the school for the transpor-

tation gratis of the expedition and apparatus.

Colonel W. C. Gorgas, chief sanitary officer

of the Panama Canal Zone, with various

members of his staff, placed all the material

in his hospitals at the disposal of the expedi-

tion and extended every possible courtesy.

The personnel of the expedition consisted

of two members of the school. Dr. Charles

Cassedy Bass, assistant professor of tropical

medicine and hygiene, and Dr. Foster Mathew
Johns, assistant in the laboratories of tropical

medicine and hygiene.

The object of the investigation was the

cultivation of the malarial parasites in vitro

which had already been accomplished by Pro-

fessor Bass, but many details of which re-

mained to be elucidated and confirmed.

In this the party obtained complete success.

It was found that the malarial Plasmodia can

be grown in human serum, in Locke's fluid

(from which calcium chloride is omitted) and
in human ascitic fluid. In the majority of

the cases dextrose must be added to the

medium to secure satisfactory growth. The
most favorable temperature for the cultiva-

tion of Plasmodia is about 40° C.

Positive cultures were obtained from 29

cases of sestivo-autumnal malaria, 6 cases of

tertian and 1 case of quartan. Cultures were
carried on for four generations from the

parent culture before the expedition left Cen-
tral America, and can probably be maintained
indefinitely.

The full report of the expedition may be
found in the October number of the Journal

of Experimental Medicine.

In addition to these researches the school

has also carried out experimental work on
pellagra, leprosy, beri-beri, blackwater fever,

filariasis and other tropical diseases, which

work will be found in the forthcoming first

report of the school.

The school is under the direction of Dr.

Creighton Wellman, formerly of West Africa

and the London School of Tropical Medicine.
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It is an integral part of the medical department

of Tulane University of Louisiana, and be-

gins its second year of existence with bright

prospects.

TEE ESKIMOS OF COBONATION GULF
The Stefansson-Anderson expedition to

Arctic America was organized in 1908 and
sent out under the auspices of the American
Museum of Natural History. The expedition

was in charge of Mr. Vilhjalmr Stefansson,

a graduate of Harvard University, and Dr.

R. M. Anderson, of the University of Iowa.

Mr. Stefansson devoted his attention to the

anthropological work of the expedition, while

Dr. Anderson was occupied with the zoolog-

ical work.

Between May 13, 1910, when he first came
in contact with the Eskimo of Cape Bexley,

and May 18, 1911, when he left the Prince

Albert Sound people to return to his base

near Cape Parry, Mr. Stefansson saw about

a thousand persons, roughly speaking. He
took cephalic measurements of 206 of these.

It appeared both to Mr. Stefansson himself

and to the Alaskan and Mackenzie River

Eskimo who accompanied him on this journey

that the people visited differed considerably

in physical characteristics from any Eskimo

they had seen previously. Perhaps the most

striking feature was that beards were not

only more common and more abundant than

among the men of the western Eskimo, but

also of colors varying from black to a very

light brown tending to red.

The blond tendencies are most prominent

in southwestern Victoria Island, but they are

met with at least as far east as a hundred

miles east of the mouth of the Coppermine

River, Coronation Gulf. Although no scien-

tific census was taken to determine the exact

degree of blondness of every individual seen,

Mr. Stefansson feels safe in saying that more

than half the individuals seen have eyebrows

lighter than black and ranging all the way to

a very light brown. The tendency to blond-

ness seems less strong in the women than in

the men. A few individuals had curly hair

and perhaps a dozen had eyes noticeably

lighter than the ordinary Eskimo brovm,

ranging to blue or blue-gray.

These and other facts of a similar char-

acter were observed by Mr. Stefansson and
will, in due course, be published by the

museum. It is too early to settle definitely

on any theory explaining the facts. Of the

various explanations that have so far been

suggested it seems to Mr. Stefansson that the

one open to the fewest serious objections is

that of the admixture of a large amount of

European blood at some fairly remote period.

In this connection the disappearance in the

fifteenth or sixteenth centuries of the Norse

colony from Greenland suggests itseK as a

possible source of the European-like charac-

ters. Many things militate against the sup-

position that they can be derived from any of

the Franklin expeditions of the middle of the

last century; one of these is that the only

Eskimo of this district seen at close quarters

by Franklin himself is described by him in

terms which fit very well the blond type found

to-day ("Narrative of a Journey to the Shores

of the Polar Sea in the Years 1819-1822," by

John Franklin, Philadelphia, 1824, p. 316).

The purely biologic theories that might ex-

plain the facts also seem to have their serious

drawbacks.

EETIREMENT OF PBOFESSOB SENBY
SSALEB WILLIAMS

Professor Henry Shaler Williams, of the

department of geology of Cornell University,

has retired from active teaching and has been

appointed professor of geology, emeritus. In

making the appointment the Board of Trustees

adopted the following resolution:

The trustees of Cornell University desire to

record their appreciation of the long and varied

services of Professor Henry Shaler Williams and

their regard for his high personal character.

A graduate of Yale University in 1868, he was

afterwards in the service of that university and

professor in the University of Kentucky. His con-

nection with Cornell University began in 1879,

when he was appointed assistant professor of geol-

ogy, becoming later professor of geology and pale-

ontology. He also discharged the duties of secre-

tary of the faculty and was dean of the general
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faculty from 1887 to 1892, when he was called to

his alma mater as Silliman professor of geology.

During this time he maintained as later an inti-

mate connection with the United States Geological

Survey and was associate editor of the American

Journal of Science and Journal of Geology and a

frequent contributor to other learned periodicals

and societies.

In 1904 he was recalled to Cornell University as

professor of geology and continued his work with

the United States Geological Survey. He now

retires to accept a pension under the Carnegie

Foundation. The trustees desire to repeat the cor-

dial expression of their appreciation of his ability

and fidelity to the university which they recorded

on his resignation in 1892. They further express

the hope that he may long enjoy the facilities of

the university to which he has generously con-

tributed and continue his distinguished services

to geological science.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS

Dr. Alexis Carrel, of the Eockefeller In-

stitute for Medical Eesearch, has, according

to cablegrams from Stockholm, been awarded

the Nobel prize in medicine. Dr. Carrel, who

was born in France in 1873, has carried for-

ward important research work in experimental

pathology, physiology and surgery.

Sir W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, F.K.S., has been

elected an honorary fellow of the Royal So-

ciety of South Africa.

The Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia has appointed Professor Allen J.

Smith and Professor Hugo de Vries delegates

to tlie dedication exercises of the Eice Insti-

tute, and Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn a

delegate to the dedication exercises of the

New York State Education Building.

Professor Dugald C. Jackson, head of the

department of electrical engineering of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has

been given leave of absence until January

first and has gone to England at the British

government's request. When the English

Post Office Department considered the pur-

chase of the different telephone lines, it deter-

mined to call one authority outside the coun-

try to work with the English commission.

The selection of the government was Professor

Jackson, who is now called to England for the

final work of appraisal.

Professor W. J. Hussey, director of the

Detroit Observatory of the University of

Michigan, is at present engaged, as has been

reported in Science, in the reorganization of

the Astronomical Observatory of the Univer-

sity of La Plata, Argentina, of which also he

is director. Professor Hussey was granted

eighteen months' leave of absence from Mich-

igan last spring in order that he might carry

forward the plan of cooperation between the

observatory at Ann Arbor and the similar

institution in the southern hemisphere. He
left for the south last June and since that

time has been followed by Messrs. P. T.

Delavan and B. P. Dawson, both of whom
have been trained in astronomical work at

Michigan. Mr. Delavan returns to Argen-

tina, where he was a member of the Carnegie

expedition for the observation of fundamental

stars in the southern hemisphere. The fourth

member of the present expedition to the La
Plata Observatory was Mr. H. J. Colliau, the

Detroit Observatory instrument maker, who
sailed on August 20 to join Professor Hussey

and assist in the reconstruction of the instru-

mental equipment of the southern institution.

With Mr. Colliau went a shipment of ma-

chinery, tools and supplies to equip the new

observatory shop which Professor Hussey is

having built at La Plata. Dr. Sebastian

Albrecht, formerly of the Lick Observatory,

and more recently first astronomer of the

Argentine National Observatory at Cordoba,

has been appointed junior professor of astron-

omy in the University of Michigan. During

Professor Hussey's absence the Detroit Ob-

servatory of the University of Michigan is in

charge of Professor E. H. Curtiss, the as-

sistant director.

Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn gave the

address published in this issue of Science on

behalf of the State Museum at the ceremonies

in Albany connected with the dedication of

the new museum quarters in the Education

building on October 15. On the evening of

that day a commemorative dinner was given
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by Director Clarke to Professor Osbom and

to the past and present members of the State

Geological Survey staff at wbich covers vcere

laid for about forty guests. Among those

present were Dr. Charles D. Walcott, Dr.

George F. Kunz, Professor James F. Kemp,

Professor H. P. Gushing, Professor H. S. Wil-

liams, Professor Charles Schuchert, Dr. H. S

Fairchild, Dr. E. 0. Hovey, Dr. C. S. Prosser

Dr. E. O. Ulrich, Dr. E. M. Kindle, Dr. P. E
Eaymond, Dr. C. E. Eastman, Dr. H. B,

Kiimmel, Dr. John C. Smock, Dr. J. B. Wood-

vrorth. Professor Gilbert Van Ingen, Dr. J. H,

Stoller, Dr. C. P. Berkey, Professor H. P,

Cleland, Professor C. E. Gordon, Professor

A. W. Grabau, Dr. W. D. Matthew, Professor

T. C. Hopkins and Professor W. J. Miller.

The scientific and operative staff of the

Pennsylvania Chestnut Tree Blight Commis-

sion is now completed, and is as follows

:

Pathologist—F. D. Heald, until recently pro-

fessor of botany in the University of Texas.

Field Pathologist—Paul J. Anderson.

Entomologist—A. G. Euggles, previously asso-

ciate entomologist of the Minnesota State Experi-

ment Station.

Forester in Charge of Utilisation—J. P. Went-

ling, recently professor of sylvies in the Minne-

sota State School of Forestry.

Physiologist in Charge of Tree Medication—
Caroline Rumbold, formerly of the Missouri Bo-

tanic Garden.

Geographer—P. P. Gulliver, formerly of the

U. S. Geological Survey.

Tree Surgeon—Roy G. Pierce, formerly of the

U. S. Forest Service.

Chemist—Jos. Shra-wder.

Assistant Pathologists—W. H. Blza, E. D.

Spencer, C. A. Gates, D. C. Babcock, J. F. Bur-

rows and B. 0. Walton.

Mr. Joseph C. Bock, formerly instructor

in chemistry at Michigan Agricultural Col-

lege, has been appointed chemist in the . Nu-

trition Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution

of Washington, Boston, Massachusetts.

Mr. James H. Gardner, formerly assistant

geologist on the TJ. S. Geological Survey,

who has recently been engaged in work on the

clays, coals and oil fields for the State Geo-

logical Survey of Kentucky, has been engaged

by the Topographic and Geologic Survey of

Pennsylvania and given charge of the mapping

and general study of the Broad Top Coalfield,

with field headquarters at Hopewell, Pa.

Joseph F. Brewster, A.B. (Delaware, '98),

Ph.D. (Berlin, '12), has been added to the

staff of the chemical division of the North

Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station at

West Raleigh. He will assist in the investi-

gation of the toxicity of cotton seed meal.

Waldemar T. Schaller, Ph.D. (Munich),

mineralogist and chemist of the United

States Geological Survey, has returned to

duty after six months leave of absence. Most

of the time was spent in Germany at the uni-

versities of Munich and Heidelberg, but nearly

all the chief mineral collections of Europe

were also visited and studied.

Professor Azariah S. Root, who returns

to Oberlin College from a half-year leave of

absence for study abroad, has completed some

investigations in connection with the prob-

lems of early printing. Professor Root, who
is professor of bibliography and college li-

brarian, conducted special research work in

the John Rylands Library, Manchester, Eng-

land, the Bodleian, the British Museum, and

the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, supple-

mented by later travel in Belgium and Holland

to determine whether Johann Gutenberg of

Mainz or Laurenz Coster of Haarlem was the

originator of printing by movable types.

In the proceedings of the Minneapolis meet-

ing of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, the death is announced

of Charles Frederick Shaw, of State College,

Pa., the name having been confused with that

of Charles H. Shaw, of Ambler, Pa., who was

drowned in Canada. Professor C. F. Shaw
writes to the permanent secretary of the as-

sociation :
" I wish to say that to the best of

my knowledge I did not die in 1911, nor have

I been dead at any time since. At least my
life insurance policy is still in force and I am
carrying on the work that I have been doing

during the past years. I have interviewed

several of my co-workers, all of whom have

assured me that I am still living and with this
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evidence I believe I can at least say vpitli Mark

Twain 'that the report is grossly exagger-

ated.'
"

At the annual meeting of the American As-

sociation for the Study and Prevention of In-

fant Mortality, held in Cleveland, the follow-

ing officers were elected to serve for the en-

suing year: President, Dr. L. Emmet Holt, of

New York; president-elect, Dr. J. Whitridge

Williams, of Baltimore; first vice-president.

Dr. Isaac A. Abt, of Chicago; second vice-

president. Dr. Arthur D. Baldwin, of Cleve-

land; secretary. Dr. Philip Van Ingen, of New
York; treasurer. Dr. Austin McLanahan, of

Baltimore; executive secretary. Miss Gertrude

B. Knipp, of Baltimore. The next meeting of

the association will be held in Kansas City,

Missouri.

Dr. C. p. Steinmetz gives each year a lec-

ture in Chicago before a joint meeting of the

Chicago Section of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers and the Electrical Sec-

tion of the Western Society of Engineers.

The lecture this year will be on October 28

and the subject is " Some Problems in Elec-

trical Engineering."

On the evening of October 3 Professor H.

E. Jordan, of the University of Virginia,

delivered an address on " Eugenics : the Hear-

ing of the Human Thoroughbred," before the

American Association for the Study and Pre-

vention of Infant Mortality, meeting in

Cleveland.

The Eoyal Geographical Society, London,

proposes to hold on March 17 a meeting com-

memorative of the centenary of the birth of

David Livingstone, when Sir Harry Johnston

will give an address and there will be an

exhibition of Livingstone relics. At a date

not yet fixed Sir Clements Markham will give

an address in commemoration of the discovery

of the Pacific Ocean in 1513 by Balboa.

The Rev. Dr. Walter W. Skeat, professor

of Anglo-Saxon at Cambridge University,

died on October 7 at the age of seventy-seven

years.

The state of Minnesota has engaged Dr.

Ernest B. Hoag, a health expert, to travel

about the state and demonstrate to the citi-

zens that rational conservation of the mental

and physical health of children is possible and

practicable with the means already at hand.

Three plans are proposed: (1) Organization

with a medical officer and a nurse or nurses;

(2) organization with a school nurse or nurses

only; (3) organization by the employment of

a simple non-medical health survey on the

part of the teacher only. To make it possible

for every community, however small, to pos-

sess the necessary technical knowledge, the

state board of health will maintain at the

state capital a " clearing house of information

concerning child hygiene, medical supervision,

the teaching of school hygiene and the like."

UNIVESSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
A hundred thousand dollars to endow

scholarships for young men has come to the

University of California through the decree

of final distribution for the estate of Mrs.

Carrie M. Jones, of Los Angeles.

Mount Holyoke's alumnge committee re-

ports that its efforts to raise a half million

dollar fund for the college have met with suc-

cess. The committee has turned over to Pres-

ident Woolley vouchers for $552,000. Of this

amount $100,000 is to be devoted toward a

$125,000 student-alumnae building.

The trustees of Columbia University an-

nounce that under the will of the late Au-
gustus W. Openhym an endowment had been

established for research work into the cause,

prevention and cure of cancer. The amount

of the gift was not made public, but it was

said the sum was considerable. If at any time

further research into cancer shall no longer be

necessary, Mr. Openhym's will stipulates that

the income may be used for research work in

any branch of medicine or surgery. The en-

dowment under Mr. Openhym's will is to be

known as the Openhym Research Fund, and

the terms of the gift are substantially the

same as those of the Crocker Research Fund
which amounts to $1,440,000. The authori-

ties of Columbia University plan to combine

the two endowments.

On September 24 ground was broken, as we

learn from the Journal of the American Med-
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ical Association, by Dr. Edgar F. Smith, pro-

vost of the University of Pennsylvania, and

former Mayor Weaver, for the Thomas W.
Evans Museum and Dental Institute, at

Fortieth and Spruce Streets. The ceremonies

vpere attended by the deans of the University

of Pennsylvania, members of the faculty of

the University Dental School, representatives

of the various dental alumni associations and

the French and English consuls. The build-

ing is expected to be completed in the fall of

1913 and, according to the plans, will be the

largest and best equipped dental school in the

world, supported by an endowment of $600,000.

The building will cost about $500,000. The

Museum and Dental Institute will be under

the administration of the university. Dr.

Evans, the famous Paris dentist in Louis Na-

poleon's reign, was a former Philadelphian

who died in Paris in 1897.

In conjunction with the state department of

health, the medical school of the University

of Wisconsin has established a course extend-

ing over one year and leading to a diploma in

public health. This course will be open only

to those who have received a degree in medi-

cine or a degree in medical or sanitary sci-

ence. The full course for the present college

year includes work in nine different fields and

is intended to give a comprehensive survey of

public health work. How certain diseases may
be transferred from animals to man, and how

to combat diseases resulting from employment

at unhealthful occupations, are two of the

things that will be studied. To show students

the results of improper lighting and ventila-

tion systems in factories and school houses,

etc., special trips will be made by the class.

Inspection trips to slaughter houses, meat

markets, dairy barns and other places which

may have a vital efFect upon the health of a

community will also be made.

The forty-first session of the College of

Medicine of Syracuse University began Oc-

tober 1 with 31 students registered in the en-

tering class and three entered with advanced

standing. At the opening exercises Chancellor

James R. Day spoke to the students and Pro-

fessor Henry L. Eisner gave the opening ad-

dress, " Traditions and Ideals." Dean Hef-

fron announced the changes that had been

made in courses and in instructors, most im-

portant of which were: The creation of an

independent department of bacteriology, to

the head of which Professor Leverett Dale

Bristol, A.B. (Wesleyan), M.D. (Johns Hop-
kins), was called from Minneapolis. The

election of Earl V. Sweet, A.B. (Colgate),

M.D. (Cornell), as instructor in histology.

The election of Mr. John R. Eice, B.S. (Wes-

leyan), to be instructor in the department of

hygiene and preventive medicine and assist-

ant in the Municipal Laboratory. The elec-

tion of Albert G. Swift, M.D. (Syracuse), of

New York City, to be instructor in clinical

surgery. The election of John W. Cox, M.D.

(Syracuse), as instructor in pathology. Dr.

Frank P. Knowlton, professor of physiology,

has returned from a year's leave of absence

spent in the University of Cambridge and

University College, London. A plan was in-

augurated by which each student shall have

control of a special microscope which he shall

own at the end of his course. The contract

for the new College Dispensary has been let

and work has begun on the building.

Dr. Edward Thompson Fairchild, of Law-

rence, Kans., superintendent of public in-

struction of that state and president this year

of the National Education Association, has

been elected president of the New Hampshire

College.

The vacancy in the department of philos-

ophy at De Pauw University caused by the

resignation of Dr. William Q. Seaman, who
has been elected president of Dakota Wesleyan

University, has been filled by the election of

Frederick M. Harvey, Ph.D. (Boston, '11).

Glen Z. Brown, Ph.D. (Penna.), has been

appointed professor in chemistry in Bucknell

University.

At the University of Minnesota many new
appointments have been made. Robert B.

Gibson has been made assistant professor of

physiologic chemistry; Walter E. Camp and
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Elmer E. Hoskins, assistant demonstrators in

anatomy. Alois F. Kovarik, of the depart-

ment of physics, and Herbert H. Woodrow, of

the department of philosophy and psychology,

have been advanced to the rank of assistant

professor. In the agricultural college numer-

ous changes in titles and promotions include

J. P. Wentling, from assistant to associate

professor of forestry; A. E. Kohler, from in-

structor to assistant professor of horticulture;

J. L. Movsrry, from instructor to assistant pro-

fessor of agricultural engineering; H. B. Eoe,

in mathematics, W. H. Frazier, in soils, W. L.

Oswald, in agricultural botany, Eodney M.

West, in agricultural chemistry, A. C. Arny,

in agronomy, were all advanced from rank of

instructor to assistant professor. A. M. Bull

was advanced from instructor in engineering

to engineer in charge of buildings with rank

of assistant professor. In the college of medi-

cine and surgery the following promotions

and changes in title were made: W. P. Lar-

son, bacteriology and pathology, BE. P. Eitchie,

surgery, P. L. Adair, obstetrics and gynecol-

ogy, A. S. Hamilton, mental and nervous

diseases, E. S. Strout, ophthalmology and

otology, Henry L. Williams, gynecology, Wm.
A. Hilton, histology and embryology, were all

advanced to the rank of assistant professor

from that of instructor.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESFONDENCE

GYROCOCCUS FLACCIDIFEX AND THE " FLAOHEEIE "

In Science, August 16, Mr. R W. Glaser

and Mr. J. W. Chapman report the discovery

of the specific organism which causes " Flach-

erie " in the gypsy moth caterpillar, and have

named it Gyrococcus flaccidifex. The com-

munication which pays a handsome and well-

deserved compliment to similar work done in

Germany on closely related forms, has com-

placently pronounced " some of the attempts

made in this country " to be unscientific. In

this very generalized criticism direct refer-

ence is made to my paper of 1911.' Since a

'Eeiff, William, "The Wilt Disease, or Flach-

erie, of the Gypsy Moth. How to aid the Spread

of this Disease." Boston, 1911. Wright & Potter

Printing Company.

number of statements and their general tone

are misleading, a brief correction is not out

of place.

In my paper of 1911, the following conten-

tions were made

:

1. That the epidemic flacherie can be in-

duced by special methods in feeding healthy

gypsy moth caterpillars.

2. That, having obtained material thus dis-

eased, it is possible to spread the epidemic

flacherie by hanging bags of this dry, dead

material in healthy caterpillar colonies.

3. That by obtaining diseased material early

and hanging it soon after the caterpillars have

hatched in the field we have a very efficient

means of preventing serious damage, because

the disease destroys the greater number of

larvae at early stages.

The authors in their study of the flacherie

decide that:

1. This work is unscientific.

2. That it seems very improbable that any

such methods as are at present utilized for

the artificial spread of flacherie will be of any

avail.

It is hardly conceivable that two entomolo-

gists should insist that another entomologist

must work on the bacteriological side of this

problem in order to be scientific. Competent

bacteriologists, such as Dr. H. N. Jones, work-

ing under the direction of Dr. Theobald

Smith, of the Harvard Medical School, have

already attacked the bacteriological side of

this problem, and report negative results in

seeking the specific organism.^ Of course, it

is possible that an organism which can be

seen with simple staining methods or with

no stains at all might have been overlooked

by the bacteriologists. The authors admit

that Gyrococcus flaccidifex can be obtained in

great numbers. When a healthy caterpillar

is inoculated with a pure culture of Gyro-

coccus and dies in a limp or flaccid state, how

can any one be sure that this is the same as

= Jones, Dr. J. N., "Further Studies on the

Nature of the Wilt Disease of the Gypsy Moth

LarvEe," in The State Forester of Massachusetts,

Seventh Annual Report, 1910.
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death from the organism which causes the

epidemic flaeherie? There are undoubtedly

many organisms which might cause the death

of a caterpillar and a subsequent limp con-

dition.

I do not wish to dictate or discuss what

makes a piece of work scientific or unscien-

tific, for that is out of my sphere; but I have

previously stated my own incompetency to

work on bacteriology in relation to the prob-

lem of the epidemic flaeherie."

The authors state that they have no experi-

mental evidence that the disease may be air-

borne but do not wish to exclude such a possi-

bility. Bolle,* Prowazek" and Wahl" have used

methods involving dry infection, working on

the flaeherie of either the silk worm, or nun
moth or both. All of these investigators have

also used dry cultures at least a year old with

positive results. This would give some rea-

son to believe that dry infection may be pos-

sible in the flaeherie of the gypsy moth. Wahl
used methods in combating the nun moth,

showing that the disease was air-borne. Gla-

ser's and Chapman's experiments as given in

their table deal only with wet infection and

no inferences involving the various phases of

dry infection can be legitimately drawn.

From my ovm paper of 1911 and later work,

as yet unpublished, it is apparently evident

that the epidemic flaeherie (very possibly dif-

ferent from the disease which Glaser and

Chapman induced) is also air-borne. In this

disease it is entirely unnecessary to feed the

caterpillars with my culture or inoculate in-

dividuals with large numbers of Gyrococcus

flaccidifex or some organism that is unknown
in order to produce an epidemic of flaeherie

' Reiff, William, '
' Some Experiments on Flaeh-

erie in the Gypsy Moth," Psyche, Vol. XVI., No.

5, Boston, 1909.

* Bolle, J.,
'

' Vorlaufige Mitteilungen iiber die

Gelbsucht der Seidenraupe, " Atti e Memoire dell'

i. r. Society agraria, Gorz, 1894.

° Prowazek, Dr. S.,
'

' Chlamydozoa, '
' Archiv fiir

Protistenlcunde, 10. Band, Jena, 1907.

° Wahl, Dr. Bruno, '
' Uber die Polyederkrank-

heit der Nonne (Lymantria monacha L.)," Cen-

tralblatt fiir das gesamte Forstwesen, Heft 6,

Wien, 1911.

and death. Whatever the organism may be

which causes epidemic flaeherie, it is certainly

spread with ease and kills young larvae after

the first instar, no matter what the weather

or food conditions may be. Glaser and

Chapman have not considered secondary hosts,

other stages of their bacteria or virulent

strains.

Unfortunately the term " flaeherie " is very

indefinite, but it has long been suspected that

a number of different diseases are included in

this term. That disease which expresses it-

self as an epidemic of flaeherie may be due to

one or a number of organisms or stages of

organisms. More work by the bacteriologists

will be heartily welcomed.

William Eeiff
Forest Hills, Mass.

a new fly trap

To THE Editor of Science : In these days of

general campaigning against the house fly, it

may be of passing interest to the readers of

Science to know that we have constructed at

this station a fly trap which catches flies in

such wholesale numbers that its merits are

apparent to any one. So successful have we
been that we have ventured to call it " The

Minnesota Fly Trap."

The trap is twenty-four inches long, twelve

inches high and eighteen inches across, the

material consisting of a very little lumber and

wire mosquito screen, costing 41 cents. A
good carpenter can make one in one to three

hours.

The director of this station felt the need of

locating on the campus some fly traps which

would capture flies in large numbers and as a

result of his expressing the desire, this trap

was constructed.

We find bread and milk (if more attractive

food is not exposed) frequently renewed, to

form the best bait. The following record

shows how useful this contrivance is. In one

day in the dairy barn, it caught 1,700 flies;

rear of dining hall, two days, 3,000 flies ; same

place, five days, 13,000 flies; same place, one

day, 4,200 flies; on the back porch of a dwell-

ing house not far from a stable containing a
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few horses, one day, 12,000; same place, one

and a haK days, 18,800 flies.

The writer would be very glad to mail illus-

trated leaflet describing this trap to any one

desiring the same.

F. L. Washburn
Minnesota Experiment Station,

St. Anthony Park, Minn.,

August 19, 1912

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Technical Methods of Chemical Analysis.

Edited by George Lunge, Ph.D., Dr. Ing.,

Emeritus Professor of Technical Chemis-

try, Federal Polytechnic School, Ziirich.

English Translation from the latest Ger-

man Edition, adapted to English conditions

of manufacture. Edited by Charles Alex-

ander Keane, D.Sc, Ph.D., Principal and

Head of the Chemistry Department, The

Sir John Cass Technical Institute, London.

Volume II., 2 parts, pp. xxvii + 1,252.

New York, D. Van Nostrand Company.

1911. Price $18.00 net.

The Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid and

Alkali with the Collateral Branches. A
Theoretical and Practical Treatise. By
George Lunge, Ph.D. Third Edition. Vol-

ume III., Ammonia-Soda, Various Proc-

esses of Alkali Making and the Chlorin In-

dustry, pp. xix -|- Y64:. New York, D. Van
Nostrand Company. 1911. Price $10.00

net.

It is gratifying to know that such substan-

tial progress has been made on the English

translation of these two standard and almost

indispensable works, and that only one volume

of each remains to be published. It is indeed

unfortunate that English translations should

be needed, but the fact can not be ignored

that a large proportion of our technical men
do not read German, and that no work is

really accessible to them unless it is printed

in English. Even the younger generation,

who have been compelled in their technical

school training to use both German and

French, seem in a great hurry to drop their

knowledge of these languages as soon as they

get out at work.

One general criticism may be passed on

both of these books. They have been pre-

pared and edited largely from an English

standpoint, and American practise has been

to far too great an extent ignored. There has

been great development in recent years, both

along the line of rapid methods of technical

analysis and also in standardizing analytical

methods, and along both these lines American

chemists have been by no means backward,

yet under Iron and Steel there are but 19

footnote references to American literature

against more than 100 to English and more

than 130 to German sources, and under Il-

luminating Gas and Ammonia but flve out of

140 references are to American publications

or apparatus. We also note that under Copper

no reference is made to the use of a platinum

gauze kathode in electrolytic deposition, nor

under Lead to Low's modiflcation of Alex-

ander's method in the presence of calcium.

It would have given a broader value to the

first book had it not been quite so exclusively

" adapted to English methods of manufac-

ture."

Aside from this criticism the reviewer has

nothing but favorable comment for both these

books. In this second volume of Technical

Methods, the following subjects are treated:

Iron, by Dr. P. Aulich; Metals other than

Iron, and Metallic Salts, by Professor O.

Pufahl; Artificial Manures, by Professor

O. Bottcher; Feeding Stuffs, by Dr. F. Barn-

stein; Explosives, by Oscar Guttmann;

Matches and Fireworks, by Dr. A. Bujard;

Calcium Carbide and Acetylene, by Professor

Lunge himself and Dr. E. Berl; Illuminating

Gas and Ammonia, by Dr. O. Pfeiffer; Coal

Tar, by Dr. H. Kohler, and Organic Dyes, by

Professor R. Gnehm. These comprise the

subjects included in the second and third vol-

umes of the new German edition, together

with the section on Organic Dyes from the

fourth and last volume. Under each head are

given quite fully the standard methods of

analysis of all the products connected with

the industry, and at least an oiitline of other

methods which promise to be improvements.

In each case references are given to the orig-
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inal sources. The book is brought well down

to date, and is conspicuous by the absence of

descriptions of antiquated methods which have

only a historical interest. Covering, as it

does with the other volumes, the whole field

of the analytical chemistry of technical prod-

ucts, the book is indispensable to the library

of every analytical chemist.

The other book under review has since the

publication of its first edition been recognized

as the standard work on the manufacture of

sulfuric acid and alkali. This third volume

was in earlier editions the concluding vol-

ume, but, so great has been the development

of electrolytic methods of manufacture in re-

cent years, it has been found necessary to add

a fourth volume, which is shortly to appear,

and which is to include the electrolytic manu-
facture of alkali and chlorin. This will be

prepared by Professor Askenasy and Pro-

fessor Haber, recognized authorities on the

subject. The work of Dr. Lunge is concluded

with this third volume, which is devoted to

the ammonia-soda process, processes for the

manufacture of soda other than the LeBlanc

and the ammonia-soda, and to the manufac-

ture and utilization of chlorin. This last sec-

tion includes bleaching powder and other

bleaching liquors and compounds, and the

chlorates.

It is rather striking that in as important

industry as the manufacture of soda, the

methods all but exclusively used throughout

the nineteenth century were the LeBlanc, first

put in operation before the century opened,

and the ammonia process, suggested at least

early in the century. Further, while the me-

chanical details, of course, were greatly im-

proved, there was practically no change in the

chemical principles involved. Curiously the

first suggestion of the ammonia process seems

to have come from Fresnel in 1811, but " the

invention soon sank into oblivion, and Fresnel

himself, whose thoughts were later fully

occupied by his magnificent reforms in the do-

main of optics, did not give any more time to

it." John Thom, a chemist in the factory of

Turnbull and Ramsay in Scotland, actually

worked the process, including the ammonia

recovery in 1836, but it was later abandoned,

though his other practise of utilizing the am-

monia residues as manure won for Thom the

merit of founding the industry of artificial

fertilizers. In 1838 the first patents on the

process were taken out by Dyar and Hemming,
and various manufacturers experimented

with it, but in the hands of none did it prove

a commercial competitor with the LeBlanc.

The mechanical difiiculties were great, and

then, owing to the recovery of the chlorin

by-products, the LeBlanc process has always

been able to compete with the ammonia
method. It was not till 1861 that the Belgian

Solvay began independently the development

of the ammonia process, now perhaps more

commonly known as the Solvay process, and

soon placed it on a commercial basis. Since

that time the output has steadily increased,

passing that of the LeBlanc process about

1888, and from that time the production by

the latter process has constantly declined. In

this country the LeBlanc process has never

been worked, while the ammonia process has

had considerable development. Both these

processes are now threatened, especially in

this country, by the recent rapid development

of electrolytic processes, which will in the

near future probably drive the LeBlanc proc-

ess to the wall.

The hundred or so pages of the book de-

voted to the description of " other processes "

is interesting reading, but somewhat painful,

representing as it does so many futile hopes.

Not less than a hundred diiferent methods,

most of them represented by sometimes sev-

eral patents, are referred to, and not one of

them (excepting the cryolite process) is of

appreciable commercial value at present. The
same may be said of most of the suggested

processes of chlorin manufacture, for it is

hardly a rash prediction that these will all

soon give way to the electrolytic manufacture.

In the statistical tables at the end of the book

we note that in 1904 half of the chlorin prod-

ucts the world over were from electrolytic

chlorin, and that only in Great Britain and

France was LeBlanc chlorin predominant.

We also note that in 1895 the United States
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produced 166,562 tons of alkali, less than -was

imported, -while in 1900 the production was

539,541 tons and in 1905, 734,209 tons. In

the last two periods the importation of

hleaching-powder into the United States had

decreased from 136,403 tons to 96,110 tons.

Unfortunately this statistical portion is the

only part of the book not brought well down

to date.

J. L. H.

The Elements of Statistical Method. By
WiLLFORD I. King, M.A. New York, The
Macmillan Company. 1912. Pp. xvi + 250.

It is " the purpose of this book to furnish

a simple text in statistical method for the

benefit of those students, economists, adminis-

trative officials, writers, or other members of

the educated public who desire a general

knowledge of the more elementary processes

involved in the scientific study, analysis and

use of large masses of numerical data."

With this purpose in mind, the author pre-

sents only the most simple of the mathe-

matical theorems on which the statistical

method is based. The book is arranged so as

to treat the subject in four main parts: (1)

The historical development and general char-

acteristics of statistics; (2) the gathering of

material; (3) analysis of material collected;

(4) comparison of variables. The great va-

riety of topics dealt with under these general

headings indicates the breadth of view desir-

able for an adequate treatment of statistical

problems, and suggests the many pitfalls that

endanger the certainty of conclusions drawn

from some kinds of statistical data. The

book is to be commended for the clearness

with which it brings a large number of topics

concerning statistics to the attention of the

educated public. This is surely a matter of

the highest importance.

It seems desirable to criticize the treatment

of the notion of " the probable error." On p.

78, we find the following statement : "li JE :^

the possible error of the arithmetical average,

the probable error of the same is approximately

E/\/n." Torf proof, we are referred to Bow-

ley, " Elements of Statistics," pp. 303-315. I

fail to find that Bowley attempts to obtain a

relation between probable and possible errors.

He does show, within the limits of this refer-

ence, that the probable error of the arithmetic

mean of n variates is E/\/n, where E is the

probable error of a single variate. It seems to

the reviewer that the book is not clear on the

notion of a probable error, and even presents

an incorrect conception of this subject. On
pp. 213-214, the statement is made that the

probable error of a coefficient of correlation

varies inversely both with the number of

pairs of items and with the size of the coeffi-

cient. Then the well known formula

0.67(1— r")

Vu

is given for this probable error. It is therefore

obvious that the author does not use the ex-

pression " varies inversely " in its usual mean-

ing in mathematical sciences. Later, on p.

214, is the statement that the probable error

indicates that the chances are that r actually

lies between

,
0.67(1 — r^) ^ ,

0.67(1 — )-')

) H -= and r H
—

l/n i/n

This statement is obvious but useless when
taken in one sense. It tends to give an incor-

rect conception of the meaning of a probable

error, when taken in another and important

sense.

To summarize, it seems to the reviewer that

the strength and usefulness of the book lies

in its popular presentation of some of the

leading ideas of the best statistical method of

the present day. The weakness of the book

lies in its presentation of a vague and even

incorrect conception of the meaning of the

probable error of a statistical result.

H. L. EiETZ

University op Illinois

popular and technical books on heredity

Einjuhrung in die Vererbungswissenschafi.

By EiCHARD GoLDSCHMiDT. Leipzig, Wil-

helm Engelmann. 1911. Pp. x + 502.

Price, 12.25 M., paper, 11 M.
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This book is one of several from German
authors that have been welcomed by American

students because of the want of a suitable

text in our own language. In twenty chap-

ters the author treats of variation and sta-

tistical methods, with their present and

former application, mutations and fluctua-

tions, inheritance of acquired characters,

Mendelism, mechanism of heredity, graft

hybrids, and sex-determination.

Statistical methods are discussed briefly,

not as in a text-book of statistics and their

manipulation, but merely to point out the

kind of problem amenable to attack in this

way. The author is, however, cautious in ad-

vocating statistical methods, pointing out as

others, particularly Johannsen, have done,

that mathematics without biological analysis

is valueless. At the close of the discussion of

biometrics, Galton's laws of regression and of

ancestral contributions are briefly reviewed,

but the view is advocated that these laws are

no longer of biological value. In the conclu-

sions drawn from the study of pure lines, the

author is in substantial accord with Johann-

sen.

Mutations are regarded as probably not es-

sentially difllerent from fluctuations, the latter

being capable, under certain circumstances,

of becoming the former. This conclusion is

based largely on the work of Tower. The

question of mutations then becomes. What
fluctuations may become heritable, and under

what circumstances?

Prefatory to a discussion of acquired char-

acters, much evidence is adduced to show a

connection between somatic and germ cells.

In this evidence is included the effects of

gonad extracts upon somatic characters,

though one may wonder what bearing this has

upon somatic influence on germ cells. One

misses the negative results obtained by Smith

from injections in fowls, but the book was

probably written too early to include this.

Guthrie's transplantation experiments are ac-

cepted at par, though there seems good rea-

son to doubt their validity.

The inheritance of acquired characters is

believed, on the strength of the newer evi-

dence, to be probable. Goldschmidt is the

more ready to adopt this view because he re-

gards mutations as only special forms of

fluctuation. The theory of parallel induction

(the simultaneous action of the environment

on both soma and germ cells so as to produce

identical variations in parent and offspring),

which was supported by Tower's experiments

on Leptinotarsa, meets, in the author's opin-

ion, an insurmountable difficulty; but how
simple induction (the effect of an already

modified soma on the germ cells so as to pro-

duce the same modification in the offspring)

encounters any less insurmountable difficul-

ties, is not explained. They seem to the re-

viewer to be equally inconceivable.

The half dozen chapters on Mendelism con-

stitute a treatise, for the most part elemen-

tary, in which are discussed the various cases

of mono-, di- and poly-hybrids. Doubt is ex-

pressed as to whether species hybrids exhibit

Mendelian behavior, on the ground that

equality of reciprocal crosses is a rule of

Mendelism, whereas in many species crosses

the reciprocal crosses are distinctly unequal.

The reviewer finds cases where reciprocal

varietal crosses are also unequal. To explain

intermediate Fj the author accepts as prob-

able the assumption that many genes com-

bine to produce a single visible character.

The Sutton-Boveri hypothesis of the segre-

gation of genes is rejected on the ground that

there are cases in which there are more inde-

pendently heritable characters than there are

chromosomes, notwithstanding the fact that

the existence of such cases has not been

demonstrated to the satisfaction of all genet-

icists. In its place the author adopts a theory

of end-to-end union of the chromosomes

(telosynapsis) in such a way that either

maturation division may be a reduction

division, whereby the number of possible

combinations is greatly increased. The indi-

viduality of the chromosomes is not main-

tained in this theory.

The chapters on sex-determination are per-

haps one of the least satisfying parts of the

book. This is partly owing to the unsettled
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condition of the subject. One could wish,

however, for a fuller analysis of the more im-

portant current theories. According to the

author, secondary sexual characters afford no

evidence fitted to solve the problems of sex.

The evidence of Mendelian inheritance of sex

is strongest in sex-limited inheritance; but

even here a non-Mendelian hypothesis is held

to be better. Sex-determination is a phe-

nomenon of cell physiology and cell regula-

tion. " To say more would certainly be pre-

mature."

Several minor criticisms might be made.

Typographical errors are infrequent. " Bio-

type " is made synonymous with " pure line
"

on page 122. One feels that the inheritance

of acquired characters could be discussed more

judicially after Mendelism, instead of before

it. On the whole, however, the book is very

well written and well made, and will be a val-

uable aid to both teachers and students.

The Heredity of Richard Roe. By David

Starr Jordan. Boston, American Unitar-

ian Association. 1911. Pp. 165. Price,

$1.20.

Heredity in the Light of Recent Research.

By L. DoNCASTER. Cambridge, The Uni-

versity Press. 1911. Pp. 143. Price, 40

cents.

These two books are intended for the laity,

and are excellently designed for their pur-

pose. Richard Roe is a typical man, whose

history is described from germ cell to man-

hood. The author's treatment of his hero is

conditioned by his public, and is popular to a

degree not usually combined with accuracy.

Because the book will be read by the uniniti-

ated, one feels that the case against prenatal

influences, for example, could have been made

stronger without compromising the author's

scientific standing. There is considerable

matter in the latter part of the volume that

seems at first sight irrelevant to the heredity

of Richard Roe. But the whole book is

written in such delightful style, a style which

those acquainted with the author will at once

recognize, that differences of opinion regard-

ing emphasis or relevance are quickly for-

gotten.

If Jordan's book furnishes inspiration, Don-

caster's supplies information. The latter vol-

ume gives, in small compass, the main facts

of heredity in a form readily grasped by any

intelligent reader, yet with all the accuracy

which the author's scientific reputation leads

one to expect. Heredity is approached by the

usual road, with a discussion of variation, its

causes, and its study by statistical methods.

The reader is given an elementary under-

standing of Mendelism, and is led within

sight of some of the disputed questions re-

garding purity of gametes, inheritance of ac-

quired characters, etc. Heredity in man,

with its sociological bearing, closes the main

part of the volume. Two appendices treat of

the history of theories of heredity and the

material basis of heredity. There is a short

glossary, and a bibliography in which those

books suitable for general readers are spe-

cially designated.

A. Franklin Shull

University of Michigan

A CLASSIFICATION OF THE DEPART-
MENTS OF BOTANY AND AN
ABBANGEMENT OF MATERIAL

BASED TEEBEON

No one has made a serious attempt at the

classification of the departments of botany.

Various short classifications have been given

in text-books with a view to arranging the

facts presented to botanic students, but I am

not aware that these have been made with a

thought at presenting in logical sequence the

divisions into which botany naturally may be

divided. Such an arrangement is an impor-

tant matter when the botanist wishes to ar-

range his books, photographs, microscopic and

lantern slides, as well as museum material of

plants. Recognizing the lack of such infor-

mation, the attempt is made here to give a

logical classification of the departments of

botany, and it is hoped that the readers of

Science will make additions and corrections,

or suggest a rearrangement of this preliminary
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and tentative scheme, which is presented in

outline without definitions, which may be

found in any large dictionary of the English

language.

DEPAETMENTS OP BOTANY

I. Systematic Botany.

Terminology.

Nomenclature.

Classification.

Taxonomy.

Phylogeny.

II. Morphologic Botany.

Organography, including Morphogenesis.

Biometry.

Experimental Morphology.

Teratology.

Histology.

Cytology.

Embryology.

III. Physiologic Botany.

Special Physiology.

Phenology.

Zymology.

("Inheritance.

GenetiesJ Hybridization.

[Plant Breeding.

IV. Ecologic Botany.

Ecology Proper.

Anthobiology.

Myrmecophily.

Ceoidology.

V. Geographic Botany.

Distribution.

Distributional Philosophy.

Distributional Statistics.

Ploristics.

Synecology.

TI. Pathologic Botany.

Pathography.

'Physiologic Pathology.

Toxicologic Pathology.

Bacteriologic Pathology.

Fungologic Pathology.

Bntomologic Pathology.

Chemic Pathology.

Therapy.

Prophylaxis.

VII. Paleontologia Botany {Paleobotany, Paleo-

phytology).

Paleography.

Paleostratigraphy.

Paleogenesis.

Paleotechnics (Paleomechanics )

.

Etiology

VIII. Historic Botany.

Etymology.

Biography.

Synonymy.

Bibliography.

History of Botanic Work, Exploration and

Discovery.

IX. Philosophic Botany.

X. Ethnobotany.

XI. Applied Botany.

Cultural.

Agricultural.

pFloricuIture.

Eruticulture.
Horticultural

JQjg^j^^l^^^^_
t Viticulture.

Forestal.

Landscape Gardening.

Esthetic (use of plants in decoration).

Economic.

Pharmacoergasy (culture,

collection and harvest-

ing of drugs).

"Pharma- Pharmacoemporia (com-

cognosy 1 mercial handling of

drugs).

Pharmacodiakosmy

Medical. (packing, etc.).

Pharmacology.

Pharmacodynamics.

Phytotoxicology.

Materia Medica.

Educational.

The application of this scheme of classifica-

tion is illustrated in the arrangement of a

collection of lantern slides, according to the

following

:

CLASSIFICATION OF LANTEBN SLIDES

Systematic.—Arrangement according to Natural

Families (see Engler's "Syllabus der Pflan-

zenfamilien," 1-314).

Morphology (Spermatophytes).—The general and

detailed structure of Angiospermee and Gym-
nospermse.

315. Seedlings.

316. Boots.

317. Stems and Buds.

318. Leaves.

319. Flowers.

320. Stamens and Pollen.

321. Pistil, including Ovary, Style and Stigma.
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322. Fruits and Seeds.

323. Distribution of Fruits and Seeds.

Histology (Pteridophyta).—Minute microscopic

anatomy. See systematic slides for other

details and embryology for detaUs of deyel-

opment, etc.

324. Anatomy of Root.

325. Anatomy of Stem.

326. Anatomy of Leaves.

327. Anatomy of Other Parts.

(Gymnospermffi). Microscopic Anatomy. See

embryology for details of fertilization and

embryonic development.

328. Anatomy of Root.

329. Anatomy of Stem.

330. Anatomy of Leaves.

331. Anatomy of Other Parts.

(Angiospermse)

.

332. Cells in General.

333. Cytoplasm.

334. Nucleus and Division. The slides are ar-

ranged alphabetically according to the

author's name.

335. Cell Contents. Plastids; Starch; Aleurone

Grains; Inulin; Crystals and Cell Sap.

336. Cuticle and Epidermis (Hairs, Glands and

Pitchered Leaf Surfaces).

337. Tissue and Tissue Differentiation.

338. Organs of Secretion and Milk Tubes.

339. Anatomy of Roots.

340. Anatomy of Stems.

341. Anatomy of Leaves.

342. Stomata.

Embetology. Fertilization, development of em-

bryo. Fertilization in lower plants (algK,

fungi, mosses) given with systematic slides.

343. Pteridophyta.

344. Gymnospermse.

345. Angiospermas.

Physiology.

346. Apparatus and Materials.

347. The Structure and Properties of Protoplasm

(see histology under the head of Cyto-

plasm) .

348. Nutrition of Plants.

(a) Absorption of Water and Dissolved

Minerals.

(6) Transfer of Water and Minerals.

(c) Transfer of Elaborated Substances.

(d) Absorption of Gases.

349. Transpiration and Apparatus.

350. Metabolism. Phytosynthesis ; Respiration;

Fermentation; Nitrogen Assimilation;

Use of Minerals; Formation of Special

Substances; Storage; Secretion; Excre-

tion (see slides under histology).

351. Growth; Increase in Size; Measurements;

EfEeet of External Conditions; Move-

ments.

352. Reproduction (see slides classified system-

atically under algee, fimgi, mosses and

embryologic slides under embryology).

353. Genetics. Hybrids and New Races pro-

duced by Plant Breeding.

354. Irritability. Geotropism; Heliotropism;

Hydrotropism; Thigmotropism; other

tropisms and manifestations of irrita-

bility.

355. Locomotion.

Ecology. For some slides illustrating relation-

ship of flowers, insects, etc., see morphology.

For slides illustrating some xerophytes, hydro-

phytes, mesophytes, see systematic slides and
histology for microscopic structure. For dis-

tribution of seeds and fruits, see morphology.

356. Parasitism (see morphology).

357. Mycorhiza, Mycodomatia and Leguminous
Tubercles. See Physiology under Nitro-

gen Assimilation.

358. Commensalism.

359. Cecidology (GaUs).

360. Honey Dew and Plant Lice.

361. Fungi and Ants. (Extra-floral Nectaries.)

362. Pollination of Flowers.

Geography.

363. Maps illustrating Distribution of Species.

364. Statistic Charts of Distribution.

365. Photographs of Plant Formations; Asso-

ciations and Societies. General Views of

Plants under various Environmental Sur-

roundings.

Pathology.

366. Diseases of Plants due to Insects. (For

galls see Cecidology under Ecology.)

367. Diseases due to Fungi. Diseases of field

and greenhouse plants; destruction of

wood and timber; methods of study; in-

oculation; culture of diseased, as con-

trasted with healthy plants; laboratory

methods; instruments; culture growths.

368. Diseases due to Climate.

369. Diseases due to Chemics (Gases, etc.).

370. Diseases that are purely Physiologic.

Paleobotany. For plants see under head of sys-

tematic slides.

371. Slides illustrating various fossil plants.
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372. Instruments used in preparation of fossils

for microscopic study.

373. Slides illustrating ancient vegetation in

landscape reproductions.

HisTOEic Botany.

374. Photographs of Noted Botanists.

375. Reproductions of Ancient Botanic Books.

376. Maps illustrating Routes of Botanic Travel.

Ethnobotany.

377. Cultural and Medicinal Plants of Indians,

378. Views illustrating Aboriginal Uses.

Applied Botany.

( Cultural. )

379. Variations.

380. Mutation (Sports).

381. Selection.

382. Propagation. Methods of Crossing illus-

trated; hybrids and hybridization; cut-

tings; grafting; methods of seed plant-

ing and care of seedlings.

383. Implements used in Agriculture and Hor-

ticulture.

Agriculture.

384. Preparation of Soils.

385. Application of Fertilizers (Visible Results

of Application).

386. Cultivation of Crops.

387. Harvesting of Crops.

388. Preparation of Crops for Use.

Horticulture.

389. Greenhouse and Greenhouse Construction.

390. Culture of Greenhouse Plants.

391. Floriculture.

392. Fruticulture.

393. Olericulture.

394. Viticulture.

FORESTAL.

395. Preparation of Seed Bed.

396. Care of Young Trees.

397. Methods of Thinning.

398. Character of Forest (Pure, Mixed).

399. Relation of Trees to Soil, Light, etc.

400. Methods of Cutting.

401. Methods of Lumbering.

402. Sawing and Dressing.

403. Tools used in Forestal Operations.

404. Gathering of Secondary Products. Fag-

gots, Turpentine, Sugar, Fruits and Seeds.

405. Trees in General.

406. Botanic Landscapes.

Landscape Gardening.

407. Japanese Gardens.

408. Italian and French Gardens.

409. Formal Gardens.

410. Natural Gardens.

411. Garden Plans, etc.

Esthetic Botany.

412. Plants and Flowers in Decoration.

413. Conventionalized Plant Parts for Wall-

papers and Tapestries.

414. Artificial Flowers, etc.

Economic Botany. For figures of economic

plants and their parts, see under systematic

classification.

415. Food Plants in General.

416. Root Foods.

417. Stem Foods.

418. Leaf Foods.

419. Fruit Foods.

420. Farinaceous Products (see under histology,

No. 335).

421. Spices.

422. Plants used in Textile Industries.

423. Tanning Plants.

424. Dye Plants.

425. Rubber Plants.

426. Gum-yielding Plants.

427. Oil-yielding Plants.

428. Building and Furniture.

429. Methods of Gathering.

430. Methods of Shipment.

431. Methods of Preparation.

432. Methods of Manufacture.

433. Machinery.

434. Packing for Sale.

435. Methods used in Sale and Distribution.

Medical Botany. For illustrations of medical

plants see systematically arranged slides.

436. Culture of Drugs.

437. Collection and Harvesting.

438. Handling of Drugs.

439. Packing of Drugs.

440. Manufacture into Medicines.

Educational Botany.

441. Photographs of Home and Foreign Botanic

Gardens.

442. Laboratory Buildings.

443. Laboratory Equipment.

444. School Gardens.

445. Students at Work.

The slides are all numbered according to

the plan outlined above, and if more than one

slide is to be classified with a given number,

an additional number is added according to

the decimal system of card indexing. Thus
442.1, 442.2, 442.3, etc., would indicate that
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there are several lantern slides illustrating the

laboratory buildings of the world. The system

of classification is thus made elastic.

John W. Harshberger
The Univeesity of Pennsylvania

THE NEW CATALOGVE OF CBIEOPTEBA
IN TSE BBITISE MUSEUM

During the past twenty-five years the study

of recent mammals has been pursued with an

activity unprecedented in the history of other

groups of vertebrates. Collections aggregating

hundreds of thousands of specimens have

been brought together, mostly by three or

four museums, and the number of known
forms whose existence was previously unsus-

pected has increased so rapidly that only a

few specialists are fully aware of what has

been taking place.' The trustees of the Brit-

ish Museum have recently issued the first vol-

ume of a second edition of the Catalogue of

Chiroptera.° This is the first monographic

treatment of a large group of mammals in

which the systematic activities just alluded to

are adequately summarized. Its interest is

therefore twofold: to systematists an account

of the technical matter which it contains, and
to general zoologists as the first definite indi-

cation of the extent to which currently ac-

cepted ideas regarding the world's mammal
fauna must be revised.

The volume now issued, containing more
than 900 pages, is by Mr. Knud Andersen,

who has spent nearly seven years in its prepa-

ration. It deals with the Megachiroptera, the

old world fruit-bats, only. No group of mam-
mals has ever been treated in such detail, and
it is doubtful whether any work of similar

size on any group of vertebrates contains so

large and so well arranged a mass of original

' The field work which has led to this result was
made possible by the invention of several types of

small traps, not originally intended for scientific

purposes.

•"Catalogue of the Chiroptera in the Collection

of the British Museum," second edition, by Knud
Andersen. Vol. I., Megachiroptera. London,

printed by order of the trustees, etc., 1912. Actual

date of publicaition, March 23, 1912.

observations. The number of forms recog-

nized is 228, distributed among 38 genera and
subgenera. These are represented in the

British Museum by 1,470 specimens and all

but 21 of the species and subspecies.' In the

first edition of the catalogue (Dobson, 1878)

the Megachiroptera occupy 98 pages, with

78 forms and 13 genera and subgenera, repre-

sented by 425 specimens. This increase of

nearly 300 per cent, is probably less than may
be expected among the " insectivorous " bats

(Microchiroptera). Mr. Andersen's studies of

the Microchiropterine genus Ehinolophus re-

sulted in an increase of from 21 to 105 or

more, while his " Monograph of the Chirop-

teran Genera Vroderma, Enchisthenes and
Ariibeus" shows the old genus Artiheus with
its six forms, as understood by Dobson, to

consist of 32 forms representing three distinct

genera. The number of bats known to Dob-
son was about 440; it is to be expected that

the number recorded in the new edition of the

catalogue will exceed 2,000. The significance

of this increase will be understood when it is

recalled that the entire number of living

mammals is generally supposed to be about

5,000, a total in which the bats form about

one tenth.

In general plan the present volume agrees

with the original edition and with the well-

known form of the British Museum " Cata-

logues." With the increase of fineness in dis-

crimination, however, greater detail of treat-

ment has become necessary. To take an ex-

ample at random: in the original edition the

account of Pteropus " medius " occupies two

pages; in Mr. Andersen's volume it covers

seven and a half without counting two de-

voted to . a race not recognized by Dobson.

This increase is due chiefly to the more elab-

orate description of characters, but it is partly

the result of greater detail in the bibliographic

citations : for the period covered by three lines

under the name medius by Dobson 25 lines

are iere required. Perhaps the most striking

' About 1,000 specimens in other museums were
also examined. All of this outside material is care-

fully designated in the text or in footnotes.
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special feature of the purely technical part of

this work as compared with its predecessor is

the different degree of importance accorded

to cranial characters. For Dobson the skull

scarcely existed. Thirty years ago " there

were separate skulls of only half the number

of species of Megachiroptera then in the col-

lection, whereas now every species and sub-

species in the museum, with one exception

(Pteropus aruensis) is represented by at least

one and often by a series of skulls." The orig-

inal edition contains figures of the skulls of

lY species, of which only one is a fruit-bat.

In the present volume the skulls of 47 species

are figured,* and detailed cranial and dental

measurements are given of practically every

recognized form.°

Another aspect in which Mr. Andersen's

work differs from Dobson's is the relatively

greater space allotted to speculation on such

general subjects as distribution, interrelation-

ships, the relative primitiveness or specializa-

tion of species, and the meaning of structures.

The interest of the volume is thus much in-

creased, particularly because it is here that

the greatest individual differences of opinion

are likely to be encountered. It is easy, for

instance, to follow the author in his generic,

specific and subspecific " splitting " of the

Cynopterus group; but when he remarks of

Sphwrias (p. 673) that :
" It must use its in-

cisors in a way different from that of its rela-

tives, as clearly shown by their remarkably

proclivous position and peculiarly modified

shape," he appears to offer a greater unknown
quantity to explain a less. That is, until

some member of this group is known to feed

on other substances than fruit pulp there is

no reason to believe that the exact form of the

small and mechanically unimportant incisor

* With two exceptions the 85 illustrations are

original pen drawings by Mr. A. J. Engel Terzi.

Their quality leaves nothing to be desired.

' The fact that the tables of measurements con-

tain maxima and minima only is one of the few

details of plan open to adverse criticism. The

main object of making a series of measurements

of the same part in a number of individuals is to

discover what is normal; we are here given the

two records which are most unusual.

teeth is of consequence to the animals. Such

teeth in any mammal appear to assume any

form readily developed from a generalized

type; and that special modes of use enter into

the problem has not yet been shown, however

currently it may be assumed.

From the point of view of the general reader

the discussion of geographic distribution (pp.

Ixxv-xeii) is of unusual interest. Mr. Ander-

sen here shows the fallacy of the popular idea

that bats, having wings, roam where they will,

and of the more pernicious notion that philo-

sophizing is profitable without exact and de-

tailed knowledge of facts." He says (pp.

Ixxvi-lxxviii) :

The evidence afforded by the geographical dis-

tribution of bats has generally been considered of

doubtful value. . . . This unwillingness or hesita-

tion to place bats on an equal zoogeographical

footing with non-flying mammalia would seem to

be due, partly to the preconceived idea that owing

to their power of flight bats must evidently have

been able easily to spread across barriers which,

in ordinary circumstances, are insuperable for

wingless mammalia; partly to the fact that hith-

erto very often whole series of distinct forms have

been concealed under one technical name. So long

as (to mention only three cases among many)
Macroglossus minimus was believed to range un-

changed from the Himalayas to New Guinea, Aus-

tralia, and the Solomon Islands (now two distinct

genera, thirteen recognizable forms), or "Cynop-

terus marginatus" over India, Ceylon, Indo-China

and Indo-Malaya (now six species, fourteen forms),

or '
' SMnolopTius ferrum-equinum '

' uniformly over

Europe, Asia and Africa (now numerous distinct

forms) they were undoubtedly of questionable

value as zoogeographical material. But these and

similar anomalies invariably disappear as soon as

modern methods of discrimination applied on

vastly increased material render it possible to

draw the lines of separation between the species

(and their local modifications) somewhat more
closely in accordance with the lines drawn by
nature. The second argument referred to above,

that the spreading of bats from one locality to

° One of the most persistent of modern zoological

myths—the belief that the rabbit of Porto Santo

has developed recognizable characters within his-

toric times—arose from the failure to discriminate

between the Mediterranean and central European

races of a common mammal.
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another must obviously have been greatly facili-

tated by their possession of wings, may in theory

appear plausible enough, but when tested on the

actual distribution of the species and subspecies it

proves to be of much less importance than com-

monly supposed; it rests, in reality, on the con-

fusion of two different things: the power of flight

no doubt would enable a bat to spread over a

much larger area than non-flying mammalia, but

as a matter of fact, only in a very few cases is

there any reason to believe that it has caused it

to do so.' ... A few of the more striking examples

may be mentioned here: a species of Pteroptis

inhabits the island of Pemba, south of Zanzibar,

but although the island is separated from Africa

by a channel only 35-40 miles wide, not this par-

ticular species only, but the whole genus is un-

known from any part of the adjacent continent;'

although absent from Africa the genus Fteropus is

distributed all over the Malagasy region,' and each

group of islands . . . has its own peculiar species,

intermigration between the groups of islands is

unknown; the Epomophorine section of fruit-bats

is distributed over the whole of the Ethiopian

region (eight genera, nineteen forms), but not a

single form has spread to any island of the

Malagasy region; the Fteropus melanoUis group of

[five] species is distributed over the Andamans,

Nicobars, Nias, Engano and Christmas Island

(south of Java), and the whole group is confined

to this chain of islands, no form having spread to

the neighboring Malay Peninsula or Sumatra. . . .

The fruit-bat faunas of the Malay Peninsula,

Sumatra and Borneo are closely interrelated, like

their mammalian faunas in general, but each has

' The preponderance of bats over the character-

istic Indo-Malayan non-volant types in the fauna

of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands appears to

be an instance in which wings have played a part

in distribution (Miller, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus.,

XXIV., pp. 790-791, May 28, 1902) ; the presence

of a slightly modified species of Nycteris, a. char-

acteristic American type of bat, as the only in-

digenous mammal of the Hawaiian Islands is prob-

ably another case of the same kind.

'Conversely, six species of European bats

(Myotis myotis, M. dasycneme, M. emarginatus,

Pipistrellus natusii, Eptesicus nilssonii and Ves-

pertilio murinus, although occurring on or near the

west coast from Brittany northward, are not known
to have become established in England.

• It ranges eastward '
' through the . . . Oriental

and Australian regions to the Samoa Islands."

some distinct autochthonous forms of fruit-bats

(Borneo even two autochthonous [?]" genera), as

it has of other Mammalia; the Javan mammalian
fauna in general is more peculiar, both by the

absence of some of the forms found in Sumatra
and the Malay Peninsula, and by the greater per-

centage of autochthonous forms, and this is again

borne out by the Megachiropterine fauna of the

island . . . ; the Fteropus rayneri group is repre-

sented probably all over the Solomon Islands, but

it has differentiated into five distinct species, one

in the Bougainville group, a second on Villa

Lavella, a third in the New Georgia group, a

fourth on Guadalcanar and a fifth on San Cristobal.

This . . . tends to show that the present distribu-

tion of the Megachiroptera has not been influenced

to any great, and as a rule not even to any appre-

ciable, extent by their power of flight; if it had,

the fruit-bat fauna of one group of islands could

not, so commonly as is actually the case, differ

from that of a neighboring group or continent,

and the tendency to differentiation of insular

species or forms would have been neutralized by
the free intercourse between neighboring faunas.

Geerit S. Miller

SPECIAL ABTICLES

THE PRODUCTION OF SPERM ISO-AGGLUTININS

BY OVA

I. If one allows unfertilized eggs of Ar-

hacia to stand in a quantity of sea-water that

does not exceed about ten times the volume

of the eggs, the sea-water soon becomes per-

ceptibly tinged with the red coloring matter

of the eggs. If now a few drops of such super-

natant sea-water be added to 2 or 3 c.c. of a

milky suspension of active sperm of the same

species, a strong agglutination of the sperms

immediately ensues, producing sperm-masses

easily visible to the naked eye. In the course

of three to five minutes reversal takes place,

the masses become converted into their con-

stituent cells, and considerable activity may
be observed after the reversal on microscopical

examination. The substance which produces

this phenomenon may be called a sperm ag-

glutinin, and since it is produced by the same
species, an iso-agglutinin.

This basic phenomenon was studied in three

"Further exploration will probably show that

both occur on the peninsula or in Sumatra.
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ways: (1) In a test tube or vial containing 2

or 3 c.c. of a milky sperm suspension, as above

described. (2) Drops of the sperm suspension

and of the egg-extract may be placed side by

side on a slide and connected under the micro-

scope, so as to observe the inception and prog-

ress of the phenomenon. (3) The best method

of studying the detail of the phenomenon is

to mount some of the sperm suspension be-

neath a long cover glass supported by glass

rods 0.5 to 1 mm. in diameter, and to inject a

drop of the egg-extract with a capillary pipette

into the suspension. If this be observed

under a low power of the microscope, one sees

that the drop fills with sperm exhibiting in-

crease of activity, which immediately agglu-

tinate into small masses, which then unite

with great rapidity to form larger masses

spaced throughout the drop. At the margin

of the drop and the sperm suspension a ring

of agglutinated sperms forms which ruptures

in numerous places, each segment contracting

to form a mass, so that the continuous ring

becomes a chain of beads visible to the naked

eye. The ring forms in a second or two and

breaks into masses in two or three seconds.

The agglutination is totally reversible, so far

as the visible effect is concerned, and the freed

spermatozoa, or some of them, appear to re-

gain full activity; moreover, the spermatozoa

between the masses are in active movement
throughout.

The reversal of the reaction consists in the

resolution of the agglutinated masses into

their individual cells, but this does not mean

a return to their original physiological condi-

tion; for if the agglutinating solution (egg-

extract) be sufficiently strong, after a period

of intense stimulation followed by agglutina-

tion and reversal, the movements of the sper-

matozoa gradually cease entirely and in ten

minutes they are no longer capable of fertil-

izing ova dropped in with them.

The agglutination is a factor of (1) the

activity and relative density of the spermato-

zoa in the suspension, and (2) of the strength

of the agglutinating solution. The more

active the sperms and the greater the density

of the suspension (within certain limits) the

more rapid is the onset of the agglutination

and the larger the agglutinated masses. The
agglutinating medium may of course be made
to vary in strength, and hence in agglutina-

ting power by various means, e. g., by crushing

ovaries and eggs in about their own bulk of

sea-water, or extracting in distilled water, very

powerful solutions may be made.

The agglutinating agent is not readily de-

stroyed by heat. After boiling and maintain-

ing at a temperature of 95° to 98° C. for about

70 minutes, the agglutinating action of a

strong extract was very much reduced but

was not entirely lost.

No other tissue of the sea-urchin, so far as

observed, produces an agglutinating agent for

the sperm of the species : (1) The serum from

the body-cavity, whether of males or females,

is entirely neutral and the spermatozoa swim
in it normally. But the serum forms a power-

ful agent for extracting the agglutinin from
the eggs after the latter are removed from

the ovary, though in the intact animal in

which the eggs are separated from the serum

by the ovarian membrane no extraction of

agglutinin takes place. (2) Large pieces of

the intestine were cut up in sea-water or in

distilled water, the latter especially extracting

colored matters in large quantity; but no

sperm agglutinin could be detected in the

filtrate.

The agglutination reaction fixes the agglu-

tinin, as is readily proved by the fact that it

disappears from an agglutinated sperm sus-

pension, if not present in excess. Whereas an

equal dilution with sea-water of the original

egg-extract is still highly agglutinative. The
agglutinative substance, therefore, presumably

enters into combination with some sperm sub-

stance acting in this respect similarly to its

antigen.

II. The results are essentially the same for

Nereis, except that the visible agglutination

is not reversible to the same extent, a differ-

ence which is probably of purely secondary

significance. Moreover, the agglutinin is pro-

duced by the eggs in sea-water only in small

quantities before fertilization, but in very

large quantities at the moment of fertiliza-
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lion. The eggs of Nereis when obtained are

in the stage of the germinal vesicle, whereas

those of Arhacia have formed both polar

bodies, and this is probably correlated with

the different rates of secretion of the agglu-

tinin. The agglutinin of Nereis is moreover

much more thermolabile, being destroyed at

95° 0. in ten minutes. In Nereis also it is

difficult to test other tissues satisfactorily, as

the animal is practically a bag of eggs when

sexually mature, but such tests as were made
indicate that the eggs alone secrete the agglu-

tinin. In other respects Nereis is a more

favorable form for study, as the sensitiveness

•of the spermatozoa is unsurpassed.

III. As regards the important question of

specificity, it seems very probable a priori

that a substance which is produced only by

the eggs of a given species, and which is

agglutinative for the sperm of that species

should be specific. Now the egg-extract of

Nereis, which agglutinates Nereis sperm, is

entirely devoid of agglutinating effect on

Arhacia sperm, so that there appears to be

specificity of the Nereis agglutinin to this

extent at least. But the egg-extract of Ar-

hacia, on the other hand, is extremely toxic

and agglutinative for Nereis sperm, so that in

this ease either the agglutinin from Arhacia

eggs is not specific for its ovm sperm, or the

egg-extract contains, in addition to the spe-

cific agglutinin, another toxic substance. The

latter alternative is probable, as is shovTn by

the fact that the serum of the coelomic fluid

of Arhacia, which is not in the least toxic or

agglutinative for Arhacia sperm, is as strong

an agglutinative agent for Nereis sperm as

the egg-extract of Arhacia. The presence of

at least two sperm agglutinating substances in

Arhacia is therefore certain, viz., one in the

egg-extract, which is agglutinative for Ar-

hacia sperm, and one in the coelomic fluid not

agglutinative for Arhacia sperm but aggluti-

native for Nereis sperm. I assume, therefore,

provisionally, that both are present in the egg-

extract, and that the sperm iso-agglutinin of

Arhacia eggs is probably specific.

This assumption is rendered more probable

by an observation made only once, and at the

end of the season, so that its repetition this

year is impossible. I had preserved a strong

egg-extract of Arhacia for seventeen days.

This had been tested at various times with

Arhacia sperm and found to retain its ag-

glutinating power without any observable

diminution. But on the seventeenth day,

when the last Nereis of the season was

brought in, I was surprised to find that the

egg-extract in question had lost its aggluti-

nating power on the Nereis sperm. The

same sperm was agglutinable with an egg-

extract of Nereis eight days old; so that

the difficulty could not be with the sperm.

And the same egg-extract of Arhacia, on

retesting, was found to retain its aggluti-

nating power on the Arhacia sperm appar-

ently unaltered. The specific agglutinin is

therefore relatively stable with reference to

the conditions involved, and the non-specific

agglutinin or toxin is relatively labile. It

might, therefore, be possible to separate them

also by heat or other means.

One of these would be to fix the non-specific

agglutinin of Arhacia egg-extract with Nereis

sperm, and test the filtrate for the persistence

of the assumed specific agglutinin with Ar-

hacia sperm. If the Arhacia agglutinin were

found to persist after the filtrate had lost its

Nereis agglutinating power, the presence of

the two agents in the egg-extract would be

demonstrated. Or if, after completely fixing

the specific agglutinin of Arhacia egg-extract

with Arhacia sperm, a Nereis agglutinating

agent were still found, the same conclusion

would be inevitable. Unfortunately, by the

time this stage of the analysis was reached,

the season for both forms was over, and this

experiment must be postponed for a year.

IV. The egg-extracts contain not only an

agglutinin for the spermatozoa, but also an

aggregative agent, i. e., a substance towards

which the spermatozoa are positively chemo-

tactic. This may be readily demonstrated by

the form of the reaction when a drop of the

fluid to be tested is injected into a sperm sus-

pension beneath a raised cover glass. If an

aggregative agent be present, a ring of sper-

matozoa forms at or within the margin of the
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drop, depending on the strength of the agent,

and a clear zone arises between this ring and
the general sperm suspension. The clear zone

is produced by migration of spermatozoa to

the ring; in case the agent is very strong the

ring expands, owing to immigration of sper-

matozoa, but the clear zone is never obliter-

ated, no matter how much the ring may ex-

pand. In the case of Nereis, which has un-

usually large spermatozoa, the passage of

spermatozoa across the clear zone to the ring

may be readily studied under a low power of

the microscope, and it gives the impression of

a regular rain falling on the ring.

In the case of Nereis all acids tested are

aggregating agents (CO,, RSO,, HNO3, HCl
and CH3COOH were studied), but do not ag-

glutinate, and alkalis (K, OH and NaOH
only studied) are agglutinative but not ag-

gregative. The sperm of Nereis is ex-

tremely sensitive to acids, reacting positively

to iVr/1,000 H,SO., HCl, HNO3 and N/2,000

acetic, and to 1/200 dilution of a saturated

solution of CO. in sea-water. The phenomena
of aggregation were therefore studied, par-

ticularly in the ease of Nereis. The sensi-

tiveness of Arhacia sperm to acids is three or

four times less than that of Nereis sperm, but

the reactions are in the same sense.

If an acid or other aggregative agent alone

be present in the drop tested in the suspen-

sion beneath a raised cover slip, the ring

which forms is perfectly continuous and the

individual spermatozoa are separate. If an

agglutinin as well as an aggregative agent be

present, the ring forms and breaks up into

agglutinated masses. If the agglutinin alone

be present no ring proper forms, or there is

no outer clear zone, and agglutinated masses

form within the drop as described. The egg-

secretions give the double reaction.

V. Von Dungern's experiments (Zeitsch. f.

allgem. Physiologie, I., pp. 34^55, 1902) are

the only ones, so far as I know, in which the

production of sperm agglutinins by ova was
investigated, and he discovered only hetero-

agglutinins, no iso-agglutinins. He did, in-

deed, describe the loss of motility of sperma-

tozoa in egg-extracts of the same species, but

he entirely missed the phenomenon of agglu-

tination and its reversal. He reveals the rea-

son for this failure by his remark that he

always examined for the effect of the "egg-

poison " about half an hour after its addition

to the sperm; but the phenomenon of agglu-

tination and its reversal are completed in

about five minutes.

Von Dungern also made experiments on the

production of immune sera by injection of

ova and spermatozoa separately into rabbits,

and found that both caused the production of a

sperm agglutinin in the rabbit's serum. From
this he concludes that both kinds of reproduc-

tion elements possess chemically identical

complexes of molecules in the protoplasm.

While this may be admitted as at least a very

probable conclusion, his farther conclusion

that fertilization does not depend upon any

specific antagonism between ovum and sperm,

but is conditioned by the similarity of their

protoplasms, is not well founded, for the egg

is a very complicated chemical system, and

it certainly contains molecules antagonistic to

sperm, even if, as von Dungern's experiments

indicate, it also contains some that are not.

VI. The existence of sperm iso-agglutinins

in ova offers the possibility of an explanation

of the specificity of fertilization on the basis

of the laws governing antigens and anti-

bodies, if these agglutinins are specific, as is

so strongly suggested by the experiments.

The union of ovum and spermatozoon is not

a process in which the sperm penetrates by

virtue of its mechanical properties, but one in

which a peculiarly intimate and specific bio-

chemical reaction plays the chief role. A later

publication will give the details of the experi-

ments and a more complete analysis of the

behavior of the spermatozoa in fertilization.

Frank E. Lillie

September 16, 1912

PRELIMINARY NOTE ON PRISTINA AND NAIDIUM

These two genera, Pristina and Naidium,

of the aquatic oligochtetes, have been com-

bined and separated by recent systematists

with quite startling rapidity. The former

genus was first described by Ehrenberg in
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18-31, and Naidium by O. Schmidt in 1847.

In 1875, Beddard combined them under the

prior name. In 1900, Michselsen restored them

as separate genera, and again combined them

in 1909. These two genera are more alike

than any other two genera in the family

Naididffi, and than many species in some of

the genera. They differ only in the develop-

ment of the prostomium, which varies widely

within the same species, and in the presence

of bifid setsB in the dorsal bundles of Naidium.

This is no more reason for keeping them

apart than it would be to make Nais tortuosa

and N, parviseia separate genera, because the

latter has bifid setag in the dorsal bundles.

Michselsen, in recombining the two species,

gives no reason for so doing; but Walton

(American Naturalist, Vol. XL., 1906, p. 705)

eays:

The absence of any tentacular process in

Naidvum osborni suggests that until a species is

found in which the process is well developed and in

which the dorsal bundles contain biuncinate setae,

the genera may be considered distinct.

Walton prophesies the finding of such a

species, and apparently suggests the inference

that when such a species is found the genera

need no longer be considered distinct. This

species has been found and wiU be more fully

described in a later paper on the Naididse.

It was found at the University of Virginia

in the spring of 1909, in an aquarium stocked

from a small pond in the neighborhood. It

differs from Pristina hreviseta of India only

in length, being considerably shorter, not ex-

ceeding 8 microns in length, but is otherwise

identical and it seems best not to establish a

separate species to receive it. In the Amer-

ican forms of this species the tentacular proc-

ess varies greatly in length. In one individ-

ual it was not developed at all, in others it

was developed to a length of several microns,

and intermediate lengths are numerous. There

are always, however, the bifid needle-like

setae in the dorsal bundles. But if we are to

make this a generic character, why not make
the presence of serrations on the capilliform

setae a generic character? And while we set

off those forms with the bifid setse in the

dorsal bundles and no well-developed tentac-

ular process, what shall we do with Pristina

dadeyi, which has neither tentacular process

nor bifid dorsal setse? Michaelsen's recombi-

nation of the two genera, therefore, is con-

firmed by the finding of this form, and it is

correct to include under the head of Pristina

all the species hitherto described under the

heads of Pristina and Naidium, whether the

prostomium be tentacular or not, whether the

capilliform dorsal setae be serrated or not, and

whether the dorsal bundle contain a bifid

needle-like seta or not. These characters are

found in parts which vary greatly and the

great resemblances among the various species

in the position of the setae and of the internal

organs are more important.

HoBACK Edwin Hayden, Jr.

College Station, Texas

concurrent infection by five species op

intestinal worms, including schisto-

soma mansoni

Instances of the presence of two or more

species of parasitic worms in one person are

common and many such are on record. To
cite some of the more recent literature. Garri-

son and Stiles, '06, in an examination of

3,457 persons, found that thirty-five harbored

twp species of intestinal parasites and that

one was infected with three species. The

Porto Eieo Anemia Commission, in the

course of its very extended studies, found fre-

quent instances of double infection, not rarely

triple infection, and, in two cases, determined

the presence of four distinct species. Piraja

de Silva, '09, working in Bahia, Brazil, re-

ports several similar cases of quadruple in-

fection. A case which has recently come to

my attention is of interest not only as an ex-

treme case of concurrent infection but as one

of the few known instances of the occurrence

of the blood-fluke. Schistosoma mansoni, in

the United States.

On May 3, a local physician sent to me,

with the request that I make a blood exami-

nation, a Porto Eican who exhibited obscure

symptoms suggestive of filarial infection.
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The patient, who was a young man twenty-

five years of age, had been in this country for

five years, except for three brief visits home.

The fresh blood was carefully examined and

smears to be stained were made, but on ac-

count of the well-known periodicity in the

appearance of filarise in the peripheral circu-

lation, the patient was requested to return at

night.

In the meantime, the blood smears were

stained with the Nocht-Jenner-Hastings

stain and examined for possible malarial par-

asites. None were found, but there was a

marked eosinophilia (20 per cent.), such as

is often due to infection by parasitic worms.

When the patient returned, a search for

blood filarias was made, with negative results.

On account of the eosinophilia, a sample of

the feces was then examined microscopically.

In this were soon found the large, character-

istic eggs of Schistosoma, a very few of

Ascaris lumhricoides, and many larvae of

Strongyloides stercoralis, the Cochin China

diarrhea worm.

When the result of the examination was

reported to the physician in charge of the

case, the usual treatment with purgatives and

anthelminthies was adopted. Unfortunately,

the patient made no effort to save the speci-

mens dislodged, except that a sample, taken

some hours after the treatment, was sent me.

In this sample the three species above men-

tioned were present, the number of larvse of

Strongyloides stercoralis being much larger

than in the first sample. In addition, there

were found a small number of the eggs of the

hookworm, Necator americanus, and of the

whipworm, Trichuris trichiura. I afterwards

learned that following the medical treatment,

a full-sized Ascaris had been voided.

Thus this patient harbored five distinct

species of parasitic worms, differing from the

two eases reported by the Porto Eico Anemia

Commission by the presence of the larvse of

Strongyloides stercoralis. Excepting those of

Schistosoma, the eggs of the various para-

sites were but few in number.

The many eggs of Schistosoma were all

lateral-spined. In view of the discussion as

to whether this type of eggs is from a species

distinct from Schistosoma hcematohium, a

careful examination of the urine was made.

No eggs or traces of them were found, al-

though it is here that the typical, terminal-

spined eggs of Schistosoma hoematohium are

most readily demonstrated. Neither was

there any history of bloody urine, or evidence

of blood corpuscles in the fluid—symptoma
commonly associated with the presence of the

ova of Schistosoma hwrnatohium in the uri-

nogenital system. This is in agreement with

the evidence recently brought forward by

Sambon, Holcomb and others to show that

the West Indian and South American schisto-

somiasis is due to a distinct species, which

also sometimes occurs in association with

the better-known species in Africa. To this

species with lateral-spined eggs, Sambon,

'07, gives the name Schistosoma mansoni.

The few records of the occurrence of

Schistosoma in the United States are all,

like the above, of imported cases. Most of

them are recorded from transient visitors, or

from soldiers returning from South Africa,

and refer to infection by Schistosoma

hoematohium, terminal-spined eggs having

been found in the urine. Wm. A. Eiley

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES

THE ELISHA MITCHELL SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY

The 29th annual meeting of the society was

held on September 27 in Chemistry Hall, Univer-

sity of North Carolina, with the president, Dr. W.
B. MacNider in the chair. The following officers

were elected

:

President—Dr. E. V. Plowell.

Vice-president—Professor P. H. Daggett.

Permanent Secretary—Dr. F. P. Venable.

Becording Secretary—Dr. J. M. Bell.

Editorial Committee—Dr. W. C. Coker, Pro-

fessor A. H. Patterson, Dr. J. M. Bell.

The following new members were elected: Dr.

W. H. Brown, Messrs. T. R. Eagles, J. W. Lasley,

J. G. Beard, A. M. Atkinson, C. S. Venable, J. E.

Smith, W. C. George.

James M. Bell,

Secording Secretary

Chapel Hill, N. C.
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SCIENCE—ADVERTISEMENTS

HUGO DE VRIES IN AMERICA
Professor Hugo De Vries is now in this country on a tour of investigation and

study of the relations of the flora to the geological and geographical conditions in

certain localities. He delivered the dedicatory address of the Rice Institute,

Houston, Texas, on October 14th. Other places he will visit are Dixie Landing,
Alabama, where he goes with Professor Tracy to visit the type locality of Oeno-
thera grandiflora to study its possible mutants in its original habitat, Biloxi,

Mississippi. He will make his headquarters there while he visits the "Mud Lumps'

'

near the mouth of the Mississippi River, and a number of Islands near Biloxi.

After that he and Professor Tracy will go to San Antonio, Brownsville, and other
points in Southern Texas.

The presence in this country of the great Dutch botanist and writer lends im-
portance to the authoritative translations of his important works recently added to

the Open Court list of publications.

The additions made by De Vries in the field of research covered by Darwin
have become an essential part of all modern thought relating to heredity, descent

and the origin of species.

His literary work has the qualities of directness, simplicity and practicality

rare in scientific writers. It is fascinating to the general reader and should be as

much a part of the equipment of the amateur, the practical farmer and the horti-

culturist as of the trained biologist.

FOUR IMPORTANT BOOKS BY HUGO DE VRIES

The Mutation Theory
(Two Volumes)

Experiments and Observations on the Origin of

Species in the Vegetable Kingdom.

Translators Professor J. B. Farmer and A. D.

Darbishire

583 pp. 114 illnstrations. Six colored plates

(lithographs) . Bibliography and index.

2 Vols. Price, $4.00 per volume net.

A knowledge of the laws of mutation must
sooner or later lead to the possibility of inducing
mutations at will and so of originating perfectly

new characters in animals and plants. And jnst

as the process of selection has enabled us to pro-

duce improved races, greater in value and in

beauty, so a control of the mutative process will,

it is hoped, place in our hands the power of origi-

nating permanently improved species of animals
and plants.

Species and Varieties:

Their Origin by Mutation

Second Edition, thoroughly Corrected and

Revised, with Portrait

Price, postpaid $5.00

830 pp. 8vo, cloth.

The contents of this book include a readable
and orderly recital of the facts and details which
furnish the basis for the mutation-theory of the
origin of species. All of the more important
phases of heredity and descent come in for a clari-

fying treatment that renders the volume ex-

tremely readable to the amateur as well as to the
trained biologist. The more reliable historical

data are cited, and the results obtained by Pro-
fessor De Vries in the Botanical Garden at Amster-
dam during twenty years of observations are de-

scribed.

Intracellular Pangenesis
300 pp. Cloth, $3.00

The whole science of vital phenomena is con-

tained in what De Vries calls ilie Pangen, a special

hereditary character, which may be made the ob-

ject of experimental treatment in animals as well

as in plants. It is a most attractive theory, and
the book is so truly scientific in its simple lan-

guage and reverential spirit as to be easily read and
understood by the laymen in science as well as

the scholar ; and the preacher as well as the
plant breeder will find in it many fine in-

spirations.

The third part of the book consists of a chapter
on Fertilization and Hybridization.

Supplied by your bookseller or mailed upon receipt of price, by

OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY <" ^
cHfc'loo''^'"'''

Plant Breeding

Comments on the Experiments of

Nilsson and Burbank

A scientific book in simple language. Intensely

interesting as well as instructive. Of special

value to every botanist, horticulturist

and farmer.

360 pp. Illustrated with 114 beautiful half tone

plates from nature. Printed on fine paper

in large type. Cloth, gilt top.

Price, $1.50 net. Mailed, $1.70
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THE MIGRATION OF STUDENTS'-

A PLEA FOR THE INDIVIDUAL IN EDUCATION

The chairman of our judicial council,

Dr. Means^ in a recent address on " The
Relations of the Medical Colleges in the

Matter of the Migration of Students," has

stated that these relations should be ad-

justed on the basis of the Golden Rule.

With this I heartily agree. I would, how-

ever, call attention to the wording of the

Golden Rule, "Do unto others." This

seems to imply that our relationships are

multiple rather than duplex.

There is hardly a problem in ethics to be

settled on the basis of "Thou" and "I"
alone. No case of migrating students

should be considered from the standpoint

of the colleges alone. In every instance

the public or state has a claim on our con-

sideration, for we are the servants of the

state in the making of physicians.

We are also in a peculiar and intimate

degree responsible to the student himself.

We take his money; we take what is more

valuable than money, his time. We modify

his whole life. To take out the human ele-

ment from our work; to claim that the

student acts always of his own free will;

to make our colleges by inflexible rules

mere mechanisms for grinding out as doc-

* Head before the Association of American Med-
ical Colleges, March 1, 1932. Eeaders of this

paper should bear in mind the legal restrictions

on medical educational institutions, which other

departments of education are not subject to.

These cover such topics as length and number of

yearly sessions required for graduation, admission,

advanced standing, credit from other institutions,

etc. It should also be noted that medical schools

have on their faculties numerous professors who
are primarily in medical practise and only inci-

dentally acting as teachers.
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tors those individuals alone who can fit the

hoppers and cogs of the machine—to do

these things is to take away all proper sig-

nificance from education.

The more I consider it the more I am
convinced that our personal duty to the in-

dividual student is our fundamental duty.

If we can do right by the individual stu-

dent, we shall do right to the other colleges

and to the state. If we do right by the in-

dividual student, we shall see that his obli-

gations are met; that his deficiencies are

made good; that he is protected from his

own misdirected inclinations; that he is

kept, if need be, from a profession for

which he is not fitted. I propose, therefore,

to discuss the subject assigned to me from

the standpoint of the individual student.

I would strongly emphasize that my
argument is not to favor lower standards.

The poor-boy story and the easy pathways

to practise do not appeal to me. Any one who

draws from my expressions regarding the

role of rules and regulations the conclusion

that I favor the removal of the safeguards

to medical practise wilfully reads into

them what is not there. On the contrary, I

believe that the efficient judgment of the

individual case, whether by entrance ex-

aminer or faculty or state board or all

three of these, would constitute the best

possible safeguard and one which ought to

be added to the regulations and examina-

tions, which at present constitute the chief

protection against the inefficient and un-

prepared.

Strictly speaking, there is no such thing

as equality. Variation holds everywhere

in the social world, as it does in the ani-

mal and plant world. Every case is an in-

dividual case. Education will reach its

highest when it becomes individual.

The individual student is not the student

en masse nor the average student. The in-

dividual student means individual consid-

eration. He means the breaking loose from

rules and the consideration of pertinent

facts. He means the application of prin-

ciples rather than formulas. He is a diffi-

cult problem not to be solved by engineer-

ing handbook nor plotted in two dimen-

sions.

I am provoked just here to the further

platitude that we have in our political and

social life, as in education, too many rules,

too many laws, regulations, prohibitions.

(I suppose this is because we are so infer-

nally human that we can not be trusted to

apply the Golden Rule, which our chair-

man rightly considers our standard.) At
the same time that we are burdened with

laws we have no adequate mechanism for

securing justice to the individual. This is

true in every relation of life.

Let us glance for a moment at the legal

restrictions placed upon medical education.

The law compels every man who desires to

enter the medical profession to attend four

sessions in a medical school. It takes no

cognizance of the fact, recognized, I am
sure, by every man here, that some men
would be competent in three years, more

competent, in fact, than others in thirty

years.

The law provides that the four sessions

shall be in four separate calendar years and

disregards the fact that some students

could work to advantage eleven or twelve

instead of eight or nine months in a year.

Why should the law permit the doctor to

practise twelve months in a year but allow

him to study only eight or nine?

The laws- do not permit that any time

credit be given for attendance in a college

of arts or science, yet in particular cases

the Avork done there is better than that of

some medical schools.

- True of most states. The laws of a few states

still permit graduates in arts or science to obtain

the M.D. in three years.
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Now, I am not arguing that these laws

are bad. Some of them are undoubtedly

artificial. But even these have probably

been necessary as applied to average stu-

dents and average colleges. The trouble is

that no arrangement is provided by which

the particular case can be excepted. The

law, we are told, is no respecter of per-

sons. So much the worse, I retort, for the

law. And the law by the way is beginning

to recognize this fact, as witness the more

enlightened way in which it is beginning

to deal with juvenile offenders. Each case

is settled on its merits and by careful judg-

ment of experts.

In our association also we have laws.

With much labor we have formulated a

curriculum from which no college can devi-

ate in any particular more than 20 per

cent. Yet to-day I have in my laboratory

a young man who shows talent as an investi-

gator. He desires to become and I am sure

will become a professional physiologist or

pharmacologist. I should be a traitor to

my science if I compelled or advised that

young man to take the straight, fixed cur-

riculum. He should have a special course

laid out to meet his special needs.

But some one objects, "This is unsafe;

this young man may later go into practise.
'

'

My critic is laboring under the belief that

our fixed curriculum contains all the sub-

jects and only the subjects without which

one can not safely go out as a physician.

My answer is, I know the man and his abil-

ity. The curriculum, I may further re-

mind my critic, is literally a race course.

We do not use the same kind of track for

automobiles and aeroplanes and steam

yachts.

This criticism and my answer to it lead

me to state the first condition for dealing

properly with the individual student,

whether as regards curriculum, migration

or any other matter. Some one has got to

know that student and the facts about him.

A second critic may have said to himself

when I suggested a special curriculum for

my student in physiology, "It will be

against the Constitution of the Associa-

tion." My reply is, in the famous words

of the practical statesman, "What is the

constitution among friends?"

And that leads me to enunciate the sec-

ond condition for dealing with the individ-

ual student. There must ie a body of

friends, friends of the student, friends of

education, friends of the public, who shall

determine when, where and hoiv the con-

stitution {i. e., the rules and regulations)

may safely be broken.

You catch the drift of my thought: a

college may be run in two ways. It may
be run by infiexible rule. Students are re-

ceived, classified, advanced, rejected, grad-

uated, by regulation and statute. All that

comes in, whether iron, steel, lead, copper,

brass, silver or gold, is drawn through the

same hole to wire of the same size. Such a

college is not a human being. It is a ma-

chine, and it makes no mistakes. It needs

no intelligent supervision. You just start

the wheels going and watch the rollers

turn merrily on.

Or a college may be run for the individ-

ual. It may have small regard for paper

standards, have few regulations, have a

flexible curriculum, care little for classifi-

cation, permit specialization. It may make

wire of iron and steel. It may turn the

lead over to the plumbing industry. It

may make scientific apparatus of its copper

and brass. It will surely make jewels of

its silver and its gold. Such a college is

human. It makes judgments, choices, de-

signs. It is not a machine, and it makes

mistakes. It can only avoid making many
mistakes by the most intelligent supervi-

sion and the combined judgment of ex-

perts.
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If I may change my figure of speech, the

rules, regulations, precedents and formu-

las for running a school correspond to the

reflex mechanism in an animal. They ad-

just it well to the average conditions of en-

vironment and govern certain subordinate

functions. But the animal which is purely

reflex stands low in the scale. And so does

the college that runs by rule and formula.

What is needed in the animal is a super-

posed cerebrum, which can inhibit reflexes

and regulate behavior in accord with a

greater complexity and continuity of stim-

uli. Speaking as a man of the street—and
not as a scientist nor as a theologian—what
the animal needs is a soul. And that is

just what the college needs. The soul of

the college shoujd be such an organization

of experts as can exercise safe and sane

judgment under varying conditions. This

paper will be concerned, first, with the

organization of such a body of experts;

secondly, with the methods to be used by
them in taking care of migrating students.

Regarding the first topic, organization,

I believe that it is unsafe to leave to the

dean alone the decision of important mat-

ters relative to the individual student.

The dean even in the case where he de-

votes a large share of time to his office can

not know the work of the student in all de-

partments. He may, it is true, have the

record of grades, but these are not the inti-

mate personal data on which the individual

case must be settled. The grades consti-

tute a part of the regular reflex machinery

which disposes very well of the average

student. They are of value, but should not

be the sole criterion for deciding questions

regarding particular students.

Another reason why the important in-

dividual case can not be left to the dean is

that he is almost always a professor, and
looks with the usual jealous but magnify-

ing eye on the importance of his own de-

partment. The individual student must

be considered from aU sides.

If the dean can not dispose properly of

the individual student, much less can a

secretary or registrar, who is usually not

an educational officer in the proper sense,

but strictly a part of the reflex machinery.

The individual student, furthermore,

can not be considered properly by the fac-

ulty. This is not easily done in a school of

arts or science, and is even less feasible in

the average medical school, where many of

the professors are in medical practise and
give only a portion of their thought to edu-

cational problems. The word of a clinical

professor lecturing one or two hours a

week is of less value as regards an individ-

ual student than that of a paid assistant

who meets the student daily in the labora-

tory. Moreover, faculties meet infre-

quently, and the individual case needs

immediate consideration and action.

A committee of the faculty, provided it

has power to act, can do the work better

than the faculty, but here again there are

objections. The faculty usually consists

only of professors, and a large proportion

of them do not come into intimate contact

with the students. The committee is likely

to partake of the same character and often

degenerates to one man control.

Finally the case of the individual stu-

dent should not be referred piecemeal to

the individual department heads. Take

the case of a migrating student, for ex-

ample. If he is sent in turn to the pro-

fessors of chemistry, anatomy, etc., each

settles his part of the case without refer-

ence to the others. One exaggerates the

value of his own teaching and will give no

credit for work done in another laboratory.

Another is too lenient or does not wish to

be bothered. Conditions are imposed

without regard to general time schedule,

and no consideration is given to the char-
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acter and needs of the particular student.

The case of the individual student

should be referred and the power to break

rules and precedents should be given to

those who by training in educational meth-

ods and experience with students know the

individual case and what may safely be

done. These are essentially the paid, full-

time instructors, with such few others,

perhaps, as have demonstrated that they

are pedagogues as well as practitioners.

The full-time instructors are educators,

not physicians. They are paid to do work

of the kind we are considering as part of

their "teaching." They can be called to-

gether frequently.

In the school that I represent the paid

teachers (with the addition of four heads

of clinical departments) constitute the

council. All paid teachers except student

assistants are included. This council has

full power to settle all questions relative

to students. The remainder of this paper

will be chiefly concerned with the methods

by which the council disposes of migrating

students.

In presenting the work of our Council I

would particularly disclaim a new discov-

ery in education. Somewhat similar meth-

ods are used elsewhere. Nor would I claim

that our organization in its exact form

should be generally adopted. Each school

must work out that form of government

which best suits its environment. I use

my illustrations from my own experience

not because they are noteworthy or unique,

but because they constitute my store of

available facts.

Taking up now the specific topic of dis-

cussion, migrating students may be classi-

fied as follows:

1. Good students who come from

"good" schools.

2. Poor and doubtful students who
eome from "good" schools.

3. Students who come from "poor"
schools.

(By "good" school, I add parenthetic-

ally, is meant a school which one considers

as good as or better than the particular

school one individually happens to repre-

sent! I consider Western Reserve a good

school. My friend Waite considers St.

Louis University a poor school. I pass on

the compliment by considering certain

nameless institutions poor schools. The
point is that in this matter of migrating

students the American Medical Associa-

tion classification is of little value.)

Eeferring to my first class of migrating

students, it is a lamentable fact that few

good students come from good schools.

The migration of students for the sake of

coming under different environment, vary-

ing methods and special professors, so com-

mon in German universities, is almost un-

known in America. This type of migra-

tion has always been discouraged by the

colleges, and the fixed curricula have not

facilitated it.

A few good students change colleges for

reasons unconnected with education. A
few change on account of legitimate per-

sonal grievances. (I can not agree with

Dr. Means, who states that he has never

known such a case. On the whole, how-

ever, we will all agree that tales of per-

sonal grievance are to be taken in homeo-

pathic doses, with plenty of water.) What-

ever be their reason for changing, provided

it is honorable, the good students who
eome from good schools should be accepted

on the basis of equivalence of discipline,

rather than exact equality of subject mat-

ter. If the student, let us say, has had 600

hours of anatomy and 500 hours of physiol-

ogy, whereas your curriculum requires

1,000 hours of anatomy (heaven save you !),

and only 300 hours of physiology (heaven

save you again !) , it is neither necessary nor
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just to condition the student in anatomy.

If you are satisfied that the teaching is

good and thorough in the other school, you

can overlook differences of this kind. Of

course if some important subject has been

omitted on account of difference of curric-

ulum, it must be made up. On the whole,

the good student should slip in easily on his

record.

Allow me to introduce here a paragraph

on the general subject of migration of good

students. I believe it should be encouraged.

If we could implant the idea that the goal

of the student's desire should be thorough

knowledge of anatomy, of physiology, of

medicine, and not the possession of a cer-

tain piece of sheepskin, we should be on the

way to better things. And if to the student

specially interested in physiology I should

say: "Professor Blank is one of our best

physiologists; why don't you take a year

with him ? " I should be giving scope to that

student's interest and broadening my sci-

ence at the same time. If we proceeded in

this way, the time might come when stu-

dents would select men instead of schools.

And when that time comes, a professorship

will be worth working for and worth work-

ing to keep, having been attained. When
those good days arrive, we shall not find it

so difficult, perhaps, to find men willing to

enter the laboratory sciences as a career.

But whether these good results follow or

not, I believe that the migration of students

should be encouraged from the standpoint

of breadth of culture and training. And
our purely American whoop-it-up notion of

"college spirit" and school loyalty should

be somewhat abated in favor of a better

ideal.

Taking up the second class of migrating

students, the poor students from good

schools, we have our most difSeult propo-

sition. When a man with a poor record

comes from Washington University or

Michigan or Missouri, I have chills. And
when he tells me he comes because of our

superior facilities, I have an internal

spasm. Such a man may have a
'

' good con-

stitution. " He may "recover," but the

prognosis should be
'

' guarded. '

' The coun-

cil of our school has, therefore, found it

necessary to decline to receive such stu-

dents into our senior class. The reason is

based on my first principle enunciated

above. We must know the student, and we
can not do that in the senior year.

A second provision is that much of the

credit allowed is contingent. For example,

histology may be credited, provided the

student makes a good grade in pathology;

or credit in dissection may be made con-

tingent on topographical anatomy. We be-

lieve this arrangement is logical, and it cer-

tainly has a good effect on the student.

If the student has a failure from his

former school, he is obliged to take further

woi-k in that subject. But we have no hard

and fast rule about repeating laboratory

courses. Too much repetition of elemen-

tary work is discouraging. Short special

courses are better ; and we have frequently

organized such courses, primarily for the

third class of migrating students, but to the

great advantage also of the second class.

Even if the student is to be classed as a

junior, we always hold him for one inten-

sive laboratory course, commonly topo-

graphical anatomy (cross sections), which

is a hobby of ours and on which we have

a taskmaster not to be evaded, tricked or

cajoled.

We find our summer school of great

value in whipping delinquents into line.

This is true both of our own backward stu-

dents and of those who come from other

colleges.

Taken all in all, the second class of mi-

grants are not altogether a discouraging

body of men. Frequently they see the
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error of their ways and settle down to

business. Sometimes discouragement in

one environment is followed by a better

spirit under new conditions. The men-

tally deficient, the ill prepared, the con-

genitally slothful, the habitually dissi-

pated, must of course be dropped. Our
primary idea is to keep the student long

enough under the close supervision of the

paid instructors to know whether these

qualities were the cause of the original

failure.

The third class of migrating students

includes those who come from poorer col-

leges. Mr. Flexner has discussed these in

some detail. He shows how a student who
originally could not enter a college may
eventually come in with advanced standing

through attendance in one or more infe-

rior institutions. The student thus evades

the rules of entrance of the first school.

This seems deplorable and is certainly

unfair to the other students who were ob-

liged to come up to the standard of prepa-

ration before entering their freshman year.

And for the particular condition that Mr.

Flexner discusses, there is only one proper

procedure, and that is to enforce the same

rules of preliminary education on students

who enter with advanced standing as on

those who enter the freshman year. I shall

say nothing further on this point.

On the other hand the assumption that

a student from an inferior school is him-

self necessarily inferior is absolutely

wrong. In fact, my experience is that

such a student is generally a very good

man who desires to better his condition.

And in contrast to the heart failure with

which I meet the incoming migrant from

Michigan, might be mentioned the wel-

come accorded the students from several

nameless institutions.

Now, how should such a student, as an

individual, be dealt with in justice to him-

self, to the college and to the public? As
to the public, it is plain that the student

should not be graduated till he is com-

petent. As to the college, it is evidently

bad policy (to put it narrowly) to gradu-

ate him before he is safe. As to the stu-

dent, he has put in his time in the inferior

school and has presumably gathered some-

thing. To refuse all subject credit and

make him repeat all the previous work

arouses revolt, and in my opinion is unjust.

To refuse or diminish time credit beyond

what is needed to know the student and

his capabilities is also wrong. Time is not

money, gentlemen. Time is life, and not to

be handled carelessly; not to be required

of the student as from inexhaustible store,

but rather as that which not enriches us

but makes him poor indeed.

I shall be obliged to discuss this class of

students, as previous ones, from the stand-

point of my own experience. The student

is brought before the council; his creden-

tials and grades are presented; he is ques-

tioned as to the nature of his previous

work; and the decision, which is always a

tentative one, is based not upon fixed rules,

but upon careful consideration of that

ease.

The principle of contingent credit is fre-

quently applied. For example, credit in

dissection, if he passes in topographic

anatomy. This procedure is safe, and it is

sound pedagogically.

The principle of additional required

laboratory work is applied, particularly

by demanding attendance in summer
school or on short special courses.

The principle of examination is applied,

but not universally. For example, I fre-

quently credit a student in freshman

physiology if he passes on the sophomore

work, although the topics considered in

the two courses are different. I think I

can discover whether he can think physio-
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logically as well from one part of the sub-

ject as another.

The principle of requiring a sufficient

attendance to give us knowledge of the

student is insisted on. No student from

an inferior college is received into the

senior year.

To the furtherance of our knowledge of

the student's ability as a laboratory

worker, we always require at least one com-

plete laboratory course, even if the student

is admitted to the junior year.

On the other hand, we are not particular

that every course which the student has

had shall be of the same length, character

and strength as our own. If he has had a

fair course in bacteriology, but not so good

as ours, I am willing to give him credit

and let him take instead an intensive course

in, let us say, pharmacology. Our idea is

equivalent discipline, not parallelism of

curricula.

That the students from poor schools

have usually succeeded is shown by our

experience during the past five years. The

leader in our present senior class is a stu-

dent who came into our junior class last

year from a school which would be unrec-

ognized by many members of this associa-

tion. Of course, some have fallen by the

way, and either voluntarily withdrawn or

been dropped by the council.

There are a few more self-evident prop-

ositions to be considered. For example,

the school from which the student comes

should be conferred with. Not only should

the grades of the student be asked for, but

all facts concerning him which will assist

in properly disposing of his case. That all

obligations to the first institution, includ-

ing the payment of fees, should be satis-

fied, is a clear demand on the student as an

honorable man, seeking to enter a gentle-

man's profession. We should refiise him

unless he meets such obligations.

There are certain institutions, on the

other hand, which refuse to respond to re-

quests for grades or information regard-

ing students who wish to enter another

school. I hold that such students may
properly be received on their class grades

or attendance certificates only.

In the enjoyable correspondence which

I have had with Dr. Means in regard to

this paper, he has raised several specific

questions of interest. "For instance," he

says, "a student applied for admission to

the Starling-Ohio last fall with credentials

of having completed his sophomore year

and wanted junior standing. The card

showed six or seven conditions on regular

examinations, and that they had been re-

moved by subsequent examinations—three

or four subjects requiring two efforts. I

could not have given him," continues Dr.

Means 's letter, "more than sophomore

standing, which he refused to accept and

returned to his old college.
'

'

This is one of my heart-failure cases. I

believe the best way would be to refuse the

student altogether. But we have never

reached that stage yet. Our council would

probably have allowed the student two

years' time credit, but we would have

loaded him up with conditions and sum-

mer-school work enough to test him pretty

thoroughly. Dr. Means 's even more drastic

action is commendable. One thing is cer-

tain; if you grant these students full

junior standing, you will suffer for it.

You can not catch these migratory birds

in the junior and senior years. The cages

are too full of holes.

This case brings up another topic, that

of giving students passing grades on con-

dition that they go to some other school.

This is a despicable practise. Some schools

not only pass on their lemons to other in-

stitutions, but give them certificates as

oranges. We ought to swear by the shade
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of Hippocrates never to be guilty of that

injustice—for injustice it is to the student,

to both colleges and to the public.

Another experience is that which Dr.

Dodson and I so frequently had at Rush
Medical College ten years ago. A certain

university gave only the final standing of

the migrating student, without stating

that he had been conditioned or failed and

subsequently passed. It did not give nu-

merical grades, but merely said "passed."

We were led to suppose that such men were

all right, whereas they had been weak stu-

dents with repeated deficiencies. It was
only after much disastrous experience that

we learned the truth. In St. Louis I had
similar experience with schools which gave

credentials indicating the final standing

but not the intermediate deficiencies of

students. This practise seems to accord

with the gold-plated rule, "Do others."

The credentials should show every condi-

tion and failure, Avhether removed or not.

Every important faculty action should also

be set down, such as required repetitions,

demanded withdrawals, etc.

Should the receiving school be governed

in its treatment of a student by the advice

of the school from which he comes? Theo-

retically we may answer "yes." But in

my experience, the latter institution, as a

rule, has little advice to give. It is usually

glad to get rid of the man and does not

care what becomes of him. There are, of

course, exceptions; and in such eases the

credentials and correspondence should be

of great weight in deciding the action of

the receiving institution. On the other

hand, standards and methods vary; and I

do not think a college has necessarily just

cause for complaint if its emigrating stu-

dent is received on different terms from

those which it would itself impose on him.

An interesting case somewhat under this

category has occupied the attention of Dr.

Barlow, Dr. Means and myself this year.

A student spent three years at the Los

Angeles Division, University of California.

He passed with good grades in all except

three minor subjects. In these branches

he failed to attend 80 per cent, of the exer-

cises, as required by the college and the

California statute. The faculty, therefore,

ordered that he repeat the junior year.

This student came to St. Louis, giving as

his reason the fact that we have a summer
school, and that he desired to make up his

time deficiency by attending a summer
session. In addition to credentials and let-

ters establishing the above facts, he pre-

sented letters from the instructors in the

branches mentioned, stating that he had
done the work and had passed the examina-

tions, but that these were not allowed to

stand on account of deficiency in time re-

quirements, as previously stated.

Our council went over the case and voted

that he should be admitted as a conditioned

senior, with the understanding that he

should take a summer course and, if all his

work proved satisfactory, should be gradu-

ated at the close of the summer school. It

was further provided that this action

should be contingent on its approval by
the dean of the Los Angeles Division, Uni-

versity of California.

I submitted the action to Dr. Barlow.

He submitted it to the California Board
and the board submitted it to the chair-

man of the Judicial Council of this associa-

tion. As a result our action was not ap-

proved, and we were obliged to classify the

student as a junior.

Now I have nothing to say as to the dis-

approval of our action. I have no doubt

the disapproval was founded on the state

law and could not be avoided. What I do

maintain is that so far as the good of that

student was concerned, our action was

justified by all the circumstances; and if
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there were any national body, similar to

our school council, clothed with power to

consider the individual ease and settle it on

its merits, this young man would probably

have been saved one year of valuable time.

It is of course easy to answer that the

man knew the rule and should have gov-

erned his attendance accordingly. But
from my point of view the rule is a device

for securing proficiency. As a general

thing it promotes proficiency and is there-

fore a good rule. But in this case it was

not necessary, as the documents show.

Justice to the individual, therefore, made
it desirable that the rule be not enforced.

You say this would create a bad precedent.

I answer it would create a good precedent

that, for good reasons, exception may be

taken even to a good rule.

Dr. Means has asked me to comment also

on the action of the instructors who gave

the young man statements of having passed

their courses subject to the time require-

ment above mentioned. As I do not know
the conditions at the Los Angeles school, I

think it would be unfair to express a spe-

cific opinion. In general it may, perhaps,

be claimed as the just prerogative of an in-

structor to give to any student a statement

of the work he has done and the proficiency

attained while studying under that in-

structor. For administrative reasons, in

schools hemmed in by legal restrictions

like our medical schools, it is well that this

prerogative be exercised with caution. In

our school it is a matter of custom that no

grades be given out by the instructors. If

any chose to do so, I should not complain.

But it is clear that a grade so given does

not constitute school credit, for that de-

pends on other factors, such as registra-

tion, payment of fees and legal attendance.

SUMMARY

Migrating students have been divided into

three classes. The good students who come

from good schools should be accepted on

the general principle of equivalence of

discipline rather than exact parallelism of

courses of study. Migration of this kind

of students should be encouraged. Poor

students from good schools, what Dr.

Means calls "lame ducks," need very

careful consideration and supervision.

Their standing should be provisional and

contingent on good work. Each ease

should be considered on its merits, and the

student given a fair opportunity to redeem

his record. But he must be held rigidly

enough to test his ability and knowledge.

It is not wise to take such students into

the senior year.

The third class consists of students from

inferior schools. It can not be ascertained

in advance whether they are capable or

not, as the grades from many of these

schools are of no value. These students

likewise should not be taken into the senior

year, but by two years of selected work,

supplemented in many eases by summer
school, many of them can be graduated on

a par with the regular members of a class.

These students are usually men who made
a mistake in their original choice of a

school and who are earnestly desirous of

bettering their condition. Each student

must be considered individually, and his

credits and studies adjusted to meet his

personal needs. Hard and fast rules can

not be followed, but certain principles find

more or less general application. These

are considered in the body of this paper.

For the adequate consideration of the

individual student, whether in the matter

of migration or any other phase of school

life, a body of trained educators must be

constituted with ample powers. It is

recommended that this body be composed

primarily of the paid, full-time instructors.

In most medical schools this would not be

too large a number to be effective. This
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body should be free to use its judgment for

the best interests of the individual student.

Rules and precedents have their value for

the regular progress of the student body,

but must be considered a means and not an

end. Justice to the individual is our

fundamental duty. Broadly considered,

just action for the individual carries with

it justice to the other schools and to the

public. We must beware lest in our blind-

ness and in our sloth and in our preoccu-

pation we bow down to the wood and stone

of rules and regulations. Let us set up

rather the god of individual education,

which is a spirit and not a' formula ; the

spirit which so successfully wrought in

medical education in the days of preceptor

and student ; the spirit which has produced

such apparent prodigies as Carl Witte

and young Sidis; the spirit which makes

an educational institution, not a machine

nor a purely reflex organism, but a human

entity with a human soul.

B. P. Lyon

TSE GEOGBAPSICAL DISTBIBUTION OF
TSE STUDENT BODY AT A NUMBER
OF UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

The accompanying table explains the

geographical distribution of the student

body of twenty-four American universities,

five New England colleges for men, five

colleges for women, one eastern and one

western school of technology and one

Pennsylvania college and engineering

school, for the academic year 1910-11, the

summer session students being omitted in

every instance. The corresponding figures

for 1909-10 were not compiled; those for

1908-9 may be consulted in the issue of

Science for October 1, 1909, those for

1907-8 in the issue for October 30, 1908,

those for 1906-7 in the issue for July 26,

1907, and those for 1904-5 in the issue for

October 6, 1905. To the table for 1909-10

have been added the University of Syra-

cuse, the University of Texas and "Wash-

ington University, St. Louis.

Comparing the attendance by divisions

of six eastern universities {Columbia, Cor-

nell, Harvard, Pennsylvania, Princeton,

Yale) with the corresponding figures for

the same universities in 1908-9, we note

that there has been a gain for these uni-

versities, taken as a whole, in every divi-

sion, the largest increase in the actual

number of students, leaving the North

Atlantic division—in which all of these six

universities are located—out of considera-

tion, having been recorded in the North

Central division, where there has been a

gain of 310 students. The South Atlantic

division comes next, with an increase of

126 students, followed by the Western

division with a gain of 117 students, the

South Central with 89, foreign countries

with 27 and insular and non-contiguous

territories with 23. The total increase in

divisions outside of the North Atlantic in

the two years under comparison is 692, as

against a total increase of 527 in 1908-9

over 1906-7. Calculated on a percentage

Ijasis, the total gain of the six universities

in the North Atlantic division between

1909 and 1911 amounted to 11.6 per cent.,

as against a gain of 13.3 per cent, outside

of the division mentioned. In 1908-9 the

percentage of increase in the North At-

lantic division over 1906-7 was 7.6 per

cent., as against a gain of 11.4 per cent,

in the other divisions combined. In the

North Atlantic, South Atlantic and North

Central divisions and in the insular and

non-contiguous territories all of the six

universities with the exception of Yale

show an increase in 1911 over 1909 ; in the

South Central division all of the six insti-

tutions have made gains, in the Western

division all show an increase except Prince-

ion, while in foreign countries all have
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experienced gains except Pennsylvania.

Comparing the figures for 1910-11 with

those for 1904-5, we observe that the most

substantial gains have been made by
Pennsylvania (96), Columbia (92) and

Cornell (63), in the South Atlantic divi-

sion; by Columbia (61), in the South Cen-

tral division; by Columbia (252), Cornell

(175), Harvard (132) and Pennsylvania

(64) in the North Central division; by
Harvard (60) and Yale (52) in the West-

ern division; and by Pennsylvania (79),

Columbia (74), Cornell (61) and. Harvard

(60) in foreign countries.

Of the western universities, Michigan

has by far the strongest hold on the North

Atlantic division, attracting 638 students

(as against 394 in 1905), to Wisconsin's

96, Ohio's 86, Illinois's 76 (36 in 1905),

Northwestern's 64, Stanford's 49 and Cali-

fornia's 34. Of the universities Harvard

leads in all of the New England states

with the exception of Connecticut, where

Yale has the largest following, and of Ver-

mont, where Syracuse is in the lead.

Columbia naturally has a considerable

lead in New York and New Jersey, while

Pennsylvania of course leads in its own
state. In New York Columbia is followed

by Syracuse, Cornell, Yale, Harvard, Mich-

igan, Princeton, Pennsylvania. In New
Jersey Columbia is followed by Pennsyl-

vania, Princeton, Cornell, Yale, Harvard,

Syracuse. In Pennsylvania the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania is followed by Cor-

nell, Princeton, Yale, Harvard, Columbia,

Michigan, Syracuse.

Examining next the attendance of the

group of male colleges and technical

schools, we note that the order for the

North Atlantic division is Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Dartmouth, Le-

high, Williams, Amherst, Wesleyan, Bow-

doin, Purdue. Wesleyan naturally leads

in Connecticut, Bowdoin in Maine, Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology in Massa-

chusetts, Dartmouth in New Hampshire

and Vermont and Lehigh in New Jersey

and Pennsylvania. Williams leads in New
York state and Massachusetts Institute of

Technology in Rhode Island. 27 per cent,

of the students at Amherst, as against 43

per cent, in 1906, have their permanent

home in Massachusetts; Bowdoin attracts

74 per cent, of its student body from

Maine, as against 77 per cent, in 1908; 27

per cent, of Dartmouth's students, as

against 21 per cent, in 1906, hail from

New Hampshire and Vermont; the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology attracts

56 per cent, of its student body from

Massachusetts, as against 55 per cent, in

1908; 20 per cent, of Wesleyan's students,

as against 35 per cent, in 1908, claim Con-

necticut as their permanent home, while

Williams enrolls 22 per cent, of its student

body from Massachusetts. The latter in-

stitution attracts almost twice as many
students from New York as from Massa-

chusetts; Amherst also attracts more stu-

dents from the Empire state than from

Massachusetts, and Dartmouth attracts

almost twice as many from Massachusetts

as from New Hampshire. 56 per cent, of

Lehigh's student body hail from Pennsyl-

vania, as against 60 per cent, in 1906,

while 76 per cent, of Purdue's students

claim Indiana as their permanent resi-

dence, this figure having remained sta-

tionary since 1908.

Of the eastern universities, Syracuse

possesses the largest percentage of enroll-

ment from its own state, namely, 86 per

cent; it is followed by Pennsylvania with

an enrollment of 67 per cent, from its own

state, the same as in 1906. Columbia's

percentage of New York students has

dropped from 66 per cent, in 1906 to 62

per cent, in 1911 ; Virginia attracts 57 per

cent, of its clientele from its own state, as
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against 53 per cent, in 1908; Cornell's per-

centage of New York students has dropped

from 56 per cent, in 1906 to 55 per cent.

in 1911; of Harvard's students 50 per

cent., as against 54 per cent, in 1906, are

residents of Massachusetts; of the students

of Johns Hopkins 41 per cent, are resi-

dents of Maryland, as against 43 per cent,

in 1909; of Yale's students 35 per cent.,

as against 33 per cent, in 1906, have their

home in Connecticut; and of Princeton's

student body only 21 per cent., as against

20 per cent, in 1906, are residents of the

state of New Jersey.

Coming to the South Atlantic division

and taking into consideration only the six

eastern universities mentioned in the be-

ginning of the article, we note that the

order is Pennsylvania, Cornell, Columbia,

Harvard, Princeton and Yale—Pennsyl-

vania and Cornell, and Princeton and

Yale having changed places since 1905.

Of the remaining eastern universities Vir-

ginia and Johns Hopkins naturally have

the largest following in this division, while

of the western institutions only Michigan

makes a good showing here. Of the col-

leges Lehigh has the best representation,

its main strength lying in Maryland. As
for the standing in individual states, Penn-

sylvania naturally leads in Delaware and

Johns Hopkins in Maryland ; Cornell leads

in the District of Columbia, Pennsylvania

in Florida and North Carolina, Columbia

in Georgia and South Carolina and Ohio

State in West Virginia. Princeton is sec-

ond in Delaware, Cornell in Maryland and

Johns Hopkins in Virginia.

In the South Central division Texas nat-

urally heads the list, followed by Columbia

(133, as against 72 in 1905), Virginia

(127), Harvard (113-88), Michigan (97-

64), Cornell (91-76), Yale (90-80) and

Missouri. Purdue, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology and Wellesley draw

over 30 students each from this division.

The largest representation from individual

states is found at the following universi-

ties. Alabama: Columbia, Harvard and

Virginia; Arkansas: Missouri, Northwest-

ern; Kentucky: Michigan, Harvard and

Princeton and Yale; Louisiana : Virginia,

Cornell and Johns Hopkins; Mississippi:

Columbia, Virginia; Oklahoma: Missouri,

Kansas, Michigan; Tennessee: Columbia,

Cornell and Virginia; and Texas: Texas,

Virginia, Columbia and Harvard and Yale.

In the North Central division the order

for the institutions located in that region

is Minnesota, Nebraska, Wisconsin, Illinois,

Michigan, Northwestern, Ohio State, Mis-

souri, Indiana, Kansas, Iowa, Purdue,

Washington. All of these of course have

a larger patronage in this division than

any of the eastern universities, which come

in the order Harvard, Cornell, Yale,

Columbia, Pennsylvania, Princeton, Johns

Hopkins, Syracuse, Virginia. Since 1905

Cornell and Yale, and Pennsylvania and

Princeton have exchanged places. Colum-

bia's representation in this group of states

has grown from 262 to 514 in six years,

Cornell's from 381 to 556, Harvard's from

526 to 658, Pennsylvania's from 139 to

203, Yale's from 506 to 523, while Prince-

ton's has dropped from 209 to 190.

Leaving the state institutions out of con-

sideration in each case, Wisco7isin is seen

to have the largest following in Illinois,

being followed by Michigan, Cornell, Yale,

Harvard, Smith. Illinois leads in Indiana,

and is followed in that state by North-

western, Michigan, Columbia, Wisconsin,

Harvard, Cornell. In Iowa the order is

Northwestern, Wisconsin, Illinois, Ne-

braska, Michigan, Harvard; in Kansas:

Northwestern, Michigan, Illinois, Harvard,

Columbia, Yale; in Michigan : Northwest-

ern, Wisconsin, Columbia, Illinois, Har-

vard, Yale; in Minnesota: Northwestern,
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Wisconsin, Harvard, Tale, Illinois, Colum-

bia, Michigan; in Missouri: Kansas, Illi-

nois, Northwestern, Yale, Harvard, Mich-

igan, Columbia, Cornell; in Nebraska:

Northwestern, Michigan, Harvard, Illifiois,

Columbia and Cornell; in North Dakota:

Minnesota, Northwestern, Wisconsin, Illi-

nois, Harvard and Michigan; in Ohio

:

Michigan, Harvard, Cornell, Yale, Colum-

bia, Purdue, Smith; in South Dakota:

Northwestern, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Mich-

igan, Illinois, Iowa; in "Wisconsin: North-

western, Minnesota, Illinois, Michigan,

Columbia, Harvard, Vassar. It will thus

be seen that Northwestern is mentioned as

first in no less than seven of the twelve

states included in this division. Of the

male colleges and technical schools the

order is Purdue, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Dartmouth, Williams, Am-
herst; of the girls' colleges Smith, Vassar,

Wellesley, Bryn Mawr, Mount Holyoke,

the first three mentioned all having a

larger representation from this division

than either Pennsylvania or Princeton.

In the Western division (leaving Cali-

fornia and Stanford out of consideration),

Michigan is still in the lead, with Harvard,

Columbia, Northwestern, Yale and Cornell,

each of which attracts over one hundred

students from this division, following.

Michigan's representation has grown from

134 to 229 since 1905 ; Harvard's from 126

to 186; Columbia's from 111 to 152; Yale's

from 78 to 130; Cornell's from 76 to 119;

Illinois's from 41 to 89 ; Pennsylvania's

from 22 to 71; while Princeton's has

dropped from 41 to 31. Northwestern

leads in Arizona; Illinois in Idaho; Mich-

igan in Nevada and New Mexico ; Nebraska

in Wyoming. In California the order is

Harvard, Columbia, Michigan, Yale; in

Colorado: Michigan, Harvard, Cornell,

Yale; in Montana: Michigan, Wisconsin,

Northwestern, Minnesota; in Oregon:

Michigan, Harvard, Columbia and North-

western and Yale; in Utah: Northwestern,

Cornell, Harvard, Columbia; in Washing-

ton: Harvard, Columbia and Michigan,

Yale.

Taking only the six eastern universities

mentioned at the beginning of the article

into consideration, and counting ties in

fractions, we find that Harvard leads in

20| states of the Union, Columbia in 12f

,

Cornell in 6^, Yale in 4|-, Pennsylvania in

4 and Princeton in ^.

Cornell maintains its lead in the number

of students from insular and non-contigu-

ous territories, being followed by Cali-

fornia and Pennsylvania. California leads

in Alaska and the Hawaiian Islands, Cor-

nell in the Philippines and Porto Eico and

Northwestern and Virginia in the Canal

Zone.

The number of foreign students at

American institutions of higher learning

continues to show a noteworthy increase.

There are enrolled at the group of six

eastern universities mentioned at the be-

ginning of the article 821 foreigners, as

against 540 in 1905. At the twenty-one

universities represented in the tables for

1908-9 and 1910-11 there were in attend-

ance 1,296 foreigners in the former year

as against 1,536 in the latter. At the

twelve universities represented in the

tables for 1906-7 and 1910-11 there were

in attendance 898 students from foreign

countries in the former year, as against

1,311 in the latter. Adding the foreign

clientele of the colleges and technical

schools in the table, we find that thirty-

seven American institutions attracted no

less than 1,782 foreigners during the aca-

demic year 1910-11, this figure being, as

all the other comparisons have been, ex-

clusive of the summer session attendance.

In 1908-9 thirty-four of these institutions

attracted 1,467 foreigners, while the same
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institutions in 1910-11 had a foreign en-

rollment of 1,736 students. Taking the

representation of foreigners at all of the

thirty-seven institutions included in the

table, we find that the largest delegations

have been sent by the following countries:

Canada 344, China 330, Japan 197, Mex-

ico 193, Turkey (in Europe and Asia) 84,

India 78, Great Britain and Ireland 72,

Cuba 62, Germany 48, Russia 48 and

Australia 47. Omitting the foreigners of

the three institutions not included in the

table for 1908-9 and comparing the for-

eign enrollment for the year mentioned

with that of 1910-11, we secure the follow-

ing results, the first figure mentioned in

each case being that for 1911, the second

that for 1909: Canada 335-242, China

326-193, Japan 193-158, Mexico 92-81,

Turkey 82-51, India 71-60, Great Britain

and Ireland 71-71, Cuba 55-70, Germany

47-56, Russia 46-50 and Australia 47-43.

Owing to the fact that Pennsylvania did

not separate the students from South

America into the individual countries from

which they hailed, it is impossible to deter-

mine whether the Argentine Republic

should be included in the above list of

countries with a representation of 46 or

over. 548 of the 1,782 foreigners at the

thirty-seven institutions in the present

table hailed from North America, 132 from

South America, 351 from Europe, 662

from Asia, 37 from Africa and 52 from

Australasia. Omitting the three institu-

tions {Syracuse, Texas and Washington)

not included in the table for 1909 and

comparing the figures for the two years in

question, we find that between 1909 and

1911 the representation from North Amer-

ica increased from 460 to 531, that from

Europe from 313 to 340, that from Asia

from 458 to 651, that from Africa from 18

to 37, while that from South America de-

creased from 154 to 125, and that from

Australasia from 64 to 52, the largest in-

crease thus having taken place in Asia.

If we compare the foreign clientele of

twenty-one of the leading American uni-

versities,^ with that of the twenty-one

German universities, we find that America

is still far behind Germany in the matter

of attracting foreign students to its higher

institutions of learning. During the win-

ter semester of 1910-11, the twenty-one

German universities attracted altogether

no less than 4,672 students from foreign

countries, as against 1,576 foreigners at

the American universities mentioned. The

latter figure would no doubt be slightly

increased in case the University of Chi-

cago, for which geographical distribution

figures are unfortunately not available,

were substituted for one of the smaller

middle western universities. The German
universities draw 4,046 students from other

European countries, 398 from North and

South America, 203 from Asia, 20 from

Africa and 5 from Australasia, while the

American universities attract 478 students

from North American countries outside of

the United States, 112 from South Amer-

ica, 318 from Europe, 587 from Asia, 32

from Africa and 49 from Australasia, in

other words, the American universities

lead in every continent with the exception

of Europe. Almost half of the European

foreigners at German universities hail

from Russia, namely, 1,998 out of 4,046, this

country being followed by Austria-Hun-

gary with 760, Switzerland with 353, Bul-

garia with 159, Great Britain and Ireland

with 142, Rumania with 137, Greece with

83, Servia with 78, Luxemburg with 61 and

Turkey with 57, the remaining countries

^ California, Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, Illi-

nois, Iowa, Johns Hopkins, Kansas, Michigan,

Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Northwestern,

Ohio State, Pennsylvania, Princeton, Stanford,

Syracuse, Washington, Wisconsin, Yale.
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sending less than fifty students each.

Among European countries the twenty-one

universities of the United States lead only

in Denmark (12 vs. 11), the American

figures in European countries mentioned

above being in every case far below the

German figures, namely Russia 44, Aus-

tria-Hungary 11, Switzerland 7, Bulgaria

5, Great Britain and Ireland 61, Rumania

2, Greece 4, Servia and Luxemburg and

Turkey 38. Almost a third of the foreign

students in attendance on German univer-

sities are at the University of Beiiin,

namely, 1,492 out of 4,672. Berlin is fol-

lowed by the following universities in the

order given: Munich 845, Leipzig 634,

Halle 285, Heidelberg 186, Eonigsberg

185 (of whom 179 hail from Russia), Got-

tingen 141, Freiburg 127, Jena 119, Boom

117, Breslau 107, Strassburg 105, the re-

maining institutions all attracting less than

one hundred foreigners each. Figured on

a percentage basis we find that 8.5 per

cent, of Germany's 54,823 university stu-

dents are foreigners, whereas only 2.1 per

cent, of 74,325 students attending the

twenty-one American universities men-

tioned hail from foreign countries. It

should be borne in mind that the American

institutions in every instance include an

undergraduate academic department and

in most instances a technical school, which

is not the case for the German universities,

but the comparison here outlined undoubt-

edly conveys a fairly accurate idea of the

situation.

Of the three middle western universities

that were included in the table for 1904-5,

Illinois shows a gain in students from for-

eign countries during the six years of 120,

Michigan of 62 and Indiana a loss of 3,

while the total increase in foreign students

during the same period at the nine univer-

sities included in the above table amounts

to 460.

Examining the foreign delegations of

the different American institutions by con-

tinents, we observe that the order in North

America is Columbia, Pennsylvania, Har-

vard, Cornell; in South America: Penn-

sylvania, Cornell, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Michigan; in Europe:

Pennsylvania, Columbia and Harvard,

Illinois; in Asia: California, Columbia,

Illinois, Cornell; in Africa: Cornell,

Northwestern and Pennsylvania; and in

Australasia : Pennsylvania, Northwestern.

In the countries that send at least ten

students to any one institution, the order

is as follows: Canada: Columbia, Harvard,

Northwestern; Central America: Pennsyl-

vania, Cornell, Massachiisetts Institute of

Technology; Cuba: Cornell, Pennsylvania,

Syracuse; Mexico : Illinois, Pennsylvania,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology;

Germany: Columbia, Harvard and Penn-

sylvania; Great Britain and Ireland:

Pennsylvania, Columbia and Illinois and

Bryn Mawr; Russia: Illinois, Northwest-

ern, California and Harvard; China: Cor-

nell, Columbia and Illinois, Wisconsin;

India: California, Harvard, Northwestern;

Japan: California, Columbia, Illinois;

Turkey : Yale, Illinois, Columbia; and Aus-

tralia : Pennsylvania, Northwestern.

Rudolf Tombo, Je.

Columbia University

TEE SMITSSONIAN EXPEDITION TO
STVDT THE HEAT OF THE SUN

Director Abbot, of the Smithsonian Astro-

physical Observatory, has just returned from

a five months' astronomical expedition to

Bassour, Algeria. The object of the expedi-

tion -was to confirm or disprove the supposed

variability of the sun. The Astrophysical

Observatory has been for seven years making

observations on Mt. Wilson, in California, on

the daily quantity of heat received from the

sun. The observations are arranged in such

a manner as to indicate not only the quantity
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of solar heat reaching the earth, but also the

quantity of heat which would reach a body

like the moon, which has no atmosphere.

The observations have indicated that the

sun is probably a variable star having a range

of variation amounting to from five to ten per

cent, within an irregular interval of from five

to ten days. Last year Mr. Abbot observed in

Algeria, while his colleague, Mr. Aldrich, ob-

served on Mt. Wilson, in California. The ob-

ject of thus duplicating the measurements was

to avoid being misled by any local atmos-

pheric conditions which might have afEected

Mt. Wilson observations. As nearly one third

of the circumference of the earth lies between

Mt. Wilson and Algeria, it could not be ex-

pected that a similar local disturbance could

affect both stations at the same day in the

same manner. The observations of 1911

strongly supported the belief that the sun is

variable, but owing to cloudiness their num-
ber was not sufficient to fully establish this

point. Hence, it was thought best to return

to Algeria this year.

Mr. Abbot was assisted in Algeria by Mr.

Anders Knutson Angstrom, of Upsala,

Sweden. Mr. Angstrom comes from a dis-

tinguished family of scientists. His grand-

father, Anders Angstrom, is the one of whom
Kayser says in his great work on spectro-

scopy, " Now arose a man so great that his

name will be forever associated with the his-

tory of spectroscopy." Mr. Angstrom's father,

Knut Angstrom, was scarcely less distin-

guished than the grandfather, and invented

many valuable instruments for measuring the

radiation of the sun and earth. The present

Mr. Angstrom is much interested in the same
problems that occupied his father, and is now
pursuing advanced work at Cornell Univer-

sity.

The observations made by the Smithsonian

party in Algeria this year were apparently

very satisfactory. They occupied sixty-four

days, and on more than fifty of these days Mr.

Fowle made similar observations on Mt. Wil-

son, in California. It can hardly be doubted

that the results of the work of 1911 and 1912

will thoroughly establish the supposed varia-

bility of the sun, or will show conclusively

that this hypothesis can no longer be held.

PSOFESSOS MOBBIS LOEB

At a special meeting of the board of trus-

tees of the Chemists' Club of New York City,

held October 8, the following resolutions

offered by committee consisting of Mr. Ell-

wood Hendrick, Mr. Clifford Richardson and
Mr. Walter E. Rowley, were adopted:

Wheeeas Morris Loeb, the president of the

club, has been taken from us by death, and
Whereas he was the leading spirit in bringing

to fulfillment ambitions and plans that had long

been ours, and

Whereas he was always ready to shoulder bur-

dens and to give help, and
Whereas he was a man of order, and of in-

tegrity in mind and in heart, sincere in scholar-

ship, living without malice or scorn, speaking no
evil, and generous in judgment, and
Whereas we were drawn to him by ties of deep

and abiding affection, now, therefore, be it

Besolved, that we make this minute of our

poignant grief at his passing, and that we cherish

his memory as another of his great gifts to science

and to humanity.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
The autumn meeting of the National Acad-

emy of Sciences will 'be held in New Haven,

beginning Tuesday, November 12, 1912, at

10 A.M. By invitation the sessions will be

held in Sloane Physics Laboratory of Tale

University.

Sir William Ramsay lectured at the Johns

Hopkins University on October 18, when the

degree of doctor of laws was conferred on

him.

Nature states that Sir George Darwin,

Plumian professor of astronomy at Cam-
bridge University, has undergone a severe

operation after which he is making good

progress toward recovery.

The Eritz Schaudinn medal for work in

microbiology has been awarded by the inter-

national committee to Dr. Carlos Chagas, of

the Institute Oswaldo Cruz Manguinhos, Rio

de Janeiro.
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Dr. Carl Runge, professor of mathematics

at Gottingen, recently Kaiser-WiUielm pro-

fessor at Columbia University, has been ap-

pointed " Geheimsregierungsrat."

Dk. Benjamin Boss, son of the late Dr.

Lewis Boss, has been appointed acting direc-

tor of the Dudley Observatory, Albany.

Colonel Martin V. Calvin, for the past six

years director of the Georgia Agricultural Ex-

periment Station, has announced his retire-

ment from the station.

Mr. E. Grant Hooper, superintending

chemist of the government laboratory, Lon-

don, has been appointed deputy-government

chemist, in succession to Mr. H. W. Davis,

who has retired.

Dr. F. Bidling Meyer has been appointed

director of the Observatory for Terrestrial

Magnetism at the University of Munich.

Dr. a. B. Hamilton, who is now abroad, has

been appointed a delegate from the University

of Minnesota to the first International Con-

gress of Comparative Pathology, which meets

in Paris, October 17-23.

Professor Josiah Eoyce, of Harvard Uni-

versity, will give a course of eight Lowell lec-

tures on Monday and Thursday afternoons

beginning November 18, on " The Problem
of Christianity."

A course of lectures at Union College on
the Ichabod Spencer Foundation will be de-

livered by Dr. Eudolf Eucken, professor of

philosophy at the University of Jena and
visiting professor at Harvard University.

The subjects of his lectures will be, " Goethe

as a Philosopher," " Idealism and Realism in

the Nineteenth Century," " Defence of Moral-

ity," and " Philosophy and Religion."

The sixth of the Weir Mitchell lectures of

the College of Physicians was given on Oc-

tober 21 in Mitchell Hall by Dr. G. H. F.

Nuttall, of Cambridge, England, on " Some
Recent Advances in Our Knowledge of the

Mode of the Spread of Protozoan Diseases."

Professor Borel, the French mathema-
tician, is the guest of the University of Illi-

nois this week. Professor Borel comes di-

rectly from Houston, Texas, where he has

been attending the Rice Institute's inaugural

exercises.

Among the recent lectures delivered by Dean
Eugene Davenport, of the College of Agri-

culture, was one on " The Church and

Country Life " delivered at Rantoul on Oc-

tober 11 and another on " Agriculture as a

Career for Boys," delivered October 8 at the

Illinois State Fair at Springfield. Some
twenty men from the faculty of the College of

Agriculture gave lectures and instruction at

the State Fair Boys School of Agriculture.

At McGill University the annual univer-

sity lecture for the current year was given on

October 8 by Professor Francis E. Lloyd. He
took for his subject " The Artificial Ripening

of Bitter Fruits."

The first meeting of the Royal Geograph-

ical Society, London, will be held in the even-

ing of November 4, when Miss Ellen Churchill

Semple, of the University of Chicago, will

give an amply illustrated lecture on " The

Geography of Japan and its Economic De-

velopment."

Professor W. M. Flinders Petrie, F.R.S.,

will deliver the address on the occasion of the

opening of the extension to the Manchester

Museum on the afternoon of October 30.

The Henry Sidgwick memorial lecture at

Newnham College will be given by Professor

James Ward in the College Hall on Novem-
ber 9. The subject will be " Heredity and

Memory."

Dr. William Willard Daniells, emeritus

professor of chemistry of the University of

Wisconsin, has died at the age of seventy-two

years.

Dr. Frank S. Billings, formerly director

of the Nebraska State Veterinary Hospital

and a leading authority on veterinary surgery,

has died at the age of sixty-seven years.

Professor Herm. F. Wiebe, a member of

the Physical Reichsanstalt, has died at the

age of sixty years.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission an-

nounces an open competitive examination for
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men only, for a specialist in a^onomy in the

Office of Experiment Stations, Department of

Agriculture, at a salary of $1,800 per annum,

and for associate physicist in the Bureau of

Standards, Washington, D. C, at a salary

ranging from $1,800 to $2,000.

Members of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science expecting to con-

tribute to the program of Section D are

requested to so inform G. W. Bissell, secre-

tary. East Lansing, Mich., as soon as possible.

This section receives no support from affili-

ated societies, but the programs in the past

few years have been good and the sessions

well attended. The Cleveland meeting should

be no exception.

The geographers who took part in the trans-

continental excursion returned to New York
last week and held scientific sessions in the

hall of the American Geographical Society.

On Friday evening there was a banquet at the

Waldorf-Astoria. Most of the foreign geog-

raphers sailed for their homes on the nine-

teenth instant.

The 220 German physicians who have been

visiting places of scientific interest in this

country after the International Congress on

Hygiene and Demography sailed on the morn-

ing of October 9 on the liner Victoria Louise.

The next International Physiological Con-

gress will be held at Groningen from Sep-

tember 2 to 6, 1913.

A SECOND exposition of inventions will be

held at the coliseum, St. Louis, from No-
vember 11 to 17.

Mrs. Russell Sage has bought Marsh
Island, Louisiana, at a cost of $150,000, for

a bird refuge. The island is on the gulf

coast, southwest of New Orleans, and is about

eighteen miles long and nine miles wide, and

contains about Y5,000 acres. It has long been

a famous winter feeding ground for ducks

and geese and various other migratory birds,

and has been for many years one of the most

popular resorts in the south for market hun-

ters. Mrs. Sage will place control of the

island in whatever hands will best accomplish

her purpose, either the federal government.

the state of Louisiana or some association

organized for bird protection. The matter

was brought to Mrs. Sage's attention by

Edward A. McHhenny, of Avery Island, La.,

who, in conjunction with Charles Willis

Ward, of Michigan, recently gave a 13,000-

acre bird refuge on Vermilion Bay to the

state of Louisiana.

The Somerset County Council has set aside

Brean Down, a little promontory stretching

into the British Channel as a sanctuary for

birds, and the Society for the Protection of

Wild Birds has provided a guardian.

A CABLE message has been received at the

Harvard College Observatory from Professor

Perrine, director of the Cordoba Observa-

tory, from Christiana, Minas Geraes. Brazil,

" Rain." This appears to indicate that ob-

servations of the eclipse of the sun on October

9-10 were prevented by bad weather.

The return of marriages, births and deaths

registered in England and Wales, states that

the number of persons married during the

first quarter of the present year corresponds

to an annual rate of 9.8 per 1,000 of the popu-

lation; this is 1.5 per 1,000 below the mean
marriage rate in the ten preceding first quar-

ters and is the lowest marriage-rate recorded

in any quarter since the establishment of

civil registration. The births in the second

quarter of the present year correspond to a

rate of 23.9 annually per 1,000 of the pop-

ulation; this is 3.7 per 1,000 below the

mean birth-rate in the ten preceding second

quarters, and is the lowest birth-rate recorded

in any second quarter since the establishment

of civil registration. The deaths last quarter

correspond to an annual rate of 12.7 per 1,000

persons living; this rate is 1.7 per 1,000 below

the mean rate in the ten preceding second

quarters, and is the lowest death-rate recorded

in any second quarter since the establishment

of civil registration.

On August 30 last, the Philosophical Insti-

tute of Canterbury, New Zealand, celebrated

its jubilee by holding a conversazione in

Christchurch, the capital of the province.

There was a large gathering, local bodies,
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educational institutions and the parliament

of New Zealand being represented. Among
the guests were the Mayor of Christchurch and

also Mr. G. M. Thomson, M.P., who has done

much scientific work in the dominion. The

president of the institute, Dr. L. Cockayne,

F.R.S., presided. He delivered an interesting

address, in which he showed what science has

done for civilization, and what it is doing in

New Zealand and in other parts of the world.

He also briefly sketched the history of the in-

stitute, and referred to the work done in the

past by Sir Julius von Haast (the first presi-

dent), Captain F. W. Hutton and other mem-
bers. He pointed out that in recent years the

institute has taken important enterprises in

hand, notably the publication of the " Index

Faunse Nov® Zealandise " and " The Sub-

antarctic Islands of New Zealand," the latter

a large two-volume publication, the result of

a scientific expedition the institute was the

means of sending to the Auckland and Camp-
bell Islands, south of New Zealand, in 1907.

During the evening, Mr. Thomson, on behalf

of the board of governors of the New Zealand

Institute, presented to Dr. Cockayne a sum
of money, which accompanies the Hector

medal, awarded for the first time some months

ago. The medal was struck by the New
Zealand Institute in memory of the late Sir

James Hector, and has been awarded to Dr.

Cockayne for his researches in ecological

botany. At the gathering, a large number of

messages were received congratulating the

Canterbury Institute on attaining its jubilee,

and Dr. Cockayne on having been elected a

Fellow of the Royal Society. Amongst those

who sent congratulatory messages were the

Prime Minister of the Dominion (the Hon.

W. F. Massey) and other members of the

government. In a speech, Mr. Thomson an-

nounced that the government intended to help

the scientific workers of the dominion, espe-

c.ially by offering them facilities in regard to

the publication of scientific papers and reports.

The annual meeting of the Swedish Mu-
seums Association was held in Wisby, in con-

junction with that of the Swedish Archeolo-

gists, on August 9-12, under the presidency of

State Antiquary Dr. Oscar Montelius, who was

reelected to the same office for the ensuing year,

together with the secretary. Dr. E. Uppmark,

and the treasurer. Dr. Otto Janse. The ques-

tion of state contribution to provincial mu-
seums, which was discussed at last year's

meeting and has since then been under the

consideration of the Academy of Antiquities,

was again discussed, and it was decided to ap-

proach the government with a request for the

sum of, at most, 30,000 kroner ($7,700), to be

distributed among provincial museums ac-

cording to their respective means. The ques-

tion of payment for treasure trove has also

been under the consideration of the Academy
of Antiquities. It was proposed that the term

should include all objects of metal, both bronze

and copper, as well as those silver; but it was

decided that the final proposals of the Acad-

emy should be referred to all the provincial

museums for their opinion, which should then

be acted upon by the Museums Association.

Among the papers read at the meeting were

the following :
" Sarcophagi and Reliquaries,"

and " Relics of Heathen Times in Gotland,"

both by Professor Montelius ;
" An Ancient

Shrove-tide Custom," by Miss Louise Hag-

berg; "The So-called Battle Graves of Got-

land," by Mr. Hans Hansson, in whose opin-

ion these remains are not graves but ancient

foundations ;
" The Country Churches of

Gotland," by Dr. Sune Ambrosiani; "The
Dwelling-houses of Gotland," by Lektor Karl

A. Berlin; "The City Walls of Wisby," by

Dr. Emil Ekhoff; "The Church Organs of

Gotland," by Mr. C. F. Hennerberg; "The
Church Furniture of Gotland," by Dr. Otto

Janse ;
" Museum Technique," by Dr. Ber-

nard Salin, director of Nordiska Museet, who
dealt chiefly with registration and catalogu-

ing. The concluding lecture by Lektor N.

Klintherg, entitled " Sketches from the Peas-

ant Life of Gotland " showed a selection from

the large series of photographs which Dr.

Klintberg has been taking for so many years

in order to preserve for future generations a

complete representation of every operation in
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the life of his fellow-countrymen—a life that

retains so many characteristics of the middle

ages but is now rapidly passing away. Ex-

cursions were made to the numerous ruins of

Wisby, and to several of the churches and

archeologieal remains on the island.

It is stated in Nature that the geological

department of the British Museum (Natural

History) has recently received a valuable gift

of Wealden fossils from the Eeverends P.

Teilhard and F. Pelletier, S.J., who made the

collection during a four years' residence near

Hastings. A large proportion of the speci-

mens are small teeth from bone-beds which

had previously been very little examined, and

among them is the unique mammalian tooth

described under the name of Dipriodon val-

densis by Dr. Smith Woodward in 1911.

There are numerous teeth of the dwarf croco-

dile Theriosuchus, which has hitherto been

known only from the Purbeck Beds. The

series of plant-remains is also important and

will shortly be described by Professor A. C.

Seward in a communication to the Geological

Society.

The experiments on orchard fertilization

and cultural methods, started six years ago

by Dr. J. P. Stewart, experimental pomologist

of the Pennsylvania State College, are at-

tracting attention from both official and prac-

tising horticulturists. Parties from foreign

countries as well as from our own and .neigh-

boring states have recently visited a number

of these experiments in company with Dr.

Stewart. These parties have included Dr.

Girolamo Molon, the leading horticulturist of

Italy; Professor Niels Esbjerg, director of the

Pomological Experiment Station at Esbjerg,

Denmark; Professor J. W. Crow, head of the

department of pomology at the Ontario Agri-

cultural College at Guelph, Canada; Pro-

fessors Price and Drinkard from the Virginia

Experiment Station; and Mr. W. T. Creasy,

president of the State Horticultural Associa-

tion of Pennsylvania. This association held

its summer meeting in one of the experi-

mental orchards at which Mr. H. W. Colling-

wood, editor of The Rural New-Yorher, was

present, besides representatives of other agri-

cultural journals and several hundred prac-

tical fruit-growers and farmers.

VNIVESSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
Mr. George E. Agassiz has given Harvard

University $25,000 for the general use of the

Museum of Comparative Zoology; it is not to

be used for anything connected with under-

graduate instruction. An anonymous friend

has given $10,000 to be used to rebuild the

front portion of the central section of the Gray

herbarium.

On October 6, Augustana College and the

theological seminary. Rock Island, 111., came

into the possession of endowment funds

amounting to $117,000. Of this amount $46,-

000 was given by the will of the late Senator

C. J. A. Ericson, of Boone, Iowa, on condi-

tion that an equal sum in cash be raised.

Mr. C. A. Smith, of Minneapolis, Minn., gave

$25,000 to be used as a fund for purchasing

books for the Senkman Memorial Library.

The arrangements for the administration

of the Graham Bequest have been completed

by the University of London. Dr. Charles

Bolton has been elected director of research

and Mr. H. G. Butterfield, Graham scholar.

By means of the bequest 15 workers in the

research laboratories of the school are in re-

ceipt of grants; a quantity of valuable appa-

ratus has also been purchased and a special

library furnished for the use of research

workers.

At the last meeting of the board of trus-

tees of the University of Illinois it was defi-

nitely decided that the College of Literature

and Arts, and the College of Science should

be consolidated into one college to be known

as the College of Arts and Sciences. Although

the board of trustees acted favorably upon the

question nothing definite in regard to the de-

tails of the consolidation has been done.

Mrs. Huntington Wilson, of Washington,

D. C, has established a lectureship on eugen-

ics at the University of Virginia. Professor

H. E. Jordan, of the university, has been se-

lected as the lecturer.
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Professor John M. Coulter, of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, gave the students of the

Western College and their guests an address

at the annual College Day festivities. Pro-

fessor Coulter told of the power of social

service in the individual life and how the in-

dividual ideal was changing, including in its

conception the welfare of others in ways little

known a decade ago. The laying of the cor-

ner stone of the new gymnasium was part of

the ceremonies. Honorable Eobert S. Fulton,

of Cincinnati, made the principal address.

He was followed by members of the alumnse,

by Honorable J. S. Crowell, president of the

board of trustees, and by Mary A. Sawyer,

acting president of the college.

The seventy-fifth anniversary of the found-

ing of Mount Holyoke College was celebrated

on October 8 and 9. The program on Tues-

day consigted of alumnae commemoration

exercises in Mary Lyon chapel, with a pageant

on the green in the afternoon. On Wednes-

day occurred the intercollegiate exercises in

the outdoor auditorium including the dedi-

cation of the new memorial gateway. Of the

fourteen honorary degrees conferred on this

occasion the following names are noted. Dr.

Mary Almira Smith, of Boston, D.Sc. The

degree of LL.D. was conferred on President

Alexander Meildejohn, of Amherst College,

Katharine Bement Davis, superintendent of

Bedford Reformatory, Bedford, N. T., Julia

Clifford Lathrop, head of the Children's

Bureau, Washington, D. C, and Lillian N.

Wald, head of the Henry-Street Settlement in

New York.

The following new buildings have just been

occupied or are in course of construction at

the University of Minnesota: the Listitute of

Anatomy, housing the departments of com-

parative anatomy and human anatomy; the

new Millard Hall, providing quarters for the

department of physiology and the department

of medicine; the Main Engineering Building

for mechanical and civil engineering, a me-

chanical laboratory for the same departments

;

a new laboratory for the school of chemistry;

a Mechanic Arts Building with shops for the

department of architecture; a new dairy barn

for the division of animal husbandry.

Cornell University Medical College

opened on Wednesday, October 2, 1912, with

an enrollment as follows : for the degree of

M.D., first year, 39; second year, 24; third

year, 20; fourth year, 19; special students

(work not leading to the degree of M.D.), 5;

doctors in medicine engaged in research, 7

;

for the degree of Ph.D., 2; making a total of

116 students. There is an increase over last

year of 15 students in the enrollment for the

course leading to the degree of M.D. All stu-

dents now registered, with the exception of

those who are pursuing the combined seven-

year courses leading to the degrees of A.B.

and M.D. are graduates in arts or sciences,

or doctors of medicine doing advanced work.

Dr. Edward Bradford Titchener, who has

been Sage professor of psychology in the

graduate school of Cornell University, has

now been appointed head of the department

of psychology and lecturer in the College of

Arts and Sciences. He will give this year a

course of lectures in elementary psychology.

Samuel Weiller Fernberger, Ph.D., in-

structor in psychology in the University of

Pennsylvania, has accepted a similar position

at Clark University.

Mr. F. C. Ayers, a graduate fellow last

year of the University of Chicago, has gone

to the University of Oregon as the head of

the department of education.

Dr. L. R. Littleton, A.B. (Southern Uni-

versity, '07), M.A. (Tulane, '10), Ph.D. (Uli-

nois, '12), has been appointed instructor in

chemistry at Grinnell College to succeed Leon-

ard M. Liddle, Ph.D. (Yale, '09), who has ac-

cepted a fellowship in industrial chemistry at

the University of Pittsburgh. Mr. J. F. Man-

gold, B.S. (Cornell College, '07, CE., '10), has

resigned the position of instructor in mechan-

ical engineering at the Mississippi Agricul-

tural and Mechanical College, to accept an

assistant professorship in engineering at Grin-

nell College. He succeeds Mr. L. D. Nors-

worthy, who has been elected to an instructor-

ship at Columbia University.
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Dr. F. E. Miller has been appointed lec-

turer in physiology in McGill University.

Mr. R. E. Stone has been appointed lec-

turer in the botanical department of the On-

tario Agricultural College.

Mr. W. H. Mills, M.A., of Jesus College,

has been appointed demonstrator to the Jack-

sonian professor of natural experimental phi-

losophy at Cambridge University in place of

the late Mr. H. 0. Jones.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE
" theoretical astronomy "

To THE Editor of Science: Referring to

Professor MacMillan's review of Buchholz's

Klinkerfues's " Theoretisehe Astronomie," in

Science for September 6:

Professor MacMillan objects to Klinker-

fues's limitation of the title " Theoretical

Astronomy " to the theory and practise of

orbit determinations, and the great majority

of astronomers will certainly agree that this

is illogical and unfortunate; but is not Pro-

fessor MacMillan's application of the term
" Computational Astronomy " to the same field

even more illogical and unfortunate? The
computational side in many other branches of

astronomical endeavor is as extensive, both

relatively and absolutely, as in that of orbit

determinations. To illustrate : Studies of the

solar corona, of atmospheric refraction, of the

motion of the solar system, of Algol variable

Stars, of the evolution of double stars, of cos-

mogony in general, and so on almost indefini-

tely, have both theoretical and computational

sides; and who is wise enough to say which

side in any of the subjects mentioned will be

the predominant one in the future?

Can we do better at present than to continue

the already extensive use of Gauss's title,

" Theorie der Bewegung der Himmelskorper,"

and of Oppolzer's title, " Lehrbueh zur Bahn-

bestimmung " ?

Again, does not Professor MacMillan's

characterization of this subject as the " book-

keeping " of astronomical science convey an

unfortunate impression ? The subject received

the best efforts of Kepler, Gauss, Gibers, Op-

polzer, and many others; and advances made
during the present generation give promise

that this field is worthy of the highest abilities

of astronomers to come. Could we not, with

equal justification, include in the " bookkeep-

ing " of astronomy essentially all studies of

double stars, of variable stars, of spectroscopic

binary stars, of stellar positions and proper

motions, of stellar radial velocities, of sunspot

spectra, and so on through a long list?

W. W. Campbell
Mt. Hamilton,

,

September 18, 1912

the unanimous vote rule in the interna-

tional commission on zoological

nomenclature

The central branch of the American Society

of Zoologists unanimously adopted the report

of its committee on nomenclature' containing

the following:

All propositions for amendments to rules on

nomenolature which are approved by a majority

of the International Commission on Nomenclature

shall be submitted to the International Congress

for decision by vote in open meeting.

It is not the purpose of the present com-

munication to influence any person's mind
for or against the foregoing resolution, which

is practically identical with a proposition that

has recently arisen in Austria. A brief state-

ment of the origin of the present method of

procedure may, however, be interesting to some

zoologists who desire a change in the methods.

The International Commission on Zoolog-

ical Nomenclature was appointed in 1895. For

three years it studied the subjects submitted

to it, its members coming together at their

own expense from five different countries in a

meeting of nearly a week's duration some

months prior to the meeting of the Congress.

The Commission was unanimous upon a num-

ber of propositions, but was divided upon

several others. Upon the latter propositions

majority and minority reports were submitted.

At the next meeting of the Zoological Con-

gress the Commission was prepared to submit

its formal report, but learned that no place on

'See Science, 1912, June 14, pp. 933-934.
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the program had been reserved for this pur-

pose. As secretary of the commission I in-

quired into the reason, and was informed that

the committee of the congress had decided that

unless the report of the commission were

unanimous, its submission to the general

meeting would jeopardize the success of the

congress, and would turn the general meeting

into long-drawn-out discussions on very dry

and technical points in nomenclature upon

which very few of the members were well in-

formed.

Accordingly, the first three years' work of

the commission was not acted upon.

The commission was, however, granted a

few minutes at one of the meetings to make a

general report of progress and to request that

the size of the commission be increased.

Three years later the commission had by

mutual concessions obtained unanimous vote

on most of its propositions, but there still re-

mained several with divided vote. Eepeated

conferences were held with many different

prominent zoologists, and the consensus of

opinion was that the congress would not listen

to any report that was not unanimous.

In order not to take up the time of the

general meeting with technical discussions on

nomenclature, the plan was instituted of hav-

ing an open session when any person inter-

ested in nomenclature could present any point

to the commission, and could discuss the com-

mission's report. This open meeting is held

prior to the date when the commission reads

its report to the congress. The report is read,

however, at this open meeting, and if any one

present objects to any portion of it, he has to

convince only one member of the commission

that the portion in question should be stricken

out. That one commissioner has the power

to prevent the portion in question from going

before the congress.

By this method of procedure the general

meetings are safeguarded from being turned

into discussions on nomenclature. Further,

sudden and unwise changes in the rules are

avoided. The theory is that if fifteen special-

ists on nomenclature can agree upon any one

Xwint, the mathematical probabilities are that

that point is correct. Obtaining a unanimous

vote thus assures the presentation of an

amendment to the congress, and a failure to

obtain a unanimous vote protects the rules

from any sudden innovation and from vacil-

lating changes that might be carried through

with a vote of eight to seven, this vote chang-

ing from one side to another in successive

congresses. At the Berlin Congress the mo-

tion was carried that the congress adopt and

approve all of the propositions in the report

that had been accepted unanimously by the

commission, and that all propositions upon

which there was a divided vote be referred

back to the commission. The commission

was also given thoroughly to understand that

the congress did not care for any but unani-

mous reports in the future.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the

present mode of procedure developed not upon

the initiative of the commission, but of the

congress itself, and in view of the experience

the commission has had before two congresses,

it seems that the commission can not be ex-

pected to report divided votes unless specific-

ally instructed to do so by the congress.

An interesting point arises. A great many
questions in nomenclature have been settled,

and in not a few instances reports have been

obtained only by mutual concessions after long

conferences. When a commissioner has been

outvoted in any given proposition, namely,

when he has failed to obtain a unanimous vote

for his proposition, it has been customary for

him not to bring the matter forward a second

time.

Assuming now that the recommendation of

the central branch of the American Society of

Zoologists is adopted by the congress, and that

the commission is instructed to report divided

votes in the future, the interesting point arises

as to whether the large number of questions

that have been definitely disposed of since 1896

under the present method of procedure will

be reopened, and will be allowed before the

general session of the congress.

C. W. Stiles,

Secretary, International Commission

on Zoological Nomenclature
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THE SYMBOLIC STATEMENT OF RELATIONSHIPS

The simplest way in whicli to state the re-

lationship of two persons symbolically is to

denote each by a number indicating the

number of generations since the nearest com.-

mon ancestor (counting that ancestor as one)

and to write the numbers with a sign of re-

lationship between them, that one being

placed first whose relationship is to be ex-

pressed. A convenient and appropriate sym-

bol of relationship is the ratio sign [:].

Thus the relationship of parent would be 1:2,

of child 2 : 1. Here and elsewhere in this

paper a person is regarded as his own ances-

tor, bearing to himseK a relationship of

identity [1:1]. The relationship of grand-

parent would be 1:3, of grandchild, 3:1, of

great-grandparent, 1 : 4, and so on. That of

brother or sister would be 2:2, of own-cousin

3:3, of second cousin 4 : 4, etc., the degree of

cousinship being found by subtracting two

from the symbol. The relationship of uncle

or aunt would be 2 : 3, of niece or nephew 3 : 2,

of great-uncle or aunt 2 : 4, and so on. This

method also discriminates between relation-

ships for which we have no separate names;

thus we speak of a " first cousin once re-

moved," whether we mean the older or

younger of the two. The former would be

symbolically, 3 : 4 and the latter 4 : 3. Like-

wise a third cousin four times removed would

be 5:9 or 9:5. These are evidently as dif-

ferent relationships as parent and child or

uncle and niece.

Suppose now we desire to take sex into ac-

count, as we do in our names when we dis-

tinguish between sister and brother or uncle

and aunt. When we do thus distinguish we

take account only of the sex of the person

whose relationship is being stated. A male

person is a brother alike to a male or female

child of the same parents. A man is an uncle

and a woman an aunt, no matter whether

nephews or nieces are in question. In cousin-

ships we do not consider sex at all in naming

the relationships. We can do as much as this

by attaching a sex initial (M for male and F
for female) to the first number in the symbol,

thus: 2(M):3 (uncle); 2(F): 3 (aunt);

3(M):2 (nephew); 3(F): 2 (niece).

But we may go further than our ordinary

nomenclature and say 2(M):3(M) (the rela-

tion of uncle to nephew), 1(M):3(F) (rela-

tion of grandfather to granddaughter), etc.

Furthermore, we may, if desired, substitute

for each number a series of sex-initials giving

the line of descent in each case, and thus ex-

pressing facts that would require many sen-

tences if we were to attempt to put them

into words. Thus the following all express

the relation of an elder to a younger second

cousin once removed, the lines of descent by

sex being different in the various cases

MMMM : MMMMM
MFMF : MMFFF
FFFM : FMMMF
etc. etc.

The first letters, since they denote the com-

mon ancestor, will in all cases be the same.

Hitherto no distinction has been made be-

tween relationship of the whole or of the haK

blood. Thus, in the first formula just above

the common ancestor is a man, and there is

no effort to tell whether or not the descent

is through the same or different mothers. If

it is desired to emphasize the fact that the

relationship is of the whole blood the two

letters (MF) may be used together when

necessary. Thus, (MF)M: (MF)F is the re-

lationship of own brother and sister, while

FM : FF would be that of half brother and

sister on the mother's side. Generally it will

be necessary to make this distinction only in

the case of the common ancestor. Intermar-

riages in the line, causing double relation-

ships, introduce complexity. The only way to

denote these is to make a symbol for each re-

lationship separately and join them by a plus

sign. In very complicated cases the symbol

ceases to be an abbreviation and the dia-

gram is clearer.

Suppose that a brother and sister marry a

brother and sister, so that their children are

double cousins. The relationship, if those

children are boys, is:

[(mf)Mm:: (mf)fm] -f [(mf)fm: (mf)mm:].
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Even here, the symbol becomes rather cum.-

bersome, and this is the simplest case of a

double relationship.

Arthur E. Bostwick

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Magnetism and Electricity. By Brooks and

PoYSER. Longmans, Green and Co. Pp.

vii + 633 ; 413 illustrations.

This volume is intended by the authors to

replace Poyser's " Advanced Magnetism and

Electricity " as the latter book had become

out of date owing to the enormous progress

made in electrical theory during the last

twenty years. The subject-matter is presented

in experimental form; practically every point

treated theoretically is illustrated by one or

more experiments. The method is admirable,

especially for a text in physics; as the au-

thors state in the preface, it is important that

a beginner should learn to recognize that all

theory is based upon a groundwork of ex-

perimental fact. The book treats all of the

subjects usually found in a text on electricity

and magnetism and the treatment is very well

done in most cases. The authors' emphasis

upon the student's comprehension of the sig-

nificance of the lines of force of the electric

and magnetic field we think well worth while

;

the more the student is made to understand

Faraday's ideas in regard to the electric and

magnetic fields the better prepared he will be

to understand the operation of instruments

and machines.

The modern conception of the electric cur-

rent as the flow of electrons is used in the

book and its use is undoubtedly justified at

this time, by the results obtained from the ex-

periments of various researchers along this

line. A chapter is devoted to the discharge of

electricity through gases; in the discussion

use is made of the latest theories in regard to

this phenomenon. The chapters on Dynamos
and Motors and on Alternating Currents are

entirely inadequate to be of much service to

the student. "We think they should have either

been omitted altogether or else treated more
comprehensively. Any adequate treatment of

dynamos and motors requires a deal of space

and should not be attempted in such an ele-

mentary text.

A carefully selected list of problems is given

at the end of each chapter and it adds much
to the value of the book as a text. On the

whole we think this text to be as well suited

for teaching purposes as any that has recently

come to our attention.

j. h. morecroft
Columbia Univeesity

The Life of the Plant. By C. A. Timiriazeff.

Translated from the revised and corrected

seventh Russian edition by Anna Chereme-

TEFF. New York, Longmans, Green, and

Co. 1912. Pp. 355 with 80 text-figures.

$2.50.

It is a great pity that this admirable popular

presentation of the status of plant physiology

might not have appeared in English some

twenty-five years ago. Originally published

in 1878 and passing through seven editions it

can not but strike one familiar with the cur-

rent literature as being distinctly behind the

times, in spite of the evident effort to incorpo-

rate various modern investigations. For the

specialist the translation has been too long

delayed, and even for the general reader there

are many views which should be modified in

order to give as accurate as possible a notion

of what the plant really does. On the other

hand, it must be confessed that Professor

TimiriazefE has presented the subject in such

an attractive form that its very readableness

is a strong point in favor of the book. Few
of those who have any interest in botany

whatever but that will enjoy reading " The

Life of the Plant " and the great number of

apt illustrations and demonstrations makes

one wish that numerous American audiences

might have had the opportunity of listening

to such a course of lectures thirty-five years

ago. The popular conception of a botanist

would certainly be higher.

The book is neither a text-book nor a

special treatise, but a simple account of the

more fundamental life processes of the plant

told in a way calculated to make them inter-

esting if not " popular." For this reason it is
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hardly necessary to take it up page by page,

as is so often done with volumes intended for

students, and point out various slips, typo-

graphical and otherwise. The author dis-

claims any idea of expressing the whole truth,

but feels the obligation of saying nothing but

the truth. This limitation, not always felt by

writers of popular works on botany, may be

responsible for some of the omissions noted.

After a particularly good discussion of the

relation of botanical science to society, one

chapter each is devoted to the cell, the seed,

the root, the leaf, the stem, growth, the flower,

plants and animals and the origin of organic

form. This latter chapter is distinctly pro-

Darwin ; in fact, there is little if any reference

to the recent work along this line and the

whole discussion smacks strongly of Zweck-

mdssiglceit. The reason for adding as an ap-

pendix a lecture delivered in 1875 on the

plant as a source of energy is not manifest.

Unfortunately there is no index.

a. T. M.

The Toxicity of Caffein: an Experimental

Study on Different Species of Animals.

By William Salant and J. B. Eieger.

Bureau of Chemistry Bulletin 148, pp. 98.

The Elimination of Caffein: an Experimental

Study on Herhivora and Carnivora. By
WiLLLiM Salant and J. B. Eieger. Bureau
of Chemistry Bulletin 157, pp. 23.

One can not help feeling, on looking

through these two bulletins filled with a

wealth of detailed investigation on so im-

portant a drug as caffein, that the authors left

no stone unturned in their quest for truth. So

many experiments were made that their pre-

sentation in abstract form is extremely diffi-

cult. However, a few of the salient features

can be briefly stated.

The principal object of the work describd

in the first paper seems to be the determina-

tion of the toxic and of the fatal dose of caf-

fein for the rabbit, guinea-pig, cat and dog.

Theoretically this is simple. But as the au-

thors have shown, the toxicity of caffein, like

that of any other drug, depends upon such

conditions as the age of the animal, its diet.

the method of administering the drug, and

still other factors which complicate the ques-

tion of toxicity. Only after the most exten-

sive investigation can all of the questions

taken up in the bulletin be answered with any

degree of certainty.

So strongly has the infl.uenee of diet, method

of administration, etc., on the action of a

drug been emphasized that one can not help

wondering whether the toxic and fatal doses

of caffein are really definite quantities for

more than one set of experimental conditions.

The conservatism of the authors, as exempli-

fied in the following statement from page 91

of their bulletin, is certainly commendable:
"... the most striking effect of caffein ob-

served in the work herein reported was the

comparatively wide range of variation in the

resistance of individuals of the same species

to this drug. This was found to be the case

even when the conditions of experimentation

were appro:^imately uniform. . .
."

In their second bulletin the authors present

their work on the elimination of caffein.

They found that " Caffein administered sub-

cutaneously, by mouth, or intravenously, is

eliminated in part unchanged, in the urine,

into the gastrointestinal canal, and into the

bile. . .
."

Since the appearance of the above bulletins,

at least two other pharmacological researches

have been published which show how ex-

tremely careful the investigator must be be-

fore coming to final conclusions regarding the

toxicity of a drug. In the Proceedings of the

Society for Experimental Biology and Medi-

cine^ Kleiner and Meltzer describe some ex-

periments on the reduction of the toxicity of

strychnin by the simultaneous administration

of large quantities of fluid. They state " that

the toxicity of strychnin is definitely reduced

not only when it is administered in great di-

lution, but also when saline or water is ad-

ministered nearly simultaneously in other

parts of the body, thus, perhaps, diluting the

poison within the body. . .
."

Traube" states that the pharmacological ae-

^Vol. IX., p. 101, 1912.

' Biochemische Ztschr., Bd. 42, p. 494, 1912.
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tion of many alkaloids may be appreciably

influenced by the presence of certain types of

salts such as alkali carbonates.

Wbo knows but that the toxicity of cafEein

may be influenced by the mineral matter of the

diet and by the quantity of water the animal

drinks ?

William N. Berg
Washington, D. C.

Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Phalcence in

the British Museum; Catalogue of the Noc-

tuidoe in the Collection of the British Mu-
seum. By Sir George F. Hampson, Bart.

Volume X., 1910, Volume XI., 1912. Lon-

don (England).

The two volumes comprise 2,140 species, in

the subfamilies Erastriinse, Euteliinse, Stic-

topterinse, Sarrothripinse and Aeontiinse.

They are illustrated by two volumes of col-

ored plates, Nos. CXLVIII. to CXIX., in-

clusive. There are also many cuts in the text

illustrating typical species in each genus, giv-

ing both the general appearance and struc-

tural characters. Keys to the genera in

each subfamily and to the species in each

genus are given. There are also genealogical

trees for each subfamily, showing the author's

ideas of the evolution of the genera. The
treatment is the same as in previous volumes of

this work, which we have had occasion to notice.

The genera are arranged upon adult structural

characters, selected by the author. Resort has

been had to many minor characters, such as

modifications of the tuftings of the vestiture,

tubercles on the front of the head, spines on

the legs, etc. These characters are in many
cases of little phylogenetie importance, so

that the classification is to a large degree

arbitrary and artificial. This appears dis-

tinctly in the arrangement of species within

the genus also, where primary groups are

made on modifications of antennal structure

in one sex and other secondary sexual char-

acters, so that really closely allied species are

often widely separated. It would be rather

difiicult, however, to have avoided this and

still keep the keys in a workable condition,

especially where the vast majority of the early

stages and life histories are unknown, as ia

the case with these insects. The nomencla-

ture of the North American species included

in the book is greatly changed from that fa-

miliar to us. This appears to be unavoidable,

as the classifications of different authors

based on restricted faunal regions are here

combined. The names here established will

probably tend to be permanent, as it will be

long before any one attempts to treat the

iSToctuidaa of the world on new lines with ma-

terial equal to that afforded by the British

Museum.
The British Museum collection, rich as it

is, does not make a practise of retaining long

series of specimens of common species. Con-

sequently the author of these catalogues oc-

casionally suffers from lack of sufficient ma-

terial. We notice in the genus Iscadia (vol.

XI., p. 362) some errors due to this cause.

The subfamily Sarrothripinse, to which Iscadia

is assigned, is defined by the presence of a bar-

shaped retinaculum on the fore wing of the

male. In Iscadia aperta Walker and I. duckin-

fieldia Schaus this is absent. Sir George notes

its absence in I. aperta, but having only one

male he supposes it may have been broken off.

Furthermore, I. aperta has simple flattened

antennse in the male, not bipectinate, as given

in the table. I. ducMnfieldia is abundantly

distinct from I. aperta, not possibly an aber-

ration, as suggested, for it has pectinated

antennse in the male and differs in markings,

the double black line above the reniform-mark

being absent. The separation' of I. ducTcin-

fieldia on the brown costal shade is ineffec-

tive, as this shade is as often absent as present.

These imperfections would have been obviated

by larger series of specimens of these rather

common species.

Harrison G. Dyar

SPECIAL ABTICLES

the nature op the fertilization membrane
of the egg of the sea urchin

(aebacia punctulata)

Many widely held hypotheses, e. g., on the

dynamics of cell division, etc., are based on
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the nature of the fertilization membrane of

the sea urchin egg. The methods which have

been used heretofore in the study of this so-

•called membrane have been inadequate to

determine its exact nature. The writer has

made some observations, by the use of meth-

ods which are apparently new to this field,

•which seem to throw a new light on the

structure of the various coatings on this egg.

As is well known, there has been no agreement

among cytologists concerning the number and

nature of the coverings of this egg. A few

investigators have recognized the presence of

a thick jelly surrounding the egg, but have

given us no methods of demonstrating its

true extent or nature. Further, no one has

used methods by which the physical character-

istics of the vitelline membrane could be de-

termined in the living egg, and the relation of

this membrane to the cytoplasm on the one

hand and to the egg-jelly on the other.

The normal unfertilized egg is covered by a

soft invisible jelly about 23 microns in thick-

ness. Beneath this and closely stuck to the

surface of the cytoplasm is a tough somewhat

elastic vitelline membrane. Morphologically,

this latter is the only membrane on the egg

of Arbacia. It is literally glued to the outer

surface of the cytoplasm. The average of a

number of measurements shows that the vitel-

line membrane is about 1.9 microns in thick-

ness. In the living egg the inner part of this

structure is seen as a light line on the outer

surface of the cytoplasm when the light is

sufficiently stopped down. The refractive in-

dex of the outer part is so nearly that of sea

water that this portion is invisible.

In the reaction of the egg to the spermato-

zoon, striking morphological changes occur in

the vitelline membrane and the surface of the

cytoplasm. The change in form of the egg-

jelly is slight. About one and one half min-

utes after active spermatozoa are mixed with

the eggs, a definite swelling of the vitelline

membrane occurs. The extent and location

of the swelling varies greatly in diiierent

eggs. In some eggs the swelling is complete

in one minute, but three to five minutes are

usually required for the maximum swelling of

this structure. During the swelling of the

vitelline membrane its refractive index is so

changed that it usually becomes distinctly

visible by the usual microscopical examina-

tion. When swelling is complete the thickest

portion of this structure frequently measures

as much as nine microns. About six minutes

after insemination of the eggs the surface of

the cytoplasm swells and changes its refrac-

tive index. In one minute the swelling is

complete and measures about one micron in

thickness. This is the well-known hyaline

plasma-layer. By the time the swelling of

the vitelline membrane has become well ad-

vanced, a change occurs in the refractive in-

dex of the inner part of the egg-jelly and this

becomes visible. As seen by the usual micro-

scopical examination the so-called fertilization

membrane of the egg of Arbacia consists of

three parts, viz., the inner part of the egg-jelly

which has undergone a change in its refrac-

tive index, the swollen vitelline membrane

and the thin highly refractive surface layer

of the cytoplasm. This hyaline layer is stiH

very adherent to the vitelline membrane. The

edematous vitelline membrane is softer and

more elastic than it is in the unfertilized egg.

If this structure is partially dissected from

the fertilized egg it frequently contracts to a

glutinous mass on one side of the cytoplasm.

The relation of the hyaline plasma-layer to

the vitelline membrane and the cytoplasm is

brought out very clearly in fertilized eggs

which have been plasmolyzed by adding cane

sugar to sea water. The protoplasm shrinks

and the hyaline layer frequently takes on the

appearance of pseudopodial-like processes of

the cytoplasm. When the vitelline membrane

is dissected from the egg, the hyaline layer

remains as an organic part of the cytoplasm.

These methods leave no doubt as to the nature

of this structure; it is the swollen surface of

the cytoplasm and enters into the formation

of the larval sea urchin. The water-holding

power of the hyaline layer and of the edema-

tous vitelline membrane is striking. These

structures do not show an appreciable shrink-

age in quite concentrated solutions of cane

sugar in sea water.
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Three methods have been used singly and

in various combinations in this study. By
the plasmolytic method a separation of the

hyaline plasma-layer from the vitelline mem-
brane is easily afiected. Vital staining dif-

ferentiates clearly the various structures on

the surface of the egg. Janus Green (di-

methylsafraninazodimethylanalin) in dilute

solutions stains the egg-jelly light blue. It is

also beautifully demonstrated by a number of

other vital stains. In concentrated solutions

of janus green the jelly shrinks to a mere

hull. Slightly concentrated solutions of

isamin blue, dissolved in sea water by boiling,

stain the svpollen vitelline membrane a deep

blue while the hyaline layer is much lighter

in color. Toluidin blue stains the hyaline

layer of the cytoplasm and the vitelline mem-
brane, but as a differential stain it does not

equal isamin blue.

The removal of the egg-jelly and vitelline

membrane from the fertilized and unfertilized

eggs was affected by dissection with glass

needles made from very hard Jena glass

tubing about 5 mm. in diameter. The points

on many of these needles measured less than

one half micron. The needles were held in a

Barber pipette-holder and the dissections

made under a magnification of five hundred

and sixty-two diameters.

It seems that the type of reaction described

for the egg of Ariacia is a somewhat common
one, since essentially the same changes occur

in the eggs of Chcetopterus and the moUusk
Oumingia. In these two forms the maximum
swelling of the vitelline membrane does not

occur until about twenty to thirty minutes

after insemination of the eggs.

An analysis of the reaction of the egg of

Arbacia to the spermatozoon has been at-

tempted. Puncture of the vitelline membrane
has failed to produce the reaction. Doses of

from one to five spermatozoa have been injected

into the egg-jelly and the relation between the

time required for the penetration of the vitel-

line membrane by the spermatozoon and the

extent and location of the swelling of this

structure have been studied. By injecting

spermatozoa into the egg-jelly, in a small per-

centage of cases a single spermatozoon be-

comes attached to the vitelline membrane and

produces the reaction that has been described.

The passage of the spermatozoon through the

vitelline membrane has been observed in a

number of eggs. It has been found possible

to remove the spermatozoon from the vitelline

membrane after it has caused the reaction.

The real difiiculty in this type of experiment

is not the size of the spermatozoon, but the

fact that when even four or five spermatozoa

are injected into the egg-jelly they usually

swim out and away from the egg. This neces-

sitates the making of many injections in

order to get a single spermatozoon to attach

itself to the vitelline membrane and start the

reaction.

As far as my evidence goes at the present

time it seems that the primary function of the

much discussed reaction of the egg of Arbacia

to the spermatozoon is the prevention of poly-

spermy.

The details of this study will appear later.

G. L. Kite

The Marine Biological Laboeatoky,

Woods Hole, Mass.,

September 7, 1912

A SIMPLE METHOD OF MAKING AETIFICIAL CELLS

RESEMBLING SEA URCHIN EGGS IN CERTAIN

OP THEIR PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Several years ago Eobertson showed that if

chloroform was shaken with egg-albumen solu-

tion, the droplets would not reunite even when
washed in water, because of the formation of

a proteid film on the chloroform surface. It

can be readily observed that such droplets

shrink in volume, owing to the passage of

chloroform into the water outside.

While studying the penetration of alkalies

into lecithin in various solvents, I noticed

that if lecithin is dissolved in chloroform and

the solution shaken with proteid solutions, the

chloroform of the resultant globules is in time

completely replaced by water. Eventually,

then, instead of lecithin in chloroform, we may
obtain small cells of lecithin in water sur-
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rounded by a fine proteid membrane. This

membrane is impermeable to lecithin.

During the exchange of water for chloro-

form a characteristic structure appears in the

droplet. It is at first clear but within 30 sec-

onds becomes filled with a dense mass of gran-

ules (probably water) so that it looks white

against a dark background. The droplet is

still mostly chloroform, as may be determined

by pricking it with a needle. The contents do

not mix with the water.

In the course of an hour, the dense granular

structure disappears and the drop clears.

There remain only a few dense granules (prob-

ably some form of lecithin) mostly aggregated

together to form an excentric knot like a

karyosome. It is in this stage, which is stable

and persists until destroyed by bacteria, that

the resemblances to sea urchin eggs are most

marked.

If pricked with a needle the contents flow

slowly out as a viscid protoplasm-like mass

and mix (except the granules) with the water.

No chloroform is now present.

The cells are not rigidly spherical in shape,

as oil globules suspended in water, but present

exactly those slight irregularities which may
be observed in freshly laid sea urchin eggs.

The surface film is similar to the surface

membrane of a sea urchin egg in appearance

and also in consistency, as indicated by its

resistance to pricking and to pressure.

Weutral red is accumulated from dilute solu-

tion by the cell as a whole but in particular

by the granules, which stain very deeply.

Such red stained cells are tiirned yellow at

the same rate by w/2,000 NaOH and n/2,000

NH^OH. In regard to their permeability re-

lations they therefore diiier markedly from
marine eggs, which are entered much more
rapidly by ISTH^OH. They possess also no
polarity except one attributable to gravity.

These artificial lecithin cells resemble egg
cells in one more important and striking re-

spect. If a trace of saponin is added to the

sea water in which sea urchin eggs lie, the

eggs almost instantly swell and the contents

become more fluid and clear, i. e., the eggs

cytolyze. Exactly the same thing happens

when a trace of saponin is added to water con-

taining lecithin cells. They sweU and become
clear spheres with only a few granules in the

interior. The similarity is indeed perfect.

Future work may indicate methods by which

protein can be obtained within a lecithin

membrane, the whole of a size comparable with

cell size, or can be introduced into lecithin

cells. Such cells promise to exhibit even more
striking and interesting properties than those

herein described.

E. Newton Haevey
Woods Hole, Mass.,

September 6, 1912

A METHOD OF DETERMINING THE AVERAGE LENGTH
OF LIFE OF FARM EQUIPMENT

In determining the cost of farm operations

one of the most diifieult items to determine

accurately is the rate of depreciation of farm
equipment. Eecently Mr. H. H. Mowry, of

the Office of Farm Management, who has col-

lected extensive data on the problem of de-

preciation of farm equipment, suggested to

the writer the possibility of determining the

average length of life of a farm implement

from data relating to the number of years

each implement has been used. Apparently a

solution for this problem has been found.

The solution applies to all objects, either ani-

mate or inanimate, lasting for varying lengths

of time.

Two cases are to be considered, namely,

(1) when the number of the objects under

consideration is approximately constant from
year to year, and (2) when their number is

increasing or decreasing. The first case may
be conveniently considered in its application

to farm dwellings. Suppose that on a given

group of farms there is a definite number of

farm dwellings of various ages, and that as

fast as old dwellings become unsuited to their

purpose they are replaced by new ones. For

convenience of reference let us reduce the

numbers with which we have to deal to sym-

bols. Let iVj represent the number of dwell-

ings in their first year of life, N^ the number
in their second year, N^ the number in their

third year, and so on, iV„ representing the
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number of dwellings of the oldest age repre-

sented in the group.

In any group of objects which last for

varying lengths of time but in which the num-
ber of objects is kept constant by replacing

discarded ones by new ones the following

principles apply:

1. The number of old objects discarded each

year is, on the average, equal to the number
of new ones introduced.

2. The average number of objects in the

second year of their life at a given time is

equal to the average number of those in their

first year that will live to enter their second

year. The average number in their third year

is on the average equal to the number of those

in their first year that will live to enter their

third year, and so on. In general, the num-
ber of objects in their nth year is equal to the

number of those in their first year that will

live to enter their nth year.

3. Hence N,, N^, etc., which represent the

number of objects now in their second, third,

etc., years of life, may also be taken to repre-

sent the number of the objects now in their

first year that will ultimately reach their sec-

ond, third, etc., years of life.

4. If now we add together N^, iV,, N,, etc.,

this is equivalent to counting each object now
in its first year as many times as it will live

years. Hence the sum of iV,, N^, N,, etc.,

which represents the total number of objects

of all ages, also represents the sum of the ages

that will be attained by all the objects now in

their first year.

5. Therefore, if we divide the total number
of objects of all ages in the group by the aver-

age number in their first year the quotient

will be the average length of life that those

now in their first year will live. But since

the average number of objects in their first

year is the same from year to year, this aver-

age is a general one and applies to the whole
population. We may thus express the average
length of life of any constant population by
means of the following formula:

This formula may be expressed more simply

by writing for the numerator simply the total

population instead of the sum of individuals

of different ages. We thus have

P
(S)

L= (^)

In this formula L equals the average length

of life, P the total population, and 2Vj the

average number in their first year of life at

a given time.

In applying either of the above formulae to

eases like those of farm houses and most kinds

of farm implements the fact that very few

such objects are discarded until they are at

least four or five years old makes N^, N„, N^,

N^ and iV, approximately equal. That is, the

number of objects one year old is about the

same as the number two years old, or three

years, etc., up to about five years, and some-

times even longer. In making a study of such

objects with a view to determining the aver-

age leng-th of their life it is usually possible

to get quite accurately the number of objects

in the group in each year of life up to five or

six years of age, and where these numbers are

about the same for each year their averages

will represent quite accurately the average

number of new objects introduced in a year,

which is the same as the average number of

old ones discarded. Hence, in populations

where the number of objects in each of the

earlier years of life is approximately the same,

the average length of life in the population

may be obtained by dividing the total number
of objects by the average number in each of

the early years of life.

POPULATIONS THAT ABE DECREASIING OR LNCKEAS-

ING

The principles stated above do not apply in

a population that does not remain constant

from year to year. It is not difficult, however,

to work out a formula based on formula (A)

above that does apply to such populations.

This may be done as follows:

Suppose the rate of increase in population

is 1 per cent, a year. Then if P represents the

population in any one year, I.OIP will repre-
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sent the population the next year. Likewise,

if B represents the number of births in any

year, then I.OIB will represent the number

the next year. In general, if B represents the

number of births in any year and r the annual

rate of increase in population, then (1 + f)B

will represent the number of births the first

year thereafter, (l+ r)^J5 the number of

births the second year thereafter, and

(l-\-r)'^B the number of births the nth year

thereafter.

Eeturning now to formula (A), where N^

represents the number of individuals in the

first year of life, iV, the number in their sec-

ond year, and so on, we have already seen that

in a constant population these numbers bear

such relation to each other that N, represents

the number of the present N^'s that will live

to enter their second year. But in an increas-

ing population this is not the case, for the

number of individuals born in the year in

which the present NJs were born was smaller

than the number born in the year in whish the

present N^'a were born—that is, the number

born last year is smaller than the number

born this year. Hence, in an increasing pop-

ulation N, is smaller than the number of N^'s

that will live to enter their second year. But

if we increase N^ in proportion as the number

bom this year is greater than the number born

last year, this increased value of N, will repre-

sent the number of the present N^'s that will

live to enter their second year.

If we let B stand for the number bom in

the year in which the present N.'s were born,

then (1 -\- r)B will represent the number born

the year the present iV/s were born, which of

course is just one year later. The increased

value of N„ for which we are seeking, may

now be found from the proportion

B : {l+r)B -.-.N.-.X,

from which
X= (1 + r)N„.

In similar manner it can be shown that if

we substitute for N^ the expression (1+ rYN^

this new value will represent the number of

present N^'s that will live to enter their third

year, and so on for all of the various N's in

the numerator of formula (A). This gives us

L = + ...-t-(14,,.)n-lJV„ (C)

In this new formula the terms of the nu-

merator represent, respectively, the number of

the present iV^'s that will live to enter the vari-

ous years of life indicated by the subscripts

after the iV's. Hence the sum of the terms of

the numerator is equal to the sum of the ages

the present iV/s will reach at death, and the

value of the whole fraction becomes the aver-

age length of life of the population.

To use formula (C), which applies to pop-

ulations that are increasing or decreasing at

a constant rate, r, we must know the number

of individuals in each of the various years of

life at the present time and the annual rate of

increase or decrease in population. Such data

are usually not available except in the cases

of human beings in restricted areas where

births and deaths are accurately recorded.

In some cases, however, it may be possible to

obtain data of this kind concerning a class of

articles of farm equipment. When this is pos-

sible, the average length of life may be calcu-

lated where the number of objects is increas-

ing or decreasing at a constant rate per year.

It will be noticed that when r is equal to

zero, which it is in a constant population,

formula (C) becomes identical with for-

mula (A).

Formula (C) applies only to populations in

which the rate of increase or decrease is the

same from year to year. It is possible to de-

velop another formula for the average length

of life which is independent of the rate of in-

crease and which therefore applies to any kind

of population, no matter what the rate of in-

crease or decrease, and whether this rate is

the same from year to year or not.

Let ^3 represent the number of individuals

born the year the present N, individuals were

born, and B^ the number born the present year.

Then the proportion B,:B^::N,:X, in which

X is equal to (B,/BJN„ gives a value which

if used instead of N^ makes the third term of

the numerator of formula (A) represent the
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number of the present N^'a who will live to

enter their third year. The other terms of the

numerator of formula (A) may be modified

in similar manner, giving the formula

Bi Bi -Bi

L= ^ ^ ^"
, (D)

which is applicable to all populations for

which we have the following data : the num-
ber of individuals born each year since and in-

cluding the year in which the oldest individ-

uals now living were born, and the number of

people of various ages now living.

While formula (D) has very wide' applica-

bility, its usefulness is greatly limited by the

fact that it requires so large an amount of

data which is usually difficult to obtain.

Before applying any of these formulae it is

necessary to eliminate the effect of immigra-

tion and emigration. This means that only

those individuals should be considered whose

whole life is to be spent as a part of the popu-

lation under consideration. In using any of

the methods here presented in determining the

average rate of depreciation of, say, a farm

implement of a given kind, only those imple-

ments are to be counted that were bought new
(not second hand) and which will presumably

be replaced when destroyed or worn out by

new ones. W. J. Spillman
Washington, D. C.

QUABTEB CENTENNIAL OF TBE IOWA
ACADEMY OF SCIENCE

On Friday and Saturday, April 26-27, the

Iowa Academy of Science celebrated the twenty-

fifth anniversary of its organization. The ses-

sions were held in the Art Gallery of the State

Historical Building in Des Moines, beginning at

1:30 Friday afternoon. The president's address

was given by Professor Louis Begeman, of the

State Teachers College, on '
' The Mission and

Spirit of the Pure Scientist." After the presi-

dent's address the reading of the usual scientific

papers as presented before the academy was the

order of the afternoon. As forty-six titles were

presented, it was necessary that the time allotted

to each paper be very brief.

The anniversary banquet was held Friday eve-

ning at the Chamberlain Hotel, with an attend-

ance of seventy. At the close of the banquet

short addresses of congratulation were given by
representatives of neighboring scientific societies.

The Nebraska Academy of Science was repre-

sented by Professor Addison E. Sheldon, the Illi-

nois Academy of Science by Professor Henry B.

Ward, the Davenport Academy by Professor G. C.

Nutting, the St. Louis Academy by Professor L.

H. Pammel, the American Microscopical Society

by Professors H. E. Summers and L. S. Eoss and

the Ohio Academy by Professor Herbert Osborn.

An address on the '
' Charter Members '

' was given

by Professor L. H. Pammel and the anniversary

address by Professor Herbert Osborn, of the State

University of Ohio, the first president of the Iowa
Academy.

In accordance with the purpose of the anniver-

sary meeting, the session Saturday forenoon was

devoted to addresses on '
' The Development of

the Sciences in Iowa during the Past Twenty-five

Years '
'

:

Botany—Professor Thomas H. Macbride.

Chemistry—Professor W. S. Hendrixson.

Geology—Professor M. F. Arey.

Physics—Professor Frank F. Almy.

Zoology—Professor C. C. Nutting.

These papers gave valuable reviews of the

status of the sciences in the colleges at the time

of the organization of the academy, and historical

sketches indicating marked advance in all scien-

tific lines during the quarter century.

At the business meeting, over eighty applica-

tions for membership were presented. The meet-

ing was in every way fitting to celebrate the end

of a quarter century of earnest and effective

work done by the academy.

The 1913 meeting will be held at the Iowa State

College, Ames.

TITLES of papers PEBSENTEI>

(Abstracts furnished by authors)

Ferns and Liverworts of Grinnell and Vicinity:

H. S. Conard.

Secotium warnei, a Stalked Puffiall: H. S.

Conard.

Sirnblnm rubescens in Iowa: H. S. Conard.

Aroid Notes: James Ellis Gow.

In studying the morphology of some twenty

species of Aroids, mostly tropical, the writer

found that there is great confusion in the nomen-

clature of the species. A reference to the original

sources has made it possible to give a correct ac-

count of the taxonomy of all but one species, and

the results are here presented.
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Behavior of Pollen Tubes in BicTiardia Africana:

James Ellis Gow.

An Anomalous Ovary: James Ellis Gow.

The Late Blight of Barley—Helminthosporium

teres Sa-cc: A. L. Bakke.

Some Points on the Floral Development of Bed
Clover (Trifolium pratense) : J. N. Martin.

Introduced by L. H. Pammel.

Native Dye-plants and Tan-plants of Iowa with

Notes on a Few Other Species: Harrietts S.

Kellogg.

The Genus Lycoperdon as Represented in the

Herbarium of the State University of Iowa:

N. D. Knupp.

Notes on Heteranthera duhia: R. B. Wylie.

Notes on Some Parasitic Fungi Chiefly from the

Bitter Boot Mountains: L. H. Pammel and

Ella Grace Harvey.

The Effect of Continued Grinding on the Water

of Crystallisation (second paper) : Nicholas

Knight.

The Dynamics of the Beaction tetween Ethyl

Iodide and Silver Nitrate in Ethyl and Methyl

Alcohol and in Mixtures of these Solvents:

O. M. Weigle and J. N. Pearee.

The Solubility of Lead Sulphate in Aqueous Solu-

tions of Sulphuric Acid: P. A. Jans and J. N.

Pearee.

The First Beported American Lepidostrobus is

from Warren County, Iowa: John L. Tilton.

The paper records the discovery of the specimen,

the conditions under which it had been preserved

and evidences that in other places may lead to the

discovery of specimens of equal interest. It was

illustrated by the specimen itself and by lantern

slides of prepared sections.

Nether Delimitation of our Carbonic BocJcs:

Charles E. Keyes.

Singularly enough the base of the Carbonic

rocks in Iowa has never been definitely recognized;

neither has the top of the Devonic sequence. The

present paper records the facts recently discov-

ered which go to show that there is a marked
unconformity between the two great formations.

This basal terrane of the Carbonic strata is the

Grassy black shale of Missouri, which has always

been regarded as of Devonic age. Its northern

continuation proves to be the Sweetland shale of

Muscatine County.

Arid Plateau Plains as Features of Folic Erosion

:

Charles E. Keyes.

One of the great difficulties in the consideration

of eolic erosion has been the securing of quantita-

tive data, and direct proofs that supposable ex-

amples are not possibly the results of stream-

corrasion. These proofs are believed to be found

in the lava-capped mesas of excessively dry re-

gions.

Sundry Provincial and Local Phases of the Gen-

eral Geologic Section of Iowa: Charles E.

Certain features of the stratigraphy of the

state are briefly discussed in the light of recent

advances in geologic classification. The present

need appears to be a careful revision of the no-

menclature of the geologic formations now recog-

nized and a detailed study of certain of the larger

groups with a view to properly subdividing them.

The Salem Limestone and its StratigrapMc Bela-

tions in Southeastern Iowa: Francis M. Van
Tuyl.

Eecent stratigraphie studies have suggested that

a limestone member formerly regarded as the

basal portion of the St. Louis is distinctly forma-

tional in character and is of the horizon of the

Salem limestone of Illinois and Indiana. Uncon-

formities occur both at the base and at the top of

the formation.

The Origin of the Geodes of the KeoTcuJc Beds:

Francis M. Van Tuyl.

Previous theories of the origin of the geodes

are briefly discussed and evidence is presented to

show that these theories are untenable. The pres-

ence in the beds at some localities of calcareous

nodules grading into geodes suggests a method of

geodization not previously recognized.

A Study in the Cherts of the Osage Series of the

Mississippian System: Francis M. Van Tuyl.

Cherty nodules and bands are prominent fea-

tures of the Burlington and Keokuk limestone

members of this series. Excellent facilities for

studying the chert were recently afforded in the

power-plant excavation at Keokuk. In the discus-

sion of the origin of the material it is concluded

that it has resulted from the metasomatic replace-

ment of the limestone.

A Method of Teaching Elementary Mineralogy:

G. F. Kay.

A Survey of the Water-bearing Gravels at Esther-

ville, Emmet County, Iowa: G. G. Wheat.

Additional Evidence of Unconformity between the

Cedar Valley and Lime Creels Stages of the

Devonian of Iowa: A. O. Thomas.

The type outcrop showing unconformity is de-

scribed; several similar outcrops are noted. A
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new substage, tentatively called the Floyd lime-

stone, is added at the base of the Lime Creek

stage.

Some Notes on the Aftonian Mammals: A. O.

Thomas.

A number of interesting mammalian bones and
teeth have been added to the State University

collection during the past year. They are chiefly

remains of the elephant, horse and camel. The
finding of the lower jaw of a beaver adds a new
genus to this remarkable faunal assemblage.

Early Iowa Locality Eecords: B. Shimek.

A discussion of the early Iowa plant, mollusk

and insect records in the earlier reports, such as

those of the Lewis and Clark, Long, Nicollet and
Owen expeditions. Also a discussion of the

"Council Bluff," Nebraska, records which are

sometimes thought to refer to Council Bluffs,

Iowa.

The Fha-se Difference at the Ears Produced by a
Simple Source of Sound: G. W. Stewart.

A New Laboratory Apparatus for Measuring
Time, Independent of ClocJc or Chronograph:
F. C. Brown.

Evidence Favoring the Chemical Disintegration of
Sodium as an Element: F. C. Brown.

The Effect of Mechanical Bupture on the Elec-

trical Conductivity of Selenium: F. C. Brown.
A Method of Determining Whether the Restoring

Torque is Proportional to the Torsional Strain

during the Vibration of a Torsional Pendulum:
L. P. Sieg.

The Influence of an Electric Cu,rrent upon the

Elasticity of Wires: H. L. Dodge.

A Simple Laboratory Equipment for the Elemen-
tary Study of Alternating Currents: H. L.

On the Dissimilarity of Light and Heat Action in

a Certain Variety of Selenium: E. O. Dieterich.

Mollusca of Iowa: T. Van Hyning.

A Study in Inject Parasitism: R. L. "Webster.

An account of certain insect parasites reared

from the common tomato-worm, Phlegethontias

sexta Johanssen, the relations of these parasites to

the host and to each other, and their comparative

abundance, etc.

A Systematic Study of the Meduviidce of North
America: S. B. Fracker.

Notes on a Collection of Mammals from North-

western Iowa: Alexander G. Ruthven and Nor-

man A. Wood.

Contributions to the Herpetology of loica—II.:

Alexander G. Riithven.

Food Habits of Bed-tailed HawTc, Cooper's HawTc
and Sparrow HawTc: F. C. Pellett.

The Interpretation of the Cardio-sphygmogram
and the Electro-cardiogram, Normal and Patho-

logical: W. E. Sanders.

The Source of the Chromaffine Cells in the Guinea-

pig : iMildred E. Yule.

Notes on the Food of the BlacTc-crowned Night
Heron in Captivity: B. H. Bailey.

The Occurrence of Melanism iji the Broad-winged
HawTc: B. H. Bailey.

A BemarTcable Flight of Broad-winged HawTcs:
B. H. Bailey.

L. S. Ross,

Secretary

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
THE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, UNIVERSITY OP VIR-

GINIA. MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SECTION

The first meeting of the session 1912-13 of the

Mathematical and Scientific Section was held Sep-

tember 23, 8:00 P.M. The following officers were

elected

:

CTiairman—Professor Llewelyn G. Hoxton.

Secretary—Profesor Wm. A. Kepner.

Publication Committee—Professors W. H. Echols,

J. L. Newcomb and Thomas L. "Watson.

The retiring chairman. Professor Thomas L.

"Watson, read by title a paper on '
' Kragerite, a

Eutile-bearing Rock from Krageros, Norway."
Professor "Watson read a second paper entitled

"Vanadium and Chromium in Entile and the Pos-

sible Effect of Vanadium on Color."

Professor R. M. Bird reported observations made
along New River, Virginia to North Carolina.

"Wm. a. Kepner,

Secretary

University of Virginia

the elisha mitchell scientific society

The 200th meeting of the society was held

October 15 in Chemistry Hall, University of North

Carolina, Professor E. V. Howell presiding. The
following new members were elected : Professor

H. "W. Chase and IMr. J. S. Holmes. The follow-

ing papers were read:

"Chemical Control of Industrial Plants," by

Dr. C. H. Herty.
'

' The "Water Molds of Chapel Hill, '
' by Dr. "W.

C. Coker.

James M. Bell,

Becording Secretary

Chapel Hill, N. C.
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Cornell University Medical College

Entrance
Requirements

Curriculum

Instruction

T. Graduates of approved Colleges or
Scientific Schools, or

II. Seniors in such Colleges on condition
the candidate presents the Biichelor's degree
before seeking admission to the second year
in medicine; or

III. Those presenting the full equivalent
of the above as determined by examination.
IV. All candidates must present evidence

of having pursued major courses in general
inorganic chemistry, with qualitative and
quantitative analysis, Physics and Biology,
covering at least a year's instruction with
laboratory work in each subject.

Graded to take advantage of advanced en-
trance requirements. First Year devoted to
Organic and Physiological Chemistry, Anat-
omy and Physiology. Medicine, Surgery,
Obstetrics and Pathology begun in the second
year and laboratory Pharmacology com-
pleted. Didactic and laboratory instruction
in all clinical subjects completed in the early
part of the fourth year and followed by 21
consecutive weeks of all day bedside instruc-
tion in hospital wards.

Session opens the last Wednesday in Sep-
tember and cioaes the second week in June.

Class divided into sections of 5 to 10
students each for clinical instruction in dis-

pensary and hospital. Systematic daily con-
ferences with teachers at the bedside and in
the laboratory form the main plan of
instruction.

The first year in medicine may be taken
either at New York City or at Ithaca, later
years only at New York City.

For further particulars apply to the

Dean, Cornell University Medical Co lege

28th Street and First Avenue NEW YORK CITY

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
MrrBBS THB FOLLOWINQ VAKIETIES OF INSTKUOTIOS

COURSE FOR THE DEGREE OF M.D. tei°»-
course is open to holders of a bachelor's degree from a recog.
nized college or scientific school, and to persons who, having
studied specified subjects during two years in college, are per-
mitted to enter as special students. Special students receiv*
the M.D. degree if, during residence, they attain high rank,
The studies of the fourth year are wholly electiye ; they in-
clude labsratory subjects, general medicine and surgery, and
the special clinical branches. The School-year extends from^ SEODda; before the last Wednesday 1q September to tbe
fnanSAy before the last WaSncadsy is June.

COURSE FOR THE DEGREE OF Dr.P.H. ^t^s^S.
medicine and other properly qualified persons may become
aadidates for the degree of Doctor of Public Health

.

COURSES FORHiGHERACADEMICDEGREES
Properly qualified students may pursue in the laboratory de«
partments studies leading to the higher academic degrees,-^
A.M., S.M., Ph.D. and S.D.

GRADUATE COURSES throughout the School-yeai,
viiii->uwi-> b wwwiiwi-w special courses open to grad-
uates of recognized medical schools are offered in the varioui'
subjects of practical medicine and the medical sciences.

DrcrADOU In all the laboratories opportunity is givenM1-UL.niiwii
jjjj tijjigg {Qf properly qualified persons to

conduct original investigations.

SPPrtlAI tTlinFNTQ not candidates for the degreeOrLUIAL a I UUtn l a, ^f m.d., are admitted, uSder
certain conditions, to all courses in the School.

*illUIU!PR QfUnni During the summer months, June 1OUmmcn OUnUUl.
to September so, specially planned

courses are open to both medical students and graduates.

FOB A DETAILED ANNODHOEMEKT ADDBES3

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL. Sosteai

Syracuse University College of Medicine

Entrance
Requirements

The First Two
Years

The Third Year
Course

The Fourth
Year Course

Two years of a recognized course in arts
or in science in a registered college or
School of Science, which must include
Latin, German, Physics, Chemistry and
Biology. Sis and seven years' combina-
tion courses are recognized.

are spent in mastering by laboratory
methods the sciences fundamental to
clinical medicine.

is systematic and clinical and is devoted
to the study of the natural history of
disease, to diagnosis and to therapeutics.
In this year the systematic courses in
Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics are
completed.

is clinical. Students spend the entire
forenoon throughout the year as clinical
clerks in hospitals under careful supervi-
sion. The clinical clerk takes the history,
makes the physical examination and the
laboratory examinations, arrives at a di-
agnosis which he must defend, outlines
the treatment under his instructor and
observes and records the results. In case of
operation or of autopsy he follows the spe-
cimen and identifies its pathological na-
ture. Two general hospitals, one special
hospital and the municipal hospitals and
laboratories are open to our students. The
practical course in Hygiene and Preven-
tive Medicine, carried on in the municipal
laboratories and hospital and in Public
Health Field Work, occupies one-sixth of
tbe mornings. The afternoons are spent
in the College Dispensary and in clinical
work in medical and surgical specialties
and in conferences.

Address the Secretary of the College,

307 Orange Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

UNIVERSITY

Coufses in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene

Begin January 2, April 2, June 3

and October I.

Fully equipped laboratories in all di<cisions of

instruction. Clinical opportunities unexcelled.

Medical Department and Department of

Pharmacy Open October J, t9I2.

For all information address

DR. ISADORE DYER, DEAN
P. O. Drawer 26J New Orleani, La,
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RUSH MEDICAL COLLEGE
IN AFFILIATrON WrXH

The University of Chicago
CURRICULUM.—The fundnmental Dranches (Anatomy, Physiol,

ogy, Bacteriology, etc.) are taught in the Departments oi
Science at the Hull Biological Laboratories, University ot
Chicago. The courses of two (or three) clinical years are
given in Rush Medical College and in the Presbyterian,
the Cook County, the Children's Memorial, the Hospital
for Destitule Crippled Children, and other hospitals.

HOSPITAL YEAR.—A fifth year, consisting of service as an interne
under supervision in an approved hospital, or of advanced
work in one of the departments leads to the degree of M.D.,
cum laude,

SUMMER QUARTER.—The college year is divided into four
quarters, three of which constitute an annual session.
The summer quarter, in the climate of Chicago, is advan-
tageous for work.

ELECTIVE SYSTEM. — A considerable freedom of choice of
courses and instructors is open to the student. This is not
designed, however, to encourage the student to fit himself
for any special line of practice, but for its pedagogic

GRADUATE COURSES. — Advanced and research courses are
offered in all departments. Studentsby attending summer
quarters and prolonging their residence at the University
of Chicago in advanced work may secure the degree of
A.M., S.M. or Ph.D., from the University.

PRIZE SCHeLARSHIP.—Six prize scholarships—three in the first
two years and three in the last two (clinical) years—^are
awarded to college graduates for theses embodying original
research.

The Spring Quarter commences April 1, and the Summer
Quarter, June 17, 1912.

TUITION
S60.00 par quarter— no laboratory fees.

Complete and detailed information may be secured by addressing

THE MEDICAL DEAN
The university of Chicago,

Chicago, III.

The University of

Pittsburgh
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
THOMAS SHAW ARBUTHNOT, H.D,, Dean

27th annual session begins September 30, 1912.

One full year of recognized college work, inclu-

ding courses in Physics, Chemistry and Biology is re-

quired for admission, in addition to the four-year

high school State law requirement. Beginning with

the year 1913-14 two years of college work will be

required.

The curriculum permits of an arrangement

whereby students may receive two degrees, B.S. and

M.D., in six years.

A thoroughly equipped new laboratory building

has been erected upon the university campus. Clin-

ical work in small sections in afSliated Pittsburgh

Hospitals. Required work includes residence in

Maternity Hospital, with board and room furnished.

For bulletin and information, address,

S. B. LINHART, Secretary ot the University

Grant Boulevard, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The University of Minnesota

College of Medicine and Surgery
Minimum Admission R<quirements. Two years of study in

the College of Science, Literature and the Arts of this Univer-

sity, or other approved College, are required, which must
include one year'i study in physics, biology and rhetoric,

two years in chemistry, and a reading knowledge of German
or French.

All students in medicine must secure the degree of B.A.

or B.S. before the M.D. degree will be conferred.

Combined Courses. Two years of specified college work,

plus the first two years in medicine, lead to the B.S. degree

;

three years of college work, plus one year in medicine, lead

to the B.A. degree.

Course of Medical Study. Five years of medical study, the

fifth year being spent in interne hospital service in approved
institutions or in special research and teaching in the labora-

tories of this college, are requisite for the degree of M.D.

Graduate Work. Students may elect studies in the labora-

tory departments of this college for the degrees of M.A.,

M.S., Ph.D., or Sc.D. The laboratories, hospitals and
libraries offer excellent facilities for research.

Tuition Fees. $150.00 per annum for the first four years of

the medical course. No tuition fee is charged for the fifth

year's work.

The twenty-fifth annual course of study will begin on
Wednesday, September 18, 1912.

For bulletin containing full Information, address

THE DEAN,
CoIIrge of Medicine and Surgery,

University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Scholarship Alan
in the physical sciences, with experience in University work,

thoroughly familiar with scientific methods and literature,

and with knowledge of French, German, Italian and Spanish,

desires position with publisher of scientific literature, or in

scientific institution. Highest reference. Address "J. W.,"

care "Science," Garrison, N. Y.

JULIEN'S POWER AND FOOT LATHES
Use of Geologist*, Mineralogists, Petrographecs, Met-
allurgists, Mining Engineers, in SLICING an**

POLISHING all hard substances, rooks, etc., and in

preparation of MICROSCOPIC THIN SECTIONS.

GUSTAVUS D. JULIEN
8 Webstar Terrace NEW ROCHELLE. N. Y.

FINE INDUCTION COIL FOR SALE
Made by A. E. G., Berlin. 15-inch spark. High capacity
Rotary mercury interrupter, condenser, &c., complete
Bargain at $iW cash.

C. W. SNYDER
Scarsdale New York

HOW TO BUY AT FACTORY PRICES.
You can get better than wholesale prices on:—Ednca-

tlonal Scientific Apparatus for all subjects. Laboratory
Supplies, MUkand Cream Testers. Projection Lanterns.
MlcroBcopes, Magnifiers. Dissecting Instruments,
^..ip^t"'^"'-r

II 11 II I
Balances, Rules.

Protractors, Color GSBarMliaWheels and Discs.
Thermometers, Baro "'" meters, Hygromet-
ers, Tuning Forks, Pitch Pipes, Magnets. Batteries,

Electric Bells, all kinds ot Wire. Motors, Dynamos,
Telegraph Instruments, Wireless Apparatus, Chemical
Glassware, etc. by sending for our Illustrated Cat-
alogue containing over 1,400 articles for school use,

, ^CmoAGo AppAOAxus CouPA»y. Chicaqo, III.
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Daugherty's Economic Zoology
There is no other book just like this. Not only does it give the salient

facts of structural zoology and the development of the various branches,

but also the natural history—the life and habits. It emphasizes the
economic phase throughout, showing the beneficial or harmful tenden-
cies of each animal to the life of man. The illustrations are helpful.

Economic Zoology: Part II. By L. S. Daugherty, M.S., Ph.D., Professor of Zoology, State Normal
School, Klrksv'ille, Mo.; and M C. Daugherty. 12mo of 406 pages, illustrated. Cloth, 82.00 net.

By the same authors : Field and Laboratory Guide. Part I of

"Economic Zoology."

Drew's Invertebrate Zoology
Professor Drew's work gives the student a working knowledge of com-
parative anatomy and leads him to an appreciation of the adaptation
of the animals to their environments. The type method of study is ^"^ n
followed. ^y^<^^'^

Peof. John M. Tyler, Amherst College : "It covers the ground well, ^
, , .

,

is clear and very compact. The table of definitions is excellent.'' I NOV
Invertebrate Zoology. By Gilman A. Drew, Ph.D., Professor of Biology, University of Maine. 12m\
of 201 pages. Cloth, $1.25 net. ^

McFarland's Biology
This work has chapters on the origin of life and its manifestations,

the cell and cell division, reproduction, ontogenesis, conformity to

type, divergence, structural and blood relationship, parasitism, mutila-
tion and regeneration, grafting, senescence, etc.

Prof. W. R. McConnell, Pennsylvania State College: "It has some
admirable features, the most valuable of which is the careful r6sum6
of the subjects of heredity and evolution.''

Biology : Beneral and Medical. By Joseph McFarland, M.D., Professor of Pathology and Bacteriol-
ogy, Medico-Chirurgical College, Philadelphia. 12mo of 440 pages, illustrated. Cloth, $1.75 net.

Stiles' Nutritional Physiology
Dr. Stiles takes up each organ, each secretion concerned with the pro-

cess of digestion, discussing the part each plays in the physiology of

nutrition

—

in the transformation of energy. A valuable feature is

Dr. Stiles' happy use of homely similes to illustrate the more obscure
physiologic actions.

Peof. Colin C. Stewabt, Dartmouth College : " It is remarkable for

the fineness of its diction and for its clear presentation of the subject."
Nutritional Physiology, By Percy G. Stiles, Assistant Professor of Physiology in Simmons College

;

Boston. 12mo of 271 pages, illustrated. Cloth, $1.25 net.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY West Washington Square, Phila.

an in$t,

WiuseSS
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Zoological Material for Dissection
Living and Preserved

LI VI NG ;

—

Frogs otfull three inch body at all seasons JIO.OO per 100, $1.50 per dozen (preserved
17.75 per 100, $1.25 per dozen)

.

Live Crayfish, all seasons, large $5.00 per 100, $.75 per dozen (preserved at same price), Gninea
Pigs $9.00 per dozen, Kabbits $9.00 per dozen, Pigeons $6.00 per dozen. Turtles $2.50 per dozen,
Clams (Venus) $.50 per dozen.

PRESERVED:—All type forms. Hereareafew. Prices are per dozen. Grantia $.25, Aurelia
$2.00, Gonionemus $.96, Hydra fusoa $.95, Obelia $.50, Pennaria $.50, Metridium $1.75, As-
terias (Starfish) large $2.00, medium $1.00, Sea urchins $1.00, Sea ouonmbers (Thyone) $1.00,

Squib $.96, Mya (Soft clams) $.50, Earthworms, large thoroughly hardened $.45 ($3.75 per 100),
Nereis $.70, Crayfish, large $.75 ($5.00 per hundred). Grasshoppers (Aoridium americanum) $.60
($4.50 per 100), Largest U. S. Grasshopper (Khomaleum) $1.00 ($7.00 per 100), Crickets $.36,

Dragon flies $.50, Squash bugs ( Anasa) $.36, Cicada septemdeoim $.75, Giant water bug (Benacus)
$.75, Monarch butterfly $.60, Sphinx moths in alcohol $.75, Sphinx pupae $.75, Blow fly $.25,

large beetles $.36, Honey bees $.25, Bumble bees $.36, Large Millepeds $.48, Spiders (Argiope
riparia) $.60 ($4.00 per 100), Perch, yellow $1.75, Necturus $5.00, Large Bull Frogs $6.00.

Send for Catalogue.

MICROSCOPICAL SLIDES IN ZOOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY & BOTANY
Express charges are much less from New York than from New England and Southern

points, and material reaches destination more quickly.

BROOKLYN BIOLOGICAL SUPPLY CO.
387A McDonough Street BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The Jones

FIUINQ
BOXBS
Are iV\ade
In Any Si'z,g

THE JESSE JONES PAPER BOX CO.

613-615 Commerce Street PHILADELPHIA

Notes Gone Again!

An annoying situation, surely, but one

that can be avoided easily if you will file

your notes systematically in the Jones Filing

Boxes.

Of the various styles, there is one that you

will find just right for your needs.

Mail us the coupon, filled in clearly, for an

illustrated catalog showing a number of styles.

JESSE JONES PAPER BOX CO.,
(15-617 Commerce St., Philadelphia

Gentlemen :—Please send me your boob-
let giving full information about Jesse
Jones Document Boxes.
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SOME CHEMICAL BELATIONS OF PLANT
AND SOIL'-

In order to arrive at a satisfactory the-

ory of living matter it is evidently neces-

sary to know what substances are indis-

pensable to metabolism and to ascertain

the role of each of these substances.

Despite much study it is not yet clear

what constituents of the soil are absolutely

needful for plants. An excellent example

is found in sodium chloride, which is in-

dispensable for animals, but is generally

thought to be unnecessary for plants.

This difference between plants and animals

would be of fundamental importance if

true in all cases, but recent experiments

have shown that sodium chloride is just as

necessary for many marine plants as it is

for animals. It would not be surprising

to find cases where sodium or chlorine are

likewise necessary for land plants.

The condition in which the necessary

substances exist in the soil has both prac-

tical and theoretical importance. In cer-

tain forms they are said to be "available"

to the plant, in others not. A convenient

method of determining quantitatively the

substances which are "available" in a soil

is one of the prime needs of practical soil

study. In view of the difficulties with

existing methods it would seem worth while

to try to separate the available salts from

the soil by means of an electric current.

' An address delivered at the Symposium on the

Soil before Section G, American Association for

the Advancement of Science, at Washington, 1911,

the scope being limited to a brief presentation of

elementary principles.
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The chief process by which plant food

becomes "available" is weathering, in

which water and carbon dioxide play the

chief roles. The plant's supply of mineral

salts as well as of carbon thus depends on

the supply of carbon dioxide. The amount

of this substance in the air is kept rela-

tively constant not only by the production

of carbon dioxide on the earth's surface,

but by large amounts constantly escaping

from its interior: and the ocean acts as a

reservoir of carbon dioxide and a regulator

of the amount in the air.

While the action of carbonic and other

dilute acids benefits the plant by making

plant food available, higher concentrations

of acid may be injurious. As is well known,

the acidity of the soil is a large factor in

productiveness and some plants prefer acid

soils while others show the opposite tend-

ency. We are now in possession of a

series of indicators which make it possible

to ascertain various degrees of acidity

found in soils without the labor of gas

chain determinations, and these indicators

may be used in the field.

An analysis of the factors of soil acidity

is difficult on account of the many com-

plications involved. Much aid may be ex-

pected from the application and extension

of such careful quantitative studies as have

recently been made on the ability of cer-

tain substances in solution to preserve the

neutrality of the solution despite the addi-

tion of a considerable amount of acid or

alkali to it.

To what extent the plant itself renders

substances "available" by excretions from

its roots is an unsolved problem. While it

is generally agreed that the carbon dioxide

excreted by the root is of importance in

this respect, it is not certain whether other

substances given out by the plant have a

similar action. Investigation should be

directed to the fatty acids which have been

said by various observers to be excreted by
the root. It is important to determine

whether these substances are given off by
the living or by the dead cells.

There can be no doubt that the bacteria

of the soil help to render mineral food

available by producing carbon dioxide.

According to recent investigations the bac-

teria in one hectare of soil to the depth

of 40 cm. produce yearly several million

liters of carbon dioxide. Hence it becomes

important in judging the fertility of a soil

to test the amount of carbon dioxide which

it produces under natural conditions.

The supply of available mineral salts is

commonly augmented by the application of

mineral fertilizers upon the theory that a

deficiency in the supply of any necessary

substance constitutes a "limiting factor"

which retards the development of the crop.

The addition of the deficient substance

produces a great increase in the crop: the

relation between this increase and the

amount of salt added has been expressed

by Mitscherlich in a simple formula having

a constant which is independent of the

yield. The constant for any given salt is

called its efficiency value.

It is not my province to discuss this sub-

ject further and I will only mention that

the application of one substance may set

free a different one; for example, where

magnesium is applied to the surface of the

soil the roots at a lower level may receive,

not magnesium, but calcium in soluble

form (Hilgard). Sodium has been used

in this way to set free potassium. Further

study of this subject will doubtless bring

to light facts of importance.

Some of the substances thus set free may
exist in a loose combination to which the

term adsorption has been applied. But it is

clear that a variety of processes are in-

cluded under this term. In the first place

there are reversible processes, as when a
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dye is taken up by filter paper and is then

completely washed out again by water.

The rational formula which has been de-

veloped by Arrhenius for this process

merits mention here.

Another process commonly called ad-

sorption involves chemical change. An ex-

ample is seen in the taking up of fuchsin

from a watery solution by carbon: the

fuchsin can not be washed off again by

water, but is readily removed by alcohol.

In this case the dye has been changed from

a substance soluble in water to one in-

soluble in water but soluble in alcohol,

which indicates the formation of an iso-

meric substance.

In other cases we may obtain the char-

acteristic adsorption curve and yet be able

to explain the phenomenon as a chemical

reaction which involves no adsorption.

Numerous reactions take place in the

soil which give the adsorption curve. The

most important adsorbing substances are

colloidal materials. Although colloids play

a very important role in the soil, the rap-

idly accumulating discoveries in the field

of colloidal phenomena have as yet found

little application in soil studies. The use

of the ultra microscope and of ultra filters

capable of sorting out various grades of

particles too small to be seen with the

microscope, as well as the methods for

measuring the rate of diffusion, the osmotic

pressure, the viscosity and electrical prop-

erties of colloids, should find a place in the

study of soil colloids. And we may expect

important results from the application of

the principles derived from the study of

gel formation, of hysteresis, of the anal-

ogues of the Danysz effect, of temperature

coefficients, of reaction velocity and similar

fundamental matters which have proved

fertile in the study of colloids. To speak

of these in detail would take too much
time. I will therefore mention only one.

According to the Gibbs-Thompson law

substances which lower the surface tension

tend to become more concentrated in the

surface and reactions which produce such

substances are favored at the surface. In

the soil we deal almost entirely with sur-

faces, and it will be seen that the opera-

tion of this principle must promote such

processes as oxidation and reduction where

they tend to reduce surface tension and to

retard them in the opposite case.

In the production of colloidal substances

the organic materials in the soil play an

important part. The great value of these

substances is shown by the fact that good

soil can be made without sand or clay but

not without humus: fresh volcanic ash,

consisting of finely ground minerals ca-

pable of furnishing plant food, must never-

theless await the admixture of humus be-

fore it can support crops.

Organic substances may combine chem-

ically or mechanically with plant food and

thus prevent it from being leached out of

the soil.

Certain organic colloids are known to

have a remarkable power of keeping diffi-

cultly soluble salts in solution at concen-

trations far above those which are possible

in pure water. This consideration may
prove important in soil studies.

The study of the organic substances in

the soil is in a very backward state. It is

known that some are beneficial and others

are toxic and that in some cases the tox-

icity is partly removed by simple oxida-

tion.

This leads us naturally to a considera-

tion of oxidation in the soil. It is a stri-

king fact that while some plants take up

unoxidized substances and gain the energy

they need by oxidizing them the majority

of plants must have their food in a highly

oxidized form in order to make the best

use of it. Thus CO, is a food while CO
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is a poison: sulphates or nitrates are as a

rule much better for the plant than the

corresponding sulphites or nitrites. Most

of the energy obtainable by oxidation of

the latter substances is not available to

the plant.

Thorough oxidation of the soil is one of

the principal benefits of tillage and is a

prime requisite for soil fertility: wherever

it is interfered with by excess of water

disastrous results follow, as may be seen in

an extreme form in bogs. Investigations

are being made on the oxygen content of

bog waters and it is to be hoped that they

may be extended to soil waters generally.

Quantitative methods of estimating the

rate of oxidation in soils under natural

conditions are much to be desired.

The excretion of oxidizing and reducing

catalyzers by living roots has recently been

described and the statement has been made

that the ability to oxidize such substances

as gum guaiae (and to decompose hydro-

gen peroxide) is characteristic of good soil.

The study of catalyzers in the soil is a

field in which we should have long since

made a serious beginning. As I have just

spoken of oxidation, an example from that

field may be chosen to illustrate the point.

It is well known that certain salts of man-

ganese act as catalyzers which enormously

increase oxidation, so much so that the

minute traces of manganese which dissolve

out from the glass vessels used in the ex-

periment may affect the result. It is there-

fore possible that salts of manganese in the

soil may affect fertility, and we may sup-

pose that salts of iron and other substances

may act in a similar way.

Another important field of study is

found in the relation between those ions

which are selected by the plant and those

which it leaves in the solution. When
the plant takes the K from a solution

and leaves the CI behind we have an illus-

tration of this. The separation of posi-

tive from negative ions in this manner
results in electric stresses which tend to

bring the processes to a standstill. This

may be overcome in two ways: first, the

plant may give up to the solution some

other positive ion in place of the K it

takes in. It is evident that if such a

process is taking place our usual view of

the process of absorption neglects one of

the most important factors of the process,

and thus we should speak of an exchange

rather than of absorption of ions.

On the other hand, we may find that

along with every K ion the plant absorbs

an OH ion derived from hydrolytie decom-

position. If the plant should take the

NO3 ion and leave the Na we might find

that along with every NO3 ion the plant

absorbed an H ion produced by hydrolytie

decomposition. This amounts to saying

that in all eases when the plant selects one

ion and leaves the other it takes up the

absorbed substance in the form of a very

dilute acid or alkali. It is hoped that

some investigations which are now going

on may throw some light on this subject.

A further question concerns the manner

in which ions which have been absorbed

by the protoplasm are prevented from dif-

fusing out again. It seems necessary to

assume that only those ions which unite

into undissociable compounds can be re-

tained in the protoplasm. In this way we
may explain how potassium, which pre-

sumably forms such compounds, may accu-

mulate in the plant to a greater extent

than sodium.

It may be pointed out that the chemical

effects of soil substances on the plant may
be of at least four kinds

:

1. Toxic Action.—A large number of

substances found in soils are toxic in suffi-

ciently high concentration. This is true

of both organic and inorganic substances.
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It should be borne in mind that a concen-

tration far too weak to affect one organism

injuriously may be toxic for another. Con-

centrations of sodium chloride which are

too low to affect certain flowering plants

may be quite toxic to certain algae and

mce versa.

The study of such relations, especially

in the case of organic soil substances, is

now being carried forward.

2. Stimulatory Action.—^A considerable

number of toxic substances (including

such salts as sodium chloride) exert at

certain concentrations a stimulating effect

on metabolism. It is quite possible that

this belongs to the same category as the

catalytic action of enzymes and of mineral

salts. It also seems quite probable that

the stimulating substances often play the

role of kinases. How this may come about

is illustrated by the germination of the

castor bean. In this ease it is necessary

that the fat stored in the seed be split up

by the action of an enzyme (lipase) but

this can not act rapidly except in the pres-

ence of an acid (kinase). The role of the

acid appears to be to cause the enzyme to

swell and emulsify. The castor bean pro-

duces suificient acid for this purpose, but

it is clear that in other cases the kinase

may be absorbed from without and may
sometimes be furnished by another organ-

ism. There is reason to suppose that kin-

ases include a great variety of substances,

both organic and inorganic.

It is quite possible that stimulating sub-

stances may act in other ways, as, for

example, by altering the permeability of

the protoplasm.

3. Nutrient Action.—As was said in the

beginning, we are not yet sure in all eases

what nutrient substances are needed nor

what their role is in the plant. To take

but a single example we may select cal-

cium. So important is it that we find

plants classified ecologically into those

which prefer lime soils and those which

avoid them. A high authority very graph-

ically describes how in the Mississippi

Valley, in passing a region rich in lime to

one where it is less abundant, the appear-

ance of the trees changes: from being

densely branched with thick foliage they

become sparsely branched, so much so that

the former region is avoided by squirrel

hunters because the game can too easily

hide in the dense tree tops. The crops

become less and less, while barns and

houses grow smaller as the soil grows

poorer in lime.

Various hypotheses have been advanced

to explain the effects of calcium. It was

supposed to play an essential part in pho-

tosynthesis, but it appears that some of the

lower green algffi may carry on photosyn-

thesis in complete absence of calcium.

It was also supposed to form (in com-

bination with proteid) an indispensable

part of the nucleus, but many fungi and

some of the algse thrive without it, despite

the fact that their nuclei and mitotic proc-

esses are apparently similar to those of

plants which require calcium.

A more satisfactory view of this ques-

tion is possible from the standpoint of

protective action.

4. Protective Action.—It is well known
that many toxic effects may be overcome

more or less completely by the addition of

other substances. When one substance

thus acts as an antidote to another it is

said to have a protective action. It is by

no means necessary that the protective sub-

stance should itself be toxic, though it fre-

quently is so; nor is it necessary that it

should have any nutritive value. A large

number of cases are now known in which

mineral salts act as more or less efficient

antidotes to other salts or to organic sub-

stances.

If we apply these principles to the case

we have just now discussed, namely, the
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role of ealeium, we shall see that they

clear up many puzzles. As long as we try

to explain all the benefits of lime merely

as nutrient effects we can not account for

its special importance. But as soon as we

learn that lime is extraordinary in its pro-

tective action, which greatly surpasses that

of all other substances in the soil, its im-

portance becomes self-evident. This pro-

tective action is so great that a single cal-

cium ion acts as an antidote to from 20 to

100 ions of sodium, potassium, ammonium,

etc.

To make clear that this result may be

quite apart from its nutritive action it may
be mentioned that lime is unnecessary as

a nutrient for many fungi, and the ordi-

nary nutrient solutions for these plants are

made up without it. But if the concentra-

tion of the nutrient solution be too high it

becomes toxic: then the addition of lime

overcomes this toxicity, without adding

any nutrient, and makes an extraordinary

increase in the growth of the plants.

The great importance of protective ac-

tion has led to a number of attempts to

explain how it is brought about. It was

early suggested by Loeb that one salt may
prevent the toxic action of another by pre-

venting it from entering the cell. This

suggestion has not been put to decisive

experimental test until recently. The out-

come is extremely satisfactory: it may be

illustrated by the following typical case.

Spirogyra placed in 0.1 M NaCl solution

quickly died, but it lived a long time if

a very small amount of CaCU was added

(1 molecule of CaCla to each 100 molecules

of NaCl). In order to find out whether

the calcium hindered the sodium from

entering the cell, the plants were placed

in a solution of NaCl strong enough to

produce plasmolysis. On observing them

continuously under the microscope the

cells were seen to recover from plasmolysis,

the protoplasm expanding so as to com-

pletely fill the space inside the cell wall.

This could only be interpreted as due to

the penetration of NaCl, which thus raises

the osmotic pressure vnthin the cell. But
if the Spirogyra be plasmolyzed in a solu-

tion of NaCl containing a little CaClj (1

molecule of CaClj to 100 molecules of

NaCl) the recovery takes 10 hours instead

of the half hour required when it is in

pure NaCl. It is therefore obvious that

the penetration of the NaCl is hindered by

the presence of CaCU.

The same thing is shown by experiments

on Lammaria, in which the rate of pene-

tration of the ions of NaCl is directly

measured by electrical means. Here the

addition of a very little CaCU hinders the

penetration of the ions of NaCl in the most

striking way.

It may be asked how merely delaying

the entrance of a salt produces a beneficial

effect. It is a well-known phenomenon

that the sudden addition of a salt may pro-

duce precipitation of a colloid when the

slow addition of the same amount produces

no such efi:ect. Similar facts are familiar

in biology. Moreover, there is good evi-

dence that when NaCl finally begins to

penetrate the cell in a mixture of NaCl -|-

CaCL the CaCU enters along with the

NaCl; it may thus hinder the NaCl from

entering various internal cell membranes

(such as the nuclear membrane). It may
also have other effects on the protoplasm.

We may therefore conclude that the

mechanism of antagonism consists pri-

marily in hindering the penetration of toxic

substances, just as calcium hinders sodium

from entering the cell. That the calcium

does this by directly affecting the plasma

membrane is shown by a variety of evi-

dence which can not be described here.

W. J. V. OSTEEHOUT

Harvard University,

Laboratory of Plant Physiology
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TBE OEGANIC CONSTITUENTS OF SOILS-'

The reports on the various phases of

soil studies by the investigators who have

preceded me in this symposium must have

impressed you with the fact that the sub-

ject of the soil's fertility and infertility is

by no means a simple matter of arithmetic,

which involves only a few of the mineral

constituents of the soil. It must also have

become clear to you that the problem of

the soil's fertility or infertility has not

been solved by the application of these

simple arithmetical means based on soil

analysis or by the crop statistics accumu-

lated in the years which have elapsed since

Liebig first announced his views on soil

fertility which gained for him for all time

the title of
'

' Father of Agricultural Chem-

istry." It is particularly gratifying to

me, since I am to talk to you to-day on the

subject of the organic constituents of soils,

of their chemical nature and other proper-

ties, that Liebig is also known as the

"Father of Organic Chemistry." To what

tremendous proportions and significance in

the world's industries and science this

child of his (organic chemistry) has grown

is familiar to all of you, and I assure you

that Liebig, were he to return to-day,

would be proud of its parentage. But I

fear he would be displeased with his other

child, as having made so little progress in

the intervening years, although he started

it in life strong and virile and full of

promise. Up to a few years ago agricul-

ture had not shared in the great impulses

which modern science has given to other

arts and industries, and the domination of

the mineral requirement theory proposed

in the first half of the last century and

accepted without adequate proof of its

validity is largely responsible for the lack

^ Presented at the Symposium on Soils at the

Washington meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science.

of development in agriculture, commen-
surate with the enormous strides of other

arts and industries under the guidance of

modern scientific thought and research.

But a new era of scientific inquiry is at

hand and all phases of scientific endeavor

are being applied to the solution of the

problems connected with the soil 's fertility

and infertility—lines of scientific endeavor

which were not even known to Liebig 's

time, but which to-day are well-recognized

factors in soil fertility. I refer to soil

bacteria, soil fungi, soil protozoa and other

microorganisms, and all the biochemical

functions of these, as well as of the higher

plants, such as oxidation, reduction, en-

zymotic and catalytic, producing and de-

stroying in the soil the organic constituents,

of which I shall speak presently. The soil

is not simple, but complex. The soil prop-

erties and functions are likewise complex,

not simple. All of the investigators pre-

ceding me in this symposium have empha-

sized to you by their papers how complex

the subject is and how much remains to be

done before a clear insight is obtained, but

they have also shown to you clearly that a

well-trained army of scientists is at work
on the problems connected with soil fer-

tility, applying thereto all the principles

of modern science. The old view was sim-

plicity itself ; the soil was a mere trough in

which the plant found its nourishment.

But I can do no better than to let Liebig

speak for himself. I quote from Letter

XII. of his "Familiar Letters on Chem-
istry.

'

'

A field in which we cultivate the same plant for

several successive years becomes barren for that

plant in a period varying with the nature of the

soil; in one field it will be three, in another seven,

in a third, twenty, in a fourth, a hundred years.

One field bears wheat and no peas; another beans

and turnips, but no tobacco; a third gives a
plentiful crop of turnips, but will not bear clover.

What is the reason that a field loses its fertility
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for one plant, the same which at first flourished

there? What is the reason one kind of plant suc-

ceeds in a field where another fails?

Liebig answered these questions by say-

ing:

Wheat, clover, turnips, for example, each require

certain elements from the soil; they will not

flourish where the appropriate elements are absent.

Science teaches us what elements are essential to

every species of plant by an analysis of their

ashes. If, therefore, a soil is found wanting in

any of these elements, we discover at once the

cause of its barrenness and its removal may now

be readily accomplished.

But has science removed the causes of

the barrenness of a soil by the analysis of

the soil or of the ashes of the plants? In

this connection it might be well to quote

a statement from an article by Coleman,

which was awarded the prize of the Eoyal

Agricultural Society of England in 1855.

The author says

:

The causes which operate in producing the fer-

tility or barrenness of soils have hitherto to a

great extent been shrouded in mystery, not from

any want of study, but owing to the difficulties

which meet the inquirer at every step and the fact

that most important results frequently depend

upon causes which have eluded the search of the

experimenter. The science of chemistry it was

hoped would afEord the key wherewith to unlock

the mysteries of nature, but though its discoveries

have conferred much practical benefit on the agi'i-

culturist, it has up to a very recent period effected

comparatively little toward settling the cause of

fertility or sterility. The theories of scientific

men led us to expect that fertility depended upon

the presence of certain mineral substances which

were found invariably present in the ashes of

plants, and the analysis of the soil it was believed

would confirm the practical experience of the

farmer; these hopes have been falsified except in

the few cases of almost simple soils, such as pure

clays and sands. In all other cases the analysis

presented the existence in varying proportions of

those substances supposed to induce fertility in

the barren as well as in the fertile soil. The pro-

portion of the various ingredients was next pro-

posed as a sign of quality, but researches into the

amount of inorganic matter abstracted by each

crop have demonstrated that soils of a mixed char-

acter contain abundant supplies of mineral food

for numerous crops.

This was over fifty years ago, and the

statements made are practically as true

to-day as they were then. There has been

a marked advance in agricultural practise,

but until quite recently comparatively

little light has been shed upon the scien-

tific principles which underlie these prac-

tises.

In all justness to Liebig, however, rather

than to his followers, I must make another

quotation from his works to show that he

himself recognized the insufficiency of the

views expressed by the above quotations.

He says

:

But it has been observed that the crops are not

always abundant in proportion to the quantity of

manure employed, even though it may have been

of the most powerful kind; that the produce of

many plants, for example, diminishes in spite of

the apparent replacement by manures of the sub-

stances removed from the soil, when they are cul-

tivated on the same field for several years in

succession.

From the above quotation it may be seen

that Liebig recognized that there are many
cases which his theory of mineral require-

ment failed to cover. Indeed, if he had

followed the idea embodied in the quota-

tion to its logical analysis he would have

reached some conclusions similar to those

presented to you in the various papers

to-day.

Even before, and espeeiallj^ since, the

time of Liebig, much material of the kind

presented to you by the preceding speaker

has been accumulated and handled in the

same statistical manner. I should here

say that much valuable information has

been thus obtained, but it should be need-

less for me to add that even with aU these

years of crop statistics at hand the difficult

problems of the cause of fertility or infer-

tility of our agricultural lands have not

been thereby determined nor eliminated, as
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is again emphasized by what the other

speakers have told you. The problem is

not solved, though much progress has been

made through the application of modern

science. If the problem of soil fertility

had been solved by the application of such

statistics this symposium would not have

Been held. The pessimistic views expressed

I can not share. Science is ever optimistic

;

the scientific investigator must above all

things be optimistic and have an abiding

faith that science will solve the intricate

questions connected with his problem. The

problem of soil fertility and infertility is

broad enough and big enough for many
workers and methods of attack. We can

not all begin to unravel the tangled threads

at the same point ; there are different view-

points and it is not improbable that some

may have a keener vision than others to see

the particular thread that will undo the

snarl. The solution of the problem can

only be reached through results of diligent

experimentation, not by the statistics of

even a hundred years. Criticism of the

Bureau of Soils, similar to the present one,

have recurred frequently in the past few

years, as you are aware; but nevertheless

the Bureau of Soils has continued its work

from the new viewpoint and achieved some

important results which throw much light

upon the dark subject of the cause of fer-

tility and infertility of our agricultural

lands. I am very glad of this opportunity

to present to you the results of a phase of

this investigation, namely, the importance

of the organic constituents of soils.

I have brought with me a tangible result

©f this work in the form of specimens of

the organic compounds which have been

found in soils. Their isolation and iden-

tification give definite information about

a portion, and a very important portion,

•f the soil, the value of which has been

recognized in practise, but about which no

definite information was at hand, until this

work was undertaken. By the application

of modem methods of research to the in-

tricate problems of the soil we have been

able to throw such light upon the biochem-

ical changes in soils that the old views of

soil organic matter, soil humus and the

process of humification are entirely over-

thrown. The compounds of which Mulder,

the contemporary of Liebig, writes, such as

humic acid, geic acid, ulmic acid, etc.,

terms which have appeared in text-books

ever since, have absolutely no existence,

but are shown to be mixtures of many dif-

ferent, and widely different, compounds.

Not only were the compounds contained in

these specimen tubes not known as soil

constituents to Mulder or Liebig, but they

were unknown to science at that time.

With the advance of science since that

time, especially of biochemistry, results

such as these have been made possible.

Some of these compounds contain only car-

bon and hydrogen ; some, carbon, hydrogen

and oxygen; some, carbon, hydrogen, oxy-

gen and nitrogen; and some, carbon, hy-

drogen, oxygen, nitrogen and phosphorus.

The compounds represent a great variety

of chemical classes; there are paraffin hy-

drocarbons, hydroxyfatty acids and other

organic acids, esters and alcohols, carbo-

hydrates, hexone bases, pyrimidine deriva-

tives, purine bases and pyridine deriva-

tives. The individual compounds isolated

or found are as follows:

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS ISOLATED AND IDENTiriED

Hentriaeontane, Phytosterol,

Paraffinie acid. Liquid glycerides,

Lignocerie acid, Pieoline carboxylic acid,

AgToeerie acid. Nucleic acid,

Monohydrosystearic acid, Cytosine,

Dihydroxystearie acid. Xanthine,

Eesin, Hypoxanthine,

Eesin acids. Adenine,

Eesin esters, Histidine,

Pentosan, Arginine,
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Pentose,

Agrosterol,

Choline,

Creatinine.

In addition to those here mentioned, a

number of others are already isolated and

will soon be reported. It is obvious that

definite chemical information of this kind

sheds much light upon the nature of soil

organic matter and the processes going on

in the soils. The compounds encountered

are the same as those encountered in other

lines of biochemistry and, therefore, the

knowledge in regard to chemical relation-

ships, origin and processes of change ac-

cumulated in such other lines can be di-

rectly applied to the understanding of the

biochemical changes in soils and the con-

stitution of soil organic matter. It is not

my purpose to discuss the biochemical

changes here other than to say, in passing,

that the occurrence of these products which

have an obvious chemical relationship with

the great classes of tissue material con-

tained in the plant and animal debris that

gets into the soil, the carbohydrates, the

fats, the proteins, the nucleic acids, the

lecithins, etc., proves conclusively that the

process of humification is not a mysterious

process which takes place in soils only and

can not be understood, but rather that the

process of change in the soil is, after all,

very closely paralleled by the processes

known to take place in the laboratory

when the complex organic substances are

split by hydrolysis, oxidation, reduction or

deamidization, into simpler derivatives. It

is my purpose, however, to bring strongly

before you the fact that these soil constit-

uents affect plants directly.

As scientists personally interested in all

that has to do with plant life and develop-

ment, you will be glad to learn that we
have studied as many as possible of these

compounds in such a way as to determine

what their possible function in the soil

may be. Indeed, the reason why this in-

vestigation of the organic matter in soils

was undertaken is to be found in the fact

that certain soils and soil extracts behaved

toward plants as if they contained some-

thing detrimental to crops rather than an

absence or deficiency of the usual beneficial

elements like nitrogen, phosphorus or po-

tassium. This harmful effect on plant

growth can be shown very readily by any

one with such a soil under investigation.

The soil is shaken with distilled water for

several minutes, allowed to settle, and the

supernatant liquid filtered off, which must
usually be done with a Pasteur-Chamber-

land filter in an apparatus specially de-

signed for such work, in order that all

solid material may be removed. The clear

filtrate is then used as a medium for the

growth of wheat seedlings in bottle cul-

tures. A control in pure distilled water,

or in an extract from a fertile soil, should

be run at the same time. In such cases

the plants grown in the extract from the

poor soil will show many peculiarities not

shown by the plants either in the pure dis-

tilled water or in the extract from the

good soil. The plant will be smaller, less

developed in top and root, the latter often

showing dark and swollen tips, which are

sometimes bent into hooks, a phenomenon

characteristic of certain toxic action. The

growth in this soil extract may even be

greatly less than the growth in the distilled

water, although the soil extract naturally

contains plant nutrients, whereas the dis-

tilled water contains none.

If a separate portion of the original ex-

tract be treated with carbon black, made

from natural gas by imperfect combustion

much as lampblack is formed on lamp

chimneys, agitated and filtered, the filtrate

will be a good medium for the growth of

the seedlings. This simple treatment with

carbon black has, therefore, removed by

absorption the harmful properties of the
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soil extract and the growth is now even

better than in the distilled water.

Another experiment with soil and car-

bon black was made as follows : A layer of

moist carbon black was covered with a

layer of moist unproductive soil and this

in turn by a layer of moist carbon black.

In this experiment the moisture could cir-

culate from the soil to the carbon black

and back again and thus gradually the soil

fluid would be freed of any injurious com-

pounds by absorption into the carbon

black. At the end of a day or two of this

interaction the soil was freed from the

carbon layers, plants were grown in it, and

when compared with soil not so treated a

very marked improvement was shown,

again indicating that a harmful body was

originally present and had been removed

in whole or in part by this carbon black

treatment.

Observations of this kind on many soils,

together with a study of the properties of

the material dissolved in the water, led to

no definite isolation of the compound or

compounds showing the harmful effect,

owing to the fact that the quantities in

the water extract are too small for identifi-

cation, but they did lead to a recognition

that the substances were not mineral in

character, but were constituents of the

organic matter of the soils.

That organic substances could produce

such effects in such small quantities as

must be present in soil solutions was not

apparent from the literature and it be-

came necessary to establish this point.

With this in view, a test of about forty

substances of organic origin which may
get into the soil or be formed therein were

tested, and it was conclusively shown that

a number of these were decidedly harmful

to plants, even in very dilute solutions

comparable with the organic content of

soil solutions.

It therefore became essential to make a

study of the organic matter of the soil.

The organic matter of the soil, however,

was a subject about which the older chem-

istry of agriculture had much to say, but

in regard to which modern science was

discreetly silent. With no established

facts and no methods of attack worked

out, progress was necessarily slow at first,

but gained speed with each compound iso-

lated or identified until to-day there have

been isolated in these laboratories more

than twenty-five definite compounds from

soil organic matter and the work is pro-

gressing at a rapid pace.

The search for this supposedly harmful

constituent was rewarded by the discovery,

among others, of dihydroxystearic acid, a

compound which, on account of its fre-

quent occurrence in soils, has been rather

thoroughly studied in regard to its effect

on plant development and growth.

The isolated and purified dihydroxy-

stearic acid was tested by dissolving it in

pure distilled water and it was found to

have decided deleterious action on the

wheat seedlings used in the tests. The

acid prepared in the laboratory behaved

in the same manner.

Its effect in the presence of nutrient

salts was also extensively stiidied in solu-

tions containing calcium acid phosphate,

sodium nitrate and potassium sulphate,

alone and in combinations of two and three

of these salts, a total of sixty-six cultures

being used in a single test. The injurious

effect of the dihydroxystearic acid was less

where all three of the nutrient elements

were present than where only one or two

were present. The injurious effect was

least in those cultures of three nutrients

where the nitrate was high. This indicates

that the action of the nitrate tends espe-

cially to overcome the harmful effect of the
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compound or else it enables the plant to

resist or overcome its effect.

Dihydroxystearic acid has another effect

which should here be mentioned as having

a considerable bearing on its effect on

crops, even in such soils as contain much
plant nutrient material in the most readily

available form. This is its influence on

the absorptive power of the roots of the

plants growing in the soil, the soU solu-

tion, or solutions of nutrient salts when
dihydroxystearic acid is present in them.

The absorption of potassium and phos-

phate was greatly interfered with, although

both were present in soluble form in the

culture solutions ; only the nitrate was con-

sumed in any quantity. This is in harmony

with the fact stated above that when ni-

trates were plentiful in the solutions, the

best growth was obtained and the effect

of the harmful compouad was minimized

or entirely overcome.

The occurrence of dihydroxystearic acid

was specifically studied. For this purpose

soil samples of good and poor fields were

collected and examined for this constituent.

Soils from eighteen different states, ex-

tending from Maine to Oregon, and south-

ward to Texas, of widely different origin,

topography, texture, climate, drainage and

cropping, varying from soils of the highest

productivity to soils incapable of pro-

ducing profitable crops, were examined for

dihydroxystearic acid.

One third of all the soils examined

showed the presence of this compound. It

was found in virgin soils as well as in soils

under long cultivation ; in soils continually

cropped as well as in soils under perma-

nent sod; in soils from the Atlantic coast;

in soils from the Pacific coast; and in soils

from the gulf states. This compound is,

therefore, a common soil constituent and is

likely to be encountered in soils anywhere.

Its formation or its accumulation is doubt-

less due to local conditions in any one sec-

tion, but those local soil conditions are not

confined to any region of the United States

and probably not to any country or conti-

nent.

"When the soils examined are separated

into good and poor soils, as based on field

observations, their relationship with di-

hydroxystearic acid is rather striking.

Among the good soils only two contained

dihydroxystearic acid and they were of

only moderate productivity. Among the

poor soils the number of those containing

this compound was approximately one half.

Of the soils which had a definite record for

infertility, the dihydroxystearic acid was

found in each and every case.

Judging from the foregoing relation-

ships established by this investigation it

would seem that dihydroxystearic acid is

either a direct or indirect factor in the low

productivity in soils; direct by virtue of

its harmful effects on growing crops, indi-

rect as an indicator of other compounds or

conditions which cause soil to become less

productive and even infertile. It is not

possible to state from the data at hand that

dihydroxystearic acid is the only factor

which contributes to the infertility or un-

productivity in those soils in which it was

found, for it must be remembered that this

is only one of many compounds, both or-

ganic and inorganic, harmful and benefi-

cial, as I shall show presently, which exist

in soils, any and all of which play a part

in its relative fertility and infertility. It

is certain, however, that the determination

of even this one constituent leads to a

recognition of the kind of infertility in the

soils examined and is, therefore, a readily

recognized symptomatic factor of poor soil

conditions.

The isolation of hannful constituents is,

however, only a part of the entire field cov-

ered by these investigations into the nature
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and properties of soil organic matter, and

I am very glad to be able to announce to

you the existence in the soil of organic

compounds decidedly beneficial to plant

growth. Here is, for instance, a specimen

of creatinine, a nitrogenous compound,

which we have isolated from soils. This

compound has always been associated with

animal material, but in addition to finding

it in soils we have also found it to exist in

many plant materials, for instance, in

wheat seeds, wheat seedlings, wheat bran,

in rye, clover, alfalfa, cowpeas and pota-

toes, and if, as is suggested by several

investigators, creatinine in the animal

arises as the result of the breaking up of

albumen, then it seems reasonable to ex-

pect that creatinine would be found in

practically aU plants. From the stand-

point of root excretion I should also men-

tion the fact that of samples of the same

soil planted and unplanted, the planted

soils give larger amounts of creatinine,

thus showing that the increase of creatin-

ine in the soil is connected in some way
with plant growth. When the roots of

wheat were bathed in water the creatinine

could also be found in the culture water.

One of the sources of creatinine in soils

would, therefore, seem to be found in the

presence of this compound in plants, since

by the decay of plants and by direct

sloughing or even by excretion, the creatin-

ine is left in water and soil. Its occur-

rence in stable manure and also in green

manures is another source, and its forma-

tion by soil organisms may be another.

Whatever its source, it occurs in soils, and

appears to be a normal and frequently

occurring constituent and is present in

amounts comparable with the amounts of

soil nitrates found in ordinary agricultural

soils. Its effect on plants, as I have im-

plied earlier, is decidedly beneficial. When
a series of cultures containing only potash

and phosphates in varying proportions is

set up together with another set containing

in addition some fifty parts per million of

the creatinine, the increased growth in the

latter set is rather striking, fully com-

parable with the increased growth pro-

duced by nitrates under the same circum-

stances. When nitrates are present at the

same time, the additional effect of the

creatinine is not so marked, but an an-

alysis of the culture solution reveals the

fact that far less nitrates are used by the

plants in the presence of the creatinine,

although a larger plant growth takes place.

In other words, the plants absorb the cre-

atinine, make use of it in building up tis-

sue, and in so doing a diminished draft is

made on the supply of nitrates. It ap-

pears, therefore, that this soil constituent

is fully as valuable as soil nitrate, can be

present in amounts comparable to the

amount of nitrate in soils and is able to

replace the latter in its effect on plant

growth. The significance of this to agri-

cultural investigations is apparent.

Nor is creatinine the only constituent

that behaves in this manner. The same

beneficial characters are shown by other

soil constituents, by the hypoxanthine and

xanthine, by arginine and histidine and by

nucleic acid. All these show the same

beneficial character on plant growth and

the same effect on the decreased nitrate

consumption. Based on the results of

these rather extensive investigations, I am
ready to formulate the theory that these

degradation products of protein are ab-

sorbed directly by the plant from the soil

and that the plant uses these units for

building up the complex proteins as far

as it is possible to do so. Nitrate is usu-

ally considered as the best form of nitro-

gen for plant food. In order to use nitrate,

a highly oxidized form of nitrogen, to form
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the amido and imido groups of the protein

molecules, a reduction must take place.

It is obvious that the plant must spend

considerable energy in making this trans-

formation. What is more reasonable than

to suppose that the unit parts of the com-

plex protein molecules, when presented to

the plant, will be vised by it in preference

to expending labor on the nitrate to pre-

pare these units? If a soil be liberally

supplied with all of these units, it is con-

ceivable that good plant growth will result,

even without nitrate. If only a limited

amount or kind of the units be present, the

plant must have nitrates with which to

supply the missing units. The knowledge,

therefore, that such compounds exist in

soils and play such a prominent part in

the metabolism of the growing plant is of

fundamental significance in soil fertility

and gives a breadth of view to the subject

which in its horizon can not be compared

with the restricted vision imposed by the

purely mineral requirement theory of

Liebig, as this is used by his followers.

Nitrates are not produced in these cul-

tures. Ammonia if formed is insignificant

in amount, nor does ammonia produce the

striking results shown by these organic

compounds. There is a limit to the

amount of any one of these soil constitu-

ents which the plant can profitably use and

show increased growth. When a mixture

of several of these units is presented at

once, the growth is better than if an

equivalent or even larger amount of any

single one is presented.

These compounds are nitrogenous, but it

must not be inferred that all nitrogenous

compounds are beneficial to plant growth.

Tyrosine, also a degradation product of

protein, is distinctly harmful, and picoline

carboxylic acid, isolated from soils, is mod-

erately toxic. Guanidine, a compound not

yet isolated from soils but whose presence

is indicated, has also been rather thor-

oughly studied, and is decidedly harmful to

plants, producing an effect on the cultures

similar to that shown by certain plant dis-

eases. The leaves become spotted with

bleached dots, which spread and ultimately

coalesce, producing a wilting of the plant

and finally death. Not only is the guan-

idine harmful, in contradistinction to the

beneficial nitrogenous substances just dis-

cussed, but it also differs from these com-

pounds in its behavior when nitrates are

present. The latter fertilizer ingredient

very greatly increases the toxic action of

this compound. This is especially stri-

king when a large series of cultures with

and without guanidine in the presence of

many ratios of phosphate, potash and

nitrate is set up and the cultures arranged

according to the nitrate content. Both

groups of cultures with and without guan-

idine will grow nicely for three or four

days without any peculiarity being notice-

able in either group. The cultures high

in nitrates will be the first to show the

symptoms of guanidine poisoning, and this

effect will spread through the guanidine

group of cultures, becoming more and more

marked in those high in nitrates. At the

conclusion of two weeks the group of cul-

tures containing no guanidine will appear

green and fresh, whereas the guanidine

group appears bleached and wilted in all

of the cultures containing nitrates. The

cultures which contain no nitrate, that is,

only potash and phosphate, are the only

cultures which have been able to withstand

the ravages of this poisonous compound.

We have here a striking illustration not

only of the harmful effect of an organic

nitrogenous compound, but also an ex-

ample of the increased harmful effect

brought about by the addition of the other-

wise so beneficial nitrate. This is in strong

contrast to the ameliorating effect of ni-
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trates over all other fertilizers in the ease

of the harmful soil constituent, dihydroxy-

stearic acid. Guanidine is harmful and

dihydroxystearic acid is harmful, although

this manifests itself in a different way.

Nitrate increases the harmfulness of guan-

idine, but decreases the haimifulness of

dihydroxystearic acid. Here is an effect

of a fertilizer which is entirely unexplain-

able from the viewpoint of mineral re-

quirement or plant-food addition.

Nor is this behavior of nitrate in influ-

encing the effect of these organic sub-

stances on plant growth and development

the only illustration of the influence that

different fertilizer salts can exert on the

action of the organic compounds on plants.

Cumarin is another substance which we
have studied quite thoroughly in its effect

on wheat seedlings. Besides decreasing

growth, it also has a very peculiar and

characteristic action on plants which en-

ables the experimenter to pick out

cumarin-affected plants at a glance from

those affected by any other toxic body

studied by us. The leaves are shorter and

broader than is normal for wheat and only

the first leaves are usually unfolded, the

other leaves remaining wholly or partially

within the swollen sheath. Such leaves as

do break forth are usually distorted and

curled or twisted. Now when cumarin is

contained in the culture solutions of the

various fertilizer salts, it is quite apparent

that neither nitrate or potash nor combina-

tions of these affect these characteristic

symptoms of cumarin poisoning, but the

slightest addition of phosphate causes a

very decided change in the appearance of

the plants, which increases with increasing

phosphate until nearly normal develop-

ment is obtained, as shown by compari-

son with the corresponding cultures with-

out cumarin.

I must also cite to you the influence of

quinone when similarly studied. The ef-

fect of quinone is decidedly different from
the effect of cumarin, which produced

short, broad, irregularly developed leaves

and stunted tops; the effect of quinone is

to produce long thin leaves, and tall slen-

der plants. The interesting part in this

connection, however, lies in the fact that

the growth in the cultures high in potash

was nearer to the normal than the growth

in either the mainly phosphatic or mainly

nitrogenous cultures, and was in fact poor-

est in the latter. Vanillin similarly

stiidied behaved like the dihydroxystearic

acid in that nitrates were the most efficient

aid to counteract its harmful effect on

plants.

These experimental facts present much
interesting material for discussion from

various points of view, but I wish here

only to call your attention to the relations

between organic compounds, their effect on

plants, and the action of fertilizers in this

connection, which action is apparently

apart and in addition to any food value of

the fertilizer salts for plants in the usually

accepted sense. It is clear that in the

illustrations which I have here given you,

the various fertilizer salts acted differently

in overcoming the respective harmful ef-

fects of these toxic organic compounds.

The mainly phosphatic fertilizers were the

most efficient in overcoming cumarin ef-

fects; the mainly potassic in overcoming

the quinone effects; the mainly nitrogen-

ous fertilizers in overcoming the vanillin

and dihydroxystearic acid effects; and in

the case of guanidine, the mainly nitro-

genous fertilizers even had the effect of

increasing the harmfulness of this com-

pound. It is clear that the organic com-

pounds in soils, whether already isolated

and studied or yet to be found, are potent

factors in soil fertility as they have a direct

effect on plant growth and plant metabol-
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ism and on the action of fertilizers. These

actions of the different fertilizer combina-

tions or different fertilizer requirements,

as they may be styled, show a certain

parallelism with field observations on soils

and their fertilizer requirements, and one

is tempted to ask to what extent the differ-

ent fertilizer requirements of different soils,

or of the same soil under different condi-

tions, may be influenced by the same cause.

That harmful bodies occur in soils has been

amply shown and that these are influenced

directly or indirectly by fertilizer salts is

also clear from these and other researches.

That the constitution of the organic matter

varies from soil to soil and in the same soil

under different conditions of aeration,

drainage and cropping is likewise clear.

The presence of compounds inimical to

plant growth by virtue of a property re-

sembling that of any of the above-men-

tioned substances might, therefore, cause a

different fertilizer requirement, a require-

ment which might even change from time

to time, according to the nature of the bio-

chemical relations producing the body or

according to the nature of the plant re-

mains in the soil ; in other words, according

to the rotation, with its necessarily altered

soil management, and the altered biochem-

ical changes produced in the different plant

remains.

The soil has vital functions. The soil

can not be considered as the dead, inert

remains of rocks and previous vegetation,

but must be considered as an accumulation

of such material in which the process of

formation, alteration and transposition are

still at work. In other words, the soil in

its entirety is not dead or inert, but en-

dowed with functions analogous ' to those

of life itself. In it take place the same

processes of solution and deposition that

have taken place in past ages, and are

taking place to-day in the geologic proc-

esses connected with the action of the water

on the rocks and minerals of the earth's

crust. In it take place the same physical

and chemical interactions as take place in

the movement of subsurface waters gen-

erally, resulting in ore formations or

depositions. In it take place the same

processes of fermentation, digestion, or

decay of organic materials as take place in

animals and plants or in the production of

industrial products, such as cheeses, wines

and beers, brought about in the soil as in

these other processes by means of ferments,

enzymes, bacteria and fungi or molds. In

it take place the same processes of oxida-

tion and reduction which play so enormous

a part in all life processes, and these re-

searches have shown the nature of com-

pounds in the soil organic matter to be the

same as those derived from such life proc-

esses or from similar laboratory processes

of digestion, oxidation or reduction.

Organic matter is very changeable; it is

the material which forms the food, as it

were, of all the microorganisms of the soil,

of the bacteria, of the molds, of the pro-

tozoa, and influences them favorably or un-

favorably, just as the higher plants are

affected. In turn these agents are great

promoters of these changes in the organic

debris of soil. All of these processes and

the life forms in the soil are affected by

fertilizer salts when added to the soil, and

changes are produced in the soil, physical,

chemical and biochemical, which influence

the soil and affect its potential fertility

entirely irrespective of the added plant

food. In other words, the soil has beeit

changed in many prominent characteristics

even before any crop is planted therein.

I must not leave this subject of fertilizer

action, in view of the preceding paper,

without saying that the Bureau of Soils

takes an advanced stand not only on the

present use of fertilizers, but on their ex-
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tension in agriculture, in spite of the re-

iterated statements to the contrary. The

point of difference lies in the explanation

of their action, the one view being that

they are merely so much plant food which

must replace the removal by crops, the

other being that in addition to any plant

food value which they possess, they affect

the soil and produce changes and influences

such as are at least partially illustrated by

the experimental results cited here. We
believe that these additional—note partic-

ularly that I say additional—actions ex-

plain more fully the function of fertilizers

in agriculture. From the former view the

application of fertilizers would be re-

stricted to poor and so-called exhausted

soils and poor systems of agriculture ; from

the latter viewpoint, fertilizers are indi-

cated as well for fertile as for infertile

soils, as an adjunct to successful farming

and bringing the soil to its highest ca-

pacity of crop production.

The action of fertilizers on soils is a

much contested question, but the weight of

evidence is against the assumption that

their effect is due altogether to the increase

of plant food as such. If so simple an

explanation were the true one, nearly a

century of investigation of this problem

by scientists of all civilized nations would

surely have produced greater unanimity of

opinion than now exists in regard to fer-

tilizer practise. Thoughtful investigators

everywhere are finding that fertilizer salts

are influencing many factors which con-

tribute toward plant production besides

the direct nutrient factor for the plant.

It is this additional influence of fertilizers

which makes them doubly effective when
rightly used and inefSeient when improp-

erly used. To this influence of fertilizers

on soil and biological conditions is due

their capriciousness when applied on the

theory of lacking plant food, and any

study which throws further light upon the

mooted question is of direct help toward

reaching that view of soil fertility and soil

fertilization which will eventually result in

a more definite, more rational and more

remunerative fertilizer practise than in the

past, and thus bring about the more ex-

tensive xise of fertilizers in agriculture.

Oswald Schreinee
Bureau of Soils,

Washington, D. 0.

THE DSIFT IN SECONDAET EDUCATION

In the course of a preliminary study of the

conditions affecting a particular high-school

subject, I have been led to glean from the

reports of the Commissioner of Education

data which, tabulated or represented graphic-

ally, may have a certain interest.

The table has to do with the expansion of

secondary education, 1890-1910. It is self-

explanatory, but one or two points in it may
be noted. First, while the population of the

continental United States has increased 50

per cent, the proportion of the population in

the secondary schools has been multiplied by

aboiit three. Second, that while the propor-

tion of students completing the secondary

course and graduating has slightly but de-

cidedly increased, the proportion of them pre-

paring for college, either classical or scientific

courses, has been diminished by about 60 per

cent. Third, that the proportion of boys in

the secondary schools has in twenty years not

varied much from 44 per cent.; also, that the

proportion of boys in the successive years falls

oif somewhat, but not as largely as I had been

supposing ; in fact, the " elimination " of

girls goes on at almost as rapid a rate as that

of boys. Finally, that while the amelioration

of conditions as shown by the number of stu-

dents per teacher is noticeable, the burden

placed upon the teacher in small high schools

is in this respect markedly less than in those

in cities of 8,000 inhabitants or more, and in

these small schools the improvement is much
greater. Of course, specialization in teaching

tends in some degree to counteract this.
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THE EXPANSION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION '

Population of U. S., millions

Number of public high schools reporting

Number of other sec. schools reporting

Number of secondary pupils

Percentage of boys, secondary pupils

Percentage of population, sec. pupils

Percentage of high school pupils, urban

Percentage of high school pupils, yr. I

Percentage of these boys in yr. I

Percentage of high school pupils, yr. II

Percentage of these boys in yr. II

Percentage of high school pupils, yr. Ill

Percentage of these boys in yr. Ill

Percentage of high school pupils, yr. IV
Percentage of these boys in yr. IV
Percentage secondary pupils graduating

Percentage of these boys
Percentage preparing for College

Urban high schools—number
(In cities of 8,000 or over.)

Teachers per school

Students per school

Students per teacher

Rural high schools—number
Teachers per school

Students per school

Students per teacher

62.622
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Chart I. gives graphieally the history of the

decline in scientific studies as compared with

humanistic, from 1900 to 1906. It was acci-

dentally omitted from its proper place as

illustrating- a previous article.^ Besides show-

ing this decline in a striking way, the dotted

curves show also the facts about the proportion

of secondary students to population, and the

proportion of graduates and college prepara-

tory students to the whole mass of students.

The points marked I., II., etc., at the left,

^Science, 35, p. 94, 1912: "Is Science Eeally

Unpopular in High Schools?"

indicate the approximate proportions of sec-

ondary students in the first, second, etc., years

of the course. The decline of science indi-

cated up to 1906 is continued in 1910, though

not plotted.

Chart II. is for the most part self explana-

tory. It shows again the facts about popula-

tion, graduates and college preparatory stu-

dents, and adds data about some other inter-

esting relations. The highest curve of all

shows the extent to which public high schools

are monopolizing the work of secondary edu-

cation. The curve for per cent, of population

in the common schools shows that, contrary

to the tendency in secondary education, this

ratio tends to diminish, though not varying

much from 20 per cent. But the group of

curves relating to urban high schools and

urban population develops a fact of consid-

erable interest. The two dotted curves are

taken from census data; the heavy curve be-

tween them is partly interpolated. They give

the proportion of urban to total population.

The curve above them shows what proportion

of the high-school population attends school

in places of 8,000 or more. This latter pro-

portion has increased irregularly from about

44 per cent, in 1897 to a little over 47 per

cent, in 1910. This is clearly seen to be less

than the rate of increase of iirban population,

so that in some fifteen years the cities of 8,000

or over will have only their share of the high-

school population—^the country high schools

are catching up to the city. Of course the

drift toward industrial education will cer-

tainly largely modify our classifications in

the next decade ; but in what way can not now
be concluded.

Chart III. shows to what extent we may
find local influences hidden under general

averages. The data are taken from the re-

port for 1910. The black dots are points

representing conditions in the old slave states

;

the crosses stand for the New England states

—no longer Yanhee states. The dotted lines

represent averages for the United States. The
plotted points group themselves so as to show,

as no table could, that where the number of

secondary students per thousand of population
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is small, there the proportion of secondary

students pursuing algebra tends to be large.

One is reminded of Booker Washington's

remark about the freedman's penchant for

studying Latin and holding office—but the

Chart III.

black dots on the chart represent mainly

white education.

The method of this last chart may be ap-

plied as well to other studies and to the per-

centage strength of the various years of the

course, all of which are shown to be more or

less strongly related to the number of students

per thousand of population. An attempt to

correlate these statistics with urban conges-

tion has, however, failed, as urban density so

crosses state educational systems, and counts

for so much more in some states—as Rhode

Island—than in others, that a satisfactory

disentanglement of the relations is practically

impossible.

I would draw one general conclusion from

this study. Our impressions of secondary

—

and other—education are strongest as they

are derived from our own experience as stu-

dents. Most college and university men, even

those who have the closest relations with the

work of the secondary schools, have done little

actual secondary school teaching, and hence

are very likely to be strongly under the influ-

ence of impressions received twenty, thirty or

more years ago. Such impressions are, how-

ever, nearly valueless as guides in dealing

with the present situation. The tabular and

graphical representations of statistical facts

show at a glance that since 1890 the problem

of the secondary school has changed from that

of the fitting school to one of a decidedly non-

fitting school—some bigots would say a de-

cidedly unfitting school; a school in which

only 6.8 per cent, of the pupils anticipate col-

lege work of any sort. This being the case,

the colleges and universities can not lead the

way in the fashion of 1892 and the Committee

of Ten; the problems of secondary educatioH

can be solved only in the schools.

WiLLARD J. Fisher
Ithaca, N. T.,

June, 1912

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
The American Society of Naturalists will

meet at Cleveland on Jantiary 1 and 2, 1913.

The session on January 1 will be given to the

reading of papers on genetics, and that of

January 2 to a symposium on adaptation.

The annual dinner, open to members of the

affiliated societies, will be held on the evening

of the second, with the president's address by

Professor E. G. Conklin.

The American Society of Zoologists will

hold a joint meeting of its eastern and cen-

tral branches in conjunction with the meeting

of the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science at Cleveland, Ohio, during

convocation week. Notice of this meeting,

together with a request for the titles of papers

to be presented, will shortly be sent to all

members. Communications from members of

both branches should be addressed to Professor

Winterton C. Curtis, University of Missouri,

Columbia, Mo., the secretary of the Central

Branch, since the constitution provides that

" the meetings of the societies shall be ar-

ranged for and conducted by the officers of

that branch in whose territory the meeting is

held." The president of the Central Branch

during the current year is Professor Henry B.

Ward, of the University of Illinois, Urbana,

m.
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A JOINT meeting of the American Anthro-

pological Association, the American Polk-Lore

Society and Section H of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science will

be held in Cleveland, Ohio, on December 30,

1912, to January 4, 1913. Titles of papers to

be read and abstracts of the same should be

»ent by December 1 to Professor George Grant

MacCurdy, Yale University Museum, New
Haven, Conn., who is responsible for the joint

program.

The Association of American Universities

wiU hold its annual meeting at the University

of Pennsylvania on November 7, 8, and 9,

1912.

Professor Beegson, of Paris; Professor De
Tries, of the University of Amsterdam, and

Sir William Eamsay, of London, have been

appointed Woodward lecturers at Tale Uni-

versity.

Dr. Felix Krueger, professor of philosophy

and psychology at Halle, who is this year's

Kaiser Wilhelm professor at Columbia Uni-

versity, delivered his inaugural lecture on

October 29. His subject was " New Aims
and Tendencies in Psychology."

Professor Emile Borel, director of scien-

tific studies at the Ecole Normale Superieure

and professor of the theory of function at the

University of Paris, will lecture at Princeton

University on November 6.

Professor Jorge Engerrand, of the City of

Mexico, has been designated honorary pro-

fessor in the New University of Brussels.

The Mexican government has appointed him

to the directorship for 1912-13 of the Inter-

national School of Archeology and Ethnology,

recently founded in the City of Mexico. In

this latter capacity Professor Engerrand's

work will deal largely with the antiquity of

man in America and especially from the

geological standpoint.

Professor John E. Sweet, formerly pro-

fessor of practical mechanics in Cornell Uni-

versity, was eighty years old on October 21,

and some of his former students gave him. a

banquet at the Onondaga Hotel in Syracuse

OH that night.

Dr. Mazyck p. Eavenel, head of the state

hygienic laboratory at the University of Wis-

consin, has been appointed first lieutenant in

the medical reserve corps of the United States

Army by President Taft.

At the Nutrition Laboratory of the Car-

negie Institution Dr. Raymond Dodge, pro-

fessor of psychology at Wesleyan University,

Middletown, Conn., has been appointed con-

sulting experimental psychologist, and an

especial laboratory has been equipped for his

investigation. Dr. Sergius Morgulis, Sheldon

fellow of Harvard University during the

year 1911-12, and who has engaged in investi-

gation in the laboratory of Professor Zuntz,

of Berlin, has been appointed associate in ani-

mal metabolism.

M. F. Smith, B.S. (Tale, '97), has been

appointed assistant astronomer at the Tale
University Observatory.

Dr. Charles Porter Small, who has been

the university physician since the founding

of the University of Chicago, has resigned to

devote his entire time to private practise.

At the last meeting of the Eumford Com-
mittee of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences a grant of $250 was made to Mr. W.
O. Sawtelle, of the Jefferson Physical Labora-

tory, Harvard University, in aid of his re-

search on the spectra of the light from the

spark in the oscillatory discharge.

Professor Wm. T. Magruder has resumed
his duties as head of the department of me-
chanical engineering in the Ohio State Uni-

versity after a year's leave of absence. Pro-

fessor Magruder spent a considerable part of

the year in travel through Europe, investiga-

ting the trades schools. He has recently been

elected president of the Society for the Pro-

motion of Engineering Education.

The Eev. Jose Algue, director of the Ma-
nila Observatory, P. I., is now in this country

and is making his headquarters at George-

town University, of whose observatory he was

formerly director.

Dr. Krusius, dozent at Marburg, has under-

taken, with the support of the Prussian and
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Bavarian governments, a ten-months' trip to

foreign countries, to repeat on different races

the investigations on myopia in the schools

which he began some time ago in the province

of Brandenburg.

Mr. S. W. Foster, who for the past six

years has been engaged in deciduous fruit in-

sect investigations for the U. S. Bureau of

Entomology, is now engaged in the research

and applied work on the Pacific Coast with

headquarters in San Prancisco.

Mr. Egbert C. Murphy is in charge of an

expedition to the South Georgia Islands, under

the joint auspices of the Museum of the

Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences and

the American Museum of Natural History.

Dr. Eollin D. Salisbury, head of the de-

partment of geography and dean of the Ogden

Graduate School of Science in the University

of Chicago, went into camp about October 1

at Lake Nahuel Huapi, Patagonia, in the

eastern Andes in latitude 41°. On his return

he expects to stop at Eio de Janeiro and go

back into the interior from that point to the

great iron deposits of Brazil. Professor Salis-

bury will resume his work at the University

of Chicago at the opening of the winter quar-

ter, 1913.

Dr. W. J. G. Land, assistant professor in

the department of botany at the University of

Chicago, has sailed from San Praneisco for a

collecting trip in the islands of the southern

Pacific. His course includes the Hawaiian,

Tonga and Fiji Islands, and Australia. The

object of the trip is primarily to observe and

collect liverworts, and incidentally to col-

lect interesting forms of other plant groups.

At the meeting of the Minnesota Pathologic

Society at the university on October 15, the

annual address was delivered by Dr. Ludvig

Hektoen on " Eecent Observation of Strepto-

cocci and the Streptococcal Infection."

" Problems of the Modern City " is the sub-

ject of a series of lectures being given by pres-

ent and former professors of the University

of Chicago in Fullerton Hall, of the Art In-

stitute, Chicago, from October 15 to Decem-
ber 17. The course was opened by J. Paul

Goode, associate professor of geography, who
spoke on "The Dynamics of the City: Its

Geography and Transportation." Eobert

Franklin Hoxie, associate professor in the

department of political economy, followed with

a lecture October 27 on " The Development of

Industry and the Social Problems of a City."

" The Health of the City " was the subject of

a lecture by Edward Oakes Jordan, professor

of bacteriology, on October 29.

Last year there was a decrease in the pro-

duction of tungsten ore owing to the decrease

in the demand for tool steels, in which the

bulk of the tungsten produced is used, ac-

cording to Frank L. Hess, in a report on this

metal just issued by the United States Geo-

logical Survey. The production of domestic

tungsten ore in 1911 amounted to 1,139 short

tons of concentrates, carrying 60 per cent, of

tungsten trioxide, valued at $407,985; in 1910

the production amounted to 1,821 short tons,

valued at $832,992. Tungsten is used chiefly

in making steels that will hold their temper

when heated, but it is most generally known
as supplying the filament of tungsten incan-

descent lamps. The great improvements in

drawing tungsten wire and further notable

improvements in the size of the globe of the

tungsten lamp and in other mechanical de-

tails that add greatly to its efficiency are

making it encroach upon the carbon-filament

lamp and the arc lamp, and it is rapidly

driving from the market the tantalum lamp,

which was the first good incandescent lamp

having a metallic filament. Diamonds are

used for dies in drawing tungsten wire. At
first it did not seem possible to drill small

enough holes through the diamonds to make
wire sufficiently fine for lamps of small candle-

power, but wire 0.0006 inch in diameter can

now be drawn in quantity. The total quan-

tity of tungsten ore used for electric lights,

however, amounts to only a few tons a year.

New uses of tungsten, in making electric

furnaces, electric contacts and targets for

Eontgen rays, have been developed, and the

last two products are being actively manu-
factured.
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VNIVEMSITT AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
Mr. J. PiERPONT Morgan has given $200,000

to Trinity College for the erection of a library

and administration building.

Mr. James B. Brady, of New York City,

has given $200,000 for the establishment of

the TJrological Institute at the Johns Hopkins

Hospital. He has also undertaken to provide

an endowment for the institute.

The sum of $60,000 has been given by an

anonymous New York citizen toward the

$800,000 which Smith College is undertaking

to obtain in order to receive $200,000 from the

General Education Board.

The new library building of the Ohio State

University, built at a cost of $250,000, is near-

ing completion. While an additional appro-

priation will be needed to complete the equip-

ment, the greater part of the library, which

consists now of more than 115,000 volumes,

will be moved into the new building within a

few weeks.

Work on the stone foundation of the new

University of Illinois armory is well under

way. The interior dimensions of the armory

will be 200 by 350 feet. The building under

construction is not the complete building, but

merely the drill room.

St. Louis University is building an addi-

tion to the Medical School, which will accom-

modate the offices and library and new labora-

tories for animal experimentation. It will

cost about $10,000.

The dean of Johns Hopkins Medical School

announces that it has become necessary to

limit the number of students owing to the

limited space and facilities in the various

laboratories. The present enrollment is 355,

the largest in the history of the school, and

fifty other students were refused admittance

prior to the beginning of the session.

The enrollment of students in the Ohio

State University this year is 3,243, of whom
780 are in the College of Engineering.

Several members of the faculty of Western

Eeserve University will receive in certain

special classes, during the semester October,

1912, to February, 1913, men and women who

are teachers of the high schools and other

schools of Cleveland and vicinity, and others

interested in such courses.

Thomas Wingate Todd, M.B., Ch.B.,

F.R.C.S., at present lecturer in anatomy at

Victoria University, Manchester, England,

has been appointed Henry Willson Payne
professor of anatomy in the medical depart-

ment of Western Reserve University. Pro-

fessor Todd will take up his duties at Cleve-

land about December 10.

Dr. Charles Lincoln Edwards has been

appointed professor of embryology and histol-

ogy in the medical department of the Univer-

sity of Southern California, and has been

made director of the department of nature-

study in the Los Angeles public schools.

The Ohio State University, Columbus, has

the following new members in the faculty of

the College of Engineering: Forrest K. Pence,

professor of ceramic engineering; A. E.

Flowers, professor of electrical engineering,

and E. A. Brown, instructor in electrical

engineering. The following members have
been promoted to the rank of professor:

Homer F. Staley, ceramic engineering; James
R. Withrow, chemistry; Robert F. Earhart,

physics; Frederic C. Blake, physics; Samuel
J. Barnett, physics, and Edwin F. Oodding-
ton, mechanics.

The following changes have been made in

the faculty of the New York State Normal
College at Albany: Dr. Leonard A. Blue,

formerly professor of education at Goucher
College, has been appointed dean and pro-

fessor of education in place of Dr. William B.

Aspinwall, who resigned to become principal

of the State Normal School at Worcester,

Mass.; Dr. George S. Painter has been ap-

pointed professor of philosophy and psychol-

ogy to succeed Professor Alfred J. Eejall, now
assistant in psychology at Columbia Univer-

sity; Professor Herbert M. Douglass, formerly

of Cornell University, has been appointed in-

structor in mathematics and mechanical

drawing.

The following recent appointments in St.

Louis University School of Medicine have
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been made: John Zahorsky, M.D. (Missouri

Medical College), professor of children's dis-

eases; Paul M. Carrington, M.D. (College of

Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore), of the

Marine Hospital Service, professor of hygiene

;

Joseph Grindon, M.D. (St. Louis Medical

College), professor of dermatology; George

Ives, M.D. (Johns Hopkins University), as-

sistant professor of bacteriology; A. M.

Brown (Washington University), instructor

in biology.

The School of Botany of the University of

Texas announces the following changes and

promotions: Dr. P. D. Heald, professor of

botany, resigned to become pathologist to the

Chestnut Tree Blight Commission of Penn-

sylvania; Dr. I. M. Lewis, promoted from in-

structor to adjunct professor; Dr. Frederick

McAllister, instructor in botany, Cornell Uni-

versity, appointed instructor; Mr. Charles H.

Winkler appointed by the board of regents to

act as chairman of the school faculty for the

term of two years.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE

AN ELECTROMOTWE FORCE DUE TO MECHANICAL

ACCELERATION

To THE Editor of Science: From well-

known mechanical principles it follows that

when a solid body is given an accelerated mo-

tion each particle of the body is acted upon

by a force having a direction opposite to that

of the acceleration. In magnitude this force

is equal to the product of the acceleration and

the mass of the particle.

Applying this to the modern conception of

" free electrons " in metals, it is clear that

when a piece of metal is given an accelerated

motion each electron within it should experi-

ence a force tending to move it and this force

will be equivalent to an electromotive force.

The magnitude of the latter is easily calcu-

lated.

The equivalent electromotive force in volts

per cm. is

300a

where V= volts per cm.

e= charge of an electron in electro-

static units,

m= mass of electron.

a= the acceleration given to the metal.

That this equivalent electromotive force is

not too small to be detected with appropriate

apparatus can readily be shown. If a coil of

wire is caused to oscillate rapidly about its

own axis, for instance, the electromotive

force of each turn is added to that of the next

and thus the effect can be enormously magni-

fied over what it would be in the case of one

turn. An alternating electromotive force

should be generated which when commutated

would be within the range of a good galvan-

ometer.

Whether the result of such an experiment

were positive or negative it would be of great

interest for modern theory, for in case it were

positive it would give directly the value of

e/m for the electrons within a metal, and if it

were negative it would clearly indicate the

falsity of some part of the modern theory.

The apparatus for such an experiment has

been for some time in process of construction

and I hope before long to report on the re-

sults. D. E. COMSTOCK
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OP TECHNOLOGY,

September 25, 1912

reversion of amblystoma

To THE Editor of Science: The following

note on the reversion of adult Amblystoma, to

the larval axolotl stage, may be of interest to

students of amphibia.

A number of years ago, when the writer was

a boy residing at Colorado Springs, he con-

fined some "water-dogs" {Amblystoma), for

a period of four or six weeks, in an artificial

pool of water of small diameter. The pool

was so fenced that the animals were unable to

escape, though they repeatedly endeavored to

do so. This enforced residence in the water

seemed to effect in them a distinct transforma-

tion; the color became duller, the tail broader,

the head assumed a more triangular form, and

back of the head on each side of the neck,

there appeared small, bluish knobs. These
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increased in size and became soft, slender,

conical protuberances of bluish color, and

about five eighths of an inch in length. These

became the framework of a growth of a moss-

like gill structure, that covered them com-

pletely. "When these changes were complete,

the " water-dog " had assumed the form fa-

miliar to the writer, and known, to be the

axolotl. This animal he had regarded as dis-

tinct from the " water-dog," and the apparent

identity of the two animals impressed him

greatly. Later he secured a publication con-

cerning this, to him, amazing transformation;

but the transformation therein described was

of the reverse order, or from the axolotl form

to that of the "water-dog." As the writer

shortly after removed to the east, he had no

opportunity of repeating the experiment, and

finally dismissed the matter from his mind.

If the facts here detailed have not been

hitherto recorded, it would be interesting if

some one would repeat this experiment, which

is a too distant memory to be submitted as a

scientific demonstration.

E. D. O. Johnson

NOTE ON THE LIFE HISTORIES OF THE FERN RUSTS

OP THE GENUS UREDINOPSIS

Under Peridermium halsameum Peck the

writer^ described experiments and observa-

tions which indicated that the fern rusts be-

longing to the genus Uredinopsis are heteroe-

cious, having their secial stage on Abies

ialsamea (L.) Mill. Artificial infection ex-

periments carried on during the present season

by the writer have established the conclusions

there stated. These experiments have shown

that Uredinopsis Osmundw Magn., TJ. Struthi-

tpteridis Stormer, U, Phegopteridis Arthur, U.

mirabilis (Peck) Arthur, and U. Athinsonii

Magn. have their secial stages on Ahies hal-

samea (L.) MiU. The secia are the white

spored forms that have passed as Peridermium

ialsameum Peck. A detailed description of

the experiments will be published soon.

W. P. Eraser

Macdonald College,

Quebec

^Mycol., 4: 189, 1912.

" PAWLOW "

I NOTE with interest Professor Halsted's

protest^ against the spelling of Lobachevski's

name with a "w," a sort of scientific Weller-

ism which Teutonic influence has foisted upon

the English language. Is it too much to hope

that some day we may find American physiol-

ogists referring to Pavlofi instead of to Paw-

low, or is it true that in such mixed crosses,

as the heredity experts would say, German

pedantry is prepotent over common sense?

J. P. Abbott

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Non-Euclidean Geometry. A critical and his-

torical study of its development. By
EoBERTO BoNOLA. Translated by H. S.

Carslaw. Chicago, The Open Court Pub-

lishing Co. 1912.

To Dr. Paul Cams the world is greatly in-

debted for making this book accessible in the

universal language, English.

There are two ways of envisaging the com-

ing of non-euclidean geometry; either as a

gradual development or as a saltation. The

first attitude is taken in my article, " The

non-euclidean geometry inevitable " ;* the sec-

ond in the introductions to my translations of

Lobachevski and Bolyai, where I say Lo-

bachevski was the first man ever to publish a

non-euclidean geometry, though Bolyai's

marvel of genius went perfect to the printer

in the same year, 1839, the most extraor-

dinary two dozen pages in the whole history

of thought.

Bonola's book takes the developmental view-

point, and the first 83 pages give a just and

adequate account of the forerunners of non-

euclidean geometry, with whom belong Schwei-

kart. Gauss and Taurinus, though far great-

est of whom was Saccheri.

The inadequacy of the book is in the 30

pages, out of 268, devoted to the real founders

of non-euclidean geometry, John Bolyai and

Lobachevski, whose very names Carslaw has

> Science, May 10, 1912, p. 736.

1 Monist, 4, 483-493.
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bungled. The name of the proud young Mag-

yar, Bolyai Janos, Bonola correctly translates

into Italian as Giovanni Bolyai, John Bolyai.

Carslaw seems to think him an Austrian, and

always calls him Johann (16 times or more).

He might as well have called him Ivan. The

young Hungarian had the racial hatred for

Austrians. In garrison, 13 of them, cavalry

officers, challenged him at once with the saber.

He accepted, only stipulating that between

each two duels he might play a piece on his

violin. He was victor over all.

His father, Bolyai Farkas, could at need

deal more tactfully with the common enemy.

When an. Austrian Schulrath was sent with

hostile intent to inspect the protestant college

at Maros-Vasarhely, a nest of Magyar rebels,

old Bolyai ITarkas received him with exceed-

ing geniality, related with zest and fire the ex-

periences of his student life in Germany, and

took him to dinner. They ate, drank and

talked like two German students. " The in-

terests of the college required it, and they said

' Du ' to one another." And that the Schul-

rath should see near him no rebel faces,

Farkas bade his son sacrifice his beautiful

beard. Bolyai won. The Austrian was kept

away from the college.

Franz Schmidt told me in Budapest his

father had seen Bolyai Janos in Temesvar in

mere wantonness of the pride of life cut off

with his beautiful Damascus blade an iron

spike driven into his doorpost. And now
Carslaw in English calls him Johann

!

No better fares it with Lobachevski.

Bonola gives his name in Italian as Nicola

Ivanovic Lobacefski, in which the very same

Russian letter B is twice transliterated v and

then f. Carslaw makes the worse blunder of

twice transliterating it v and then w. But

another single Russian letter, equivalent to

the Italian c, our ch as in church, Carslaw

transliterates as four letters together, and so

in translating the name, Carslaw gives it

seven additional letters, and besides all that,

a substitute letter w which wholly destroys

the sound, since Carslaw's tschew can have

in English only the sound made ofi^ensive by

Fletcher.

The fault of the seriously unsatisfactory

and misleading exposition of Lobachevski's

transition work of 1826 is Bonola's. Bonola

pretends to know all about the contents of

this memoir, never printed and of which no

manuscript has ever been found, while really

oblivious to the never explained paradox of

its very name: Exposition succincte des

principes de la geometrie, avec une demon-

stration rigoureuse du theoreme des paralleles..

What a horribly unfortunate title for a man
who three years later began to publish work

which shows such " demonstration rigoureuse "

eternally impossible ! He never confesses

what it was.

And again when he gradually became con-

scious of " the possibility of the existence of

geometry in a wider sense than that in which

Euclid first expounded it to us," that which

young John Bolyai, with his magnificent

nerve, in 1829 called " The Science Absolute

of Space," Lobachevski in 1835 called " Imag-

inary Geometry." In 1855, going blind and

dying, he gives it at last a more worthy name,

Pangeometry, but dies without its having ob-

tained the slightest public recognition and

without having made a single disciple. Noth-

ing could be more false than Carslaw's sen-

tence, p. 86

:

Non-Euclidean Geometry, just as it was con-

ceived by Schweikart in 1816, became in 1829-30

a recognized part of the general scientific inherit-

ance.

In fact for more than a third of a century

thereafter, it was as if it had never been born.

A voluminous work by the academician

Buniakovski appeared in St. Petersburg in

1853 in which Lobachevski is not even men-

tioned, and in all his published works Gauss

never even once mentioned the name of Lo-

bachevski or of John Bolyai. Tet the two

dozen pages of John Bolyai was something

incalculably tremendous. Is then the silence of

Gauss to be attributed to meanness or blind-

ness? He said he "feared the outcry of the

Boeotians," if he should speak. Max Simon

says, 1901,
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Never believe that Gauss ever doubted the actual

truth of the parallel assumption for our space.

Yet just now, 1912, this space of ours is

being proved non-euclidean by the principle

of relativity. Says Vladimir Varicak in a

wonderful lecture, " TJeber die nichteuklidische

Interpretation der Eelativtheorie,"
^

I postulated that the phenomena happened in a

Lobachevski space, and reached by very simple

geometric deduction the formulas of the relativity

theory. Assuming noneuclidean terminology, the

formulas of the relativity theory become not only

essentially simplified, but capable of a geometric

interpretation wholly analogous to the interpreta-

tion of the classic theory in the euclidean geometry.

And this analogy often goes so far, that the very

wording of the theorems of the classic theory may

be left unchanged.

To see that this will prove our space

Bolyaian, we have only to remember Poincare's

dictum

:

These two propositions, the earth turns round,

and, it is more convenient to suppose that the earth

turns round, have one and the same meaning.*

The first man to so bring forth the non-

euclidean geometry that it was not stillborn,

but lived and grew, was the Frenchman

Hoiiel, by his translations of Lobachevski in

1866 and John Bolyai in 1867. Thirty years

later, in my translator's preface, I said:

No part of Lobachevski 's largest work, '
' New

Elements, '
' has ever before been published in any

language but the original Russian.

I gave an account of it in 1893 at the Mathe-

matical Congress of the World's Columbian

Exposition, and promised then the publication

of my translation.* This promise was delayed

for a personal visit to Kazan, the home of

Lobachevski, and Maros-Vasarhely, the home

of Bolyai. Only through his little book " Geo-

metrical Researches," ^ have Lobachevski's

ideas been heretofore accessible to the world

in general.

But it is preeminently in his '
' New Elements '

'

'Jahresher. D. Math. Ver., 21, 103-127.

* '
' The Value of Science, '

' Halsted 's translation,

p. 140.

* See '
' Mathematical Papers of Chicago Con-

gress, " pp. 92-9.5.

= Hoiiel, 1866; Halsted, 1891.

that the great Bussian allows free expression to

his profound philosophic insight, which on the

one hand shatters forever Kant's doctrine of our

absolute a priori knowledge of all fundamental

spatial properties, while on the other hand em-

phasizing the essential relativity of space.

The realities which with the aid of the

euclidean space form we understand under

motion and position, may, with the coming of

more accurate experience, refuse to fit in that

form. Our mathematical reason may decide

that they would be fitted better by a non-

euclidean space form. Space is presupposed

in all human notions of motion or position.

We may drop out such specifications from our

space form as render it specifically euclidean.

Euclidean space is a creation of that part of

mind which has worked and works yet uncon-

sciously.

It is not the shape of the straight lines which

makes the angle-sum of a rectilineal triangle two

right angles.

With straight lines of precisely such shape but

in a non-euclidean space, this sum may be greater

or less. In non-euclidean spaces, if one edge of a

flat ruler is a straight line the other edge is a

curve, if the ruler be everywhere equally broad.

In any sense in which it can be properly said that

we live in space, it is probable that we really live

in such a space.

And now fifteen years later comes the rela-

tivity theory to prove all this, and to make

non-euclidean geometry a powerful machine

for advance in physics.

George Bruce Halsted
Gkeeley, Colo.

Allen's Commercial Organic Analysis. Vol-

ume V. Tannins, Dyes and Coloring Mat-

ters, Inks. Edited by W. A. Davis and

Samuel S. Sadtler. P. Blakiston's Son

and Co. Philadelphia, 1911. Price $5.00.

This volume contains the following chap-

ters : Tannins by W. P. Dreaper. Analysis of

Leather by W. P. Dreaper. Dyes and Color-

ing Matters by W. P. Dreaper and E. Feil-

mann. Dyestuffs of Groups 6 to 12 by J. T.

Hewitt. Coloring Matters of Natural Origin

by W. M. Gardner. Analysis of Coloring

Materials by W. P. Dreaper and E. Feihnann.
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Coloring Matters in Foods by Albert F. Seeker.

Inks by Percy H. Walker. Index.

Volume VI. Organic Bases, Vegetable

Alkaloids. Philadelphia, 1912. Price $5.00.

This includes Amines and Ammonia Bases by

W. A. Davis. Aniline and its Allies by S. S.

Sadtler. Naphthylamines, Pyridine, Quino-

line and Acridine Bases by W. H. Glover.

Vegetable Alkaloids by Thomas A. Henry.

Volatile Bases of Vegetable Origin by Frank

O. Taylor. Nicotine and Tobacco by E. W.
Tonkin. Aconite Alkaloids by Francis H.

Carr. Cocaine by Samuel P. Sadtler. Opium
Alkaloids by Frank O. Taylor. Strychnos

Alkaloids by Charles E. Vanderkleed. Cin-

chona Alkaloids by Oliver Chick. Berberine

and its Associates by Edward Horton. Caf-

feine, Tea and Coffee by J. J. Fox and P. J.

Sageman. Cocoa and Chocolate by E.

Whymper.
The extensive scope of the vsrork and the

pains taken to secure the assistance of experts

in the various fields is well indicated by the

list of chapters given.

W. A. NOYES

The Flight of Birds. By F. W. Headley,

M.B.O.U., with sixteen plates and many
test figures. Witherby and Co., 326 High
Holborn, London. 1912. 12mo. Pp. xii -{-

163. Price 5 shillings.

In this little book Mr. Headley has endeav-

ored to describe briefly and clearly the flight of

birds, keeping in view the methods and diffi-

culties of those who are striving to rival them.

In ten chapters he deals with methods, modes

and apparatus of flight, an eleventh chapter

being devoted to some accessories, circulation,

breathing, etc., that are connected with, or

modified by flight.

The first chapter deals with gliding, the re-

sistance of the air, the curve of the wings and

the area of supporting surface, matters which

lie at the base of all flight. We then pass to

stability, including voluntary adjustment, the

latter a point wherein the feathered biped has

the great advantage over his featherless rival

of many thousands of years' experience. What
man has to think about, the bird does in-

stinctively. It is this instinct that enables a

bird to fly successfully at the first trial of his

wings, although he can not handle them s»

dexterously as he will later on and they may
not carry him so far nor so fast as they will

subsequently. And just here may we say that

a bird does not fly stupidly into a telegrapk

wire; he simply does not see it until too late

to evade it. The Titanic did not run stupidly

into an iceberg; by the time it could be seem

she was upon it. Also horizontal wires are not

within the province of the bird's instincts, and

in the grouse districts of Scotland, bits of

wood are hung on telegraph and telephone

lines to catch the bird's eye.

In connection with the relation of the shap*

of the wings to stability, it may be said that

Mr. Huffaker, one of Professor Langley's as-

sistants, reached the conclusion that the curved

secondaries and more or less flattened pri-

maries of the bird's wing were the great fac-

tors in stability and that the flattened wing
tips also served as horizontal rudders, point*

wherein man has advantageously patterned

after the bird.

Then come starting and steering, and tha

machinery of flight, muscles and bones. A
little more space, perhaps, might have been de-

voted to the framework and to some of the

rather perplexing problems it suggests—why
is it that while sailing birds, the albatross and

frigate bird, for example, have very smaH
muscles their shoulder girdles are most rigidly

constructed, the coracoid, clavicle and breast-

bone of the latter being immovably soldered

together. In the great pterodactyl, Pteran-

dojij most marvelous of all flying creatures, we
have in the massive collar bone special pro-

vision for bracing the wings. Perhaps in all

these cases this strength is necessary, because

the muscles themselves can not be relied upon

to stand the strain. But in the almost flight-

less hoatzin we find the apparent anomaly of

a rigid shoulder girdle. We think that, as is

usually done, too much value is put upon the

clavicle as a brace to the coracoids. Among
the birds of prey it is of importance, but in

the ducks and pheasants, birds of powerful

flight, it is a negligible quantity; so it is i*
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iramming-birds and swifts, and some of the

best flyers among parrots have an imperfect

•lavicle.

Chapter three deals with motive power,

Average, propulsion, wing stroke and the man-

»er in which the wings attack the air, a man-

ner well described on page 45.

Here, too, a query. Mr. Headley thinks

that the kestrel can not hover unless the wind

is blowing against him. We believe that the

kingfisher can do this, and the humming-bird

and hawk moth will hover above a flower and

•ircle around it with no apparent difficulty.

Mr. Headley points out that quality of muscle

is quite as important as quantity, and notes

that while ordinarily the elevator muscles are

inferior to the depressor, in the guillemot, a

swimming bird, they are on a parity. Un-

doubtedly his explanation is correct; the bird

that uses its wings to fly beneath the water

»eeds powerful muscles to raise them. This

i« in line with the deeply keeled sternum and

abundant muscles of the penguin and great

auk, birds incapable of aerial flight, that wing

their way swiftly beneath the water.

Further chapters deal with the relation be-

tween the form of wings and mode of flight,

speed and endurance and the influence of the

wind. Here we find repeated the theory that

soaring (circling upward) is made possible by

upward currents of wind, a theory that we

think few will find satisfactory. A bird may
•ircle about in such a current, but it would

»ot have strength enough to raise him and we
ieel that the most that can be said is that in

gome way, as yet beyond our power of imita-

tion, birds, so to speak, screw themselves

through the air to vast heights, over the level

pampas as well as over the gusty mountain

tops.

But one can not indulge in much discussion

ia little more than 150 pages and the average

leader will prefer to have the facts rather than

theories: and Mr. Headley has done well to

jjive us so many facts and so much well-told

iaiformation in so small a compass.

A feature of the book are the illustrations

•f birds, mainly pigeons, and for the most

part from Mr. Headley's photographs, in

various phases of flight. These give an idea

of the varied poses of the wings and tail, and

their relation to the balance of the bird, or

direction of its flight, that can not be gained

from words.

F. A. L.

SPECIAL ABTICLES

THE EVENING PRIMROSES OF DIXIE LANDING, ALA-

BAMA

Bartram's locality for (Enothera grandi-

fiora at Dixie Landing on the Alabama Eiver

some distance above Fort Minams (1778) was

rediscovered by Professor S. M. Tracy in

1904 and visited a second time by him in

1907. Seeds procured by Tracy have been

widely distributed and have given rise to races

of (Enothera grandiflora which are being

studied by several investigators.

(Enothera grandiflora is one of the nearest

allies of (E. Lamarchiana and seems to agree

with that species in at least some points per-

taining to mutability and behavior on hybrid-

izing. Its study may at some time lead to an

explanation of those phenomena which until a

short time ago seemed peculiar to (E. Lamarch-

iana. Consequently it seemed to us to be of

primary importance to study CE. grandiflora

in its original habitat, and we visited Dixie

Landing under the kind guidance of Pro-

fessor Tracy, on September 26 and 27.

It had been known from cultures grown

by Professor B. M. Davis from Professor

Tracy's wild seed that (E. grandiflora did not

occur at Dixie Landing as a single pure strain.

It was no surprise, therefore, to find growing

in the old cotton fields several forms of (E.

grandiflora, together with several forms of its

companion species (E. Tracyi, which has re-

cently been described by one of us. The

plants were partly in flower and partly in the

rosette condition. Neither CE. grandiflora nor

(E. Tracyi has heretofore been known as other

than annual, and the abundance of rosettes

which would obviously not flower this season

was therefore a point of great interest. Seeds

were obtained from all strains which had ripe

capsules, and in addition a large collection of
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rosettes was sent to Washington to be grown

there.

The evening primroses are found all along

the river bluffs, often at the very edge of the

perpendicular bank, which is some twenty feet

higher than the river. In the old cotton fields

they evidently find a favorable habitat, as may
he concluded from their abundance in even

very recently cultivated fields. The two

species, CEnothera grandiflora. and (E. Tracyi

were found growing together iu all the fields

which we studied, including those from which

Professor Tracy's seed had been obtained in

former years. Eeally pure stands of CE.

grandiflora we failed to find either in the old

fields or in the woods along the river. Inter-

mingled with the most frequent types of CE.

grandiflora and (E. Tracyi were numerous less

abundant types. This was particularly true

in the old fields. It is hardly probable that all

of the types which occur at Dixie Landing
were observed by us. The following types,

designated by letters from a to I, were noted,

and of some of them seeds were obtained. Of
other types, which were just coming into

flower, seeds could not be obtained, biit it is

hoped that these will be found in the collec-

tion of rosettes which was sent to Washing-
ton.

1. Types like CE. grandiflora, i. e., types

having large flowers with the style longer than

the stamens: (a) with green, glabrous calyx

segments and short capsules; (b) with green,

viscid-puberulent calyx segments and short

capsules; (c) with red-spotted, glabrous calyx

segments and short fruit; {d) with red, glab-

rous calyx segments and long capsules;

(e) with red-spotted, viscid puberulent calyx

segments and short capsules; (/) with red-

spotted glabrous calyx segments and petals

orange-colored on wilting (all the other types

were light yellow on wilting)
; ((/) with red-

spotted, glabrous calyx segments and pinnati-

fid leaves (all the other types had the leaves

merely dentate or subdentate).

2. Types like (E. Tracyi, i. e., with flowers

medium sized and stamens reaching the stig-

mas: Qi) with green calyx segments and

green, pilose capsules; (z) with green calyx

segments and green, glabrous capsules; (/)

with red-spotted calyx segments and green,

pilose capsules; {h) with red-spotted calyx

segments and pilose, longitudinally red-

striped capsules; (Z) with red calyx segments

and green capsules, a beautiful form the col-

oration of which suggests that it may be a

variant of CE. Tracyi parallel to certain of the

Amsterdam mutants of CE. Lamarclciana.

The classification of the types of CE. grandi-

flora does not take into consideration the

pubescence of the stem, which varies widely,

the shape of the leaves, which is equally vari-

able, or the mode of branching, which can not

be accurately judged in specimens growing

under the diverse conditions afforded by the

habitat at Dixie Landing. It should be noted

that all of the CEnothera grandiflora types

had glabrous, green capsules, that none of

them were at all ambiguous with respect to

the size and position of the floral parts, and

that none of them could be considered at all

similar to the CE. Lamarchiana of the Amster-

dam cultures. A very few specimens were

found of which the broad leaves were some-

what crinkled, but so slightly so as to suggest

that the variation was merely individual or

accidental.

The classification of the types of CE. Tracyi

takes no account of the width of the leaves,

or of the degree and kind of pubescence. Of
course a more complete analysis of the composi-

tion of the CEnothera population at Dixie Land-

ing will be made when the rosettes have flowered

in Washington and a second generation has

been grown from self-pollinated seed of all the

forms found in the collection. At the present

time it is sufllcient to point out that no CEno-

thera from Dixie Landing, however constant

it may seem to be when grown generation

after generation from self-pollinated seed, can

be cleared of the suspicion that it may be of

hybrid origin. In other words, the same sus-

picion that attaches to so many of the strains

of CEnothera Lamarchiana in Europe attaches

to any strain of CEnothera grandiflora which

is now being used by experimenters.

It is therefore of some importance to com-

pare the conditions under which CE. grandi-
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flora grows at Dixie Landing with the condi-

tions Tinder which (E. Lamarchiana occurs at

its European stations. The race of CE. La-

marchiana which occurs at Hilversum is un-

mixed, since no other species of (Enothera

grows at that locality. Of its mutants only

CE. Iceviflora and (E. hrevistylis have heen ob-

served to flower regularly in the iield: the

other forms either do not flower at all or only

so rarely as to have hardly any influence on

the purity of the strain. In the sand dunes

of Holland, on the contrary, (E. Lamarchiana

is mixed, as a rule, with European (E. hiennis

and is observed to produce the three diiferent

hybrids which are obtained when these two

species are artificially hybridized. The same

statement holds good for many localities where

the two species grow in France and England.

Every individual from such a station, how-

ever closely its external characters may seem

to coincide with those of one of the parent

species, must always lie open to the suspicion

of having had a hybrid ancestry.

In connection with the fact that the Dixie

Landing types are so sharply divisible into

two groups, it is permissible to suggest that

they may correspond in a general way with

hybrids between CE". Lamarchiana and (E.

hiennis " Chicago " which have already been

studied. From the cross CE. Lamarchiana X
CE. hiennis " Chicago " and its reciprocal, two

pairs of twin hybrids were obtained at Amster-

dam in the first generation, viz., CE. Iwta and

CE. velutina, and CE. densa and CE. laxa. The
first pair of twins, from the cross CE. Lamarch-

iana X ®- hiennis " Chicago," has already

been described, the other pair, from the re-

ciprocal cross, will soon be published in

:another paper. Possibly one group of the

Dixie Landing types is related to CE. grandi-

flora in the same way that CE. densa and CE.

Iwta are related to CE. Lamarchiana, and the

other group to CE. Tracyi as CE. laxa and CE.

velutina are related to CE. hiennis " Chicago."

Of course the situation at Dixie Landing is

probably complicated by the recrossing of the

hybrids with themselves and with their pa-

rents. However that may prove to be, the

Dixie Landing types are now available for

study and it is hoped that future work may
show in what manner they are related. At

the present time no conclusion regarding them

is justified other than that they constitute so

mixed a population that it is quite impossible

to distinguish original parent types, if any

such exist there, from the derivative types as-

sociated with them. In case the two most

common types represent the original strains, the

presence in other types of characters which

are not common to either hypothetical parent

sxiggests that CE. grandiflora and CE. Tracyi

may prove to be additions to the list of species,

including CE. Lamarchiana, CE. cruciata

" Adirondack," European CE. hiennis, and CE.

hiennis " Chicago," which are known to be in

a mutable condition.

Hugo de Veies,

hortus botanicus,

Amsterdam

H. H. Bartlett

Bureau op Plant Industry,

Washington

THE great crested GREBE AND THE IDEA OF

SECONDARY SEXUAL CHARACTERS

Certain facts in the structure and habits of

this bird (Podiceps cristatus L.) have such a

general bearing upon the whole conception o£

secondary sexual characters that it seems de-

sirable to publish them here. The facts are

these : the great crested grebe possesses an

erectile rufi at the sides of the neck and a pair

of erectile tufts on the head. The male is

slightly larger in total size, and his ruff and

tufts are also slightly larger, relatively as

well as absolutely; otherwise the sexes are

identical. The ruff and tufts are used exten-

sively in courtship; at other times they are

only occasionally erected, and then never to

their full extent. The courtship-actions, in-

cluding all the movements of ruff and tufts,

are identical in the two sexes. The ruff and

tufts and the actions in which they are con-

cerned would be called secondary sexual char-

acters, were they not common to both sexes,

for secondary sexual characters are always de-

fined with regard to this very point, their dif-

ference in the two sexes. I take a random
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definition, chosen for its brevity. Dewar and

Finn' say that they are " those characters

which differ with the sex, but are not directly

connected with the act of reproduction." Dar-

win" defines them very similarly, but then

adds :'

There are, however, many animals in which the

sexes resemble each other, both being furnished

with the same ornaments, which analogy would

lead us to attribute to the agency of sexual selec-

tion. ... It is probable that the ornaments com-

mon to both sexes were acquired by one sex, gen-

erally the male, and then transmitted to the

offspring of both sexes.*

As far as I can understand, however, he is

talking merely of structures, not of those com-

binations of a structTire with the instinct for

displaying that structure which constitute the

real secondary sexual characters.

The grebe is, so far as I know, unique in

this—that structures which are only used in

courtship {i. e., which must in origin be due

to sexual and not to natural selection) are

now not only the common property of both

sexes, iut are actually used in display, and

used in exactly the same way hy hoth sexes.

The question of nomenclature remains;

what are we to call characters like these, that

have arisen through sexual selection, but exist

equally in both sexes ? The term " secondary

sexual," as we have seen, will not do. A word

does exist, however, which is perfectly appli-

cable, and that is the word epigamic.^ It

would indeed be more satisfactory if we were

always to use the term epigamic of all char-

acters that owed their origin to sexual selec-

tion, whether they are found in one or both

sexes, and keep the term secondary sexual in

the wider sense that it often has now, to in-

'"The Making of Species," 1909, p. 298.

= " Descent of Man," 1871, p. 253.

'IMd., p. 277.

* There is no necessity to multiply quotations;

I will merely refer the reader to some apposite

passages, e. g., Poulton, '
' Essays on Evolution, '

'

1908, pp. 379, 380; Archdall Eeid, "Laws of

Heredity," 1910, p. 145; Weismann, in "Darwin
and Modern Science," 1909, pp. 43, 48; in "The
Evolution Theory," 1904, Vol. I., pp. 232, 233.

' Poulton, loc. cit.

elude all characters peculiar to one sex except

the primary sexual characters (of gametes and

gonads) and the accessory sexual characters

(of genital ducts, copulatory apparatus, etc.).

This would cover such epigamic characters

(the great majority) that are confined to one

sex, as well as many other characters, such as

the mammse of female mammals or the wing-

less condition of various female moths, which

are not epigamic, nor accessory in the strict

sense of directly helping the union of the

gametes, but have been evolved through nat-

ural selection to perform some special func-

tion of their own.

J. S. Huxley
Balliol College, Oxfoed,

July, 1912

VOLCANIC ACTION IN THE BLACK HILLS OF SOUTH

DAKOTA^

In recent work on geology of the norther*

Black Hills I have found a sheet of obsidian

and associated agglomerates which doubtless

are the products of surface extrusion. The

locality is li miles northwest of Eoubaix or

6 miles south by east of Deadwood in the midst

of a large area of pre-Cambrian schists. The

many large masses of igneous rocks in this

region are well known from descriptions by

Newton, Crosby, Jaggar and others, but so

far as recorded they are of intrusive nature

and of early Tertiary age. The White Eiver

deposits (Oligocene) in and about the Black

Hills contain large amounts of fragments of

these igneous rocks, the products of erosioH,

and also much volcanic ash of contemporane-

ous origin. The source of this ejected ma-

terial has always been a problem, and while

the effusive rocks near Eoubaix can not be

precisely correlated with White Eiver deposits

they appear to indicate that there was volcanic

action in this region in mid-Tertiary time.

The obsidian is a sheet about 15 feet thick

and of small extent. Its smooth lower surface

lies on a one-foot layer of impure volcanic ash

which is underlain by a thick mass of ag-

glomerate or flow breccia of apparent rhyolite

^ Published by permission of the Director of the

U. S. Geological Survey.
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fragments. This breccia is in masses sur-

rounded by a deposit of finer-grained agglom-

erate which is nearly a square mile in extent.

Other smaller masses of similar agglomerates

were found five miles southeast of Eoubaix.

These occurrences are remnants of larger

masses, for they have been subject to exten-

sive erosion. The original vents are not pre-

served but their stocks are now represented

by some of the dikes which occur at many
places in the schists or overlying Paleozoic

rocks.

These facts suggest that the Black Hills

may have been the source of part if not all of

the large amount of the volcanic ash which

occurs intermixed and interbedded in the de-

posits of Oligocene age as well as in later

formations in various parts of South Dakota

and Nebraska.

N. H. Dakton
V. S. Geological Survey

INTERNATIONAL CONGEESS OF PSEHIS-
TOBIC ANTSSOPOLOG¥ AND

ABCHEOLOGY

The fourteenth International Congress of

Prehistoric Anthropology and Archeology was

held in the aiila of the university, Geneva,

September 9-14, 1912. On the evening of the

8th, Professor Eugene Pittard, president of

the congress, and Professor Edouard Naville,

honorary president, received the members in-

formally at the Atheneum. The attendance

was good throughout the week, 149 delegates

being present from 112 institutions represent-

ing at least 20 nations, 12 of which sent gov-

ernment delegates. A. Hrdlicka, George

Grant MacCurdy and Charles Peabody repre-

sented the United States government. The
total enrollment was nearly 600.

It had been over sis years since the last con-

gress (Monaco) was held. In view of the im-

mense progress made in the domain of the

prehistoric during this time, the program was

exceptionally long and interesting. As no

provision had been made for a division of the

program into sections each treating a related

group of subjects, it was necessary not only

to limit each speaker to ten minutes, but also

to abridge the discussion far beyond a desir-

able limit. Fortunately, however, many of the

papers were supplemented by generous exhib-

its of original specimens, casts, drawings,

plans, photographs, etc., for which the uni-

versity furnished suitable eases and ample
wall space conveniently located. The large

collection of original specimens from Spain

including remains of Elephas antiquus asso-

ciated with a Ohellean and perhaps pre-

Chellean industry, and the Celti-iberian sepul-

tures, exhibited by the Marquis of Cerralbo

deserve special mention. Other exhibitors, to

all of whom the thanks of the members pres-

ent are due will be indicated in the program
that is to follow.

The following amendments to the constitu-

tion recommended at the Congress of Monaco,

were adopted at the first seance of the Geneva
Congress and went immediately into effect:

The official language of the congress is French;

it is used for the publication of the proceedings

and the correspondence of the commission of

organization and of the committee. However, the

members of the congress may, in their letters,

communications or readings, make use of German,
English or Italian. Communications in these three

languages shall be accompanied by a rgsumg in

French, and the discussions before the congress

shall continue to be made in French.

The maximum number of communications which

any author may enter on the program is limited

to four.

At the same seance an anthropometric com-

mission consisting of the following members
was appointed to continue the work of unifi-

cation of anthropometric measurements begun

at the Congress of Monaco* and to report at

the close of the session:

MM. Chantre (Prance), Ozekanowski (Eus-

sia), Duckworth (Great Britain), Prassetto

(Italy), Giuffrida-Euggeri (Italy), Godin

(France), Hillebrand (Hungary), Hoyos

Sainz (Spain), Hrdlicka (United States),

Loth (Eussian Poland), von Luschan (Ger-

many), MacCurdy (United States), Manouv-

^ Compte Rendu, Congr. intern, d 'anthr. et

d'archgol. pr6hs., 13" session, Monaco, 1906, tome

II., pp. 377-394.
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rier (France), Marett (Great Britain), Mayet

(France), Mochi (Italy), Musgrove (Great

Britain), Pittard (Switzerland), Kivet

(France), Sehlaginhaufen (Switzerland),

Sergi (Italy), Sollas (Great Britain), Volkov

(Russia), Weisgerber (France).

This commission held four meetings, on the

lltli from 8 o'clock till noon under the presi-

dency of Manouvrier; on the 13th from 8

o'clock till 11 and from 3 till 4 under the

presidency of Sergi ; on the 14th from 9 till 10

under the presidency of Duckworth.

The reporters appointed were Duckworth,

Rivet and Sehlaginhaufen.

The entire report was adopted unanimously

by the commission in the meeting of the 14th,

and by the congress on the same day in its

closing session.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT FOR THE UNIFICATION

OF ANTHROPOMETRIC MEASURES ON THE LIVING

General Principles

(a) For measurements on living subjects, the

upright position is adopted.

(b) The projection method is adopted, except

in cases where special mention is made of a dif-

ferent method.

(c) For paired measurements, it is recommended

to operate on the left side and to take bilateral

measurements for the height of the acromion and

the great trochanter above the surface on which

the subject stands.

(d) Observers are urged always to indicate pre-

cisely their method and instrumentation.

(e) It is very particularly recommended to per-

sons desirous of using anthropometry not to be

content with a theoretical study of the measuring

processes, but to learn them practically in the

different laboratories where they are taught.

Measures in Detail

'

1. Height.—Subject standing on a horizontal

firm surface (not leaning against a vertical wall

or support), the arms pendent, the palm of the

hand turned inward, the fingers vertical, the heels

touching, the eyes directed horizontally. In this

position measure the height of the vertex above

the horizontal surface on which the subject stands.

^ Translated from Dr. Rivet 's copy. Measures

marked by an asterisk are those for which the

subject should be in the same position as for the

height (measure No. 1).

*2. Auditory Opening.—Starting point: the

deepest portion of the notch between the tragus

and the helix (point already adopted at the

Monaco Congress, op. cit., p. 391).

*3. Chin.—Starting point: median point on the

inferior border of the mandible.

*4. Fresternal Notch.—At its lowest point.

*5. Nipple.—Start from its center. Exclude

women with pendent breasts.

*6. Vmiilicus.—Center of the umbilical cica-

trice.

*7. Pubis.—^Median point on the superior border

of the pubis. In eases where it is difficult to

locate this point, be guided by the lower ventral

fold.

*8. Spinous Process of the Fifth Lumbar Ver-

tebra.—To find this point easily, cause the trunk

of the subject to be flexed, a position in which the

spinous process in question is indicated by a

prominence.

9. Height Sitting.—Cause the subject to be

seated on a stool, horizontal and firm, 30 to 40 cm.

in height (this height varying with the height of

the subject), the legs flexed. Place the back in

contact with a vertical plane or with the anthro-

pometer at the level of the sacral region and be-

tween the two shoulder blades. The head should

be in the same position as for the height standing.

Measure the height of the vertex above the hori-

zontal plane of the stool.

10. Height of the Pelvis.—The subject being in

the position for the height sitting, measure the

height of the summit of the iliac crest above the

plane of the stool.

*11. Acromion.—Upper external border of the

acromion.

*12. Great Trochanter.—Upper border of the

great trochanter.

*13. Anterior Superior Iliac Spine.—Summit of

this spine. In cases where it is dififieult to find

this point, follow Poupart's ligament to its point

of insertion, which is precisely the spine in ques-

tion.

*14. Elbow.—Radio-humeral line.

*15. Wrist.—Inferior point of the styloid proc-

ess of the radius.

*16. Extremity of the Middle Finger.

*17. Knee.—Point on the upper margin of the

internal tuberosity of the head of the tibia.

*18. Ankle.—Inferior point of the internal mal-

leolus.

*19. Stretch.—Place the subject against a wall,

the arms extended horizontally, the hands com-

pletely open, the pabn forward, and measure the
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distance from the extremity of one middle finger

to that of the other. If no wall is to be had, place

the rigid anthropometer horizontally behind the

subject, whose position should be the same as

above described, and take the same measure.

Whichever method is employed, demand of the

subject the maximum extension.

*20. Biacromial Diameter.—Maximum distance

between the two acromions.

*21. Bihumeral Diameter.—Maximum distance

between the two deltoid prominences (measure of

secondary importance).

*22. Bimameloii.—Distance between the centers

of the two nipples (same observation as for meas-

ure No. 5) (secondary measure).

*23. Biilia-c Diameter.—Maximum distance be-

tween the external margins of the iliac crests.

*24. Bispinal Diameter.—Distance between the

two anterior superior iliac spines (ef. measure No.

13).

*25. Bitrochanteric Diameter.—Maximum dis-

tance between the external faces of the great

trochanters. It is necessary to press firmly

against the tissue.

*26. External Antero-posterior Diameter of the

Pelvis.—Starting points: in front, upper border

of the pubis and in a median line; behind, summit

of the spinous process of the fifth lumbar ver-

tebra.

*27. Transverse Diameter of the Thorax No. 1.

—Measured in a horizontal plane at the level of

the xiphoid appendix. Take the average of the

measures noted during inhalation and exhalation,

or take the measure in an intermediate state.^

*28. Transverse Diameter of the Thorax No. 2.

—In a horizontal plane at the level of the upper

border of the fourth chondro-sternal articulation

(secondary measure).

*29. Antero-posterior Diameter of the Thorax

No. 1.—In the same plane as measure No. 27.

*30. Antero-posterior Diameter of the Thoi-ax

No. 2.—In the same plane as measure No. 28

(secondary measure).

*31. Height of the Sternum.—Measured with

sliding compass from the lowest point of the pre-

sternal notch to the base of the xiphoid appendix.

32. Bioondylar Diameter of the Humerus (sec-

ondary measure).

33. Bistyloid Diameter of the Forearm (secon-

dary measure).

' For measures Nos. 27-29 it is necessary to

employ calipers with large blunt extremities, as

the points of ordinary calipers would slip into the

intercostal spaces, thus falsifying the results.

34. Bicondylar Diameter of the Femur (secon-

dary measure).

35. Bimalleolar Diameter (secondary measure).

*36. Thoracic Circumference.—In a horizontal

plane at the level of the base of the xiphoid ap-

pendix (secondary measure).

37. Circumference of the NecTc.—The smallest

circumference.

38. Circumference of the Arm.—The maximum
circumference below the deltoid, the arm being in

a state of repose.

39. Circumference of the Arm in Contracted

State.—^Maximum circumference at the same level

as measure No. 38 (secondary measure).

40. Ma-ximum Circumference of the Forearm.—
At the level of the epitrochlear and epicondylar

muscles.

41. Minimum Circumference of the Forearm.—

•

Above the styloid processes of the radius and ulna.

42. Maximum Circumference of the Thigh.—At

the level of the gluteal fold.

43. Minimum Circumference of the Thigh.—Just

above the knee.

44. Circumference of the Calf.—The maximum.
45. Minimum Circumference of the Anlcle.

46. Minimum Circumference of the Waist.

47. Contour of the Hand.—The right hand is

applied on a leaf of paper, the fingers moderately

separated, the axis of the middle finger in line

with the axis of the forearm. Mark the two

extremities of the bistyloid line, from these points

trace the contour of the palm and fingers with a

pencil cleft longitudinally and held perpendicular

to the paper. Mark by points the termination of

each interdigital space and the metacarpo-pha-

langial articulation at each side.

48. Contour of the Foot.—The right foot is

placed on a leaf of paper, the leg being perpen-

dicular to the paper. Mark by a stroke the ex-

tremities of the malleoli and the metatarso-pha-

langial articulation at each side; then trace the

contour of the foot and toes in the same way as

for measure No. 47, indicating the termination of

each interdigital spa<'.e. It is useless to trace the

internal border between the malleolar and the

metatarso-phalangial points, as it would always be

inexact.

49. Height of the Arch.—The foot in the same

position as for measure No. 48, measure by means

of a vertical sliding compass the vertical distance

from the plane of support to the upper border of

the scaphoid (secondary measure).

The Anthropometric Commissioii as well as
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the congress unanimously adopted the follow-

ing technique and resolutions:

BECONSTKUCTION OF THE HEIGHT BY THE AID

OF THE LONG BONES

To reconstruct the height by the aid of the long

bones, measure the maximum length of these

bones, with the exception of the femur, which is

to be measured in position, and of the tibia, which

is likewise to be measured in position, without the

spine.

Besolutions

1. Resolved, that for the graphic representation

of skulls, anthropologists employ the horizontal

plane either of Broca or of the Frankfort agree-

ment.

2. Sesolved, that anthropologists publish integ-

rally all their measures.

It was voted to recommend to the next con-

gress, which will no doubt be held at Madrid

in 1915, an amendment to the constitution

admitting Spanish on the same footing as

English, German and Italian (a similar recom-

mendation to admit all the Slavic languages

was rejected) ; also that hereafter the program

be divided into sections: (1) the stone age,

(2) the age of metals and (3) anthropology

properly so called (somatology), with the

understanding, however, that communications

comprehensive in character should still be

treated in general session.

The following resolutions were adopted:

1. Asking Slavic societies and authors to give

resumes of their publications in French, German

or Latin.

2. That in view of the danger to originals from

fire and theft, museums possessing important pre-

historic or protohistoric objects made of precious

metals be asked to have the same reproduced in

metal or plaster.

3. That this congress enter into amical relations

with an international congress'' now in process of

formation and destined to cultivate particularly

the field of ethnography and physical anthro-

pology.

The council in which this last resolution

took shape were of the opinion that the name
eventually to be chosen for the new congress

should not be such as would lead to confusing

it with that of the existing congress, and that

' See Science, N. S., XXXV., 980, 1912.

the two should not meet in the same year.

The fifteenth session of the International

Congress of Prehistoric Anthropology and

Archeology will be held in 1915, at Madrid im

case of an official invitation. The new inter-

national congress, as yet unnamed, will prob-

ably take final shape at the Washington meet-

ing of the International Congress of Amer-

icanists, and the first session perhaps caUed

for 1916.

The one fact that stood out most impressively

at Geneva was the recent development of the

prehistoric in Spain, on the one hand by tha

Marquis of Cerralbo and on the other by ths

Institut de Paleontologie Humaine in Paris,

an international institution founded by th«

Prince of Monaco. Within the last five years

the Marquis of Cerralbo has in his private

capacity excavated fitfty-two prehistoric sta-

tions and is now carrying on work at ten.

Through his efforts the government of Spain

founded last June a Commission de Explora-

ciones Espeleologicas, a branch of the Insti-

tuto Nacional de Ciencias Naturales. This

foundation was inspired in a large measure

by the success of the Institut founded by the

Prince of Monaco. It is fortunate that prehis-

toric archeology should have the powerful sup-

port of two such influential nien, both of whom
received a special vote of thanks of the con-

gress. Another name that should not be over-

looked in this connection is that of M. Louis

Siret, a Belgian with large business interests

in Spain, who for many years has made good

use of his exceptional archeological oppor-

tunities. If the present rate of progress con-

tinues along these lines during the next three

years, the Madrid congress will be a pilgrim-

age that no prehistorian can afford to miss.

The social functions of the week were espe-

cially well regulated and highly enjoyed by

all present. Each member was given a

" carnet " which contained not only the dates

and places of the events, but also free coupon

tickets to and from each function. On Mon-

day from 5 to 8 :30 p.m. Professor Edouard

Naville (honorary president) and Mme. Na-

ville received at their beautiful country place,

Malagny, near Geneva. The whole of Tues-

I
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day afternoon was devoted to an excursion to

Saleve, where President Pittard gave an in-

teresting talk on " Tlie Prehistoric of the

Environs of Geneva." Thursday afternoon

the city council of Geneva received at the

Ariana Museum ; and in the evening Professor

Oscar Montelius, of Stockholm, gave an illus-

trated lecture on " The Eelations between

Italy and Central Europe during the Bronze

Age." A tour of the Lake of Geneva (or

Lake Leman as the inhabitants of the Canton

of Vaud prefer to call it) occupied the whole

of Thursday with luncheon in the historic

Castle of Chillon offered by the state council

of the Canton de Vaud, and dinner on board

the boat offered by the local committee of the

congress. The city waterfront was brilliantly

illuminated for the return at 8 p.m. The city

of Geneva was hostess Friday afternoon from

4 to 6 at the new Museum of Art and History

(containing also important prehistoric collec-

tions). The same evening Professor Emile

Cartailhac lectured before a large audience in

Victoria Hall on " Man of the Caverns." The

official banquet in the foyer of the theater

Saturday evening offered by the state council

of the Republic of Geneva and followed by a

representation of a "Fete Montagnarde"

closed the festivities of the week. It was

made the occasion of the official announce-

ment of the founding of an Institute of An-

thropology at Geneva, that President Eugene

Pittard was to be the director and that in

addition to the professorship, ample funds

had been raised by private subscription to

meet the annual needs of such an institute.

In preparation for, and especially during the

week of the congress, Professor Pittard abun-

dantly demonstrated his fitness for the new
post to which he has been called; and Geneva

did well to honor him in the presence of his

colleagues assembled from all parts of the

world.

About forty members accepted the invita-

tion to take part in a five days' excursion

(September 16-20) to important lake dwell-

ings and museums—Bevaix (Treytel), Neu-

chatel, St. Blaise, La Tene, Bienne, Bale,

Ziirich, Lucerne, Lausanne.

The following is a complete list of the

papers presented at the congress:

J. Bayer: "The Glacial Periods (theories of

Penek)."

Abbe H. Breuil: "The Subdivisions of the

Upper Paleolithic and their Significance. '

'

J. Hillebrand :
'

' The Paleolithic Cavern of

Pesko, Hungary." (Exhibit of original speci-

mens.)

L. Capitan: "The Evolution of the Stone In-

dustry during the Paleolithic. '

'

Marquis of Cerralbo :

'
' Torralba, the Most An-

cient Station of Europe in which Archeological

Remains have been found." (Exhibit of original

specimens.)

V. Comment: (1) "Chronology and Stratig-

raphy of Neolithic and Paleolithic Industries in

the Holoeene and Pleistocene Deposits of North-

ern Prance, especially in the Valley of the

Somme. " (2) "A Mousterian Industry Associ-

ated with a Warm Eauna in the Valley of the

Somme." (Exhibit of original specimens.)

A. Mochi :
'

' The Succession of Paleolithic In-

dustries and Changes in the Pleistocene Fauna in

Italy." (Exhibit of original specimens.)

M. Anton: "New Quaternary Crania from

Spain." (Exhibit.)

L. Capitan and D. Peyrony :

'
' The Eeeent Dis-

covery of Two Mousterian Skeletons at La Fer-

rassie (Dordogne)."

L. de Hoyos Saiuz: "Crania of the Cro-Magnon

Type from Old Castillo." (Exhibit of photo-

graphs and maps.)

E. E. Marett: "Prehistoric Man in Jersey."

M. Boule: (1) "Somo neandertalensis and the

Place it should occupy among the Homiaidse.

"

(Exhibit of casts.) (2) "The Institute of Hu-

man Paleontology in Paris. '

'

Giuffrida-Euggeri: "A Scheme of Classification

for Living Hominidffi.

"

Count Bggouen: "A New Cavern with Parietal

Engravings in the Department of Arifege: the

Cavern of the Tue d 'Audoubert. " (Exhibit.)

Abbe H. Breuil and L. Capitan: "Engravings

on Stalagmite from the Cavern of Teyjat, Dor-

dogne." (Exhibit of original drawings.)

I. Dharvent :

'
' The First Step in the Prehistoric

Art of Europe."

M. Hoernes: "The Prehistoric Art of Europe

by Epochs and Eegions.

"

B. Eeber: (1) "The Age and Significance of

the Prehistoric Engravings." (Exhibit.) (2)
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"Certain Series of New Prehistoric Engravings."

(3) "Prehistoric Fortification in the Neighbor-

hood of Geneva. '

'

S. Eeinaeh :

'
' Some Specimens of Cavern Art. '

'

L. Coutil :

'
' Tardenoisian, Capsian, Getalian,

Geneyenian (geometric flints)." (Exhibit.)

L. Didon :
'

' An Aurignacian Station near Ser-

geac.

"

G. Jousset de Bellesme :

'
' Comparative Tech-

nique in the Amygdaloid Type of Industry."

The Abbfis H. Obermaier and H. Breuil :

'
' Ex-

cavations at the Cavern of Castillo (Spain)."

G. Lalanne: (1) "The Venus of Laussel."

(Exhibit of casts.) (2) "Azilian Stations on

the Shore of Bas Medoc. '

'

E. Pittard: (1) "The Prehistoric in the Valley

of Eebi6res. " (2) "Aurignacian Station: Les

Kebiferes II." (Exhibit of original specimens.)

E. Pittard and E. Montandon: "An Aurigna-

cian Mierolithic Industry." (Exhibit of original

specimens.

)

E. A. Smith: "An Aurignacian Eacies in Eng-

land." (Exhibit of original specimens.)

Th. Volkow: "Eecent Discoveries in a Paleo-

lithic Station at Mgl6ne, Ukraine." (Exhibit of

original specimens.)

M. Baudouiu :
'

' The Orientation of Dolmens. '

'

Baron A. Blanc: "Excavations in Savoy: Pre-

liminary Eesults, Azilian, Neolithic, Eneolithie

and Protohistoric.

"

Marquis of Cerralbo: (1) "Iberian Necrop-

oles. " (Exhibit.) (2) "Neolithic Monuments
of Central Spain."

H. Corot: (1) "Prehistoric and Protohistoric

Times in Alesia." (2) "The Excavation of a

Tumulus at Minot, with Incineration ' in domo. '
'

'

Abbs F. Hermet: (1) "Statue Menhirs of

Aveyron and of Italy." (2) "Bronze Spher-

oids." (3) "The Sepulcral Cavern of Nant.

"

E. A. Stewart-Macalister : (1) "Some Excava-

tions recently made in Ireland." (2) "A Neo-

lithic Cavern at Ghezer (Palestine)."

D. MacRitchie: (1) "Cyclopean Constructions

in Scotland." (2) "The Kayak in Northeastern

Europe." (3) "Pygmies among the Ancient

Egyptians and the Hebrews."

J. de Saint-Venant :
'

' Some Curious Iron

' Tranehets ' of the La Tfene Period. '

'

Mme. Barnett: "Prehistoric Stone Amulets

from Teotihuacan, Mexico."

A. Hrdlieka: "The Eemains in Siberia, Mon-
golia and other Parts of Eastern Asia of a Eace

that Peopled America."

Charles Peabody: "The Present State of the

Question of Diluvial Man at Trenton, New
Jersey. '

'

N. H. Winchell: "Prehistoric Man in Kansas."

Eead by Dr. Peabody. (Exhibit of original speci-

mens.
)

L. Siret: "Comparative Study of the Symbols

Eepresented on Protohistoric Monuments or Ob-

jects."

M. Baudouin : ( 1 ) " Comparative Study of

Pediform Sculptures and Engravings." (2)
'

' Comparative Study of Engravings Eepresenting

the Horse 's Foot. '

'

J. DSchelette: "Origin and Use of Iron in

Europe. '

'

M. Exsteens: "Industry of the Extinct Tas-

maniaus. '

'

H. Miiller: (1) "Stations with Azilian Facies

from the Neighborhood of Grenoble." (2) "The
Necessity of an International Commission on

Archeological Nomenclature. '

'

Mme. Crova :

'
' Neolithic Implements from the

Coast of Mauritania, Africa." (Exhibit of orig-

inal specimens.)

H. 8. Wellcome :

'
' Prehistoric Discoveries in

the Soudan." (Exhibit.)

F. Huybrigts: "The Earliest Manifestations of

Eeligious Ideas by Neolithic and Druidic Popula-

tions according to the Discoveries made at Tongres,

Belgium. '
' ( Exhibit.

)

L. Schaudel: "Pitted Stones, their Origin, Sig-

nificance and Destination. '

'

G. B. M. Flamand : ( 1 ) " Prehistoric Sahara. '

'

(2) "The Worship of the Sun in Prehistoric

Times. '

'

F. Sarasin: "Colored Pebbles from the Cavern

of Birseek, near Bale." (Exhibit of original

specimens.)

G. Nicole: "Prehistoric Vases from Thessaly.

"

H. Hubert :
'

' The Androphagous Carnivor of

the Gundestrup Vase. '
' Read by S. Eeinaeh.

G. Eeubel :

'
' An International Organization for

the Anthropometry of Children. '

'

P. Godin :
'

' The Eelation between the Evolu-

tion of Growth and Puberty. '

'

S. Eeinaeh: "An Iberian Ornament." (Ex-

hibit.)

H. M. Ami :

'
' The Status of Archeological

Work in Canada."

L. Bidault de Gr^signy :

'
' Prehistoric Eesearehes

in the Saone Valley. '

'

C. Florence: "How to Eecognize the Age of

Ferruginous Scoria. '

'

George Grant MacCurdt
Yale University
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Cornell University Medical College

Entrance
Requirements

Curriculum

I. Graduates of approved Colleges or
Scieutific Schools, or

IL Seniors in auch. Colleges on condition
the candidate presents the Bachelor' a degree
before seeking admission to the second year
in medicine; or

III. Those presenting the full equivalent

of the above as determined by examination.
IV. iJl candidates must present evidence

of having pursued major courses in general
inorganic chem.istry, with qualitative and
quantitative analysis, Physics and Biology,
covering at least a year's instruction with
laboratory work in each subject.

Graded to take advantage of advanced en-
trance requirements. First Year devoted to

Organic and Physiological Chemistry, Anat-
omy and Physiology. Medicine, Surgery,
Obstetrics and Pathology begun in the second
year and laboratory Pharmacology com-
pleted. Didactic and laboratory instruction

in all clinical subjects completed in the early

part of the fourth year and followed by 21

consecutiT* weeks of all day bedside instruc-

tion in hospital wards.
Session openg the last Wednesday in Sep-

tember and closes the second week in June.

Class divided into sectionB of 5^ to 10

studentf each for clinical instruction in dis-

pensary and hospitaL Systematic daily con-

ferences with teachers at the bedside and in

the laboratory form the main.^plan of

instruction.

The first year in medicine may bo taken
either at New York City or at Ithaca, later

years only at New York City.

For further particulars apply to the

Dean, Cornell University Medical College

28th street and First Avenue NEW YORK CITY

Instruction

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
THE MEDICAL DEPARTHENT OF

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
OFPEKS THE FOLLOWING VAKIETIES OF INSTKUOTION

A four
yearsCOURSE FOR THE DEGREE OF M.D.

course is open to holders of a bachelor's degree from a recog-
nized college or scientific school, and to persons who, having
studied specified subjects during two years in college, are per-
mitted to enter as special students. Special students receive
the M.D. degree if, during residence, they attain high rank.
The studies of the fourth year are wholly elective ; they in-

clude laboratory subjects, general medicine and surgery, and
the special clinical branches. The School-year extends from
the Monday before the last Wednesday in September to the
Thursday before the last Wednesday in June.

n.. D u
ates in

medicine and other properly qualified persons may become
candidates for the degree ofDoctor of Public Health.

COURSESforHIGHER ACADEMIC DEGREES
Properly qualified students may pursue in the laboratory de-
partments studies leading to tiie higher academic degrees,

—

A.M., S.M., Ph.D. and S.D.

GRADUATE COURSES Throughout the School-year,wiirtwwn h. wwwiiwh-w gpgeial courses open to grad-
uates of recognized medical schools are offered in the various
subjects of practical medicine and the medical sciences.

RESEARCH ^^^^^ the laboratories opportunity is given atnttUL.nnun
^jj times for properly qualified persona to

conduct original investigations.

SPECIAL STUDENTS, rS';^?radt^tt/d,tTe?
certain conditions, to all courses in the school.

<illMMrR ttPHnni During the smnmer months, June ldummcn OUnUUl.(.Q September 30, specially planned
courses are open to both medical students and graduates,

FOR A DETAILED ANKOUNCEMENT ADDBES3

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL, Boston

Syracuse University College of Medicine

Entrance
Requirements

The First Two
Years

TlieTliirdYear
Course

Tlie Fourth
Year Course

Two years of a recognized course in arts

or in science In a registered college or
School of Science, whicli must include
Latin, German, Physics, Chemistry and
Biology. Six and seyen years' combina-
tion courses are recognized.

are spent in mastering by laboratory
methods the sciences fundamental to
clinical medicine.

is systematic and clinical and is deyoted
to the study of the natural history of
disease, to diagnosis and to therapeutics.
In this year the systematic courses in
Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics are
completed.

is clinical. Students spend the entire
forenoon throughout the year as clinical
clerks in hospitals under careful supervi-
sion. The clinical clerk takes the history,
makes the physical examination and the
laboratory examinations, arrives at a di-

agnosis which he must defend, outlines
the treatment under his instructor and
observes and records theresults. In case of
operation or of autopsy he follows the spe-
cimen and identifies its pathological na-
ture. Two general hospitals, one special
hospital and the municipal hospitals and
laboratories are open to our students. The
practical course in Hygiene and Preven-
tive Medicine,carried on in the municipal
laboratories and hospital and in Public
Health Field Work, occupies one-sixth of
the mornings. The afternoons are spent
in the College Dispensary and in clinical
work in medical and surgical specialties
and in conferences.

Address the Secretary of the College.

307 Orange Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

TULANE
UNIVERSITY

-OF-
LOUISIANA

Cotstses in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene

Begin January 2, April 2, June 3

and October t»

Fully equipped Itboraiories in ill divisions of

instruction. Clinical opportunities unexcelled.

Medical Department and Department of

Pharmacy Open October i, J9t2.

For all information addfcm

DR. ISADORE DYER, DEAN

P. O. Drawer 261 New Orleaoi, L«.
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765 SCHOOL OF MEDICINE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA i»i2

The One Hundred Fortv-Seventh Annual Session of this institution will open September 27, 1912, and continue
until June 18, 1913.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION: Candidatesmust have successfully completed work equiva-
lent to tliat prescribed for the Freshman and Sophomore Classes in colleges recognized by this University, which
must include a Icnowledge of Physics, Chemistry and Gene' al Biology or Zoology, together with appropriate labora-
tory exercises in each of these subjects, and two languages other than English (one of which must be French or Ger-
man). For detailed information seiid for catalogue.

Certiticates from recognized colleges covering these requirements will be accepted in place of an examination.
Conditions will hereafter not be permitted to applicants if in any way conflicting with the roster of the medical

school; so that in these scientific suLijects especially the records of the student should be complete before applica-
tion for admission.
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE: The course of instruction extends over four annual sessions, the

work so graded that the first and second years are largely occupied by the fundamental medical subjects. The third
and fourth years are larerely devoted to the practical branches, prominence being given to clinical instruction, and
the classes sub-divided into small groups so that the individual students are brought into particularly close and per-
sonal relations with the instructors and with the patients, at the bedside and in the operating room. It ia strongly
recommended that after (rruduation further hospital work be undertaken by the memners of the class; and at least
90 per cent, as a rule attain by competitive'cxamination or by appointment positions as internes In hospitals in this
city or elsewhere.

POST-GRADUATE WORK: (1) Any graduate possessing a baccalaureate degree may pursue work
in Anatomy, Physiolotry, Physiological-Chemistry, Bacteriology, Pathology, Neuropathology, Pharmacology, Re-
search Medicine and Mental Diseases with view of obtaining the higher degrees of Master of Arts or Science and
of Doctor of Philosophy in the Graduate School of the University. For information address Dean of Graduate
School, University of Pennsylvania.

(2) Courses in Public Health (inaugurated in 1906), leading to diploma (Doctor of Public Hygiene, D.P.H ) are
open to graduates in Medicine. The subjects comprehended In the course are : Bacteriology, Medical Protozoology
and Entomology, Chemistry, Sanitary Engineering, Sanitary Architecture, Meat and Milk Inspection, School In-
spection, Vital Statistics, Sanitary Legislation, and Personal and General Hygiene.

The full course extends over one academic year. Special subjects in the course may be taken by any one
possessing suitabi' preliminary qualifications. For details address Director of Laboratory of Hygiene.

(3) From the op jning of each term to about February 1 courses in Tropical Medicine are open to graduates in
medicine comprehending instruction in Medical Climatology and Geography, Hvgiene of Tropics and of Ships,
Tropical Medicine. Bacteriology, Protozoology. Entomology, Helminthology and General Medical Zoology, Pathology,
Skin Diseases, Eye Diseases, and Surgery of Tropical Affections.

(4) During tile academic session special courses in any of the branches of the medical curriculum are open to
graduates of this or other re;?ular schoo's of Medicine, both in the clinical subjects and in laboratory studies. The
excellent hospital facilities offered by the University Hospital, the neighboring Philadelphia General Hospital and
other institutions v/ith whici tlie members of the staff of instruction are connected, guarantee exceptional oppor-
tunities for clinical observation.

TUITION FEE: Undergraduate study, 8200 annually ; fees for special courses on application. Fordetalled
Information or catalogue address

DEAN OF SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA, PAi

Western Reserve University

riedical Department
(Founded 1843)

A well endoveed school for men with college

preparation, its course including a large amount of

individual practical work in laboratories and coq-

troUed hospitals.

Admits only college graduates, or seniors in

absentia from standard fonr-year colleges, who can
fulfill certain subject requirements.

Small classes assnre large amount of individnal
opportunity.

Offers optional fifth year leading to degree of

A.M. in Medicine.

Only regular medical school in Cleveland (the

sixth city in the United States) with 600,000 popu-
lation.

Controls all material and nominates the staffs

in three hospitals with over 1000 beds, and maintains
dispensaries having over 80,000 visits per year.

Every graduate has the opportnnity of a hospital

appointment.

No gradnate of the past nine years has failed

before any state board.

Tuition $130.00 per year.

For catalogue and information address the Sec-
retary, East 9th Street and St. Clair Avenne, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Stanford University
MEDICAL DEPARTHENT

The Medical Department of the Leland Stanford Jr. Uni-
versity is an integral part of the University and its Faculty
controls the Lane Hospital which together with the Lane
Medical Library is administered by the Trusteea of the
University.

Three years of University instruc-
tion including a year in Physics,
Chemistry and Biology with lab-
oratory work in each and a satis-
factory reading knowledge of
French or German are required
for admission to candidacy for the
degree of Doctor of Medicine.
The work in Medicine begins the
first of September each year and
closes about the middle of May.
The first year and a half of the
four years' Medical instruction is

given in the laboratories at Stan-
ford University, California, near
Palo Alto, and the last two and a
half years in the buildings of the
Medical Department in San Fran-
cisco, Calif. The degree of A.B.
is granted upon completion of the
first year or year and a half of the
Medical Curriculum.

The tuition fee is $150 per year,
payable in two installments, Sep-
tember and January. There is an
additional fee of 85.00 for Anatom-
ical material payable for each of
the first four semesters. Micro-
scopes are provided free with a re-

turnable deposit to cover damages
for breakage.

The annual announcement of the Medical Department or
annual Register of the University will be sent upon applica-

tion to

R. L. WILBUR, M.D., Executive Head,
Stanford University riedical Department

Sacramento and Webster Sts. San Francisco, Cal.

ADMISSION

INSTRUCTION
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" A Compact, Concise, Reference Volume of Inestimable Value

to Every Scientific Worker"

GOULD and PYLE'S

Cyclopedia of Practical

Medicine and Surgery
Second Edition, Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged
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BIOLOGY
An Introductory Study
By Herbert W. Conn, Ph.D.

Professor ofBfology, Wesleyan Univ.

425 Pages $1.50

FOR FRESHMAN CLASSES

This text gives an introductory survey of

tbe fundamental laws which apply to both

animals and plants and gives those principles

which coordinate and correlate them.

It has been prepared to fill a need not met

by any other college text in biology.

Illustrated by excellent draivings

Contains a. very helpful Glossary-Index

Silver, Burdett& Company
BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

SOCIOLOGY
In its Psychological Aspects

By CHARLES A. ELLWOOD, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology, University of Missouri

A comprehensive view of that part of Sociological

theory resting immediately upon Psychology. It is

of the most practical importance in developing a

Sociology which shall serve at once as a basis for the

special social sciences and for the construction of

sound social policies.

8vo. Cloth $3.00 net. Postpaid, $3.J6.

D. APPLETON & CO., NEW YORK
JULIEN'S POWER AND FOOT LATHES

IXae of GeologiatB, Mineralogists, Petrographera, Met-
allnrgists, Mining Engineers, in SLICING an^
POLISHING all hard snbatanoes, rooks, etc., and in

preparation of MICROSCOPIC THIN SECTIONS.

GUSTAVUS D. JULIEN
3 Webster Terrace NEW ROCHELLE. N. Y.

HOW TO BUY AT FACTORY PRICES.
Tou can get better than wholesale prices on :—Educa-

tional Sclentitlc Apparatus for all subjects. Laboratory
Supplies, Mtlk: and Cream Teeters, Projection Lanterns,
Microscopes, Magnifiers, Dissecting Instruments.
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Balances, Rules
Protractors, Color GaMfailBWheels and Discs.
Thermometers, Baro '*'*' meters. Hygromet-
ers, Tuning Forlis. Pitch Pipes, Magnets, Batteries,
Electric Bells, all kinds of Wire. Motors. Dynamos,
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Glassware, etc.. by sending for our illustrated Cat-
alogue containing over 1.400 articles for school use,

"^Chicago apparatus CojipAijy, Chicago, 111.
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The Volcanoes of Kllauea and Mauna Loaon the Island of Hawaii

By Wm. T. Brigham, A.M., Sc.D. A compilation of the

recorded varying conditions of the volcanoes of Kilauea
and Mauna Loa to the year 1909, with index. Paper covei,

230 pages, 28 plates (1 colored), 143 text figures.

Price $3.60, postage 28 cents.

Memoirs, Vol. III. Quarto.
Ka Hana Kapc The Making of Bark-Cloth In Hawaii

By Wm. T. Brigham, A.M., Sc.D. The story of the

manufacture of kapa (tapa) or bark cloth in Polynesia and
elsewhere, but especially in the Hawaiian Islands. A very

full description of this native manufacture, illustrated ex-

tensively from specimens in American and Europeaa
museums. With a portfolio of full-sized colored lithographic

reproductions of tapa. Bound in paper covers, text 276 pages,

with 131 figures, index and 50 half tone plates (3 colored).

Loose in portfolio, 27 lithographic plates.

Price $12.50, postage, domestic 60 cents, foreign $1.00.
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MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORYW ODS HOLE, MASS.
BioloKicai Material

1. Zoology. Preserved material of all types of animals
for class work and for the museum.

2. Embryology. Stages of some invertebrates, fishes (in-
cluding Acanthlas, Amia and Lepldosteus), Amphibia, and
some mammals.

3. Botany. Preserved material of Algae, Fungi, Liver-
worts, and Mosses. Price lists furnished on application to

QEORQE M. QRAY, Curator, Woods Hole, Mass.

Scholarship Alan
in the physical sciences, with experience in University work,

thoroughly familiar with scientific methods and literature,

and with knowledge of French, German , Italian and Spanish,

desires position with publisher of scientific literature, or in

scientific institution. Highest reference. Address "J. W.,"
care " Science," Garrison, N. Y.

ROMEIKE'S

PRESS CLIPPINGS
are now an absolute necessit; for every scientific man.

Bj methodical searching through the most important

papers and. periodicals published in this country and

abroad we are able to supply you at short notice with

information on any subject which perhaps you would

be unable to find yourself in libraries or reference

books after spending days or eyen weeks at such a

task. Write for further information.

HENRY ROMEIKE, Inc.

1 06-no Seventh Avenue New York City
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be misunderstood as minimizing the impor-

tance of a real knowledge of the activities

of the micro-flora and fauna of the earth.

Rather would I hope to emphasize this

aspect of the question, which I suppose is

what was expected when the subject was
assigned to me. It is quite as important,

however, to point out the unsatisfactory-

state of the investigations at present and
the futility of generalizing from a few
known facts, acquired by disregarding a

vast number of unknown, but nevertheless

real, factors.

Fischer, you will remember, after a more
or less critical review of the situation,

came to the conclusion that we do not now
possess a method of bacteriological exam-
ination of soils, which is of the least prac-

tical value. While not subscribing to this

view, it must be confessed that a study of

the literature on the subject indicates that

much of fundamental importance remains

to be done before we can hope that an
investigation of the microorganisms of the

soil will result in really solving some of the

perplexing problems of fertility now con-

fronting us. Even the nomenclature of

the subject is so indefinite at the present

time, that within the past year we have
had conflicting uses of such familiar terms

as "nitrification" and "nitrogen fixing"

and there certainly is need for some such

unification and strict definition of terms

as that suggested by Lipman.

An enumeration of all the methods now
in vogue for the bacteriological examina-

tion of the soil would show that the tech-

nical side of the subject is in much the

same condition that water bacteriology was
fifteen years ago, and until there is more
uniformity in methods employed, by which
comparative tests can be made, we shall not

gain much from the results of the steadily

increasing number of workers in this field.

It is true that new points of view are occa-

sionally presented and a distinct step in

advance has been the emphasis recently

placed upon the study of the organism, as

far as possible, in its natural environ-

ments, rather than in artificial solutions.

The work of Vogel, Stevens and others, has

done something to make possible an agree-

ment in parallel laboratory and field ex-

periments; but, after all, progress in this

line has been chiefly through pointing out

the errors of others and has not resulted,

as yet, in the formulation of a standard.

We are much farther along in knowing
what not to do, but like the Sherman law,

the situation calls for some affirmative

legislation.

There is also considerable evidence that

we have been so obsessed by the pure cul-

ture idea, that conclusions drawn from
experiments performed under such condi-

tions are entirely unwarranted. If it is

true that mixed cultures of Azotobacter

cJiroococcum and Pseudomonas radicicola

will flx almost twice as much nitrogen as

either alone, to say nothing of the neces-

sary interaction between various groups in

making available green manures, phos-

phoric acid, lime nitrogen, etc., it is very

evident that conclusions drawn from the

study of a single organism can not be ap-

plied to the conditions actually existing in

the soil. We might as well assume that a

superior being, dipping down into our at-

mosphere and selecting a single individual,

would be able to arrive at the various func-

tions and activities of man on the face of

the globe, by observing his behavior under

such artificial conditions as it would be

possible to maintain in a heavenly labora-

tory. It is neither necessary, nor ad-

visable, of course, that we abandon the

pure culture method. But we should

recognize the limitations of our present

technique and cease to generalize from

such inadequate data.
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Not only are standardization of methods

and interpretation of results, as well as a

stiU further recognition of the efEeet of

various groups of bacteria, one upon the

other, much to be desired; but an appre-

ciation of the fact that something else than

the bacteria go to make up the microscop-

ical life of the soil, must be more generally

taken into consideration, in our attempts

to find out what actually goes on in the

ground. It must be confessed that thus

far any knowledge of the algal, fungal or

protozoal inhabitants of the soil has tended

to confuse rather than clarify any conclu-

sions regarding the phenomena induced by

a single group of organisms.

Perhaps no better example of the cha-

otic conditions of the present status of the

microbiology of the soil can be cited than

in the recent revival of a consideration of

the effect of heat and various so-called

antiseptics on crop production, and the

supposed relations of protozoa to the

problem. That the addition to soil of car-

bon bisulphide, toluol, ether and similar

agents, will under certain conditions bene-

fit some crops, has of course been known
for nearly twenty years, and as early as

1888 Frank believed that sterilizing soil

with steam increased the solubility, or

availability, of mineral and organic sub-

stances.

Various theories, from the mere removal

of superabundant, though harmless, bac-

teria, to the destruction of toxins, have

been proposed to account for this beneficial

effect, but it remained for Russell and

Hutchinson, of the Rothamsted Station, to

stimulate interest in the subject. These

investigators, in October, 1909, announced

that they had found the increased pro-

ductiveness of partially sterilized soil to be

due to an excess of ammonia, arising as a

result of the bacterial decomposition of

soil substances, these bacteria being able

to multiply enormously on account of the

removal, by heat or volatile substances, of

large protozoa which normally feed upon
the bacteria. This announcement was
hailed both in this country and abroad as

the greatest discovery pertaining to the

soil, since Hellriegel 's interpretation of the

beneficial effect of bacteria in the root-

nodules of legumes!

A student in my laboratory becoming

interested in the problem, undertook a con-

siderable number of preliminary experi-

ments, the results of which seemed to war-

rant a more elaborate investigation into the

effect of soil sterilization upon crop pro-

duction. It is not necessary to go into

details at this time, but laboratory, green-

house and field tests all indicated most

decidedly that the theory of Russell and

Hutchinson is not of universal application,

and the importance of the protozoa, so far

as their effect upon bacteria is concerned,

has been overestimated. It is true that

Russell and Hutchinson themselves consid-

ered the removal of the protozoa as being

but one factor concerned in the benefits

accruing to plants, by the use of antisep-

tics, and it may be that the prominence

given to this aspect of their work is due to

the advertising propensities of those not

immediately concerned with the investiga-

tions. This is unfortunately sometimes the

case. The fact remains, however, that in

many of the comments published by those

rather closely associated with Russell and

Hutchinson, the effect of antiseptics upon

protozoa is deemed to be the only one worth

considering, and to which all resulting

benefit is due.

Within the last few months, several

papers have appeared which likewise fail to

agree with Russell's and Hutchinson's re-

sults. Goodey, publishing in the Proceed-

ings of the Boyal Society, shows that at least

one important group of protozoa, micro-
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photographs of which have been used most

extensively to illustrate popular articles on

the subjects, can have no part whatever in

disposing of beneficial bacteria or influ-

encing in any appreciable way the fertility

of the soil. For it is found that the cili-

ated protozoa which are so characteristic a

feature of cultures made from soil, exist

only in the encysted stage in natural soil

conditions. There remain, of course, the

amoebfe and flagellates, about the condition

of which in soil we are not certain as yet.

But the fact that all of these organisms are

able, within a short time after being re-

moved by disinfectants, to reestablish them-

selves in soils, would seem to indicate that

even though they might have some direct

effect upon the bacterial content of the soil,

the removal is so transient that the effect

on crop production is negligible. This is

no place for figures, but if it were I could

show as the result of tests, extending over

a wide field, that the number of protozoa,

including flagellates, ciliates and rhizo-

pods, existing in the soil three days after

treatment with various percents of toluol,

carbon bisulphide, etc., may equal or even

exceed the number originally present.

Koch and Fred at the Agricultural In-

stitute of the University of Gottingen, since

the appearance of Goodey's paper, have

each published independently upon the

effect of ether and carbon bisulphide on

lower and higher plants and conclude that

for both the micro-flora of the soil and the

crop it bears, the beneficial effect is purely

stimulative—simply the old idea of all

poisons being beneficial to growth if suffi-

ciently dilute.

Greig-Smith, in spite of the apparent

refutation of the toxin theory of Eussell

and Hutchinson, returns to it as affording

the best explanation of the observed re-

sults. He claims to have extracted from

soil a substance which is filterable through

porcelain and which is toxic to bacteria.

This toxin thus retards the growth of

higher plants by the destruction of bene-

ficial bacteria, but in turn is destroyed by
the application of heat or volatile anti-

septics. An additional effect of these

agents is upon the so-called "agricere,"

which, according to Greig-Smith, is a mix-

ture of saponifiable and unsaponifiable

bodies, coating or waterproofing particles

of soil. When heat or certain wax solvents

are added to the soil, they alter the distri-

bution of the earth wax, carrying it to the

surface and causing it to segregate on the

points of the soil particles. The beneficial

effect of the removal of the waterproof

covering is of course that the constituents

of the soil are more easily attacked by the

bacteria and rendered available for plant

nutrition.

Bottomly, before the British Association

this summer, confirmed to a certain extent

the work of Greig-Smith by demonstrating

the injurious effect of the "bacteriotox-

ines" upon the germination of seeds and

their subsequent growth, the harmfulness

of which could be prevented by first heat-

ing the soil.

Without further reference to contradic-

tory results obtained by various investiga-

tors since the announcement of Russell and

Hutchinson, experiments in my own labo-

ratory indicate that the matter is probably

incapable of being satisfactorily explained

by any of the single factors which have

been suggested. The one fact which does

seem to be fairly well established is that

the temporary removal from the soil of

the protozoa has but little bearing on the

problem. Neither is it by any means cer-

tain that the use of heat or antiseptics is

universally favorable to all crops on all

kinds of soil and it seems probable that the

character of the soil, as well as the kind of

crop, will have to be taken into considera-
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tion before we can have a true explanation

of why some crops are benefited by the

so-called sterilization of some soils.

Aside from a very few pathogenic forms,

but little is specifically known of the fun-

gus flora of the earth. That fungi may be

as abundant as the bacteria, particularly

in uncultivated soils and that below the

humus-containing layer, they may consid-

erably exceed the bacteria, has been ascer-

tained by a few analyses. But what they

do and how they do it, is for the most part

a matter of conjecture. To those fa,miliar

with the rapidity and certainty with which

some of the higher fungi reduce organic to

inorganic matter, it is evident that there

is no group of organisms present in the

soil that would seem to be more capable of

producing profound changes in its environ-

ment. Not only do we know that a con-

siderable amount of the decay in animal

and vegetable tissue, particularly the early

stages, is due to the higher fungi, but the

work of Czapek and Kohn, showing that

Penicillium and Aspergillus when supplied

with ammonium chloride set free hydro-

chloric acid, as well as the demonstration

of the production of an organic acid in

Penicillium by Alsberg and Black, points

to still further possibilities by plants be-

longing to the same, or closely related

groups.

Formerly it was supposed that the num-
ber of plants whose roots entered into com-

bination with some fungus—presumably

for mutual benefit—^was limited and con-

fined to but few families. Now it is esti-

mated that about one half of the seed

plants possess within their roots some

mycorhizal organism and in many notable

instances the plant is unable to thrive

under natural conditions without its par-

ticular fungus. Furthermore, as has been

pointed out by Coville, the acidity factor

in the distribution of some plants is myco-

logical rather than purely chemical.

Our knowledge of the effect of soil fungi

upon the germination of seed is also being

extended. Barnard has recently shown

that seed of both the common potato and
Solanum dulcamara fail to germinate in

the absence of their mycorhizal parasite,

while 40-90 per cent, begin to grow in the

presence of this fungus.

Whether the considerable number of

wild yeast-like organisms occurring abun-

dantly in many soils, are capable of pro-

ducing profound changes in their habitat

is still problematical. That certain of

these may fix atmospheric nitrogen in the

laboratory seems to have been demon-

strated, and it appears reasonable that

should conditions in the earth be favorable,

we might expect yeasts to have a decided

effect either upon the soil, or its inhabit-

ants. Despite the necessity of yeasts hav-

ing secondary breeding places, such as

aqueous extracts from fruits and other

vegetable matter, the soil must be consid-

ered the chief abode of these fungi, and

not only during the colder months, but

throughout the entire year.

Even less is known about the algal con-

tent of the soil than of its fungus constitu-

ents. The older literature is full of refer-

ences to the nitrogen-fixing power of both

grass-greens and blue-greens, but it is a

striking fact that since the introduction of

the pure culture method for algse, there

has been no authenticated demonstration

of the power of these plants to add in the

slightest degree to our store of fijsed nitro-

gen. It is true that Heinze working with

impure cultures of Nostoc thought he had

demonstrated by a process of elimination

its ability to fix nitrogen. Since Azoto-

iacter was not present and the fungus in

the culture could not by itself fix nitrogen,

he assumed that the nitrogen accumulated

must be due to the alga. But this can

hardly be accepted as conclusive. "While it

it possible that some of the blue-greens
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may have this power, it is not likely that

they are of much importance and there is

need of a most careful investigation of the

whole subject, now fortunately under way,

before we can be at all certain of what the

algte alone accomplish in the soil.

The possible beneficial relationship be-

tween the algffi and the bacteria is quite

another question. I believe it is not widely

known that quite independent of any sur-

face growth of algse, there exists in the

lower layers of the soil an algal flora which

in some localities, at least, is equal, bulk

for bulk, to the bacterial flora. Exact

quantitative estimates are difficult and in

the incomplete state of the work, only ap-

proximations can be made, but it is safe to

say that under some circumstances the in-

dividual algal cells, many times larger, of

course, than ordinary bacteria, number be-

tween three and four million per gram of

soil. For the most part these cells belong

either to Anabcena or Nostoc, and without

committing myself at this time to the orig-

inal observations of Brand, recently con-

firmed by Miss Spratt, that the heterocyst

of Nostoc and Anabcena gives rise to

gonidia-like spores, I may say that hetero-

cysts obtained from the deeper layers of

the soil often show the contents divided

in precisely the way figured by Brand and

Miss Spratt. If it be true that the hetero-

cyst is capable of giving rise to spores, it

would account, of course, for the large

number of isolated cells found in the soil,

and further explain how there may be such

an abundant algal flora below the surface,

which, be it noted, is totally different, as to

genera, from the surface film of algte.

The observations relative to the fixation

of atmospheric nitrogen through the asso-

ciation of algffi and bacteria are somewhat

more satisfactory than those dealing with

algJE alone. "We have some experimental

evidence for believing that when certain

nitrogen-fiLsing bacteria are growing with

some of the blue-green algse, the amount of

nitrogen exceeds considerably that fixed by
the bacteria alone and the benefit of the

combination upon growing crops is marked.

Thus we have an additional complication

in dealing with the vital activities of the

soil, for it appears we must not only con-

sider the interrelationships between vari-

ous groups of bacteria in so-called "mixed
culture," but the influence of a consider-

able algal flora must also be taken into

account.

No discussion of the microorganisms of

the soil would be complete without some

reference to the nodule-forming bacteria

of legumes. That the practical applica-

tion of our knowledge of the effect of these,

usually, but not always, beneficial bacteria

must be demonstrated in the field, rather

than the laboratory, goes without saying.

However, it is hard to understand how we
may hope to gain much definite informa-

tion either as to the needs or activities of

these bacteria, when conclusions regarding

them are drawn exclusively from such an

inconstant and uncertain source. That

much depends upon the virulence of the

particular strain of organism is evident

and the use of nitrogen-free media, first

suggested in this country and some modi-

fication of which has since been widely

adopted, both at home and abroad, has re-

sulted in increasing materially the percent-

age of successful inoculations. Whether

the conflicting results obtained by different

investigators can be harmonized, in the

state of our present knowledge, is doubt-

ful, for the conditions are bound to be so

various and the bacteria themselves so

sensitive to changed environment, that

comparable results will seldom be obtained.

Indeed, it may not be impossible that

Pseudomonas radicicola plays a more im-

portant role outside of the root nodules
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than within it, and instead of attempting

to induce the legume organism to form

nodules on other crops, we should perhaps

be paying more attention to the organism

as it exists in the soil, independent of the

roots of any plant.

^

In this connection, however, I may say

that I now have under cultivation an

organism capable of fixing nitrogen within

nodules comparable in every way to those

found on the legumes, but growing on a

family far removed from the Leguminosse,

namely, the Aristolociacese.

Of the importance of the bacterial flora

in rendering available, to higher plants,

the various necessary mineral constituents

of the soil, little need be said. That a

large number of organisms are able to in-

fluence the potash, lime, magnesia, phos-

phorus and other minerals of the soil solu-

tion is well known. It even appears that

calcium salts of various organic acids, fre-

quently formed by plants and occurring

in soils, may be oxidized to carbonates by

a considerable variety of bacteria, thus

conserving the lime supply to the last

degree. On the other hand, it may be well

to point out that the generally accepted

theory regarding the action of the so-called

iron-bacteria is probably incorrect. Wino-

gradsky's hypothesis, that the soluble bi-

' Since writing the above, I have learned that

Greig-Smith recently presented a paper before the

Linnean Society of New South Wales in. which he

claims, by means of a special medium, to have

determined the number of Pseudomonas radicicola

per gram of cultivated soil, to be at least three

millions. He, apparently from the literature on

the subject, and not by actual test, assumes that

the number of Azotoiacter and similar nitrogen-

fixing organisms is small and consequently con-

cludes that the foremost place in nitrogen fixation

in the soil should be given to Pseudomonas and

not Azotohacter. Indeed he goes so far as to

maintain that the number of Pseudomonas organ-

isms in the soil affords an indication of its com-

parative fertility.

carbonate in water or soil was absorbed by

the organism and, as a result of cell

metabolism, changed into ferric hydroxide,

was never proved, even by its author. The

analogy between the appearance of iron on

the walls of these forms and the oxidation

processes of the sulphur and nitrate bac-

teria seems to have been the chief reason

for its promulgation. Molisch has shown

that iron is not necessary for the growth of

these organisms and later other investiga-

tors proved that manganese readily re-

placed the iron. There seems to be no

reason, therefore, for assuming that the

deposition is in any way connected directly

with the metabolism of the plant. Eather

is the relationship similar to that existing

in certain algae and an aquatic ascomyeete,

recently obtained by me. Klebs showed

that Zygnema could retain in the gelatin-

ous layer surrounding it, not only iron,

but aluminium and chromium compounds.

Whether this is due to some peculiarity in

the wall, or is a sort of reversed chemo-

taxis, with the plant attracting the metal,

instead of the chemical attracting the

plant, remains to be seen. Observations

made on the fungus above referred to

plainly indicate that it is not necessary to

ascribe any respiratory or oxidizing func-

tion to the process, and if it be vital it

must be something in the nature of what

we might be permitted to call "vegetable

magnetism. '

'

Without going further into details, I

think enough has been said to indicate the

diverse character, and yet the close inter-

relationship, existing in the microbiological

content of the soil. While it may not

appear to simplify the problem, by admit-

ting that the physiologist, the bacteriol-

ogist, the mycologist, the algologist and

possibly the protozoologist, to say nothing

of the chemist and physicist, must all co-

operate before many fundamental problems
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involving fertility and plant nutrition are

finally solved, I am inclined to think this

is the only means whereby we can hope for

success. At least the information derived

in this way is more apt to bring us to the

desired state of knowledge than our pres-

ent independent attitude. "The sciences

gain by mutual support," wrote Pasteur.

Certainly it is not by an arrogant assump-

tion to one's self that his particular science

is the "be all and end all" of human en-

deavor, that we shall gain any notion of

what is really happening in the soil and

what it all means

!

George T. Mooee
Washington Univeksity

TLANT FOOD IN RELATION TO SOIL
FERTILITY ^

I take it that the only justification for

me to review the subject of plant food in

relation to soil fertility or crop production

is the fact that recent publications from

the federal Bureau of Soils have strongly

afSrmed that there is no necessity of ap-

plying plant food in the restoration and

maintenance of soil fertility. Two prin-

cipal questions are raised: First, Does

plant food applied increase crop yields in

harmony with recognized soil deficiencies

and crop requirements? Second, Will the

rotation of crops maintain the productive

power of the soil by avoiding injury from

possible toxic excreta from plant roots 1 I

shall try to present facts and data and

exact quotations rather than my own opin-

ions concerning these questions of such

fundamental importance in relation to sys-

tems of permanent agriculture.

In 1804 DeSaussure, the French scien-

tist, first gave to the world a correct and

almost complete statement concerning the

' Presented at the Symposium on Soils at the

Washington meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science.

sources of the food of plants, including not

only the confirmation of Senebier's discov-

ery of the fijsation of carbon in the forma-

tion of carbohydrates, but also the evidence

of plant requirements for the essential

mineral elements secured from the soil.

Sir Humphry Davy and Baron von

Liebig did much to popularize this infor-

mation during the following half century;

and they were followed by Lawes and Gil-

bert, whose extensive and long-continued

investigations furnished the needed proof

that the soil must furnish nitrogen as

well as the mineral elements; and finally,

only twenty-five years ago, Hellriegel dis-

covered the symbiotic relationship between

legumes and bacteria which gives access to

the inexhaustible supply of atmospheric

nitrogen for soil enrichment.

Briefiy, it might be said that for nearly

a century the world of science has accepted

and taught, and the world of advanced

agricultural methods has practised, the

doctrine that soil fertility maintenance

and soil enrichment require the restora-

tion or addition of plant food, including

particularly phosphorus and nitrogen,

which are most likely to become deficient

in normal soils, potassium where needed,

and sometimes lime or limestone, which

always supplies calcium, and magnesium

as well if dolomitic limestone be used. Of
the other five essential elements, carbon

and oxygen are secured from the carbon

dioxid of the air, hydrogen from water,

and iron from the inexhaustible supply in

the soil; while the sulfur brought to the

soil in rain and otherwise from the at-

mospheric supply, resulting from combus-

tion and decomposition of sulfur-bearing

materials, supplemented by the soil's sup-

ply and by that returned in crop residues,

appears to be sufficient to meet the plant

requirements and the loss by leaching.

After nearly a century of the increasing
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agricultural practise of this doctrine on

much of the farm land of Germany,

France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark and

the British Isles, those countries have ap-

proximately doubled their average acre-

yields. The ten-year average yield of

wheat in the United States is 14 bushels

per acre, while that in Europe has gone

up to 29 bushels in Germany, to 33 bushels

in Great Britain, and to more than 40

bushels per acre in Denmark. The annual

application of phosphorus even to the soils

of Italy has already become greater than

the phosphorus content of all the crops

removed. The exportation of our highest

grade phosphate rock from the United

States to Europe now exceeds a million

tons a year, carrying away from our own

country twice as much phosphorus as is

required for the annual wheat crops of all

the states, and millions of acres of farm

land in our own eastern states have al-

ready been agriculturally abandoned, be-

cause of depleted fertility and reduced

productive power ; so that it is now impos-

sible for our congressmen to enter the

capital of the United States from any

direction without passing abandoned farms.

Ultimate analysis has shown that the

most common loam soil of soiithern Mary-

land,^ almost adjoining the District of

Columbia, contains only 160 pounds of

phosphorus, 1,000 pounds of calcium and

about 900 pounds of nitrogen in two mil-

lion pounds of surface soil, corresponding

approximately to an acre of land 6| inches

deep. The clover crops harvested from

the rich garden soil at Rothamsted in eight

consecutive years removed more phos-

phorus and calcium from the soil than the

total amounts contained in the plowed soil

' See '
' Leonardto'mi Loam, '

' Bureau of Soils

Bulletin 54, and "Field Operations of the Bureau

of Soils" in Reports for 1900 and 1901; or see

pages 138 to 142 of "Soil Fertility and Perma-

nent Agriculture," Ginn & Company, Boston.

of this worn-out Maryland land, whose total

nitrogen content is also less than would be

required for seven such crops of corn as

we harvest on good land in the central

west, which, however, contains ten times as

much of these plant foods as the depleted

Maryland soil.

During the last ten years our population

increased 21 per cent., the same as during

the preceding decade, while the acreage of

farm lands increased only 5 per cent., and

the federal government reports all future

possible increase in farm land at only 9

per cent, of our present acreage.

Average crop yields for four ten-year

periods are now reported by the United

States Department of Agriculture. A
comparison of two twenty-year averages

shows increased acre-yields of 1 bushel for

wheat and ^ bushel for rye, while the yield

of corn has decreased 1^ bushels and the

yield of potatoes has decreased 7 bushels

per acre, by twenty-year averages. These

crops represent our greatest sources of

human food, even our supply of meat be-

ing largely dependent upon the corn crop.

Less than twenty-year averages are not

trustworthy for a consideration of any

small increase or decrease in yield per acre.

It should be noted that during the last

forty years vast areas of virgin wheat land

have been put under cultivation, including

the Dakotas, which now produce more

wheat than all the states east of the Missis-

sippi, save only Indiana and Illinois.

A comparison of the last five years with

the average of the five years ending with

1900 shows that our wheat exports de-

creased during the decade from 198 million

to 116 million bushels, and that our corn

exports decreased from 193 million to 57

million bushels.

Thus we have fed our increasing pop-

ulation not by increasing our acre-yields,

but by a slight increase in the acreage of
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farm land, and by a large decrease in our

exportation of food stuffs; and the fact

must be plain that before another decade

shall have passed we shall reach the prac-

tical limit of our relief in both of these

directions.

Indeed, a most common subject already-

discussed in the press and investigated by

national, state and city authorities during

the last three or four years is the high cost

of plain living.

"With these facts and statistics before us,

let us consider the actual results secured

from field and laboratory investigations:

Where wheat has been grown every year

since 1844 on Broadbalk Field at Rotham-

sted, England, the average yield for fifty-

five years has been 12.9 bushels per acre

on unfertilized land, 35.5 bushels where

heavy annual applications of farm manure

have been made, and 37.1 bushels per acre

where slightly less plant food has been

applied in commercial form.

Barley grown every year on Hoos Field

at Rothamsted has produced, for the same

fifty-five years, an average yield of 14.8

bushels on unfertilized land, 47.7 bushels

with farm manure and 43.9 bushels where

much less plant food was applied in com-

mercial form.

Potatoes grown for twenty-six consecu-

tive years, also on Hoos Field at Rotham-

sted, produced, as an average, 51 bushels

per acre on unfertilized land, 178 bushels

Avhere farm manure was used (reinforced

with acid phosphate during the first seven

years), and 203 bushels where plant food

was applied in commercial form. The first

year of this investigation the unfertilized

land produced 144 bushels, land receiving

farm manure alone produced 159 bushels

and land fertilized with commercial plant

food produced 328 bushels per acre.

Director A. D. Hall, of the Rothamsted

Experiment Station, makes the following

statement on pages 95 and 96 of his book

on "The Rothamsted Experiments":

On the plots receiving farmyard manure, and

even on those receiving only a complete artificial

manure, the crop was maintained in favorable

seasons. No falling-off was observed which could

be attributed to the land having become "sick"
through the continuous growth of the same crop,

or through the accumulation of disease in the soil.

In commenting upon these same experi-

ments, Milton Whitney, Chief of the

United States Bureau of Soils, makes the

following statement in Farmers' Bulletin

No. 257, page 14:

One of the most interesting instances going to

show that toxic substances are formed and that

what is poisonous to one crop is not necessarily

poisonous or injurious to another is a series of

experiments of Lawes and Gilbert-—the growing

of potatoes for about fifteen years on the same

field. At the end of this period they got the soil

into a condition in which it would not grow pota-

toes at all. The soil was exhausted, and under the

older ideas it was necessarily deficient in some

plant food. It seems strange that, under our old

ideas of soil fertility, if the soil became exhausted

for potatoes, it should grow any other crop,

because the usual analysis shows the same con-

stituents present in all of our plants, not in the

same proportion, but all are present and all neces-

sary, so far as we know. This field was planted

in barley, and on this experimental plot that had

ceased to grow potatoes they got 75 bushels of

barley.

If, now, we turn to the actual records of

the Rothamsted experiments we find that

the first crop of barley grown after twenty-

six years of potatoes was 33.2 bushels per

acre on unfertilized land, only 24.8 bushels

where minerals alone had been used and

the soil depleted of nitrogen by the potato

crops, 67 bushels per acre where minerals

and nitrogen had been used, and 72.4 bush-

els where farm manure had been applied

for twenty-six years. We also find in

strict harmony with Director Hall's state-

ment, that the largest average yield of

potatoes from the farm manure plots (3
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and 4), either for one year or for five

years, was secured after potatoes had been

grown on the same land for more than

fifteen years.

On permanent meadow land at Rotham-

sted, the average yield of hay for fifty

years was 1| tons per acre on unfertilized

land, and more than 4 tons per acre on

land heavily fertilized with commercial

plant food. During the last ten years of

this fifty-year period the unfertilized land

has produced an average yield of 1,863

pounds of hay, while the fertilized land

has produced 8,490 pounds per acre.

On Barn Field at Rothamsted, mangels

were grown for thirty years. The average

yield per acre was 4J tons on unfertilized

land, 19| tons where farm manure had

been applied, and 29 tons per acre where

the farm manure had been reinforced with

nitrogen and phosphorus in commercial

form.

In 1902 the University of Illinois began

a series of experiments on the common
corn-belt prairie land in McLean County,

on a field which had grown no wheat for

thirty-two years. We first grew wheat in

1905. Four plots not receiving phosphorus

produced, respectively, 28.8 bushels, 30.5

bushels, 33.2 bushels and 29.5 bushels of

wheat per acre; while four other plots

which differed from these only by the addi-

tion of phosphorus, at the rate of 25

pounds of that element in 200 pounds of

steamed bone meal per acre per annum,

produced 39.2 bushels, 50.9 bushels, 37.8

btishels and 51.9 bushels, respectively, per

acre. Six years later wheat was again

grown on this land, when the four plots

not receiving phosphorus produced, re-

spectively, 22.5 bushels, 25.6 bushels, 21.7

bushels and 27.3 bushels per acre, and the

other four plots, which differ from these in

treatment only by the phosphorus applied

during the ten years, produced 57.6 bush-

els, 60.2 bushels, 54.0 bushels and 60.4

bushels, respectively, of wheat per acre,

this being the second crop of wheat grown
on this land in forty years.

This most common prairie land of the

Illinois com belt contains 600 pounds of

phosphorus and 18,000 pounds of potas-

sium per million of surface soil, while one

million pounds of the subsoil contains 450

pounds of phosphorus and 27,000 pounds

of potassium. This is the type of soil on

which, as an average of four different tests

each year under four different conditions

of soil treatment, the addition of phos-

phorus produced an increase in yield per

acre of 9.6 bushels of corn in 1902, of 17.8

bushels of corn in 1903, of 14.8 bushels of

oats in 1904, of 14.4 bushels of wheat in

1905, of 1.46 tons of clover^ in 1906, of

18.8 bushels of corn in 1907, of 17.3 bushels

of corn in 1908, of 15.2 bushels of oats in

1909, of 2.56 tons of clover^ in 1910 and

an average increase of 33.8 bushels of

wheat per acre in 1911.

As an average of four similar tests dur-

ing the ten years, applications of potas-

sium (costing the same as the phosphorus)

increased the yield of corn by 3.1 bushels,

decreased the yield of oats by 2.3 bushels,

decreased the yjeld of clover by 70 pounds

per acre and increased the yield of wheat

by 0.1 bushel per acre, these being the gen-

eral average results from four years of

corn and from two years each of oats,

clover and wheat.

If now we turn to the extensive peaty

swamp soil of northern and north-central

Illinois, we find by analysis that it con-

tains in one million poimds of the surface

soil 1,960 pounds of phosphorus and 2,930

pounds of potassium, or more than three

times as much phosphorus and less than

one sixth as much potassium as the com-

' Average of two tests (see Illinois Soil Eeport

No. 2, pp. 17, 39).
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mon prairie. We also find that, as an

average of triplicate tests each year, potas-

sium increased the yield of corn per acre

by 20.7 bushels in 1902, by 23.5 bushels in

1903, by 29.0 bushels in 1904 and by 36.8

bushels in 1905 ; while the addition of phos-

phorus produced a decrease of 0.1 bushel

in 1902 and an increase of 0.9 bushel in

1903, of 3.9 bushels* in 1904 and of 0.3

bushel in 1905.

As an average of the results from twenty

plots of unfertilized land in the Penn-

sylvania rotation experiments with corn,

oats, wheat and hay (clover and timothy

mixed), the crop values in two consecutive

twelve-year periods decreased by 26 per

cent.; while, as an average of the twenty-

four years, the crop values were increased

62 per cent, by farm manure and 65 per

cent, with commercial plant food, as com-

pared with the results from unfertilized

land.

The records from the Agdell rotation

field at Rothamsted show that as an aver-

age of the turnips, barley, clover (or

beans) and wheat the yield decreased on

unfertilized land by 42 per cent, measured

by the results from two consecutive thirty-

two-year periods; and, if we span a sixty-

year period, we find that the yield of tur-

nips on unfertilized land was 10 tons per

acre in 1848 and less than i ton in 1908

;

that the barley yielded 46.5 bushels in

1849 and only 10 bushels per acre in 1909

;

the clover produced 2.8 tons in 1850 and

less than 1 ton per acre in 1910 ; while the

wheat following clover produced 39.7 bush-

els in 1851 and 24.5 bushels in 1911.

The application of plant food (for the

turnip crop only) in the same rotation

over a period of sixty-four years increased

the average yield of turnips from 1^ tons

to 17^ tons per acre, increased the yield

'Irregular insect injury in 1904 (see Illinois

Bulletin 123, pp. 251, 252).

of the barley following from 24.4 to 38.5

bushels, then increased the average yield

of legumes from 1,945 pounds to 4,413,

and increased the yield of wheat after

legumes from 25 to 34.8 bushels, as com-

pared with the unfertilized land.

If, again, we span the sixty years, we
find that on the fertilized land the yield

of turnips was 12^ tons in 1848 and 17^

tons in 1908; that barley produced 35.9

bushels in 1849 and 33.4 bushels in 1909

;

that clover produced 3^ tons in 1850 and

4| tons in 1910 ; while wheat yielded 30.3

bushels in 1851 and 38 bushels per acre in

1911.

Thus, the records show that during the

last four years, following a sixty-year

period, the plant food applied has in-

creased the yield of wheat by 55 per cent.,

increased the barley by 234 per cent, and

the clover by 340 per cent. ; while the yield

of turnips on the fertilized land was 49

times as great as on the unfertilized land.

"With these facts in mind we may well

consider the following statements from

Whitney in Farmers' Bulletin 257:

Apparently, these small amounts of fertilizers

we add to the soil have their effect upon these

toxie substances and render the soil sweet and

more healthful for growing plants. We believe it

is through this means that our fertilizers act

rather than through the supplying of food to the

plant. (Page 20.)

There is another way in which the fertility of

the soil can be maintained, viz., by arranging a

system of rotation and growing each year a crop

that is not injured by the excreta of the preceding

crop; then when the time comes around for the

first crop to be planted again the soil has had

ample time to dispose of the sewerage resulting

from the growth of the plant two or three years

before. . . . Barley will follow potatoes in the

Rothamsted experiments after the potatoes have

grown so long that the soil will not produce pota-

toes. The barley grows unaffected by the excreta

of the potatoes, another crop follows the barley,

and the soil is then in condition to grow potatoes

again.
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In other experiments of Lawes and Gilbert they

have maintained for fifty years a yield of about

30 bushels of wheat continuously on the same soil

where a complete fertilizer has been used. They

have seen their yield go down where wheat fol-

lowed wheat without fertilizer for fifty years in

succession from 30 bushels to 12 bushels, which is

what they are now getting annually from their

unfertilized wheat plot. With a rotation of crops

without fertilizers they have also maintained their

yield for fifty years at 30 bushels, so that the

effect of rotation has in such case been identical

with that of fertilization. (Pages 21, 22.)

If we turn to the Rothamsted data, we
find that the first recorded yield of wheat

on the unfertilized plot on Broadbalk Field

was not 30 bushels, but only 15 bushels;

that the average of the first eight years

was 17.4 bushels; that the best fertilized

plot on the same field has averaged not 30

bushels, but 37.1 bushels for fifty-five

years; that, as stated above, the wheat

grown in rotation, following a leguminous

crop, has averaged not 30 bushels, but 25

bushels on unfertilized land, and 34.8

bushels where fertilizers are applied for

turnips three years before.

The following pertinent quotations are

from Whitney and Cameron in Bureau of

Soils Bulletin 22

:

In England and Scotland it is customary to

make an allowance to tenants giving up their

farms for the unused fertilizers applied in previous

seasons. The basis of this is usually taken at 30

to 50 per cent, for the first year, and at 10 to 20

per cent, for the second year after application;

but, in the experience of this bureau there is no

such apparent continuous effect of fertilizers on

the chemical constitution of the soil. (Page 59.)

It appears further that practically all soils con-

tain sufficient plant food for good crop yield;

that this supply will be indefinitely maintained.

(Page 64.)

In Bureau of Soils Bulletin 55, by

Whitney, entitled "Soils of the United

States," issued in 1909, we find under the

heading "Permanency of Soil Fertility as

a National Asset" the following summar-

ized statements:

The soil is the one indestructible, immutable

asset that the nation possesses. It is the one

resource that can not be exhausted; that can not

be used up. (Page 66.)

From the modern conception of the nature and

purpose of the soil it is evident that it can not

wear out, that so far as the mineral food is con-

cerned it will continue automatically to supply

adequate quantities of the mineral plant food for

crops. (Page 79.)

As a national asset the soil is safe as a means

of feeding mankind for untold ages to come.

(Page 80.)

As stated in the beginning, I have not

planned to discuss the subject of plant

food in relation to soil fertility; but I felt

it a duty as well as an honor to be per-

mitted to accept a place on your program;

and I have placed before you some most

important and trustworthy data bearing

upon the question. I have presented some

statistics for consideration in connection

with the gravest problem which now con-

fronts America; namely, the problem of

restoring American soil and of maintain-

ing American prosperity. I have quoted

accurately and fairly from the teachings

of Whitney and Cameron; and I also sub-

mit for your information the following

quotation from Director A. D. Hall, of

Rothamsted

:

I can not agree with Professor Whitney's read-

ing of the results on the Agdell field in the least.

The figures he quotes for wheat are hardly justi-

fiable as approximations, and are in spirit con-

trary to the general tenor of the particular experi-

ment. ... In my opinion the results on the Agdell

rotation field are directly contrary to Professor

Whitney's idea that rotation can do the work of

fertilizers. (From Eeport of the Committee of

Seven, appointed by the Association of Official

Agricultural Chemists "to consider in detail the

questions raised," published in full in Circular

123 of the University of Illinois Agricultural

Experiment Station.)

A thousand additional proofs of the

practical value and of the evident neces-

sity of supplying plant food in systems of
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permanent agriculture could easily be

cited.

All long-continued investigations and,

likewise, all practical agricultural experi-

ence show that great reduction in crop

yields ultimately occurs unless plant food

is restored to the soil; and, as a rule, the

chemical composition of normal soil is an

exceedingly valuable guide in determining

the kinds of material which should be sup-

plied in practical systems of soil enrich-

ment and preservation.

Cykil G. Hopkins
University op Illinois

THE FIFTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
OF MATHEMATICIANS

Once every four years the mathematicians

of the world meet together to discuss the new

discoveries made in the various branches of

their science, to review the work accomplished

during the past quadrennial period, to listen

to mathematical papers and to become ac-

quainted with one another. The fifth Inter-

national Congress of Mathematicians was

held at Cambridge University, August 21 to

28, 1912, at the invitation of the Cambridge

Philosophical Society. The four former con-

gresses were Zurich, 1897 ; Paris, 1900 ; Heidel-

berg, 1904 ; Rome, 1908. During the World's

Pair at Chicago in 1893, a similar interna-

tional gathering of mathematicians was held,

but this meeting is not usually included in

the list of meetings of the International Con-

gress.

The opening meeting was devoted to wel-

coming addresses by the president of the

Cambridge Philosophical Society, Sir George

Darwin, and the vice-chancellor of the univer-

sity, Mr. E. F. Scott. Sir George Darwin

emphasized the great trend towards speciali-

zation among modern mathematicians and re-

ferred to the great loss sustained by mathe-

matics in the recent death of Henri Poincare,

who was probably the one man competent to

appreciate mathematical research in all its

diverse branches. Darwin referred to the

Cambridge School of Applied Mathematicians

in the last century, mentioning Airy, Adams,

Maxwell, Stokes, Kelvin and Eayleigh, and

analyzed the characteristic differences in the

mental attitudes of the pure and applied

mathematician.

The officers of the congress were elected as

follows: President, Sir George Darwin; Vice-

presidents, W. von Dyck, L. Fejer, E. Puji-

sawa, J. Hadamard, J. L. W. V. Jensen, P. A.

MacMahon, G. Mitlag-Lefiler, E. H. Moore, P.

Eudio, P. H. Schoute, M. S. Smoluchowski,

V. A. Steklov, V. Volterra; General Secre-

taries, E. W. Hobson and A. E. H. Lore.

The congress was organized in four sections

devoted, respectively, to arithmetic-algebra-

analysis, geometry, applied mathematics and

philosophical, historical and didactical ques-

tions. The section of applied mathematics

was divided into two, one for mathematical

physics and astronomy, the other for econom-

ics and statistics. This was done also in the

case of the fourth section, one section taking

up philosophy and history, the other didactics.

The international committee having charge of

the program appointed the first chairmen of

the sections, each of whom gave a short in-

troductory address. The other chairmen were

appointed by the sections from day to day.

Section I. Arithmetic, Algebra, Analysis.—
The first meeting was presided over by Pro-

fessor E. B. Elliott, who in his opening ad-

dress defended the British mathematician

from the attacks of those who have said he is

too self-centered and cared little for the

furtherance of mathematical thought. In the

five meetings of this section 28 papers were

offered and open for discussion. Many of the

papers dealt with that part of the field of

analysis which centers about the integral

equation. The chairmen for the meetings

after the first were Professors E. Landau, E.

Borel, E. H. Moore, H. von Koch.

Section II. Geometry.—The chairman of

the first meeting, Dr. H. P. Baker, gare a

brief survey of the present state of the theory

of surfaces and extensions to space of more

than three dimensions, and gave reasons for

his belief that geometers were now on the

threshold of many new discoveries through the
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mingling of the two streams of investigations

associated with the name of the French mathe-

matician Pieard and with the modern Italian

school. Twenty-four papers were read. The

chairmen of the later meetings were Professors

F. Severi, F. Morley, J. Drach.

Section Ilia. Mathematical Physics.—
Chairman Professor H. Lamb commented

upon the division of applied mathematicians

into three classes, those whose interests lay

mainly in the pure mathematical aspect of the

problems of experience, those to whom analy-

sis was only a means towards the interpreta-

tion and coordination of phenomena, and those

specially represented in the Cambridge school

who found a sort of esthetic interest in the

reciprocal interplay of experience and theory.

Twenty-seven papers were read in this meeting

and those presided over by Prince Galatzin

and Professors T. Levi-Civita and P. Stackel.

Section Illb. Economics, Statistics and

Actuarial Science.—^Professor P. T. Edge-

worth, presiding at the first meeting, com-

mented on the fact that for the first time this

branch of applied mathematics had been given

equal rank with the older branches and re-

ferred to the pioneering work of Marshall as

a mathematical economist and to the im-

portance of the calculus of probabilities in the

development of actuarial science. Dr. M. F.

Sheppard and Dr. J. F. Steffensen presided at

the two last meetings. A total of 13 papers

made up the program of the three meetings.

Section IVa. Philosophy and History—
Four meetings of this section were held, one

a joint meeting with Section lYh. Twenty-

two papers were offered. The meetings were

presided over by Hon. B. A. W. Eussell, Pro-

fessors A. Gutzmer, A. Padoa, F. Eudio.

Section IVb, Didactics.—The first chair-

man, Mr. C. Godfrey, spoke regretfully of the

absence of Klein, who had done so much in

promoting the work of the International Com-

mission on the Teaching of Mathematics. The

chairman happily characterized the section as

devoted to the study of functions of two vari-

ables, one being mathematics, the other the

student. Three of the five meetings of this

section were occupied with the presentation of

reports from the various countries to the In-

ternational Commission. Over 150 reports

have been published and 50 more are in prepa-

ration. Professors C. Bourlet, J. W. A.

Young, E. Czuber, D. E. Smith, E. Fujisawa,

were chairmen of the meetings at which ten

papers were read. At a special meeting of

this section presided over by Sir J. J. Thom-
son, Professor Eunge read a paper on the

mathematical education of the physicist which

brought forth an animated discussion.

Eunge's report was made up from the answers

received to inquiries sent to universities in

many countries, whicl; summed up that need

was felt for mathematicians and physicists to

draw closer together, more attention should be

given to graphical and approximate methods

and to numerical computation by mathemat-

ical teachers and that instruction in mathe-

matics should be individual. Several speak-

ers in discussing the paper deplored the wid-

ening gap between the pure mathematician

and the physicist, but it was suggested that

the gap should be closed not by compelling

mathematical teachers to abandon logical pre-

cision, but by discarding things obsolete in

the traditional mathematical courses and di-

minishing the excessive amount of manipula-

tive work which is now demanded from phys-

ics students.

Besides the sectional meetings there were

ten lectures given at the general meetings of

the congress. These lectures were:

"n signifieato della critica dei prineipii nello

sviluppo delle matematiche, '

' Professor F. En-

riques.
'

' Periodicity in the solar system, '
' Professor E.

W. Brown.
'

' The history and evolution of arithmetic divi-

sion," P. J. Harding.
'

' The principles of instrumental seismology, '

'

Prince B. Galitzin.

"Geloste und ungeloste Probleme ans der

Theorie der Primzahlverteilung und der Rie-

mannschen Zetafunktion, '
' Professor E. Landau.

"Definition et domaine d 'existence des fonc-

tions monogfines uniformes," Professor E. Borel.

'
' The place of mathematics in engineering

practise," Sir W. H. White.

"Multiply charged atoms," Sir J. J. Thomson.
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"Boundary problems in one dimension," Pro-

fessor M. Bocher.

"The dynamics of radiation," Sir J. Larmor.

The lecture by Sir W. H. "White will no

doubt cause a discussion with followers of

Professor John Perry for the speaker preferred

" pure mathematics taught by a mathematician

to the so-called practical mathematics."

From a social standpoint the members were

well taken care of. On Wednesday evening,

August 21, they were received in the Combina-

tion Eoom and Hall of St. John's College by

Sir George Darwin as president of the Cam-

bridge Philosophical Society, and Mr. E. F.

Scott, vice-chancellor of the university. On
Friday evening they attended a reception at

Fitzwilliam Museum given by Lord Eayleigh,

the chancellor of the university. Sunday

afternoon was given up to a reception by the

committee on organization in the gardens of

Christ's College. An organ recital was given

in King's College chapel on Sunday night.

On Monday night the master and fellows of

Trinity College received the members in the

college. One afternoon was devoted to an ex-

cursion to Ely and its cathedi-al. An excur-

sion to Oxford was arranged for the day after

the breaking up of the congress. On this day

many accepted the invitation of the Marquis

of Salisbury to visit Hatfield House. Facili-

ties were given for visits to the works of the

Cambridge Scientific Instrument Making

Company, the visitors being entertained by

Mrs. Horace Darwin. Visitors to the univer-

sity observatory were entertained by Mrs.

Newall. Besides these, there were many little

gatherings and excursions for the ladies who

did not care to attend the mathematical meet-

ings. The feature of this congress was the

hospitality of the Cambridge colleges. A ma-

jority of the members of the congress lived in

the colleges and for those of us who were so

fortunate, this part of the week's entertain-

ment was one we shall long remember.

On Tuesday a procession was formed and

a wreath of laurel and white flowers was car-

ried to and placed on the grave of the Cam-

bridge mathematician, Arthur Cayley, in Mill-

road Cemetery. Professor S. Dickstein, of

Warsaw, delivered an appreciation of Cay-

ley's work. From the money left over from

the subscription for the wreath a memorial of

the occasion is to be made in silver and pre-

sented to the university.

The congress was well attended, the total

number of members registering being 706 from

27 countries. This is somewhat larger than

the attendance at Eome in 1904 and much
larger than at any other congress. About 85

Americans were present. With the exception

of the United Kingdom the United States was

represented by the largest number of mem-
bers, Germany and France coming next in

order. At the last meeting the invitation of

Professor Mittag-Leffler to hold the next meet-

ing at Stockholm in 1916 was accepted. Invi-

tations to hold the 1920 meeting in Buda-

pesth and in Athens were received, but no ac-

tion was taken.

A. E. Crathorne

THE NEW ENGLAND GEOLOGICAL
EXCURSION

The twelfth annual Geological Excursion

of the New England colleges and universities

was held in the vicinity of Meriden, Connecti-

cut, October 18 and 19, under the direction of

Professor William North Eice, of Wesleyan

University, and was attended by representa-

tives from Amherst, Connecticut Agricultural

College, Harvard, Mount Holyoke, Massachu-

setts Agricultural College, Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, Smith, Trinity, Tufts,

University of Vermont, Wesleyan, Williams,

and Yale, teachers of geography from a num-

ber of the high schools of Connecticut, about

fifty men and women participating.

After a collation at Fisk Hall in Middle-

town, given by Wesleyan University, the party

listened to an illustrated lecture by Professor

Barrell, of Yale University, on " Central Con-

necticut in the Geologic Past " and a brief

statement by Professor Eice on the localities

to be studied on the following day. After the

meeting the party went to Meriden by trolley,

where they spent the night. On Saturday

morning the party went by special car on the
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electric line which follows, in general, the

line of the Higby Lamentation fault, stops

being made to study points of geological

interest. A view from a large drumlin af-

forded an opportunity to recognize the topog-

raphy resulting from the faulting of the ex-

tensive lava sheets of the region—the anterior,

main and posterior. A section in the posterior

sheet was shown in which what seemed to be

the vesicular surface of one flow was covered by

the compact lava of a later flow. It was, how-

ever, suggested by Professor A. C. Lane that

this vesicular lava may have been formed

within the lava sheet as is perhaps in-

dicated by its somewhat coarsely crystalline

structure. A remarkable section near West-

field, where three faults with their drag

dips are well shown, was visited (Bull. VI.,

Connecticut Geol. and Nat. His. Sur., Fig. 16,

p. 213). From here the party walked to other

points where drag dips were to be seen and

visited the post-glacial Westfield gorge. On
account of the rain in the afternoon only a

small number ascended Lamentation Moun-

tain. Lunch was served at the Highland Club

near Meriden.

The excursion was a most interesting and

instructive one, both because it was carefully

planned and also because of Professor Eice's

lucid explanation of the topographic effects of

the great series of faults and the evidences by

which the complicated structure of the region

was unravelled. The unavoidable absence of

Professor W. M. Davis, to whose insight we

owe the first clear conception of the relations

of the Connecticut traps and sand stones, was

greatly regretted.

Herdman F. Cleland
WiLLIAMSTOWN, MASS.,

October 22, 1912

TSE PAGEANT AT MOUNT SOLTOKE
COLLEGE

The festival procession of the liberal arts

and sciences presented on October 8 at the

seventy-fifth anniversary of Mount Holyoke

College was not only a thing of brilliant

beauty but to many it was also a dramatic

revelation of the round of human knowledge.

Planned by the faculty and presented by over

six hundred students, it expressed to the audi-

ence of three thousand people in a wonder-

fully impressive manner the salient points in

the history and ideals of the eighteen subjects

represented. The procession passed for two

hours through a natural amphitheater sur-

rounded by trees glorious with unusually gay

autumn foliage.

The science division was marked by boldness

and effectiveness of treatment, combined with

richness of coloring and fineness of detail.

Heralds clad in rose and yellow were followed

by the personification of " Mathematics, the

golden key of the sciences." A striking group

of mathematicians represented the history o£

mathematics from the fifteenth century B.C.

to the seventeenth century a.d.

The story of man's progress toward ai

knowledge of heaven and earth was told by

the departments of physics and astronomy.

The fire-worshipers of primitive times, and a

Chaldean priest studying the stars were fol-

lowed by a number of the great thinkers and

experimenters from Aristotle to Franklin.

The material and intellectual gifts to human-
ity, such as the principle of the conservation

of energy, the aeroplane, astronomical time,

the telegraph, the steam engine, spectrum

analysis, the telescope, the cathode ray, sug-

gesting new concepts of matter, were symbol-

ized by graceful figures suggestively costumed.

The hint of new concepts of matter was

echoed in the chemistry section which dealt

with the historical development of the chem-

ical element. An aged alchemist, Boyle, La-

voisier, Priestley, Davy and Dalton ushered in

a throng of dancers representing the elements.

At first mingling in confused and unrelated

groups in the wild strains of a Russian folk-

dance they fell suddenly into harmony at the

bidding of Mendelejeff clad in a Russian robe

of black and scarlet. The order of the peri-

odic system and the division of the elements

into families was suggested by eight groups

of four elements each, the members of each

group being dressed in varying shades of one

color in the following order, gray, pink, brown,

green, yellow, blue, tan and lavender. Then
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appeared a glittering dancing figure, radium,

•whose outer robe brilliant with sun-like rays

was suddenly cast aside, and gray-gowned

helium stood revealed.

A tri-colored banner, brown, green and yel-

low announced the departments of geology,

botany and zoology, their motto being " Dauer

im Wechsel," and their subject " Evolution in

Nature." The " Sacred Goddess, Mother

Earth," Flora from Botticelli's "Primavera,"

attended by algse, fungi, ferns, pines and Catt-

leya orchids, symbolized this thought. Men-

del, in monk's garb, followed, accompanied by

a group of fruit flies (drosophila) with the

characteristic red and white eyes, appearing

in the ratio of 3:1 in the second generation.

The entire procession showed marvellous

unity of thought as well as artistic blending

of color and was pronounced by those who wit-

nessed it to have a tangible educational Talue

as well as the quality of dreamy beauty char-

acteristic of the great pageants of the world.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
Dr. Andrew D. White, the first president

. of Cornell University, distinguished for his

work in education and diplomacy, and for his

publications on history and science, celebrated

his eightieth birthday on November 7.

Col. E. E. Markwick, C.B., has been elected

president of the British Astronomical Asso-

ciation.

An international conference on time reck-

oning was opened at the Paris Observatory on

October 15 by M. Guist'hau, minister of edu-

cation; and M. Bigourdan, member of the

Institute and of the Bureau des Longitudes,

was elected president. The conference has

been summoned mainly with the object of deal-

ing with various practical uses of wireless

telegraphy in the synchronization of time

signals throughout the world.

The Council of the Institution of Civil

Engineers has made the following further

awards for papers read during the session

1911-12: A Watt gold medal to Professor W.
H. Burr (New York), and the Crampton prize

to Professor R. J. Durley (Montreal). The

following Telford premiums have also been

awarded for papers published in the proceed-

ings without discussion during the same ses-

sion: To Messrs. Paul Seurot (New York),

David Anderson, and Harry Cunningham
(London), Dr. S. P. Smith (Birmingham),

Mr. E. G. Elvers (Richmond), Mr. E. H.

Morris (Manchester) and Professor A. H.

Gibson (Dundee). The Howard quinquen-

nial prize for 1912 has been awarded to Mr. J.

H. Darby (Sheffield), in recognition of im-

provements introduced by him in iron and

steel production, and the Indian premium for

1912 to Mr. H. G. Mitchell (Madras).

Dr. Chester A. Reeds, for four years in-

structor in geology at Bryn Mawr College, has

been appointed assistant curator in the de-

partment of geology and invertebrate paleon-

tology of the American Museum of Natural

History.

The government of Siam is planning to con-

struct a public system of irrigation and drain-

age, and has appointed Mr. William Bradley

Freeman, O.E. (Cornell, '05), of Denver, di-

rector of the project.

The British Medical Journal states that

considerable progress has recently been made
in the organization of the Australian Insti-

tute of Tropical Medicine at Townsville,

Queensland. Dr. W. NicoU, of the Lister In-

stitute, and until recently Ernest Hart

scholar of the British Medical Association,

has been appointed chief assistant; Dr.

Priestley, Beit Memorial scholar, an Aus-

tralian graduate who for the last year has been

working at the Lister Institute, has been

appointed second assistant; and Dr. Young,

assistant chemist at the Lister Institute, bio-

chemist.

The University of Pennsylvania museum's

yacht, Pennsylvania, is ready for its three-

year expedition into the Amazon region.

Owing to delay caused by negotiations with

the Brazilian government, however, the actual

start of the expedition will not be made until

late in January. Mr. Algot Lange, head of

the expedition, will sail for Rio de Janeiro on

December 28.
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The Congo expedition of the American

Museum of Natural History under the leader-

ship of Messrs. Lang and Ohapin reported

from Faradje under date of August 21 that

the packing of equipment and collections was

well under way for the start with caravan for

Avakubi and thence out of Africa by the

western coast.

Mr. Wilfred H. Osgood, of the Field Mu-
seum of Natural History, has returned from

a nine-months' trip, during which he crossed

the Andes of northern Peru and descended the

Amazon River, studying and collecting the

vertebrates of the region. Mr. Malcolm P.

Anderson, who accompanied him, has remained

to continue work in Peru and Brazil.

Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, of Toronto, Canada, has

just returned from an extended expedition

into the Hudson Bay region. He went north-

ward in the early summer by the ordinary

trade route to the mouth of the Nelson River,

spent the remainder of the summer on Hud-

son Bay, and returned from the Bay up the

Severn River and by a previously unexplored

route across the new district of Patricia to

the line of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway.

Dr. Edward L. Thoendike, professor of edu-

cational psychology in Teachers College, Co-

lumbia University, will give a course of lec-

tures on the Ichabod Spencer Lecture Foun-

dation at Union College in February and

March.

The third of the present series of Harvey

lectures will be delivered by Professor Joseph

Erlanger, of the Washington University Med-

ical Department, St. Louis, at the New York

Academy of Medicine on the evening of No-

vember 9, at 8 :30. Professor Erlanger's sub-

ject will be :
" The Localization of Impulse

Initiation and Conduction in the Heart."

Professor Burt G. Wilder lectured re-

cently at Smith College on " Louis Agassiz

and the Founding of the Laboratory at Peni-

kese."

It is stated in Nature that lectures on vol-

canic action, earth movements, the geological

action of water and the evolution of scenery

and life on the globe are to be delivered by
Dr. Werner Marchand on October lY, 24 and

31, in the meeting rooms of the British Es-

peranto Association, London. They will be

delivered in Esperanto.

Professor Metchnikoff .will deliver the

Lady Priestley memorial lecture for 1912 on
" The Warfare against Tubercle," on Novem-
ber 29, in the lecture theater of the Royal

Society of Medicine, London. The lecture

will be given in French and illustrated by

lantern pictures.

The Chicago Academy of Sciences has an-

nounced the following course of public lec-

tures for the fall of 1912

:

October 18—"Places of Special Scientific In-

terest near Chicago, '
' by Dr. Wallace W. Atwood,

secretary of the academy.

October 25-—'
' Switzerland and the Alps, '

' by
Mr. Edward Marsh McConnoughey.

November 1—"Floral Exhibits in the Academy
and how to use them, '

' by Dr. Herman S. Pepoon,

of the Lake View High School.

November 8—'
' The Common Butterflies about

Chicago," by Mr. Frank Collins Baker, curator of

the Chicago Academy of Sciences.

We learn from Nature that a memorial

service for the late Mr. H. O. Jones, F.R.S.,

fellow of Clare College, Cambridge, demon-

strator to the Jacksonian professor of natural

experimental philosophy, and Muriel Gwen-
dolen Jones, his wife, who were killed in the

Alps in August while on their honeymoon, was

held at the University Church of St. Mary the

Great, Cambridge, on October 12. The service

was attended by a large congregation, which

included masters of several colleges, univer-

sity professors and many other members of

the university. The Royal Society, the Al-

pine Club and the Cambridge Alpine Club

were also represented.

Dr. Albert N. Husted, who has been con-

nected with the New York State Normal
College as student and teacher for fifty-nine

years, died on October 16. He would have

been seventy-nine years of age had he lived

until October 19. His entire life as a

teacher was spent in this institution, where he

was professor of mathematics, continuing in
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his work until within less than a week of his

death. He was vigorous physically, possessed

a charming personality and was greatly be-

loved by both students and faculty.

Mr. F. H. Low, the honorary secretary of

the Rontgen Society, London, has died at the

age of fifty-eight years.

Dr. Otto Krijmmel, professor of geography

at Marburg, distinguished for his work on

oceanography, died on October 12, at the age

of fifty-eight.

Dr. Paul Second, a distinguished Paris

surgeon and professor at the University of

Paris, died on October 2Y.

Dr. Benjamin August Freiherr Afschul-

TEN, formerly docent for chemistry at Hel-

singfors, died at Paris, on September 29, aged

fifty-six years.

Hermann Mune, formerly professor of

physiology at the veterinary college in Berlin,

died in Berlin on October 1. The Berlin cor-

respondent of the Journal of the American

Association writes of him :
" Munk was born

in Posen, February 3, 1839, and studied at

Gottingen and Berlin as a pupil of Johannes

Miiller, Hanle, Weber, Du Bois-Eeymond,

Virchow and Traube. In 1862 he became

Privatdozent, and in 1869 professor extra-

ordinary in Berlin. Li 1876 he was called as

professor ordinary of physiology to the veteri-

nary school, and in 1880 he was appointed a

regular member of the Prussian Academy of

Sciences, and in 189Y regular honorary pro-

fessor. After the death of Du Bois-Eeymond,

Munk was proposed by the Berlin faculty, in

the first place, as his successor. The govern-

ment refused in spite of Munk's prominence,

and solely on account of his Jewish denomina-

tion, to enter into any transaction with him,

a fact which, like many other similar occur-

rences, does not add to the fame of the Prus-

sian government. In 1907 Munk resigned his

ofiice for reasons of health. The number of

literary works produced by him is very exten-

sive. When he was a student he delivered at

Gottingen an excellent report of research on

the finer structure of primitive muscular

fibers. In Berlin he wrote a prize work on

egg and sperm formation and fertilization of

the nematodes. As assistant of Du Bois-Eey-

mond, his studies covered chiefly the general

physiology of the nerves and muscles, espe-

cially the electric phenomena. His collected

pioneer works on the cerebral cortex were pub-

lished in the eighties under the title ' Ueber

die Funktionen der Grosshirnrinde.' His

later works treat of the cardiac and laryngeal

nerves, cataphonia, milk secretion and the

thyroid gland. Munk was an excellent speaker

and a beloved teacher, high-minded and mod-

est."

The U. S. Civil Service Commission an-

nounce an open competitive examination for

alloy chemist, for men only, to fill a vacancy

in this position at a salary ranging from

$2,400 to $3,000 per annum in the Bureau of

Mines, Department of the Interior.

Dr. Eupert Blue, surgeon-general of the

U. S. Public Health Service, is making plans

to establish a museum or permanent exhibit

on sanitation and hygiene. It is one o£ the

duties of the Public Health Service to dis-

seminate knowledge of sanitation and hygiene,

and he. believes that this can be greatly pro-

moted by such a permament exhibit.

The Ohservatory states that it is proposed

to establish an astronomical observatory on

Grouse Mountain, British Columbia. Mr. T.

S. H. Shearman, director of the Vancouver

Meteorological Station, appears to be the orig-

inator of the scheme, which has the support

of the British Columbia Academy of Science

and astronomical and meteorological officials

in Canada.

The meeting of the American Society of

Naturalists at Cleveland was announced for

January 1 and 2, 1913. It is expected, how-

ever, that all meetings will be held on the

second.

The thirtieth annual congress of the Amer-
ican Ornithologists' Union will convene in

Cambridge, Mass., on November 11, at 8 p.m.

The evening session will be devoted to the

election of officers and the transaction of other
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routine business. The meetings open to the

public and devoted to the reading and discus-

sion of scientific papers will be held at the

University Museum, Oxford Street, November

12-14, from 10 o'clock a.m. until 4 p.m. each

day.

The tvcelfth meeting of the Central Asso-

ciation of Science and Mathematics Teachers

will be held at the JSTorthwestern University,

Evanston, on Friday and Saturday, November

29 and 30. The Great Northern Hotel, Chi-

cago, has been selected as headquarters for

out-of-Chicago members and friends. The
addresses at the general sessions will be given

by Professor W. C. Bagley, of the University

of Illinois, and Carroll G. Pearse, superin-

tendent of public schools, Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin. The programs of the five sections con-

tain the names of many of the prominent

educators of the middle west and provide for

many reports and discussions of a practical

nature which will prove of great interest and

value to teachers of science and mathematics.

The successful transmission of infantile

paralysis in monkeys through the bite of the

blood-sucking stable fly (Stomoxys calcitrans)

has been announced by Professor M. J.

Eosenau, of the Harvard Medical School, and

C. T. Brues, of the Bussey Institution, Har-

vary University, and their results have been

confirmed by Dr. J. P. Anderson, of the Pub-
lic Health Service. The hypothesis advanced

last year by Brues and Sheppard that the

stable fly is the carrier of this disease has thus

been given experimental proof, although it is

still possible that other channels of infection

may exist. With the exception of the investi-

gations of Dr. Anderson, the work was done

under the auspices of the Massachusetts State

Board of Health.

Nature learns from Greenwich that all at-

tempts to make observations of the recent

total eclipse of the sun were frustrated by the

heavy rain which prevailed in the eclipse

region of Brazil on eclipse day, October 10.

The Greenwich observers, Messrs. Eddington

and Davidson, were located at Alfenas, an

elevated village some 185 miles north of

Santos, where there were also eclipse parties

from Prance, Germany, Brazil and other

countries. The Brazilian officials rendered all

the assistance they could, and the government

voted a sum of £5,000 for the reception of the

visiting astronomers at Eio.

The American Association for Study and

Prevention of Infant Mortality at its recent

Cleveland meeting adopted the following

resolutions

:

Besolved, That the Association for Study and

Prevention of Infant Mortality recommend, in

addition to birth and mortality statistics, the col-

lection and compilation of marriage, divorce, in-

dustrial and all such social statistics as may have

a relation to the problem of infant mortality.

Whekeas, It has been shown that valuable re-

sults have been obtained from the requirement for

proper inspection of dairy farms and dairy depots,

before granting a permit for the production ana

distribution of milk, and that the score-card has

been of great assistance in recording the observa-

tions made at such inspections, therefore be it

Besolved, That the efforts that are being made

to secure uniform standards for inspection and

uniform methods for recording the results of in-

spection be approved.

Whereas, Constructive housing legislation is

made difficult by the absence of comprehensive

information relating to infant morbidity and mor-

tality to bad housing, therefore be it

Besolved, That the association emphasize the

necessity of such investigation as will, if possible,

reduce to a scientific basis the cost of bad housing

in terms of infant morbidity and mortality.

The second season of the Field School of

Geology of the University of Chicago was

spent in the San Juan Mountains of south-

western Colorado. A party of ten men went

into camp near Ouray. After examining sev-

eral of the mines and milling plants in that

vicinity and becoming familiar with the geol-

ogic formations and structures around Ouray
the party undertook a systematic geological

survey of the northeast quarter of the Mon-
trose Quadrangle. The work was extended

northeastward into the Uncompahgre Quad-
rangle and included the study and mapping of

a portion of the Black Canon of the Gunni-

son. The party prepared an areal geological
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map of about two hundred and fifty square

miles. This work was done under the direc-

tion of Dr. W. W. Atwood and in conformity

as far as possible with the official methods of

the United States Geological Survey.

Mr. r. H. Sterns, of the class of 1909

Oberlin College, has been employed by the

Peabody Museum of Harvard University to

explore an interesting class of prehistoric vil-

lage sites in eastern Nebraska. A large por-

tion of the archeological specimens collected

by the exploration have been presented to the

Geological Museum at Oberlin. Mr. Sterns

worked in Sarpy County, Nebraska, south of

Omaha. The sites evidently belong to a very

early stage of Indian occupation and until

Mr. Stems's researches were either unob-

served or misinterpreted. They occupied cir-

cular depressions popularly supposed to be

" buffalo wallows," and thought by Professor

Barbour to be the original shape of the sites.

It turned out, however, that the structures

were square, and that the depressions had as-

sumed their present shape from the deposition

of silt, brought in by winds and storms. The
collection, which is now being unpacked in the

Oberlin Geological Museum, consists of flint

and jasper scrapers, knives, arrow heads and

the cores from which they had been broken,

besides various forms of grooved and polished

axes, together with a great variety ^ of orna-

ments. Some of the arrow shaft smoothers are

made from pumice stone which Mr. Sterns

concludes has floated down the Missouri River

from Montana. The collection constitutes

one of the most valuable additions in recent

years to Oberlin's already large and valuable

. archeological material.

In the entire population of the United

States illiteracy has declined from 10.7 in

1900 to 7.7 per cent, in 1910, but among chil-

dren 10 to 14 years of age the decline in the

10 years was from 7.2 to 4.1 per cent. These

facts appear in a statement in regard to the

illiteracy of children issued by Director

Durand, of the Bureau of the Census, De-

partment of Commerce and Labor. The fig-

ures are based upon tabulations prepared by

W. C. Hunt, chief statistician for population.

The general decline of illiteracy marks the

improvement of educational opportunities

throughout the country, and this improve-

ment is most distinctly measured in compar-
ing the children who have just passed through

the schools. Generally speaking, each succes-

sive generation in the United States shows a

smaller proportion of persons unable to read

and write, and this proportion is always least

for the children 10 to 14 years of age. Illiter-

acy is therefore considerably less for children

than for the aggregate population. In 1910

the whole number of children of the ages 10

to 14 years who were unable to read and
write was 370,120, of whom 144,659 were

white and 218,355 negroes, leaving 7,106

among Indians, Chinese and Japanese. Il-

literacy among the native white children has

fallen to 1.7 per cent., and among those of for-

eign or mixed parentage who for the most

part live in cities, the proportion is as low as

0.6 per cent. On the other hand, as many as

18.9 per cent, of negro children are illiterate.

In all classes of the population a marked im-

provement is noted in comparison with the

census of 1900. Illiteracy among white chil-

dren has fallen from 3.5 to 1.8 per cent., and

among the negroes from 30.1 to 18.9 per cent.

These figures show that illiteracy in the

United States is being gradually eliminated,

and that when the present generation of chil-

dren grows up to manhood and womanhood
illiteracy in the United States, especially

among the white population, will be no greater

than in the most advanced countries of Eu-

rope. This striking diminution in illiteracy

among children in the last 10 years is found

in all parts of the United States, and in the

northern part of the country such illiteracy

has almost entirely disappeared, as in this

section of the country the proportion is con-

siderably less than one per cent, of the whole

number of children.

The Registrar-General in his annual sum-

mary for 1911, as summarized in the London

Times, states that in England and Wales the

marriages registered last year numbered 274,-

577, corresponding to a rate of 15.2 persons
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married per 1,000 of the population at all

ages; the number of births was 881,241, being

in the proportion of 24.4 per 1,000 of the pop-

ulation, and the deaths numbered 527,864, or

14.6 per 1,000 of the population. The mar-

riage rate was 0.2 per 1,000 above that in the

previous year, but 0.3 below the average rate

for the ten years 1901-10. The highest rate

in any registration county with a population

exceeding 100,000 was 17.8 in London, and the

lowest rate was 11.5 in Herefordshire. A de-

cline of 0.7 per 1,000 is recorded in the birth-

rate when compared with that for 1910, which

was the lowest recorded till then; and last

year's rate was 2.8 per 1,000 below the average

for the preceding ten years. Among the regis-

tration counties Durham had the highest birth-

rate, 31.1, and Sussex, with 18.2, was at the

other end of the scale. The death-rate was 1.1

per 1,000 above that in 1910, the lowest yet

recorded, but was 0.8 below the average for the

preceding ten years. The highest rate was

16.8 in Lancashire and the lowest was 11.4 in

Middlesex. Of the deaths registered 114,798

were those of infants under one year, 263,481

those of persons between one year and 65 years

of age, and 149,585 those of persons aged 65

years and upwards. Infantile mortality, meas-

ured by the proportion of deaths under one

year of age to registered births, was 130 per

1,000, or 25 per 1,000 above the rate in 1910,

and three above the ten years' average. In

London the marriages during 1911 numbered

40,201, corresponding to a rate of 17.8 per

1,000 of the estimated population, an increase

of 0.5 upon the rate in 1910 and of 0.4 upon

the average rate for the five years 1906-10.

After distributing the births in the chief insti-

tutions receiving maternity cases, the birth-

rate in London was 24.8 per 1,000 of the pop-

ulation. This is the lowest rate recorded in

the metropolis since civil registration was es-

tablished. In 1867 the birth-rate in London

attained the highest point on record, viz., 36.5

per 1,000 living; since that date the ratio has,

with trifling exceptions, fallen steadily. Last

year's rate of 24.8 was 0.7 below that in 1910,

and no less than 2.7 below the average rate for

the ten years 1901-10. The effect of the fall

in the birth-rate in London is that, notwith-

standing the great decline in the death-rate

which has occurred since 1876-80, the natural

increase of population by excess of births over

deaths, which was then 13.38 per 1,000 living,

has now fallen to 9.74. The death-rate in

London last year was 15.0 per 1,000, or 1.3

above that in the previous year, and 0.1 above

the average for the five years 1906-10. Since

the beginning of this century the rate of in-

fantile mortality in London has, with fluctua-

tions, shown a considerable decline. It reached

its lowest point, 103 per 1,000 births in 1910,

and rose to 129 last year.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
Work has begun on the new graduate

school at the University of Pennsylvania,

which is to cost $500,000. Money for the

school was willed by Colonel James M. Ben-

nett in 1889. There will be dormitories for

women as well as men.

Fifty years after the founding of the School

of Mines at Columbia University, or in Sep-

tember, 1914, the Schools of Engineering, its

successor, will enter upon a new era and engi-

neering will be placed on the same university

plane as law and medicine. Beginning with

the academic year of 1914-15 the engineering

courses at the university will be composed of

three years of undergraduate work, leading up

to the degree of bachelor of science; and three

years of postgraduate work, leading to the

engineering degrees. In order to make ade-

quate provision within the university for stu-

dents who desire to prepare themselves in

three years of college residence for the new
courses, a program has been prepared leading

to the degree of B.S. The first and prac-

tically all the second year will be offered in

the present academic year of 1912-13, and the

third year may be followed substantially, al-

though modifications may be necessary to

avoid conflict with the present courses for

candidates for degrees under the old basis,

and special programs will be arranged in case

of conflict, so that students who desire to

begin the new six years course may do so at
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once without waiting for the fu]l plan to go

into effect in 1914.

Dr. F. p. Chillengwoeth, Hadam, Conn.,

has been appointed assistant professor of

physiology in the University of Kansas.

At Princeton University the following

new instructors and assistants have been ap-

pointed: James Waddell Alexander, Eay
Edwin Gilman and Edward Staples Smith,

instructors in mathematics; John Eenshaw

Carson, instructor in electrical engineering

and physics; Keith Kuenzi Smith, instructor

in physics; Percy Noyes Edwards, Charles

Irving Place and Charles Hurlbut Sterrett,

instructors in geodesy.

Dr. Hans Stille, professor of mineralogy

and geology at Hamburg Technological

School, has accepted a call to Leipzig, as the

successor of Professor H. Credner, who has

retired.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE

THE FIRST USE OF TRINIDAD PITCH FOR

ROAD MAKING

The appearance in The Popular Science

Monthly for July and August, 1912, of Dr.

Clifford Eichardson's very interesting and in-

forming article entitled " Trinidad and Ber-

mudez Asphalts and their Use in Highway

Construction," leads me to think that the

publication of the following account of what

is probably the earliest American use of pitch

for road making may from an historical stand-

point not be devoid of interest. It was found

in the course of some other research in Vol.

I. of R. Montgomery Martin's " History of

the West Indies, comprising Jamaica, Hon-

duras, Trinidad, etc.," which is Vol. IV. of

" The British Colonial Library " by the same

author. This book was published in 1836.

Eor its use I am indebted to the kindness of

Mr. Herbert Putnam, Librarian of Congress.

On page 195, at the close of his description

of La Brea, the pitch lake, is found the fol-

lowing footnote

:

I am indebted to the personal courtesy of

Major General Sir Lewis Grant, late Governor of

Trinidad, for the following facts: "The pitch of

the lake has been adopted for the improvement of

the roads, particularly in the fertile district of

Naparima, where it was brought for the purpose

from La, Brea. In the wet season the roads at

Naparima are almost impassable in those parts

where there has been no application of the pitch;

but where the pitch has been applied, which is the

ease for several miles in North Naparima, there is

a hard surface formed, which makes transport

comparatively easy, both from the support af-

forded and from the little friction of the hard-

ened pitch. '

'

From the above it may be seen that pitch

was used locally for road making in Trinidad

some time, possibly several years, prior to

1836, the date of Martin's book. The use of

pitch in Europe, so far as the present writer

has been able to ascertain, but little antedates

the above. Eirinus, a Greek physician, made
use in 1712 of asphalt from the Val de

Travers, Neuchatel, Switzerland, as a coating

for both stone and wooden walls to protect

them from decay caused by insects, changes

of temperature and weather. He knew of its

use in Babylon as an ingredient of mortar,

and seems to have used it in the same way as

a lining for cisterns and as a coating for walls

and floors of warehouses. However, it seems

to have been iirst used as a road material by

Count de Sassenay, who obtained his material

from the same source as Eirinus and made

use of it on the roads of France as early as

1832. Tliis seems to have been rock or block

asphalt. Rock asphalt was used in paving

the streets of Paris in 1838, but not on a large

scale until 1854. The same material was first

used on the streets of London in 1869. The

first pavements of this material in the United

States were laid in Newark, New Jersey, in

1870. The following year saw streets in New
York paved with asphalt and shortly there-

after Philadelphia followed suit. These three

cities all made use of Trinidad asphalt in the

rock (i. e., presumably block) form. How-

ever, its use as a paving material on a large

scale in the United States began with the

rehabilitation of the streets of our national

capitol, Washington, in 1876-77. Here both
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rock and sheet asphalt were laid, the latter so

suecessfiilly that its use has become wide-

spread throughout the world.

It is commonly believed that the Incas o£

Peru made use of asphalt in building roads,

but no evidence has ever been found to sustain

that belief, and recent travelers have seriously

questioned the excellence of those roads.

That asphalt was known to the ancients is

a well-attested fact, its use as a binder for

masonry in Babylqn being in point, but of its

use other than this we know nothing. Strabo

tells us that as early as 2000 B.C. the streets

of Babylon were paved, and so, too, pre-

sumably were the great roads leading out

from the many gates of that city. Babylon

was situated in the alluvial plain of Meso-

potamia and its building material was almost

entirely clay, either as such or in the form of

bricks. It seems rather doubtful that these

latter were used to pave the streets at that

early date. Asphalt was abundant and much
used in building operations, and it does not

seem improbable that it was utilized to im-

prove the streets. However, this is conjec-

ture, for none of the reference books at hand
contain any record of its use as a road-making

material in those far-distant times.

E. W. GUDGER
State Normal College,

Greensboro, N. C.

THE "Williams' process" of photography

To THE Editor of Science: It may be of

interest to your readers to know that as of

July 1, 1912, there has been dedicated to the

free use of science and scientists the patented

process for photographic illustrations (U. S.

Pat. No. 640,060), owned by the undersigned

and known among paleontologists, who found
it especially useful in specimen work, as the

"Williams' Process." In brief, it consists

in the deposition by sublimation on the object

to be photographed of an extremely tenuous

monochrome film for the purpose of obviating

the reflection, refraction and distorted shadow

values common in ordinary photography of

certain classes of objects.

It has been a matter of great regret to the

writer that a long-continued and expensive in-

vestigation, arising out of an entirely legiti-

mate difference as to the scope and validity

of the patent, has delayed until now the ful-

fillment of the original intention of the writer

to make this dedication so soon as the ex-

penses incurred in perfecting and establish-

ing the patent should have been secured by

the moderate royalties hitherto charged. The
outcome of the controversy has entirely justi-

fied the writer's position: the opinion of the

opposing experts conclusively confirming the

fundamental character of the invention.

As one interested in science, the writer

would have been pleased if his means had
permitted the assumption of all the expenses

of this patent without thought of recoupment,

and is heartily sorry that there are those who
felt that the failure to do so is culpable. If

it is so, I can only plead that it is so in viola-

tion of no code with which I am familiar.

In view of the fact that the invention was
originally made by my honored father. Dr.

Henry Shaler Williams, of Cornell Univer-

sity, it is most desirable that certain facts be

stated for the benefit of those who may in the

past have been under a misapprehension as to

his relation to the patent. Almost immediately

after being granted the patent was transferred

from him to me in good faith and in consid-

eration of the assumption of debts incurred

in its development. My father's wish always

has been that the process should be made
freely available to science gratis, and I prom-

ised him it should be as soon as its financial

situation could be cleared up. It has never

yielded a cent of profit to Henry Shaler Wil-

liams, nor was it taken over or ever handled

with the idea of exploiting science or making
commerce of its needs. This can not be

stated too strongly. With the long-drawn-out

controversy referred to my father has not only

had nothing to do, but has repeatedly en-

deavored to induce me to abandon it.

Therefore the blame in the matter, if blame

there be, is entirely mine and I cheerfully

shoulder it; but he should be given complete

exoneration from any such charge. Those

who have been disposed to think critically of
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Dr. Williams in connection with the patent

have been doing a great and unwarranted in-

justice to a high-principled man, whose char-

acter and whose long and disinterested devo-

tion to science should have made it uimeces-

sary to break the silence he has long main-

tained, as I now do, without his knowledge,

to right a wrong; and, as I sincerely hope,

to remove completely any ground for misgiv-

ing on the part of any one of his many dis-

tinguished friends toward a loyal and worthy

colleague. Eoger H. Williams

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Heredity and Eugenics. A course of lectures

summarizing recent advances in knowledge

in variation, heredity and evolution and its

relation to plant, animal and human im-

provement and weKare. By William

Ernest Castle, John Merle Coulter,

Charles Benedict Davenport, Edward
Murray East, William Lawrence Tower.

The University of Chicago Press. Chicago,

1912. Pp. viii + 315. $2.50 net, $2.Y0

postage paid.

In view of the great leap which the study

of genetics has taken in the past decade, and

the notable contributions which are made al-

rttost daily, both in facts and in theories, it is

hardly surprising that general systematic

texts in the subject are not forthcoming at

this time. Instead we have treatises of spe-

cial phases of the subject, such as Mendelism

or eugenics, and the publication of lectures,

which are usually general summaries of more

or less wide scope, attempting to keep abreast

the times. Such a series of lectures delivered

at the University of Chicago in the summer

of 1911 is now presented to the public in book

form. Considering the fact that " the lec-

tures were given by five lecturers, with no op-

portunity to relate the lectures to one another

other than as suggested by the assigned titles,"

the book, as a whole, presents a rather sur-

prising unity, though somewhat lacking in

balance and by no means covering uniformly

the range of the subtitle. This, however,

could not be expected under the circum-

stances, and the explanation in the preface

disarms this criticism.

We are told that these lectures " were not

intended for those trained in biology, but for

a general university audience, interested in

the progress of genetics as a matter of infor-

mation rather than of study. The lecturers,

therefore, did not address themselves to their

colleagues. . . ." One familiar, however, with

the " general university audience " not trained

in biology, and with the difficulty the average

student has in absorbing a working knowledge

of such phenomena as dihybridism and mul-

tiple factors, is inclined to suspect that unless

the lectures were supplemented with " asides "

which are not included in the text, the " col-

league," or at least the person who had made
some previous study of the subject, carried

more away from them than the person with-

out preparatory biological training. It is safe

to say that the comparatively small amount
of repetition which occurs will prove no detri-

ment to the general reader.

Professor Coulter undertakes the rather

thankless task of paving the way for the real

procession, which is to follow. In the first two

chapters, dealing with " Recent Developments

in Heredity and Evolution: General Intro-

duction " and " The Physical Basis of Hered-

ity and Evolution from the Cytological Stand-

point," he has done this in an orthodox, but

on the whole very clear and interesting, man-

ner. The relation of the processes of inherit-

ance to evolution, plant and animal breeding,

and to eugenics, is pointed out and a cytolog-

ical basis supplied upon which the Mendelist

may hang his interpretations without com-

punction. Coulter, unlike many cytologists

at the present time, evinces no hesitancy in

placing upon the chromosomes the burden of

hereditary transmission (p. 32).

In the third and fourth chapters Professor

Castle treats of " The Method of Evolution "

and " Heredity and Sex." These chapters are

very similar to parts of the same author's re-

cent book,' which is itself a series of lectures

' '
' Heredity in Eelation to Evolution and Animal

Breeding." D. Appleton & Co., New York, ]911.
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rather than a text; but perhaps nowhere has

he stated more clearly his position with re-

spect to the methods of evolution. In this, as

rather opposed to the present tendency, he

stands with Darwin in his belief that the se-

lection of small fluctuating variations has been

a more potent factor in evolution than dis-

tinct genetic mutations. In other words, he

believes in the changeability or modifiability

of " unit-characters "—we wonder if it is with

intent aforethought that he does not say

" unit-factors " ? From a purely logical

standpoint, however, it is diiSicult to see why
those cases which Castle adduces in support

of the changeability idea—the polydactyloua

race of guinea pigs and the color-pattern

series in rats (pp. 56-61)—are not capable of

the same explanation as the size of the maize

ear (pp. 54^56), in which case Castle accepts

East's explanation of a number of indepen-

dent factors. Castle states his position suc-

cinctly in the last paragraph of Chapter III.

(p. 61), which is accordingly worth quoting

in full:

" Accordingly we conclude that unit-char-

acters are not unchangeable. They can be

modified, and these modifications come about

in more than a single way. Occasionally a

unit-character is lost altogether or profoundly

modified at a single step. This is mutation.

But more frequent and more important, prob-

ably, are slight, scarcely noticeable modifica-

tions of unit-characters that afford a basis for

a slow alteration of the race by selection. Mu-
tation, then, is true, but it is a haK-truth;

selection is the other and equally important

half of the truth of evolution, as Darwin saw

it and as we see it."

Leaying aside the restricted use of " selec-

tion " in the above paragraph—for the strictest

mutationist could scarcely dispense with se-

lection as an operative force in evolution

—

interest centers on the question of the modifi-

ability of unit-characters. In Chapter V.,

" Inheritance in the Higher Plants," Professor

East takes up this point, and maintains that

the instability of unit-characters does not

affect " the truth of the genotype conception

as a help toward an idea of the process of

heredity." If Castle means by "unit-char-

acters " the " personal qualities " of Johann-

sen, it would seem that East has justification

in his opinion that their views are not incom-

patible.

One hears much criticism of Mendelists on

the ground that they are too ready to think of

"factors" as material things, to regard

genetic formulae as representing actualities,

and to juggle with increasingly complicated

theories which have no secure foundation.

While it is true of all theorizing that there is

danger in the joy of construction of forget-

ting flaws in the basic premises, this is really

a criticism of individual method. Every

worker should make his own reservations,

however much he may try to fit his facts to

this or that theory. East, who is perhaps as

dyed-in-the-wool a Mendelist as there is in

this country, shows commendable caution

when he sums up the essentials of Mendelism

in the following words (pp. 89, 90) :

" Stated in fewer words, the essential fea-

ture of Mendelianism is the segregation of

potential characters in the gamete in a state

of apparent purity, and their recombination

by the law of chance through random mating.

The term ' Mendelian notation ' was there-

fore used adrisedly. Mendelian notation is a

simple interpretation of certain facts of hered-

ity obtained in pedigree cultures. It is a con-

venient notation and is used much as the ele-

ment symbols are used in chemistry. It makes

no difference to analytical chemistry whether

or not an atom is a reality, for the law of

'Definite and Multiple Proportions' upon

which analytical chemistry is hased is still

valid. In the same way it makes no differ-

ence whether one regards unit-characters as

actual units and their segregation as com-

plete, or whether one sees in organisms a mu-

tual dependence between characters and a

quantitative or partial segregation among

gametic factors, the notation is useful either

way to make clear the facts of heredity as

shown, by actual experiment."
'

Chapter V., from which quotation has just

' Italics not in original.
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been made, reviews the facts of Mendelism,

using plant subjects as illustrations, and in-

troduces some of the more complicated cases.

In his second chapter, which considers " The

Application of Biological Principles to Plant

Breeding," East treats the subject in much
the way he did in his earlier valuable bulletin.'

Perhaps most interesting in the chapter is his

discussion and presentation of the evidence

for the stimulating effect of crossing.

By far the longest chapter is the sixth (more

than a third of the whole book), by Professor

Tower, on " Recent Advances and the Present

State of Knowledge Concerning the Modifica-

tion of the Germinal Constitution of Organ-

isms by Experimental Processes." One feels

that for general, and professedly non-techni-

cal, purposes this chapter would have been

improved by the omission of much of the de-

tail of the author's own experiments and a

clear statement of the results. Certainly in

its present form it does not hold the interest

of the reader to an equal degree with the other

chapters, and it is difficult to see how a non-

biological audience can have followed the de-

tail in the lectures. Tower sums up the evi-

dence to prove that the " impinging of inci-

dent forces " upon the germ plasm may modify

the germinal constitution of organisms, but

combats " the hypothesis of the peripheral

origin and transmission of variations," other-

wise spoken of in common parlance as " the

inheritance of acquired characters." Tower
apparently does not, however, consider the fact

of possible direct modification of the germinal

constitution inimical to Mendelian interpre-

tation.

Chapters VIII. and IX., by Dr. Davenport,

contain much of the interesting material

given in his recent book on eugenics.* The
former, entitled " The Inheritance of Physical

and Mental Traits of Man and their Applica-

tion to Eugenics," is largely a catalogue of

" '

' The Relation of Certain Biological Principles

to Plant Breeding." By Edward M. East, Ph.D.

Conn. Agr. Expt. Sta., Bull. 158, 1907.
* '

' Heredity in Relation to Eugenics. '
' By

Charles Benedict Davenport. Henry Holt & Com-
pany, New York, 1911.

the method of inheritance of various traits in

man, accompanied by family charts by way of

illustration. In the second of his chapters

are discussed, with concrete examples, the

effects of segregation and migration and their

eugenic significance, followed by the inevitable

" Edwardses " and " Jukes " as examples of

the descent of good and bad single lines of

germ plasm.

There is little need to call attention to minor

inaccuracies in a book of this nature, which

really are few. The typography and proof-

reading are good. On pages 124 and 125 there

was noticed some confusion in referring to

figures 53 and 54.

Leon J. Cole
University op Wisconsin

A HandhooTe of Sugar Analysis. A Practical

and Descriptive Treatise for Use in Re-

search, Technical and Control Laboratories.

By C. A. Browne, Ph.D., chemist in charge

of the New York Sugar Trade Laboratory.

Few York, John Wiley and Sons. 1912.

Cloth, $6.00 net. Sugar tables separate,

cloth, $1.25.

Dr. Browne's volume is the latest and cer-

tainly one of the most noteworthy publica-

tions by which the literature of the sugar-in-

dustry has been enriched within the past de-

cade.

The author presents not only a very full

selection of the most approved methods of

sugar analysis, but offers—as he is most emi-

nently qualified to do—account of the appli-

cability and limitations of the various meth-

ods discussed.

On this account the work is of value not

only to the chemist who is entrusted with the

supervision and control of the laboratory of

a working plant, and who, above all things,

seeks to place his finger on the most accurate

and practical methods of analysis, but also to

the student and worker who desires to under-

stand thoroughly the principles and theory

underlying such methods.

The volume is divided into two parts. The

first part is given over to a consideration of

physical and chemical methods of sugar analy-
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sis; tlie second part, to the occurrence, prepa-

ration, properties and reactions of the sugars

and their allied derivatives.

Part I., which covers about 500 pages, dis-

cusses the sampling of sugars and sugar prod-

ucts; determination of moisture; densimetric

analysis; the refractometer and its applica-

tions; theory and practical application of

polariseopes ; the specific rotation of sugars;

methods of simple and invert polarization;

qualitative methods for the identification of

sugars, and methods for the analysis of sugar

mixtures.

Part II., in some 260 pages, deals with the

formation of sugars in nature, and their

classification; the mono-, di-, tri- and tetra-

saecharides, the amino-sugars, cycloses and

the sugar alcohols and sugar acids.

The sugar-tables, which, for convenience,

are grouped together in an appendix of 100

pages, are paged independently of the rest of

the volume. They may therefore be bound

separately for laboratory use.

An idea of the painstaking care with which

this work has been prepared may be gained

from the fact that the index alone fills 69

pages. The style in which the book is written

is admirably clear and concise; the merits and

demerits of the various methods given are

objectively and dispassionately stated; the

methods endorsed by the International Com-

mission for Uniform Methods of Sugar Analy-

sis—of which Commission Dr. Browne is a

member—receive full consideration through-

out. The text is illustrated by a number of

well-chosen and well-executed cuts, and the

general excellence of the typography and

make-up of the book reflect great credit on the

publishers.

Dr. Browne is certainly entitled to the most

cordial appreciation and congratulations of

his fellow-workers on this classic contribution

to their store of knowledge.

F. G. WlECHMANN

Popular Guide to Minerals. By L. A. Grata-

CAP. New York, D. Van Nostrand Com-

pany. 1912. 330 pages, Y4 plates and 400

figures. Price $3.00.

This book, as its name indicates, is intended

chiefly for the general reader and student. It

is designed largely to assist in the study and

appreciation of the mineral collections to be

found in our great museums. It is to be re-

gretted that popular interest in minerals is

by no means as widespread or as active to-day

as it was twenty-five years ago and it is to be

hoped, therefore, that this book may help to

revive the study of minerals and to restore it

to its proper place as one of the more inter-

esting and popular branches of natural

science.

The book contains a section on crystallog-

raphy, followed by a discussion of the physical

and chemical properties of minerals. The

section devoted to the description of mineral

species—in harmony with the purpose of the

book—has been entitled, " Guide to Collec-

tions." An extensive history of the develop-

ment of mineralogy follows and the book

closes with a description of the fine Bement

mineral collection which belongs to the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History in New
York City and of which the author of the

book is curator.

The illustrations comprise first a series of

more than seventy plates giving photographic

reproductions of some of the finer and more

striking specimens in the Bement collection.

Mineral specimens offer many obstacles to suc-

cessful reproduction in this way and nothing

but praise can be said of the results achieved.

It is to be regretted that the line figures used

in the book, especially in its earlier sections,

have not been reproduced as successfully.

W. E. PORD
Yale Universitt

SPECIAL ARTICLES

ANTAGONISTIC ACTION OF ELECTROLYTES AND

PERMEABILITY OF THE CELL MEMBRANE

1. The writer observed years ago that the

newly fertilized eggs of Fundulus die in a 5/8

m NaCl solution without forming an embryo,

while the addition of a very small but definite

amount of a salt with a bivalent metal (with
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the exception of the heavy metals) caused them
to live and form an embryo.^ Seven years ago

he formulated the hypothesis that this antag-

onistic action of salt was primarily due to the

fact that the solution of only one salt in a,

sufficiently high concentration alters the mem-
brane of the cells, thereby increasing its per-

meability, vchile this increase can be inhibited

through the addition of the antagonistic salt."

In a recent paper a summary of the facts sup-

porting this hypothesis was giren.^ Accord-

ing to this hjrpothesis, the pure ISTaCl solution

slowly increases the permeability of the mem-
brane, diffuses into the egg and kills the germ,

while the addition of a small amount of

MgCl,, CaCL, SrCl, BaCl,, etc., inhibits or

retards this increase of the permeability and

the death of the embryo. During the last year

Osterhout has published confirmatory experi-

ments on Laminaria.

This summer the writer has found a new

method by which it was possible to test the

validity of this hypothesis for the egg of

Fundulus. This egg has a considerably higher

specific gravity than sea water. It will float

in a 12/8 m NaCl solution but not in a 11/8

m NaCl solution. The method consisted in

putting the eggs into solutions of a higher

specific gravity than that of a 12/8 m NaCl
solution and observing how long they will float

in such a solution. For these experiments eggs

were used which had been fertilized at least

three or four days previously. The following

striking facts were found. If the eggs are

put into a 3 m solution of NaCl they will float,

but as a rule not longer than three hours.

Then they will sink to the bottom of the test

tube. Before sinking they lose water as is

indicated by the collapse of the membrane and

the shrinking of the yolk sac. Probably some

NaCl enters into the egg. When we put

eggs into a 10/8 m solution of CaCl^ they

float at flrst, but will sink in about 1/2 hour.

If we use CaCl, solutions of a still higher con-

centration the eggs will shrink and fall to the

^Pfluger's ArcUv, 88, 68, 1901; Am. Jour, of

Physiology, 6, 411, 1902.

^Pfluger's Archiv, 107, 252, 1905.

» Science, 34, 653, 1911.

bottom just as fast or still faster. If, how-

ever, we put the eggs into a mixture of 50 c.c.

3 m NaCl 4-2 c.c. 10/8 m CaCl, they will

float three days or longer at the surface of

the solution. During this time the eggs do not

shrink at all or very little and the embryo

keeps alive. In a mixture of 50 c.c. 2 1/2 m
NaCl.+ 1 c.c. 2 1/2 m KC1+ 0.75 c.c. 2 1/2 m
CaCl, some of the eggs floated on the surface

as long as ten days, while in a 2 1/2 m solu-

tion of NaCl they did not float more than a

few hours. The only possible explanation of

these experiments is that the membrane of the

eggs of Fundulus is practically impermeable

to water and to salts in a physiologically bal-

anced solution. If the egg, however, is trans-

ferred to a hypertonic non-balanced solution

the natural impermeability of the membrane
is gradually lost and water will diffuse out of

the egg and its specific gravity increase to

such an extent that the egg sinks.

When the eggs are put into pure solutions

of each of the following salts, MgClj, SrCl,,

BaCl,, above a density of 1.0634 the eggs will

float at first but will shrink and fall to the

bottom in less than an hour; the sinking be-

gins the more rapidly the higher the concen-

tration. This indicates that the higher the

concentration the more rapidly does the salt

increase the permeability of the membrane for

water. If, however, a small but definite

amount of any of these salts is added to 50 c.c.

3 m NaCl the eggs will float on the 3 m NaCl
solution for a considerably longer time than

if no salt with a bivalent metal is added.

These experiments show that the toxic or in-

jurious action of the pure NaCl solution ob-

served in my experiments on the Fundulus

egg was due to an annihilation of the specific

impermeability of the membrane of the egg

through the action of NaCl and the subsequent

entrance of this salt into the egg, and that the

antagonistic action of the salts with bivalent

metals was due to the fact that they inhibited

the increase of permeability of the membrane

for salt and water.

2. In 1899 the writer published the fact that

the addition of a sufficient amount of acid

causes the muscle of a frog to swell in an
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m/8 NaCl solution; that tlie muscle also be-

gins to swell after some time in a neutral

hypertonic l^aCl solution, while it shrinks in

a sufficiently hypertonic NaCl solution if the

latter is rendered acid. He ventured the sug-

gestion that this might be a protein reaction.*

This suggestion has since been amply corrobo-

rated by the work of Hardy, Procter and

Pauli. It was, moreover, found that this an-

tagonism between acid and salt is much
stronger for the system H„SO^— Na^SO^ than

for the system HCl— ISTaCU

These data were utilized to find out whether

the specific impermeability of the membrane
of the egg of Fundulus is due to lipoids or to

proteins. It was found that when eggs are

exposed to a 7V/333 solution of acetic acid for

twenty minutes, their permeability increases

to such an extent, that if they are put into a

mixture of 50 c.c. 3 m NaCl + 1 c.c. 2 1/2 m
CaClj they sink in less than seven hours

(while the normal eggs float in such a solu-

tion for three days). If, however, the acetic

acid solution is made up in wi/2 NaCl (instead

of distilled water) an exposure of the eggs of

twenty minutes or more to the acid solution

does not injure the membrane. Such eggs will

float in 50 c.c. 3 m ISTaCl-f 1 c.c. 2 1/2 m
CaCl, three days or longer. By the same
method it was ascertained that in the system

H3SO,— ??i/2 Na^SO. the action of the acid

was more effectively inhibited than in the

system HCl— NaCl. From these experiments

we are inclined to conclude that the increase

in the permeability of the membrane for water

and salt under the influence of acids is due to

an alteration of the protein constituents of

the membrane.

3. It was found that alcohols also increase

the permeability of the membrane of the

Fundulus egg for water (and possibly for

salts). If eggs are put for sixty minutes into

a grammolecular solution of methyl alcohol

and then transferred to the test solution (50

c.c. 3 m ISTaCl + 2 c.c. 10/8 m CaCh) they will

sink in less than eight hours (while the nor-

*Pfluger's ArcMv, Bd. 75, p. 388, 1899.

° Beutner, Biochemische Zeitsohrift, Bd. 39, 280,

1912.

mal eggs float three days at the surface of

such a solution). The relative efficiency of

various alcohols for bringing about this in-

crease in the permeability of the eggs was as-

certained and it was found that each higher

alcohol of the series is about three times as

efficient as the preceding one. This is the

well-known relation indicating effects on

lipoids. The facts mentioned sub. 2 and 3

agree with the suggestion made by Natanson

that cell membranes may be a mosaic of pro-

teins and lipoids.

4. The increase in permeability caused by

electrolytes and by alcohols is reversible if the

eggs are put into sea water or into a m/2 so-

lution of NaCl.+ KCl-fCaCl^ in the usual

proportion. If the eggs are put into distilled

water they may continue to live, and the fish

may hatch, but the increase in permeability is

not reversed. It can be shown that distilled

water itself increases the permeability of the

membrane very slowly.

Jacques Loeb
Rockefeller Institute,

New York,

October 22, 1912

VITAL STAINING OF CHHOMOSOMBS AND THE FUNC-

TION AND STRUCTURE OF THE NUCLEUS

One difficulty in studying protoplasm, par-

ticularly of living mitotic figures, is due to

the slight differences in the refractive index

of the various structures in the living cell.

Up to the present, no satisfactory study has

been made on the living chromosomes.

Our studies have been confined chiefly to

the testes of the squash bug, grasshoppers and

crickets, which are very favorable on account

of the large size of their cells, and the clear-

ness of the nuclear figures.

The testes were teased in Ringer's fluid and

stained with Janus green (diethylsafraninazo-

dimethylanalin) and studied in hanging drops

in the Barber moist chamber. By variations

in the concentration of the dye beautiful dif-

ferential staining of the various cellular ele-

ments was obtained.

Masses of cytoplasmic granules varying in

their position in the spermatogonia, sperma-
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tocytes, spermatids and spermatozoa were

stained a deep blue. The nuclear network of

these cells and the chromosomes and spindle

fibers, in all the division stages, were brought

out with great sharpness by a somewhat longer

application of the dye.

The separation of the dyad chromosomes in

the metaphase figure of a primary spermato-

cyte of Anasa was observed. The transforma-

tion of anaphase figures of both spermato-

gonia and spermatocytes to telophase figures

was easily followed.

When diethylsafraninazodimethylanalin is

reduced the color changes from blue to red.

The possibility of studying nuclear reduc-

tions at once became apparent, when it was

demonstrated that the stained chromosomes

continued to live. By the use of appropriate

methods we have been able to follow the rela-

tive rate of reduction in the nucleus and

cytoplasm.

In the spermatid the first structure to turn

red was found to be the " Nebenkern." Later

all parts of the cell show this change. In the

cells showing division figures the chromo-

somes and spindle fibers began to turn red

while the remainder of the cell was still a

deep slate blue. The same was found to be

true for the nuclear network of resting cells.

In the final stage of reduction, all stained

cellular structures are red.

The colloidal structure of the resting and

dividing nucleus was studied by means of

dissections. The cells, in hanging drops, were

dissected with Jena glass needles held in a

three-movement pipette-holder. The needles

were drawn in many cases to less than one

half micron in diameter and the dissections

were made under a 2 mm. Zeiss objective and

Nos. 6 and 8 compensating oculars.

Eesting and dividing spermatogonia, sper-

matocytes, spermatids and spermatozoa were

dissected. Eesting epithelial cells from the

skin of the Amblystoma larva were also dis-

sected.

The living cytoplasm of the spermato-

gonium, spermatocyte, spermatid and sper-

matozoon is extremely glutinous. It fre-

quently adheres to the minute glass dissecting

needle and a large portion of it can be drawn

out into strands. This is particularly true of

the spermatozoon. Dissections are greatly

increased in difficulty, on account of this fact.

Dying cells lose their viscidity and may be

easily torn to pieces.

The masses of minute cytoplasmic granules,

stained by Janus green, the " Nebenkern

"

and the middle piece of the spermatozoon, do

not readily go into solution when dissected

out in Ringer's fluid. Puncturing and tear-

ing away parts of the cytoplasm of the sper-

matogonium and spermatocyte have no appre-

ciable effect on the nucleus. When the

cytoplasm or nucleus is punctured, the area

immediately surrounding the needle stains a

deep blue. If a portion of the nucleus be

torn away the remainder does not collapse and

gives no evidence whatsoever of loss of sub-

stance. The nuclear network can be torn out

and is found to be a fairly concentrated,

elastic gel, imbedded in a much more dilute

viscous gel. Metaphase and telophase spindles

neither collapse nor go into solution when
freed from cytoplasm.

Single chromosomes were dissected out of

cells in the prophase, metaphase and telophase

stages. The chromosome is a fairly concen-

trated and somewhat refractive gel. It varies

in elasticity in its different phases. A single

metaphase chromosome was dissected out with

its spindle fiber attached. The spindle fiber

is a slightly refractive elastic gel and in the

metaphase it seems to be continuous with the

chromosome.

The nuclear network, spireme, spindle and

chromosomes are imbedded in a dilute glu-

tinous gel that is commonly invisible by the

usual microscopical examination.

In two cases, while attempting to separate

the daughter cells of a spermatocyte in telo-

phase, a partial rapid reversal of the chemical

and morphological changes occurring in cell-

division was observed. In two seconds the

daughter cells had fused and formed a single

cell; the spindle fibers formed an irregular

network in which the chromosomes were en-

tangled. These observations seem to indicate

that cell division is allied to contactility.
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Eesting epithelial cells from the skin of the

Amblystoma larva were dissected for com-

parison. These cells are quite elastic. If a

portion of the cytoplasm or nucleus be cut

away, the remainder of the cell undergoes no

demonstrable change in form. There is no

evidence of a loss of substance from the

nucleus when it is out or torn. The nucleus

in this cell is a quite concentrated gel. The
intercellular matrix is non-viscous and highly

elastic.

Extended studies in this field will be pub-

lished later.

G. L. Kite

Egbert Chambers, Jr.

The Marine Biological Laboratory,

"Woods Hole, Mass.,

September 25, 1912

EXPERIMENTS WITH DESICCATED THYROID, THYMUS
AND SUPRARENALS^

This preliminary study of the effects of feed-

ing the desiccated endosecretory organs was

made on rabbits, guinea-pigs and fowls during

June, July and August of the present year.

The chief aim was to determine what propor-

tion of the offspring of females given an excess

of the dry substances were viable. The propor-

tion of deformed offspring is not significant,

but the action of the drugs on the fetuses and

sucklings seems worthy of a brief note.

RESULTS IN THE PREGNANT RABBITS
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not pregnant during the first 31 days, when

these records were kept. The certainty of this

condition is Ivnown, for the animals had not

brought forth young at the end of 68 days of

observation.

RESULTS IN THE NON-PBEGNANT KABBITS

Drug
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plentiful, for seven individuals were found on

a space less than one yard square. They are

well preserved and, in the case of one at least,

the anatomy can be worked out in detail even

to the joints of the appendages.

Apparently there are three distinct forms,

which probably represent as many species, and

at least two genera. If study substantiates the

belief that these are new, they will be de-

scribed at an early date.

One is noticeably scorpioid in outline, due

to a rapid constriction beginning at the ninth

abdominal segment. At the sixth segment the

abdomen measures 10 mm. across, while at the

ninth it measures but half as much. The
cephalothorax measures 5 mm. in length, the

abdomen to the tip of the telson 23 mm., and
the telson alone 13 mm. The segments seem
to be destitute of ornamentations. Five ap-

pendages are exposed on one side and are dis-

tinct even to the individual joints, none of

which are chelate, and there is no paddle.

Another form shows an abdomen expanding

slightly to the fourth segment and then con-

tracting and graduating insensibly into the

pointed telson. The eyes and markings of the

cephalothorax differ from the first-mentioned

form. The abdominal segments are plainly

ornamented by numerous and relatirely large

rounded prominences.

In a third form, noticeably vermiform, the

slender abdomen tapers from the head shield

to the telson. The cephalothorax is ornamented

by two long and relatively broad genal spines

which sweep backward to the telson. Orna-

mentation seems to be wanting on the seg-

ments. One distinct paddle is exposed. This

small collection of seren Eurypterids was
made under difficulties. Later in the season

an unstable overhanging block of sandstone

will be blasted away and at once several square

yards of Eurypterid shales can be safely ex-

posed. The expectation is that a consider-

able collection will be secured, which when
properly studied will be figured and described

in a forthcoming number of the Nebraska

Geological Survey.

This set of Eurypterids belongs to the col-

lections of Hon. Charles H. Morrill, who for

so many years has been a liberal patron of

geological and paleontological research in Ne-
braska.

Eewest H. Barbour
The UNrvERsiTT op Nebraska,

August, 1912

SOME NECESSARY CHANGES IN CEPHALOPOD

NOMENCLATURE

While recently engaged in unraveling the

somewhat tangled synonymy of certain cepha-

lopod mollusks, the writer has noted several

usages which are thought to be contrary to

accepted custom. It is the purpose of this

note to bring these items to the attention of

other investigators and thus perhaps avoid

further confusion in the future.

The genus DesmoteutMs of Verrill (1881,

p. 300) has long been used for a group of

cranchiiform squids characterized by their

elongate, transparent, weakly pigmented body,

oval or elongate fins, and swollen, unstalked

eyes. Although an apparently well-established

genus, a careful inquiry shows the nomencla-

ture to be very involved and necessitates a

change in the prevailing terminology. Ver-

rill's genus when first advanced was mono-

typic and established to contain a member of

the former genus Taonius Steenstrup, which

he identified as T. hyperboreus Steenstrup.

According to Verrill's interpretation this

would then result in the following arrange-

ment.

Taonius Steenstrup, 1861. Type Loligo pavo

Lesueur, 1821. Additional species LeacJiia

hyperhorea Steenstrup, 1856.

DesmoteutMs Verrill, Feb., 1-881. Type
Taonius hyperboreus Steenstrup. Addi-

tional species DesmoteutMs ienera Verrill,

Dec, 1881.

So far well and good, but at the next step

a complication appears, for we then find that

DesmoteutMs hyperboreus " Steenstrup " Ver-

rill is not the same as Taonius hyperboreus

Steenstrup, being identical in fact (or so re-

garded by almost all subsequent authors) with

the true Taonius pavo. Indeed the diagnosis

originally given for DesmoteutMs does not fit

a single one of the various species now re-
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ferred to it, although it does very well for T.

pavo. Since it would certainly appear that

Verrill's own definition of his type species

should have weight in this connection rather

than the mistaken name which he applied to

it, it follows that Loligo pavo Lesueur is oc-

cupying the incongruous role of serving as the

type for two genera at the same time. The

inevitable result is that Desmoteuthis must

he regarded as absolutely synonymous with

Taonius.

It is interesting to observe that the true T.

hyperhoreus Steenstrup appears to have been

subsequently described by Verrill as D. tenera

n. sp., so that, as indicated by the above table,

his concept of Desmoteuthis coincides most

curiously with Steenstrup's idea of Taonius.

Thus we arrive, though through a consider-

ably different process of reasoning at essen-

tially the same conclusion attained by Hoyle

in 1884, for some reason apparently abandoned

by him since that time.

What, then, is to become of T. hyperhoreus

Steenstrup, especially since according to our

modern notions that species appears in no way
congeneric with T. pavo? Fortunately it is

not necessary to add another new name to the

literature, for by turning to the more lately

described members of the group we learn that

we may utilize the Megalocranchia of Pfeffer

(1884, p. 24) with M. maxima Pfeffer as the

type.

Chun (1910, pp. 302, 357) has further sug-

gested that Helicocranchia Massy (1907, p.

382) may also be referable to Desmoteuthis

(i. e., Megalocranchia) as a synonym, but for

the present I do not think this can be taken

as conclusive. The minute, separated, pedun-

culate fins, and more especially Miss Massy's

subsequent emendation " Eyes on short stalks
"

(1909, p. 34), along with other characters are

shared by an undescribed form obtained by

the U. S. Fisheries steamer Albatross in the

Hawaiian Islands, which certainly does not

seem to be a Megalocranchia, but much nearer

to the group Teuthowenia as defined by Chun.

In this connection it may be weU to observe

that the curious Hawaiian squid described by

me in 1909 as Helicocranchia fisheri is cer-

tainly out of place in that genus. On the con-

trary it appears to be a typical Megalocranchia

having considerable affinity with M. maxima.

The recently described Desmoteuthis pel-

lucida Chun, 1910, is also exceedingly close.

A brief memorandum of the several species

which seem to be referable to this genus is

given below.

MEGALOCRANCHIA Pfeffer, 1884

Desmoteuthis auctt., non Verrill

Megalocranchia Pfeffer, 1884, p. 24

M. hyperborea (Steenstrup, 1856).

Leachia hyperborea Steenstrup, 1856, p. 200.

Taonius hyperhoreus Steenstrup, 1861, p.

83.

Desmoteuthis tenera Verrill, 1881, p. 412,

PL LV., Fig. 2; PI. LVI., Fig. 3.

Taonius hyperhoreus Hoyle, 1885, p. 321.

Taonius hyperhoreus Hoyle, 1886, p. 191,

PI. XXXIL, Fig. 12; PL XXXin., Figs.

1-11.

Desmoteuthis hyperborea Pfeffer, 1908, p.

104, Fig. 119.

Desmoteuthis hyperhoreus Hoyle, 1909, p.

277.

North Atlantic.

M. maxima Pfeffer, 1884.

Megalocranchia maxima Pfeffer, 1884, p.

24, Fig. 32, 32a.

Cape of Good Hope.

M. ahyssicola (Goodrich, 1896).

Taonius ahyssicola Goodrich, 1896, p. 17,

PL v., Figs. 72-80.

Desmoteuthis ahyssicola Pfeffer, 1900, pp.

191, 192.

Laccadive Sea.

M. fisheri (Berry, 1909).

Helicocranchia fisheri Berry, 1909, p. 417.

Xenoteuthis fisheri Berry, 1909, p. 419

{error).

Hawaiian Islands.

M. pellucida (Chun, 1910).

Desmoteuthis pellucida Chun, 1910, p. 357,

PL LIII., Fig. 1; PL LIV., Figs. 1-17.

South Atlantic.

The family Veranyidw has recently been

founded by Chun (1910, p. 139) for the re-

ception of that bizarre little genus, the Octo-
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poteuihis of Eiippell (>= Verania Krohn),

whicli with its single species, 0. sicula Eiippell,

thus becomes the type and sole member of the

new family. As on general grounds this step

seems one of excellent expediency, it is not a

happy task to mention that the name proposed

is untenable. Krohn's Verania appears to

have been advanced solely on the ground that

ctopodoteuthis is a misnomer since tentacles

(i. e., " ten feet ") are actually present ex-

cept in the adult stage! At any rate Yerania

is an exact synonym of Ociopoteuthis, and

hence by the International Eules the use of its

derivatives in the formation of higher groups

is forbidden. The family name Oetopoteu-

thidce or perhaps Octopodoteuthidce, depend-

ing upon whether we reject or accept Krohn's

emendation, must therefore replace Veranyidce

in the sense proposed by Chun.

Similar eiiects of the application of the

same rule are seen in the case of two other

families dealt with in beautiful detail by

Chun. As stated by him (1910, p. 185) the

genus Bathyteuthis Hoyle, May, 1885 (p.

272), is apparently antedated by Bentho-

teuthis Verrill, April, 1885 (p. 401), the an-

notated dates of Verrill's paper having seem-

ingly escaped the observation of Hoyle (c/.

1886, p. 167; 1910, p. 408). If this be so, the

family name Baihyteuihidce Pfeffer (1900, pp.

152, 171) must lapse and the term Bentho-

teuthidw be substituted.

At the time of publishing my preliminary

report on the Albatross Hawaiian Cephalo-

pods, I had not seen a really characteristic de-

scription and figure of Heteroteuthis dispar

(Eiippell) Gray, 1849. Since then I have had

access to various additional publications and

have come to the conclusion that my Stephano-

ieuthis hawaiiensis is quite likely congeneric

with it. The latter genus should therefore be

dropped as an unnecessary synonym.
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inals therefrom, since the police tests are applied

only to those who have broken the law and many
are non-criminal simply from lack of occasion.

Also, we are learning that many cases of apparent

eriminality are only cases of mental defect or

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES

THE ANTHROPOLOeiCAL SOCIETY OP "WASHINGTON

The 462d regular meeting of the Anthropolog-

ical Society of Washington, D. C, was held in the

New Museum Building, Washington, on October

15, 1912.

Major Sylvester, superintendent of police for

the District of Columbia, read a very interesting

practical paper concerning criminal characteristics.

It began with a brief review of the history of

crime and the succession of different kinds of

crimes prevalent at different periods, beginning

with the cruder, such as homicide and tending

toward the subtler, so that quite recently the green

goods man has become less conspicuous than the

forger and embezzler. The general government,

it continued, has been urged to establish a national

bureau of criminal identification, but such coop-

erative work has been left to the heads of Amer-

ican police departments.

It pointed out the practical difficulties of estab-

lishing a standard of the normal human being,

and the imperfection of our distinction of crim-

The popular impression of the criminal as a

hungry, shifty individual is erroneous. The average

man who makes crime a business in large cities is

a fairly prosperous individual, with no fear of

arrest. Some of the anatomical characteristics

which Lombroso thought decisive of criminality

are common in the lower races of man, whether

criminal or not. Measurements in general would

give racial characteristics rather than criminal.

A number of criminals charged with murder

were compared in detail, with the result of show-

ing many varieties of human appearance bracketed

together.

Some special kinds of crime call for peculiari-

ties of appearance and develop them, but with

these exceptions the criminal does not usually have

a different aspect from that of other people, though

both criminal and non-criminal of the police classi-

fication differ among themselves. Stress was laid

on conditions as largely determining the category

to which a man would belong.

The paper was discussed by Drs. Hrdlifika,

Frank Baker, Hough, Glueck and others. The

former two gentlemen chiefly emphasized the un-

reliability of external peculiarities relied on by

Lombroso and of every sort of test which

has been devised for general distinctions. Dr.

Hrdlieka insisted that crime is a matter of the

nerves and brain or the mentality and criminal

characteristics may be more due to organs and

parts which are hidden than to the obvious and

chiefly irrelevant external ones which Lombroso

depended upon for his diagnosis. Dr. Hough

chiefly explained tattooing as devoid of signifi-

cance in primitive conditions, but in civilization

a survival ordinarily indicating some weakness

which might predispose to crime. Dr. Glueck

stated his practical experience in charge of the

criminal branch of the Government Hospital for

the Insane and the necessity which was felt of

learning all about a man's past and coniditions

and his behavior at every stage of his life rather

than trusting to his behavior or condition at the

time of any one act as a proof of criminality.

Major Sylvester condemned the evil influence

of politics in preventing the police of some large

cities from bringing criminals to justice.
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Cornell University Medical College

Entrance
Requirements

Curriculun

I. Graduates of approved Colleges or
Scientific Schools, or

IL Seniors in sucli Colleges on condition

the candidate presents the Bachelor's degree

before seeking admission to the second year
in medicine; or
m. Those presenting the full equivalent

of the above as determined by examination.
IV. AH candidates must present evidence

of having pursued major courses in general

inorganic chemistry, with qualitative and
quantitative analysis, Physics and Biology,

covering at least a year's instruction with
laboratory work in each subject.

Graded to take advantage of advanced en-

trance requirements. First Year devoted to

Organic and Physiological Chemistry", Anat-
omy and Physiology. Medicine, Surgery.

Obstetrics and Pathology begun in the second
year and laboratory Pharmacology com-
pleted. Didactic and laboratory instruction

m all clinical subjects completed in the early

part of the fourth year and followed by 21

consecutive weeks of all day bedside instruc-

tion in hospital wards.
Session opens the last Wednesday in Sep-

tember and closes the second week in June.

Class divided into sections of 5 to 10

students each for clinical instruction in dis-

pensary and hospital- Systematic daily con-

ferences with teachers at the bedside and in

the laboratory form the main., plan of

instruction.

The first year in medicine may be taken
either at New York City or at Ithaca, later

years only at New York City.

For furtiier particulars apply to the

Dean, Cornell University Medical College

28th street and First Avenue NEW YORK CITY

Instruction

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
THE MEDICAL DEPARTHENT OF

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
OITEKS THE FOLLOWING VAKIETIES OF IHSTKUCTION

COURSE FOR THE DEGREE OF M.D. ^/a"
course is open to holders of a bachelor's degree from a recog-

nized college or scientific school, and to persons who, having
studied specified subjects during two years in college, are per-

mitted to enter as special students. Special students receive

the M.D. degree if, during residence, they attain high rank.
The studies of the fourth year are wholly elective ; they in-

clude laboratory subjects, general medicine and surgery, and
the special clinical branches. The School-year extends from
the Monday before the last Wednesday in September to the
Thursday before the last "Wednesday in June.

COURSE FOR THE DEGREE OF Dr.P.H. g^f?j
medicine and other properly qualified persons may become
candidates for the degree ofDoctor of Public Health.

COURSESforHIGHER ACADEMIC DEGREES
Properly qualified students may pursue in the laboratory de-
partments studies leading to the higher academic degrees,

—

A.M., S.M., Ph.D. and S.D.

GRADUATE COURSES Throughout the School-year,UnHUUMIC UUUnOE.O special courses open to grad-
uates of recognized medical schools are offered in the various
subjects of practical medicine and the medical sciences.

RESEARCH '^ ^^ ^^® laboratories opportunity is given atiibwiurirBun
jjj times for properly qualified persons to

conduct original investigations.

SPECIAL STUDENTS, ^fS'^LradS^tTe?
certain conditions, to all courses in the sonool.

QlliMMPRQP.Unni During the summer months, June 1aummcn OUnUUI-to Septemher 30, specially planned
courses are open to both medical students and graduates.

FOE A DETAILED ANNOUNCEMENT ADDRESS

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL, Boston

Syracuse University College of Medicine

Entrance
Requirements

The First Two
Years

The Third Year
Course

The Fourth
Year Course

Two years of a recognized course in arts

or in science In a registered college or
School oi Science, -which must include
Latin, German, Physics, Chemistry and
Biology. Six and seyen years' combina-
tion courses are recognized.

are spent in mastering by laboratory
methods the sciences fundamental to
clinical medicine.

is systematic and clinical and is deyoted
to the study of the natural history of
disease, to diagnosis and to therapeutics.
In this year the systematic courses in
Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics are
completed.

is clinical. Students spend the entire
forenoon throughout the year as clinical
clerks In hospitals under careful supervi-
sion. The clinical clerk takes the history,
makes the physical examination and the
laboratory examinations, arrives at a di-

agnosis which he must defend, outlines
the treatment under his instructor and
observesandrecordstheresults. In caseof
operation or of autopsy he follows the spe-
cimen and identifies its pathological na-
ture. Two general hospitals, one special
hospital and the municipal hospitals and
laboratories are open to our students. The
practical course in Hygiene and Preven-
tive Medicine.carried on in the municipal
laboratories and hospital and in Public
Health Held Work, occupies one-sixth of
the mornings. The afternoons are spent
in the College Dispensary and in clinical
work in medical and surgical specialties
and in conferences.

Address the Secretary of the College.

307 Orange Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

TULANE
UNIVERSITY

-OF-
LOUISIANA

Gjarses in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene

Begin Janwary 2, April 2, June 3

and October t.

Fully equipped laboratories in all divisions of

instruction. Clinical opportunities unexcelled.

Medical Department and Department of

Pharmacy Open October t, I9I2.

For all information addresa

DR. ISADORE DYER, DEAN

P. O. Drawer 26 J New Orfeans, Ii«.
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The University of
F*ittsburg:h

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
THOMAS SHAW ARBUTHNOT, n.D., Dean

27th annual session begins September 30, 1912.

One full year of recognized college work, inclu-

ding courses in Physics, Chemistry and Biology is re-

quired for admission, in addition to the four-year

high school State law requirement. Beginning with

the year 1913-14 two years of college work will be

required.

The curriculum permits of an arrangement

whereby students may receive two degrees, B.S. and
M.D., in six years.

A thoroughly equipped new laboratory building

has been erected upon the university campus. Clin-

ical work in small sections in afSliated Pittsburgh

Hospitals. Required work includes residence in

Maternity Hospital, with board and room furnished.

For bulletin and information, address,

S. B. LINHART, Secretary ot the University

Grant Boulevard, Pittsburgli, Pa.

New York Post-Graduate Medical
School and Hospital

Department of the
Laboratories

JONATHAN WEIGHT, M.D., Director

Courses ot three weeks duration arranged for

practitioners of medicine are offered in each of
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TSE NEED OF PEACTIOAL COOPEBATION
OF EDUCATIONAL AND OF MEDICAL

DEPARTMENTS IN MODERN
UNIVERSITIES

The object of this paper is, first, to shovf

the present status of af&liation of schools

or departments engaged respectively in the

training of physicians and of teachers, and

secondly, to present a plea for a more gen-

eral and effective cooperation between

medical and educational departments

where the interchange is warranted by
technical training and material resources

in both departments. Herein we are con-

cerned particularly with the training of

teachers pursuing at least a four years'

course in a good college or university de-

partment of education and also, on the

medical side, with the supplementing of the

training of prospective physicians who in-

tend to participate in the work of the

schools.

Our general topic suggests the whole

field of modern sanitation as it concerns

not only the teacher and the medical in-

spector, but also the engineer, economist,

etc., a field into which more than one of

our universities have entered. We shall

consider only hygiene and related topics

as mainly affecting the teacher, superin-

tendent, principal and the medical inspec-

tor, school nurse and assistants.

The actual status of the affiliation be-

tween medical and pedagogical depart-

ments of universities in the United States

is revealed in the results of inquiry insti-

tuted by the writer in March, 1912. A cir-

cular of inquiry, including stamped return

envelope, sent through the Newcomb School

of Education, was mailed to the deans re-
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speetively of every medical department or

college and of every educational depart-

ment in the United States, according to

the enumeration in the U. S. Educational

Report. Homeopathic, eclectic, physio-

medical colleges, etc., were omitted.

H. Sophie Newcomb Memorial College

THE rULANE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA

NEW ORLEANS

March 7, 1912

Dear Sir:

I am attempting to obtain definite information

concerning the present affiliation of the medical

and the pedagogical departments of typical Amer-

ican universities. Will you kindly cooperate to

this end by responding to the following questions

and return this sheet in the enclosed envelope?

I. (o) What courses intended specifically for

teachers or prospective teachers (elementary, high,

normal school or college teachers and principals or

superintendents) are being offered by your medical

department? (6) Duration of courses? (c) Num-
ber enrolled this year? (d) Any certificate or

diploma awarded for completion of same by teach-

ers or prospective teachers?

II. (a) What courses in pedagogy are offered

by your department of pedagogy or education for

the benefit of physicians or medical students or

nurses who are or intend to become inspectors of

schools? (6) Duration of courses? (c) Number
enrolled this year? (d) Any certificate or diploma

awarded for completion of same by physicians,

medical students or nurses?

III. Please write any other relevant informa-

tion or practical suggestion regarding possible need

for cooperation between medical and pedagogical

departments.

Tours very truly,

David Spence Hill

To the medical colleges 112 inquiries

were sent out, and to date 69 responses

have been received. To departments and
schools of education 102 responses are at

hand from 160 inquiries—many of them
sent in both instances to very small insti-

tutions.

The responses may be generalized into

the following groups:

1. Those from medical colleges which

have no university connections and which
report no work whatever for the benefit of

prospective teachers.

2. Responses from educational depart-

ments within colleges and universities

which have no medical departments and
which offer no work especially intended for

medical inspectors, school nurses or school

sanitarians.

3. No active affiliation reported from
medical and from educational departments

of certain universities.

4. Active or pending affiliations and co-

operative courses in medical and educa-

tional departments, where prospective

teachers with adequate academic and pro-

fessional training and prospective physi-

cians hold common interests.

5. Individual opinions and suggestions

concerning the need of such affiliated

courses.

Most of the responses are of types 1, 2

and 3. It is evident that so far as formal

action by our institutions of learning is a

criterion, the training of the majority of

physicians and teachers in colleges is not

parallel or merged and generally there is

no point of practical contact. In view of

the Carnegie report on medical education,

and in view of the struggling existence of

the courses of education, especially in nor-

mal schools, and to a less degree in college

departments of pedagogy, this status of

affiliation in some respects is satisfactory,

although the correlated facts are deplor-

able. Scarcely a half dozen universities

in the United States report a reasonably

effective scheme for cooperation of medical

and of educational departments. In view

of the needs about to be enumerated and of

a growing conviction that teachers need

more scientific knowledge of hygiene in its

broader sense, ' more knowledge both of

mental processes and of the physiology of

the child, as well as of the subject to be
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taught, and that physicians who are medi-

cal inspectors are often lacking in adapta-

bility, understanding and are actually in-

competent without a sound basis of educa-

tional science—this failure of the prospec-

tive teacher and the prospective doctor to

get together is unfortunate for both and

for the child. Furthermore, there is a

growing suspicion that one of the factors

in the low state of medical education is the

poor teaching done within the walls of

medical colleges and the poorer grasp of

the complex problems of the education of

to-day. This is a day, in America and

Europe, for the professional training of

teachers; but who has heard of systematic

provision for training teachers of medical

students ?

Nearly all of the small number of re-

sponses of groups 4 and 5 may be repro-

duced here verbatim, with a few of other

types. As these responses are generally

from representative institutions they con-

stitute an interesting symposium, A few

responses which came unsigned are omitted.

A later mail may bring in also a few more.

Here are the responses from the following

institutions in slightly abbreviated form

and with the name of the senders prefixed

:

Johns Hopkins, Pennsylvania, Chicago,

Teachers College of Columbia University,

University of Pittsburgh, University of

Cincinnati, St. Louis University School of

Medicine, the University of Minnesota,

the University of Wisconsin, the State

University of Iowa, the University of Illi-

nois, the University of Nebraska, the Uni-

versity of Michigan, the George Washing-

ton University, Vanderbilt University,

University of Virginia, the Tulane Univer-

sity of Louisiana.

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

Md. Dean J. W. Williams, Medical De-

partment.

Your circular concerning the affiliation

of medical and pedagogical departments

of American universities is at hand. Our
medical school makes no effort to give this

sort of instruction. The philosophical de-

partment of the university, however, offers

a number of courses to teachers and in its

summer school affords opportunity for in-

struction. Furthermore, a number of

"health courses" are offered to the general

public by the medical and chirurgical fac-

ulty of Maryland (The State Medical As-

sociation).

Professor E. F. Buchner, Department of

Education and Philosophy.

I regret to state that we have nothing to

report from the Johns Hopkins University

on the cooperation between the medical de-

partment and the various lines of work

which are being offered to teachers. For

one reason at least the need of this coopera-

tion in Baltimore is not so essential, in

view of the fact that the medical and

chirurgical faculty in addition to the sev-

eral medical schools and medical associa-

tions, has been doing a great deal of work

along the line of the medical aspects of

public education.

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Pa. Director A. C. Abbott, of the Lab-

oratory of Hygiene.

I have read the several questions con-

tained in your letter, and do not feel in a

position to give categorical answers to any

or aU. of them, although one of the courses

given in this laboratory might be regarded

as remotely related to the topic which you

are considering. The course to which I

allude is that leading to the degree in pub-

lic hygiene, a subject that has been sadly

neglected in this country, and one for

which trained teachers are more or less in

demand. I can not say, however, that the

course is designed especially for the train-

ing of teachers, but rather with the idea of

giving to the candidate a broad grasp of
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the fundamentals of the subject in such a

manner that thej- may be used for either

teaching or practical worli in the field of

public hygiene. There is one portion of the

course, I think, which might properly be re-

garded as suitable to teachers in any de-

partment, notably, that having to do with

the various defects observable in school

children. It is the portion of the course

designated as medical inspection of school

children.

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Dean Henry Christian, Dean of Medical

College; Professor Henry W. Holmes,

Division of Education.

No affiliation of the Medical and Peda-

gogical Departments of this university.

The University of Chicago, Chicago, III.

Dean John M. Dodson, The Medical

Courses.

There are no courses specially designed

for teachers or- prospective teachers in the

biological sciences department where the

medical courses are taught. Many teach-

ers, however, take some of these courses

each year, how many it is not possible to

say accurately.

I am mailing to your address an an-

nouncement of Kush Medical College, in

which you will find all the courses de-

scribed. I would say that a few teachers

expecting to go into physical-culture work

take the courses in human anatomy.

Others do work in physiology, pathology

and bacteriology. No certificate or diploma

is given to students completing these

courses. They may be taken by students

registered in various departments of the

University of Chicago and allowed to count

for credit towards the bachelor's degree.

"We hope that the several departments

in the university will offer courses relating

to hygiene and sanitation and that we may
be able to offer a definite curriculum de-

signed for men and women who desire to

go into the public health service. At pres-

ent no such courses are offered.

Chicago University, Chicago. III. Director

Charles H. Judd, the School of Educa-

tion.

There is no active affiliation between the

college of education and the medical school.

One of the members of our faculty is finish-

ing his work in a medical course in Mu-
nich, Germany, during the present year,

and expects to take up work for retarded

children with the opening of school for

next year. This work will be done, how-

ever, in the college of education and not in

the medical school. I think some such

affiliation as you have in mind would be of

very great advantage, but we do not have

it as a matter of fact at the present time.

Teachers College, Columbia University,

N. Y. Dean James E. Eussell.

"We have no connection with the school

of medicine. However, the professor of

physiological chemistry directs our work

in that line. "We have large departments

of our own in hygiene, nursing and health,

etc. Please see announcement sent here-

with.

The University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Professor W. G. Chambers, the

School of Education.

None in medical department. Certain

teachers in the city schools have taken

courses in physiology, bacteriology and

the like with the regular medical classes.

Plans are now being developed looking to

a cooperation of courses between the

school of medicine, the school of education

and the college. In the school of educa-

tion our courses, psychology and principles

of education, school hygiene, psychology

and pedagogy and defective children and

the like, are open to medical students, but

have not been attended by any to date.

"We are planning to offer a course for the

training of school nurses which will in-
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elude work in both the medical school and

the school of education. We are now about

to start a group of clinics, involving a

psychological clinic, a social clinic, a med-

ical clinic and a dental clinic, which will

bring together the four corresponding

schools of the university in a work which

affects the training of teachers. A certifi-

cate will be granted for the work men-

tioned.

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Dean W. P. Burris, College for Teach-

ers.

"We have no such affiliation between the

medical and pedagogical departments as

you imply. I have often thought about

the question of relating these departments,

but could not decide how it could be

brought about. I will be much pleased to

learn the result of your inquiry. I have

no doubt that teachers and instructors

would profit greatly by some correlation

of medical and pedagogical courses.

St. Louis University School of Medicine,

St. Louis, Mo. Dean E. P. Lyon.

Tour circular letter regarding the teach-

ing of pedagogies in St. Louis University

came to the medical school. As we have no

such work in this department, I am refer-

ring the letter to the college department

in which young men are trained for teach-

ing in the Jesuit order. I have no doubt

you will hear from the authorities in re-

gard to this work. In writing you, I am
reminded of a thought which has fre-

quently recurred to me, namely, there is

no normal or teachers' college for medical

teachers. I believe that medical teaching

has need of application of pedagogical

principles. It is possible that people who
are specifically engaged in the work of

teachers' colleges might be of some assist-

ance to medical education by studying

these questions.

The University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,

Minn. Dean F. F. Wesbrook, College of

Medicine and Surgery.

We shall have to answer most of your

questions in the negative, but we desire you

to know that we have thoroughly consid-

ered and are planning for the various

phases of public health instruction. In

answer to your question number 1, we have

to say that certain of the teachers on the

staff of this college are giving instruction

to students in the college of education

—

notably Dr. E. 0. Beard, on personal

hygiene. I myself give instruction in the

matter of infectious diseases and their

prevention and have every year for some

years tried to give practical talks along

these lines. We are, however, giving no

courses in the college of medicine and sur-

gery as such, which are intended for stu-

dents in the college of education. All of

the students in the college of education at-

tend the instruction by Dr. Beard and

myself. No definite courses in pedagogy

are offered to the students in our college,

but you will see in the catalogue of the

current year, pages 58 et seq. We provide

a coordinated series of lectures by those

who are well able to give the work. For

instance. Dr. Keene, who is in charge of

the physical training and medical school-

inspection of the Minneapolis public

schools, instructs our students in medical

school inspection, physical training and

school hygiene. Mr. Rankin, professor of

education in our university, and Mr. C. G.

Schulz, state superintendent of public in-

struction, and ex-offlcio a member of our

board of regents, both give instruction to

our medical students in their senior year

in this course of which I have spoken; one

from the view-point of the teacher and the

other from the point of view of the child.

In this way we get a symposium by those

Avhose daily work is giving them practical

experience in the lines which we ask them
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to teach our students. We have similar

symposia on the tuberculosis question. I

enclose herewith copy of that which was

given this year. The same sort of thing is

done in the matter of milk supply, its sani-

tary aspects, etc. At the present time I

have been instructed by the board of re-

gents to report upon a public-health school

here in our university and expect to report

a definite mechanism within the next short

time.

Dean George F. James, College of Educa-

tion.

We have not yet worked out a plan of

cooperation between our medical college

and the college of education, although we

are interchanging some lectures at the

present time. Some of the medical faculty

have been assisting in our work in school

hygiene and some of our men have been

speaking occasionally to the medical stu-

dents on conditions which seemed helpful

for them to know in regard to the schools.

The University of Wisconsin, Madison,

Wis. Dean M. V. O'Shea, Department

of Education.

In this department none whatever, al-

though I earnestly hope such courses may
be offered within the next two or three

years.

Dean Charles R. Bardeen, Department of

Pharmacology and Toxicology.

In the department of physiology a spe-

cial course is offered for prospective teach-

ers of that subject in high schools, normal

schools or colleges. In the department of

anatomy a special course is offered for stu-

dents preparing for teaching physical

training. In the department of bacteriol-

ogy and hygiene courses are offered in these

subjects open to teachers. In the other

departments of the medical school no spe-

cific teachers' courses are offered, although

occasionally special training is given indi-

viduals who may desire to teach. So far as

I know, no courses are offered in the de-

partment of pedagogy for the benefit of

physicians or medical students, or nurses

who are or intend to become inspectors of

schools. Many of our medical students do

some teaching after completing the two

years of the medical work which we offer

before going elsewhere to complete their

medical course. All such prospective

teachers, if they intend teaching in Wis-

consin, have to take some courses in the de-

partments of education on the principles

of pedagogy. In general I should say that

public school teachers should have more

acquaintance with preventive medicine

than most of them have at present, and

that we should probably look forward here

to developing special training of this char-

acter, although little is done at present. I

shall be glad to hear the results of your

inquiries in order that we may have data

from which to derive methods along these

lines. I feel that we have at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, at the present time, little

along these lines which would be of value

to you.

The State University of Iowa, Iowa City,

Iowa. Director Frederick C. Bolton, the

School of Education.

I regret very much that we have no satis-

factory data to report concerning the rela-

tion between the college of medicine and

the department of education. There is an

entirely cordial feeling existing between

the faculty in the medical college and the

department of education. Several of the

faculty members are much interested in

our work in education, and we are cer-

tainly interested in many phases of their

work. There is a movement on foot to es-

tablish a psychopathic hospital, the activ-

ities of which will include some phase of

educational work. It will include the

training of defective children. Some of

the members of the faculty of the college
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of medicine are directly interested in the

pedagogical side of the work. It may be

that at a later time I can write you addi-

tional information concerning our work.

I believe there ought to be a definite rela-

tion and there ought to be a pedagogical

training for those who are preparing to be

school physicians, on the one hand, and, on

the other hand, the regular teachers ought

to get some knowledge of psychopathic

conditions.

The University of Illinois, Urbana, III.

Dean William E. Quine, College of Med-

icine.

Eeports "none" for the questions.

TJie University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.

Acting Dean Eobert H. Wolcott, College

of Medicine.

Cooperation between the pedagogical

department of the university and the med-

ical school is a thing very much to be de-

sired. "We have discussed the matter here

somewhat and a certain amount of co-

operation has been effected by the forma-

tion of a section on public health in the

State Teachers' Association, the activity

of which is largely the activity of the col-

lege of medicine, and also by the giving of

occasional lectures in the course of peda-

gogy by those connected with the faculty

of the college of medicine. A condition

which has interfered somewhat with close

cooperation is the fact that our medical

school is divided, the two clinical years, in-

cluding the courses in sanitation and

hygiene, being given in Omaha, and the

first two years consisting entirely of lab-

oratory work, being given here. Not only

are the members of the faculty here in

Lincoln engaged in teaching subjects not

particularly important to the students in

pedagogy, but the work already required

of them is so heavy that I do not feel it fair

to impose an additional course upon them.

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

Mich. Dean V. C. Vaughan, Medical

Department.

A course in general hygiene given in the

medical department of this university is

open to all students in the literary depart-

ment, and is especially recommended for

those who intend to teach. Every student

entering the university should have a thor-

ough physical examination, and it would

be better if this examination could be re-

peated once a semester. In all depart-

ments of the University of Michigan ex-

cept the law department, all entering stu-

dents are compelled to take a thorough

physical examination. Any defects are re-

ferred to the physicians in the medical de-

partment. Students in the medical de-

partment are required to pass a physical

examination once a semester.

The George Washington University, Wash-

ington, D. C. Dean Bowden, Depart-

ment of Medicine.

We have no courses in the department

of medicine of this university intended

especially for teachers or prospective

teachers. There is a teachers' college

which is a department of the university in

which instruction is especially given to

teachers and some of these students take

courses in physiology and histology in our

laboratories. Up to the present time the

above method, namely, of having students

in the teachers' college taking such courses

as they desire in our medical school ap-

pears to have covered all requirements.

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

Dean Dudley, Medical Department.

No educational department.

University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

Dean Whitehead, the Medical Depart-

ment.

No such courses offered by this depart-

ment.

University of Texas, Austin, Texas. Dean
W. S. Sutton, Department of Education.
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None, but in the course in school man-

agement and also in a course of school ad-

ministration and supervision some atten-

tion is given to matters relating to school

hygiene. In the further expansion of the

department of education in the University

of Texas it is hoped that provision will be

made for the establishment and mainte-

nance of a school of physical education, in

which school a number of courses will be

conducted.

Leland Stanford Junior University. Ex-

ecutive Head E. L. Miller, Department

of Medicine, San Francisco, Cal.

The courses for medical students in

physiology, anatomy, chemistry, bacteriol-

ogy and embryology are all given immedi-

ately at the university. Many students

from the educational department take them

and all can do so if they have proper pre-

liminary work. Certificates or diplomas

are awarded only as parts of the work

leading to the university degrees. In

the educational department about 30

students take course 28, physical aspect of

the child (Professor Terman) ; and about

50 take course 29, school hygiene (Pro-

fessor Terman). A few of these will later

complete a medical course and take up
school hygiene as a profession.

The Tulane University of Louisiana, New
Orleans, La. Dean Dyer, Medical De-

partment.

None at present. Projected courses for

teachers and prospective teachers in de-

partment of hygiene and preventive medi-

cine.

Professor Hill, Psychology and Education.

Arrangements are nearly completed

whereby candidates for the B.A. degree in

education, prospective teachers, may elect

hygiene for their major subject. The work

in hygiene will be partly under the direc-

tion of Professor Creighton Wellman, of

the school of tropical medicine and hygiene.

The administrators also have made an ap-

propriation for a laboratory of psychology

for Neweomb College, an adjunct of which

will be a psychological clinic for the study

of the problems of childhood. In this work
members of the medical staff, it is intended,

will cooperate with psychologist, teacher

and sociologist. The work of the labora-

tory begins in 1912.

The reasons for the advocacy of a more
effective cooperation of physicians and
teachers within such departments may
now appear from consideration of several

aspects of the subject. The basis of mod-

ern teaching is experimental and genetic

psychology. The need of contact between

physician and teacher in the study of

scientific psychology is recognized in the

problem of psychopathic conditions of

childhood. Dr. J. B. "Wallace "Wallin in a

recent number of the Journal of Educa-

tional Psychology has summarized the data

concerning the growth of clinics for the

study of psychopathic conditions in school

children. In these educational laboratories

psychologists, physicians and educators

unite in studying the problems of the ex-

ceptional child whose unprovided for pres-

ence in our schools is to-day potent in af-

fecting the lives of the majority of the

pupils and the teacher. Notable among
such institutions are Professor Goddard's

laboratory at Vineland, N. J., Professor

Witmer's clinic at the University of Penn-

sylvania, Dr. Healy's in Chicago and the

Psychological Clinic conducted by the

Gatzert Foundation for Child Welfare of

the University of Washington, as well as

others existing or projected. The recent

discussion participated in by Myer, Wat-

son and others in Washington during the

meeting of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science concerning

the relation of the psychology of the acad-

emic department to the work of the medi-
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cal schools, evinces this issue before the

medical college, an issue which concerns

both pedagogy and medicine. The unity of

mutual interests in the field of pedagogy

is pressing both upon the educator and

upon the physician.

There is the increasing recognition by

our citizenship of the importance of the

physical aspects of life in the process of

education. This modern recognition of the

physical correlate of psychic life is evinced

by many signs. There are the concerted

efforts of legislators, reformers, physicians

and educators in behalf of better sanita-

tion of the schools. There are movements

for improved medical inspection of chil-

dren, teachers and premises, for accumu-

lative records concerning physical and

mental development and for study of, and

providing for, the detection and care of,

feeble-minded children. Organizations

such as medical associations, educational

associations and civic societies have united

in their efforts in behalf of the health of

the child, since the larger meaning of health

in its relation to formal education has be-

come better understood. It is significant,

for example, that we read of the coopera-

tive efforts of physicians and of educa-

tional specialists in the report of the Pub-

lic Health Educational Committee of the

American Medical Association as published

in the Proceedings of the National Edu-

cation Association. Equally significant as

a symptom is the report of the sub-com-

mittee of the Committee of One Hundred

of American Medical Association which

recommends for medical education, in be-

half of public sanitation, practical means

for actual cooperation of physicians, law-

yers, engineers, statisticians, professional

sanitarians and educators. With regard

to the last the recommendations embody

the following: "The medical point of view

should be given to the educationalists and

the medical man should add to his medical

knowledge some practical working experi-

ence in the daily problemis which confront

the educator."

The increasing literature both from

students of education and also of medi-

cine concerning the health of the school

child, and the discussions by both teachers

and by physicians at international and at

local congresses of school hygiene also are

evidences of the world-wide significance of

the theme. Researches upon specific ac-

tivities of school life as affecting the hu-

man organism, in both its physical and

psychical aspects, are further evidence of

the advent of the method of science into

the realm of pedagogy. Contrast, for ex-

ample, the obsolescent pedagogy of opinion

vs. fact, of metaphysics vs. statistical in-

vestigation, with such recent quantitative

investigations as those of Meumann,

Winch, Thorndike, Dearborn and Ayres.

If in the past educators have been addicted

to metaphysics and the didactic habit,

equally physicians have been alleged to

lack any "quantitative sense." The pres-

ent trend in literature toward exact obser-

vation is bringing both professions closer.

The remarkable growth of medical in-

spection of school children is due to the

wide recognition of the necessity of co-

operation between teacher and physician.

At the basis of this cooperation is the mod-

ern belief that health, wholeness of body

and mind, is the prerequisite of maximum
good for the individual and for society in

education. Most of us have reacted far

from the ideal of Stylites who considered

that superlative moral excellence was best

gained through indifference and even tor-

ture of the body

:

... I die here

To-day, and whole years long, a life of death,

Bear witness, if I could have found a way

—

And heedfuUy I sifted all my thought

—

More slowly painful to subdue this home.

Of sin, my flesh, which I despise and hate

I had not stinted practise, my God!
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The practical interdependence of body

and mind is evident enough whether we
chose evidence from: the facts (1) of com-

mon experience, (2) of pathology or from

(3) the psychological laboratory. But in

the past many, and in the present not a

few, educational leaders seem to neglect

this significant fact. They have busied

themselves with the subtleties of meta-

physical speculation to explain the ulti-

mate nature of this mind-body relation, or

failed altogether to profit by the oppor-

tunity for, and the results of, research, re-

gardless of the ultimate nature of reality.

Whether as physician one is interested

predominately with the physical aspect of

the human organism, or whether as teacher

predominately with the mental aspect,

neither skilled teacher nor physician to-

day can ignore the physical or the mental

to the neglect of the other. So far as both

teacher and physician are men and hu-

manitarians, each is willing to supplement

the other where cooperation facilitates the

progress of the race. Notwithstanding the

endless differences of opinion about the

details of educational theory, and the

rumor that in their respective councils

both doctors and pedagogues disagree,

nevertheless one sure point of agreement

in education is the necessity for adequate

provisions for health, both in school and

in industry. The health movement in edu-

cation is one of the most hopeful signs of

the times: it is based upon the logical re-

sults of experience and of systematic ob-

servation and has more far-reaching re-

sults than the results merely within the

school room. It is a beneficent influence

that is modifying architecture, sewerage

systems, food supply, methods of control

and prevention of disease, and is modify-

ing our art, our ethics and our religion,

man's three great remedies for the evils

of human knowledge. Opposed we find

the horde of the
'

' curists,
'

' whether simply

ignorant or neurotic or criminal.

The cooperation of trained workers in

the medico-pedagogical field has gained

headway against difficulties. Inertia of

public opinion, administrative difficulties

and organized opposition from combina-

tions of quacks, enthusiasts and patent-

medicine interests opposed to state control

of health measures, are difficulties encoun-

tered in many states. One of the most

vicious combinations of heterogeneous

frauds is the American Association for

Medical Freedom, which through paid

representatives has been perniciously ac-

tive in efforts with legislative assemblies,

as, for example, recently in Tennessee.

Difficulties of another kind are: (1) in-

competent and unintelligent physicians in

the public-school services; (2) incompetent

and unintelligent teachers; (3) the result-

ing failure to obtain the desired coopera-

tion of a scientific pedagogy and of scien-

tific medicine in behalf of the school

child. The incompetency of the school

physician, if we take for granted his moral

worth, may be with regard to training

either in medicine or in pedagogy. The

Flexner and other reports are proofs re-

garding the low condition of medical edu-

cation in America. It is difficult through-

out the country to secure highly skilled

physicians to do the unremunerative work

of school inspection. This notorious diffi-

culty increases the want of respect that the

teacher and citizen have for some medical

inspectors, school physicians and sani-

tarians. The deficiency of the average

physician in pedagogy, or in the science

and art of education, is not unexpected,

but his frequent lack of appreciation of the

inherent complexity of the problems of the

school or of knowledge of any one large

part of modern pedagogy, be it educational

psychology, experimental pedagogy, the
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history of education, the principles of edu-

cation, educational statistics and quanti-

tative treatment of data, lessens both his

working efficiency and the respect and in-

fluence which his work should bring. If

we couple with this two-fold incompetency

an air of wisdom and the trick of silence

in the medical inspector, it then results

that he gains the contempt of the men and

women in education who may have enjoyed

thorough academic and professional train-

ing for their life work. Personalities being

equal, the man who has his doctor of phi-

losophy in education from a modern uni-

versity following the requisite bachelor of

arts in college, is relatively better trained

for the work of the school than is the

average physician who possesses merely the

degree of doctor of medicine, for the prac-

tise of medicine. Very few young physi-

cians of to-day, relatively to the number
being graduated, have collegiate training,

or prolonged experience within school-

rooms, and, if literary degrees be any

criterion of school experience they have

less of this academic training than students

in law or in theological schools. Note the

recent statistics of the United States.^

Number having Per

Schools Students Literary Degrees Cent.

184 theological, 11,012 - 3,064 28

114 law, 19,567 4,107 21

135 medical, 21,394 1,883 9

In the majority of physicians from whom
we must choose our medical inspectors and

school physicians, we observe neither aca-

demic training in general culture courses

nor pedagogical training, such as is being

demanded more and more of every teacher

for the elementary, high and normal

schools and colleges. Great is the need of

the presence of the physician-inspector in

the public school, but great also is his need

of academic knowledge and of training in

'TJ. S. Ed. Eeport, 1910, Vol. 11., p. 1017.

the essentials of pedagogy. To the aver-

age citizen the physician comes in moments
of dependence and with a traditional

prestige and with at least a modicum of

technical knowledge which he may wield

to the disadvantage of the layman. The

partially trained physician in the presence

of the problems of the school, naturally

may suffer from a mental myopia from

which he is unconscious and it is difficult

to convince him of his ignorance where it

exists. The pedantry of the confirmed

pedagogue may have its counterpart in the

professional assurance of the routine prac-

titioner and the common, invalid assump-

tion that "a man skilled in one thing is

good at everything he undertakes. '

'

If we are to bring about needed coopera-

tion in the medical and teaching profes-

sions in life we must begin with fundamen-

tals. "We should labor with the profes-

sional training of those who are to work,

either as teachers or physicians, in our

schools. Already the medical profession

has achieved greatness in the education of

the people in the prevention of disease.

Through literature, lectures, committee

work, legislation and public-spirited activ-

ities, the beneficial effects of the noble

work of prevention of disease is felt in

every path of life. Magnificent are the re-

sults of the modern physician and sani-

tarian in the battle, e. g., against yellow

fever and the hook worm, or against tuber-

culosis. This country of modern cities

with stupendous populations could not ex-

ist happily but for the public hygiene

engineered by noble spirits in the medical

profession.

In the schools we have millions of our

population, the majority of our people dur-

ing the years of plasticity and during

years when they are amenable to a high

degree of control. In the schools is the

superlative opportunity for teacher and
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physician cooperating to benefit the race.

If it be agreed that both educator and

physician should understand and prac-

tise school hygiene as only one of the in-

creasingly numerous departments of a

modern pedagogy, how can this knowledge

and practise be affected without specific,

organized training in hygiene, both for

prospective teachers and prospective med-

ical men, for the schools? Educational

hygiene is but one division of the field of

hygiene and demography. Consideration

of its bare outlines as offered for discussion

at the next international congress on hy-

giene and demography should yield the

conviction that if this field is to be mas-

tered, the medical and educational depart-

ments of modern universities are laggards

in progress where effective cooperation is

not accomplished.

In conclusion we may venture to enu-

merate four ways for effecting an immedi-

ate and practical cooperation between the

educational and pedagogical departments

of well-equipped universities.

1. With reference to the need of the

schools, provisions should be made for

senior medical students, and especially for

graduates in the educational department,

by instruction and training in the essen-

tials of pedagogy to be chosen from courses

and with books such as :
" History of Edu-

cation" (Monroe) ; "Principles of Edu-

cation" (Bolton) ; "Educational Psychol-

ogy" (Thomdike, Starch, Pyle, Bagley)
;

"Educational Statistics" (Ayres, Thorn-

dike) ; "Experimental Pedagogy" (Whip-

ple, Meumann, Claparede). These presup-

pose a basal knowledge of psychology

—

some of which must be got in the labora-

tory. In this basal study of psychology of

common interest to teacher and physician,

the majority of medical students obtain no

systematic training whatever, a fact not

surprising since, according to Plexner's re-

port, half or more of the medical schools

require less than a good high school course

for admission; half have meager labora-

tory facilities even for physiology, pharma-

cology or bacteriology; teaching of anat-

omy and pathology is often didactic; clin-

ical facilities are usually inadequate and

many colleges are "reeking with commer-

cialism." In medical departments where

such deplorable conditions do not exist it

seems most reasonable to supply instruc-

tion in general or introductory psychology,

both to medical and pedagogical students,

by utilization of the psychological labora-

tory of the academic department.

Medical students who undertake the

work in pedagogy as prospective school in-

spectors or school physicians should under-

take the extra training either in a gradu-

ate year or elect a minimum during the

senior year of the medical course. This

election would necessitate the elimination

of certain fractions of pharmacology, ob-

stetrics or studies not of essential use to

the professional school physician. This

questionable elimination, however, would

be avoided by placing all of the pedagog-

ical work, save the elements of psychology

and of hygiene, in the post-graduate year

or years. Since the writing of this paper,

some interesting detailed suggestions re-

garding such adjustments of curricula have

been offered under the title :

'

' Professional

Training for Child Hygiene" by Pro-

fessor Lewis M. Terman, Ph.D. {Popular

Science Monthly, March, 1912).

2. Appropriate courses in education

should be offered prospective school nurses.

3. In recognition of the fact that

throughout the country the majority of

high-school teachers lack professional

training in both the subject they teach and

also in pedagogy, there should be a more
general effort in our universities to supply

the present need for professionally trained
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teachers for high schools, whenever the

bachelor's course is regarded as the maxi-

mum obtainable preparation. The college

student who desires to become a specialist

in school hygiene or a public sanitarian

may omit the regular medical course and

proceed from the bachelor's degree to the

doctor of philosophy in hygiene or to the

new degree of doctor of public health. In

order to open this field to college men and

women, candidates for the bachelor of arts

in education should be permitted to fol-

low hygiene as a major subject, extending

through at least three years and properly

correlated with other sciences, cultural and

professional courses. In the courses, hy-

giene, preventive medicine, physiology and

psychiatry, the medical department may
be utilized. The following typical plan

for grouping of studies for prospective

teachers in college makes possible the

choice of such a major subject and at the

same time affords in the four years follow-

ing the high school: (1) a basis of general

culture in the languages, mathematics, sci-

ences and history; (2) the essentials of

pedagogy; (3) opportunity for increasing

specialization under the direction of com-

petent advisers.

Freshman
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classes of the people, as for instance blind

people and kindergarten children.

Special museums must serve the specialty

for which they are founded, and small mu-

seums also have to confine their work to a

narrower scope of educational endeavor. Pro-

vincial museums seldom have sufficient funds

to make world-wide investigations or teach all

subjects, and it is perhaps best for such a

museum to devote itself solely to its own

province or certain subjects. The same is also

true of a county, and in some cases a city,

museum. The university museum should

serve the purposes of the university, its stu-

dents and professors, that is, supply illustra-

tive material for classes, provide for the re-

search necessary to keep professors up to date,

and allow advanced students actual research

experience. In common honesty its funds

should not he used primarily for the general

public or for subjects outside the line of the

university's work. An art museum must con-

fine itself to esthetics or other branches of

art endeavor. A commercial museum of

course should keep its attention on work of a

commercial nature. It is evident that there

are many methods of museum administration,

each of them good in its own place and each

of them bad or even dishonest when out of

place.

A museum building should be constructed

so that additions may be made to it without

ruining its architecture or causing unneces-

sary expense for remodeling or making con-

nections. Such a building should be built

with a view to its purpose so that the labora-

tories, offices, exhibition halls and the like may

be properly lighted and each suitable for its

special kind of work. In the past museums

have usually been built to please an architect

and the result is that most museum buildings

are abominably adapted to the use of the mu-

seum and its staif. The day must soon come

when museum buildings will be constructed

with a view to the purpose for which they are

to be used and then the result of museum
work will be even more worth while than at

present.

No matter what the scientific investigator

and the teacher may say, one of the justifiable

purposes of a museum is to give recreation

and happiness to great masses of the people

and by far the greater number of visitors to

the large museums drop in casually for just

these purposes. Very few of them come to be

educated or to carry on research, but from the

casual visits many people carry away a desire

to investigate and still more to receive educa-

tional benefits.

The educational section of a museum may
be likened to extra illustrated text-books. For

instance in text-books on birds, we may have

pictures of birds, even colored pictures, but in

a museum we have the actual birds, their

skeletons, their organs, their nests and their

eggs. Thus a large collection of birds in a

good educational museum is like a great text-

book on birds illustrated by these things, while

the labels take the place of the printed matter

in the text-book. Educational popularization

should never be carried to the extreme of exag-

geration and untruthfulness affected by cer-

tain schools of museum employees.

A museum may also serve as a great ware-

house where are kept such valuable things as

individuals should not horde in their homes.

For instance an object from which something

may be learned, and which is the only object

of its kind in the world, should not be kept in

a home where it may be destroyed by fire, but

in a fireproof museum; nor ought it to be

where its ovTner and his friends are the only

ones able to see it, but it should be available

for all who may desire benefit from it, whether

they be citizens of the province or nation

owning the museum, or visitors from the most

distant lands. No museum should be a collec-

tion of merely curious things.

Sometimes animals, plants and the like are

exhibited surrounded by representations of

their natural home and in front of a painting

representing the country in which they occur.

Such exhibits depend for their excellence on

the skill of the scientist who plans them, the

collector who secures the material and artists

and mechanics of various kinds. Each of
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these does a particular share of the work

which he is perhaps the only man able to do.

The artist may be brought thousands of miles

because of his ability to paint just the right

kind of background. The museum expert is

skUlful in writing labels which may be under-

stood not only by the scientist, who often

knows all the facts without any label, but also

by the people who do not know the facts and

consequently need information. Such a man
should write the label.

In a great research museum there are al-

ways thousands of specimens in the store-

rooms and laboratories kept for study and

research ; that is, they are used for the increase

of human knowledge. To expose them to the

light and dust of exhibition might destroy

them while duplicate specimens, pictures, easts

and models may serve equally well or even

better for educating the public.

All great museums have brains, in other

words they have a staff of experts who perhaps

are not seen in the exhibition halls, but who
find out the new knowledge which the people

are always anxious to have, who plan the work,

write the labels and guide-books, give the lec-

tures, direct the field explorations and so keep

the museum from ever being dead and dusty.

One of the great museum men of the world

once said that a finished museum was a dead

museum, and this well expresses the idea that

there is no such thing as a finished museum,
for scientists are always making new discov-

eries which lead them to add new exhibits and

rearrange old ones. There is always a great

deal of work going on in the workshops, of

which the visitors to the exhibition halls have

little idea. This work can not be done by

untrained men, but must be accomplished by

artisans, mechanics and artists who have had

very special training each in his own par-

ticular line. Sometimes in a country of mil-

lions of inhabitants there is no man trained

in a certain special kind of work so that a

museum often has to send across the sea or

to some equally far-away place for a skilled

mechanic. Even Japanese, Eskimos and In-

dians are employed in one of our largest

museums. Many days' and sometimes months'

work must be done—not by one man but by

seven or eight men, each doing his own kind

of work in the most expert way—^to produce

an exhibit from which the public may learn in

a few moments what has taken all this time

to produce. Then too one must not forget

that to get some material by means of which

new knowledge is found out, and by means
of which this knowledge is diffused to all the

world, hardy men must penetrate into the

uttermost wilds of the earth, endure the bitter

cold of the Arctic and the dangers of the

tropical forest.

Some museums have many friends, for in-

stance for years the Barnum and Bailey circus

had all of its rare animals which died on the

road embalmed or otherwise preserved and
sent to one of the museums in New York
City. Then, too, wealthy men vie with each

other in giving funds for expeditions, re-

search, scientific books, exhibits, teaching

labels and guide-books, and for lecture courses

in connection with these museums. Sometimes

they endow a branch of museum work or an
entire museum. Some men have each given

more than a million dollars for such purposes

and this is one of the indications of the value

of a museum, for men capable of amassing

millions do not endow institutions which they

consider valueless.

Sometimes models teach quite as much as

actual specimens. A model of a mosquito

made many times larger than the insect itself

shows us how to cope with malarial fever and

yellow fever. We could not see the means by

which the mosquito transmitted these diseases

by looking at the mosquito herself, but the

scientist in his laboratory with his microscope

may find out all these things, make accurate

plans and drawings of the various parts of the

insect, and leave it to skilled mechanics to

spend many months in reproducing them ac-

curately on a large scale. Such work is not

an extravagance when we consider that if the

doctors and the people learn to avoid yellow

fever and malaria the life insurance com-

panies do not have to pay so much life in-
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surance and the amount paid for one death is

easily sufficient for the construction of such

a model.

Pictures are very useful in connection with

museum exhibits. Sometimes photographs

are used, again sketches or paintings or trans-

parencies, and frequently lantern slides are

employed. These pictures may show the sort

of country from which the objects come, or

they may be reconstructions based on careful

study. Por instance, bones of extinct animals

are frequently found. No one knows what

these animals looked like in life, but the

scientist can study the bones and compare

them with the bones of animals which he is

able to observe. He can have his artist paint

these living animals and can explain to him
in what respect the bones of the extinct animal

differ. By a study of the bones of the feet he

may learn and explain to the artist whether

the animal walked in a swamp or on rocky

ground. By a study of the animal's teeth he

may tell what kind of food it ate. Then the

artist can make his picture very much more
intelligently than otherwise would be the case

and this picture conveys to the people some

idea of what the animal formerly looked like.'

Sometimes the artist makes a sculpture of the

animal instead of a painting or to accompany

the painting so that a complete exhibit might

show a skeleton with a painting, a model, a

label, a map, and perhaps even another animal

such as lives to-day and is akin to the extinct

animal.

A map may show the part of the world from

which a specimen comes, other maps may
show the details of its home country, and

maps may be used to show its distribution

over the earth and the relation of this region

to some other area, as for instance one where

certain plants grow. Maps may be mere out-

lines or shaded, or they may be relief models

made to resemble a surface of the country.

Specimens may be arranged in series, and

in this way teach much more than they would

singly. One may arrange together specimens

which illustrate the idea of evolution or which

show all the different musical instruments of

the world. One may show together all the

things found in a certain province or all the

animals, plants, minerals and so forth, of a

certain region, as for instance a desert, and

contrast them with things from a forest.

Different classes of people use museums.

Carpenters and cabinet makers often study the

collections of woods, miners the collections of

minerals, teachers of art and architecture the

collections of primitive art and the objects and

pictures showing the types of buildings of

other times and other peoples.

Some collections are of great value, as for

instance the display of gems exhibited by

Tiffany and Company at the Paris Exposition.

Such a collection is sometimes protected by

iron gratings on the windows, and armed

guards night and day. Then too there may
be electrical connection with the police depart-

ment so that an alarm may be given either by

the guard or when a case is broken open.

Exhibits showing mankind occasionally in-

clude plaster casts of living people. Placed

on these casts are their clothing, the whole

being arranged so that it will illustrate their

occupations and their relations to the country

in which they live as well as its products, both

plant and animal.

Frequently pictures or casts or models must

be used where the original specimens are too

expensive or too large and heavy to be brought

to the museum or even too large to be given

space in a museum. Then, too, casts may be

used for such things as can not be removed

from countries which have silly laws prevent-

ing their exportation.

The expeditions of a great museum often

cover practically the whole world. The Amer-
ican Museum of Natural History in New
York in one year had expeditions in many
parts of North America, in South America,

Asia and the South Sea Islands.

The specimens too valuable for study to

be put on exhibition, duplicate collections

which are used for study and the specimens

for which there is no room in the exhibition

halls are kept in rooms for study where they

are safe from changes of climate, insect pests,
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dust and careless handling. Some of these

collections which are never seen by the public,

unless they ask to visit the storage rooms, are

vast in extent. In a great museum they may

be of more value and consist of a larger num-

ber of specimens than is found in all the mu-

seums put together in a region as large as

Canada and the states west of the Mississippi.

These collections are of course placed as close

together as it is possible to have them and yet

be able to get at them for research and for

use in illustrating truths to visitors.

When an expedition goes out from a great

museum and learns something new, the facts

are published in reports which are ofttimes

illustrated. This is partly because a single

manuscript giving the facts might be burned

or lost. These reports are then sent to per-

haps a hundred different libraries widely scat-

tered so that they may be available as nearly

as possible to all the people of the world.

That is, they should be found in such places

as London, St. Petersburg, Tokio and Mel-

bourne. It is from such reports that the

writers of encyclopedias, text-books and maga-

zine articles secure the knowledge which is

finally the common property of all.

A great educational museum always has a

library from which its publications are sent

out and in which anybody may read works

on the subjects covered by the museum. One

of the great uses for the museum library is

that the staii may always inform itself, for it

would not be economical to send an expedi-

tion to gather facts about a place if all those

facts could be read from books.

After the return of an expedition and after

its reports have been published the specimens

are put on exhibition together with labels, such

a report, popular guide-books, maps, pho-

tographs and pictures. Sometimes the results

are illustrated by models. Lectures are given

to scientific colleagues, to highly educated

people, to children, and to the general public,

each lecture being made as far as possible

appropriate to the audience. The reports con-

tain all the facts, many of which are uninter-

esting to the public to-day but which would

be lost unless published and which may some

day be of such great value that they deserve

to be saved. These reports are sometimes

placed with the exhibits for the use of those

who wish to read them, but more often ex-

tracts of the more useful and interesting parts

are made and published as guide-books for all

the people. In some museums such guide-

books are given to the public, but as certain

classes of people throw them away or destroy

them, other museums prefer to charge a small

sum for guides. This charge may be less than

the cost of the book.

A few museums allow space for special and

temporary exhibits and in this way become a

sort of headquarters for all kinds of educa-

tional expositions such as flower shows, and

exhibits illustrating the advance in the fight

against the great white plague, expositions of

modern sanitary methods and horticultural

exhibits. Then too some of the great mu-
seums serve as centers for scientific and edu-

cational meetings, the large lecture hall being

particularly appropriate for general meetings,

and the smaller rooms for special societies.

The photographs taken on expeditions are

kept in files or in scrapbooks where they may
be consulted and copies are given out in small

numbers free of cost or in large quantities for

the actual cost of the photographs without

regard to the expense of the expedition neces-

sary to secure them. These are given to

scientists for study and for illustrating their

books. They are given to educators to use as

illustrations and to hold up before their classes.

Many of them are used by magazine writers

and newspaper men for illustrations and by

sculptors and painters. In this way the ex-

plorer brings back glimpses of far-away lands

which eventually are shared with people un-

able to travel or who must travel nearer home.

Vast collections of lantern slides are also

maintained in some of the great museums.

These are used to illustrate scientific, educa-

tional, or entertaining lectures both in the

museum and elsewhere. Moving pictures are

also occasionally used.

A large lecture hall seating over one thou-

sand people is a useful feature of some of the
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great museums which also have as a rule

se%'eral smaller lecture halls. As many as

seven or eight lectures may be held in such a

museum in one week, as for instance one for

the scientist, three in the afternoons for school

children, two in the evenings for the general

public, and other lectures for certain special

classes of people, as for instance those inter-

ested in breeding or sanitation.

All the educational work of the museum
exhibits is not confined to the inside of a great

museum. Special cases of specimens are pre-

pared and sent out to schools, libraries and

other suitable places. Sometimes these are

loaned indefinitely but very often they are

loaned for a week and then moved to another

place. In New York this feature of the work

became so extensive that an automobile was

purchased to transport the collections from

the museum to the schools and from school to

school, so that thousands of children were

reached. This sort of work is somewhat akin

to the work of branch banks and traveling

libraries.

Many of our people do not appreciate the

real use of a museum and we do not wonder

at it when we see the dusty, poorly arranged

collections in many museums where there are

few, if any, labels and the whole tends to dis-

gust, in fact to teach disorder rather than to

be pleasing, helpful or educative, but in an

up-to-date museum every day you may see

classes from kindergartens enthusiastically

examining specimens under the guidance of a

museum kindergartner. Frequently one may

see classes of bright high-school or college

Students on a visit to the museum halls, sup-

plementing their educational work by viewing

the actual things of which they study. They

may be guided by a curator. Thousands of

slum children in the greater cities are cheered,

educated and uplifted by being taken to the

museums by their teachers. One time when

a lecture was advertised for school children

by an enterprising newspaper which offered a

prize for the best essay on a certain subject,

over seven thousand children endeavored to

attend the lecture held in a hall seating only

one thousand four hundred, but one of the

museum authorities sprang to his telephone

and in as many minutes had twelve of the

staff taking as many groups of the children

to various parts of the building where they

were entertained and instructed.

A great educational museum is usually open

free to the public every day in the year so that

people engaged on certain days may have the

greatest possible opportunity to visit it for

recreation, education or research. On the

occasion of an exhibit for the prevention and

cure of tuberculosis, in one museum over forty

thousand visitors passed between the police

lines in and out of the exhibit in a single day,

which proved conclusively that the public is

thoroughly alive to the importance and value

of the most modern and useful museum work.

Harlan I. Smith
Geological Survey op Canada

TSE PROFESSIONAL WOBK OF
PBOFESSOB MOBSIS LOEB'

Morris Loeb was a man in speaking of

whom I wish I might have had time to choose

my words with more deliberation. His nature

showed itself always in such a refinement as

to command its tracing only with the most

delicate touch. Tender is the wound in losing

a friend in science whom I had known for

nearly twenty years,—in fact, since the time

he was the secretary of the Section of Chem-
istry of the American Association at the

Brooklyn meeting. At that time he was par-

ticipating in the great task of habilitating the

American Chemical Society, with the history

of which no doubt all here are familiar.

I wish I were able to fittingly tell you of the

spirit actuating him at that time, as it proved

an inspiration to me then, and afterwards

served to cement a friendship into a closer

personal relationship.

Born and reared in wealth, a great plan in

the business world ready for his acceptance,

while gaining a broad culture at Harvard, he

inhaled the breath of Wolcott Gibbs's scien-

* Presented at the October meeting of the New
York Section of the American Chemical Society.
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tific spirit, which carried him to Hofmann at

Berlin. Three papers were published by him
while at Berlin, the last being his disserta-

tion.° All dealt with earbonyl chloride and

its conduct with various amidines. This work

was interesting and possessed that normal im-

portance to the candidate for a degree; but

Loeb was not satisfied. That was in 1887.

The roving ardor of an awakening of physical

chemistry was in the air. It carried him to

Heidelberg and then to Leipzig to be with Ost-

wald, who had just made Arrhenius a real

power.

By the advice of Ostwald, Loeb undertook

to study the molecular weight of iodine in its

solutions by the vapor-tension method.' His

experimental results led him to conclude:

It seems very probable that iodine in its red

solutions has a molecular weight corresponding to

I4, whilst in the violet solution in carbon disul-

phide there is a less complex aggregation, giving

a value between I^ and I3.

He found that the method of determining

molecular weights by the depression of the

freezing-point is preferable to the method by

vapor-tensions. He lacked a liquid which

would solidify and also dissolve iodine with a

pure violet color; but he endeavored to ob-

tain what corroborative evidence he could by

experimenting on the freezing-points of iodine

in acetic acid and in benzene, although he

was eventually forced to give up the attempt

by the very slight solubility of iodine in these

menstrua at low temperatures. The molecu-

lar weight of iodine as calculated from various

series of observations seemed to increase con-

tinuously with the concentration, so that there

was no point in the narrow limits between

-These papers were: "Ueber die Einwirkung

von Phosgen auf Aethenyldiphenyldiamin, " Ber.,

18, 2427 (1885); "Ueber Amidinderivate, " lUd.,

19, 2340 (1886); "Das Phosgen vmd seine Ab-

kommlinge, nebst einigen Beitragen zu deren

Kenntnis, " Inaug. Dissert., 15 Marz I. Chem.

Labor, d. Berlin Univers. ; Chem. Centr., 58, 635

(1887).
' '

' Ueber den Molekularzustand des gelosten

Jods," Z. physikal. Chem., 2, 606; "The Molecu-

lar Weight of Iodine in Its Solutions," Trans.

Chem. Soc, 53, 805.

extreme dilution and saturation at which the

molecular weight would appear constant and

could be accepted as trustworthy. This was
later confirmed by Paterno and ISTasini.*

With the intention of testing the then

latest views on electrolysis, work in which

field he had begun with Gibbs, while still at

Leipzig, Loeb, with Nernst, carried on a

study of the kinetics of substances in solu-

tion." From determinations of Hittorf's ra-

tios of transference and the conductivity of a

number of silver salts, they calculated the

ionic velocity of silver, according to the prin-

ciples laid down by Kohlrauseh. The con-

stancy of the value obtained from observa-

tions with eight different salts gave satisfac-

tory evidence for the truth of the theory, the

numbers varying only within very narrow

limits. Loeb and Nernst also gave the calcu-

lated values for the velocities of the other

ions, and it further appeared from a compari-

son with the temperature coefficients of the

velocities that they decrease as the velocity in-

creases."

Loeb then felt ready to come back to the

master who had changed his course in life and

to tell him what they were doing in Europe.

So in 1888-9 he returned as voluntary assist-

ant to Gibbs, who had retired from Cam-
bridge to his private laboratory at Newport.

After a year, Gibbs realized Loeb's power as

a teacher and made him go to Clark Univer-

sity as decent in chemistry.

In a report on " Osmotic Pressure and the

Determination of Molecular Weights," ' Loeb

discussed Raoult's law, the matured papers of

van't Hoff on osmotic pressure, the measure-

ment of osmotic pressure, and the methods of

determining the molecular weight from the

*Ber., 21, 2153.

°"Zur Kinetik der in Losung befindlichen Kor-

per. Zweite Abhandlung. Ueberfiihrungszahlen

und Leitvermogen einiger Silbersalze von Morris

Loeb und W. Nernst, " Z. physikal. Chem., 2, 948.

'Loeb also published in this year a paper on

the "Use of Aniline as an Absorbent of Cyanogen
in Gas Analysis," Trans. Chem. Soc, 53, 812

(1888).

^ Am. Chem. Jour., 12, 130-5.
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vapor-tension. At this time (1890) experi-

mental data to show the value of Beckmann's

method had not been published, but Loeb pre-

dicted that it would play as great a part as

tl^e freezing-point method introduced in its

most convenient form by the same chemist.

Shortly afterwards, in a review, Loeb

sketched Arrhenius's hypothesis, with some of

its logical consequences.' He discussed the

physical and chemical objections known in

1890, leaving " the task of judging it ... to

those readers who will compare the mass of

experimental material and will convince them-

selves of the simple relations which the vari-

ous phenomena appear to bear toward each

other. As far as this test is concerned," Loeb

maintained, " the hs^pothesis will be found to

fulfill its purposes."

In the exact measurement of electric cur-

rents, employing the method wherein the de-

termination of the amount of silver deposited

from a neutral solution of a silver salt is

made, the source of error, particularly where

weak currents are concerned, arises from the

imperfect adhesion of the silver upon the

cathode. The latter is generally a platinum

crucible, and Loeb" found that a Gooch cru-

cible with asbestos felting over the holes, was

a far better form of cathode, providing an ar-

rangement was adopted to hold the solution

during electrolysis without leaking. He at-

tained this very satisfactorily by replacing the

ordinary platinum cap' with a glass siphon of

special form.

Then, when but twenty-eight years of age,

he was called to the chair of chemistry at

New York University. He published a paper

entitled " Apparatus for the Delineation of

Curved Surfaces, in Illustration of the Prop-

erties of Gases, etc.""

Professor Loeb thought that, just as an

electric system is affected by its approach to

or removal from a magnetic field, a reaction

which made a system more or less amenable to

' '
' The Electrolytic Dissociation Hypothesis of

Svante Arrhenius, " Am. Chem. Jour., 12, 506-516.

"'The Use of the Gooch Crucible as a Silver

Voltameter," Jour. Am. Chem. Soc, 12, 800.

^'Jour. Am. Chem. Sac, 13, 263.

magnetic action, might show evidence of ac-

celeration or retardation by the magnetic

force. He concluded that if this effect were

appreciable, the relation between magnetic

force and affinity would be established, and

data could be obtained for calculating the real

value of magnetization. His experimental re-

sults, however, were negative, and he was led

to believe that no such relation existed, unless

it was so slight that his means of observation

were inadequate."

It was shortly after this that I met Morris

Loeb. He was fired with the zeal of those cap-

tain teachers, and his own lighted torch he

passed on by students of his who now reflect,

in many responsible positions, that spirit of

the eighties.

Soon the very heavy responsibilities of a

large inheritance fell upon him. Filial duty

of meeting those responsibilities, professorial

obligations, and research aspirations required

the sacrifice of one of the three. The last was

sacrificed for a dozen years. The irksome

strain of being " by bells directed " began to

tell, for to meet them he found it necessary to

have his secretary travel with him to take his

dictation. One morning he asked me to go

with him to the university. We talked things

over and he said he would have to give up the

professorship, but he would equip a private

laboratory in the old Chemists Club, where he

would be nearer his philanthropic obligations

and might do some research, and " other

things" perhaps as useful to chemistry as

teaching.

In 1905 he published a research on " The

Crystallization of Sodium Iodide from Alco-

hols." " He found that apparently the mo-

lecular proportion of alcohol assimilated by

sodium iodide decreases as the series ascends.

The addition products determined were:

NaI-3CH,0; NaIC,H,0, and 5NaI-3C,H30.

In 1908, ever keeping abreast with the ad-

vances in physical chemistry, in a paper on the

" Hypothesis of Radiant Matter," " Loeb

" " Is Chemical Action Affected by Magnet-

ism?" Am. Chem. Jour., 13, 145-153.

"Jour. Am. Chem. Soc, 27, 1019.

'^Pop. Sci. Monthly, 73, 52-60.
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enumerated the objections whicli might be

urged against the views which then obtained

respecting radio-active processes.

In 1909 he assumed the duties of Chairman

of our Section. The task of maintaining the

high standard of the meetings set by his prede-

cessor was no mean one, for Baekeland, with

his customary enthusiasm, had raised the New
York Section to its greatest efficiency. Loeb

devoted himself to the welfare of the Section

with unremitting energy. I am keenly ap-

preciative of what he did for the Section, as it

fell to my lot to take up the task where he

left it. The opportunities of the office were

increased, for he had enlarged the responsibil-

ities, as well shown in his inaugural address

that year."

He did publish (1910) a paper on the

" Analysis of Some Bolivian Bronzes " (with

S. E. Morey)," and he wanted to gratify his

great love for research and he did have work

in progress in his private laboratory; but, in

his characteristic fashion, he sacrificed per-

sonal desires to do those things he could do

and others could not or were disinclined to do.

We are assembled in one of the monumental

evidences of this immolition." He made pos-

sible the new Wolcott Gibbs Laboratory for

Physical Chemistry at Harvard. In the Pro-

ceedings of the American Chemical Society

for 1910" he published a beautiful obituary of

Gibbs, affectionately respectful, rich in rem-

iniscence and earnest in diction. In this hall

we have an evidence of his affection for the

master. He visited the South American coun-

tries in behalf of the recent International Con-

gress of Applied Chemistry. He worked long

and hard on important committees ia connec-

tion with the congress. These were some of

the " other things " he found to do for chem-

istry.

"Science, 30, 664.

'= Jour. Am. Chem. Soc, 32, 652. During 1909-

10 Dr. Loeb abstracted the Italian journals for

Chemical Abstracts.

" See Loeb 's address at the opening of the

Chemists' Club in Met. and Chem. Eng., 9, 177

<1911).
" Pp. 69-75.

The shock of Morris Loeb's death still op-

presses us; but I am convinced that, as time

passes and as we reach a juster evaluation of

events, we shall become more and more sensi-

tive of what this man's life really meant, and

learn from it what our profession really means.

He sought no office ; he sought only opportuni-

ties to serve his fellovsrmen. He did it all with

a sweet dignity that spells humility. For

Not in hewn stones, nor in well-fashioned beams.

Not in the noblest of all the builder's dreams;

But in the courageous man of purpose great.

There is the fortress, there is the living state.

Charles Baskerville
October 11, 1912

THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMEBICA

By invitation of the president of Tale Uni-

versity and the members of its geological fac-

ulty and other fellows residing in the vicinity,

the twenty-fifth annual meeting of the Geo-

logical Society of America will be held in

New Haven, Conn., on December 28-31,

1912. The first council meeting is to be held

Friday evening, December 2Y, and the others

will be called directly after instead of before

the morning sessions as heretofore. Thus the

council meetings will cease to interfere with

the prompt beginning of the business sessions.

The sessions of the society will be held in one

of the recitation buildings of Tale Univer-

sity, and the accommodations are so ample

that the council is going to try some modifi-

cations of the usual program, in an effort

to enhance the interest and value of the meet-

ing. The hearty cooperation of the fellow-

ship is needed, however, to make the experi-

ment a success. The morning sessions are to

be devoted to papers that promise to be of

general interest; the noon recess will be

longer than heretofore, in order to give more

time for social intercourse, group discussions

and the examination of special exhibits; the

afternoon sessions will be somewhat shorter

than formerly and will be given over to sec-

tional meetings and to papers of less general

scope. A special room (or more than one, if

needed) will be provided for the display of

specimens, the hanging of charts not needed
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in the public reading of papers, and for sim-

ilar purposes. The smoking and general con-

versation room or rooms will be independent

of the foregoing. The annual address of the

retiring president, Professor H. L. Fairchild,

will be delivered on the evening of Saturday,

the twenty-eighth. The council desires to in-

crease the number of students and other

junior workers in geological science attending

the meeting as visitors, and with this object

requests each fellow to send to the secretary,

not later than November 25, the names and

addresses of persons who, whether they can

attend the meeting or not, are seriously inter-

ested in geology and deserving of recognition

as visitors, although they have not yet reached

such standing as to gain membership in the

society. The council will then write to the

persons thus nominated, inviting them to at-

tend the New Haven meeting.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
Dr. Edward W. Morley, the distinguished

American chemist, has been made an honorary

member of the Swiss Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science.

The gold medal for science of the Prussian

government has been conferred on Dr. Robert

Helmert, director of the Geodetic Institute of

Potsdam.

Dr. E. J. Bahtlett, professor of chemistry

in Dartmouth College, has been elected repre-

sentative to the state legislature from the town

of Hanover on the Republican ticket.

Dr. Leo Koenigsberger, professor of mathe-

matics in Heidelberg, celebrated his seventy-

fifth birthday on October 15.

The Gedge prize of Cambridge University

has been awarded to Mr. A. V. Hill, of Trin-

ity College, for his essay entitled " The Heat

Production of Amphibian Muscle and of Cold-

blooded Animals."

M. d'Oliveira, the Brazilian ambassador to

Belgium, has been delivering a course of lec-

tures in several universities and colleges and
has been making a special study of the Amer-
ican collegiate educational system.

Professor Merritt L. Fernald, of Harvard

University, lectured before the Geographical

Society of Chicago on November 8 on " The
Mountains and Barrens of Newfoundland and

the Gaspe Peninsula."

Professor H. L. Reitz, of the department

of mathematics at the University of Illinois,

spoke on " The Mathematical Treatment of

Scientific Data " before the first College of

Science assembly of the year on November 1.

The science assembly will be held monthly

throughout the year, following the practise

instituted last year.

Dr. Fred. E. Wright, of the Geophysical

Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington, will give a course of lectures on

experimental geology to the students of the

geological department of the Johns Hopkins

University, beginning at the opening of the

winter term in January, 1913. Dr. Arthur

L. Day, director of the Geophysical Labora-

tory, will cooperate with Dr. Wright in some

of these lectures, the general purpose of which

will be to present to advanced students in

geology this comparatively undeveloped but

highly important branch of the subject, atten-

tion being directed to the fundamental prin-

ciples of chemistry, physics and crystallog-

raphy which underlie work in this field. The
results which have already been secured in

experimental geology will be reviewed and at-

tention directed to those geological problems

which are still unsolved and in which experi-

ment may render efficient aid.

Professor Harold B. Smith, director of

the department of electrical engineering of

the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, who is

on leave of absence and who has recently

returned from a trip around the world, was

in Worcester recently and delivered three il-

lustrated lectures descriptive of his travels.

The first was before the Alumni Association,

the second before the Worcester Polytechnic

Institute Branch of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers and the third for

members of the electrical engineering depart-

ment and their friends.
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The Huxley memorial lecture of the Eoyal

Anthropological Institute will be given on

November 19, when Professor W. Gowland,

F.E.S., will deliver an address on " The

Metals in Antiquity."

The Huxley lecture at the University of

Birmingham was delivered on October 30 by

Professor John Joly, F.E.S., on " Pleochroic

Halos."

A MEMOEiAL to Dr. D. B. St. John Eosa

was unveiled in the Post-graduate Medical

School and Hospital, New York City, of

which he was the president from its founda-

tion, in 1881, to his death in 1908. The bronze

tablet, which represents in relief Dr. Eosa in

academic robes, is the work of Mr. Henry
Merwin Shrady.

Dr. John William Mallett, P.E.S., pro-

fessor emeritus of chemistry at the University

of Virginia and eminent for his contributions

to chemistry, died on November 7, aged eighty

years.

Dr. John Monroe Van Vleck, professor of

mathematics at Wesleyan University from
1853 until his retirement as emeritus pro-

fessor in 1904, died on November 4, aged

seventy-nine years.

Major General Egbert Maitland O'Eeilly,

U.S.A., retired, former surgeon general of the

United States Army, died on November 3.

Mr. Bradford Torrey, the American author

of books on natural history, has died at the

age of seventy years.

Mr. James B. Parker, of Oxford, known
for his work in archeology and geology, has

died at the age of seventy-nine years.

Mr. William Bottomley, the nephew of

Lord Kelvin, who assisted him in his scientific

and engineering work, died on October 19,

aged sixty-three years.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission an-

nounces an examination for assistant chemist

in radio-activity, for men only, to fill vacan-

cies in the Bureau of Mines, at Washing-ton,

D. C, or Denver, Colo., at salaries ranging

from $1,800 to $2,160 a year. For the same

bureau there will be on November 20 an ex-

amination for junior alloy chemist at a salary

from $1,500 to $1,800.

A Mental Hygiene Conference and Ex-

hibit was conducted at the New York City

College by the National Committee for Mental

Hygiene and the Committee on Mental Hy-

giene of the New York State Charities Aid

Association. Provision had been made for a

large public attendance, and physicians guided

parties through the exhibit every half hour,

afternoon and evenings. The exhibit, which

closed on November 15, was opened on No-

vember 8 with addresses by President Finley,

Dr. Lewellys P. Barker, Dr. James U. May
and Professor George P. Canfield.

We learn from Nature that on October 16

a conversazione was held by the Eoyal Micro-

scopical Society in the great hall of King's

College, about four hundred fellows and guests

being received by the president, Mr. H. G.

Plinuner, F.E.S., and Mrs. Plimmer. The
object in view was, so far as practicable, to

gather together a series of exhibits which

would indicate the many uses, both in science

and commerce, to which the microscope is put

at the present time. In addition, the con-

versazione afforded an opportunity for those

engaged in microscopic work to show objects

of interest or to demonstrate the use of appa-

ratus or appliances for special purposes.

The International Photometric Commis-
sion, commonly known as the " Zurich Com-
mission," was created by the International

Congress of Gas Industries which convened in

Paris in 1910. This commission, composed

of representatives from the various national

technical gas societies, with the cooperation

of certain of the national laboratories, has

been concerned with general questions of

photometry in addition to its more specific

functions in connection with the photometry

of the incandescent mantle. Inasmuch as

there has developed a wide-spread apprecia-

tion of the need of an international, thor-

oughly representative commission to deal with

general questions of photometry, and pos-

sibly also of illumination, it has been proposed

that the International Photometric Commis-
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sion. be reorganized to fulfill tliese require-

ments in a way acceptable to all photometric

interests. This movement is being well re-

ceived, both in Europe and America. Presi-

dent Vautier, of the International Photometric

Commission, has requested the sub-commis-

sion on photometric units and standards to

formulate a plan of reorganization. This

sub-commission was originally appointed at

the 1911 session of the International Photo-

metric Commission to consider the recommen-

dations of the Illuminating Engineering So-

ciety (U. S.) regarding photometric nomen-

clature and standards. The sub-commission

at present is composed of the following mem-
bers : Dr. Brodhun, Dr. Kusminsky, M. F.

Laporte, Mr. C. C. Paterson, secretary, M. Th.

Vautier, ex-officio, and a representative of the

United States soon to be appointed. The per-

sonnel of the sub-commission, composed of

representatives of the various national labora-

tories, is peculiarly qualified to undertake the

duty of formulating plans of reorganization.

It is hoped that as the outcome of the efforts

of the sub-commission, with the endorsement

of the various national technical gas societies

to which the International Photometric Com-
mission in the past has been responsible, an

essentially new commission will be formed

which will be equally representative of and

responsible to all national technical gas, elec-

tric and illuminating engineering societies,

and other bodies interested in photometry and

illumination.

There was a decrease of nearly 28 per cent.

in the production of iron ore and a smaller

but noteworthy decrease in the production of

pig iron and steel in the United States in 1911,

compared with the production in 1910, due to

the large over-production of ore in 1910, and

to a lessening demand for iron products in

1911. The prospects for 1912 are encouraging,

according to Ernest F. Burchard, of the

United States Geological Survey, in a report

on the " Production of Iron Ore, Pig Iron

and Steel in 1911," but at no time since 1907

has the excessive capacity for manufacturing

iron and steel been fully utilized, and nothing

short of abnormal activity, which is not likely

to occur in 1912, will result in employing the

full capacity of the plants. One of the im-

portant features of the iron-ore industry in

1911 was the increased attention paid to the

conservation of ore in the Lake Superior

region through beneficiation (washing, concen-

trating, roasting, nodulizing and briquetting

of ores). The iron ore marketed in the

United States in 1911 amounted to 40,989,808

long tons, valued at $86,419,830 at the mines,

compared with 56,889,Y34 long tons, valued at

$140,735,607, in 1910. Minnesota and Mich-

igan produced the bulk of the iron ore, the

former 23,398,406 long tons and the latter

8,944,393 long tons. During the year 159

mines produced over 50,000 long tons of iron

ore each, compared with 191 mines which ex-

ceeded that output in 1910. The largest quan-

tity produced by any single mine in 1911 was
1,553,510 long tons, from a mine at Marble,

Minn. The production of pig iron in 1911

amounted to 23,257,288 long tons, valued

f. o. b. at the furnaces at $327,234,624, com-

pared with 26,674,123 long tons, valued at

$412,162,486, in 1910, a decrease in quantity

of 3,416,835 tons and in value of $84,827,862.

Pennsylvania produced the greatest quantity

of pig iron, 9,581,109 long tons; Ohio was

second, with 5,371,378 long tons, and Illinois

stood third, with 2,036,081 long tons. The
total quantity of steel produced in 1911 was

23,675,501 long tons, against 26,094,919 long

tons in 1910. The bulk of it came from Penn-

sylvania, whose output was 13,207,539 long

tons.

The United States Geological Survey has

recently published, as an advance chapter

from " Mineral Eesources of the United States

for 1911 " a report on the mine production of

silver, copper, lead and zinc in the central

states in 1911, by B. S. Butler and J. P. Dun-

lop. The total value of the output of these

metals in the central states in 1911 was $64,-

519,444, nearly half of which came from Mis-

souri, whose production was valued at $30,-

171,311. The value of the output of Michigan,

the second largest producer, was $27,743,572.

The production of silver in the central states

in 1911 was 550,184 fine ounces, valued at
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$291,598, compared with 365,Y02 fine ounces,

valued at $197,479, in 1910. Of the 1911 pro-

duction 497,281 ounces came from the copper

lodes of Michigan. The output of copper from

the central states in 1911 came from the states

of Michigan and Missouri and amounted to

220,480,513 pounds. Of this production 219,-

840,201 pounds came, from Michigan. The
mine production of lead in the central states

in 1911 was 188,669 short tons, which, rated

at the average New York price for the metal

for the year ($90 a ton), was valued at $16,-

980,210, compared with 171,226 short tons,

valued at $15,067,888, in 1910. Missouri pro-

duced 95 per cent, of the yield of the central

states and about 44 per cent, of the primary

lead recovered in the United States from do-

mestic ore. The production of zinc in the

central states in 1911, based on mine returns

with a deduction for separating and smelting

losses, was 172,698 short tons, valued at $19,-

687,572 ; the production for 1910 was 178,784

short tons, valued at $19,308,672. Missouri

was the largest producer of zinc in the United

States, although its production, 122,515 tons,

was slightly less than in 1910.

UNIVMBSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS

Work has been begun at Harvard Univer-

sity on the three freshman dormitories which

are to stand near the bank of the Charles

Eiver, south of the main body' of university

buildings. It is understood that Mrs. Kussell

Sage is one of the large contributors to the

fund of $1,800,000 which is now nearly com-

pleted for these dormitories.

Ground has been broken for the north wing

of the new electrical laboratory of the Shef-

field Scientific School. It will cost about

$115,000, of which $75,000 is a gift made by

A. C. Dunham, Tale, '54, of Hartford, Conn.

The trustees of Wesleyan University have

voted to build an astronomical observatory at

a cost of $60,000.

The Queen Wilhelmina chair in Dutch his-

tory, literature and language will be estab-

lished at Columbia University, supported

jointly by the university and by funds raised

for the purpose in Holland.

The first event in the opening of the Peter

Bent Brigham Hospital at the Harvard Med-
ical School was the opening of a class for

nurses in the ward building on October 31.

On the same date the hospital took over the

Harvard Clinic, which will be the first con-

tinuous clinic in Boston. Patients will be ad-

mitted to the hospital about the middle of

January.

On October 23 the corner stone of the li-

brary and administration building for the

University of Utah was laid with appropri-

ate ceremonies. This building is to occupy

the central position at the head of the street

upon which the campus faces. The super-

structure will be of Sanpete oolite, and the

foundation of Temple granite from Little

Cottonwood Canyon. When completed it will

house the library, the administrative offices,

the art gallery, the archeological museum and

a spacious auditorium, as well as rest rooms

for men and women. The cost will be more

than $300,000.

A RECENT analysis of the professional dis-

tribution of the graduates of Oberlin College

reveals the fact that teaching has been the

most prominent field of endeavor. The total

number of graduates of the academic depart-

ment, including men and women, is 3,385

(when the same person has taken more than

one degree he has been considered but once).

Of these, 1,244, or 36.8 per cent, have gone

into the profession of teaching. If the group

of unclassified is left out of consideration,

thus omitting many women with no profes-

sion, the proportion of graduates entering

teaching is even more striking, since one out

of every two has become a teacher. From a

total of 1,682 men graduating from the acad-

emic department, 392, or nearly 25 per cent.,

were teachers. Of the women, 853 out of a

total of 954 classed in any profession have

taught.

PftOFESSOR T. J. Headlee, head of the de-

partment of entomology and zoology in the
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Kansas State Agricultural College and Ex-

periment Station, has resigned to become

state entomologist of New Jersey, succeeding

the late John B. Smith. In Dr. Headlee's

place at the Kansas College and Experiment

Station, Geo. A. Dean, M.S., has been placed

in charge of entomology and Eobert K.

Nabours, Ph.D. (Chicago), in charge of zool-

ogy. Further promotions and additions in the

department have been as follows: John W.
Scott, Ph.D. (Chicago), has been promoted

from instructor to assistant professor of zool-

ogy; Maurice C. Tanquary, Ph.D. (Illinois),

has been appointed instructor in entomology,

and Mary T. Harmon, Ph.D. (Indiana), in

zoology and J. W. McColloch has been ap-

pointed assistant entomologist.

Dr. C. J. Steinmetz, formerly managing

editor of Country Life in America, has been

appointed assistant professor of landscape

horticulture at the University of Illinois, and

Ralph Rodney Root, of Harvard University,

has been appointed instructor. A number of

prominent specialists in landscape gardening

will lecture before the students this year; Mr.

Charles Mulford Robinson, a specialist in

city planning, will lecture for two weeks be-

ginning on November 8. There are thirty

students in the four-year course in landscape

gardening and one hundred and fifty in the

elementary course.

The vacancy in the staff of the mechanical

engineering department of Lehigh University,

due to the death of Assistant Professor E. L.

Jones, has been filled by the appointment of

R. L. Spencer, B.S. Mr. Spencer is a gradu-

ate of the Iowa State College, where he has

taught for three years.

Bartgis McGlone, Ph.D. (Hopkins, 'OY),

has been appointed associate in physiology

and embryology at the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, Baltimore.

Among the committees appointed by the

board of overseers of Harvard University for

the year 1912-13 are the following:

The Medical and Dental Schools—J. Collins

Warren, George B. Shattuek, Charles W. Bliot,

Alexander Cochrane, William Sturgis Bigelow,

Henry H. Sprague, Henry Saltonstall Howe,

William L. Richardson, Charles P. Briggs, James

C. White, Charles H. Tweed.

The Bussey Institution—Carroll Dunham, Wal-

ter C. Baylies, J. Arthur Beebe, John Lowell,

Nathaniel T. Kidder, Augustin H. Parker, Will-

iam H. Euddick, Isaac S. Whiting, Simon Flexner,

Daniel W. Field, Warren A. Eeed.

The Observatory—'Joel • H. Metcalf, George I.

Alden, Mrs. Henry Draper, Edwin Ginn, George

E. Agassiz, Elihu Thomson, Erasmus D. Leavitt,

Charles P. Choate, Jr., Charles B. Cross.

The Museum of Comparative Zoology—J. Col-

lins Warrent, George P. Gardner, Dudley L. Pick-

man, Eodolphe L. Agassiz, John C. Phillips, J. B.

Henderson, Jr., Louis J. de Milhau.

The Peabody Museum—George D. Markham,

Charles P. Bowditch, Augustus Hemenway, Jesse

W. Pewkes, Clarence J. Blake, Clarence B. Moore,

Elliot C. Lee, Louis J. de Milhau, John C. Phillips,

Thomas Barbour, Eobert G. Puller.

The Jefferson Physical Laboratory and Depart-

ment of Physics—Howard Elliott, Elihu Thomson,

Erasmus D. Leavitt, Elliot C. Lee, Samuel Hill,

Hammond Vinton Hayes.

The Chemical Laboratory—J. Collins Warren,

Clifford Eichardson, Elihu Thomson, Charles H.

W. Foster, John D. Pennock, Alexander Forbes.

On Geology, Mineralogy and Petrography

—

George B. Leighton, Eodolphe L. Agassiz, George

P. Gardner, William E. C. Eustis, Eaphael Pum-

pelly, William Sturgis Bigelow.

On Zoology—William L. Eichardson, Augustus

Hemenway, William Brewster, Alexander Forbes,

John E. Thayer, Dudley L. Pickman, Francis N.

Baleh, John C. Phillips.

On Botany—Nathaniel C. Nash, George G. Ken-

nedy, Walter Deane, Edward L. Band.

On Mathematics—William Lowell Putnam,

George E. Eoosevelt, George V. Leverett, Philip

Stockton.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESFONDENCE

THE MEANING OP DRIESCH AND THE MEANING OP

VITALISM

Professor Jennings's letter in Science of

October 4, 1912, contains some comments on

an article by the present vsrriter, published in

Science, July 21, 1911. These appear to mani-

fest some misapprehension, confirmed by some

inadvertent misquotation, of the article in
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question; and to convey, accordingly, an er-

roneous impression both as ta what was said,

and as to what is the fact, concerning Pro-

fessor Driesch's view of the relation of vital-

ism to indeterminism.

With respect to the article upon which he

animadverts, Jennings declares or plainly im-

plies : (1) that it purports to be an account of

Driesch's personal views concerning the rela-

tion of vitalism to " experimental indetermin-

ism," but that what it gives " is in reality an

exposition of the conclusions which Lovejoy

himself might draw from Driesch's data, as-

suming these to be the conclusions which

Driesch draws "
; (2) that in consequence of

this confusion the article erroneously main-

tained that Driesch is not an " experimental

indeterminist." Both these assertions require

correction.

1. The article expressly distinguished be-

tween Driesch's actual views as a whole, and

the conclusions which I regard as properly

inferrible from a single one—^though the most

emphasized and most characteristic one—of

his arguments. For the exposition of the

former I disclaimed responsibility, remarking

that I did " not wish to complicate the dis-

cussion with exegetical inquiries into the pre-

cise meaning of a rather difficult writer."

My discussion was explicitly limited to the

morphogenetic data brought together in " The

Science and Philosophy of the Organism," to

the exclusion of the arguments from animal

behavior, which are more markedly indeter-

ministic in their tendency. I endeavored to

point out the real " conclusions suggested by

Driesch's analysis of what is implied by the

totipotency of parts," etc., to show " all that

it logically need imply " ; and the reader was

definitely informed that these logically neces-

sary implications of Driesch's premises fall

short of the conclusions which he at times

deems himself entitled to draw.

I do not say that Driesch himself clearly and

consistently adheres to this assumption [i. e., that

his entelechies, supposing them to exist, act in a

uniform manner and in correlation with specific

physico-ahemieal complexes] ; but in so far as he

departs from it and gives color to the charge of

indeterminism, he introduces a foreign element

into his conception of a "harmonious equipo-

tential system," and confounds the second sort

of vitalism with yet a third essentially distinct one

[i. e., with experimental indeterminism]. And this

is one of the confusions which it is needful to

guard against in the discussion (p. 78).

The reader of Jennings's recent letter would

certainly gather that I had failed to make this

distinction, and would never guess' that the

article under discussion contained such a

passage as that just cited. Jennings, in fact,

takes from the article sentences referring to

what I urged were the only proper inferences

from Driesch's premises, divorces these sen-

tences from their context, and cites them as

evidences of my misconception of the actual

and total position personally held by Driesch.

He quotes, for example, the phrase " a closer

scrutiny of the doctrine's implications," etc.;

the " doctrine " here referred to is not, as he

assumes, Driesch's entire system of vitalism,

but a more limited doctrine, formally defined

in the preceding paragraph.^ In two other

cases Jennings cites disconnected sentences

and assigns the demonstrative pronouns in

them to antecedents other than those intended.

2. It is, however, true that two passages in

the article referred directly to Driesch's actual

position. One of these, already quoted, con-

sisted in the admission that Driesch in fact,

though without warrant from his premises, at

times construes his vitalism as equivalent to

experimental indeterminism. The other was

an ohiter dictum: "though I think Jennings

misconceives Driesch's position in ascribing to

him a wholesale ' experimental indetermin-

ism,' I do not wish," etc. Against this Pro-

fessor Jennings now quotes letters from Pro-

fessor Driesch in which the latter frankly calls

himself an experimental indeterminist. Since

I had elsewhere in the article noted that he

^ It was to this kind of vitalism, as defined in

my earlier paper—"the second kind of vitalism

distinguished by Lovejoy"—as well as to

Driesch's personal doctrine, that Jennings in his

previous article imputed indeterministic implica-

tions (Science, June 16, 1911, pp. 927-28).
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was such in some sense and to some degree, I

should have supposed that Professor Jen-

nings would have given consideration, in

reading this phrase, to the qualifying ad-

jective "wholesale." By a "wholesale inde-

terminism " I intended to designate precisely

that extreme doctrine which Jennings in his

paper had apparently ascribed to the author of

" The Science and Philosophy of the Organ-

ism." That doctrine Jennings had formu-

lated as follows (italics mine) :

All living things are complexes of great num-

bers of chemicals so that the conditions under

which entelechy comes into play are always real-

ised. We may therefore expect its action at every

step in our work; we must be prepared at all

times to find the same physical configuration

giving rise now to one result and now to another.

(Science, June 16, 1911, p. 932.)

Such a view would mean that, in organisms,

not merely behavior but also all morphogen-

etic and psychological processes would be ab-

solutely variable and unpredictable, that no

amount of past experience of vital phenomena

would justify even the slightest anticipation

of any uniformity in their future sequences.

This doctrine, if accepted, would, as Jennings

rightly points out, make biology as a science

impossible and compel us to regard biological

investigators as engaged in a " hopeless task "

{ibid.). If Drieseh adheres to this "whole-

sale experimental indeterminism," and takes

this extreme view c5 the impossibility of gen-

eralization and prediction in biology, I must

frankly confess that I had not gathered the

fact from his Gifford lectures. And I must

add that I even yet remain unconvinced that

he does so. If he does, he ought in con-

sistency to lead a movement for the suppres-

sion of physiological laboratories. I am
strengthened in my disbelief that Drieseh

cherishes any such fell designs against the

happiness of experimental investigators in

biology by the fact that another letter of his

to Professor Jennings—which the latter does

not quote, but which he has kindly permitted

me to see—contains the following words:

Practically, we may say that complete knowl-

edge of the physico-chemical constitution of a

given egg in a given state and of the behavior

following this constitution in one case, implies the

same knowledge for other cases (in the same spe-

cies) with very great probability. But this is a

probability in principle and can never be more.

It would not even be a probability, in the ease

that we did not know the origin (or history) of

a given egg in a given state, viz., that the egg

is the egg of, say, an ascidian. But to know this

history or origin is, of course, already more than

simply to know "the physico-chemical constitu-

tion" and its consequences in one case (what

suffices in the realm of the unorganie). It may
be that the eggs of fishes, echinides and birds are

the same in all essentials of the physico-chemical

constitution.' There happens something very dif-

ferent in the different cases on account of the

different '
' enteleehies. '

' In spite of this, we know
what will happen with great probability from one

case if we know that this egg "comes from a

bird" and that the other "comes from an

echinid."... Therefore, practically, '
' experi-

mental indeterminism" is not a great danger for

science. [Italics in the original.]

This appears to me to be a tolerably perti-

nent passage, which might well have been in-

eluded among Jennings's selections from his

correspondence with Drieseh. It seems equiv-

alent to a statement that the sort of indeter-

minism which Drieseh professes is virtually

negligible, so far as the every-day, practical

purposes of the experimentalist are concerned.

If Jennings had considered this passage in

connection with the others which he quotes, he

would not, I am sure, have contended that

" Dr. Driesch's statements of the matter are

fully as strong" as his own: they obviously faU

very far short of his own. The experimental

indeterminism in them is not at all of the

" wholesale " sort." Possibly Jennings holds

' The reader will observe that this particular

proposition Drieseh gives as merely possibly true.

It has, in fact, no sort of logical connection with

his arguments from morphogenesis and restitution.

Not only do those arguments not prove this con-

clusion, they do not even suggest it.

° In published writings Drieseh uses language

which seems to express a yet more definite repudi-

ation of wholesale experimental indeterminism.

Thus in Die Biologic als selbstdndige Grundwis-
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that one wlio admits that there is any " ex-

perimental " indeterminateness in any organic

process can not consistently stop short of the

extreme view he has himself defined. But he

has scarcely proven this; and in any case, if

he imputes the acceptance of this view to

Driesch, he is identifying the conclusions

which he himself might draw from certain of

Driesch's positions (if he held them) with the

conclusions which Driesch draws.

I am afraid the foregoing shows that Pro-

fessor Jennings has, after all, succeeded in

luring me into " exegetical inquiries into the

precise meaning of a rather difiicult writer."

However interesting these may be, there are

other questions in which, I confess, my inter-

est is more acute—as, no doubt. Professor

Jennings's really is also. Among these is the

question: What do the data chiefly empha-

sized by Driesch really tend to prove about

organisms ? On this, which was the principal

theme of my previous communication on the

subject in Science, Professor Jennings's re-

cent letter has little to say. Yet I think that

his letter leaves the matter in a not wholly

satisfactory logical condition; and that there

is a good deal more which might with advan-

tage be said, in the interest of a full clearing

up of this genuinely significant issue. But

that undertaking, to which I hope before long

to attempt to contribute elsewhere, would call

for a lengthier disquisition than would be

suitable for publication in this journal.

Arthur 0. Lovejoy
The Johns Hopkins TJnivebsity,

October 15, 1912

WINTER WEATHER IN FLORIDA

Under the above caption in Science for May
31, 1912, Mr. Andrew H. Palmer submitted

some observations on Florida weather. The

winter of 1911-12, in Florida, was by no

senschaft, 1911, lie defines biology as a Gesetzes-

wissenschaft, which has for its most fundamental

part '
' the doctrine of the laws of morphogenesis. '

'

And he speaks of these laws as discoverable

through gewisse Sondererfahrungen. Vitalism, he

adds, "never means Gesetslosigheit" (pp. 34, 37,

39).

means severe, but the temperature averaged

low during January and February, as com-

pared with the normal, the monthly departures

during the winter months being: December,

+ 5°.l; January, — 0°.6, and February,

— 4°.6.

Mr. Palmer's statement that " Florida's cli-

mate did not receive careful attention until

large numbers of settlers were attracted by the

recent land-boom," is rather gratuitous. For

forty years the weather bureau records of

Florida have been consulted by people of broad

intelligence in their search for truth, regard-

ing the climatology of the state. With regard

to the statement :
" In all but eight of the last

seventy years freezing temperatures have

occurred in Jacksonville," a few supplementary

facts are essential to a correct understanding.

Mr. Palmer's figures were correctly copied

from " Climatology of the U. S.," but included

in that report were miscellaneous records that

antedate those of the weather bureau, and,

though given official cognizance to the extent

of publication, yet, the official life of local

weather bureau data begins with the estab-

lishment of a station in Jacksonville in 1871.

The records previous to 1871 were mostly

by voluntary observers, and they are not recog-

nized as coordinate in importance with those

compiled under official supervision during

subsequent years; hence, to a certain extent,

they are taken cum grano salis. A freezing

temperature in Jacksonville is not followed,

necessarily, by similar conditions in the citrus

belt for Jacksonville sustains, approximately,

the same relation to the rest of the state as

Sacramento, California, does to the San
Diego section.

The above qualifications are pertinent also

in the matter of snowfall in Florida. During

the severe blizzard of February, 1899, snow

fell over the extreme northern portion of the

State to the depth of several inches; that is,

over an area of slightly more than 1° in

latitude. This was the heaviest snow fall in

Florida of which there is authentic record,

and it is believed to be an expression of

maximum intensity along that line. Cer-

tainly it was not exceeded during the century.
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Mr. Palmer points out further: "The St.

Johns River was frozen." My, that was a

cold wave, indeed! The St. Johns Eiver is

from 1 to 5 miles wide, and 20 to 40 feet

deep, with the usual tidal conditions that ob-

tain in streams contiguous to the ocean. That

this river, in latitude 30° North, should freeze

over is a new science item of wonderful po-

tentiality. Ice may have formed near the

fringe of the river during the severe weather

of 1835, but the St. Johns freezing, never!

" Climatology of the TJ. S.," by Professor

Henry, stated :
" The St. Johns was frozen

several rods from the shore," quite a distinc-

tion from :
" The St. Johns was frozen."

As to the formation of frost at Miami on

February 11, 1912, as alleged by Mr. Palmer,

it is sufficient to say that the minimum tem-

perature at Miami on the date named was 51°.

Florida covers an area of about 6° in lati-

tude. Winter storms of the southwest type

occasionally dip far southward, and, when

followed by " highs " of great magnitude, it is

obvious that wide temperature ranges must

be the sequence to the rapidly shifting areas

of high and low barometric pressure. Be it

remembered, however, that most of the cold

waves that reach the gulf coast leave no icy

touch over the lower peninsula. The great

upper drift seems to pull the northern por-

tion of our " highs " more rapidly eastward

than the southern portion, thereby frequently

converting what appeared, primarily, as an

ominous condition into a harmless change of

northeast winds and cloudy weather.

In contrasting Florida and California as

winter resorts, Mr. Palmer was unfortunate

in his citation of temperatures, and, inferen-

tially at least, left the impression that Cali-

fornia, during the winter of 1911-12, was the

elysian field of climatic perfection. Invidious

comparisons are not in good taste, but weather

bureau records are paths that lead to truth,

so let the record speak. Mr. Palmer states

that 42° was the lowest temperature recorded

at Los Angeles during January. Official

records show, however, that 39° occurred on

February 27, and 38° on December 31, 1911,

and these figures represent a state of inver-

sion, the temperature nearer the ground being

8° to 10° lower. In fact. Riverside recorded

21°, San Bernardino, 19°, and Redlands 24°,

on December 26, 1911. The temperature of

— 2° at Tallahassee, Fla., in February, 1899,

occurred during a condition that marked an

epoch in the climatic history of the country.

Tallahassee, however, is in the " hill coun-

try," quite 200 miles from the citrus belt.

Coincident with the zero temperature at Talla-

hassee, were minima of only 24° to 28° in

what is now an important section of the citrus

belt.

Parenthetically, I will say there is no issue

between California and Florida. Their in-

heritance and common destiny are the same.

Florida rejoices in California's countless re-

sources and great prosperity, and forsooth,

she has learned a lesson from her business

acumen and studied frugality. Aye, more.

Florida is even willing to follow where Cali-

fornia leads, provided the objective be unity

and prosperity, justice and equality.

Florida's hopes and aspirations are not

builded on the misfortunes of others, but,

like California, they rest securely in the pub-

lic's knowledge of her resources, and in the

wonderful possibilities arising from a climate

that offers success to the industrious, hope

and comfort to the afflicted.

Florida, however, has her " ups and downs."

The cold wave of December, 1911, so damag-

ing to the Pacific coast, did not reach this

state, but its counterpart is found in the cold

waves of the '90's, which swept this section

with great severity.

The matter of the weather recurring in

cycles has not been established as a funda-

mental fact, Bruckner to the contrary, not-

withstanding. The '' long ranger " has spent

his force, and until puny man is able to revo-

lutionize the mechanics of the atmosphere, the

rain-maker will continue to bombard space

with negative results. Hence, we must con-

tinue to rely on that governmental agency, the

weather bureau, for timely warnings of im-

pending changes. Light-wood Imots are still

plentiful in Florida, and coal and oil seem-

ingly so in California. The utilization of
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these, supplemented by intelligent action, will

circumvent, to a large extent, any lasting dam-

age from even extreme boreal conditions.

A. J. Mitchell Jacksonville, Florida

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

The Life of Ellen E. Richards. By Caroline

L. Hunt. Boston: Whitcomb and Barrows.

1912. Pp. xiv+ 329.

It is seldom that a biographer is confronted

with a more difficult task than that of bring-

ing together in moderate compass a record of

a life of such unremitting, aggressive and

varied activity as that of Ellen Henrietta

Richards. In this instance, however, both au-

thor and publishers have been inspired by

warm, personal friendship to prepare a me-

morial which should give worthy expression

to the ideals, purposes and deeds of this most

remarkable woman, and the outcome is a

volume which will gratify the legions of those

who, because of personal contact or helpful

inspiration, will always count Mrs. Richards

among their friends.

The preparation of this memorial volume

was undertaken, at the request of Professor

R. H. Richards, through the cooperative ef-

forts of a committee of nine of Mrs. Rich-

ards's intimate associates. They have gath-

ered materials from many sources, including

family records, letters from classmates, col-

lege associates, graduates and former stu-

dents of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, friends in all walks of life, and from

the officers and records of the many organiza-

tions in whose activities she took a leading

part. From this material Miss Hunt has pre-

pared a most readable and interesting narra-

tive. This she has subdivided into sketches,

in separate chapters, relating, respectively, to

Mrs. Riehards's childhood, girlhood, college

life (two chapters), her experiences as a stu-

dent of chemistry, her laboratory work, her

home life, her association with the Woman's
Laboratory, her teaching by correspondence,

the beginnings of euthenics, her work among

and for college women, her activity as a mis-

sionary of science, her journeyings, her ac-

tivities in connection with the Lake Placid

Conference, and with the Home Economics

Movement. The remaining two chapters of

the book deal with the enlarged influence of

the last years of her life and the fortunate

perpetuation of that influence in the future

through the continuation of the helpful ac-

tivities which she organized and inspired, and

which others are now maintaining with en-

thusiasm.

It is obviously too early to estimate accu-

rately the full measure of what Mrs. Rich-

ards accomplished, but this disadvantage is

more than offset by the opportunity to obtain

accurate information at first hand from many
reliable sources, and by the enthusiastic zeal

of so many to do honor to the memory of one

who had so recently been to them a source of

inspiration and help.

Even to those most closely associated with

Mrs. Richards, who witnessed her untiring

energy and devotion to her work and her

ideals, the story of her life, as told in this

volume, must excite renewed wonder and re-

spect. It is a singular record of severe and

often disheartening obstacles overcome by pa-

tient purpose and ceaseless effort, inspired and

supported by a breadth of thought and out-

look which was distinctly in advance of the

period in which she was working. This is

strikingly true of her girlhood and young

womanhood, where she was a pioneer in her

undertakings with respect both to her own

education and development and that of her

fellow-women ; and it is hardly less true of the

work of her later years for the improvement

of life in the commimity, and especially in the

home. Her viewpoint had much in common

with that which in other fields leads to the in-

ception of large engineering operations of

wide significance. Whether as teacher, in-

vestigator, organizer, missionary, companion

or friend, her efforts were essentially con-

structive, and, while the results may lack

something of the tangible permanence and

glory which belong to the creations of the

engineer, they are none the less abiding and

real. It is a pleasure to note that two me-

morial funds, the proceeds of one of which is

to be used for the endowment of research
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along those lines of the chemistry of sanita-

tion in which she was interested, and the

other to be used in the interests of Home Eco-

nomics, are already of considerable size, and,

if still further supported, will do much to per-

petuate her life work.

If the zeal of the biographer has occasion-

ally (though seldom) led to the use of ultra-

superlatives, it is far more frequently true

that, in the compass of such a work as this, it

has been impossible to do full justice to her

attainments in so many fields. The volume

is amply illustrated (the frontispiece being a

most excellent photograph of Mrs. Eichards,

taken near the close of her life) and it can

hardly fail to be a source of gratification to

all concerned with its preparation. It is a

book which should be widely read and from

which much pleasure and profit is sure to be

derived.

H. P. Talbot

The Examination of Prospects. A Mining

Geology. By C. Godfrey Gunther. New
York, McGraw-Hill Book Company.

This book, which is attractively bound in

flexible leather as a pocket manual of 221

pages, presents the practical side of the geol-

ogy of metalliferous ores, excepting iron and

placers. Sound advice is given on the pro-

cedure of the examination and sampling of

mines, and especial attention is devoted to the

outcrops and structural features of ore de-

posits.

The writer states at the outset that a great

proportion of the deposits having outcrops of

commercial grade or of evident promise have

already been recognized and explored. Rich

discoveries at the surface belong to pioneer

days, and as time goes on the more important

developments are the result of lower working

costs, improved metallurgical processes, and

of an increasing knowledge of economic geol-

ogy. As engineers in search of developed mines

no longer expect to find properties having

positive ore of greater net value than the price

asked, so those in search of prospects should

not expect to find proved ore-shoots awaiting

their recommendation. There is usually lo-

cal capital for the preliminary development of

a patently good prospect, and most of these

are steadily worked from the time of their dis-

covery until some apparently unfavorable de-

velopment shuts off the supply of local capi-

tal. These statements recall one frequently

heard that " all mines are poor at the bot-

tom." The basis is partly geological and

partly psychological, for men seldom stop dig-

ging when in bonanza. A great majority of

prospects have been examined again and

again, presumably by men who commanded

a knowledge of sampling, the services of an

assayer, and at least an elementary knowl-

edge of geology. In order to pick a good pros-

pect from those rejected by his predecessors,

therefore, an engineer must base his hope of

success upon superior geological training.

Although the author does not attempt a

genetic classification of ores, he does present

in a logical and effective manner a mass of

carefully chosen and ably digested material.

The treatment of the superficial alteration

of ore deposits and the secondary enrichment

of copper, silver and gold ores is concise and

clear; but in view of Stokes's experiments in

the solution of gold in ferric salts, the state-

ment that gold is dissolved in solutions of

ferric hydrate would seem to demand experi-

mental proof. Numerous examples are cited

of changes in value and character that have

been noted as ore lodes are followed in depth.

The many text figures, which are well chosen

and well executed, add greatly to the attrac-

tiveness and value of the volume, and both the

author and publisher are to be congratulated

on its appearance.

W. H. Emmons
Minneapolis

SPECIAL AETICLES

NOTE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF AMPHIBIAN LAEVjE

IN SEA-WATER

That the amphibia are poisoned by common
salt, and hence geographically restricted to re-

gions free from this substance, is a general be-

lief, apparently so well supported by observa-
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tion and experiment, that the contradictory

evidence brought forward recently by Pearse*

seems at first sight enigmatical. However his

discovery of frog larvas in three pools of an

estero, or small creek opening into Manila Bay,

is capable of explanation although, because of

osmotic difficulties, it is impossible to carry out

the necessary experiments quantitatively on

forms which do not live equally well in fresh

and salt water.

pronounced, and came on more quickly than
in the weaker. Death resulted, therefore, prob-

ably more from dehydration than from the

specifically poisonous effects of the NaOl.
These results led to an attempt at accli-

matization by successively halving the .85 per

cent, solution, until only one sixteenth its

original strength. With this three series of

tests were begun, involving fifteen larva. The
results are given in tabular form as follows:

After 32 21

in NaCl .053125 .10625

there were 15 14

Time of acclimatization 101 hours.

Average strength of preparatory solution .199 per cent.

24
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The deleterious effect of a l.Y per cent. NaCl

solution to which .09 per cent. CaSO, had been

added proved, as one might expect, greater

K and Na. For Mg this is certainly true, al-

though its antagonism to Na is much less

marked, as the results given below show.

After
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favorable one for the embryos than one con-

taining only ISTa and Ca. The experiments

on which this statement is based are tabulated

below and can be compared with the earliei

ones.

among them a specimen of the CcEciliid

amphibian Dermophis mexicanus Peters. The

scales of this animal are minute, oblong to

suboval, superficially similar to those of

Ichthyophis. The essential structure is also

After
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cultural Experiment Station in Kodiali were

collected.'' The samples here described were

submitted to this bureau through the Office of

Experiment Stations and a mineralogical ex-

amination of them was made.

Sample No. I. is light in color and rather

coarse. It represents the first fall, which

reached a depth of about six inches. There

are present indeterminable feldspars, a slight

amount of muscovite and a few apatite in-

clusions. Glass constitutes the larger part of

the mass. The refractive index of this glass

is below 1.50, thus indicating that the silica

content is above 72.65 per cent.

Sample No. II. represents the second fall

which reached about three or four inches in

depth. It is reddish in color. The minerals

present are hornblende, indeterminable feld-

spars, and biotite. Glass with the refractive

index below 1.50 predominates. Some of the

glass particles, however, had an index above

1.50. Obviously the material in the second

fall is more basic than that of the first fall.

Sample No. III. represents the last faU, is

light in color and very finely divided. Inde-

terminable feldspars, muscovite, and a few

indeterminable particles of what appear to be

some ferro-magnesian mineral are present.

Glass with index below 1.50 predominates.

Apparently the material in the last fall is be-

tween the first and second as regards basicity,

i. e., chemical composition.

These three mineralogical analyses indi-

cate that the ashes were derived from a

mag-ma agreeing fairly well in composition

with a granite magma. The silica content of

three granites taken more or less at random

from Washington" are as follows: (1) 72.48

per cent., (2) 76.91 per cent., (3) 74.40 per

cent. The refractive index of the glass in

these falls at Kodiak shows a silica percentage

greater than 72.65, which makes the glass of

the samples correspond very nearly in silica

content with granite. The silica content of

three obsidians, also taken from Washington,

- For a general description of this eruption see
'

' Volcanoes of Alaska, '
' The National Geographio

Magazine, Vol. XXIII., p. 824, 1912.

" U. S. Geol. Surv., Professional Paper 14, 1903.

are as follows: (1) 75.52 per cent., (2) 76.68

per cent., (3) 76.20 per cent. These also

agree fairly well with the silica content of

the glassy part of the ash.

The analyses also indicate that a partial dif-

ferentiation had taken place in the magma.
Sample No. II. contains both hornblende and

biotite which are not present in sample No. I.

Moreover the index of some of the glass par-

ticles in No. II. indicates a lower silica con-

tent than is the case of the glass of the first

and third falls.

As compared with ordinary soil material

these falls are distinguished mainly by the

high content of glass. There is every reason

to anticipate that these glasses, as well as the

definite minerals, would dissolve, hydrolize,

and behave as would ordinary soil minerals.

In fact the glasses would probably react with

the soil water more rapidly than crystalline

components of the soil.

No substances deleterious to plant growth

were revealed by the examination, and on the

whole these falls will probably serve ultimately

as an enrichment of the preexisting soil, al-

though it by no means follows that the im-

mediate eiiects wiU be satisfactory.

William H. Ert
BuEEAU OP Soils,

U. S. Department op Ageicxjltdee

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
THE AMEKICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETT

The one hundred and sixtieth regular meeting

of the American Mathematical Society was held

at Columbia University on Saturday, October 26,

extending through the usual morning and after-

noon sessions. Fifty-two members were in attend-

ance. Among those present were Professors Emile

Borel, of the University of Paris, and Vito Vol-

terra, of the University of Rome.

Vice-president Taber occupied the chair. .The

council announced the election of the following

persons to membership in the society: Dr. Henry

Blumberg, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mr. J. M. Colaw,

Monterey, Va. ; Dr. P. M. Morgan, Dartmouth

College; Dr. Louis O 'Shaughnessy, University of

Pennsylvania; Dr. C. T. Sullivan, McGill Uni-

versity.

Luncheon was served at the university. In the
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evening sixteen members gathered at the usual

dinner.

The following papers were read at this meeting

:

H. W. Eeddiek :

'
' Systems of plane curves

whose intrinsic equations are analogous to the

intrinsic equation of an isothermal system. '

'

L. L. Dines: "Note concerning a theorem on

implicit functions. '

'

Ij. L. Dines :
'

' Singular points of space curves

defined as the intersections of surfaces. '

'

E. T. Bell: "On Liouville's theorems concern-

ing certain numerical functions. '

'

E. T. Bell :

'
' The representation of a number

as a sum of squares. '

'

G. E. Clements :
'

' Implicit functions defined by

equations with vanishing Jacobian. Supplemen-

tary note. '

'

Edward Kasner: "Note on contact transforma-

tions of space."

E. H. Taylor: "An extension of a theorem of

PainlevS. '

'

L. S. Dederick : "On the character of a trans-

formation in the neighborhood of a point where

its Jacobian vanishes."

Vito Volterra :
'

' Some integral equations. '

'

W. F. Osgood: "Proof of the existence of func-

tions belonging to a given automorphie group."

G. D. Birkhoff :

'
' Proof of Poincar6 's geometric

theorem. '

'

E. V. Huntington: "A set of postulates for

abstract geometry in terms of the simple relation

of inclusion."

Dunham Jackson: "On the degree of con-

vergence of related Fourier series."

A. A. Bennett: "Note on the solution of linear

algebraic equations in positive numbers."

The San Francisco Section of the society held

its regular fall meeting also on October 26 at the

University of California. The regular meeting of

the Southwestern Section will be held at the Uni-

versity of Kansas on November 30. The annual

meeting of the society, including that of the

Chicago Section, will be held at Cleveland, Ohio,

December 31 to January 2. y. N. Cole

Secretary

THE BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF VFASHINGTON

A SPECIAL meeting of the society was held Sep-

tember 18, 1912, in honor of Professor Hugo de

Vries, of the Hortus Botanicus, Amsterdam, who

addressed the Society on "The Future of Plant

Breeding as related to Agricultural Production. '

'

At the close of the address brief appreciative re-

marks were made by Professor W. M. Hays, Dr.

E. F. Smith, Professor W. J. Spillman and Mr. F.

V. CoviUe.

The S2d regular meeting was held at the Cosmos

Club, Thursday, October 17, 1912, at 8:00 P.M.,

Mr. C. S. Scofield, president pro tern., presiding.

Nineteen members were present. Mr. W. H.

Lamb, of the Forest Service, was elected to mem-

bership. The following papers were read:

The Cotton of the Hopi Indians: F. L. Lewton.

This paper will be published in full in Smith-

sonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 60, No. 6.

A Botanical Trip to the Sevier Forest, Southern

Utah: W. W. Eggleston.

Vamping-off of Coniferous Seedlings: C. P.

Hartley.

With the exception of the cedars, damping-off

of seedlings is a serious hindrance to the raising

of conifer seedlings. Surfacing beds with gravel

tends to decrease the trouble. The disease is gen-

erally worst under moist conditions, but a well-

drained nursery in dry climate in southwestern

Kansas has suffered especially heavy loss from

damping-off parasites. No positive control method

has ever been developed for general use.

In western porous soils damping-off is simply a

root-rot of very young seedlings, which may attack

at any point from the ground surface to several

inches below. Seedlings several weeks old may
have the younger parts of their roots rotted and

yet survive.

Fythium deiaryanum appears to be the most

dangerous parasite in western nurseries. BMsoc-

tonia sp., Fusarimm sp., and probably Tricho-

derma Ugnorum, also cause damping-off. Pythium

and Ehizoctonia have been successfully inocu-

lated on autoclaved soil; but inoculations do not

succeed uniformly on unsterilized soil, due prob-

ably to competition of bacteria and other fungi.

Bhizoctonia loses parasitism in culture and differ-

ent strains vary greatly in virulence.

All active Fythium in nursery soil can be killed

very cheaply by means of fungicides. Heat, and

fungicides which break down soon after applica-

tion, such as mercuric chloride, or acids and cop-

per salts followed by lime, are not effective in the

west, because Fythium often reinfects such dis-

infected soil, running through it rapidly before

seedlings raised on it develop resistance. This

reinfection at least sometimes takes place through

the air, and is difficult to prevent under nursery

conditions. Excellent results have been obtained

by treating teds before seeding with sulfuric acid
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and formalin, and on alkaline soils with zinc chlo-

ride and copper sulfate. These fungicides seem to

leave a slight residue in the soil which protects

reinfection. This protection sometimes fails.

Rather complicated watering methods are neces-

sary in the west to prevent chemical injury to the

germinating seed by fungicides which leave resi-

dues. Further work is required to place any of

the treatments on a firm economic basis.

The twelfth annual business meeting was held

on Wednesday, October 30, 1912. Oilcers were

elected as follows:

President—^W. W. Stockberger.

Vice-president—0. E. Ball.

Recording Secretary—H. L.. Shantz.

Corresponding Secretary—C. L. Shear.

Treasurer—F. L. Lewton.

The executive committee reported an active

membership of 108.

W. W. Stockberger,

Corresponding Secretary

THE AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

At the meeting of the American Philosophical

Society, held October 4, 1912, a paper entitled

'
' Some Tick-transmitted Diseases '

' was read by

Professor G. H. F. Nuttall, M.D., Ph.D., Sc.D.,

F.E.S., of Cambridge, England. After referring

to recent investigations dealing with the etiology

of Eocky Mountain fever he gave a summary of

our present knowledge of piroplasmosis in cattle,

dogs, horses and sheep, and of certain differences

exhibited by the parasites {Piroplasma, Nuttallia,

Thisleria, etc.) causing the diseases grouped under

the name of piroplasmosis. Spirochaetal infections

in man and animals were considered as well as the

life cycle of the parasites (Spirochcetes) in the

bodies of the ticks which convey them to the verte-

brate host. The economic importance of tick-

transmitted diseases was pointed out.

On Restorations of North and South American

Tertiary Mammals: W. B. Scott.

The method of making restorations of the ex-

ternal appearance of extinct mammals was first

discussed, and it was pointed out that the popular

idea concerning the feasibility of restoring an

extinct form from a few scattered bones was

entirely erroneous. Only skeletons that are prac-

tically complete can be employed to advantage.

Given such skeletons, it is not difficult to build up

the muscles, and thus to determine with much

accuracy the general form and proportions of the

animal. The uncertain factors of hair and color-

markings were then considered, and it was shown

that a reasonable approximation to the truth may
be reached even in these matters. Lantern slides

of some forty unpublished restorations of mam-
mals from the Tertiary of North and South

America were exhibited.

The following is an abstract of an address

on '
' Electrons, '

' given before the society at Phila-

delphia on Friday, November 1, by Sir William

Eamsay, K.C.B., F.E.S.:

The actual existence of electrons in motion has

been conclusively demonstrated; the mass of an

electron is not far from one 1830th of that of an

atom of hydrogen; and as the mass of an atom

of hydrogen is now known with fair accuracy, that

of an electron is nearly 0.8 X 10"^' gram. Elec-

trons in motion are negative electricity; they con-

stitute a form of matter, which, at present, has

more claim to the term '
' elementary '

' than have

most of the '
' elements. '

' Indeed, metals must be

regarded as compound bodies, of which one com-

ponent consists of one or more electrons; these

electrons are, as a rule, not very firmly attached,

as is evident from the generally easy oxidation

of most metals. Non-metals are also composed

partly of electrons, not so easily detached. The
'

' combination of elements with each other '
' con-

sists in the shifting of one or more electrons from

the more metallic to the less metallic element; no

doubt it will some day be possible to give "struc-

tural formulae" to the elements, showing the rela-

tionship in position, or in directed motion, between

the true elements, and their attached electrons.

The word "electricity" has a dual meaning;

it may mean first an assembly of electrons, sta-

tionary or in motion; or second, waves in the

ether, produced by the stopping or starting of

electrons in motion. The motion of electrons con-

stitutes one factor of electrical energy; wave-

motion in the ether can be used as a means of

generating electrical energy, by employing the

waves in making electrons move.

Progress in man's command of natural forces

has been made by learning how to direct and

control the motion of masses—in other words, by

acquiring a knowledge of mechanics; progress in

the future will consist in acquiring the power to

control and direct the motions of electrons. This

has already been largely achieved by electric con-

trivances; it is, however, only by the use of con-

crete ideas regarding the "material" used, viz.,

electricity, that the progress of invention and dis-

covery can be hastened.
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" Mr. McKready's book is the finest " The subject is trea d in a master-
thing for the beginner that I have "A Baedeker for the Sky^' ly manner. The illustrations are ex-
everaeen. It is a pleasure to read a » f-» . «

cellent, the descriptions are in appro-
book so excellent in so many different A K60''innd* C priate terms, the suggestions to be-
ways. 1 have never seen photographs ^^ i-»w^iiiiiw» o ginners are thoroughly practical, and
reproduced better. I have never seen ^fa •_Flr»rkL' the information i« reliable. In other
maps of the heavens so intelligible to OldF— UULIIv words the author has prepared a
the beginner, and I have never read \„ Easy Qulde to the Stars and to learned book on an elementary sub-
explanations so concise and yet so the Astronomical (Js«s of the Opera ject. I cannot too strongly commend
complete as in this book."— Pro/. S. ^. Qlass, the Fleld-Qlass and the Telr- the work as "A Beginner's Star-
Mitch,eU,JF'.R,A.S.,DepartmentofAstron-^copt Book." — TK IF. Campbell, LL.D.,
omy, Columbia University, New York _ i.r . . »« ¥^ j JF.S.A.S.,Directorof the Lick Observatory.

««^-
^^y.^^^Vlt^''^''T^.^ ,

-Itissuperb,-far superior to any-
With charts of the Moon, Tables of thing of the kind I have ever seen

"I want to express my admiration "j* Planets and Star-maps on a new before. Chapter IV containing the
for the ingenuity which you have f '"'

^ *' c->"^c«i if ^"''^ii iir^^''^* star-maps pleases me especially. It

shown in providing means for tracing °^°- Net, S2.s8. By mall, $2.75. jg extremely practical."— Pro/. Gr-
and locating the constellations as well 11 !iT„„„, „„,4U ;,„.,„ „i „„j„, mond Stone, Director of the Observatory,

as lor the amount of usefulinforma- Many authors have already Univernty of Virginia.

tion you have collected and put in a undertaken to condense into a ,,t » . t v, ^„„t„„f„„»„i i,

fo?nV^.1,for^%fJSiX'\'hi':i r'^ri "^ '?f ^'""^"^^' ""' sogJod'tS'l.s'arvlcT'fJr^'tra'.Sa'trur

pectto make mulh useofit witha knowledge useful to an amateur as 'A Beginner's Star-Book^' The
class in descriptive astronomy."- beginning the study of the sky. "°''^ ^ ^ onceover Us pages, the more

Prof. William Beebe, M.A., Dept. of As- BUT NEVER, WE BELIEVE. HAS \ "StaFhe^ FEAS Chah-mak of Ike
ironomy, Yale Umversity. this INTENTION BEEN REALIZED ^J,,fl^'l^Wfof Co^V^'S™.

"^

WITH SO MUCH SUCCESS OS m
,,

,
cceeded' in de fne

-^ At the first glance into your book the volume recently published by from the usu\f book for amateur^in I
I was surprised at the splendid illus- Mr. Kelvin McKready under the numberof ways, to the decided advan-
traiions. They are very remarkable . , , . Beainner\ Stnr-Rnnk ' tage of the work. I feel verv sure
reproductions [ganz ausgezeichnete ttlf A aegmners Ular tioolc.

tult it every teacher of astronomy in
Reproduktionen] from the best origi- Whether one desires to obserue gghools or colleges could have a copy
nals

;
and they adorn the book m xvith the naked eye, with glasses of the work and could place one at

lett\?rTerfe'ct7on^ucra??Slve^^^^ held in the hand, or with a tele- the disposal of his class, Ic would help

elsewliere seen [in einer Vollendung, scope of moderate price, he will properTy^ InsUuctiifg 'thf^swdents""
J^'t ^^^ ml ^°"^' nirgends gesehen fa^d in this book, advice excellently —Dr Edwin B. Frost, F.B.A.S., Birec-

moonlphotog'raphs"nirt'o"thetoon! adapted io_ each situaiion-and tor of the Yerkes Obsc.atory.

charts, from phase to phase, is a happy clear definite explanations of the "Will save much time and un-
idi-a. The star.maps for the different diijlcuUies which may embarrass a necessary annoyance at the telescope,
months, separated for the northern },„„,„„„- A imei nf nlnf/'^ ^lyith

The book is very practical indeed,
and southern skies are extremely use- "<'!/""»'• fi i^eritt, uj puiiet,, wun ^ j, j^e best book for the amateur
ful and stimulating for the beginner, accompanying Key-maps, permit with which 1 am acquainted."— Pro/.
The text of the book is thoroughly us to follow the moon ihrouqh all David Todd, F.R.A.S., Director of the

voTumlis°UnLlcillSfrSaLge'^f^ her phases, the starry sky through Obsermiory. Amherst College, Mass.
volume IS wen caicuiateo iganzgeeig- ,,

f^ ' a a » "The author has shown not only an
net] to inspire the amateur with en- aM/^seosons.

intimate knowledge of those phases
thusiasm lor the study, and yet to " The author does not list all the of this subject in which beginners are

which%o™ofte™ prove 'fataT"^^^ ^" ^he catalogues. fl-g much interested, but also of the way

Max Wolf, Director of the Konigstuhl Ob- makes a judicious choice of the
'ro^c^e'd The book cannMfai^^be-

servatory, Heidelberg, Germany. most accessible and the most typi- lieve, to be very useful both ' as a
cal. He possesses in the highest handbook for the student in the

" So many people ask for the name degree the art of promising only ^^^ool and for the general reader"
of a book by which they can them. .J„, j,. ..„ „/.f£,™ „/• L,.^rw ^''- ^- ^ Claxton.Vntted States Com-
selves learn and teach to others the '"t "f f""

V^rjorm, OJ saying missioner of Education, Washington.

names of the stars or answer questions ont?/ ii)/iaJ he knows thoroughly. "i know of no book on the subject
about simple things in astronomy. Each page reveals to us the which combines so many good quall-
They insist on the necessity for the iminprl ntfmnnmpr rnmhinpri i/u'lh M^s. It is written In simple language
utmost simplicity of language and ^rainea asironmner,comoinea Willi

^j^^^ ^^^ minimum use of such tech-
ample easy illustration. Your book H^^ patient ana iucia teacner. nical terms as might puzzle the
provides all this more perfectly than P. PUISEUX, novice; yet the wide range of sub-
any work of the kind that I know. Member of the Institute ; Astrono- J«cts covered, and the accuracy of
1 quite concur with your American

i ih ni f r>
• • their presentation, ought to make it

reviewers, that the star-maps and luer at me Uoservatory oj raris ; very valuable to many students who
key-maps are most admirably de- President of the Astronomical have long pasied the elementary
signed and executed, and provide, in Society of France stage. Two characteristics of the text
the simplest possible way, all that is .,, . . ', . deserve especial mention: the clear
needed for self-instruction. The All wnO Order the nboVC VOl= ness of the explanations, and the
merits of the book by no means end ume direct from US will also amount of space given (with the best
here. I have read no book which is _-„„:„„ „,,- H„c/-i-ir.«- Jx/<. <-:•-/-•. of reason) to just those matters which
so likely to appeal to the young imagi-

, / 7. „ ,/" j u i i
'"'e '"os' likely to perplex the intend-

nation, which presents in a more at- lar of the McKready multiple inc observer at the outset ; and, most
tractive way the wonders of the sky. Telescope,—peculiarly the in- of all, the thoroughly scientiflc spirit
or which is more likely to teach the _tr„n,-„<. f^.. <-hno q4- hntmo of the work. The data are accurate,
enquiring mind and lead its owner sirumcni lor inose ai nome and are taken from the best and most
to more seriousreading and research, or in the SChOOl whO WISH tO recent authorities; the references to
The very admirable reproductions of share the pleasure and inter- these authorities, and the bibliog-
the magnificent photographs of ne- „_i „« ^y,^ i-«l«.o<-/«n«> arith raphy at the end of the book are
bulae. star-clusters, comets, etc., much X^f lyi, ,i e c i i ^ * i

°f ""^ highest value to the student
enhance the value of the work. But O i it ti K S. Special Catalog vpho wishes to pursue the science
its great merits are the new and use- on request. further: and, all through the work,
ful lines on which the book Is planned, emphasis is placed upon things of
the suggestive and simple manner in THE TELESCOPE truly intellectual interest. I shall
which it is written, and the gradual ,r.r.i /-/->«/•->• «.,•«/ recommend it to those who inquire
way in which the reader is drawn on 5UPPLV COMPANY of me for the best book for the
to deeper and more practical inter- ., ,_-, -r • ci ^ amateur."—Dr. Henry Norris Russell,

est in the subject." — ,Str David Gill, rvo. 15.^ 1 eiTipIe Jstreet p.R A.S., Director of the Observatory,
K.C.B., LL.D., F.R.S.,ctc. New tiaven, Conn. Princeton Univa-sity.
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SOME PBOBLEMS IN INFECTION AND
ITS CONTBOL-'

I EXPERIENCE a high sense of honor on

this occasion with which is mingled no less

trepidation in view of the master in whose

memory this lectureship was founded, and
the great names that in the past have been

linked with the post I am to-day asked to fill,

I must believe that Huxley would have felt

a deep interest in the theme which I have

chosen to discuss before you and would
have found in its intrinsic importance a

compensation for any shortcoming that

may appear in the presentation. For
Huxley evinced a penetrating appreciation

of that branch of biological science that

has come to be called bacteriology, and as

president of the British Association in

1870 devoted the occasion of his address

to an illuminating examination of the doc-

trine of abiogenesis, or spontaneous gene-

ration, versus the doctrine of biogenesis or

descent from living ancestors. This sub-

ject, long holding a merely academic in-

terest, had become in the two decades im-

mediately preceding the ground over which

the conflict raged and out of which was to

emerge the modem science of microbiol-

ogy. While Huxley clearly pointed out

that Redi in the seventeenth century and
Spallanzani in the eighteenth had deliv-

ered the first telling blows that later,

through Pasteur, led to the overwhelming

defeat of the spontaneous generationists

and the establishment on an indisputable

basis of the extrinsic origin of the contag-

ious and infectious diseases, he did not fail

* The Huxley lecture, delivered at Charing Cross

Hospital School of Medicine, London, October 31,

1912.
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to preserve in the discoveries just being

made in reference to fermentation, putre-

faction, and certain fungus and other dis-

eases of insects, the herald of the new sci-

ence that was to throw its protecting

mantle not about man alone, but about all

the higher animals and even about the

plants, in order that the useful and indis-

pensable should be protected from that

inevitable contest in nature between higher

and lower forms of life which constitutes

disease and leads to premature decay and

ruthless destruction.

Bacteriology has, up to now, distributed

its favors unequally, but we must not be

daunted by this circumstance. It has

yielded, in some instances, knowledge of

diseases of small, and withheld, in others,

knowledge of diseases of great importance.

In respect to the common and highly con-

tagious diseases, measles and scarlet fever,

for example, progress has been slight. A
ray of hope has been cast upon this quest

by the announcement^ that measles can be

caused in the monkey by inoculation of in-

fected blood, but this awaits certain con-

firmation. Similar announcements have

been made recently regarding scarlet

fever.^ Since a flood of knowledge has

always suddenly flowed from the successful

transmission of an obscure disease to the

lower animals these reports have been

viewed with eager expectation. In the

case of scarlet fever I fear the expectation

is not yet to be realized. "We* spent last

winter in the study of this subject and

^ Anderson and Goldberger, Bulletin of the U. S.

Public Health and Marine Eospital Service, 1911,

No. 62.

^ Cantacuz&ne, Comptes rendus de la Soci6t4 de

liologie, 1911, LXX., 403. Bernhardt, Deutsche

medizinische Wocliensclirift, 1911, XXXVII., 791,

1062 ; Centralblatt fiir Bahteriologie, Farasiten-

Icunde und hifectionsTcrankheiten, Abteilung 1,

Referate, Supplement, 1911, I., 27.

* Draper, George, unpublished studies.

failed completely to infect or produce

scarlet fever in a wide variety of lower

monkeys. Possibly, but not certainly, the

higher anthropoid ape, which is still less

removed from the human species, is sub-

ject to inoculation.' The path of success

in relation to the refractory diseases is

marked by heavy obstacles, but it must be

travelled none the less. How often indeed

has crowning success come to the brave,

thoughtful and adventurous when all but

an expiring glimmer of hope had gone!

Witness in this connection the sudden con-

quest of syphilis, in which the initial vic-

tory was won when it was ascertained that

anthropoid apes can be infected experi-

mentally. There followed in rapid succes-

sion the discovery of the causative spiro-

eheta, the Wassermann clinical test and
the fabulous drug, salvarsan, the useful-

ness of which outruns the wide bounds of

syphilis itself.

But even after such a victory the drama
had not come to an end. The spirochetal

cause could now be discovered regularly

where it had been as constantly missed be-

fore; doubts and disbeliefs in it were

quickly yielding before the rapidly ac-

cumulating evidence; but the microorgan-

ism itself resisted all attempts at artificial

cultivation. That the spirocheta is a para-

site nicely adjusted to living tissues was

clear from the difficulties surrounding the

exi^erimental inoculation of animals. Now
this act also has been played." The pallida

has yielded to artificial culture by Noguchi

and the method sufficing for it has sud-

denly exposed the whole class of disease-

producing spirochetal and some innocent

species as well, to cultivation and ex-

' Landsteiner, Levaditi, and Prasek, Annates de

I'Institut Fasteur, 1911, XXV., 754.

' Noguchi, Journal of Experimental Medicine,

1911, XIV., 99; 1912, XV., 90; 1911, XIV., 557;

1912, XVI., 199.
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ploitation under laboratory conditions. It

is obvious that the more nicely a parasitic

organism is adjusted to its host the more

difficult it will be to cultivate it outside

the host and the more quickly it will lose

in culture its pathogenic power. The pal-

lidum, which for so long resisted the efforts

to transmit it artificially to animals and

then to cultivate it outside in vitro, loses

after a few generations, as was to be ex-

pected, its disease-producing virulence,

while the blood parasites of relapsing and

tick fevers in man and spirillosis in fowls,

which are strictly parasitic and pass a

stage of their life in biting insects, retain

this power for many generations. In turn,

the culture of the pallida has yielded

luetin which by causing a local allergic or

hypersensitive skin reaction has provided

clinical medicine with a new means of de-

tecting latent luetic infection.

With this introduction to the more gen-

eral theme of the hour I shall invite you to

follow with me somewhat minutely the bio-

logical investigations of a disease that is

still claiming the absorbed attention of

both physicians and people, namely, polio-

myelitis, or infantile paralysis. The dis-

ease has just been making the rounds of the

world, coming as a very unwelcome in-

truder to many different countries. Until

the present pandemic it was surrounded

with mystery and fortified by superstition.

It is the story of the working out of the

natural history of poliomyelitis, now eluci-

dated in many ways, that I propose to tell

you. I have been led to choose this par-

ticular disease as my theme, both because

it has claimed much of my attention dur-

ing the past several years, and because it

illustrates admirably certain general

truths to which I desire to call your atten-

tion.

Poliomyelitis has been endemic in north-

ern Europe for many years, but it is only

five years since it started on that unique,

and as yet unexplained, movement that has

carried it around the globe. In America

there is no previous history of a general

prevalence or epidemic, although local out-

breaks of infantile paralysis have from

time to time arisen. Some significance at-

taches to the fact that the first two foci of

the present epidemic—I say present, be-

cause since 1907 the disease has prevailed

severely each summer and autumn at some

places in the United States and Canada

—

arose in the Atlantic coast cities and in

the state of Minnesota in the middle west.

The former receive the mass of emigrant

population from Europe, and the latter,

secondarily, the large contingent of Scan-

dinavian emigrants. The imposition of the

infection upon America can thus be ac-

counted for ; but no explanation is afforded

of the many years of immunity while

Scandinavians were constantly arriving,

and for the penetration of the disease to

other European countries and to far dis-

tant parts of the world. However, within

the pandemic period the disease has taken

on new activity in Norway and Sweden,

and as recently as 1911 the latter country

has suffered a severe visitation.

On clinical grounds Scandinavian ob-

servers'' had recognized the essentially in-

fectious nature of poliomyelitis and had

followed the evolution of the outbreaks and

traced the connection between many of the

cases. They became the defenders of the

notion of human carriage, and by estab-

lishing certain unusual clinical forms of

the disease—such as meningeal and abor-

tive—placed this idea on firm ground. The

notion was further extended to include

healthy carriers of the infection who act

as intermediaries between the actively ill

and the new victims of infection. These

' Wickman, '
' Beitriige zur Kenntnis der Heine-

Medinsehen Krankheit," Berlin, 1907.
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views have all alike been treated with more

or less scepticism by the medical profes-

sion ; in how far they have come to be sup-

ported by later acquisitions of knowledge

will appear.

Apart then from these deductions, dis-

puted and disputable, because not sup-

ported by certain tests, five years ago the

mystery of the disease was wholly un-

fathomed. The outlook was suddenly

brightened when Landsteiner and Popper

in 1909^ announced the successful trans-

mission of poliomyelitis to monkeys, but

the high hopes raised were as quickly

dampened by the failure to propagate the

experimental disease beyond the first gen-

eration. This obstacle was immediately

removed when intracerebral was substi-

tuted for intraperitoneal inoculation, as

was done by Lewis and myself and by

Landsteiner and Levaditi." By this

means the disease could be and has been

transmitted through an indefinite number

of monkeys. The inoculating matter is,

first, the sterile spinal cord of a fatal

human case, and, afterwards, the spinal

cord of paralyzed monkeys.

The choice of the intracerebral route as

superior to the intraperitoneal was not hap-

hazard. All the severe effects of poliomye-

litis are inflicted on the nervous system,

and upon reflection this fact at once sug-

gested that the parasitic cause of the dis-

' Landsteiner and Popper, Zeitschrift fiir Im-

munitdtsforschung, Originale, 1909, II., 377.

" Flexner and Lewis, Journal of the American

Medical Association, 1909, LIIL, 1639; Journal

of Experimental Medicine, 1910, XII., 227. Flex-

ner, Journal of the American Medical Association,

1910, LV., 1105. Flexner and Clark, Journal of

the American Medical Association, 1911, LVIL,

1685. Howard and Clark, Journal of Experi-

mental Medicine, 1912, XVI., 850.

"For a general bibliography, see Romer, "Die
epidemisohe Kinderlahmung " (Heine-Medinsche

Krankheit), Berlin, 1911.

ease must find favorable conditions for

multiplication within the nervous tissues.

"When the material carrying the germ is

put first into the peritoneal cavity it must

traverse the blood before it can reach the

nervous system, and the blood, as we know,

has the power to destroy many forms of

germ life. It could, of course, also be

reasoned that the specific parasite, in na-

ture, can not enter the nervous tissues di-

rectly but must us€ some external route to

reach them, and it must, therefore, be ca-

pable of surviving outside the brain and
spinal cord; and it could be further rea-

soned that an inoculation into a more ac-

cessible part of the body than the brain and

spinal cord should be effective, and if effec-

tive would bring stronger proof of the

actual existence of a parasite in the inocu-

lated matter. This reasoning is uncon-

vincing for two causes : first, the monkey is

not naturally subject to poliomyelitis and

is, therefore, presumably more difficult to

infect at all than is man so that what may
suffice to cause infection in man may fail

in the monkey; and, second, it might be

possible for pathogenic microbes to reach

the central nervous system even in man
without entering the blood at all so that in

nature the infectious cause of poliomyelitis

might avoid the blood 'altogether. That

this possibility really exists has been proved

by experiment, as we shall see. Doubtless

the first material inoculated into the ab-

dominal cavity carried besides the living

parasites toxic or other injurious sub-

stances that promoted infection in the

monkey; but when the nervous tissues of

the monkey were similarly injected, being

less harmful, the inoculation failed. Bac-

teriology contains many instances of simi-

lar, and apparently of paradoxical nature.

The discrepancy has been further eluci-

dated, as will soon appear, but in the

meantime it is desirable to inquire whether
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still other routes of infection exist for the

monkey. Since nervous tissue is favorable

to the parasite it was injected into large

nerves—such as the sciatic—in order to as-

certain whether these furnished a suitable

medium of propagation. The parasite

grows along the nerve until the spinal cord

is reached and produces injury of the cord

first at the point of entrance before it ex-

tends to and attacks other parts. The in-

jection into the nerve causes no paralysis

but paralysis of the innervated muscles ap-

pears after the lapse of a time sufficient for

the necessary multiplication of the parasite

and its passage into the spinal cord.

Meanwhile the inoculated monkey shows

no other signs of illness, and no other organ

is severely affected; the injury is centered

upon the nervous tissues. And not only

does the parasite grow or flow along the

nerve but it ascends along the spinal cord

from lower to higher levels and eventually

reaches the medulla and brain. At last the

centers governing respiration are involved

and death by paralysis ensues.

We have now been able to arrive at sev-

eral important conclusions. The monkey
can be made regularly to develop an ex-

perimental disease agreeing in all essential

respects with poliomyelitis in man. Inocu-

lation is necessary since keeping healthy

and paralyzed monkeys together does not

lead to infection. The parasitic cause of

the disease can traverse the blood, in the

monkey, to reach the central nervous or-

gans, but with difficiilty, while it easily

traverses the peripheral nerves. That the

natural, spontaneous disease, so called, in

man and the induced disease in monkeys

are very much alike is further shown by

microscopic study of the spinal cord and

brain which exhibit changes that are iden-

tical.

The pathological effects are of two kinds

:

injury to nerve cells not in the anterior

gray matter alone but in the posterior gray

matter of the spinal cord and in the inter-

vertebral ganglia, medulla and brain; and
cellular invasion of the pia-arachnoidal

membrane of the spinal cord and medulla

that follow the blood vessels into these parts

and pass into the adjacent gray and white

matter. The altered vessels permit an es-

cape of albuminous fluid and blood cells

into the meshes of the membrane where

they mingle with the cerebrospinal liquid,

and into the spaces in the tissue composing

the solid white and gray matter. Some-

times the nerve cells, sometimes the men-

inges, vessels and supporting tissues suffer

most. When the nerve cells are extensively

injured the paralysis is marked; when the

meninges are much affected, the symptoms

are like those of meningitis. The virus of

poliomyelitis displays a high affinity for

nervous tissues, but it is the wide involve-

ment of the nutritive vascular system in

the pathological process that subjects the

sensitive nerve cells to so high a degree of

injury and destruction.

The microscopical conditions we observed

in the course of oiir experiments were sug-

gestive of two things: first, the nature of

the parasite itself, and, second, the process

of generation of the effects or lesions them-

selves. Up to this time no definite parasite

could be detected in the nervous tissues

either in human beings or monkeys, nor

was anything of the kind found in the

blood or other organs. The scarcity of

polynuclear leucocytes in the altered cere-

brospinal liquid and spinal cord itself

spoke against a simple bacterial parasite.

The large number of mononuclear cells

spoke rather for a protozoal parasite.

Neither could be found, although the most

varied methods of staining and cultivation

were employed. There remained the pos-

sibility of the parasite being invisible or

ultramicroseopic and filterable. This it
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proved to be, for when a portion of the

spinal cord of a recently paralyzed monkey

was made into an emulsion with sterile

distilled water, or simple saline solution,

and then centrifugalized to remove the

coarse suspended matter and afterwards

pressed through a Berkefeld earthenware

filter, which excludes ordinary cells, bac-

teria and protozoa, the clear liquid result-

ing was still capable of transmitting the

disease. The activity of the filtrate is very

great, since a fraction of a cubic centi-

meter still suffices to cause paralysis and

death. The only distinction to be noted

between the action of corresponding

amounts of the emulsion and filtered fluid

is that the former acts more quickly, as

would be expected from the fact that it

contains a greater number of the invisible

organisms. This difference is soon com-

pensated by the multiplication of those in

the filtrate so that the end result is the

same. By employing somewhat greater

quantities of the filtrate for inoculation

the incubation period of the disease can be

made the same as that following the use of

the emulsion. The disparity is strictly a

quantitative one, since the filters retain a

part of the minute organisms in their pores

and thus reduce the number escaping with

the filtrate. The greater the quantity of

protein matter present in the fluid the

fewer the parasites that pass the filter, and

merely because the large protein molecules

themselves tend to be held in the pores

and thus render them impervious for the

minute organisms. For this reason, also,

fluids containing small numbers of the fil-

terable parasites, but still sufficient to

cause infection in the crude state, may fail,

when filtered, to produce disease merely

beeaiise those retained by the filter so far

reduce the numbers as to bring them below

the surely infecting dose. This reduction

sometimes leads to another effect; namely,

the slight degree of infection that forms

the starting point of active immunization.

By building upon such a beginning a high

and enduring state of immunity has been

achieved.

The first filterable parasite was discov-

ered by Loeffler fourteen years ago, in the

fluid lymph obtained from the vesicles of

cattle suffering from foot and mouth dis-

ease. At the present time eighteen dis-

eases are known that are believed on good

ground to be caused by this class of minute

living organisms. One alone among them

is on the verge of visibility—the parasite

causing pleuropneumonia of cattle. It

alone has certainly been obtained in arti-

ficial culture. The methods of artificial

cultivation need still to be worked out ; and

once they are discovered it is a safe predic-

tion that control over the diseases pro-

duced by ultra-microscopic parasites will

be quickly increased. The degree of infec-

tivity of certain of the parasites—or vi-

ruses, as they are also called—is almost

fabulous. One thousandth of a cubic cen-

timeter of a filtered 2.5 per cent, suspen-

sion of a spinal cord of a paralyzed monkey

suffices to cause infection and paralysis in

another monkey; 0.020 of a cubic centi-

meter of infected lymph suffices to produce

foot and mouth disease in a healthy calf,

and the blood of fowl suffering from

chicken plague is still active after being

diluted 1,000 million times with water.

Three affections of human beings are

contained among the eighteen diseases

caused by filterable viruses: They are

yellow fever, dengue and poliomyelitis.

With one exception, the mosaic disease of

tobacco, the remaining fourteen are mal-

adies of domestic animals and include

among them foot and mouth disease, horse-

sickness, cattle-plague, sheep-pox, rabies,
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vaccinia, hog-cholera and chicken-plague.

We can at present form no reliable con-

ception of the biology of this class of para-

site, although the virus of pleuropneu-

monia shows aiSnities with the bacteria,

while that of yellow fever that passes a

stage of its existence in mosquitoes prob-

ably belongs to the protozoa. It should be

remembered that we possess no criterion of

their presence other than the power to pro-

duce infection. Probably the list of these

pathogenic parasites would be increased if

methods were known for testing their sym-

biotic relations or cooperative effects with

the usual bacteria and protozoa. RousV^
discovery of a filterable agent that causes

sarcomatous tumors in the fowl has opened

up new fields to exploration. "We can make

a rough guess as to their sizes since some

pass through thick filters, the pores of

which are smallest, while others pass the

more porous filters with larger interstices

only. Were the viruses as large as one

fifth the size of the influenza bacillus, they

would be beyond visibility with the most

powerful optical system of the modem
microscope. The dark-field microscope and

the instrument devised for employing, for

photographic purposes, the ultraviolet rays

of the spectrum, that has doubled the po-

tential power of the microscope, have failed

to bring them into view. On the whole

they resist drying well and show consid-

erable resistance to disinfecting agents.

The ultramicroscopic viruses employ no

single means of effecting entrance into the

body. Some utilize insects to inject them

into the blood. Mosquitoes inoculate the

parasites of yellow fever and of dengue in

man, and the virus of horse-sickness among
animals; while flies inject the virus of par-

rot-fever; and worms and other insects,

" Eous, Journal of Experimental Medicine, 1911,

XIII., 397; Journal of the American Medical As-

sociation, 1911, LVI., 198.

through close contact with infected and

then with uninfected tobacco plants, dis-

seminate the parasite of mosaic disease.

The viruses of rabies, vaccinia and fowl-

pox gain entrance through skin wounds,

those of hog-cholera, foot and mouth dis-

ease and chicken-plague, by swallowing,

while the parasites of variola and of

pleuropneumonia are inhaled with air.

These are the main avenues but not the

sole routes of infection, since viruses that

ordinarily enter the body by the respira-

tory mucous membrane may occasionally

enter through a skin abrasion, etc.

It is significant that upon recovery from

this class of infections a high and enduring

degree of immunity is left behind. We
have no knowledge of toxic substances, in

the common sense, being produced by the

filterable viruses, and therefore know noth-

ing of the formation of antitoxins or bodies

that neutralize poisons. The principles

upon which the immunity depends appear

to be chiefly microbicidal or substances

that act directly upon the living parasites

and destroy them. In some instances it

has been possible to produce an actively

immune state without at the same time

causing severe disease, by employing for

inoculation modified and weakened viruses

and viruses combined with immune sera

carrying the corresponding microbicidal

substances. Once a certain active im-

munity is obtained it can be heightened by

repeated injections of more active ma-

terials until a high degree is achieved. In

the same manner immune animals that

have recovered from disease are capable of

having this immunity reinforced by sub-

sequent injections of the active virus.

Blood taken from the immune animals has

been employed in practise in two ways: to

protect for a brief period exposed animals

from acquiring infection, and to bring
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about an actively immune state through

inoculation with adjusted mixtures of

virus and corresponding immune serum.

The injection of viruses into animals not

themselves subject to infection has, in a

few instances, yielded immune sera. In

this way a serum for foot and mouth dis-

ease has been prepared in the horse.

Speaking generally, homologous sera are

more active than heterologous, or, in other

words, an immune cattle serum will act

better in cattle than will immune horse

serum; but curative sera in a real sense

have not yet been produced for this class

of diseases.

It is of great interest to determine the

correspondence between the general data I

have just reviewed and the special facts of

poliomyelitis which have been shown to

arise in consequence of an invasion of the

nervous tissue by an ultramicroscopie or

filterable virus. We may proceed to check

off rapidly the main facts. The virus

stands midway in point of size between the

finest and coarsest examples. It passes

readily through the more coarse and

slightly through the finest filters. It is

highly resistant to drying, and to light

and chemical action. In dust, especially

within protein matter, it survives weeks

and months; in diffuse daylight indefi-

nitely, and resists the action of pure gly-

cerine and carbolic acid in 0.5 per cent,

solution for many months. When animal

tissues containing the virus suffer soften-

ing and disintegration or disorganization

by mould, the virus survives. Eecovery

from poliomyelitis in man and the monkey

is attended and produced by an immuniza-

tion of the body. During this process

microbicidal substances appear in the blood

that are capable of neutralizing the active

virus. This acquired immunity has, in the

monkey, been reinforced by subsequent

injection of large quantities of the living

virus. Active immunity can be achieved

by first injecting minute and later large

amounts of the virus, and an adjusted

mixture of immune serum and active virus

will confer a beginning low active im-

munity capable of being heightened. Cer-

tain alien large animals, among which the

horse and sheep are especially worth

mentioning, are subject to immunization

through injections of emulsions of the

spinal cord and brain of paralyzed monk-

eys, and can thus be made to yield sera

possessing microbicidal power and capable

of conferring, as do human and monkey

immune sera, a degree of passive im-

munity. Thus far no immunizing effect

has been accomplished with the dead virus.

Unless some growth and multiplication

take place no immunity arises.

These facts show a close correspondence

between the properties of the virus of

poliomyelitis and those of the ultramicro-

scopie organisms in general. There re-

main to be considered the data bearing

upon the manner of entrance of the polio-

myelitic virus into the body or, in other

words, upon the mode of infection. Anal-

ogy with other diseases produced by filter-

able viruses excludes no one of the possible

modes, since their manner of entrance is

widely varied, as we have seen. This ques-

tion is of the utmost importance, since with

all diseases prevention is far better than

the most perfect cure, and for poliomye-

litis there exists at present no specific or

true curative treatment. Moreover, for the

most part when the disease is first recog-

nized it has already caused irreparable

damage, and though the more general ex-

amination of the spinal fluid obtained by

means of lumbar puncture for purposes of

diagnosis may possibly lead to a much

earlier recognition of the disease, yet its
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prevention will always remain the result

to be aimed at. It is quite certain that an

understanding of the mode of infection

would lead inevitably to the framing of

measures of prevention that with reason-

able certainty could be expected to exer-

cise control over the epidemic spread.

Two answers may be returned to the

question: one based upon observation of

human cases of poliomyelitis, and the

other based upon experimental tests ar-

ranged to elicit specific replies. The first

answer can not achieve anything higher

than strong probability; the second, to be

valid, must explain the phenomena attend-

ing the human infection as well as those of

the experimental disease. We are asked

to account for certain data, of which the

following is a brief statement. Epidemic

poliomyelitis is preeminently a disease of

early childhood and finds the highest per-

centage of its victims in the first five years

of life, but does not wholly spare older

children or even adults. It is admittedly

infectious; and while it is true that many
more instances of single than of multiple

cases occur, yet multiple ones are not by

any means rare. The prevailing views on

this topic are being modified rapidly by

the recognition of the abortive and am-

bulant examples of the disease. The pe-

riod of greatest prevalence is during the

months of August, September and October

in the northern hemisphere, and the corre-

sponding months in the southern hemi-

sphere, but the epidemic begins in the early

spring and summer months and the disease

does not wholly disappear during the win-

ter months. It does not, therefore, neces-

sarily die out at any period of the year.

In endeavoring to trace the avenue of

entrance of the virus into the body certain

facts regarding its distribution in the body

should be recapitulated and considered.

The infectious agent of poliomyelitis at-

tacks chiefly the central nervous system.

Indeed, it has been detected regularly in

the spinal cord and brain and in the mes-

enteric lymph nodes among all the internal

organs. It has also been detected in the

mucous membrane of the nose and throat,

and in the mucus secretions of this mem-
brane, and in the mucus secretions of the

stomach, and the small and large intestine.

The virus has not been detected in such im-

portant organs as the spleen, kidneys, liver

or bone marrow. The fact is significant,

but in attempting to interpret it, account

should be taken of the circumstance that

at present we possess one means only of

detecting the virus, and that is its trans-

mission to monkeys, in which it produces

characteristic paralyses and anatomical

changes. On this account small quantities

of the virus may conceivably escape dis-

covery. However, the conclusion is none

the less inevitable that detectable amounts

of the poliomyelitic virus exist only in the

few situations and organs mentioned. The
distribution of the virus is identical in

human beings, the subjects of the so-called

spontaneous poliomyelitis, and in monkeys,

in which the experimental affection is pro-

duced. Nor does it matter how the experi-

mental inoculation is accomplished and

whether the virus is introduced by injec-

tion into the brain or large nerves or sub-

cutaneous tissue or peritoneum, or whether

it is merely applied to the nasal mucous

membrane, which, it should be emphasized,

next to direct intracerebral injection, af-

fords the surest means of causing the ex-

perimental disease. In whatever way the

infection is produced purposely, the dis-

tribution of the virus in infected monkeys

is the same as in infected human beings.

The virus is one that is not known to

increase aside from the infected body, and
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hence in order that it shall be capable of

propagating poliomyelitis, it must secure a

means of escape from the infected animal.

The escape is now known to occur along

with the secretions of the nose and throat,

and the discharges from the intestine. We
are obliged, therefore, to ask ourselves what

the means are by which the virus confined

within the interior reaches these external

surfaces of the body.

Let us begin by disregarding for the

moment the essential point of the way in

which the virus probably enters the body

in infected human beings, and give our

attention to the way in which it escapes in

the infected monkey into the nose, throat

and intestines. We may first consider the

instance in which the virus is deposited in

the brain, in which it becomes sealed, as it

were, and cut off apparently from the ex-

terior of the body. Having been injected

into the brain, the infectious microorgan-

ism constituting the virus multiplies both

within and about the brain tissue at the

site of inoculation. As multiplication

progresses, the virus leaves the original

site of injection and wanders through ad-

jacent and distant parts of the central ner-

vous tissues, becoming implanted in the

medulla, the spinal cord and the inter-

vertebral ganglia, as well as reaching the

pia-arachnoidal membranes, or meninges,

in which it also spreads. Ultimately, when

the virus becomes sufficient in amount, it

brings about anatomical changes in the

nervous system, one of the results of which

is paralysis. The period intervening be-

tween the inoculation and the appearance

of paralytic symptoms may be as brief as

two or three days, or as long as three, four

or five weeks. The great disparity in this

period depends upon the amount and qual-

ity of the virus, as well as the degree of

resistance of the inoculated monkey.

The virus, which has found its way to

the meninges, does not long remain in the

cerebrospinal fiuid, with which it escapes

in part into the blood, where it does not

appear to undergo any further increase in

amount, and indeed seems even incapable

of surviving for long. A part also of

the virus contained within the cerebral

fluid escapes regularly by way of the

lymphatic channels surrounding the short

nerves of smell that pass from the olfac-

tory lobes of the brain to the mucous mem-
brane of the nose. It has long been known
that there is an intimate connection be-

tween the lymphatic vessels of the nasal

mucous membrane and the lymphatic

spaces of the pia-arachnoidal membrane.

The virus once having gained the mucous

membrane of the nose may even escape

into the mucus secretion, with which it is

carried into the mouth, and in part swal-

lowed, or it may become established in the

substance of the nasal membrane, where it

undergoes subsequent multiplication and

increase. As a matter of fact both these

things occur. The virus escapes with the

secretions partly externally to the infected

body, and a part of it is swallowed with

the secretions themselves, while a persistent

infection of the secretions is maintained

by means of the increase that takes place

in the membrane itself. In this way is

assured the escape of the virus directly

into external nature, as well as the con-

tamination of the gastro-intestinal cavity,

with the discharges of which it becomes

commingled. Once implanted upon the in-

testine multiplication not improbably con-

tinues for a time, and another source of

invasion of the body is thus afforded the

parasite. From the intestine it reaches in

some amount the mesenteric lymph nodes,

and thus enables us to account for the

occurrence of the virus in those lymphatic
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nodes whieh thus form a notable exception

to the general internal organs of the body.

"We have now followed the route by

which the poliomyelitic virus, implanted

within the apparently closed cavity of the

skull, reaches the exterior of the body. It

is obvious that in the spontaneous form of

the infection in man no such mode of

introduction of the virus can occur. The

virus must indeed enter the human body

by some external channel, after which it

seeks and becomes implanted upon the cen-

tral nervous system. It is known that in

monkeys the virus is incapable of passing

the barrier of the unbroken or slightly

abraded skin, of being taken up from the

stomach or intestine unless the functions

of these organs are previously disturbed

and arrested by opium, and it is further

known that it traverses with difficulty or

even not at all the substance of the lungs.

On the other hand, it is established that

the virus passes with readiness and con-

stancy from the intact or practically intact

mucous membrane of the nose to the cen-

tral nervous system.

To illustrate this point I wish to describe

briefly an experiment. The spinal cord of

a paralyzed monkey always contains the

virus we are considering. If a camel's

hair pencil or pledget of cotton is covered

with some of the broken up tissue of such

a cord and painted upon the mucous mem-

brane of rhesus monkeys, these animals

will develop in due time the paralysis and

other symptoms of poliomyelitis. Hence

the virus enters the body from this surface

even though no gross injury has been in-

flicted upon the membrane. We shotild

now ask ourselves if the virus actually as-

cends to the brain by the direct path of

the olfactory nerves or indirectly after

first entering the blood. This is the same

question that has been buffeted about in

regard to epidemic meningitis. The men-

ingococcus is found in the nasal mucous

membrane of persons in contact with cases

of meningitis, and in the sick themselves.

It is not disputed that the meningococci

settle on this membrane, but opinion is

divided as to whether it goes at once to

the membranes of the brain or first pene-

trates into the blood. To produce menin-

gitis in monkeys it does not suffice to in-

oculate the nasal membrane; the menin-

gococci must be injected into the mem-
branes themselves. But so inoculated they

escape in part along the nerves of smell

into the nose. The virus of poliomyelitis

is so active that implantation in the nose

does suffice to cause infection. If a monkey
is sacrificed about forty-eight hours after

an intranasal inoculation, and the brain

and spinal cord are removed and then the

olfactory lobes and portions of the medulla

and spinal cord are separately inoculated

into other monkeys, infection is produced

by the olfactory lobes alone, since in this

brief period the virus has not yet reached

other and more distant parts of the ner-

vous organs. Were the virus distributed

by the blood, the medulla and spinal cord

would have become infective, rather than

the olfactory lobes, since they exhibit a

greater selective affinity for the parasite.

The conclusion, therefore, is unavoidable

that the virus ascends by the nerves of

smell to the brain, multiplies first in and

about the olfactory lobes and, in time,

passes, as I believe, into the cerebrospinal

liquid which carries it to all parts of the

nervous organs. We have already learned

that the virus can pass along a large nerve,

such as the sciatic, which carries it first to

the lumbar cord, whence it ascends to

higher levels; we need not, therefore, be

astonished to find that it can wander along

the olfactory nerves and then descend to
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lower levels. The large peripheral nerves

are prevented anatomically from becoming

infected in nature, while the small olfac-

tory filaments are advantageously placed

to act as the means of transportation.

Hence the view I desire to place before

you, that the nasal mucous membrane is

the site both of ingress and egress of the

virus of poliomyelitis in man. Support

for this view is found also in the study of

the microscopic changes in the meninges

and the central nervous tissues. Since the

virus survives in the dried state it may be

carried in dust; and in one instance it has

been detected in sweepings from the room

occupied by a person ill with poliomye-

litis.^^ Its distribution as spray in cough-

ing and speaking is readily accomplished,

and by this means both active cases and

passive carriers may conceivably be pro-

duced. Still one link in the chain of

causation of poliomyelitis as here outlined

remained to be forged. The clinical evi-

dence is strong in suggestion that human
carriers of the poliomyelitie virus exist.

The virus has now been detected in the

secretions of the nose, throat and intestine

of persons suffering from abortive or am-

bulant attacks of poliomyelitis." The un-

recognized examples of the abortive disease

play a highly important part in the dis-

semination of the virus, through which the

area of infection is extended, and the num-

ber of the attacked increased. A similar

part has been accorded by clinical observa-

tion to the healthy virus carrier, and the

healthy carrier is the last to be detected,

and his existence confirmed experimentally.

The obstacles in the way of this confirma-

tion are considerable but not insuperable.

'= Neustaedter and Thro, New YorTc Medical

Journal, 1911, XCIV., 813.

^ Kling, Wernstedt, and Pettersson, Zeitschrift

fiir Immunitdtsforschung, Originale, 1911-12,

XII., 316.

It is to be remembered that we possess no

means of discovering the virus except that

of animal inoculation. Should the experi-

mental results arising from the inoculation

of the secretions of the nose and throat of

such healthy carriers be confirmed the evi-

dence for the mode of infection as here

outlined would be complete. The mem-
brane of the nose and throat is far more

vulnerable in young individuals, whence

arises the greater prevalence during child-

hood of those diseases the causes of which

seek this avenue of entrance into the body.

Among them are included diphtheria,

measles, scarlet fever and meningitis.

Would the establishment of the respira-

tory avenue of entrance of the virus ex-

clude all other modes of possible infection ?

By no means. Plague bacilli are known

to be inoculated into man by rat fleas ; but

the pneumonic form of the plague is ad-

mittedly caused by respiratory inoculation.

Diphtheria arises upon the mucous mem-
brane of the throat, but can develop in a

wound of the skin; the virus of smallpox

enters by way of the throat and nose, but

can enter by a skin abrasion ; the virus of

foot and mouth disease is taken in with

food, but produces infection when injected

into the skin. Hence at the moment while

knowledge is still recent and not yet per-

fect the too absolute adherence to one point

of view is to be avoided.

Indeed, the preponderance of cases in

the late summer and autumn months early

suggested an insect carrier of the infection.

House flies can act as passive contamina-

tors, since the virus survives upon the body

and within the gullet of these insects. It

has not proved possible thus far to infect

the common varieties of mosquito and the

body and head louse, while success has re-

sulted in one instance in producing infec-

tion in bedbugs which were made to feed
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upon the blood of inoculated monkeys.

The virus remained alive within these in-

sects for a period of many days. The

inoculation of monkeys with a filtrate pre-

pared from them gave rise to characteristic

paralysis and anatomical lesions. This re-

sult is significant, since it shows that insects

are capable of taking up the virus from

the blood where it exists in minimal quan-

tities and in harboring it for a considerable

period in an active state; but it does not

show that multiplication occurs within

them or that in, nature they act as the

agents of inoculation. A tentative an-

nouncement has been made recently by

Kosenau^* that the stable fly {Stomoxys

calcitrans) can take up the virus from the

blood of infected monkeys and reinoculate

it into healthy ones which will become

paralyzed. The experiment awaits con-

firmation and, after confirmation, convin-

cing application to the circumstances sur-

rounding infection in human cases of

poliomyelitis.

The frequent prevalence of epidemics in

sparsely populated country districts has

led, moreover, to consideration of domestic

animals as sources of the infection. Paral-

ysis of dogs, horses, pigs and fowl has been

observed, not uncommonly, but thus far

without clear correlation with paralysis in

man. Perhaps the most frequently ob-

served coincidental paralytic diseases have

been between hens and human beings.

Undoubtedly since the wide prevalence of

epidemic poliomyelitis, the existence of a

paralytic disease among barnyard fowl has

been more commonly noted. Possibly the

condition has not actually become more

frequent, but owing to the circumstance

mentioned it has been oftener observed.

It appears that the paralysis among fowl

" Eosenau, eommunieation at the International

Congress of Hygiene and Demography, Washing-

ton, 1912.

is caused not by lesions of the central

nervous system, but by lesions of the

peripheral nerves and is due to a periph-

eral neuritis. It has not been found pos-

sible to transmit by direct inoculation the

paralytic disease from chicken to chicken,

or from chicken to monkey, or from para-

lytic monkey to chicken. However, it has

been found possible to develop the paralysis

in the laboratory by keeping the chickens

in confinement for some time, and by sup-

plying them an unusual and improper

form of food. It has proved as little pos-

sible to transfer the paralytic affection of

dogs from one individual to another by

direct inoculation, or from dog to monkey,

or from paralyzed monkey to dog, or to set

up paralysis in monkeys by inoculating

them with nervous tissue obtained from

paralyzed pigs, or to produce paralysis in

pigs with the virus of paralyzed monkeys.

These failures do not, of course, exclude

the possibility that a reservoir for the virus

may exist among domesticated animals that

do not even respond to its presence by

developing paralysis or other conditions

which could be recognized as resembling

poliomyelitis in man. The manner of ac-

tion of the virus of poliomyelitis in rabbits

provides an illustration which shows how

necessary it is to avoid general deductions

in this field. At first it was strenuously

denied that rabbits could be infected at all

with the virus of poliomyelitis, and the

examples of supposed successful inocula-

tion reported were entirely disbelieved;

but it must now be accepted that young

rabbits occasionally, but by no means gen-

erally, are subject to inoculation with the

virus of poliomyelitis, at least after it has

passed through a long series of monkeys.

Apparently a small percentage only of the

inoculated rabbits develop any obvious

symptoms, and these die, as a rule, during
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convulsive seizures which come on sud-

denly. A given virus has up to the present

been sent through a series of six rabbits,

after which it has failed to be further

propagated. From the sixth series it has

been reimplanted on the monkey, in which

animal typical paralysis has been pro-

duced. It remains to add that the rabbits

which succumb to the inoculation do not

show any characteristic alterations of the

central nervous system or other organs, as

far as has been determined. The monkey,

on the other hand, invariably shows the

typical lesion of the central nervous system.

Long before epidemic poliomyelitis had

the wide distribution or claimed the atten-

tion now accorded it, instances of infantile

paralysis were known to every one. Almost

every community could point to one or

more examples of the condition and no one

entertained the suspicion that the cause of

the paralysis was an infectious or even con-

tagious disease. Are these isolated cases

of paralysis occurring among infants of

the same nature as the epidemic paralysis,

or has there merely been a confusion of

names? We possess means that permit an

answer to this important question. Recov-

ery, as you recall, is associated with en-

during immunity and the person or animal

immune to poliomyelitis carries in his blood

principles that neutralize the virus causing

the disease. The blood of normal persons

or animals lacks this property in any real

degree. The test is, therefore, easily made

:

a mixture of the serum of the blood and

virus are prepared, and after being in con-

tact for a time is injected into a monkey.

Thus it has been determined that the two

diseases are caused by the same parasite,

and it has been found that the neutralizing

principles are still present as long as

twenty-five years after the attack of paral-

ysis and doubtless persist through life.

This test has been employed likewise to

identify abortive eases of poliomyelitis in

which paralysis has not appeared a^ all.

There is nothing unique in this appar-

ently paradoxical situation. Most, if not

all, epidemic diseases prevail at some time

as sporadic affections; that is, as dis-

eases of occasional occurrence. This is

true of influenza, plague and particularly

of meningitis, with which poliomyelitis dis-

plays so many affinities. Knowledge is

still very imperfect as to just what hap-

pens when an epidemic spread of a spo-

radic disease takes place. Sometimes con-

ditions arise that favor rapid transference

of the infecting microbe from individual

to individual through which a rise in viru-

lence is accomplished very much as is done

every day in the laboratory to enhance the

potency of cultures. In respect to polio-

myelitis, as seems also to be the case with

meningitis, a fresh importation of an al-

ready enhanced virus probably occurs and

is the immediate cause of the epidemic.

The introduction may be at one point or at

several points simultaneously, according to

where the epidemic arises, and spreads

from a single center or from many foci.

Finally, sports, or abnormally virulent

parasites, appear, prevail actively for a

period and then become reduced to an

average degree of intensity perhaps never

to rise again. Some of the exceptionally

severe epidemics of which history tells us

may be thus accounted for. Such sports

have been encountered in laboratories in

regard to both pathogenic bacteria and

protozoa.

Are biologically different strains of a

poliomyelitic virus known? The evidence

at hand is to the effect that different

strains or races certainly exist if virulence

be taken as the measure. German, Aus-

trian and French pathologists found that
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of the human specimens of spinal cords

submitted to them for study about one half

could be inoculated successfully into

monkeys and less than this number coiild

be propagated through successive animals.

In America all the original specimens were

successfully inoculated, but certain samples

were far less active than others. At the

beginning many of the inoculated monkeys

survived the infection, sometimes with,

sometimes without enduring paralysis of

leg or arm. Later, fewer survived, and

after many passages of the virus from

monkey to monkey all became infected and

all succumbed. The Swedish virus of 1911

appears to be the most powerful yet stud-

ied. This is indicated by the fact that sa-

line washings of the nose and throat and in-

testine could be inoculated successfully,

after removal of all bacteria through fil-

tration, in nearly every instance.^^ In

America it has been difficult to procure in-

fection with these materials, from which

it has been concluded that the virus dis-

plays a degree of infectiousness for mon-

keys. There are reasons for supposing that

similar variations exist for man.

We may not, and probably shall not

know certainly whether this variability is

restricted to the quality of virulence or

whether true types or races of the virus

exist until artificial cultivation has been

accomplished. Bacteriology has been sing-

ularly enriched recently by discoveries re-

lating to biological types of certain mi-

crobes; and practical medicine is destined

to benefit largely by the strong light which

they have thrown upon perplexing ques-

tions of specific therapeutics. I am
tempted to lead you aside a little way into

this subject just because it is so full of sug-

gestion and promise, and not merely with

promise, since the fruits of discovery are

being already tasted.

^' Kling, Wernstedt, and Pettersson, loc. cit.

The pneumococcus causes many kinds of

inflammation and one typical disease that

prevails everywhere, namely, acute lobar

pneumonia. Not infrequently there at-

tend the pneumonia, and sometimes there

appear independently such inflammations

as peritonitis, pleuritis and meningitis,

caused also by the pneumococcus. Now
pneumococci possess in common biological

features regarded usually as sufficient to

distinguish them; namely, form, staining

properties, growth, virulence and solubil-

ity in bile salts. But they have another

quality that serves to distinguish them
more finely, revealing different types among
apparently similar organisms. By testing

pneumococci from many different sources

against an immune serum prepared with a

single kind of the coccus, it has been found
that the cocci are not all alike but that a

predominant type and several subsidiary

types occur in nature.^" Such a serum pre-

pared with a given type of pneumococcus
is neutralizing for that one alone, and for

no other. The clinical reports on the anti-

pneumococcus serum employed as a cura-

tive agent are contradictory, and one cause

for this is now apparent.

Pneumococcus meningitis can be pro-

duced in monkeys by injecting subdurally,

by lumbar puncture, a virulent culture of

pneumococcus ; it is invariably fatal. Anti-

pneumococcus serum alone injected sub-

durally can change the outcome very little.

But this infection is subject to combined

chemo- and serum-therapy in which the

chemical agent consists of sodium oleate

that alone attacks and dissolves the pneu-

mococcus. Acting separately, in the body,

sodium oleate can accomplish little; it re-

^^ Neufeld and Handel, Zeitsclirift fiir Immuni-
tdtsforschung, Originale, 1909, III., 159; Arheiten

aus dem Tcaiserlichen Gesundheitsamte, 1910,

XXXIV., 293; Berliner Tclinische Wochenschrift,

1912, XLIX., 480.
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quires the assistance of the immunity

principles. Acting together the two agents

quickly bring the infection under control

and recovery follows. This happens even

after the pneumococci have entered the

blood stream and begun to multiply there.

The effects of the soap and serum com-

pound are, however, restricted to the type

of pneumococeus represented by the im-

mune serum in the mixture.'^'^ When the

type of microorganism and serum differ ab-

solutely no therapeutic action follows.

This obstacle to the practical employment

of this method of specific treatment will

doubtless be reduced or even wholly set

aside by preparing a true polyvalent im-

mune serum that will represent not many
cultures of the pneumococeus taken at

random, but the several types or races oc-

curring in nature. We already know the

number to be few.

It has become the custom to speak of

these types of microbes as resistant or

"fast"; but the term is relative merely.

The fact and degree of fastness will be re-

vealed by the source of the test-serum.

But within a given microbic species this

quality of resistance may well appear

against chemical bodies as well. Pneu-

mococci, for example, vary in properties by

gradual gradations in the direction of the

streptococcus, which besides differing in

still other biological properties chances not

to dissolve in bile. The gradients of pneu-

mococci approaching the streptococcus are

progressively less acted upon by sodium

oleate. The trypanosome of sleeping-sick-

ness is less subject to the therapeutic ac-

tion of certain organic arsenic compounds

in some regions in Africa than in others.

The antimeningitis serum suppresses the

growth and multiplication of most menin-

gococci, but not of all. This quality of

" Lamar, Journal of Experimental Medicine,

1911, XIII., 1; 1912, XVI., 581.

fastness is not alone innate but can be de-

veloped artificially as a mutation, both

against serum principles and chemical

drugs and may persist. Infectious dis-

eases showing a strong tendency to relapse

in course of recovery are caused by mi-

crobes tending to flourish as races or

types. Relapsing fevers that pass three or

four exacerbations on the way to recovery

are attributed to spirochetse assuming a

corresponding number of distinct forms.

Infections tending to many relapses, of

which lues is an example, are attributed to

parasites capable of flourishing in many
such types of which one part is innate and

the other the result of mutations under the

influence of curative serum or drug. For-

tunately, there appears to be no parasite

capable of performing indefinite mutations

;

and experience is teaching that the more

precise, specific and vigorous the means

employed to control infection, the smaller

the risk of mutation and the greater the

probability of suppression of the parasitic

agent of disease.

In 1886 Theobald Smith^^ first clearly

pointed out that the injection of dead bac-

teria conferred active immunity to subse-

quent inoculation with virulent materials.

Now the employment of dead bacteria is

widespread both for preventing and for

healing disease. Wright^'' especially is to

be credited with the general application of

the method to therapeutics. While the

limits of value of inoculation, as it is

termed, are not yet defined and it promises,

theoretically, more for the subacute and

chronic than for the acute infections, I am
inclined to the belief that to be really ef-

fective attention will need more and more

'" Salmon and Smith, Proceedings of the Biolog-

ical Society of Washingtm, 1884-86, III., 29.

» Wright, Proceedings of the Royal Society of

Medicine, 1909-10, III., Supplement, 1.
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to be accorded to the question of specific

type in the infecting bacteria.

In pursuing the devious courses of in-

fection, of which examples have just been

given, the fact has emerged that the effec-

tiveness of curative means will be deter-

mined not only by the intrinsic qualities of

the parasites but also in a high degree by

the manner of location and distribution of

the parasites themselves within the infected

host. Whether they have a general distri-

bution throughout the blood and tissues or

whether they are confined within an impor-

tant organ or part may be the factor de-

termining the ease with which they can be

reached not only by the natural curative

principles of the body but also by artificial

curative agents introduced into the body.^°

The parasite, struggling to survive, with-

draws, at one time, into situations to which

the curative substances gain access imper-

fectly and with difficulty, causing thereby

local infections more or less cut off from

the general circulation and the curative

substances purveyed by the blood. This is

the condition met with in focalized inflam-

mation and in infections of specialized por-

tions of the body, such as the great serous

cavities that r.eceive a modified and dilute

lymph secretion carrying reduced quanti-

ties of the protective principles contained

within the blood. The quality of lymph

in the several serous cavities and in the

various tissues is not the same, and the

lowest limit of strength is reached by the

cerebrospinal fluid that functions as the

lymph of the brain and spinal cord. The

exclusion of dissolved substances from the

cerebrospinal liquid is a provision of great

importance, but is not an unmixed good.

For while it affords protection to the sensi-

tive nervous tissues from injurious chemi-

^ Flexner, Simon, Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal, 1911, CLXV., 709; The Harben Lectures,

Journal of State Medicine, 1912, XX., 130, 193,

257.

cals, it deprives them also of curative prin-

ciples. Happily this deficiency has now
been superseded by a method of direct local

treatment by injections that has given ex-

cellent results in meningitis, but is now
being employed in luetic affections of the

meninges and central nervous organs with

encouraging results.^^

Remote as some of them may seem, the

considerations to which I have called your

attention have a bearing more or less vital

upon the problem of a specific and effective

treatment of poliomyelitis. Poliomyelitis

is not a disease with a very high mortality

;

its chief terror lies in its appalling power
to produce deformities. When death does

occur it is not the result, as in many infec-

tions, of a process of poisoning that robs

the patient of strength and consciousness

before its imminence, but is caused solely

by paralysis of the respiratory function,

sometimes with merciful suddenness but

often with painful slowness, without in any
degree obscuring the consciousness of the

suffocating victim until just before the end

is reached. No more terrible tragedy can

be witnessed.

I have already laid before you certain

facts regarding immunity in poliomyelitis

and it remains to be added that the em-

ployment for treatment of the immune
serum, taken from monkeys or from hu-

man beings, exercises a definite if not very

strong protective action upon inoculated

monkeys. Either the disease is prevented

altogether or its evolution is modified in

such a manner as to diminish its severity.

When the virus used for inoculation is

highly adapted to the monkey and thus

very virulent it is more difficult to control

the result than when it departs less from

the original human type and is less active.

^' Swift and Ellis, New YorJc Medical Journal,

1912, XGVI., 53. Wechselmann, Deutsche medi-

zinische Wochenschrift, 1912, XXXVIII., 1446.
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The immune serum has thus far acted

best when it was injected into the subdural

space on several successive days. This is in

conformity with the fact that however in-

troduced into the body the virus establishes

itself in communication with the cerebro-

spinal liquid where it propagates for a

time. Later the virus localizes in the ner-

vous tissue itself and becomes accessible

not from this liquid only but, probably,

from the general blood also. The serum

introduced into the subdural space soon es-

capes into the blood ; and thus a double ac-

tion is secured : on the one hand, it reaches

the nervous tissue directly from the cere-

brospinal liquid, and on the other indi-

rectly with the blood. An immune horse

serum at first gave disappointing results

but latterly its employment by intramus-

cular injection has given more promise.

But none of the sera mentioned can be

regarded as having more than touched the

fringe of the problem of a cure for the dis-

ease.

Such brilliant success has been recently

recorded in respect to the specific chemical

therapeutics of infection that an effort has

been and still is being made to attack the

problem from this quarter. Here also only

a starting point has been secured and the

subject merely opened to further experi-

mentation. The point of departure, which

we have adopted, is the drug hexamethyl-

enamin (urotropin) which possesses a de-

gree of antiseptic action in the body and

is known to be secreted into the cerebro-

spinal liquid. When the drug is adminis-

tered by mouth it can be detected by chem-

ical tests in the liquid in a short time.

When inoculation of virus and administra-

tion of the drug are begun together and

the administration continued for some days

afterward, the development of the paralysis

is sometimes but not always averted.

Hexamethylenamin lends itself to modifi-

cations by the addition of still other anti-

septic groups to its molecule. We have

tested a large number of such modifica-

tions and have found certain ones to ex-

ceed the original compound in protective

power, and others to promote the onset of

paralysis. This is the common story of

drugs. None are wholly without some

degree of injurious action upon the sensi-

tive and vital organs of the body. But

manipulative skill has already succeeded in

eliminating the objectionable and improv-

ing the valuable features of certain drugs

so that they exert their action but little

upon the organs and severely upon the

parasites when they become useful as thera-

peutic agents. This process may be called

sundering the organotropic and parasito-

tropic effects. Whether this can be suc-

cessfully accomplished with this class of

compounds can not be predicted. But if

not, the quest will be transferred to still

other drugs. When it is accomplished the

victory will be won. By whom will the

victory be won, and when? Ours is the

office of story-teller and not the vision of

the prophet!

In giving Huxley to science the Charing

Cross Hospital School of Medicine con-

ferred a great benefit upon the world. In

imbuing him with the ideals of biological

science it performed an especial service for

America. For in 1876 Huxley journeyed

to Baltimore to deliver the address at the

formal opening of the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, at which time he outlined in es-

sence the plan of medical education which,

twenty years later, was adopted and put

into practise at the Johns Hopkins Medical

School. The example of this wise founda-

tion, inspired by Huxley, has acted far

and wide throughout the United States as

a regenerating force upon medical educa-

tion. Simon Flexnee
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FACULTY FARTICIFATION IN UNIVER-
SITY GOVEENMENT^

The present government of American

universities and colleges is altogether anom-

alous. The president and trustees hold the

reins of power and exercise supreme con-

trol, while the professors are legally in the

position of employees of the corporation.

In the best institutions, however, it should

be explicitly recognized that the status of

the professors is in practise a good deal

better than could be claimed as a matter of

mere legal right. In the first place, the

professors hold office for life or during good

behavior or till the arrival of the age for

superannuation with a reasonable pension.

And in the second place, in the best Amer-
ican universities all educational matters

have been either formally or by tacit con-

sent delegated by the trustees to the facul-

ties for authorization and final disposition.

The place of the faculty as the sole educa-

tional authority of the university may be

considered established, even though in

some reputable universities the board of

trustees reserves the right of veto or re-

vision. Certainly in Cornell University

the supremacy of the faculty in all educa-

tional matters has been maintained for a

score of years, and professorial tenure of

office is permanent and secure. Further-

more, the right to absolute freedom of

thought and speech for all members of the

faculty has been vigorously asserted and

constantly enjoyed.

It should, therefore, at the outset be

candidly acknowledged that a professor

who enjoys a life-tenure of office, who is ab-

solutely free to think and speak and write

what he believes to be the truth, and who is

a member of a body which controls the edu-

cational administration of the iiniversity,

is already in possession and enjoyment of

^ From the report to the trustees of Cornell Uni-

versity by President J. G. Sehurman.

the highest, best and most vital things

which inhere in his calling and function.

Yet while all this is true the professor may
be dissatisfied with the other conditions

under which he is compelled to do his work.

And this is undoubtedly the case in Amer-
ica.

Compare the American professor with

the scholars and scientists of Oxford and
Cambridge. They are their own boards of

trustees. The legal corporation of an Ox-
ford or Cambridge college is composed of

the head (president, master, or whatever
other name may be given to him) and the

fellows, who are the teachers of the insti-

tution
; and this body fills all vacancies by

cooptation. Again in the two universities

with which these self-governing colleges

are connected there is a similar exercise of

authority by the professors, and if it is not

so complete that is only because it is shared

by the nonresident Masters of Arts.

Look again at a German university. The
state furnishes the funds for its mainte-

nance and development, but, subject to the

very light touch of a minister of education,

the government of the university is in the

hands of the faculty.

What the American professor wants is

the same status, the same authority, the

same participation in the government of his

university as his colleague in England, in

Germany and in other European countries

already enjoys. He chafes at being under
a board of trustees which in his most crit-

ical moods he feels to be alien to the Ee-

public of Science and Letters. Even in his

kindliest moods he can not think that board

representative of the university. For the

university is an intellectual organization,

composed essentially of devotees of knowl-

edge—some investigating, some communi-
cating, some acquiring—but all dedicated

to the intellectual life. To this essential

fact the American professor wants the gov-
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ernment of liis university to conform. And
lie criticizes presidents and boards of trus-

tees because under the existing plan of gov-

ernment they obstruct the realization of

this ideal—nay, worse, actually set up and

maintain an alien ideal, the ideal of a busi-

ness corporation engaging professors as em-

ployees and controlling them by means of

authority which is exercised either directly

by "busybody trustees" or indirectly

through delegation or usurpation by a

"presidential boss."

What is needed in American universities

to-day is a new application of the principle

of representative government. The faculty

is essentially the university; yet in the

governing boards of American universities

the faculty is without representation. The

only ultimately satisfactory solution of the

problem of the government of American

universities is the concession to the profes-

soriate of representation in the board of

trustees or regents and these representa-

tives of the intellectual, which is the real

life of the university, must not be mere

ornamental figures ; they should be granted

an active share in the routine administra-

tion of the institution.

How could such a reform be carried out

in Cornell University?

The board of trustees of Cornell Univer-

sity is a genuinely representative body.

That is, it represents everybody but the

faculty. The state of New Tork is repre-

sented by the governor and other ex-officio

trustees and also (since the recent amend-

ment of the charter) by trustees appointed

by the governor with the advice and con-

sent of the senate. The alumni are repre-

sented by trustees whom they themselves

elect, and in June last a woman was,

happily, once more elected as one of the

alumni trustees. And, apart from alumni

and state, the general public is represented

by the trustees—half of the entire body if

the ex-officio trustees be not counted—whom
the board itself elects presumably from

citizens who are especially concerned for

the promotion of higher education or who
are particularly interested in Cornell Uni-

versity. The trustees thus elected by co-

optation number three annually; and it is

the custom to reelect these trustees when

their term expires.

Now in ease of the death or resignation

of one of these cooptatively elected trustees,

the board might, without any change in the

charter, ask the professoriate to select a

candidate for the vacant position and then

formally elect the candidate thus recom-

mended. This process might be repeated

till the professors had designated one third

of the trustees now elected by the board,

and thereafter professorial representation

might remain in that ratio.

For the purpose of such representation

it would probably be wise and expedient to

divide the professorial electorate into

groups each of which should elect one trus-

tee. Only full professors would have the

suffrage as only full professors hold perma-

nent appointments. The full professors in

the graduate school might constitute one

electoral group, to fill (say) the first trus-

teeship assigned to the professoriate. The

second electoral group might be composed

of the full professors of arts and of law,

and the third of the full professors of sci-

ence and of medicine (in Ithaca) . The full

professors in the two engineering colleges

and in architecture would naturally form a

fourth electoral group, and those in the two

state colleges—agriculture and veterinary

medicine—a fifth. The medical college in

New York City would furnish the sixth

electoral group, but the number of pro-

fessors entitled to vote should perhaps be

limited to those who give their entire time

to the work of the institution or those who
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are heads of the more important depart-

ments.

This plan would give the professors a

share in the government of the university

through the voice and vote of their own
elected representatives, who (unless an un-

alterable state law forbids) should prefer-

ably be members of the faculty. But this

injection of professorial trustees into the

board would be a somewhat slow process, if,

as is here recommended, it took effect only

when vacancies occurred by death or resig-

nation in trusteeships now filled by coopta-

tion of the Board. There is, however,

another measure of relief which could and

should be forthwith adopted, and which

should continue in operation whether the

privilege of representation in the board of

trustees be conceded or denied to the pro-

fessoriate.

"While the faculties of the university con-

trol educational affairs they have, under

the statutes, nothing to do with the ap-

pointment of teachers, the appropriation of

funds, or other business vitally connected

with the life and work of the institution or

the standing and efficiency of the several

departments. Here, again, it is true that

practise is more considerate than theory or

ordinance. For in case of appointments

the president makes no nominations to the

board without previous conference and

practical agreement with the professors in

the department or allied departments con-

cerned. The time, however, has now ar-

rived to codify this practise and establish

it as a matter of professorial right. And
at the same time the right of the professors

to share in other ways in the government

and administration of the faculties or col-

leges to which they belong, and so far as

practicable of the entire university itself,

needs to be specifically recognized and

formally confirmed.

Towards this goal the university has been

gradually tending for some years past.

There may not have been a distinct con-

sciousness of it in the general mind of the

academic community, but there has been a

vague yearning against a background of

dissatisfaction and a foreground of hope.

The situation will be brought to the con-

sciousness of itself and crystallized in and

through the idea and program of profes-

sorial participation in the management and

control of the university.

The plan to be proposed has the funda-

mental merit of every salutary reform: it

is the modification and extension of an idea

and organization already in successful

operation. Professors sit, deliberate and

vote with the trustees in the administrative

boards and councils (as they are called)

which manage the affairs of the university

library and of the medical college in New
Tork. The professors are elected by their

colleagues for a term of two or three years,

and the trustees are similarly chosen by

the board of trustees. Under the statute

creating these councils they are merely ad-

visory bodies whose resolutions come as

recommendations to the board of trustees

or to the executive committee, but in prac-

tise these recommendations of the men se-

lected by the board and by the faculty to

keep in intimate touch with the affairs of

those great departments of the university

and to dispose of them in the combined

light of business and educational experi-

ence, are regarded by the board as expres-

sions of the highest wisdom available under

the circumstances and are regularly ap-

proved or, if not approved at once, merely

referred back in special cases for further

consideration in view of some new conting-

ency or some unforeseen bearing upon the

general policy of the university.

The council of the medical college in

New York City consists of the president of

the university, who is ex-officio chairman.
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three trustees elected by the board for a

term of three years, and the dean of the

medical faculty and two professors elected

by that faculty, for a term of two years.

The president recommends that a coun-

cil of substantially this type be as soon as

possible established for every college in

Cornell University (except the state col-

leges for Avhich councils composed exclu-

sively of trustees have already been organ-

ized). Whether the professorial members

of the council outnumber, or are outnum-

bered by, the trustee members is not a mat-

ter of any consequence if only it be under-

stood that this is a scheme devolving genu-

ine responsibility upon the professors for

the administration and government of their

collegiate unit of the university. If

these councils are in practise to be as inde-

pendent of the executive committee, and

even of the full board, as the medical col-

lege council in New York City, it will prob-

ably be found necessary to allocate annually

fixed portions of the income of the univer-

sity to the different colleges. And with the

existing distribution of funds as basis this

assignment should not be an impossible

task.

This is a plan of partnership between

trustees and professors for the government

and administration of the university. It is

not the German system, which has no board

of trustees, nor the English system, in

which the professors are the corporation,

but it is a modification of the American

system in which the trustees voluntarily

invest the professors with a share of their

own powers and functions (devolving on

them corresponding responsibilities), and

guarantee them the maximum of authority,

independence and institutional control

which seems compatible with the Ameri-

can idea of university organization and

government.

To these councils would be assigned the

duty of dealing with all business of every

kind affecting the several colleges. What-
ever business now comes before the execu-

tive committee or the board of trustees af-

fecting Sibley College or the College of

Arts and Sciences or any other college of

the university would be taken up by the

appropriate council and settled in the form

of resolutions which would be sent to the

trustees for final approval and ratification.

In time the councils would undoubtedly be

empowered by the board of trustees to dis-

pose definitely of routine business and
minor affairs reporting only their action to

the trustees. But at the outset it seems wise

to follow in this respect the example al-

ready established by the council of the med-

ical college.

There are, however, two deviations which

should be made from that model, if it is to

be used in Ithaca, and which indeed ex-

perience shows may in time be advantage-

ously adopted in New York. In the first

place not only should the term of oifice of

professorial members of the council be

limited, but professors should be ineligible

for more than one reelection. The object

of this restriction is to keep the faculty in

general in close touch with the council.

And, in the second place, the president

should be required (as he is not in the case

of the medical college council) to submit all

nominations for appointments to the coun-

cil in order that they may be voted on and

the record of the vote sent to the board of

trustees. For the reform here discussed in-

volves the surrender of power not only by

the trustees but also by the president, the

supreme object being to secure (by means

of the representative system applied to

faculties) effective professorial participa-

tion in the administration and government

of the univeraity.

The president recommends that the fore-

going scheme for taking the professoriate
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into partnership with the trustees in the

government and administration of the uni-

versity by means of college councils com-

posed of representatives of both be adopted

by the board of trustees at the earliest prac-

ticable date. Some features of the scheme

may need modification, but it will be easy

to determine what/ changes are advisable

after trustees and professors have got to-

gether in councils for the transaction of the

business of the different collegiate units of

the university.

A further step in the same direction

should also be taken at the present time.

Under the existing statutes the deans of the

faculties of arts and sciences and of the

graduate school are appointed by the board

of trustees on the nomination of the presi-

dent. The faculty has indeed some voice

in the matter, for it votes on the nomination

of the president and sends the record of its

vote to the board of trustees. But the time

has arrived when the right of the faculty to

select its own chief officer should be recog-

nized and confirmed. The president recom-

mends that the statute be amended so as to

invest the faculty with exclusive power in

this regard. The faculty would of course

report its action to the trustees.

J. G. SCHUKMAN

TSE CLEVELAND CONVOCATION WEEK
MEETING

The sixty-fourth meeting of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science,

and the eleventh of the " Convocation week "

meetings, will be held in Cleveland from

December 30, 1912, to January 4, 1913. The

first general session of the association will be

called to order at 10 a.m. on Monday, Decem-

ber 30, by the retiring president, Dr. Charles

E. Bessey, who will introduce the president of

the meeting. Dr. Edward C. Pickering. After

addresses of welcome and a reply by President

Pickering, announcements will be made by

secretaries. The general session will then

adjourn and the sections will be organized in

their respective halls. Where sections have

programs, the reading of papers will begin

after organization and will be continued in

the mornings and afternoons of the following

days. The council will meet on Monday
morning, December 30, and each morning, in

the council room at 9 o'clock. On Monday
evening. Dr. Bessey will give the address of

the retiring president, on " Some of the Next

Steps in Botanical Science," to be followed by

a reception to members of the association and

affiliated societies.

The addresses of retiring vice-presidents

before the sections will be as follows

:

Vice-president Frost, before the Section of

Mathematics and Astronomy :
'

' The Spectroscopic

Determination of Stellar Velocities, considered

practically. '

'

Vice-president Millikan, before the Section of

Physics: "Unitary Theories in Physics."

Vice-president Cameron, before the Section of

Chemistry: "The Chemistry of the Soil."

Vice-president Shimek, before the Section of

Geology and Geography: "Significance of the

Pleistocene Mollusks. '

'

Vice-president Nachtrieb, before the Section of

Zoology: "Section P—Is it Worth While?"

Vice-president Newcombe, before the Section of

Botany: "The Scope of State Natural Surveys."

Vice-president Ladd, before the Section of An-

thropology and Psychology :
'
' The Study of Man. '

'

Vice-president Norton, before the Section of

Social and Economic Science :

'
' Comparative Meas-

urements of the Changing Cost of Living."

Vice-president Thorndike, before the Section of

Education :

'
' Educational Diagnosis. '

'

Vice-president Porter, before the Section of

Physiology and Experimental Medicine :

'
' On the

Function of Individual Cells in Nerve Centers."

The full program of the meeting, which will

include the programs of the affiliated societies,

will be issued at the beginning of the meeting

and will contain announcements of public

lectures, presidential addresses before the dif-

ferent societies, discussions and arrangements

for joint meetings, together with the times of

dinners, smokers and other social functions.

Cleveland is in the territory of the Central

Passenger Association. Legislative acts hav-
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ing reduced fares in this territory to the two

cents a mile basis, the Central Passenger

Association can not make a further reduction

by authorizing the certificate plan. From
western points special tourist fares may be

obtained. The hotel headquarters of the

American Association will be the Hotel

Statler, recently opened, with a very large

number of rooms, all having baths, at the rate

of $2 a day. The hotels are all near the

center of the city. Persons arriving by the

New York Central lines (Lake Shore or Big

Four roads) or by the Pennsylvania lines, may
conveniently alight at the Union Station;

street cars run from this station directly to

the hotels. Those arriving by other roads

should go to the city stations in order to

reach the hotel district conveniently. Section

K, the American Physiological Society, the

American Society of Biological Chemists, the

American Association of Anatomists and the

Society for Pharmacology and Experimental

Therapeutics will meet at the Western Reserve

Medical College, which is within easy walking

distance of any of the hotels named. All

other sections and affiliated societies will meet

at Adelbert College, Case School of Applied

Science, or the Normal School, which provide

abundant facilities, so that related societies

can be conveniently grouped. With the ex-

ception of the Western Eeserve Medical

College, the buildings are all close together,

so that it wiU be convenient to pass from the

meetings of one section to those of another.

These institutions are all situated about four

miles east of the center of the city, on Euclid

Avenue, between East lOYth Street and East

115th Street. All Euclid Avenue street cars,

going eastward, pass these institutions. The

cars run about once a minute, and require

from twenty to twenty-five minutes to go

from the hotels to the colleges. The street

car fare in Cleveland is three cents, with

universal transfers. Luncheon will be served

in one of the buildings where meetings are

held, probably at the Normal School, and

there are several restaurants and lunch-rooms

in the vicinity of the colleges. It is thought

that all attending the meetings can be con-

veniently served. The general headquarters

will be in the main building of Adelbert Col-

lege of Western Eeserve University, where

there will be writing and rest rooms with the

usual conveniences; there will also be rest

rooms in various other buildings.

There will be sent to each member of the

American Association by mail, included with

bill for annual dues, a white registration card

bearing the name and address of the member
printed thereon. It is requested that this

card be brought to Cleveland by each member
attending the meeting and filled in by him to

indicate his Cleveland address, his section, his

afiiliated society connections, together with

the names of visiting ladies accompanying

him. After the above information has been

noted on card by the member, the card should

be presented to the registration clerk at the

headquarters, main building, Adelbert College,

in exchange for official program and member's

identification button. This can be accom-

plished without delay and the waiting in line

as at previous meetings will be avoided.

Official receipts for dues are mailed to mem-
bers on the same day that their payments

reach the office of the permanent secretary.

For their own comfort, members are urged

to send their dues to the permanent secretary

as far in advance of the meeting as possible.

In this way they will receive their cards by

mail at once and avoid the necessity of wait-

ing in line to make payment at the meeting.

Nominations to membership and letters rela-

ting to the general business of the association

should be sent to the permanent secretary,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.

It is strongly urged that each member should

make an effort to secure the nomination of

some desirable new member.

The local executive committee for the

Cleveland meeting consists of Charles F.

Brush, honorary chairman; Frank P. Whit-

man, chairman; Dayton C. Miller, secretary;

Worcester E. Warner, chairman, finance com-

mittee; Miss Jean Dawson, Theodore M.

Focke, Edward P. Hyde, Franklin T. Jones,
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Charles A. Marple, Eobert L. Short, Albert

W. Smith, Harry W. Springsteen, Olin F.

Tower and Frederic C. Waite. The finance

committee consists of Worcester E. Warner,

chairman, Edward P. Hyde and J. Eobert

Grouse. For all matters relating to the local

arrangements Dr. Dayton C. Miller, local sec-

retary. Case School of Applied Science, Cleve-

land, Ohio, should be addressed.

Members of Sections A, B, F, G, H, K and

L are referred to the following ruling of the

council

:

Sesolved, That at the annual meetings of the

Association each section shall prepare a program

of general interest to scientific men, which shall

occupy an afternoon session, or, if desired by the

sectional committee, both morning and afternoon

sessions of the same day. This program shall

include the vice-presidential address.

Sesolved, That, as it is the policy of the Asso-

ciation to avoid competition with programs pre-

sented before the special national societies, the

sections are recommended to arrange no programs

of special papers for the annual meetings:

Provided, that the corresponding national society

meets at the same time and place.

Members of Section C, D, E and I, by

reason of there being no correlative affiliated

society designated to meet at Cleveland, are

requested to send to the respective section

secretaries information concerning papers they

may desire to submit for the Cleveland meet-

ing.

The societies meeting at Cleveland during

convocation week are as follows:

American Association of Anatcmists.—Meets on

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 31

to January 2, in anatomical and histological labo-

ratories. Western Keserve Medical School. Secre-

tary, Dr. G. Carl Huber, University of Michigan,

Aim Arbor, Mich.

American Anthropological Association.—^Meets

from Monday to Friday, December 30 to January

3. Joint session with American Folk-Lore Society

and with Section H, A. A. A. S., for presidential

address on Wednesday, January 1, at 2:30 P.M.

Secretary, Dr. George Grant MacCurdy, Tale Uni-

versity Museum, New Haven, Conn.

Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of

America.—Will meet on dates to be announced.

Will hold joint session with Section A, A. A. A. S.,

on Tuesday, December 31, 1912. Secretary, Pro-

fessor Philip Fox, Dearborn Observatory, Evans-

ton, ni.

American Society of Biological Chemists.—^Meets

on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, December

30 to January 1. Joint session with American

Physiological Society on date to be announced.

Secretary, Professor A. N. Eichards, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Botanical Society of America.—Meets Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday, December 31 to January

2. Joint sessions with Section G, A. A. A. S., and

American Phytopathological Society on dates to be

announced. Secretary, Dr. George T. Moore, Mis-

souri Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Mo.

Botanists of the Central States.—Will hold

short business meeting on date to be announced.

Secretary, Dr. Henry C. Cowles, University of

Chicago, Chicago, HI.

Americati Association of Economic Entomolo-

gists.—Meets Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

January 1 to 3. Secretary, Albert F. Burgess,

Melrose Highlands, Mass.

Entomological Society of America.—Meets on

Tuesday and Wednesday, December 31 and Jan-

uary 1. Public address on Wednesday, January 1,

at 8 P.M. Secretary, Professor Alex. D. Mac-

Gillivray, 603 West Michigan Avenue, Urbana, 111.

American Federation of Teachers of the Mathe-

matical and the Natural Sciences.—Meets on Tues-

day, December 31. Secretary, Dr. Eugene E.

Smith, The Park School, Auchentoroly Terrace,

Baltimore, Md.

American Folk-Lore Society.—Meets on dates

to be announced. Joint session on Wednesday,

January 1, with Section H, A. A. A. S., and

American Anthropological Association. Secretary,

Dr. Charles Peabody, Peabody Museum, Cam-

bridge, Mass.

American Association of Official Horticultural

Inspectors.—Meets on Thursday and Friday, Jan-

uary 2 and 3. Secretary, Professor T. B. Symons,

College Park, Md.

Society for Horticultural Science.—^Meets on

Tuesday, December 31. Secretary, Professor C. P.

Close, College Park, Md.

American Mathematical Society.—Meets on

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 31

to January 2. Joint session on Tuesday, December

31, with Section A (and probably Section B).

Secretary, Professor F. N. Cole, 501 West 116th

Street, New York City.

American Microscopical Society.—^Meets on
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Tuesday and Wednesday, December 31 and Jan-

uary 1. Joint sessions with Sections F and G,

A. A. A. S., on dates to be announced. Secretary,

Professor T. W. Galloway, James Millikin Uni-

versity, Decatur, 111.

American Society of Naturalists.—Meets on

Thursday, January 2. Will hold symposium on

"Adaptation." Secretary, Dr. A. L. Treadwell,

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

American Nature-Study Society.—Meets on

Monday and Tuesday, December 30 and 31. Will

probably hold joint session with School Garden

Association of America on date to be announced.

Secretary, Professor Elliot R. Downing, University

of Chicago, Chicago, HI.

Society for Pharmacology and Experimental

Therapeutics.—Meets on Monday and Tuesday,

December 30 and 31. Secretary, Dr. John Auer,

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, New
York City.

American Physical Society.—Meets in joint ses-

sions in charge of Section B, A. A. A. S., on dates

to be announced. Secretary, Dr. Ernest Merritt,

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

American Physiological Society.-—Meets on Mon-

day, Tuesday and Wednesday, December 30 to

January 1, in physiological laboratory. Western

Reserve Medical School. Joint session with Sec-

tion K, A. A. A. S., on Wednesday, January 1.

Secretary, Dr. A. J. Carlson, University of Chi-

cago, Chicago, HI.

American Psychological Association.—Meets on

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, December 30

to January 1. Joint sessions with Sections P and

L, A. A. A. S., on dates to be announced. Secre-

tary, Professor W. V. Bingham, Dartmouth Col-

lege, Hanover, N. H.

American Phytopathological Association.—^Meeta

on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

December 31 to January 3. Will hold joint ses-

sions with Section G, A. A. A. S., and with the

Botanical Society of America on dates to be an-

nounced. Secretary, Dr. C. L. Shear, U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

School Garden Association of America.—Will

hold joint session with American Nature-Study

Society on date to be announced. Secretary, Dick

J. Crosby, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Wash-

ington, D. C.

Association of Official Seed Analysts.—^Will

hold meetings on Thursday, January 2. Secretary,

Edgar Brown, U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C.

American Society of Zoologists.—Joint meeting

of Eastern and Central Branches, on Monday,

Tuesday and Wednesday, December 30 to January

1. Joint session with Section F, A. A. A. S., on

date to be announced. Joint meeting with Amer-

ican Society of Naturalists on Thursday, January

2. Secretary in charge. Dr. Wintea-ton C. Curtis,

University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. Secretary

(Eastern Branch), Dr. John H. Gerould, Dart-

mouth College, Hanover, N. H.

Gamma Alpha Graduate Scientific Fraternity.—
Will hold annual convention, council meeting and
banquet on Tuesday, December 31, 1912. H. E.

Howe, recorder, Ashland, Va.

Sigma Xi.—Will hold annual convention with

banquet on date to be announced. H. T. Eddy,

president, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,

Minn.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
It is announced from Stockholm that the

Nobel prize for chemistry has been divided

betv7een M. Grignard, of Nancy, and M. Sabat-

tier, of Toulouse, and the prize in physics to

Mr. Gustaf Dalen, head of the Stockholm Gas
Company. The prize in literature has been

awarded to Dr. Gerhart Hauptmann, of Berlin.

Dk. Alexis Carrel, of the Eockefeller Insti-

tute for Medical Eesearch, who has been

awarded the Nobel prize in medicine, was

given a reception at the College of the City of

New York, on November 16. Among those

who made addresses in appreciation of his

work were President Taft and M. Jusserand,

the French ambassador.

Professor Charles S. Minot, of Harvard

University, and Professor William M. Sloane,

of Columbia University, gave their inaugural

lectures at the University of Berlin, on Oc-

tober 31. The German emperor and the em-

press were present at the ceremony.

A BANQUET will be tendered to Dr. Theodore

N. Gill, associate of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, professor emeritus of George Washing-

ton University, and a founder of the Cosmos

Club, at the Cosmos Club on December 13, as

a token of esteem, in affectionate commemora-

tion of the completion of the seventy-fifth year

of his age and fifty-sixth year of publication

of his contributions to knowledge.
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The secretary of the interior lias announced

the appointment of Mr. David White as chief

geologist of the United States Geological Sur-

vey to succeed Mr. Waldemar Lindgren, who
leaves Washington to hecome Rogers professor

of geology and head of the geological depart-

ment of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. Dr. F. L. Eansome succeeds Mr.

Lindgren as chief of the section of economic

geology of metalliferous deposits. Mr. Lind-

gren retains his position as one of the geolo-

gists of the survey. He will probahly take up

for the survey next summer the study of the

Homestake mine, South Dakota, and has in

view also some reconnaissance work in soiith-

western Arizona.

The General Education Board of lY Battery

Place, New York City, announces that Mr.

Abraham Mexner has become a member of its

staff. Mr. Flexner is the author of " The
American College" (1908), and of the "Bul-

letins on Medical Education in the United

States and Canada " (1910) and " Medical

Education in Europe " (1912), issued by the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching.

M. Emile Boutroux, known for his contri-

butions to philosophy, has been elected a mem-
ber of the French Academy.

The gold medal for science of the Prussian

government has been conferred on Dr. Walther

Nernst, professor of chemistry at Berlin.

The Swedish Medical Society has conferred

the Eetzius gold medal on Dr. John Newport
Langley, professor of physiology in the Uni-

versity of Cambridge, for his work on the

nervous system.

The Weber-Parkes prize of 150 guineas and

a silver medal, founded in 1895 by Sir Her-

mann Weber in memory of the late Dr. E. A.

Parkes, and awarded every third year to the

author of the best essay on tuberculosis, has

been awarded by the Royal College of Physi-

cians to Mr. J. A. D. Eadcliiie, pathologist to

the King Edward VII. Sanatorium, Midhurst.

Br. Jacques Huber, director of the Goeldi

Museum of Natural History and of the Bo-

tanical Garden of Para, Brazil, has been visit-

ing the scientific institutions of the United

States.

Walter Sheldon Tower, associate professor

of geography in the University of Chicago, has

returned from a seven months' tour of investi-

gation of the economic, geographic and com-

mercial conditions of Chile, the Argentine Re-

public, Uruguay and Brazil.

Mr. D. W. Berky, magnetic observer of the

department of terrestrial magnetism, Car-

negie Institution of Washington, left Biskra,

Algeria, on October 29 for a trans-Saharan

trip to Timbuktu. Mr. Berky is accompanied

by Mr. H. E. Sawyer, magnetic observer of the

department, an interpreter and caravan party.

The expedition will require from four to five

months' time and it is expected much valuable

magnetic data will be secured.

J. Paul Goode, associate professor of geog-

raphy in the University of Chicago, has well

advanced toward completion a series of wall

maps for colleges and universities—an attempt

to produce in America maps of as high quality

as those of Germany.

Princeton University has inaugurated a

course of public lectures by members of the

faculty on " Some Aspects of the Rennais-

sance." The lectures include " Philosophy,"

by Professor Kemp-Smith ;
" Natural Sci-

ence," by Professor Trowbridge, and " The
Medieval Mind," by Dr. Stewart Paton.

Under the auspices of the department of

geology of Columbia University an illustrated

public lecture was given by Dr. Herman Le

Roy Fairchild, professor of geology in the

University of Rochester on " Glacial Geology

of New York State," on November 12.

Professor C. F. Hodge, of Clark College,

Worcester, Mass., addressed the Science Club

of the University of Wisconsin on " Fly Ex-

termination as a Problem in University Biol-

ogy," on November 6, 1912.

Professor Robert A. Millikan, of the de-

partment of physics in the University of Chi-

cago, who recently presented papers before the

Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft in Ber-

lin and the Dundee meeting of the British As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science, is
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to give the annual Sigma Xi address at the

University of Kansas early in November and

also an address before the Kansas State Teach-

ers' Association in Topeka on the subject of

" Recent Discoveries in Physics and Chem-
istry."

At the annual meeting of the Kansas Teach-

ers' Association, held at Topeka, November 7

and 8, Professors David Eugene Smith and

Maurice A. Bigelow, of Teachers College, Co-

lumbia University, delivered addresses, the

former on " Teaching Mathematics," and the

latter on " Biology as Applied Science."

The following non-resident lecturers in

highway engineering at Columbia University

have been appointed for the 1912-13 session:

John A. Bensel, New York state engineer;

William H. Connell, chief. Bureau of High-

ways and Street Cleaning, Philadelphia;

Morris L. Cooke, director, Department of

Public Works, Philadelphia; C. A. Crane, sec-

retary, the General Contractors Association;

W. W. Crosby, chief engineer to the Mary-

land Geological Survey and consulting engi-

neer, Baltimore; Charles Henry Davis, presi-

dent, National Highways Association; A. W.
Dow, chemical and consulting paving engi-

neer. New York City; Walter H. Eulweiler,

engineer, Research Department, United Gas

Improvement Company; John M. Goodell,

editor-in-chief. Engineering Record; D. L.

Hough, president, the United Engineering and

Contracting Company; Arthur N. Johnson,

state highway engineer of Illinois; Nelson P.

Lewis, chief engineer, Board of Estimate and

Apportionment, New York City; J. C. Nagle,

professor of civil engineering and dean of the

School of Engineering, Agricultural and Me-

chanical College of Texas; Harold Parker,

first vice-president, Hassam Paving Company;

H. B. Pullar, assistant manager and chief

chemist, the American Asphaltum and Rubber

Company; J. M. F. de Pulligny, ingenieur en

chef des ponts et chaussees, et directeur. Mis-

sion Erangaise d'Ingenieurs aux Etats-Unis;

John R. Rablin, chief engineer, Massachu-

setts Metropolitan Park Commission; Clifford

Richardson, consulting engineer. New York

City; Philip P. Sharpies, chief chemist, Bar-

rett Manufacturing Company; Francis P.

Smith, chemical and consulting paving engi-

neer. New York City; Albert Sommer, con-

sulting chemist, Philadelphia ; George W. Till-

son, consulting engineer to the president of

the Borough of Brooklyn.

The following lectures are announced at the

Royal College of Physicians, London, during

November: the FitzPatriek lectures by Dr.

Raymond Crawfurd on " The History of Med-

icine " on November Y, 12, 14 and 19, the sub-

ject being " Echoes of Pestilence in Literature

and Art " ; the Horace Dobell lecture by Dr.

C. J. Martin, on " Insect Porters of Bacterial

Infection," on November 21.

The eighty-seventh Christmas course of

juvenile lectures, founded at the Royal Insti-

tution in 1826 by Michael Faraday, will be de-

livered this year by Professor Sir James

Dewar, LL.D., D.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S., Fullerian

professor of chemistry. The lectures will be

experimentally illustrated, and the subjects

are as follows :
" Alchemy," Saturday, Decem-

ber 28 ;
" Atoms," December 31 ;

" Light," Jan-

uary 2 ; " Clouds," January 4 ;
" Meteorites,"

January 7 ;
" Frozen Worlds," January 9.

The lecture hour is 3 o'clock.

As a memorial to the late Professor Tait it

is proposed to establish an additional chair of

physics at Edinburgh, for which it is hoped to

collect at least £20,000. The chair would be

connected with the department of Tait's work

in which he achieved especially conspicuous

success—namely, the application of mathe-

matics to the solution of physical problems,

including those which bear upon engineering

and other departments of applied science.

At a meeting held at the Mansion House to

establish a memorial to Lord Lister, it was de-

cided to put up a medallion in Westminster

Abbey; to erect a monument in a public place

in London; and to found an International

Lister Memorial Fund for the advancement of

surgery.

Dr. Oliver Clinton Wendell, assistant pro-

fessor of astronomy in Harvard University,

died at Belmont on the fifth instant, in the

sixty-eighth year of his age.
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Mr. Henry Groves, who with his brother,

Mr. James Groves, is the author of important

contributions to botany, died in London on

November 2, aged fifty-seven years.

Dr. Heinrich Eitthausen, formerly pro-

fessor of agricultural chemistry at Konigsberg,

has died at the age of eighty-seven years.

UNIVEBSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
Mr. George F. Baker, president of the First

National Banls of New York City, has given a

large sum, reported in the newspapers to be

$2,000,000, to bring about an alliance between

the New York Hospital and the Cornell Med-
ical College.

Dr. Arthur T. Cabot, a fellow of Harvard

University, has bequeathed $100,000 to the

Harvard Medical School and the larger part

of his estate, estimated at $500,000, to Har-

vard University, after the death of Mrs. Cabot.

According to the accounting of the execu-

tors of the estate of George Crocker, Columbia

University receives $1,566,635 for the Crocker

Cancer Eesearch Fund.

It is announced at the University of Roch-

ester that $262,510 has been contributed to the

endowment fund by alumni living elsewhere.

Dr. L. E. Holt, of New York City, gave $10,-

000; J. Sloat Fassett, of Elmira, $5,000, and

F. E. Welles, of Paris, $12,000.

An annual fund of $15,000 for the purpose

of carrying on research work in medicine at

the University of Toronto has been subscribed

for five years by a few citizens of Toronto, who
have become interested in medical education

through the efforts of Professor Alexander Mc-
Phedran, head of the department of medicine.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie has offered to the

University of Paris the last $20,000 necessary

for equipping the new Institute of Chemistry

in course of erection in the Eue Pierre Curie.

Graduate students in the department of bot-

any at the University of Chicago have re-

ceived the following appointments from other

institutions for the present year: Joseph S.

Caldwell, fellow in the department, to be pro-

fessor of botany at the Alabama Polytechnic

Institute; Charles A. ShuU, to be assistant

professor of plant physiology at the Univer-

sity of Kansas; Ansel F. Hemenway, to be

professor of biology at Transylvania Univer-

sity, Kentucky; Claude W. Allee, to be in-

structor in plant physiology at the University

of Illinois ; Norma E. Pfeiifer, to be instructor

in botany at the University of North Dakota,

and Eachel E. Hoffstadt, to be instructor in

charge of biology at Marshall College, West

Virginia.

Donald W. Davis, for the past three years

a student in the graduate school of arts and

sciences of Harvard University, has been ap-

pointed assistant professor of zoology in Clark

College, Worcester, Mass.

In consequence of the additional grant made

by the London County Council to the Univer-

sity of London, professorships of mathematics

and of civil engineering have been established

at King's College. To the former Dr. J. W.
Nicholson, lecturer at Cambridge, has been

appointed, and to the latter Mr. A. H.

Jameson, engineer of the Thirlmere aqueduct.

A professorship of mathematics has also been

established at Bedford College, to which Mr.

Harold Hilton, of the college, has been

promoted.

Dr. p. Ehrenfest, of St. Petersburg, has

been appointed professor of physics at Leiden.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESPONDENCE

a simple demonstration of the action op

NATURAL selection

In a recent presidential address, an eminent

biologist referred to " such highly speculative

disciplines as natural selection, Neo-Lamarck-

ianism, neo-vitalism, etc." The criticism of

natural selection implied by such association

would have been quite in place a few years

ago. Since it represents a widely prevailing

opinion at the present time, it may not be out

of order once more^ to direct attention to the

fact that natural selection is no longer neces-

^ The progress which has recently been made by

biometricians in the investigations of the selective

death rate—the mortality which is not random

but which is a function of the characteristics of

the individual—has been reviewed in a paper,
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sarily a "highly speculative discipline," but

rather a field for quantitative research. Weight

may be given to this statement by a brief de-

scription of an experiment made this year at

the Station for Experimental Evolution.

Much of the biometric work on selective mor-

tality has necessarily been of a highly statis-

tical character, but this particular experiment

has the virtue of extreme simplicity. In the

spring of 1912, a series of about 238,000 bean

seedlings veas examined for morphological

variations to serve as a basis for experiments

in selection within the " pure line." Of these,

about" 4,217 abnormal' and 5,030 normal* seed-

lings were transplanted to the field. In doing

this great care was used to maintain precisely

comparable conditions for both normal and

abnormal plants. As plants died, from any

cause" whatever, their labels were brought in

and at harvest time a summary was prepared

showing the numbers of seedlings failing to

develop to fertile maturity.

Of the 5,030 normal plants, 226, or 4.493 per

cent., died. Of the 4,217 seedlings showing

some morphological variation from type, 286,

or 6.782 per cent., failed to reach maturity.

'
' The Measurement of Natural Selection, '

' ap-

pearing in The Popular Science Monthly, Vol. 78,

pp. 621-638, 1911. Several other studies have

been published since the writing of that r^sumg.

' The numbers given here are substantially cor-

rect, but may be slightly modified when the records

are verified by cheeking against the labels of the

individual plants. This can not conveniently be

done until the 8,000 and more individually wrapped

plants are opened for shelling and planting in the

spring of 1913.

'Abnormal includes all morphological devia-

tions from the normal type.

' For every abnormal seedling found at least

one normal was taken quite at random from the

same seed flat. The chief reason for the excess of

normals is that in some lines the quantity of seed

was not as large as necessary for securing a good

number of abnormals, and in these cases normals

were planted to avoid losing the line.

"An exception is made in the case of a large

area of plants which were completely ruined when
nearly ripe by obviously non-selective causes out-

side the experimenter's control.

Death Rate
of Typical
Seedlings

4.85
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fifteen out of the sixteen lots the failure is

higher among the abnormal than among the

normal plants.

The material is classified in only the alter-

native categories, normal and ahnormal, or

typical and atypical—of which the latter is

highly complex, comprising many difl'erent

morphological variations in their permuta-

tions. Possibly, some types among the atypical

show a lower mortality than the typical seed-

lings. "When materials are ample I hope to

determine approximately the selective value of

each of the chief types of variation, both alone

and in various combinations. In the mean-

time, the data given here may serve to record

another case of the quantitative demonstra-

tion of a selective death rate.

J. Aethur Haeris

Carnegie Institution of Washington

the domain op computational astronomy

To THE Editor of Science: In the light of

Professor Campbell's criticism (Science, Oc-

tober 25) it is to be regretted that I did not

state explicitly that the domain of computa-

tional astronomy is much larger than that of

the determination of orbits. This is so ob-

viously true that it did not occur to me that

my remarks could be misinterpreted. Let me
amend, therefore, with the statement that

Buchholz's Klinkerfues's " Theoretische As-

tronomie " belongs in the general field of com-

putational astronomy.

My remark that the computational field

might perhaps be called the bookkeeping, or

auditing, department of astronomy may have

been " unfortunate." Since it incurred the

criticism of Professor Campbell I feel quite

certain it was. But there is nothing in his

communication which leads me to doubt its

essential accuracy.

This classification of "theoretical astron-

omy," which was made only in the interest of

exactness, clearly does not imply any disre-

spect for computation which is of great value

not only in astronomy but in many other sub-

jects. W. D. MacMillan

Univeesity of Chicago,

October 25, 1912

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Gould and Pyle's Cyclopedia of Practical

Medicine and Surgery, with particular refer-

ence to diagnosis and treatment. Second

edition, revised and enlarged by E. J. E.

Scott, M.D., with six hundred and fifty-

three illustrations. Philadelphia, P. Blakis-

ton's Son & Co. Eoyal 8vo. 1912.

In our times the medical sciences malce

such rapid advances that medical text-books

and encyclopedic works are soon out of date.

It was therefore a happy idea and a meritori-

ous work of Dr. Scott to revise and republish

Gould and Pyle's valuable " Cyclopedia,"

which first appeared in 1900. The new edi-

tion retains the excellent features of the first

and new ones have been added. The list of

contributors is a guaranty of the sterling

value of the book.

The work is in size and arrangement of

contents very much like those eminently prac-

tical encyclopedias of Forbes (1833), Todd

(1835), Tweedie (1840), Quain (1882), which

differed notably from the huge German and

French works of a similar character, like

those of Eulenburg (1886-89) and Decham-

bre (1864^89), in that they condensed a very

large amount of knowledge in one or two vol-

umes. What the general practitioner wants is

not a cumbersome work of reference of

twenty or thirty volumes, where he has to

wade through a lengthy and exhaustive ex-

position of a subject, but a concise presenta-

tion of the salient facts, which he can take in

in a few minutes. Such a book is the one

before us. It is the only medical reference

book of its kind in America and it may truly

be said that it fills a much needed want.

On examining the book the reader is at

once struck at the large amount of knowledge

compressed in such a small space. It is, in-

deed, the comparatively small size of the

book which gives it a great advantage over

similar works. The writers have succeeded

in giving the essential and important points

of the various subjects in the most concise

form. Titles like cerebrospinal meningitis,

heart-disease, infant feeding, malarial fever.
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nephritis, tumors of the spinal cord, examina-

tion of urine, are presented in a most effective

manner. Equally well handled are the surgi-

cal subjects. Especially worthy of mention

are the titles aneurysm, gunshot wounds,

hernia, surgery of the intestines, neck and

stomach.

Diagnosis forms a valuable part of the

work. Besides the portions on diagnosis under

the various diseases such general titles as

physical diagnosis of the abdomen, examina-

tion of the blood, examination of the chest

and heart, pain, are presented in a concise

and most interesting manner. The same

observation applies to the portions which give

the treatment of the various diseases.

Among the specialties the eye is especially

skiKuUy treated. The titles cataract, cornea,

glaucoma, lenses, trachoma, deserve special

mention.

The work contains the latest discoveries in

medicine. We find in it an account of Bier's

hyperemic treatment. Brill's disease, hook-

worm disease, immunity, opsonines, pellagra,

serum therapy. The title syphilis contains

the latest additions to our knowledge of this

disease; it gives a clear and concise exposi-

tion of the Wassermann reaction and of the

new treatment with salvarsan.

And now we come to the defects; they are

few. Some subjects are perhaps too lengthily

treated, as for instance, climatology, consti-

pation, life assurance, the latter title taking

up more than six pages, which is out of pro-

portion to the general concision of the work.

We miss some titles like adalin, decompres-

sion of the brain, intratracheal insufflation,

vestibular nystagmus, pantopon and a few

others. But all in all the work is as complete

as can be expected. The few defects are easily

outweighed by the many merits the work pos-

sesses.

A number of tables of the arteries, muscles,

nerves, poisons, reflexes, tumors, etc., form a

valuable addition. There are 653 illustrations,

those on anatomy and surgery being especially

good. On the whole it may be said of this

work that its defects are few, its merits many

and the general practitioner will find it a val-

uable aid in the daily routine of his work.

A. Allemann
Aemy Medical Museum

Genera Insectorum, 122me Fascicule. Der-

maptera. By Malcolm Burr, D.Sc. Brus-

sels, Wytsman. December 15, 1911. Pp.

112, 9 plates.

Since De Borman in 1900 gave to the world

in " Das Thierreich " his " Monograph of the

Dermaptera," the number of species known to

science has been doubled and the number of

genera erected by various authors has been

quadrupled. In 1910 Dr. Malcolm Burr pub-

lished a volume upon the Dermaptera of

India, Burmah and Ceylon, which was issued

as one of the volumes of " The Fauna of Brit-

ish India" which is being printed under the

auspices of the Indian government. At the

time of its appearance that work was noticed

by the present writer in the columns of Sci-

ence. The work before us is an advance upon
the former treatise in so far forth as it en-

deavors to outline the classification of the

dermapterous fauna of the world, giving the

characters of the various genera, lists of the

known species, and their synonymy.

The author recognizes three suborders. The
first, the Arixenina, is parasitic, and thus far

is known by but one genus and species,

Arixenia esau, described by Dr. Karl Jordan

in 1909. This curious insect has the eyes only

feebly developed, is apterous, and inhabits the

pouch of the Javan bat Cheiromeles torquatus

Horsfield. The second suborder, the Hemi-

merina, is likewise represented by a single

genus and species. It is also parasitic, living

on the widely distributed African rodent,

Cricetomys gamhianus Waterhouse. It is

viviparous, apterous and totally blind. The

third suborder comprises the Eorficulina, or

ear-wigs proper, which are oviparous, have

fully developed eyes, are either winged or

apterous, and have the cerci developed into

horny forceps. None of them are parasitic.

In the latter suborder the author recognizes

three super-families, the Protodermaptera.
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divided into two families in which are in-

cluded fifty-two genera; the Paradermaptera,

in which there is but one family, including

two genera; and the Eudermaptera, divided

into three families, containing seventy-seven

genera.

Dr. Burr is recognized to-day as the most

eminent student of this order of insects, which

until recently has been somewhat neglected,

but with which, thanks to his patience and

learning, no entomologist need now claim ig-

norance for lack of adequate and authoritative

treatises upon the subject. The end of Dr.

Burr's labors has not, however, been reached,

and he intimates that he is preparing a still

more complete and elaborate work, which will

deal with all known species from all parts of

the world. When this task shall have been

completed no order of insects will have been

more thoroughly monographed than this.

The plates illustrating the present work are

excellent, and with the exception of a few

errors in punctuation the tjrpography is as

good as the illustrations.

W. J. Holland

College Zoology. By Robert W. Hegner.

Macmillan. 1912. Pp. xxv+ Y33.

In this book " (1) Animals and their organs

are not only described, but their functions are

pointed out; (2) the animals described are in

most cases native species; and (3) the rela-

tions of the animals to man are emphasized."

The discussion of each phylum is introduced

by an account of one or more types. The

general plan is not unlike that in Parker and

Haswell's " Text-book of Zoology." Hegner's

book will, however, probably prove to be better

suited to American students because it dis-

cusses types they may meet every day.

The book is progressive and up-to-date.

Such topics as the recent work on the hook-

worm in the United States, and the investiga-

tions of the United States Department of

Agriculture on bird foods are considered.

Many old familiar names are replaced by more

modern terms and we find TricMnella for

Trichina, Amelia for Amoeha, DoUchoglossus

for Balanoglossus, Anthozoa for Actinozoa,

Branchiostoma for AmpMoxus, etc. The
derivation of all scientific terms is given, and

there is full citation of the authorities for

figures. Pew of the figures are original, but

have been largely selected from other works.

They are good for the most part.

Evidences of carelessness or hasty prepara-

tion appear in several places. Por example,

it is said that in the Metazoa, " the entoderm

becomes the epithelium of the digestive tract,

pharynx and respiratory tract" (p. 89)—

a

statement that will not hold true for all in-

vertebrates; the aboral pole of crinoids is said

to be " Usually with cirri or sometimes with

a stalk " (p. 190) when the opposite is true

;

the eyes of the crayfish are said " to produce

an erect mosaic or ' apposition image ' " (p.

286), which would doubtless lead a student to

believe that the two types of images were the

same ; on page 300 " Cyclops " is referred to as

a species; Branchipus stagnalis is said to be a

form of Ariemia salina (p. 293), a view that

has long been given up; Polychosrus is listed

as a triclad turbellarian (p. 156) ; the peri-

cardium is affirmed to be a part of the coelom

(p. 406). The book is remarkably free from
typographical errors.

In the opinion of the reviewer this work is

the best general college text-book of zoology

that has been written up to the present time

for use in the United States. The publishers

have done their part in excellent fashion; the

text is generally clear and understandable;

the figures are good; and there is a fine index.

The book contains many loose statements and

some small errors; the writer has evidently

been actuated by a desire to get out a good

book quicTcly and has not always made con-

servative statements nor cheeked errors care-

fully. Nevertheless these defects are not

serious enough to detract from the general

value or usefulness of the work and it will

doubtless continue to be popular for several

years. A second printing has already been

issued.

A. S. Pearse
Univeesitt op Wisconsin
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SPECIAL ABTICLES

THE EXPLANATION OF A NEW SEX RATIO IN

DROSOPHILA

Extraordinary sex ratios have appeared at

three different times in our stocks of Droso-
phila. Quackenbush described the first case.'

Miss E. Eawls met with another case. Her
results are now in press." A third case has
quite recently appeared in one of my other

cultures not related to the last. During the

past summer Miss Eawls turned over some of

her stock to me. At that time some females
were producing two females to one male, and
other females equal numbers of both sexes.

If sex is determined by a factor in the sex

chromosomes it seemed probable that some
change had occurred in this chromosome.
Several possibilities suggested themselves and
were tested by means of the following crosses.

I mated virgin females (red eyes) of Eawls's
stock, in pairs, to white-eyed males. All the

offspring had red eyes. Some of the F^ fe-

males gave the 2:1 ratio. When these fe-

males were bred to white-eyed males again
the following results were obtained:

Bed 2 Red c?

2

White ?
452

White t?

374

The unusual ratio is evidently due to the

almost complete disappearance of the red-

ayed males, equality in all four classes being
the normal expectation for this cross. On the

face of these returns it seemed likely that

some lethal factor must be contained in the

single sex chromosome of the lost males. The
lethal portion of this chromosome is derived
from the red-eyed grandmother that gave the

abnormal sex ratio. If this is the correct ex-

planation, then, as the following analysis

shows, all the red-eyed females in the last re-

sult should give a 2 : 1 ratio irrespective of the

male to which they are bred. This, in fact, is

the case. Similarly, the white-eyed females
should give the usual 1 : 1 ratio ; and this also

proved true. The only doubtful point is the

^Science, 1910.
" Biol. Bulletin.

case of the two red-eyed males. If the lethal

factor contained in the chromosome in ques-
tion should occasionally " cross over " from the
red factor, then a red-producing chromosome
would result, which, if it went into a male,
should give a normal male. To test this these
males were united to normal females and gave
normal sex ratios. The daughters of these
were then tested individually and all have pro-
duced normal ratios. The explanation holds.

Conversely, there are expected a few white fe-

males due to crossing over that contain the
lethal factor. The chance of obtaining one is

approximately 1 in 200 times. As yet this

test has not been carried out. The formulas
which illustrate the relation just described
are as follows:

Let X= the ordinary sex chromosome and
X the sex chromosome that carries the lethal

factor. The factor for red eye, R, and its

allelomorph for white eyes, W, are carried by
the sex chromosomes. The original female
that gave a 2 : 1 ratio would have the formula
•S^— Rx and the white-eyed male WZ—
Then

Bed 2 EX — B.X

White (? WX~
MX WX = red $
Sx WX = red ?
MX = red c?

Of the two kinds of red females we are con-
cerned here only with RxWX. If she is mated
to a white-eyed male the results are:

Mx —WX
WX
WX WX = white ?
Mx WX = red $
WX == white c?

Mx =—
In both cases the male with the lethal fac-

tor does not develop, or dies. He does not,

therefore, appear in the results except in those

rare cases (the two cases above) where an in-

terchange takes place between the sex chromo-

some in the female Rx— WX, so that there

results RX—Wx.
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It is obvious on the other hand that half of

the females also contain one sex chromosome

that carries the lethal factor. They are saved

by the other sex chromosome, but they will

transmit the fatal dose to half of their sons

who die and to half of their daughters who

live.

The same test has been made with another

sex-linked character, viz., miniature wings and

the same results obtained. If, however, the

lethal factor separates from the red-white fac-

tor (E— W) only once in 200 times it must be

near that factor, on my hypothesis of the

linear order of the factors in the chromo-

somes. If it does then we can calculate how
often the crossing over for the wing factor

should occur. In brief, we predicted the ratio

of long and miniature-winged males that are

expected in the back cross, i. e., how many
long-winged males would escape the fatal dose.

The prediction was verified. For example,

in F, there were obtained

910

it?
156 243

The number of cross-over males is 156, the

number expected for the total number (399)

of males is 133 ; this excess of long males is in

the direction which the known differences in

viability of long versus miiniature might pro-

duce.

Similarly for the sex-linked factor for

"eosin eyes." This factor lies near to the

factor for red {B), hence in an experiment

similar to the one with white eyes, red-eyed

males should be rare. Up to the present time,

411 Fj eosin males have emerged and one red-

eyed male. The expectation is two red males

to 400 eosin males.

T. H. Morgan

COMPLETE LINKAGE IN THE SECOND CHROMOSOME

OF THE MALE OF DROSOPHILA

It has been shown recently' that the non-

sex-linked factors that give black and wingless

flies are linked to each other. In the F„ gen-

eration (from Pj black winged by gray wing-

less) there were produced:

' Morgan and Lynch, Biol. Bull., Vol. XXIII.,

p. 174, August, 1912.

GW BW Gw
2,316 1,146 737

1^0 black, wingless flies appeared which

seemed due to close linkage between the fac-

tors in question. Yet, when Fj gray, wingless

females were tested by breeding to black,

winged males quite a number of black flies

were obtained in the first generation (15 to

125). The explanation offered was that

" crossing-over " or breaking the linkage oc-

curred so rarely that in the production of the

F, generation no two wingless black gametes

had happened to meet.

In order to test how often crossing-over oc-

curred, the experiment was repeated, but this

time the F^ females and males were tested for

cross-overs by mating them to black wingless

flies. Thus, black, winged females were mated

to gray, wingless males and gave Fj gray,

winged flies. The F, males were tested with

black wingless females and gave

:

BW 2 ^W c? Gw 2 Gw S
514 478 355 366

These results show that there has been no

crossing-over in the F^ heterozygous males.

The converse cross was as follows: Gray,

winged females were bred to black, wingless

males and produced gray, winged males and

females. The F^ males were bred, as before,

to black, wingless females, and gave:

GW $ GW c? Biu $ Bw S
213 171 154 123

Here again the combination that went into

the Fj male remained intact.

Similar crosses in which the F^ females were

tested gave a different result : When F^ gray,

winged females (out of black, winged females

by gray, wingless males) were bred to black,

wingless males there were obtained:

BW2 BW^ GW2 GWS Bw2 BwJ Gw? Gw^
696 717 305 273 180 127 606 511

The converse cross, viz., F„ gray, winged fe-

males (out of gray, winged females by black,

wingless males) were bred to black, wingless

males and gave:

BW2 BW^ GW2 GWS JBw2 Sw^ Gw^ GwS
222 191 1,018 928 668 657 202 146

Adding the last two results together, it is
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found that the percentage of " crossing-over

"

in the female is 21.9.

These experiments make clear, first, that

there is no crossing-over in the male (at least

for the number of cases here recorded) ; sec-

ond, that in the female the gametic ratio is

aiout one to four.

The bearing of the results on the explana-

tion of the absence of crossing-over of sex-

linked characters in the male is obvious. In

that case the presence of only one sex chromo-

some in the male made crossing-over impos-

sible, and this was the explanation offered.

But the factors concerned v^ith black and

wingless lie in a different chromosome (in the

sense that they are linked to each other and

not to any sex-linked factor) which is present

in duplex in both sexes, yet crossing over oc-

curs in one sex only. Whether this second

chromosome is the one to which in Drosophila

the sex chromosome is attached can not be

stated, and the question must be left unsettled

until we have tested the crossing-over of

other factors in this and in other chromo-

somes.

As Mr. A. H. Sturtevant has pointed out

to me, the case here recorded offers appar-

ently an explanation of cases in plants recently

described by Bateson and others.^ When the

two dominants enter from different sides no

crossing over is apparent, as seen in the first

case recorded above ("complete repulsion").

When the two dominants enter from the same

side there is evidence of crossing over (" par-

tial coupling"), as shown by the following

example. Gray, winged females were mated

to black, wingless males, and gave gray,

winged Fj offspring. These inbred produced

the following F^ classes

:

BW GW
246

Bw
65

Gw
18

These results in the F, generation are of the

same kind as those that Bateson and Punnett

have recorded for peas, etc. Back-crossing

has shown in the flies that the results are due

to failure of " crossing-over " in the males.

If the same tests, when applied to peas, give

'Proc. Eoy. Soc, Vol. 84, 1911.

the same result there will be no longer any

need to assume, as Bateson and Punnett have

done, that there is (A) a system of partial

coupling, (B) a system of complete repulsion,

or " spurious allelomorphism " or to assume

(G) a system of special dichotomous ratios

for coupling, such as 3 : 1 and Y : 1, etc.

T. H. Morgan

THE PROBABLE RECENT EXTINCTION OF THE

MUSKOX IN ALASKA

The question of the probable recent extinc-

tion of the muskox {Ovibos moschatus) in

northern Alaska, which has often been mooted,

acquires new interest through information

kindly furnished me by Mr. Vilhjalmur

Stefansson, who has just returned from four

years of exploration in Arctic America in the

interest of the American Museum of Natural

History. Under date of New York, Novem-
ber 2, 1912, he writes

:

Dear Dr. Allen: At your request I summarize

briefly my information in regard to muskoxen in

Alaska secured on the museum's arctic expedition

during the years 1908-12; a full statement will

in due course be prepared by Mr. R. M. Anderson,

who was in charge of the zoological work of the

expedition.

(a) Information secured from natives and white

residents in Alaska: During the winter 1899-1900

there died at Cape Smythe (or near there) the

Eskimo man called Mangi by the whalers (prob-

ably Mangilanna). He was the last to die of Gape

Smythe (Point Barrow) natives who had seen live

muskoxen in that vicinity. He was probably born

between 1845 and 1850, as he was able to remem-

ber Maguire's visit to Point Barrow. A few years

after Maguire's time—perhaps therefore about

1858—^there was scarcity of food in winter at Cape

Smythe. Mangi 's father then went inland looking

for caribou, and some distance up the Kunk River,

which flows into Wainwright Inlet, they fell in

with a band of thirteen muskoxen and killed them

all. Since then no one near Point Barrow is

known to have killed muskoxen or seen them.

There are many places inland from Point Bar-

row where muskox skulls and bones are abundant.

As these are heavy and there is no market for

them locally, few are brought to the coast. Our

party secured one skull only.

(b) Information based on specimens: While dig-
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ging in an old house ruin about 15 miles south-

west along the coast from Cape Smythe an

Eskimo last summer (1912) found a muskox skin

and brought it to me for sale; it is in the Point

Barrow collection which has just arrived at the

Museum but has not yet been unpacked. Another

Eskimo found a smaller piece of skin in another

house which I believe to be of a muskox, though

its badly decayed condition makes it difficult to

say positively that it is not the skia of the barren-

ground bear.

I have myself seen muskox skulls both in the

delta of the Colville (imbedded in the earth) and

on Herschel Island (on top of the ground).

Respectfully,

V. Stefannson

In this connection it may be recalled that

Richardson in 1829' stated:

From Indian information we learn that to the

westward of the Rocky Mountains, which skirt the

Mackenzie, there is an extensive tract of barren

country, which is also inhabited by the muskox

and reindeer.

But no muskoxen were found when this sec-

tion of country was subsequently visited by

white men. Muskox skulls, however, have

been found upon the surface of the tundra

inland from Point Barrow in a condition indi-

cating a recent and not a Pleistocene origin.

Thus Mr. John Murdock, of the International

Poldr Expedition to Point Barrow,' reported

that just before leaving Point Barrow in

1884 a muskox skull was brought in by one of

the trading parties which had been as far

eastward as the Colville River, and he pre-

sumed that the skull had been brought from
there, and adds:

The natives knew the animal well, and called it

by nearly the same name as the eastern Eskimos,

but none had ever seen it alive. The skull ob-

tained appeared very old and much weathered.

Some years later the Mcllhenny Expedition

to Point Barrow obtained " one weather-

beaten [muskox] skull picked up on the

tundra."
^

^"Eaun. Bor.-Amer.," I., p. 276.

''Eep., 1885, p. 98.

'Witmer Stone, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,

1900, p. 35.

Mr. L. M. Turner, in referring to the

muskox,* says:

There is no positive evidence of the actual oc-

currence of this mammal within the region here

included [the Yukon District and the Aleutian

Islands] ; but, as the northern Innuit and Indians

are so well acquainted with it, there can be no

doubt that it has but recently disappeared, if

scattered individuals do not yet inhabit the region

north of the Rumianzof Mountains near the Arctic

coast.

In 1898, Mr. Frank EusselF made the fol-

lowing statement:

The muskox was formerly common between the

Mackenzie and Behring Straits, as evidenced by
the remains which are scattered over the tundra.

The oldest natives at Point Barrow say that their

fathers killed muskox, which were then abundant.

Recently Dr. W. T. Hornaday has pub-

lished" additional information furnished him
by Mr. Charles D. Brower, who has lived at

or near Point Barrow since 1884, much of

which is in substance the same as that given

above by Mr. Stefansson. The latter, how-

ever, not only confirms the main details of Mr.

Brewer's account, but gives additional facts of

considerable importance.

The information presented above, except

that recently published by Dr. Hornaday, was

gathered and published by me in 1901' apropos

of the alleged then recent occurrence of musk-
oxen along the Arctic coast of Alaska east of

Point Barrow, based on three fresh skins with

their skulls shipped from Camden Bay to San
Francisco and thence to New York, where,

through the kindness of Mr. E. Bowsky, of

New York City, I had opportunity to com-

pare them with skins and skulls from the

Barren Grounds east of the Mackenzie. A
communication from Mr. A. J. Stone was

published in the same connection to the ef-

fect that these muskox skins must have orig-

inally been obtained by whalers around the

head of Franklin Bay or on Parry Peninsula

*"Contr. to Nat. Hist. Alaska," 1886, p. 203.

""Expl. in the Far North," 1898, pp. 235, 236.

' New Yorh Zool. Soc. Bull, No. 45, May, 1911,

pp. 754, 755.

'Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., XIV., 1901, pp.

81-83.
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and by tliem taken to Camden Bay, as he had
found no evidence of the recent existence of

muskoxen in northeastern Alaska. This,

however, does not in any way controvert the

testimony afforded by skulls found on the sur-

face of the tundra near the coast of this por-

tion of Alaska, nor the facts now furnished

by Mr. Stefannson in confirmation of the

previous evidence of the existence of living

muskoxen there as recently as fifty to sixty

years ago. J. A. Allen
Ameeican Museum op Natural History

TEE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
At the New Haven meeting of the academy

held in the new Sloane Physios Laboratory of

Tale University, from November 12 to 14, the

following papers were read:

Charles D. Waleott: "Cambrian Formations of

Mount Eobson District, British Columbia." Illus-

trated.

William M. Bavis: "Physiographic Evidence in

Favor of the Subsidence Theory of Coral Eeefs."

William B. Scott: " Eestorations of Tertiary

Mammals. '

'

Henry F. Osborn: "Geologic Correlation of

Upper Paleolithic Faunas of Europe and America. '

'

John M. Clarke: (1) "The Devonian Faunas
of Western Argentina." (2) "Probable De-

vonian Glacial Boulder Beds in Argentina."

Charles Schuchert: "Climates of Geologic

Time. '
' Illustrated.

William M. Davis: "The Transcontinental Ex-

cursion of the American Geographical Society."

Arnold Hague: "Biographical Memoir of

Samuel Franklin Emmons."
Jacques Loeb: "On the Fertilization of the

Egg of Invertebrates with Blood. '

'

Edwin G. Conklin :
'

' Cell Division and Differ-

entiation. '
' Illustrated.

Charles B. Davenport: "Heredity of Skin Color

in Negro-white Crosses. '

'

Lafayette B. Mendel (introduced by Eussell H.

Chittenden): "Some Biochemical Features of

Growth. '
' Illustrated.

Thomas B. Osborne: "The Nutritive Value of

the Proteins of Maize. '

'

Boss 6. Harrison (introduced by Russell H.

Chittenden): "Experiments on Regeneration and

Transplantation of Limbs in the Amphibia."

Illustrated.

S. J. Meltzer: "Theory and Fact as Illustrated

by an Instructive Experiment on the Splanchnic

Nerve. '

'

Franz Boas: "New Data on the Influence of

Heredity and Environment upon the Bodily Form
of Man."

Ernest W. Brown (introduced by Edward S.

Dana) :

'
' The Problem of the Asteroids. '

'

Robert W. Wood: (1) "Some Results obtained

with the most Powerful Spectrograph in the

World." Illustrated. (2) "On the Possibility

of Photographing Molecules." (3) "On a New
Method of Finding Regularities in Band Spectra. '

'

Charles C. Adams (introduced by William H.

Dall) : "The Variations and Ecological Distribu-

tion of the Snails of the Genus lo."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
the anthropological society op WASHINGTON

A SPECIAL meeting of the Anthropological

Society was held at 4:30 p.m., October 29, 1912,

in Room 43 of the New Museum Building, the

president, Mr. Stetson, in the chair.

Dr. I. M. Casanowicz read a very careful, thor-

ough and interesting paper on the Mithra cult,

explaining it as a religion of redemption, which

was the most important competitor of Christianity

during several centuries. He explained that it

was Aryan in origin, antedating the separation

of the Aryan people of India from the Iranians,

that it was transferred westward by stages, ac-

cumulating elements in the Mesopotamian Valley

and the Mediterranean Basin, but preserving an

Iranian nucleus, that it entered Rome as the

religion of the poor and lowly, but was taken up

by society when found helpful to imperial policy

and made its first convert of an emperor in Com-

modus. Mithra was essentially the god of light,

hence of truth and benevolence; and from the

antithesis of light and darkness grew the concep-

tion of his war against the powers of evil. Zoro-

aster built his system on this dualism and conflict,

though relegating Mithra to a lower place. Later

he came to be regarded as occupying a middle

place (on earth) between the powers of Heaven

and the evil powers of the underworld, serving

also as a mediator between man and the unap-

proachable supreme deity. The cult of Mithra,

he said, had influenced Christianity, especially in

the conceptions of the powers of evil, the resur-

rection of the body, the eflicacy of sacraments and

the procedures of the church.

W. H. Babcock,

Secretary
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omy and Physiology. Medicine, Surgery,
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year and laboratory Pharmacology com-
pleted. Didactic and laboratory instruction
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part of the fourth year and foUowed by 21

consecutive weeks of all day bedside instruc-
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Session opens the last Wednesday in Sep*
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, ClaM divided into sections of 6 to 10
Instruction students each for clinical instruction in dis-

pensary and hospital. Systematic daily con-

ferences with teachers at the bedside and in
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instruction.

The first year in medicine may be taken
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years only at New York City.
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The First Two
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The Fourth
Year Course

Two years of a recognized eonrse in arts

or in science in a registered college or
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methods the sciences fundamental to
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completed.

is clinical. Students spend the entire
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A NATIONAL UNIVEESITY

The addresses by Presidents Van Hise

and James, published in the August 16 is-

sue of Science, splendidly set forth the

facilities in Washington for advanced study

and the reasons for a really national uni-

versity. The administrative and physical

organization, and also the national pur-

poses of the proposed institution, need

broad discussion.

Though its promoters might conceive the

projected institution as snugly centered in

a building beside or as a part of the Bureau
of Education, with students directed to at-

tend lectures in one room in each of a few

scores of governmental bureaus, and work-

ing in the bureau laboratories under the

seasoned government scientists, that could

not be more than its preliminary stage.

The mere name, "University of the United

States," backed by the reputation of the

scientific bureaus and libraries of Washing-

ton, would soon bring such a flood of Amer-

ican and foreign students that the snug

executive office would be overwhelmed and

the bureaus would be in revolt.

A national university at Washington

must be a physical university, with exist-

ing bureaus only as adjuncts. History wiU

prove the statement that bureau scientists

and equipment can be used only inciden-

tally. Men in charge of research and ad-

ministrative science, applied to the increas-

ing of production, to policing under pure

food inspection or quarantine and other

laws, to surveying natural resources, to ad-

ministering public forest and other busi-

ness, to promoting the public health, and

even to administering educational and gen-
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eral public executive afifairs, can be teacli-

ers and guides to researeh students only in

an incidental way. The number of stu-

dents would eventually make demands far

in excess of that five to twenty per cent, of

the energies of each leading scientist which

can properly be devoted to graduate stu-

dents. The university wiU want the serv-

ices of only the seasoned workers, nearly

all of whom have much scientific and ad-

ministrative work. "While President Van

Hise's statement is very true, and admitted

by nearly all research workers, that some

teaching is a help to the scientists' research

work, yet there is always the danger that

the teaching wiU become too heavy. Stu-

dents come, and the demand on the scien-

tists' time is well nigh irresistible, as is

generally proved in case of the workers in

the experiment stations in the state agri-

cultural colleges and universities.

These bureaus are even now more effec-

tive graduate schools than most people

realize. The government bureaus in "Wash-

ington constitute the most efficient graduate

university on earth. The students (em-

ployees of the departments) are picked out

by the Civil Service Commission and are

employed at living wages by Uncle Sam.

They enter at once under seasoned scien-

tists into the actual technical work for

which they are already in part trained by

their college and university education.

They are chosen on the basis both of their

ability to render service and their promise

of developing ability. The average is far

more efficient than would be the graduates

of our state universities, too many of whom

"go on and take yet one more higher course

because they have not impressed their

teachers that they have the practical abil-

ity to succeed" and therefore were not

among the graduates at once recommended

for positions. This present "working uni-

versity" gets the young men, and women,

who are trained to do things, rather than

those who can merely learn of things.

These would of course continue to come,

but these virile heads of bureaus and lab-

oratories would indeed be loath to devote

their time to a dilettante class of rich

young men and women of native and for-

eign birth who come mainly to seek one

more degree from the "greatest univer-

sity."

A flood of these people would not only

spoil the work of the departmental bureaus,

but would tend to help keep the face of our

educational system turned away from the

more vital, toward the less vital. Our uni-

versities are already too far removed from

the people. They so often look down upon

the great major industries of agriculture,

trades and industries and home-making, that

it is refreshing to observe that the univer-

sities of Wisconsin and Illinois, over which

the two speakers above mentioned preside,

are turning the tide and (in the words of

derision of a fellow university official)

they "are spreading the university all over

the state." The dangers to university life

from the wealth of its students might easily

be much greater in "Washington than in

any of the second-class universities. It

would soon be in a class by itself in size and

in the financial resources of its student

body. I am not a pessimist, but this, as all

other organizations, should be started right.

To be started right, it must be built in the

interests of the whole people, ninety per

cent, of whom are the common people. The

individual interests of its students and the

interests of the universities from which

they come are very secondary matters. The

interests of science and of the masses are

its real purposes. It must improve and

correct wrong educational tendencies rather

than enhance them. One of its functions

should be to help turn our educational sys-

tem about so as to be more vital to that
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ninety per cent, who are our productive

classes and home makers.

Its functions can not rightfully be to

merely produce men and women with so-

caUed higher education, as too many of our

higher schools of learning have too much
contented themselves with doing. Recog-

nizing that an educated aristocracy is little

better than a money aristocracy, it must

train people for such specific forms of serv-

ice as the times require. It must train in-

dividuals, not primarily for their own

interest, but that through research, inven-

tion, teaching and other forms of leader-

ship the whole people may be made more

efficient and successful. It must traia

workers in lines especially needed for the

public good. It must not merely duplicate

the state universities and colleges, but must

supplement them by taking up lines they

can not or will not undertake. "While hold-

ing to the grade of master's degree for en-

trance requirement may seem a technical

necessity from the mere viewpoint of the

interest of the state university, yet why
deny the fostering direction of such an or-

ganization to a woman, who as mother and

public worker, though not a graduate, has

become highly qualified to do advanced

work in relation to woman's work or to

children? Would it be wise to bar a man
who through greatly beneficent labors for

the farmers, even including a state and na-

tional legislative experience, from coming

here to further equip himself for his chosen

form of science or other public service?

Why debar the labor leader, who has grad-

uated in valiant and successful campaigns

for the working people, because his master's

degree did not come from a university? I

am sure that Presidents Van Hise and

James will be the last of all university

presidents to run around in a circle on this

matter of the breadth and depth of a na-

tional university when the whole subject is

"before the house." Surely some way can

be found, broader than mere graduation in

a college or university, for determining

who can use the facilities of the university

to advantage. Achievement, not mere

study, native adaptability and need, prac-

tical experience, self cultivation, along with

school preparation, and promise of un-

usual power for public service, should be

considered in selecting those eligible to use

the offered opportunities for the common
good.

The passing of the era of confining edu-

cational propaganda mainly to the discus-

sion of higher education, so-called, and the

entrance of the discussion of vocational

education for the masses, places the discus-

sion of any proposed university upon an

entirely new plane. The educational sun

has begun to shine down where most of the

folks live. Their clouds are clearing away,

and the light of modem science and benefits

are not confined to the higher regions, edu-

cationally. The farmer, the man at the

machine, the shop foreman and the mother

in the home, are to have technical training,

as well as the lawyer, the doctor, the

preacher, the teacher and the technician.

It will be different, to be sure ; a larger part

will be practical, but it will be substantial

and effective in increasing the production

and the remuneration, as well as the en-

joyment, of the ninety per cent. Inciden-

tally it will benefit also the professional

classes; just as their education enables

them to be of service to those who labor in

the major industries and in home making,

the technically educated masses will be of

greater service to the professional classes.

A national university devoted simply to

the interests of higher education might

proceed to become a joke among folks who
work for the masses. To place the possi-

bilities of such an institution in the hands

of administrators and teachers who see only
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abstract science and professional interests

would rob it of the larger share of its possi-

bilities. With a vital connection with the

mass of people it will be on a basis of serv-

ice and growth of marvelous proportions.

Secretary Wilson has shown the qualities

of largest university administrative sense,

in sending his young workers out to the

work, wherever found in America or other

continents, that they might be "seasoned"

for their work in the broadest possible way.

No other administrator at any time has

built up such a corps of seasoned men, very

many of whom have been supplied to uni-

versities and experiment stations in this

country and abroad. The proposed uni-

versity must touch the present problems of

the people, else it will become academic and

pedantic, and will be attended because its

certificates are valued as a matter of fash-

ion or family pride.

The atmosphere of science and art is be-

coming more and more vocational and dem-

ocratic. While "pure science for science

sake
'

' is growing in number of workers and

in character, applied science is growing

much the more rapidly. There is much of

both at Washington, and a national uni-

versity should recognize every phase of

both. And why should it not especially

deal with those phases of science, art and

citizenship, which deal with national life

and the life of the whole people? A di-

vision of labor would place with the uni-

versities in the states matters of local con-

cern and with the national university mat-

ters of interstate, national and interna-

tional concern. Such an institution in this

greatest of nations might in many ways

function as an international institution.

And why should it not receive, from private

sources, endowments for international

functions? Among these could be the

creation of commissions, financed under the

guidance of the university, to study inter-

national problems. As examples of these

problems, the following are worthy of sug-

gestion :

World-wide atmospheric and weather investiga-

tions.

Studies of the seal and fishes which inhabit the

high seas.

Birds which are international in their habit.

World area statistics of crop conditions, acre-

ages, harvests, stocks in transit and in store

and prospective demand; and in connection

therewith the international relations of mar-

kets which deal in margins on options and

futures and thus place the ownership of mar-

gins along with crop conditions as factors in

determining prices.

The welfare of labor which periodically crosses

international boundaries.

International relations of currency plans.

Eugenic factors needing regulation in immigra-

tion.

Other endowments, made by the public

or by private parties, might deal with very

many interstate matters which can not so

well be studied by local universities. Even

a general scientific inquiry as to the reap-

portionment of functions between the

federal and state governments might here

be made. A study might be made of all

our voluntary economic and fraternal as-

sociations. The legal department might

properly lead in developing the principles

of cooperative law as different from cor-

porate law—laws under which coopera-

tive forms of production, transportation,

distribution, etc., would be encouraged,

with a view to the democratization of much
business now becoming less democratic

under the corporation laws which make
for business autocracy. Here vocational

education might be studied with a view

to broadening out our educational system

to produce at once stronger citizens and

more efScient producers of wealth and

makers of better homes. Our state, na-

tional and international judicial system

might here be studied with a view to ex-
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pediting procedure and better insuring

justice and equity.

Here the academic side of the work of

many governmental bureaus and commis-

sions could be broadly studied, with the

aid of the men who are in the midst of ad-

ministrative experiences. Thus help might

be given to the work of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, the State and National

Pood and Drugs Board, the Census Bureau,

the state and national geological surveys, the

Patent Office, the Pension Office, the Plant

and Animal Breeding sections of the Bu-

reaus of Plant and Animal Industry, also

the Meat Inspection Service, the Forest Serv-

ice, the Biological Survey, the Labor Bu-

reau, the Bureau of Standards—but there

are too many to enumerate.

And why should such a university not

find ways and means of serving the great

national voluntary organizations, such as

the American Federation of Woman's
Clubs, the American Federation of Labor,

the Chamber of Commerce of the United

States, recently established in Washington,

the National Education Association, the

reorganized Farmers National Congress,

the American Breeders Association, and

the American Manufacturers Association?

That a really national university represent

all interests, there is need that it be under

guidance by the people, not by mere aca-

demicians nor by politicians. Mr. Bush-

Brown's proposal that the regency be in

part nominated by the great federated

bodies of voluntary nonprofit earning so-

cieties of the people, as those mentioned

above, and in part chosen by the President,

would accomplish this need.

Such a method of uniting for a common
purpose to study and reach the truth con-

cerning questions affecting all classes would

be the beginning of a broader viewpoint

among all classes, as between capital and

labor, between producer and transporter,

between farmers and manufacturers. The
presence of a representative of the Ameri-

can Manufacturers Association would in-

sure the cooperation of that body. The
presence of a woman from the American
Federation of Woman 's Clubs would insure

greater activity in research so greatly

needed in relation to home making. The
presence of a representative of the Ameri-

can Federation of Arts would insure that

the major arts of expression, as oratory,

music, painting and sculpture, would be

given a larger leadership. A member rep-

resenting genetic organizations would help

to bring forward eugenic, as well as

euthenic, improvements in the race. Labor

and capital would here be welded to-

gether in a flux of scientific facts. The
presence of representatives of religious,

ethical and political economic organizations

would not only soften down animosities but

would aid in bringing about an equitable

division of wealth and more nearly uni-

form opportunities for all. Thus it would

not be an over-university, dominated by
an aristocracy of wealth and an aristocracy

of education. Its roots, through these as-

sociations of the people, should go deeply

into the lives of the masses who work and

make our homes.

Instead of rooms in a building beside the

Bureau of Education, it should be a great

institution on a large tract of land. This

land nearby can not be secured a hundred

years hence, and it must be within a ten

minutes' rapid transit trip of the depart-

mental laboratories on and in the vicinity

of the Mall. To wait to purchase land will

make impossible the future greatness of the

institution, and who knows but that it may
not be a world institution ? A few millions

invested in land will be its greatest assur-

ance of a broad basis and of a wonderful

future. A goodly allowance of land will

give opportunity to here work out much
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that is needed to improve the outdoor rec-

reational life of our people. When a hun-

dred millions have been multiplied our

population will more and more need lead-

ership in the joy of living. Land will per-

mit of instruction, outdoor laboratory work

and practical experience in genetics, the

creation of new forms of plants and ani-

mals by breeding, and other intense forms

of agriculture and for recreation and out-

door art. Some of this can be so carried

out as to give inspiration to the millions of

sightseers from the states and from abroad.

While much can be Jirranged in way of

part-time courses, as between the univer-

sity and the governmental bureaus, much
more of this practical mixing of real ex-

perience and schooling can be carried on in

cooperation with factories, farms and other

economic and professional work in all parts

of the country and abroad. The local uni-

versities can be a party to many of these

part-time courses. This will make it pos-

sible to use the government bureau work-

ers as teachers only rather incidentally.

It will permit the university and depart-

mental authorities to cooperate in the di-

vision of labor of its workers. In many
cases, in part owing to temperamental char-

acter, some workers should teach only;

others should work only at research. In

other eases the teacher or the experimenter

should do only a minimum of service in

another line than the one which is his or

her major interest.

There will doubtless be found ways of

getting away from the idea that a national

university is primarily an agency to sup-

plement state and other local universities.

These institixtions too long have held the

high schools in line to serve the needs of

the few who enter the colleges and univer-

sities, rather than the needs of the many

who leave the high school and lower schools

to enter practical life, thus confining voca-

tional education to the professions, as if

they had rights to be an aristocracy. The

service to the public will be the large work

of a national university, and service to the

local universities will be only a very im-

portant incident.

For example, if the nation wants men
trained for its service it will not want to

confine itself to "master" graduates, espe-

cially if there are not a sufficient number
presenting themselves, or if these are not

of as good timber and promise as men
chosen in part from other sources. For ex-

ample, the State Department might desire

to provide that men grown up in the con-

sular and diplomatic service be given

special lines of instruction to further pre-

pare them for their work. The Depart-

ment of Agriculture might need a winter

school for its workers in farm demonstra-

tion, and for home extension teaching (it

is now in great need of the finished prod-

ucts of such a school). Moreover, such

bureaus as the Census, Agricultural Sta-

tistics, Fisheries, Indian Affairs and the

Geodetic Survey, require men which, owing

to the small need in any one state, are not

trained in local institutions. Such a na-

tional university would properly take time

by the forelock and prepare men for serv-

ice in international or world governmental

departments so as to be ready when world

peace comes. Thus the International Insti-

tute of Agriculture at Rome will require

men versed in world area crop statistics

and other similar service—and no univer-

sity has anticipated the demand for work-

ers along these lines. The public require-

ment runs all the way in grade from sec-

ondary to graduate work preparation. Then

there is the demand in the district for an

undergraduate institution, such as would

be provided if congress accede to the Dis-

trict's request for the privileges granted

each state under the A. and M. land grant
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College Act, which might properly be a

part of a national university.

No greater boon has come to some of our

universities, for example, those in Wiscon-

sin, Illinois and Minnesota, which have se-

cured means for such large service, than

has come through college extension depart-

ments to serve those not resident in schools,

to the mature farmer, mechanic and home

maker. And the federal government al-

ready has in hand a stupendous work of

this kind in its bureaus of farm demon-

stration and farm management. A na-

tional university, with its regency in part

nominated by the great federated bodies of

societies representing all phases of indus-

try, home-making, education and art,

might here have its greatest function. Mr.

Bush-Brown's idea of a people's education

foundation under the auspices of such a

board would probably grow into a vastly

greater work than the service to students

resident in Washington.

Such a foundation could federate with

all the private foundations, the national

and state bureaus of education, the educa-

tional institutions of all states and the fed-

erated bodies supplying members to the

regency for the most effective educational

service. Under its guidance our educa-

tional machine (shown by the Carnegie

Foundation and the General Education

Board to be so disjointed and poorly co-

ordinated) would be made vastly more

efficient. Private fortunes would come to

such a foundation, with its semipublic plan

of control, and at the same time congress

might find reason to provide liberally for

its needs along all lines clearly meeting

public demands.

It is manifest that this subject needs

more discussion. The possibilities are so

very large that wide consideration should

be given that the more essential factors be

brought boldly to the forefront. A move

now to establish a university will make a

new era in higher education. But one of

its chief lines of work should be to foster

vocational education for all the people in

the lower schools. The better the lower

schools are in giving efficiency to the pro-

ducing classes, the more financial support

and the more well-prepared students will

come to all universities. But that is a small

consideration beside the one of providing

vocational education just below those

rounds of the educational ladder from
which the masses actually do and will

leave to enter the work of producing and
home-making. A board of regents in large

part selected by and from the various

classes of people, and a public educational

foundation, supplied with means through

which such a regency can reach and guide

and build up the masses, will make not a

Washington institution, but a national uni-

versity
; not a campus college but a univer-

sity spread all over Uncle Sam's domain;

and may become a beneficent world foun-

dation to help take our freedom, our ideals

and our opportunities to all the people in

all the world.

WiLLET M. Hats

UNDEBGSADUATE SESEABCS WOBK IN
MEDICAL SCHOOLS

It has undoubtedly become true that a

man with a real desire to gain all he can

from his four years in the better type of

American medical school can not be free

very long from the idea that he must know
something of the methods of investigation

in medicine, or else graduate lacking an im-

portant element in his training. I am not

referring to the man who feels he will

favor the world with a cure for cancer as

soon as his osteology course is finished, but

to the steady well-prepared workers who
make up the first third of every medical

class. These men find themselves launched
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on a traditionally inspiring sea. They are

far too acute not to know that their strong-

est leaders are the imaginative, productive

spirits in their new life and they want to

follow the best. It is not amiss for such

men to feel they have a right to gain some

notion of what investigation entails. Such
information is gathered to some extent in

the laboratories of the first and second

years, but in most instances it is to a very

small extent. The doing of fixed experi-

ments in fixed hours does not entail the ex-

ercise of investigative faculties other than

those of the most mechanical nature. The
student receives instructions as to the set-

ting up of apparatus and the preparation

of his material. If he follows these faith-

fully and accurately he is reasonably cer-

tain of gathering the data for the neces-

sary conclusions. Perhaps from his pri-

mary deductions he is required to general-

ize some governing principle of the widest

application. At best he has had almost no

chance for the use of his imagination; he

has never learned the meaning of high

scientific accuracy. He has no true notion

of the difficulty of putting a problem on a

working basis. I believe it must be the lack

of just such powers which leads to the ad-

verse criticism of so many American stu-

dents in German universities.

The student more or less realizes these

facts and when in his third and fourth

years he finds he can get access to the lab-

oratory most attractive to him, he takes his

scraps of time and does what he can. Is it

worth while to meet him half way?

Six years ago the medical students of the

University of Pennsylvania organized the

Undergraduate Medical Association, mod-

eled upon the American Medical Associa-

tion, and having for its constituent parts

the numerous medical societies which are

a constant part of student life. The or-

ganization planned one large meeting a

year, when original papers were to be pre-

sented. The success of the meetings has

varied considerably. This, as will appear

later, must necessarily be so. Fourth year

men do the largest part of the work, be-

ginning in their third year and finishing

the following April. If they are to do any-

thing worth while they must expect to pay
the price of slackening in their other work,

and it occasionally happens that there are

not many men in a class who dare to do

this. I do not believe it ever happens that

there are not many who would be glad of

a chance to do some independent work, but,

as a rule, under the circumstances of an

inflexible curriculum, there are not enough

who dare to carry this to a successful con-

clusion.

Such men receive all possible encourage-

ment from the faculty, and in reason they

are given every facility for their work.

But the assistance never takes the vital,

practical form of time to work. The stu-

dent investigator must keep abreast of his

fellows and do his experiments when he

can. With the present medical course this

"when" requires considerable research for

the discovery of its existence. Since such

a situation must unfailingly hamper the

activity of the Undergraduate Medical As-

sociation it was decided to attempt to bet-

ter it, and with the encouragement and
help of Dr. Allen J. Smith, the dean of the

faculty, the following investigation was
undertaken.

Twenty-five medical schools were se-

lected as a basis of investigation. It is evi-

dent from the lists given that they rep-

resent fairly well the various types of

effort in the field of medical education.

The deans of these schools, with the excep-

tion of Johns Hopkins, received the fol-

lowing letter and questions. In the case

of Johns Hopkins the letter was sent to

Dr. W. H. Howell, and his reply must be
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regarded as the expression of a personal

opinion rather than an official statement

from his school. The deans of two other

medical schools, Cornell and the Univer-

sity of Toronto, failed to respond to the

first letter, and in these two cases a second

letter was sent to selected professors, Dr.

James Ewing in the one case, and Dr. J. B.

Leathes in the other.

Philadelphia, Pa., April 22, 1912

Dean of the Medical Department,

Dear Sir: It is the contention of some of the

undergraduates of this school that certain care-

fully selected men should be given permission and
special privileges in the working out of research

problems. At the present, while post-graduate

research is favored in every way, undergraduates

are allowed no deviation from the regular cur-

riculum and little opportunity for original investi-

gation. Before any changes are made in the pres-

ent system it has been suggested that inquiry be

made into the status of undergraduate research

work in other schools. With this in view I have

prepared the accompanying list of questions, to

which I request the favor of a reply, together with

any further suggestions or comments which you

may care to make.

Thanking you, I am.

Very truly yours,

Cecil K. Deinkee, Chairman,

Mesearch Committee of the

Undergraduate Medical As-

sociation of the University

of Pennsylvania

QUESTIONS

1. Do you allow undergraduates to undertake

research in conjunction with their regular medical

work?

2. Do you give such men any immunity from
work in their regular courses?

3. How do you select men for such work—is it

done entirely by the department to which they

apply or do you have a faculty committee to deal

with such applications?

4. Do you believe that the original work turned

out by these men justifies the time they have

taken from their course?

5. Do you believe that the care your faculty has

taken to produce and further such work has re-

sulted in your school turning out effective labora-

tory men in larger proportion than it would have

without such a policy?

DISCUSSION OF THE FIVE QUESTIONS

First Question

Do you allow undergraduates to undertake orig-

inal research in conjunction with their regular

medical work?

Seventeen colleges out of the twenty-five

give an affirmative answer to the first ques-

tion. They are:

1. Albany Medical College.

2. University and Bellevue Hospital and

Medical College.

3. University of California.

4. University of Cincinnati.

5. Cornell University.

6. College of Physicians and Surgeons of

Columbia University.

7. Harvard University.

8. Johns Hopkins University.

9. University of Michigan.

10. University of Minnesota.

11. Northwestern University.

12. Eush Medical College.

13. Tulane University.

14. University of Virginia.

15. Washington University.

16. Western Eeserve University.

17. Tale University.

Eight colleges answer in the negative.

They are:

1. Atlanta College of Physicians and Sur-

2. Jefferson Medical College (permits in the

summer).

3. McGill University.

4. University of North Carolina.

5. University of Pittsburgh.

6. University of Tennessee.

7. University of Texas (permits in the sum-

mer).

8. University of Toronto.

Therefore, in all, seventeen schools per-

mit undergraduates to undertake research

and eight do not. If we classify all these

schools upon the basis selected by Mr.

Flexner in the first report of the Carnegie
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Foundation on Medical Education, namely

upon the possession or lack of a two years'

college entrance requirement, we find that

of the schools permitting undergraduate

research five fail the test:

1. Albany Medical College.

2. University and Bellevue Hospital and

Medical College.

3. "University of Cincinnati.

4. Tulane University.

5. University of Virginia.

If we examine the other side we find not

a single school meeting the Carnegie re-

quirement. Some of the schools giving

negative replies make it clear in their let-

ters that they do not indulge in the policy

of furthering the research spirit because

of the need of the country for "practical

men" or "capable family doctors." It is

difficult to conceive however of a really

"capable family doctor" who can not think

scientifically, or of a "practical man"
without practical facility in the scientific

investigation of his cases.

Question Two

Do you allow such men any immunity from work

in their regular courses?

We find only one school, Tulane Univer-

sity, going to the extreme indicated by the

question. Their attitude is best explained

by extracts from the letter of Dr. Isadore

Dyer, the dean.

Answers to questions one and two:

1. Undergraduates in their last three years are

encouraged to do original research in conjunction

with their regular medical work. As yet there has

been no systematization of this kind of work in the

Tulane Medical Department and, so far, the men
undertaking such work have been compelled to

forego a part of their regular curriculum.

2. In the fourth year men are assigned to the

laboratories of pathology and clinical medicine as

assistants and, in such capacity, are not only per-

mitted but are encouraged to do original work.

In their capacity as assistants they are excused

from other work which might interfere with such

function.

One can not help feeling that a similar

condition exists in other schools, but

brought about in a different manner. Sup-

pose a medical course contains a certain

number of elective hours—elective in the

sense that they may be filled by extra rou-

tine work in the various subjects of the

course or by research. Men must com-

plete a certain number of hours or units to

graduate. They are given no "immunity

from work in their regular courses," but

they do not need it, since they can make a

successful research a factor in getting the

degree, quite as well as the passing of an

examination in some required subject.

The question, therefore, takes a broader

basis and becomes: "What schools make
undergraduate research possible by a con-

cession of hours in the regular roster?

Nine schools answer such a question affirm-

atively. They are:

1. University of California. This school

announces that

the more proficient students are encouraged to do

advanced work in the line of original research,

particularly in anatomy, physiology, pathology and

experimental surgery. (Letter of Dr. A. A. D'An-

cona.)

The catalogue shows a roster of sufficient

elasticity to allow successful work.

2. Harvard University. No free hours

are given until the fourth year, when the

following arrangement is made.

The electives of the fourth year are given as

half-courses and quarter-courses. A half-course

occupies the entire day for one month (the all-

day plan) or the forenoons or the afternoons for

two months (the half-day plan). Each half-course

has a value of one hundred and twenty-five hours.

Quarter-courses occupy half the day for one month.

Two quarter-courses equal a half-course. Eight

half-courses are necessary to satisfy the require-

ments of one thousand hours of work demanded in

the fourth year.

Students wishing to specialize in any particular

branch of medical studies may elect more than one

of the half-courses offered in a given subject, but
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no student will tie allowed to devote his whole

year to one subject without the consent of the

head of the department concerned.

When a student's research work in an elective

is necessarily prolonged beyond the time elected

for that subject, he will be allowed, with the per-

mission of the Administrative Board, to make

such changes in his electives as will enable him to

finish his research work, provided the time re-

quired does not extend beyond the school year.

(Catalogue of Harvard University Medical School,

1911-12, p. 55.)

3. Johns Hopkins University. In the

first two years we find that

the major portion of the work of these years is

obligatory for all students, but the time is so

arranged that certain elective courses may be

selected; thereby making it possible either to

give more time to the obligatory courses, or to do

special work along the related lines. When any

elective course has been selected it must be com-

pleted satisfactorily if credit is to be obtained for

it. (Johns Hopkins University Catalogue, 1911-

12, p. 116.)

In the third year

on certain afternoons there are also offered a

number of short elective courses of a practical

character, and each student is required to select

from them a sufficient amount of work to give

him a credit of one and a half units—the unit

for the last two years being defined as a course or

group of courses equivalent to six hours a week for

one trimester. (Johns Hopkins University Cata-

logue, 1911-12, p. 117.)

In the fourth year the class is divided iato

three groups, each working in rotation for one

trimester in medicine or surgery, or in certain

elective courses. For one third of their time the

students are given an opportunity to vary their

studies according to their special needs and may
choose from a large number of elective courses.

(Catalogue, p. 117.) The courses so elected may

continue the practical work in medicine, surgery,

obstetrics, gynecology, etc., or may bear upon the

special branches of medicine, or may be taken in

the scientific laboratories. Each student, in other

words, after completing certain minimal require-

ments, chiefly in medicine and surgery, may extend

his knowledge by taking a number of short clinical

courses in different departments, or he may con-

centrate his attention upon the work of a few de-

partments. (Catalogue, pp. 118-119.)

A quotation from Dr. Howell's letter is

of interest:

The committee controlling the work of the first

two years decided also that students who had

shown inability to carry the required work success-

fully, as shown by their marks, should not be per-

mitted to engage in advanced or research work.

4. University of Michigan. In the first

year an optional course in topographical

anatomy is given from April 15 to the end

of the term. At the same time stipulation

is made that

students desiring to follow a laboratory career may

substitute other work for the latter course by

applying to the professor of anatomy. (Michigan

Catalogue, 1912-13, p. 25.)

Other opportunities are given in anat-

omy, introduced by the following para-

It should be pointed out that in addition to the

information and technique acquired in their ac-

complishment, the special study of such problems

possesses the additional value of developing inde-

pendent thought and the work is strongly recom-

mended to all students planning to follow a uni-

versity or laboratory career. (Michigan Catalogue,

1912-13, p. 28.)

The same principle holds for the three

following years. Saturday work is not re-

quired except in the third year, and the

students are thus given a fair allotment of

time for independent work and thought.

The letter of Professor Victor C. Vaughan

sums up the Michigan attitude

:

1. We not only allow, but encourage undergrad-

uates to undertake research work, provided they

have good standing in their regular work. They

must not, under any circumstances, shirk their

regular work in order to do research.

2. We do not give immunity from the routine

work to those who do research. During the fourth

year there is one period of three months in which

the bright student has half the day to do research

work. In addition to this, many students do some

of their ordinary work in the summer session, and

in this way get from six to eight weeks ahead of

the class. This time they may devote to research

work. (Extracts from letter received May 9,

1912.)
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5. Rush Medical College. Elective

courses are given in all four years. The

quarter system in vogue in this school is so

essentially elective and gives such great

latitude in the whole school career that it

is useless to try to give any adequate no-

tion of how much time a man may be per-

mitted to spend on research.

The letter of Dr. H. Gideon "Wells ex-

presses the situation excellently.

We have always laid the greatest stress on re-

search work by undergraduate students in the

medical courses. This is not a new thing, but

dates back to 1895. Since that time there have

always been several undergraduate students en-

gaged in research, at first chiefly in the depart-

ment of pathology, but since the university took

up medical work eleven years ago, in all depart-

ments. We not only permit research by our stu-

dents but encourage it in every way possible. We
even send notices to the colleges throughout the

country from which our students come that we
offer prizes for undergraduate research work, and

I enclose a copy of the same. I am pleased to

announce that negotiations are now under way
whereby an additional cash prize of $200 will

be awarded annually for undergraduate research

in pathology or bacteriology.

We do not excuse research men from any of the

ordinary courses, but we do not stuff our cur-

riculum so hopelessly full of required work that

capable and energetic young men can not find time

for original investigations, and commencing next

year one quarter is left entirely open for elective

work. Our quarter system permits of much elas-

ticity in the curriculum, and a man with the

research spirit is usually willing to put in extra

quarters at work, the university being open all

year. Most of the best men in our first two years

do research work or assist in it, and a considerable

proportion spend from one to three years extra

time between the second and third years of the

medical courses, in working for a master's or

doctor 's degree. I always have a class of from six

to ten men who are candidates for the degree of

Ph.D., taking either their major or minor in

pathology. The men who do the work either re-

quest the privilege or are selected by the depart-

ments, most of them receiving aid in the form of

fellowships or scholarships from the university.

6. Tulane University. Dealt with on

page 54.

7. University of Virginia. Here we
find that

opportunities are offered in the fourth year for

more extended training in certain subjects with a

view towards possible specialization after gradu-

ation. (Catalogue University of Virginia, 1911-

12, p. 199.)

These opportunities are given in physiol-

ogy, pathology and bacteriology, and mean
six hours a week for half a year. Four

students only may be taken in physiology.

An extract from the note of Dr. R. H.

Whitehead is as follows:

Our curriculum is planned for the '
' average

man," and it keeps such a man quite busy; he

can hardly do anything else to advantage. But

the exceptional man can often undertake some line

of investigation with results that are distinctly

beneficial to him and creditable to the school.

8. Washington University. Elective

courses are given through the four years.

Specially qualified students are permitted,

at the discretion of the heads of the de-

partments involved, to take up original re-

search instead of these electives. They can

obtain units for graduation by means of

such work.

9. Tale University. Elective courses

are given in all four years. The require-

ment of a thesis for graduation necessi-

tates a certain amount of open time

through the course and men may make

original work the basis of the thesis.

Schools permitting research and giving

no visible time for it are as follows

:

1. Albany Medical College.

2. University and Bellevue Hospital and

Medical College.

3. University of Cincinnati.

4. Columbia University.

5. University of Minnesota.

6. Northwestern University.

7. Western Eeserve University.

Of these schools Columbia, Minnesota,

Northwestern and Western Reserve meet
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or more than meet the two years college

entrance requirement.

"When we add to these the eight schools

which do not permit research or allow it

only in the summer, namely

:

1. Atlanta College of Physicians and Sur-

geons,

2. Jefferson Medical College,

3. McGill University,

4. University of North Carolina,

5. University of Pittsburgh,

6. University of Tennessee,

7. University of Texas,

8. University of Toronto,

we have grouped the lukewarm and nega-

tive side of the whole proposition. Not one

of this last group requires two years of col-

lege work.

Third Question

How do you select men for such work—is it

done entirely by the department to which they

apply or do you have a faculty committee to deal

with such applications?

Tulane University requires that research

men, after being passed upon favorably by
the department to which they have applied,

obtain the consent of the dean and presi-

dent of the university. All other schools

have the selection in the hands of the de-

partments alone.

"Without going into every answer, it may be

given as the strong opinion of all the schools

that only certain men should be allowed to

undertake original investigation. "Where

there are elective hours which may be filled

by research, it is always carefully stated

that the selection is controlled by "previ-

ous standing," "special fitness," etc., so

that those who would probably become un-

successful investigators are barred from

starting and take other elective hours in

line with the regular work. The whole pol-

icy of furthering undergraduate research

is, therefore, levelled at a small number of

men, and it is most significant to know that

many of our greatest schools find it worth

while to pursue such a policy.

My answers to this question emphasize

another fact. Research spirit is fostered

by example, not by coaxing. Free hours

are given which may be filled by research,

but permission to so fill them is in the na-

ture of a prize. As Dr. Howell says, "the

researchers become marked men," and Dr.

Christian,

The medical curriculum should be elastic enough

to allow each student a certain amount of time

which he may occupy in accordance with his own
ideas. Most students will and should occupy this

time in studying a little deeper some of their

regular subjects. The occasional student will

occupy it in some form of investigation. The
latter type of student, I ajn inclined to think now,

finds time for investigation. [Note, page 55,

Harvard gives more chance for such students than

any other school except Eush.] You can not cre-

ate such students by any rule. Any systematic

move to develop research work among the students

appears to me, on the whole, to be farcical, because

original investigation is not so produced. No stu-

dent should be encouraged to neglect his regular

work for investigation. The brighter student can

do his original work after he has kept pace with

his classmates.

This expresses the view which should be

taken of the whole matter. It does not

come from a school where undergraduate

research is forbidden nor where it is made
an ornament of the catalogue, but from one

which furthers it in every way in the right

men. That is the inevitable conclusion

from this study—not unlimited, uncon-

trolled-hours, which is the meaning of the

word elective to most people, but controlled

and counted hours for men who must

justify their selection or suffer from their

failures, just as men must suffer who do not

do their work in any one of the prescribed

courses.

Question Four

Do you believe that the original work turned

out by these men justifies the time that they have

taken from their course?
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Affirmative answers from:

1. University of California.

2. Johns Hopkins University.

3. University of Michigan.

4. Northwestern University.

5. Eush Medical College.

6. University of Virginia.

7. Washington University.

8. Western Eeserve University.

9. Tale University.

The following do not answer the ques-

tion:

1. Albany Medical College.

2. Atlanta College of Physicians and Sur-

geons.

3. Jefferson Medical College.

4. Harvard University.

5. University of Minnesota.

6. University of Texas.

Negative answers come from:

1. University and Bellevue Hospital and

Medical College.

2. University of Cincinnati.

3. Cornell University.

4. Columbia University.

5. McGill University.

6. University of North Carolina.

7. University of Pittsburgh.

8. University of Tennessee.

9. Tulane University.

10. University of Toronto.

Opinions upon the question from several

schools are as follows:

Dr. Howell (Johns Hopkins)

:

Some men have told me that their experience

in research was of the greatest value—an intel-

lectual awakening. I have known of others who
have fallen by the wayside and made the instructor

himself feel that the time was wasted. On the

whole all of us believe in its value, otherwise we

would discourage it—not, I fancy, for the value

of the scientific results obtained, but for its educa-

tional value on the picked men and the belief that

the group of the serious workers in medical science

will be recruited from this body of students.

Dr. H. Gideon "Wells (University of

Chicago) :

There can be no question as to the value of the

work which has been turned out by our under-

graduate investigators, but that is a very second-

ary consideration compared with the influence on

the men themselves.

Dr. Victor C. Vaughan (University of

Michigan) :

Some very good original research has been done

by our undergi-aduates. We have what we call

the Junior Eesearch Club, made up principally of

assistants and students and encouraged by mem-
bers of the faculty.

Dr. I. H. Manning (University of North

Carolina) :

In my judgment the student is unprepared to

do creditable original work.

Fifth Question

Do you believe that the care your faculty has

taken to produce and further such work has re-

sulted in your school turning out effective labora-

tory men in larger proportion than it would have

without such a policy?

Affirmative answers come from:

1. University of California.

2. Harvard University.

3. Johns Hopkins University.

4. University of Michigan.

5. Eush Medical College.

6. University of Virginia.

7. Washington University.

8. Western Eeserve University.

9. Tale University.

Schools giving no answer are as follows

:

1. Albany Medical College.

2. Atlanta College of Physicians and Sur-

geons.

3. University and Bellevue Hospital and

Medical College.

4. University of Cincinnati.

5. Jefferson Medical College.

6. University of Minnesota.

7. University of North Carolina.

8. Northwestern University.

9. University of Texas.

10. Tulane University.

In regard to Tulane the answer of Dr.

Dyer is as follows:

The policy above indicated has been too recent

to justify any reply to your fifth question, but it

is my personal belief that the sympathy of the

faculty with the research spirit in students is

bound to make better laboratory men. More than
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this the demand for men trained in the labora-

tories as now obtains in the south and will obtain

hereafter, makes it more than a policy for the

future.

Schools answering in the negative are

:

1. Cornell University.

2. Columbia University.

3. McGill University.

4. University of Pittsburgh.

5. University of Tennessee.

6. Washington University.

Certain interesting- opinions are as fol-

lows:

Dr. Howell (Johns Hopkins) :

I have no doubt whatever that the custom as it

exists in our school has been responsible in deter-

mining the course of a large proportion of our

men who have subsequently undertaken investiga-

tion as a life work.

Dr. Vaughan (University of Michigan) :

I am quite sure that the encouragement given

to our brighter students to do research work has

resulted in drawing out many more effective labo-

ratory men than would have been the case had

we not encouraged research.

Dr. H. Gideon Wells (University of Chi-

cago) :

Nearly all the investigators who have graduated

from Eush Medical College have done undergrad-

uate research work, and I would criticize your

question 5 to the extent of saying that the re-

search work turns out more efficient practitioners

as well as laboratory men, for a practitioner

should look on each case as a problem for investi-

gation and approach it with the same spirit that

a laboratory man approaches his problem.

Dr. George Dock ("Washington Univer-

sity, St. Louis)

:

Probably yes, but it is impossible to say posi-

tively. The fact that graduates are active investi-

gators should stimulate just as many men to take

up laboratory careers after graduation. In some

cases premature work in investigation has kept

men from getting a good grounding.

Dr. Samnel W. Lambert (Columbia) :

I doubt very much if any special results can

be traced to such a course.

In summing up the whole matter, I think

it is evident that there is a decided tend-

ency in the foremost schools to give time in

the curriculum for independent work and

thought, and the tendency to turn certain

men to a laboratory life as well as to the

better type of medical practise. Dr. Lam-

bert, in replying for Columbia, one of the

schools giving a pronounced negative

throughout, adds to his letter:

I would here state that the committee on scholar-

ships recently recommended to the faculty begin-

ning next fall, "that four awards of $350 be

made to undergraduate students; that holders of

these scholarships be assigned as student assist-

ants, two to the department of anatomy and two

to the department of physiology, and that they

shall render such services to the said department

as may be assigned them by their respective

This does not mean original work, but it

does point to a method of malving men bet-

ter acquainted with the laboratory and

giving them a chance to learn their own fit-

ness for such work.

It is also evident that only a very lim-

ited number of carefully selected men
should be allowed to do research work and

that such work shoiild be permitted to

count for the degree. There is a practical

unanimity of opinion that no man should

be allowed to slight his regular work for

research, and since he is working for a de-

gree he should have quite as great a re-

sponsibility toward his research if he is

given the privilege of entering upon it.

The amount of time which diiSerent

schools give is varied, so varied that no es-

timation can be made of what is fair. It is

obvious, too, that mere numbers of hours

mean little, since a small number of con-

secutive hours may easily be of more use

than a large number hopelessly scattered,

which never permit more than the hurried

starting of experiments and bring no satis-
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faction either to the student or his pro-

fessor.

Finally the belief may be emphasized

that experience in actual investigation must
be of immense benefit to the student who
wishes to approach medicine in the scien-

tific spirit which the times demand. The
use of sphygmographie tracings, blood-

pressure determinations, and quantitative

chemical analyses as every-day aids in the

elucidation of a diagnosis requires a mind
trained to think in such terms. This is the

reason the student turns to the laboratory.

He wishes to find out how problems of in-

vestigation are approached in order that

he may make successful problems of his

eases. If, as Dr. Howell believes, "the

group of serious workers in medical sci-

ence will be recruited from this body of

students,
'

' from the men who, in the words

of Dr. Wells, will approach each case "in
the same spirit that a laboratory man ap-

proaches his problems"—then surely it is

worth while to make room in the curriculum

for their growth.

Cecil K. Drinker
University op Pennsylvania

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
The council of the Eoyal Society has made

awards as follows : A Eoyal medal to Professor

William Mitchinson Hicks, F.R.S., for his re-

searches in mathematical physics and investi-

gations on the theory of spectroscopy. A
Eoyal medal to Professor Grafton Elliot

Smith, F.E.S., for his researches on the com-

parative anatomy of the brain. The Copley

medal to Professor Felix Klein, of Gottingeu,

For.Mem.E.S., for his researches in mathe-

matics. The Eumford medal to Professor

Heike Kamerlingh Onnes, of Leyden, for his

researches at low temperatures. The Davy
medal to Professor Otto Wallach, of Got-

tingen, for his researches on the chemistry of

the essential oils and the cyclo-olefines. The
Darwin medal to Dr. Francis Darwin, F.R.S.

,

for his work in conjunction with Charles Dar-

win, and for his researches in vegetable physi-

ology. The Buchanan medal to Colonel Wil-

liam C. Gorgas, of the United States Army,
for his sanitary administration of the works

of the Panama Canal. The Hughes medal to

Mr. William Duddell, F.R.S., for his investi-

gations in technical electricity.

The council of the Royal Society has made
nominations for the year 1913 as follows:

President, Sir Archibald Geikie; Treasurer,

Sir Alfred B. Kempe; Secretaries, Sir John
Bradford, Professor A. Schuster; Foreign

Secretary, Dr. D. H. Scott; Other Mernbers of

the Council, Lieut.-Col. A. W. Alcoek, Mr. A.

J. Balfour, Sir William Crookes, Dr. F. W.
Dyson, Professor W. Gowland, Sir Joseph

Larmor, Professor E. W. MacBride, Mr. W. B.

Hardy, Professor Micaiah J. M. Hill, Sir

Ronald Ross, Professor G. Elliot Smith, Pro-

fessor A. Smithells, Dr. J. J. Harris Teall,

Professor Silvanus P. Thompson, Sir J. J.

Thomson and Sir Philip Watts.

Captain Eoald Amundsen, who lectured be-

fore the Scottish Geographical Society on No-
vember 21, was given the Livingstone Gold

Medal of the society.

Peofessob G. a. Miller, of the University

of Illinois, was elected a corresponding mem-
ber of the Spanish Mathematical Society at

its general meeting, held at Madrid, April 26,

1912. The only other corresponding member
of this society is M. H. Brocard, of Bar-le-

Duc, France.

The governing body of Magdalene College,

Cambridge, has awarded a research student-

ship to Mr. E. Hindle, B.A., Beit fellow, who
has been working at pathogenic protozoa in

the laboratory of Professor Nuttall.

The annual public address of the Entomo-

logical Society of America will be given at

the Cleveland meeting of the society on Wed-
nesday evening, January 1, at 8 :00 p.m., by

Dr. Philip P. Calvert, of the University of

Pennsylvania. His subject will be " An Ento-

mologist in Costa Rica." He will give an ac-

count of a year spent in this entomologically
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very rich country, primarily for the study of

the seasonal distribution, life-history and hab-

its of Odonata, but including references to

other groups of insects, characteristics of vari-

ous collecting grounds and topics of general

interest.

Mr. Newton D. Baker, mayor of the city of

Cleveland, will give a series of public addresses

on four successive Sunday evenings, at 8:00

o'clock, in the Amasa Stone Memorial Chapel

of Western Reserve University. The dates

and subjects are as follows:

November 24—'
' The City 's Housekeeping. '

'

Beeember 1—"The City's Safety."

December 8—'
' The City 'a Health. '

'

December 15—"The City's Ideals."

This series of lectures is a part of the univer-

sity's program of coordination with municipal

and other public interests.

The College of Engineering of the Ohio

State University will offer a course of nine lec-

tures this winter. Prominent engineers and

business men will be among the speakers. The

purpose of the course is to broaden the ac-

quaintance of the engineering students in the

general field of engineering. On January 24,

Mr. C. E. Skinner, M.E., of the Westinghouse

Company, will lecture on " Research in its

Relation to Manufacturing Problems."

Professor C. E. A. Winslow, of the Col-

lege of the City of New York, lectured on No-

vember 21, before the Columbia Chapter of

the society of Sigma Xi, on " Some Newer As-

pects of the Public Health Campaign."

In a recent address before the Minnesota

Pathological Society, Professor Ludwig Hek-

toen, head of the department of pathology and

bacteriology in the University of Chicago, dis-

cussed the epidemics traceable to contamina-

tion of milk with streptococci, particiilarly the

epidemic of sore throat in Chicago last winter

which involved not less than 10,000 cases and

was traced to contamination of a definite milk

supply.

At the meeting of the College of Physi-

cians, Philadelphia, on November 6, portraits

of the late John H. Musser, Isaac Hays and

Wharton Sinkler were presented to the col-

lege, the addresses being made by Drs. George

A. Piersol, George E. DeSchweinitz and

James C. Wilson, respectively.

Dr. Arthur Tracy Cabot, the distinguished

Boston surgeon, a fellow of the corporation of

Harvard University, has died at the age of

sixty-two years.

The death is announced, at the age of ninety

years, of M. Aime Pagnoul, a correspondent of

the Paris Academy of Sciences in the section

of rural economy.

A committee consisting of Drs. Clarence

John Blake, John Warren and Frederic T.

Lewis, appointed to prepare a memorial to Dr.

Leonard Worcester Williams, has presented

the following report:

Dr. Leonard Worcester Williams, instructor in

comparative anatomy, died in the thirty-eighth

year of his age, while absorbed in his work at the

Harvard Medical School. Dr. Williams was a

naturalist by instinct and education, and took

great delight in examining marine creatures of

all sorts. In this way he acquired rare technical

skill in dissection and broad knowledge of the

structure of animals. In 1907 he joined the

department of comparative anatomy, and became

at once a welcome and most valuable member of

the staff. Exquisite preparations remain as per-

manent mementos of his industry, and his publica-

tions are those of an earnest student, careful,

painstaking and exact. Of Dr. Williams's per-

sonal traits none was more generally recognized

than his obliging readiness to help others. During

the recent Otologieal Congress he left his work at

the Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole to ar-

range and direct the display of microscopic speci-

mens. For two weeks in mid-summer his time was

at the disposal of the congress, in one form or

another of helpfulness. In recognition of such

loyal service, freely rendered throughout the five

years that Dr. Williams was our associate, we

record our high appreciation of his labor in our

behalf, and our deep sense of loss in his death.

In connection with Mr. Andrew Carnegie's

ofl^er to provide pensions for future ex-presi-

dents of the United States and their widows

—chiefly interesting to university men for the
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light it throws on his provision of pensions

for professors—it is announced that Mr. Car-

negie has transferred $125,000,000 to the Car-

negie Corporation of New York incorporated

tinder the act of the legislature introduced on

March 22 last year. This corporation has

eight trustees, five of whom are the heads of

the five institutions which Mr. Carnegie has

founded—the Carnegie Endowment for Inter-

national Peace, the Carnegie Foundation for

the Advancement of Teaching, the Carnegie

Institution of Washington, the Carnegie Hero

Fund, and the Carnegie Institute of Pitts-

burgh. The heads of these are Senator Elihu

Eoot, Dr. Henry S. Pritchett, Dr. Eobert S.

Woodward, Mr. Charles L. Taylor and Dr.

William N. Frew. The other three trustees

are Mr. Carnegie, Mr. Eobert A. Franks,

president of the Home Trust Company, and

Mr. James Bertram, Mr. Carnegie's secretary.

By the act of the legislature the incorporators

were authorized " to receive and maintain a

fund and apply the income to promote the ad-

vancement and diffusion of knowledge among

the people of the United States by aiding tech-

nical schools, institutions of higher learning,

libraries, scientific research, hero funds, useful

publications, and by such other agencies and

means as shall from time to time be found

appropriate."

After the annual meeting of the trustees of

the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-

ment of Teaching last week it was announced

that forty-eight pensions and retirement al-

lowances had been granted during the year,

making a total of three hundred and ninety-

eight now in force at an annual expenditure

of $570,000. Dr. William F. Slocum, presi-

dent of Colorado College, was elected to the

vice-chairmanship of the board to fill the

place of Dr. David Starr Jordan, resigned. En-

dowments of the Foundation now amount to

$14,000,000, Mr. Carnegie having added

$2,000,000 since the meeting of the trustees a

year ago. The foundation was created with a

fund of $10,000,000 and a promise of $5,000,-

000 more from Mr. Carnegie when it was

needed for the state universities. The gift an-

nounced last week makes three of the ad-

ditional five million; during the first years of

the foundation's existence it saved $1,000,000

of its income.

The U. S. Civil Service Commission an-

nounces a competitive examination for in-

organic chemist, for men only, on December
4 to fill vacancies in this position in the

Bureau of Insular Affairs, Philippine Service,

at salaries ranging from $1,400 to $2,000 a

year.

The Illinois Civil Service Commission ex-

pects to hold an examination in Chicago on

December 14, 1912, to furnish an eligible list

for the position of curator of the State Mu-
seum. Applicants are not restricted to resi-

dence in Illinois but the law requires that

they must be geologists and over twenty-five

years of age. The present salary is $250 per

month. The examination will cover the train-

ing and experience of the applicant and in

addition will include questions on geology and
natural science, museum organization and ad-

ministration and methods of collection and
exhibition of specimens in large museums.
A portion of the examination will be oral.

This is the first time that such an examina-

tion has ever been held for scientific positions

in the state service of Illinois.

The committee in charge of the Sarah Ber-

liner Eesearch Fellowship for Women offers

annually a fellowship of the value of one

thousand dollars, available for study and re-

search in physics, chemistry or biology, in

either America or Europe. This fellowship

is open to women holding the degree of doctor

of philosophy, or to those similarly equipped

for the work of further research. Applica-

tions for this fellowship must be in the hands

of the chairman of the committee, Mrs. Chris-

tine Ladd Franklin, 527 Cathedral Parkway,

New York, by the first of January of each

year.

Section F of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science will hold one

session at Cleveland for the address of Vice-

president Nachtrieb. All papers will be re-
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ferred to the program committee of the Aiaer-

ican Society of Zoologists, and will he read hy

title only if there is not time for presentation

at the announced meetings of that society.

Titles and abstracts should be sent to Pro-

fessor W. C. Curtis, Columbia, Mo., before

December 1.

The fourth annual meeting of the American

Phytopathological Society will be held in con-

junction with the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, at Cleveland,

Ohio, December 31, 1912, to January 3, 1913.

Titles of papers should reach the secretary not

later than December 10 to insure their appear-

ance in the society's program. Papers should

not require more than ten to fifteen minutes,

and in no case exceed twenty minutes, for

presentation. Abstracts not exceeding 200

words, and preferably 100, of all papers to be

presented should be submitted with the titles,

if possible. In order to appear in the official

report of the meeting, all abstracts must be in

the secretary's hands at the close of the meet-

ing. The pathological exhibition, which was

such an interesting and successful feature of

the Washington meeting, will be continued at

Cleveland. Correspondence in regard to ex-

hibits and space should be addressed to Pro-

fessor A. D. Selby, Wooster, Ohio. Facilities

will be provided for displaying exhibits of all

kinds.

The Ohio Academy of Science will hold its

annual session at the Ohio State University,

November 28-30. The program contains fifty

papers. The academy will decide the ques-

tion of establishing a series of publications

which shall include the results of the work

done for the Biological Survey of Ohio, which

was recently established by the Ohio State

University. Several of the colleges of the

state are cooperating with the university in

making the survey.

The New York State Science Teachers

Association will hold its annual meeting in

the Central High School, Syracuse, IS!. T., on

December 26-28, 1912. The sections are:

(a) Physics and Chemistry, (&) Biology and

Nature Study, (c) Home Economics.

The International Union for Solar Re-

search will meet at Bonn beginning August 1,

1913.

A society for the study of medical history

has been established in London as a section of

the Eoyal Society of Medicine. The first

meeting was held on November 20.

The fourth Congress of Physiotherapy will

be held at Berlin, March 26-30, 1913, under

the presidency of Professor His. The prin-

cipal subject proposed for discussion is the

treatment of disturbances of the circulation.

The work of the congress will be divided

among four sections : (1) hydrotherapy, balne-

ology, seaside and climatic treatment; (2)

electro-therapy and radium-therapy ; (3) ortho-

pedics, movement treatment and massage;

(4) dietetics. There will be an exhibition in

connection with the congress.

The tenth International Congress of Agri-

culture will be held at Ghent next year. The

Belgian government and the provincial coun-

cils as well as the municipal authorities of

Ghent have promised their support to this

congress. The various foreign governments

have been asked to send delegates. The op-

portunity of visiting the agricultural exhibi-

tion, or " The Modern Village " as it will be

called, and the numerous excursions which

will be arranged, will make the congress one

of special interest. County councils, agricul-

tural societies and colleges, professors of agri-

culture, farmers, market gardeners and agri-

culturists generally in all parts of the world

are invited to become members of the con-

gress. The reports and proceedings, to be

issued in six volumes, will form an agricul-

tural encyclopedia of all subjects of current

interest. The congress will meet from the

eighth to the thirteenth of June inclusive.

Applications for membership, enclosing a

money order for 20 francs, should be sent to

M. Inspector Vandervaeren, 228, chaussee

d'Alsemberg, Brussels. The American com-

mittee, so far formed, consists of the follow-
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ing: Dr. L. 0. Howard, member of the Inter-

national Commission on Agriculture and

chief, Bureau of Entomology; Dr. A. 0. True,

director, OfEce of Experiment Stations; Mr.

John Hamilton, specialist in farmers' insti-

tutes, OflSce of Experiment Stations; Dr. C
r. Langworthy, chief, nutrition investigation.

Office of Experiment Stations; Dr. J. I.

Schulte, assistant agriculturist. Office of Ex-

periment Stations.

The last Congress made appropriations for

the U. S. Geological Survey for the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1913, as follows:

Topographic surveys $350,000

Geologic surveys 300,000

Mineral resources of Alaska 90,000

Mineral resources of the United States . . 75,000

Chemical and physical researches 40,000

Geological maps of the United States . . 110,000

Gaging streams, etc 150,000

Surveying national forests 75,000

The bill also appropriates $145,000 for print-

ing and binding survey reports, to be expended
by the public printer.

The will of the late Catherine E. Beecher,

in compliance with the wishes of her husband,

bequeaths her estate for the endowment of a

department in the Academy of Natural Sci-

ences of Philadelphia to be known as the J. F.

Beecher Biological and Anthropological Labo-
ratory. The bequest, with the conditions de-

fined in the will, has been accepted by the

academy. The estate is to be kept intact for

ten years before the income is available for

the designated purpose.

Among the geological and mineralogical col-

lections of the United States National Mu-
seum is an odd boulder of solid copper, known
as the Ontonagon Boulder, which has a very

interesting history. This large mass of copper

has been in the possession of the Smithsonian

Institution since 1860, and has recently been

moved to the new museum building, where it

is now on exhibition in the southeast comer

of the east hall on the second floor. The

boulder has the appearance of a dull bronze-

colored rock, muclj chipped and worn. It is

Si feet long, 3 feet wide and li feet in its

thickest part, and owing to the great density

of copper, weighs nearly 3 tons, a large weight

for such a relative small bulk. For ages this

remarkable mass of copper lay on the west

bank of the Ontonagon River in the upper

peninsula of Michigan, where it was known
for many years by the Chippewa Indians of

that region. It was not until 1766, however,

that the first white man, Alexander Henry, an

English adventurer and trader, visited this re-

markable specimen. During the next 75 years

many explorers and scientists followed Henry's

footsteps until the boulder became well

known as a mineralogical curiosity. It was

undoubtedly a valuable specimen worth sev-

eral thousands of dollars, but its weight pre-

vented any one from making away with it.

In 1841, Julius Eldred, a hardware merchant

of Detroit pvirchased this copper rock from

the Chippewa Indians on whose lands it was

located, and two years later, after many diffi-

culties, succeeded in transporting it down the

Ontonagon River, through Lake Superior to

Sault Ste. Marie, and thence to Detroit, where

it was placed on exhibition for a brief period.

Soon after its arrival, the government claimed

it, and towards the end of 1843 it was shipped

to Washington and deposited in the yard of

the Quartermaster's Bureau of the War De-

partment, where it remained until 1860, when

it was transferred to the Smithsonian Insti-

tution. Some years later the government re-

paid Mr. Eldred for his time and energy in

securing this boulder, congress having ap-

propriated the sum of $5,664.90 for his relief.

This specimen represents the first consider-

able quantity of copper from the Lake Su-

perior region, a district which has since be-

come one of the important copper-producing

regions of the world. It undoubtedly came out

of the adjacent copper-bearing rocks, and was

probably transported southward a short dis-

tance during the Glacial Period in the Gla-

cial drift which now covers that country. The

museum specimen, though large and interest-

ing, is not by any means the largest solid

piece of copper ever found. Copper masses of

immense size are encountered from time to
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time in the mines of Lake Superior, and the

largest recorded was found in 185Y in the

Minnesota mine. It measured 45 feet in

length, 22 feet at its greatest width and more
than 8 feet at its thickest part, and contained

over 90 per cent, pure copper. The total

weight was about 420 tons.

The Observatory gives the following from
the Daily Chronicle, a leading London paper:

Actors and others are discussing what they shall

do with the seventh day. There is a tiny island in

the South Pacific where there is no seventh day,

six days being the allotted span of every week.

All travelers know that time is lost or gained in

traveling east or west, and Chatham Island is just

on the line of demarcation between times and

dates. To keep in line with the almanac, there-

fore, the plan has been adopted of jumping the

afternoon of one day and the morning of the next

in every week, so that the islanders commence

Wednesday, but at 10 o'clock switch on to Thurs-

day afternoon.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
The children of the late James Dwight

Dana (Silliman professor of geology at Tale

University from 1850 to 1895) have ofEered to

establish a fund which shall ultimately reach

$24,000, the income to be used "to further

study and research in geology."

By the will of Frederick Blanchard of

Tyngsboro, Harvard University receives for

the use of the Museum of Comparative Zool-

ogy his entomological collection.

Mrs. John Joseph Albright, of Buffalo, a

trustee of Smith College, has given $60,000

toward the million-dollar fund. This gift is

to establish what will be known as the S.

Clarke Seelye professorship. The subscrip-

tions now amount to about $500,000.

The corporation of Yale University has

passed a statute regarding sabbatical years,

making it possible for a professor or assistant

professor to take a half-year's absence on full

salary as an alternative for a full year at half

salary. A similar plan was adopted by the

trustees of Columbia University several years

Enrollment figures for 1912-13 for all de-

partments of Western Eeserve University are

announced this week at the university as fol-

lows: Adelbert College, 456; the College for

Women, 354; the Graduate School (incom-

plete), 14; the Medical Department, 168; the

Law School, 130; the Dental School, 12Y; the

Library School (incomplete), 50, and the

School of Pharmacy, 111. The total enroll-

ment for all departments is 1,410. Western

Eeserve University, in its undergraduate de-

partments, Adelbert College and the College

for Women, has decided that, under ordinary

conditions, no division of a class for recita-

tion purposes is to exceed twenty-five persons.

This vote, applying to all classes, means that

in the freshman class of Adelbert College

there will be seven divisions, and in the fresh-

man class of the College for Women five di-

visions in all required subjects. Many large

elective classes will be divided into two, three

or four divisions.

Dr. Frank Pell Underhill, assistant pro-

fessor of physiological chemistry in the Shef-

field Scientific School, Tale University, has

been elected professor of pathological chem-

istry in the Medical School.

Professor E. C. Punnett has been ap-

pointed the first Arthur Balfour professor of

genetics at Cambridge University.

DISCUSSION AND COMBESPONDENCE

radiotelegraphio achievements by the poul-

sen system

To THE Editor op Science : I wish to call at-

tention to the important results being accom-

plished in this country by the Poulsen system

of wireless telegraphy. This system and the

work that is being done by it is of great sci-

entific interest as well as practical importance,

and inasmuch as almost nothing is generally

known about it a brief account of its main
features may be of interest to the readers of

Science. Although not a physicist I am led

to call attention to this subject because I have

waited in vain to see any mention of it in

scientific journals, and because numerous
students of related subjects whom I know
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have failed to take mucia interest in it. This

lack of interest is apparently due to the pre-

vailing prejudice against the claims of wire-

less telegraph companies in general.

The system of wireless communication in

question is that invented by the Danish scien-

tist Valdemar Poulsen, and is radically dif-

ferent from the Marconi and related spark

systems. Instead of intermittent waves such

as are sent out by the spark system, the Poul-

sen system sends undamped continuous waves

by means of an arc. In transmitting a mes-

sage the signals are given not by interrupting

the current but by slightly varying the wave-

lengths in a continuous wave train. Experi-

ence is proving that such continuous wave
trains are far less affected by adverse atmos-

pheric conditions and other obstacles, and are

propagated long distances with much less

power than the broken waves sent out by the

spark system, and that they possess numerous
other advantages. As a result, entirely reli-

able communication for long distances over

land, and communication by day almost as

well as by night, is made possible.

The greatest advances in the development

of this system are being made in the western

part of the United States, largely by persons

now or heretofore connected with Stanford

University. Stations ranging in power from

5 to 30 kilowatts are in operation in the large

cities on the Pacific Coast, from Seattle to

San Diego, and at Phoenix, El Paso, Fort

Worth, Kansas City and Chicago. Tele-

graphic messages are being transmitted con-

stantly, day and night, along the Pacific Coast

and as far east as El Paso, and messages are

sent from there by night to and from the com-

paratively low-power stations so far installed

at Fort Worth, Kansas City and Chicago.

Since the recent establishment of a 30-kilo-

watt station at San Francisco with two 440-

foot towers it has been found possible to send

messages direct from the coast to Fort Worth
and Kansas City, and do away with the inter-

mediate relays. Within the past few weeks a

station has been completed at Honolulu and
every day from 1,000 to 4,000 words of news
and private messages are sent thither by the

San Francisco station. This news appears in

the Honolulu daily paper and, by virtue of its

cheaper cost than news by cable, is affording

the people there for the first time complete

news of the world each day. This distance is

more than 2,350 miles and is the longest over

which continuously successful wireless com-

munication has ever been established.

Furthermore it is the longest single span of

ocean necessary to cross in circling the globe,

and forecasts trans-Pacific wireless communi-
cation in the near future. The power used at

these Pacific coast stations is only a small

fraction of that necessary for sending mes-

sages by the spark system across the two

thousand miles of ocean from Ireland to Nova
Scotia.

With the aid of mechanical transmitters

and receivers from 100 to 300 words per min-

ute are accurately sent and received by the

Poulsen system over distances of several hun-

dred miles, and a method has been devised

whereby two messages can be sent or two re-

ceived simultaneously over the same antenna.

The wave-lengths can be readily varied, and,

as each station has its assigned wave-length

to which it keeps its receiving apparatus at-

tuned, messages can be sent to any point de-

sired without troubling other stations. Or, if

desired, all stations within range can receive

the same message simultaneously. Messages

sent by the Poulsen system are not read by

operators of other systems and the stations do

not experience the interference from outside

operators which is so troublesome a feature of

the spark stations.

In addition to telegraphic communication

the Poulsen system has been proved successful

for wireless telephony. I can personally at-

test the simplicity and clearness of this

method of transmitting speech, having tele-

phoned more than two years ago between

Stockton and San Francisco, a distance of

80 miles over land. Subsequently speech has

been carried in this way from San Francisco

to Los Angeles, 450 miles, but as yet no thor-

ough tests have been made of the system's

telephonic possibilities, attention having been

concentrated upon the telegraph.
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There are other novel and important fea-

tures of the Poulsen system which it would

take too long to mention. As yet only a be-

ginning has been made in developing its possi-

bilities. The nest step will be to test and put

in use generators of increasing powers, from

which increasing ranges are expected. The

success so far attained has advanced the sci-

ence of communication considerably beyond

its generally recognized limits, and affords

sound basis for the expectation that a few

years will see much of the present work not

only of ocean cables but also of long distance

telegraph lines done by undamped electro-

magnetic waves transmitted through space.

Egbert Anderson
Washington, D. C,

November 6, 1912

PICTURES OP PSYCHOLOGISTS

Having the Open Court series pictures of

psychologists and philosophers, I have often

wished that I had those of present-day psy-

chologists on the walls of my recitation room.

I have often thought of writing to psychol-

ogists for their photographs, but that would

be a good deal of trouble and if a number fol-

lowed that plan it would become a nuisance to

those whose pictures were most desired. A
continuation of the Open Court series would

be desirable, but who is to decide which of the

living men should be included and would not

such a series be unprofitable because of its in-

clusions and omissions?

The following plan occurs to me as a means

of getting what is desired without any of the

above disadvantages. Let those desiring

photographs name the ones whose pictures are

desired to the one who is willing to take

charge of the matter. That one can then pro-

cure one photograph of each person named

and have a plate made from it of the same

size as the Open Court series and arrange with

a photographer to furnish photos from these

plates at a reasonable rate.

Are there enough who desire such pictures

to make it worth while to inaugurate the plan ?

This can be answered if all who are interested

will at once write to me signifying their de-

sires and naming at least a few of the men
whose pictures they wish. Prominent educa-

tors and perhaps other men of science might

be included if they were asked for. If inter-

ested do not fail to write at once.

E. A. KlEKPATEICK

FiTCHBUKG, Mass.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

The Spider Boole. A Manual for the Study

of the Spiders and Their Near Eelatives,

The Scorpions, Pseudoscorpions, Whip-

scorpions, Harvestmen, and Other Mem-
bers of the Class Arachnida, Found in

America north of Mexico, with Analytical

Keys for Their Classification and Popular

Accounts of Their Habits. By J. H. CoM-

STOCK. Garden City, New York, Double-

day, Page & Co. 1912. Pp. xv+ 70Y;

in figs.

This work, the most recent of the series of

well-known nature books published by Double-

day, Page & Company, fills a long-felt need,

since the spiders are the most abundant and

conspicuous representatives of a large group

of organisms, which have never aroused an in-

terest, in the American student at least, at all

commensurate with their biological and eco-

nomic importance. The author has arranged

the vast amount of material, which he has ac-

cumulated during more than a decade of en-

thusiastic study, in conformity with the plan

adopted in the preceding volumes of the series,

throwing the emphasis on the classification

and subordinating the morphological, eth-

. nological and chorologieal data to this

arrangement. By way of introduction to

the main subject of the volume the vari-

ous lower groups of Arachnida are briefly

discussed. This portion of the work, apart

from the useful tables for identification, does

not rise above the level of many zoological

text-books, and some of the sections, as, e. g.,

those on the ticks and mites, scarcely do jus-

tice to our present knowledge or to the eco-

nomic importance of the subject. The ac-

count of the spiders, which are, after all, the

subject of the book, is preceded by chapters on
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their external and internal anatomy and their

behavior. The anatomical treatment is de-

tailed and comprehensive but, except for a

careful description of the male palpus, con-

tains little that is new. Professor Comstock's

study of the palpus forms a small treatise in

itself and constitutes a valuable contribution

to our knowledge of a peculiarly intricate

mechanism. The spinning glands are also

discussed in considerable detail as the author

has been much interested in the construction

of the web, a subject fully treated in his ac-

count of the " life of spiders," to the neglect

or abridgment of many other equally interest-

ing habits in these solitary organisms. No
general account of the geographical distribu-

tion of the nearctic species is attempted, al-

though such an account would have been very

timely and of great interest to many zoolo-

gists who are not arachnologists. The sys-

tematic descriptions of the genera and spe-

cies, and especially the tables for their identi-

fication, which occupy three fourths of the

volume, are extremely valuable. The species

are adequately illustrated from photographs

or drawings of living or recently killed speci-

mens, with their webs, nests, details of ana-

tomical structure, color patterns, etc. Most

of the figures have been well reproduced, but

in some cases the fine photographs have suf-

fered the customary deterioration in the

hands of the engraver and printer. These are,

of course, not the faults of the author, who
deserves the hearty congratulations and

thanks of all American zoologists for having

given them such a helpful and beautiful vol-

ume.

W. M. Wheeler

Due d'Orleans. Oampagne Arctique de 1907.

Annelides Polyehetes par Pierre Fauvel,

iv, 45 pp., 4°, 2 pi. ; Crustaces Malacos-

traces, par le Dr. Louis Staffers, xxiv, 152

pp., 4°, Y pi., 2 charts. Imp. Sci. Bruxelles,

1911.

The annelid fauna of the Arctic seas being

practically eircumpolar, and investigated in

much detail by the Scandinavian and Ger-

man naturalists, it was hardly to be expected

that the expedition of the Duke of Orleans on

the Belgica in 1907 would add many novel-

ties. As a matter of fact Sphcerodorum

philippi Fauvel was the only new species

among the sixty-two collected on the coasts of

Novaia Zemlaia, the Murman, Kara and Polar

seas. Valuable notes as to the distribution,

and data on the organization of several little-

known forms, and a useful bibliography of

work on Arctic annelids ensure a welcome for

the memoir.

The sea north of Siberia has been but par-

tially explored for Crustacea, and Dr. Stap-

per's collection, in spite of the adverse circum-

stances attending work in ice-encumbered

waters, comprised no less than ninety-four

species, of which two amphipods, one isopod

and two sympods proved unknown to science.

Many of the species collected were obtained

in considerable numbers, which permitted dis-

section of numerous individuals. The exact

data as to distribution in depth and geo-

graphic range render the records of the col-

lection especially valuable to science, and the

twelve pages of bibliography will prove a boon

to students. The execution of the plates as

usual with this series of reports leaves noth-

ing to be desired.

Wm. H. Dall

Beyond War: A Chapter in the Natural His-

tory of Man. By Vernon L. Kellogg.

New York, Henry Holt and Company.

1912. Pp. ix + l'r2. $1.00.

A biologist's contribution to the literature

of the peace movement. The argument of

the book runs somewhat as follows. " Man "

is, like any organic species, a stage in evolu-

tion, an organism with a past and with a

future. Human nature, like Nature herself,

is not immutable, but inevitably mutable.

Characteristics possessed at one time by the

supra-modal few come to be possessed by the

mode, and in passing are represented, for a

time, only in the sub-modal group. War is

such a trait—now vestigial, not rudimentary

—an anomaly and an anachronism; it will

disappear from human life when the mode of

the species is well beyond war. When the
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facts of man's whole history are brought into

line, one can, sighting along it, see that his

evolution is clearly to be away from war.

Like an organic species, war is a species of

conflict and it will give place to other forms

of conflict, no less real but more humane.

To many scientific readers the most val-

uable part of this book will prove to be the

convenient summary of man's physical and

mental evolution during quaternary times,

contained in Chapters II-V. Here are pre-

sented, in Professor Kellogg's well-known, stri-

king style, and in a form well adapted for the

general reader, the evidence for the existence

of Tertiary man, and brief characterizations

of early Quaternary man—" Homo Primi-

genius : Man of the Great Ice "—^who found

in fighting his chief occupation and diversion.

" Homo Priscus : Man after the Ice," par-

tially freed by his wit from constant struggle

with the rest of nature, devotes some of his

newly acquired leisure toward fashioning his

own environment.

Neolithic man, " Homo Sapiens : Man of

History," gets something to call " culture."

He begins to experience the results of his own
modification of his environment, and finds

that he has inherited not only instincts and

reflexes, but also the capacity to modify these

by the exercise of reason ; and so he begins to

take a hand in directing the evolution of his

" human nature." Kellogg recognizes the prox-

imity of this idea to the " inheritance of

acquired characters," but proceeds. Man of

to-day, as an individual, fights as a pastime

chiefly, and international war has become pri-

marily a struggle to destroy dollars. The real

desire for war occasionally is said to be al-

ready a sub-modal species character.

As to Quinternary man, " Homo Superioris

:

Man of To-morrow," Kellogg ventures to

prophesy, saying that his physical constitu-

tion seems fixed and unlikely to be much fur-

ther changed, and he must perforce depend

for his existence upon the evolution and use

of his intelligence. As this develops man will

recognize the truth about war and will, must,

eliminate it from the species life.

It is obviously possible to arrange the lead-

ing facts of man's evolutionary history so as

to indicate the future elimination of war, and,

faith being the substance of things hoped for,

let us have faith that this prediction may be

speedily fulfilled. But that one may also ar-

range the facts of man's whole history, as well

as of man's History, so as to point in any

direction hoped for, is still true; and many
of Kellogg's theses might serve as subjects for

argumentation.
" Beyond War " is a clear indication of the

now recognized necessity of enlarging history

to include the whole history of man and his

works, and of the important relation of bio-

logical facts to the work, not only of the his-

torian, but of the politician, the economist,

sociologist, philanthropist and peacemaker.

While our biological substructure may not yet

be able really to bear the load often thus

placed upon it, we should and do welcome

heartily every attempt of the trained biologist

to make his science available for use and for

human life.

Wm. E. Kellicott

BOTANICAL NOTES

THE BRUSSELS CODE

It may now be well in the middle of the

lustrum between the Brussels Botanical Con-

gress (of 1910) and the London Congress (to

be held 1915) to make some pronouncements

upon what progress has been made towards

securing a useful and workable code and what

remains yet to be done. Before the Vienna

Congress (in 1905) there was great diversity

of practise among botanists, and not a little

heat and temper had been displayed by the

champions of this or that particular view.

When Otto Kuntze about twenty years ago

stirred up the whole subject there were many
who regarded his action as wholly unneces-

sary and uncalled for, and yet it is true that

from this stirring up of things have come the

two congresses, namely, at Vienna, and
Brussels, and much that Kuntze contended

for has now been enacted into botanical law.

So too, the movement in America a little later,
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culminating in one or two published " codes,"

served to accentuate the demand for a more
general agreement as to what should be good

botanical practise.

Most botanists have had in hand for about

three months Briquet's report and compila-

tion of the code as modified by the Brussels

congress, and they have had time to consider

the wisdom of the more recent changes and

additions, and the adequateness of the code as

a whole. In considering this code we must
not overlook the fact that we have secured the

recognition of our chief contention, namely,

the " law of priority." So too we have se-

cured the recognition of the necessity for a

heginning date for nomenclature. And to-

day the original name of the species is prefer-

ably retained, whatever generic wanderings it

may suffer, and a name which has become a

synonym can not be used for another plant.

Even in regard to publication and the use of

parentheses the essentials that we contended

for have been enacted into law. Only in re-

gard to the use of specific names which repeat

the generic name does the new code run coun-

ter to the practise of many American botan-

ists, and it must be said for this latter point

that few of us would care to insist strenuously

upon the acceptance of our practise.

So we have succeeded in having most of

what we demanded included in the botanical

code, but as always happens when legislation

is had, some things have been added that are

not at all to our liking. Thus with the under-

lying principles (Arts. 1 to 18) no fault need

be found, but in our opinion the Brussels

congress made a series of blunders in Art. 19,

when it selected the starting points for the

nomenclature of various groups. In fact here

there was evidently a hopeless confusion of

" starting points " with complete mono-

graphs, resulting in the designation of not

less than twenty different dates, in eight pub-

lications, with at least four more groups still

to be heard from. When it is suggested that

the point of beginning for some algfe is 1753

(Linne's " Sp. Plant."), while for others it is

any place from 1891 to 1893, and for still

others 1886, and for others again 1848, while

for one little family (Oedogoniaceae) it is as

late as 1900, it is pretty evident that the law

makers forgot what they were doing. This

matter of starting points for nomenclature

will have to be revised by men who can " keep

their heads "

!

Then while the law of priority is sanctioned

(Art. 15) the vicious practise is enlarged of

making exceptions (nomina conservanda) of

names that are to be retained in spite of the

law. Such " special legislation " reminds us

of what political legislatures sometimes do

when exceptions are made in favor of " spe-

cial interests," but certainly such things ought

not to be done by a body of scientific men.

The Brussels Congress augmented the lists of

nomina conservanda, and in doing so showed

more forcibly than at Vienna that the lists

have no scientific basis, but that they rest

upon the prejudices and preferences of a few

botanists who object to the use of unaccus-

tomed names for certain plants. Prejudice

and individual preference have no rightful

place in determining scientific nomenclature.

One is inclined to quote here the final article

(58)
—

" The rules of botanical nomenclature

can only be modified by competent persons at

an international congress convened for the

express purpose," and to malve the very ob-

vious remark that it may be questioned

whether all of the work before us was done by
" competent persons." In the opinion of the

writer this question must be answered in the

negative for some parts of the code.

Now, what shall we do in regard to this

code? There are those who boldly say that a

code so drawn up should not be obeyed, and

accordingly they ignore such of the rules as

they do not approve. And the temptation to

do so is very great, especially in regard to the

starting points of nomenclature, and the

nomina conservanda, but we are convinced

that the wiser policy will be to accept the code

as a whole, and obey its dicta. Of course it is

never an agreeable thing to have to do what

our judgment disapproves, but the only way

that we can make progress is to submit to the

code as it is, with the determination, that we

will bring about the desirable revisions and
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changes as rapidly as possible. So we con-

clude that, disagreeable as it may be, it is the

best thing for the science that we should obey

the rules of the code.

CROWN GALL AND CANCER

Attention should be called again to Dr. E.

F. Smith's suggestive paper " The Structure

and Development of Crown Gall: A Plant

Cancer," ' issued June 29, 1912. In its prepa-

ration the author was assisted by Nellie A.

Brown and Lucia McCulloch, scientific assist-

ants. As expressed by Dr. B. T. Galloway in

his letter of transmittal to the Secretary of

Agriculture

:

This paper is the result of many months of

critical study of hundreds of serial sections pre-

pared on the microtome; and so far as relates to

the photographic demonstration of the presence

of the causal organism within the proliferating

cells, to several years of laborious and discour-

aging experimentation with a variety of fixing

agents and stains. Only recently has it been pos-

sible to demonstrate clearly by means of the

microscope the presence of the parasitic organism

within the cells, although the authors have known

for more than five years that this organism must

lie located within the cells.

Proof of the latter contention having been

attained the conclusion is reached that

While it is the rapidly proliferating cancer cells

that do the michief they are impelled to behave

in this way only because they are under the stim-

ulus of a foreign organism which does not destroy

them but irritates them to rapid division.

We can well agree with Dr. Galloway in

pronouncing this " a discovery of the first

magnitude in pathology."

The paper is accompanied with one hun-

dred and nine " half-tone " reproductions of

photographs, often very highly magnified, and

these plates constitute the greater part of the

evidence upon which the author relies. Among
the statements given in the resume the follow-

ing may be quoted:

Crown galls occur on a great variety of plants,

but not always on the crown; any part of the

root or shoot is liable to attack.

iBull. 255, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S.

Dept. Agrie.

Young, well-nourished, rapidly-growing tissues

take the disease more readily than old or slow-

growing ones.

They are all of parasitic origin, unless the one

on the beet studied by Jensen, Eeinelt and Spisar,

in Europe, should prove an exception.

These galls are due to schizomycetes, either to

one polymorphic species, or to several closely

related species. Further studies are necessary.

The parasite has been shown to occur not only

in the primary tumor, but also in the secondary

tumors and in the connecting tumor strand.

The tissues of the gall multiply excessively and

in opposition to the best interests of the plant.

The galled tissue, which is often of a soft,

fleshy nature, is much subject to decay. It is not

usually corked over, and this absence of a pro-

tective surface allows the ready entrance of water

and of other parasites.

The tumor originates in meristem, usually in the

cambium region. It may perish within a few

months or continue to grow (parts of it) for years.

The tumor consists, or may consist, not only of

parenchyma cells but also of vessels and fibers,

i. e., it is provided with a stroma which develops

gradually as the tumor grows.

The tumor sends out roots (tumor strands)

into the normal tissues. These may extend for

some distance from the tumor—how far is not

known. These strands consist of meristem capable

of originating medullary rays, tracheids and sieve

tubes. .

The stimulus to tUmor development comes from

the presence of the parasite within certain of the

cells.

The relation between the host and the parasite

may be regarded as a symbiosis in which the para-

site has the advantage.

The bacterium is a soil organism and planters

should aim to keep their lands free from it by

refusing to plant infected stock.

The organism is a wound parasite. Its en-

trance is favored by careless grafting and by the

presence of borers, nematodes, etc.

Nothing in this bulletin should be construed as

indicating that we think the organism causing

crown galls is able also to cause human cancer,

but only that we believe the latter due to a cell

parasite of some sort, and offer the preceding

pages in support of this contention.

Charles E. Bessey

tjniveksity of nebraska
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THE ANALYSIS OF NATURAL SELECTION^

The actual operation of natural selection

is rarely investigated. The various methods

that have been employed -will be here consid-

ered seriatim, in order that their advantages

and limitations may be noted.

1. The comparison of the mean magnitude
of the characteristic in question in those in-

dividuals that died either with that of the

survivors or with that of the whole number.

This method is simple and where the differ-

ence is considerable does provide proof that

secular^ natural selection was operative. Its

shortcomings are that it furnishes no analysis

of the operation of selection and that periodic'

natural selection is not detected by it.

2. The index of correlation between the

length of time of successful resistance to the

adverse condition and the magnitude of the

characteristic in question. This method has

been used by Dr. F. E. Lutz on Ampelophila.

In addition to demonstrating the action of

natural selection, it may in some cases, as in

Ampelophila, throw valuable light on the ac-

tion of the cause of death. Its limitation is

its failure both to discriminate between peri-

odic and secular selection and to analyze the

distribution of the incidence of natural selec-

tion.

3. In addition to comparing the means of

the individuals that perished and survived,

Bumpus, in his well-known sparrow observa-

tion, compared the extremes with the whole

number, in this way being able to detect any

periodic selection that may have taken place,

as well as the secular selection. This method,

too, falls short, because a still closer analysis

is desirable, and because the result hinges on

the particular choice of the percentage of the

whole chosen to represent the extreme.

4. We have a further step in analysis in

^ This article was written while the author was
on the staff of the Station for Experimental

Evolution at Cold Spring Harbor, N. T., of the

Carnegie Institution of Washington.
' Pearson 's term for the form of natural selec-

tion which favors one extreme over the other.

^Pearson's term for the form of natural selec-

tion which favors the mode at the expense of the

extremes.

Weldon's method of showing the results of

his classic experiment in subjecting Oarcinus

to clay suspended in water. Here the poly-

gon of the perished is superimposed upon the

polygon of frequency for the whole number.

The eye can then wander along the polygons

and observe the relation of the two throughout

their courses, which makes a fuller analysis

possible. But in making the analysis the mind
must compute the ratio for each class as best

it can.

The method which I wish to propose deter-

mines these ratios precisely and plots them
graphically. The survival rate is determined

for each class, and plotted, preferably superim-

posed upon the polygon of frequency of the

whole number, so that the numbers used are

shown. Since the probable error of the sur-

vival rates increases towards the extremes

where based upon fewer individuals, some
method of combining classes is frequently de-

sirable. Only such combining should be done

as is considered absolutely necessary, because

the analysis is less discriminative by just so

much. The combining may be done by arbi-

trarily adding the classes in groups of 2, 3, 4,

etc., or by combining the most extreme eighth

in one direction, the next eighth, and so forth.

This may be done absolutely, or in some
cases, to the nearest class. The particular

method depends largely upon the number em-
ployed. Eougher grouping and a larger num-
ber of classes are permissible where there are

large numbers. In Fig. 1 I have applied the

method to Weldon's experiment with crabs

(male Garcinus rrimnas) in muddy water. The
survival rate is determined for each class and
a survival curve thus established. It will be

seen that, even with this large number of

classes, the curve is clearly inclined. In Figs.

2 and 3 I have replotted the curve in four and
eight classes, respectively, of about equal num-
bers to smooth out the irregularities arising

from the small numbers in the extreme classes.

With so active a natural selection, one can well

believe that, in spite of the criticism of Cun-
ningham, there actually took place in nature

the evolution shown by the statistics gathered

in the successive years of the crabs at Ply-

mouth.
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The numbers are smaller in the widely

quoted observations of H. C. Bumpus on the

sparrows which survived in a lot that were

picked up after a severe storm at Providence,

R. I. By using only four classes, however, the

survival curve is so inclined that we may

other measurements to percentage of length.

The result shows a much greater influence of

selection than that shown by the absolute

measurements. The selection is also seen to

be secular (Fig. 5) rather than periodic, as

Bumpus concluded from the absolute measure-

safely draw conclusions. The conditions in ments. The survival curves are shovni for the

tOSd 52 48')4'W34 312Si*20 A (2 S 4 4 S II It 20 2t Zi 31 3k40

SO SO iS SO SS 50 27 S14144-Z1 Zf 1841 IS 2S 33
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Fig. 1. The polygon of frequency of the fron-

tal breadth (dotted line) of Carcinus mcenas in

Weldon's experiment, with the survival rate (solid

line). First line of numbers, deviation; second

line, survival rate; third line, numbers.

'2131

Fig. 2. The survival polygon in the Weldon

crab experiment plotted in eight classes. First

line of numbers, deviation; second line, survival

rate.

this study probably do not show the full se-

lective effect of the catastrophe, for we here

contrast those which perished with the dis-

abled which survived when protected. The
sparrows which had succeeded in finding suit-

able shelter would probably have shown a still

greater difference from those that died, could

they have been obtained. Bumpus confined

himself to a study of the absolute measure-

ments, but since there was a selection as to the

size of the birds (Fig. 4) I have reduced the

./a 70 -40O ^tS 'I7JS

MJ tS.S 3I.S m
Fig. 3. The survival polygon in the Weldon

crab experiment plotted in four classes. First

line of numbers, deviation; second line, survival

rate.
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Fig. 4. The polygon of survival rate of the

length in the Bumpus sparrow case. First line of

numbers, length in millimeters; second line, sur-

vival rate; third line, number of individuals.

sake of direct comparison in one diagram,

using as ordinates the average of the respect-

ive classes.

Curiously enough, while the males show a

well-marked secular selection in the same di-

rection in each measurement, the females are

either only slightly secular or indifferent. In

some cases, like the measurements of the

femur and humerus of the males, the differ-

ences are very great, all of the longest fourth
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literature of evolution, where it has figured so

largely.

23.1 50.0 111 33Z

3aS +/.2 50.0 56.0

/)l«a7i
4fc.7 3^.1 33.3 385-

«33 klS 7/.4 iS-O

Fig. 6. The survival rate in the extreme cases

in the Bumpus sparrow ease to test periodic selec-

tion. The rates plotted are the rates made up by

averaging those for the corresponding extreme

classes of all the dimensions, each expressed in

percentages of length. First line of numbers, the

extreme classes; second line, survival of females;

third line, survival of males.

The weight of the sparrows shows a secular

selection in a negative direction, but in per-

centage of length, the selection seems indiffer-

233

71

ISJ

41.S

2 ha

45

271

45

Fig. 7. Survival polygon for weight in the

Bumpus sparrow case plotted in four classes.

First line of numbers, weight in grams; second

line, survival rates.

ent. The selection in absolute weight, there-

fore, is due to the correlation with length

which is selected. For this reason and be-

cause it is not a dimension, I have not plotted

it with the other characteristics (Figs. 7

and 8).

The application of this method to Cramp-

ton's observations on the length of antennae

in female pupae of the moth Philosamia cyn-

thia, is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. This shows

clearly the amount of selection and brings out

the fact, which is otherwise overlooked, that

Fig. 8. Survival polygon for length in the

Bumpus sparrow ease plotted in four classes.

First line of numbers, length; second line, survival

rate.

Fig. 9. The survival polygon of the length of

left antennas in female pupte in Crampton's ex-

periment plotted in four classes. First line of

numbers, length of antenna in millimeters; second

line, survival rate.

Fig. 10. The survival polygon of the length of

left antenna in female pupEe in Crampton's ex-

periment plotted in eight classes. First line of

numbers, length of antenna in millimeters; second

line, survival rate.
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the rate of survival changes most rapidly with

the shorter antennse.

Dr. Eobert W. Hall and I have submitted

Palcemonetes vulgaris to changed salinity.

Figs. 11 and 12 show that where the marine

Fig. 11. Survival rate in Jolmson and Hall

experiment in exposing shrimp from marine sal-

inity to fresh water. First line of numbers, num-

ber of rostral spines; second line, survival rate.

shrimps were placed in fresh water, the sur-

vival curve is higher for those of few rostral

some of these brackish water shrimp were sub-

jected to brine the survival curve was higher

for the larger number of spines ; that is, higher

fSl Im m 5x1

jtn no j« lis.

Fig. 12. Survival rate in Johnson and Hall

experiment in exposing shrimp from brackish

water to brine. First line of numbers, number of

rostral spines; second line, survival rate.

for the marine conditions. The difference in

the former case not being well marked, the ex-

FiG. 13. Various theoretical survival curves (dotted) plotted

upon a theoretical polygon of frequency.

spines. Few spines is the normal condition

in the fresh water species. The brackish-water

strain of the marine species has also fewer

spines than the typical marine species. When

periments should be repeated on a larger scale

and with greater refinements, before drawing

definite conclusions. In the latter case, how-

ever, the result clearly shows selection.
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In the use of the method in actual cases, the

scale is of definite quantities. For theoretical

purposes, we may plot survival on a vertical

scale from to 2. In this case means no

survival, i. e., all individuals in the specified

class died prematurely. At 1, we have one in-

dividual attaining the age of reproduction for

each corresponding parent. At 2 we have two

progeny attaining maturity for each corre-

sponding parent. Now if the survival line is

level (Fig. 13a) natural selection is not active;

some low value in the other direction, and at

some point between rise to a point or become

level as in Figs. 146 and 14c. In the case of

Fig. 14Cj the species will evolve until selection

becomes periodic, but in Fig. 135 we have a

diiferent condition. Here it is carried to a

point where natural selection becomes impo-

tent. It is in such a case that determinate

evolution has free play and may, in some cases,

carry the species further. In still other cases

there is an absolute limit of variation in the

Fig. 14. Theoretical survival curves. Dotted line, survival rate; solid line,

theoretical polygon; dash line, polygon of freqiiency of young individuals.

but if it be in any degree inclined (Fig. 13(f)

natural selection is in operation. Figs. 13b, 13c

and 13/, I have drawn the survival curve as

one would expect it from some descriptions of

the action of natural selection, but such ab-

rupt changes in the survival rate must be de-

cidedly exceptional. The actual line is ordi-

narily a gentle curve, the survival rate always

being low and gradually becoming lower or

higher from class to class, as in Figs. 13d, e

and g-l. The periodic selection where the

species is kept stationary is illustrated in Figs.

13i to 13L There is every gradation of course

between this and secular selection. The point

to which selection would carry the species

might be close to the present mode.

The survival curve, if we had the data to

construct it for a sufficient length, would prob-

ably, in many cases, especially those involving

measurements, touch in one direction and

characteristic; for instance, blackish color

would have a limit at absolute black (Fig.

156). In such a case the survival curve would
come to a sudden stop on the particular rate

for that point. If the inclination is upward

Fig. 15. (o) Theoretical survival curves with

the mutation alone affected by a differential sur-

vival rate. (6) The polygon of frequency and of

survival rate are limited in one direction.
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toward the limit, the species must remain at

the limit.

The process of natural selection must be

further analyzed because of the heterogeneity

of the species. A species is made up not only

of individuals of two sexes in most cases, but

also of individuals of various ages. This dif-

ference may affect the survival results in two

different ways. The individuals of one sex

may differ quantitatively so that they will be

affected by differing survival rates when sur-

vival is discriminative. Because of the sex-

ual difference, Weldon in his Garcinus experi-

ment used males only, in order that it might

not be necessary to increase the number to be

measured.

At different ages, natural selection must

often operate differently, for the characteristic

changes quantitatively, and sometimes quali-

tatively, with age. Where the change is quan-

titative, the individual will change in its sur-

vival chance, where survival is discriminative.

Where the change is qualitative the charac-

teristic in question may only be in evidence

during part of the lifetime. In addition to

this, the survival chance may change with age,

regardless of the magnitude, because of the

general inefficiency of the immature. In many
species, the rigor of natural selection is doubt-

less concentrated on the younger stages, with

much decreased action later. Specific in-

stances we have in the vital statistics of man,

and in the large birds of prey, where they are

not molested by man.

In experimental work, economy of effort de-

mands concentrated attention upon adults

only or upon the young of some restricted age

group. Nevertheless, such a study has a seri-

ous limitation, for the whole influence of nat-

ural selection upon a species can not be known

until we have an analysis of its action for

every age group in the species. While the

number of young individuals in the sparrow

experiment of Bumpus was too small to per-

mit an analysis along age lines, yet inspection

shows that the selection was affected by age.

It is quite probable that where natural selec-

tion is inoperative upon adults, it may be

very efficient in some younger stages. In Fig.

14ffl I have illustrated the escape from the inci-

dence of natural selection by age. Cramp-

ton's results with the antenna lengths of

Philosamia pupw might not be found to apply

in imaginal life. In fact, we have the possi-

bility that natural selection might be nullified

by a reversal of action in the adult from its

action at some younger stage. Thus an extra

abdominal segment might be favored in the

caterpillar, but penalized in the moth. Such a

disparity has the effect of making the young
different from the adult, ending in some cases

in an elaborate metamorphosis.

It would seem that a polygon of frequency

would move along a survival curve based upon

the measurement of some one character until

it reaches its summit, when it would remain

stationary. Periodic selection would then

ensue. This maintains the species at a fixed

point and decreases variation. One might at

first suppose that when a new structure be-

gins, the survival curve would start at and

move along with the increase of the structure

to a maximum. But it must be remembered

that this is impossible, for the height of the

theoretical curve must always have an aver-

age height of at least one, no matter what the

characteristic used in the construction of the

curve may be, unless the species is decreas-

ing in abundance. Furthermore, it can get

no higher than one unless the population is

increasing in numbers. What we really have,

therefore, when there is no change in abun-

dance, is a compensatory depression of the

whole survival curve, as the frequency polygon

moves up its slope. It may be likened to a man
climbing a step ladder in a descending ele-

vator. His rate of speed might be such that

his elevation would not change, but he would

have horizontal motion. In this case, there

would be a general depression of the survival

curve to compensate for the increased survival

from the increase of the characteristic in

question. Elimination would necessarily be-

come sharper at some other point, the weakest

point, or at several weak points. But the elim-

ination, discriminative with respect to this

second weak characteristic, would with the

first characteristic be generally distributed.
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and so cause the general depression of its sur-

vival curve. For instance, let length of

feather have a differential survival value,

when a species of sparrov? encounters colder

winters. Evolution in the direction of in-

creased feather length would cause an in-

creased abundance of the species, unless there

was a counter-influence. Such a counter-in-

fluence might be a greater mortality from

shrikes, as more sparrows would thus come

under their observation and engage a larger

share of their attention.

The graphic method here proposed is also

applicable to mutation (in the De Vriesian

sense) though of less value in that connection.

In such cases the mutation is plotted on the

base line at the appropriate distance from the

polygon of frequency and the curve of sur-

vival is extended past this point. The curve

of survival may be level in the region of the

polygon, but inclined outside of it, so as to

affect the mutation either favorably or un-

favorably (Fig. 15a). Or the survival curve

may be inclined throughout its course, in

which case the mutation does not have an ex-

clusive advantage or disadvantage. Many of

the complications referred to before are also

applicable here, but further mention will only

be made of the case where the survival curve

is strongly inclined at the magnitude of the

mutation and it is therefore strongly sub-

jected to natural selection within its own unit

in addition to its competition with the old

species.

Coincident selection, which many zoologists

have apparently had difficulty in understand-

ing, is, I believe, made quite clear by the use

of this method. I follow Gulick in consider-

ing Lloyd Morgan's term of coincident much
preferable to Baldwin's meaningless phrase of

" organic selection." In expressing coincident

selection, it is only necessary to construct with

the survival curve two polygons of frequency,

one for the innate variation, and the other for

the resultant variation after the modification

by the environment.

The action of coincident selection will

differ in degree according to the type of corre-

lation of the modification with the innate

variations. There may be three cases. In the

first, the modification is always the same in

amount, regardless of the degree of develop-

ment of the innate character. This results in

the transfer of the original polygon of fre-

quency to one side or the other. Since, how-

ever, the modification would of course be some-

PlG. 16. The dash line polygon represents the

individuals in a case of extreme coincident selec-

tion after modification. The solid line polygon

represents the individuals as they would have been

if not modified. Dotted lines are theoretical sur-

vival curves.

what variable, there would be some readjust-

ment of distribution, and a corresponding in-

crease of the variability (Fig. 16a). This is

the case usually assumed in the consideration

of coincident selection and its consequences

are well knovsni. In Fig. 165, where the modi-

fication is opposed by natural selection, it may
be expected to decrease in amount. In the

second case, the modification is greater in

those individuals which have the innate char-

acteristic in a less degree than in those in

which it was larger. Thus, elephants with an

innately shorter trunk might have greater

modification than others because of greater

strains involved in its use. The final result

in this case, then, would be the shifting of the
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left end of the polygon of frequency further

to the right than the right end would be

shifted. This produces a narrowing of the

range and decrease of variability (Fig. 17a).

The result is a decrease of natural selection,

unless the survival curve is more inclined at

the new position (Fig. 166). In the third

case, those with the characteristic in ques-

tion innately larger sustain the greatest modi-

fication. This might be illustrated in the case

where only some moths which could reach the

nectar of a particular flower would make con-

FiG. 17. The straight solid line is the survival

rate; the dotted line, the polygon of the indi-

viduals as modified. To illustrate action of co-

incident selection in decreasing and increasing

variation.

tinned effort to do so. By increasing the range

(Fig. 176) an increased efficiency of natural

selection is produced, even though the polygon

is not transferred to an increased inclination

of the survival curve. It is probable that the

greatest importance of coincident selection

lies in its efficiency to promote incipient or-

gans in this way, for it is easy to see how im-

portant it would be in such a caise as the

transformation of a somewhat prehensile

snout to the elephant's trunk. On the other

hand, it must, in many cases, slow up the effi-

ciency of natural selection, when an organ has

passed the " infant industry " condition, and

thereby enters the second category referred to.

The study of the analyses which have been

presented brings out some facts as to correla-

tion of characters which should be mentioned

here. It is often assumed that every character

that is selected has a direct survival value.

Some authors have recognized that a char-

acteristic may be carried along by correlation

with some related characteristic which has

survival value. In these cases, the correlated

characteristics are generally thought to be

two distinct structures, for the correlation of

which a reason is evident. It will be noticed,

however, that in the case of the sparrow

catastrophe, the several dimensions, aside

from the length, are all selected in the posi-

tive direction and that they are all dimen-

sions of head or limbs except the length and

one body measurement, which is taken in the

cephalo-caudal direction. The one character-

istic not of this sort, weight, had an indiffer-

ent survival value. If we try to reason out

particular advantages in each of these char-

acter changes, we are hard pressed.

Is it not probable that they are all corre-

lated with a physiological characteristic or

two, which has its external manifestation in

a general increase of peripheral parts and

slenderness? This is not fantastic, for we
have something analogous in human pathol-

ogy. The disease of acromegaly, caused by

some condition of the pituitary body, produces

a great increase in height and in the size of

the hands and the feet. The survival value of

length of antennse in moth pupffi, the number
of rostral spines of a shrimp, affected by

changed salinity, are inexplicable on the basis

of direct adaptation. We are driven to resort

to correlation with internal features. But the

frequency with which this resort to correla-

tion is necessary in the discussion of the ex-

periments on survival values seems signifi-

cant. Even in case of the frontal breadth of

the crab, where a definite value has been

postulated, namely, that the narrowness of

slit which permits water to reach the gills may
be of importance in excluding mud, we are

still dealing with a correlated character.

The multiplicity of structure that we find

in animals, particularly in sculpture and

markings, is simply bewildering, if we con-

sider them all as adaptations. But with an

appreciation of the great role played by corre-

lation in natural selection, we should expect

just such a wonderful maze of characteristics.

Just as our modern insistence on the impor-

tance of the variations that offer themselves

reduces the creative role of natural selection,
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60 does it become further reduced by empha-

sis on the importance of correlation, rather

than the direct usefubiess of the characteris-

tic in question.

Of course, it is xmfortunate to be obliged

to find that so much of importance in evolu-

tion is not to be found in the more easily

understood and investigated work of direct

selection. It seems like a step backward, to

be obliged to conclude that not only do we
know less than we thought we did, but to also

have important avenues of investigation either

closed or made very difficult. It bewilders us

to realize that the most fundamental factors

of evolution lie in the abstruse, deep-lying

problems of the origia of variations and their

correlations. A gleam of promise lies in the

recent induction of variations by Tower and

MacDougal. Epochal as these results are,

they may be said to be more the evoking of

variations than the making of them. The
greatest promise for light on the origin of

correlation probably lies in the study of in-

ternal secretions and in the transplantation

of tissues and organs.

This position in reference to correlation has

its significance for the guidance of further

experiments on survival values. I do not be-

lieve it is necessary to pick out obviously

adapted characters for selection experiments.

In proper analysis with large numbers, most

causes of death will probably show discrimi-

nation with most characteristics. We may,

therefore, expect to get appreciable results in

aquatic animals by altering salinity or car-

bonic dioxide content or muddiness, and in

terrestrial animals, by altering temperature,

humidity, etc. On the other hand, there

should be care in selecting the species with

reference to the following conditions

:

1. The animal should be readily obtainable

in great numbers.

2. The sexes should be readily distinguish-

able.

3. The adverse condition should be capable

of being applied evenly to any desired degree

with the least possible alteration of other con-

ditions.

4. The species should have an allied variety

or species living in the new environment,

which differs from it in the characteristic

chosen.

5. The characteristic should be one easily

measured or counted and show a good range

of variation. Measurements should be ordi-

narily expressed in percentage of length.

6. The characteristic should not change with

age, or at least not within some adult size unit

to be used.

7. A further advantage lies with a species

capable of being successfully bred. It may
become desirable to get light upon some point

by this method.

Of course natural selection is determined

not by the death rate at any one catas-

trophe, but by the end result of the various

vicissitudes that all the individuals of a spe-

cies pass through from the laying of the egg

to the completion of reproduction. It is

therefore dangerous to conclude that the nat-

ural selection seen in any of these experi-

ments, which all express the result of a part

only of the life of the individuals, was actu-

ally producing evolution in these species. Of
course, diagrams such as these must not be

expected to give the entire evolutionary status

of a group of individuals. We may have such

a condition as shown in Fig. 17 and still have

the species stationary, for the advantage in

one direction may be much reduced or wholly

lost by selection in the opposite direction in

some other catastrophe or critical period of

life. Thus, long antennse were favored in the

pupse of Philosamia cynthia. It is quite pos-

sible that short antennse might be favored in

the imago, for conditions are so dissimilar.

Slenderness was an advantage to sparrows in

a blizzard, but compactness might be in dodge-

ing hawks. The lethal selection may also be

counteracted by sexual or fecundal selection,

modification of the germ plasm, or ortho-

genesis. For a time any one of these influ-

ences may even force the species in the oppo-

site direction to that in which lethal selec-

tion is impelling it.

The relation to orthogenesis is especially
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interesting. Orthogenesis is a progressive

variation or biased heredity in a given direc-

tion in successive generations. It is not a

constant process, but one which is active in a

certain characteristic in a particular species

for a limited time, while most other charac-

teristics are untouched by it. Let us call one

of these lines of orthogenetic activity an
" orthogenetic run " after the analogy of the

" run " on a special line of merchandise which

merchants occasionally experience. In such

an orthogenetic run the individual steps are

often not affected by selection up to a certain

point, or only to so slight a degree as to be

relatively negligible. But a "run" may
eventually reach the threshold of a decisive

selective value. Natural selection will then

stop the course of the run. The " run " may
be eradicated from the species, or when it is

too persistent to be eradicated, then the species

will be exterminated, as I imagine has taken

place in the Irish elk and in the excessively

spiny species with which many extinct mol-

lusc genera have culminated.

But the result of such continued checking

of inimical runs and the tolerance of other

neutral or beneficial runs is to determine to

some degree the kinds of " runs " that will

arise in the future. Thus " runs " dealing

with distribution of hair and hair modifica-

tions in great variety have been tolerated or

encouraged, so that runs of this kind became

commoner. On the other hand, runs affect-

ing the chemical constitution of the red blood

corpuscle once it had reached the vertebrate

standard have been so promptly checked that

variation in this characteristic has been

checked and a high degree of conservatism re-

sulted.

The analysis of the experiments given has

a further value in its bearing on the question

of the possible selective value of minute varia-

tions. Indisputably there has been too gen-

eral a faith in widespread selective values in

the past. At present, however, we can see

evidences of an unjustifiably extreme reac-

tion. In the consideration of selective values,

critics have been wont to compare two adja-

cent classes of the frequency polygon and to

descant on the improbability of a selective

value. A safer viewpoint is to consider the

chances of two classes not immediately ad-

jacent. If a selective value is found between

some two classes, we may be fairly sure that

the selective value will not end abruptly, but

become less step by step in passing from one

class to the other. It is absurd to expect a

high survival rate in one class and a low one

in the next. In almost all cases we must ex-

pect the survival rate to gradually increase or

diminish from class to class. This is the ver-

dict of the experiments. It is idle to talk

about the impossibility of selective value of

minute differences, when it is possible to meas-

ure and analyze them.

The object of this paper has been to develop

the method of analysis of natural selection by

the construction of survival curves, in order,

first, to extract more meaning from the ex-

periments already performed, but second, and

especially to encourage further selection ex-

periments by making it possible to obtain

more significance from them. Its publication

has been delayed four years that the author

might add some applications of the method.

Occupation upon another line of research

makes its publication necessary now without

such results in the hope that they will be sup-

plied by others.

EoswELL H. Johnson
University of Pittsbukgh

SPECIAL ABTICLMS

BOTANICAL EVIDENCE OF THE AGE OF CERTAIN

OX-BOW LAKES

In the southeasternmost county of Ar-

kansas, near the Mississippi River, there is a

crescent-shaped ox-bow lake about 15 miles

long, of a type frequent in the flood-plains of

large sluggish rivers, known as Lake Chicot.

Lake Village, the county-seat of Chicot

County, is located on the side farthest from

the river, and the railroad from that point to

Luna Landing on the Mississippi skirts its

northern bank for a few miles. At present the

shores of this lake are mostly pastured, but at
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the water's edge on botli sides, where it is

visible from the railroad at least, it is bor-

dered by a thin fringe of small cypress trees

(Taxodium distichum).

Observations on this tree in all the south-

eastern states and in fourteen different years

have led me to believe that it is rarely or

never found on the banks of rivers or other

bodies of water which have an average sea-

sonal fluctuation of more than ten or twelve

feet. Its trunk usually emerges from the

ground just about low-water mark, and its

enlarged base and " knees " are generally be-

lieved to reach up approximately to the aver-

age level of high water;* the figures just men-

tioned being about the maximum height re-

corded for these excrescences. ISTow the Miss-

issippi Eiver in the latitude of Lake Chicot

has a seasonal fluctuation of about forty feet,

and the cs^press is absent from its immediate

banks, though visible from the river in some

places where it grows in nearby sloughs not

directly connected with the main channel.

Presumably, therefore, when the waters of

the Mississippi flowed through what is now
Lake Chicot the cypresses which fringe the lake

to-day did not exist. When the lake was cut

off from the river, in the manner described in

all treatises on potamology, its seasonal fluc-

tuations were of course at once greatly re-

duced, and conditions then became suitable

for the growth of the cypress on its banks.

Consequently if one could determine the age

of the oldest of these trees, by counting the

annual rings or otherwise, that would give a

minimum estimate of the age of the lake. As
I have seen this lake only from the train, I

have no data about the annual rings of its

cypresses, but there is some evidence of

another sort that they are comparatively

young for that species.

Young cypress trees, of either species, are

spindle-shaped in outline, much like the typ-

ical conventional conifers of the cooler parts

of the northern hemisphere, while mature in-

dividuals are always more or less flat-topped,

a character by which they can often be dis-

tinguished from other trees at a distance of

" See Bull. Torrey Bot. Club, 32 : p. 108, 1905.

several miles.' At just what age Taxodium
distichum reaches its maximum height and
begins to develop a flat top has not been de-

termined, but very likely it is between 100 and
300 years.' The cypresses of Lake Chicot are

mainly spindle-shaped, and perhaps date back

only to the eighteenth century.

This supposition could easily be tested by a

visit to the place in question with suitable

tools. At the same time the cypresses bor-

dering other ox-bow lakes along the Missis-

sippi, especially those lakes whose age is a

matter of historical record, should be ex-

amined from the same point of view. Addi-

tional evidence might be gathered from other

swamp trees, especially the tupelo gum,
Nyssa uniflora, which is common in sloughs

and rare or absent on river-banks, bearing

about the same relation to seasonal fluctua-

tions of water that Taxodium distichum does.

But the cypress is best for this purpose, on ac-

count of its longevity.

EOLAND M. HaEPEE
Universitt, Ala.

on compaeestg ammonifying coefficients of

different soils

In a recent publication' Professor W. G.

Sackett gives some interesting results of a

''Hilgard ("Soils," 507-508, 1906), Cowles

("Ecology," 734, 1911), and some other writers

have noted that the cypress when growing in up-

lands, such as parks, is spindle-shaped (see illus-

tration in Bep. Mo. Bot. Gard., 15: pi. 16, 1904),

and have tried to correlate shape with habitat.

C. S. Chapman (U. S. Bureau of Forestry, Bull.

56: 41-42, 1906) ascribes the flat top of cypress

in Berkeley County, South Carolina, to the dis-

ease known as "peckiness, " while Cowles, in the

work cited, considers the flat-topped trees dwarfed

on account of "the imperfect absorption which is

characteristic of swamps. '
' But age alone would

seem to be a sufficient explanation of the differ-

ence in shape, since there is no doubt that all the

younger trees, whether in their native swamps or

in parks, are spindle-shaped, and the largest indi-

viduals known are flat-topped.

' The species has been known to civilized man
only about 300 years, and presumably none of the

existing cultivated specimens are old enough yet

to have lost their juvenile form.
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study of the ammonifying powers of some Col-

orado soils, among them some of the now well

known " niter soils " and some of the normal

soils of the state. In concluding the discus-

sion the author attempts a comparison of the

ammonifying powers of soils from different

states with his own, in which he quotes data

on the subject obtained by J. G. Lipman as

regards New Jersey soils, F. L. Stevens and

coworkers as regards North Carolina soils and

the writer as regards a California soil. From
the comparison Sackett concludes that the

niter soils of Colorado show a much higher

ammonifying eflSciency than soils from other

states and than the normal soils of Colorado.

Despite the fact that Professor Sackett

makes some qualifying statements in discus-

sing the comparisons, he does not seem to at-

tach importance enough to some factors of

which he appears to be fuUy cognizant, and

gives no consideration to other very important

factors. The writer of this note fails to ap-

preciate the value of a comparison of the am-

monifying powers of various soils as obtained

by different investigators whose methods vary

as much as ours do to-day. Not only is it

true, as Professor Sackett points out, that the

time of incubation may be responsible for

some of the differences found between his

normal sandy loam and the one with which I

worked, but differences of great magnitude

can easily be obtained in changing the length

of the incubation period, as J. G. Lipman has

repeatedly shown in his long series of investi-

gations on ammonification at the New Jersey

Experiment Station. Moreover, the writer

has found different brands of dried blood to

vary so much in composition, both physically

and chemically, that no fair comparison can be

made without employing not only the same

period of incubation and the same tempera-

ture for all soils but also the same kind of

dried blood.

Other important factors also militate

against a useful comparison of the ammoni-
fying powers of different soils as obtained in

^Bull. No. 184, Colorado Experiment Station,

Part 1, June, 1912.

laboratories varying widely in their methods

of studying such problems. For example.

Professor Sackett sterilizes his soils with

mercuric chloride and then rinses them with

sterile distilled water prior to inoculation

with a soil infusion. In my laboratory soils

are used directly for cultures without the use

of a soil infusion. Others may use either

procedure or both. I fail to see how one can
safely compare the flora of a soil in its natural

condition with a partial flora introduced

through a soil infusion. The act of sterilizing

a soil has been amply shown to be favorable

to nitrogen transformation, but if in addition

to that the soil is rinsed with water, it is ob-

vious that the culture medium may become
an entirely different one and yield a different

ammonification coefficient from the same soil

unsterilized or unrinsed. A soil infusion

equivalent to 5 grams of soil may give a very

far different bacterial development, possessed

of very far different powers from the whole

flora of 100 grams of soil. It must also be

added here that the comparison of only a few

soils can not be invested with much impor-

tance even if the soils are described by similar

names. It is of course obvious that sandy

loams may embrace soils of very widely dif-

fering natures and that no just comparison

can be made between a sandy loam so called in

one district with a sandy loam so called in

another district.

As to the ammonification coefficients of niter

soils as compared with those of normal soils

the writer begs to add that he has on several

occasions noted a high ammonifying power in

soils of this state containing abnormal

amounts of nitrate and has attributed that

not only to a partial denitrification of the ni-

trate but also to an enormously increased de-

velopment of putrefactive organisms in these

soils which always produced large amounts

of ammonia. I have also noted the same thing

on two niter soils derived from the vicinity of

Grand Junction, Colorado.

Chas. B. Lipman
Labokatort op Soil Chemistry

AND Bacteriology,

University op California
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THE LANE MEDICAL LIBRARY OF
STANFORD UNIVERSITY^

We have met to-day to mark a milestone

in tlie history of Stanford University, on

the one hand, and in the history of medical

education, on the other. It is a milestone

that we mark, not an epoch, for epoch-ma-

king events do not often appear more than

once in a lifetime. But a milestone marks

progress, even though after it is set up all

shall go on as before.

Stanford University is now twenty-one

years old. Its days were opened on a hope-

ful morning of October in California where

all days are hopeful, just twenty-one years

ago. It has come of age. It is old enough

to be doing the work of a grown university.

And there is no work of the university

more worthy or more needed than medical

instruction and medical research, the train-

ing of men who shall help their fellows in

all their bodily ills, on the basis of the

best and fullest knowledge, while them-

selves adding day by day to the world's

stock of wisdom. In these days medical re-

search stands on the firing line of the ad-

vance of science. There is no branch of

knowledge which is moving more rapidly

and there is none which contributes equally

to the aggregate of human welfare.

"We dedicate to-day the home of the Lane

Memorial Library of Stanford University

to medical practise and medical research.

It is the gift of the will of Mrs. Levi Cooper

Lane. It begins its existence with a hand-

some building, adequate for its needs for

years to come. When it must be extended

we hope that the grateful people of San

* Address by David Starr Jordan at the dedica-

tion, November 3, 1912.
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Francisco will be here to see that all its

needs are met.

It has already on this initial day a li-

brary of nearly 40,000 volumes, all relating

to medical practise and medical research,

a good number of books, as you will see

when you compare it with other libraries

devoted elsewhere to the same subject.

The importance to San Francisco of such

a collection of medical books kept up-to-

date by a steady inflow of the best journals

and monographs is obvious. The library

is the natural center for creative effort and

hence for all research, since there is no loss

of energy so needless as is the doing again

that which has been well done before. All

new work must be based upon knowledge

that has gone before. The breath of life

of all research is the joy of seeking for the

unknown. Chance discoveries of great

moment in medicine are no longer to be

made at random. Piece by piece must new

truths be found and correlated. Each in-

vestigator must rest his work upon that of

others. He must stand on the shoulders of

the past if he is to look into the future. To

know what has gone before is only possible

where accumulated records are at hand.

In the library which we dedicate to-day is

massed the product of thousands of minds,

some great and far-seeing, some small but

earnest, but all seeking after truth. The

great function of such a library as this is

to accumulate and classify and make ready

of access the knowledge that the world has

already gained and to keep abreast with

the steady current of advancing medical

science, choosing from it all that seems

likely to be worth while. Such a function

is a difficult and responsible one and one

that will be performed in fuller and fuller

measure by this library as it meets more

and more with the support of the great

state in which it is located. Indeed its in-

terest should extend far beyond the con-

fines of any one city or state, for no such

collection of medical books is to be found

elsewhere on this continent west of the

Mississippi nor along the shores of our

great ocean so soon to be expanded by the

Panama Canal; itself a product of human
skill that has been made possible by the ad-

vance of the science of medicine.

The Stanford Medical Department with

its medical building, including Lane Hall,

its Lane Hospital and its Lane Library, are,

as you have already heard from my col-

league. Dr. Rixford, the gift of the eminent

surgeon, Levi Cooper Lane and of the fac-

ulty of Cooper Medical College. Dr. Lane

first established the Cooper Medical Col-

lege, named by him for his uncle Dr. Elias

Cooper. But as the future of medical in-

struction must lie with the universities,

and as sound medical instruction must rest

on university courses in physiology, chem-

istry, biology and physics, Dr. Lane made
arrangements whereby the board of direct-

ors of Cooper Medical College were able

to deed this property to Stanford Univer-

sity on the sole condition that the univer-

sity should use the gift of money and build-

ings for medical instruction. The corpora-

tion of the Cooper Medical College has dis-

solved itself, patriotically turning over its

good-will and all its properties, hopes and

achievements to the larger institution, and

Stanford University has loyally accepted

the trust and is doing the best work it

knows how to do in the line of the accept-

ance of these pledges.

The function of the privately endowed

universitj', as the authorities of Stanford

understand it, is to set standards in educa-

tion and to uphold these standards. It

must set standards in service to society as

well as within its own classrooms.

In whatever way a school of medicine

can help the people it is its duty to render

aid. The hospital is the laboratory of clin-
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ical medicine. This has become an axiom

in modern medical instruction. But a

further duty is incumbent on the univer-

sity hospital of to-day. It should be so

conducted and controlled as to serve as a

model for all that is essential and T\rorthy

in the institutional care of the sick. Only

in such a hospital v?ith its numerous in-

ternes and assistants and its trained staff

can satisfactory control be made of new
methods of treatment and such treatments

standardized for use of others. The eleva-

tion of nursing standards, the thorough-

ness of ease study and care that inevitably

follow the well-trained student into the hos-

pital and ward are the great boon of a uni-

versity hospital. All this involves an effort

at the best in research, in training, and in

character building.

The funds of a private institution are

limited. It can call on no legislature for

help if it has undertaken more than it can

carry out. It must be sufficient unto itself.

This means limitation. It can never cover

the whole range of knowledge, nor the

whole range of practical achievement.

It can not make its campus coextensive

with the state. It can not provide for

multitudes of students, dependent on fees,

unless it makes these fees so high as to be

prohibitive to self-helping men and women.

To this class belongs the vast majority of

the students we in the west find worth

while.

But the private institution has its own ad-

vantages. It has freedom of development.

It is dependent on no outside influence for

its direction. It can undertake what it deems

best worth doing. It can insist on the highest

standards. It is above all temptation to

grant university titles or degrees to the

products of four years of frivolity, dissipa-

tion and sham. Above all, it has the privi-

lege as well as the duty of making its pro-

fessional courses of such a character that

it can be sure that every graduate is really

a university man. It is not claimed that

the private university has any monopoly of

high standards or of efficient practise. It

claims only that no other type of institu-

tion has the right to loftier ideals. In pro-

portion as it is true to its opportunity its

aims should be the highest within its range

of possibilities.

No institution can do better than its

best. If it falls short of this, it has no ade-

quate reason for being. And Stanford

University means to justify herself. She

is pledged to justify herself in the direc-

tion of medical instruction. And after all,

in the multiplicity of medical schools in-

struction in medicine is nowhere overdone.

The profession of physician is overcrowded

because its men are undertrained. It is a

very true expression that there is always
" room at the top." In medicine as else-

where in life the crowd is around the bot-

tom of the ladder.

A young medical student in New York,

it is said, committed suicide not long ago,

leaving behind him his word: "I die be-

cause there is room for no more doctors.
'

'

Room for no more doctors just now when

in the history of the world it is most worth

while to be a doctor ! Now when the prog-

ress of the sciences and arts which deal with

sickness and health have given the intelli-

gent and honest doctor a power no one else

has ever had before over the forces of sin

and death!

Another medical student was asked how

he dared to return to take so much time to

prepare for a profession already so over-

crowded. " I propose to practise medi-

cine," he said, " those in the crowd must

look out for themselves."

Frederick Denison Maurice once said:

"Make your system of education such that

a great man may be formed by it, and there
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will be manhood in your little men of which

you do not dream."

And to such a system of instruction in

medicine, a system which may form great

men if great men come within its reach,

this beautiful library is dedicated. And
all resources of Stanford University stand

pledged to make this purpose good.

I said just now that medical research is

now on the firing line of the advance of

science. It has left behind it as outworn

garments all medical theories, and all

schools of medicine. The medical advance

is the work of no school, the offspring of no

preconceived theory.

One of my early students, on graduating

in medicine, was asked to what school he be-

longed. His answer was "I have nothing

to do with schools. I am trying to practise

medicine." Just as soon as men seriously

try to practise medicine, schools of medi-

cine cease to exist. These belong to the

metaphysics of the dark ages, when men, in

default of science, tried to practise phi-

losophy.

At the most or at the best, a school indi-

cates merely a preference for one mode of

therapeutics over another, or over all

others, a matter of very minor importance

as compared with knowing the nature of

the ailment in question and of causes which

brought it about. Accuracy of scientific

knowledge is fatal to the prearranged

theory of treatment of disease, the basis of

any school of theoretical medicine. Ac-

curacy of knowledge goes beyond sjonp-

toms or surface indications. It is with

symptoms and symptoms only, in default

of knowledge, that varying schools of med-

ical therapeutics become possible. When

we know the actual conditions which give

rise to symptoms, all methods must rest on

these conditions.

All art is based on science. Science is

human experience tested and set in order.

Art is knowledge in action. An art which

is not based on knowledge becomes a mys-

tery or a trade. The practise of medicine

through the ages has been one or the other

or both. It is a trade when the physician

apprentice follows his master about, learns

his ways, his prescriptions and his profes-

sional dignity. It is a mystery when prac-

tise is based on some theory of therapeutics

which goes outside of human experience

for its justification.

Science is alike to all men who have

grasped its data and its conclusions. Art

will vary with the personality of the indi-

viduals who practise it. Sound medicine

must rest on science. Whoever treats the

ills of the human body successfully must

know this body in health and in disease.

He must know the range of its disorders,

its abuses, its dislocations and its parasites.

Those who try to heal without knowledge

of the actual conditions with which they

deal are of necessity impostors.

The limit of "medical freedom" is a

very plain and natural one. Let the pa-

tient take whatever kind of treatment he

may wish, but let no treatment be admin-

istered by persons who have no knowledge

of the fundamental facts of medical sci-

ence. If the requirement of technical

knowledge is fatal to any school of thera-

peutics, it is time that that particular form

of robbery should be done away with.

Taking chances with the lives of others for

the money there is in it is not a profession

to be encouraged.

The basis of the varying schools of medi-

cine lies not in science, but in the varying

theories of symptoms. In the old days,

when microorganisms were unknown, where

physiology was elemental and pharmacol-

ogy itself a form of metaphysics, it is not

strange that symptoms engrossed the at-

tention of the practitioner and that there
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grew up widely differing theories in re-

gard to their treatment.

It was natural in these days, that men
should face symptoms with remedies calcu-

lated to remove or obscure them. This

method, contemptuously designated as

allopathy,
'

' unlike treatment,
'

' as the drug

and symptom were unlike, had in it the

germ of better things, because it gave play

for experiment and was not bound hand
and foot by any predetermined notion.

It was a step forward from the idea of

the dark ages, that each disease had some

definite predestined remedy, that for each

ailment, that is, a special group of symp-

toms, there was somewhere, somehow, some

cure mysteriously provided in nature if we
could only find it out.

As the plant world lies all about us, as

most plants secrete or produce something

with a definite odor or taste, balms, resins,

aromatic oils, bitter alkaloids, strange sub-

stances useless for any purpose unless it be

that of medication, it was natural that

men should turn their attention to these

substances. Some of these products or

simples showed strange effectivenesses.

Others did no harm and were therefore sus-

pected of doing good. Quinine was thought

to cure malaria by setting up a feverish

condition like that arising from malaria

itself. Digitalis controlled the action of

the heart. Mandrake, senna, rhubarb kept

the intestines open. The pink (Spigelia)

was death to worms. Yerba buena, yerba

santa, sage tea, catnip tea, tansy tea, sassa-

fras tea, as well as tar, molasses and sul-

phur, were "good for the blood," especially

in the spring, and the tonic effect of almost

any bitter bark dissolved in alcohol was

highly appreciated.

Out of this notion that a specific disease

had a specific cure, naturally arose the

form of quackery involved in the patent

medicnne. Its practical value lay in the

elimination of the doctor, or rather in post-

poning his arrival until near the end. It

is very simple, by reading an advertise-

ment in any easy-going newspaper, or by
the perusal of an almanac, to pick out your
own disease from the list of symptoms
graphically set forth. Almost every one

has felt headaches, twinges, blurrings, ring-

ings, smartings, achings, givings and mis-

givings and these will indicate the neces-

sary drug. If this drug be essentially

whisky and water made sweet or bitter by
some easy stain, or if some more virulent or

effective poison is used, there is likely to be

enough of apparent satisfaction or of

change in symptoms to justify a written

testimonial and another bottle of the drug.

Or if the basal constituent of the medi-

cine be merely water, the effect of hope

with the lack of visible harm is likely to

lead to the same results. In either ease, the

self-medication is likely to produce no ef-

fect or an effect worse than nothing.

While much that is now sold in the drug

stores represents merely a harmless or

sometimes useful physician's prescription,

the aggregate result of the patent medicine

is the building up of gigantic systems of

robbery, on the one hand, and a corre-

sponding damage to public health, on the

other.

The way out of the patent medicine dom-

ination lies in the better training of physi-

cians, on the one hand, and the enlighten-

ment of public opinion, on the other. No
more effective agency exists for the form-

ing of public opinion than an aggressive

administration of the Bureau at Washing-

ton which deals with pure food and pure

drugs. No single agency in this direction

has counted for so much as the personal

work of one man, who has spent his life in

fighting frauds and poisons. But we must
have a hundred Wileys in the public service

where we now haven't one.
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Among the host of specifies men natu-

rally sought for some guiding rule, some

informing spirit that would tell them be-

forehand and once for all how to match

these diseases with the predestined healing

agent.

Sometimes this was found in the looks of

the plant. Its flowers or leaves or roots

somehow simulated the disease it was found

to cure. Thus the figwort was denominated

Scrophularia, apparently for its scrofulous

appearance. The liver-shaped leaves of

Hepatica, the liverwort, showed clearly

what was expected of it. And in the ig-

norance of what was really the matter and

of what really happened after a remedy

was absorbed, there were as many successes

as failures, and the dark mysteries of the

profession prevented any following up of

either.

A more scientific application of the

method of resemblances lay in the study of

the effects produced by a drug in relation

to the symptoms of the malady it was to

cure. Like symptoms, like effects. Like

cures like. If your patient is troubled with

colic, give him a colic-producing drug. If

with eczema give him something to make

the skin smart. The same principle would

hold for all diseases.

But with this went the saving clause of

homoeopathy or like treatment. Don't give

too much, and give good nursing. As time,

patience and good nursing are the best of

drugs, this method has had a large vogue

as well as a large effectiveness. If it is

based on a sound study of the human body,

its defects, its slips and its parasites, this

method must merge into the real practise

of medicine.

For knowing the distemper, its causes

and its range, the method of treatment is

a minor matter. The idea that a disease

has a definite drug as its remedy, whether

in large quantities or small, is a relic of the

middle ages. Drugs do not heal anything.

Some are palliative, resting in the cate-

gory of vaseline, cold cream or talcum

powder, some kill parasites directly as

quinine kills the animal organisms known
as malaria. Sulphur is death to the itch,

the visible cause of the distemper once

thought almost incurable, and known as

the " gall struck inwards." Others do

evil as stimulants or counter-irritants, that

good may come, helping on the one hand
through the incidental damage on the

other.

But the metaphysical relation of drug to

symptom has no existence and has passed

out of medical practise never to return.

With doubts of the efficiency of drugs as

remedies came theories of therapeutics by
which all drugs were discarded. Orthop-

athy in its day rejected them all, relying

on the well-known disposition of nature to

heal her wounds whenever she is let alone.

Hydropathy set people to sweating under

close envelopes of wet sheets, often, it is

true, to their great advantage. I can re-

member when the wet sheet packing and

the over soul were the test and signal of a

progressive nature, much as to-day are the

referendum and recall.

Mind-healing in various forms has al-

ways found its place. It is a notorious fact

that when the symptoms of any disease are

graphically set forth, the average reader

finds most of these symptoms in himself.

It is only a step to the conclusion that these

symptoms are the cause of the disease. If

you can create the impression that the

symptoms do not exist you take away the

disease. For disease and symptoms are

alike the product of morbidity of mind. To

have faith is to cure this morbidity. One

of the leaders in this form of therapeutics

says:

Sin, Sorrow and Sickness are all three illusions

of the Sinful Soul. . . . They are but troubled
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dreams of the darkened soul. ... In afflictions of

disease and dread and death one must say "This

is a dream." Then it becomes a dream and we

rise above it into an atmosphere of perfect seren-

ity. . . . We need not deal with the body, for the

body does not exist. It is dull, heavy and aching

because it is the dead Besiduum of Dream. When
we forget it, it is no longer there. Treat a belief

in sickness as you would sin, with sudden dis-

missal.

It is undoubtedly true that a serene

spirit is a valuable agency in the recovery

from disease. It is likewise true that sug-

gestion has a mighty potency when it is

rightly applied. It is a legitimate and rec-

ognized branch of therapeutics, which may
be destined to have a wide application in

the future treatment of disorders of the

nervous system.

But it is likewise true that suggestion

heals no broken bones, a spirit unper-

turbed gives no safeguard against poisoned

mosquitoes and the power of the will and

the imagination is potent chiefly against

disorders of the imagination and the will.

The first and most important thing in

any treatment is to find out what is the

matter and then, if may be, to remove the

cause from which the symptoms flow. No
system of philosophy, no cult of religion,

gives us any help as to matters of fact. It

does not strengthen our knowledge of the

demands of the body to deny the body's

existence. The whole fabric of modern
science, the whole fabric of modern civili-

zation, is based on the conception of the

reality of external things. The sanity of

life is conditioned on our belief in realities,

the mental state produced by contact with

external things as distinct from illusions,

those mental states arising from conditions

within ourselves. This distinction is the

foundation of safety in life. Our body

through its nervous system is cognizant of

realities. The defects in this nervous sys-

tem may cloud our view with illusions.

The art of sound living is to discriminate

between the two sets of impressions. To
confuse reality and illusion is to confuse

life and death. To show that perception

and reason may sometimes be deceived is

not to add reality to the figments of imagi-

nation. It does not advance science to

doubt the things we know to be true in

order to give proof to propositions we know
to be false.

We may be therefore certain that pro-

gressive medicine will still believe in the

reality of the human body and the rational

veracity of the world of sense.

"We may be sure that medical science does

not grow in accordance with the theories of

any school of medicine or of metaphysics.

It is advanced by the study of things as

they are, by the use of tools of precision on

definite problems, by the microscope and
scalpel, the test tube and reagent, by the

culture of germs and the discovery of germ-

killers. It grows by probing the actual

causes of bodily disturbances and the ac-

tual removal of such causes.

It grows as all sciences have grown by
the method of induction, by putting two
and two together and verifying the appar-

ent existence of four as a resultant.

And in the future of medicine, the mere
removal of disease must play more and
more a subordinate part. Most disease can

be prevented. Above all therapeutics

stands sanitation. It is possible to remove

causes of disease long before any disease

begins. It is possible to heal our patients

before they are ever sick. Our knowledge

in many fields is now adequate for this re-

sult. No one can be attacked by an infec-

tious disease unless we have somehow or

other permitted the infection.

In modern war, it now costs on the aver-

age about $15,000 to kill a man. In the

late Boer War, this expense ran up to

nearly $40,000. It is cheaper to save
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men. It is cheaper to stop killing. In our

own country, in the time of peace, when

nothing but peace is possible among civil-

ized nations we spend nearly a million dol-

lars a day on matters concerned with past

or future wars ; $850,000 a day, on future

wars alone, that we may not be caught nap-

ping when the day of the impossible shall

arrive.

A wiser and more civilized nation would

give some part of this sum to the preven-

tion or stamping out of the worst of infec-

tious diseases. For if we are napping

these are sure to come. The danger of the

red plague, present everywhere, is infinitely

greater than that of war with any part of

Europe or of Asia. The terrible infliction

of the unknown parasite which shows itself

as infantile paralysis awaits the strong arm

of the people to set it aside entirely. No

infectious disease would long exist if we

made adequate quarantine provision. Its

germs, animal or plant, must be carried

from man to man, or from animal to man,

else the race of parasites would die out.

Now that we know what our enemies are,

it is possible for us to fight them. This I

said in a review of Tyndall's work which I

printed thirty-five years ago. Now that we

know what our enemies are and now that we

know that they can be fought successfully

only by national and international coopera-

tion, it is our duty thus to fight them. It

shows a lack of national manliness to con-

tinue to bear these ills when a little energy

with the knowledge we have is adequate to

throw them all off.

I am still a young man, I am sure of

that. As I said once before, when I hear

the students speak of Old Jordan, I know

that they mean the river of Palestine, or

perchance in these days a forbidden brand

of alcoholics. They do not mean me.

It is not so many years since I received

the degree of doctor of medicine, and I

hasten to say that I have never practised

medicine and never intended to, so that my
failures in knowledge have never harmed

any one, nor brought me a dollar of un-

earned increment.

But at that time in 1875, the words bac-

terium, bacillus, microbe were all unknown,

all slumbering together in the Greek Lex-

icon. This lexicon gave no suspicion that

^aKTcplov and Aoyos would come together to

form a science, and that the one science

most vitally related to human life. The

world of science and therefore the province

of medicine knew nothing of invisible one-

celled animals and plants, bacteria and

protozoa, which flourish and run their

courses in the life blood of living animals.

The source of infection in disease was then

called a virus and the growth of a virus

was an extension of death. Carlyle had

said that a fallen leaf must still have life

in it else how could it rot. But neither the

poet nor the prophet realized that this life

which tore the fallen leaf to pieces was the

life of a multifarious group of one-celled

vegetation whose function it is to return

all organic matter not still active back to

the universe in its constituent elements.

In those days malaria was an evil spirit or

miasma, the product of bad air or may be

of bad water. All plagues were of the

same sort. No one suspected the mosquito,

the fly, the flea, the louse, the bedbug or

the woodtick of harboring any vices worse

than those which their bite or their pres-

ence suggests.

There was no science of infectious dis-

eases and therefore no art in curing or pre-

venting them. The most that could be

done was to let them run their course,

allaying as may be some of their most

annoying symptoms.

Antiseptics were only guesswork. We
had not heard of carbolic acid, or barely
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heard of it, and the coal-tar products with

their varied possibilities of usefulness and

mischief still lay in the fossil beds of the

earth. Surgery was a matter of luck, a

gamble, as the phrase is, still conducted, as

has been said, "along the lines laid down

by the early Egyptians." There had been

no Lister to show the reason for clean

knives, clean hands and clean air, and the

battlefields of those days were a wild riot

of the germs of gangrene and blood

poisoning.

As surgery did not exist, we knew noth-

ing of preventive surgery or the surgery

of pathology.

As medicine dealt with symptoms, we
knew nothing of pharmacology. These

were the days before Michael Foster and

physiology was still merely a series of de-

ductions from the facts of elementary anat-

omy. The nature and structure of the

body cell was very scantily known. With-

out knowing the germ cell, the physical

basis of heredity, the science of heredity

was unknown, and without accurate knowl-

edge of heredity, the science of eugenics

can have no existence or meaning.

At the present time, the facts and laws of

pathology are to the trained physician as

essential as the alphabet or the multiplica-

tion table to the rest of the world. But we

poor practical doctors of our day had to

get along without it. Science had not

reached so far, and we had to be practical

men because, perforce, we could not be

scientific. Dr. Charles Sedgwick Minot has

well pointed out the distinction. He says

:

The only important difference between the prac-

tical doctor and the scientific doctor is that the

patients of the practical doctor are more likely

to die.

In healing men, as in other lines of in-

dustry, the first requisite is to know how.

To know how is the essence of science.

The next stage of the scientific doctor is

not merely to cure his patients, but to help

conduct the affairs of the community so

that men and women will no longer come

to him as patients to be cured.

Half the disease of the world comes from

the infection of the crowd. Nine tenths of

the infection of the crowd could be spared

if the knowledge we have could work itself

out in governmental action.

The governments of the world are about

the poorest tools we know of for the achieve-

ment of good deeds. They are controlled

by tradition, by prejudice, by the noise of

the drum and fife. They are ruled by in-

fluence of caste and privilege. They are

bigoted and wasteful and when they deal

with the individual life they are likely to

be careless and unjust.

But in dealing with the great plagues of

the world, the black, the yellow, the red

and all the poisonous array of health-

breaking parasites, the government is the

only tool we have. The individual is help-

less, the community is all. The acts of the

community can not rise much above its

knowledge. All effective government is

by public opinion. The people must learn

the facts of pathology and of sanitation.

There is no school of medicine which can

honorably come between them and the

truth.

And that the Lane Library of Stanford

University, the Medical Department of

Stanford University and the university

itself, may do their part in the great work

of bringing health to the people, and that

they may cooperate with the sister schools

and with all other good agencies to good

ends, is the motive behind the functions of

to-day.

ANTBITTSVOBLESUNG'^

Eure Kaiserliehe und Konigliche Majestaten!

Hochansehnliche Versammlung

!

Der erhabene Wunsch Eurer Majestat,

'Am 31. Oktober in der neuen Aula der Uni-

versitat zu Berlin gehalten.
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einen regeren Verkehr zwisehen Deutscli-

land und Amerika zustande zu bringen, hat

zu dem Professoren-Austauseh gefiihrt, der

sich als ein wirksames Mittel zur Beforder-

ung der Wissensehaft und zur Annaherung

der beiden Volker erwiesen hat. Wie er

geschatzt wird, konnen wir daran erkennen,

dass der Austausch der Professoren sich

ausdehnt und sehon mehrere Lander in

engere Beziehungen zueinander bringt.

Wir erkennen dankbar an, dass der geniale

Gedanke Eurer Majestat sehon eine welt-

historisehe Bedeutung gewonnen hat.

Seiner Bxzellenz dem Herrn Kultusmin-

ister und Seiner Magnifizenz dem Herrn

Rektor der Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universitat

iiberbringe ich als der diesjahrige Vertreter

von Harvard die Griisse der altesten Uni-

versitat der Vereinigten Staaten an die

grosste und grossartigste Universitat der

"Welt—moge sie gedeihen und ihre hervor-

ragende Bedeutung durch alle Zukunft

behalten. Die Kultur eines Landes lasst

sich am besten an seinen Universitaten

ermessen. Die weitsehenden Eatgeber, die

zur Begriindung der Koniglichen Fried-

rich-Wilhelms-Universitat beitrugen, er-

kannten sehon die Universitat als die

Hauptquelle der Kraft und der Bildung

des Volkes.

Dem tieferen Sinne des von Allerhoehster

Seite ausgesproehenen Wunsehes zugunsten

des Professoren-Austausehes hoffe ich

dadurch zu entsprechen, dass ich mieh als

den Reprasentanten der amerikanisehen

Wissensehaft betraehte, dessen Haupt-

pflicht es ist, Sie mit unserer wissenschaft-

lichen Tatigkeit besser vertraut zu machen,

und zwar nicht, well die amerikanisehen

wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten an sich besser

seien, sondern, weil sie versehieden sind

und infolge der Schwierigkeiten des_

Verkehrs bei Ihnen bis jetzt nicht so

bekannt geworden sind, wie sie es ihrem

inhaltlichen Werte nach sicherlich ver-

dienen. Aus diesen Griinden habe ich mich

entschlossen, dem mir von hiesigen Kol-

legen erteilten Rate Folge zu leisten, indem

ich meine Hauptvorlesungen der Schilder-

ung der von meinen amerikanisehen Fach-

genossen in den letzten Jahren gemaehten

Entdeckungen widmen will. Die betref-

fenden Entdeckungen aber sind viel zu

zahlreich, als dass ich alle werde beriick-

sichtigen konnen.

Wir werden also bei der erwahnten

Hauptvorlesung mit den Ergebnissen der

amerikanisehen Forschung im Gebiete der

Anatomic und Entwicklungsgesehichte zu

tun haben. Die in Betracht kommenden
Entdeckungen sind zum Teil von funda-

mentaler Bedeutung.

Ein Beispiel : Wichtig ist der Begriff der

Gytomorphose, das Grundgesetz der Um-
wandlung der Zellen. Dieser Begriff ist in

Amerika sehon gelaufig. Es gibt auch

mehrere Untersuchungsfelder, die fast

ausschliesslieh von amerikanisehen Forsch-

ern kultiviert worden sind. Hier sind

folgende Gebiete zu erwahnen: die Ent-

stehung des Geschlechtes, eine uralte Frage,

deren Losung uns jetzt endlieh moglieh

erscheint;—die Entwieklung des lymphat-

ischen Systems, womit das Grundproblem

der Entstehung der organischen Struktur

iiberhaupt eng verbunden ist;—femer: die

Beziehungen der Nerven zum Gehirn, die

zu bestimmen es, unseren Neurologen durch

miihevolle Analysen gelungen ist, wodurch

eine unerwartete Vertiefung unserer Er-

kenntnis des Hirnbaues erreicht wurde.

Ich mochte aber mehr leisten, als bloss die

Resultate unserer wissenschaftlichen Tatig-

keit meinen Zuhorern mitzuteilen ; daher

beabsichtige ich, im Laufe der Vorlesungen

mit den rein wissenschaftlichen Darstell-

ungen erstens Angaben iiber die Forscher,

deren Leistungen beriicksichtigt werden,

und zweitens Beschreibungen der be-

treffenden Anstalten so zu verweben, dass
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ein moglichst ausreichendes Gesamtbild

erzeugt wird, woran man zugleich die

Leistenden und das Geleistete wird er-

kennen und ermessen konnen.

Fiir die von mir an der Universitat zu

haltende offentliehe Vorlesung, die unter

dem Titel "Der Menseh in seiner Stellung

in der Natur" angekiindigt ist, soil eine

gemeinverstandliche Darstellung gewahlt

werden. Der Menseh wird vom Stand-

punkte des Naturforschers aus betrachtet,

das heisst, es werden die Vorgange seiner

Entwicklung und die Eigentiimliehkeiten

seines Baues mit Bezug auf die Anpassung

an die Lebensbedingungen seiner Bxistenz

behandelt. Wir wollen uns also nur

gelegentlich mit der phylogenetiscben Ent-

stehung des Menschen und mit der Ethno-

graphie beschaftigen. Dureh die Betrach-

tung des reicben Materials von einem

etwas ungewohnlieben Standpunkte aus

wird unser Interesse angeregt, und es wird

aueh die Konkurrenz mit anderen, ver-

wandten Vorlesungen in vorteilhafter

Weise vermieden.

Die gegenwartige Gelegenbeit eignet sich.

dazu, einige allgemein gehaltene Betraeh-

tungen iiber die Lage der Naturforscbung

in Amerika Ihnen vorzulegen, damit sie

einen klareren Begriff von dem jetzigen

Zustande der Wissensebaft jenseits des

Meeres sieb bilden konnen. In der Ge-

sebiebte der Wissensebaft bei uns lassen

sieb, wenigstens fiir unsere unmittelbaren

Zweeke, drei Perioden unterscbeiden

:

erstens die Periode der Colleges; zweitens

die der Universitaten ; drittens die der

Forscbungsanstalten.

Die erste Periode, die der Colleges,

dauerte bis etwa 1870. Das College stebt

bober als das deutscbe Gymnasium. Da
es seinem engliseben Vorbilde naebgemacbt

ist, so vermittelt es nur die allgemeine

bobere Bildung und versuebt gar niebt,

Fachgelehrte zu erzieben. Unsere Colleges

lassen sieb mit den deutscben Universi-

taten direkt niebt vergleicben.

Selbstverstandlicb ging es in den ameri-

kaniseben Kolonien wabrend des sieb-

zebnten Jabrbunderts ziemlieb kiimmer-

lieb zu, doeb fingen die Kolonisten sebr

bald an, sieb mit dem boberen Unterricbt

zu beschaftigen. In Massachusetts fand

die Ansiedlung 1620 statt. Sechzehn Jabre

spater erfolgte die Begriindung von Har-

vard College. Seitdem sind die Colleges

sebr zablreicb geworden und sind immer
stark besuebt worden. Daber ist es gekom-

men, dass Amerika eine sebr bedeutungs-

volle, iiberall verbreitete Klasse von Ge-

bildeten bat, die die HauptroUe in un-

serem ganzen Leben spielt, weil sie die

grosse Mebrzabl der Fiibrer in alien Be-

rufen liefert. Sie gewinnt stetig an Ein-

fluss und Bedeutung. Aus ibr stammt die

Hauptunterstiitzung aller boberen offent-

lieben Bestrebungen, aus ibr stammt die

Mebrzabl der wissenschaftliehen Stiftungen.

Die Colleges beschaftigen sich sebr wenig

oder gar niebt mit der Erziebung von

Forscbern. Es fanden sich aber trotzdem,

besonders im neunzehnten Jabrhundert,

einzelne tiiehtige Gelehrte, die sieb meistens

selbst ausbildeten. Icb erwahne nur Ban-

croft und Lowell, Dana und Hall, Eusb

und Dalton, Leidy und Wyman, Young und
Asa Gray. Wie bat das sich geandert!

Bald wird ibre Zahl der in Deutschland

gleicb sein und diese Forseher werden

unter giinstigen Verhaltnissen arbeiten.

Die Verbesserung begann mit dem Er-

scheinen von Louis Agassiz in Amerika,

des deutscb geschulten schweizerischen

Naturforschers. Agassiz war einer der

genialsten Menschen des neunzehnten

Jabrbunderts und wusste in Amerika

schnell ein seitdem sich niebt nur erhal-

tendes, sondem auch immer vergrosserndes

Interesse fiir die Naturforscbung zu er-

wecken. Als er das "Museum der ver-
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gleichenden Zoologie" 1859 in Cambridge

begrtindete, haben viele gemeint, er leide

an Grossenwahn und sei ein Traumer;

aber sein Traum hat sich verwirklicht, und
das "Agassiz-Museum" ist nieht niir ein

grosses von Weltbedeutung, sondern aucli

der Massstab fiir viele anderweitige ameri-

kanische wissensehaftliclie Institute ge-

worden.

Unsere zweite Periode, die der Universi-

taten, begann in den siebziger Jahren des

vorigen Jabrhunderts, als zwei hervor-

ragende Fiihrer zwei Universitaten, die

sich als ebenbiirtige und gleichwiirdige den

europaischen Universitaten an die Seite

stellen lassen diirften, aufzubauen anfingen.

Diese Fiihrer waren der President Eliot

von der Harvard University in Cam-
bridge-Boston und der Prasident Oilman

von der Johns Hopkins University zu

Baltimore. Ihre schwierige Aufgabe haben

sie glanzend gelost. Sie erreichten ihr

Ziel dadureh, dass sie Post-graduate

Schools griindeten und weiter entwickelten,

die, etwa wie die deutschen Universitats-

seminare, die Aufgabe haben, Studenten

zu selbstandigen wissenschaftlichen Ar-

beiten anzuleiten. Viele andere wirkliche

Universitaten sind entstanden, obwohl sie

bis jetzt untereinander sehr ungleich

geblieben sind. Die weniger entwickelten

betrachten sich mit Recht als Kinder, die

mit den Jahren sicherlich erwachsen

werden. Es wird voraussiehtlich nur

wenige Jahre dauern, bis wir in den

Vereinigten Staaten iiber fiinfzig gut

entwickelte Universitaten haben werden.

Ein Anfanger, der Naturforscher werden

will, kann in Amerika die erforderliche

Erziehung geniesseu; doch mochte ich den

jungen Forsehern immer noch wenigstens

einen Teil ihrer Studien in Deutschland

zu machen anraten.

Die dritte Periode, die der Forschungs-

anstalten, hat keinen so bestimmten Anfang.

weil die Anstalten zum Teil langsam

entstanden sind; doch konnen wir sagen,

dass diese Periode mit diesem Jahrhundert

anfangt. Von den betreffenden Anstalten

ist die Mehrzahl mit Universitaten ver-

bunden—im letzten Jahrzehnt sind grosse

Laboratorien iiberall entstanden, wovon
mehrere nirgendwo iibertroffen werden.

Die Lehrer, die in denselben arbeiten,

wissen, dass es unumganglich ist, gute

Untersuchungen durchzufiihren, wenn sie

auf ihrer akademischen Laufbahn vor-

wartskommen wollen. Zu gleicher Zeit

sind mehrere unabhangige Forschungs-

anstalten gestiftet worden. Ich erwahne

die drei kolossalen Museen fiir Natur-

gesehichte zu New York, Pittsburgh und
Chicago, das Eockefeller-Institut fiir med-

izinische Forschung, mehrere Stiftungen

zur Untersuchung des Krebses, die zahl-

reichen von der Carnegie Institution zu

Washington geleiteten Spezial-Labora-

torien, das "Wistar Institute zu Philadel-

phia, das Marine Biological Laboratory zu

"Woods Hole u. a. m. Wahrlieh, an Ge-

legenheit und Mitteln fehlt es nieht!

Ausgezeichnete und glanzend dotierte

Bibliotheken haben wir schon, und sie

werden stetig reichhaltiger. Wir machen

von denselben um so grosseren Gebrauch,

als die Biieher sehr leicht und sehnell zu

bekommen sind.

Zwei sehr charakteristiche Eigenschaften

der Amerikaner tragen wesentlich zur

Forderung der Wissenschaft bei. Es

handelt sich erstens um die Gewohnheit

des gemeinschaftlichen Unternehmens und

zweitens um die hofifnungsvoUe Stimmung.

Diese Eigenschaften verdanken wir unserer

kolonialen Entwicklung.

Die Vereinigten Staaten sind aus drei-

zehn unabhangigen Kolonien entstanden.

Die ersten Kolonisten fanden iiberall

grenzenlose Urwalder. Da musste jeder

fiir sich sorgen und selbst alles leisten, was
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zu der Neuerzeugung der Zivilisation

notig war. Sogleieh entwiekelte sicli ein

starker Individualismus, der unter uns er-

halten bleibt. Aber diese selbstbewussten

Menschen waren grossen Gefahren ausge-

setzt. Dadurch wurden sie haufig gez-

wungen, sieh zur gemeinschaftliclien Ver-

teidigung zu vereinigen. So entstand die

Gewohnheit der freiwilligen Kooperation.

Wir vererbten ein starkes Selbstgefiibl

und eine Neigung zum gemeinschaftliclien

Zusammenwirken. Die Versctmelzung

dieser scheinbar feindliclien Bestrebungen

zu einer einheitlichen Maelit ist das Haupt-

merkmal der Amerikaner. In dieser Macbt

findet die Demokratie zugleich ihre Recht-

fertigung und ihre Befriedigung. Dieselbe

Maeht hat die Wissensehaft gefordert;

denn durch freiwillige Kooperation sind die

vielen Fachzeitschriften fast ohne Aus-

nahme entstanden. Der Kooperation

verdanken wir wichtige Unternehmungen

und die schone Bereitwilligkeit, gegenseitig

sich bei schwierigen Untersuchungen zu

unterstiitzen ; der Kooperation verdanken

wir die Bildung und das Gedeihen der

zahlreichen Nationalen Fachgesellschaften,

die alljahrlich wahrend der auf Weih-

nachten folgenden "Convocation "Week"

tagen. Diese Sitzungswoche haben wir

durch Kooperation von den Universitaten

abgewonnen.

Um die bei uns herrschende hoffnungs-

voUe Stimmung zu erklaren, muss man
den Hauptbeitrag beriicksichtigen, den wir

fast unbewusst zur Losung des Problems

der mensehliehen Gesellschaft geliefert

haben. Dieser Beitrag ist eine Entdeck-

iing, die ja sehr einfach und naheliegend

war und doch erst durch die in Amerika ob-

waltenden Verhaltnisse sich unserem Er-

kenntnisvermogen offenbaren konnte. Wir
haben durch Erfahrung entdeckt, dass die

Mehrzahl der zu uns heriiberkommenden

Einwanderer ihre voile Leistungsfahigkeit

nie entwickelt batten, und zwar deshalb

nieht, well ihr Verstand weniger in An-
wendung gekommen war, als er es hatte

gut ertragen konnen. Der Taglohner wird

bei uns ein Gewerbearbeiter, der Gewer-

bearbeiter ein Geschaftsmann, und der

Greschaftsmann erweist sich eines noch

hoheren Berufes fahig. Fiir den Staat

sind diese unaufhorlich fortgehenden

Umwandlungen von der grossten Bedeu-

tung, denn durch dieselben vrird eine

Verschwendung der Menschen vermieden;

denn es ist eine Verschwendung, wenn
eine Nation den Vorrat an mensehlichem

Verstand nieht vollkommen ausnutzt. Ein

Staatsmann darf nie vergessen, dass die

Menschen der Hauptschatz des Staates

sind. Wir konnen hier bei diesen IJber-

legungen nieht verweilen, und gehen daher

unmittelbar zum Schlusse iiber; haupt-

sachlieh durch das stetige Vorwartskommen
wird die allgemeine Stimmung hoffnungs-

voll.

Der typische Amerikaner ertragt oft

unangenehme Zustande mit einem Gleich-

mut, der einen Europaer ins Staunen

versetzt, aber nur, well der Amerikaner die

sichere Uberzeugung hegt, dass die TJbel-

stande mit der Zeit iiberwunden werden.

So geht es mit unseren wissensehaftliehen

Anstalten: zuerst oft nur der bescheidene

Anfang, dann die grossen Hoffnungen,

endlieh die Erfiillung.

Daraus folgt, dass die Einheitliehkeit

bei uns gar nieht in den Universitaten

und den wissensehaftliehen Instituten,

sondern nur in den Gesichtspunkten, in

der Gemiitsstimmung und in dem Seelen-

zustande zu ersehen ist. Wir haben in den

ostliehen Teilen unseres Landes eine An-

zahl von vorgeschrittenen Universitaten;

im Westen kommen gute und auch weniger

entwiekelte Universitaten vor. Hier und
da findet man nur geringe Anfange. Die

University of Minnesota verfiigt auch jetzt
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hoeh liber das nicht grosse Gebaude, womit

sie anfing, und es leben noch Professoren,

die an ihrer Griindung teilnahmen. Dieses

Jahr aber hat die University das grosste

und voUendetste anatomisehe Institut der

Welt eroffnet. Es stehen da zwei Denk-

maler:—der "Erwartung" und der "Er-

fiillung" gewidmet.

Vor vierzig Jahren entschloss sich ein

zwanzigjahriger Amerikaner, sich der Wis-

sensehaft zu widmen. Bald erkannte er,

dass es damals in Amerika einem ange-

henden Naturforscher sehr an Gelegen-

heiten und Unterstiitzung fehlte, daher

entschied er sich, nach Europa zu gehen.

Er fand in Deutschland die heiss ersehnten

Lehrer und Anstalten, und so kam es, dass

er dureh seine deutsche wissenschaftliche

Ausbildung ein Untertan des deutschen

Geistes geworden ist. Nach einigen Jahren

begab er sich wieder in die Heimat.

Seehsunddreissig Jahre hindurch hat er

—

wie andere seiner Landsleute—unaufhor-

lich das deutsche Ideal der Forschung

durch "Wort und Tat in Amerika zur Gelt-

ung zu bringen versucht. Dass sein

Streben nicht vergebens gewesen ist, wagt

er daraus zu schliessen, dass er jetzt vor

Ihnen als Austauschprofessor steht. Seine

Emennung zu dieser Professur ist ihm

eine nicht zu iiberschatzende Ehrung,

Seine Anerkennung kann er in diesem

Moment nur dadurch zum Ausdruck

bringen, dass er die ihm von Ihnen auf-

erlegten Pfiiehten gewissenhaft und nach

besten Kraften zu erfiillen verspricht.

Heute aber moge es mir gestattet sein, an

erster Stelle Ihren Majestaten fiir die hohe

Auszeichnung Allerhochstihrer Gegenwart

ehrfurchtsvollsten Dank auszusprechen.

Auch danke ich Seiner Exzellenz dem
Herrn Kultusminister und seinen Raten

sowie Eurer Magnifizenz fiir die mir

geschenkte Aufmerksamkeit. Allen meinen

geehrten KoUegen und, last not least, den

deutschen Kommilitonen warmsten Dank
mit dem "Wunsehe fiir ein gutes und erfolg-

reiches Semester.

Charles Sedgwick Minot

TEE MEETING OF TEE AMEEICAN ASSO-
CIATION FOB TEE ADVANCEMENT OF
SCIENCE AT CLEVELAND IN 1853 '^

The twenty-eighth of July was the day ap-

pointed for the meeting of the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science.

During the week after that date, Cleveland,

the Forest City of the West, teemed with an

unwonted convocation. Steamboats and rail-

road trains poured forth in her shaded streets

groups of enthusiastic savants, bearing hither,

as to a shrine, the fruits of their two years'

thought and labor. In answer to a formal

summons from the appointed hierarchs, the

sunny South, the cold, contemplative North,

the commercial East and the wilderness West

sent forth their " representative men," their

observers, their experimentalists and their

philosophers, to give and to gather the un-

seen wealth of thought. Happy is the day

when our geologists and naturalists, our chem-

ists and engineers, our astronomers and math-

ematicians, our geographers and ethnologists,

our physiologists and botanists, give to each

other the right hand of fellowship, and come

to know each other as coworkers in one great

labor. It is a sight to gladden one's heart,

when the modest and shrinking man of

thought or genius, through the long years a

lone laborer in his better than Californian or

Australian mines, at last meets his compeers

and finds the warm welcome and recognition

which had been his early ambition, but had

long ceased to be his hope. It is a moment
when philosophers show forth the deep and

strong human heart that is in them, when,

after a long seclusion, they grasp anew the

Hand of such friendship as springs from

sympathetic tastes and mutual respect.

Its constitution declares that " the objects

of the association are, by periodical and mi-

*From Putnam's Monthly, Vol. 11, September,

1853, No. 9, p. 319 et seq.
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gratory meetings, to promote intercourse be-

tween those who are cultivating science in dif-

ferent parts of the United States; to give a

stronger and more general impulse, and a more

systematic direction to scientific research in

our country; and to procure for the labors of

scientific men increased facilities and a wider

usefulness." Collegiate professors, and the

few who, scattered through the industrial and

professional walks of life, have power and leis-

ure to do something positive in the interpreta-

tion of nature, chiefiy constitute this nomadic

association. The sympathetic bond of scien-

tific investigation, of endeavor at some point

to transcend the line which divides the known
from the unknown in nature and in man; this

union of purpose is that central thread of con-

nection which makes a unity of elements in-

dividually so diverse. This association is the

TJ. S. Congress of Science, but one without

parties or patronage, and in which all depart-

ments of genuine knowledge and philosophy

find recognition and representation. In this

convocation many of our noblest minds dis-

play their stores of rugged wealth, and genius

here exhibits the pearls it has drawn from the

depths of truth's great ocean. Calmly and

soberly, with a style perhaps void of eloquence

and grace, yet earnest, direct and truthful,

does the inquisitor of nature tell of the con-

fessions he has extorted from the animate and

inanimate realms of the created. Feeble

minds at times will expound crudities and

venture rash flights, but some voice of sage

philosophy or sool experience is ever at hand

to correct misconceptions or cripple a too law-

less wing. A generous and delightful spirit of

amity has hitherto prevailed, almost without

interruption, in these meetings, and great

would be the pity and the shame if a less

tolerant and courteous feeling should ever

enter an assemblage devoted to objects so noble

and elevating. He is more of an egotist than

a true student of nature who can engage in

fierce contention on points of science.

In September of 184Y " The Association of

American Naturalists and Geologists," while

assembled in Boston, decided to expand its or-

ganization so as to bring the entire field of

positive science within its compass, and ac-

cordingly resolved itself into the "American
Association for the Advancement of Science."
The geologists created by the great necessity
for geological exploration over our magnifi-
cent domain, and the naturalists engaged in
parallel and often associated labors, found it

necessary to band together, and at appointed
meetings to learn from each other the results

of their respective labors. As this association

grew vigorous and compact the need of a
broader basis for operations was felt, and at

last led to that expansion which has made for
us an association, organized on the same prin-

ciples, and for the same ends, as the British

Association for the United Kingdom, and the
earlier general association for Germany.
The instauration meeting of this new body

was held in Philadelphia, during September,

1848. A constitution was then adopted, which,

with some modifications, is still in force. The
idea was too new to meet with full success,

and accordingly, that meeting, of four days
duration, exhibits less of interest than the sub-

sequent ones. Tet much was done towards

making generally known what the objects pro-

posed really were.

The second meeting was held in Cambridge
during August, 1849. The venerable shades

of Harvard swarmed with philosophers, and
new voices resounded within her time-honored

walls. A full attendance, numerous communi-
cations of interest and importance, many so-

cial courtesies, and a harmony which knew no

check, made a. tout ensemhle held by many in

delightful memory.

Next was appointed and held a semi-annual

meeting at Charleston in March, 1850. Here

several elaborate papers on geological and bo-

tanical subjects were presented, and the pro-

ceedings exhibited much variety. Unfortu-

nately a gleam of middle-age intolerance dared

to intrude and to foment some animosity

under the cloak of religion. But we trust that

the time is past when science need fear boldly

to speak out its truths, however unwelcome or

provocative of the odium theologicum. We
hope the drama of Galileo will under all forms
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and disguises be hereafter hissed from the

The next meeting was held for a week dur-

ing the latter portion of August, 1850, at New
Haven. The quiet and beautiful city of elms

extended a cordial greeting to the scientific

soldiers who responded at the yearly roll call.

The communications read were numerous and

of marked interest, especially in the depart-

ment of general physics. A semi-annual

meeting was then appointed and in due time

held at Cincinnati, during the second week of

May, 1851; at which communications on geo-

logical subjects predominated. The total

number of papers was about one half of that

at New Haven. The most striking incident

was the triumph of Professor Mitchell's

method of recording astronomical observa-

tions.

The succeeding annual meeting was held at

Albany, and was probably the most interesting

of the series. The number of members in at-

tendance (doubtless exceeding 300), the va-

riety, interest and scope of the papers pre-

sented (being 134 in number), and the inde-

fatigable hospitality of the Albanians, made

up a week of continuous mental vitality and

social ovation. The subdivision into sections

was more complete than it had been before,

and each section had full occupation.

It was there resolved to accept the invita-

tion by the corporation of Cleveland to hold

the next meeting in that city, commencing on

the third Wednesday of August, 1852. The

prevalence of cholera and other diseases in the

west just prior to this date induced the stand-

ing committee to postpone the proposed meet-

ing, so that no assembling of the association

occurred until that which is just concluded.

After fully canvassing the convenience of all

concerned, it was decided to meet in Cleveland

for the week following July 28, 1853. This

meeting lasted five working days, and pro-

gressed with increasing interest, the number

of papers being over eighty. A very decided

preponderance of physical subjects was found

to prevail, the departments of natural history

and geology not being as strongly represented

as usual. The non-attendance of Professor

Agassiz, the Rogers, Dana, Hitchcock, Foster

and other leading spirits, who always have

ample contributions, was a deficiency seriously

felt, and gave a too partial character to this

meeting, which was much regretted. We
trust that this is not to be construed into a

lack of interest or of fealty on the part of the

geologists and naturalists, and we hope that

this association, their own foster-child, is not

through their defection to become lop-sided

and incomplete. That some disafPection exists

we are well aware, but we would say in all

earnestness, let not this be the means of dis-

severing this natural unit; rather let the next

meeting be entered into with the hearty con-

currence of all, and with the thorough resolu-

tion to waive all discordant memories, and at

least to try again fairly to execute the funda-

mental idea of this association. We believe

such an effort will be made, and that it will

fully succeed. The Cleveland meeting came
at a time inconvenient for many, nor was the

place central; which, with the loss of interest

consequent on the two years' interval, will ex-

plain the inferiority of this meeting to that

held in Albany, without supposing any posi-

tive secession. Washington, the next point of

meeting, is a place where all sections of the

association should array their full strength

and present the complete federation of the

sciences in a representative congress. The
last Wednesday in April, the soft, delightful

month of flowers and foliage, is the appointed

day of convocation. With congress in session,

and nature in gala array, with a certainty of

welcome and hospitality, with our capitol lions

to be seen and our capitol orators to be heard

and to hear, there would seem to be enough to

insure a full and fruit-bearing meeting.

The election of officers at the Cleveland

meetitig resulted in the choice of Professor

Dana, for president; Professor J. Lawrence

Smith, for general secretary; Professor Joseph

Levering, of Cambridge, for permanent secre-

tary, and Dr. EIvitti, for treasurer. These

officers elect will enter on their duties at the

next meeting.

The six volumes of proceedings of this as-

sociation at the six meetings first held ex-
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Libit a rich aggregate of researcli and sug-

gestion covering a large part of tlie scientific

specialities whicli have been cultivated among
us. It is indeed lamentable that so large a

portion of the most important communica-

tions made are not included in the proceed-

ings, being, through the delays and neglect of

their authors, entered as " not received." It

is also matter of much regret, if not of com-

plaint, that the presidents, with the exception

of Professor Bache (who is the most occupied

of all), have not furnished their annual ad-

dresses for these volumes. To us it seems in-

cumbent on the president to make his retiring

address an elaborate production, in which the

general progress of science during the year

shall be reviewed; or in which some large and

positive subject of scientific interest and im-

portance shall be thoroughly and yet popu-

larly treated. For instance, we should have

liked to have heard from Professor Agassiz a

summary of what has been done, and what is

still desired, in the natural history of North

America. Or still better would we have rel-

ished from this highest source, a discourse on

the intellectual element in organic structure.

Why, too, should not Professor Pierce unfold

a year hence, how America needs a real uni-

versity, and what such a university should do

if organized. Some positive subject should be

chosen, or else the annual address should be a

systematic expose of what has been done dur-

ing the year, as it usually has been made by

the British Association presidents.

We are happy to record the generous action

of Charleston, Cincinnati, Albany and Cleve-

land, in assuming the expenses of publishing

their respective volumes of proceedings. The

citizens or the corporations have in these in-

stances taken on themselves the burden of

publication ; which generosity is alike an honor

to them and to the association. This body has

no source of income, except the fees of mem-
bers, amounting only to $2 per annum, or $3

with the annual volume of Proceedings (just

changed to $1 fee and Proceedings at cost).

The liberality it has experienced is thus very

fortunate, especially when we remember that

the possession both of wealth and of philo-

sophic lore rarely falls to the lot of the same

individual. With all its utilitarian biases in

these days, science rarely enriches the coffers

of its cultivators, so that truly original re-

searches are still well-nigh as unremunerated

as in the wretched days of patrons. The
moneymakers are usually two or three re-

moves from the prime investigators whose

search is for principles. Wide indeed is the

tract between Castalia and Pactolus.

As the presidents and acting officers of this

association are all men in whom the public

has a certain right of property, and as they

will well bear being delineated, it seems proper

here to present, for such as may be strangers

to them, a series of outline sketches of these

post-of-honor-bearers in this migratory con-

gress.

The first president was W. C. Eedfield, Esq.,

who officiated at Philadelphia. A noticeable

man, too, is Mr. Eedfield. One would scarcely

expect to find, under so placid and venerable

an exterior, a spirit living in storms and
hurricanes. Yet it is true that his keen eye is

steadily bent on the wind bags (how invalu-

able had he been to Ulysses!), nor can a breeze

indulge in any gyrations or irregularities but

he is sure to put black marks against it in the

books. Long has Mr. Eedfield been a weather

sentinel, and meteorology owes him much,

both in the field of observation and in the far

higher domain of speculation. But for a few

live-minded men of this cast, rational meteor-

ology would long since have been dead and

buried in figures, which dull men can accu-

mulate, though to interpret them requires the

keen eye of subtle but patient reasoning. If,

as is likely, Mr. Eedfield is wedded to his

theories, there is no lack of counter-theorists

to battle his unproved positions, and in rather

a stormy temper too ; a fault which seems quite

to beset our weather-seers, as if the shrewish-

ness of our climate communicated itself to

those who supervise its whimsicalities. Mr.

Eedfield is, moreover, a good geologist, having

specially studied the fossils and fossil rain-

drops of the Connecticut vaUey red sandstone.

The second president was Professor Joseph
Henry, the secretary of the Smithsonian In-
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stitution, who presided at Cambridge. He is

a hale and rather portly man, with a face al-

ternating between abstraction and a very

kindly consciousness, and looks as if he had a

mission to work for man another score of

years. He was bom an experimental philos-

opher, and so lived at Albany and Princeton,

until he was elected to his present adminis-

trative post. To his discoveries in electricity

the telegraph owes its practical development,

and we verily believe that with industry on

his part, and a fair chance thus to apply him-

seK, electrical science in all its fields might

have owed him more than it does to Faraday.

But this hope was extinguished under the

southern tower of the Smithsonian Institution.

There he is busy with what others, doubtless,

could do as well ; and thus is left undone what

none other could do at all. This is a new in-

stance of taking a man of proved abilities in

one sphere to do what belongs to another and

quite dissimilar one for which he has no birth-

mark. "We ought to learn that men are of

most value when doing that for which they

have a special faculty, and it is a fair ques-

tion whether Professor Henry, doing that for

which nature intended him, would not during

his life effect more in advancing science than

the Smithsonian Institution in its aggregate

existence is likely to do. High as this insti-

tution stands as a practical fact, and useful as

it is and will be, if it is to extinguish the ex-

perimental researches of Professor Henry, we

could fain say, give us back the man and let

the institution go. Professor Henry lacks but

mathematical training and energy of purpose

to do something greater than has yet been ac-

complished among us in the domain of phys-

ical science. Will he do so? is the question.

Facts within our knowledge assure us that this

must and will be.

Next on the list of presidents comes Pro-

fessor A. D. Bache, the superintendent of the

Coast Survey, who presided at Charleston,

New Haven and Cincinnati. He is a fortu-

nate man in having found exactly the place

for which nature and training have best fitted

him. His quick eye, facile perception and ac-

tual attainments in science and in the knowl-

edge of men make him the eminently able ad-

ministrative man which he is fully admitted

to be. Heading his class at West Point, en-

countering as an ofiicer of engineers the stern

actualities of engineering; as a professor and

college president in Philadelphia achieving

eminent success, he grew in that stature of

mental training and experience which makes

his eminence and usefulness in his present

post a natural result. It is a rare thing to

find so fortunate a combination of adminis-

trative and scientific talent, nor do we believe

the country possesses another man who could

so well thread the complications incident to

Professor Bache's position. He is clearly

Franklin's grandson. Whether, if permitted

the requisite leisure, he would strike out and

execute any great invention, discovery or re-

search, is a question not easily answered; for

though his original researches are highly

creditable, especially in discussing the tides,

they are, of course, only such as were com-

patible with his incessant life of action. The

deeply reflective element whence the greatest

achievements spring, has in him, as in most

of our best men, been kept in abeyance by the

intense externality and practicality of Amer-

ican life.

Professor Louis Agassiz was the next presi-

dent, acting as such at the Albany meeting.

He is a man of highest genius, who does great

things quite naturally and yet with intense

labor. Take him all in all, he towers quite

above every living naturalist, and may not in-

aptly be called Cuvier Junior. His physique

is of the noblest kind, and his ample forehead

gives token of the mind within. He comes to

us from the Alps, an Alpine man. Trained

under Cuvier, and by him honored as resid-

uary legatee to a large field of research; he

has been an enthusiastic and most fruitful

laborer in ichthyology, paleontology, glacial

geology, animal classification, embryology, and

especially has he carried new light among the

inferior orders of animate beings. His work

on Fossil Fishes has recently been crowned

with the Cuvier medal, then given for the first

time, though founded by Cuvier, who died in

1832. He was professor of natural history in
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the Swiss university at ISTeufcliatel, until in

1846, when he came to this country, and was

soon made professor in the Lawrence Scien-

tific School, Harvard University. Here he

has done distinguished service to natural his-

tory, and has heen continuing the great lahors

of his life. A large cahinet has grown up

around him, where he is buried in a multitude

of special and general investigations, which

unfortunately he rarely puts in form for pub-

lication, leaving scores of important re-

searches and discoveries quite unrecorded.

He much needs collaborators and reporters, to

save his labors from oblivign. Among other

herculean toils, he is maturing, and will in

time present to the world, the broadest and

completest classification of animated nature

wliich has been made. From such a man was

the discourse by the retiring president, this

year, to have come, had not ill health pre-

vented his attendance. We have doubtless

thus been deprived of some of those exhilara-

ting generalizations and enthusiastic bursts

which so characterize his genius and indicate

its superiority to the mere talent of the ordi-

nary investigator or descriptive naturalist.

The president now officiating, and who pre-

sided at Cleveland, is Professor Benjamin

Peirce, of Harvard University. As we look

on his floating locks, furrowed brow, thin face

and figure, and especially his clear, deep eye,

it is not difficult to recognize the first Amer-

ican mathematician and physical astronomer.

His mind plays football with transcendental

functions, and runs algebraic gauntlets with

a facility scarcely inferior to that of Cauchy,

the preeminent mathematician of France, who,

declining to swear by Louis Napoleon, was a

few months since ejected from his government

professorship in Paris. (Why will not some

millionaire invite M. Cauchy to America, pro-

viding for him as Mr. Abbott Lawrence did

for Professor Agassiz?) Professor Peirce is

an excellent refutation of the usual slip-shod

idea of a mathematician. He is a most inter-

esting, earnest and cultivated gentleman, of

marked kindliness and geniality, and excel-

lent company for any man of sense. Scarcely

could a less genial man so long make part of

that most high-toned, refined and cultivated

circle of college society in Cambridge, without

at least an external exhibition of the humani-
ties of culture and of life. So fully has the

professor president mastered the perturbations

of the planets, that he may be said to have put

these wanderers under centennial bonds to

keep the peace. When the world was all agog

with Le Verrier's discovery of Neptune,

through the perturbations of Uranus, Pro-

fessor Peirce publicly declared that the planet

discovered was not the planet called for by Le
Verrier's theory; a bold saying that was, and

we then thought a rash one, but he was quite

right, as the daily confirmation of the lamented

Walker's Ephemeris fully proves. Once, too,

he was wrong; but when he found his error

he was prompt to confess and disclaim it as

publicly as possible: a nobler thing than con-

victing Le Verrier of oversight. Professor

Peirce has long been a sort of backbone to the

physical astronomy of the country, as has of

late been shown in his services to the new
Nautical Almanac; and we hope he may long

survive to fill this post of labor and of honor.

At the fourth meeting, the only salaried

ofiieer of the association, that of permanent

secretary, was created, and a salary of $300

per annum established, the term of oflice being

three years. Professor Spencer F. Baird, of

Dickinson College, Pennsylvania, now the

Natural History Secretary of the Smithsonian

Institution, was chosen to this new post. His

duty includes arranging for reports of pro-

ceedings, the issuing of circulars to members,

nearly all the current correspondence, and the

charge of publishing and distributing the vol-

umes of proceedings. The smooth working of

the business matters of the association de-

pends very much on the skill and fidelity with

which the duties of this ofiice are discharged;

and it is fortunate that one so competent in

every respect was chosen to it. Professor

Baird was a favorite pupil and intimate friend

of Audubon, and has made special attainments

and copious collections in ornithology and

ichthyology, besides a general study of natural

history. With a physical and mental vigor

developed in collecting specimens, and stiU
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unscathed by time, he unites excellent busi-

ness qualities, and thorough acquaintance with

publishing. He is the American editor and

chief translator of the Iconographic Encyclo-

pedia, which, with his duties in publishing and

distributing the Smithsonian contributions,

has peculiarly qualified him for the labor of

editing and publishing the association pro-

ceedings. Nor is there any one whose inti-

macy with the scientific men in this country

is more general and desirable. His youth and

mental vitality give assurance of many years

of eilective service still in those labors where

he is already so much at home.

The general secretary of the association is

Professor J. D. Dana, of Tale College, if one

so cosmopolitan in knowledge and journey-

ings can properly be assigned to a locality.

(Professor St. John, of Cleveland, acted in

this capacity at the last meeting, as Professor

Dana was unable to attend.) He is one of the

solid human columns on which our national

scientific reputation may safely repose. Be-

neath a kindly and modest exterior, he has

managed to amass treasures of accurate

knowledge, sufficient to stock many ordinary

heads to repletion. He is indeed a man of

wonderful scientific learning for one still in

his fresh manhood; and this learning is made
prolific by a philosophic and reasoning mind.

Among American mineralogists he is facile

princeps, as evinced by his treatise on mineral-

ogy, and we much doubt if in this branch the

world can show his equal. The natural his-

tory of the Wilkes Exploring Expedition,

which he accompanied, owes him a burden of

obligation which will long be recognized by

naturalists. Nor is it probable that a higher

authority can be cited in respect to volcanic

phenomena. These pipes of the Titans he has

snifFed and scrutinized " the world around,"

having indeed carried on quite a flirtation

with Pelee in the Sandwich Islands. His re-

searches among the coral formations, and his

writings thereon, take the very highest rank,

and his monographs on Crustacese, Zoophytes

and Medusse would alone entitle him to the

highest standing in natural history. As one

of the chief editors of the American Journal

of Science he is abundant in good deeds and

good works. Professor Dana is not perhaps

a man of the highest genius, but he will leave

the world decidedly the wiser for his labors

and researches, even though he do no more in

the future. But we trust he will through

many years be spared to apply his well-trained

powers to the boundless researches ever in-

viting them.

Dr. A. L. Elwyn, of Philadelphia, is now,

and has been nearly from the first, treasurer

of the association. His distinction lies not in

any particular department of science, but he

is much interested in promoting it, and ever

ready to aid its advance. He has paid much
attention to agriculture, and has a model

farm, on which he is laboring to give a scien-

tific direction to the too empirical processes

of the routine farmer.

And so ends our talk of the retired presi-

dents, and actual officers, of this scientific

body. We might dwell on the functions of the

standing committee, which is its governing

council of elders, but this would possess very

little general interest. It is on nomination by

the standing committee that new members

are elected, and such nominations may be

procured through any actual member, by any

person really engaged in prosecuting positive

science.

The subject of scientific advancement in the

United States is one of peculiar interest and

importance. The work which science has to

do, in cultivating the vast field of descriptive

knowledge presented by our stDl new con-

tinent, in ministering to all the common arts

of life, in evolving the grand principles and

mysteries of nature, and in nurturing a

higher and more beneficent spiritual faith;

this is a work of such transcendent moment,

that our loftiest conceptions are but feeble

images of the unseen reality. The whole sur-

face and substance of modern life is undergo-

ing a ceaseless transformation, through the

manifold ministries which science is daily

embodying in the forms and operations of

manufacture and of art. Though no proph-

ecy reveals what the future may have in store,

it is still the confident anticipation of reason.
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that new wonder-workings will not soon cease

to flow from the cornucopia of speculative and

experimental science. When we reflect how
few are cultivating philosophical researches in

our midst, and compare this petty band with

the mighty results to be achieved through

their labors, and the limitless harvest waiting

for reapers, our spontaneous aspiration is,

without stint, and by all legitimate means, to

increase the numbers and strengthen the

arms of this too feeble fraternity.

America has not yet attained that scientific

maturity which must, we hope, ere long en-

title her to claim a foremost rank in the world-

federation of philosophy. Preeminent in all

the mechanical and practical functions of liv-

ing and of labor, we lack that deeper element

of digested learning and reflective culture

which will give continuous vigor and syste-

matic power to our scientific progression.

Our low tone of mathematical culture pre-

cludes us from all access to some of the rich-

est placers of physics, and throws many of

our ablest minds on a subtle and tricksy

sleight of mind, in researches where the well-

furnished investigator would cleave a sure,

straight road to the end. With leisure and

wealth will come an accession of solid strength

and deliberate direction to our too spasmodic

vaultings into the realms of discovery. When
the man of science is relieved from the exces-

sive labor, and stupefying routine of the pro-

fessorial function, when research becomes a

self-sustaining vocation, and when approved

genius is permitted to address all its fire and

energy to elaborating and verifying its origi-

nations; then American science, erect and

self-reliant, will tower upward into a column

of true national majesty, more honoring to us,

and more diffusive of blessing to man, than

even our glorious constitutional fabric. Speed

that day, whoever can!

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
The medal of the Society of Chemical In-

dustry was presented to Sir William Crookes

at a dinner in London, at which about 150

members and guests were present. The re-

tiring president of the society. Dr. Eudolph

Messel, P.E.S., made the speech of presenta-

tion, to which Sir William Crookes replied.

At the last meeting of the board of trustees

of Cornell University, Mr. Henry E. Ickel-

heimer, '88, of New York, a member of the

board, expressed a wish to give the university

a statue of Dr. Andrew D. White, and his

suggestion met with the cordial approval of

the board. He proposed to give the commis-

sion to Mr. Karl Bitter.

The Buchanan medal awarded by the Eoyal

Society to Col. William C. Gorgas, the chief

sanitary officer of the Panama Canal Zone,

was formally presented at the anniversary

meeting of the society on November 30.

Dr. W. J. Holland, the director of the

Carnegie Museum, has returned to Pittsburgh

after three months' absence in South America.

He installed in the National Museum at La
Plata a replica of the Diplodocus presented

by Mr. Carnegie to the Argentine Republic.

He was tendered a banquet by the Academy
of Sciences at La Plata, upon which occasion

he was made an honorary member of the

academy in the section of the natural sciences.

On the eve of his departure for the north, he

was tendered a banquet at Buenos Aires by

the united faculties of the universities of

La Plata and Buenos Aires.

President Henry Pairfield Osborn and

Dr. J. A. Allen will represent the American

Museum of Natural History at the Ninth

International Congress of Zoology to be held

at Monaco in March, 1913.

Sir Thomas Crosby, the retiring Lord

Mayor of London, although eighty-two years

of age, is preparing to return to the practise

of surgery after laying down his official

duties.

Mr. C. S. Orwin has been appointed di-

rector of the institute for research in agricul-

tural economics at Oxford University.

Dr. G. Abetti has been appointed assistant

astronomer in the Vatican Observatory at

Rome.

Northwestern University will have as

seventh Harris lecturer next spring Dr. J. S.
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Ames, professor of physics in the Johns Hop-

kins University.

Dr. F. a. Pax has been appointed curator

of the Zoological Museum of the University

of Breslau.

Dr. Charles B. Davenport, director of the

Station for Experimental Evolution of the

Carnegie Institution, lectured upon " Heredity

and Eugenics " before the Syracuse Univer-

sity Chapter of Sigma Xi and invited guests,

on the evening of November 20. The chapter

is planning for a series of public scientific

addresses, of v^hich this was the first, to be

given during this college year.

Professor H. J. Webber, of Cornell Uni-

versity, vffill give in April a lecture on
" Eugenics," for which Mrs. Huntington Wil-

son, of Washington, has given the university

the sum of $100.

Dr. E. L. Thorndike, professor of genetic

psychology, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-

versity, has given lectures on " Man's Orig-

inal Nature," " Social Instincts " and other

subjects at the University of Michigan, North-

western University and the University of

Illinois.

Mr. N. H. Darton, of the U. S. Geological

Survey, presented an illustrated lecture to

the New York Section of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers at its November

meeting. The subject was Structure of the

Northern Anthracite Coal Basin relative to

forms of folds. A map was shown in which

the structure of the basin was represented by

100-foot contours.

Arthur H. Blanchard, professor of high-

way engineering in Columbia University, on

November 25 delivered an address entitled

" The Art and Science of Highway Engineer-

ing " at the celebration of Founder's Day at

the Clarkson School of Technology.

Dr. James Woods McLane, a distinguished

obstetrician, formerly dean of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia Univer-

sity, died on November 25 at the age of

seventy-three years.

Dr. Wilhelm Ebstein, professor of internal

medicine at the University of Gottingen from
1877 until 1906, died on October 22 at the age

of seventy-six years.

The deaths are also announced of Professor

Franz Kamienski, director of the botanical

garden at Odessa, and of Dr. Arnoldo Minozzi,

professor of chemistry in the Technical Insti-

tute at Padua.

Through the initiative of the medical de-

partment of the University of Pennsylvania

the Rush Society has been established for the

purpose of the diffusion by lectures of knowl-

edge concerning recent advances in the med-
ical and general biological sciences and in

public hygiene. The objects are similar to

those of the Harvey Society of New York.

It is proposed to present during each academic

year a program of not less than six or more

than eight lectures. The first lecture will be

given in January and arrangements are being

made for three others before May 1. The
program of lectures will be issued shortly.

Lectures by Professor Theodore 0. Janeway,

of Columbia University, and by Professor M.
J. Eosenau, of Harvard University, have al-

ready been arranged. At the meeting for

organization of the society held on November

21, the following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, Eichard M. Pearce; Vice-president,

Alfred Stengel; Secretary-treasurer, William

Pepper; Councilors, A. E. Taylor, A. C. Ab-

bott, H. H. Donaldson.

The American Museum of Natural History

has received from Mr. D. C. Stapleton the

gift of valuable prehistoric objects in gold

and platinum from the province of Esmer-

aldas, Ecuador, and the headwaters of the

San Juan River, Colombia, and has placed

the collection on exhibition in the South

American gallery on the third floor. The

objects show examples of easting and beating,

of plating where copper has been covered with

thin gold, of the union of two pieces of gold

by welding and of the soldering of two minute

surfaces in such manner that it is difficult to

detect the solder. The objects in platinum

are of most interest, as it is not known that
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tkis metal was ever worked, except in this

locality, by a prehistoric people. Through the

generosity of Mr. J. P. Morgan, Jr., the mu-

seum secured recently the collections of min-

erals and meteorites left by the late Stratford

0. H. Bailey, of Oscawana-on-Hudson. Mr.

Bailey had assembled representatives of nearly

three hundred falls and finds of meteorites.

At least twenty-two of these are new to the

museum's already great collection. The en-

dowment fund of the museum has recently

received an addition of five thousand dollars

from Mrs. William H. Bliss. Mrs. Bliss has

been elected a patron of the museum in recog-

nition of her gift.

The surgeon general of the army announces

that preliminary examinations for the ap-

pointment of first lieutenants in the army

medical corps will be held on January 20,

1913, at points to be hereafter designated.

Full information concerning these examina-

tions can be procured upon application to the

" Surgeon General, U. S. Army, "Washington,

D. C." The essential requirements to se-

curing an invitation are that the applicant

shall be a citizen of the United States, shall

be between twenty-two and thirty years of

age, a graduate of a medical school legally

authorized to confer the degree of doctor of

medicine, shall be of good moral character and

habits, and shall have had at least one year's

hospital training as an interne, after gradua-

tion. The examinations will be held simul-

taneously throughout the country at points

where boards can be convened. Due consid-

eration will be given to localities from which

applications are received, in order to lessen

the traveling expenses of applicants as much

as possible. The examination in subjects of

general education (mathematics, geography,

history, general literature and Latin) may be

omitted in the case of applicants holding

diplomas from reputable literary or scientific

colleges, normal schools or high schools or

graduates of medical schools which require an

entrance examination satisfactory to the fac-

ulty of the Army Medical School. In order

to perfect all necessary arrangements for the

examination, applications must be completed

and in possession of the adjutant general at

least three weeks before the date of examina-

tion. There are at present thirty-five vacan-

cies in the medical corps of the army.

It is stated in the Yale Alumni Weehly

that a pictorial story of iron from the time the

ore is mined until it has been transformed

into the finished product, such as steel rails or

sheet piling, was a special feature of an ex-

hibit of Eogers, Brown & Company, at the

convention of the American Foundrymen's

Association held in Buffalo, N. T. For many
months experts in motion pictures worked

under the supervision of Henry B. B. Ter-

gason, of Rogers, Brown & Company; the

result is pronounced one of the most complete

series of moving picture films ever made of an

industrial subject.

In spite of the decrease in the production

of iron, the value of the total mineral pro-

duction of the United States for 1911 reached

the enormous figure of $1,918,184,384. Of

this the value of the metals was $672,179,600,

the remainder representing the non-metals.

Coal led the list, with a value of $626,366,876;

pig iron was second, with a value of $327,234,-

624; clay products third, $162,236,181; copper

fourth, $137,154,092, and petroleum fifth,

$134,044,752. These and other figures of pro-

duction are discussed in an advance chapter

from " Mineral Resources of the United

States" for 1911, by W. T. Thom, of the

United States Geological Survey. While the

total value for 1911 is about $70,000,000 less

than for 1910 it is greater than that of any

other year except the banner year of 1907,

when the $2,000,000,000 mark was passed.

Indeed it is only in the last 13 years that the

mineral output of the country has been above

the billion dollar mark. Fourteen years ago,

in 1898, it was only $724,272,854 and 10 years

before this, in 1888, it was but a little over

$500,000,000. In spite of the decrease in the

total value of the mineral output in 1911, a

considerable number of products showed a

marked increase, 45 of the minerals for which

statistics were collected by the Geological
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Survey haTing increased in production,

against 21 whicli showed a decrease. Thus,

anthracite coal increased to the value of

nearly $15,000,000; lead and zinc each in-

creased more than $3,500,000 ; silver increased

$1,750,000; petroleum more than $6,000,000;

natural gas nearly $3,500,000, and sulphuric

acid nearly $3,000,000. The products showing

the greatest decreases were pig iron, more than

$84,000,000; bituminous coal, about $18,000,-

000; clay products, nearly $8,000,000, and ce-

ment, $2,000,000, although the amount of ce-

ment produced was 1,Y50,000 barrels in excess

of that produced in 1910.

Ajt interesting fact in connection with the

production of coal in the United States, ac-

cording to the U. S. Geological Survey, is that

in. each successive decade the output is prac-

tically doubled. If the production of bitu-

minous coal alone were considered, the record

for the last fifty years would show an increase

somewhat in excess of this ratio. The increase

in the production of anthracite has been much

less rapid on account of the limited area of

the fields, the conditions under which the

industry is carried on, and the restriction of

the prepared sizes to domestic consumption.

It has been estimated that the output of an-

thracite will reach 100,000,000 long tons an-

nually before it begins to decline. The maxi-

mum production up to the present time has

been 80,771,488 long tons. An increase in the

annual production of bituminous coal may be

anticipated for some time to come. The sta-

tistics of coal production in the past show

that up to the close of 1865 the total output

had amounted to 284,890,055 short tons. In

the decade from 1866 to 1875, inclusive, the

production amounted to 419,425,104 tons,

making the total production up to the close

of 1875, 704,315,159 tons. In the following

decade, from 1876 to 1885, inclusive, the out-

put amounted to 847,760,319 tons, somewhat

more than double the total production during

the preceding decade. At the close of 1885

the total production amounted to 1,552,075,-

478 tons, and the production during the ten

years ended in 1895 was 1,586,098,641 tons.

the total production at the close of 1895

amounting to 3,138,174,119 short tons. In the

decade ended December 31, 1905, the total pro-

duction amounted to 2,832,402,746 short tons,

and the grand total from the beginning of

recorded coal mining in the United States

amounted to 5,970,576,865 short tons. The

average annual production from 1896 to 1905

was 283,240,275 short tons; the average pro-

duction from 1906 to 1911, inclusive, was 461,-

499,260 short tons, showing an increase of

178,258,985 short tons, or 63 per cent.

UNIVESSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
Mr. Peter Makoushin has founded at

Tomsk, Siberia, an institution on a large

scale, to be called the House of Science, in-

tended to provide instruction of all kinds,

including university courses.

By the will of Mr. Thomas Bartlett, Liver-

pool University receives £20,000 for scholar-

ships for engineering students.

The South African Union has awarded five

government scholarships in agriculture for

study abroad. The holders of these scholar-

ships will receive $750 per year during the

three or four years for which provision is

made. The successful applicants were ob-

liged to pledge themselves to enter the service

of the South African Union after completing

their studies, and to remain in the service for

at least three years at a salary not less than

$1,500 per annum. Only sons of parents per-

manently domiciled in South Africa were

eligible for the scholarships.

Plans for the new Gilman HaU of the

Johns Hopkins University have been accepted

by the trustees. The actual work of building

will begin in the spring. Gilman Hall will

be the largest building to be erected in the

group at Homewood, the new site of the uni-

versity. It will contain the library, seminary

rooms for history, economics, philosophy and

the languages.

Northwestern University has signed con-

tracts for the erection of nine of the new
dormitories which are to form a part of the
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residence quadrangle system in the proposed

development of the campus, and the founda-

tions of the buildings are now being laid.

Five of these houses will be owned by fra-

ternities, and will be gifts of the alumni to

the university for the use of their respective

chapters. The nine buildings will accommo-

date nearly three hundred men, and will be

open to students in the Evanston schools and

also to those in the professional schools in

Chicago. Buildings to be completed within

the next two years will cost about $350,000.

Alumni have agreed to give about $222,000 of

this sum for the construction of houses for

their fraternities.

The new household arts and science build-

ing at the College of Industrial Arts, Denton,

Texas, which is now in the course of erection

at an expenditure of over $75,000, will be

completed in the early spring. This building

will be devoted exclusively to applied science

and art as they relate to the home. Provision

has been made for laboratories of food chem-

istry, textile chemistry and experimental diet-

etics. Also rooms are provided for mechan-

ical drawing and home architecture, including

china painting, clay modeling, pottery and

other phases of ceramics. An auditorium

with a seating capacity of about 1,100 is also

included. The formal opening in April will

also be designed to celebrate the tenth anni-

versary of the college, and several noted scien-

tific men will be invited to be present and

make addresses.

The Faculty of Arts and Sciences of Har-

vard University has established a degree with

distinction in natural history. The work of

candidates for this degree will be supervised

by a committee consisting of the chairmen of

the divisions of geology and biology. The
requirements for this degree are eight courses

in the sciences, at least six of which must be

in the divisions of geology and biology. Of

the courses so designated, not less than three

must be in the middle or higher groups; and

not less than one must be taken in each of the

divisions of geology and biology.

In the department of geology at the Univer-

sity of Chicago, Albert Dudley Brokaw has

been made an instructor in mineralogy and

economic geology.

Mr. Wilhelm Miller has been appointed

assistant professor of landscape horticulture

at the University of Illinois. The name of

the appointee was incorrectly given in a recent

issue of Science.

In the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,

Canada, the following promotions have been

made: E. C. Wallace, Ph.D., D.Sc, to be pro-

fessor of geology and mineralogy; R. K. Mc-

Clung, D.Sc, to be assistant professor of

physics; L. A. H. Warren, M.A., to be as-

sistant professor of mathematics. The fol-

lowing new appointments have been made:

E. W. Moffat, B.A.Sc., of the faculty of ap-

plied science of Toronto University, to be

lecturer in masonry construction and draw-

ing; E. E. Bankson, B.S., the University of

Pittsburgh, to be lecturer in materials and

hydraulics.

DISCUSSION AND COSBESPONDENCE

PROFESSOR DE GROOT ON AMERICAN SINOLOGY

European scholars justly reproach us for

our lack of interest in and knowledge of the

far east. We admit that our position in this

regard is not what it should be, but we claim

to have made a beginning, and that, too, on

sound lines, and we feel that we should have

the credit for this. At any rate, we are not

prepared for the insolent criticism recently

passed upon us by Professor J. J. M. de Groot,

lately of Leiden, now professor of Chinese

in the University of Berlin. Professor de

Groot is a self-styled sinologue. We are quite

content that that type of sinology is not rep-

resented in this country, and we trust never

wiU be. The present state of mental stagna-

tion and petrifaction in sinology, justly ridi-

culed by the world at large, owes much to such

pseudo-scholars of the oil lamp who must be

regarded as relics of a past age. Professor de

Groot no doubt can read a Chinese sentence;

but that would seem about aU. He certainly
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understands little of the Chinese, and his lack

of respect for China and things Chinese is so

great as to place him quite beyond the pale of

scientists.

Professor de Groot made his maiden speech

in Germany at the July meeting of the Berlin

Academy this year. His address is to be

found on pages 607-612 of the Sitzungsherichte

der Eoniglich Preussischen Ahademie der

Wissenschaften of this year. In the address

occur these words:

Sinology without a knowledge of Chinese thrives

particularly well also in the United States. It is

strong in the magazines, but abounds especially

in the daily press. Information is imparted with

the rapidity of the telegraph on the most compli-

cated and profound secrets of the political, eco-

nomic and social life of the Middle Kingdom

—

but the sources of this omniscience unfortunately,

as a rule, are only from the bars of the foreign

clubs in Shanghai, Tientsin and Hongkong.

The harshness and the undignified form of

this assertion might be ignored did it not ap-

pear in such an important place as the Reports

of the Royal Prussian Academy, a serious pub-

lication of one of the highest scientific institu-

tions of Prussia. It is to be feared that this

transplanted Dutch professor has little compre-

hension of what is really going on in the world

;

certainly he fails utterly to catch the spirit

of modern journalism. What student of the

Romance languages would cavil with his news-

paper correspondent in Paris, who sends home
each week his causerie of the goings on at the

French capital, thus fulfilling a duty to his

community? Or who demands of the Associ-

ated Press correspondent in Cairo or Constan-

tinople, or even of the correspondent of the

London Times, a knowledge of Arabic ; or that

the correspondent of the daily press in Bom-
bay or Calcutta shall have a knowledge of

Hindustani or be a Sanskrit scholar?

It has been my good fortune and my pleas-

ure to become personally acquainted with

many American, British, French and German
correspondents in China. These men are con-

fronted by an exceedingly difficult task.

Without exception they do their best to per-

form this in accordance with the demand of

the public and the present course of historical

events. Our Associated Press for years has

maintained in Peking an able, enthusiastic

and well-trained man, who does most excel-

lent work in educating the American public

to a better appreciation of China. The work
done by the Associated Press representative

during the busy and stirring days of the revo-

lution is excellent in the highest degree. He
made no pretense of being a sinologue, but he

worked day and night through interpreters to

find out what was going on. He and his

other fellow journalists, like the representa-

tive of the Chicago Daily News and the very

able correspondent of the New York Herald—
an old hand in the newspaper game—and the

very able representative of the New Yorh
Tribune, all attempted and succeeded with

eminent success in obtaining solid and reliable

information from first-hand sources. In this

work they were assisted by the Chinese For-

eign Ofiice and the whole body of Chinese offi-

cials who have for years made it a rule to

supply the representatives of the press with

news. Professor de Groot's bold statement that

the information of the American press on

China originates in clubs is a gross distortion

of the facts and an utter violation of the truth.

Professor de Groot's logic is at fault if he is

unable to discriminate between this legiti-

mate, honest, and most praiseworthy work of

the newspaper correspondents and that which

is expected of a sinologue or an ethnologist.

Apparently, he is not able to understand that

there are men in the world who see things at

an angle different from that of the sinologue,

and more is the pity that he should hold all

in contempt that is not done according to his

own one-sided way.

Professor de Groot's harsh criticism is all

the more surprising in view of the fact that he

was the guest of this country two years ago,

having been invited by the Hartford Theolog-

ical Seminary to lecture on the Chinese. It

would seem that during this visit he should

have gained some knowledge of the many-

sided work done in America on Chinese re-

search; but no evidence of this is to be found

in his Berlin speech. This omission is so
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significant that we succumb to the temptation

to look a little further behind the ill-disguised

vanity of this professor who poses as the only

infallible authority on matters Chinese.

There is a further reason for our doing this:

in replying to Professor de Groot's speech, the

Secretary of the Berlin Academy intimated

that the professor's writings contained much
information and valuable suggestions for one

desiring to understand the actual politics of

the China of to-day. A significant example of

this kind of practical polities may be found in

Professor de Groot's " Religious System of

China," which is little more than an ill-di-

gested mass of Chinese quotations couched in

bad English. In Volume III., page 1052, we
find this gem:

Should European armies have occasion a second

time to march on Peking, it will be worth their

while to try whether the campaign can not be

shortened and loss of life spared by military occu-

pation of the burial grounds of the Imperial

family. Indeed, should the Court receive an ulti-

matum that these tombs would be destroyed one

after another by explosives, its belief in the

efficacy of Fung-shui would be weakened, and the

Court would implicitly submit to the foreigners'

demands.

As a recommendation for a modus operandi

to compel Chinese submission, this is, perhaps,

without a parallel. Even the German gov-

ernment in the Boxer debacle of 1900 did not

stoop to such depths. And yet, the paragraph

just quoted is characteristic of the fiber of a

man who professes to be a sinologue and
shows neither a glimpse of sympathy with nor

a particle of understanding of the Chinese

people.

Professor de Groot's political zeal led him
to accomplish a still greater triumph in the

field of sinology. In 1904 he gave to the

world, in two volumes, his " Sectarianism and
Eeligious Persecution in China." In this he

attempts to prove that the Chinese are the

most intolerant people on earth, and he ac-

complishes his task by wiKully and malic-

iously ignoring the whole series of Imperial

toleration edicts, of which the Jesuit mission-

aries are still proud. This sycophantic pro-

duction was justly condemned by all thought-

ful men ; and, it is to be hoped, it wiU remain
for all time a unique feat in the history of

science that a university professor prostituted

and humiliated his scholarship to political

ends, dictated by an ephemeral fad of the time.

ISTo doubt many of our misconceptions of the

Chinese are due to the distortions of mission-

aries, made with a view of proving their case,

based on the necessity of their securing funds

to carry on their work, but we are hardly pre-

pared for such a perversion of facts at the

hands of one who pretends to call himself a

sinologue.

George A. Dorset

RELATION OF PLASMA-GROWN TISSUE TO SENILITY

To THE Editor of Science: The success of

the method for prolonging the life of tissues

grown in plasma, devised in the laboratory of

Dr. Carrel, has led to such a widespread mis-

conception of its significance, as evidenced by
articles in medical and semi-popular scientific

periodicals, that a note regarding it may not

be out of place. It is needless to say that these

extravagant claims are not based on Dr.

Carrel's conclusions as published, but upon
independent interpretations of the results of

his experiments.

The mere statement of the conclusions gen-

erally reached by writers in the above men-
tioned periodicals is sufficient to indicate their

character, to the biologist at least. It is first

claimed that the cessation of cell activity of

the tissue in the plasma after twenty days or

so is due to the same conditions which pro-

duce senility. Then it is pointed out that the

actual cause of the cessation in the plasma is

the accumulation of waste products, therefore

the proof is complete and the great discovery

at last accomplished, that senility is the re-

sult of the accumulation of waste products in

the cells. On the same grounds death of a

human being through uremic poisoning would

be considered as due to old age, and a man
suffocated by drowning be a victim of senility.

Obviously there is no evidence that the causes

which stop the activity of the cells in the

plasma are the same as those which produce
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senility. Senility is that cessation of activ-

ities that comes when external conditions are

favorable.

Then, the fact that washing away the ac-

cumulated waste products at intervals leads

to the reviving of the cell activities is consid-

ered to be a case of rejuvenescence and the

conclusion drawn that since cell proliferation

is more active at the end of eighty days than

at the beginning, a method of obtaining im-

mortality of the tissues has been discovered.

Of course the normal length of life of the tis-

sues used is several years, and indications of

actual senility could not be expected before

that time. The fact that the cells continue

actively to proliferate has no significance as

regards rejuvenescence, any more than the

healing of a wound in the skin of an aged

man by the normal processes of cell prolifera-

tion would indicate that his body was becom-

ing juvenile. Cell proliferation in detached

pieces of tissue is an expression of their in-

herent power of responding to form-regula-

tion stimuli, which in living bodies governs

the size and shape of the developing individ-

ual and even after maturity exhibits itself in

regeneration of lost parts, production of new
organs and in the processes of healing. The

conditions in this respect of the cells of the

detached piece, are evidently such as to call

for the highest possible manifestation of cell

proliferation, and this needs no other explana-

tion.

The accumulation of waste products may
be one of the results of the primary causes of

senility, but even this much is not proved by

these experiments.

H. M. Benedict
University of Cincinnati

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Die Musheln des Stammes. By Paul Eisler.

Jena, Gustav Fischer. 1912. Pp. 715, 106

figures, chiefly in colors.

This volume on the muscles of the head,

neck, and trunk by Professor Paul Eisler, of

Halle, constitutes a part of the extensive

handbook of human anatomy now being edited

by von Bardeleben with the cooperation of the

leading anatomists of Germany. It is one of

the most satisfactory of the series and illus-

trates how possible it is to make a real contri-

bution in a field of work which for over three

centuries has been as carefully cultivated as

has gross human anatomy. The subject is

considered from the purely morphological as-

pect, the mechanics of muscle action being

left for treatment in other volumes of the

series by Rudolph Pick. The only references

to the physiological aspects of the subject re-

late to the theoretical developmental mechan-

ics of the fascia, the tendons, and to a slight

degree, of the muscles themselves. In the

treatment of the various muscles of the head,

neck and trunk admirable brief reviews are

given of the various groups of muscles in

each region. Then there follows an accurate

description of each muscle of the group. The

drawings to illustrate the various muscles are

all from original sketches by the author, are

all excellent, and in many cases are the best

which have yet been made of the muscles

treated. The topographical relations of the

muscle are next considered and then the in-

nervation. Eisler has made numerous per-

sonal contributions to this latter subject and

gives a much fuller description of the inner-

vation of the muscles treated than has

hitherto been attempted. A brief description

of the blood supply is next given and this is

followed by an admirable summary of varia-

tions in structure, based not only on an ex-

tensive review of the literature, but also upon

Eisler's own long experience in the dissecting

room. Sometimes after the consideration of

an individual muscle and always after the

treatment of a group of muscles, the author

gives an excellent summary of the comparative

anatomy and the ontogenetic development of

the muscle or muscle group. From " prac-

tical" considerations the author has, in the

main, grouped the muscles according to the

topographical relations in the adult, although

he treats of the platysma with the superficial

muscles of the head instead of with the muscles

of the neck. This topographical grouping
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sometimes makes the treatment of the inner-

vation, the comparative anatomy and the de-

velopment of the muscles less satisfactory

than if the grouping in all cases were along

morphological lines. In an extensive, scien-

tific reference handbook, it would seem to the

reviewer better, for instance, to group the

sterno-cleido-mastoid and the trapezius to-

gether, rather than to class the former with

the " muscles of the neck " and the latter with

the superficial muscles of the hack. Some
repetition would thus he avoided and the

morphological relations of the muscles would

be emphasized. In spite, however, of the tra-

ditional general classification of the muscles

according to adult topographical relations, the

author gives an exceptionally clear account of

the morphological relations of the muscles and

some excellent illustrations based on this point

of view. The topographical treatment is an

aid in the discussion of the fascise. After

treating of the muscles of each part, as, for in-

stance, of the head, the author gives an exten-

sive description of the muscle fasciae, the most

extensive and satisfactory which has yet ap-

peared. The fasciae he justly considers not as

independent organs, but rather as local thick-

enings or strengthenings of the general con-

nective tissue framework, the thickness, struc-

ture and extent of which depends upon the me-

chanical stresses to which the part is sub-

jected.

The author's style throughout is so clear, his

summ ary of the literature is so satisfactory,

his own contributions are so welcome and his

point of view of the theoretical aspects of the

subject is so suggestive even when one does

not accept all the conclusions reached, that

one can not but regret that the mechanics of

muscle action have not to some extent been

considered along with the morphological as-

pects of the subject. While this would have

necessitated some repetition of the extensive

field covered by Fick in the volume on special

joint and muscle mechanics in the same
" Handbook " it would, none the less, add not

a little to the interest of the study of the

detailed anatomy.

Not the least satisfactory part of the vol-

ume under review is the section devoted to the

general aspects of myology. Here an ad-

mirable review is given of the more recent

literature on the histology of striated muscle

fibers, their physical and chemical character-

istics and their development, and of the gen-

eral structure of the voluntary muscles. In

general opposing views of disputed points are

fairly presented. The discussion of the con-

nective tissue in relation to the muscles is

especially good. Eisler, however, accepts O.

Schultze's apparent demonstration of the con-

tinuity of the myofibrils with the connective

tissue fibrils attached to the sarcolemma with

less reserve than would seem to the reviewer

justified. The general, like the special, treat-

ment of the muscle fascia is a contribution

of importance.

Taking the volume as a whole, it should

prove of much value not only to those inter-

ested in scientific human anatomy, but also

to the zoologist interested in comparative

anatomy.

C. E. Baedeen
Univeesity of Wisconsin

The Physiology of Protein Metabolism. By
E. P. Cathcart, Ph.D., D.Sc. Monographs

on Biochemistry. Longmans, Green and Co.

1912. Pp. viii-f 142. Price $1.25.

Like the other monographs of this series,

this book is from the pen of an ardent in-

vestigator in the field of which he vtrrites. To
those who derive their knowledge of the sub-

ject of nutrition from text-books, the present

volume will offer numerous surprises. In

many places the treatment consists in the ex-

position of the various points of view of spe-

cific problems relating to protein metabolism,

which rest upon experimental data, and does

not therefore furnish a complete and har-

monious story. This style of treatment is most

commendable, for with no other attitude

could the author give an adequate picture of

the state of our knowledge of this complex sub-

ject.

The book surveys the literature up to the

end of the year 1910, and appeared at a rather

unfortunate time, for never in the history of
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protein metabolism investigations, have such

enlightening studies been published during

any like period as during 1911 and the first

half of 1912. The admirable work of Osborne

and Mendel on the physiological role of the

individual proteins, and of Folin and Denis

on the fate of the products of protein diges-

tion after absorption, came too late for in-

clusion in this edition.

The author has succeeded admirably in ad-

hering closely to the physiological aspects of

protein metabolism, a difficult task, when a

vast amount of experimental data relating to

the chemical aspects of the same subject is

now available. This attitude is a desirable

one at the present time, when there is a strong

tendency on the part of text-book writers and

dietitians to assume that an adequate supply

of " building stones " in the diet is all that is

essential to insure physiological well-being

in the animal. The author has done a good

service to his fellow workers in producing a

treatise which will assist in creating new atti-

tudes toward the problems concerned, and to

the great number of teachers who follow the

original literature to but a slight degree or

not at all, in presenting in so clear a form,

the experimental lines of inquiry directed

toward the solution of problems of protein

nutrition, and the different points of view to

which these have led.

E. V. McCoLLUM
XJniveksitt of Wisconsin

Scientific Results of the Voyage of 8. T.

" Scotia" during the Years 1902-190Jt. Vol.

III., Botany. Edinburgh, The Scottish

Oceanographical Laboratory. 1912. 4to.

Pp. X + 153, 12 pi., 1 chart.

Nearly simultaneously with the publication

of this volume, now dedicated to his memory.

Sir Joseph Hooker, the dean of botanists and

the author of the " Flora Antarctica," passed

from his earthly labors. The botanical re-

sults of the Scottish National Antarctic Ex-

pedition are derived principally from two

summer visits to the South Orkneys and a

winter spent at Laurie Island in Scotia Bay;

a hasty visit to Gough Island; extensive col-

lections of the algse of Weddell Sea; notes on

the botany of Ascension Island ; and incidental

collections made on the outward and home-

ward voyages. The report on the phytoplank-

ton will be issued later.

The present volume opens with an introduc-

tion by Dr. Eudmose Brown on the problems

of Antarctic plant life. Recent explorations

have shown that the South Polar flora is in

some respects richer than has been supposed,

though its chief interest is derived from its

relations to the problems of geographical dis-

tribution and the origin of the Antarctic flora.

With the exception of a doubtful fossil of

conifera, possibly of Devonian age, found

in Victoria Land, the knovm Antarctic fossil

plants are those obtained by Otto Nordens-

kjold from Hope Bay, Graham Land, ferns,

cycads and conifers indicating a warm moist

climate and abundant vegetation in Jurassic

times. The fossil Araucaria, Fagus, etc.,

found at Seymour Island by the same expedi-

tion indicate the extension of somewhat sim-

ilar conditions into the Tertiary.

The most striking feature of the Antarctic

flora is its poverty compared with that of the

Arctic. Spitsbergen in summer in Y9° north

latitude supports a hundred species of flower-

ing plants, while at the South Orkneys in only

61° south there is not a single species. In
Grant Land, in 81° and 82° north latitude,

Peary collected 57 mosses and 7 hepatics, more

than are known from the whole Antarctic

region south of latitude 60°.

The explanation lies chiefly in the fact that

while the Arctic summer mean temperature is

well above the freezing point, that of the

Antarctic is practically always below it. An-

other factor is adverse to the establishment of

plants on the few snowless patches of Ant-

arctic land, namely, the presence of myriads

of penguins, which cover these areas with

their guano and trample them into mud when-

ever the temperature is above the freezing

point. The few sheltered spaces where mosses

occur are poorly suited to flowering plants.

Tet that their introduction is possible by nat-

ural causes is indicated by the discovery of
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pollen grains of the South American Podo-

carpus in the snow of South Orkney by Dr.

Fritsch.

There are only two phanerogams known
from the Antarctic, Descampsia and Oolohan-

thus, which are the most southerly flowering

plants known. There are no ferns, and. mosses

form the major terrestrial plant population,

52 species being known, of which 24 are en-

demic. The lichens are conspicuous, but few

in species. The algse, especially the unicel-

lular kinds are abundant.

All the known facts, according to Dr.

Brown, point to a Fuegian origin for the flora.

A greater former extension of glaciation,

which is well proved, is regarded as inimical

to the descent of any part of the present flora

from that of Tertiary times.

Beside the chapters on the botany of the

South Orkneys, Gough Island and Ascension

Island by Dr. Brown, Cardot contributes a

general review of the mosses; Gepp, Holmes,

Foslie and Fritsch treat of the fresh-water

and marine algse; and Harvey Pirie con-

tributes notes on Antarctic bacteriology. The
volume concludes with a useful bibliography

of Antarctic botanical publications.

"Wm. H. Dall

A Text-hooh of Physics. Edited by A.

WiLMER Duff. Third Edition. P. Blakis-

ton's Son & Co. 1912.

The third edition of Dufi's " Physics " is a

great improvement typographically over the

previous editions, and is consequently so

changed that if it were not for the uniform

binding of the three editions it would appear

at first glance to be an entirely new book.

Practically all the cuts have been made over

from new drawings, with a noticeable increase

in clearness and uniformity of size, or have

been replaced by other and better ones. This,

with the choice of better type, makes the read-

ing much easier. As in the previous editions,

the main subdivisions are by different men,

but the order has been changed, " Wave Mo-
tion " coming after " Mechanics," and " Sound
and Light " after " Electricity " ; and there

seems to be more unity of treatment in the

whole and a natural connection between the

parts which saves them from appearing as

disjointed treatises. The text of the " Me-
chanics," by A. W. Duff, is practically un-

changed from the previous edition, and the

same may be said of " Wave Motion," by E. P.

Lewis, and " Sound," by Wm. Hallock.
" Conduction of Electricity through Gases

and Badioactivity," by E. K. McClung, has a

few changes and additions noticing some re-

cent developments, but is otherwise un-

changed. " Light," by E. P. Lewis, has been

reduced in amount and improved by being

partly rewritten and rearranged (though it

previously possessed considerable merit). The
portions on Heat and Electricity and Mag-
netism are entirely new. The part on Heat is

by C. E. Mendenhall, of the University of

Wisconsin, replacing that by K. E. Guthe in

the other editions. The arrangement of the

subject matter seems to be more logical and

more briefly stated, and there is an improve-

ment in the choice of illustrations, but in

places there is less clearness of statement and

treatment than in the previous edition. No-

where is the improvement in the drawings

more noticeable than in the case of " Elec-

tricity and Magnetism," by A. P. Carman, of

the University of Illinois, which replaces that

by A. W. Goodspeed in the previous editions

and comprises also the former section by Pro-

fessor Carman on Electromagnetic Induction,

thus securing a desirable unity of treatment

in this subject. Taken as a whole the parts of

the book are remarkably well welded together,

and, having as authors specialists in the dif-

ferent departments, it should rank among the

best college texts of the day.

Louis A. Parsons

Maschinen und Apparate der Starhstromtech-

nik (Machines and Apparatus for Heavy
Currents). By Gustave M. Meyer. Pub-

lished by B. G. Teubner, of Leipzig and

Berlin. 1912.

So rapid has been the development of

machines and apparatus used in connection

with the many applications of electricity to

power purposes that it is well-nigh impossible
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for any one to follow carefully the progress in

inventions and research. Electrical engineers

have desired some book which would give in

concise form descriptions of electrical ma-

chinery and numerous auxiliary devices used

in conjunction with them. Few of us have

time or opportunity to become thoroughly

familiar with more than one specialty.

Furthermore, preliminary work in universi-

ties requires a book which describes briefly

the most important features of various forms

of electrical apparatus. There are at present

electrical treatises which specialize and at the

same time emphasize theory more than they

do practical operation. Other books are prac-

tically compilations of extracts from patent

specifications and catalogues, many of them
describing obsolete or impracticable appa-

ratus; such works are usually lacking in

critical comment. Appreciating the need for

this type of book, Mr. Meyer has brought

forth in his " Maschinen und Apparate der

Starkstromtechnik " a book which would meet

the existing demands. Believing that books

on electric lighting and railroads are now suf-

ficiently numerous, the author has omitted

these phases of the subject. On the other

hand, he has endeavored to give such informa-

tion as the consulting engineer and student

desire, relative to high-voltage apparatus and

their applications, as well as descriptions of

turbo-generators and alternating current com-

mutator motors.

The book is divided into two principal

parts, viz: Direct Current and Alternating

Current. The first part the author devotes to

direct current measurement, control and stor-

age of electrical energy; direct-current gen-

erators and motors, their uses, specific appli-

cations, and auxiliary apparatus. The sec-

ond part, comprising about two thirds of the

book, deals with measurement and control of

alternating currents; construction and per-

formance of alternating current generators

and induction motors; alternating current

transformers; distribution of electrical energy

by means of alternating currents; and sev-

eral kinds of attendant or auxiliary apparatus

used in conjunction with alternating current.

The author has devoted considerable atten-

tion to the characteristics of alternating cur-

rent machinery such as turbo-generators,

synchronous generators and motors, and in-

duction motors, as well as to speed control by

means of commutator motors, these includ-

ing the systems of Scherbius and Kraemer.

Space is also given to various forms of alter-

nating current commutator motors, such as

the repulsion, the series and compensated

types, with which latter the names of Latour,

Winter and Eichberg are associated.

It could hardly be expected that a book cov-

ering so great a field could be without errors.

For example, a means is given for determin-

ing the regulation of A.C. generators from

the no-load saturation and short-circuit char-

acteristics, and while armature reaction, and

armature self-inductance and resistance are

considered, the effect of incremental pole leak-

age with load has been entirely neglected.

It is well known that when the poles are sat-

urated, the change in pole leakage with load

at fractional power factors has a not incon-

siderable influence upon the regulation. More
emphasis than is necessary is placed upon

the influence of the resistance of the stator at

zero power factor; this is generally negligible

when the current lags behind the electromo-

tive force by 90 electrical degrees.

The book has a remarkably small amount of

mathematics and hence it should be easy for

any one to follow who is studying along these

lines or attempting to familiarize himseK in a

general way with a part of the subject differing

from his specialty. The text contains 590

pages, including 772 illustrations pertaining,

so far as possible, to modern machines, both

European and American. It would be impos-

sible, however, for a book of this character to

be up-to-date some years hence, as electrical

apparatus becomes obsolete in a comparatively

short period. The author has wherever pos-

sible given his authority, so that any one de-

siring further information can refer to same

for a more complete understanding of the

subject.

Carl J. Fechheimeb
October 29, 1912
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BOTANICAL NOTES

MYCOLOGICAL NOTES

As usual the new Report of the State Bot-

anist' is very largely given over to the classi-

fication and description of the larger fungi.

Nine colored plates, mostly of the edible

fungi, accompany the report.

C. N. Jensen's "Fungous Flora of the

Soil

"

' brings together what is known as to

the fungi ordinarily to be found in the soil.

After a general discussion of the subject ac-

companied by the citation of many publica-

tions, the fungi are arranged and described in

systematic sequence. In the latter part there

are many helpful figures in the text.

Professors L. E. Jones, N. J. Giddings and

B. F. Lutman publish^ the results of their in-

vestigations of the potato fungus Phytoph-

ihora infesians. It is a summary of the pres-

ent state of our knowledge of this parasitic

fungus, and includes a long list of the litera-

ture of the subject (105 titles), and ten plates.

Miss Frances Dorrance (Dorranceton, Pa.)

has made an English translation of Part XIII.

of Dr. Oscar Brefeld's " Investigations in the

General Field of Mycology." Only 150 copies

were printed and these were privately distrib-

uted. The work appears to be carefully done,

and since this part relates to Smut Fungi, the

translation should have a wide sale. ($1.75.)

SYSTEMATIC NOTES

" The NorthAmerican Species of ISTymphaea "

is the title of a paper by G. S. Miller and P. C.

Standley, and is issued as one of the Contribu-

tions from the U. S. National Herbarium (Vol.

16, Pt. 3). The genus here monographed is

what many of us learned as Nuphar, and in-

cludes the Yellow Water-lilies of the country.

After a long study of these plants the authors

are able to recognize nineteen species for

North America, five of which are quite widely

distributed, viz. : N. microphylla Pers. (east-

em Canada, New York to Ne\^ Jersey), N.

'Bull. 157, N. Y. State Museum.

^Bull. 315, Cornell University Expt. Station.

"Bull. 245, Bureau of Plant Industry, XJ. S.

Dept. Agrie.

ruhrodisca (Morong) Greene (Canada, New
York to New Jersey), N. americana (Prov.)

M. & S. (eastern Canada to British Columbia,

south to Nebraska, Ohio and New Jersey), N.
advena Ait. (New York and New Jersey to

Wisconsin, Nebraska, Kansas, Kentucky and

North Carolina), N. polysepala (Engl.)

Greene (Alaska to California, eastward to

Colorado and South Dakota). The illustra-

tions and maps showing distribution of

species add to the value of the paper.

Dr. William Trelease essays a classification

of the Black Oaks in a recent paper in the

American Philosophical Society (Vol. LI.,

1912), accompanying the paper with four

plates of buds and acorns.

THE RETURN OP THE NATIVE FLORA

Eecently Professor M. E. Gilmore, of Lin-

coln, called my attention to an observation

which he had made upon the return of the

native flora on an abandoned tree plantation

on the high Nebraska plains. At my request

he has given the particulars in the following

summary statement:

It is a problem of much interest to the -writer

hereof to observe the repossession by the native

flora of areas from which it has been dispossessed.

Among the places of which particular note has

been made was an abandoned tree claim in Sheri-

dan County, Nebraska, in the topographic region

known as the High Plains, popularly called the

Short-grass Country. This observation was made
in the first week of August, 1912, on a tract of

land about six miles northwest of Eushville, Ne-

braska, which had been entered under the Timber

Claim Act of Congress. The number of acres

required by law to be planted with trees had been

broken out (plowed) and set in elm and ash trees,

and after that nothing more had been done to the

land, so that for about twenty years the original

flora has been gradually repossessing the ground.

I estimated that about 5 per cent, to 10 per cent,

of the trees were still struggling to live, being in

no case more than ten feet tall, and in most cases

not more than two and a half feet tail and many
less than that. Following I give a list of twenty-

five species by name which I found to be stably

reestablished, besides which I found half a dozen

or more others which I did not identify. Those

identified were: Bulbilis dactyloides (Nutt.) Raf.,

Stipa comata Trin. and Eupr., Malvastrum coc-
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cineum (Pursh.) A. Gray, Fentstemon sp., Ar-

temisia frigida Willd., Brauneria pallida (Nutt.)

Britton, Grindelia squarrosa (Pursh.) Britton and

Eusby, Astragalus sp., Psoralea floribunda Nutt.,

Erigeron sp., Kuhnistera purpurea (Vent.) MacM.,

Lithospermum sp., Batiiida columnaris (Sims.)

D. Don., Antennaria campestris Eydb., Verbena

hastata L., Verbena bracteosa Miehx., Helianthus

scaberrimus Ell., Cardmis altissimus L., Bcebera

papposa (Vent.) Eydb., SoUdago (two species,

unidentified). Aster sp., Solanum carolinense L.,

Bosa arkansana Porter.

Chables E. Besset
The tjNrvEESiTT of Nebraska

PALEOLITHIC MODELESS IN CLAY

The discovery, on July 20 last, by Count

Begouen and his two sons, of a new French

cavern with paleolithic mural decorations has

already been noted in Science." This cavern,

called Tuc d'Audoubert, situated near St.

Girons (Ariege), was visited by the writer

five days after its discovery, but did not even

then yield up aU its secrets. We noted cer-

tain small openings leading apparently to

other galleries then closed against us by de-

posits of stalactite and stalagmite. At Geneva
in September Count Begouen informed me
that he had entered one of these and found

additional parietal engravings. In a com-

munication to me dated October 23, he an-

nounces that at the end of still another long

and difficult upper gallery, reached only after

breaking away stalagmite pillars, he and his

sons have found two clay statuettes intact,

representing the Bison, male and female 63 and

/ 61 centimeters long respectively. In an ante-

chamber as well as the upper gallery these

Magdalenian artists also left their footprints

on the soil superimposed on footprints of the

cave bear, whose skeletal remains were strewn

upon the cavern floor. All the canines were

missing, however, from the jaws, having evi-

dently been removed as Magdalenian trophies.

A perforated tooth (Bovidse) and several flint

implements were found on the cavern floor.

The artist races inhabiting southern Europe

in later paleolithic times were sculptors of

real merit. They worked laboriously in stone,

'August 30, 1912, p. 269.

ivory, bone, and horn with excellent results

and without the use of metal tools. That paleo-

lithic man had realized any of the possibilities

of clay as a plastic medium has always been

denied. Absence or presence of pottery has

been universally invoked as a chief factor in

distinguishing paleolithic and neolithic hor-

izons. The clay figures found by Count
Begouen are unbaked, to be sure; but they

prove that only the accident of firing stood

between the Magdalenian races and one of the

great inventions of all time. These figures

were never wholly separated from the matrix

out of which they were fashioned. They seem

to stand out of a clay talus slope that flanks a

fallen rock, the male following the female.

For the present no attempt will be made to re-

move them from this shrine.

George Grant MacCurdy
Yale- University

THE PBOGBESS OF MOUNT BOSE
OBSEBVATOBY, 1906-1912

Mount Eose Observatory, although the

youngest of the meteorological observatories

in America, has an environment so unique that

its staff has not only obtained a series of prob-

lems of prime importance to pure science and

to agriculture but has also found such abun-

dant material that rapid progress has been

possible in their solution. A brief statement

of plans and progress at this observatory may,

therefore, not be without interest to workers

in the meteorological field.

Mount Eose is a peak of the Sierra Nevada

Mountains at the western edge of the Great

Plateau. The observatory on the summit,

which is 3,292 meters above sea level, at pres-

ent is the highest meteorological station in the

United States, and was established privately

for the purpose of ascertaining the winter

minimum temperatures at the summit of the

Sierra. Later it was made a department of

the University of Nevada and the Agricultural

Experiment Station and through these insti-

tutions has received financial aid from the

state and from the Adams Fund of the Office

of Experiment Stations.
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The observatory is very favorably situated

for the study of mountain and desert meteorol-

ogy, the relation of topography to thh occur-

rence of frost, and the influence of mountains

and forests upon the conservation of snow.

Most of the instruments and methods employed

in the v^ork of the observatory have been de-

vised by its staff.

In the study of mountain meteorology, the

observatory has the advantage of occupying a

virgin field, and thus being placed in a posi-

tion to supplement the work done at Mount
Eoyal by McGill Observatory, in the Appa-

lachians by the Mount Washington, Blue Hill

and Mount Weather observatories, in the

Rocky Mountains at Pikes Peak, and in the

Coast Range at Mount Tamalpais. Mount
Rose Observatory is unlike its predecessors in

that no observer is maintained continuously

on the summit, and most of the instruments

in use have been constructed to work without

attention for long periods of time.

After much experimenting there has been

devised a meteorograph that is impervious to

the wild storms that rage in winter on moun-

tain summits, and a shelter has been con-

structed for it that clears itself of accumu-

lated snow. Six elements are recorded, viz.

:

pressure, temperature, direction and velocity

of the wind, humidity and sunshine. The
records are made upon a band of metric cross-

section paper 270 mm. wide, which moves

2.5 mm. an hour or 1.8 meters a month. The

recording mechanisms are adjusted to the

ruling of the paper so that one millimeter

equals one degree of temperature, two per cent,

relative humidity, and one millimeter of at-

mospheric pressure. The meteorograph is

actuated by springs placed within a motor

drum. Two auxiliary drums serve to hold and

receive the paper as it passes over the motor

drum against which the recording pens rest.

This instrument will run for at least two

months with one winding of the clock. The

resetting of the meteorograph is readily ac-

complished by disconnecting it from the

shelter and removing it to the observatory

building.

Some defects that occasionally cause fail-

ure to obtain satisfactory records have been

partially corrected in the following manner:
To prevent slipping of the record sheet, a

double series of tiny needle points has been

fitted into the motor drum with v-edged pres-

sure wheels running astride of them to force

the sheet close to the drum. To detect possible

inaccuracy in the motor clock, a standard

pendulum clock actuated by weights has been

installed in the observatory building and con-

nected by electric cable with a pen in the

meteorograph to record the twelve o'clock

hours each day. Excessive vibration has been

eliminated in the shelter by the use of heavy

braces and rock on the sills.

Mechanical registration is employed in all

elements except sunshine, and the performance

of electrical devices tried thus far has been

so unsatisfactory that probably a mechanical

sunshine recorder will eventually replace the

electrical one. Dry batteries have been made
worthless by freezing, and the efficiency of wet

batteries is so reduced in cold weather that it

seems improbable that any system depending

on electricity will be successful.

The great problem is the prevention of the

formation of fins of ice and frost upon the

instruments. The sunshine recorder has been

safeguarded by a heavy bell-jar. The tail of

the anemograph vane has been made of wood
and the arrow so shortened that the vane will

swing into the eye of the wind irrespective of

ice accumulations on the arrow. The masts

have been enlarged in size and made seK-sus-

taining without guy rods, which invite the

formation of festoons of heavy ice with con-

sequent wrecking of the masts. The only

serious problem of equipment still unsolved is

the protection of the cups of the anemometer

from ice. This can be accomplished in part

by removing the portion of the supporting

arms that pass through the cups and thus ex-

pedite the dropping of the accumulated slugs

when the cups are warmed by the returning

sun. However, there may be some material,

such as vulcanized rubber or papier mache, of

which cups can be made, which will be less at-

tractive to frost and ice than the metals used

at present. The wind record has usually been
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complete between the months of May and Oc-

tober.

This meteorograph on the summit ( elev.

3,292 meters) is flanked by two similar in-

struments, one on the west at Truckee (elev.

1,798 meters), thirty miles distant, and the

other on the east at Pallon (elev. 1,208 meters),

fifty miles distant, thus affording a base line

eighty miles long and an apex approximately

one mile high. Kite flights have been inaugu-

rated to determine the meteorological error of

the summit station. By means of this ver-

tical triangle of stations, data are now being

actively gathered on the changing phases of

passing storms, and their possible relation to

the weather of the valleys beneath.

A station with instruments of great pre-

cision is being established on the university

campus. The study of the movements of air

currents will be made by pilot balloons, for

the plateau is too sparsely settled to permit

the use of ballons-sondes. A share will also

be taken in the international kite flights.

In the realm of applied science, the fore-

casting of frost from mountain tops is one of

the two main problems through which it is

desired to make the observatory of practical

service. This problem is still in the stages of

data-gathering; however, some relationship is

evident between the passing of storms and the

occurrence of frost.

This problem has given rise to two others:

the relation of topography to the occurrence

of frost, and a temperature survey of the

agricultural lands of the state of Nevada.

For the study of the first problem, two sta-

tions with delicate apparatus for detecting

minute changes in humidity, temperature and

air movements are under preparation to be

placed near the surface on typical slopes in

conjunction with a free air station at the

university.

The temperature survey has now been in

progress for two seasons. The purpose of the

survey is the delimiting of large areas suit-

able for fruit raising under all forms of eco-

nomic frost prevention, and the further di-

vision of these areas into thermal belts ac-

cording to the following classification:

(a) Belts where the minimum temperature

never falls below 28° F. and fruit raising

would be highly profitable.

(h) Belts where the minimum temperature

is between 24° and 27° and frost can be com-

bated at a reasonable expense.

(c) Belts where the temperature falls be-

tween 18° and 23° and fruit raising as an in-

dustry would not be profitable.

In belts where temperatures of 17° or lower

are encountered fruit raising is not advisable.

Eighteen stations equipped with thermo-

graphs and standard thermometers are now
being employed in the work. The number may
finally be increased to twenty-five. These

stations are distributed at strategic points

from the highest land under irrigation ca-

nals to the lowest parts of the valley. It is

planned to obtain continuous records at each

station for three years before removing the

station to a new point. The survey at pres-

ent covers the basin of the Truckee River, on

which is situated the metropolis of the state.

Owing to the hearty cooperation of ranchers,

who act as voluntary observers, the expense of

the maintenance of the survey is slight.

In the spring of 1911, when frosts were

heavy and frequent, the observatory staff, in

conjunction with others, demonstrated the

feasibility of orchard heating even under

strenuous conditions, with the result that

where only one farm corporation was heating

its orchard that season, the present year be-

tween fifteen and twenty owners of fruit

trees were engaged in the work. To give the

orchardists assurance of support in their

effort, a night telephone service was main-

tained for emergency frost-warning and two

automatic frost alarms were installed. To

further aid the isolated orchardists in ma-

king their own forecasts of frost, an analysis

of the fluctuation of temperature under semi-

arid conditions is now being made. To this

will soon be added the determination of the

quantitative effect of cloudiness and wind on

the retardation of falling temperatures.

The second problem to which special atten-

tion is being devoted is the influence of moun-

tains and forests on the conservation of snow.
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This problem is of vital importance to irriga-

tionists and power companies wherever

streams are fed by snow.

The data for the study of this problem are

very abundant. Mount Rose is situated be-

tween the heavily forested main chain of the

Sierra Nevada and the scantily forested

ranges of the semi-arid Great Basin, and

forms the natural headquarters for the study

of both. On the flanks of Mount Eose and its

subjacent range are also wide areas long since

deforested and now in various stages of re-

forestation, while the apex of the mountain

furnishes abundant opportunity for studying

the snow where it falls deepest and longest.

The observatory building on the summit has

now been supplemented by a headquarters

camp, made of sandbags, at Contact Pass

(elev. 2,744 meters) and another camp at the

base of the mountain. By means of this

chain of stations, measurements of snow

depth and density, the evaporation of snow,

and temperatures within the snow have been

conducted on the mountain for limited

periods.

Adjacent to Mount Rose is the basin of

Lake Tahoe, where a coast line seventy miles

long has furnished ready access throughout

the winter, by means of motor boat and ex-

plorer's camp, to forests of various types and

densities, and to all the typical slopes and ele-

vations found in the Sierra Nevada.

The study of the conservation of snow was

begun with camera in the winter of 1906, and

in the spring of 1909 there was designed a

snow sampler by means of which cores can be

obtained from snow-fields of all depths and

densities, the water content of the sample

being determined by weight. Soon after, a

spring balance was devised that would indi-

cate without any computation the equivalent

water in the sample irrespective of variation

in the length or weight of sampler used. By
means of these instruments thousands of

measurements have been made, and the quan-

titative value of forested areas and their su-

periority over unfcrested was early established.

The minute investigation of the various

phases of the problem has proceeded more

slowly, but considerable progress has now been

made toward their solution. The general

principle underlying the conservation of

snow is that of protection against evapora-

tion and melting by wind and sun. Snow
lies longest where it falls deepest. Cliffs and
lee slopes are large gatherers of snow. Yet
wherever forests crown such slopes the ca-

pacity of these slopes to gather and conserve

snow is increased. In wind-swept regions,

timber screens have a snow-gathering capacity

varying according to their height and imper-

viousness to the wind. They also, by check-

ing the wind, reduce the evaporation of snow,

which under the influence of a wind move-
ment of 33 miles per hour, despite the fact

that the snow was frozen, has reached in a

single night the total of .10 in. moisture eon-

tent, or one one-hundred-twentieth of the total

snow on the ground.

The action of unbroken forests upon the

snow is unlike that of timber screens, particu-

larly on the lower slopes where the wind is less

violent. These forests catch the falling snow
directly in proportion to their openness, but

conserve it, after it has fallen, directly in pro-

portion to their density. This phenomenon is

due to the crowns of the trees, which catch the

falling snow and expose it to rapid evaporation

in the open air, but likewise shut out the sun

and wind from the snow that has succeeded in

passing through the forest crowns to the

ground.

The most efficient forest, therefore, from

the point of view of conservation is the one

that conserves the largest amount of snow to

the latest possible time in the spring. This

has been found by measurement to be the for-

est with a maximum number of glades, which

serve as storage pits into which the snow can

readily fall but the wind and the sun can

not easily follow. One such forest was found

to have conserved at the close of the season of

melting three and one half times as much
snow as a very dense forest adjacent to it.

The most efiicient type of forest found at

levels below 8,000 feet is the fir, whose foliage

is much more impervious to the rays of the

sun than that of the cedar or pine. At 8,000
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feet or higher, the mountain hemlock is most
efficient, for not only is its foliage dense, but
its tapering spire-like crown offers but little

resistance to falling snow.

In the light of the above facts forests may
be too dense as well as too thin for the maxi-

mum conservation of snow. The ideal forest

seems to be one filled with glades whose area

bears such proportion to the height of the

trees that the wind and the sun can not reach

the bottom. These glades can be produced by
the forester by judicious pruning and cutting

as well as by proper planting. However, the

mountain hemlock requires little or no prun-

ing to attain its maximum efficiency.

In the field of hydrology, surveys of snow

on the Mount Rose and Lake Tahoe water-

sheds have been made since the beginning of

1910 to indicate to ranchers and power com-

panies in the basin below the amount of water

to expect during the season, and thereby to as-

sure the better control of the reservoirs. This

work will be extended to include a study of the

behavior of snow on typical slopes during ris-

ing temperature and wind with the view of

forecasting the probability and extent of

floods. For the purpose of offering foresters

in the national forests and others the ad-

vantage of the investigations in snow a course

is now planned at the University of Nevada on

the relation of mountains and forests to the

conservation of snow, including the improve-

ment of the storage of snow by the planting

and pruning of forests to assure the control of

stream flow and the increase of irrigation and

power resources. Other courses in general

meteorology have already been provided.

The staff of the observatory consists of Pro-

fessor S. P. Pergusson, formerly first assistant

at Blue Hill Observatory, who is associate

meteorologist, Mr. Arthur L. Smith, observer

in Lake Tahoe Basin, and the writer, who is

in charge.

Besides annual reports and news bulletins,

the more important recent publications are

Experiment Station Bulletin No. 79, "The
Avoidance and Prevention of Frost in the

Fruit Belts of Nevada," and an article on the
" Conservation of Snow : Its Dependence on

Forests and Mountains," in Scientific Ameri-
can Supplement, Vol. LXXIV, No. 1914 (Sep-

tember 7, 1912), pp. 152-55. A bulletin con-

taining an elaborate presentation of the rela-

tion of mountains and forests to the conserva-

tion of snow is now being prepared.

J. E. Church, Jr.
Eeno, Nevada

SPECIAL ABTICLES
THE CULTIVATION OF AN ECTOPARASITIC NEMATODE

OF A GUINEA-PIG ON BACTERIOLOGIC MEDIA'

On May 6, 1912, while examining a guinea-

pig which had died of an unknown cause, it

was noted that the skin around and just an-

terior to the external genitalia was excoriated

and covered by a yellowish, cheesy exudate.

On examining the exudate under the low

power, a large number of actively motile em-

bryonic and adult nematodes were found. On
May 7 a second guinea-pig exhibiting a sim-

ilar, but less extensive, lesion and harboring

the same ectoparasitic nematodes was discov-

ered. Lately, a third guinea-pig was encoun-

tered, harboring the same nematode not only

around the external genitalia, but also on the

normal skin of the abdomen and thorax. Care-

ful examination of these and of a number of

other guinea-pigs has failed to reveal the pres-

ence of the nematode in the gastro-intestinal

tract or in any of the internal organs.

A little of the caseous material from the

first two guinea-pigs was inoculated onto

moist earth and slants of Musgrave's amceba

agar and kept at room temperature (about

24° C). In a few days, a large number of

actively motile nematodes were found in these

cultures. The amceba agar cultures have,

since then, been carried through five sub-

cultures and the worms have also been suc-

cessfully carried through several subcultures

on slants of plain agar and ascites agar. The
plain agar and the amceba agar have proved

to be the best media, because the accompany-

ing bacterial growth is relatively limited in

amount. In several of the above subcultures

^ A preliminary note, from tlie laboratory of

the Cmciimati Hospital.
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the worm has been seen to pass through two

complete cycles of development. In one sub-

culture the worms have multiplied and re-

mained actively viable for 23 days, without

transplantation.

A striking peculiarity of the growth on the

agar cultures is the tendency of the worms to

crawl up on the side of the test-tube opposite

the slant and there clump themselves into

macroscopic groups. Under the low power,

^ these groups are seen to consist of an immense

number of very actively motile nematodes in

all stages of development.

As yet, we have not determined the exact

species of this nematode, but in all probability

it belongs to the AnguillulidsB.

N. B.—Since the above was written we have

learned from Professor Henry B. Ward of

similar cultivation experiments carried out in

his laboratory by H. Metcalf.'

Wade W. Oliver

recently proposed species of the genus

diceratherium

Since the opening of the Agate Spring

fossil quarries in the Miocene formation of

Sioux County, Nebraska, by the Carnegie Mu-
,
seum field parties some eight or nine years

ago, there has been great activity by many in-

stitutions and private parties in this general

field. As a consequence much material of

fossil remains has been gathered, of which the

greater portion, especially in the Agate Spring

fossil quarries, consists of bones pertaining

to the Ehinocerotidss.

Pending the publication of a more extended

work on the American Diceratheres, now in

progress, the purpose of this note is to avoid

the recurrence of certain interpretations on

the part of students interested in the question

of deciduous and permanent teeth.

In recent years there have been a number
of new species described of Professor Marsh's

genus Diceratherium which will be duly con-

sidered later. In 1908 Professor Loomis, of

'"Cultural Studies of a Nematode Associated

with Plant Decay, '
' Trans. Amer. Mioroscop. Soc,

1903, 24, p. 89.

Amherst, proposed a number of new forms.*

One of these (D. aberrans, p. 59) is established

on a second deciduous cheek-tooth of the left

side. Very recently Mr. Harold J. Cook has

unfortunately used deciduous teeth as a type

of still an additional species D. loomisi.' The
type of this latest species consists of a por-

tion of the right upper maxilla, containing not

P*, M^ and M^ as Cook states, but the second,

the third and the fourth deciduous cheek-teeth.

This is abundantly demonstrated in the large

collection from the Agate Spring fossil quar-

ries now under study in the Carnegie Museum.
In this connection it is well to state that the

formation of the permanent premolars 2, 3, 4

of Diceratherium starts comparatively late.

I have excavated maxillae (Nos. 2464, 2476,

Carnegie Museum) of young specimens and

often find that while the deciduous 2, 3 and 4

are considerably worn the germ of P', which

is located immediately above the roots of If,

is only very slightly and more often not at all

indicated. At the same time PS which is

erupted in an early stage, is on an even grind-

ing plane with the milk teeth and has received

considerable wear; more than half of the

grinding surface of M' appears through the

alveolar border, while W is represented by a

large excavation immediately back of M^. In

comparing Mr. Cook's figures {I. c, p. 31) I

judge that he has described a young specimen

of D. coohi in the stage of development de-

scribed above. In a later stage of develop-

ment (specimen No. 1848) the formation of

the permanent premolars is well advanced, es-

pecially in 2 and 3. M' is completely erupted,

M" appears in a large triangular opening of

the alveolar border, while M^ is represented

by a similar excavation to that of Nos. 2464

and 2476 above described. Thus it is repeat-

edly demonstrated that a large collection of a

genus or species is extremely useful as a safe-

guard against the misinterpretations of which

the systematists are surrounded.

O. A. Peterson

^ American Journal of Science, Vol. XXVI., pp.

51-64, 1908.

' Nebraska Geological Survey, Vol. VII., Part 4,

pp. 29-32.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES

THE ACADEMY OP SCIENCE OF ST. LOUIS

The first meeting of the season was held at the

Academy Building on Monday evening, October

21, 1912; President Engler in the chair.

Dr. G. O. James, of Washington University,

addressed the academy "On the Contingence of

the Physical Theory and the Problem of the

Geologic Past."

After reviewing the theories of Helmholtz, Mach
and Enriques on the principle of causality, Dr.

James stated that as far as descriptive representa-

tion of the present is concerned, it makes no dif-

ference whether or not we admit that pushing the

precision of measurement further and further we
shall ultimately come to a point where there ceases

to be accord between observation and theory, and

beyond which it can not be again established.

The postulate of causality builds the program
according to which we must envisage the geologic

past and prescribes the confines within which ex-

pectation places the future. Without it neither

would exist for us. In answer to whether a past

or future created in accordance with the postulate

of causality possesses reality, it was pointed out

that the older point of view, which regarded

empirical verification as a proof of reality, which

nevertheless did not cease to exist even when all

connection between the external world and its

representation was broken, has given way to a

modern conception of reality of which invariance

is the criterion, but regards this invariance as

relative and approximate.

Dr. James also read an appreciation of the life

and work of Jules Henri Poincarg, who died

July 17.

The academy met on Monday evening, Novem-
ber 4, 1912; President Engler in the chair.

Professor Nipher, of Washington University,

gave a verbal account of work supplemental to

that published in his last paper.' This work has

reference to the longitudinal creeping of a copper

wire through which spark discharges are passed.

In his latest work the wire is laid upon a strip

of plate glass having a length of 71 cm.

The wire extends several centimeters beyond the

glass and the ends drop downwards about 8 or

10 centimeters. The discharges are sent into the

' Trans. Acad, of Sc. of St. Louis, Vol. XXI.,
No. 3.

side of the wire from above, and just outside of

the glass support. Small brass cylinders are

placed between the wire and glass at the ends in

order to eliminate frictional contact at the edge
of the glass. The main portion of the wire rests

upon the glass. A condenser formed of tinfoil

and sheets of glass having the dimensions 26 X 26

inches was used. The total area of tinfoil in the

condenser was 2 X 15 square feet.

The recent results were obtained when one of

the discharge terminals was grounded. When the

positive terminal is grounded a compression wave
is sent surging through the wire, and the wire is

driven in the direction of the corpuscular displace-

ment thus impressed upon the nebulous corpus-

cular column within the wire.

When the negative terminal is grounded, a rare-

faction wave is sent through the wire in the op-

posite direction. The displacement is in the same
direction as before. The air-gap between the

positive terminal and the wire is then first con-

verted into a drainage or conduction channel, and
the discharge from the wire is drained into it.

The wire now creeps in a direction opposite to

that of the corpuscular displacement. In one case

an aluminum wire was made to creep over a dis-

tance of 18 cm. by the passage of about 1,200

sparks.

When neither terminal is grounded the wire also

creeps in the same direction as when the negative

terminal is grounded. The surging effect of the

compression wave is then eliminated. This is the

condition discussed in Professor Nipher 's paper

forming No. 3 of Vol. XXI. of The Transactions

of the academy, to which reference is made in

Science, August 2, p. 153.

When a short wire 4 or 5 cm. in length is placed

upon the glass plate, two or three cm. from the

creeping wire, it creeps in the direction in which

it is urged by the surging wave which is induced

in it. The direction is the same whether the wave

in the primary wire is one of compression or of

rarefaction, or whether both are simultaneously

imposed. The short wire is placed opposite the

middle of the primary wire.

All of these creeping effects are reversed in

direction, when the direction of discharge through

the main wire is reversed.

Mr. M. E. Hard also gave a brief talk on

"Mushrooms found in the Vicinity of St. Louis."

George T. Moore,

Corresponding Secretary
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THE PBOBLEM OF ORGANIZATION

THE PROBLEM

The contemplation of living beings has

ever plunged the human mind into a state

of perplexity and interrogation. So mani-

fold are the aspects presented to us by the

form and behavior of living things and so

diverse are the minds which have sought

to interpret the phenomena of life that we

may at times feel ourselves submerged in

a sea of distracting problems, uncorrelated

theories and data which, while valuable,

are more or less chaotic. From time to

time, momentarily realizing that the par-

ticular problem which looms immediately

before us, mighty and impregnable, is but

one of a score or a hundred of equal im-

portance, and that its solution would be

for us as merely one sentence of a long

story, we give vent to a question which at

once epitomizes all of our perplexities and

expresses the very heart of what we want

to know. We ask, what is an organism?

But this question, simple in form, yet all-

inclusive, leads us nowhere. It is a blank

wall offering no foothold for experimental

attack. Should nature present to us no

other question than this, she will ever re-

main a sphinx. For working purposes we

must find questions which suggest a pro-

gram of investigation. The following dis-

cussion states no new problem. Nor does

it purport to be in any essential matter a

new statement of the old problem of the

organism. It is at most a restatement of

the problem in terms which lay the em-

phasis at a point where it has been, per-

haps, not so commonly put, but where for

purposes of investigation I believe it may
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to advantage be placed. We will ask, not
'

' what is an organism, '

' but what is organ-

ization? The first question is too compre-

hensive and therefore vague and unwork-

able. The latter question, aiming at the

very essence of what we want to know,

enables us to turn from the distracting

complexity of the entire organism to any

observable part of it, the smaller and

simpler the better, which exhibits that dis-

tinctive characteristic of the whole, organ-

ization.

A familiar form of anatomical descrip-

tion begins by stating that the morpholog-

ical unit is the cell. Cells, then, are asso-

ciated together to form tissues, which enter

into the composition of organs. Several

organs cooperating in a set of related func-

tions constitute an organ-system. The

whole animal, finally, may consist of sev-

eral such organ-systems. A complete de-

scription of structure would lead us to a

considerably greater degree of complexity,

for we should find units intermediate be-

tween certain of those which we have just

mentioned. Thus, the kidney as a whole

we call an organ. But analysis resolves it,

not immediately into tissues, but first into

such secondary or lesser organs as renal

tubules, renal corpuscles and blood-vessels.

Turning from the morphological to the

physiological point of view, we observe a

series of units of function precisely cor-

responding to the series of structural units.

It could not be otherwise, for structure is

merely the visible expression of function.

Whether we view the structural or the

functional aspect of the animal, we see the

component units so correlated and coor-

dinated one with another that the result is

a harmonious action of the whole in rela-

tion to a fairly well-defined set of external

conditions. This systematizing of many
lesser units into one greater unit is so

striking a peculiarity of living things that

we call them organisms.

Organization, however, is a peculiarity

not merely of the animal or plant as a

whole, but likewise, to a considerable de-

gree of minuteness, of its constituent struc-

tural units. There are certain things

which cells do quite independently of the

fact that they belong to any particular

tissue or animal. The fundamental proc-

esses of metabolism, growth and reproduc-

tion are inherent in cells. Obviously, a

tissue cell has an organization within itself.

So far as my present purpose is concerned,

it would not now be profitable to speculate

as to how far there may be still other self-

contained organizations within and inferior

to the cell. A tissue, likewise, has a cer-

tain organization within itself. There are

certain activities which a tissue performs

quite independently of the fact that it is a

part of a particular organ or animal.

Muscle tissue, removed under appropriate

experimental conditions from the animal to

which it belongs, exhibits its characteristic

activities. The contraction of an excised

piece of muscle is, to be sure, merely the

resultant of the contractions of its con-

stituent cells. I speak of it as a tissue act

rather than a cell act in the sense that it is

action of a specialized type—one not ex-

hibited by cells in general but only by such

cells as possess those peculiarities charac-

teristic of muscle tissue. A small bit of

epithelium transplanted into a foreign lo-

cality, or maintained under artificial cul-

tural conditions, may exhibit its peculiar

habits of growth. The essential fimction

of an epidermis is to cover outside surface.

If a portion of an animal is denuded of

epidermis, the remaining epidermis, pro-

vided the wound is not too extensive, ex-

tends over and covers the exposed deeper

tissues. If a small fragment of living ani-
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mal material, including some epidermis

together with deeper tissue, is isolated

under proper conditions, the fragment may
become more or less completely covered

over by extension of the epidermis. This

covering of outside surface by epidermis

of uniform thickness and character is dis-

tinctly a tissue phenomenon due to a cer-

tain organization inherent in the tissue.

It is not dependent, at least not necessarily

dependent, upon the organization of the

animal as a whole. A distinction between

tissues and organs can not always be

sharply made. However, it is clear that

the action of an organ is not necessarily

dependent upon the integrity of the animal

to which it belongs. A vertebrate heart,

under proper conditions of temperature

and fluids, will continue its rhythmic ac-

tion long after removal from the animal.

(So, indeed, will an excised strip of its

muscular wall.) An excised kidney long

retains the capacity for functional activity.

Under normal circumstances it is depend-

ent for its oxygen and nutrition upon the

animal to which it belongs. But in its

organization as a kidney, it seems to be

quite independent of the animal as a whole.

And finally, there are activities which are

distinctly functions of the animal as a

whole—the hydra seizing and swallowing

a Cyclops, a dog following a scent, a cat

fighting, a kitten playing. Here we see

the animal acting as a unit. Its action is

relatively simple and intelligible just as its

external form is. But analysis of the ac-

tion resolves it into a complex of physiolog-

ical units corresponding to a complex of

structures involving perhaps aU of the sub-

ordinate organizations of the animal.

Comparing the units of these several

grades of organization, the cell stands

forth with peculiar prominence. It has

always appeared so to the biological mind.

The fact that every animal part, upon
analysis, reduces to cells, the uniformity

in size and visible structure of these

bodies, make tTiem conspicuous as uni-

versal morphological units. The tissue,

and even the organ, is ordinarily much less

definitely formed and limited, less sharply

individualized. The organ-system is obvi-

ously a somewhat arbitrarily distinguished

unit. In strict morphological sense, at the

first step of analysis the whole individual

resolves itself directly into organs. The
natural tendency, then, is to regard the cell

as the essential morphological and physio-

logical unit. In fact, so important does

the cell appear that we have been inclined

to consider the relation between cell and
organ, or even between the cell and the

whole individual, to be a direct one rather

than one which is indirect by way of such

intermediate systems as may exist.

In presenting this familiar sketch of the

plan of an organism, I use the word, organ-

ization, in its ordinary sense. It is not

structure nor is it function. It consists in

certain definite and obvious relations of

functions, and therefore of structures too.

It asserts nothing as to the nature of these

relations and it implies nothing as to how
they have come to exist. Just here we
meet some serious biological problems.

What is the nature of those relations which

constitute organization? How do they

come into being? By what and how is it

determined that a group of cells shall be

associated together to constitute an epi-

thelium of definite and constant thickness

and character? In muscle tissue how does

it come about that thousands of cells are

substantially alike and capable of opera-

ting harmoniously together in response to

an effect received from nerves? What is

it that affects a mass of tissue of a certain

kind in such a way that it assumes the
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form and position appropriate to its par-

ticipation in the tissue complex of an

organ? What determines those mutual

relations whereby diverse organs operate

harmoniously together in the service of the

whole ?

Our conception of the organization of

living things must remain imperfect and

incomplete until such questions as these

are answered. When they have been an-

swered we may, in the light of our in-

creased knowledge, amplify and perfect

our definition of the word, organization.

Or, if we prefer, the word may be retained

in its present significance as applied to

plants and animals, indicating those rela-

tions which even now we clearly enough

perceive to exist, and we may use some

other designation for whatever shall have

been found to underlie these relations. I

am using the word to designate those con-

spicuous peculiarities which have led us to

call living things organisms. Our problem

is to discover upon what this organization

rests.

HYPOTHESES

The inquiry as to the nature and under-

lying basis of the relations which consti-

tute organization meets two alternative

answers. According to the one we may
regard the constituent elements of any or-

ganic system—be it cell, tissue, organ, or

the whole individual—as causally independ-

ent of one another so far as their condi-

tion of being organized into a system is

concerned, and we may suppose further

that no dynamic agent specifically respon-

sible for their organization into a system

exists. The fact that the constituent ele-

ments of the system do depend upon one

another in a variety of ways and that they

do stand in diverse definite relations to

one another constitutes their organization.

But the cause of the organization of the

system does not necessarily lie within the

various interrelations of the several mem-
bers of the system, nor in any effects de-

rived from other organic systems. Each
element possesses a certain constitution.

It exists in a certain physical, that is, non-

physiological, environment. (The physical

peculiarities of this environment may, how-

ever, be to a great extent dependent upon

the physiological operation of other organic

elements and systems.) It executes activi-

ties which are direct functions of its con-

stitution and environment. If these activi-

ties take place in such a way as to produce

harmonious action of the several members

of a group, thus constituting them into a

system, such harmony is to be regarded as

merely the incidental result of the circum-

stance that the members are so constituted

and so environed. The member is in no

way responsible for the fact that its be-

havior is subserving the needs of the entire

organism, and no more is the organism as

a whole responsible for the behavior of its

elements.

Viewed in this way, the organization of

any system results essentially from pecul-

iarities in the constitution of the members

of that system, the members being not only

independent of one another as regards the

fact of their being organized, but likewise

independent of any immediately present

coordinating agent. Organization, then, is

merely something that we read into nat-

ural phenomena. It is in itself nothing.

Going to the logical conclusions of the mat-

ter, it is a name for certain inevitable and

purely accidental consequences of the cir-

cumstance that atoms or other primordial

physical entities possess certain inflexible

habits of movement. If we are perplexed

by the fact that the total effect of the

operation of a subordinate system appears

as a more or less important function in the
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physiological economy of the whole animal,

we need only consider that, had it been

otherwise, the "struggle for existence"

must have long since made an end of the

matter.

An alternative view attributes the har-

monious operation of a system to the action

of some dynamic agent or energetic com-

plex which exercises general control over

the members of the system. These mem-

bers must be similarly constituted in order

that they may properly respond to the con-

trolling agent. The control may be con-

ceived to consist in the action of a superior

dynamic agent upon an inferior system, or

in some effect of the system as a whole

upon its individual members.

It is quite obvious that the activity of

one organ does affect the tissues and cells

of other organs and that the units of one

system are dependent in a variety of ways

upon other systems. An epidermal cell is

dependent upon the digestive, respiratory,

circulatory and excretory systems, and less

directly upon the nervous and other sys-

tems. There are numerous other relations,

perhaps equally important even if less ob-

vious, such as exist between the ductless

glands and other organs and tissues in

vertebrates. Indeed, it appears likely that

we are at present very far from a complete

knowledge of the extent to which internal

secretions or hormones may serve in the

correlations of organs. In ontogeny hor-

mone action may play a role of utmost

importance as a "mechanism for organic

correlation."^ The nervous control of

muscular, secretory and other activities

affords what is, in a sense, the most con-

spicuous instance of control exerted by one

part over another part. But while such

relations as those involved in nervous con-

^ Parker, G. H., 1909, "A Mechanism foi Or-

ganic Correlation," American Naturalist, Vol. 43,

April, pp. 212-218.

trol and hormone action may be absolutely

essential to the normal operation of the

various organs and systems of the animal,

it by no means necessarily follows that

such relations involve any general control

of the organization of the elements of one

organ by the action of another organ. So

far as the nervous system is concerned,

quite the reverse may be true. An agent

which controls certain activities of a group

of elements may in no way be responsible

for the fact that those elements are capable

of responding to its control. The relation

of the nervous tissue to the muscle tissue

may he exceedingly limited in that it is

perhaps only the processes concerned with

contracting that are under nervous control.

The general organization of the muscle is

not, so far as we know, due to nervous

control. Professor E. G. Harrison and his

co-workers have achieved results of far-

reaching importance in demonstrating that

the ontogenetic differentiation of muscle

tissue is independent of any action of the

nervous system. In the fully differenti-

ated muscle tissue exists an organization

which renders the tissue capable at any

instant of proper response to nervous stim-

ulation. What is it that maintains this

organization in the muscle ? An answer to

the question may be offered by asserting

that the histological peculiarities of muscle

tissue are due to germinal preformation,

and having been so determined and devel-

oped, they persist. This may or may not

be satisfying. Tissue cells are not struc-

tures like stone blocks laboriously carved

and immovably cemented in place. They

are rather like local eddies in an ever-

flowing and ever-changing stream of fluids.

Substance which was at one moment a

part of the cell passes out and new sub-

stance enters. What is it that prevents

the local whirl in this unstable stream from
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changing its form? How is it that a mil-

lion muscle cells remain alike, collectively

ready to respond to a nerve impulse? If

germinal preformation answers the ques-

tion, the nervous system is relieved of any

responsibility for the maintenance of or-

ganization in the muscle tissue. The nerv-

ous system exercises occasional instan-

taneous effects upon the muscle, resulting

in one particular kind of activity. So far

as this relation is concerned, there is no

evidence of general control exerted by nerv-

ous tissue over muscle tissue. Even the

more or less continuous tonic effect of

nerve on muscle does not prove the exist-

ence of any control beyond the observable

tonic effect itself.

With the case of internal secretions the

matter stands much the same. That a sub-

stance poured by one gland or tissue of the

body into the blood stream may produce

most important and specific effects upon

other tissues or organs has been demon-

strated beyond doubt. The secreted sub-

stance may be one in whose absence certain

definite abnormal conditions arise, as in the

case of the thyroid. Or it may be one

whose presence is somehow connected with

the perfectly normal development of an

organ, as in the relation between gonads

and secondary sexual organs. But in all

these relations which are established by the

transmission of nervous impulses or specific

substances from one part of the body to

another, we find no answer to the ques-

tion which we have stated. Upon the con-

trary, .the more of these relations we dis-

cover, the more intricate does our problem

become, for it is precisely these relations

which constitute organization. They are

the materials of our problem, not evidence

toward its solution.

Any one of these relations is open to

either of the two interpretations which I

have stated. View the animal, if possible,

without the prejudice which arises from

the knowledge that it is an organism.

View it as if it were a non-living dynamic

complex. The nervous system at once loses

its paramount importance. It appears as

a system coordinate with several other sys-

tems. It no more controls other systems

than it is controlled by them. True, cer-

tain conspicuous events in muscle are con-

ditioned by something that happens in

nervous material. But, so far as we can

clearly see, it may be equally true that

every operation and event in the nervous

tissue is conditioned more or less directly

by activities going on in other systems or

otherwise outside of the nervous system.

The nervous tissue appears as a group of

elementary organisms of peculiar form,

existing in an environment in which they

find the materials requisite for their main-

tenance. They receive more or less inter-

mittent influxes of energy from this en-

vironment and, in turn, discharge it in a

more or less modified form. In muscle

tissue we see another group of elementary

beings, muscle cells, whose habitual en-

vironment subjects them to certain ener-

getic actions to which they exhibit a fiixed

type of reaction. And so it is throughout

the whole organism. The substance or the

energy which is given off by one element

as a by-product or a waste product of its

activities becomes a peculiarity of the en-

vironment in which other elements habitu-

ally carry on their existence. It is a vast

symbiosis. It is comparable to the relation

which exists between the plant life and the

animal life of the globe. Green plants

need carbon dioxide and give off oxygen.

Animals need oxygen and give off carbon

dioxide. And so they live successfully to-

gether. But would any one venture to

propose that the internal organization of
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animals is determined and controlled by

plants, or that of plants by animals?

There is no more ground for asserting that

the organization within a subordinate or-

gan of the individual plant or animal is

determined and controlled by another or-

gan from which the first receives some

form of energy or some substance. It is

clear that the secretion of the thyroid

afEects the integument. In the absence of

that secretion the integument becomes al-

tered in character. But it does not become

disorganized. Its cellular elements re-

main organized as integumentary tisKSue,

but with changes in the details of that

organization. There is no ground for at-

tributing the fundamental fact that certain

cells are organized as integumentary cells

to the influence of the thyroid secretion or

any other secretion contained in the body

fluids.

The whole process of organic develop-

ment may possibly be described in terms

of hormones. If that shall come to pass,

a considerable degree of complication will

have been added to our conception of the

process of ontogeny and our information

will have been vastly enlarged. May such

an achievement be regarded as bringing

us one step nearer our goal of understand-

ing the nature of the organization upon
which development rests? Only in the

sense that it is one step of an infinite num-
ber of steps of that pa,rticular kind which
separate us from the goal. To discover a

mechanics of development in terms of hor-

mones is to bring within our cognizance

additional facts of organization. No such

description will reveal to us the essence of

organization. I do not mean to discredit

the search for mechanism. Just so far as

mechanism exists we must know about it,

for we seek the complete truth about or-

ganisms. It is conceivable that practical

benefits of inestimable importance may fol-

low from a complete knowledge of organic

mechanism. But the nature and origin of

mechanism are not to be found by discov-

ering more mechanism.

It appears possible that the development

of the lens of the vertebrate eye depends

upon some effect proceeding from the optic

vesicle. But even if this relation is fully

proved, the problem of the development of

the lens is by no means solved. The invagi-

nation of the ectoderm to form a lens may
depend upon contact of the optic vesicle

with the ectoderm, or upon the action of a

substance given off by the optic vesicle.

Any such relation between the two struc-

tures is open to either of the two interpre-

tations which are before us. The invagi-

nation of the lens ectoderm involves what

looks to us like concerted action upon the

part of numerous cells. We may suppose

that each cell possesses an inherent mech-

anism which, under the conditions in which

the cell normally finds itself, compels the

cell to play just that particular part in

lens development which it does play. This

inherent mechanism depends, we may sup-

pose further, upon germinal preformation

which in the last analysis, if this view is

carried to its logical consequences, depends

upon chance combinations of atoms and the

accidents of selection. It is a peculiarity

of the environment in which the cells live

that at a certain time an effect is produced

upon them by a group of underlying cells

(assuming the relation between the optic

vesicle and the lens to have been proved).

It happens that this effect introduces pre-

cisely the conditions needed to set going

the separate mechanisms in the several

cells. Upon this view the organization

within the ectodermal layer—its organiza-

tion as ectoderm and such more or less

localized organization within it as renders
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it capable of producing lenses—is in no

way determined by the action of the optic

vesicle. The effect proceeding from the

optic vesicle serves merely as the trigger to

set off the separate mechanisms of the

superficial cells. We may conceive the

cells, then, to be absolutely independent of

one another in the matter of lens forma-

tion. Their concerted action is the purely

accidental result of the fact that they suf-

fered simultaneously a change in their en-

vironment, that is, the effect derived from

the optic cup. This effect merely initiates

the development of the lens. Neither the

ectodermal organization which causes that

development nor the process of develop-

ment is determined by the optic vesicle.

Even if lens development required the con-

tinuous action of an effect from the optic

vesicle, this view of the relation need in no

wise be altered, for that continuous action

would constitute merely a persistent fea-

ture of the environment appropriate to the

operation of the separate mechanisms of

the ectodermal cells. It is possible, as

some experimental data seem to indicate,

that regions of ectoderm remote from those

which normally give rise to lenses are ca-

pable of producing lenses as a result of the

action of transplanted optic vesicles.^ If

this is true, the fact would seem to put con-

siderable strain upon the view just out-

lined. Nevertheless, it is always possible

to buttress up a favorite hypothesis with

subsidiary hypotheses. If the main thesis

is highly esteemed, often some very com-

plicated accessory hypotheses will be tol-

erated. I am sure that any such diffi-

culty as the present one—and the experi-

mental work upon embryos has yielded

- Lewis, W. H., 1904, '
' Experimental Studies

on the Development of the Eye in Amphibia,"

American Journal of Anatomy, Vol. 3, No. 4,

pp. 505-536. See also later papers by the same

author.

many such—will readily yield to this treat-

ment. I wiU leave the task for those to

whom this conception of organization is

the favorite one.

"What other interpretation can be put

upon this matter of lens formation? The
essential feature of the process is the con-

certed action of ectoderm cells. We may
regard this concerted action as due to an

agent which immediately exercises general

control over the behavior of all the cells

concerned. If it is true that the optic ves-

icle has something to do with the invagina-

tion of the lens, it is conceivable that the

substance of the optic vesicle is a seat of

energy which is somehow brought to bear

upon the near superficial ectoderm, with

the result that its cells are compelled to

execute those changes of form and relative

position which are involved in the shaping

of a lens. We should have to attribute to

the ectoderm cells similarity of structure

and an inherent mechanism sufficient to

render them capable of responding to the

control of the optic vesicle. The expres-

sion "concerted action of ectoderm cells"

should not convey the impression that

every cell behaves precisely like every

other. Obviously such can not be the case.

The lens invagination is not exactly hemi-

spherical. The changes in form and posi-

tion of the cells must vary according as

whether the cells come to lie nearer the

axis or nearer the periphery of the invagi-

nation. Upon the first view which we have

outlined, the factors which determine the

differences in the behavior of the individ-

ual cells are contained within the mechan-

isms of the independently acting cells

themselves. Upon the second view, which

we are now presenting, the differential fac-

tors of lens formation lie outside the group

of lens cells. So far as internal conditions

are concerned, those cells may be precisely

alike.
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Upon the first, then, of our two views of

lens formation, the lens is determined from

within; upon the second view it is deter-

mined from without. By the first view

we see the lens arising as, in strict sense, a

purely accidental resultant effect of the

operation of many mechanisms which are

essentially independent of one another and

independent of any external factor which

compels their harmonious behavior. By
the second view we conceive of an energy

or energy-complex, situated perhaps in the

substance of the optic vesicle, exerting it-

self upon a group of ectoderm cells and
thereby coercing them into lens formation.

In this case the ectoderm cells may be es-

sentially alike and independent of one an-

other, but they are collectively dependent

upon an external controlling agent. The
external energy-complex plus suitable ecto-

derm constitutes the formula for a lens.

By transplanting the optic vesicle the first

member of the formula may be brought

into relation with a region of superficial

ectoderm remote from that which normally

gives rise to a lens. A lens must result

there, as elsewhere, provided that the ecto-

derm in the newly affected region is not too

unlike the normal lens ectoderm.

A group of particles of iron in a mag-
netic field assumes an orderly configuration

under the influence of that field. A rough
analogy exists between this phenomenon
and the hypothetical relation between a
group of ectoderm cells and a lens-deter-

mining force-complex originating in the

optic vesicle or elsewhere. If, however, we
succeed in imagining that each particle, in

virtue of certain inherent peculiarities and
independently of any agent which inune-

diately controls the behavior of the par-

ticles collectively, assumes a certain posi-

tion, and if we can imagine further that,

as the outcome of a chain of entirely for-

tuitous circumstances in the past history

of the particles, their several positions are

such as to give the whole group an orderly

configuration, we shall have illustrated our

first conception of the nature of organiza-

tion. Another illustration presents itself

employing, instead of iron particles, mech-

anisms of considerable complexity and in

so far offering greater similarity to what
we see in plants and animals. Suppose

that ten clocks, precisely alike in construc-

tion, strike the hours in unison. So long

as the clocks are similarly affected by tem-

perature, moisture and other external con-

ditions, and so long as their energy holds

out, they will continue striking the hours

in unison—a tissue of clocks. "We can

imagine that the air vibrations produced

by the striking serve to set off some other

mechanism. But the mechanism of each

clock is entirely independent of that of all

the others. Further, so far as the several

clocks themselves are concerned, there is

no connection whatever between their stri-

king and the setting off of some other

mechanism. The air vibrations (a hor-

mone) which transmit the effect from the

clocks are something outside of and dis-

tinct from the clocks themselves and the

responding mechanism as well. A human
observer, noting that the clocks keep the

same time and strike in unison, and noting

that the initiation of a certain activity in

another mechanism depends upon some-

thing that the clocks do, applies to these

several relations the name, organization.

To illustrate the other conception of or-

ganization, we may suppose each of the ten

clocks to contain a striking mechanism
which, for its operation, requires that the

clocks shall be affected by an electro-mag-

netic field. The clocks do not strike at aU,

then, until by the action of agents outside

of themselves they come within the infiu-
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ence of such a field. They then strike in

unison. "We may even suppose that there

exists a regulatory arrangement such that,

if some clocks are running slow and others

fast, the mechanism involved in striking

serves automatically to restore the clocks

to synchronous action. In this latter illus-

tration the striking of the clocks depends

in part upon their like construction. But

the action of an electro-magnetic field is

another and an essential factor in their con-

certed behavior. It is an agent entirely

outside of the clocks themselves which ex-

ercises a general control over their activi-

ties.

In the first illustration of the clocks the

striking in unison consists, so far as we can

see at the moment, in the coincident acts of

ten absolutely independent and self-con-

tained mechanisms. In the second case

there is immediately present a specific co-

ordinating agent which compels the several

mechanisms to united and harmonious ac-

tion. In the absence of this agent the ten

clocks would not strike together—they

would not strike at all—nor would they

keep time together. Viewing such a group

of objects, we should see merely ten distinct

mechanisms lacking any coordination into

a unit or a whole. These illustrations hold

only if not examined below the surface.

Any inquiry as to how and why the clocks

came to be constructed as they are and, in

the first illustration, to be wound up, set

together, and so precisely regulated as to

keep time exactly together, will greatly

complicate matters and will render the ap-

propriateness of the illustration more or

less dubious.

In this conception of organization as

being dependent upon an agent which exer-

cises general control over the elements

which are organized, we are not limited to

the idea that the control operates from

without the group of elements. In the case

of the lens we may equally well imagine

that the controlling agent is in the lens

ectoderm itself; not, however, as embodied

in the separate mechanisms of the several

cells, but as something which transcends

cell mechanism, pervading, so to speak, the

whole region of lens ectoderm. Upon this

view a formative effect exerted by the optic

vesicle upon the lens may be supposed to

consist in a stimulus—merely a signal

—

which serves to initiate the action of a lens-

determining agent in the superficial ecto-

derm. The development of a lens at places

other than where a lens normally develops

obviously presents difficulties to this hy-

pothesis. We may think of this internal

lens-determining agent as operating either

by effects upon the individual cells or by

action upon the ectodermal protoplasmic

sheet as a whole, regardless of cells. Whit-

man, in 1893, in his paper on "The Inade-

quacy of the Cell-Theory of Development"^

gave us a vivid picture of living substance

developing into organic form through the

operation of large force complexes which

express themselves in thickenings, foldings,

and the great variety of form changes seen

in embryonic layers, irrespective of the

subdivision of these layers into cells. At
the present time there is a distinct tendency

away from any such broad and relatively

simple conception of developmental proc-

esses toward those which involve over-

whelming multiplicity of determining fac-

tors and indefinite minuteness of structural

mechanism. The current hypotheses which

have had their inception in the Mendelian

discovery and in correlated cytological re-

search tend toward exaltation of the im-

portance of the cell and more particularly

of the chromosome, if not of yet more mi-

nute and less accessible elements into which

the chromosome is hopefully to be shat-

tered. Yet I believe that the status of the

'Journal of Morphology, Vol. 8, pp. 639-658.
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chromosome is neither biologieally nor

philosophically so secure as to warrant us

in contemptuously rejecting any hypoth-

esis which fails to bow to the chromosome

as the omnipotent ruler of organic form.

The first of our alternative views of or-

ganization attributes such harmonious and

concerted action as we frequently see

within a group of similar structural ele-

ments—for example, in a simple epithelium

consisting of numerous cells which are

structurally and functionally alike—to

homogeneity in that complex of factors, in-

ternal and external, which affects the sev-

eral members of the system, one factor be-

ing as essential as another, and no one factor

being especially responsible for the con-

certed action exhibited within the system.

If any one of these factors be removed, pro-

vided that it be not one which is directly

essential to the existence of the system, the

system immediately affected becomes no

less organized, but merely undergoes some

change in its organization. This change

may be one which interferes with the opera-

tion of some larger system and perhaps re-

sults in the downfall of the whole organ-

ism. In such a disaster we see the selective

action of "Nature" tending toward the

firmer establishment of harmoniously and

advantageously operating systems. A cer-

tain condition may be essential to the exist-

ence of a system, yet in no way responsible

for the peculiarities of that system. Oxy-

gen is essential to the existence of a dog, but

oxygen is not responsible for the fact that

certain living substance is organized as a

dog and not as a cat.

In general, then, the first alternative as-

serts that organized form arises ontogenet-

ically, and is maintained, by the operation

of a multiplicity of factors which, for each

particular of that form, are coordinate in

rank and are associated together just as

they are, not by any immediately present

and directly operative necessity, but only

indirectly through those several necessities

which have arisen from circumstances in

the past history of the genetic series.

When these factors are associated into a

homogeneous complex, the resulting type

of organization is such as we see in a

tissue whose numerous cells are alike in

histological differentiation. The shaping

of tissues into organs implies a precisely

corresponding departure from homogeneity

in the complex of factors concerned. The
modification or disappearance of any one

or several of these factors is not necessarily

followed by loss of organization, but only

by change in the relations which constitute

organization.

The second alternative, while admitting

that organization must involve a multi-

plicity of factors, asserts that amongst these

is one factor, or a group of factors, of

dominant importance. This dominant fac-

tor may conceivably determine structural

uniformity and concerted action even when
the other factors affecting the system con-

stitute a complex which is not exactly

homogeneous. Upon the other hand, we
can imagine that the operation of a local-

ized dominant factor in a system other-

wise marked by perfect homogeneity of

conditions produces the differentiation of

a portion of that system into a system of

higher order, as when a region of a germ-

layer is modified into an embryonic organ.

With the removal of the dominant agent,

all other factors remaining the same, or-

ganization of a certain grade completely

disappears, although organizations of lower

order may remain. A ease which conceiv-

ably may prove to be an illustration of this

hypothesis is afforded by the headless frag-

ment of worm which, while remaining

alive for a considerable time, does not re-

generate. The living fragment exhibits

organizations of the various grades eorre-
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sponding to organs, tissues and cells. But
the agent which dominates these lower or-

ganizations and produces the organization

into a whole individual has somehow disap-

peared.

The first view we may conveniently des-

ignate as the theory of autonomous ele-

ments, understanding that this autonomy

does not preclude the possibility that the

environment in which each element lives

may depend in a great variety of ways upon

the operation of other systems. The sec-

ond view we may call the theory of con-

trolled elements or the theory of domi-

nance, referring to the existence of specific

agents which dominate and coordinate the

form and behavior of structural elements.

The problem of organization in the form

in which I have here stated it has no defi-

nite relation to that problem of ontogeny

whose alternative and opposed answers

have from time to time and with ever

shifting significances borne the names pre-

formation (or evolution) and epigenesis.

The theory of autonomous elements associ-

ates itself very consistently with the idea

of a considerable degree of rigid germinal

preformation—mosaic development. Never-

theless, a scheme of development whicli is

to the fullest possible extent epigenetic

may be thought of as depending essentially

upon the ever-changing environment of

each individual element, the orderly series

of successively determined stages proceed-

ing in the total absence of specific form-de-

termining agents exercising immediate con-

trol over groups of elements. The theory

of dominance may likewise be consistently

linked with either conception of the mode

of development. Let it be assumed that

the harmonious operation of any onto-

genetic system, such as the concerted action

of the entoderm cells in gastrulation, be

due to the presence of an agent which

coerces the elements of the system into

that particular form of behavior, even in

spite of some differences which may exist

amongst those elements and in spite of

some degree of inequality in their several

environments—^an agent in whose absence

there would be no concerted action at all.

We then have our choice of these two alter-

natives. We may attribute the existence

and timely operation of the control agent

directly to some peculiarity of the germ

—

preformation; or we may suppose it to

arise as a function of the preceding stages

in development, being thus only indirectly

related to the original germ organization

—

the epigenetic view.

Neither does the line between our two

conceptions of the nature of organization

coincide with the line separating those two

groups of theories known as mechanistic

and vitalistie. This statement can the more

confidently be made in view of the fact that

there is serious disagreement as to where

the latter line really lies. The theory of

autonomous elements leads almost neces-

sarily to a mechanistic view of the organ-

ism. Factors which are in any sense to be

regarded as vitalistie could scarcely be

introduced save by actual violence. The

theory of dominance, however, affords

ample latitude for the extremes of these

two groups of opposed philosophical atti-

tudes. If it is possible to imagine that the

harmonious action of a system is the re-

sultant effect of the coincident operation

of the mechanisms of its autonomous ele-

ments, it is equally possible to imagine that

mechanisms have arisen on a larger scale,

not confined within the limits of a single

element, but embracing groups of elements.

To think of such a larger mechanism

operating through or by means of the ele-

ments embraced within its scope, or

operating within the substance of a group

of elements irrespective of its subdivision

into elements, gives us the picture of a
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system whose harmomous operation de-

pends upon an agent which dominates all

the elements or all the substance within

the system. The lesser mechanism of the

autonomous element in the one hypothesis

and the greater control mechanism of the

other hypothesis may equally well be re-

garded, if one is philosophically so dis-

posed, as being the marvelous outcome of

the accidental conspiracy between molecu-

lar structure and a selectively acting en-

vironment. Upon the other hand, a living

being in which extensive groups of ele-

ments, physically more or less distinct and

even heterogeneous in character, are in a

large way dominated by agents which mold

form and direct action, offers to the vital-

ist, of whatever type, a realm in which non-

physical, ultra-physical or psychic factors

and forces may be created and set going to

the limit of his bent.

Haevard University

Herbert W. Rand
{To be concluded)

THE GBOWTS OF CEILDBEN

Previous investigations have shown that the

rate of growth of the body, measured by

weight and stature, increases very rapidly

until the fifth month of fetal life. From that

time on the rate of growth decreases, first

rapidly, then more slowly until about four

years before the age of puberty. During

adolescence the rate of growth is considerably

accelerated, and decreases again rapidly Eifter

sexual maturity has been reached. Thus the

curve of growth represents a line which pos-

sesses a very high maximum at about the fifth

month of fetal life. It decreases rapidly, and

has a second, although much lower maximum
shortly before sexual maturity is reached, and

not long afterwards reaches the zero point.

The bulk of the body of girls and boys is

approximately equal until the period of adoles-

cence. Since this sets in much earlier in the

female than in the male, the concomitant ac-

celeration also sets in at an earlier time, with

the result that for a few years girls are larger

than boys.

The periods of most active growth of the

various parts of the body differ considerably.

Nevertheless, it would seem that the character-

istics of the curve of growth as here outlined

are repeated in many if not in all organs and

parts of the body. For instance, although the

head reaches nearly its full size at an early

time, so that its rate of growth shows a much
raore rapid decrease with age than that of the

bulk of the body, there is a slight acceleration

of growth during the period of adolescence.

It might seem, judging from the data just

mentioned, that the difference between the

sexes does not develop until the period of adol-

escence; but a study of the eruption of the

teeth which I made a number of years ago,

and the more recent interesting investigations

by Eotch and Pryor on the ossification of the

carpus, show that the difference in physiolog-

ical development between the two sexes begins

at a very early time, and that in the fifth year

it has already reached a value of more than a

year and a half.

I give here a tabular statement of the avail-

able observations:

Ossification of scaphoid
Ossification of trapezoid

Eruption of inner permanent in-

cisors

Eruption of outer permanent in-

cisors

Eruption of bicuspids

Minimum increase of annual growth
Eruption of canines
Maximum increase of annual
growth

Eruption of second molars
Maximum variability of stature

Age Id
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pared with a boy a year and a half older than

she is.

If this view is correct, then it appears that

the relation in size of the two sexes persists

even in childhood.

I think no better proof can be given of the

correctness of this view than the peculiar be-

havior of those parts of the body which com-

plete their growth at a very early time; for

instance, that of the head. The total amount

of the growth of the head from the second

year on is very slight. K, therefore, girls are

ahead of boys in their development by about a

year and a half or two years, the total amount

of growth of the head in their favor will be

the small amount of growth accomplished dur-

ing this period of a year and a half or two

years. If, then, there is a typical difference

between the size of the body of male and fe-

male in childhood of the same character as

found in adult life, then the head of the girl

ought to be at all periods smaller than the

head of the boy; and this is what actually

happens. The phenomenon has been inter-

preted as indicating a less favorable develop-

ment of the head of the woman; but the pre-

vious remarks show that it is obviously due

solely to the different rate of physiological

development of the two sexes. The results of

psychological tests which show very generally

that girls do better than boys of the same age,

may be another expression of the general ac-

celeration of their development.

Based on these observations, we may speak

of a curve of growth and development of the

whole body and its organs which has charac-

teristic values for each sex and for each

moment in the life of the totality of indi-

viduals that compose a social group. Not

each individual, however, passes through these

stages of development with equal rapidity.

The mean square variability of the chronolog-

ical age at which a certain point in the physi-

ological development of an individual is

reached is contained in the following table:

Varia-
Age Observations bility

0.0 Pregnancy ± 0.04

0.6 First incisors ± 0.21

1.6 First molars ± 0.31

4.2 Ossification of scaphoid bone, girls ±: 1.4

4.2 Ossification of trapezoid bone, girls ± 1.2

5.8 Ossification of scaphoid bone, boys ± 1.1

6.2 Ossification of trapezoid bone, boys ± 1.3

7.0 Inner permanent incisors, girls ... ±1.6
7.5 Inner permanent incisors, boys ... ±1.4
8.9 Outer permanent incisors, girls ... ±2.1
9.0 Bicuspids, girls ± 2.8

9.5 Outer permanent incisors, boys ... ±2.1
9.8 Bicuspids, boys ± 1.6

11.2 Permanent canines, boys ± 1.4

11.3 Permanent canines, girls ± 1.0

12.7 Beginning of pubescence, boys ... ±1.6
12.8 Second molars, girls ± 1.6

13.2 Second molars, boys ±2.0
14.6 Completed pubescence, boys ± 1.1

14.9 Puberty, girls ±2.0
19.3 Wisdom teeth, boys ±2.1
22.0 Wisdom teeth, girls ±1.8
35.0 Preauricular wrinkles ± 6.6

36.5 Hair on tragus ± 8.3

44.5 Menopause ± 5.3

62.5 Death due to arterial diseases, men ±13.2

It appears from this table, which may be

represented in the form of a curve, that the

variability of the physiological stages of devel-

opment increases very rapidly—roughly speak-

ing, so that its logarithm is about proportional

to the actual age, or, to use the term applied

by Dr. Crampton and Professor Eotch, to the

" chronological age." The causes that lead to

this rapidly increasing variability are so far

entirely unknown. It is certain, however, that

there must be definite causes at work which

bring about this phenomenon; for, if the

variability were due to accidental causes only,

it would increase considerably slower than in

a ratio proportional to the increasing age.

The study of the general curve indicating the

increase of variability in physiological devel-

opment indicates an irregularity at the time

of approaching maturity. At this period the

variability seems to increase at an unusually

rapid rate, and either to be stationary or to

decrease again at a later time.

I have spoken here of the variability of the

physiological development of the body as

though this were a unit. In 1895, in a dis-
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cussion of Professor Porter's observations on

the growth of school children in St. Louis, I

pointed out the fact that a general variability

in physiological development accounts for the

close correlation betveeen the distribution of

ages in school grades and the size of the body

and its organs; and this problem was later on

worked out by myself in conjunction with Dr.

Clark Wissler in regard to various measure-

ments. These correlations have also been

proved in a most interesting manner by Dr.

Crampton's observations on pubescence, and

by Professor Eotch's and Pryor's study of the

development of the epiphyses and carpal bones.

It is true that a close correlation between the

status of the physiological development of the

various parts of the body exists, but there

exists also a certain amount of variability in

the development of an organ when another one

has reached a definite stage. The correlation

is so close that the condition of the bones or

that of pubescence gives us a better insight

into the physiological development of the indi-

vidual than his actual, chronological age, and

may therefore be advantageously used for the

regulation of child labor and school entrance,

as Roteh and Crampton advocate ; but we must
not commit the error of identifying physiolog-

ical development with physiological age, or of

considering chronological age as irrelevant.

The clearest proof that is available is found in

the data relating to increase of stature, and
in observations on pubescence made according

to Dr. Crampton's methods. Bowditeh was
the first to investigate the phenomena of

growth of individuals who are short or tall

at a given age, but his method was based on a

statistical error. Later on I showed that re-

tarded individuals possess a late acceleration

of growth, and these results were amplified by
studies made by Dr. Beyer and Dr. Wissler.

Eecently I had occasion to make a more de-

tailed statistical analysis of the phenomena of

growth, which show that individuals whose

prepubertal accelerated grovrth begins late in

life have rates of gTowth that exceed by far

those of the normal individual ; in other words,

that among the retarded individuals the whole

energy required for growth is expended in a

very brief period. In the case of stature the

phenomenon is complicated by the great differ-

ences in hereditary stature among the various

parts of the population. It appears more

clearly in observations on pubescence. The

observations indicate that if the first pubic

hair appears in one group of boys at eleven

and a half years, in another at fifteen and a

half years, it will take the former much longer

than the latter to attain the full development

of pubic hair, and the rate of change found

among them will be much greater than that of

normally developed individuals. Although

further data are required to determine this

point definitely, it is certain that we must not

assume that individuals who exhibit the same

stages of physiological development are the

same, physiologically speaking, no matter what

their actual age may be; on the contrary, the

past and prospective physiological changes in

their bodies will proceed in different manners.

It is clear, therefore, that the greater the re-

tardation or acceleration in any one particular

respect, the greater will also be the dishar-

monies that develop in the body, since not all

the other organs will follow the same rate of

acceleration and retardation.

The causes of these phenomena are un-

known; but we may perhaps venture on the

hypothetical explanation that all the cells of

the body undergo certain progressive changes

with increasing age, and that the internal

secretions which become active at the time of

puberty exert a stimulus upon the cells which

causes accelerated growth in the cells, and

that the intensity of this influence depends also

upon the state of development of these cells.

This may refer to the whole body as well as

to the glands that have a direct influence upon

the rate of growth. In retarded individuals

many of the cells have advanced in their de-

velopment more nearly normally than the

groups of cells involved in sexual maturity;

and when their action sets in, the cells of the

body are stimulated much more vigorously

than the less developed ones of an individual

that reaches maturity at an earlier time. This

hypothesis, however, would have to be tested

experimentally. It is intended only to bring
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nearer to our understanding the complicated

phenomena of retarded and accelerated growth.

It seems very likely that the abnormally

large amount of energy expended upon rapid

growth during a short period is an unfavor-

able element in the individual development.

A study of the phenomena of growth of vari-

ous groups of the same population has shown

that early development is a concomitant of

economic well-being, and that a characteristic

of the poor is the general retardation in early

childhood, and the later rapid grovyth. It

follows from this that there is a correspond-

ing, although not equal, retardation in early

mental development, and a crowding of devel-

opmental processes later on, that probably

place a considerable burden on the body and

mind of the poor, which the well fed and cared

for do not bear. The general laws of growth

show also that a retardation kept up for an

unduly long period can not be made up in the

short period of rapid grovrth; so that it would

seem that, on the whole, excessive retardation

is an unfavorable element in the groveth and

development of the individual. Whether there

are similar disadvantages in a considerable

amount of early acceleration is not so clear.

Teanz Boas
Columbia University

TSE WOSK BONE BY THE GEBMAN SUB-
COMMITTEE On the teaching

OF MATHEMATICS^

1 REGRET very much, that Mr. F. Klein, Got-

tingen, the president of the German subcom-

mittee of the International Commission on

the teaching of mathematics, is not able to

come to Cambridge. It thus happens that I

have the honor, in his place, of presenting to

you the following short report of the present

state of the work done in Germany.

When we consider the historical develop-

ment of the German empire, it is very evident

that we should not expect to find a homogene-

ous system of schools, controlled by a central

board of education, as is usually the case in

' Eeport presented at the meeting of the Fifth

International Congress of Mathematicians, at

Cambridge (England), August 23, 1912.

other countries. The various sections of the

German people may be looked upon as different

sources of the stream of German culture.

Furthermore, the religious reformation tended

to increase the variety of the German schools

;

for while in some parts of Germany the

schools of to-day can be traced directly to the

ancient cloister-schools, in other sections of

the country there is not such a connection ap-

parent. And finally the modern development

of Germany from an agricultural state to an

industrial one has also had a large influence

on the formation of schools, so that a great

difference in types must be expected and actu-

ally does exist.

A recognition of all these influences, the po-

litical, the religious and the economical, is es-

sential to a complete understanding of Ger-

man education, and they are therefore in evi-

dence in the general plan of the German re-

port as well as in the individual essays of which

it consists.

The German report' is composed of 5 vol-

umes, treating:

I. The secondary schools of northern Ger-

many.

II. The secondary schools of southern and

middle Germany.

m. Special problems of the secondary

mathematical instruction.

IV. The mathematics at the technical

schools.

V. The teaching of mathematics in elemen-

tary schools, and in the seminaries or train-

ing schools for elementary teachers.

These five volumes will comprise 36 indi-

vidual reports and I have the honor to present

2Y of them to the congress.

The German subcommittee has succeeded

in engaging a staff of specialists in the vari-

ous fields of mathematical instruction, and it

has taken care to harmonize all the single re-

ports with the general plan. The president,

Mr. Klein, had the general supervision of aU

' '
' Abhandlungen tiber den mathematischen

Unterricht in Deutsehland, veranlasst durch die

Internationale Mathematische Unterrichtskommis-

sion,
'

' Herausgegeben von F. Klein, Leipzig, B.

G. Teubner.
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the volumes, being assisted by Mr. Lietzmann,

the secretary of the German subcommittee.

Furthermore, Mr. Klein gave special atten-

tion to the volumes I., III. and V., while the

second volume was due in large measure to

Mr. Treutlein, one of the most prominent of

our secondary teachers, whose death, three

weeks before this congress, is a great loss to

our country. Volume IV., which relates to

the mathematics at the technical schools, is

largely in the hands of Mr. Staeckel.

At first sight it might be expected that the

report would begin with the elementary

schools, proceeding then to the secondary

schools and finishing with the institutions of

university rank. It is not possible, however,

to give such a systematical description of the

German schools. The variety is too great, the

development of the diilerent types of schools

too peculiar, the mathematical instruction

too varied, to make it possible to arrange our

school-system in a straight line.

The points of view that have been set forth

in the several papers can not be completely

given in this short report. I may say, how-

ever, that in general there is given in every

case a sketch of the historical development

and of the organization of the special types

of schools. Perhaps you will allow me to call

especial attention to the fact that the reports

of the German delegation not only present a

fairly adequate picture of the mathematical

instruction, but also of the whole German
system of schools.

In order to set forth a general summary of

the German reports, without entering into de-

tails, I beg to call attention to the third vol-

ume, which contains the discussion of certain

general questions of the secondary mathe-

matical instruction, and to mention in some
detail the several papers.

During the last 10 or 20 years the reform

of the teaching of mathematics has often been

discussed not only in Germany, but in all cul-

tivated countries. Therefore it is of interest

that the first paper of the third volume is es-

pecially devoted to the development of these

reform tendencies in Germany.

The second paper treats of the relation be-

tween mathematics and physics in the second-

ary schools, showing by numerous examples

the great value of physics when founded on a

high grade of modern mathematical instruc-

tion. We may assume that this paper wiU
have a good reception in the native country

and in the university of Newton.

The following three papers treat of applied

mathematics, and especially of descriptive

geometry, astronomy and practical arith-

metic. These are followed by an essay on
the history of mathematics as a means for

raising the interest of the student in the sub-

jects of the secondary school.

The last essay of the third volume that just

appeared sets forth the relation between math-
ematics and philosophy. It shows us how the

higher classes in mathematics in the second-

ary school receive a valuable training in phi-

losophy as well. I am of the opinion that this

paper will be found to contain much that will

prove to be of value and of general interest to

all readers.

Though all of the volumes of the German
report treat more or less at length of the

training of teachers, nevertheless it has been

thought desirable to prepare a special paper

on the study of mathematics at the German
universities since 1870. I am sorry to say that

this report is not yet printed, but it is just

going to press. I need not urge the great im-

portance of such a report, for it is evident

that the education of teachers is the center of

any substantial educational reform.

The reform of mathematical instruction is

extending itself everywhere in Germany, and
this tendency naturally leads, little by little,

to a standardization of the instruction in the

different parts of the country. But in spite

of this tendency it must be said that, in mat-

ters of public education, Germany enjoys very

great freedom. I dare say that this freedom

is a notable characteristic of our country, and
that there exists scarcely an analogy in any
other of the leading countries of the world.

I may illustrate this liberty of teachers and
of the educational system by two examples:

First, in Germany the teachers are merely

obliged to follow certain general outlines
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given by the minister of public instruction,

without being slavishly bound to the text-

books that are used in their schools; and sec-

ond, the problems for the " Abiturientenexa-

men " (our finishing examination at second-

ary schools) are not prescribed by a central

board or by the ministry, but are set by the

teachers themselves, subject only to the ap-

proval of the authorities.

The reform in mathematical teaching is

only one step in the reorganization of second-

ary education. This reorganization aims at

making the youth of our country sympathetic

with labor as well as appreciative of the best

that is in modern culture. From this point

of view the teaching of mathematics and sci-

ence assumes a position equivalent to that in

history and languages. It has been felt to be

an important problem to reorganize the teach-

ing of mathematics and science, and you are

doubtless aware that the " Unterrichtskom-

mission " of the German Association for the

Advancement of Science, now enlarged to the

" Deutscher Ausschuss fiir den mathema-

tischen und naturwissenschaftlichen TJnter-

richt," has prepared special outlines for the

teaching of mathematics and physics as well

as for that of biology. In presenting the Ger-

man reports of the International Commission

on the teaching of mathematics, I beg to be

allowed to place here upon the table the pub-

lications of the Unterrichtskommission^ and

of the Deutscher Ausschuss* as far as they

have been published until now.

a. gutzmer
University op Halle

TEE NINETEENTH INTERNATIONAL
CONGBESS OF AMERICANISTS, 19U

In the faU of 1911 a number of delegates

to the past congresses of the Americanists

met in Washington, under the auspices of the

' A. Gutzmer, '
' Die Tatigkeit der Unterriehts-

kommission der Gesellschaft Deutscher Natur-

forscher und Aerzte, " Leipzig, 1908, B. G-.

Teubner.
* '

' Schriften des Deutschen Ausschusses fiir den

mathematisolien und naturwissenschaftlichen Un-

terricht, " Leipzig, Heft 1-14, B. G. Teubner.

Smithsonian Institution and the Anthropolog-

ical Society of Washington, for the purpose of

taking preliminary steps toward extending an

invitation to the congress at its London meet-

ing, to hold its nineteenth session in 1914 at

Washington. A temporary organizing com-

mittee was selected, consisting of Professor W.
H. Holmes, chairman; Mr. F. W. Hodge; and

Dr. A. Hrdlicka, secretary. This committee

entered into communication with the prin-

cipal local institutions and organizations which

are interested in the work of the Americanists,

and by May 1, 1912, a formal invitation to

the congress was agreed upon by the Smith-

sonian Institution, the Anthropological So-

ciety of Washington, the George Washington,

Georgetown and Catholic universities, and the

Washington Society of the Archeological In-

stitute of America. A list of names of per-

sons to form the permanent organizing com-

mittee was agreed upon and Dr. Hrdlicka was

instructed to present the joint invitation with

the list just mentioned to the council of the

London meeting of the Americanists, which

was done, and both were accepted without

objection. In addition an official invitation

from the Bolivian government was accepted

for a second session, to be held at La Paz
following that in Washington.

On October 11, 1912, the permanent com-

mittee for the Washington session met in the

U. S. National Museum for organization. Its

membership is as follows : Messrs. Franklin

Adams, Frank Baker, Chas. H. Butler, Mitch-

ell Carroll, Charles W. Currier, A. J. Donlon,

J. Walter Fewkes, Alice C. Fletcher, Gilbert

H. Grosvenor, F. W. Hodge, H. L. Hodgkins,

William H. Holmes, Walter Hough, Ales

Hrdlicka, Gaillard Hunt, J. F. Jameson,

George M. Kober, D. S. Lamb, Chas. H.
McCarthy, James Mooney, J. Dudley Morgan,

Clarence F. Norment, Thomas J. Shahan, H.

J. Shandelle, George R. Stetson, Chas. H.

Stockton, J. R. Swanton, Harry Van Dyke,

Charles D. Walcott and M. I. Weller.

The elections of officers resulted, in the

main, as follows:

For Patron of the Congress: The President of

the United States.
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President, Organising Committee : W. H. Holmes,

head curator, department of anthropology, U. S.

National Museum.

Secretary: A. HrdliCka, curator, division phys-

ical anthropology, U. S. National Museum.

Auxiliary Besident Secretaries: Dr. Chas. W.
Currier, Mr. F. Neumann.

Treasurer: C. P. Norment, president, The Na-

tional Bank of Washington.

Head of General (honorary) Committee: Mr.

Charles D. Walcott, secretary, Smithsonian Insti-

tution.

Head of Committee on Finance: Dr. George M.

Kober, dean, Medical Department, Georgetown

University.

Sead of Committee on Arrangements and Enter-

tainment: Professor Mitchell Carroll, general sec-

retary, Archeological Institute of America.

Head of Committee on Printing and Publica-

tion: Mr. P. W. Hodge, ethnologist in charge of

the Bureau of American Ethnology.

The sessions of the congress will be held,

due to the courtesy of the authorities of the

Smithsonian Institution, in the new building

of the National Museum. The exact date for

the meeting will be decided upon later, in

accordance with the wishes of the majority of

the delegates to the congress, but the month
will, in all probability, be September. Active

preparations for the session, which promises

to be one of the most important ever held by

the Americanists, will be begun without delay.

A. Hrdlioka,
Secretary Committee

of Organization

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS

President Taft has recommended to the

congress that Colonel Goethals be appointed

major general in the army as a recognition of

his executive work in the construction of the

Panama canal.

Dr. Eeid Hunt, F. S. Public Health Serv-

ice, has been appointed a member of the board

created by the Bureau of Mines to study the

hygiene and dangers in mines.

At its last meeting the Rumford Committee

of the American Academy of Arts and Sci-

ences made the following appropriations: to

G. W. Eitchey, of Pasadena, $500 for the con-

struction of a reflecting telescope employing

mirrors with new forms of curves; to Pro-

fessor Edward L. Nichols, of Cornell Univer-

sity, $250 for the construction of a new form
of electromagnet, to be used in an investiga-

tion by Mr. W. P. Eoop, on the effect of tem-

perature on the magnetic susceptibility of

Professor L. A. Clinton, who for the past

ten years has been director of the Connecticut

Agricultural Experiment Station at Storrs,

has resigned and accepted a position with the

Office of Farm Management of the U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture. Professor Clinton's

work with the department will be to have

charge of the farm management investigations

for the North Atlantic states.

Professor Edward M. Freeman, chief of the

division of plant pathology and assistant dean

and secretary of the faculty of the college of

agriculture of the University of Minnesota,

has declined the offer of the position of chief

pathologist of the Kew Botanical Gardens.

The position carries a salary of $4,700.

Dr. G. R. Kraus, professor of botany at

Wiirzburg, has retired from active service.

Mr. Erank Meyer, agricultural explorer for

the United States Department of Agriculture,

will sail for China where he will conduct bo-

tanical exploration in the interior for the

next three or four years.

Mr. Chas. Wilson and Mr. Arthur Henn,
seniors in Indiana University, will sail on De-

cember 21 for Buenaventura, Colombia. They
will explore Pacific slope streams and the

Atrato river in continuation of the work of

Professor 0. H. Eigenmann on these streams

between January and March of the present

year.

The fifth of the present course of Harvey
Society lectures was given at the New York
Academy of Medicine on December 14, by

Professor F. B. Mallory, Harvard University,

on " Infectious Lesions of the Blood Vessels."

Professor C.-E. A. Winslow, of the depart-

ment of public health of the American Mu-
seum of Natural History and of the College

of the City of New York, opened the first semi-
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nar of a series conducted by the department of

biology, Trinity College, on the evening of

December 5.

Professor A. P. Carman, head of the de-

partment of physics of the University of Illi-

nois, lectured on November 19, before the

Central Association of Science Teachers at

their meeting at Northwestern University.

At the first meeting for the year of the

Oregon Academy of Sciences on November 30,

Dr. William T. Foster, president of the acad-

emy, gave a brief opening address on " The

Scope of the Academy and the Exact Sciences

in Daily Life." Dr. Frank L. Griffin, pro-

fessor of mathematics in Eeed College, spoke

on " The Ever-present Limit Concept," a dis-

cussion of higher mathematics in the conmion

thought of to-day.

The Minnesota chapter of the Sigma Xi

held the first of its scientific meetings on No-

vember 25. Tv70 researches vrere presented:

" The Enrichment of Sulphide Ores," by Pro-

fessor William H. Emmons, and " The Scat-

tering of Cathode Rays," by Dr. Louis W. Mc-

The Eoyal Geographical Society is taking

steps to celebrate the Livingstone centenary

on March 17, when Sir Harry Johnston is to

give an address, and it is expected that Sir

John Kirk, the only surviving companion of

Livingstone on his expedition of 1858-64, will

be present. The society is also arranging an

exhibition of Livingstone relics, including

autograph maps, Livingstone's sextant, com-

pass, etc., with portraits and views and a sec-

tion of the tree under which Livingstone's

heart was buried, with the rude inscription

carved by his native followers.

Edwin Smith, connected with the U. S.

Coast and Geodetic Survey since 1870, known

especially for his work on determinations of

the force of gravity, died at Washington on

December 2, aged sixty-one years.

Eben Jenks Loomis, for a half century

(1850-1900) in the Nautical Almanac Office

of the U. S. Navy Department, died on De-

cember 2 at Observatory House, Amherst,

Mass., aged eighty-five years. Besides his

technical work, he was a close student and ob-

server of nature, discovering in 1877 a very

remarkable flexing frond-movement of one of

the lesser ferns growing about Washington,

which at the time excited the keen interest of

both Gray and Darwin.

Dr. William A. Buckhout, professor of

botany and the senior professor at the Penn-

sylvania State College, died of heart disease

on Tuesday, December 3, 1912. Dr. Buck-

hout was born in December, 1846, and was

graduated from the Pennsylvania State Col-

lege, in 1868. In 1871 he became professor of

botany and horticulture in this college. In

the changes brought about in agricultural sci-

ences during recent years he became professor

of botany. For many years he was botanist

of the Pennsylvania State Board of Agricul-"

ture. In 1888 he was appointed to the Penn-

sylvania State Forestry Commission and was

a prime mover in the state in creating and

taking an active interest in forestry. He was

a fellow of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science. He was author of

papers such as " The Chestnut as a Fruit and

Food," "The Efiect of Smoke and Gas on

Vegetation," " A Microscopic Examination of

State College Water Supply," " Forest Fires,"

and others, with annual reports as state

botanist.

Dr. Edward Curtis, of New York, emeritus

professor of materia medica and therapeutics

in the College of Physicians and Surgeons of

Columbia University, died on November 28,

aged seventy-four years.

Dr. Elie de Cyon, formerly professor at the

Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg and

the author of important contributions to physi-

ology, has died, aged seventy years. He left

Russia for political reasons and settled in

Paris, where he devoted himself to literary

work.

Mr. William Forsell Kirbt, for many
years a member of the zoological department

of the British Museum (Natural History),

the author of many publications on entomol-

ogy, died on November 20, aged sixty-eight

years.
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Dr. David Axenfeld, professor of physiology

at Perugia, has died at the age of sixty-four

years.

Members of Section E, Geology and Geog-

raphy, of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, are urged to send

as soon as possible to Professor G. F. Kay,

Iowa City, Iowa, the titles of papers to be read

at the Cleveland meeting.

W. Cameron Forbes, '92, governor-general

of the Philippine Islands,' has given to the

Peabody Museum of American Archeology

and Ethnology and to the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology some important collections

of objects which illustrate life on those islands.

Mr. Austen Chamberlain has received

£48,000 towards the £100,000 which he is

raising for the London School of Tropical

Medicine.

The estimate of expenditure for the Bureau

of Mines for the fiscal year beginning July 1,

1913, is as follows: for general expenses,

$70,240; for investigating mine accidents,

$347,900; for fuel investigations, $135,000;

for investigations into the treatment of ores

and other mineral substances, $250,000; for

inspecting mines in Alaska, $6,500; for books

and publications, $2,500; toward the erection

of a suitable laboratory for the Bureau of

Mines at Pittsburgh, $115,000; for the collec-

tion of statistics concerning accidents in the

miining industry, etc., $25,000; for the pur-

chase or lease of land for headquarters for

mine safety cars, $2,000. A total of $954,140.

The increases asked for include $4,140 for

general expenses, $27,900 for investigating

mine accidents, $200,000 for investigations

into the treatment of ores and other mineral

substances, $1,000 for the purchase of books

and other publications, $115,000 towards a new
fire-proof laboratory and $25,000, for the col-

lection of statistics concerning accidents in

the mining industry and other interests.

The interesting region of the Arizona

Petrified Forest was surveyed by the United

States Geological Survey in 1910, and the re-

sulting map has just been issued. The field

work was done by Topographic Engineers

Pearson Chapman and J. G. Staack, under

the direction of E. B. Marshall, chief geog-

rapher. The area covered by this survey is

known as the Petrified Forest quadrangle, and
the map will be of especial interest and value

to visitors to this remarkable region. It in-

cludes the principal portions of the Petrified

Forest National Monument, a reservation cre-

ated by executive order to protect these natural

wonders against commercial vandalism, which

was making serious inroads into the petrified

specimens. The map shows the location and

topography of six separate forests, including

the famous Petrified Natural Bridge. The
fossil trees of these forests are hundreds of

thousands if not millions of years old, the

wood of the trees having been submerged be-

neath a heavy covering of soil and then silici-

fied and turned to stone. This stone is ex-

ceedingly hard ; in fact, it is an agate, of many
colors—red, yellow, purple, blue and inter-

mediate shades—and is susceptible of a very

high polish. The Petrified Forest is just south

of the line of the Santa Fe Railway, in Nav-
ajo and Apache counties, Ariz., and is reached

by wagon road from the town of Adamana.
The map is sold by the director of the Geolog-

ical Survey at a nominal price.

The surface of the United States is being

removed at the rate of thirteen ten-thousandths

of an inch a year, or 1 inch in 760 years, ac-

cording \o the United States Geological Sur-

vey. Though this amount seems trivial when
spread over the surface of the country, it be-

comes stupendous when considered as a total,

for over 270,000,000 tons of dissolved matter

and 513,000,000 tons of suspended matter are

transported to tidewater every year by the

streams of the United States. This total of

783,000,000 tons represents more than 350,-

000,000 cubic yards of rock substance, or 610,-

000,000 cubic yards of surface soil. If this

erosive action had been concentrated upon the

Isthmus of Panama at the time of American

occupation, it would have excavated the prism

for an 85-foot level canal in about 73 days.

The amounts removed from different drain-

age basins show interesting comparisons. In

respect to dissolved matter, the southern Pa-
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cific basin heads the list with 177 tons per

square mile per year, the northern Atlantic

basin being next with 130 tons. The rate for

the Hudson Bay basin, 28 tons, is lowest ; that

for the Colorado and western Gulf of Mexico

basins is somewhat higher. The denudation

estimates for the southern Atlantic basin cor-

respond very closely to those for the entire

United States. The amounts are generally

lowest for streams in the arid and semiarid

regions, because large areas there contribute

little or nothing to the run-off. The southern

Pacific basin is an important exception to this

general rule, presumably because of the ex-

tensive practise of irrigation in that area.

The amounts are highest in regions of high

rainfall, though usually the waters in those

sections are not so highly mineralized as the

waters of streams in arid regions.

The first instalment of the vast works

planned by Sir W. Willeocks for the irriga-

tion of Mesopotamia by the storage of the

Euphrates water is now nearing completion.

Details as to the present position of the work,

which is being carried out for the Turkish

government by the engineering firm of Sir

John Jackson, Limited, are quoted in the

Geographical Journal. The part of the

scheme first taken in hand has been the build-

ing of the great barrage at Hindieh, with

associated works by which the water, is to be

distributed down the old branch of the river,

past the site of Babylon, to Hilla. The bar-

rage is being built to the east of the present

bed of the Euphrates, and will be 250 meters

long, with thirty-five arches fitted with sluice-

gates. The piers of these arches are now
completed up to the springing of the latter.

This barrage will raise the level of the water

by 7 meters, while a subsidiary barrage imme-

diately below will provide for a further differ-

ence of 2J meters. Adjoining the upper bar-

rage there will be a lock for the use of the

river traffic, while the lower barrage consists

of a lock and a huge shelf of masonry. Work
has also been begun on the Hilla regulator, a

little above the barrage, which will consist of

five arches. The excavation for this has been

done, and the masonry begun. These works

finished, an earthen dam will be thrown across

the stream, which will thus be turned into its

new bed between the barrage and the regulator.

The old branch has been cleared out, and will

be properly canalized, while at Habbania an

escape is being constructed by which the flood-

water will be carried off into the old Baby-

lonian reservoir. It is estimated that 600,000

acres of land will be plentifully irrigated as a

result of these works. The operations have

involved a vast amount of excavation, con-

crete work, masonry, pitching, etc., but there

has of late been a plentiful supply of local

labor.

UNIVEBSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS

By the will of Mrs. Harriet D. Brown, who
died in Worcester in November, the Wor-
cester Polytechnic Institute receives a fund of

some $50,000, the income to be used for

scholarships.

Dr. John C. Hemmeter, professor of physi-

ology at the University of Maryland, at the

celebration of academic day on November 12

made a gift of $10,000 for the purpose of be-

ginning the endovsrment of the chair for ex-

perimental physiology.

Mrs. a. M. Jones, widow of Professor Tom
Jones, of Manchester, surgeon, who died on

October 30, left £1,000 to the Victoria Univer-

sity, Manchester, in augmentation of the en-

dowment of the Professor Tom Jones memor-

ial scholarship, and £500 to the University Col-

lege of Wales, Aberystwith, as an endowment

for promoting the study of surgery.

Captain E. W. Silvester, for twenty years

president of Maryland Agricultural College,

has resigned because of impaired health. He
has been made president emeritus and librarian

of the institution. Professor Thomas H.

Spence, vice-president of the coUege, has been

appointed acting president.

Dr. Herbert J. Webber has resigned from

the department of plant breeding of the Col-

lege of Agriculture of Cornell University, to

accept the directorship of the College of Agri-

culture of the University of California.
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Professor C. F. Baker, of the department

of biology of Pomona College, has resigned to

accept a professorship in the University of the

Philippines. He will be at the College of

Agriculture, Los Banos, Philippine Islands.

The Coutts Trotter Studentship at Trinity

College, Cambridge, founded for the promotion

of original research in natural science (espe-

cially physiology and experimental physics),

has been divided between Mr. E. D. Adrian,

B.A., and Mr. A. E. Oxley, B.A.

The council of the University of Paris has

elected M. Andoyer, professor of physical as-

tronomy in the faculty of science and member
of the council of the Nice Observatory, as suc-

cessor of the late M. Henri Poincare in the

professorship of mathematical astronomy.

DISCUSSION AND COBBESFONDENCE

INSECTS CONTRIBUTING TO THE CONTROL OF THE

CHESTNUT BLIGHT DISEASE '

Investigations during the summer of 1912

by the Bureau of Entomology have brought

to light some very important relations of

insects to the chestnut blight, of which one

of the most striking is that certain insects

contribute to the natural control of the spread

of the disease by feeding on and at the same

time destroying the fruiting bodies.

During the winter of 1911 the writer ob-

served many cankers with the pustules eaten

out and the diseased bark infested with small

larvse. Later adults of the species were reared

from these larvae, one a Cerambycid, Lepto-

stylus macula Say, the other a Colydid, 8yn-

chita fuUginosa Melsh; both were observed

while caged to eat the pustules and stroma,

the latter even to eat conidial threads.

At the Forest Insect Field Station 9, Char-

teroak, Pa., an extensive outbreak of the dis-

ease was found where a large percentage of

the pustules were eaten. Investigation showed

both species to be present but L. macula doing

most of the work. Other insects collected and

' Bead before the Biological Society of Wash-

JDgton, November 16, 1912.

caged were found to eat the pustules as fol-

lows:

Family BuprestidK

—

Agrilus bilineatus Web.
Family Chrysomelidse

—

Bassareus pretiosus Melsh.

Family Trogositidse

—

Thymalus fulgidus Er.

A number of experiments were made by
Mr. E. D. Spencer, of the Chestnut Blight

Commission, working with the writer, in cul-

turing the stomach contents and excrement

of L. macula, but in no case did the spores

germinate.

Following these observations, a study of the

chestnut throughout its northern range showed

the same conditions everywhere the bark dis-

ease occurred. In many localities 50 per cent,

to 75 per cent, of the pustules were eaten. In

some cases scarcely a single perfect pustule

could be found on a badly diseased tree and

in such localities there was evidence of a

marked decrease in new infection.

The fruiting bodies are eaten cleanly and

deep into the bark, both pygnida and perithecia

being destroyed. During the last summer a

perceptible increase in the destruction of the

pustules by insects was noticed. This shows

that they have acquired a taste for the fungus

which points toward increased destruction of

the spores.

These insects, though not checking the

growth of cankers already formed, play a

most important part in controlling the dis-

semination of the disease.

F. C. Craighead
Branch op Forest Insects,

Bureau of Entomology,

TJ. S. Department of Agriculture

A possible cause of accidents TO aviators

To the Editor of Science: I think that

your valuable paper is in a position to render

a very important service in aiding to lower

the death rate among aviators.

Probably if we knew all the causes of dis-

aster we should see that they are of many
kinds.

To mention only one of the possible causes,

take the gyroscopic effect of the revolving-

cylinder motor.

Among your readers there are very many
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physicists who collectively have a wealth of

knowledge concerning gyroscopic action. Sup-

pose that twenty or more of these were each to

write an answer to the following question,

suppose that the answers showed substantial

agreement, would not their words come with

great authority and lead to a thorough in-

vestigation of the subject?

The question which I propose for discus-

sion is this

:

7s it probable that the gyroscopic action of

a revolving-cylinder engine produces danger-

ous stresses upon the frameworh of the flying-

machine?

Practical airmen are not in agreement in

this matter. Some say that the gyroscopic ac-

tion is negligible, others say the contrary.

K physicists and others who have studied

the gyroscope will kindly respond to this sug-

gestion, I will see that marked copies of

Science are sent to the editors of the leading

aeronautical publications of the world.

James Means
Boston,

November 22, 1912

THE PEDOMETER

To THE Editor of Science: In glancing

over some pages of the Encyclopedia Britan-

nica (eleventh edition) recently I found a

short article on the pedometer, the concluding

sentence of which is:

Obviously the pedometer is little better than an

ingenious toy, depending even for rough measure-

ments on the uniformity of pace maintained

throughout the journey measured.

Two definite statements are here made,

both of which are quite erroneous. When
properly understood and properly used the

pedometer is a most useful addition to the

outfit of a traveler and an especially delight-

ful and comforting companion to those who
know the joy of seeing the world a piede. A
cheap instrument (costing only a dollar)

which I have carried almost every hour of al-

most every day during the past dozen years is

still " as good as ever," registering distances

with an accuracy that is really surprising. It

has been tested over hundreds of miles and

kilometers of roadway in England, Germany,

Italy and Switzerland (especially in the last-

named country, where on most highways every

kilometer of distance is marked by a stone

monument), and found correct generally

within one per cent., the error rarely being

as much as two per cent. I have known gov-

ernment surveys not so good. Such an in-

strument can hardly be classed with " in-

genious toys " and the explanation lies in the

fact that the remainder of the sentence

quoted above is equally erroneous. With the

right sort of pedometer within certain con-

siderable limits the record is not affected by

variation in length of pace. There are two

sorts of pedometers, the right sort and the

wrong sort, and unfortunately it is the vrrong

sort that is usually offered for sale. This is

simply a " step counter " the figures on the

dial showing the number of steps taken and it

is necessary to know the average length of step

to convert this record into distance. Aside

from the great inconvenience of being obliged

to make a calculation whenever one desires to

know the distance travelled even this instru-

ment when properly adjusted and calibrated

ought to give fairly satisfactory results. But

the right sort of pedometer is not a pace

counter and the numbers on the dial show di-

rectly the distance traversed in miles or, if

one has the good fortune to live in a country

where reason prevails over prejudice, in kilo-

meters. In this the movement of the register-

ing mechanism is caused by the rise and fall of

a kind of horizontal pendulum, the length of

the stroke for each step and hence the distance

registered being capable of adjustment. But

when short steps are taken the pendulum does

not pass through the whole arc of its possible

movement and the distance registered is con-

sequently less. Thus, as stated above, the

movement of the index hand is proportional

to the distance traversed and, within certain

limits, is not affected by variation in length of

step. This is a most important fact and gives

to this form of pedometer a value evidently

not generally known or appreciated.

Eavenna, Ohio, T. C. M.

November 11, 1912
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SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

The Physiology of Reproduction. By Dr. F.

H. A. Maeshall. Preface by Professor E.

A. SCHAFER, and contributions by Dr. W.
Ceamee and Dr. J. Lochhead. London,

New York, Longmans, Green & Co. 1910.

Pp. svii + Y06; 154 illustrations. Price

$6.00 net.

Some branches of science are extensiyely

intertwined with very many and very diverse

branches of other sciences. The physiology of

development is a notable example, since the

data upon which it rests lie entangled in

broad and widely different aspects of zoology

and anatomy, obstetrics and gynecology,

physiology and agriculture, anthropology and

statistics.

Probably it is just this bewildering place-

ment and variety of fact that has hitherto

proved so effective a discouragement to au-

thorship in this field. At any rate, the subject

is here presented in a complete form for the

first time. The physiology of nerve and

muscle, of secretion and digestion, have long

been systematically studied and the results

have been many times brought together; too,

studies in practical breeding, gametogenesis,

and genetics have long been pursued, and the

state of knowledge in each has been frequently

epitomized. It is only very recently, however,

that physiologists have begun to be impressed

with the important relations which processes

of reproduction bear to many other life proc-

esses; and only in the immediate present, in

the field of heredity, is it becoming evident

that the physiology of reproduction must help

to solve many a problem heretofore attacked

only from a very different standpoint. But,

the breadth, vigor and thoroughness of Dr.

Marshall's pioneering treatise are as satisfac-

tory as the need of such a work was pressing.

Though the author has collected data of

many kinds from very many different sources,

his volume is much more than a digested ab-

stract of the scattered literature; his ovpn re-

searches during several years on many of the

important topics of reproduction have given

the insight which alone can produce so unified

and clear a volume.

Perhaps the greater number of pages of the

work bear mostly upon the morphological side

of the subject. This is probably both neces-

sary and advantageous in the present state of

the science. A solid structural basis is espe-

cially required where and when so many ele-

mental questions are unsolved and still tremb-

ling in the balance. Chapters U., HI. and

IV., dealing with the oestrous cycle and

changes in the ovary are notably of this char-

acter; largely morphological also are Chapters

VII. and X. concerning the accessory repro-

ductive organs of the male, and the placenta.

The first chapter treats of the breeding sea-

son of animals; all of the invertebrate phyla

being considered as well as the several classes

of vertebrates. Other important chapters treat

of the ovary and testis as organs of internal

secretion, changes in the maternal organism

during pregnancy, fertilization, lactation, fer-

tility and the determination of sex. A rather

too condensed but excellently written chapter

on the biochemistry of the sexual organs will

be welcomed by many. Besides other things

it brings together for the first time most of the

data now at hand on the new and promising

subject of the energetics of development.

In many of these chapters the data and

theories presented are criticized in the light

of the author's own researches. In this way

are presented some excellent treatments of

such subjects as, the internal secretory func-

tion of the ovary and the testis; Mendelism;

the influence of domestication, feeding, etc.,

upon the recurrence of the cestrous cycle and

upon fecundity; fertility, and ovulation and

the ovarian changes. We may note the point

of view in only one or two of these cases. The

internal secretions of the reproductive organs

.

are attributed a scope and role not accorded

by some recent investigators; and the connec-

tion between the ovary and uterus is consid-

ered as exclusively chemical, not nervous.

Again, we note that the author is not led by

the study of the physiology of reproduction to

accept some of the important conceptions of

Mendelism. " To the physiologist therefore a
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so-called unit character can not readily be re-

garded as something located originally in a

chromosome or chromomere. ... It may be

argued, therefore, in criticism of the Mendel-

ian conception of unit characters, that it takes

little or no account of the metabolism of the

organism as a whole." How great a heresy

to proceed from Cambridge! The book is in-

deed a mine, but the function of the reviewer

can not be to extract the ore.

It is pleasing to fiud the volume dedicated

to Mr. Walter Heape, to whom we owe so

great a part of what is known of the physiol-

ogy of the oestrous cycle, as well as much be-

sides that is pertinent to this volume. More
pleasing still is the style in which the whole

work is written. In reading this volume one

never tires, and there is little chance of get-

ting lost. Adequate reference to an enormous

literature and a comprehensive index add

value to the book.

Dr. Marshall's pioneering treatise brings

abundant help and inspiration to investigators

within the several divisions of its field, and

will ably and authoritatively serve the needs

of the practical breeder and gynecologist.

Oscar Eiddle

Methods of Organic Analysis. By Henry C.

Sherman, Ph.D., Professor of Food Chem-
istry in Columbia University. Second edi-

tion. Rewritten and enlarged. New York,

The Macmillan Co. 1912. $2.40 net.

The author has collected in this volume the

methods of analysis of the more important

organic compounds especially as applied to

plant and vegetable substances and their

manufactured products. They include such

subjects as alcohols, aldehydes, sugars, oils,

fats, waxes, soap, milk and preservatives.

The best recognized methods have been se-

lected and attention called to precautions nec-

essary to secure satisfactory results.

One who wishes to know the best methods

of analysis can not do better than consult this

book, as the author has increased its value by

adding, at the end of each chapter, a list of

reference books and journal references for the

past ten years. The use of this book by stu-

dents would certainly give them practise in a

considerable variety of analyses and make
them capable of handling any ordinary prob-

lem presented.

J. E. G.

A College Text-hooJc on Quantitative Analysis.

By H. R. Moody, S.B. (M.I.T.), A.M.,

Ph.D. (Columbia), Associate Professor of

Analytical and Applied Chemistry, College

of the City of New York. New York, The
Macmillan Co. 1912. 165 pages. $1.25

net.

This book, as the author states, is designed

to be used by those who may be taking up

quantitative work by themselves or with an in-

structor whose classes are too large to admit

of much individual attention. It contains

very explicit directions regarding every detail

and is intended to make obvious the unneces-

sary pitfalls that consume time. For the pur-

pose for which it is designed and for use in a

brief course in a high school or college this

book should be of great value in training the

student in exact methods of procedure; but it

seems too mechanical to put in the hands of

a graduate student who is making a specialty

of chemistry and is approaching the subject

in a broad and comprehensive manner.

J. E. G.

Qualitative Organic Analysis. By F. B.

Thole, B.Sc. (London), F.C.S., London

University Exhibitioner in Chemistry, Lec-

turer in Organic Chemistry, East Ham
Technical College, with an introduction by

H. E. DuNST.\N, D.Sc. (London), Head of

the Chemical Department, East Ham Tech-

nical College. London, Methuen & Co., Ltd.

In the introduction attention is called to

the fact that "no royal road exists for the

identification of an organic compound." The

aim of this book is to afford a concise treat-

ment of the subject on simple and logical

lines, proceeding from the determination of

the elements present in each case to the final

characterization of the compound. The au-

thor has given a description of the common

operations in practical organic chemistry, de-
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termination of the melting and boiling points

and preliminary tests for the elements present,

before taking up the identification of the

class and individual. These are clearly and

concisely stated and should lead to the identi-

fication of the more important organic sub-

stances, provided the identification is substan-

tiated by the preparation of the substance

itself, without which no identification is really

satisfactory.

J. E. G.

Notes on Qualitative Analysis. By Horace

G. Byers, Professor of Chemistry, Univer-

sity of Washington, and Henry G. Knight,

Director of Experiment Station, Univer-

sity of Wyoming. New York, D. Van Nos-

trand Co. 1912. $1.50 net.

We have here a further addition to the al-

ready too numerous volumes on qualitative

analysis. The author has devoted, as we find

to be the case in most of the recent books on

this subject, the first fifty or so pages to a dis-

cussion of the physical-chemical principles of

the subject before taking up the chemistry of

the metals and their separation. The usual

methods of analysis are used in most cases and

at the end of each chapter questions of a gen-

eral nature regarding the metals of that

group and their compounds are added. One
feature of the book which is to be specially

commended, owing to the increasing use of

special alloys, is the introduction of a chapter

on the analysis of materials containing the so-

called rare metals.

J. E. G.

Sociology in its Psycliological Aspects. By
Charles A. Ellwood, Ph.D., Professor of

Sociology in the University of Missouri.

New York and London, D. Appleton & Co.

1912. Pp. 402.

This is a thoughtful book, based on wide

reading and careful scholarship. The large

range of subjects with which it deals have all,

at one time or another, attracted the serious

attention not only of sociologists, but of many
psychologists as well. The presentation of

these subjects follows a logical order. The first

six chapters are largely introductory. They
discuss the conceptions, itiethods and prob-

lems of sociology and the relation of sociology

to other sciences. Later chapters treat of the

origin of society, social coordination, social

self-control, the role of instinct, feeling, intel-

lect, imitation and sympathy in the social life,

the social mind and forms of association.

The final topics are entitled social order,

progress and the nature of society.

The chief unifying feature of the book is the

author's conception of society. Society he de-

fines as a group of individuals carrying on a

collective life by means of mental interaction.

In consequence the fundamental task of the

sociologist becomes the study of the continu-

ously changing coordinations or coadaptations

of the activities of the members of groups and

of the relations of groups to the environment.

Sanctioned modes of coordinated activity be-

come institutions. Systems of government,

law, religion, morality and education, how-

ever, are not to be understood from the stand-

point of any single mental element, such as

instinct, imitation, sympathy, feeling, desire

or intellect. Nor are they to be understood

from the standpoint of any special science,

such as geography, ethnology or economics. A
synthetic view is necessary.

During the course of the book. Professor

Ellwood views this central position from al-

most every conceivable abstract point of view.

The terms society, sociology, the collective life

process, the unit of investigation in sociology,

social psychology, social coordination, inter-

mental stimulation, instinctive association,

social forces, social mind, social conscious-

ness, social will, public opinion, social organi-

zation, social control and many others that

have appeared in sociological articles or books

during the past twenty years, are all defined

with great care and considered in detail. The
various meanings that have been read into

them by those who invented them or who have

used them most are discussed. The reader is

told in clear language exactly how these mean-

ings differ from each other and from Pro-

fessor Ellwood's own conceptions.

The value of the work thus accomplished is
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enhanced by frequent and exact citation of

authorities.

Concerning the specific treatment of the

large number of topics discussed by Professor

Ellwood little can be said in a brief review.

Concerning the adequacy of the book . as a

whole, however, a few words of comment may
not be out of place. In the preface Professor

Ellwood himself modestly refers to the volume

as an introduction to the psychological theory

of society. That this correctly characterizes

it, however, is true only in the sense that

every work that attempts to deal with so large

a field must leave the major part of the task

undone.

The chief thing, however, which Professor

EUwood leaves undone is to bring abstraction

to the test of inductive verification and to

make concrete application of theory to history

and to current events. To require him to

have thus tested and applied all the theories he

discusses, however, would be to demand of him
the completed results of the task which sociol-

ogy is just beginning. The fault perhaps lies

more with the present status of sociology than

with Professor Ellwood. Nevertheless, in the

present reviewer's opinion the author could

have improved his book very greatly by con-

densation of abstract discussion, by more fre-

quent appeal to fact and more frequent illus-

tration of the practical value of theory in

meeting the broad problems of public policy.

To have systematically reviewed in a single

volume, however, the various positions taken

by the most important writers on the long list

of topics mentioned above is a service ; to have

done so with the insight and care shovsTi by
Professor Ellwood is an achievement.

A. A. Tenney
Columbia IlNnrEBSiTT

A VOTE ON TEE FBIOHITY BULE BY THE
AMEBICAN SOCIETY OF ZOOLOGISTS,

CENTBAL BBANCH

At the April meeting of the Central Branch

of the American Society of Zoologists at

Urbana, the Committee on Nomenclature in

its report to that body requested authority to

ask from the membership of the Central

Branch an expression of opinion on the fol-

lowing question :
" Do you favor the strict

(inflexible) application of the ' priority rule '

as the latter is now interpreted by the Inter-

national Commission on Nomenclature ?
"

This request was granted by the adoption

of the report by the Central Branch on April

5, 1912.

The chairman of the conamittee then en-

tered into correspondence with the other four

members in order to reach an agreement as

to the manner of taking such a ballot, and this

correspondence was terminated just before the

commencement season of 1912, too late for a

satisfactory ballot to be taken during that col-

legiate year.

On September 20, 1912, a letter was ad-

dressed to each member of the Central Branch

showing the authority under which the vote

was taken, quoting the " priority rule " with-

out comment and asking a prompt return of

the enclosed ballot in an addressed and

stamped envelope furnished with the vote.

Practically a month was given for the re-

turn of the ballots, and then the chairman of

the committee requested the two nearest mem-
bers to meet with him at Chicago on October

19 to open the ballots and decide on the form

and medium of publication of the result of

the vote.

The follovnng members voted in favor of

the strict (inflexible) application of the pri-

ority rule as now interpreted by the Interna-

tional Commission on Nomenclature:

J. F. Abbott, professor of zoology, Washington

University.

C. H. Eigenmann, professor of zoology, Indiana

University.

Harrison Garman, professor of entomology and

zoology, Kentucky State University; and state

entomologist.

Harold Heath, professor of invertebrate zoology,

Stanford University.

S. J. Holmes, associate professor of zoology, Uni-

versity of California.

W. J. Moenkhaus, professor of physiology, Indiana

University.

S. E. Meek, assistant curator of zoology, Field

Museum of Natural History.
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Wm. E. Ritter, director, Seripps Institution for

Biological Research of the University of Cali-

fornia; professor of zoology, University of Cali-

fornia.

Alexander G-. Euthven, head curator, Museum of

Natural History, University of Michigan.

Prank Smith, associate professor of zoology. Uni-

versity of Illinois.

Harry Beal Torrey, professor of biology, Eeed

College.

S. R. Williams, professor of zoology, Miami Uni-

versity.

Robert H. Woloott, professor of zoology. Univer-

sity of Nebraska.

The following members voted against tlie

strict (inflexible) application of the priority

rule as now interpreted by the International

Commission on Nomenclature:

C. R. Bardeen, professor of anatomy. University

of Wisconsin.

E. A. Birge, dean. University of Wisconsin.

H. L. Bruner, professor of biology, Butler College.

C. M. Child, associate professor of zoology, Uni-

versity of Chicago.

W. C. Curtis, professor of zoology. University of

Missouri.

S. A. Forbes, state entomologist of Illinois.

T. W. Galloway, professor of biology, Millikin

University.

John Gr. Graham, professor of biology. University

of Alabama.

M. F. Guyer, professor of zoology. University of

Wisconsin.

C. Judson Herrick, professor of neurology, Uni-

versity of Chicago.

Gilbert L. Houser, professor of animal biology,

State University of Iowa.

S. J. Hunter, professor of entomology. University

of Kansas.

Lynds Jones, associate professor of animal ecol-

ogy, Oberlin College.

Charles A. Kofoid, professor of zoology, Univer-

sity of California.

P. L. Landacre, professor of zoology and ento-

mology, Ohio State University.

George Lefevre, professor of zoology. University

of Missouri.

E. L. Mark, Hersey professor of anatomy and
director of zoological laboratory, Harvard Uni-

versity.

Wm. S. Marshall, associate professor of entomol-

ogy, University of Wisconsin.

C. E. McClung, professor of zoology. University of

Pennsylvania.

Maynard M. Metcalf, professor of zoology, Oberlin

College.

Henry F. Nachtrieb, professor of animal biology

and head of department. University of Minne-

sota.

H. V. Neal, professor of biology, Elnox College.

James A. Nelson, expert in agriculture. Bureau

of Entomology.

C. C. Nutting, professor of zoology. State Univer-

sity of Iowa.

J. T. Patterson, adjunct professor of zoology,

University of Texas.

Jacob Reighard, professor of zoology. University

of Michigan.

Edward L. Rice, professor of zoology, Ohio Wes-
leyan University.

Oscar Riddle, research associate, Carnegie Insti-

tution.

John W. Scott, assistant professor of zoology,

Kansas State Agricultural College.

V. E. Shelford, instructor in zoology. University

of Chicago.

A. Franklin Shull, assistant professor of zoology,

University of Michigan.

George Wagner, assistant professor of zoology,

University of Wisconsin.

L. B. Walton, professor of biology, Kenyon Col-

lege.

Henry B. Ward, professor of zoology. University

of niiuois.

S. W. Williston, professor of paleontology. Uni-

versity of Chicago.

The following members returned their bal-

lots unmarked; one of them without comment,

and the other two with comments indicating

that they declined to vote on the question:

W. J. Baumgartner, assistant professor and chair-

man of department of zoology, University of

Kansas.

J. B. Johnston, professor of comparative neurol-

ogy. University of Minnesota.

Frank A. Stromsten, assistant professor of animal

biology, State University of Iowa.

SUMMAET

In favor of the strict (inflexible) interpreta-

tion of the "priority rule" 13

Against the strict (inflexible) interpretation of

the '
' priority rule " 35

Total vote 48
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It thus appears that slightly more than 73

per cent, of the members of the Central

Branch of the American Society of Zoologists

who voted on the priority rule are opposed to

the strict (inflexible) application of the rule

as now interpreted by the International Com-

mission on Nomenclature.

ANALYSIS OF THE VOTE

The three members of the committee who

opened the ballots think it of interest to

present the following brief analysis of the

vote, based on a division of the voters into

classes of voters. The classification of voters

is made on the concurrent judgment of the

canvassers, and would probably vary some-

what had the selection been made by another

committee. It is not likely, however, that the

result of the analysis would be materially

changed by any one having a somewhat wide

acquaintance among the voters.

1st class.—Zoologists that may properly be called

non-systematists.

Total number of voters in class 25

Number in favor of priority rule 3

Number opposed to priority rule 22

Majority against rule 88 per cent.

2d class.—Systematists in a broad sense. Including

those who have had considerable experience

in identifying species and some experience in

naming and describing new species.

Total number of voters in class 23

Number in favor of priority rule 10

Number opposed to priority rule 13

Majority against rule 56i per cent.

3d class.—Systematists in a strict sense. Including

those who have done monographic work in

systematic zoology; work that can be regarded

as authoritative in its own field. This class is

a selected group from the 2d class.

Total number of voters in class 7

Number in favor of priority rule 3

Number opposed to priority rule 4

Majority against rule 665 per cent.

The number in this class is so small that it

would probably be fair to conclude that the

systematists in a strict sense are about equally

divided in opinion regarding the priority rule.

REMARKS

A space on T;he ballot headed "Eemarks"

was utilized by twenty-one of those who voted.

An attempt is made below to summarize these

remarks

:

" Eemarhs " on Ballots in Favor of

Priority Rule

Three voters believed that the adherence to

the rule would be best for future generations

of zoologists.

One believes " in the establishment of au-

thority by legislation and not in individual

judgment."

One considers adherence to the rule " the

only way out of the present confusion of

tongues."

One, who votes for the rule, says

:

I am strongly in sympathy with what I under-

stand to be the spirit of the "law of priority,"

but am certain that as it is being applied in the

group of organisms with which I am particularly

familiar it is producing results exactly the reverse

of what, in the spirit of it, it is expected to pro-

duce; that is, it is adding to, not diminishing,

confusion.

This is one of the voters of the 3d class, as

defined above.

" Remarks " on Ballots Opposed to the

Priority Rule

There were four who believed that it should

be possible for a committee of experts to

modify or make exceptions to the rule.

Four believed that names of long standing

and general acceptance should be exempted

from the application of the priority rule.

Two believed that a more flexible applica-

tion of the rule would make for greater con-

venience. One says:

Nomenclature is a tool, and serves its best pur-

pose when it operates with the greatest conveni-

ence. It is certainly not convenient when a name
knonm to everybody as applying definitely to a

definite object is changed on the discovery that

some long forgotten name has priority.

Another voter voices practically the same

opinion.

One is opposed to the strict application of
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the rule, but is also opposed to individual

action in the matter.

One opposes the rule because " it [opposi-

tion to the rule] is the position occupied by

practically all of the zoologists of the German

Empire."

One votes in the negative because sys-

tematists in whom he has confidence complain

of the working of the rule.

One, although opposed to the rule, is in

favor of " some sound, workable set of rules."

There were two voters who declined to vote

because they were not systematists and be-

lieved that they should have no voice in the

matter.

In summing up it seems evident that an

overwhelming majority of the zoologists of

the Central Branch are opposed to the strict

application of the priority rule; that a clear

majority of systematists in a broad sense are

opposed to it; and that at least half of the

systematists in a strict sense are opposed to it.

The undersigned give it as their personal

opinion that the wishes of the non-system-

atists, users of zoological names, should have

some weight in the formulation of rules of

nomenclature, as they will certainly have

much weight in the acceptance of names and

their incorporation into the general literature

of the science of zoology.

C. C. Nutting

S. W. WiLLISTON

Henry B. Ward

SPECIAL ABTICLES

FAT DEPOSITION IN THE TESTIS OF THE

DOMESTIC FOWL '

Various investigators have concluded that

the presence of fat in the interstitial tissues

of the primary sexual organs (ovary and

testis) was evidence of a functional (secre-

tory) activity of the interstitial cells. This

view regarding an internal secretion of the

testis was advocated by Ganfini." Whitehead,'

' Papers from the Biological Laboratory of the

Maine Agricultural Experiment Station.

^Ganfini, C, "La struttura e lo sviluppo delle

cellule interstiziale del testicolo, " Arch. ital. Anat.

ed Emiriol., Vol. I., 1902.

while not committing himself definitely on the

point, nevertheless shows that his earlier criti-

cism of Ganfini's theory, on the ground that

the fatty substance in the testis had not been

shown to be anything other than ordinary

neutral fat, was not altogether well taken.

Schaeffer* makes the presence of fat, as re-

vealed by staining, the chief test of functional

interstitial glands in the ovary. One of the

present writers in a recent paper from this

laboratory'^ has shown that a histological study

of the chicken testis gives " no evidence that

the fat in the active testis is formed by the

interstitial cells." It is further suggested in

the same paper that " this fat is being brought

to the testis by the general metabolic proc-

esses, possibly in connection with sexual ac-

tivity, just as fat is deposited in the yolk of

eggs in the hen."

It seemed desirable to test further, and by

direct physiological experiment, this conclu-

sion and suggestion. Particularly informa-

tion was needed on the following points: (a)

Is circulating fat deposited in the testis, as it

is known to be in the yolk of developing

oocytes? (h) If so, does such deposition de-

pend in any way upon the functional sexual

activity of the organ? (c) Is circulating fat

deposited in the ovary prior to the time of

rapid growth of the oocytes by yolk formation ?

To obtain answers to these questions a

series of experiments was planned by the

writers and carried out last spring. The re-

sults are reported in this paper. It is known

from the work of Riddle" and others that the

^ Whitehead, E. H., '
' A Microchemical Study of

the Fatty Bodies in the Interstitial Cells of the

Testis," Anat. Bee, Vol. 6, pp. 65-73, 1912.

' Schaeffer, Anna, '
' Vergleichend histologische

TJntersuchungen Tiber die interstitielle Eierstocks-

druse," Arch. f. Gynalc., Bd. 94, pp. (of reprint)

1-51, Taf. XVII.
' Boring, A. M., '

' The Interstitial Cells and the

Supposed Internal Secretion of the Chicken Tes-

tis," Biol. Bui., Vol. XXIII., pp. 141-153, 1912.

° Riddle, O., "On the Formation, Significance

and Chemistry of the White and Yellow Yolk of

Ova," Jour. Morph., Vol. 22, pp. 455-491, 1911.
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fat stain Sudan III., if introduced into an

animal per os, stains t^e fatty acids of the

food, and that this stain is not lost during

the circulation and deposition of these bodies.

Furthermore, any fat already deposited in the

tissues is not stained by Sudan III. fed in

this way. This furnishes a method of ob-

serving the movement and deposition of fatty

acids vsrithin the body. The original plan of

the present experiments was to feed Sudan

III. to chicks of both sexes at regular inter-

vals from the time of hatching on, and then

by examination of the testes and ovaries to

determine at what stage of development the

deposition of fat in the interstitial cells of

these organs began, if it occurred at all. It

was thought probable a priori that the begin-

ning of active deposition would coincide with

the beginning of the rapid growth of the

sexual organs, which marks the onset of their

functional activity.

This was found not to be the case. Experi-

ments were begun with Barred Plymouth Rock

chicks of both sexes, taken from the incubator

as soon as they had dried ofF after hatching.

To an equal number of individuals of each sex

Sudan III. was given in each experiment.

The dose was .02 gm. This was enclosed in

a very small gelatine capsule, made by cutting

down a regular No. 5. The chick's mouth was

held open and the capsule carried down into

the crop by means of fine forceps. A prelim-

inary lubrication of the capsule in pure gly-

cerine rather aided the administration. One
male and one female in each experiment were

not fed Sudan III., and these served as con-

trols. In each experiment the total amount
of Sudan III. fed was either .02 gm., .04 gm.

or .06 gm., the ingestion of the larger amounts

being spread over two or three days respect-

ively. The maximum dose given in each

twenty-four hours was .02 gm. Twenty-four

hours after the ingestion of the last dose the

birds were killed and the ovary, or testes, and

samples of the body fat were removed and

compared with the same organs and tissues

taken from the controls. The result was that

in all cases there was a distinct pink stain

visible in the ovary or the testis of the birds

fed the Sudan III. With the very small dose

of .02 gm. the stain was faint, but with the

large doses much more pronounced. This

result shows that even with just-hatched

chicks, in which the primary sex organs are

certainly in a sexually non-functional condi-

tion, fat is being deposited in hoth testis and

ovary.

The same result was obtained with chicks

one week old. Sudan stained fatty acids were

deposited in the primary sex organs. In view

of these results there clearly was no point in

continuing the experiments at regular inter-

vals up to adult life. Consequently this was

not done.

In order to test more fully the novel ob-

servation that metabolized fat is deposited in

the testis an experiment in Sudan III. feeding

was carried through with two adult males, one

an adult male of the Golden Pencilled Ham-
burg breed, and the other a cross-bred male.

These birds were in full sexual vigor, with

large testes. The Sudan III. was fed as fol-

lows: The G.P.H. 3, No. 2,494, was fed one

capsule containing Sudan III. on each of

four successive days. Each capsule contained

.15 gm. of Sudan III. The other bird (No.

2,196) was fed three capsules (one per diem)

successively. The amount of stain in each

capsule was the same as before. The result of

these experiments was exactly as before. There

was an abundant deposition of pink stained

fat in the interstitial tissue of the testes.

Putting all the facts together the following

conclusions would appear to be justified:

1. A part of the metabolized fat from the

food is carried directly to the primary sex

organs (ovary and testis) and deposited in the

interstitial tissues of those organs.

2. The amount of such deposited (and, in

the subsequent chemical changes, probably

elaborated) fat appears to be sufficient to

account for the greater portion if not all of

the fat which has been observed by histological

methods in the interstitial tissues of the sex

organs.

3. The deposition of fat in testis and ovary
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as above set forth bears no apparent relation

to the functional sexual activity of those

organs, since it occurs from the time of hatch-

ing on. So far as the available histological

or physiological evidence indicates, sexual

activation of ovary and testis in the fowl

begins at the earliest not until some weeks

after hatching.

Eatmond Pearl

Alice M. Boring

a note on the star-nosed mole

To THE Editor of Science: On April 20 of

this year I discovered a star-nosed mole

(Condylura cristata (Linn.) Desmarest) en-

tering a half-rotten willow stump at the edge

of a little pond in the woods at West Koxbury,

Mass. The crevice it had entered proved to be

a cul-de-sac, and, after watching for some

little time its eager efforts to escape by bur-

rowing out, I easily captured it by seizing the

tip of the tail between thumb and forefinger.

I dropped it on the path close by, where it at

once burrowed below the surface of the humus

and progressed with some speed there, its

progress being indicated by a lengthening

ridge of earth. Catching it again, I carried

it home wriggling and placed it in a wire cage

with a wooden floor. It was very active but,

owing, I suppose, to the position of the fore

paws, which, of course, were fixed with pahns

outward, it could not get over the ground very

rapidly. In the cage it kept going the rounds,

poking its nose between the wires in an effort

to escape. I dug some earthworms and placed

them one by one in the cage. Apparently the

mole's power of scent was nearly or quite as

weak as its eyesight, for it paid no attention

to the worms unless they were dropped directly

in the path it pursued about the edge of the

cage. When it actually ran its nose into a

worm, however, it ate with astonishing greedi-

ness, and in a curiously piggish way, with a

constant shaking of the head, and shuffling

the worm into its mouth with the help of the

hachs of its " hands," which it moved in uni-

son. It devoured about ten worms before its

appetite appeared to flag, but one worm, a

very large, fat one, it abandoned after cutting

it into three pieces by transverse bites. Per-

haps this worm was uncomfortably large for

its mouth and gullet, for it afterwards ate one

or two smaller ones. Little or no chewing

took place, apparently, and the worm always

disappeared down the animal's throat in a

very short time. I heard no noise of the teeth

in eating, such as Audubon and Bachman
mention in describing the feeding of the com-

mon mole. A saucer of water put inside the

cage, was not noticed for some time, but finally

the mole put its nose into it and appeared to

drink, with the same continual motion of the

head that it used in eating. It tipped the

saucer up a little and spilled some of the

water, which it then seemed to drink off the

board in a way that resembled sponging out

the bottom of a boat. It continued the same

operation on the dry part of the board, as if it

could not tell where the water ended except

by feeling. It struck me as a creature of very

small intelligence. Its eagerness to escape

was perhaps due less to fear than to a desire

to get below the surface of the ground and to

a habit of perpetual motion that seemed to

possess it. I use the word " eagerness " ad-

visedly, for that seemed to be the dominant

mental attitude of the little animal. There

was nothing frantic or nervous about its ac-

tions, simply eagerness to enjoy life, liberty

and the pursuit of earthworms. The tail, and,

in fact, the whole body, was very flexible and

had a distinctly sneaky suggestion. This was

especially noticeable as the animal climbed up

and down the crevice in the stump. The mole

escaped the same afternoon, so that my ob-

servations on its habits are not extensive, but

certain mammalogists to whom I have told

the story have advised me to put it on record

in the pages of Science.

Francis H. Allen
West Eoxbdby, Mass.,

May 16, 1912

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OP THE MITE PHYLLO-

COPTES SCHLECHTENDALI NALEPA

The introduction of this mite into the pear

and apple orchards of southern Oregon
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(Eogue Eiver Valley) has been comparatively

recent. The writer found it for the first time

in the summer of 1910, but it was thought to

be of slight importance at that time and little

attention was given it. Since that time, how-

ever, it has been very conspicuous in many
pear orchards throughout the valley, and its

effect upon the trees was so noticeable this

season as to attract general attention.

It is interesting to note that Parrott' makes

mention of it as very common on apple foliage

in the United States, but does not seem to con-

sider it a serious pest. However, he states

that " Epitrimerus pyri and Phyllocoptes

schlechtendali have been quite numerous and

appear to be more common here than on the

continent." However, he adds, " The be-

havior of these two species in the future is a

matter of interest, as both seem to have possi-

bilities of developing to greater economic im-

portance." In Science (N. S., XXIIL, 576)

he states that Phyllocoptes schlechtendali has

been detected only on apple foliage. How-
ever, the writer has noted that apple foliage is

not seriously attacked, while the foliage, ter-

minals of twigs, and frequently the fruits of

the pear are most subject to injury. In fact,

the presence of the mite on apple foliage seems

to be of little importance, as no serious in-

jury because of its presence has ever been ob-

served.

In this district this mite seems to be of eco-

nomic importance to the pear growers. The

injury resulting from its presence in the pear

orchards is generally apparent during the lat-

ter part of June or early July. The foliage

has a peculiar rust or russet appearance on the

under side and is also somewhat curled, as

though by drought. There may be some slight

russeting on the upper side, but this is rather

uncommon. The terminals of shoots are also

attacked and have the same brownish appear-

ance of the under surface of the foliage.

Where the attack is serious, the whole tree has

a brownish appearance and the trouble has

been given the local name " rusty leaf " by the

fruit growers. During the latter part of July

•Bulletin No. 283, New York Agricultural Ex-

periment Station, 1906.

and through the month of August, badly in-

jured trees shed the foliage from their ter-

minals. The terminals have a somewhat
shriveled appearance, the epidermis being

brownish-black or black. Very often the in-

jured epidermis is cracked or broken, due to

the expansion of the growing tissue beneath.

The fruit is also attacked and is russeted and
cracked in the same manner as the terminals.

The injury to young pear trees is usually

greater than to older bearing ones. Some-
times almost complete defoliation of the young
tree results before it has had its season's

growth, and besides the epidermis of the

growing shoots has been injured. Fortunately,

this mite is very easy to control. As in the

case of all of our economic species attacking

plants, the use of lime-sulphur, dry sulphur,

oil emulsions, etc., will completely control it.

Since it is a surface feeding mite producing

no galls, it would seem that there should be

no trouble in eradicating it.

The writer wishes to thank Dr. Nathan
Banks, of the U. S. National Museum, for

verifying his identification of the species.

P. J. O'Gara

Office of the Pathologist

AND Entomologist,

Medford, Oregon,

November 4, 1912

A PARAFFIN BATH WITH CONCEALED THERMO-

ELECTRIC REGULATOR

One of the disadvantages about the ordinary

paraffin bath is the exposed thermo-regulator.

By attaching a covered moat to the back and
one side of an oblong bath and inserting a

thermo-electric reg-ulator similar to one de-

scribed by Long' patterned after Mast"" there

need be no delicate and breakable parts above

the bath.

The bath described is heated by two incan-

descent lamps, one a four-candle, the other a

• Long, J. A., '
' The Living Eggs of Eats and

Mice with a Description of Apparatus for Obtain-

ing and Observing Them, '
' TJniv. of Cal. Pub. in

Zool., Vol. 9, No. 3, pp. 105-136, pis. 13-17.

^Mast, S. O., 1907, "A Simple Electric Thermo-

regulator," Science, N. S., 26, 554-556.
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two. These are lighted constantly. Another

four-candle lamp is connected with the regu-

lator. These are placed in an ashestos-lined

box beneath the bath. The whole apparatus

surrounded with non-conducting material is

packed in a box with a hinged cover. The

only surface exposed when the box is opened

is the top of the bath. Thick pads cover the

moat, as it is lower than the top of the bath.

This makes it possible to heat eight cups of

paraiEn, using at the same time less current

than would be used by a single sixteen-candle

incandescent lamp. Taking out from or put-

ting into the regulator a small drop of mer-

cury makes it possible to either raise or lower

the temperature of the bath. Old lamps can

be taken out and new ones put in through

holes in the bottom of the box.

Such a bath has been in use more than a

month, maintaining a temperature constant

(54° C.) to within a fraction of a degree.

Webster Chester
CoLBT College,

Waterville, Me.

A SIMPLE discharge TUBE FOR DEMONSTRATION

PURPOSES

At the present time when so much interest

is centered on electric discharge phenomena

in evacuated tubes it may not be out of place

to describe one of the discharge tubes that the

writer used recently for class-room demonstra-

tion. The experiment is purely qualitative,

and in principle contains nothing new. Its

aim is to present with simple and easily con-

structed apparatus some of the phenomena
that are usually given with more elaborate and

expensive outfits. It does, however, require

that the experimenter have access to, and be

familiar with, the operation of an ordinary

Geissler mercury pump and an induction coil.

Aside from these the things needed are found

in almost any laboratory and require no more
skill to make than the blowing of a glass Tee.

The discharge tube in question is shown in

the figure. The bulb may well be a two- or

three-liter florence flask. The part to be

blown is MN. It supports the aluminum rod

carrying at its upper end the spherical or

oblong cathode, C, of the same metal. The
anode, A, is a cylinder of not too light weight

aluminum foil placed in the neck of the flask

as shown. Connection to this is made by a

fine copper wire led out through the wax joint,

BW, at the mouth of the fl.ask. The exhaust

tube should contain a glass valve and ter-

minate in a sort of ball and socket joint (to be

sealed with wax) so that the apparatus may
be readily disconnected from the pump. The
charcoal bulb, CB, may be dispensed with

where liquid air is not available. Liquid air

is not a necessity; its use, as is well known, is

to hasten the exhaustion. The three joints,

RW, may be closed sufficiently air-tight by a

good grade of red sealing wax.

The various steps, as the exhaustion pro-

ceeds, may be vividly shown—^the stringy dis-

charge, the Geissler stage, the formation of

strise, the Faraday dark space followed by
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Crookes dark space, and finally the formation

of cathode and X-rays. The phosphorescence

due to the latter is strikingly shown by intro-

ducing into the bulb a few cubic centimeters

of willemite flour (W in the figure). This

should be well dusted over the inner surface

of the bulb before sealing the apparatus to

the pump. A particularly beautiful effect,

at the cathode-ray stage, is to disconnect the

pump and then shake the bulb vigorously so

as to throw the flour through space while the

discharge is passing.
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secretary, Professor Henry G. Cowles, University

of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Section E—Anthropology and Psychology.—
Vice-president, Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, Bureau of

American Ethnology; secretary, Professor George

Grant MacCurdy, Yale University, New Haven,

Conn.

Section I—Social and Economic Science.-—^Vice-

president, John Hays Hammond, New York City;

secretary, Seymour C. Loomis, 69 Church St., New
Haven, Conn.

Section K—Physiology and Experimental Medi-

cine.—^Vice-president, Professor J. J. McCleod,

Western Eeserve University; secretary. Professor

George T. Kemp, 8 West 25th St., Baltimore, Md.

Section L—Education.—Vice-president, Pro-

fessor J. McKeen Cattell, Columbia University;

secretary, Professor C. Eiborg Mann, University

of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

The Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of

America.—December 30-January 4. President,

Professor E. C. Pickering, Harvard College Ob-

servatory; secretary. Professor Philip Fox, Dear-

born Observatory, Evanston, III.

The American Mathematical Society.—Decem-

ber 31-January 2. President, Professor H. B.

Fine, Princeton University; secretary, Professor

F. N. Cole, 501 West 116th Street, New York City.

The American Federation of Teachers of the

Mathematical and the Natural Sciences.—Between

December 30-January 4. President, Professor C.

E. Mann, University of Chicago ; secretary, Eugene

Eandolph Smith, The Park School, Baltimore, Md.

The American Physical Society.—President,

Professor W. F. Magie, Princeton University; sec-

retary. Professor Ernest Merritt, Cornell Univer-

sity, Ithaca, N. Y.

The American Society of Biological Chemists.—
December 30-January 1. President, Professor A.

B. Macallum, University of Toronto; secretary.

Professor A. N. Eichards, University of Pennsyl-

vania, Philadelphia, Pa.

The American Physiological Society.—December

30-January 1. President, Dr. S. J. Meltzer, Eocke-

feller Institute for Medical Eesearch, New York

City; secretary. Professor A. J. Carlson, Univer-

sity of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

The Society for Pharmacology and Experi-

mental Therapeutics.-—^December 30-31. Presi-

dent, Professor John J. Abel, The Johns Hopkins

University; secretary. Dr. John Auer, Eockefeller

Institute for Medical Eesearch, New York City.

The American Society of Naturalists.—January

2. President, Professor E. G. Conklin, Princeton

University; secretary. Professor A. L. Treadwell,

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The American Society of Zoologists.—December

30-January 1. Eastern Branch: President, Dr. A.

G. Meyer, Tortugas, Fla. ; secretary. Professor J.

H. Gerould, Dartmouth College. Central Branch

(in charge of meeting) : president, Professor H.

B. Ward, University of Nebraska; secretary. Pro-

fessor W. C. Curtis, University of Missouri, Co-

lumbia, Mo.

The Association of American Anatomists.—^De-

cember 31-January 2. President, Professor Eoss

G. Harrison, Yale University; secretary. Professor

G. Carl Huber, 1330 Hill Street, Ann Arbor, Mich.

The Entomological Society of America.—^De-

cember 31-January 1. President, Professor Ste-

phen A. Forbes, University of Illinois; secretary,

Professor Alexander D. MacGillivray, 603 West

Michigan Ave., Urbana, 111.

The American Association of Economic Ento-

mologists.—January 1-3. President, W. D. Hun-

ter, Dallas, Tex. ; secretary, A. F. Burgess, Melrose

Highlands, Mass.

The American Microscopical Society.—^December

31-January 1. President, Dr. F. D. Heald, Phila-

delphia; secretary, T. W. Galloway, Millikin Uni-

versity, Decatur, III.

The Botanical Society of America.—December

31-January 3. President, Professor L. E. Jones,

University of Wisconsin; secretary. Dr. George T.

Moore, Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Mo.

Botanists of the Central States.—Between De-

cember 30 and January 4. President, Professor

T. H. Maebride, University of Iowa; secretary.

Professor Henry G. Cowles, University of Chicago,

Chicago, 111.

The American Phytopathologieal Society.—De-

cember 31-January 3. President, Dr. G. P. Clin-

ton, New Haven Agricultural Experiment Station;

secretary, Dr. C. L. Shear, Department of Agri-

culture, Washington, D. C.

The American Nature-Study Society.—December

30-31. President, Professor Benjamin M. Davis,

Miami University; secretary. Dr. Elliot E. Down-

ing, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

The Association of Official Seed Analysts.—Jan-

uary 2. President, Dr. E. H. Jenkins, New Haven,
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Conn.; secretary, E. Brown, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

American Association of Official HorticulturaZ

Inspectors.—January 2-3. President, Dr. T. J.

Headley, New Brunswick, N. J.; secretary, T. B.

Symons, College Park, Md.

The American Anthropological Association.—
December 30-January 3. President, Dr. J. Walter

Fewkes, Bureau of Ethnology; secretary, Pro-

fessor George Grant MaoCurdy, Yale University,

New Haven, Conn.

The American FolTc-Lore Society.—January 1.

President, John A. Lomax, University of Texas;

secretary. Dr. Charles Peabody, Peabody Museum,

Cambridge, Mass.

The American Psychological Association.—De-

cember 30-January 1. President, Professor Ed-

ward L. Thorndike, Columbia University; secre-

tary, W. Van Dyke Bingham, Dartmouth College,

Hanover, N. H.

The Sigma Xi Convention.—January 2. Presi-

dent, Professor Henry T. Eddy, University of

Minnesota; secretary. Dr. Dayton C. Miller, Case

School of Applied Science, Cleveland, Ohio.

Gamma Alpha Graduate Scientific Fraternity.—
December 31. President, Professor William

Crocker, University of Chicago; secretary, Pro-

fessor H. E. Howe, Bandolph-Macon College,

Ashland, Va.

NEW HAVEN

The Geological Society of America.—December

28-31. President, Professor H. L. Fairchild,

Rochester University; secretary. Dr. Edmund Otia

Hovey, American Museum of Natural History,

New York City.

The Association of American Geographers.—
December 27-30. President, Professor Rollin D.

Salisbury, University of Chicago; secretary. Pro-

fessor Albert Perry Brigham, Hamilton, N. Y.

The Paleontological Society.—December 30-31.

President, David White, U. S. Geological Survey;

secretary, Dr. R. S. Bassler, U. S. National Mu-

seum, Washington, D. C.

BOSTON

The American Economic Association.—December

27-31. President, Professor Frank A. Fetter,

Princeton University; secretary. Professor T. N.

Carver, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

The American Statistical Association.—Decem-

ber 27-30. President, Professor Walter F. Will-

cox, Cornell University; secretary, Carroll W.

Doten, 491 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

The American Sociological Society.—^December

27-31. President, Professor Albion W. Small,

University of Chicago; secretary, Scott E. W.
Bedford, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

The American Association for Labor Legisla-

tion.—December 27-28. President, Professor

Henry R. Seager, Columbia University; secretary,

Dr. John B. Andrews, 131 East 23d St., New York

City.

The American Some Economics Association.—
December 30-31. President, Miss Isabel Bevier,

University of Illinois; secretary, Benjamin R.

Andrews, Teachers College, Columbia University,

New York City.

NEW YOEK CITY

The Society of American Bacteriologists.—De-

cember 31-January 2. President, Dr. Wm. H.

Park, New York City; secretary, Charles E. Mar-

shall, Amherst, Mass.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES

PHILOSOPHICAL SOCEETT, UNIVERSITY OP VIEGINIA.

MATHEMATICAL AND SCIENTIPIO SECTION

The second meeting of the session 1912-13 of

the Mathematical and Scientific Section was held

October 22, 8:00 p.m.

Professor F. P. Dunnington read a paper on

"The Grinding of Cornmeal for Bread." Pro-

fessor Dunnington also made a report of Professor

H. A. Bernthsen's method of making ammonia.

Dr. Graham Edgar presented reviews of Pro-

fessor Samuel Eyde's paper on "The Oxidation

of Atmospheric Nitrogen and the Development of

Resulting Industries in Norway," and of Pro-

fessor W. M. Perkin 's paper on '
' Synthetic

Rubber. '

'

Wm. a. Kepneb,

Secretary

University of Virginia

the elisha mitchell scientific societt

At the 201st meeting of the society held No-

vember 12 in Chemistry Hall, University of North

Carolina, the following papers were presented:

"The Physiological Action of Hsematin, " by

Dr. W. H. Brown.
'

' Forestry for Eastern North Carolina Lumber-

men, " by Mr. J. S. Holmes.

James M. Bell,

Recording Secretary

Chapel Hill, N. C.
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Cornell University Medical College

Entrance L Oradnates of apprOTed Colleges or

Requirements scientific schools, or
^ IL Seniors m such Colleges on condition

the candidate presents the Bachelor's degree
before seeking admission to the second year
in medicine; or

III. Those presenting the full equivalent
of the above as determined by examination,
IV. All candidates must present evidence

of having pursued major courses in general
inorganic chemistry, with qualitative and
quantitative analysis. Physics and Biology,
covering at least a year's instruction with
laboratory work in each subject.

PHrpiAuluHi Graded to take advantage of advanced en-
IfirriDHlaB trance requirements. First Year devoted to

Organic and Physiological Chemistry, Anat-
omy and Physiology. Medicine. Surgery,
Obstetrics and Pathology begun in the second
year and laboratory Pharmacology com-
pleted. Didactic and laboratory instruction
in all clinical subjects completed in the early
part of the fourth year and followed by 21

consecutive weeks of all day bedside instruc-
tion in hospital warda.

SMtion opens the last 'Wednesday in Sep-
tember and closes the second week in June.

- . ., Class divided into sections of 5 to 10
InStrnetlOB students each for clinical instruction in dis-

pensary and hospital. Systematic daily con-
ferences with teachers at the bedside and in
the laboratory form the main;, iplan of
instruction.

The first year in medicine may be taken
either at New York City or at Ithaca, later

years only at New York City.

For further particulars apply to the

Dean, Cornell University Medical College

28th street and First Avenue NEW YORK CITY

HARVARD
MEDICAL^ SCHOOU

Course for the Degree of M.D. a four years' course

is open to holders
of a bachelor's degree from a recognized colleg e or scientific

school, and to persons who, having studied si cciflcd subjects
during two years in college, are permitted to enter asspecial

students. Special students receive the M.D. degree if, during
residence, they attain high rank. The studies of the fourth
year are wholly elective ; they include laboratory subjects,

general medicine and surgery and the special clinical

branches. The school year extends from the Monday be-
fore the last Wednesday in September to the Thursday be-
fore the last Wednesday in June.

medicine aud
other properly qualified persons may become candidates for

the degree of Doctor of Public health.

Graduate School of Medicine
Graduate Instruction on a University Basis

Courses ^^^ given throughout the year in allcllnical and
laboratory subjects.

Instruction ^^^^ be as thorough and scientific as in the

Medical School proper. Elementary andiad-

vanced courses. Research courses for qualified students.

Students '^^^ admitted at any time and for any length

of study.

FOK INFORMATION ADDRESS

Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass.

Syracuse University ColJege of Medicine

Entrance
Requirements

The First Two
Years

The Third Year
Course

The Fourth
Year Course

Two years of a recognized course in arts
or in science In a registered college or
School of Science, which must include
Latin, German, Physics, Chemistry and
Biology. Six and seven years' combina-
tion courses are recognized.

are spent in mastering by laboratory
methods the sciences fundamental to
clinical medicine.

is systematic and clinical and is devoted
to the study of the natural history of
disease, to diagnosis and to therapeutics.
In this year the systematic courses in
Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics are
completed.

is clinical. Students spend the entire
forenoon throughout the year as clinical
clerks in hospitals under careful supervi-
sion. The clinical clerk takes the history,
makes the physical examination and the
laboratory examinations, arrives at a di-
agnosis which he must defend, outlines
the treatment under his instructor and
observes and records theresults. In case of
operation or of autopsy he follows the spe-
cimen and Identifies its pathological na-
ture. Two general hospitals, one special
hospital and the municipal hospitals aii'i

laboratories are open toour sttidents. The
practical course in Hygiene and Preven-
tive Medicine, carried on in the municipal
laboratories and hospital and in Piihli
Health Field Work, occupies one- sixth of
the mornings. The afternoons are spent
in the College Dispensary and in clinical
work in medical and surgical specialties
and in conferences.

Address the Secretary of the College,

307 Orange Street, Syracuse, M. Y.

TULANE
UNIVERSITY

-OF-
LOUISIANA

Coittses in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene
Begin Janwary 2, April 2, Jtine 3

and October t.

Fully equipped taboraiories in all divisions of
instruction. Clinical opporiunities unexcelled.

Medical Department and Department of

Pharmacy Open October t, J9I2.

For all infennation addtat

DR. ISADORE DYER, DEAN
P. O. Drawer 261 New Oii—m, la.
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765 SCHOOL OF MEDICINE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 1912

The One Hundred Forty-Seventh Annual Session of this institution -will open September 27, 1912, and continue
until June 18, 1913.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION: Candidates must have Buceessfully completed work equiva-
lent to chat prescribed for the Freshman and Sophomore Classes in colleges recognized by this University, which
must include a knowledge of Physics, Chemistry aud Gene'al Biology or Zoology, together with appropriate labora-
tory exercises in each of these subjects, and two languages other than English (one of which must be French or Ger-
man). For detailed information seiid for catalogue.

Certificates from recognized colleges covering these requirements will be accepted in place of an examination.
Conditions will hereafter not be psrmitted to applicants if in any way conSicting with the roster of the medical

Bchool ; so that in these scientific subjects especially the records of the student should be complete before applica-
tion for admission.
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE: The course of instruction extends over four annual sessions, the

work so graded that the first and serond years are largely occupied by the fundamental medical subjects. The third
and fourth years are largely devoted to the practical branches, prominence being given to clinical instruction, and
the classes 8ul>-divided into small groups so that the individual students are brought into particularly close and per-
sonal relations with the instructors and with the patients, at the bedside and in the operating room. It is strongly
recommended that after graduation further hospital work be undertaken by the members of the class ; and at least
90 per cent, as a rule attain by competitive*examination or by appointment positions as internes in hospitals in thi8
city or elsewhere.

POST-GRADUATE WORK: (l) Any graduate possessing a baccalaureate degree may pursue work
in Anatomy, Physiology, Physiological-Chemistry, Bacteriology, Pathology, Neuropathology, Pharmacology , Ee-
search Medicine and Mental Diseases with view of obtaining the higher degrees of Master of Arts or Science and
of Doctor of Philosophy in the Graduate School of the University. For information address Dean of Graduate
School, University of Pennsylvania.

(2) Courses in Public Health (inaugurated in 1906), leading to diploma (Doctor of Public Hygiene, D.P.H ) are
open to graduates in Medicine. The subjects comprehended lu the course are : Bacteriology, Medical Protozoology
and Entomology, Chemistry, Sanitary Engineering, Sanitary Architecture, Meat and Milk Inspection, School In-
spection, Vital Statistics, Sanitary Legislation, and Personal and General Hygiene.

The full course extends over one academic year. Special subjects in the course may be taken by any one
possessing suitabl: preliminary qualifications. For details address Director of Laboratory of'Hygiene.

(3) From the opining of each term to about H'ebruary 1 courses in Tropical Medicine are ojien to graduates in
medicine compreheading instruction in Medical Climatology and Geography, Hvgiene of Tropics and of Ships,
Tropical Medicine, Bacteriology, Protozoology', Entomology, Helminthology and General Medical Zoology, Pathology,
Skin Diseases, Eye Diseases, and Surgery of Tropical Affections.

(4) During the academic session special courses in any of the branches of the medical curriculum are open to
KradUAtes of this or other regular schoo's of Medicine, both in the clinical subjects and in laboratory studies. The
excellent hospital facilities offered by the University Hospital, the neighboring Philadelphia General Hospital and
other institutions with whic'i the members of the staff of instruction are connected, guarantee exceptional oppor-
tunities for clinical observation.

TUITION FEE: Undergraduate study, $200 annually ; fees for special courses on application. Fordetailed
information or catalogue address

DEAN OF SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA, PA;
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Read what users say about

The Freas Oven
Electrically heated and Controlled

The Pathologist of a large Eastern hospital us-

ing the oven for chemical drying, incubating, etc.:

" We are very well satisfied with the Freas Electric Oven
which we have been using in this laboratory for some
months. It has proved to be very useful for a widevariety
of purposes, the regulating device keeping the tempera-
ture constant well within one dcRree ; it is one of the
most valuable pieces of laboratory apparatus with which
I have had any experience. '

'

The Professor of Chemistry of a State Institution:

"Now that I have had the Freas Oven in my laboratory
for a month, I do not see how I could get along without
it. I can hardly see how it would be possible to con-
struct anythingthat would be nearerperfection. Within
the next two wreks, I shall order one or two No. 110 for
use in our Quantitative Department."

The oven is easily set for the temperature desired by moving the indica-

tor as shown in this illustration. Contrast this with the time required to set a
mercury or other regulator of the most advanced type : the continuous watching required

on account of the uncertainty) of its proper and accurate operation.

No. C-100

Some advantages of the Freas Oven—Reliable—Durable—Accurate to well within 1
° C.

Numerous Uses—Constant temperature drying for all analytical purposes up to 1 75° C. and above
if necessary. Can be used as a combination drying oven, incubator and drying sterilizer.

Write to-day for descriptive matter to the sole distributors

EIMER & AMEND
NEW YORK

205-211 Third Avenue

Headquarters for Industrial and Educational Laboratory Supplies

PITTSBURGH
8035 Jenkins Arcade Bldg.
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THE BERNICE PAUAHI

BISHOP MUSEUM
Memoirs, Vol. II, No. 4. Quarto.

The Volcanoes of Kllauea and Mauna Loaon the Island of Hawaii

By Wm. T, Brigham, A.M., Sc.D. A compilation of the

recorded varying conditions of the volcanoes of Kilauea
and Mauna Loa to the year 1909, with index. Paper cover,

230 pages, 28 plates (1 colored), 143 text figures.

Price $3.60, postage 28 cents.

Memoirs, Vol. III. Quarto.
Ka Hana Kapa: The Making of Bark-Cloth in Hawaii

By Wm. T. Bbiqham, A.M., Sc.D. The story of the
manufacture of kapa (tapa) or bark cloth in Polynesia and
elsewhere, but especially in the Hawaiian Islands. A very
full description of this native manufacture, illustrated ex-
tensively from specimens in American and Europeaj
museums. With a portfolio of full-sized colored lithographic
reproductiona of tapa. Bound in paper covers, test 276 pages,

with 131 figures, index and 60 half tone plates (3 colored).

Loose in portfolio, 27 lithographic plates.

Price $12.50, postage, domestic 60 cents, foreign $1.00.

A list of other publications will he forwarded on request.

BISHOP MUSEUM PRESS,
HONOLULU, HAWAn, HS.K.

The Bureau of Science of the

Government of the Philippine Islands

Periodical Publication

THE PHILIPPINE JOURNAL OF SCIENCE

A scientific periodical issued in four sections. Each
section consists of six numbers per year and is separately

paged and indexed. Now in its 7th year.
PER YEAR

Section A. Chemical and Geological Sciences and
the Industries $2.00

Section B. The Philippine Journal of Tropical
Medicine 3. 00

Section C. Botany 2.00

Section D. General Biology. Ethnology and An-
thropology 2.00

The four sections to one address 7.00
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The History of Sulu. N. 31. Sakcby 0.75
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The Sugar Industry in the Island of Negros. H. S.
Walker 1.25

A Manual of Philippine Birds. R. C. MoOregor 14.00

A Flora of Manila. Elmer D. Merrill In Press

Report ofisthe Director, and Philippine Mineral Re-
sources (annual) Free

Subscriptions and orders for publications should be sent to

THE BUSINESS MANAGER
Philippine Journal of Science

Bureau of Science Manila, P.;i.

Recent Publications of the New York Botanical Garden
Journal, Vol. XIII, No. 155. An illuatrated monthly containing notes and non-teohnical articles of

general interest. SI.00 a jear.
Mycologia, Vol. IV, No. 6. An illustrated bimonthly publication devoted to fungi and lichens.

S3.00 a year. This number contains: Illustrations of Fungi—XII, by William A. Murrill;
The Agaricaeeae of the Pacific Coast—III, by William A. Murrill; Type Studies in the Hyd-
naceae—II. The Genus Steccherinum, by Howard J. Banker; Achlya DeBaryaua Humphrey
and the Prolifera Group, by W. C. Coker; Achlya gloraerata sp. nov., by W. C. Coker; News
and Notes; Index to American Mycological Literature; Index to Volume IV.

Bulletin, Vol. VIII, No. 28. $3.00 per volume. This number contains: New Species from Bolivia
collected by R. S. Williams—II, by H. H. Rusby; The Polyporaceae of Mexico, by W. A.
Murrill; Additions to the Paleobotany of the Cretaceous Formation on Long Island. No. Ill,

by Arthur Hollick.
Memoirs, Vol. 3. $2.00. Studies of Cretaceous Coniferous Remains from Kreischerville, New York,

by Arthur Hollick and Edward C. Jeffrey, vii+138 pp., with 29 plates.

Vol. 4. $2.00. Effects of the Rays of Radium on Plants, by C. Stuart Gager, vii+278 pp.,
with 73 figures and 14 plates.

North American Flora. Descriptions of the wild plants of North America. To be complete in
about thirty volumes of four or more parts each. Subscription price for entire work $1.50
per part; separate parts $2.00. Seventeen parts have been issued, seven on fungi, nine on
flowering plants, and one on ferns. Parts recently issued are :

Vol. 25, part 3, issued May 6, 1911. Rutaceae, Surianaceae, Simaroubaceae, and
Burseraceae.

Vol. 7, part 3, issued April 15, 1912. Aecidiaeeae (continuatio).
Vol. 17, part 2, issued September 13, 1912. Poaceae (para).

Contributions, a bcriee of technical papers by students or members of the staff. $5.00 per vol-
ume

; 25 cents each. Recent numbers : 152. The Genus Struthiopteris and its Represent-
atives in North America— II, by Jean Broadhurst. 153. Studies on the Rocky Mountain
Flora—XXVII, by Per Axel Rydberg. 154. Biochemical Studies of Soils Subjected to Dry
Heat, by Fred J. Seaver and Ernest D. Clark.
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ACADEMIC EFFICIENCY'-

About ten years ago I was asked by the

president and general manager of a large

manufacturing corporation to advise him
how to improve the performance of his

boiler house. During the previous winter

it was pushed to its utmost to deliver

enough steam to run the engines and to

keep the buildings warm, and the next

winter, on account of extensions to the fac-

tory and increased output, the demand for

steam would be still greater. Before be-

ginning my work the president told me
something of the history of the company,

and of how he came to be the general man-

ager. It had grown in fifty years from a

small concern to a large one, occupying sev-

eral blocks of ground. The business was

the manufacture of a variety of shelf hard-

ware. He had for several years been a di-

rector and the manager of the sales de-

partment, and on the death of the former

factory manager the directors insisted on

his taking the place, although, as he said, he

knew nothing about running a factory.

He started in to learn how by calling in the

best outside expert advice available. He
was paying $10,000 for a year's services of

a highly skilled expert in machinery, jigs

and methods of manufacturing, who was

making a revolution in the shop, which

amply justified the high price paid for his

services. This man said he knew nothing

about boilers, and therefore I was called in

to tackle the boiler problem. Incidentally

the president told me that the catalogue of

the products made by the concern con-

^ A paper presented at the Boston meeting of

the Society for the Promotion of Engineering

Education, June 28, 1912.
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tained 14,000 items, each of whicli involved

patterns, jigs, templates, storage, book-

keeping records and correspondence. Prob-

ably half of these items were either obso-

lete or in very small demand, and another

large fraction were unprofitable to handle.

Another $10,000 might have been properly

spent in making a selection of which of the

14,000 items should be abandoned and in

printing a new catalogue.

In regard to the boilers, the president told

me I could get all information available from

two men, the superintendent of the factory

and the chief engineer, who were at logger-

heads. One had told the president one

story about the boilers, and the other an op-

posite story, and he did not know which one

to believe. He called the superintendent

into the office to tell me his story and, dis-

missing him, called in the engineer, who

told me the other story. I then had the

engineer take me through the whole fac-

tory, including the power plant. On my
return to the office I told the president that

the engineer had told the facts, and that

the superintendent had not because he was

ignorant; he knew nothing about a power

plant and never would know, for his bump
of conceit was too great to permit of his

learning. I reported further that the

trouble from lack of steam was not the fault

of the boilers—there were about 25 of them,

crowding the boiler house to its capacity,

and there was no available land for an ad-

dition to it—they were making as much

steam as they should be called on to make

with due regards to economy of fuel; but

the trouble was entirely owing to the great

waste of steam throughout the factory in

winter time. Live steam was used for

heating, and numerous traps were wasting

both steam and hot water. As a result of

my investigation an exhaust-steam heating

system was installed, and that stopped all

complaints of the insufficient supply of

steam.

This long story about a factory may
seem to have nothing to do with academic

efficiency, but there are several points of

resemblance between its condition and that

of some educational establishments. They,

like it, are suffering from inefficient man-

agement continued through a long period

of years ; they have too many items in their

catalogue ; heads of departments at logger-

heads ; a board of directors who are capital-

ists, but who know nothing of the details

of the business they are supposed to di-

rect; a president and general manager who
is well versed in the advertising part of the

business, but knows nothing of the best

ways of producing its product. The fac-

tory, however, has two points of difference

from and advantage over the college. (1)

The competition of its rivals forces it to im-

prove its methods, while the college has no

such stimulus to improvement. (2) The

manager of the factory referred to knows

that he knows nothing about the best way
of running a factory and therefore calls in

outside expert assistance, the manager of

the college thinks he knows it all, and

therefore has no need of advice.

I said some educational establishments,

not all. There are others, and this brings

me to another story. It is about a univer-

sity.

A certain large university more than

twenty-five years ago had an engineering

college that was already suffering from dry

rot although it was only about ten years

old. It had a good location, excellent

buildings and equipment, and ample funds,

yet the college had lost prestige, and the

number of students was decreasing. The

president of the university knew nothing

about engineering education, but he was

wise enough not to pretend to know any-

thing about it. He asked half a dozen or

more consulting engineers and engineering

professors to visit the college and inde-

pendently to give him written reports as to
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what ought to be done to improve the col-

lege. I was one of the visitors. I found

that the college was divided into two inde-

pendent departments, one theoretical and

the other practical, each presided over by

a professor who was responsible only to the

president. I spent a morning with one of

these professors and an afternoon with the

other. Each told a tale of woe, about the

utter worthlessness and total depravity of

the other man. I advised the dismissal of

both, and the appointment of a man who
was big enough to be the head of the whole

college. Some months were spent by the

president of the university in getting these

reports and in interviewing different ex-

perts, including men whose names had been

suggested as qualified for the position. He
selected the right man, gave him full au-

thority, approved his every request, and the

trustees gave him everything he asked for

in the way of competent assistants and ad-

ditional equipment. The theoretical pro-

fessor resigned, and the practical one

gracefully subsided into a minor subordi-

nate position, where he gave no trouble.

The college grew with great rapidity. In

ten years it was in the front rank of the

engineering colleges of the world, which

position it still holds.

Note the points of similarity between the

factory and the university as related in

these two stories. Each was suffering from

inefficient management, each had a presi-

dent who was ignorant of the details of the

business, but who was conscious of his ig-

norance and was willing to take advice

from outside. In each case the advice was
taken, with the best possible results.

My subject is entitled Academic Effi-

ciency. I use this short term merely because

it has been used before to mean the effi-

ciency of educational methods, and it may be

necessary to explain that the word academic

here means relating to an academy or edu-

cational establishment, and not, as it some-

times means, "unreal" or "unpractical."

The word efficiency is often used with dif-

ferent meanings. Dr. Eliot, ex-president

of Harvard University, in his little book on
"Education for Efficiency" defines it as

"effective power for work and service dur-

ing a healthy and active life" and he says:

National education will be effective in propor-

tion as it secures in the masses the development

of this power and its application in infinitely

various forms to the national industries and the

national service.

The engineer uses a more restricted and
technical definition, the quotient of output

divided by input, or the relation or ratio of

the result achieved to the effort in obtain-

ing it. Mr. Harrington Emerson objects

to this definition as insufficient in its not

including an equitable standard of achieve-

ment or output as one of its factors, and
defines efficiency as the "relation between

an equitable standard and an actual

achievement," or "the relation between

what is and what could be."

Strictly speaking, the engineer's defini-

tion is limited to cases in which both the

input and the output may be measured in

the same unit, or in units that are convert-

ible one into the other, such as foot-pounds

and heat-units, but it is a convenient defi-

nition for many cases in which neither the

whole output nor the whole input is capa-

ble of accurate measurement in similar

terms. For example

:

We spend or give We get or gain

(Input) (Output)

Time Money or salable goods

Money or raw material Health

Physical labor Recreation

Mental labor Education

Nervous energy Satisfaction

Health

Wear and tear of machinery

If we take the engineers' definition ex-

panded in this way so as to include in the
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input every conceivable kind of expenditure

and in the output every conceivable kind

of achievement, it will apply to every ac-

tivity of man. The efficiency, while it can

not be stated in figures, as a percentage, is

measured by the value of the output in re-

lation to the input or expenditure. Thus

a business man may spend every one of the

items listed under the head of input, and

measured by a money standard the result

may show a high efficiency, but measured

by a broader standard, in which the result

as to health is a negative quantity, it is

most inefficient. Then if he takes to golf

playing he may spend time, money and

physical labor, and gain health; the effi-

ciency by the money standard is zero, but

by the broader standard, including health,

recreation and satisfaction, he may con-

sider that the efficiency of the operation is

100 per cent.

A college spends all the items listed

under "input," its efficiency is zero from

the money standard, for its business is not

to make money, and may be high or low

measured in the other items listed under

output. By Mr. Emerson's definition, the

relation of an equitable standard to the

actual achievement, or the relation be-

tween what is and what could be, we com-

pare the actual output in health, recreation,

education and satisfaction, with what
might be realized under the best possible

conditions of system and management.

Are the results what they ought to be in

kind, in quality or in c^uantity, and if they

are not, what are the defects and how can

they be remedied?

In the big factory of which the story has

been told, the product included 14,000

items, many of which shoiild have been

abandoned, and much of the inefficiency

was due to the factory's making products

that should not have been made. When an

efficiency expert begins his operations in a

factory his first questions are what kind of

product is made? Why is it made. Why
not abandon it if it is not profitable? The
same questions might be asked of a college.

The next set of questions covers the qual-

ity. Is the quality too highly refined and

too costly, so that its market is limited?

Is it too common and cheap, so that it has

to be brought into competition with the

poorest goods on the market? Is it out of

date and unfashionable? Is the quality

what it ought to be, and if not what are

the reasons, and how can it be improved?

Surely these questions may be asked of a

college, and it is the general belief that the

answers would not be complimentary to the

college. There are serious defects in the

quality of the college product.

Next come questions as to quantity.

Is the factory turning out too much of one

kind of goods, so that the market is glutted

and the price too low? Is it turning out

too little, so that it is not doing as much
business as it might do? Is it turning out

too much of one kind and not enough of

another; and if so, what changes should be

made so as to establish a proper balance?

Is the college overcrowding the profes-

sions with men who are not needed in

them? Is it failing to supply the demand
for the kind of men who are needed ? The

common opinion is that both of these ques-

tions must be answered in the affirmative.

The last report of the Carnegie Foundation

for the Advancement of Teaching says:

In almost every state of the union there are

more colleges in name than the country needs or

can afford. They have been started without much

regard to the ultimate educational demands—weak

and often superfluous colleges. In many cases

their existence makes impossible that of good high

schools which would far better serve the educa-

tional interests of the community.

After these questions of kind, quality

and quantity of product are considered,

then comes the question of cost per unit of
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product and of possible methods of reduc-

ing that cost. In the factory the solution of

these questions is one of great difficulty

and complexity. It includes the items of

location, building's, machinery, system of

organization, functional foremanship, sta-

tistics, accounting, planning of work, rout-

ing it throiigh the shop, methods of pay-

ment of wages, keeping high-priced men
only on high-priced work and finally time

study resolved into its elements, that is, mo-

tion-study. I quote from Frank B. Gil-

breth's new book on Motion Study:

There is no waste of any kind in the world that

equals the waste from needless, ill-directed and

ineffective motions. . . . Tremendous savings are

possible in the work of everybody—they are not

for one class, they are not for the trades only;

they are for the ofSces, the schools, the colleges,

the stores, the household and the farms. ... It is

obvious that these improvements must and will

come in time. But there is inestimable loss in

every hour of delay. The waste of energy of the

workers in the industries to-day is pitiful. . . .

In the meantime, while we are waiting for the

politicians and educators to realize the importance

of this subject and to create the bureaus and

societies to undertake and complete the work, we

need not be idle. There is work in abundance to

be done. Motion study must be applied to all the

industries. Our trade schools and engineering

colleges can:

1. Observe the best work of the best workers.

2. Photograph the methods used.

3. Eeeord the methods used.

4. Eeeord outputs.

5. Record costs.

6. Deduce laws.

7. Establish laboratories '

' for trying out laws. '

'

S. Embody laws in instructions.

9. Publish bulletins.

.10. Cooperate to spread results and to train the

rising generation.

Mr. Gilbreth refers to motion study of

the industries that are producing material

wealth, but his words may be applied to

the industry of educating men and women,

that is, to the schools and colleges.

The methods of reducing the cost per

unit of product in industrial concerns have
now been reduced to a science by the man-
agement experts, Taylor, Gantt, Emerson,
Parkhurst and others. In educational cir-

cles only the merest beginning has been
made. Bulletin No. 5 of the Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teach-

ing, a quarto pamphlet of 134 pages, en-

titled "Academic and Industrial Effi-

ciency," contains a report by Morris

Llewellyn Cooke of the investigation of the

department of physics of eight different

colleges or universities. Mr. Cooke has had
several years' experience as expert on man-
agement of industrial works, and is now
Director of Public "Works of the city of

Philadelphia. His report is only a prelim-

inary one, and covers little more than a

statistical investigation of the cost of in-

struction in physics per student-hour, and
some observations on methods of adminis-

tration, and on the economical use of build-

ings and of the time of the professors and
instructors, in all of which he found great

differences. The total cost of physics per

student-hour at Harvard was $1.08 and at

Wisconsin $0.60. Of these totals the in-

terest on plant and equipment and adminis-

trative expense account is $0.53 at Har-

vard, and $0.18 at "Wisconsin. There are

differences in the colleges which are far

more important, however, than those that

can be expressed in dollars and cents. For
example, Mr. Cooke found one in which the

professors showed the heartiest interest in

the progress of each individual student,

and another in which "every time the stu-

dents were mentioned, there were evidences

that the teachers had in mind the students'

scholarly inferiority and waywardness."

The cost per student-hour for any sub-

ject may be obtained as in Mr. Cooke's in-

vestigation. It will be a far larger task to

determine the efficiency of the student-hour

—that is, what return in valuable education
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the student gets for the expenditure of the

thousands of student-hours that he spends

in college. We have as yet no standards of

measurement by which educational effi-

ciency can be satisfactorily measured, but

it can not be doubted that some day such

standards will be found, when well-quali-

fied experts are employed to find them.

For a method of obtaining such a standard

in English composition, see the writer's

paper in Proceedings of the Society for the

Promotion of Engineering Education in

1907 on "An Experiment in Teaching

English to Freshmen in a University.
'

'

Efficiency, according to the engineers'

definition, is the relation of output to input,

or the relation of the result to the effort

and cost expended in achieving it. From

the college student's standpoint, the input

is four years of time and say $2,000 to

$4,000 in money. The output is what he re-

ceives for that amount of time and money.

Let us put what he receives in tabular form

under two heads, life and study.

Acquaintance.

Companionship.

Fraternity.

Social activity.

Athletics.

Eeading.

Leisure.

Travel.

Moral uplift.

Disciplinary.

Information.

Life

Cultural j

Study

Technical

Curious

firFoundations of

Science and Art.

Relating directly

to life work.

Non-useful or

dilettante.

How many hours out of the 24 in a day

are student-hours, and how many are de-

voted to so-called college life? Is his time

properly divided between the activities of

life and study? Of the student-hours is

there the proper balance between the cul-

tural and the other branches? How and

by whom is this balance determined?

Which of the courses are prescribed and

which are elective, and why? What text-

books are used, and why? Are particular

courses taught by the text-book and recita-

tion methods, by the lecture and notebook

method, by the problem method, or by the

laboratory method? Is each teacher free

to use his own method or is the method de-

termined on by a department head or com-

mittee or by other authority? What ex-

perimental pedagogical work has been done

to discover the relative efficiency of differ-

ent methods ? What are the results of such

experiments? Have they been reduced to

statistical form and published? What is

the administration doing to improve edu-

cational efficiency? Is there any method

employed to measure the relative efficiency

of different teachers, or of the same teacher

in different years or when using different

methods? How are the tenures of office,

promotion, salary, etc., determined? How
are poor teachers got rid of or transferred

to other positions in which they may be

more efficient. What is the organization

of the college, and what are the efficiencies

of the board of trustees, the president, and

the heads of departments? If an investi-

gator like Mr. Cooke, or preferably a com-

mission of investigators, were to report to

the Carnegie Foundation answers to these

questions after a year's examination of a

dozen or more institutions of learning, it is

safe to say that an appalling lack of effi-

ciency would be disclosed. The commission

would find every grade of goodness and

of badness in the teaching staff, teachers

generally overworked, underpaid and dis-

satisfied and on the lookout for positions

elsewhere. It would find self-perpetuating

boards of trustees responsible to nobody,
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individual trustees chosen not for any edu-

cational qualification, but solely because

they are men of wealth and influence;

presidents chosen through personal or po-

litical favoritism, whose ideas of education

are those of the middle ages, and whose

methods of government are those of the

tyrant. It would find the conditions men-

tioned by President Benton, of the Univer-

sity of Vermont, in his inaugural address,

1911, the election of new members of the

faculty dependent entirely on the dictum of

the president, "the administrative office a

veritable cesspool where unpleasant experi-

ences are deposited," "a coterie of pro-

fessors painfully sycophantic in the pres-

ence of their lord and master and bitterly

denunciatory of him when left to them-

selves," "reprehensible hypocrisy by those

who teach," etc. President Benton seems

to be unaware of the fact that the syco-

phancy and hypocrisy which he thus be-

wails are the inevitable results of govern-

ment by an ignorant despot, and that they

can be done away with only by a radical

change in the system of government. I do

not wish to be understood as believing that

the conditions thus described are universal.

There are many institutions in which there

is no autocratic government, and in which

the government approaches in some re-

spect to democratic ideals, where free

speech is possible, where merit is recognized

and rewarded, and where the teaching

methods are constantly being improved.

Here and there we find evidences of at-

tempts to find the best methods, and of new
experiments in education whose results are

very promising, for example, Professor

Franklin's improvement at Lehigh in the

method of teaching laboratory physics, the

examination of the English teaching in dif-

ferent technical schools by Professor Earle

of Tufts College, the introduction of the

preceptorial system at Princeton, Professor

Schneider's cooperative system in Cincin-

nati, the university extension work at Wis-

consin, the investigation by a committee of

the Society of American Bacteriologists of

the teaching of microbiology, and Dr.

Rumely's experimental preparatory school

at Interlaken, Ind.

Mr. Harrington Emerson has written a

book entitled "The Twelve Principles of

Efficiency.
'

' He wrote it with especial ref-

erence to the efficiency of manufacturing

establishments, but the principles may be

applied to educational institutions. They
are the following: (1) Clearly defined

ideals. (2) Common sense. (3) Compe-
tent counsel. (4) Discipline. (5) The
fair deal. (6) Reliable, immediate and ex-

act records. (7) Despatching. (8) Stand-

ards and schedules. (9) Standardized

conditions. (10) Standardized operations.

(11) Written standard practise instruc-

tions. (12) Efficiency reward. The in-

vestigating committee might use this list

of twelve principles of efficiency in its ex-

amination of the colleges and find to what

extent they are in operation.

Suppose that the Carnegie Foundation

were to have an investigation made such as

is here suggested, what good would it do?

The same good that Mr. Cooke's investiga-

tion of the cost of the student-hour did,

and something more. It would call public

attention to the subject, and might lead

some universities to reform some of their

methods. It would reveal how bad things

are, which is the first step toward reform.

The report would be denounced as Mr.

Cooke's has been, by college presidents and

by editorial writers of conservative ways

of thinking, as utterly subversive of all

the ancient educational ideals, and involv-

ing '

' a gross and fundamental error.
'

' But

it would set men thinking. It would show

them that some universities and colleges
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and some educational methods are better

than others, and give the public some

knowledge which would enable them to se-

lect the best colleges, and some educators

of a progressive turn of mind the informa-

tion they are looking for in regard to

methods.

The best possible result of such a report,

however, might be that it might induce some

multi-millionaire to think that he had a

duty to perform in helping to improve the

efficiency of educational methods, by con-

tributing the funds that would be required

to carry on an educational experiment sim-

ilar in extent to the experiments carried on

by Mr. F. W. Taylor in the Midvale and

Bethlehem Steel Works. It required more

than twenty years of labor and the expendi-

ture of some hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars to carry on his experiments on tool

steel, which have revolutionized machine-

shop practise, and on scientific manage-

ment, which bids fair to cause a far more

important revolution in all our industrial

systems. Mr. Taylor's system of manage-

ment can not be adopted without many
modifications by an educational institution,

but his system of experimentation can be.

It is simply the careful collection of all

the facts by an expert, their study by

mathematical methods, the making of ex-

periments to get more facts, their further

study, and careful reasoning to arrive at

correct conclusions. It takes years of time,

thousands of dollars of money, and can

only be undertaken with any probability

of reaching valuable results by a scientific

expert who is entirely unhampered by old

traditions. The motto of the conservative

is "whatever is is right," that of the sci-

entific expert is, "whatever is is apt to be

wrong; I am going to test it and find out

whether it is right or wrong. '

'

Here is the outline of an educational ex-

periment to take ten years of time and

cost half a million of dollars—less money,

by the way, than one second-class univer-

sity has spent on its equipment for athlet-

ics within a few years, and less than has

been paid by some millionaires for a

couple of paintings.

Appoint a commission of five well-edu-

cated men who are not connected with any
educational institution, say a minister, a

doctor, a farmer, a merchant and an engi-

neer, to secure a wide diversity in points

of view. Pay them $5,000 a year each for

the first year, and a smaller sum in succeed-

ing years, when their time will not be fully

occupied, and provide them with an office,

stenographer and clerk, and funds for

traveling expenses. Let them spend a pre-

liminary year in investigating actual edu-

cational conditions in this country, collect-

ing facts, statistics and expert opinions, on

which they should prepare a report. They
should also report their opinion on what

should be the course of education of a boy

between the ages of 14 and 16, if he in-

tends to go to work in the mechanical

trades or in commerce at the age of 16,

also what should be the course from 14 to

18 (1) if he intends to go to work at 18,

(2) if he intends to enter a general college,

(3) if he intends to enter a technical

school. The second year the experiment

is to be begun. Select a hundred boys who
are ready to enter high school, of the ma-

jority of whom there is a reasonable prob-

ability that they will, if they prove fitted

for it at 18, take a college course. Rent a

preparatory school, or a portion of one,

and have the boys taught, by selected

teachers, in the courses laid down by the

commission. Provide enough tutors or

preceptors to insure that the education of

the boys is properly supervised and that

their time is not wasted. Continue their

high school education, for as many of them

as stay in school, for four years. During
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all this time the commissioners are to be

studying methods of high-school teaching,

and methods of measuring the efficiency

of teaching, preparing practical standards

of examination, not merely to test the

memory of the scholars, as in ordinary ex-

aminations, but to test their mental and

bodily powers. Find out not only what

the boys know, as a mere act of memory,

but what and how they think, and what

they can actually do. Test not only the

hundred boys, or as many of them as re-

main, but also boys in other high schools,

by the same standards or by other

standards that may be proposed by the

high school teachers. Cultivate the same

spirit of emulation for success in schol-

arship that now exists for success in

the athletic field, but give them also

enough athletics and other recreation to

develop their bodies as well as their minds.

Train them also in hygiene, in morals and

in manners, to make them not only scholars

but gentlemen.

During these four years the commission-

ers are also studying college administra-

tion, courses, methods of teaching and effi-

ciency, and determining standards of

measurement of efficiency. When the

boys are through their preparatory course

of four years, send them to such colleges

as have been selected for them, have them

take the courses for which they are fitted,

provide tutors for them and watch their

progress through the college, testing them

by predetermined standards in compari-

son with other college students. At the end

of the four year college courses, the com-

mission is to report on the whole eight

years' experiment. It will be found that

many mistakes have been made, but prob-

ably not so many as would be made in an

ordinary eight years' course of high school

and college. The success of the experi-

ment is not to be judged by the success of

these selected boys, but by the value of the

information obtained and reported on by
the commissioners as to the various meth-

ods of teaching and of college administra-

tion and by the acquirement of standards

by which academic efficiency may be meas-

ured in the future.

During the whole of the eight years' ex-

periment the boys should be required to

keep a diary in which they record what

seems to be the most important items con-

cerning their education, and they should

once a year present to the commissioners a

written report of their progress, keeping a

copy for their own future use. Four years

after they have graduated from college,

when their minds are sufficiently mature,

they should be asked to write critical re-

ports of their educational career as it then

appears to them. A study of these reports

by the commission, which should be con-

tinued in existence for that purpose, would

no doubt furnish fruitful ideas for further

educational progress.

Cecil Rhodes did a noble work in estab-

lishing the foundation of the Rhodes

Scholarships in Oxford. Andrew Carnegie

has done a grand work in establishing the

Carnegie Institutes for Scientific Research

and for the Advancement of Teaching.

Equally grand will be the work of him who
shall establish a foundation for the appli-

cation of the methods of scientific manage-

ment to the improvement of academic effi-

ciency.

This proposed plan is merely a sugges-

tion. There may be a better plan, but

whatever it may be it will take years of

hard work and a large sum of money to ac-

complish the desired results. It might be

undertaken by the Carnegie Foundation

for the Advancement of Teaching, by the

Russell Sage Foundation, or by the gov-

ernment, but the funds of these founda-

tions are probably already fully employed,
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and judging by the past non-activity of the

government in educational matters it

might take twenty years of agitation be-

fore congress could be induced to make the

necessary appropriation. The government

has a Department of Agriculture which is

making experiments for the farmer, to en-

able him to grow larger and better crops,

a Bureau of Forestry which is trying to

conserve our forests, a Bureau of Mines

which is experimenting on improving the

methods of mining and on the prevention

of accidents. It has also a Bureau of Edu-

cation, which publishes statistics of schools

and colleges and some interesting papers

on educational subjects, but which has

never investigated academic efficiency or

carried on an educational experiment. All

educational reforms in this country have

been originated by individual philanthro-

pists or by individual universities. They

do not come about by normal process of

evolution in the educational world or by

governmental action, with perhaps the

single exception, the Morrill Land Grant

Act of 1862, just fifty years ago. We
therefore must look for a millionaire phi-

lanthropist to begin the great educational

experiment which will lead to improving

the methods of training our future citi-

zens.

Our modem educational literature, ad-

dresses of college presidents, school super-

intendents, proceedings of societies, etc.,

all show the prevailing consensus of opin-

ion that there is something seriously wrong

with our whole educational system, and

that instead of getting better it is con-

stantly tending to grow worse. There ex-

ists also a great amount of ultra-conserva-

tism and of mental inertia relating to the

subject. It is high time that something

practical be done in the way of reform.

William Kent

TEE PBOBLEM OF ORGANIZATION

II

THE PKOGEAM

I have heard the title "philosophical

biologist" applied to biologists who talk

about such matters as this problem of or-

ganization. The honor is totally un-

merited. The problem is in strictest sense

a biological problem. No doubt philosophy

is interested in its solution. Philosophy is

and ever has been a field for speculation

about unsolved biological problems. When
biology and other natural sciences shall

have solved all their problems, a consid-

erable burden will have been lifted from

the shoulders of philosophy. This helpful

relation should, however, be a mutual one.

Science will never solve its problems—at

most, it will never do more than think it

has solved them—unless it constantly real-

izes its own limitations and unless it fre-

quently assures itself of the security of its

foundations. Now, perhaps more than at

any other time, the natural scientist stands

in need of help which may well come from

the philosopher. Is it not timely to raise

the question as to the validity of the as-

sumptions upon which science rests and the

integrity of the methods by which we at-

tempt to progress? Science is a tool by

means of which the human mind seeks

truth. This tool was not fashioned by some

omniscient being and bestowed upon man
for his use. He made it himself. Is it

possible that the tool is now antiquated in

its structure or so distorted and worn with

long use that it no longer cuts true?

This problem of organization, in the

sense in which I have stated it, is not only

a biological problem. It is in a broad sense

a physical problem. The materials of bio-

logical science consist of those substances

which we call living, and the energies

whose existence is revealed to us by the mo-

tions of the bodies composed of those sub-
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stances. In the formation of a crystal we
conceive of certain energies working in

certain ways. Every formative event in an

organism is a phenomenon of matter in mo-

tion. The investigation of form and or-

ganization reduces ultimately to an in-

vestigation of the energies involved in the

motions and configurations of certain sub-

stances—biophysics. "We would know the

nature and mode of operation of these

energies. Are they resultants or complexes

of forms of energy with which we feel our-

selves somewhat more familiar as we view

them in the non-living? Or shall we find

that living substance serves as the vehicle

for energies peculiar to itself? In the lat-

ter case we shall simply have lengthened

the known list of truly physical agents

that is, agents which are involved in the

motions of molecules capable of analysis

into known chemical elements. If any pe-

culiar energetic properties of living sub-

stance should be demonstrated, whether

such energies should be regarded as phys-

ical or non-physical is a question, not of

fact, but merely of terminology.

But before we can preface our inquiry

with "what" and "how," we must first

ask, where? Our problem of organization

is to a large extent the problem of deter-

mining the situation of the energies in-

volved in the formation and harmonious

operation of organic systems. One impor-

tant step has already been gained. It is

not so long since we looked hopefully to the

environment in which the animal lives as

the seat of some, if not all, of the energies

of organization. Now we know that the

germ possesses something more than merely

the fundamental capacities for metabolism

and growth. It is not a bit of indifferent

plastic substance which is molded into

shape by an elaborate complex of environ-

mental forces. The energies which under-

lie organization are seated in the living

substance itself. "We now press our ques-

tion one step further. "Where, in relation

to each system of the organism, are the

energies which produce the organization of

that system? Does each organic unit con-

tain within itself an energy-complex suffi-

cient for the part played by that unit in

the system to which it belongs and in all

higher systems, or shall we find more com-

prehensive energy-complexes transcending

and dominating the intrinsic energies of

all the units of a system?

It is in the developing organism that

this problem of organization most insist-

ently demands our attention. There we
see the complex arising from what appears

to be simple, system growing out of system,

one organization after another derived

from something which gave within itself no

evidence of the existence of such organiza-

tions. The adult organism presents more

nearly a static condition. "When we under-

stand how organic systems arise in onto-

geny, we shall doubtless be in a fair way to

know, if we do not then already know, how
organization is maintained in the adult.

Not only is the problem essentially a prob-

lem of the developing organism, but de-

velopment offers to the investigator the

most promising field of attack. He is by

no means restricted to embryonic develop-

ment. Eegenerative development involves

essentially the same processes as embryonic

development. Precisely the same prob-

lems exist in both and for obvious practical

reasons there are great advantages in favor

of experimentally controlled regeneration

as a means of discovering the location of the

energies which produce organization.

Units of organization representing at

least the more conspicuous grades of units

which we see in the adult appear early in

the ontogeny of metazoa. At first we see

cells only, but very soon they become dis-

posed in sheets or layers which, so far as
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visible structure is concerned, are the em-

bryonic equivalent of tissues in the adult.

These germ layers almost immediately

undergo local modifications wherein we see

the embryonic equivalent of organs. And
before development progresses very far,

structural peculiarities appear which corre-

spond to specific characteristics of the

whole individual. As the observer attempts

to follow these events of ontogeny he soon

finds himself confused and lost in so great

a complication of developmental opera-

tions that he can no longer surely distin-

guish processes which are functions of the

organization of cells as cells, and processes

which are functions of the organization of

embryonic tissues, and others which may
be functions of units of organization of yet

higher grade.

In our approach toward the problem of

organization, a step of the utmost impor-

tance will have been gained when we have

so far analyzed developmental operations

that each component process may be posi-

tively identified as the function of a struc-

tural unit corresponding to an organiza-

tion of a certain grade. We must at the

outset clearly distinguish between processes

which depend upon the operation of proto-

plasmic mechanism of one grade or another,

and those events or conditions which are

entirely independent of active physiolog-

ical factors, as, for example, Avlien the orien-

tation of an egg cell in space and the dis-

tribution of some substance in the egg are

directly due to gravity acting upon a heavy

yolk. We must then determine, for each

truly physiological developmental event, its

value or position in the scale of organiza-

tions. We shall then have come to recog-

nize in a certain developmental event, for

example, a process which requires the

operation of no organization higher than

that which is fundamentally inherent in all

cells. Any cells whatever, being in that

particular physiological state—that is, as

I'egards general metabolic conditions and
the like—and placed in that particular

physical environment, would exactly re-

produce the developmental event which is

before us. (I distinguish between the

physical environment which includes all

those conditions, such as temperature, pres-

sure, chemical constitution of the medium,
which are either independent of the struc-

ture of protoplasm, or only indirectly or

remotely determined by it ; and the physio-

logical environment, essentially physical in

nature, which includes the action of im-

mediately present specific protoplasmic

mechanisms.) Thus, it is conceivable that

the earlier cleavage events, in at least some

animals, are of this elementary character,

inasmuch as they may show no definite or

necessary relations to the organizations

which appear later. In many eases the

cleavage plan may be profoundly modified

without important effect upon the subse-

quent development. In another instance

we may distinguish a process for which the

mechanism common to all cells is not ade-

quate. It is, we will suppose, a process re-

quiring, superimposed upon the essential

cell mechanism, something else which re-

sults in the association together of numer-

ous similar cells to constitute a layer or

tissue of specific structural and physiolog-

ical character; for example, the ectoderm.

Beyond that in this case we need not go,

for it becomes clear to us that any group

of cells Avhatever, belonging to a tissue of

this type and placed in a physical situation

like that which exists in our supposed case,

would exhibit that particular formative be-

havior which we have there observed. It

is the essential point in this case that the

process is one which has no necessary rela-

tion to the specific features of an organ or

any higher complex of the individual. It

may, indeed, be a process which partici-
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pates in an important way in the develop-

ment of an organ, but it contributes noth-

ing of specific character to that organ inas-

much as tissue of the same type would play

precisely the same role in the development

of any other organ. It is therefore essen-

tially a tissue process, being one which in

no way bears the impress of any higher or-

ganization of the individual. The inherent

propensity of an epithelium for investing

a surface illustrates the tissue process.

In yet another instance we see a group

of tissue elements undergoing changes

which result in the establishment of some

specific feature of an organ, such as the

alveolus of a gland, or a Bowman's capsule

of the kidney. Not every group of elements

belonging to the type of tissue concerned

would, even if placed in the physical situa-

tion occupied by the group under considera-

tion, give rise to that same structure. It is

clear, however, that a certain structure may
upon occasion be formed by a group of ele-

ments other than that which would nor-

mally give rise to it. The tissue elements

which normally do form a certain structure

of high order, and those which in emergency

can do so, must either contain within them-

selves or encounter in their environment an

energy-complex which determines their ac-

tivity. Something, therefore, must be

added to or impressed upon the organiza-

tion of an epithelial tissue or else some-

thing corresponding to the organization of

the higher system must dominate the tissue

prganization. In this case, then, we have

an example of a developmental event which

owes its occurrence to energetic factors be-

longing to that grade of organization cor-

responding to those larger structural com-

plexes which, in the ordinary anatomical

sense, we call organs.

Finally we observe that organs develop

in such a way that certain larger structural

complexes are established. The several

organs come to have, in a great variety of

ways, very definite relations one to another.

Especially conspicuous are the spatial re-

lations which result in a certain body plan

and general form. These larger relations

and peculiarities characterize an organic

unit higher in grade than the organ,

namely, the organism as a whole or the

individual or, as Haeckel names it, the per-

son. We meet here precisely the same prob-

lem which we have met at every other level

of organization. It is conceivable that ab-

solutely indifferent cells exist—cells pos-

sessing no organization beyond that repre-

sented in the structural substratum com-

mon to all cells. When a cell becomes a

tissue cell the fundamental cell organiza-

tion must have been modified or something

must have been added to it or something

must dominate it. Further, a tissue as

such, while possessing certain definite

habits of growth, is indeterminate in form.

In an epithelium one dimension, thickness,

is approximately determined. In muscle

tissue no dimension is determined. When
a tissue becomes shaped into an organ or

some part of an organ, the fundamental

tissue organization must have been modi-

fied or something must have been added to

it or something must dominate it. Still

further there is no universal necessity gov-

erning the larger relations which exist

amongst organs. We need only compare

individuals of different species to see that

similar and corresponding organs may be

related to one another in a variety of ways

so that individuals very unlike in body

plan and general form result. Somewhere

in ontogeny must exist energetic factors re-

sponsible for these larger features which

characterize the individual as a whole.

These factors may consist in modifications

of organizations of lower orders or in some-

thing added to them, or they may consist

in some energy-complex which transcends
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and dominates inferior organizations. Be-

yond denial there is a specific something,

if it be nothing more than accidental chem-

ical peculiarities of cells or smaller units,

which corresponds to the organization of

the individual as a whole. "When, there-

fore, we see two organs arising in an em-

bryonic cell layer which is otherwise lack-

ing in visible differentiation, the distance

between these two organs bearing to other

dimensions in the embryo a ratio which is

fairly constant for embryos of that species,

we have before us an instance of the

operation of the organization as a whole.

Many developmental events we may even

now attribute, with a fair degree of confi-

dence, to organizations of certain grade.

Perhaps this is to a greater extent true of

the later and more complex developmental

operations than of the earlier and simpler.

When we see a limited region of a tissue

whose physical (in distinction to physiolog-

ical) environment can not be far from

homogeneous give rise to a structure of

considerable complexity, it is highly prob-

able that the action of an organization

higher than that of the tissue is involved.

But who can say whether the typical pro-

cess of gastrulation is a function of cells or

of cell layers? Do the factors concerned

in gastrulation consist of a certain physical

environment plus cell organization, or does

this process depend essentially upon that

higher organization in virtue of which the

embryonic cells are associated together in a

blastoderm, or does it involve specific fac-

tors higher in grade than those which de-

termine organization as a mere cell layer?

Or, indeed, does it involve no protoplasmic

mechanism of any grade, being entirely

dependent upon the physical environment

and the gross physical properties of the

blastula wall? While I am strongly of the

opinion that gastrulation depends upon

physiological factors of an order higher

than cell organization, I can not offer abso-

lute proof of it.

When we have identified the grade of

the organization responsible for a particu-

lar developmental event, our next task-^-

doubtless a much more difficult one—will

be to discover the location of the dynamic

factors which determine that event. Are

they numerous, mutually independent, col-

lectively uncontrolled, seated in the several

elements of the responsible system, the

event in question being merely the result-

ant effect of their separate operation ? Or

does some larger dynamic agent dominate

the behavior of all the subordinate mem-
bers of the system? When we have ac-

complished all this we may well feel en-

couraged to press on to the discovery of

the mode of operation and the nature of

these organic energies.

THE BEALITT OF ORGANIZATION

Now the question arises whether this con-

ception of organizations of various grades

consists in anything more than an artificial

and arbitrary classification of the complex

phenomena of ontogeny and of the com-

plexities of adult structure. Is it not of

the same nature and value as our classifi-

cation of animals? We have devised a

scheme whereby we regard animals as

segregated into a series of groups—species,

genera and so on—subordinated one to

another. We arbitrarily separate these

groups by sharp lines. While the scheme

expresses, to some extent, our ideas con-

cerning the past history of animals, the

groups themselves have no real existence

"in nature," as we say. There these sharp

lines do not exist. The species or other

group has no definite limits in space, no

form, no integrity. It has no organization

as a whole. It is true that some close anal-

ogies may be drawn between phylogenetic
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history and ontogenetic history. We con-

ceive of phylogeny as working from the

simple to the complex. An original an-

cestor gives rise to series of animals which

inherit peculiarities of the common ances-

tor and acquire various additional pecul-

iarities. It is a process of differentiation.

The oosperm is the original ancestor of all

the cells of the individual. Ontogeny

works from the simple to the complex. As
it progresses cells "inherit" certain pe-

culiarities from the common ancestor, the

oosperm, and "acquire" other peculiarities

which, so far as visible structural features

are concerned, are new for that individual.

Thus arises differentiation into the numer-

ous types of tissue cells. (It is a curious

inconsistency of the scientific mind that in

ontogeny, where we can directly observe

the history of the whole "race" of cells,

having before us both the beginning and

the end of their evolution, we are strongly

inclined to believe that the "new" char-

acters which appear as differentiation

progresses were somehow potentially pre-

sent in the common ancestor, the oosperm.

Turning from this evolution of a cell king-

dom to that larger evolution of an animal

kingdom whose beginning and end we can

not compass, of whose history only a brief

and far from lucid chapter lies within our

observation, we are equally strongly in-

clined to look for the causes of new char-

acters anywhere under heaven rather than

to attempt to think of them as having been

somehow latent in a remote ancestor!)

In spite of striking analogies, phylogeny

and ontogeny are quite clearly different in

their mode of operation. The noteworthy

feature of ontogeny is the concerted and

coordinated behavior of many elements,

either of the same kind or of different

kinds. This harmonious action of ele-

ments gives rise to configurations which

are definite and limited. "Within phylo-

genetie groups such coordinated behavior

of numerous individuals does not, ip gen-

eral, exist. "We see something similar to it

in the social organizations of some animals,

but outside of the human species it is ex-

ceptional. "Within the human species so-

cial organization is all-important. There

are conspicuous analogies between the co-

ordinated behavior of human individuals

and the concerted action of the structural

elements of an individual. "We may well

raise the question whether an unprejudiced

and open-minded study of these analogies

may not serve to guide us toward the truth

in our attempt to interpret and "explain"

the organization which we see within the

individual. For the single cell and the

whole multicellular animal are both living

beings of one kind or another. This brings

us to the edge of a vast subject whose full

discussion at this point would be both pre-

mature and aside from our main thesis.

In general, then, phylogenetic groups

lack organization. They possess no form

unless it be geographical distribution, and
this, even were our knowledge of it com-

plete, must be so indefinite that it can be

described only by means of arbitrarily

drawn lines. In geographical distribution

there is nothing closely comparable to the

problem of form within the individual.

Distribution has its problems, but the fac-

tors in it are relatively well known and

intelligible. In general they consist, upon

the one hand, of the various conditions

contained within the physical environment

and, upon the other hand, of the peculiari-

ties in the organization of the individuals

of the group. But these are the peculiari-

ties of the organization of the individual

as an individual. So far as form is con-

cerned, and aside from the relatively rare

phenomena of social organization, there is
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no evidence that a species or other group

contains any organization higher than that

of its members as individuals. This lack

of form in the phylogenetic group is most

significant in the present connection, for

it affords us an example of what results,

in the ivay of form, from the action of

physical environment on a group of living

units possessing no organization higher

than that of each individual as such. In

contrast to this we see everywhere in on-

togeny precisely coordinated action of nu-

merous elements resulting in forms which

are not only definite, but elaborate. The

physical environment in ontogeny may be

considerably altered, yet these forms insist

upon developing. Is it not futile, at this

stage of our knowledge, to attempt to think

of tissues originating in ontogeny by the

action of a physical environment upon in-

different cells, or to think of organs arising

similarly from indifferent tissues? "While

it is becoming that science, as well as scien-

tists, should be modest in its claims, never-

theless to underestimate our knowledge

merely retards progress. We now possess

a large body of well-authenticated data

upon ontogeny. I can not see in these

data the least evidence that an environ-

ment which is, in the ordinary sense,

purely physical—that is, devoid of specific

physiological factors—has any power what-

ever to organize living substance. Upon

the other hand there is every evidence that

organization arises within the living sub-

stance and that the living organizes the

non-living. To admit that originally the

living arises spontaneously from the non-

living by any such process as fortuitous

concourse of atoms is explicitly to deny

that the non-living has organizing power,

for then organization begins by accident

and higher organizations could arise only

by continuance of accidents within the

living substance itself, environment merely

acting selectively. Even if chance is the

creative element in phylogeny, it is not so

in ontogeny. The development of the in-

dividual does not progress by trial and

error.

We must admit, I believe, that in onto-

geny cells are somehow directly and actively

organized into tissues, and tissues and cells

are still further organized into organs.

The physical environment of a group of

embryonic cells is no more capable of or-

ganizing those cells into a higher complex

of elaborate form, than is that larger en-

vironment in which the whole animal lives

capable of directly determining in ontog-

eny the form of the animal as a whole.

I see no escape from the conclusion that

specific organic or physiological factors

—

djTiamic factors seated in protoplasmic

structure—are involved in this organizing

of lower structural elements into higher.

Furthermore, our analysis of the adult

organism into organs, tissues and cells of

various kinds is not, to any important

extent, arbitrary. Here sharply drawn

lines do exist. In the adult animal we do

not find cells which constitute a continuous

graded series between two distinctly differ-

ent types of cells. A cell is either one

thing or another. Neither do the several

types of tissues in any individual merge

indistinguishably one into another, as do

species. In ontogeny a cell of one type

may become transformed into a cell of

another type, passing gradually through

all the intermediate conditions. But the

change is completed so that ultimately the

cell is distinctly of one type and not of the

other. If in the adult animal there are
'

' indifferent cells,
'

' they are not indifferent

in the sense of being indefinitely inter-

mediate in character between cells of dif-

ferent types. Their very indifference eon-
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stitutes them into a class sliarply separated

from differentiated tissue cells. Or they

may be potential tissue cells which have

not yet undergone their definitive trans-

formation. When therefore we say that

an animal is composed of organs, the or-

gans of tissues, and the tissues of cells, we

are not merely proposing a classification

for the sake of injecting some order into

complex structural data. Clearly, this

scheme of organic structure represents sub-

stantial existence.

Our conviction of its reality is corrobo-

rated by the facts of development. It is

true that ontogeny, like phylogeny, is a

process within which at every point there

is gradual transition from one form to

another. Here again, then, are we not

arbitrary in attempting to distinguish or-

ganizations of distinctly different grades?

No, for there is this profound difference

between phylogeny and ontogeny. In

phylogeny the intermediate forms to a

large extent persist as such, and each inter-

mediate individual has precisely the same

organic value as any individual of either

of the species between which it is inter-

mediate. In ontogeny the transitional

stage is of relatively brief duration. While

in this stage the element has the organic

value of that unit of higher order which it

is destined to become, and not that of any

unit of lower order. It is intermediate

therefore only in external aspect. It is po-

tentially an element of a distinct type and

it is assuming the structural characteristics

of that type as rapidly as the organic ener-

gies concerned can elaborate them. On-

togeny, then, while it is in a sense a process

in which there is gradual change from one

thing to another, is nevertheless a process

.whose essential feature is the establishment

of sharply marked differences. This com-

parison between phylogeny and ontogeny

is, of course, open to the objection that we
describe the developmental process with

reference to its end, which we are able to

observe, while the end of the phylogenetic

process does not yet appear. Finally, the

sequence in which structural systems make
their appearance in ontogeny corresponds

to the relations which they exhibit in the

adult. In general we actually see, in the

embryo, cells building up tissues, tissues

building up subsidiary organs, and these

uniting to form successively higher organic

complexes. Were the sequence otherwise,

we might well doubt if our conception of

organizations of various grades, one sub-

ordinated to another, had any real value.

When, therefore, we attempt to liken a

tissue to a species, the comparison soon

becomes forced. It is quite clear that the

tissue is a real thing, a definite configura-

tion of matter, exhibiting certain physical

and physiological properties which can

only be regarded as the expression of a pre-

cisely corresponding dynamic complex.

The species, no less real, is a human con-

cept. In view, then, of the known facts of

adult structure and of ontogeny, and by
comparison of these facts with what we
know of phylogeny, we can hardly escape

the conclusion that our conception of the

individual as representing, in its entirety,

the highest of a descending series of or-

ganizations is, so far as it goes, a statement

of biological truth.

CONSEQUENCES

Granting that this conception of the con-

stitution of the individual organism repre-

sents substantial reality, the problems

therein presented to us are not rivaled in

importance by any with which biology has

to deal. The problems of heredity and
evolution are intimately, inseparably, re-

lated to this one of organization, for they,

too, represent one aspect or another of the
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fundamental problem of organic form.

When we understand the dynamics of form

in the individual organism, we shall be

well on our way toward understanding

how a certain form is repeated in a series

of genetically related individuals, and how
in phylogenetie history form may undergo

change. Of supreme importance to us is a

knowledge of the nature of our own organ-

ization. It is perfectly clear to us that we
ourselves are animals and that the attri-

butes and powers which we possess are

shared in greater or less measure by other

living beings. So far as form and organ-

ization are concerned, we recognize other

animals so nearly like ourselves that we
include ourselves with them in the same

sub-order of our scheme of classification.

Whatever shall be found to be true regard-

ing the nature of the organization of other

organisms must inevitably be true of our

own organization. The full realization of

this truth must have for us a significance

which it is now quite impossible to esti-

mate. The intellectual value of so great

an addition to our knowledge affords in

itself sufficient motive and justification for

the pursuit of that knowledge. Beyond

this intellectual value lie utilitarian possi-

bilities whose value exceeds conjecture.

If we shall succeed in proving to our

complete satisfaction that organization is

the resultant effect of the action of auton-

omous elements—that it is merely an ap-

pearance presented to us by the results of

the curious accidents of molecules—our

attitude toward ourselves and toward the

universe in general must, so far as we

realize the full import of that view, be pro-

foundly affected thereby. If any one ob-

jects that this view, if true, is an unde-

sirable truth and that we might better not

know it, we can only reply with the faith

that the truth can not hurt us, and in any

case science is bent upon having the truth

at all costs. Indeed, if this conception is

carried to its logical conclusions, they who
would prefer not to come into the knowl-

edge of such truth can hardly help them-

selves, for whether they know it or not lies

hidden amongst the secrets of molecular

accidents yet to happen. In the mechan-

ically deterministic universe to which this

view of organization naturally, almost in-

evitably leads us—one in which our con-

scious life becomes a meaningless, even if

interesting, replica of an inexorable phys-

ical concatenation—we may at least enjoy

our freedom from responsibility for our

own fate and the destiny of our race.

Indeed, it may be permitted to us to hope

that we are destined so to react within and

upon the physical order that its psychic

reflection shall come to contain less of pain

and more of pleasure.

That other conception of organization

which attributes the harmonious action of

a system to forces which dominate the be-

havior of the members of the system ap-

pears, at the outset, more inviting to us

and richer in possibilities for us. If we

shall succeed in demonstrating to ourselves

the existence of such dominating organic

energies, we at once meet further questions

of far-reaching importance. There would,

however, still be enough left in the un-

known respecting organisms to provide ma-

terial for speculative inquiry which might

tend, as we have already intimated, in the

direction of any one of a variety of philo-

sophical attitudes. In fact, in the present

state of our knowledge this theory of dom-

inating energies may be made, if one so

pleases, as rigidly and narrowly mechan-

ical and as severely deterministic as any

other. Upon the other hand, it freely

opens the way to the more flexible and

more generous universe demanded by him
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whom I once heard William James desig-

nate as the "soft-minded man," in distinc-

tion to the "hard-minded" person of ma-

terialistic tendencies. The biologist, or bio-

physicist, however, and in certain impor-

tant aspects of the problem the psycholo-

gist too, will press forward their investiga-

tions of form-dominating energies with,

we will hope, supreme disregard for philo-

sophical consequences.

With each ascending step in the series

of organizations, the possible existence of

a dominant factor becomes of greater sig-

nificance. When we reach that highest

level with which the biologist ordinarily

has to deal, the organism as a whole, or the

individual, we have to contemplate the

existence of a dynamic agent which bears,

to the form of the whole organism, some-

what the same relation that higher nervous

centers bear to the coordinated muscular

activities of the body as a whole. How far

in the descending series of organizations is

any such dynamic factor of the whole di-

rectly operative? Does it exert any direct

influence upon lower units such as cells?

What can be the nature of such energies?

What is their relation to the energies with

whose manifestations in the so-called inor-

ganic realm we are inclined to feel our-

selves somewhat more familiar? Do they

endanger the integrity of that foundation

rock of science, the principle of the conser-

vation of energy? Finally, what is their

relation to the conscious voluntary life of

the individual?

When we trace the process of evolution

in inverse order, everything organic ap-

pears to converge into a primitive and

simple bit of living substance. Can we es-

cape the conclusion that the elements of

every power and attribute possessed by the

highest and most complex organism are in-

herent in the simplest protoplasm? To

this question no dogmatic answer, but at

best merely a statement of opinion, can be

given. In simple unicellular organisms and
also in individual cells of multicellular or-

ganisms, the various operations involved in

metabolism, in reproduction and in move-

ment, are all carried on in one common
protoplasmic body in which we can discover

no separate mechanisms or organs corres-

ponding to the several functions. (The

temporary organs of mitosis appear to take

their origin, upon occasion, from this com-

mon protoplasmic body.) Shall we not be

obliged to credit the unicellular organism,

at least—and if that, why not a leucocyte

or a tissue cell too ?—with the possession of

some elemental germs of consciousness and

will? Or is it more reasonable to assume

that these attributes of the living have been

created de novo and injected into organisms

at a more or less advanced stage of evolu-

tion? If we admit the existence of some

degree of consciousness and volitional ac-

tion in a protoplasmic body in which there

is not only no nervous structural mechan-

ism, but in which all of the vital operations

are carried on as functions of the whole

and not as functions of localized separate

mechanisms, we encounter the possibility

that primitively all of the vital activities

are equally linked with consciousness and

will. If, now, there exists in this common
protoplasmic mass a dynamic agent deter-

mining form, how shall we exclude it from

this same relation with consciousness and

will ? Or, to suggest what is, to the general

biological mind, the remotest of psycho-

physical possibilities, is this dynamic agent

which organizes living substance identical

with conscious wiU? To weave further

this filmy tissue of possibilities, assume that

primitively the determination of form, to-

gether with all other vital or protoplasmic

operations, was somehow linked with primi-

tive volition. How, then, in the course of

evolution has the control of form, together
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with various other physiological opera-

tions, come to be so far removed, as in our

experience they seem to be, from the volun-

tary life of the organism as a whole ? Is it

conceivable that in the full light of know-

ledge of the nature of organization we might

acquire some degree of conscious and vol-

untary control, either direct or indirect,

over these organizing and form-dominating

energies ? Herein, surely, would lie a most

potent factor in the further evolution and

destiny of our own race.

The contemplation of the imaginable con-

sequences of this idea of dominant organiz-

ing energies overwhelms us beneath an

avalanche of questions, of whose asking the

only justification lies in the fact that they

are properly biological questions for which

biology at present has no answer. Certain

of these questions may seem to carry us be-

yond the world of possibilities and into the

misty realm of dreams. Yet, does not what

we dream become possible even in the

dreaming ?

Herbert W. Eand
Haevaed Univeesity

THE BEQUESTS OF TEE LATE
MOBBIS LOEB

By the will of the late Morris Loeb, form-

erly professor of chemistry at New York Uni-

versity, large bequests are made to educa-

tional, scientific and charitable institutions.

Subject to the life interest of Mrs. Loeb, $500,-

000 is bequeathed to Harvard University for

the advancement of physics and chemistry.

Twenty-five thousand dollars are bequeathed

to the American Chemical Society for the es-

tablishment of a type museum of chemicals, to

be established in the Chemists' Club of New
York City, the U. S. National Museum or the

American Museum of Natural History, and

$2,500 is bequeathed to the National Academy

of Sciences. His stock in the company own-

ing the Chemists' Club is bequeathed to the

company. Fifty thousand dollars are be-

queathed to the Hebrew Technical Institute

and $250,000 to the Solomon Betty Memorial

Home for Convalescence. The residuary es-

tate, subject to Mrs. Loeb's life interest, is to

be equally divided among the Smithsonian

Institution at Washington and the following

New York institutions : The American Mu-
seum of Natural History, the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, Cooper Union, the Hebrew
Technical Institute, the New York Founda-

tion, the Jewish Protectory and Aid Society,

the Hebrew Charities Building and the Edu-
cational Alliance. The Smithsonian Institu-

tion receives its bequest to further the exact

sciences. The American Museum of Natural

History is to get a collection for the illustra-

tion of the industrial use of natural products

in ancient and modern times. The Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art is to purchase and ex-

hibit objects illustrating the development of

artistic handicraft in Europe and America.

Cooper Union is to endow a professorship.

The Hebrew Technical Institute is to establish

technical courses for mechanics. The Jewish

Protectory and Aid Society bequest is for the

relief of employees. The Hebrew Charities

Building is to use the money to establish a

library and to reduce the rent for the chari-

table societies occupying the building. The

Educational Alliance is to devote the gift to

work among women and children.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
Dr. Cael L. Alsbeeg, chemical biologist of

the Bureau of Plant Industry, has been ap-

pointed chief of the Bureau of Chemistry in

succession to Dr. Harvey W. Wiley.

Mr. W. H. Fox, of Philadelphia, a student

of art, has been appointed curator in chief of

the Brooklyn Museum to fill the vacancy

caused by the resignation of Dr. Frederic A.

Lucas, to accept the directorship of the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History.

The anniversary meeting and dinner of the

Royal Society was held on November 30. Sir

Archibald Geikie made the annual address.

At the dinner toasts were proposed by Sir

Eickman Goldee, president of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons, by Prince Lichnowsky, the

German ambassador, and by Professor Elie
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Metchnikoff. Sir Archibald Geikie spoke as

follows in regard to the award of the Bu-

chanan medal :
" This medal is awarded every

five years in recognition of distinguished serv-

ices to hygienic science or practise in the di-

rection either of original research or of pro-

fessional, administrative, or constructive

work, without limit of nationality or sex. It

has this year been adjudged to Colonel Wil-

liam Crawford Gorgas, for his remarkable

services under the American government, in

combating the terrible scourge of yellow fever.

As chief sanitary oiEcer at Havana, Cuba, he

there for the first time applied those sanitary

methods by which the yellow fever was almost

entirely eradicated from the place. This

marked success led to his being entrusted in

1904 with a similar but greater task in the

Panama Canal zone, where the same disease

was rampant, and where he is still engaged.

His success in that region has been not less

conspicuous."

The Nobel prizes were presented by the

King of Sweden at a banquet in Stockholm on

December 10, when those to whom awards had

been made were present, including Dr. Alexis

Carrel, of the Rockefeller Institute, New
York City.

The American Society of Naturalists will

hold its annual dinner at the Colonial Hotel,

Cleveland, on the evening of January 2, when
the presidential address will be given by Pro-

fessor E. G. Conklin, of Princeton Univer-

sity, on " Heredity and responsibility." Mem-
bers of other scientific societies are invited to

be present and may obtain tickets at a cost of

two dollars from the secretary of the society.

Dk. Franz Pfaff has resigned from the

chair of pharmacology and therapeutics in the

Harvard Medical School. He plans a visit to

California and Honolulu.

Mr. T. Francis Connolly, of the Solar

Physics Observatory, South Kensington, has

been appointed an assistant-inspector of scien-

tific supplies at the India Stores Department,

Lambeth.

On November 29 Mr. Edgar A. Smith,

assistant-keeper in the zoological department

of the Natural History Museum, was, in view

of his approaching retirement, presented by

the director. Dr. L. Fletcher, F.E.S., on behalf

of the subscribers, including many of his col-

leagues and other friends, with silver plate

and other objects.

The special board for biology and geology

of Cambridge University has adjudged the

'Walsingham Medal for 1912 to Mr. Edgar

Douglas Adrian, B.A., Trinity, for his essay

entitled, " On the transmission of subnormal

disturbances in normal and in incompletely

recovered nerve."

Professor Francis E. Lloyd, of McGill

University, has been elected a corresponding

member of the Centro de Scieneias, Letras,-

e Artes, Campinas, S. Paulo, Brazil, especially

in recognition of his work on the desert rub-

ber plant, guayule.

Mr. J. T. Saunders, last year demonstrator

in invertebrate embryology in the University

of Toronto, has been elected to a fellowship

at Christ's College, Cambridge.

Mr. N. Cunliffe, B.A., Trinity, has been

appointed to the research studentship in med-

ical entomology at Cambridge University.

Dr. Theodore Lyman, of Harvard Univer-

sity, and Mr. N. K. Hollister, of the division

of mammals of the U. S. National Museum,

have returned from an expedition to the Altai

Mountains, Siberia and Mongolia, with a

large collection of mammals, which will be

divided between the U. S. National Museum
and the Museum of Comparative Zoology of

Harvard University.

The " Elements of Physical Chemistry

"

(fourth edition) by Dr. Harry C. Jones, pro-

fessor of physical chemistry at the Johns

Hopkins University, has been translated into

Russian and Italian.

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley lectured at the Uni-

versity of Illinois on December Y, and was

entertained at dinner by Phi Lambda Upsilon,

the honorary chemical fraternity.

Professor Walter S. Tower, of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, has lectured before the

Geographical Society of Chicago, on " A Jour-

ney through Argentina."
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Joseph H. James, professor of chemical

engineering in the Carnegie Institute of

Technology, Pittsburgh, delivered the address

at the annual meeting of the Columbus Sec-

tion of the American Chemical Society on

the subject, " Acetylene Gas, its manufacture,

transportation and storage."

Professor William T. Sedgwick, of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, lec-

tured on December 11 in the Barnum Mu-
seum, Tufts College, on " Sanitary Biology."

Dr. John M. Macfaelane, professor of bot-

any in the University of Pennsylvania, deliv-

ered a lecture on December 9, before the Nat-

ural History Society of Wilmington, Del., on
" Evident and Hidden Plowers and Plants."

Professor Lightnee Witmer, of the psy-

chological department of the University of

Pennsylvania, addressed the Brooklyn Train-

ing School for Teachers on December 2, on

the treatment of gifted children in the schools

and the Montessori system.

On November 25 Professor Hugo de Vries,

of Amsterdam, lectured at Eutgers College on
" A New Conception of the Evolution The-

ory." On the same day Dr. Charles P. Berkey

spoke before the New Jersey State Microscop-

ical Society on " Geology and Engineering in

the Catskill Aqueduct."

The Royal Society of Edinburgh proposes

to commemorate in 1914 the tercentenary of

the announcement of the discovery of loga-

rithms by John Napier.

SiE Geoege Howaed Daewin, Plumian pro-

fessor of astronomy and experimental philos-

ophy at Cambridge University, distinguished

for his contributions to our knowledge of the

tides and kindred phenomena, has died at the

age of sixty-seven years.

The death is announced, in his seventy-

ninth year, of Sir Charles Whitehead, a

British authority on agriculture.

Peofessor Wilhelm Eiedlee died in Ziirich

on November 19 at the age of eighty-one

years. Professor Eiedler is known by his

investigations in descriptive geometry in con-

nection with the geometry of position. He

also published German translations of a num-
ber of Salmon's works on higher geometry.

Mr. L. S. Camicia, of Valdez, Alaska, a

jeweler and optician, died in May, 1912. He
was a Swiss, largely self-educated and inten-

sely interested in nature. From 1898 to 1912

he visited the Valdez glacier once a year in

the same month and accurately measured its

retreat. He is the only resident of Alaska who
is known to have maintained annual observa-

tions of the behavior of a glacier. He also

kept a continuous daily weather record for the

fourteen years at his residence in Alaska, and
a series of manuscript notes on times and
durations of earthquakes at Valdez that checks

well with the accurate seismograph records.

The legislative council of Mauritius has

voted £200 as a contribution towards the fund
which is being raised for the London School

of Tropical Medicine. The fund has now
reached £50,000.

The alumni of the University of Minnesota

living in Washington have been planning for

the past two years to present the university

with ground for a marine biological laboratory

and station in the state of Washington and

have now made a formal oifer to the regents

of ten acres on Cypress Island, one of the San

Juan group, about fifty-five miles directly

north of Seattle. The island is about four

and a half miles long and nearly two miles

wide. There is a freshwater lake and a fine

spring. This particular tract of ground was

chosen, after a very thorough survey of the

country, in order to seciire the very best pos-

sible location for such a station. The alumni

propose to present this ten-acre tract to the

university, and to erect a building or build-

ings suitable for the use of the station. They

also offer to provide any minor additions that

the university may require and will support

two or three, or possibly more, scholarships.

In the Proceedings of the American Acad-

emy of Arts and Sciences, Volume 48, Num-
ber 11, pp. 389-507, November, 1912, Professors

Edwin B. Wilson and Gilbert N. Lewis have

published a long and systematic account of

the theory of relativity under the title, " The
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Space-time Manifold of Eelativity. The

J^on-Euelidean Geometry of Mechanics and

Electromagnetics." The paper contains an

elementary account of the non-Euclidean

geometry which lies at the basis of any real

treatment of relativity free from imaginaries.

The vector analysis germane to this geometry

is developed from the start, and is not only in-

teresting for its applications to the subject at

hand, but instructive as an example of non-

Euclidean vector analysis. A place of funda-

mental importance is given to the singular or

minimal elements of the space, that is, to lines

of zero length, planes of zero area, and so on.

By this means radiant energy and momentum
may be treated with great simplicity and

power. In particular the questions of the con-

tinuous and discontinuous in physics may be

discussed from an illuminating point of view.

The methods adopted make it possible to de-

velop the formulas connected with the elec-

tron, whether considered as a point charge or

as continuously distributed, without any ap-

proximations, in particular without the com-

mon concept of " quasi-stationary " motion.

Like all the papers appearing in the Proceed-

ings of the Academy this memoir is published

separately in paper covers and may be pur-

chased separately directly from the American

Academy, 28 Newbury Street, Boston.

The high commissioner for Australia has,

as we learn from Nature, received official in-

formation of the arrangements that are being

made for the visit of the British Association

to Australia in 1914. A federal council has

been formed, under the patronage of the gov-

ernor-general, with the prime minister as

chairman. The members of the association

will arrive at Fremantle on August 4, Ade-

laide August 8, Melbourne August 13, Sydney

August 20 and Brisbane August 27, and those

returning home by the shortest route will reach

London on October 11. The Commonwealth
has granted £15,000 to be handed to the Brit-

ish Association to cover the passages of not

fewer than 150 official representatives, includ-:

ing selected Dominion and foreign men of

science. Dr. Eivett has been appointed or-

ganizing secretary, and will visit London next

year. The governments of the several states

offer special facilities for prolonged visits of

men of science interested in special problems

in Australia.

Anthracite coal was at one time an impor-

tant factor in blast-furnace practise, but its

use in that line of industry has now almost

entirely ceased, according to E. W. Parker,

of the United States Geological Survey, as it

has been supplanted by coke made from bitu-

minous coal. The principal demand for an-

thracite will be in the future, as it has been

in the more recent past, restricted largely to

domestic trade, for which such sizes as fur-

nace, egg, stove and chestnut are required.

The breaking down of the lump coal, which

was formerly a marketable product, for the

preparation of the domestic sizes results in a

much larger proportion of the small or unde-

sirable sizes, all of which are sold at less than

the cost of production. All the profits on the

mining operations must be obtained from the

prepared domestic sizes, for the revenue ob-

tained from the smaller sizes, which are sold

largely in competition with bituminous coal

for steaming purposes, serves only to reduce

the cost of the domestic sizes. The conditions

under which the anthracite mines are oper-

ated, the greater depths to which the workings

are carried, the consequent increased expense

of mining and the increasing cost of labor all

contribute to make anthracite fuel more and

more a luxury. During recent years the

anthracite operators have adopted the policy of

making an allowance of 50 cents per ton from

circular prices for domestic coal purchased in

April of each year, with an advance of ten

cents per ton for each succeeding month until

the schedule prices are restored in September.

This has had a more salutary effect in steady-

ing the anthracite trade than any other action

taken by those controlling the anthracite in-

dustry. Its purpose is to encourage the pur-

chase of coal in the spring and early summer,

making the cellars of the consumers the

storage places for the following winter, and

at the same time to cause the mines to be

operated more regularly, thus giving steadier

employment to employees throughout the year.
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UNIVEBSirr AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
Mrs. a. D. Juilliard, of New York, has

given $100,000 to Colorado College for a new

gymnasium as a memorial to her father, the

late Frederick H. 'Cossitt.

Fifty thousand dollars have been be-

queathed to the University of Pennsylvania,

for two additional dormitory houses, by the

late Dr. Eichard A. Cleeman, as a memorial

to his brother, Ludovic C. Cleeman.

The Ehode Island State Board of Educa-

tion has awarded at Brown University schol-

arships, under the new law providing for an

annual appropriation of $5,000. The recipi-

ents of these scholarships number twenty-two,

and each is required to make declaration of

an intention to follow teaching as a vocation

and to give a promise of serving the state as a

teacher, principal or superintendent for at

least two years.

St. John's College has offered £500 as a

contribution to the equipment of the Solar

Physics Observatory on its installation in

Cambridge.

Professor Lewis Perry, who holds the chair

of English at Williams College, has been of-

fered the presidency of "Wells College, Aurora,

N. T.

Mr. W. B. Hardy, M.A., Gonville and

Caius, has been appointed university lecturer

in physiology at Cambridge University.

DISCUSSION AND COBEESPONDENCE

ON ortmann's "notes upon the families and

genera of the najades "

For the malacologist struggling along with

the current unnatural and erratic classifica-

tion of the " river-mussels," Ortmann's
" Notes upon the Families and Genera of the

Najades " ' clears up many difficulties. While

it has long been admitted that the only key to

the natural genera lay in the differentiation of

the soft parts, it has remained for this author

within the last two years" to break the tram-

mels of convention and indicate the funda-

mental points of Naiad classification.

^ Ann. Carnegie Mus., XIII., No. 2, July, 19]2.

= "A New System of the Unionidse, " Nautilus,

XXIII., 1910, pp. 39-42.

At the outset Ortmann calls attention to

the difficulty of correlating the characters of

the shell with the relationships as indicated

by the anatomy and mentions the occurrence

of analogous types in unrelated species. In

the current number of the Proceedings of the

Malacological Society of London the writer

has discussed this problem with the view of

showing that in the more primitive forms the

shells were ponderous, subquadrate and pos-

sessed a well-developed hinge, while in the

more specialized forms the shells are com-

paratively thin, posteriorly elongate, the hinge

tending to become edentate. It has happened

in several instances, however, that the degen-

eration of the hinge has not proceeded pari

passu with the specialization of the anatomy,

but has been accelerated or retarded.

The peculiar structure of the gill of the

Margaritanidse is discussed in some detail.

In the writer's opinion the oblique arrange-

ment of the synapticul© connecting the two

lamellse is not to be correlated with the water

tubes of the more specialized Naiad gill, but is

merely an incidental feature. Ortmann states

that the gills are without septa, but his draw-

ings show them in rudimentary form. They

are, however, only united at infrequent inter-

vals, due to a tendency for one or more of the

faint but regular bead-like papillss scattered

along their length to develop sufficiently to

fuse with its neighbor on the opposite plate,

forming one of the scattered interlamellar

tissues described. A more extensive fusion of

the papillss would result in the structure oc-

curring in Hyria.

The family Unionidae, as admitted, might

with considerable propriety be broken up into

several natural groups. The Lampsilinse are

not at all closely allied to the other genera and

seem fully entitled to family rank. The group

represented by Quadrula and that by Pleuro-

hema and ElUptio are allied and should be

placed in the Quadrulidse (Quadrulinse Von
Ihring) though the two latter genera might be

regarded as forming a distinct subfamily

owing to the restriction of the brood-pouch to

the outer gills. The European Unioninse are

more closely related to the Anodontinse and to
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these two groups the term Unionidse ought to

be confined. The Asiatic Parresia and Lamel-

lidens are not known to the writer but it

would seem that they were derived from a dif-

ferent Margaritanoid stock and may form a

family by themselves. Omitting these the

general grouping adopted by the writer is as

follows

:

Superfamily Unionoideae.

Family Margaritanidse Ortmann, 1910.

Family Hyriidje Swainson, 1840 (emend.).

Subfamily Hyi-iin^ s. s.

? Subfamily Mutelinas Gray, 1847.

Family Quadrulid^ Von Ihring, 1901.

Subfamily Quadrulinse s. s.

Subfamily Pleurobeminffi Hannibal, 1912.

Family Unionidse Swainson, 1840.

Subfamily Unionidaj s. s.

Subfamily Anodontinse Swainson, 1840.

Family Lampsilidffi Von Ihring, 1901.

Subfamily Lampsilinae s. s.

Subfamily Propterinie Hannibal, 1912.

Symphynota and Anodonta in the sense

used by Ortmann are probably composite gen-

era due to an analogous degeneration of the

hinge in several allied stocks. " Anodonta "

imbecilUs appears to group with 8. compressa

in Symphynota though perhaps entitled to

subgeneric distinction. S. complanata is

rather allied to "Anodonta" cataracta and its

subspecies grandis. Neither of these are

Anodontas in the true sense of the word, for

that group like Unio and Migranaja belongs

to the Old World and the west coast of North

America. The complanata-cataracta group

might take the name Pterosygna Raf. (type

Alasmodonta complanata Barnes) if that name
is available. A. costata probably belongs here

also but seems a rather aberrant member.

The writer would be inclined to give Carun-

culina and Micromya generic rank as distinct

from Eurynia.

Considering the fact that Dr. Ortmann has

had to deal with a group in which the nomen-

clature of the genera has been very imperfectly

worked out and the wealth of nominal species

and varieties cbmpared with those which may
be ultimately recognized as valid is amazing,

he is certainly to be congratulated for the care

he has taken in presenting clearly a large mass

of facts without falling into any serious nom-

enclatural pitfalls.

Harold Hannibal
Stanford University, Cal.,

August 3, 1912

SOME EEMAEKABLE DISCOVERIES REGARDING A

COMMON HOUSEHOLD INSECT

The literature of the nature-study move-

ment abounds in remarkable statements re-

garding the morphology, development and

biology of bird, beast and fowl, but scientific

men have hesitated to discard the older the-

ories in favor of unsupported statements from

such sources. The public can hardly be ex-

pected to be SO suspicious of the publications

of the United States Public Health Service

and it would seem that some of the many
astounding facts recently disclosed regarding

the common bed-bug should receive wider cur-

rency than is assured by their publication in

Public Health Eeports, for November 15, 1912,

pp. 1854-1856.

The early history of this pest is shrouded in

mystery, but we are informed that it is not at

all improbable that when our arboreal fore-

bears forsook tree-top for caves they took this

little six-legged pest with them.

This seems to be more likely beeause the English

sparrows and the swallow harbor a very similar

species, and not infrequently their nests are

crowded with these vermin.

The biting apparatus of this parasite is quite

elaborate, and consists of several parts. In biting,

the bug anchors itself to the skin with a couple of

hooks called mandibles, and then inserts the max-

illffi, which are shaped like two gutters, the con-

cave surfaces of which look towards each other.

Normally it feeds upon human blood, but lack-

ing this it will live upon decaying wood or the

dust in floor cracks.

The eggs are somewhat rounded, white objects,

and are laid in collections in crevices or other

suitable places. In about a week or ten days after

they are laid the eggs hatch out as little worms,

called larvae; these are yellowish white in color at

first but later become almost brown. They feed

and go into a resting state, from which they

emerge as pupae; they then shed their skins five

times and at last become full grown adults.
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To illustrate its activity in its search for

food

may be quoted the story of the ingenious traveler

who, in order to keep bed-bugs out of his bed, set

the legs of the bedstead in pans of water, where-

upon the bed-bugs climbed the walls, got out on

the ceiling over the bed and dropped down upon

the victim. In order to thwart his enemies the

traveler was obliged to raise his umbrella.

As this is not marked as a joke, and is no

more so than the other statements, we may
expect to see it quoted as from good authority.

Much important information regarding the

bed-bug has been published by the Bureau of

Entomology, and one is surprised that so

many interesting and valuable facts should

have escaped the attention of Dr. Hovcard and

Dr. Marlatt and their capable assistants. It

is regrettable that the information contained

in the article before us was not shared with

them before it was printed in a government

periodical, which the public is entitled to re-

gard as authoritative. Wm. A. Eiley

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

A Manual Flora of Egypt. By Dr. Eeno
MusCHLER, Assistant in the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Dahlem-Berlin ; Corresponding

Member of the " Institut Egyptien," and

others. With a preface by Professor Paul
AsCHEESON and Professor Geoeg Schwein-

FUETH. Berlin, R. Friedlander &. Sohn.

1912. Octavo, in two volumes. Pp. 12+
1312.

The author tells us that " the history of

botanical discovery in Egypt falls conveniently

into two periods." These chronologically are

(1) from 1Y61 to 1867, and (2) from 186Y to

the present. In the earlier period we have

Forskal's "Flora Aegyptiaco-Arabica " (1775),

Delile's "Flore d'Egypt " (1813), Baker-

Webb's " Fragmenta Florulae Aethiopico-

Aegyptiacae" (1854), and in the later period,

Schweinfurth's " Beitraege zur Flora Aethi-

opiens " (1867), Ascherson and Schwein-

furth's "Illustration de la Flore d'Egypt"

(1887), Volkens's "Die Flora der Aegyptish-

Arabischen Wiiste auf Grundlage anatomisch-

physiologischer Forschungen " (1887), Sicken-

berger's " Contributions a la Flore d'Egypt

"

(1908). To this list, of course, should be

added Boissier's " Flora Orientalis " (1867-

1888), covering a vastly larger field than

Egypt.

The present work is the outgrowth of the

labors of Ascherson and Schweinfurth, who
" for some time already had decided upon the

publication of a more adequate work dealing

entirely with the Egyptian flora, but, owing to

a great many more urgent tasks which took

up all our time, we had to put off the realiza-

tion of this plan from one year to another."

Accordingly the labor of preparing the present

work was entrusted to Dr. Muschler, who had

at his disposal " the most extensive and best

arranged collections ever made in Egypt."

In a chapter on Phytogeography and Geol-

ogy in the appendix Egypt is divided into

five regions, as follows: (I.) the Mediter-

ranean Region, including the extreme north-

ern area; (II.) the Nile-Delta Region, in-

cluding the Delta proper at the north, and

the Nile valley to Aswan near the Nubian
frontier; (III.) the Oases of the Lybian Des-

ert; (IV.) the Desert Region, including the

Lybian, Isthmic, Northern and Southern

Arabian deserts; (V.) the Red Sea Region.

In the treatment of these regions many inter-

esting botanical facts are brought out in con-

nection with a discussion of their geological

and physiographical features.

We may well quote several paragraphs in

regard to the Desert Region

:

The desert is characterized by a vegetation of

fairly uniform character in its main features.

The means whereby the existence of these desert

plants is preserved reside rather in the peculiari-

ties of their organization than in any specially

favoring influences of the environment. The most

prominent feature of this organization is the ca-

pacity which the vegetative organs have acquired

to resist factors so inimical to life as heat and

drought, factors whose common tendency is to

annihilate all living things. Though the minute

details of these multifarious protective arrange-

ments are not visible to the naked eye, they find

obvious expression in the external conformation

of the various organs of the plants. Thin-stemmed
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plants of delicate appearance have tubers or tuber-

ous roots {Erodium Mrtum and Erodium arlior-

escens) sunk deep in the strong ground for the

storing of reserves of nutriment adequate to main-

tain them alive through long months of absolute

drought. The same end is gained in other delicate

herbs by the possession of an enlarged woody basal

portion. Then again, the tendency to general lig-

nification through all the parts of the plants

affords a capacity for resistance to many mem-

bers of the families Crueiferae and Compositae,

families known to us at home by their herbaceous,

unprotected representatives. To restrict evapora-

tion due to wind and solar radiation the desert

flora exhibits a high degree of reduction in the

surface area of its members. This principle is

illustrated in numerous instances by poverty of

foliage and considerable spininess, whilst in appar-

ent contradiction of this tendency one often finds

the surface of the plant clad in a hairy covering

or with glands and superficial excretions of wax

or resin or strongly aromatic substances. . . .

Further we find plants with smooth or shiny, thick

and fleshy, leaves. Nature does not work on one

plane, but provides for every case special means

of protection and fresh weapons to carry on the

struggle. Side by side with the thorn-bristling

Zilla spinosa we find the thick-leaved, wax-coated

Capparis spinosa, whilst near by are the hedgehog-

like Astragalus and Fagonia, and the soft, fleshy,

fiberless Mesenibrianihemum. In marked contrast,

too, are the Clienopodiaceae, a similar almost leaf-

less everlasting-woody throughout, and one would

think indestructible—and the delicate Parietaria

with its thin and battist-like foliage. Among the

life-destroying agencies of the desert, the omni-

present salt should be mentioned.

Perennial plants are just about half as numerous

as the delicate annuals. Their existence is inde-

pendent of the fluctuating and variable annual

winter rains. They shoot anew and blossom even

after a rainless or all but rainless winter. In

marked contrast are the annual herbs which de-

pend absolutely upon the rainfall; nor is all rain

of equal value in promoting their development.

For a rich spring vegetation of annuals, the rain

should fall about the end of February and the

early part of March, at which time the growing

heat of the sun is capable of promoting germina-

tion. Trees are hardly met with in the district.

As to the plants themselves, this flora pre-

sents some odd features. Thus we find only

one true fern {Adiantum, capillus-veneris), and

the only gymnosperms are two species of

Ephedra. The grasses (Gramineae), legumes

(Leguminosae) and composites {Compositae)

are the larger families, there being 152 species

of the first, and 175 of the second, and 188 of

the third. The larger genera in these fam-

ilies are Panicum (14 sp.), Aristida (14),

Eragrostis (9), Bromus (10), Trigonella (12),

Medicago (16), Trifolium (15), Lotus (14),

Astragalus (28), Anthemis (10), Oentaurea

(16). Of Garex there are only 3 species, and

there are no orchids. Of Bosaceae there are

5 species, in as many genera. There is but

one species of Ericaceae. There is no species

of Solidago, nor even of Taraxacum.

The tree-producing genera with which we

are familiar are mostly wanting, as Quercus,

Fagus, Acer, Ulmus, Fraxinus, which are not

represented, while Salix has 3 species, and

Populus 1. Tet Egypt is not lacking in tree

species, as witness the following list of genera,

each represented by one species unless other-

wise indicated: Phoenix, Cocos, Hyphaene,

Morus, Ficus (3), Acacia (6), Melia, Pistacia,

Mangifera, Zizyphus (2), Bhamnus, Sterculia,

Tamarix (6), Oarica, Elaeagnus, Eucalyptus,

Olea, Plumiera, Nerium. Many readers will

be surprised to learn that Bicinus communis

(the castor bean) is " an evergreen, usually

large shrub."

The foregoing will give some idea as to the

interesting matter to be found in this impor-

tant addition to systematic and ecologie

botany. Charles E. Bessey
The University or Nebraska

Gas-Engine Principles. With Explanations

of the Operation, Parts, Installation Hand-
ling, Care and Maintenance of the Small

Stationary and Marine Engine, and Chap-

ters on the Effect, Location, Eemedy and

Prevention of Engine Troubles. By Rodger

B. Whitman. Published by D. Appleton

and Company, New York and London.

1912.

As stated on the paper cover,
"

' Gas-En-

gine Principles ' is a guide for the user of the

small stationary internal-combustion engine.
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The first chapters explain the principle of

operation of the gas engine, and describe in

detail the various constructions that are em-

ployed in the engines on the market. The re-

mainder of the book is given up to practical

explanations of the setting up of a new engine,

the economical operation of engines, engine

care and maintenance, and explanations of

the troubles to which engines are subject, to-

gether with their remedy and prevention.

The book is written with the greatest possible

simplicity of expression. The illustrations are

especially prepared line drawings made by the

author, each one specifically illustrating some

particular point of construction."

The book is well written and admirably cov-

ers the ground claimed for it, though at times

at the expense of scientific accuracy. It

should not only prove an excellent guide to

the amateur and the operator of small sta-

tionary plants, but it will be found extremely

useful to those more scientifically inclined, as

it supplies numerous details of construction

and methods of operation that can not be given

space in a scientific work, such as the details

of carbureters, ignition systems and spark

plugs.

In attempting to explain electrical and

thermodynamic phenomena, the author at

times uses illustrations that would not stand

the test of scientific accuracy and that would

be misleading to those who had no further

knowledge of the subject. In the first chapter

he repeatedly speaks of converting water into

a gas and gasoline into a vapor. If the term
" vapor " coiild be understood by the reader in

one case there should be no diiEculty about it

in the other. In comparing the relative effi-

ciency of gas and steam engines, he states on

page 6 that :
" When a fire is built under a

boiler only a small part of the heat is actually

applied to heating the water, for most of it

passes up the chimney or is otherwise wasted."

The author evidently confuses the chimney

wastes with the exhaust wastes. Boiler effi-

ciencies of 70 per cent, are not uncommon.

On page 10, the statement, " The compres-

sion of the charge turns any liquid gasoline to

vapor " might be open to question.

The most serious misconception that the

reader might gain is that electricity is a sub-

stance like water or air and that there is an

unlimited store of electricity in all substances

which only has to be set in motion to do work.

This is certainly contrary to the ordinary con-

ception of electrical energy and could only be

defended by resorting to the electron theory,

which would be beyond the scope of the work.

The author regards a dynamo as a machine

for setting electricity in motion.

In describing the principle of action of the

Bosch high-tension magneto, when the cur-

rent in the primary coil is broken, the author

states, on page 145, that " The sudden rush of

intense primary current into the secondary

winding raises sufficient pressure to enable

the current to jump across the spark plug

gap," ignoring the real cause for the induced

current in the secondary. This action was

probably inferred because the diagram shows

the secondary winding to be in series with

the primary, for in describing other types,

where the windlings are separated, he cor-

rectly assumes the high-tension current in the

secondary to be caused by the rapidly dying

magnetism or change of magnetic flux in the

iron core.

C. E. Jones

West Virginia University

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS AND AUTICLES

The closing (October) number of volume

13 of the Transactions of the American

Mathematical Society contains the following

papers

:

W. A. Hurwitz: "On the pseudo-resolvent to

the kernel of an integral equation."

G. A. Miller: "Infinite systems of indivisible

groups. '

'

J. K. Lamond: "Improper multiple integrals

over iterable fields."

T. H. Gronwall: "On a theorem of Fej6r and

an analogon to Gibbs 's phenomenon. '

'

W. H. Roever :
'

' The southerly and easterly

deviations of falling bodies for an unsymmetrie

gravitational field of force. '

'

Dunham Jackson :

'
' On approximation by trig-

onometric sums and polynomials. '

'
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Also notes and errata to volumes 7 and 13.

The opening- (October) number of volume

19 of the Bulletin of the American Mathe-

matical Society contains :
" Surfaces of

revolution of minimum resistance," by E. J.

Miles ; " Shorter Notices "
: Riquier's Les Sys-

temes d'Equations aux Derivees partielles, by

Edward Kasner; Study's Ebene analytische

Kurven und zu ihnen gehorige Abbildungen,

by Arnold Emch; Coffin's Vector Analysis,

by J. B. Shaw; Berichte und Mitteilungen

der Internationalen mathematischen TJnter-

richtskommission and Auerbach und Eothe's

Taschenbuch fiir Mathematiker und Physiker,

by E. W. Ponzer; Bonola-Carslaw's ISTon-

Euelidean Geometry, by Arthur Eanum; Bar-

barin-Halsted's Geometrie rationelle, by E. C.

Archibald; Smith and Granville's Elementary

Analysis, by Jacob Westlund; Hawkes, Luby

and Teuton's Second Course in Algebra, by

J. V. McKelvey; Jacob's Calcul mecanique,

by C. C. Grove; Schwahn's Mathematische

Theorie der astronomischen Finsternisse and

Haret's Mecanique sociale, by Kurt Laves;
" Notes," and " New Publications."

The November number of the Bulletin con-

tains : Eeport of the nineteenth summer meet-

ing of the society, by F. N. Cole ;
" A few

theorems relating to Sylow subgroups," by G.

A. Miller ;
" Theorems on functional equa-

tions," by A. E. Schweitzer ; " Double curves

of surfaces projected from space of four di-

mensions," by S. Lefschetz; Eeview of South-

all's Geometrical Optics, by E. B. Wilson;

"Shorter Notices": Eogers-Salmon's Analytic

Geometry of Three Dimensions, by Virgil

Snyder; Volume 3 of Picard's edition of the

Works of Charles Hermite, by James Pier-

pont; Heiberg's Naturwissenschaften und
Mathematik im klassiscben Altertum and

Mannoury's Methodologisches und Philoso-

phisches zur Elementar-Mathematik, by D. E.

Smith; Weber und Wellstein's Encyklopadie

der Elementar-Mathematik, volume 3, part 1,

and Korn's Freie und erzwungene Schwing-

ungen, by J. B. Shaw; Eichard's Assurance

complementaire de I'Assurance sur la Vie, by

C. C. Grove; Vahlen's Konstructionen und

Approximationen, by E. W. Ponzer; "Notes,"

and " New Publications."

The December number of the Bulletin con-

tains : General report of the fifth interna-

tional congress of mathematicians at Cam-
bridge, by Virgil Snyder; Eeport of Section I

of the Congress (arithmetic, algebra, an-

alysis), by A. B. Erizell; " Shorter Notices":

Boehm's Elliptische Eunktionen, Part 2, by
L. W. Dowling; Darboux's Eloges aeadem-

iques et Discours, by G. A. Miller; Hedrick

and Kellogg's Applications of the Calculus to

Mechanics, by D. C. Gillespie ;
" Notes," and

" New Publications."

CONDITION OF THE EABTH'S CEUST

The results of measurements of the force

of gravity at various points on the earth, as

well as the results of triangulation operations,

were early recognized as indicating that the

earth's crust is in a condition of approximate

equilibrium, to which the name " isostasy

"

has since been given.

The development by Mr. B[ayford of a new

method of reduction of gravity observations,

in which for the first time the effect of the

topography of the whole earth has been taken

into account, has furnished strong additional

proof of the general fact that the condition of

isostasy exists, that elevated regions, whether

plains or mountains, are, so to speak, floated

on the earth's surface by reason of the lesser

density of the underlying materials, and that

ocean bottoms are depressed because of the

greater density of the materials beneath.

The question of how close is this adjust-

ment, of how local is the compensation of sur-

face irregularities, is of considerable interest.

If the compensation is quite complete for

each small topographic feature, so that a single

mountain or hill or canyon is exactly com-

pensated by a less dense or a more dense ma-

terial beneath, the surface of the earth would

in detail be in a condition of nearly perfect

equilibrium, and would largely be free from

stresses due to the supporting of topographic

features; on the other hand if the compensa-

tion is more general such features of moderate
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extent would be supported by the partial

rigidity of the earth's outer materials.

In a recent report' Hayford and Bowie

study the question of local versus general

compensation by a comparison of the residuals,

observed minus theoretical gravity, for 41 sta-

tions in the United States, and 4 outside. The

observations are reduced according to the new

method in four different ways : first, with com-

plete local compensation; second, regional

compensation for a zone 19 kilometers (12

miles) in radius; third, the same for radius

of 59 kilometers (37 miles), and fourth, the

same for radius of 167 kilometers (104 miles),

this study having been made along these lines

at the suggestion of the writer. In the last

three reductions the surface layers are taken

as rigid to the respective distances from the

station, and it is assumed that there is a uni-

form compensation of the area as a whole.

In the last, for instance, an area of the earth's

surface of 167 kilometers radius is taken as

being in general equilibrium with a uniform

compensation beneath this area, but local

irregularities as mountains or valleys within

this area are assumed to be not locally com-

pensated, but supported rigidly.

The authors state that the resulting evidence

" is necessarily slight and possibly inconclu-

sive." In a number of comments, however, it

is indicated that the authors favor the idea

that the results point to fairly close but not

complete local compensation, and finally that

" the evidence, slight as it necessarily is, indi-

cates that the assumption of local compensa-

tion is nearer the truth than the assumption

of regional compensation uniformly distrib-

uted to zone 18.8 kilometers."

It is believed that a close scrutiny of the

figures does not support this conclusion so far

as evidence from these results is concerned.

The differences in the mean of the residuals

with the four different reductions are insig-

nificant. The suggested advantage for local

compensation is based (page 101) on small

differences in the relative number of larger
^ '

' The Effect of Topography and Isostatic Com-

pensation upon the Intensity of Gravity, '
' Coast

and Geodetic Survey, 1912.

and smaller residuals with the respective

methods. Along this line, however, it may be

noted that of the 41 stations there are only 7

where the local compensation anomaly is lower

than any of the three regional, while there are

24 where one of the three regional compensa-

tion anomalies is lower than the local. Of the

four outside stations three show anomalies in

favor of regional compensation. In a later

paper by Mr. Bowie under the same title

(second paper) a general result is given of an

extension of this study to 124 stations in the

United States, and it is stated (page 22) that

for all these stations " these mean anomalies

give only negative evidence," though from a

portion of the data he draws a conclusion un-

favorable to regional compensation to zone 167

kilometers.

It would seem that the best evidence as to

local completeness of compensation from pres-

ent available observations will be afforded by

comparing the residuals at pairs of stations in

the same general locality, but differing con-

siderably in elevation, as in such a comparison

distant effects and various uncertainties will

be largely eliminated, and furthermore it is in

such regions that lack of local compensation

might be most likely to occur. It is on some-

what the same principle that the most accu-

rate latitude determinations are obtained from

observations of pairs of stars. In the 45 sta-

tions reduced by the four methods as outlined

above there are only five such pairs of stations,

that is, stations horizontally not remote, and

yet having considerable differences of eleva-

tion. The following table gives the facts for

these ten stations, and also the differences be-

tween the anomalies, subtracting that of the

lower from that of the higher station in each

instance.

In the second paper there is one more such

pair, Cloudland, Tennessee, 1,890 meters, and

Hughes, Tennessee, 994 meters, with difference

in anomaly for local compensation -j- .033, sub-

tracting the lower from the higher station; for

the three regional compensation reductions

(not yet published) the differences are, 19 km.

+ .031, 59 km. + .031, 167 km. + .031.
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multiply more rapidly than paramecia, so that

if they are introduced in a culture they soon

devour all of their food, after which they ordi-

narily encyst. In this state they can be kept

indefinitely and when wanted for study all

that is necessary is to add, a few days in ad-

vance, a vigorous culture of paramecia. After

the addition of this culture some didinia

usually come out within twenty-four hours,

but I have found it necessary in some in-

stances to wait several days. They seldom

come out in every culture containing cysts,

so that it is wise always to keep a number on

hand. I have found 50 to 100 c.c. wide-

mouthed bottles most satisfactory for this

purpose. On several occasions I left culture

jars containing cysts together with consider-

able debris uncovered during the summer

vacation and found in the autumn, at least

two months after all of the water had evapo-

ated that the cysts came out in about half of

the jars. I am, however, of the opinion that

the cysts keep better if the liquid is not al-

lowed to dry. On one occasion I kept cysts

for very nearly a year' in a 5 c.c. bottle full

of solution hermetically sealed and found

numerous active didinia in less than twenty-

four hours after adding a solution containing

paramecia. Thus it is evident that after a

culture is once established material can be

obtained in abundance at any time.

Didinium is usually described as a barrel-

shaped organism. It has two bands of cilia,

one near the anterior end, which contains a

cone-shaped protuberance with the mouth at

the apex, the other near the posterior end

where the contractile vacuole is located. The

so-called seizing organ, a strand of fibrous tis-

sue, extends from the central part of the body

to the mouth. The macronucleus is a com-

paratively large and conspicuous horseshoe-

shaped structure. All of these characteristic

features can be clearly seen in specimens

killed in Worcester's fluid (a saturated solu-

^ Since writing this I obtained a good number

of active didinia from cysts whicli had been in a

5 c.c. vial full of solution two years and four

months.

tion of corrosive sublimate in ten per cent,

formalin containing a little acetic acid) and

cleared by adding a very small proportion of

ten per cent, glycerine and allowing it to

concentrate slowly by evaporation. They can

also be seen fairly distinctly in living speci-

mens which have been kept for a day without

food, especially if they are held stationary

and slightly flattened under the cover-glass.

This can be done readily by slowly removing

the water by means of a bit of filter paper.

If the cover-glass is slightly tapped after the

animals are flattened they burst and then the

protoplasmic contents flow out. The ecto-

sarc is rather tough and remains intact for

some time, resembling a shell. The seizing

organ usuallj'^ breaks up and the numerous

fibers of which it is composed separate and

flow about in the liquid so that they can be

cleai'ly seen. The macronucleus rarely breaks

and if the cover-glass is lightly touched at

ried about in the more liquid cytoplasm and

rolls over and over, presenting a view from all

sides. In this way the student gets an ex-

ceptionally realistic idea of it as a definite

structure having a strikingly different con-

sistency from that of the cytoplasm.

The greatest value of Didinium, however,

in the study of biology lies in the intense in-

terest aroused by the observation of the re-

markable phenomenon of feeding. I have re-

peatedly seen one of these organisms capture

and swallow entire in the course of several

seconds a Paramecium ten times its own size.

And the essentials in this process can readily

be observed by almost any student.

I should recommend two difl'erent methods

in making these observations.

1. Place a good number of didinia which

have been without food for a day in a shallow

watch-glass or on a slide and then while

observing under the low power, add a drop of

solution containing numerous paramecia. Or

if more details are desired make on a slide,

with a small ridge of vaseline, an enclosure

somewhat smaller than a cover-glass. The

enclosure should have a small opening on one

side. Put a large number of hungry didinia
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in the enclosure, cover them with the cover-

glass, place a drop of solution containing par-

amecia at the opening in the enclosure, and

then study the process of feeding under low

or high power at the place where the two solu-

tions meet. Didinia thus enclosed can be

studied for hours without danger from drying

and if put into a damp chamber when not in

use they can often be kept for days. This is

an excellent method for observation on all

sorts of protozoa.

2. A few seconds after adding paramecia

to a solution containing many didinia kill

theta suddenly by flooding the dish with a lib-

eral supply of Worcester's fluid. If the ani-

mals are killed at just the right time speci-

mens in all stages of the process of feeding

will be found. These can be mounted and

studied at leisure under any magniflcation

desired. If the animals are treated with

glycerine as described above the different

structures stand out very distinctly. I used

this method in demonstrating the protective

function of the trichocysts. In order to do

this it is, however, necessary to have relatively

large paramecia and small didinia.

Another very interesting and instructive

process that can be observed readily in

Didinium is encystment. Although this is a

protective process of the greatest importance

in many organisms, it is rarely studied flrst

hand. Didinia can be induced to encyst al-

most any time by cutting off the food supply

and adding considerable decaying organic

matter, and as previously stated they can be

induced to develop and become active again

by adding a strong culture of paramecia.

Different stages in these processes can fre-

quently be seen, as for example the disappear-

ance of the cilia, mouth seizing-organ, macro-

nucleus, etc.

Conjugation occurs abundantly at times in

Didinium, but the environmental factors

necessary to induce it have not as yet been

ascertained with sufficient accuracy to make
this form at all favorable for the study of this

process. Fission, on the other hand, occurs

more frequently than in Paramecium and

many other protozoa and the essential fea-

tures in the process are easily worked out.

It seems to me then that owing to the

readiness with which Didinium can be pro-

cured at any time, the ease with which its

structures can be worked out, and the possi-

bility of observing the phenomena of flssion

and encystment and especially the marvelous

process of feeding, this animal should become
as familiar in biological laboratories as Para-
mecium now is. In fact, the study of Para-
mecium must be regarded as very superficial

indeed without observations on Didinium and
its method of protection against this deadly

enemy.
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the numbers of insects destroyed by western
MEDDOWLARES (STURNELLA NEGLECTa)

Little definite data as to the exact numbers
of insects destroyed by birds in a given local-

ity has as yet been available. In connection

with an investigation into the food habits of

certain California birds now being carried on

by the California State Board of Fish and

Game Commissioners, and the University of

California, considerable evidence as to the toll

of insects taken by certain species of birds is

being made available. With the help of the

deputies of the commission it has been pos-

sible to collect birds in sufiicient quantities

for stomach examination, in some twenty dif-

ferent parts of the state, and in every month

of the year. A knowledge of the food habits

of the birds throughout the year is therefore

at hand.
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The western meadowlark (Sturnella ne-

glecta) has been the subject of considerable

complaint from the ranchers of the state,

owing to its habit of pulling sprouting grain.

The investigation has shown that this bird is

guilty of destroying sprouting grain; but the

evidence as to its value as a destroyer of in-

sects is of greater interest. Some idea of the

remarkable change of food habits during the

year can be obtained from the following table.

COMPABISON OF THE FOOD HABITS OP THE MEADOW-
LARK FOR DIFFERENT MONTHS OF THE YEAR, 1911

Birds Collected in Grain Fields in the Vicinity of

Sed Bluff, Tehama County, Cal. Average

of Six Birds for Each Month

TABLE SHOWING NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF CUT-

WORMS CONSUMED BY MEADOWLARKS TAKEN IN

THE VICINITY OP RED BLUFF, CAL.

Month
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is that birds, if they feed on insects to the ex-

tent shown in this instance, must play a much
more important part as checks on the num-
bers of insects than many people have hitherto

believed.

Stomach examination has shown that a con-

siderable percentage of the food of the west-

ern meadowlark is made up of ground beetles,

these insects being eaten every month of the

year. The harm done in destroying beetles

considered beneficial because of their preda-

cious habits (e. g., Oalosoma) is in a large

measure counteracted by the destruction of

certain injurious elaterid (e. g., D. rasterius)

and chrysomelid (e. g., Diabrotica soror)

beetles. The stomach of a meadowlark taken

at Big Pine, Inyo County, California, No-

vember 20, 1911, contained over thirty-six

chrysomelid beetles of the species Diabrotica

soror. In that this species is very destructive

in the state, and as insecticides are seldom

used as a means of control, any natural

means of cheek becomes of importance, and

should be so recognized.

A knowledge of the part played by certain

birds in the economy of nature is yearly be-

coming more important and demands atten-

tion, lest the information needed be forth-

coming too late. As the fairest test of the

value of a bird is dependent on a knowledge

of its food habits, the investigation in hand
will help to demonstrate the economic value

of those birds now considered of doubtful

value. The investigation will not stop with

a knowledge of the food habits alone, for the

life history of each bird and its relation to its

environment constitute factors almost as im-

portant, which must be considered. The
justification of the investigation does not

only lie in the increased information as to

the food of birds, but in the saner protection

which must necessarily follow the knowledge

of the use of birds.

Harold C. Bryant,

Assistant, California State Fish

and Game Commission
Zoological Laboratory,

University of California,

Berkeley, California

THE MOSAIC DISEASE OF TOBACCO

During the past winter an investigation of

the Mosaic disease of tobacco was undertaken

by the writer. Mosaic has been generally

regarded as a so-called physiological disease

and it was planned to carry out the investiga-

tion along physiological lines. However, cer-

tain observations soon brought to light new
facts which would seem to throw considerable

doubt on former views as to the nature of the

malady. It was found that insects are in-

volved in the dissemination of the disease and
the Bureau of Entomology has undertaken to

follow up this phase of the problem. It will

doubtless require considerable time to work
out satisfactorily the questions involved, but

it is thought desirable to announce the more
important facts which have been established

regarding this obscure disease.

Susceptibility of other Solanaceous Plants

to the Mosaic Disease

Heretofore, no investigator has shown defi-

nitely that the mosaic disease of tobacco is

communicable to other plants. The writer,

however, has readily transferred the disease

from tobacco to a great variety of solanaceous

plants. By inoculation the disease has been

obtained in plants of the following genera:

Nicotiana, Lycopersicon, Petunia, Physalis,

Datura, Hyoscyamus, Solanum and Capsicum.

A mosaic plant of the species (Solanum caro-

linense) brought to the writer's attention, in-

dicates that the mosaic disease of tobacco

sometimes occurs in strictly wild plants.

Efforts to inoculate the common potato

(Solanum tuberosum) , the eggplant (Solanum

melongena) and belladonna (Atropa bella-

donna) were without success. Among the

species of Nicotiana, it has not yet been pos-

sible to develop the disease in the species

N. glauca and N. viscosum.

Appearance of the Blossoms of Mosaic

Tobacco Plants

The development of mosaic in all varieties

of Nicotiana tabacum usually affects the in-
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tensity and distribution of the pink coloration

of the corollas in much the same manner that

it affects the intensity and distribution of the

green color of the leaves. For this reason an

examination of the blossoms often affords one

of the surest indications of the presence of

mosaic in a tobacco plant. So far as the

writer is aware, this distinctive appearance of

the blossoms has not before been mentioned.

Specific Infection Apparently Responsible for

the Development of Mosaic

The writer's experiments do not bear out

the conclusions of earlier investigators that a

true, infectious mosaic can be produced in

plants by simply cutting them back.

If the infectious principle of mosaic is not

accidentally introduced during the course of

the experiments, and if the plants are abso-

lutely free from the disease at the time of

cutting, our experiments indicate that these

plants may be cut back indefinitely without

producing mosaic. Healthy plants have been

constantly cut back, in some instances for

long periods, without producing any symptoms

of true mosaic. This was not accomplished,

however, until thorough methods of sterilizing

were observed, and the plants had been care-

fully screened and fumigated to exclude

aphids.

Boil Infection

All experimental data at hand indicate that

soil infection is not as important a factor as

has been supposed in the origin of mosaic in

the seed bed. In many experiments it has

been shovsoi beyond question that an outbreak

of mosaic in young plants was not in any way
connected with soil infection.

Aphids as Carriers of the Mosaic Disease

In the course of the writer's greenhouse ex-

periments with tobacco, it was observed that

the occurrence of mosaic in plants at various

stages of development was in some manner

frequently associated with aphid infestation.

Under control conditions it was observed

that healthy tobacco plants were always ob-

tained if these were grown in screened cages

fumigated at short intervals to prevent aphid

infestation. On the other hand, when colonies

of aphids present in the greenhouse were in-

troduced into other cages containing healthy

plants, infestation of the plants resulted in a

wholesale occurrence of mosaic. This phase

of the question has been taken up in coopera-

tion with the Bureau of Entomology.

Following inoculation a somewhat variable

inoculation period preceded the first symptoms

of mosaic. This period and the subsequent

symptoms appear to be practically the same

in whatever manner the disease may be com-

municated to healthy plants.

In the light of the facts brought out in our

experiments, it is not easy to see how the

mosaic disease of tobacco can be logically

placed in the category of purely physiological

diseases. These facts strongly suggest the

presence of a living, active microorganism.

It has been suggested at various times that

the pollen grains may be the carriers of a

mosaic disease. Earlier investigators have

shown (and the writer has substantiated these

results) that the seed of mosaic plants pro-

duces healthy plants. As a matter of fact,

the general rule of self-fertilization of the

tobacco flower means that the pollen grain and

ovules are both produced by a mosaic plant.

These facts are not favorable to the pollen-

grain transmission of the disease.

H. A. Allard
Btjeeau of Plant Industry,

Washington, D. C.

TBE CONVOCATION WEEK MEETING OF
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES

The American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science and the national scientific

societies named below will meet at Cleveland,

Ohio, during convocation week, beginning on

December 30, 1912.

American Association for the Advancement of

Science.—President, Professor Edward C. Picker-

ing, Harvard College Observatory; retiring presi-

dent, Professor Charles E. Bessey, University of

Nebraska; permanent secretary, Dr. L. 0. Howard,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.
;

gen-
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eral secretary, Professor H. B. Summers, State

College, Ames, la.; secretary of the council. Pro-

fessor H. W. Springsteen, Western Eeserve Uni-

versity, Cleveland, Ohio.

Section A—Mathematics and Astronomy.—Vice-

president, Professor E. B. Van Vleck, University

of Wisconsin; secretary. Professor George A.

Miller, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Section B—Physics.—Vice-president, Professor

Arthur Gordon Webster, Clark University; secre-

tary. Dr. W. J. Humphreys, Mount Weather, Va.

Section C—Chemistry.—Vice-president, Pro-

fessor W. Lash Miller, University of Toronto;

secretary, Professor C. H. Herty, University of

North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.

Section D—Mechanical Science and Engineering.

—Vice-president, Dr. J. A. Holmes, U. S. Recla-

mation Service; secretary, G. W. Bissell, Michigan

Agricultural College, East Lansing, Mich.

Section E—Geology and Geography.—Vice-presi-

dent, Professor James E. Todd, University of

Kansas; secretary. Professor G«orge F. Kay, Uni-

versity of Iowa.

Section F—Zoology.—Vice-president, Professor

William A. Locy, Northwestern University; secre-

tary, Professor Maurice A. Bigelow, Teachers Col-

lege, Columbia University, New York City.

Section G—Botany.—Vice-president, Professor

D. S. Johnson, The Johns Hopkins University;

secretary, Professor Henry C. Cowles, University

of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Section E—Anthropology and Psychology.—
Vice-president, Dr. J. Walter Fewkes, Bureau of

American Ethnology; secretary. Professor George

Grant MacCurdy, Yale University, New Haven,

Conn.

Section I—Social and Economic Science.—Vice-

president, John Hays Hammond, New York City;

secretary, Seymour C. Loomis, 69 Church St., New
Haven, Conn.

Section K—Physiology and Experimental Medi-

cine.—^Vice-president, Professor J. J. MeCleod,

Western Eeserve University; secretary. Professor

George T. Kemp, 8 West 25th St., Baltimore, Md.

Section L—Education.—Vice-president, Pro-

fessor J. MeKeeu Cattell, Columbia University;

secretary. Professor C. Eiborg Mann, University

of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

The Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of

America.—December 30-January 4. President,

Professor E. C. Pickering, Harvard College Ob-

servatory; secretary, Professor Philip Fox, Dear-

born Observatory, Evanston, 111.

The American Mathematical Society.—Decem-

ber 31-January 2. President, Professor H. B.

Fine, Princeton University; secretary, Professor

F. N. Cole, 501 West 116th Street, New York City.

The American Federation of Teachers of the

Mathematical and the Natural Sciences.—Between

December 30-January 4. President, Professor C.

E. Mann, University of Chicago; secretary, Eugene
Eandolph Smith, The Park School, Baltimore, Md.

The American Physical Society.—President,

Professor W. F. Magie, Princeton University; sec-

retary, Professor Ernest Merritt, Cornell Univer-

sity, Ithaea, N. Y.

The American Society of Biological Chemists.—
December 30-January 1. President, Professor A.

B. Maeallum, University of Toronto; secretary,

Professor A. N. Eiehards, University of Pennsyl-

vania, Philadelphia, Pa.

The American Physiological Society.—December

30-January 1. President, Dr. 8. J. Meltzer, Eocke-

feller Institute for Medical Research, New York
City; secretary. Professor A. J. Carlson, Univer-

sity of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

The Society for Pharmacology and Experi-

mental Therapeutics.—December 30-31. Presi-

dent, Professor John J. Abel, The Johns Hopkins

University; secretary. Dr. John Auer, Rockefeller

Institute for Medical Eesearch, New York City.

The American Society of Naturalists.—January

2. President, Professor E. 6. Conklin, Princeton

University; secretary. Professor A. L. Treadwell,

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The American Society of Zoologists.—December

30-January 1. Eastern Branch: President, Dr. A.

G. Meyer, Tortugas, Fla. ; secretary, Professor J.

H. Gerould, Dartmouth College. Central Branch

(in charge of meeting) : president. Professor H.

B. Ward, University of Nebraska; secretary. Pro-

fessor W. C. Curtis, University of Missouri, Co-

lumbia, Mo.

The Association of American Anatomists.—De-

cember 31-January 2. President, Professor Eoss

G. Harrison, Yale University; secretary. Professor

G. Carl Huber, 1330 Hill Street, Ann Arbor, Mich.

The Entomological Society of America.—De-

cember 31-Jannary 1. President, Professor Ste-

phen A. Forbes, University of Illinois; secretary,

J
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Professor Alexander D. MacGillivray, 603 West

Michigan Ave., Urbana, 111.

The American Association of Economic Ento-

mologists.—January 1-3. President, W. D. Hun-

ter, Dallas, Tex. ; secretary, A. F. Burgess, Melrose

Highlands, Mass.

The American Microscopical Society.—December

31-January 1. President, Dr. F. D. Heald, Phila-

delphia; secretary, T. W. Galloway, Millikin Uni-

versity, Decatur, 111.

The Botanical Society of America.—December

31-January 3. President, Professor L. E. Jones,

University of Wisconsin; secretary. Dr. George T.

Moore, Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Mo.

Botanists of the Central States.—Between De-

cember 30 and January 4. President, Professor

T. H. Macbride, University of Iowa; secretary.

Professor Henry C. Cowles, University of Chicago,

Chicago, 111.

The American Phytopathological Society.—De-

cember 31-January 3. President, Dr. G. P. Clin-

ton, New Haven Agricultural Experiment Station;

secretary, Dr. C. L. Shear, Department of Agri-

culture, Washington, D. C.

The American Nature-Study Society.—December
30-31. President, Professor Benjamin M. Davis,

Miami University; secretary. Dr. Elliot E. Down-
ing, University of Chicago, Chicago, HI.

The Association of Official Seed Analysts.—Jan-

uary 2. President, Dr. E. H. Jenkins, New Haven,

Conn.; secretary, E. Brown, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

American Association of Official Sorticultural

Inspectors.—January 2-3. President, Dr. T. J.

Headley, New Brunswick, N. J.; secretary, T. B.

Symons, College Park, Md.

The American Anthropological Association.—
December 30-January 3. President, Dr. J. Walter

Fewkes, Bureau of Ethnology; secretary, Pro-

fessor George Grant MaoCurdy, Yale University,

New Haven, Conn.

The American FoXk-Lore Society.—January 1.

President, John A. Lomax, University of Texas;

secretary. Dr. Charles Peabody, Peabody Museum,

Cambridge, Mass.

The American Psychological Association.—De-

cember 30-January 1. President, Professor Ed-

ward L. Thorndike, Columbia University; secre-

tary, W. Van Dyke Bingham, Dartmouth College,

Hanover, N. H.

The Sigma Xi Convention.—January 2. Presi-

dent, Professor Henry T. Eddy, University of

Minnesota; secretary. Dr. Dayton C. Miller, Case

School of Applied Science, Cleveland, Ohio.

Gamma Alpha Graduate Scientific Fraternity.—
December 31. President, Professor William

Crocker, University of Chicago; secretary. Pro-

fessor H. E. Howe, Randolph-Macon College,

Ashland, Va.

NEW HAVEN

The Geological Society of America.—December

28-31. President, Professor H. L. FaircMld,

Eochester University; secretary. Dr. Edmund Otis

Hovey, American Museum of Natural History,

New York City.

The Association of American Geographers.—
December 27-30. President, Professor Eollin D.

Salisbury, University of Chicago; secretary, Pro-

fessor Albert Perry Brigham, Hamilton, N. Y.

The Paleontological Society.—December 30-31.

President, David White, U. S. Geological Survey;

secretary. Dr. E. S. Bassler, U. S. National Mu-

seum, Washington, D. C.

BOSTON

The American Economic Association.—December

27-31. President, Professor Frank A. Fetter,

Princeton University; secretary, Professor T. N.

Carver, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

The American Statistical Association.—Decem-

ber 27-30. President, Professor Walter F. Will-

cox, Cornell University; secretary, Carroll W.
Doten, 491 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

The American Sociological Society.—December

27-31. President, Professor Albion W. Small,

University of Chicago; secretary, Scott E. W.
Bedford, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

The American Association for Labor Legisla-

tion.—December 27-28. President, Professor

Henry E. Seager, Columbia University; secretary,

Dr. John B. Andrews, 131 East 23d St., New York

City.

The American Home Economics Association.—
December 30-31. President, Miss Isabel Bevier,

University of Illinois ; secretary, Benjamin E.

Andrews, Teachers College, Columbia University,

New York City.

NEW YORK CITY

The Society of American Bacteriologists.—De-

cember 31-January 2. President, Dr. Wm. H.

Park, New York City; secretary, Charles E. Mar-

shall, Amherst, Mass.
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Cornell University Medical College

Entrance
Requirements

CHrrfoHlyn

L Graduates of approTed CoIIegei or
Scientific Schools, or

IL Seniors in such Colleges on condition
the candidate presents the Bachelor's degree
before seeking admission to the second year
in medicine; or
in. Those presenting the full equivalent

of the above as determined by examination.
IV. All candidates must present evidence

of having pursued major courses in general
inorganic chemistry, with qualitative and
quantitative analysis, Physics and Biolo^,
covering at least a years instruction with
laboratory work, in each subject.

Graded to take advantage of advanced en-
trance requirwnents. First Year devoted to
Organic and Physiological Chemistry, Anat-
omy and Physiologj". Medicine, Surgery,
Obstetrics and Pathology begun in the second
year and laboratory Pharmacology com-
pleted. Didactic and laboratory instruction
in all clinical subjects completed in the early
part of tha fourth, year and followed by 21
consecutive weeks of all day bedside instruc-
tion in hospital wards.

Session opens the last Wednesday in Sep*
tember and closes the second week in June.

Class divided into sections of 5 to 10
students each for clinical instruction in dis-

pensary and hospitaL Systematic daily con-
ferences with teachers at the bedside and in
the laboratory form the main plan of
instruction.

The first year in medicine may be taken
either at New York City or at Ithaca, later

years only at New York City.

For further jarticulars apply to tho

Dean, Cornell University Medical College

28th Street and First Avenue NEW YORK CITY

InttraetloD

HARVARD
MEDICAU SCHOOL

Course for the Degree of M.D. a four years' course

is open to holders
of a bachelor's degree from a reeogniied colleg e or Bcientiflc

school, and to persons who, having studied si-ecified subjects
during two years In college, ore permitted to enter as special

students. Special students receive the M.D. degree if, during
residence, they attain high rank. The studies of the fourth
year are wholly elective; they include laboratory subjects,

general medicine and surgery and the special clinical

branches. The school year extends from the Monday be-
fore the last Wednesday in September to the Thursday be-
fore the last Wednesday in June.

Course for the Degree of Dr. P.H. Graduates in
= medicine and

other properly qualified persons may become candidates for

the degree of Doctor of Public Health.

Graduate School of Medicine
Graduate Instruction on a University Basis

Courses "'^ given throughout the year in allcllnical and
laboratory subjects.

Instruction ^^'^ ^^ "^ thorough and scientific as in the

Medical School proper. Elementary and ad-

vanced courses. Research courses for qualified students.

Students ^^^ admitted at any time and for any length

of study.

FOR IKFORMATION ADDRESS

Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass.

Syracuse University College of Medicine

Entrance
Requirements

The First Two
Years

The Third Year
Course

The Fourth
Year Course

Two years of a recognized course in arts
or in science in a registered college or
School of Science, which must include
Latin, German, Physics, Chemistry and
Biology. Six and seven years* combiua-
tion courses are recognized.

are spent in mastering by laboratory
methods the sciences fundamental to
clinical medicine.

is systematic and clinical and is devoted
to the study of the natural history ol
disease, to diagnosis and to therapeutics.
In this year the systematic courses in
Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics are
completed.

is clinical. Students spend the entire
forenoon throughout the year as clinical
clerks in hospitals under careful supervi-
sion. The clinical clerk takes the history,
makes the physical examination and tlje

laboratory examinations, arrives at a di-
agnosis which he must defend, outlims
the treatment under his instructor and
observes and records theresults. Id case of
operation or of autopsy he follows the spe
cimen and identifies its pathological na-
ture. Two general hospitals, one epecial
hospital and the municipal ho.spitals an^
laboratories are open to our students. Thf
practical course in Hygiene and Preven-
tive Medicine, carried on in the muniripa]
laboratories and hospital and in Pulili
Health Field Work, occupies one sixth of
the mornings. The afternoons are spent
in the Coll*^ge Dispensary and in clinical
work in medical and surgical specialties
and in conferences.

Address the Secretary of the College,

307 Orange Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

TULANE
UNIVERSITY

-OF-
LOUISIANA

Courses in Tropical Mcdicirie and Hygiene
Begin January 2, April 2, June 3

and October i.

Fully equipped faboratories in a.U divisions of
instruction. Clinical opportunities unexcelled.

Medical Department and Department of

Pharmacy Open October f, J9J2.

For all information address

DR. ISADORE DYER, DEAN
P. O. Drawer 26J New Orleans, La,
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The University of

Pittsburgh

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
THOMAS SHAW ARBUTHNOT, H.D., Dean

One full year of recognized college work, inclu-

ding courses in Physics, Chemistry and Biology is re-

quired for admission, in addition to the four-year

high school State law requirement. Beginning with

the year 1913-14 two years of college work will be

required.

The curriculum permits of an arrangement

whereby students may receive two degrees, B.S. and

M.D., In six years.

A thoroughly equipped new laboratory building

has been erected upon the university campus. Clin-

ical work in small sections in afBliated Pittsburgh

Hospitals. Required work includes residence in

Maternity Hospital, with board and room furnished.

For bulletin and information, address,

S. B. LINHART, Secretary of the University

Grant Boulevard, Pittsburgh, Pa.

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY
WOODS HOLB, MASS.

Biological Materia)
1. Zoology. Preserved material of all types of anlmoii

for class work and for the museum.
2. Embryology. Stages of some invertebrates, fishes (In-

cluding Acanthias, Amia and Lepldosteus), Amphibia, and
some mammals.

3. Botany. Preserved material of Algae, Fungi, Liver-
worts, and Mosses. Price lists furnished on application to

QBORQE M. QRAV, Curator, Woods Hole, Mass.

GOODE'S BASE MAPS
For classes in geography, geology, eco-

nomics, history, etc. 18 subjects. Two
sizes: SxlOJin., Ic; 15xlOJ in., 3c; pos-

tage extra. Perforated for notebook ; suit-

able for ink or pencil. Samples on request.

The University of Chicago Press
Chicago, Illinois

THE UNCAUSED BEING AND THE CRI-
TEHION OF TRUTH

By E, Z. Derr, M.D.

The book's object is to combat the doctrine that the universe
is a self existent or uncreated thing, and to show that on scien-
tific grounds we are compelled to regard it as created. jThe
method pursued is original, and the result convincing.

$1.00 net ; by mail, S1.09

Sherman, French <& Company,
Publishers, Boston

SnCOND EDITION

AMERICAN MEN OF SCIENCE
A BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY

EDITED BY J. HcKEEN CATTELL
A. Siographical directory teqvirea revision if it is to maintain its usefulness. Nearly a third of the names in the

present edition are new, and the sketches which appeared in the first division have in nearly every case been revised. The
amount of work required to prepare the revision has been as great as that given to the first edition. There has been no
change in the general plan of the work. Greater strictness has been observed in confining its scope to the natural and
excKt sciences, andfor this reason a few names included in the first edition have been omitted. Efforts have been exerted to

make the book as complete and accurate as possible. There are of course omissions, if only because some men will not

reply even to repeated requests for the information needed. The thousand leading men of science have been again selected

by the methods that were used before, and stars have been added to the subjects of research in the case of269 new men who
have obtaimd places on the list. The editor's object in selecting this group oi scientific men has been to make a study of

the conditions on which scientific research depends andsofar as may be to improve these conditioiis. 1 here are printed in

an appendix the two statistical studies that have been made.—Fro7n the Preface to the Second Edition.

The second edition of tbe Directory extends to more than 600 pajjes and contains more than 5500 sketches.
It is well printed on all rag paper and bound in buckram with leather label. Although the work basbeeu
increased in size by more thau 50 per cent., it is sold at the same price as the first edition.

Price : Five Dollars, net, Postage paid

THB SeiENCB PRBS3
GARRISON. N. Y. LANCASTER, PA.

SUB-STATION 84, NEW YORK CITY.
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TEE ARTIFICIAL RIPENING OF BITTER
FRUITS 1

This subject has been ebosen not only be-

cause of a certain intrinsic interest which
I trust will presently be admitted, but be-

cause also it serves to illustrate the im-

portant contention that the problems of

pure and applied science go back for their

solution to the same fundamental prin-

ciples. It is true that empiricism has

solved, in a measure, many practical prob-

lems, and that, indeed, science has grown
oiit of empiricism. But science in her turn

leads more rapidly and surely to the goal

which is sought, for the simple reason that

she explains why things happen as they do.

For a single and almost overworked ex-

ample, the ancients knew that peas and
clovers enriched the soil, and this knowl-

edge led to the practise of rotation in the

planting of crops. But it is very recent

knowledge that this behavior is due to the

peculiar relations of certain bacteria to a

limited group of the higher plants known
collectively as the legumes, by which the

free nitrogen of the air is made available

to the latter. The economic salvation of

immense areas, yet to be accomplished, may
now be compassed with this knowledge—

a

very practical outcome. On the other

hand, the understanding of the nitrogen

relations of plants has stimulated the chem-

ist to discover a method, and if possible an

economical method, of fixing atmospheric

nitrogen, so that this vast storehouse of ma-

terial may be rendered more available, the

solution of which problem could not by
any chance have been attained except by

' The university lecture, October 8, 1912.
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the application of highly theoretical knowl-

A further, but less widely appreciated,

example of the same thing is afforded by

the present subject, namely, the control of

the certain ripening processes in bitter, or

rather astringent fruits. We shall see, as

the details are unfolded, that here too em-

piricism has preceded science, but that sci-

ence is at the moment endeavoring to ex-

plain experience, with the result that,

while problems of very great practical im-

portance are being solved, new facts of

still greater theoretical weight are being

discovered.

Astringency in fruits and other plant

parts is due to the presence of tannin in

some form, very frequently tannic acid. It

will suffice here to speak of it simply as

tannin. Certain kinds of bark and other

parts of many plants contain this substance

in such quantities that they are used for

the tanning of hides and for the extraction

of tannin for other purposes, some of which

are medicinal. The usefulness of tannin

in the arts depends on its peculiar property

of being able to enter into combination

with many other substances, such as pro-<.

teins, gelatins, mucilages and the like, to

form complexes (or compounds in a loose

sense) which have in common the peculiar

property of resisting agents of decay. This

fact is perfectly well known and tannin

has been made use of since time immemorial

as a preservative of material exposed to

conditions favorable to decay, such as

sails, fishing tackle and the like.

But if one wishes to have a more vivid

impression of this peculiarity of tannin

seen in its ready combination with colloidal

materials, one needs but to take into the

mouth a few drops of a solution of tannin,

or to bite into an astringent fruit, such as

the persimmon, or an unripe banana. The

tannin in these will quickly attack and

combine with the skin of the mouth, and
produce the drawing or puckering effect

familiar to all. The same experience is had
on drinking tea which has been too long

standing. What happens in the mouth
may be. accurately and simply described as

a rapid manufacture of a thin coating of

leather over the mucous membranes.

Another peculiarity of these tannin com-

plexes, such as leather and the like which

it is necessary to mention briefly, is this,

namely, that one may easily extract with

water a certain amount of the tannin with-

out any obvious change in the physical

character of the complex. If we soak

leather in water, we can show that some of

the tannin has come out. We may do this

repeatedly, and always get some but again

always, a decreasing amount of tannin.

An analogous example is afforded by cer-

tain dyes which stain the cotton fiber but

which may be extracted in repeatedly di-

minishing quantities by water. Such com-

plexes are said to arise by adsorption ; they

are not, at any rate, chemical compounds in

the ordinary sense. In this connection our

attention should be drawn to another fact

of prime importance in what follows. It is

that dyes are held more tenaciously by

coagulable siibstances, such as the white of

egg, when they are in a state of coagula-

tion than when not, so that, given a certain

amount of dye and a certain amount of the

albumin (or whatever other substance may
be used), a less amount of the dye can be

extracted by water if the albumin has been

coagulated by heat—as happens when an

egg is cooked—than otherwise. I have

shown that tannin in its relation with a

coagulable substance in the persimmon,

analogous to the white of egg, acts in the

same way. The significance of this in re-

lation to non-astringency of fruits will be

indicated as we proceed.

The term colloid has already been used.
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Inasmuch as the living body, whether of the

plant or of the animal, is made np, aside

from the water content, very largely of col-

loids, I must venture, at the risk of appear-

ing to dwell overmuch upon very elemen-

tary matters, to draw attention to certain

of their characteristics. In negative fash-

ion, a colloid may be described as a sub-

stance which does not crystallize, and this

feature serves to contrast it with other sub-

stances, such as salts, sugars, etc., which,

upon going out of solution, assume geo-

metrical forms. It is more difficult to de-

fine colloid in positive terms, but for-

tunately we are all of us familiar enough

with them so that we do not need a formal

description. Glue, gelatin, mucilage are

examples. Tannin, which claims our espe-

cial notice at this time, is also a colloid.

When colloids are dissolved in water, they

break up into particles which are far too

small to be seen with the naked eye, but

which are very much larger than the par-

ticles in a solution of a crystalloid. These

may be identical with the molecules, or stUl

smaller, when they represent the ions, or

grosser components of the molecule small

beyond even the strongest powers of the

microscope. Colloids, however, in many
cases, may in their dissolved condition be

seen by means of the ultramicroseope, when
they appear as minute brilliantly illumi-

nated particles (suspensoids). One may
understand this by recalling that a very

small mirror at a great distance can be seen

when it is caused to reflect the sunlight

into the eye of the observer. The ultra-

microscope therefore enables us in many
instances to see what goes on in solutions

of colloids. For example, it makes it pos-

sible to watch the process of coagulation

in those colloids in which coagulation is

possible. Thus, if we examine a weak

casein solution—we can make such by

thinning skimmed milk with water—^we

see a very pandemonium of dancing il-

lumined particles. These remain in con-

stant motion, flying hither and yon at a

rate of speed too great to follow with the

eye. If now we add a minute amount of

an acid, the particles may be observed to

hit one another and to remain in contact,

so forming a continuous mass or apparently

continuous, since we know that water is

held within the coagulum. Quite similar

appearances may be had by adding a solu-

tion of tannin to one of gelatin.

If, however, before adding acid to the

casein solution, we add a little mucilage,

the coagulation may be prevented. This

illustrates the principle of colloidal protec-

tion—in this instance the mucilage pro-

tects the casein from the action of the acid.

I have shown that a similar relation exists

between tannin and mucilage as against

alkaloids. Tannin immediately precipi-

tates an alkaloid, such as antipyrin, in so-

lution in water. When, however, a muci-

lage has previously been added, the pre-

cipitation is prevented. If, therefore, on

adding an alkaloid to a solution of tannin

we get no precipitate, we must argue that

there is a third substance present which

protects the tannin. Such a condition will

be shown to occur in the fruits with which

we concern ourselves to-day.

We now turn to examine typical ex-

amples of fruits which, before entering the

condition regarded as edible, are highly

astringent, but which, when '

' ripe,
'

' appear

to be entirely devoid of the astringent

principle, tannin. I use this wording ad-

visedly, since the fact is that such fruits

contain quite as much tannin when non-

astringent as before. What has become of

the tannin I propose to show you. The ex-

amples in question are the date of Arabia

and Africa, the staple food product of the

Arab, and the persimmons of eastern Asia

and of North America.
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The fruit of the date palm is hard, green

and highly astringent, the approximately

oval shape and the size varying in the dif-

ferent varieties, of vrhich there are many.

When ripe they may be dry or very soft

and syrupy, again according to the va-

riety. The soft dates when ripe can not be

transported unless they are dried and

packed, and it is in this condition that we
are familiar with this fruit. In order to

market the soft varieties so that they may
be consumed in the fresh condition, the

Arabs have practised for many centuries

the art of artificial ripening. This con-

sists in exposing the bunches of unripe

fruit to the vapors of vinegar, of which the

active agent appears to be the acetic acid,

judging from the experiments of Vinson,

of the Arizona Agricultural Experiment

Station. Among other changes which take

place during the artificially induced ripen-

ing period, the most obvious is the rapid

disappearance of astringency, so that the

quite inedible fruit of to-day is ready to

the palate on the morrow or at latest the

following day. Vinson further found that

there is a great variety of chemicals which

can produce the same resiilt; so various in

kind indeed are the chemicals that the

changes in the fruit can not be explained

as ordinary chemical reactions. Supra-

normal temperatures up to 70 degrees

Fahr. may also be used, but higher tem-

peratures kill the fruit, after which it is

impossible to render them non-astringent.

There is, however, a distinction to be drawn

at this point between the effects of certain

ripening agents and others. Thus, when
some chemical substances, such as acetic

acid, nitrous ether, etc., are used, the tan-

nin changes from being colorless to red,

indicating that it has been oxidized. Oxi-

dized tannin is tasteless, so that in such

case the non-astringency is readily ex-

plained. If heat or alcohol be used, the

tannin remains colorless, and as such is

astringent, so that, if it can not be detected

by the tongue, this is the result of some
other condition than oxidation. Indeed

the evidence is well nigh conclusive that

during the ripening of the date the tannin

remains unchanged chemically, but that its

collophysical relations have been changed.

That it is still present may at once be dem-

onstrated by the use of suitable chemical

reagents—their suitability depending on

whether the reaction produces a color

change or not. Thvis the salts of iron and
other metals produce the corresponding

color changes ; alkaloids produce no change.

It has been pointed out before, however,

that the reaction of alkaloids and tannin

may be prevented by means of a protector

and this leads us to the conclusion that

non-astringency in the ripe date is due not

to the destruction of the tannin or to any

chemical change in it, but to the presence

of an efficient protector. Further evidence

for this will be given further on.

The persimmon occurs wild as a single

recognized species in North America, and

the fruit is known in the south as the
" 'possum persimmon" for the reason that

the opossum fattens on it in the autumn.

In China and Japan there are numerous

ciiltural varieties, most of which resemble

a ripe tomato in size, shape and color.

Certain kinds lose their astringency before

they soften, and can be eaten as we eat

apples, biting into a firm flesh. Others

become edible only after becoming quite

soft and watery, so that a spoon becomes

an appropriate implement for managing

them. Still another kind, described as an

"astringent variety" is used as the source

of a fluid, called " kaki-no-shihu," obtained

by mashing up the fruits in water and al-

lowing the mash to ferment. The product

is used for waterproofing fishing lines and

nets, and for coating wrapping paper,
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paper umbrellas and similar services^

—

examples of the preserving effect of tannin.

The peculiar properties of kaki-no-shibu,

however, as the Japanese chemist Ishikawa

suspected years ago, is not due to the tan-

nin content alone, but to the joint action,

as I believe, of the tannin and another sub-

stance of mucilage-like character with

which the tannin is combined much as it is

with hide to make leather.

"We are concerned here, however, with

those edible sorts which do not become non-

astringent without at the same time soften-

ing. These when quite ripe can only by

courtesy be called edible—decayed would

better describe their condition. They have

lost a fine aroma and a delicate sweetness

which, coupled with a crisp firmness,

would, in the absence of tannin, make up
the qualities of a delicious fruit, as those

know who have eaten them after being

ripened artificially either in Japan or at

home. This is accomplished by the Japan-

ese, as it has been for centuries doubtless,

by packing the hard, unripe fruit in freshly

emptied tubs, in which sake, the national

whisky of that people, has been kept. A
fully packed tub is tightly closed and the

contained air in them displaced^ by blow-

ing through a small hole, the air escaping

by another. The openings are then

plugged so that the package is made air-

tight. In the course of a few days, the

length of time depending upon the variety

under process, the fruit becomes edible

without losing its firmness. This hasten-

ing of one of several independent processes,

spoken of collectively as ripening, result-

^ Bishop Heber Hamilton informs me that kakl-

no-shibu is used also for painting exposed wood-

work, but is efficient only for a year. When ap-

plied it is colorless, but turns red in a few days—
evidently by oxidation of the tannin.

' According to some accounts, this is done when

reclosing the package after it has been opened to

test the fruit.

ing in non-astringency, has been regarded

as due to the action of some constituent of

the sake, with which the wood of the cask

is of course soaked. This may be either

the alcohol or a slight amount of acetic

acid. I have argued, from experimental

data, that it is the alcohol which, by stimu-

lating the fruit to respiration in excess of

the normal, quickly causes a formation of

carbonic acid gas in addition to that which

is introduced by the breath. At any rate,

there is little doubt that the carbonic acid

gas is the active agent, since Gore, of the

Bureau of Chemistry, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, found that certain varieties

of persimmons grown in the United States

could be treated with carbon dioxide at

normal pressure with results quite similar

to those obtained by the Japanese with

their ancient but empirical method. Gore's

experiments were in part repeated by my-

self at the State Experiment Station of

Alabama, with like outcome. It was found

that the variety known as Hyakume^ grown

on the station grounds if exposed for about

eight days to an atmosphere of pure car-

bon dioxide, loses its bitterness while still

remaining firm and crisp, and retaining its

aroma and sweetness. The fruit so treated

was most excellent to the taste, as testified

to by a number of persons whose skepti-

cism regarding the edibility of a hard per-

simmon had been begotten of much experi-

ence, and whose testimony was therefore of

the greater value.

At this point a question arose. If a pure

atmosphere of carbon dioxide at ordinary

pressure induces the already described re-

sult, why should not an increased dosage

effect the same result more rapidly? To

attain to the answer I exposed the same va-

riety of fruit to twice the amount of the

* There are two varieties of Hyakume recog-

nized, one of which is astringent until softening

intervenes, while the other loses its astringency

while still firm.
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gas by using a metal tank which would

maintain the required pressure. Into this

was forced the gas to an indicated pressure

of 15 pounds, which means that two vol-

umes of the gas were compressed into the

enclosed space of the apparatus. Under

these conditions the fruit became quite

edible in less than 46 hours. That is, the

time required to render the fruit non-as-

tringent under normal atmospheric pres-

sure was reduced to one fourth that time,

or rather less, as it later appeared, by in-

creasing the pressure twice. This was in

the autumn of 1911, at the time when no

further experiments were possible. Dur-

ing the early part of September, 1912, the

experimentation with supranormal pres-

sures was renewed. A special apparatus

had already been devised, composed of a

piece of four-inch gas pipe, suitably

capped, and supplied with a pressure

gauge and with outlets guarded by gas

cocks. This device enabled me to try the

effects of pressure reaching up to 90

pounds, or seven times the original dosage.

It is interesting to note that this high pres-

sure kills the frait in a few hours, so that

it becomes watery and unattractive. It is

nevertheless non-astringent. The effect,

however, of 45 and of 15 pounds pressure

separately were determined with consider-

able accuracy, with the following result.

The fruit exposed to 15 pounds pressure

became non-astringent in about 36 hours;

that subjected to 45 pounds in about 15

hours. We may say, therefore, that, as the

pressure of the carbon dioxid increases, the

period of time required for causing the ap-

parent disappearance of the tannin is de-

creased, and that the pressure goes up much

less rapidly than the period is decreased.

To make assurance doubly sure, the fruits

which were used in the experiment which I

have just briefly summarized ranged in

degree of maturity from being entirely

green, of the green of grass, to orange-yel-

low, the next to final color stage of ripen-

ing, and it eventuated that fruits which are

entirely green can be rendered non-astrin-

gent in scarcely less time than those much
nearer maturity, thus leaving no doubt of

the significance of the experiments. To

state these results in everyday terms of

practical economics, we can say that it is

now possible to ship, say on September

first, green or near-green persimmons of

the variety mentioned from Alabama to

Montreal, where they should arrive in

good condition, hard and without bruise or

other blemish, on September third. Being,

however, quite inedible, and with a pros-

pect of remaining so for a month, or even

longer, if kept in cold storage, the fruit is

placed in a very simple and cheap appa-

ratus, and subjected to 45 pounds pressure

of carbon dioxid. The gas of course costs

very little, and can be easily obtained—it

is used in every soda water fountain. The

next morning, that of September fourth,

the fruits may be marketed, and if the

fruit dealers know human nature as well

as they appear to, the fruit would be read-

ily disposed of at a high price, if properly

displayed and advertised. Recurring to

the fruit of the date palm, the methods

which have been elaborated in Arizona,

when finally given finesse, will make it pos-

sible to utilize vast desert areas for the cul-

ture of the date palm, and so making an

otherwise useless waste contribute to hu-

man welfare. Of the cultivated persimmon

something the same may be said. In Cali-

fornia the culture of this tree has fallen

into desuetude, and in the southeast hun-

dreds of acres of persimmons are practi-

cally of no profit, for the reason that a

method of marketing edible fruit has been

wanting until now. It remains only to

perfect in detail for the several varieties of
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the fruit, the methods losed by Grore" and

as here outlined, when this desideratum

will be compassed.

Having justified the scientific method

from the practical point of view, as I be-

lieve to have been done, may I finally ask

your attention to the further question which

you will be sure to ask, namely, why car-

bon dioxide should act as it does. "Why

should a fruit which would remain under

normal conditions inedible for its bitter-

ness during a month or more, become quite

edible in a week with a single dose of a cer-

tain gas, in 36 hours if the dose is doubled

and in 15 hours if quadrupled? Let me
prepare your minds for the answer by re-

minding you of the very familiar fact that

it takes a good deal longer to cook an egg

to hardness if a temperature considerably

below boiling point is used than if it is sub-

jected to 212 degrees or over. "With this

in mind, our attention may be directed to a

few points concerning the structure of the

fruits of which we have been speaking.

The edible flesh or pulp is composed of

a great number of minute cellulose sacs

(cells) each containing its quantum of liv-

ing material as an inner lining, and this in

turn filled with sap which is water with

varying amounts of substances, such as

mucilage, sugars, and salts, in solution.

In both the persimmon and in the date,

these sacs are of two quite distinct kinds,

those from which tannin is absent, and

which are relatively small; and those in

which tannin occurs admixed with other

substances in the sap. The tannin sacs are

quite large, and may be readily distin-

guished by the unaided eye. You may see

them in the ordinary dried dates of com-

merce as a layer of clear brown particles

just beneath the somewhat tough skin.

The color, however, is due to the oxidation

of the tannin—in the fresh condition they

'BuUs. 141, 155, Bur. Chem., V. S. Dept. Agri.

are colorless, and can be recognized only by
special means, that is, by applying suitable

reagents which cause color changes in the

tannin.

If now we choose a persimmon which
softens before it loses its astringency, it is

possible to isolate from the pulp single tan-

nin sacs, which may then be examined

under the microscope. If uninjured—if

the cellulose membrane is not ruptured

—

the watery contents will glisten with a

satiny sheen. On adding water so that the

tannin sac is surrounded by it, the sac ab-

sorbs water and bursts, and the contents

ooze out. This simple fact of bursting in

consequence of the absorption of water

proves conclusively that there is something

more than tannin present, as tannin in so-

lution can not absorb water sufficiently to

produce such an effect. Sugar or salts

might, if in sufficient quantity ; but we can

prove in another way that the substance in

question is of neither of these classes of ma-
terial, for it is capable of coagulation, in

much the fashion that, as every housewife

knows, we may coagulate jelly by cooling it,

or an egg by boiling it. In the ease of our

tannin sac material, we may use heat, or a

variety of chemical substances. Of these I

shall, for the present purpose, mention but

one class, namely, the alkaloids, such as

antipyrine, quinine, etc. If a solution of

any of these be applied in the room of

water, the jelly-like mass may swell some-

what at first, but soon becomes hard and

rigid, giving off water and shrinking ac-

cordingly. At the same time, however,

within the interior of the coagulated mass

there appears a coarse white granulation,

which is caused by the union of the alka-

loid with tannin within the jelly. This re-

lation of tannin to the jelly is brought out

still more strikingly if we examine, in the

same way, a tannin sac which has been

taken from a fruit which has become nearly
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non-astringent. If we take a portion of

the pulp into the mouth we do not at first

notice the puckery effect. In a few mo-

ments, however, this develops and becomes

more and more pronounced during several

minutes. Under the microscope we can

actually watch the process. On adding

water to some suitably isolated tannin sacs,

the contents swell more slowly than before,

but ultimately burst out and form a

bubble-like mass on the side of the sac. In

a few moments a granular veil is seen de-

veloping just beyond the surface of the

protrusion, gradually increasing in size

and moving away further and further. It

would take us too far afield to explain why
this peculiar behavior, so it must suffice to

say that it is due to escaping tannin, which

leaves the mass out of which it has escaped

unaffected in shape and size. The matter

is quite analogous to the washing out of

color from cloth: the color goes, the cloth

remains. Repeating our experiment with

antipyrine, we now find that, while coagu-

lation takes place, the amount of shrinkage

is less than before, and the action of the

reagent on the tannin within the mass is

less apparent for the reason that the gran-

ulations are smaller.

If finally we treat a tannin sac from a

quite non-astringent fruit in the same way
we shall find that it will swell but little or

none at all in water, that the alkaloid

causes little shrinkage if any, and that the

tannin reaction does not take place at all.

That the tannin is still there is, however,

apparent if we use other reagents, all of

which nevertheless act much more slowly

than they are known to do when unripe

material is tested by them. The conclusion

therefore to which I arrive is that the rea-

son we do not taste the tannin in the com-

pletely ripened fruit is not because it is not

there, but because the jelly-like material

which occurs in the tannin sacs along with

the tannin itself becomes coagulated dur-

ing the ripening process, so that the tannin

may not escape from it except at a very

slow rate—too slowly far to be detected

even by the delicate membranes of the

mouth. To recall what was said earlier in

the hour, the tannin is protected by the

jelly, so that the alkaloid can not act on it

—and this the more efficiently as the coag-

ulation is the more complete. Tannin

itself, on the other hand, is not a coagulable

material. Although a colloid, it does not

have the physical properties of a jelly or

mucilage. In a word, we have in the

tannin masses of the ripe fruit a sort of

vegetable leather, which, like ordinary

leather, gives up its tannin only very

slowly, as shown by long exposure to water.

I have tannin sacs of the persimmon which

have been lying in water for over two

years, but, aside from the loss of tannin,

they remain quite unchanged, and will

doubtless do so for years to come.

But what of the relation of all this to

the carbon dioxid? We can form some no-

tion of the matter if we step aside to en-

quire somewhat into the behavior of this

gas. The more ordinary name, carbonic

acid gas, indicates that it is an acid, and it

is therefore of a class of substances which

may exert a coagulating (or flocculating)

influence upon various colloids. For a

single example, carbon dioxide has been

found recently to cause the coagulation of

the milk or latex of india-rubber trees. In

coagulated latex, the india-rubber occurs

as minute droplets which remain individ-

ual and separate until some coagulating

agent has its way, when they run together

to form a continuous mass of india-rubber.

This is only one example of the effect of

carbon dioxid upon substances in the col-

loidal state, and by it we are led to suspect

that its role in the artificial ripening of

dates and persimmons is referable to its
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f power, a suspicion which is

strengthened by the fact that the more

there is available, as when it is supplied

under pressure, the quicker is the effect.

Some may look askance at so simple an ex-

planation when so complicated a phenom-

enon is involved, and they are quite justi-

fied in doing so. This explanation is ad-

vanced not as final, but as a theory well

worthy further examination by the experi-

mental method, the method by which only

can science be advanced, my purpose here

being to discover a problem in science as it

confronts the investigator rather than to

lead you on the smooth, well-worn but less

picturesque and romantic road in the do-

main of the already known. Let me, there-

fore, not tax your patience too far, enough,

however, to allow me to reaffirm that the

problems of science are not of mere acad-

emic interest; and that sooner or later

they relate themselves to human life. The
problem which has been outlined illus-

trates this principle, and it is one which I

venture to assert is well worth the severe

application of the investigator, entrench-

ing as it does on that field of the physiol-

ogy of the obscure processes of respiration,

digestion, enzymatic action, the relations of

crystalloids and colloids and the like—in

short on that field where the physiology of

living things, whether of animals or plants,

overlaps the as yet undeveloped knowledge

of coUochemistry, a field surrounded by a

wide horizon of the unknown, to pass

which even with a stumbling tread requires

a sure faith in the strength of the staff of

scientific method.

Francis E. Lloyd
McGiLL University

VNIVEBSITT BEGISTBATION STATISTICS

The registration returns for November 1,

1912, of twenty-nine of the leading uni-

versities of the country will be found tabu-

lated on the following page. Specific at-

tention should be called to the fact that

these universities are neither the twenty-

nine largest universities of the country in

point of attendance nor necessarily the

twenty-nine leading universities, nor is

there any desire on the part of the com-

piler to insist upon a quantitative standard

as the only proper basis for comparison of

our institutions of higher learning. Five

institutions exhibit a decrease in the total

enrollment (including the summer session)

,

namely, Cornell, Illinois, Iowa, Johns Hop-
kins and Pennsylvania, while four insti-

tutions showed a loss in the total enroll-

ment last year, and three in 1910 and four

in 1909. The largest gains in terms of stu-

dent units, including the summer attend-

ance, but making due allowance by deduc-

tion for the summer session students who re-

turned for instruction in the fall, were reg-

istered by Columbia (1,069), California

(733), Minnesota (515), New York Uni-

versity (488), Texas (475), Nebraska

(391) and Harvard (303). Last year

there were four institutions that showed a

gain of over three hundred students,

namely, California, Columbia, Cornell and

Ohio State, whereas in 1911 and in 1910

there were seven institutions that registered

such an increase. Omitting the summer
session attendance, the largest gains have

been made by Indiana (990), Chicago

(700), California (690), Columbia (484),

New York University (375), Nebraska

(337), Texas (318), Cornell (284), North-

western (232) and Syracuse (209). It will

thus be seen that this year ten institutions

exhibited an increase of over two hundred

students in the fall attendance, as against

four in 1911, seven in 1910 and eleven in

1909. It will be observed that of these in-

stitutions four are in the east, five in the

west and one is in the south.

According to the figures for 1912, the
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twenty-nine institutions, inclusive of the

summer session, rank as follows : Columbia

(9,007), California (6,457), Chicago

(6,351), Harvard (5,729), Michigan

(5,620), Cornell (5,4,12), Wisconsin (5,141),

Minnesota (5,063), Pennsylvania (4,843),

New York University (4,543), Illinois

(4,315), Northwestern (3,632), Ohio State

(3,608), Syracuse (3,529), Yale (3,265),

Texas (3,016), Missouri (2,871), Nebraska

(2,811), Kansas (2,403), Tulane (2,249),

Indiana (2,234), Iowa (1,944), Pittsburgh

(1,833), Stanford (1,670), Princeton

(1,568), Western Reserve (1,378), Johns

Hopkins (1,087), Washington University

(958), Virginia (799), whereas last year

the order was Columbia, California, Cor-

nell, Michigan, Harvard, Chicago, Penn-

sylvania, Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota,

New York, Ohio State, Northwestern, Syra-

cuse, Yale, Nebraska, Missouri, Texas, Kan-

sas, Indiana, Tulane, Iowa, Stanford,

Princeton, Western Reserve, Johns Hop-
kins, Virginia. If the summer session en-

rollment be omitted, the universities in the

table rank in size as follows: Columbia

(6,153), Michigan (4,923), Harvard

(4,828), California (4,741), Cornell

(4,605), Pennsylvania (4,290), New York

University (4,063), Wisconsin (3,957),

Illinois (3,948), Northwestern (3,619),

Minnesota (3,418), Syracuse (3,392), Chi-

cago (3,366), Ohio State (3,274), Yale

(3,265), Nebraska (2,483), Missouri

(2,388), Indiana (2,340), Texas (2,253),

Kansas (2,112), Pittsburgh (1,833), Iowa

(1,766), Stanford (1,661), Princeton

(1,568), Western Reserve (1,378), Tulane

(1,238), Washington University (958),

Virginia (799), Johns Hopkins (772),

whereas last year the order was Columbia,

Cornell, Michigan, Harvard, Pennsylvania,

Illinois, Minnesota, California, Wisconsin,

New York, Northwestern, Yale, Syracuse,

Ohio State, Chicago, Nebraska, Missouri,

Kansas, Tulane, Iowa, Stanford, Princeton,

Indiana, Western Reserve, Tulane, Vir-

ginia, Johns Hopkins.

Owing to the fact that no statistics were

given last year for the individual faculties,

it is impossible to compare the gains or

losses, as was done for 1910 and previous

years, but attention will be called to impor-

tant changes in connection with the discus-

sion of the individual institutions. So far

as the individual faculties of the various

universities are concerned, Harvard with

2,306 men and 483 women (Radcliffe Col-

lege) leads in the number of college under-

graduates, being followed by Indiana, with

1,415 men and 925 women ; California, with

914 men and 1,425 women ; Michigan, with

1,550 men and 732 women; Chicago, with

879 men and 720 women; Nebraska with

645 men and 897 women; Minnesota, with

633 men and 908 women; Wisconsin, with

749 men and 727 women ; Columbia, with

819 men and 590 women; Princeton, with

1,409 men, and Texas, with 773 men and

634 women.

In agriculture Cornell leads with 1,185

students, being followed by Wisconsin with

802, Illinois with 732, and Ohio State with

720. In architecture Illinois with 341 is

followed by Pennsylvania with 215, Cor-

nell with 133 and Columbia with 129.

Syracuse, with 175 art students, leads in

that field; while New York University con-

tinues to lead in commerce with 1,598 stu-

dents, being followed by Pennsylvania

with 636, Northwestern with 450 and Wis-

consin with 317. The largest dental school

is at Pennsylvania, where 508 students are

enrolled, as compared with 478 at North-

western, 252 at Michigan and 239 at Min-

nesota. Northwestern has the largest divin-

ity school, enrolling 222 students, as

against 132 at Chicago, 100 at Yale and 48

at Harvard; these are the only universities

in the list that maintain schools of theology.
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Syracuse has 177 students of forestry,

Ohio State 74, Nebraska 64 and Yale 40 ; at

California, Harvard, Illinois, Michigan and

Minnesota the forestry students are counted

in with other departments. Columbia has

a long lead in the number of non-profes-

sional graduate students, there being no

less than 1,399 students enrolled in its fac-

ulties of political science, philosophy and

pure science. Columbia is followed by Har-

vard with 532 students, Chicago with 490,

Yale with 429 and Pennsylvania with 403.

Wisconsin has the largest school of journal-

ism, enrolling 95 students as compared with

Columbia's 72, Indiana's 70 and Missouri's

55. The largest law school is at Harvard

University, where 740 students are regis-

tered in this subject ; New York University

follows with 693 students, Michigan with

654 and Columbia with 457. In medicine

New York University leads with 408, being

followed by Johns Hopkins with 351, Tu-

lane with 349, Columbia with 336 and

Pennsylvania with 313. Syracuse has the

largest number of music students, namely,

855, there being 452 at Northwestern and

118 at Indiana and at Kansas. The Teach-

ers College of Columbia University is by

far the largest school of education con-

nected with any of the institutions in the

list. It has an enrollment this fall of no

less than 1,606 students, as against 540 stu-

dents of education at Indiana, 478 at Pitts-

burgh, 398 at Texas and 355 at New York

University. Columbia also has by far the

largest school of pharmacy, enrolling 420

students, as against 195 at Pittsburgh, 193

at Northwestern and 176 at Illinois. As

for the scientific schools, Cornell continues

to maintain its lead in this branch, enroll-

ing 1,419 students, as against Michigan's

1,284, Yale's 1,139, Illinois's 965, Cali-

fornia's 735, Wisconsin's 728, Ohio State's

726, Pennsylvania's 713 and Columbia's

634. In veterinary medicine Ohio State

leads with 155, being followed by Cornell

with 120 and Pennsylvania with 115. All

of the above figures for individual facul-

ties are exclusive of the summer session at-

tendance. The largest summer session in

1912 was at Cohimbia University, where

3,602 students were enrolled, as against

3,531 at Chicago, 2,275 at California, 1,741

at Wisco7isin, 1,324 at Michigan, 1,307 at

Cornell, 1,197 at Indiana, 1,116 at Tulane

and 1,046 at Harvard.

The largest number of ofiScers is found at

Columbia, where the staff of teaching and
administrative officers consists of 867 mem-
bers, as against 825 at Cornell, 771 at Har-

vard, 595 at Wisconsin, 577 at Illinois, and

549 at Pennsylvania.

California.—The 894 students listed

under extension and similar courses were

divided as follows : San Francisco Institute

of Art, 225 ; Wilmerding School of Indus-

trial Arts, 190; University Farm School,

150; Short Course in Agriculture, 187;

Correspondence Courses in Agriculture,

142. In addition there is an enrollment of

approximately 37,000 students in the farm-

ers' institutes, etc. Of the 159 law stu-

dents, 62 are graduate students in the de-

partment of jurisprudence, candidates for

the degree of J.D., and 97 are registered in

the Hastings College of Law as candidates

for the degree of LL.B. Of the medical

students, 82 are enrolled in the first and

second years at Berkeley, and 19 in the

third and fourth years at San Francisco,

and 17 in the third and fourth years at

Los Angeles.

Columbia.—97 college students are also

registered in the professional faculties of

the university (in the exercise of a profes-

sional option) as follows: 45 seniors in law,

26 seniors and juniors in medicine, 9 seniors

in mines, engineering and chemistry, 5
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seniors and juniors in fine arts, 6 seniors

and juniors in journalism, and 6 seniors in

Teachers College. Of the students in edu-

cation, 1,379 were enrolled in Teachers Col-

lege and 227 in the school of practical arts.

Cornell.—No information was given as to

the number of summer session students who
returned for work in the fall, and an esti-

mate was therefore made based on the re-

turns in the previous year.

Harvard.—The 483 students mentioned

under '

' College, Women '

' are registered at

Eadcliffe College, where 80 of the 532 grad-

uate students are also to be found.

Illinois.—The decrease in the total reg-

istration this year is caused by the discon-

tinuation of the work in medicine and den-

tistry on June 30, 1912. The 269 students

listed under "other courses" consist of 33

students in the library school, and 236 wo-

men enrolled in the courses in household

science. The latter students are registered

in three colleges, namely, arts, science and

agriculture, but are not included in sepa-

rate figures for these schools.

Indiana.—The large increase is due to

the establishment of courses in journalism,

music and pedagogy, which were not repre-

sented in the table of 1910.

Iowa.—Of the 113 students in medicine,

14 are taking work in homeopathic medi-

cine. The students listed under '

' extension

and similar courses" are students in

pharmacy, medicine, the nurses' training

school of the college of medicine, and that

of the college of homeopathic medicine, in

which schools high school graduation is not

required for admission. The falling off in

the grand total is due to the fact that these

students were included in the upper part

of the table in previous years. Music is

now a part of the new college of fine arts,

for the regular courses in which high school

graduation is required, but since music

students are not required to submit any en-

trance credentials, it is difficult to tell how
many of the fine arts students have met sec-

ondary requirements for a collegiate course.

Minnesota.—The decrease in numbers in

the college of science, literature and the

arts is undoubtedly due to the qualitative

requirement for admission. The apparent

decrease in law is explained by the change

in classification. Under the new adminis-

tration, the evening law school has been

abolished, and that work is now offered

through the extension division. The de-

crease in students electing art is due to the

shifting of that department from the col-

lege of science, literature and the arts to

the college of education. The registration

of the graduate school will doubtless equal

last year's figure before the close of the

present year. The falling off in pedagogy

is the result of a change in classification; a

number, heretofore registered as specials

in that college, are now regular students in

the college of science, literature and the arts.

Missouri.—The decrease in the enroll-

ment in the schools of law, journalism and

engineering is due to the fact that the

standards of admission of these schools

have been increased by the requirement of

two years of college work in addition to a

four-years' high school course. This re-

quirement was first imposed in the session

of 1911-12, but in that session the second

and third classes in the school of law, and

the sophomore, junior and senior classes in

the schools of engineering and journalism

consisted of students who had entered

under the old standards of admission. The

elimination of one of these classes explains

the decrease in enrollment in these schools

during the past session. The decrease will

probably be manifested during the next

session in the school of law and during the

next two sessions in the schools of engineer-

ing and journalism. The schools of educa-

tion and medicine also require two years of
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college work for admission, but as this

standard was established at an earlier date,

all of the students who entered under the

lower requirements have been eliminated

and the enrollment in these schools is now
beginning to increase.

New York University.—The school of

commerce shows an increase of 226 over the

total enrollment for last year. The re-

quirements in this school are the same as

they were last year and the increased at-

tendance shows the demand for such

courses. The medical college shows a de-

crease of 179 from the total enrollment of

last year. The loss falls almost entirely

upon the freshman class, which numbers 53

this year, as against 206 for November,

1911. The reason for this decrease in the

entering class is that beginning with this

year, one year of college work has been re-

quired for admission in addition to high

school graduation. A one year preparatory

course covering physics, chemistry, biology

and scientific German is being offered for

men who expect to enter the medical college

next year, and there are at present 52 in this

class whose names are included in the total

for the collegiate division. The law school

shows a small falling ofE of 16 from last

year, which is doubtless due to the fact that

in the autumn of 1911 the law school was

placed on a strictly three-year basis for the

degree.

Northwestern.—There is an increase in

every school of the university excepting the

medical school, but the most gratifjdng in-

crease is in the college of liberal arts. A
committee of alumni and officers started a

campaign last year to interest the gradu-

ates in increasing the number of men. The

campaign resulted in an increase in men in

the freshman class over the previous class

of fifty-two per cent.

Ohio State.—The total enrollment, in-

cluding the summer session, shows but a

slight increase, which is due to the fact that

the summer school of 1912 showed a de-

crease of 166 in its enrollment. This was
largely due to the fact that the appropria-

tion for the summer school was cut by the

legislature from ten thousand to five thou-

sand dollars, and it was necessary that cer-

tain courses be eliminated. All secondary

work was dropped, and all students were of

college or graduate rank and were required

to meet the entrance requirements of the

college in which they wished to enroll.

Pennsylvania.—While the total enroll-

ment has fallen off as compared with the

figures of the preceding year, there is an in-

crease of 82 in the number of first year

men. The increase of 4 in the first-year

enrollment of the medical school indicates

that the heavy falling off in registration due

to the gradual raising of entrance require-

ments since 1908 has been checked, and a

healthy reaction should be noticed from
now on. The apparent falling off in total

enrollment in the veterinary medical school

is partly explained by the fact that the

graduating class last June, 58, was un-

usually large. The normal senior class is

about forty. The decrease in enrollment

in civil, mechanical and electrical engineer-

ing is not peculiar to the university this

year, as it is reported that there has been a

falling off in those courses generally

throughout the country.

Princeton.—Of the 1,409 undergradu-

ates, 150 are students in the undergraduate

civil engineering department, while the 11

additional students listed under scientific

courses are enrolled in the electrical engi-

neering school.

Texas.—In the fall of 1908 the minimum
number of entrance units on which a stu-

dent might be admitted was increased from

eight units to eleven units, and the follow-

ing year from eleven units to twelve units,

at which number it has eontimied until the
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present time. Beginning with tte fall of

1909, five college courses were required for

admission to the department of law, and

since the fall of 1910, five courses have

been required for admission to the depart-

ment of medicine. The percentage of men
over women registered in the college of

arts this session is larger than ever before.

This is doubtless explained by the fact that

more men than heretofore are taking their

pre-medical and pre-law training.

Tulane.—Fourteen of the students

listed under medicine are enrolled in the

post-graduate medical school. The 10 stu-

dents listed under "other courses" are tak-

ing work in household economy. Inasmuch

as no allowance was made in the table fur-

nished for the summer session students who
returned for work in the fall, an estimate

was made based on the previous year.

Virginia.—1,285 of the students were in

attendance on the summer school of 1912,

which is not a part of the university session.

Washington University.—The 78 stu-

dents listed under "other courses" are en-

rolled in the school of social economy. In

addition to the students accounted for in

the table, there are 140 registered in the

school of fine arts, but these have been

omitted because the school does not require

a four-year high school course for admis-

sion. They have been included, however,

under "extension and similar courses."

Many of these students have a high school

training and a number have even more. In

two departments the university has steadily

advanced the requirements, and the

changes in these departments have lowered

the registration and of course affected the

attendance materially. In the law school

the changes began in 1901-02. In this

year a fuU four-year high school require-

ment for admission was enforced. In 1904r-

1905 the course was extended to a full

three-year course, and the tuition was

raised from eighty to one hundred dollars.

In 1909-10 the department was removed
from a location well down in the city to the

new campus, and in 1910-11 a full year of

college work was required for admission in

addition to a four-year high school course.

As a result of these changes, the registra-

tion has decreased from 124 in 1900-01 to

76 on November 1, 1912. The entering

classes are showing a recovery from the in-

creased requirement, and the total regis-

tration this year of entering students was
29 regulars and 9 unclassified, as against

17 regulars and 8 unclassified when the

last change in the requirement of a full

year of college work went into effect. More
marked still has been the change in the

medical school. Here a complete reorgani-

zation has been effected, vastly adding to

the facilities and to the teaching staff, plac-

ing the instructors on a full time basis even

in the clinical departments for the burden
of the teaching and research, but retaining

a considerable number of men on part time

to supplement the work of the regular staff

in instruction and in the clinics. In 1910-

1911 the requirement for admission was ad-

vanced to a full year of college work in ad-

dition to a four-year high school course, the

college requirement involving specific pre-

scriptions in chemistry, biology, physics,

German and English. The number re-

ceived under this new requirement dropped

to 13 from 50 the preceding year. Further-

more, the requirements for advanced stand-

ing were increased and rigidly enforced.

The following year the entering class

showed a recovery, the number rising to 23

;

but in 1912-13 (the current session), the

requirement of two years of college work in

addition to a full four-year high school re-

quirement for admission, went into effect.

This college requirement included specific

prescriptions of two years of chemistry, one

of biology, one of physics, two of German,
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one of English, and electives, and the re-

quirements for admission to advanced

standing were further advanced. Again,

the tuition fee was raised to one hundred

and fifty dollars from a fee ranging from

one hundred to one hundred and forty dol-

lars. This increased tuition fee affected all

entering students either for the first year

class or for advanced standing. Under this

new requirement the registration for the

entering class dropped to 5 and the num-

ber received to advanced standing dropped

to 8, although 69 applied for advanced

standing and a very great number for ad-

mission to the first-year class. As a result

of the changes in the medical school, the

registration dropped in three years from

185 to 68, and the number will probably

decrease next year, as the last of the larger

entering classes on the old basis will pass

out. The registration of the college, where

the admission requirements have remained

the same, shows a fair increase.

Western Reserve.—In 1911-12 the law

school became, as the medical school has

been for some years past, a graduate school.

Wisconsin.—Of the 802 students in agri-

culture, 50 are graduate students, and of

the 728 in the engineering school, 20 are

graduate students. The figures for pharm-

acy are inclusive of 26 students enrolled in

the two-year pharmacy course, which does

not require four years of high school prep-

aration. The 5 students listed under

"other courses" are enrolled in the Wis-

consin library school, and are also counted

in letters and science. In addition there

are 31 students enrolled in the library

course, which does not require four years

of high school preparation. The figures

are also inclusive of the students enrolled

in the short courses in agriculture and in

dairying. Last year there were 424 in the

former and 133 in the latter.

Yale.—The decrease in the enrollment in

the law and medical departments is due to

the continued application of the recently

increased requirements for admittance to

these departments. The present general

requirement for admission to the Tale law

school is a bachelor's degree from a college

of approved standing. The general re-

quirement for admission to the medical

school is a college degree or evidence of

completion of at least two years of regular

college work. The registration in the first

year classes of the law school and medical

school is greater than the final registration

in the first-year classes of these schools for

last year.

EuDOLP ToMBO, Jr.

TEE FVB SEAL CENSUS

Ever since the fur seal herd of the Pribilof

Islands came into the possession of the United

States, through the purchase of Alaska, in

1867, one of the most important practical prob-

lems in connection with its management has

been the making of some sort of enumeration

or estimate of its numbers. The first attempt

was made in 1869 by Captain Charles Bryant,

first agent in charge of the herd. He esti-

mated that the animals occupied 18 miles of

shoreline to an average depth of 15 rods, 20

seals to the square rod, giving a total of 3,265,-

000 breeding seals and young. He did not

estimate the number of non-breeding seals,

animals of three years or under of both sexes.

A second attempt was made in 1872-74 by

Mr. Henry W. Elliott, a special agent of the

Treasury Department. He followed the same

method of gross estimate, refining somewhat

upon Captain Bryant's work, as it were, re-

ducing to feet and inches what his prede-

cessor had expressed roughly in miles and

rods. His breeding area differed radically

from that of Captain Bryant—6,386,000

square feet instead of 23,500,000. He, how-

ever, assigned only 2 square feet to each indi-

vidual animal, whereas Captain Bryant gave

14 square feet. These over- and underesti-

mates practically balance each other and leave
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the results about the same. Mr. Elliot found

a total of 3,193,000 breeding seals and young,

Y2,000 less than Captain Bryant. He esti-

mated the non-breeding seals also, finding a

number sufficient to bring the grand total for

the herd up to 4,700,000 animals of all classes.

In 1890 Mr. Elliott duplicated his census of

1872-Y4. It was a greatly reduced herd he

found at that date. The breeding area he

estimated at 1,900,000 square feet, and ap-

plying to this the same space unit, found

950,000 breeding seals and young.

The next serious attempt to estimate the

herd was made in 1895 by Mr. Frederick W.
True, o:^ the Smithsonian Institution, and Mr.

Charles H. Townsend, then connected with

the United States Bureau of Fisheries. The

herd had suffered still further decline through

the ravages of pelagic sealing, an indiscrimi-

nate form of hunting in the open sea partic-

ularly destructive to the breeding females.

Messrs. True and Townsend were able to count

the individual animals on certain breeding

areas, 7,479 in all. From charts of the rook-

eries, on which the areas had been traced at

the height of the season, the extent of the

counted area was obtained and hence an in-

dividual unit of space. Each animal was

found to occupy a space of 46 square feet on

scattered breeding grounds and half this space

on massed grounds. Completing the measure

of breeding space for all the rookeries, from

the charts, and applying to it the units of

space, a total of 131,833 breeding seals and

young was found, with non-breeding seals

enough to bring the total for all classes up to

155,977.

Coincident with the above estimate was one

made by Colonel Joseph Murray, a govern-

ment agent on the islands. He estimated and

counted the breeding families, 5,000, and as-

signed arbitrarily an average of 40 cows to

each, thus reaching a total of 405,000 breed-

ing seals and young.

In 1896 a new investigation of the fur seal

herd was begun by a commission under the

leadership of President Jordan, of Stanford

University. Both the above estimates were be-

fore this commission. The method of obtain-

ing the unit of space used by Messrs. True
and Townsend commended itself as worthy of

imitation, but on test the rookery charts were

found unreliable and a new basis of estimate

was sought. The areas on which individual

cows had been counted in 1895 were re-

counted, and enough additional space to bring

the total up to 16,679 individual cows, in

1,245 families, an average of 13 cows to a

harem. A complete count of harems was

then made with the intention of applying the

average to it after the manner of Colonel

Murray.

While this census of 1896 was in progress,

however, it was discovered that there were

more pups on the counted areas than the

number of cows previously counted war-

ranted, and a full count of pups showed them
to outnumber the cows two to one. In all

previous estimates it had been assumed that

at the period of development in rookery pop-

ulation known as the height of the season all

or practically all the cows were present. The
count of pups proved this to be an erroneous

assumption, that in fact when most of the

cows were present half at least of them were

at sea feeding. The average harem obtained

from the count of cows was therefore aban-

doned and one obtained from the count of

pups substituted. This gave a total of 157,-

405 tjows, with a like number of pups, in 4,932

harems, or a total of 319,742 breeding seals

and young. The estimate for non-breeding

seals in 1896 brought the total for all classes

up to 450,000 animals.

In 1909 the writer duplicated this census

of 1896, finding 50,626 cows in 1,387 harems,

or, adding a like number of pups, a total of

102,639 breeding seals and young, with non-

breeding seals sufficient to bring the total for

the herd up to 158,520 animals.

The method of enumeration thus estab-

lished in 1896 has been continued each sea-

son since with slight variation. The method

of estimate was not held to be exact. It was

recognized that exact results could only be ob-

tained by a full count of pups and this was

considered in 1896 to be physically impossible.

The chief importance of the enumeration.
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however, lay in its value as a measure of de-

cline, and for this purpose the results vcere as

satisfactory as a complete count would have

been.

By the treaty of July 7, 1911, the United

States secured, through the cooperation of

Great Britain, Eussia and Japan, the aboli-

tion of pelagic sealing. The herd was thus

freed from the drain upon its breeding stock

and hope for its restoration was revived. The

season of 1912 was the first under the new

treaty. It became important therefore to

know the exact status of the herd and a full

count of the pups was undertaken and suc-

cessfully accomplished by the writer. The

rookeries of St. Paul Island gave 70,035 ; those

of St. George Island, 11,949—a total of 81,-

984 pups. As each pup accounts for a mother

seal, there was a like number of breeding

cows. The harems numbered 1,358, an aver-

age of 60 cows to each, giving a total of 165,-

325 breeding seals and young, with non-breed-

ing seals estimated at 50,412, or 215,738 ani-

mals of all classes.

Omitting the non-breeding seals, which can

only be estimated, and dealing only with the

breeding seals, we find an excess of 62,685 ani-

mals over the estimate of 1909. Approxi-

mately 15,000 cows reached the rookeries in

1912 and brought forth their young, which

under pelagic sealing would have been killed

at sea. These with a like number of pups

swelled the herd and account for 30,000 of

the excess. The remaining 32,685, made up

of cows and pups, are accounted for by under-

estimates in 1909, from applying to large

rookeries averages obtained from smaller

rookeries. The average harem for all the rook-

eries in 1912 is 60 cows; that used in making

the census of 1909 was 36. If we deduct the

15,000 cows saved through cessation of

pelagic sealing, the average harem for 1912

drops to 48. Applying the difference between

this and 36 as a correction to the census of

1909 would add to it 16,644 cows and an equal

number of pups, 33,288 in all, a figure siiifi-

ciently near to 32,685 to show that it is fairly

accurate. As a matter of fact the herd has

not changed much since 1909. The pelagic

catch has merely taken, in the past three sea-

sons, a number equal to the annual increment

of gain, that is, the excess of young breeding

cows over the natural loss in adults due to old

age. By this normal increment of gain,

which is about ten per cent, yearly, now pro-

tected from loss, will the herd rise to its

former populous condition.

The counting of the fur seal herd is a simple

but at the same time laborious process. The
animals occupy six to eight miles of shore

front, in a belt, varying in width with the

character of the ground, but never more than

150 to 200 feet, often much less. The work

must be done in the first week or ten days of

August, between the close of the breeding

season and the time when the pups become ac-

customed to the water. The adult animals

are driven off by native helpers. The person

counting and his assistant cut off a pod or

group of pups, numbering 50 to 100, at a rook-

ery end, forcing it along the beach for a dis-

tance of one or two hundred feet. The ani-

mals string out in a line, the older and

stronger forging ahead, and the counting is

done by twos and in groups of threes and

fours while they are scattered. It is like

counting sheep as they pass through a gate.

A second pod is cut off and treated in the

same way, and so throughout the length of

the rookery. In the end the entire rookery

population has merely been shifted along the

beach a short distance, the adult animals re-

turn and conditions are soon readjusted. At

certain places close search must be made for

animals asleep or hiding in the crevices of the

rocks. Through failure to get all of these at

times the counts are slightly under the exact

facts. Count must also be made of the dead,

of which a number—1,060 for all the rooker-

ies—were found, such deaths being incident

to exigencies of rookery life. The counting

of the 82,000 pups occupied eight days, the

largest single day's work being 20,000.

The process sounds simpler than it really is.

The adult animals are always more or less

dangerous. The pups themselves have any-

thing but gentle dispositions and their teeth

are sharp enough to penetrate rubber boots.
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The ground also presents difficulties. Long
stretches of unstable bowlders are interspersed

with jagged lava potholes. There are cinder

slopes and basaltic benches. In places the

rocks are worn smooth as glass by the fric-

tion of innumerable seal bodies and the

bowlders near the water line are always treach-

erous with slime and slippery sea growths.

Over all is the unspeakable Bering Sea

weather—without sunshine and alternating

between thick and thin fog accompanied by

rain, flying spray and howling wind.

The result, however, repaid the effort.

For the first time the breeding stock of the

herd has been brought within the range of

exact figures. The herd is shown to be in bet-

ter condition than was expected. Its recup-

eration will be more rapid. The splendid

body of pups disproves absolutely the conten-

tion which has recently played so important a

part in discussions of the herd's condition,

namely, that the stock of breeding males has

been reduced too low or become invirile and

impotent through the operations of land kill-

ing. The immediate response of the herd to

its release from the drain of pelagic sealing

as certainly proves this to have been its sole

cause of decline.

George AEcnrBALD Clark
U. S. BuEEAXJ OF Fisheries,

St. Paul Island, Alaska,

August 31, 1912

TSE FUB SEAL MORTALITY OF TEE
PBIBILOF 1.00KEEIES IN TEE AB-

SENCE OF FELAGIC SEALING^

The breeding season of 1912 for the Pribi-

lof fur seal was the first in many years un-

affected by pelagic sealing. The herd has

promptly responded to the removal of this de-

termining check to its increase. The deaths

on the rookeries reflected not only the arrest

of pelagic sealing but the drop in the rate of

natural mortality which has been much more

rapid than the rate of decrease of the herd.

The question of mortality was investigated in

1896 and 1897 by the Fur Seal Commission,

^Published by permission of the Commissioner

of Fisheries.

and during the past season by the writer, the

death of the young being the chief concern

in both cases. The loss during the entire sea-

son, until the migration of the cows and pups
late in the fall, has never been covered, but
the major portion occurs earlier and indicates

the proportions of the mortality from natural

causes. In 1896 and 189Y, putting aside the

heavy loss from pelagic sealing by using only

the data prior to August 15, the approximate

date on which starvation caused by the pelagic

catch began to be fatal to the young on the

rookeries, the two chief causes of mortality of

pups were uncinariasis (hookworm disease)

and natural starvation, the former leading and
placing a heavy incubus on the herd. The
seal mother bears a single pup each year, and

will nurse no other than her ovm offspring.

Pelagic sealing therefore caused the starva-

tion of the young by an artificial interference

with the herd, while natural starvation is due

to accidental deaths of females which have

nursing pups and probably also to their fail-

ure to find their offspring after returning

from trips to sea. It was estimated at 30.8

per thousand in 1896. The total loss from all

causes in 1896 before the middle of August
was about 90 per thousand.

The data obtained in 1912 make necessary

some readjustment. The total natural loss to

August 22 on St. Paul Island is 880, or 12.5

per thousand. From starvation to the middle

of August a death rate of 4.3 per thousand is

indicated, and from uncinariasis for the whole

season a rate of much below 1 per thousand.

Uncinariasis has thus become a minor and

insignificant cause of loss, ranking not

nigher than fourth, a result which must be

due solely to the thinning out of the herd, for

no artificial measures against Uncinaria have

been applied. The worm could not be found

on Polovina, Gorbatch and the Northeast

Point rookeries, all formerly well infested.

The old rookery strongholds for this disease

in the sands of Zapadni, Eeef and especially

Tolstoi, are alone now occupied and they

yielded only 17 uncinariated pups, 5 of which

were associated with starvation, out of a total

of 175 examined. By making these sandy
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areas rocky uncinariasis can probably be made
and kept negligible.

Not so vulnerable are the rest of the nat-

ural losses and most of them are beyond the

reach of any preventives man can apply. Star-

vation is perhaps still the most serious of

these, but at least a close second are the con-

stant and typical cases of asphyxia neona-

torum, or suffocation of the new born, a

hitherto unidentified fatality among the

seals. This is an early loss, begins with the

first births and of course ceases promptly with

the last. Eighteen per cent, of the dead pups

examined before the middle of August were

thus asphyxiated, but as the autopsies did not

begin (save for two cases) until July 23,

when the height of the season was well

passed, the indicated death rate of 2.3 per

thousand is much too low. Pups dead of

asphyxia neonatorum are promptly recognized

by the presence of meconium and complete

pulmonary atelectasis, or lungs without air.

The meconium is made up of the products of

metabolism of the fetus, accumulated in the

large intestines during gestation, and is voided

soon after birth. A few cases have only par-

tial meconium and incomplete atelectasis.

The immediate cause of the failure to estab-

lish breathing is inferred to be obstruction by

the fetal membranes. Most pups are born

more or less invested by parts of what was

the bag of waters. The cow delivering her

pup instantly proceeds to tear off the caul with

her teeth, but she does not always succeed

until after the pup is dead. The dead pups

seldom show adhering membranes but one

striking example, found on St. George la-

land by Mr. Clark, is significant. The caul

was intact, fitted perfectly the whole head

and effectually sealed the respiratory pas-

sages. Usually the little victims never get

their first breath. Trampling or overlying at

the critical moment probably prevents breath-

ing in a few cases independently of the fetal

membranes. There is no evidence that any of

the pups examined was dead before birth.

In 1896 and 1897 this species of suffocation

must have ranked third, or possibly second, in

importance. Many of the earlier dead of

those years, which were seen lying largely in-

accessible in the heart of the harems and in-

ferred to belong with the losses from Unci-

naria, were probably suffocated at birth. It is

characteristic of this loss that many of the

dead are found in the original area of the

harem as first formed, and all of them di-

rectly on breeding grounds. The pups die on

the spot where born. Deaths from this

cause will continue indefinitely, the defect in

seal obstetrics being remediable by nature

alone. But the loss may perhaps not increase

much faster than pari passu with the growth

of the herd, which is not the case with un-

cinariasis and apparently not with starvation

and other losses. Roughly speaking there are

now one third to one half as many breeding

seals and young as in 1896; but the pup loss

is one seventh and the adult loss one fifth that

of 1896. As the various well-known losses

have decreased in a much faster progression

than the decrease of the herd, they may be ex-

pected to increase with its growth with corre-

sponding rapidity, though the matter is to

some extent influenced by such controllable

factors as the proportion of bulls to cows.

The death of adult breeders is mainly from
fighting, accidents of pregnancy and of other

kinds. During the season of 1912 this loss

was about 30 as against 159 in 1896.

An incidental discovery of less importance

but of much interest, was made by Mr. Clark

and the writer during the counting of the

pups. It has been supposed that the ability to

swim is not a birthright of the fur seal pup

but an acquirement gained by diligent prac-

tise in August. The stampeding into the sea

and ready swimming early in August of

hundreds of pups which had never before been

in the water, and corroborative observations,

show that the pup can swim just as soon as it

acquires sufficient strength and can manage
its limbs. M. C. Marsh

U. S. Bureau op Fisheries,

St. Paul Island, Alaska

MEMOEIAL OF A CENTENARY
The interest of the annual meeting of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia

was enhanced by the presentation of an ad-

vance copy of the fifteenth volume of the
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quarto Journal of the society published in

commemoration of the celebration last March

of the one hundredth anniversary of its foun-

dation. The volume consists of 753 pages

illustrated by 59 plates, six of which are in

colors. The work has been printed on spe-

cially prepared pajjer and is a noble specimen

of typography. It is divided into two sec-

tions, the first consisting of the proceedings

of the centenary meeting, an account of the

banquet, a list of delegates, and a selection

from the letters of praise and congratulation

received from corresponding institutions at

home and abroad, while the second part con-

tains the following memoirs contributed by

members and correspondents:

'
' Humaa Spermatogenesis, Spermatocytes and

Spermiogenesis : A Study of Inheritance, '
' by

Thomas Harrison Montgomery, Jr.

"A Contribution to the Paleontology of Trini-

dad," by Carlotta J. Maury, with plates drawn

by Gilbert Dennison Harris.
'

' Early Adaptation in Feeding Habits of the

Starfishes," by John M. Clarke.

"Mimicry in Boreal American Lepidoptera,

"

by Henry Skinner.
'
' The Petrographic Province of Neponset Val-

ley, Massachusetts," by Florence Bascom.
'

' Description of a New Fossil Porpoise of the

Genus DelpMnodan from the Miocene Formation

of Maryland," by Frederick W. True.

"A Synopsis of the Fishes of the Genus Masta-

cemielus, '
' by George A. Boulenger.

"The Faunal Divisions of Eastern North Amer-
ica in Eelation to Vegetation, '

' by Spencer Trotter.
'

' The Eelation of Smell, Taste and the Common
Chemical Sense in Vertebrates, '

' by George

Howard Parker.

"On the Supposed Tertiary Antarctic Conti-

nent," by Sir WOliam Turner Thistelton Dyer.
'

' Mollusk Fauna of Northwest America, '
' by

William Nealy Dall.

"The Eelation of Plant Protoplasm to its En-

vironment," by John Muirhead Macfarlane.
'

' Tetraplasy, the Law of the Four Inseparable

Factors of Evolution," by Henry Fairfield Osborn.

"The Phylogenetic Value of Color Characters

in Birds," by Witmer Stone.

"Further Experiments with Mutations in Eye-

color of Drosophila: the Loss of the Orange Fac-

tor," by Thomas Hunt Morgan.

'

' On the Eadiation of Energy, '
' by James Ed-

mund Ives.

'

' The History and Zoological Position of the

Albino Eat, '
' by Henry Herbert Donaldson.

'
' The Gorgonians of the Brazilian Coast, '

' by
Addison E. Verrill.

'

' New Observations in Chemistry and Mineral-

ogj)" by George Augustus Koenig.
'

' A Study of the Variations and Zoogeography
of Lign-us in Florida," by Henry Augustus

Pilsbry.

"Analyse der Siid-Amerikanischen Helieeen,

"

by H. von Ihering.

"Experimental Studies in Nuclear and Cell

Division in the Eggs of Crepidula," by Edwin G.

Conklin.

A view of the academy's building serves as

a frontispiece to the volume.

A copy of the academy's first publication

in 1817, an unpretentious small octavo, was
placed beside the sumptuous volume just

issued. The earlier issue was printed on
paper which has held its own through the

wear and tear of more than four-score years

and ten, although by no means specially man-
ufactured for the purpose. A distinction was
given to the volume by contributions from
Ord, Say, ISTuttall, Waterhouse, Maclure and
Lesueur and by the really beautiful engravings

of the last named naturalist, but the contrast

of this first publication with the volume just

completed is not so great as that of the acad-

emy of 1817, housed in three little rooms up
Gilliam's Court with the society as now estab-

lished and endowed.

The chairman of the library committee, Dr.

Thomas H. Fenton, spoke at the last meeting

of the academy of the commemorative volume

as a fine specimen of book making and of the

value of its contents as contributions to sci-

ence, calling special attention to its prompt-

ness of issue, as distinguished from the delay

usual in the appearance of such memorial
publications. He offered the following which

was unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting

that the sincere thanks of the academy are due to

the recording secretary. Dr. Edward J. Nolan, for

his imtiring zeal and industry in the preparation

and editing of the splendid memorial volume pre-
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sented to-night and for its extraordinarily prompt

completion.

The entire edition will be ready for distri-

bution before the end of the year.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND NEWS
A BRONZE bust of Dr. Eugene W. Hilgard,

emeritus professor in the University of Cali-

fornia, was recently unveiled in the foyer of

the new agi-icultural hall at the same time

that the building was dedicated. The occa-

sion was also marked by the formal investiture

of Professor Thomas F. Hunt as dean of the

department of agriculture.

On Friday, the thirteenth of December, a

complimentary dinner was given at the Cos-

mos Club to Dr. Theodore Nicholas Gill, of

the Smithsonian Institution, in commemora-

tion of the seventy-fifth year of his life and of

the fifty-fifth year of his publishing activities

as a naturalist. More than one hundred

guests were in attendance, mainly scientific

men. Admiral Stockton, U.S.lSr., president of

the George Washing-ton University, presided.

Dr. L. O. Howard, permanent secretary of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science, acted as toastmaster. The speakers

were Dr. Herbert Putnam, librarian of Con-

gress; Dr. C. E. Monroe, professor of chem-

istry in George Washington University; Dr.

B. W. Evermann, of the U. S. Bureau of Fish-

eries ; Dr. A. F. A. King ; Dr. Hugh M. Smith,

of the Bureau of Fisheries, and Dr. W. J.

Holland, of the Pittsburgh Museum. Dr. Gill's

remarks in reply were largely retrospective of

his long residence in Washington and his con-

nection with the Smithsonian Institution.

Many letters were read from prominent nat-

uralists and old friends of Dr. Gill. The

dining room was festooned with fish-nets;

aquaria were placed here and there upon the

tables, and corals and sea forms of difierent

kinds were intermingled with fiowers as table

decorations.

On the evening of December 13 a dinner

was given in honor of Dean W. F. M. Goss

by local members of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, members of the faculty

of the College of Engineering and members of

the Council of Administration of the Univer-

sity of Illinois. The dinner was given in

recognition of the election of Dean Goss to

the presidency of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers.

Captain Eoald Amundsen will be the guest

of honor at the annual banquet of the Na-
tional Geographic Society on January 11, in

Washington. Rear Admiral Robert E. Peary

will act as toastmaster. Captain Amundsen,

a gold medalist of the National Geographic

Society, for his voyage through the Northwest

passage, is again gold medalist of the society

for the discovery of the South Pole.

Among the prizes offered for competition by

the Academic des Sciences the most impor-

tant is the Breant prize (100,000 francs, $20,-

000) for the cure of Asiatic cholera. From
the income of the Breant foundation the

Paris Academy of Sciences has awarded prizes

of $500 to Dr. Carlos J. Finlay and to Dr.

A. Agramonte, of Havana for their work on

the role of the mosquito in the propagation

of yellow fever.

Oxford University has conferred the de-

gree of doctor of science on Professor Ernest

William Hobson, fellow of Christ's College,

and Sadlerian professor of pure mathematics

at Cambridge.

The Royal Geological Society of Cornwall

has awarded its Bolitho gold medal to Mr.

Geo. Barrow, for his services to Cornish

geology.

Major E. H. Hills, F.E.S., has been ap-

pointed honorary director of the observatory,

University of Durham.

Dr. Adeline Ames, Ph.D. (Cornell, '12),

has been appointed assistant forest pathologist

in the Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,

D. C.

Dr. James A. Honeij, Cambridge, has been

appointed assistant physician at the Leper

Colony, Penikese Island. He will have the use

of the laboratory of the Harvard Medical

School and will make a study of the fifteen

cases of leprosy now on the island.
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Peofessob George Grant MacCurdy, of

Tale University, has been elected a corre-

sponding member of the Societe des Ameri-

canistes de Paris.

Professor John W. Haeshberger, of the

University of Pennsylvania, has been elected

president of the Philadelphia Natural History

Society, which meets at the Wagner Free In-

stitute of Science. He has been made a mem-
ber of the council of the Pennsylvania For-

estry Association from Philadelphia County.

Mr. Frank M. Chapman, of the American
Museum of Natural History, and Mr. Louis

Agassiz Fuertes, of Ithaca, will leave New
York in January to explore the Columbian

Andes. They will make a survey of Colombia,

beginning at the Magdalena River and work-

ing eastward to the Bogota plateau, then on up
to the high mountains, reaching an altitude of

14,000 feet, and down into the Orinoco basin.

The work will take about three months. Its

purpose is primarily to obtain material for

other " habitat groups " for the museum. Mr.

Fuertes will sketch the birds, the flora and the

landscape features of the country.

Dr. George E. Hale lectured at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology on December

IV on " The Magnetic Field of the Sun."

Dr. J. M. Coulter, of the University of

Chicago, gave an address on " Problems in

Plant Breeding," before the honorary frater-

nity. Delta Theta Sigma, at Ames, Iowa, on

December 13. Professor N. E. Hansen, of

Brookings, South Dakota, gave an address for

the same society on " Siberia," on December

7, with special reference to the work of plant

introduction work in the United States.

Two lectures on different phases of " Effi-

ciency Engineering " have recently been de-

livered before the faculty and students of the

College of Engineering of the University of

Illinois. One lecture was by Mr. Harrington

Emerson, of New York City ; it emphasized the

need of scientific study and adaptation of the

human element in the industries. The second

lecture was by Dean C. H. Benjamin, of the

School of Engineering of Purdue University;

it laid special stress on the necessary limita-

tions of any efficiency system.

" The Rural Problem " was the subject of

an address delivered before the students of the

University of Wisconsin College of Agricul-

ture last week by Dr. F. B. Mumford, dean of

the University of Missouri College of Agricul-

ture. This was the first of a series of similar

lectures to be given during the winter.

By invitation of the University of Calcutta,

Dr. A. R. Forsyth, F.R.S., will give a course

of advanced lectures in pure mathematics
early next year. His subject is " The Theory
of Functions of Two or More Complex Vari-

ables."

The Dutch sculptor, Pier Pander (Rome),
has executed a bronze medallion of van't Hoff.

Nature states that any one desiring to pur-

chase a copy of it should send a postcard to Pro-
fessor Ernst Cohen, van't Hoff Laboratorium,

University, Utrecht, Holland. The medallion

will then be sent by the firm entrusted with

the work. If 100 copies are sold the price will

be 6.50 Marks. The price will be reduced to

5.50 Marks if 200 copies can be sold. The me-
dallion has been executed after a portrait re-

lief in marble by Pier Pander.

Dr. WiLLLiM James Vaughn, who has held

the chair of mathematics since 1882 and the

chair of astronomy since 1895 at Vanderbilt

University, died on December 17, aged seventy^

eight years.

Mr. Samuel Arthur Saunder, who while en-

gaged as a schoolmaster, carried on important

researches in astronomy, especially concerning

the surface of the moon, died on December 8,

aged about sixty years.

Mr. Peter Cameron, author of a work in

four volumes, which appeared between the

years 1882 and 1893, on " British Phytophag-

ous Hymenoptera," died on December 1.

There will be no meeting of Section C
(Chemistry), at the Cleveland meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science. The short time intervening between

the decision of the American Chemical So-

ciety not to meet in affiliation with Section C
this winter and the date of the meeting has

made it impossible to prepare a suitable pro-

gram. The meeting of Section C will, there-

fore, be postponed until the following year.
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NEWS
The University of Wisconsin plans to de-

velop in due time a full course in medicine in

accordance with the highest standards, and in

so doing it will utilize the clinical facilities

of Milwaukee as far as they are available ac-

cording to the decision of the regents at their

last meeting. At present only two years of

the four-year medical course are given.

In connection with the announcement of the

removal of Professor Herbert J. Webber from

Cornell University to the University of Cali-

fornia, the position which he will fill was in-

correctly given. He will be director of the

Citrus Experiment Station and dean of the

Graduate School of Tropical Agriculture.

The University of California has for several

years maintained four separate substations in

southern California. These are to be united

into an enlarged research station which will

probably be located at Riverside. While this

station will be designated the Citrus Experi-

ment Station after the dominant industry of

southern California, the work will be with all

crops which are grovsnn in that region. The

coupling with the station for agricultural re-

search of the Graduate School of Tropical

Agriculture will make it unique among our

agricultural experiment stations.

At the State University of Kentucky Dr.

Joseph H. Kastle has been appointed director

of the Agricultural Experiment Station and

dean of the College of Agriculture.

Dr. Jesse More Greenman has resigned

from the University of Chicago and the Field

Museum of Natural History to accept an as-

sociate professorship in botany at Washington

University and the position of curator of the

herbarium at the Missouri Botanical Garden.

He will assume his duties in St. Louis on Jan-

uary 1.

Mr. C. R. Orton, of Purdue University, has

been elected to fill the vacancy at the Pennsyl-

vania State College, made by the resignation

of Professor H. R. Fulton. Mr. Orton will

take up his duties on January 1, and will have

charge of the teaching and investigation in

plant pathology which includes forest pathol-

ogy as well as the other special courses in plant

diseases.

DISCUSSION AND COREESFONDENCE

PHILIPPINE SHARKS

To THE Editor of Science: In the issue of

Science for July 19, 1912, Mr. C. Tate Regan
makes observations on some new Philippine

sharks described by me and Mr. Lewis Rad-

cliffe in two papers in Proceedings of the U. S.

National Museum (Vol. 41, 1912). (1) Mr.

Regan expresses the opinion that a shark char-

acterized by a single dorsal fin, taken by the

Albatross in the Sea of Mindanao at a depth

of 585 fathoms and by us made the type of a

new family and genus, is not what it seems to

be ; he " suspects " that the absence of the first

dorsal is abnormal or accidental. This sus-

picion is not justified by any evidence afforded

by the specimen itself, which has been critic-

ally examined by Dr. Theodore Gill and other

competent zoologists, who were consulted in

advance of publication. (2) Mr. Regan finds

that Nasiqualus, established as a new genus of

Squalidas, " corresponds to a section of Cen-

trophorus which has already received the

names Acanthidium and Deania." Nasiqualus

certainly falls within the composite genus Cen-

trophorus as conceived by Mr. Regan, but in

either dentition or dermal structure it differs

markedly from Deania and Acanthidium. The

last named genus is not made a synonym of

Centrophorus by Mr. Regan in his paper cited

(Annals and Magazine of Natural History,

Vol. II., eighth series, 1908) but of Spinax

Cuvier, a name antedated by seven years by

Rafinesque's Etmopterus. (3) Mr. Regan con-

cedes that " a second new genus, Squalidus, is

valid." Two esteemed correspondents, appar-

ently having seen Mr. Regan's communication,

have recently notified me that Squalidus is not

a tenable name, being preoccupied. This

name, however, does not appear anywhere in

our paper. The name used was Squaliolus, in

allusion to the small size of the type species,

the fully mature male being only 15 cm. long.

H. M. Smith
BUItEAU OF TiSHERIES,

Washington, D. C.

BERARDIUS BAIRDn IN JAPAN

During 1910 while in Japan studying and

collecting whales for the American Museum
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of Natural History, I saw in the Imperial Mu-
seum at Tokyo the skeleton of a Ziphiioid

whale belonging to the genus Berardius. Upon
inquiry it was learned that the skeleton had

been secured from a whaling company which

conducted operations on the shores of Tokyo
Bay.

As it was then too late in the season to per-

mit of a personal visit to the whaling grounds,

my friend Mr. M. Matsuzaki, of the Toyo

Hogei Kabushiki Kaisha (Oriental Whaling

Co., Ltd.) offered to secure a specimen for the

museum. He was able to do so and in 1911 a

very complete skeleton reached New York.

This specimen is referable without doubt to

Berardius hairdii Stejneger, the type locality

of which is Bering Island, Bering Sea.

According to Dr. F. W. True,' the collection

of the National Museum contains three skulls

and three skeletons of this rare species, all of

which are from Alaska with the exception of

one taken at Centerville, California. I do not

know that this whale has been recorded in

other localities ; thus the skeleton in the Tokyo

Museum with the one just received in New
York extends to Japan the range of both the

genus and species.

So far as I have been able to learn the

" Tsuchi-kujira," as the Japanese call Berard-

ius iairdii, is taken in summer and only in

Tokyo Bay, not appearing at other points upon

the coast. The other species of this interest-

ing genus, B. arnouxi Duvernoy, has been re-

corded only in the seas about New Zealand.

Hoy C. Andrews
American Museum of Natural History

on citing the types of new geneea

At the Boston Zoological Congress the fol-

lowing recommendation was adopted:

To faeilitate reference, it is recommended that

when an older species is taken as the type of a new

genus, its name should be actually combined with

the new generic name, in addition to citing it with

the old generic name.^

' '
' An account of the Beaked Whales of the

Family Zyphiidse in the Collection of the TJ. S.

National Museum," Bull. 73, 1910, pp. 60, 61.

'Science, October 18, 1907, p. 521.

The point is, that a bibliographer should be

able to cite the necessary new binomial for the

t3Tpical species, from the place where the genus

was originally defined. I have never heard any

objection to the course suggested, but, pre-

sumably through inadvertence, the recommen-

dation is not always followed. A noteworthy

instance has just come to hand in Mr. Edmund
Heller's interesting paper on new genera of

African ungulates." He does indeed print the

combination Dolichohippus grevyi, but 8ig-

moceros lichtensteini (Peters), Beatfagus

hunteri (Sclater), Oreodocas fulvorufulus

(Afzelius), Ammelaphus imperhis (Blyth) and

Nyala angasi (Angas), types of their respec-

tive genera, are nowhere given their sup-

posedly correct names.

T. D. A. COCKERELL

IN THE INTERESTS OP BETTER SPEAKING

To THE Editor of Science: Would it be at

all worth while, now that the innumerable

scientific papers of the midwinter are about to

be read, to urge their readers to take a few ele-

mentary lessons in elocution before they ascend

their platforms? It is difficult to compute to

what extent esthetic pleasure, as well as fa-

cility of comprehension, would be added to if

men of science understood better the art of

putting their communications before the pub-

lic. The main work of the professional elo-

cutionist would be to show the prospective

reader how to produce full, clear, rotund chest

tones, instead of the thin, clouded, head tones

which they too often adopt. If the dozen or

so of precious hours that this would take is

too much to demand, perhaps the following

simple rules might be of some assistance; I

am sorry that they are so very elementary,

but in point of fact they are rules which are

violated by fully one half of those who read:

1. Stand erect, with chest expanded £ind

not contracted.

2. Consult a physician and see that the

nasal bones do not obstruct the nasal pas-

' Smithsonian Misc. Coll., November 2, 1912,

Vol. 60, No. 8.
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3. If manuscript is to be read from, hold

it in the hand (and hold it high) ; manuscript

which is stationary on a desli causes a rigidity

of the body which should be avoided.

4. The length of line of the type-written

manuscript must be short—not more than

seven inches. This is very important. The
long line of the ordinary typed manuscript is

convenient for the type-writer, but it is fatal

to the reader. The effort necessary to catch

the right line as the eye returns to the left-

hand margin of the paper consumes energy

which should be devoted to securing that mys-

terious rapport that must be established be-

tween reader and hearer if the function is not

to be a painful one. For the same reason the

type must be good and black, and the lines far

apart. Whatever contributes to the physical

ease of the speaker conduces also to that free

and undistracted state of mind which is indis-

pensable to the securing of the desired rapport.

5. Better still—make a mental note of the

Art und Weise of those men of science (half

our number perhaps) who, whether by in-

stinct or by early training, know how to ad-

dress an audience effectively. There is a

subtle mental attitude about them, quite

aside from physical details, which can per-

haps be better caught by instinctive imitation

than by conscious intention. May their tribe

increase

!

6. If, in addition, every individual reader

would, in his ovsm interest, see to it that there

is enough oxygen in the audience-room to per-

mit of ready comprehension on the part of

his hearers, then indeed would the mid-winter

scientific meeting become such a joy to the

spirit as would brighten, in retrospect, many a

coming month of solitary hard labor.

The essential matter of inspiring papers is

always at hand; a little furbishing up of

method of presentation is all that is needed to

make that matter far more effective, in the

way of presentation, than it is, too often, at

present. Of this the reader may be certain

—

if he insists upon beginning his paper with

his voice thin, low and veiled, and directed

downwards upon the floor instead of outwards

towards the level of his hearers' ears, the

spirits of his auditors, so far as they have any

esthetic quality at all, will also descend to

their boots, and will remain there until

another speaker gives them a chance at better

nourishment. X. T. Z.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

Principles of Microbiology. By V. A. Mooke.

Ithaca, N. T., Carpenter & Co. Cloth. Pp.

xl -f 506, 101 illustrations. $3.50.

It is unfortunate that the limited field

which this book covers was not indicated in

the main title. For as the subtitle tells us it

is a " treatise on bacteria, fungi and protozoa

pathogenic for domesticated animals." Even
then it does not claim to be complete, but, as

the author says, is a " text-book for veterinary

students beginning the study of microbiology.

It is not exhaustive but rather elementary in

character."

The first 188 pages and the last 65 are given

over entirely to the discussion of general bac-

teriological matters along the same lines that

we find in any of the half dozen books on gen-

eral bacteriology. As we look through the list

of chapters we find the same familiar titles as

in all the others : Historical Sketch, Bacteria

and their Place in Nature, Morphology of

Bacteria, Classification, Bacteriological Ap-

paratus, Sterilization and Disinfection, Prep-

aration of Culture Media, Isolation and Cul-

tivation of Bacteria, Microscopic Examina-
tion, Vital Activities of Bacteria, Eelation of

Bacteria to Disease, Use of Animals, Bacter-

iology of Water and Milk, Immunity, Serum
Diagnosis and Vaccine Therapy. The remain-

ing 253 pages, or just half the book, treat of

the application of these general principles to

veterinary matters.

Although we recognize the fact that the

book is intended only for beginners and does

not pretend to be complete yet we feel that the

half of the book dealing with general bacteri-

ology might with advantage have been left out

altogether. For this general part while ad-

mittedly incomplete does not in many in-

stances give as good, nor as accurate and up
to date discussion of the topics mentioned as
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do some of the general text-books. Neither is

this part specific enough in its directions to

serve the student as a laboratory guide. It

would have been better to have referred the

beginner to the standard text-books for the

general discussion, or to have provided him
vsrith specific directions for undertaking lab-

oratory V70rk leading up to the applications of

veterinary bacteriology. This vrould have al-

lowed the author more space for the extension

and elaboration of the more valuable and

specific part of the book in a way which he is

well qualified to undertake.

It is hardly necessary to specify the short-

comings of the general part more than to point

out that the historical sketch contains no ref-

erence to the other and earlier workers than

Leeuwenhoek; the chapter dealing with classi-

fication is inadequate and confusing, and in-

cludes practically none of the recent work; in

describing the preparation of culture media

the methods are old-fashioned and but scant

notice is given to the present-day standard

methods ; under the description of cultures the

standard card of the Society of American

Bacteriologists is not mentioned, although it is

included in the chapter on classification, where

it does not belong.

The chapter dealing with the bacteriology

of water and milk is entirely unsatisfactory.

The Standard Methods of Water Analysis now
, in use in practically all laboratories in this

country are neglected altogether, although

they are mentioned as giving methods for the

preparation of culture media. The methods

of interpreting the results of an analysis are

not at all clear nor do they accurately repre-

sent present-day practise.

The discussion of the relation of bacteria

to milk, a subject which touches closely veteri-

nary matters, is also given but brief consid-

eration. Too great stress is laid on such mat-

ters as the bactericidal property of milk, a

subject about which there is much question,

and the topic of bacteria in milk, particularly

the pathogenic bacteria, is treated altogether

too briefly. The author might very well have

expanded this discussion to considerable length

in a book of this character.

The good points of the book, and they are

many, are mainly to be found in the part deal-

ing particularly with veterinary matters.

Here we have a careful summary of our

knowledge of veterinary microbiology. But
even here clearness and accuracy seem many
times to have been sacrificed to brevity, al-

though on the whole this part of the book is

deserving of much praise. In the treatment

of many topics we might mention important

points which have been omitted, as for in-

stance, Winslow's classification of the Strep-

tococci^ the occurrence of M. gonorrhoea in

animals, the recent separation of Bacillus coli

into its varieties, the modern methods of

staining Treponema. But while sins of omis-

sion are frequent, those of commission are rela-

tively rare and unimportant. The illustra-

tions are not abundant but are well chosen,

though their quality is not up to the standard

set by the rest of the typography.

F. P. GOEHAM
Beown University

Biology: An Introductory Study. By H. W.
Conn. Boston, Silver, Burdett & Co. 1912.

Price $1.50.

The opinion of the reviewer was once so-

licited by a representative of one of the large

publishing houses of this country as to who
could write a good elementary biology and the

answer was given that Professor Conn could

do this. I do not believe that the publication

of his present book had any reference to my
statement, but it has warranted this statement.

The book presents the subject in the most

satisfactory manner of any of the texts which

have appeared. In the first place it is a dig-

nified college biology, demanding the serious

attention of the student. The treatment is

logical, beginning with the simple and work-

ing towards the complex and decidedly at

variance with the views of those who believe

it pedagogical heresy to put a compound mi-

croscope in the hands of the beginner. The
illustrations are inelaborate, but quite ample

and very well selected. At the ends of the

chapters are references to books and papers,

mainly of historical interest and a group of
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suggestions is likewise given for laboratory

work, but in no sense detailed laboratory di-

rections; tbey concern hints for handling ma-

terial which is not everywhere used for study.

One of the most important things about the

book is the etymological explanations of the

meaning of technical terms, to be found

throughout the text, while at the back is a

well-selected glossary-index in one. There are

some minor errors here and there, as the

spelling of Robert Hooke's name as Eobert

Hooker, amyolitic for amylolytic, but these

are few. The reviewer parts company with

the author in regard to the prominence of

amitosis in the light of the work of recent re-

search in hydroid, cestode, pathologic and

other departments; I do not believe that it is

sufficiently emphasized that nutrition is the

same in photosynthetic forms as in holozoic

organisms, but that the difference is in the

obtaining of nourishment, the one from inor-

ganic substances, the other from foods ready

formed. In the chapter " The Relations of

the Chromatin to Heredity," the author

thinks that it is " almost incredible that there

can be in such a small compass the traits of

characters which an individual transmits to

its offspring." I think likewise and I do not

believe that such is the case, but that the

chromatin is a determiner of these traits, in

the sense of Johanssen; unless this matter is

presented to the beginning student in clear

epigenetic terms, the whole matter will auto-

matically reduce itself to a reductio ad absur-

dum in his mind.

The book is a strong argument for the bio-

logical Monroe Doctrine—biology for the biol-

ogy classes. The discovery that animals and

plants are built upon the same general plan

and are in reality different aspects of the

same thing is nearing a century in age, yet

we teach the subject as if plants and animals

were entirely disparate, and that there are no

phenomena in common. The introductory

course in physics and in chemistry aims to be

general and to treat the science as a whole.

It is as logical for the chemist to introduce

his beginning students to organic chemistry,

as for the biologist to make his elementary

course mere botany or zoology. It is as futile

to argue that no man can teach biology be-

cause he can not be a good botanist and a

good zoologist at the same time as to assert

that the teacher of physical chemistry can not

be successful because he can not be both

physicist and chemist: the point is that he is

neither, he is a physical chemist, as the biol-

ogist should be a biologist. Professor Conn
has given ammunition to the advocates of

courses in general biology for beginning stu-

dents. -, -,.
M. M.

Handhooh of Mental Examination Methods.

By Shepherd Ivory Franz, Ph.D. New
York, 1912. Nervous and Mental Disease

Monograph Series No. 10.

Dr. Franz's volume adds another to the

several recent handbooks of psychological

methods and, as from a psychiatric angle, an

addition quite worth making. It is an ac-

count of the simpler experimental methods

to be used in the study of mental affections.

The ground covered is the usual field of psy-

chological experimentation, with a few special

chapters, as one on Speech and Aphasia. The
experimental methods described are taken

somewhat from the literature, but are also

largely the author's own, and in some of these

latter instances it appears as though the field

should have been more thoroughly gone over

with reference to the work of others along

similar lines. As to the single experiments

described, the critic will appreciate that some

experience with them is necessary to estimate

their value for clinical purposes. Under Sen-

sation are described the simple procedures

with which most of us are familiar, though

the methods of pain-measurement seem to be

regarded as more objective than is the case.

The reflexes and automatic acts are nearly

passed over in the chapter on movement,

though Franz has himself contributed to our

knowledge of their pathology. Only the

simpler methods are described for the observa-

tion of motor speed, accuracy, etc. The chap-

ter on aphasia does not deal with experimental

methods, but aims at sound guidance to clin-
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ical analysis. Much experimental material

follows under the titles of attention, appre-

hension and perception, while the need for the

special understanding of the immediate mean-

ing of these words is recognized and met.

Clinical methods have had a relatively large

share in the development of experiment along

these lines. As in other cases, the chapter on

memory leaves the reader with a decided

sentim.enial d'incompletude, hut the clinician

should find very convenient the samples of

material for the different sorts of memory
tests. The work of Kent and Eosanoff has

due recognition in the chapter on association,

though not the work of the Zurich school,

which is the opposite of the usual ease. Some
simple material which can be used for calcula-

tion tests is also presented. Under the " Time
of Mental Processes " are discussed various

forms of sorting tests, also of the A-test,

these latter apparently all of Franz's own
devising, though several other forms are ex-

tant. The remaining chapters are of an

observational rather than experimental bear-

ing, but are very useful in their present rela-

tion, especially the scheme of general exam-

ination, which is an excellent groundwork.

In closing, there are described the elementary

statistical procedures which the clinical ob-

server might have occasion to use.

It is evident that to adequately write a book

of this sort one must have the clinical view-

point continually in mind and keep it con-

tinually in the reader's mind; the author has

accomplished this better than other writers of

similar books who have been physicians. The
commentaries, both general and on the special

tests presented, should be an exceedingly use-

ful complement to the meager training in

psychology which the younger physicians in

our mental hospitals have usually received;

it is for their hands that the book seems in-

tended, and for whom it should perform its

most useful work. The reference lists, how-

ever, are ill-proportioned and too condensed.

The book is clear and very practical within

certain limits, but it is not as good a book as

its author should have written. J". L. W.

Building Stones and Clay-Products: A Hand-
book for Architects. By Heinrich Ries.

New York, John Wiley & Sons; London,

Chapman and Hall, Limited.

The work under the above title, comprising

upwards of 400 pages, is acknowledgedly an

attempt to prepare an elementary treatise on

the subjects mentioned for the benefit of the

students in the College of Architecture of

Cornell University and for architects in gen-

eral.

The first 250 pages of the work are devoted

to building stones, the remainder to clay and

clay-products. In attempting to cover so much
ground within a limited number of pages

much has to be omitted, and the question nat-

urally arises if the subject does not suffer by

such condensation to the extent of largely

losing its value. The portion devoted to stone

contains nothing that is not to be found in

other easily available works and its usefulness

must depend largely upon the method of ar-

rangement of the subject material. The sec-

ond portion is little more than an abbreviation

of what the author has already included in

his well-known work on " Clays, Their Occur-

rence, Properties and Uses." The subject is

one on which the writer is acknowledgedly an

authority.

The numerous illustrations are for the most

part well selected and executed. A very good

bibliography, glossary and index accompany

the work.

A few minor errors are observed, as in the

credit to Merrill on page 49, and to Watson

on page 50. These are, however, compara-

tively immaterial matters.

Geo. p. Merrill

SPECIAL ABTICLES

the relationships of the chestnut

blight fungus

The writer was the nrst to question the

identity of the chestnut blight fungus, Dia-

porthe parasitica Murrill. In the 1908 Eeport

of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment

Station he said:

We are not yet sure that Viaporthe parasitica

has not been collected before under some other
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name. Professor Farlow calls our attention to the

fact that '
' it comes more naturally under the

genus EndotMa, and is closely related to E.

gyrosa." In de Thiimen's "Myc. Uni.," No. 769,

is a specimen under this name on Castanea vesca

collected by Saccardo in Italy in 1876, whose Cy-

tospora stage (the only stage showing in our speci-

men) seems quite like that of our chestnut fungus.

Ever since writing the above the writer has

been endeavoring to gain additional evidence

along this line. Since so-called Endothia

gyrosa had been reported by Ellis and others

on Quercus in this country, we made a special

search on that host in Connecticut for this

and similar fungi. It was not, however, until

a field trip was made to Eock Creek Park,

Washington, D. C, during the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science meet-

ing of 1912, that we ran across the object of

our search. Here we found, besides Dia-

porthe parasitica in its asco-stage on chestnut,

a very similar fungus, also in the asco-stage,

on two species of oak. A careful microscopic

examination of the fungus on the oaks showed

that it differed slightly from that on the chest-

nuts through its slightly narrower ascospores.

Shortly after making these collections we
received from Saccardo specimens of Endothia

gyrosa in their asco-stage on both chestnut

and oak from Italy, and a careful microscopic

examination of these showed that they were

not only identical with each other, but also

with those collected on oaks at Washington.

This led me to say in a paper read shortly

after at the conference called by the Pennsyl-

vania Chestnut Blight Commission

:

The writer has since made a careful hunt for

Endothia gyrosa, and has specimens of it on two

species of oak collected in [Connecticut? and] the

District of Columbia. Cultures have been made
from these and from Diaporthe parasitica on

chestnut obtained from the same localities. Our
studies of these cultures and specimens from vari-

ous localities are not yet complete, but they have

gone far enough to say definitely that Diaporthe

parasitica belongs in the same genus with the

Endothia gyrosa on oak, and is at least very

closely related to it, though at present my opinion

is that they are distinct species.

And further on we said:

Now, if Endothia gyrosa has a variety of hosts,

including chestnuts, in Europe, and prefers a

southern habitat, what of its preferences in this

country? . . . Endothia gyrosa has been found on

as many hosts in this country as in Europe, and

likewise chiefly from the south. Why may we not

expect to find it there on the chestnut?

In fact, we were then on our way south with

this purpose in view, and we succeeded in

finding at all the places which we visited

Endothia gyrosa on both chestnut and oak

that in its asco-stage or otherwise could not

be distinguished microscopically from the

fung-iis on the oaks at Washington and on the

oak and chestnut sent by Saccardo from Italy.

This led us to add, as a footnote to our Har-

risburg paper, the following statement:

After the Harrisburg conference, the writer

went south especially to see if Endothia gyrosa

or Diaporthe parasitica occurred there on chestnut,

as suggested in this paper, though never having

been so reported. Stops were made at Roanoke

and Blacksburg, Va., Bristol, Va. and Tenn., at

Ashville and Tryon, N. C, and at Lynchburg, Va.,

and at each place the suspected' fungus was found

on both chestnut and oak, and more frequently on

the former. This fungus occurred as a languish-

ing parasite or as a saprophyte, usually at the

base or on the roots of the trees, and was never

found forming isolated cankers on the otherwise

sound sprouts, as is Diaporthe parasitica in the

north. Apparently this fungus is the same on

both the oak and chestnut, and the same thing as

the so-called Endothia gyrosa on the same hosts

in Europe. What its exact relationship is to

Diaporthe parasitica has not yet been fully deter-

mined. In gross appearance its fruiting pustules

are scarcely different, except possibly slightly less

luxuriant as a rule. Its pycnidial spores, Cytos-

pora stage, are apparently identical with those

of D. parasitica, but the ascospores are evidently

as a whole less luxuriant; that is, they are some-

what smaller, and especially slightly narrower.

Whether these differences are those of a strain,

variety, or distinct species, is yet to be determined

by cultures, inoculations and further study.

At the request of the writer. Professor Par-

low also vsTote a paper (which was read by

the writer) for the Chestnut Blight Confer-

ence, presenting his studies as to the identity

of the chestnut-blight fungus. Farlow had a
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linear-spored Endothia on oak from America

that he decided was related to but distinct

from Diaporthe parasitica, and the European

specimens of Endothia gyrosa, which latter, he

stated, could not be distinguished morpholog-

ically from D. parasitica. It is quite evident,

therefore, that Farlow was the first to call

specific attention to the fact that in America

there is a linear-spored Endothia on oak that

is distinct both from Diaporthe parasitica of

America and Endothia gyrosa of Europe;

while the writer first called attention to the

fact that there is a narrowly-oval spored form

on both chestnut and oak in this country that

is apparently distinct from D. parasitica, but

identical with Endothia gyrosa on the same

hosts in Europe.

Neither at this meeting, nor previously, had

any other American botanist published on his

own observations any statement of the rela-

tionship of Diaporthe parasitica to the genus

Eiidothia. Eankin, however, in his paper pre-

sented at this conference, did say:

The speaker has recently collected and exam-

ined a fungus indistinguishable from the chestnut

canker disease on dead chestnut bark in several

places in Virginia,

thus showing that he (and also Spaulding,

as was learned later by discussion with him)

had collected Endothia gyrosa without recog-

nizing it. Some time before the Pennsyl-

vania conference, however, von Hohnel, of

Austria, and Saccardo, of Italy (in a letter to

the writer), had compared specimens of Dia-

porthe parasitica from America with Endothia

gyrosa from Europe, and, like Earlow, had

come to the conclusion that morphologically

they were identical. They knew nothing

about the linear-spored Endothia and the real

Endothia gyrosa in America.

Shortly after the conference a paper by

Shear appeared in the April number of Phyto-

pathology, in which he says:

Out early unpublished studies of the chestnut

bark fungus, made in 1907, convinced us that it

was most closely related to the genus Endothia,

as that genus is at present interpreted by mycol-

ogists. This opinion was also reached by Dr. Far-

low, as reported by Clinton in 1908.

He also remarks further on:

It is still uncertain whether Diaporthe parasitica

is an indigenous American fungus or not. It is

also a question whether the fungus reported as

Endothia gyrosa and E. radicalis in Europe is the

same as that to which the same names are at

present applied in this country, and the exact rela-

tion of this European fungus to Diaporthe para-

sitica is also somewhat doubtful. The writer is

investigating these questions and hopes to discuss

them more fully later. One point at least we
believe to be definitely determined, and that is the

specific distinction between Diaporthe parasitica

Murrill and Endothia radicalis (Schw.).

This last point had already been pointed out

by Earlow in his paper, since he and Shear

both had reference to the linear-spored form

of Endothia, as shown by specimens since

received by the writer from both.

In Science (May 10, 1912) Earlow repub-

lished his Harrisburg conference paper with

some additions. In this paper Earlow speaks

for the first time of the specimens collected

by the writer. He says

:

As far as one can distinguish species by their

morphological, apart from their pathogenic, char-

acters, Diaporthe parasitica seems to me to re-

semble the Italian Endothia radicalis so closely

that they can not be separated specifically unless

it be by some peculiarity not hitherto recorded.

There is still another point which should be con-

sidered. Is the fungus of our chestnut blight ever

found on other trees? I have received a series of

interesting specimens collected by Professor G. P.

Clinton, which will illustrate this point. In some

the bark of chestnuts and in others the bark of

oaks is infested with an Endothia which in general

appearance and in microscopic structure seem to

me to be the same species.

Earlow further states that these specimens

are distinct from the linear-spored form on

oak.

Yet, in spite of all these statements, there

have recently appeared in the October number

of Phytopathology a second article by Shear

and another by P. J. and H. W. Anderson

—

two papers which ignore, probably uninten-

tionally, the published statements of Earlow

and the writer, thereby giving their readers
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the impression that they are presenting cer-

tain facts for the first time. In his article

Shear comes to the conclusion, after a trip to

Europe, during which he collected specimens

of Endothia gyrosa (Endothia radicalis of

European authors, as he calls it) on chestnut,

that this " is identical, morphologically, with

Diaporihe parasitica Murrill, as found in

America." This same conclusion, as we have

shown, was previously made by von Hohnel,

Farlow and Saccardo, but nevertheless is not

quite correct, since our studies show that the

aseospores of Endothia gyrosa from both

Europe and America and on both oak and
chestnut, are as a rule narrowly oval, while

those of the true chestnut blight are broadly

oval. However, since both forms have inter-

grading spores, the difference is very easily

overlooked. Shear also apparently did not

know that the real Endothia gyrosa of Europe

also occurs as a native species in America,

since he further states:

As a result of our studies to date, we are of

the opinion that Diaporthe parasitica Murrill is

the same as Endothia radicalis of European au-

thors, but not of Schweinitz, and that it was prob-

ably introduced into this country from Europe

and has gradually spread from the original point

of introduction, its spread being facilitated chiefly

by borers or other animal agencies which produce

wounds favorable for infection by the fungus.

The Andersons in their paper come to the

conclusion that there are three species of

Endothia in the United States, as follows

:

(1) E. radicalis (Schw.) Fr., (2) the true blight

fungus—why not call it Endothia parasitica?—and

(3) the Conuellsville fungus, for which we pro-

pose the name E. virginiana, and for which we
expect to write a description as soon as more of

the European specimens have been examined.

It is too bad that they did not first care-

fully examine these European specimens, since

their new species is the same thing as En-

dothia gyrosa. However, like the writer, they

distinguished the difference between the aseo-

spores of their so-called new species and those

of the true chestnut blight. Also their cul-

ture and inoculation work agree in the main
with the unpublished results of the writer.

With their interpretation of Schweinitz's

original description of Splusria gyrosa as be-

longing to an entirely difierent fungus (a

species of Nectria) we can not agree, as we
believe Schweinitz originally had our fungus

when he wrote his description in " Syn. Fung.

Car.," No. 24.

The writer has received specimens from

Farlow of his linear-spored Endothia, from

Shear of this same fungus, which he calls

"Endothia radicalis (Schw.)," and also of his

recent collections of " Endothia radicalis of

European authors " on chestnut from Italy,

and from Detwiler of the Connellsville fungus

(E. virginiana Anders.). We have had a

chance to compare all of these under the

microscope and most of them in cultures with

the specimens we have collected and with the

European specimens previously mentioned as

received from Saccardo. We have also exam-

ined the Ellis and other specimens under En-
dothia gyrosa in the herbarium of the New
York Botanical Garden and the Schweinitz

specimens of Sphwria gyrosa and S. radicalis

in the Philadelphia Academy of Science. We
have made cultural experiments with Dia-

porthe parasitica extending over four years,

and with Endothia gyrosa for nearly a year.

We have made numerous inoculation tests

with these two forms during the past summer.

We also have cultures of the linear-spored

Endothia. From this work and a careful

review of all the literature bearing even re-

motely on the subject, we are positive that

there are three forms of Endothia in America,

all of which we believe to be native, and that

at least one of them also occurs in Europe.

We shall briefly discuss these as (1) the linear,

(2) the narrowly-oval and (3) the broadly-

oval spored forms of Endothia, as follows

:

1. The Linear-spored Endothia, E. radicalis

(Schw.) Farl.—The specimen from Florida

issued by Ellis in " IST. A. Fungi " No. 1956 as

Endothia gyrosa (Schw.) is apparently this

species, though the specimen in our set shows

only a few aseospores and no asei. Likewise,

the specimens issued by Ravenel as Sphceria

gyrosa Schw. in his " Fungi Car " No. 49, on

Liquidamhar and Quercus, belong here, as
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shown by the ascospores present in certain of

the specimens the writer has examined. Ellis,

in his description, " N. A. Pyren.," p. 552, how-

ever, really describes the next species better

than this, since his measurelnents of the asco-

spores fit that species very closely. Ellis

apparently merely copied Winter's measure-

ments of the ascospores of Endothia gyrosa of

Europe. His references to American speci-

mens apparently all relate to the linear-spored

form, and Anderson, who made Ellis's draw-

ings, gives a fairly good illustration of this

(a little too broad), probably made from the

exsiceati specimen cited above.

Shear and Anderson refer this linear-spored

species to Sphwria radicalis of Schweinitz, and

we are inclined, after careful study of both the

Schweinitz and the Fries descriptions, to be-

lieve that they may have had reference to this

particular fungus. None of the original speci-

mens, however, show ascospores, as far as

known. Farlow, and not Fries, was the first

to consider this form as coming under En-

dothia, and the first to definitely mention that

the ascospores were linear, so we give him as

the second authority for the name. Schwein-

itz also described the Cytospora stage of this

same fungus, on wood of Liquidambar from
Salem, as a new species, Peziza cinnaharina,

No. 840 of his " N. A. Fungi," as shown by

microscopic examination of this material.

This would to-day come under Saccardo's

genus Endothiella of the imperfect fungi.

The ascospores of the specimens we have

studied vary from linear to linear-oblong, are

occasionally slightly curved, are provided with

an indistinct septum which probably is often

absent, and are chiefly 6-10
fi, (rarely 12 fji)

long by 1-2 /x wide. The fruiting pustules of

this species in its Cytospora stage are very

similar to or identical with those of the other

two forms. This species, however, is sharply

differentiated through its ascospores from the

other two, and to our mind represents the

primitive species from which the next de-

veloped.

Perhaps most of the specimens called En-

dothia gyrosa in American herbaria come

under this species, though it is impossible to

say so definitely, since most of them are repre-

sented only by the Cytospora stage. So far

as we have seen ascospore specimens, these

have come from the south, so that they give

it a present known distribution from Missis-

sippi and Florida up to North Carolina. It

is not known from Europe, apparently, but the

assumption is not unreasonable that it might

be found there, especially in the extreme

southern part.

2. The Narrowly-oval Spared Endothia, E.

gyrosa (Schw.) Fr.—The ascospores of this

species vary from elliptical-oblong to narrowly

oval, often tapering at one or both ends, have

an evident septum, and are chiefly 6-9
fi, long

by 2-3.5 jx wide. Numerous comparative meas-

urements of those taken from both oak and
chestnut in Europe and America show no dif-

ference. When we compare the spores with

those of the preceding species, however, the

difference is quite evident to any one; when
compared with those of the following form,

the difference, while much less marked, is still

sufficient for one with experience to distin-

guish the two by the slightly narrower spores

of the species under consideration.

We believe that this is the fungus described

by Schweinitz and by Fries as Sphwria gyrosa,

and later made the basis of the genus Bn.-

dothia by Fries. There is no doubt but that

it is the European fungus called indiffer-

ently Endothia gyrosa or E. radicalis, which

in its varied career has been placed under

such other genera as Valsa, Melogramma and
Diatrype. Streinz gives Sphceria fluens Sow.

as a synonym, and Shear, after an examina-

tion of the specimen in the'Kew Herbarium,

thinks it the same, so far as can be told from
the Cytospora stage. Other old-time names
have been listed by botanists as synonyms,

though probably not always correctly. Sac-

cardo, having the Cytospora stage on wood
instead of bark, created a new genus, En-

dothiella, with E. gyrosa as its type species.

He knew its relationship to Endothia gyrosa,

however. We are indebted to Sacoardo for

specimens of this type, and it is readily recog-

nized as a stage similar to the small, simple,

conical Cytospora fruiting pustules of En-
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dothia gyrosa on wood in the southern part of

this country. The true blight fungus also

produces this modification on the wood of cut

stumps in the north as does E. radicalis in the

south. So far as the writer has seen, the

asco-stage never develops later in these simple

Cytospora fruiting pustules of Endothiella.

While some American botanists are ready

enough to admit the identity of Endothia

gyrosa of Europe, they question its relation-

ship to Bphwria gyrosa of Schweinitz, upon

whose specimens from North Carolina the

species was originally founded. This doubt

is brought about partly by the fact that, as in

the case of Sphwria radicalis Schw., there are

to-day no specimens of Sphceria gyrosa col-

lected by Schweinitz that show the asco-stage,

and this stage is necessary to properly identify

any of these species. The writer thinks he

has sufficient reasons, without the ascospores,

to identify Sphmria gyrosa Schw. as the recog-

nized Endothia gyrosa of Europe to-day.

These are as follows

:

1. While we have not looked for Endothia

gyrosa at Salem, N. C. (the type locality of

Sphmria gyrosa), we have no doubt that speci-

mens of it can be found there to-day, since we
collected it at points both north and south of

that region.

2. Schweinitz gave the hosts as decaying

bark of knots, also living bark of Fagus and

Juglans. So far as the writer knows, neither

Endothia gyrosa in Europe or this or a similar

fungus in America has been found on either

of these hosts. He has made a careful search

on beech, butternut and walnut both north

and south, during the past two years, without

finding any suspicious fungus that he could

connect with Schweinitz's 8. gyrosa. Earlow

has called attention to the question of error

on the part of Schweinitz in determining

hosts, as follows:

Too much weight, however, should not be placed

on the hosts given by Schweinitz, for an exam-

ination of fungi of different kinds collected by

him shows that in his statements as to the hosts

he was not always to be trusted.

This would be especially true of fungi col-

lected on the exposed roots of trees, a common

habitat of this fungus. Even if Schweinitz

made no error in the determination of the

hosts, we know that certain American botan-

ists, as Marshall, about the time of Schwein-

itz's publication of his " Syn. Fung. Car."

used the generic name Fagus to include the

chestnut as well as the beech, and perhaps

Schweinitz may have used it in this sense!

3. Both Schweinitz and Fries, to whom
Schweinitz sent specimens, recognized Sphceria

gyrosa and 8. radicalis as distinct species, but

with a very similar aspect. Both made de-

scriptions of each of these species, and Fries

placed them in separate sections of the genus

Sphceria. Doubt as to identity would seem to

be entirely removed by Fries's later note on

8. gyrosa, in " Elench. Fung.," p. 84, where

he states

:

With new examples sent by Schweinitz, others

sent from western France by Guepin, and perhaps

also those from Levieux, agree in every way.

These tubercles break forth regularly from the

bark of Quercus racemosa, but on barked wood

the same thing is present simple in all respects,

crowded, subconfluent, punctiform, without a dis-

tinct stroma. . . .

The latter is a very good description of the

Endothiella stage already referred to.

4. The only specimen of Sphceria gyrosa in

the mounted Schweinitz collection at the

Philadelphia Academy of Science is No. 1431,

which is evidently not the type, but a speci-

men received years after the original descrip-

tion, sent by Torrey from New England. This

has already been shown by Farlow, Shear and

the Andersons to be something else, a Nectria,

and its identification as Sphceria gyrosa seems

to be an error on Schweinitz's part, since he

apparently had lost his type specimen when

he received this. However, Farlow has a

specimen in the Curtis Herbarium at Har-

vard, of which he vn-ites me:

The Sehweinitzian specimen of S. gyrosa in

Herb. Curtis at the present time shows no asci or

spores, but there is a sketch with the specimen

made by Curtis, from which it may be inferred

that he saw spores, and that they were like those

of Diaporthe parasitica.
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Taking all the evidence into consideration,

we can not see why the Splusria gyrosa of

America discussed by Schweinitz does not as

certainly relate to the present Endothia gyrosa

of Europe and America as does the Bphceria

gyrosa of Europe discussed by Pries, on which

no one raises a question. From Schweinitz's

description of 8. gyrosa and 8. radicalis we
believe he either had both of the species now
recognized here, or else he had the Cytospora

(Endothiella) and the mature stages of one,

and described these as two species. In the

latter ease the evidence, as shown by the

Curtis drawing, is more in favor of these

descriptions applying to the narrowly-oval

than to the linear-spored form. We think,

however, that the simplest and best solution,

until positive proof to the contrary is pre-

sented, is to decide that Schweinitz had both

species. From their indistinguishable Cyto-

spora stage, which was the stage usually found,

it was natural enough that in time European

botanists should place 8. radicalis and 8.

gyrosa together in one species, especially if

the former does not occur in Europe.

Having established the identity of our nar-

rowly-oval spored form, what about its appear-

ance in cultures and its action when inocu-

lated into living hosts? Cultures from vari-

ous localities in the south, from both chestnut

and oak, have been under observation for over

nine months, and all of these present identical

characters that distinguish them rather easily

from the true chestnut blight fungus when
grown under the same conditions. We give

these distinguishing characters briefly under

our discussion of the latter fungus.

Inoculation tests were likewise made on

seedling and sprout growths of both oak and

chestnut, from cultures of Endothia gyrosa

from both oak and chestnut, and these uni-

formly gave different results from the true

blight fungus when inoculated under similar

conditions. In other words, in no case did we
succeed in producing very evident cankers

from this fungus, and in most cases the in-

oculations were absolute failures. Yet there

were indications of a semi-parasitic nature

with a few inoculations made under condi-

tions rather unfavorable to the host. The
fungus is evidently largely a saprophyte, but

with slight parasitic tendencies.

This fungus has so far been found on chest-

nut and oak in this country from North Caro-

lina to southern Pennsylvania. It also occurs

on these hosts in Prance, Italy, Switzerland

and apparently in several other European

countries. Saccardo gives other hosts and a

wider distribution, but an examination of

asco-material is necessary to verify these.

3. The Broadly-oval 8pored Endothia, E.

gyrosa var. parasitica (Murr.).—This is the

true chestnut blight of the northeastern

United States. Originally described as a new
species, Diaporthe parasitica, by Murrill, it

has since been called Valsonectria parasitica

by Eehm and Endothia parasitica by the An-
dersons. Other botanists already mentioned

do not distinguish it from the Endothia

gyrosa just discussed. All botanists who have

recently made a thorough study of it, however,

seem to agree that it belongs more properly

under the genus Endothia, as first suggested

by Parlow and the writer, than under Dia-

porthe. Prom our own study we can not

agree with those who think it identical mor-
phologically with Endothia gyrosa, yet we be-

lieve it agrees with that species so closely that

it belongs under it as a variety rather than

ranks as a distinct species, as considered by
the Andersons. Hence the name given in the

heading.

The ascospores vary from narrowly- to

broadly-oval, sometimes tapering somewhat to

one or both ends, have a distinct septum at

which they are sometimes slightly constricted,

and are chiefly 6-10 /x long by 2.75-5 /x wide.

Those of 8. gyrosa, as given above, are 6-9 ^u,

long by 2-3.5 fi wide, thus showing the chief

difference to be in their width. Cultures of

this fungus as compared with those of En-
dothia gyrosa grown on potato, lima bean and

oat agars, give certain constant differences

most strikingly shown perhaps when young on

the potato and when old on the oat agar.

These differences, briefly pointed out, are as

follows

:
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1. The true blight fungus fruits earlier and

more abundantly and discharges the spore

drops more conspicuously than Endothia

gyrosa.

2. It has more numerous, but less evident,

smaller and more embedded fruiting bodies

than the latter, where they are often elevated,

distinct pustules, less covered by the exuding

spore drops.

3. It develops a much less luxuriant aerial

mycelium than the latter, except possibly in

potato agar, where the growth in both at first

is largely embedded, and much more highly

colored with the former.

4. Its aerial mycelium, at first white, in old

cultures is finally much less uniformly and

highly orange colored than that of the latter,

especially on oat agar, where the difference in

the luxuriance and color of the two is usually

striking.

Inoculations proving the parasitic nature of

the chestnut blight fungus have been made
previously by Murrill and others. Our in-

oculations were nearly all with pure cultures

from various sources. We have produced

cankers on seedling trees and chestnut sprouts,

but more readily on the latter. We have pro-

duced cankers on chestnuts with cultures ob-

tained originally from oak as well as from

chestnut. We have also produced cankers,

but much less readily and less conspicuously,

on oak sprouts with cultures originally ob-

tained from both oali and chestnut. We have

had some differences in results of inoculations,

which may be due either to the age of the

cultures, season of inoculation, condition of

host, original virulence of material used, or to

these factors combined. Most of our inocula-

tions with chestnut blight were made with

proper checks and with similar inoculations

with Endothia gyrosa. Our checks have all

remained free, and the differences between the

true blight inoculations and those of E. gyrosa

have usually been marked.

The true chestnut blight has been found

from New Hampshire to Virginia on several

species of chestnut and oak, though rarely on

the latter. This variety seems to be the most

northern of the forms as indicated by present

known distribution. It has not been recog-

nized as yet outside of the United States.

We have gone into this subject minutely

because a foreign origin of the chestnut blight

fungus is of vital importance to those who
advocate its control by cutting down infected

trees and destroying their bark. Eecently

Smith, in October Outing, has gone to the

extreme in advocacy of this quarantine method
of control by outlining a plan for the expen-

diture of over four and a half million dollars.

If, as advocated by the writer, the fungus is a

native species, which, because of weather con-

ditions unfavorable to its hosts, thereby weak-

ening their vitality, has suddenly assumed an

unusual and widespread prominence, it may
in time go back to its previous inconspicuous

parasitism. If, on the other hand, it can be

proved to be an imported enemy, there is at

least some basis for the fight for control, upon

the whole impracticable, originally advocated

by Metealf and now so strongly pushed by

those in charge of the work in Pennsylvania.

G. P. Clinton
Connecticut Agricultueal

Experiment Station,

New Haven, Conn.,

November 22, 1912

THE CONVOCATION WEEK MEETING OF
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES

The American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science and the national scientific

societies named below will meet at Cleveland,

Ohio, during convocation week, beginning on

December 30, 1912.

American Association for the Advancement of

Science.—President, Professor Edward C. Picker-

ing, Harvard College Observatory; retiring presi-

dent, Professor Charles E. Beasey, "University of

Nebraska; permanent secretary, Dr. L. O. Howard,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.
;

gen-

eral secretary, Professor H. E. Summers, State

College, Ames, la.; secretary of the council, Pro-

fessor H. W. Springsteen, Western Eeserve Uni-

versity, Cleveland, Ohio.

Section A—Mathematics and Astronomy.—^Vice-

president, Professor E. B. Van Vleek, University

of Wisconsin; secretary. Professor George A.

Miller, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.
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Section B—Physics.—Vice-president, Professor

Arthur Gordon Webster, Clark University; secre-

tary. Dr. W. J. Humphreys, Mount Weather, Va.

Section C—Chemistry.—Vice-president, Pro-

fessor W. Lash Miller, University of Toronto;

secretary. Professor C. H. Herty, University of

North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.

Section D—Mechanical Science and Engineering.

—Vice-president, Dr. J. A. Holmes, U. S. Recla-

mation Service; secretary, G. W. Bissell, Michigan

Agricultural College, East Lansing, Mich.

Section E—Geology and Geograpfti/.—Vice-presi-

dent, Professor James E. Todd, University of

Kansas; secretary. Professor George F. Kay, Uni-

versity of Iowa.

Section F—Zoology.—Vice-president, Professor

William A. Locy, Northwestern University; secre-

tary. Professor Maurice A. Bigelow, Teachers Col-

lege, Columbia University, New York City.

Section G—Botany.—Vice-president, Professor

D. S. Johnson, The Johns Hopkins University;

secretary. Professor Henry C. Cowles, University

of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Section S—Anthropology and Psychology.—
Vice-president, Dr. J. Walter Pewkes, Bureau of

American Ethnology; secretary. Professor George

Grant MaeCurdy, Yale University, New Haven,

Conn.

Section I—Social and Economic Science.—Vice-

president, John Hays Hammond, New York City;

secretary, Seymour C. Loomis, 69 Church St., New
Haven, Conn.

Section K—Physiology and Experimental Medi-

cine.—Vice-president, Professor J. J. McCleod,

Western Reserve University; secretary. Professor

George T. Kemp, 8 West 25th St., Baltimore, Md.

Section L—Education.—Vice-president, Pro-

fessor J. McKeen Cattell, Columbia University;

secretary. Professor C. Eiborg Mann, University

of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

The Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of

America.—December 30-January 4. President,

Professor E. C. Pickering, Harvard College Ob-

servatory; secretary. Professor Philip Fos, Dear-

born Observatory, Evanston, 111.

The American Mathematical Society.—Decem-

ber 31-January 2. President, Professor H. B.

Pine, Princeton University; secretary. Professor

P. N. Cole, 501 West 116th Street, New York City.

The American Federation of Teachers of the

Mathematical and the Natural Sciences.—Between

December 30-January 4. President, Professor C.

R. Mann, University of Chicago; secretary, Eugene
Randolph Smith, The Park School, Baltimore, Md.

The American Physical Society.—President,

Professor W. P. Magie, Princeton University; sec-

retary, Professor Ernest Merritt, Cornell Univer-

sity, Ithaca, N. Y.

The American Society of Biological Chemists.—
December 30-January 1. President, Professor A.

B. Macallum, University of Toronto; secretary.

Professor A. N. Richards, University of Pennsyl-

vania, Philadelphia, Pa.

The American Physiological Society.—December
30-January 1. President, Dr. S. J. Meltzer, Rocke-

feller Institute for Medical Research, New York
City; secretary. Professor A. J. Carlson, Univer-

sity of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

The Society for Pharmacology and Experi-

mental Therapeutics.—^December 30-31. Presi-

dent, Professor John J. Abel, The Johns Hopkins

University; secretary. Dr. John Auer, Rockefeller

Institute for Medical Research, New York City.

The American Society of Naturalists.—January

2. President, Professor E. G. Conklin, Princeton

University; secretary. Professor A. L. Treadwell,

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The American Society of Zoologists.—December
30-January 1. Eastern Branch: President, Dr. A.

G. Meyer, Tortugas, Fla. ; secretary. Professor J.

H. Gerould, Dartmouth College. Central Branch

(in charge of meeting) : president. Professor H.

B. Ward, University of Nebraska; secretary. Pro-

fessor W. C. Curtis, University of Missouri, Co-

lumbia, Mo.

The Association of American Anatomists.—De-

cember 31-January 2. President, Professor Ross

G. Harrison, Yale University; secretary, Professor

G. Carl Huber, 1330 Hill Street, Ann Arbor, Mich.

The Entomological Society of America.—De-

cember 31-January 1. President, Professor Ste-

phen A. Forbes, University of Illinois; secretary.

Professor Alexander D. MacGillivray, 603 West
Michigan Ave., Urbana, 111.

The American Association of Economic Ento-

mologists.—January 1-3. President, W. D. Hun-
ter, Dallas, Tex. ; secretary, A. F. Burgess, Melrose

Highlands, Mass.

The American Microscopical Society.—^December

31-January 1. President, Dr. F. D. Heald, Phila-

delphia; secretary, T. W. Galloway, Millikin Uni-

versity, Decatur, 111.
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The Botanical Society of America.—December

31-January 3. President, Professor L. E. Jones,

University of Wisconsin ; secretary, Dr. George T.

Moore, Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Mo.

Botanists of the Central States.—Betiveen De-

cember 30 and January 4. President, Professor

T. H. Macbride, University of Iowa; secretary.

Professor Henry C. Cowles, University of Chicago,

Chicago, 111.

The American Phytopathological Society.—De-

cember 31-January 3. President, Dr. G. P. Clin-

ton, New Haven Agricultural Experiment Station;

secretary. Dr. C. L. Shear, Department of Agri-

culture, Washington, D. C.

The American Nature-Study Society.—December

30-31. President, Professor Benjamin M. Davis,

Miami University; secretary. Dr. Elliot E. Down-

ing, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

The Association of Official Seed Analysts.—Jan-

uary 2. President, Dr. E. H. Jenkins, New Haven,

Conn.; secretary, E. Brown, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

The Society for Horticultural Science.—Decem-

ber 31. President, W. T. Macoun, Ottawa, Can-

ada; secretary, C. P. Close, U. S. Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

American Association, of Official Horticultural

Inspectors.—January 2-3. President, Dr. T. J.

Headley, New Brunswick, N. J.; secretary, T. B.

Symons, College Park, Md.

The American Anthropological Association.—
December 30-January 3. President, Dr. J. Walter

Fewkes, Bureau of Ethnology; secretary. Pro-

fessor George Grant MaoCurdy, Yale University,

New Haven, Conn.

The American FoVc-Lore Society.—January 1.

President, John A. Lomax, University of Texas

;

secretary. Dr. Charles Peabody, Peabody Museum,

Cambridge, Mass.

The American Psychological Association.—De-

cember 30-January 1. President, Professor Ed-

ward L. Thorndike, Columbia University; secre-

tary, W. Van Dyke Bingham, Dartmouth College,

Hanover, N. H.

The Sigma Xi Convention.—January 2. Presi-

dent, Professor Henry T. Eddy, University of

Minnesota; secretary. Dr. Dayton C. Miller, Case

School of Applied Science, Cleveland, Ohio.

Gamma Alpha Graduate Scientific Fraternity.—
December 31. President, Professor William

Crocker, University of Chicago; secretary, Pro-

fessor H. E. Howe, Eandolph-Macon College,

Ashland, Va.

NEW HAVEN

The Geological Society of America.—December

28-31. President, Professor H. L. Fairchild,

Eochester University; secretary. Dr. Edmund Otis

Hovey, American Museum of Natural History,

New York City.

The Association of American Geographers.—
December 27-30. President, Professor Eollin D.

Salisbury, University of Chicago; secretary, Pro-

fessor Albert Perry Brigham, Hamilton, N. Y.

The Paleontological Society.—December 30-31.

President, David White, U. S. Geological Survey;

secretary. Dr. E. S. Bassler, U. S. National Mu-
seum, Washington, D. C.

BOSTON

The American Economic Association.—December

27-31. President, Professor Frank A. Fetter,

Princeton University; secretary. Professor T. N.

Carver, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

The American Statistical Association.—Decem-

ber 27-30. President, Professor Walter F. Will-

cox, Cornell University; secretary, Carroll W.
Doteu, 491 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

The American Sociological Society.—December

27-31. President, Professor Albion W. Small,

University of Chicago; secretary, Scott E. W.
Bedford, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

The American Association for Labor Legisla-

tion.—^December 27-28. President, Professor

Henry E. Seager, Columbia University; secretary,

Dr. John B. Andrews, 131 East 23d St., New York

City.

The American Home Economics Association.—
December 30-31. President, Miss Isabel Bevier,

University of Illinois; secretary, Benjamin E.

Andrews, Teachers College, Columbia University,

New York City.

NEVf YORK CITT

The Society of American Bacteriologists.—^De-

cember 31-January 2. President, Dr. Wm. H.

Park, New York City; secretary, Charles E. Mar-

shall, Amherst, Mass.

The American Philosophical Association.—De-

cember 26-28. President, Professor Prank Thilly,

Cornell University; secretary, Professor Edward

G. Spaulding, Princeton University, Princeton,

N. J.
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Cornell Ualversity Medical College

Entrance
Requirements

CurrlouluB

T. Graduates of apprOTed Colleges or
Scieiitifi.c Schools, or

II. Seniors in such. Colleges on condition
the candidate presents the Bachelor's degree
before seeking admission to the second year
in medicine; or

III. Those presenting the full equivalent
of the ahove as determined hj examination.
IV. All candidates must present evidence

of having pursued major courses in general
Inorganic chemistry, with qualitative and
quantitative analysis, Physics and Biology,
covering at least a year's instruction with
laboratory work in each subject.

Graded to take advantage of advanced en-
trance requirements. First Tear devoted to

Organic and Physiological Chemistiy, Anat-
omy and Physiology. Medicine, Surgery,
Obstetrics and Pathology begun in the second
year and laboratory Pharmacology com-
pleted. Didactic and laboratory instnaction

In all clinical subjects completed in the early

part of the fourth year and followed by 21

consecutive weeks of all day bedside instruc-

tion in hospital wards.
Session openo the last Wednesday in Sep-

tember and closes the second week In June.

Class divided into sections of 5 to 10
students each for clinical instruction in dis-

pensary and hospital. Systematic daily con-
ferences with teachers at the bedside and in

the laboratory form the main, plan of
instruction.

The first year in medicine may te taken
either at New York City or at Ithaca, later

years only at New York City.

For further particulars apply to the

Dean, Cornell University Medical CoIleQe

28ih street and First Avenue NEW YORK CITY

InstmctloD

HARVARD
iVlBDICAU SCHOOU

Course for the Degree of M.D. a four years' course

is open to holders

of a bachelor's degree from a recognized colleg e or scientific

school , and to persons who, having studied sj ecifled subjects

during two years in college, are permitted to enter as special

students. Special studentsreceivetbeM.D. degree if, during
residence, they attain high rank. The studies of the fourth

year are wholly elective ; they include laboratory subjects,

general medicine and surgery and the special clinical

branches. The school year extends from the Mondayv be-
fore the last Wednesday in September to the Thursday be-
fore the last Wednesday in June.

Course for the Degree of Dr. P.H. Graduatesjn
a medicine and

other properly qualified persons may become candidates for

the degree of Doctor of Public Health.

Graduate School of Medicine
Graduate Instruction on a University Basis

Courses "'^^ elven throughout the yearinellclinicaland

laboratory subjects.

Instruction ^''^ be as thorough and scientificlas in the

Medical School proper. Elementary and ad-

vanced courses. Research couisep for qualified students.^

Students ^^^ admitted at any time and for any length

of study.

FOR INFORMATION ADDRESS

Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass.

Syracuse University College of Medicine

Entrance '^'^° years of a recognized course in arts

Rsniiippmpnte o"" '" science in a registered college or
nequiremenis school of Sciebce, ivhith must include

Latin, German, Physics, Chemistry and
Biolog'^. Sis and seven years' combina-
tion courses are recognized,

Tlie First Two are spent in mastering by laboratory

Years methods the sciences fundamental to
clinical medicihe.

The Third Year is systematic and clinical and is devoted
Course '° ^^^ study of the natural history of

disease, to diagnosis and to therapeutics.
In this year ttie systematic courses in
Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics are
completed.

The Fourth is clinical. Students spend the entire

Vpar rniiran forenoon throui^huut the year as clinical
I car uuui BC clerks in hospitals under careful supervi-

sion The clinical clei k takes the history,
makes the ph\ sical examination ana the
laboratory examiuations, arrives at a di-

agnosis which he must defend, outlines
the treatment under his ii structor and
observes and records the resul is. In case of
operation or of autopsy he follows the spe-
cimen and id< ntiflt'S its pathological na-
ture. Two general hospital,<i, one special
hospital and the municii al hospitals and
laboratories are open to our students. The
practical course in Hygiene and Preven-
tive Medicine,carried on in the Tnunifii'al
laboratories aTid hospital and in Pul_ilir

Health Field Work, occupies one sixth of
the mornings. The afternoons arc spent
in the College Dispensary and in clinical
work in medical and surgical specialties
and in conferences.

Address ttie Secretary of the College,

307 Orange Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

TULANE
UNIVERSITY

-OF-
LOUISIANA

Gjarses Jn Tropical Medtcmc and Hygiene
Begin January 2, April 2, June 3

and October t.

Fully equipped laboratories in all di'oisions of
instruction. Clinical opportunities unexcelled.

Medical Department and Department of

Pharmacy Open October J, J9f2.

For all information address

DR. ISADORE DYER, DEAN
P. O. Drawer 26 J New Orleam, It*.
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765 SCHOOL OF MEDICINE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 1912

The Oue Hundred Forty-Seventh Annual Session of this institution will open September 27, 1912, and continue
until June 18, 1913.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION: Candidates must have successfully completed work equiva-
lent to chat prescribed for the Freshman and Sophomore Glosses in colleges recognized by this University, which
must include a knowledge of Physios, Chemistry and Gene' a] Biology or Zoology, together with appropriate labora-
tory exercises in each of thtse subjecLs, and two languages other than English (one of which must be French or Ger-
man). For detailed information seud for catalogue.

Certificates from recognized colleges covering these requirements will be accepted in place of an examination.
Conditions will hereafter not be permitted to applicants if in any way conflicting with the roster of the medical

school; so that in these scientific subjects especially the records of the student should be complete before applica-
tion for admission.
UNOERGR&DU ATE COURSE: The course of instruction extends over four annual sessions, the

work so graded that the flrit and second years are largely occupied by the fundamental medical subjects. The third
and fourth years are largely dcvoied to the practical branches, prominence being given to ('linical instruction, and
the classes sub-divided into small groups so that the individual students are brought into particularly close and per-

sonal relations with the instructors and with the patients, at the bedside and in the operating room. It is strongly
recommended that after graduation further hospital work be undertaken by the memoers of the class ; and at least

90 per cent, as a rule attain by competitive'examination or by appointment positions as internes in hospitals in this

city or elsewhere.
POST-GRADUATE WORK: (1) Any graduate possessing a baccalaureate degree may pursue work

in Anatomy, Physiology, Physiological-Chemistry, Bacteriology, Pathology, Neuropathology. Pharmacology, Re-
search Medicine and Mental Diseases with view of obtaining the higher degrees of Master of Arts or Science and
of Doctor of Philosophy in the Graduate School of the Oniversity. For information address Dean of Graduate
School, University of Pennsylvania.

(2) Courses in Public Health (inaugurated in 1906), leading to diploma (Doctor of Public Hygiene, D.P.H ) are
open to graduates in Medicine. Tlie subjects comprehended in the course are : Bacteriology, Medical Protozoology
and Entomology, Chemistry, Sanitary Engineeriug. Sanitary Architecture. Meat and Milk Inspection, School In-
spection, Vital Statistics, Sanitary Legislation, and Personal and General Hygiene.

The full course extends over one academic year. Special subjects in the course may be taken by any one
possessing suitabl ' preliminary qualifications. For details address Director of Laboratory of Hygiene.

(3) From the opining of each term to about February 1 courses in Tropical Medicine are open to graduates in
medicine comprehending instruction in Medical Climatology and Geography, Hygiene of Tropics and of Ships,

Tropical Medicine. Bacteriology, ProtozooIog>'. Entomology, Helminthology and General Medical Zoology, Pathology,
Skin Diseases, Eve Diseases, and Surgery of Tropical Affections.

(4) During the academic session special courses in anv of the branches of the medical curriculum are open to

graduates of this or other regular schools of Medicine, both in the clinical subjects and in laboratory studies. The
excellent hospital facilities offered by the University Hospital, the neighboring Philadelphia General Hospital and
other institutions with whic:i the members of the stafl of instruction are connected, guarantee exceptional oppor-
tunities for clinical observation.

TUITION FEE: Undergraduate study, $200 annually ; fees for special courses on application. For detailed
information or catalogu'e address _

DEAN OF SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA, PA;

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
College of Medicine and Surgery

MINIMUM ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Two full years of college wort including two years oi
chemistry and one year each of physics, biology and
modern language.

COURSES OP STUDY
SEVEN YEAR COURSE leading to the degrees of B.A
and M.D. Three years in College of Science, Litera-
ture and the Arts or the equivalent, and four years in
medicine. Other academic colleges of equal standing
may affiliate on the same terms.
SIX YEAR COURSE leading to degrees B.S. and M.D.
The work of the two academic years is prescribed.
SIX YEAR COURSE leading to degree of M.D. Work
of two academic years elective except the above mini-
mum requirements.

OBUQATORY HOSPITAL YEAR
Beginning with the class entering in 1911, a fifth year
spent in interne hospital service in approved institu-
tions will be required for graduation, with eulrance
requirements as stated above.

EQUIPMENT
The College at present occupies seven fully equipped
bulMings and enjoys all the hospital and dispensary
facilities which are afforded by the Twin Cities with a
population of over 500.000. The University Hospital
Jaciliiies are greatly increased by the completion of the
Elliot Memorial Hospital. The new Institute of Anat-
omy and new Millard Hall buildings will be occupied
in June, 1912.

ORADUATE WORK
Students may elect studies In the laboratory depart-
ments as majors or minors for the degrees of M.A

,

M.S., Ph.D.. or Sc.D. Opportunity is given to gradu-
ates ia medicine to review the regular courses, or to
take advanced work.

TUITION—$160 per annum.
For bulletin containing full information, address

P. F. WESTBROOK, M.D., Dean
nianeapolls Minnesota

RUSH MEDICAL COLLEGE
IN AFFILIATION WITH

The University of Chicago
CURRICULUM.—The fundameBtal Dranches (Anatomy, Physiol-

ogy, Bacteriology, etc.) are taught in the Departments oi

Science at the Hull Biological Laboratories, University of
Chicago. The courses of two (or three) clinical years are
given in Eush Medical College and in the Presbyterian,
the Cook County, the Children's Memorial, the llospital

for Destitute Crippled Children, and other hospitals.

HOSPITAL YEAR.—A fifth year, consisting of service as an interne
under supervision in an approved hospital, or of advanced
work in one of the departments leads to the degree of M.D

.,

citm laude.

SUMMER QUARTER.—The college year is divided into four
quarters, three of -which constitute an annual session.

The summer quarter, in the climate of Chicago, is advan-
tageous for work.

ELECTIVE SYSTEM. — A considerable freedom of choice of
courses and instructors is open to the student. This is not
designed, however, to encourage the student to fit himself
for any special line of practice, but for its pedagogic
advantage.

GRADUATE COURSES. — Advanced and research courses are
offered in all departments. Students by attending summer
quarters and prolonging their residence at the University
of Chicago in advanced work may secure the degree of
A.M., S.M. or Ph.D., from the University.

PRIZE SCHOLARSHIP.—Six prize scholarships—three in the first

two years and three in the last two (clinical) years— are
awarded to college graduates for theses embodying original
research.

The Spring Quarter commences April 1, and the Summer
Quarter, June 17, 1912.

TUITION
S60.00 per quarter— no laboratory fees.

Complete and detailed information may be secured by addreasing

THE MEDICAL DEAN
The University of Chicago,

Chicago, Ilu
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